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LETTER OF TR.A.NSMITT .A.L.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, March 31, 1880.
Sm: At the suggestion of Professor Baird and Mr. Goode, I
have taken much pleasure in rewriting my field notes made upon the
Seal Islands of Alaska, which I herewith inclose for the use of the Census. Office, now under your direction. I also embody those maps and
·drawings which I think necessary to give the reader a better idea of
my understanding of the subject.
Very respectfully, your friend and servant,
HENRY W. ELLIOTT.
Hon. FRANCIS A. w,A.LKER,
Superintendent Tenth Census.
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THE SEAL ISLANDS OF ALASKA.
By

HENRY

W.

ELLIOTT.

HISTORY A.ND OBJECTS OF THE MEMOIR.
THE WRITER'S OPPORTUNITIES FOR OBSERVA.TION.-During the progress of the heated controversies that took place pending the negotiation which ended in the ac(i~isition of Alaska by our Government
frequent references were made to the fur seal. Strange to say, this
animal was so vaguely known at that time, even to scientific men, that
it was almost without representation in any of the best zoological collections of the world. Even the Smithsonian Institution did not
possess a perfect skin and skeleton. The writer, then, as now, an
associate and collaborator of this establishment, had his curiosity very
much excited by those stories, and in March, 1872, he was, by the
joint action of Professor Baird and the Secretary of the Treasury,
enabled to visit the Pribilof Islands for the purpose of studying the
life and habits of these animals.
The fact is, that the acquisition of those pelagic peltries had engaged
thousands of men, and that millions of dollars have been employed in
capturing, dressing, and selling fur-seal skins during the hundred
years just passed by; yet, from the time of Steller, away back as far
as 1751, up to the beginning of the last decade, the scientific world
actually knew nothing definite in regard to the life history of this
valuable animal. The truth connected with the life of the fur seal,
as it herds in countless myriads on the Pribilof Islands of Alaska, is
far stranger than fiction. Perhaps the existing ignorance has been
caused by confounding the hair seal, Phoca vitulina, and its kind,
with the creature now under discussion. Two animals more dissimilar
in their individuality and method of living can, however, hardly be
imagined, although they belong to the same group, and live apparently
upon the same food.
The notes, ·surveys, and hypotheses herewith presented are founded
upon the writer's personal observations in the seal rookeries of St.
Paul and St. George during the seasons of 1872 to 1874, inclusive,
supplemented by his confirmatory inspection made in 1876. 'rhey
were obtained through long days and nights of consecutive observation, from the beginning to the close of each seal season, and cover,
by actual surveys, the entire ground occupied by these animals.
They have slumbered in the author's portfolio until the present
moment, simply for the reason that he desired, before making a final
presentation of the history of these islands and the life thereon, to
visit the Russian seal islands, the '' Commanders," viz, Bering and
Copper islands, which lie to the westward, 700 miles from our own,
and are within the pale of the Czar's dominion.
3
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PREVIOUS OBSERVATIONS OF STELLER AND OTHERS.-In treating this
subject the writer has trusted to nothing save what he himself has seen;
for until these life studies were made by him no succinct and consecutive history of the lives and movements of the8e animals had been published by any man. Fanciful yarns, woven by the ingenuity of whaling
captains, in which the truth was easily blended with that which was not
true, and short paragraphs, penned hastily by naturalists of more or
less repute, formed the knowledge that we had. Best of all was the
old diary of Steller, who, while suffering bodily tortures, the legacy of
gangrene and scurvy, when wrecked with Vitus Bering on the Commander Islands, showed the nerve, the interest, and the energy of a
true naturalist. He daily crept, with aching bones and watery eyes,
over the bowlders and mossy flats of Bering Island, to catch glimpses
of those strange animals which abode there then as they abide to-day.
Considering the physical difficulties that environed Steller, the notes
made by him on the sea bears of the North Pacific are remarkably
good; but, as I have said, they fail so far from giving a fair and adequate idea of what these immense herds are and do as to be absolutely
valueless for the present hour. Shortly after St~ller's time great
activity sprang up in the South Atlantic and Pacific over the capture
and sale of fur-seal skins taken in those localities. It is extraordinary,
that though whole fleets of American, English, French, Dutch, and
Portuguese vessels engaged, during a period of protracted enterprise
of over eight.y years in length, in the business of repairing to the
numerous rookeries of the Antarctic, returning annually laden with
enormous cargoes of fur-seal skins, yet, as above mentioned, hardly a
definite line of record has been made in regard to the whole transaction, involving, as it did, so much labor and so much capital.
FORMERPUBLICATIONSOFTHEWRITER.-Abriefdigestofthewriter's
notes, relating principally to the business on the islands, was prepared
and given to the Treasury Department in 1873-74. This was printed
by the Secretary and has been the text of guidance, as to observation,
employed by the agents of the Government ever since. The maps and
sketch maps are herewith accordingly given to the public for the first
time. The author, fearing that private and personal affairs which
now confine him may possibly never permit his going over to the
Asiatic rookeries, thinks it perhaps better that what he now knows
definitely in regard to the matter should be published without longer
delay.
It was with peculiar pleasure that the writer undertook, at the suggestion of Professor Baird, who is the honored and beloved secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution, the task of examining into and reporting upon this subject; and it is also grat,ifying to add that the statements of fact and the hypotheses evolved therefrom by him in 1874
have, up to the present time, been verified by the inflexible sequence
of events on the ground it elf. The concurrent testimony of the
numerous agents of the Treasury Department and the Government
generally, who have trodden in his footsteps, amply testifies to their
stability. (See note, 39, A.)
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE FUR SEAL.
PECULIARITIES OF DISTRIBUTION.-Our first thought in studying
the distribution of the fur seals throughout the high sea of the earth
i one of wonder. Whil they are so widely pread over the Antarctic
re ion , yet, as we pass the equator going north, we find in the Atlantic
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above the tropics nothing that resembles them. Their range in the
North Pacific is virt,ually confined to four islands in Bering Sea,
Jtamely, St. Paul and St. George of the tiny Pribilof group, and
Bering and Copper of the Commander Islands, large in area, but
relatively scant in seal life.
The remarkable discrepancy which we have alluded to may be better
understood when we consider that these animals require certain conditions of landing and breeding ground and climate, all combined, for
their perfect life and reproduction. In the North Atlantic no suitable
t erritory for their reception exists or ever did exist; and really nothing in the North Pacific beyond what we have designated in Bering
Sea will answer the requirements of the fur seal. When we look over
t he Antarctic waters, we are surprised at what might have been done,
and should have been done, in those southern oceans. There we find
h undreds of miles of the finest seal-breeding grounds on the western
coast of Patagonia, th~ beautiful reaches of the Falkland Islands, the
great extent of Desolation Island, together with the whole host of
smaller islets, · where these animals abounded in almost countless
n umbers when first discovered, and should abound to-day-millions
upon millions-but which have been, through nearly a century, the
victims of indiscriminate slaughter, directed by most unscrupulous
and most energetic men. It seems well-nigh incredible, but it is true,
n evertheless, that for more than fifty years a large fleet, numbering
more than sixty sail and carrying thousands of active men, traversed
t his coast and circumnavigated every island and islet, annually
slaughtering right and left wherever the seal life was found. Ships
were laden to the water's· edge with the fresh, air-dried, and salted
skins, and they were swallowed up in the marts of the world, bringing
mere nominal prices-the markets glutted, but the butchery never
stopping.
THE SEAL GROUNDS IN THE SOUTHERN 1-IEMISPHERE.-I will pass
in brief review the seal grounds of the Southern Hemisphere. The
Galapagos Islands come first in our purview. This scattered group of
small rocks and islets, uninhabited and entirely arid, was fifty years
ago resorted to by a very considerable number of iihese animals, Arctocephalus australis, together with many sea lions, Otaria hookeri.
Great numbers were then captured by fur sealers, who found to their
sorrow when the skins were inspected that pelage was poor and worthless. A few survivors, however, remain to this day.
Along and off the coast of Chile and Bolivia are the St. Felix and
Juan Fernandez islands, the latter place being one of the most celebrated rookeries known to Antarctic sealers. The west coast of Patagonia and a portion of that of Terra del Fuego was in those early days
of seal hunting, and is to-day, the finest connected range of seal-rookery
ground in the sou th. Here was annually made the con centra ted attack
of that sealing fleet referred to; and one can readily understand how
t horough must have been the labor, as he studies the great extent and
deep indentation of this coast, its thousand and one islands and islets,
and when he sees to-day that the:i;e is scarcely a rookery of fur seals
k nown to exist there. The Falkland Islands, just abreast of the Straits
of Magellan, were also celebrated, and a favorite resort, not only of
t he sealers, but of the whale fleets of the world. They are recorded,
in the brief mention made by the best authority, as fairly swarming
with fur seals when they were opened up by Captain Cook. There
is to-day, in the place of the millions that once existed, an insignificant
number, taken notice of only now and then.

6
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'fhe Georgia Islands and the Sandwich group-all a succession of
rocky islands and reefs awash-the South Orkneys, the Shetlands, the
Auckland group, Campbells Island, Emerald Island, and a few islets
lying just to the southward of New Zealand, have all been places of
lively and continued butchery; the fur seals ranging in desperation
from one of those places to the other as the seasons progressed, and
the mercilE,SS search and slaughter continued. These pinnipeds,
however, never went to the southward of 62° south latitude.
In considering the western Antarctic hemisphere, I must not forget
also to mention that the fur seal was in early times found up the east
coast of South America, here and there in little rookeries, as far north
as Cape St. Roque; but the number was unimportant when brought
into contrast with that belonging to those localities which I have
designated. A small cliff-bound rookery to-day exists at Cape Corientes. This is owned and farmed out by Argentina, and we are
informed that in . spite of all their care and attention they have
neither increased nor have they diminished from their original insignificance; from this rookery only 3,000 to 5,000 were and are annually
taken. It appears as if the fur seals had originally passed to Bering
Sea from the parent stock of the Patagonia region, up along the coast
of South America, a few tarrying at the dry and heated Galapagos
Islands, the rest speeding on to the northward, disturbed by the clear
skies and sandy beaches of the Mexican coast, on and up to the great
:fish-spawning shores of the Aleutian Islands and Bering Sea. There,
on the Pribilof group and the bluffy Commander Islands, they found
that union of cool water, well-adapted landing, and moist, foggy air
which they had missed since they left the storm-beaten coasts far
below.
In the Antarctic waters of the Eastern Hemisphere seals were found
at ,.rristan da Cunha, principally on Little Nightingale Island, to the
southward of it; on Goughs Island; on Bouvets Island; Prince
Edward and Marion islands; the Crozette group, all small rocks, as it
were, over which violent storms fairly swept; then we observe the
great rookeries of Kerguelen Land, or Desolation Island-where
perhaps nine-tenths of all the oriental fur seals congregated-thence
over to a small and insignificant islet known as the Royal Company,
south of Good Hope. This list includes all the known resting places
of the fur seal in those waters.
FORMER ABUNDANCE IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE; EXTENT OF

EXTERMINATIONS.-In the light of the foregoing remarks, is it not
natural, when we re.fleet upon the immense area and the exceedingly
favored conditions of ground and climate frequented by the fur seals
of the southern ocean, to say that their number must have been
infinitely greater as they were first apprehended, surpassing all adequate description, when compared to those which we now regard as
the marvel and wonder of the age-the breeding rookeries of the
Pribilof group?
It is a great pity that this work of extermination and semmless
· destruction should have progressed as it has to the very verge of total
extinction ere auyone was qualified to take note of and record the
wonderful life thu eliminated. The Falkland Islands and Kerguelen Land, at least, might have been placed under the same restrictions
and whole ome direction which the Russians established in the orth
sea , the benefits of which accrue to us to-day, and will forever, as
matters are now conducted. Certamly it is surprising that the business thought, the hardheaded sense, of those early English navigators
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should not have been equal to that of the Russian Promyshleniks, who
were renowned as the most unscrupulous and the greediest of gaingetters.
•
POSSIBILITIES FOR PROTECTION.-The Falkland Islands offer natural
conditions of protection by land far superior to those found on the
Pribilof or Commander groups. rrhey have beautiful harbors and
they lie in the track of commerce, advantages which are not shared
by our islands. At Desolation Island, perhaps, the difficulties are
insuperable on account of the great extent of coast, which is practically inaccessible to men and nearly so to the sealf:;; but the Falkland
Islands might have been farmed out by the British Government at a
trifling outlay and with exceeding good result, for millions upon millions of the fur seals could rest there to-day, as they did a hundred
years ago, and be there to-morrow, as our seals do and are in Bering
Sea. But the work is done. There is nothing down there now valuable enough to rouse the interest of any government; still, a beginning might be made which, possibly forty or fifty years hence, would
rehabilitate the scourged and desolated breeding grounds of the South
seas. We are selfish people, however, and look only to the present,
and it is, without question, more than likely that should any such
proposition be brought before the British Parliament it would be so
ridiculed and · exaggerated by demagogues and ignorant jesters as to
cause its speedy suppression; hence, in our opinion, it is not at all
likely that the English Government, or any of the other governments
controlling these many islands of the Southern ocean which we have
named will ever take a single step in the right direction as far as the
encouragement of the fur seal to live and prosper in those regions
is concerned. vVhen we look at our northern waters, we speedily
recognize the fact that between orth America and Europe, across
the Atlantic and into the Arctic, there is not a single island or islet
or stretch of coast that the fur seal could successfully struggle for
existence on. These facts will become entirely clear when the chapter on the habit of this animal i.s reached.
ISOLATION OF THE NORTH PACIFIC ROOKERIES.-In the North
Pacific, in prehistoric times, a legend from Spanish authority states
that fur seals were tolerably abundant on the Santa Barbara and
Guadaloupe islands, off the coast of California, and the peninsula to
the southward. A few were annually taken from these islands up
to 1835, and some were wont to sport on those celebrated rocks off t,h e
harbor of San :Francisco, known as the Farralones; but no tradition
locates a seal rookery anywhere else on the northwest coast, or anywhere else in all Alaska and its islands, save the Pribilof group, while
across and down the Asiatic coast only the Commander Islands and
a little rock 1 in the Kurile chain have been and are resorted to by
them. rrhe crafty savages of that entire region, the hairy Ainos of
Japan, and the Japanese themselves, have for a hundred years searched
and searched in vain for such ground.
COMMERCIAL IMPORTANCE OJf THE ALASKA ROOKERIES.-rro recapitulate, with the exception of these seal islands of Bering Sea, there
are none elsewhere in the world of the slightest importance to-day;
the vast breeding grounds bordering on the Antarctic have been, by
the united efforts of all nationalities-misguided, short-sighted, and
greedy of gain-entirely depopulated; only a few thousand unhappy
stragglers are now to be seen throughout all that southern area, where
1

Robbins Reef.
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millions once were found, and a small rookery, protected and fostered
by the government of a South American State, north and south of the
mouth of the Rio de la Plata. • When, therefore, we note the eagerness with which our civilization calls for seal-skin fur, the fact, that, in
spite of fashion and its caprices, this fur is and always will be an
article of intrinsic value and in demand, the thought at once occurs
that the Government is exceedingly fortunate in having this great
amphibious stock yard far up and away in the quiet seclusion of
Bering Sea, from which it shall draw an everlasting revenue and on
which its wi e regulations and its firm hand can continue the seals
forever.
DISCOVERY OF THE PRIBILOF ISLANDS.
SEARCH OF RUSSIAN EXPLORERS FOR SEA OTTERS AND SEALS.-All

writer· on the subject of Ala kan exploration and discovery agr_ee as to
the cause of the discovery of the Pribilof Islands in the last century.
It was due to the feverish anxiety of a handful of Russian fur gatherers who desired to find new fields of gain when they had exhausted
those last uncovered. Altasov, and his band of Russians, Tartars, and
Kossar.ks, arrived at Kamchatka toward the close of the seventeenth
century, and they first found, of all men, the beautiful, costry, rare fur
of the sea otter. The animal bearing this pelage abounded then on
that coast, but by the middle of the eighteenth century they and those
who came after them had entirely extirpated it from that country.
~rhen the survivors of Bering's second voyage of observation, in
1741-42, and Tscherikov brought back an enormous number of skins
from Bering Island; then Michael N ovodiskov discovered Attoo, and
the contiguous islands, in 17 45; Paikov came after him and opened
out the Fox Islands, in the same chain, during 1759; then succeeded
Stepan Glotov, of infamous memory, who determined Kakiak in 1763,
and t,h e peninsula of Alaska followed in order by Krenitsin, 1768.
During these long years, from the discovery of Attoo until the last
date mentioned above a great many Russian associations fitted out at
the mouth of the Amoor River, and the Okotsk Sea, and prospected
therefrom this whole Aleutian Archipelago in search of the sea otter.
There were perhaps 25 or 30 different companies, with quite a fleet of
small vessels, and so energetic and thorough were they in their search
and capture of the sea otter that along by 1772 and 1774 the catch in
this group had dwindled down from thousands and tens of thousands
at first, to hundreds and tens of hundreds at last. As all men do
when they find that that which they are engaged in is faHing them,
a change of search and inquiry was in order, and then the fur seal,
which had been noted but not valued much, every year as it went
north in the spring throu O'h the passes and channels of the Aleutian
chain, then going back south again in the fall, became the souree of
much speculation as to where it spent its time on land and how it
bred. Nobody had ever heard of its stopping one solitary hour on a
single rock or beach throughout all Ala ka or the north west coast.
The native , when que tioned, xpressed th m elve as entirely ignorant, though they believed, a they believe in many things of which
they have no knowledge, that these eals repaired to, ome unknown
land in the north every ummer and left every winter. They also
r a on d, then, that when th y left the unknown land to the north in
the fall and went outh into the orth Pacific, they traveled to some
ot,her trang i land or continent there upon which in turn to pend
he wint r.
aturally the Ru ians preferred to look for the sup-
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posed winter resting places of the fur seal, and forthwith a hundred
schooners and shallops sailed into storm and fog to the northward
occasionally, but generally to the southward, in search of this rumored
breeding ground. Indeed, if the record can be credited, the whole
bent of this Russian attention and search for the fur-seal islands was
devoted to that region south of the Aleutian Islands, between Japan
and Oregon.
PRIBILOF'S DISCOVERY OF THE ISLANDS WHICH BEAR HIS NAME.-

Hence it was not until 1786, after more than eighteen years of unremitting search by hardy navigators, that the Pribilof Islands were
discovered. It seems that a rugged Muscovitic "stoorman," or ship's
"mate," Gehrman Pribilof by name, serving under the direction and
in the pay of one of,the many companies engaged in the fur business
at that time, was much moved and exercised in his mind by the revelations of an old Aleutian shaman at Unalaska, w:ho pretended to
recite a legend of the natives, wherein he declared that certain islands
in the Bering Sea had long been known to Aleuts. 1
Pribilof commanded a small sloop, the St. George, which he employed
for three successive years in constant, though fruitless, explorations
to the northward of Unalaska and Unimak, ranging over the whole
of Bering Sea from the straits above. His ill success does not now
seem strange when we understand the currents, the wind, and fogs of
those waters. Why, only recently, the writer himself has been on one
of the best-manned vessels that ever sailed from any port, provided
with good charts and equipped with all the marine machinery known
to navigation, and that vessel has hovered for nine successive days
off the north point and around St. Paul Island, sometimes almost on
the reef, and never more than 10 miles away, without actually knowing where the island was. So Pribilof did well, considering, since at
the beginning of the third summer's tedious search, in June, 1786, his
old sloop ran up against the walls of Tolstoi Mees, at St. George, and
when, though the fog was so thick that he could see scarce the length
of his vessel, his ears were regaled by the sweet music of seal rookeries
wafted out to him on the heavy air. He knew then that he had found
the object of his search, and he at once took possession of the island in
the Russian name and that of his craft.
His secret ·c ould not long be kept. He had left some of his men
behind him to hold the island, and when he returned to Unalaska
they were gone. And when the next season had fairly opened a
dozen vessels were watching him and trimming in his wake. Of
course they all found the island, and in that year, July, 1787, the
sailors of Pribilof, on St. George, while climbing the bluffs and straining their eyes for a relief ship, descried the low coast and scattered
cones of St. Paul, 36 miles to the northwest of them. When they
landed at St. George not a sign nor a vestige of human habitation
was found thereon; but during the succeeding year, when they crossed
over to St. Paul and took possession of it, in turn, they were surprised
at finding on the south coast of that island, at a point now known as
English Bay, the remains of a recent fire. There were charred embers
of driftwood and places where grass had been scorched; there was a
pipe, and a brass knife handle, which I regret to say have long passed
beyond the cognizance of any ethnologist. This much appears in the
Russian records.
1

This legend is translated by the author, and published in the Appendix.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIBILOF ISLANDS.
rrhe Pribilof Islands lie in the heart of Bering Sea, and are among
the most insignificant landmarks known in that ocean. They are situated 192 miles north of Unalaska, 200 miles south of St. Matthews,
and about the same distance westward of Cape N ewenham on the
mainland.
CLIMATE.-The islands of St. George and St. Paul are from 27 to 30
miles apart, St. George lying southeastward of St. Paul. They are
far enough south to be beyond the reach of permanent ice floes, upon
which polar bears could have made their way to the islands, though
a few of these animals were, doubtless, always present. They laid
also distant enough from the inhabited Aleutian districts and the
coast of the mainland to have remained unknown to savage men.
Hence they afforded the fur seal the happiest shelter and isolation,
for their position seems to be such as to surround and envelop them
with fog banks that fairly shut out the sun nine days in every ten
during the summer and breeding season.
In this location ocean currents from the great Pacific, warmer than
the normal temperature of that latitude, trending up from southward,
ebb and flow around the islands as they pass, giving rise during the
summer and early autumn to constant, dense, humid fog and drizzling mists, which hang in heavy banks over the islands and the sea
line, seldom dissolving away to indicate a pleasant day. By the middle or end of October strong, cold winds, refrigerated on the Siberian
steppes, sweep down across the islands, carrying off the moisture and
clearing up the air. By the end of January or early in February
they usually bring, by their steady pressure from t,he north and
northwest, great fields of broken ice, sludgy floes, with nothing in
them approximating or approaching glacial ice. They are not very
heavy or thick, but still, as the wind blows, they compactly cover the
whole surface of the sea, completely shutting in the land, and for
months at a time hushing the wonted roar of the surf. In the exceptionally cold seasons that succeed each other up there every four or
five years, for periods of three and even four months-from December to May and sometimes into June-the islands will be completely
environed and icebound. On the other hand, in about the same rotation occur the exceptionally mild winters.
ot even the sight of an
ice floe is recorded during the whole winter, and there is very little
skating on the shallow lakes and lagoons peculiar to St. Paul and St.
George. rrhis, however, is not often the ca, e.
The breaking up of winter weather and the precipitation of summer
(for there is no real spring or autumn in these latitudes) usually com·
mences about the first week in April. The ice begins to leave or dissolve at that time or a little later, so that by the 1st or 5th of May
the b ache and rocky sea margin beneath the mural precipices are
gen rally clear and free from ice and snow, although the latter occasionally lie until the end of July or the middle of August in gullies
an<l. on le ward hill lope,, where it ha drifted during the winter.
Fog, thick and heavy, rolls up from t,he s a, and clo es over the land
about the end of May; thi , the habitual sign of ummer, holds on
eadily to the middl or nd of October again.
The p riods of change in climate are exce dingly irregular during
th autumn and sprinO', so called, but in umm r the cool, moist,
hady, gray fog i con tantl pr nt. 'ro thi. c rtainty of favored
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climate, coupled with the perfect isolation and the exceeding fitness
of the ground, is due, wit,hout doubt, that preference manifested by
the warm-blooded animals which come here every year in thousands
and hundreds of thousands to breed, to the practical exclusion of
all other ground.
A large amount of information in regard to the climate of these
islands has been collected and recorded by the Signal Service, United
States Army, and similar observations are still continued by the agents
of the Alaska Commercial Co;mpany. I simply remark here that the
winter which I passed upon St. Paul Island (1872-73) was one of great
severity, and, according to the natives, such as is very seldom experienced. Cold as it was, however, the lowest marking of the thermometer
was only 12° F. below zero, and that lasted but a few hours during a
single day in February, while the mean of that month was 18° above.
I found that March was the coldest month. Then the mean was 12°
above, and I have since learned that March continues to be the meanest month of the year. The lowest average of a usual winter ranges
from 22° to 26° above zero; but these quiet figures are simply inadequate to impress the reader with the exceeding discomfort of the winter
in that locality. It is the wind that tortures and cripples outdoor
exercise there, as it does on all the seacoast and islands of Alaska. It
is blowing, blowing, from every point of the compass, at all times; it
is an everlasting succession of furious gales, laden with snow and
sleety spiculre, whirling in great drifts to-day, while to-morrow the
'' boorga" will blow from a quarter directly opposite, and reverse its
rift building of the day preceding.
Without being cold enough to suffer, one is literally confined and
chained to his room from December until April by this reolian tension.
I remember very well that during the winter of 1872-73 I was watching, with all the impatience which a man in full health and tired of
confinement can possess, every opportunity to seize upon quiet intervals between the storms in which I could make short trips along the
tracks over which I was habituated to walk during the summer; yet,
in all that hyemal season I got out but three times, and then only by
the exertion of great physical energy. On a day in March, for example, the velocity of the wind at St. Paul, recorded by one of the SignalService anemometers, was at the rate of 88 miles per hour, with as low
a temperature as -4 ° ! This particular windstorm, with snow, blew
at such a velocity for six days, without an hour's cessation, while the
natives passed from house to house crawling on all fours. No man
could stand up against it and no man wanted to.· At a much higher
temperature-say at 15° or 16° above zero-with the wind blowing only
20 or 25 miles an hour, it is necessary, when journeying, to be most
thoroughly wrapped up to guard against freezing.
As I have said, there are here virtually but two seasons-winter
and summer. To the former belongs November and the following
months up to the end of April, with a mean temperature of 20° to 28°;
while the transition of summer is but a very slight elevation of t,h at
temperature, not more than 15° or 20°. Of the summer months,July,
perhaps, is the warmest, with an average temperature between 46°
and 50° in ordinary seasons. When .the sun breaks out through the
fog, and bathes the dripping, water-soaked hills and flats of the island
in its hot flood of light, I have known the thermometer to ri e to 60°
and 64 ° in the shade, while the natives crawled out of the fervent and
unwonted heat, anathematizing its brilliancy and potency. Sunshine
does them no good; for, like the seals, they seem under it influence
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to swell up at the neck. A little of it suffices handsomely for both
Aleuts and pinnipedia, to whom the ordinary atmosphere is much
more agreeable.
It is astonish~ng how rapi~ly snow :11elts here. This is due, probably, to the sahne character of the air, for when the temperature is
only a single degree above freezing, and after several successive days
in April or May, at 34° and 36°, grass begins to grow, even if it be
below melting drifts, and the frost has penetrated the ground many
feet beneath. I have said that this humidity and fog, so strongly and
peculiarly characteristic of the Pribilof group, was due to the warmer
ocean currents setting up from the coast of Japan, and trending to
the Arctic through Bering's Straits, and deflected to the southward
into the North P,acific, laving, as it flows, the numerous passes and
channels of the great Aleutian chain; but I ·do not think, nor do I
wish to be understood as saying, that my observation in this respect
warrants any conclusion as to so large a gulf stream flowing to the
north, such as mariners and hydrographers recognize upon the Atlantfo coast. I do not believe that there is anything of the kind equal
to it in Bering Sea. I think, however, that there is a steady set-up
to northward from southward around the seal islands, which is continued through Bering's Straits, and drifts steadily off up to the northeast, until it is lost beyond Point Barrow. That this pelagic circulation exists is clearly proven by the logs of the whalers, who, from
1845 to 1856, literally filled the air over those waters with the smoke
of their " try fires," and plowed every square ro~ of that superficial
marine area with their adventurous keels. While no two, perhap ,
of those old whaling captains living to-day will agree as to the exact
course of tides, 1 for Alaskan tides do not seem to obey any law, they
all affirm the existence of a steady current, passing up from the south
to the northeast, through Bering's Straits. The flow is not rapid, and
is doubtless checked at times, for short intervals, by other causes,
which need not be discussed here. It is certain, however, that there
is warm water enough, abnormal to the latitude, for the evolution of
the characteristic fog banks, which almost discomfited Pribilof, at
the time of his discovery of the islands, nearly one hundred years ago,
and which have remained ever since.
Without this fog the fur seal would never have rested there as he
has done; but when he came on his voyage of discovery, ages ago,
up from the rocky coasts of Patagonia, mayhap, bad he not found
this cool, moist temperature of St. Paul and St. George, he would have
kept on, completed the circuit, and returned to those congenial antipodes of his birth.
CL0UDS.-Speaking of the stormy weather brings to my mind the
beautiful, varied, and impressive nephelogical display in the heavens
overhead here during October and November. I may say, without
exaggeration, that the cloud effects which I have witnessed from the
bluffs of this little island in those seasons of the year surpass anything
that I had ever seen before. Perhaps the mighty masses of cumuli,
deriving their origin from warm exhalations out of the sea and swelled
and whirled with such rapidity, in spite of their appearance of solidity,
1
The rise and fall of tide at the seal islands I carefully watched one whole season at St. Paul. The irregularity, however, of ebb and flow is the most prominent
fea?Ue of the matter. The highest rise in the spring tides was a trifle over 4 feet,
~1?,il~ that (?f the neap tides not much over two. Owing to the nature of the case,
it 1~ 1mp?ss1ble to prepare a tidal calendar for Alaska, above the Aleutian Islands,
which will even faintly foreshadow a correct registration in advance.
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across the horizon, owe their striking brilliancy of color and prismatic
tones to that low declination of the sun due to the latitude. Whatever the cause may be, and this is not the place to discuss it, certainly
no other spot on earth can boast of a more striking and brilliant cloud
displ ay. In the season of 1865-66, when I was encamped on this same
parallel of latitude in the mountains eastward of Sitka and the interior, I was particularly attracted by the exceeding brilliancy, persistency, and activity of the aurora; but here on St. Paul, though I
eagerly looked for its dancing light, it seldom appeared; and when it
did, it was a sad disappointment, the exhibition always being insignificant when compared in my mind with that :flashing of my previous
experience. A quaint old writer, 1 a hundred years ago, when describing Norway and its people, called attention to what he considered a
very plausible theory as to the cause of the aurora. He cited an
ancient sage who believed that the change of the winds threw the
saline particles of the sea high into the air, and then, by aerial friction, "fermentation" took place, and the light was evolved! I am
sure that the saline particles of Bering Sea were whirled into the air
during the whole of that winter of my residence there, but no "fermentation" occurred, evidently, for rarely indeed did the aurora greet
my eyes. In the summer season there is considerable lightning; you
will see it streak its zigzag path mornings, evenings, and even noondays, but from the dark clouds and their swelling masses upon which
it is portrayed no sound returns; a fulgur brutum, in fact. I remember hearing but one clap of thunder while in that country. If I recollect aright, and my Russian served me well, one of the old natives
told me that it was no mystery, this light of the aurora, for, said he,
"we all believe that there are fire mountains away up toward the
north, and what we see comes from their burning throats, mirrored
back on the heavens."
GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE.-The formation of these isla:n,ds, St. Paul
and St. George, was recent, geologically speaking, and dfrectly due to
volcanic agency, which lifted them abruptly, though gradually, from
the sea bed. Little spouting craters then actively poured out cinders
and other volcanic breccia upon the table bed of basalt, depositing
below as well as above the water's level as they rose, and subsequently
finishing their work of construction through the agency of these spout
holes or craters, from which water-puddled ashes and tufa were
thrown. Soon after the elevation and deposit of the igneous matter,
all active volcanic action must have ceased, though a few halfsmothered outbursts seem to have occurred very recently indeed;
for on Bobrovia or Otter Island, 6 miles southward of St. Paul, is the
fresh, clearly blown-out throat, with the fire-scorched and smoked,
smooth, sharp-cut, funnel-like walls of a crater. This is the only
place on the sea islands where there are any evidences of recent discharges from the crater of a volcano.
Since the period of the upheaval of the group under discussion the
sea has done much to modify and even enlarge the most important
one, St. Paul, while the others, St. George and Otter, being lifted
abruptly above the power of water and ice to carry and deposit sand,
soil, and bowlders, are but little changed from the condition of their
first appearance.
.
VEGETATION.-The Russians tell a rather strange story in connection with Pribilof's landing. They say that both the islands were
1

Pontoppidan.
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at first without vegetation, 1 save St. Paul, where there was a small
"talneek," or willow, creeping along on the ground; and that on St.
George nothing grew, not even grass, except on the place where the
carcasses of dead animals rotted. Then, in the course of time both
islands became covered with grass, a great part of it being ~f the
sedg~ kind, Elymus. This record of Veniaminov, however, is scarcely
credible. There are few, surely, who will not questiou the opinion
that the seals antedated the vegetation, for, according to his own statements, those creatures were there then in the same immense numbers
that we find them to-day. The vegetation on these islands, such as it
is, is fresh and luxuriant during the growing season of June and July
and early August, but the beauty and economic value of trees and
shrubbery, of cereals and vegetables, is denied to them by climatic
conditions. Still I am strongly inclined to believe that, should some
of those hardy shrubs and spruce trees indigenous at Sitka or Kadiak
be transplanted properly to any of the southern hill slopes of St.
Paul most favored by soil, drainage, and bluffs for shelter from saline
gales, they might grow, though I kn?w that, owing t~ the lack of sunlight, they would never ~ature their seed. There is, h?wever, durino- the summer, a beautiful spread of grasses, of flowermg annuals,
bi~nnials, and perennials, of gaily-colored lichen_s and crinkled
mosses 2 which have always afforded me great delight whenever I
have pressed my way over the moors and up the hillsides of the
rookeries.
There are 10 or 12 species of grasses of every variety, from close,
curly compact mats to tall stalks-tussocks of the wild wheat, Elymus ~renaria, standing in favorable seasons waist high-the '' wheat
of the north "-together with over 100 varieties of annuals, perennials,
spagnum, cryptogamic plants, etc., all ~ourishing in their respective
positions and covering nearly every pomt of rock, tufa, cement, and
sand that a plant can grow upon, with a living coat of the greenest of
all greens-for there is not sunlight enough there to ripen any perceptible tinge of ocher yellow into it-so green that it gives a deep
blue tint to gray noonday shadows, contrasting pleasantly with the
varying russets, reds, lemon yellows, and grays of the lichen-covered
rocks, and the brownish purple of the wild wheat on the sand-dune
tracts in autumn, together, also, with innumerable blue, yellow, pink,
and white phamogamous blossoms, everywhere interspersed over the
grassy uplands and sandy flats. Occasionally, on looking into the
thickest masses of verdure, our common wild violet will be found,
while the phloxes are especially bright and brilliant here. The flowers of one species of gentian, Gentiana verna, are very marked in
their beauty; also those of a nasturtium and a creeping pea vine on
the sand dunes. The blossom of one species of the pulse family is
the only one here that emits a positive, rich perfume; all the others
are more suggestive of that quality than expressive. 11 he most Atriking plant in all the long list is the Archangelica officinalis, with its
tall seed stalks ana broad leaves, which grows first in spring and
keeps green latest in the fall. 'I1he luxuriant rhubarb-like stems of
this umbellifer, after they have made their rapid growth in June, are
eag rly sought for by the natives, who pull them and crunch them
be ween their teeth with all the relish that we experience in eating
1
2

Veniaminov: Zapieskie Oonalashkenskaho Otdayla, etc., 1842.
1:he mosses at Kamminista, St. Paul, are the finest examples of their kind on

the islands. They are very perfect and beautiful in many species.
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celery. The exhibition of ferns at Kamminista, St. Paul, during the
summer of 1872, surpassed anything that I ever saw; I recall with
vivid detail the exceedingly fine display made by these crenulated
and waving fronds as they reared themselves above the rough interstices of the rocky ridges. From the fern roots, and those of the
gentian, the natives here draw their entire stock of vegetable medicines. '".rhis floral display on St. Paul is very much more extensive and
conspicuous than that on St. George, owing to the absence of any
noteworthy extent of warm sand-dune country on the latter island.
When an unusually warm summer passes over the Pribilof group,
followed by an open fall and a mild winter, the Elymus ripens its seed,
and stands like fields of uncut grain in many places along the north
shore of St. Paul and around the village, the snow not falling enough
to entirely obliterate it; but it is seldom allowed to flourish to that
extent. By the end of August and the first week of September of
normal seasons the small edible berries of Empetrum nigrum and Rub·us
chamcemorus are ripe. They are found in considerable quantities,
especially at Zapadnie, on both islands, and, as everywhere else
throughout the circumpolar latitudes, the former is small, watery, and
dark, about the size of the English or black currant; the other resembles an unripe and partially decayed raspberry. They are, however,
keenly relished by the natives and even by the American residents,
being the only fruit growing upon the islands.
AGRICULTURE AND ITS P0SSIBILITIES.-A great many attempts have
been made, both here and at St. George, to raise a few of the hardy
vegetables. With the exception of growing lettuce, turnips, and
radishes on the island of St. Paul, nothing has been or can be done.
On St. George, on the south shore, and at the foot of a mural bluff, is
a little patch of ground, of less than one-sixteenth of an acre, that
appears to be so drained and so warmed by the rarely reflected sunlight from this cliff, every ray of which seems to be gathered and
radiated from the rocks, as to allow the production of fair turnips,
and at one season there were actually raised potatoes as large as walnuts. Gardening, however, on either island involves so much labor
and so much care, with so poor a return, that it has been discontinued.
It is a great deal better and a great deal easier to have the "truck"
come up once a year from San Francisco on the steamer.
lNSECTS.-There is one comfort which nature has vouchsafed to civilized man on these islands. There are very few indigenous insects.
A large flesh fly, Bombylius m~jor, appears during the summer and
settles in a striking manner upon the backs of the loafing natives, or
strings itself in rows of millions upon the long grass blades which flourish over the killing grounds, especially on the leafstalks of the elymus,
causing this vegetation on tne whole slaughtering field and vicinity to
fairly droop to earth as if beaten down by a tornado of wind and rain.
It makes the landscape look as though it had molded in the night, and
the fungoid spores were blue and gray. Our common house fly is not
present. I never saw one while I was up there. The flesh flies which
I have just mentioned never came into the dwellings unless by accident; the natives say they do not annoy them, and I did not notice
any disturbance among the few animals which the resident company
had imported for beef and for service.
Then, again, this is perhaps the only place in all Alaska where man,
primitive and civilized, is not cursed by mosquitoes. There are none
here. A gnat, that is disagreeaibly suggestive of the real enemy just
referred to, flits about in large swarms, but it is inoffensive and seeks
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shelter in the grass. Several species of beetles are also numerous here.
One of them, the famous green and gold carabus, is exceedingly common, crawling everywhere, and is just as bright in the rich bronzing
of its wing shields as are its famous prototypes of Brazil. One or two
species of Ichneumon, a Cymindis, several representatives of the
Aphidiphaga, one or two of Dytiscidce, three or four Cicindelidcethese are nearly all that I found. A single dragonfly, Perla bicaudata,
flitted over the lakes and ponds of St. Paul. The, to our eyes, familiar form of the bumblebee, Bombus borealis, passing from flower to
flower, was rarely seen; but a few are here resident. The Hydrocorisce occur in great abundance, skipping over the water in the lakes
and pools everywhere, and a very few species of butter.flies, principally the yellow Nymphalidre, are represente.d by numerous individuals.
LAND MAMMALS.-Aside from the sea life on the Pribilof islands,
there is no indigenous mammalian creature with the exception of the
blue and white foxes, Vulpes lagopus, and the lemming, Myodes obensis. The latter is restricted, for some reason or other, to the island of
St. George, where it is, or at least was, in 1874, very abundant. Its
burrows and paths, under and among the grassy hummocks and mossy
flats, checkered every square rod of land there covered with this vegetation. AU.hough the island of St. Paul is but 29 or 30 miles to the
northwest, not a single one of these active, curious little animals is
found on it, nor could I learn from the natives that it had ever been
seen there. The foxes are also restricted to these islands; that is,
their kind, which are not found elsewhere, except t he stray examples
on St. Matthew seen by myself, and those which are carefully domesticated and preserved at Attoo, the extreme westernmost land of the
Aleutian chain. These animals find comfoi·table holes for their accommodation and retreat on the seal islands among the countless chinks
and crevices of the basaltic formation. They feed and grow fat upon
sick and weakly seals, also devouring many of the pups, and they vary
this diet by water fowl and eggs 1 during the summer, r eturning for
their subsistence during the long winter to the bodies of seals upon
the breeding grounds and the skinned carcasses left upon the killing
fields. Were they not regularly hunted from December until April,
when their fur is in its prime beauty and condition, they would swarm
like the lemming on St. George, and perhaps would soon be obliged
to eat one another. 'rhe natives, however, thin them out by incessant
trapping and shooting during the period when the seals are away from
the islands.
The Pribilof group is as yet free from rats; at least, none have got
1 The t emerity of the fox is wonderful to contemplate, as it goes on a full run or
stealthy tread up and down and along the faces of almost inaccessible bluffs, in
search of old and young birds and their nests and eggs, for which the '' peestchee"
have a keen relish. The fox always brings the egg up in its mouth, and, carrying
it back a few feet from the brink of the precipice, leisurely and with gusto breaks
the larger end and sucks the contents from the shell. One of the curious sights
of my notice in this connection was the sly, artful, and insidious advances of
Reynard at Tolstoi Mees, St. George, where, conspicuous and elegant in its fluffy
white dress, it cunningly stretched on its back as though dead, making no sign of
life whatever, save to gently hoist its thick brush now and then; whereupon many
dull, curious sea birds, Graculus bicristatus, in their intense desire to know all
abo'!}t it, flew in narrowing circles overhead: lower and lower, closer and closer,
un~il one of them came within the sure reach of a sudden spring and a pair of
quick snapping jaws, while the guUs and others, rising safe and hig-h above,
screamed out in seeming contempt for the struggles of the unhappy" shag," and
rendered hideous approbation.
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off from the ships. ,..rhere is no harbor at either of these islands, and
the ships lie out in the roadstead so far from land that these pesti;; de,
not venture to swim to the shore. Mice were long ago brought to
shore in ships' cargoes, and they are a great nuisance to the white
people as well as the natives throughout the islands. Hence cats also
are abundant. Nowhere perhaps in the wide world are fmch cats to
be seen as these. '1.,he tabby of our acquaintance, when she goes up
there and lives upon the seal meat spread everywhere under her nose,
is metamorphosed, by time of the second generation, into a stubby
reline ball; in other words, she becomes thickened, short, and loses
part of the normal length of her tail; also her voice is prolonged and
r esonant far beyond the misery which she inflicts upon our ears here.
These cats actually swarm about the natives' houses, never in them
much, for only a tithe of their whole number can be made pets of;
but they do make night hideous beyond all description. '1.,hey repair
for shelter often to the chinks of precipices and bluffs, but, although
not exactly wild, yet they can not be approached or cajoled. The
natives, when their sluggish wits are periodically thoroughly aroused
ancl disturbed by the volume of cat calls in the village, sally out and
by a vigorous effort abate the nuisance for the time being. The most
extravagant caterwauling alone will or can arouse this Aleutian ire.
STOCK AND POULTRY RAISING.-On account of the severe climatic
conditions it is of course impracticable to keep stock here with any
profit or pleasure. r:rhe experiment has been tried faithfu1ly. It is
found best to bring beef. cattle up in the spring on the steamer, turn
them out to pasture until the close of the season, in October and
November, and then, if the snow comes, to kill them and keep them
refrigerated the rest of the year. Stock can not be profitably raised
here, the proportion of severe weather annually is too great-from three
to pe1·haps six months of every year they require feeding and watering, with good shelter. To furnish an animal with hay and grain up
there is a costly matter, and the dampness of the growing summer season on both islands renders haymaking impracticable. Perhaps a few
head of hardy Siberian cattle might pick up a living on the north
shore of St. Paul, among the grasses and sand dunes there, with nothing more than shelter and water given them, but they would need both
of those attentions. Then the care of them would hardly return
expenses, as the entire grazing ground could not support any number
of animals. It is less than 2 square miles in extent, and half of this
area is unproductive. Then, too, a struggle for existence would
reduce the flesh and vitality of these cattle to so low an ebb that it is
doubtful whether they could b~ put through another winter alive,
especially if severe. I was then, and am now, strongly inclined ~o
think that if a few of those Siberian reindeer could be brought over
to St. Paul and to St. George they would make a very successful struggle for existence, and be a source of a good supply, summer and winter,
of fresh meat for the agents of the Government and the company who
may be living upon the islands. I do not think that they would be
inclined to molest or visit the seal grounds; at least, I noticed that the
cattle and mules of the company running loose on St. Paul were careful never to poke around on the out,skirts of a rookery, and deer would
be more timid and less obtrusive than our domesticated animals. But
I did notice on St. George that a little squad of sheep, brought up and
turned out there for a summer's feeding, seemed to be so attracted by
the quiet calls of the pups on the rookeries that they were drawn to
il,nd remained by the seals without di turbing them at all, to their own
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physical detriment, for they lo t better pasturage by so doing. The
natives of t. Paul hav a trano- pa ion for eal-fed pork, and there
are quit a laro-e number of hog on the island of St. Paul and a few
on St. Georg . Th pio- oon b come entirely carnivorous, Jiving, to
the practical xclu ion of all o her diet, on the carcasses of seals.
Chick n ar kept with much diili ulty; in fact it is only possible to
save their liv s wh n the native take them into their own rooms, or
keep them abov th ir h ad , in h ir dwellings, during winter.
BIRD LIFE.-·while the great e yhibition of pinnipedia preponderate over very other fea ur of animal life on the seal islands, still
we find a wonderful ao-gregate of ornithological representation thereon.
The pectacl of bird ne tin°· and breeding, as they do at St. George
Island, to the number of million , flecking those high basaltic bluffs of
its shore lin , 29 mil in length, with color patches of black, brown,
and whit , a they perch or cling to the mural cliffs in the labor of
incubation, is a io·ht of exceeding attraction and constant novelty.
Itafford the naturalist an opportunity of a lifetime for minute investigation into all the details of the reproduction of these vast flocks of
circumboreal waterfowl. Th island of St. Paul, owing to the low
character of its shore line-a large proportion of which is but sligh~ly
elevated above the sea and i andy-is not, visited, and can not be visited, by. uch myriads of birds as are seen at St. George; but the small,
rocl y vValrus Islet L fairly covered with seafowls, and the Otter
Island bluffs are crowded by them to their utmost cap~city ?f reception. The birds string themselves anew around the cliffs -w:ith every
succeeding season, like endless ribbons stretched across th~ir r~1gged
faces, while their numbers are simply countless. The variety is not
great, however, in these millions of breeding birds. It consists of o~l;yten or twelve names; the whole list of avafauna belonging to the Pribilof Islands, stragglers and migatory, contains but 40 species. C?nspicuous among the last-named class is the robin, a straggler which
was brought from the mainland, evidently against its own effort, by
a storm or a gale of wind, which also brings against their will the solitary hawks, owls, and waders occasionally noticed here.
After the dead silence of a long, ice-bound winter, the arrival of
large flocks of those sparrows of the north, the '' choochkies," Phaleris
n_iicroceros, is most cheerful and interesting. Those plump little auks
are bright, fearless, vivacious birds, with bodies round and fat. They
come usually in chattering flocks on or immediately after the 1st of
May, and are caught by the people with hand scoops or dip nets to any
number that may be required for the day's consumption; their tiny,
rotund forms making pies of rare, savory virtue, and being also baked
and roasted and stewed in every conceivable shape by the Russian
ooks; indeed they are equal to the reedbirds of the South. These
welcome visitors are su c eded alon°· about th 20th of July by large
flo ks of fat, rccl-leg 0 ·ecl turn, ton .·, Str psilas int rpres, which com
in uddenly from the w st or north, where the r have been breeding,
and top on tl: i land for a month or ix w eks, as the ca e may be,
to f d luxuriantly upon th .fl h fiie ·, whfoh we have just noticed,
~nd their . gg . T~o hand ·ome bird go in among the seal , familiarly ha mO' the the , gnat., etc. They are followed, a· they leave in
pt mb r, by
eral pe ie of ja k nip and a plov r Tringa and
haraclriu · · th~ ~ howev r, soon depart-a arly a th' end of Octob rand tl~ b gmnmo- of :rovemh r-and th n winier .fairly clo e in
upon th 1 land. · th lond, roaring ince ant al din, toO'eth r with
th ·er ams and dark •uiug flight of innumerable wat~r!owl, are
1
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replaced in turn again by absolute silence, marking out as it were, in
lines of sharp a,nd vivid contrast, summer's life and winter's death.
The author of that quaint old saying, "Birds of a feather :flock
together," might well have gained his inspiration had he stood under
the high bluffs of St. George at any season, prehistoric or present,
d uring the breeding of the water birdR there, where myriads of croaking murres and :flocks of screaming gulls darken the light of day with
their :fluttering forms, and deafen the ear with their shrill, harsh cries
as they do now, for music is denied to all those birds of the sea.
Still, in spite of the apparent confusion, he would have taken cognizance of the fact that each species had its particular location and
kept to its own boundary, according to the precision of natural law.
FISHES.-With regard to the herpetology of the islands, I may state
that the most careful search on my part was not rewarded by the discovery of a single reptile. In the province of ichthyology I gathered
only a few specimens, the scarcity of fish being easily traceable to the
presence of the seals on the grounds here. Naturally enough the
finny tribes avoid the seal-churned waters for at least 100 miles·
around . Among the few specimens, however, which I collected, three
or four species new to natural science were found and have since been
named by experts in t he Smithsonian Institution.
The presence of such great numbers of amphibian mammalia about
the waters, during five or six months of every year, renders all :fishing
abortive, and unless expeditions are made seven or eight miles at
least from the land, and you desire to catch large halibut, it is a waste
of time to cast your line over the gunwale of the boat. The natives
capture '' poltoos" or halibut, Hi'ppoglossus vulga1·is, within two or
three miles of the Reef point on St. Paul and the south shore, during
July and August. After this season the weather is usually so stormy
and cold that the :fishermen venture no more until the ensuing summer.
AQUATIC INVERTEBRATES.-With regard to the llfollusca of the
Pribilof waters, the characteristic forms of Toxoglossata and Heteroglossata peculiar to this north latitude are most abundant; of the
-Cephalopoda I have seen only a species of squid, Sepia loligo. The
clustering whelks, Buccinoicl, literally conceal large areas of the
bowlders on the beaches here and there; they are in immense numbers, and are crushed under your foot at almost every step when you
pass over long reaches of rocky shingle at low tide. A few of the
larger Fusus are found, and th.e live and dead hells of Limacina are
in great abundance wherever the :floating kelp beds afford them
shelter.
On land a very large number of shells of the genera Succinea and
Pupa abound all over the i lands; on the bluff of t. George just
over Garden Cove I o-ather d a beautiful Helix.
The little fresh-water la] es and ponds contain a great quantity of
r presentatives of the characteristic genera .Planorbis, Melania, Linin ea, and that pretty little bivalve, the Cyclas.
Of the Crustaceci, theAnnelidce, and Echinodermata, there i abundaut repre entation here. rrhe ea urchins, "repki " of the nati·ves,
are eagerly sought for at low tide and eaten raw by them. The Arctic
sea clam, llfya truncata, is once jn a lono- tim found here (it is the
chi f food of the walru of Alaska), an l the pecies of Mytilus, the
mussels, so abundant in the Aleutian archipelao-o, are almost absent
h ere at t. Paul, and only sparingly found at St. Georo- .
The waters fairly swarm with an enormou8 number and variety of
Medusre or jelly-fishes.
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wa. · · l'. ' mu h urpri d, imm diately after landing, and
a.Uin 1r r , map f th i lan i of
. Paul, to have an odd sketch,
fr m an 11 Ru . ian hart, placed before me, that my eye
u , by th land bearings which I took out
a.mp l in ant! r a <Yr t
f m, ~ wind w on th p t. It was a matter of no special concern,
h w v r t
h Ru ia,n ; had. it been, doubtless they would have
a urat 1 r , urv
d t,h whol field. But it was and is quite different
v ith u · and tl1at no ag nt of the ':rreasury Department, or other
brc n h ' f th Government, had, up to the date of my arrival, given
it he lio·ht t thought or attention, struck me as rather strange. It
wa a it is, and ever will be, a matter of first importance to a correct
ano.' succinct understanding of the subject, and it was the first thing
about which I busied myself. I present, therefore, with this memoir,
a careful chart of each island and the contiguous islets, which are the
first surveys ever made upon the ground having the slightest pretension to accuracy. 1 The reader will observe, as he turns to these
maps, the striking dissimilarity which exists between them, not only
in contour, but in physical structure, the island of St. Paul being the
largest in superficial area, and receiving a vast majority of the pinnipedia that belong to both. As it lies in Bering Sea to-day, this island
is in its greatest length, between northeast and southwest points, 13
miles,.air line; and a little less than 6 at points of greatest width. It
has a superficial area of about 33 square miles, or 21,120 acres, of
diversified, rough, and rocky uplands, rugged hills, and smooth, volcanic cones, which either set down boldly to the sea or fade out into
extensive wet and mossy flats, passing at the sea margins into dry, .
drifting, sand-dune tracts. It has 42 miles of shore line, and of this
coast 16½ miles are hauled over by fur seals en masse. At the time
of its first upheaval above the sea it doubtless presented the appearance of ten or twelve small rocky, bluffy islets and points, upon some
of which were craters that vomited br ccia and cinders, with little or
no lava overflowing. .Active plutonic agency must have soon ceased
after this elevation, and then the sea around about commenced the
work which it is now engaged in: of buildino- on the skeleton thus
created; and it has progressed to-day so thoroughly and successfully
in its labor of sand shifting, together with the aid of ice floes in their
action of grinding, lifting, and shoving, that nearly all of these ~cattered
islets within the present area of the island, and marked by its bluff
and hicrh r upland , are completely bound together by ropes of and.
chan<r~dintoenduringbar and ridge of water-worn bowlder. Thee
ar m1 'ed above h ?igh.est ide by wind that whirl the and up,
o 01:, and ~n them, a' 1t dr1v out from the wa h of the surf and from
th m r tice of the ro k , lifted up and pu h d by ice field .
L ~
? s E ERY:-The and which play o important a part in
h f 1mat10n of the 1 land of t. Paul, and whi his almo t ntirely
Im · I

f\'th1i
skrveys have ~inc be~firmed and elaborat~ by TI. W. McIntyre,
e a a Commercial Company, and Lieut. Washburn M:aynard U, S. :tf,
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wanting in and around the others i.n this Pribilof group, is principally
composed of Foraminifera, together with Diatomacea, mixed in with
a volcanic base of fine comminuted black and reddish lavas and old
friable gray slates. It constitutes the chief beauty of the seashore
here, for it changes color like a chameleon as it passes from wet to
dry, being a rich, steely black at the surf margin and then drying out
to a soft purplish brown and gray, succeeding to tints most delicate
of reddish and pale neutral, when warmed by the sun and drifting up
on to the higher ground with the wind. The sand-dune tracts on this
island are really attractive in the summer, especially so during those
rare clays when the sun comes forth-the unwonted light shimmers
over them and the most luxuriant grass and variety of beautiful flowers, which exist in profusion thereon. In past time, as these sand and
bowlder bars were forming on St. Paul Island, they, in making across
from islet to islet, inclosed small bodies of sea water. These have, by
evaporation and time, by the :flooding of rains and annual melting of
snow, become, nearly every one of them, fresh. They are all, great and
small, well shown on my map, which locates quite a large area of pure
water. In them, as I have hinted, are no reptiles; but an exquisite
species of tiny viviparous fish exists in the lagoon estuary near the
village and the small pure-water lakes of the natives just under the
flanks of Telegraph Hill. The Aleuts assured me that they had caught
fish in the great lake toward Northeast Point when they lived in their
old village out there, but I never succeeded in getting a single specimen. The waters of these pools and ponds are fairly alive with vast
numbers of minute Rotifera., which sport about in all of them when,
ever they are examined. lVIany species of water plants, pond liliesalgffi, etc., are found in the inland waters, especially in the large lake
Mee-sulk-mah-nee, that is very shallow.
The backbone of the island, running directly east and west, from
shore to shore, between Polavina Point and Einahnuhto Hills, constitutes the high land of the island. Polavina Sopka, an old extinct
cinder crater, 550 feet; Boga Slov, an upheaved mass of splinted
lava, 600 feet, and the hills frowning over the bluffs there, on the
west shore, are also 600 feet in elevation above the sea; but the
average height of the upland between is not much over 100 to 150
feet above water level, rising here and there into little hills and broad,
rocky ridges, which are minutely sketched upon the map. From the
northern base of Polavina Sopka a long stretch of low sand flats
extend, inclosing the great lake, and ending in a narrow neck where
it unites with N ovastoshnah, or Northeast Point. Here the volcanic
nodule known as Hutchinsons Hill, with its low, gradual slopes, trending to the east and southward, makes a rocky foundation secure and
broad, upon which the great single rookery of the island-the greatest
in the world, undoubtedly-is located. The natives say that when
they first came to these islands N ovastoshnah was an island by itself,
to which t,hey went in boats from Vesolia J\tlista; and the lagoon now
so tightly inclosed was then an open harbor, in which the ships of the
old Russian company rode safely at anchor. To-day no vessel drawing 10 feet of water can get nearer than half a mile of the village, or
a mile from this lagoon.
LACK OF HARBORS: ANCHORAGES.-The total absence of a harbor
at the Pribilof Islands is much to be regretted. The village of St.
Paul, as will be seen by reference to the map, is so located as to command the best landino-s for ves els that can be made during the prevalence of any and all winds, except those from the south. From these
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often pass at either island,
bu m r fr u n 1
go is landed at its destinai n.
nd r h v ry b
ir umstances it is both hazardous and
r in · t 1 , cl and unloc cl hip at any of these places. The approach
to t. P, ul b wat r durino- thick weather is doubtful and dangerous,
for h le nd i mo ly 1 w at the coast and the fogs hang so dense
and h c
o er and around he hills as to completely obliterate their
pr n from vi ion. The captain fairly feels his way in by throwing
hi 1 ad lin and straining his ear to catch the muffled roar of the
seal rookeri s, which are easily detected when once understood, high
above the booming of the surf. At St. George, however, the bold.,
abrupt, bluffy coast everywhere all around, with its circling girdle of
flying water birds far out to sea, looms up quite prominently, even in
the fog; or, in other words, the navigator can notice it before he is
hard aground or struggling to haul to windward from the breakers
under his lee. There are no reefs making out from St. George worthy
of notice, but there are several very dangerous and extended ones
peculiar to St. Paul, which Capt..John G. Baker, in command of the
vessel 1 under my direction, carefully sounded out, and which I have
placed upon my chart for the guidance of those who may sail in my
wake hereafter.
When the wind blows from the north, northwest, and west to southwest, the company's steamer trips her anchor in 8 fathoms of water
abreast of the Black Bluffs opposite the village, from which anchorage
her stores are lightered ashore; but in the northeasterly, easterly, and
southeasterly winds she hauls around to the Lagoon Bay, wes~ of the
village, and there, little less than half a mile from the landmg, she
drops her anchor in 9 fathoms of water, and makes considerable headway at discharging her cargo. Sailing craft come to both anchorages,
but, however, keep still farther out, though tJ:iey choos~ relativ~ly
the same positions, but seek deeper water to swmg to their cables m.
The holding ground is excellent. At St. George the steamer comes,
wind permitting, directly to the village on the north shore, close in,
and finds her anchorage in 10 fathoms of water, in poor holding
ground; but it is only when three or four days have passed free from
northerly, westerly, or easterly winds that she can make the first
attempt to safely unload. The landing he1~e is a very bad one, surf
breaking most violently upon the rocks from one end of the year to the
other.
OTTER ISLAND.-The observer will notice that 6 miles southward
and we tward of the reef of t. Paul Island.i a bluffy islet, called
br the Russfans Otter Island, because in olden time the Promyshlemk ar aid to have captured many thousands of sea otters on its
stony coast. It rises from the ocean, sheer and bold an unbroken
~ural pr~cipice extending _nearly all around, of sea f1~ont, but droppmg on it northern margm, at the water low and lio-htly elevated
ab?ve he urf wa. h, with a broken, rocky bea~h and ;{o sand. The
height of th~ cliff , at their greatest elevation over the west end, is
300 f et, wh1l the ea t rn extremity i quite low, and terminated by
a que r, funnel- hapetl rater hill, which i a distinctly defined and
1

United States revenue-marine cutter Reliance, June to October, 1874.
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as plainly scorched, and devoid of the slightest sign of vegetation
within, as though it had burned UJ) and out yesterday. This crater
point on Otter Island is the only unique feature of the place, for with
the exception of that low north shore before mentioned, where many
thousands of bachelor seals haul out during the season every year,
there is nothing else worthy of notice concerning it. A bad reef makes
out to the westward and northward, which I have indicated from my
observation of the rocks awash, looking down upon them from the
bluffs. Great numbers of waterfowl roost upon the cliffs, and there
are here about as many blue foxes to the acre as the law of life allows.
A small, shallow pool of impure water lies close down to the north
shore, right under a low hill, upon which the Russians in olden time

EA.ST SHORE.

[Bearing west by compass, 3 miles distant.]

posted a huge Greek cross that is still standing; indeed, it was their
habit to erect crosses on all the hills in those olden times. One of them
is standing at Northeast Point, on the large sand dune which I have
called St. John or Cross Hill; and another one, a sound, stalwart stick,
yet faces the gale and driving "boorgas" to-day on Boga Slov, as it
has faced them for the last sixty years. Otter Island has, since my
return in 1872, had considerable attention in the 11 reasury Department, owing to the fact that certain parties contended that it lies
without the jurisdiction of the law which covers and protects the seal
life on the Pribilof Islands. This survey of mine, however, settles
that question-the island is within the pale of law. It is a rock adjacent to and in the waters of St. Paul, and resorted to only by those
seals which are born upon and belong to the breeding grounds of St.

Crater Pt.

Cross

Landing

PROFILE OF THE NORTH SHORE OF OTTER I LAND

Wost Bluff 300 feet.

(from steamer's anchorage,

Zoltoi bay, St. Paul).
[Bearing south by compass, 6 miles distant.]

Paul and St. George, and I have never seen at any one time more than
three or four thousand "holluschickie" hauled out here.
WALRUS IsLAND.-To the ea tward, 6 mile from ortheast Point,
will be noticed a small rock named Walrus Island. It is a mere ledge
of lava, flat capped, lifted ju t above the wash of angry waves; indeed,
in storms of great power, +he observer, standing on either Oro s or
Hutchinson's hills, wi ha :field glas , can see the water breaking clear
over it. These storm , however, occur.late in the season, usually in
October or ovember. This i land has little or no commercial importance, being scarcely more than a quarter of a mile in length and 100
yards in point of great st width, with bold water all around, entirely
free from reefs or sunken rocks. As might be expected, there is no
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fr . .-h wat r nit. Inc foo-.it make. an ugly neighbor for the sea captarn wh 1~ h .Tc!'
c r hmcr for S . Paul; they all know it, and they
all d r c <1 1t.
1, no r , rtRd to by he fur seals or by sea lions in
pm-ti n1m.. but ino-ul, rly enough, it i frequented by several hundr l rnal wa,lru , to h x lu ion off males, every summer. A few
a 1i n , but nl av ry few, however, breed here. On account ot'
th r ugh w nth r, .foo· , etc., thi little islet is seldom visited by the
nativ of t. Paul, an :l then only in the egging season ot late June
and arl July; th n hat surf-beaten rock literally swarms with
br dino-, a erfowl.
This low, tiny, rocky islet is, perhaps, the most interesting single
pot now 1 nown to the naturalist, who may land in northern seas, to
tudy the habit of bird life; for here, _without exertion or risk, be can
ob rv and Wctlk among tens upon tens of thousands of screaming
waterfowl, and as he sits down upon the polished lava rock, he becomes
literally ignored and environed by these feathered friends, as they
reas ume their varied positions of incubation, which he disturbs them
from by his arrival. Generation after generation of their kind have
resorted to this rock unmolested, and to-day, when you get among
them all doubt and distrust seems to have been eliminated from their
natm!es. ':I."'he island itself is rather unusual in those formations which
we find peculiar to Alaskan waters. It is almost flat, with slight, irregular undulations on top, spreading over an area of 5 acres, perhaps.
It rises abruptly, though low, from the sea, and it h~s no sa~e beach
upon which a person can land from a boat; not a stick of timber or
twicr of shrubbery ever grew upon it, though the scant presence of low,
cra~lincr oTasses in the central portions prevents the statement that
all vecretation is absent. Were it not for the frequent rains and dissolvin~
fog characteristic of summer weather here, the guano accumu5
lation would be something wonderful to contemplate-Peru would
have a rival. As it is, however, the birds, when they return, year
after year, find their nesting floor swept as clean as t~10ugh they had
never sojourned there before. The scene of confus10n and uproar
that presented itself to my astonished senses when I approached this
place in search of eggs, one threatening, foggy ,July morning, may be
better imagined than describ.ed, for as the clumsy bidarrah came under
the lee of the low cliffs, swarm upon swarm of thousands of murres or
"aries" dropped in fright from their nesting shelves, and before they
had control of their flight they struck to the right and left of me, like
so many cannon balls. I was forced,_jn self-protection, to instantly
crouch for a few moments under the gunwale of the boat until the
struggling, startled flock passed, like an irre i tible, surging wave,
over my head. Words can not depict the amazement and curiosity
with which I gazed around, after climbing up to the rocky plateau
and standing among myriads of breeding bird , that fairly covered
th entire surfa e of the island with their sh1-inkincr forms, while others
whirl d in rapid flight over my head, as wheels ithin wheels, so
thickly interrunning that the blue and gray of the ky was hidden
fr.om my view. Add to this impre sion the stunning whir of hundreds
of thou and of trong, beatin er wings, the shrill screams of the gulls,
an l th muffled croaking of the "aries," coupled with an indescribabl , ~i agreeable mell which aro e from the broken eo-gs and other
de ~ mo- ub tances, and a faint idea may be evoked of the strange
r ahty pread before me. vV ere it not for this i land and the ease
with hi h the native can gather, in a few hour., tons upon tons of
a-fowl egg , the people of the village would be obliged to go to the
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westward, and suspend themselves from the lofty cliffs of Einahnuhto,
dangling ovei;- the sea by ropes, as their neighbors are only too glad
and willing to do at St. George.
ST. PAUL.-A glance at the map of St. Paul shows that nearly half
of its superficial area is low and quite ft.at, not much elevated above
the sea. Wherever the sand-dune tracts are located, and that is right
along the coast, is found an irregular succession of hummocks and
hillocks, drifted by the wind, which are very characteristic. On the
summits of these hillocks the elymus has taken root in times 13ast,
and as the sand drifts up it keeps growing on and up, so that the
quaint spectacle is presented of large stretches to the view, wherein
sand dunes, entirely bare of all vegetation at their base and on their
sides, are crowned with a living cap of the brightest green-a tuft of
long, waving grass blades which will not down. None of this peculiar
landscaping, however, is seen on St. George, not even in the faintest
degree. Travel about St. Paul, with the exception of the road to
Northeast Point, where the natives take advantage of low water to
run on the hard, wet sand, is exceedingly difficult, and there are
examples of only a few white men who have ever taken the trouble
and expended the physical energy necessary to accomplish the comparatively short walk from the village to N ahsayvernia, or the north
shore. Walking over the moss-hidden and slippery rocks, or tumbling
over slightly uncertain tussocks, is a task and not a pleasure. On St.
George, with·the exception of a half-mile path to the village cemetery
and back, nobody pretends to walk, except the natives who go to and
from the rookeries in their regular eal drives. Indeed, I am told
that I am the only white man who has ever traversed the entire coast
line of both islands. (See note, 39, E.)
ST. GE0RGE.-Turning to St. George and its profile, presented by
the accompanying map, the observer will be struck at once by the
solidity of that little island and its great boldness, rising, as it does,
sheer and precipitous from the sea all around, except at the three
short reaches of the coast indicated on the chart, and where the only
chance to come ashore exists.
The seals naturally have no such opportunity to gain a footing here
as they have on St. Paul, hence their comparative insignificance as to
number. 'I1he island itself is a trifle over 10 miles in extreme length,
east and west, and about 4¼ miles in greatest width, north and south.
It looks, when plotted, somewhat like an old stone ax; and, indeed,
when I had finished my first contours from my field notes, the ancient
stone-ax outline so disturbed me that I felt obliged to resurvey the
southern shore, in order that I might satisfy my own mind as to the
accuracy of my first work. It consists of two great plateaus, with a
high upland valley between, the western table-land dropping abruptly
to the sea at Dalnoi Mees, while the eastern falls as precipitately at
Waterfall Head and Tolstoi Mees. There are several little reservoirs
of fresh water-I can scarcely call them lakes-on this island; pools,
rather, that the wet sphagnum seems to always keep full, and from
which drinking water in abundance is everywhere found. At Garden
Cove a small stream, the only one on the Pribilof group, empties into
the sea.
St. George has an area of about 27 square miles; it has 29 miles of
coast line, of which only 2¼ are visited by the fur seals, and which is,
in fact, all the eligible landing ground afforded them by the structure
of the island. Nearly half of the shore of St. Paul is a sandy beach,
while on St. George there is less than a mile of it all put together,
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namely, a f w hundred yards in front of the village, the same extent
on the Gard n Cove beach, southeast side, and less than half a mile at
Zapadnie, on the south side.
Just above ~he Garden Cov~, under the overhanging bluffs, several
thou. and a hons hold exclusive, though shy, possession. Here there
is a half mile of good landing. On the north shore of the island 3
miles west from the village, a grand bluff wall, of basalt and t~fa
intercalated, rises abruptly from the sea to a sheer height of 920 feet
at its reach of greatest elevation, thence, dropping a little, runs clear
around the island to Zapadnie, a distance of nearly 10 miles, without
affording a single passageway up or down to the sea that thunders at
its base. Upon its innumerable narrow shelf margins and in its
countless chinks and crannies, and back therefrom over the extended
area of lava-shingled inland ridges and terraces, millions upon millions of waterfowl breed during the summer months.
The general altitude of St. George, though in itself not great, has,
however, an average three times higher than that of St. Paul, the
elevation of which is quite low, and slopes gently down to the sea east
and north; St. George rises abruptly, with exceptional spots for landing. The loftiest summit on St. George-the top of the hill right back
to the southward of the village-is 930 feet, and is called by the natives
Ahluckeyak. That on St. Paul, as I have before said, is Boga Slov
hill-600 feet. All elevations on either island, 15 or 20 feet above sea
level are rough and hummocky, with the exception of the sand-dune
tract~ at St. Paul and the summits of the cinder hills, on both islands.
Weathered out or washed from the basalt and pockets of olivine on
either island are aggregates of augite, seen most abundant on the
summit slopes of Ahlnckeyak Hill, St. George. Specimens from the
stratified bands of old, friable, gray lavas, so conspicuous on the shore
of this latter island, show the existence of hornblende and vitreous
feldspar in considerable 9-uantit,y, w~ile on the so1;1-th shore, near _the
Garden Cove is a large dike of a bluish and greemsh gray phonohth,
in which nu~erous small crystals of spinel are found. A dike, with
well-defined walls of old, close-grained, clay-colored lava, is near the
village of St. George, about a quarter of a mile east from the landing,
in the face of those reddish breccia bluffs that rise from the sea. It
is the only example of the kind on the islands. The bases or foundations of the Pribilof Islands are, all of them, basaltic; some are compact and grayish-white, but most of them exceedingly porous and
ferruginous. Upon this solid floor are many hills of brown and red
tufa, cinder heaps, etc. Polavina Sopka, the second point in elevation on St. Paul Island, is almost entirely built up of red scoria and
breccia; so is Ahluckeyak Hill, on St. George and the cap to the high
bluffs opposite. The village hill at St. Paul, Cone Hill, the Einahnuhto Peaks, Crater Hill, North Hill, and Little Polavina are all ash
heaps of this character. The bluffs at the shore of Polavina Point,
St. Paul, show in a striking manner a section of the geological structure of the island. The tufas on both islands, at the surface, decompo e and weather into the base of good soil, which the severe climate,
however, render useless to the husbandman. There is not a trace of
a granitic or a gneissic rock found in situ. Metamorphic bowlders
ha"."e been collected along the beaches and pushed up by the ice floes
which have brought them down from the Siberian coast away to the
northwe t. The dark-brown tufa bluffs and the breccia walls at the
a t landing of St. Paul Island, known as "Black Bluffs," rise suddenly from the sea 6Q to 80 feet, with stratified horizontal lines of
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light-gray calcareou conofomerat , or cement, in which are imbedded
sundry fo sils characteri tic of and belonging to the Tertiary age,
such as Cardium gr nlandicum, C. decoratum and Astarte pectunculata, etc. This i the only locality within the purview of the Pribilof
Islands where any paleontological evidence of their age can be found.
These sp cimens, a indicated, are exceedingly abundant; I brought
down a whole s rie , O'at,hered there at the east landing, or N avastock,
in a short half-hour' earch and labor.
WHY THEE IL
ARE FREQ E TED BY FUR SEALS.-The fact
that the fur s al fr quent th
i lands and tho e of Bering and Copper, on the Ru ian id , t th
clu ion of other land, seems at first
a little inO'ular, t , ay h 1 a t; but wh n we come to examine the
subject, we find that th
, nimals, when th y repair hither to rest for
two or three month on th land, as they mu t do by their habit during the breeding , on, th y require a cool, moist atmosphere, imperatively coupl d with firm, well-drain d land, or dry, broken rocks, or
shinO"le rather, upon which to take their positions and remain undisturbed by the weather and the ea for the lengthy period of reproduction. If tho rook ry <>'round i hard and flat; with an admixture of
loam or soil, puddl are p edily formed in this climate, where it rains
almost every day, and wh n not raining, rain fogs take quick succession and continue the saturation, making thus a muddy slime, which
very quickly takes the hair ofI the animals whenever it plasters or
wherever it fasten on them; hence, they carefully avoid any such
landing. If they occupy a sandy shore, the rain beats that material
into their large, sen itive eyes, and into their fur, so they are obliged,
from simple irritation, to 1 ave and hunt the sea for relief.
The seal islands now under discussion offer to the pinnipedia very
r emarkable advantages for landing, especially St. Paul, where the
ground of basaltic rock and of volcanic tufa or c ment slopes up from
so many points gradually above the sea, making thereby a perfectly
adapted restinO' place for any number, from a thousand to millions, of
those intelligent animal , which can lie out here from May until October every year in perfect phy ical peace and security. There is not a
rod of ground of this character offered to these animals elsewhere in
all Alaska-not on the Aleutian chain, not on the mainland, not on St.
Matthew or St. Lawrence. Both of the latter islands were surveyed by
myself, with special reference to this query, in 1 74. Every foot of St.
Matthew shore line was examined, and I know that the fur seal could
not rest on the low clayey lava :flats there in contentment a single day;
hence he never has rested there, nor will he in the future. As to St.
Lawrence, it is so ice bound and snow covered in spring and early
summer, t o say nothing of numerous other physical disadvantages,
that it never becomes of the slightest interest to the seals.
THE NATIVES OF THE ISLANDS.
COLONIZATION BY RUSSIANS AND ALEUTS: EARLY HIST0RY.-When
Pribilof, in taking possession, landed on St. George a part of his little
ship's crew, July, 1786, he knew that, as it was uninhabited, it would
be necessary to create a colony there, from which to draft laborers to
do the killing, skinning, and curing of the peltries; therefore he and
his associates, and his rivals after him, imported natives of Unalaska
and Atkha-passive, docile Aleuts. They founded their first village
a quarter of a mile to the eastward of one of the principal rookeries
on St. George, now called Starry Ateel, or Old Settlement; a village
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was also located at Zapadnie, and a succession of barrabaras planted
at Garden Cove. Then, during the following season, more men were
brought up from Atkha and taken over t.o St. Paul, where five or six
rival traders posted themselves on the north shore, near and at Maroonitch, and at the head of the Big Lake, among the sand dunes there.
They were t,h en, as they are now, somewhat given to riotous living, if
they only had the chance, and the ruins of the Big Lake settlement
are pleasantly rem em berecl by the descendants of those pioneers to-day
on St. Paul, who take off their hats as they pass by to affectfonately
salute and call the place "Vesolia Mista,"or "Jolly Spot," the old
men telling me, in a low whisper, that "in those good old days they
had plenty of rum." But when the pressure of competition became
great another village was located at Polavina, and still another at
Zapaclnie, until the activity an.cl unscrupulous energy of all these rival
settlements well nigh drove out and eliminated the seals in 1796.
Three years later the whole territory of Alaska passed into the hands
of the abRolute power vested in the Russian-American Company.
These islands were in the bill of sale, and early in 1799 the competing traders were turned off neck and heels from them, and the Pribilof group passed under the control of a single man-the iron-willed
Baranov. The people on St. Paul were then all drawn together, for
economy and warmth, into a single settlement at Polavina. Their
life in those days must have been miserable. They were mere slaves,
without the slightest redress from any insolence or injury which their
masters might see fit, in petulance or brut,al orgies, to inflict upon
them. Here they lived and died, unnoticed and uncared for, in large
barracoons half under ground and dirt roofed, cold, and filthy. Along
toward the beginning or end of 1825, in order that they might reap the
advantage of being located best to load and unload ships, the Polavina
settlement was removed to the present village site, as indicated on the
map, and the natives have lived there ever since.
On St. George the several scattered villages were abandoned, and
consolidated at the existing locatfon some years later, but for a different reason. The labor of bringing the seal skins over to Garden Cove,
which is· the best and surest landing, was so great, and that of carrying them from the north shore t,o Zapaclnie still greater, that it was
decided to place the consolidated settlement at such a point between
-them, on the north shore, that the least trouble and exertion of conveyance would be necessary. A better place, geographically, for the
business of o·athering the skins and salting them down at St. George
can not be found on the island, but a poorer place for a landing it is
difficult to pick out, though in this respect there is not much choice
outside of Garden Cove.
CONTRAST I THE CO DITION OF THE I HABITANTS UNDER RUSSIAN
AND AMERICA RULE.-Up to the time of the transfer of the territory
and leasing of the islands to the Alaska Commercial Company, in
Auau t, 1 70, the e native inhabitants all lived in huts or sod-walled
and dirt-roof d houses, called "baITabkies," partly under ground.
Mo t of the e huts were damp, dark, and exceedingly filthy. It seemed
to b the policy of the short- iahted Russian management to keep
them o, and to treat the native, not near so well as they treated the
few hoa and dogs which they brought up here for food and for company. Th u e of eal fat for fuel caused the depo it upon everything
wi hin door of a thick coat of area y, black oot, strongly impregnated wi ha damp, moldy, and inde cribably offen ive odor. They
found along the north shore of t. Paul and at ortheast Point occa-
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sional scattered pieces of driftwood, which they used, carefully soaked
an~w in water if it had dried out, split into little fragments, and,
trussing the blubber wit.hit when making their fires, the combination
gave rise to a roaring, sputtering blaze. If this driftwood failed them
at any time when winter came round, they were obliged to huddle
together beneath skins in their cold huts, and live or die, as the cas0
might be. But the situation to-day has changed marvelously. yV_
~
see here now at St. Paul, and on St. George, in the place of the squalid,
filthy habitations of the immediate past, two villages, neat, warn:l.;
and contented. Each family lives in a snug frame dwelling; every
house is lined with tarred papei<, painted, furnished wit h a stove, with
outhouses, etc., complete; streets laid out, and the foundations of
these habitations regularly plotted thereon. There is a large church
at St. Paul, and a less pretentious but very creditable structure of the
same character on St. George; a hospital on St. Paul, with a full and
complete stock of drugs, and skilled physicians on both islands to take
care of the people, free of cost. There is a schoolhouse on each island,
in which teachers are also paid by the company eight months in the
year, to instruct the youth, while the Russian Church is sustained
entirely by the pious contributions of the natives themselves on these
two islands, and sustained well by each other. There are 80 families,
or 80 houses, on St. Paul, in the village, with 20 or 24 such houses to as
many families at St. George, and 8 other structures. The large warehouses and salt sheds of the Alaska Commercial Company, built by
skillful mechanics, as have been the dwellings just referred to, are.also
neatly painted; and, taken in combination with the other features, constitute a picture fully equal to the average presentation of any one of
our small eastern towns. There is no misery, no downcast, dejected,
suffering humanity here to-day. These Aleuts, who enjoy as the price
of their good behavior the sole right to take and skin seals for the
company, to the exclusion of all other people, are known to and by
their less fortunate neighbors elsewhere in Alaska as the '' Bogatskie
Aloutov," or the "rich Aleuts." The example of the agents of the
Alaska Commercial Company, on both islands, from the beginning of
its lease, and the·course of the Treasury agents 1 during the last four or
five years, have been silent but powerful promoters of the welfare of
these people. They have maintained perfect order; they have directed
neatness and cleanliness, and stimulated industry, such as those
natives had never before dreamed of.
NUMBER AND CONDITION OF THE ISLANDERS r 1880.-The population of St. Paul is, at the present writing, 298. Of these, 14 are
whites (13 males and 1 female), 128 male Aleutians, and 156 females.
On St. George we have 92 souls:· 4 white males, 35 male Aleutians,
and 53 female , a total population on these islands of 390. This is
an increase of between 30 and 40 people since 1873. Prior to 1873,
they had neither much increased nor diminished for 50 years, but
would have fallen off rapidly (for the births were never equal to the
deat,hs) had not recruits been regularly drawn from the mainland
and other islands every season when the ships came up. Ai:; they
lived then, it was a physical impossibility for them to increase and
multiply; but, since their elevation and th ir sanitary advancement
are so marked, it may be reasonably expected that those people for
all time to come will at lea t hold their own, even though they do not
increase to any remarkable degree. P erhaps it is better that they
1

~~ssrs. M9rton, Falconer: Otis 1 Moulton, Scribner, and Beeman1
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should not. But it is exceedingly fortunate that they do sustian
thems lve so a to b e, as it were, a prosperous corporate factor, entitled to th ex lu ive privilege of labor on thP-se islands. As an encouragement for their good b ehavior the Alaska Commercial Company, in
pursuance of it enlightened treatment of the whole subject, so handsomely e hibited by it s housing of these people, has assured them
that so long a s they are capable and willing to perform the labor of
skinning the seal catch every year, so long will they enjoy the sole
privilege of part icipat ing in that toil and its reward. This is wise
on the part of t he company, and it is exceedingly happy for the people. They are, of all men, especially fitted for the work connected
with the seal business-no comment is needed-nothing better in ·the
way of manual labor, skilled and rapid, could be rendered by any
body of men, equal in numbers, living under the same circumstances,
all the year round. They appear to shake off the periodic lethargy
of winter and its forced inanition, to rush with the coming of summer
into the severe exercise and duty of capturing, killing, and skinning
the seals, with vigor a~d with persistent and commendable energy.
To-day only a very small proportion of the population are descendants of the pioneers who were brought here by the several Russian
companies in 1787 and 1788; a colony of 137 souls, it is claimed, principally recruited at Unalaska and Atkha. I have placed in the appendix together with other scattered notes, a list of these people who were
livi~g on St. Paul Island in August, 1873; also showing at the same
time those who were living there in 1870. It is a simple record, perhaps of no interest to anybody except those who are intimately associated with the islands. (See note, 39', F.)
ORIGIN AND TRAITS OF THE ALEUTS.-The question as to the derivation of these natives is a still mooted one among ethnologists, for in
all points of personal bearing, intelligence, character, as well as physical structure, they seem to form a perfect link of gradation between
the. Japanese and Eskimos, although their traditions and their language are entirely distinct and peculiar to themselves. Not one word
or numeral of their nomenclature resembles the dialect of either. 'J.1hey
claim, however, to have come first to the Aleutian Islands from a "big
land to the westward," and that when they came there first they found
the land uninhabited, and that they did not meet with any people,
untH their ancestors had pushed on to the eastward as far as the
peninsula and Kadiak. Confirmatory of this legend, or rather highly
suggestive of it, is the fact that repeated instances have occurred
within our day where Japanese junks have been, in the stress of hurricanes and typhoons, dismantled, and have drifted clear over and on
to the reefs and coasts of the Aleutian Islands. Only a short time
ago, in the summer of 1871, such a craft was so stranded, helpless and
at them rcy of the s a, upon the rocky coast of Adak Island, in this
chain. Th few surviving sailor , Japanese, five in number, were, I
rememb "r, re cued by a party of Aleutian sea-otter hunter , who took
car of them until he v s 1 of a trader carried them back, by way of
nala ka, to an Francisco, and from thence they returned to their
nativ land.
Th
leut on t,he islands, as they appear to-day, have been so mixed
up with Ru 'ian, Kolo hian, and Kam chadal hlood, that they pre ent
.haracteri tic , in one way or another, of all the various races of men,
fr m h negro up to the au a ian. Tb pr dominantf atnr among
~h .m ar. , n_1a.l1, wile- · t ey · broad and hi o-h ch .ek bon , au ino-the
Jaw, which 1s full and square, to often appear peaked; coarse, straight,
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black hair, small, neatly shaped feet and hands, together with brownish-yellow complexion. The men will average in stature 5 feet 4 or 5
inches; the women less in proportion, although there are exceptions to
this rule among them, some being over 6 .feet in height, and others are
decided dwarfs. The manners and customs of these people to-day
possess nothing in themselves of a barbarous or remarkable character,
aside from that which belongs to an advanced state of semicivilizat,ion.
rrhey are exceedingly polite and civil, not only in their business with
the agents of the company on the seal islands, but among themselves
and they visit, the one with the oth r, freely and pleasantly, the
women being great gossips. But, on the whole, their intercourse is
subdued, for the simple reason that the topics of conversation are
few, and, judging from their silent but unconstrained meetings, they
seem to have a mutual knowledge, as if by sympathy, as to what may
be occupying each other's minds, rendering speech superfluous. It
is only when under the influence of beer or strong liquor that they
lose their naturally quiet and amiable disposition. They then relapse
into low, drunken orgies and loud, brawling noises. Having been so
long under the control and influence of the Russians, they have
adopted many Sclavic customs, such as giving birthday dinners, naming their children, etc. They are remarkably attached to their church,
and no other form of religion could be better adapted to or have a firmer
hold upon the sensibilities of the people. Their inherent chastity and
sobriety can not be commended. They have long since thrown away
the uncouth garments of the Russian rule-the shaggy dog-skin caps,
with coats half seal and half sea lion-for a complete outfit cap-a-pie,
such as our own people buy in any furnishing house; the same boots,
socks, underclothing, and clothing, with ulsters and ulsterettes; but
the violence of the wind prevents their selecting the hats of our haut
ton and sporting fraternity. As for the women, they too have kept
pace and even advanced to the level of the men, for in these lower
races there is much more vanity displayed by the masculine element
than the feminine, according to my observation. In other words, I
have noticed a greater desire among the young men than among the
young women of savage and semicivilized people to be gaily dressed
and to look fine. But the visits of the wives of our Treasury officials
and the company's agents to these islands during the last t n years,
bringing with them a full outfit, as ladies always do, of everything
under the sun that women want to wear, has given the native female
mind an undue expansion up there and stimulated it to unwonted
activity. They watch the cut of the garments and borrow the patt rn , and ome of them are very expert dressmakers to-day. When
the Rus ians controlled affair , the women were the hewers of the
driftwoocl and the drawers of th water. At t. Paul there was no
well of drinki:ftg fluid about the villao-e, nor within balf a mile of the
village; th re wa no drinking water unless it was cau 0 ·ht in ci t rns,
and the ci t rn ·w at r, owing to he paeticle of seal-fat oot which
.fall upon the roofs of the houses, is r ndered undrinkabl , . o that
the supply for the town, until quite rec ntly, used 1.o be carri d by
the women from wo li tle lake at the head of the lao-oon, a mil and
a half, as the crow flie , from the villaO'e, and right under Tel graph
Ilill. Thi. i quite a journey, and when it i remembered that they
drink so much tea, and that water has to <YO with it, some idea of the
labor of the 01<1. and young female. can be leri ved from an inspection
of the map. Latterly, within the la ·t four 01· :fl
ear , th company
ha e opened a spring less than half a mile from the '' gorode," which
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they have plumbed and regulated, so that it supplies them with water
now and renders the labor next to n othing, compared with t he former
difficulty. But to-day, when water is wanted in the Aleutian houses
at St. Paul, the man has to get it; the woman does not. He trudges
~mt with a little wooden firkin or tub on his back and brings it to the
lious@.
Some of the natives save t h eir money, but there are very few among
them, perhaps not more than a dozen, who have the slightest ecoiiofu::
ical tendency. \Vhat they can not spend for luxuries, groceries, and
tobacco they manage to get away with at the gaming table. They
have their misers and their spendthrifts, and they have the u sual small
proportion who know how to make money and then how to spend it.
A few among them who are in the habit of saving have opened a regular bank account with the company. Some of them have t o-day two
or three thousand dollars saved, drawing an interest of 9 per cent.
W hen the ships arrive and go the great and necessary labor of
lightering their cargoes off and on from t he roadsteads wh ere they
an chor is principally performed by these people, and they are paid so
much a day for their labor-from 50 cents to $1, according to the
c11aracter of the service they render. T his operation, however, is
much dreaded by the ship captains and sea-going men, whose habits
of discipline and automatic regularity an d effect of working render
th em severe critics and impatient coadjutors of the natives, who, to
tell the truth, hate to do anything after they have pocketed their
reward for sealing, and when they d o labor after this, they regard it
as an act of very great condescension on t heir part.
As t hey are living to-day up there there is no restraint, such as the
presP-nce of policemen, courts of justice, fines, etc., which we employ
for the su ppression of disorder and maintenance of the law in our own
land. They understand that if it is necessary to make t h em lawabiding and to punish crime that such officers will be am01;1g them;
and hence, perhaps, is due the fact that, from the time that t h e Alaska
Commercial Company has taken charge, in 1870, there has not been
one single occasion where the simplest functions of a j ustice of the
peace would or could have been called in to settle any diffic ulty. This
speaks eloquently for their docile nature and their amiable disposition.
F oon.-Seal meat is their staple food, and in the village of St. Paul
t hey consume on an average fully 500 pounds a day the year round;
and they are, by the permission of the Secretary of the Treasury,
allowed every fall to kill 5,000 or 6,000 seal pu ps, or an average of
22 to 30 young '' kotickie" for each man, woman, and child in the
settlements. The pups will dress 10 pounds each. 'l.,his shows an
average con 1Imption of nearly 600 pounds of seal meat by each person, large and small, during the year. To this diet the natives add
a 0 Teat d al of butter and many sweet cracker . They are passionately fond of butter.
o epicur at home or butter taster in Go hen
know or appreciates that article better than the e people do. If they
could get all that th y de ire, they would con ume 1,000 pounds of
butter an :I. 5 0 pound of weet cracker every we k, and indefinite
quanti i ~ of . ngar. The w ete of all we t teeth are found in the
jaw of th avera<l'
lent. But it is, of cour P , unwi e to allow t hem
full wine,· in thi matter, for they would turn th ir stomach into
f rmen inO' tank, if h y had full a ce, to an unlimited upply of
a harin food . 'l he company allo-v th m 200 pounds a week. If
unabl to t, we t crackers, th r will eat about 300 pounds of hard
or pilot br ad e ry week, and in addition to this neady 700 pounds
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of flour at the same time. Of tobacco they are allowed 50 pounds per
week; candles, 75 pounds; rice, 50 pounds. They burn, strange as it
may seem, kerosene oil here to the exclusion of the seal fat, which
literally overruns the island. 'J.1hey ignite and consume over 600 gallons of kerosene oil a year in the village of St. Paul alone. They do
not fancy vinegar very much; perhaps 50 gallons a year is used
up there. Mustard and pepper are sparingly used, 1 to 1½ pounds
a week for the whole village. Beans they peremptorily reject; for
some reason or other they can not be induced to nse them. Those
who go about the vessels contract a taste for split-pea soup, and a few
of them are sold in the village store. Salt meat, beef or pork, they
will take reluctantly if it is given to and pressed upon them, but
they will never buy it. I remember, in this connection, seeing two
barrels of prime salt pork and a barrel of prime mess salt beef opened
in the company's store shortly af_ter my arrival in 1872, arnJ, though
the people of the village were invited to help themselves, I think I am
right in saying that the barrels were not emptied when I left the
island in 1873. They us~ very little coffee during the year-not more
than 100 pounds-but of tea a great deal. I do not know exactlyI can not find among my notes a record as to this article-but I can
say that they do not drink less than a gallon of tea apiece per diem.
The amount of this beverage which they sip from the time they rise in
the morning until they go to bed late at night is astounding. Their
"samovars," and latterly the regular teakettles of our American
make, are bubbling and boiling from the moment the housewife
stirs herself at daybreak until the fire goes out when they sleep. It
should b stated in this connection that they are supplied with a
regular allowance of coal every year by the company gratis, each
family being entitled to a certain amount, which alone, if economically
used, keeps them warm all winter in their n w houses; but for those
who are extravagant and are itching to spend their extra wages an
extra supply is always kept in the storehouses of the company for
sale. Their appreciation of and desire to possess all the canned fruit
that is landed from the steamer is marked to a great degree. If they
had the opportunity, I doubt whether a single family on that island
to-day would hesitate to bankrupt itself in purchasing this commodity.
Potatoes they sometimes demand, as well as onions, and perhaps if
these vegetables could be brought here and kept to an advantage the
people would soon becom very fond of them. ( ee note, 39, G.)
OccuPATIO .-The question is naturally asked: How do these peo·
'ple employ themselves during the long nine months of every year,
after the close of the sealing season and until it begins again, wh n
th y have little or absolutely nothing to do? It may be answered.,
th~, they simply v getate; or, in other words, are entirely idle, men~lly and physically, during mo t of thi period. But to their credit
let it be said, that mischief does not employ their idle bands; they
are passive killers of time, drinking tea and 1 eping, with a few disagreeable exceptions, such as the gamblers. ':I.1here are a half dozen
of these character at St. Paul, and perhap. a many at t. George,
who pass whol night at their sitting·, even d"?rin°· the ealing sea" on playing gam s of card , tau 0 ·ht by Ru s1an and persons who
fua~e been on the i la d ince the transfer of the Territory; but the
majority of th men, women, and children, not b ing compelled to
,exert themselve to obtain any of the chief, or even the lea t of the
neces aries of life uch as t a and hard bread, sleep the gr ater portion of the time, ~hen not bu y in eating and in the daily observH. Doc. 92, pt. 3 - 3

,
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ances of the routine belonging to the Greek Catholic Church. The
teachings, pomp, and circumstance of the religious observances of
this faith alone preserve these people from absolute stagnation. In
obedience to its teachings they gladly attend church very regularly.
They also make and receive calls on their saints' days, and these
days are very numerous. I think some 290 days of the whole year's
calendar must be given up to the ceremonies attendant upon the
celebration of some holy man's or woman's birth or death.
In early times the same disgraceful beer-drinking orgies, which
prevailed to so great an extent and still cause so much misery and
confusion seen elsewhere in the Territory, prevailed here, and I remember very well the difficulty which I had in initiating the first steps
taken by the Treasury Department to suppress this abominable nuisance. During the last four or five years, it gives me pleasure to say,
since the :qew order of things was inaugurated, the present agents of
the Department have faithfully executed the law.
The natives add to these entertainments of their saints' day and
birth festivals, or "emannimiks," the music of accordians and violins.
Upon the former, and its variation the concertina, they play a number of airs, and are very fond of the noise. A great many of the
women, in particular, can render indifferently a limited selection of
tunes, many of which are the old battle songs, so popular during the
rebellion, woven into weird Russian waltzes and love dittieA, which
they have jointly gathered from their former masters and our soldiers
who were quartered here in 1869. From the Russians and the troops
also they have learned to dance various :figures and have been taught
to waltz. These dances, however, the old folks do not enjoy very
much. 'rhey will come in and sit around and look at the young performers with stolid indifference; but if they manage to get a strong
current of tea setting in their direction, nicely sugared and toned up,
they revive and join in the mirth. In old times they never danced
here unless they were drunk, and ft was the principal occupation of
the amiable and mischievous 'rreasury agents and others in the early
days to open up this beery fun. Happily that nuisance is abated.
As an illustration of their working ability on the seal grounds I
offer the following, which shows the actual time occupied by them in
:finishing up the three seasons' work which I personally supervised:
On St. Paul Island: In 1872, :fift.y days' work of 71 men secured
75,000 seal skins; in 1873, forty days' work of 71 men secured 75,000
seal skins; in 1874, thirty-nine days' work of 84 men secured 90,000
seal skins.
This exhibit plainly presents the increased ability and consequent
celerity of action among the natives, and furnishes also at the same
time abundant proof of the statement which I make of the full and
undiminished supply of killable seals, or "holluschickie," from year
to year.
THE I

FLUENCE OF THE ALASKA

OMMERCIAL COMPANY.-Before

l~aving ~he consideration of these people, who are so intimately associated, 1th and blended into the busine on these i lands, it may he
well to clearly define t,h e relation exi ting between them, the Governm n , and the ompany leasing the island . When Cono-ress granted
t<;> th
la ~a ommercial ompany of ► an Franci co th exclu ive
righ of takmg a ertain number of fur a1 every y ar for a period
f tw nty ear on the e island , i did o with several r ervations
and ndi ion which w re con:fid d in their d tail to th ecretary of
th Trea ury. Thi officer and h pr ident of th
laska Commer-
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cial Company agreed upon a code of regulations which should govern
their joint action in regard to the natives. It was a simple agreement that these people should have a certain amount of dried salmon furnished them for food every year, a certain amount of fuel,
a schoolhouse, and the right to go to and come from the islands as
they chose, and also the right to work or not, understanding that in
case they did not work their places would and could be supplied by
other people who would work.
1 he company, however, has gone far beyond this exaction of the Government. It has added the inexpressible boon of comfort in the formation of the dwellings now occupied by the natives, which was not
expressed nor thought of at the time of the granting of the lease. An
enlightened business policy suggested to the company that it would
be much better for the natives and much better for the company, too,
if these people were taken out of their filthy, unwholesome hovels, put
into habitable dwellings, and taught to live cleanly, for the simple
reason that by so doing the natives, living in this improved condition,
would be able physically and mentally every season when the sealing
work began to come out from their long inanition and go to work at
once with vigor and energetic persistency. The sequel has proved the
wisdom of the company.
Before this action on their part it wa8 physically impossible for the
inhabitants of St. Paul or St. George islands to take the lawful quota
of 100,000 seal skins annually in less than three or four working months.
They take them in less than thirty working days now with the same
number of men. What is the gain? Simply this, and it is everything:
The fur-seal skin, from the 14th of June, when it first arrives, as a
rule, up to the 1st of August, is in prime condition; from that latter
date until the middle of October it is rapidly deteriorating, to slowly/
appreciate again in value as it sheds and renews its coat; so much
so that it is practically worthless in the markets of the world. Hence,
the catch taken by the Alaska Commercial Company every year is a
prime one, first to last-there are no low-grade "stagy" skins in it;
but under the old regimen three-fourths of the skins were taken in
August, in September, and even in October, and were not worth their
transportation to London. Uomment on this is unnecessary. It is the
contrast made between a prescient business policy and one that was
as shiftless and improvident as language can well devi e.
SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES.-The company found so much difficulty
in getting the youth of the villages to attend their schools, taught by
our own people, especially brought up there and hired by the company, that they have adopted the plan of bringing one or two of the
brightest boys down every year and putting them into our schools, so
that they may grow up here and be educated, in order to return and
serve as teachers there. This policy i, warranted by the success
attending the experiment made at the time when I was up there first,
whereby a son of the chief wa. carried down and over to Rutland, Vt.,
for his edu ation, remain d there four year , then returned and took
charge of the chool on 't. Paul, which he has had ever since, with
the happiest r ult in increased attendance and attention from the
children. But, of cour , "O long a the Russian church service is
conducted in th Ru, sian language we will find o.a the i lands more
Ru ian- peaking peopl than our own. The nonattendance at school
was not and is not to be ascribed to indispo ition on the part of the
children and parents. One of the oldest and most intellig nt of
the natives told me, e planatory of their feeling and consequent
1
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action, that he did not, nor did his neighbors, have any objection to
the attendance of their children on our English school; but, if their
boys and young men neglected their Russian lessons, they knew not
who were going to take their places, when they died, in his church, at
the christenings, and at their burial. To anyone familiar with the
teachings of the Greek-Catholic faith, the objection of old Philip
Volkov seems reasonable. I hope, therefore, that, in the course of
time, the Russian church service may be voiced in English; not that
I want to substitute any other religion for it-far from it; in my
opinion it is the best one we could have for these people-but until
this substitution of our language for the Russian is done no very
satisfactory work, in my opinion, will be accomplished in the way of
an English education on the seal islands.
The fact that among all the savage races found on the northwest
coast by Christian pioneers and teachers the Aleutians are the only
practical converts to Christianity goeR far, in my opinion, to set them
apart as very differently constituted in mind and disposition from our
Indians and our Eskimos of Alaska. To the latter, however, they
seem to be intimately allied, though they do not mingle in the slightest
degree. They adopted the Christian faith with very little opposition,
readily exchanging their barbarous customs and wild superstitions
for the rites of the Greek-Catholic Church and -its more refined myths
and legends.
At the time of their first discovery they were living as savages in
every sense of the word, bold and hardy, throughout the Aleutian
chain, but now they respond, on these islands, to all outward signs
of Christianity, as sincerely as our own church-going people.
THE ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY.

OCCUPATION OF THE ISLANDS BY AMERICANS IN 1868.-The Alaska
Commercial Company deserves and will receive a brief but comprehensive notice at this point. In order that we may follow it to these
islands and clearly and correctly appreciate the circumstances which
gave it footing and finally the control of the business, I will pass back
and review the chain of evidence add need in this direction from the
time of our first occupation, in 1 67, of the Territory of Alaska.
It will be remembered by many people that when we were ratifyinO'
th negotiation between our Government and that of Ru sia it wa
made painfully apparent that nobody in thi country knew anything
about the ubj ct of Ru sian America. Every schoolboy knew wher
it was located, but no prof ·or or merchant, however wi e or shrewd,
knew wbat was in it
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London capitalists and whaling merchants. They arrived almost
simultaneously, Morgan a few days or weeks anterior to Hutchinson.
He had quietly enough commenced to survey and preempt the rookeries on the islands, or, in other words, the work of putting stakes
down and recording the fact of claiming the ground, as miners do in
the mountains; but later agreed to cooperate with Mr. Hutchinson.
~rhese two parties passed that season of 1868 in exclusive control of
those islands, and they took an immense number of seals. They took
so many that it occurred to Mr. Hutchinson unless something was
done to check and protect these wonderful rookeries, which he saw
here for the first time, and which filled him with amazement, that they
would be wiped out by the end of another season. Although he was
the gainer then, and would be perhaps at the end, if they should be
thus eliminated, yet he could not forbear saying to himself that it
was wrong and should not be. To this Captain Morgan also assented.
ORGANIZATION OF THE ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY.-In the
fall of 1868 Mr. Hutchinson and Captain Morgan, by their personal
efforts, interested and aroused the Treasury Department and Congress,
so that a special resolution was enacted declaring the seal islands a
governmental reservation, and prohibiting any and all parties from
taking seals thereon until further action by Congress. In 1869 seals
were taken on those islands, under the direction of the Treasury
Department, for the subsistence of the natives only; and in 1870
Congress passed the present law, a copy of which I append, for the
, protection of the fur-bearing animals on those islands, and under its
provisions, and in accordance therewith, after an animated and bitter
struggle in competition, the Alaska Commercial Company, of which
Mr. Hutchinson was a prime organizer, secured the award and received
the franchise which it now enjoys and will enjoy for another decade.
The company is an American corporation, with a charter, rules, and
regulations, which I reproduce in the appendix to this memoir.
They employ a fleet of vessels, sail and steam-four steamers, a dozen
or :fifteen ships, barks, and sloops. Their principal occupation and
attention is given naturally to the seal islands, though they have stations scattered over the Aleutian Islands and that portion of Alaska
west and north of Kadiak. No post of theirs is less than 500 or 600
miles from Sitka.
Outside of the seal islands all trade in this Territory of Alaska is
entirely open to the public. ~rhere is no need of protecting the furbearing animals elsewhere, unless it may be by a few wholesome general re trictions in regard to the sea-otter chase. The country itself
protect the animals on the mainland and other islands by its rugged,
forbidding, and inhospitable exterior.
The Treasury officials on the seal islands are charged with the careful obs rvance of every act of the company; a copy of the lease and
its covenant is conspicuously posted in their office; is translated into
Rus, ian, and is familiar to all the natives. The company directs
its own labor, in accordance with the law, as it ees fit; selects its time
of workin()', etc. The natives them elves work under the direction of
their own chosen foreman, or '' toyone." The e chiefs call out the
men at the break of very working day, divide them into detachments according to the nature of the service, and order their doing.
All communication with the labor rs on the sealing ground and th
company pa ses through their hands, the e chiefs having every day
an under tanding with the a()'ent of the company as to his wishes,
and they govern themselves thereby.
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BUSINESS METHODS.-The company pays 40 cents for the labor of
taking each skin. The natives take the skins on the ground; each
m~n tallying his work an i giving the result at the close of the day to
his chief or foreman. When the skins are brought up and counted
into the salt houses, where the agent of the company receives them
from the hands of the natives, the two tallies usually correspond very
closely, if they are not entirely alike. When the quota of skins i
taken, at the close of two, three, or four weeks of labor, as the case
may be, the total sum for the entire catch is paid over in a lump to
the chiefs, and these men divide it among the laborers according to
their standing as workmen, which they themselves have exhibited on
their special tally sticks. For instance, at the annual di visions, or
"catch" settlement, made by the natives on St. Paul Island among
themselves, in 1872, when I was present, the proceeds of their work
for that season in taking and skinning 75,000 seals, at 40 cents per
skin, with extra work connected with it, making the sum of $30,637.37,
was divided among them in this way: There were 74 shares made up,
representing 74 men, though in fact only 56 men worked, but they
wished to give a certain proport.ion to their church, a certain proportion to their priests, and a certain proportion to their widows; so they
water their stock, commercially speaking. The 74 shares were proportioned as follows:
Each.

37 first-class shares, at_ . __ - . - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - _- _. _- ___ . _. ___ _- - ______ $451. 22
23 second-class shares, at .. ____ - _- - - - - - - - - - __________ . ________ .. _____ ____ 406. 0
4 third-class shares, at ______ -- - ______ . __ --- -··- _______________________ .. 360. 97
10 fourth-class shares, at. _____ . ____ . ______________ . __________ . __ _______ 315. 85

rrhese shares do not repl'esent more than 56 able-bodied men.
In August, 1873, while on St. George Island, I was present at a
similar division, under similar circumstances, which caused them to
divide among themselves the proceeds of their work in taking and
skinning 25,000 seals, at 40 cents a skin, $10,000. They made the
following subdivision:
Per share.

17 shares each, 961 skins __ ..•••••..•••••..•••••.•••..••• __ ..•••.•... .. ___ $384. 40
2 shares each, 935 skins _____ . ___________________________________________ 374. 00
3 shares each. 821 skins _____ . _______ . ______________ . _______ . ____________ 32 . 40
1 share each, 820 skins _ ___ ____ . ___________ . ____ . ____________ . _. __... _.. _ 328. 00
3 shares each, 770 skins _____ . ___ . _______________ _. _. __ . _. ... ___ . ___ _____ 30 . 00
3 shares each, 400 skins _________________________ . ___ . ___ . _. . _.. __ . _... _ 160. 00

These 29 hare referred to represent only 25 able-bodied men; 2
of them were women. This method of divi. ion, a above given, i
the result of their own choice. It i an impo ible thing for the compan to decid their relative merit a. workmen on the ground, o they
hav wi ely turned its entir dL cu ion over to them. vVhatev r they
do they mu t agr t -wbate er the company might do th y po . ibly
and probably would n
r clearly under tand, and hence di, ati faction and su picion would inevitably ari e; as it is, the whol ubj ct
i ' mo t a isfactorily settled.
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law, so wise in its provisions, is not forced or constrained, but is continuous. · Self-interest in this respect appeals to them keenly and eloquently. They know everything that is done and everything that is
said by anybody and by everybody in their little community. Every
~eal drive that is made and every skin that is taken is recorded and
accounted for by them to their chiefs and their church when they make
up their tithing roll at the close of each day's labor. Nothing can come
to the islands by day or by night without being seen by them and
spoken of. I regard the presence of these people on the islands at the
transfer and their subsequent retention and entailment in connection
with the seal business as an exceedingly good piece of fortune, .alike
advantageous to the Government, to the company, a.n<l to themselves.
It will be remembered that at the time the question of leasing the
islands was before Congress much opposition to the proposal was
made on several grounds by two classes, one of which argued against
a "monopoly," the other urging that the Government itself would
realize more by taking the whole management of the business into its
own hands. At that time far away from Washington, in the Rocky
Mountains, I do not know what arguments were m;ed in the committee rooms or who made them, but since my careful and prolonged
study of the subject on the ground itself and of the trade and its conditions I am now satisfied that the act of June, 1870, directing the Secretary of the rrreasury to lease the seal islands of Alaska to the highest bidder, under the existing conditions and qualifications, did the
best and the only correet and profitable thing that could have been
done in the matter, both with regard to the preservation of the seal
life in its original integrity and the pecuniary advantage of the Treasury itself. To make this statement perfectly clear the following facts,
by way of illustration, should be presented:
First. When the Government took possession of these interests, in
1868 and 1869, the gross value of a seal skin laid down in the best
market, at London, was less in some instances and in others but
slightly above the present tax and royalty paid upon it by the Alaska
Commercial Company.
Second. Through the action of the intelligent business men who
took the contract from th~ Government in stimulating and encouraging the dressers of the raw material and in taking sedulous care
that nothing but good skins should leave the islands, and in combination with leaders of fashion abroad, the demand for the fur, by this
manipulation and management, has been wonderfully increased.
Third. As matters now stand the greatest and best interests of the
lessees are identjcal with tho e of the Government; what injures one
instantly injures the other. In other words, both strive to guard against
anything that shall interfere with the preservation of the seal life in
its original integrity and bot}J. having it to their interest, if po sible,
to incr ase that life. If the les ees had it in their power, which they
certainly have not, to ruin the e interests by a few seasons of rapacity
they are so bonded and , o environed that pruden e prevents it.
Fourth. Th frequ nt change in the office of the Secretary of the
r.rrea ury, who has v ry properly the absolute control of the business
a it stands, do not permit upon his part that close, careful scrutiny
which i exerci ed by the lessees, who, unlike him, have but their one
purpose to carry out. ~rh haracter of the leading men among them
is enough to a sure the pu b1ic that the busin ss is in responsible hands
and in the care of persons who will use every effort for its preservation and its perpetuation, as it is so plainly their best end to serve.
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Another great obstacle to the success of the business 1f controlled
entirely by the Government would be encountered in disposing of the
skins after they had been brought down from the islands. It would
not do to sell them up there to the highest bidder, since that would
license the sailing of a thousand ships to be present at the sale. The
rattling of their anchor chains and the scraping of their keels on the
beaches of the two little islands would alone drive every seal away
and over to the Russian grounds in a remarkably short space of time.
The Government would therefore need to offer them at public auction
in this country, and it would be simply history repeating itself-the
Government would be at the mercy of any well-organized combination
of buyers. The agents conducting the sale could not counteract the
effect of such a combination as can the agents of a private corporation, who may look after their interest in all the markets of the world
hi their own time and in their own way, according to the exigencies
of the season and the demand, and who are supplied with money which
they can use, without public scandal, in the manipulation of the market. On this ground I feel confident in stating that the Treasury of
the United States receives more money, net, under the system now in
operation, than it would by taking the exclusive control of the business. Were any capable Government officer supplied with, say,
$100,000, to expend in "working the market," and intrusted with the
disposal of 100,000 seal skins wherever he could do so to the best
advantage of the Government, and were this agent a man of first-c1ass
business ability and energy, I think it quite likely that the same success might attend his labor in the London· market that distinguishes
the management of the Alaska Commercial Company. But imagine
the cry of fraud and embezzlement that would be raised against him,
however honest he might be. This alone would bring the whole business into positive disrepute, and make it a national scandal. As
matters are now conducted there is no room for any scandal-not one
single transaction on the islands but what is as clear to inve tigation
and accountability as the light of the noonday un; what i done is
known to everybody, and the tax now laid by the Government upon
and paid into the 'I1reasury every year by the Alas1 a Commercial
Company yields alone a handsome rate of interest on the entire purchase money expended for the ownership of all Alaska.
It is frequently urged with great persistency by misinformed or
malicious authority that the lesRees can and do take thou and of
skins in excess of the law, and this catch in excess is shipped sub rosa
to Japan from the Pribilof I lands. 'J.10 how the folly of such a move
on the part of the company, if even it were possible, I will briefly
re apitulate the condition under which the skins are tak n. The
nati es of t. Paul and t. Georo-e do themselv , in the manner I
have indicated, all th driving and kinning of th eal8 for the company.
o others ar permitted or a ked to land upon the i, land to
do thi work, o long a the inhabitant of th i land are equal to it.
They bav b n equal to it and are mor than equal to it. E ery
kin taken by the naive i counted by th m elv , a b yo- 40
nt p r pelt for that labor, and at h xpirati n of ach clay' work
in th fi ld th nativ know exa tly how many, kin have b n tak n
b th m, bow many of th · kin. have be n r ,j t d by th ompany'
ag nt b cu
h y" r
arele, 1 cut and damag d in kinnino-u uall about bre -fourths of 1 p r • nt of th whol at h-and
th ha
it r ord d e r, v ning by tho amoncr h m who are
harged wi h the duty. Thu w r 1 1,00 kin tak n, in t ad of
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100,000 allowed by law, the natives would know it as quickly as it
was done, and they would, on the strength of their record and their
tally, demand the full amount of their compensation for the extra
labor, and were any ship to approach the islands at any hour these
people would know it at once, and would be ·aware of any shipment
of skins that might be attempted. It would then be the common talk
among the 398 inhabitants of the two islands, and it would be a matter
of record, open to any person who might come upon the ground charged
with investigation. (See note, 39, L.)
Furthermore, these natives are constantly going to and from Unalaska, visiting their relations in the Aleutian settlements, hunting for
wives, etc. On the mainland they have intimate intercourse with bitter enemies of the company, with whom they would not hesitate to
talk over the whole state of affairs on the islands, as they always do,
for they know nothing else and think of nothing else and dream of
nothing else. Therefore, should anything be done contrary to the
law, the act could and would be reported by these people. 'l,he Government, on its part, through it,s four agents stationed on these islands,
counts these skins into the ship, and one of their number goes down
to San Francisco upon her. There the collector of the port details
experts of his own, who again count them all out of the hold, and upon
that record the tax is paid and the certificate signed by the Government.
It will, therefore, at once be seen, by examining the state of affairs
on the islands and the conditions upon which the lease is granted,
that the most scrupulous care in fulfilling the terms of the contract is
compassed, and that this strict fulfillment is the most profitable course
for the lessees to pursue; and that it would be downright folly in them
to deviate from the letter of the law and thus lay themselves open at
any day to discovery, the loss of their contract, and forfeiture of their
bonds. Their action can be investigated at any time, any moment,
by Congress, of which they are fully aware. They can not bribe these
398 people on the islands to secrecy any more successfully than they
could conceal their action from them on the sealing fields; and any
man of average ability could go, and can go, among these natives and
inform himself as to the most minute details of the catch from the
time the lease was granted up to the present hour, should he have
reason to suspect the honesty of the Treasury agents. The road to
and from the islands is not a difficult one, though it is traveled only
once a year.
.
The subject of the method and direction of the business of sealing
on these falands, involving as it does a discussion of the law and the
action of the Alaska Uommercial Company and the natives combined,
will form a thesis for another chapter.
THE HAIR SEAL.

ENUMERATION OF THE VARIOUS SPECIES OF SEALS.-The history
of the fur seal, th one overshadowing and superlatively interesting
ubject of thi di cussion, I Rhall present in all its multitudinous
de~ails, ~ven at the ri k of being thought tedious. The aggregate of
ammal hfe_ hado~ed every summer out upon the breeding grounds
of th eal 1 land 1 o vast, o anomalous so interesting and so valuable, that it deserve the fullest mention; 'and even whe~ I shall have
done it will be but feebly expressed.
The seal life on the Pribilof Islands may be classified under the

•
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following heads, namely: (1) 'rhe fur seal, Callorhinus ursinus the
"kautickie" of the Russians; (2) the sea lion, Eumetopias stelleri,
the "seevitchie" of the Russians; (3) the hair seal, Phoca vitulina
the '' nearhpahsky" of the Russians; (4) the walrus, Odobrenus obesus'
the "morsjee" of the Russians.
'
THE HAIR SEAL.-The above short schedule embraces the titles of
all the pinnipeds found in, on, and around the island group. Of this
list the hair seal is the animal which has done so much to found that
erroneous, popular, and scientific opinion as to what a fur seal appears
like. Phoca vitulina has in this manner given to the people of the
world a false idea of its relatives. It is so commonly distributed all
over the littoral salt waters of the earth, seen in the harbors of nearly
every marine port, or basking along the loneliest and least inhabited
of desolate coasts far to the north, that everybody has noticed it, if
not in life, then in its stuffed skins at the museums, sometimes very
grotesquely stuffed. rrhis copy, set everywhere before the eye of the
naturalist, has rendered it so difficult for him to correctly discriminate between the Phocidm and the Otariidm, that the synonymy of
the Pinnipedia has been expanded until it is replete with meaningless
description and surmise.
Although the hair seal belongs to the great group of pinnipeds, yet
it does not have even a generic affinity with those seals with which it
has been so persistently grouped, namely, the fur seal and the sea lion.
It no more resembles them than does the raccoon the black or grizzly
bear.
I shall not enter into a detailed deRcription of this seal; it is wholly
superfluous, for excellent, and, I believe, trustworthy accounts bave
been repeatedly published bywriters 1 who have treated of the subject
as it was spread before their eyes on the coasts of Labrador, Newfoundland, and Greenland, to say nothing of the researches and notes
made by European scientists. It differs completely in shape and
habit from its congeners on these islands. Here, where I have studied
its biology, it seldom comes up from the water _more than a fow rods
at the farthest, generally hauling and resting at the margin of the
surf wash. It takes up no position on land to hold and protect a
family or harem, preferring the detached water-worn rocks, especially
those on the lonely north shore of St,. Paul, although I have seen it
resting at Gorbotch, near the sea margin of the great seal rookery of
that name, on the Reef Point of St. Paul, its cylindrical, supine gray
and white body marked in strong contrast with the erect black and
ocher-colored forms of the Oallorhinus which swarmed around about
it. On such small spots of rock, wet and isolated from the mainland,
and in secluded places on the north shore, the "nearhpah" brings
forth its youno-, a ingle pup, perfectly white, covered with long woolly
hair, and weighing from 3 to 7 pounds. This pup grow rapidly, and
after the lapse of four or :five month it tips the scales at 50 pounds.
By that time it has h d its infant coat and donned the adult soft steelgray hair ov r the head, limb , and abdom n, with the back mot
richlymottl d and barr d lengthwi e by dark-brown and brown-black
treak and blotches, suffu d at their dge into the light steel-gray
()'round of he body. vVh n they appear in th pring followinO', thi
brio-ht gray tone to their color ha ripen d into a dingy ocher and the
mottlino- pread well over th head and down on th upper ide or
1
A very complete r' sume has been given by Allen, Hi t. North American Pinnipeds, 1 0.
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back of the flippers, but fades out as it progresses. It has no appreciable fur or underwool. There is no noteworthy difference as to
color or size between the sexes. So far as I have observed they are
not polygamous. · They are exceedingly timid and wary at all times,
and in this manner and method they are diametrically opposed, not
by shape alone, but by habit and disposition, to the fashion of the fur
seal in especial and the sea lion. Their skin is of little value comparatively, but their chief merit, according t,o the natives, is the relative greater juiciness and sweetness of their flesh over even the best
steaks of sea lion or fur-seal pup meat.
One common point of agreement among all authors was, by my
observations of fact, so strikingly refuted, t hat I will here correct a
prevalent error made by naturalists who, comparing the hair seal
with the fur seal, state that in consequence of the peculiar structure
of their limbs their progression on land is" mainly accomplished by a
wriggling, serpentine motion of the body, slightly assisted by the
extremities." r:rhis is not so in any respect; for whenever I have purposely surprised these animals a few rods from the beach margin,
th ey would awake and excitedly scramble, or rather spasmodically
exert themselves to reach the water instantly, by striking out quickly
with both forefeet simultaneously, lifting in this way alone, and
dragging the whole body forward, without any "wriggling motion"
whatever to their back or posterior parts, moving from 6 inches to
a foot in advance every time their forefeet were projected forward
and the body drawn along according to the violence of the effort and
the character of the ground; the body of the seal then falls flat upon
its stomach and the forefeet or flippers are free again for another
similar motion. This action of Phoca is effect d so continuously and
so rapidly that in attempting to head off a-young "nearhpah" from
the water at English Bay, I was obliged to leave a brisk walk and
take to a dogtrot to do it. The hind f et are not u d when exerted
in this rapid movement at all; they are dragged along in the wake of
the body, perfectly limp and motionless. But they do use those posterior part , however, when leisurely climbino- up and over rocks
undisturbed, or playing one with · another; still it i al ways a weak,
trembling terrestrial effort, and particularly impotent and clumsy. In
their swift swimming th~ hind feet of Phocidce evidently do all the
work; the reverse i. the characteristic of the Otariidce.
Th se remarks of mine, it should be borne in mind, apply directly
t o Phoca vitulina, and I pre ume indirectly with equal force to all the
re t of it more important generic kindred, be they a large a Phoca
barbata or le s.
'.rhis hair seal is found around these islands at all seasons of the
year, but in very small numbers. I haven v r e n more than 25 or
30 at any one time, and I am told that its occidental di tribution,
although everywhere found, above and below, from the A.retie to the
'rropi , and e pecially general ov r the orth Pacific coast, nowhere
exhibit any great number at any one place; but we know that it and
its imm diate kindred form a va t majority of the multitudinous seal
life peculiar to our or h Atlantic shores, ice floes, and contiguou
water . The scarcit y of this species, and of all its generic allie , in
the waters of the Pacific i notable as compared with those of the circumpolar Atlantic, where the e hair eals are the seals of commerce,
and are found in such immense numbers between Greenland and Labr ador and thence to the eastward at certain seasons 1 of every year,
1

March and April.
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that employment is given to a fleet of about 60 s~Jiling and steam ves sels, which annually go forth 1 from St. John, Newfoundland, and elsewhere, fitted for seal fishing, taking in all their voyages over 300,000
of these animals each season; the principal object of value, however,
is the oil rendered from them, the skins having very small commercial
importance. 2 Touching oil, etc., a business digest of this subject, as
it refers to the seal islands of Alaska, will be found in this memoir,
in that portion descriptive of the methods employed by working the
hauling grounds of the "holluschickie."
LIFE HISTORY OF THE FUR SEAL.

DESCRIPTION OF AN ADULT MALE.-1,he fur seal ( Callorhinus ursinus) which repairs to these islands to breed and to shed its hair and
fur, in numbers that seem almost fabulous, is the highest organized of
all the Pinnipedia, and, indeed, for that matter, when land and water
are weighed in the account together, there is no other animal known
to man which can be truly, as it is, classed superior from a purely
physical point of view. Certainly there are few, if any, creatures in
the animal kingdom that can be said to exhibit a higher order of
instinct, approaching even our intelligence.
I wish to draw attention to a specimen of the finest of this racea male in the flush and prime of his first maturity, 6 or 7 years
old, and full grown. When it comes up from the sea early in the
spring, out to its station for the breeding season, we have an animal
before us that will measure 6½ to 7¼ feet in length from tip of nose to
the end of its abbreviated, abortive tail. It will weigh at least 400
:pounds, and I have seen older specimens much more corpulent, which,
':l.n my b~st judgment, could not be less than 600 pounds in weight.
The head of this animal now before us appears to be disproportionately small in comparison with the immensely thick neck and shoulders, but as we come to examine it we will find it is mostly all occupied by the brain. The light framework of the skull supports an
expressive pair of large bluish-hazel eyes, alternately burning with
revengeful, passionate light, then suddenly changing to the tones of
1 Sailing on }he 10th of March, simultaneously; the Canadian law prohibits earlier
work in this respect.
2
An excellent, and as far as I know a correct, description of this seal fishery in
the North Atlantic ha been published by :Michael Carroll, in his Seal and Herring
Fisheries of Newfoundland. This gentleman writes in a manner indicative of
much familiarity with the business, though it is to be regretted that his observations were not more systematized and concentrated. Mr. Carroll, when he published hi work in 1873, hag enjoyed a personal experience of over fifty years in the
hair-seal hunting of the North Atlantic, and this report is therefore perhaps the
best exposition of the habit and condition of those Phocidce that is extant; at lea t I
should judge so. Robert Brown, in 186 (Proc. Zool. Society, London, pp. 413-41 ) .
gives a graphic sketch of the life of the Greenland hair seal, while Ludwig Kumlein, in Bulletin No. 15 of the United States ational Museum, 1 79, pre ent
altogether the most interesting and valuable biology of the hair seals in the water.
of umberland Sound that has as yet been printed. Allen in his History of the
orth American Pinnipeds, 1 0, has, with painstakin,,. labor, carefully compiled
the per~inent remarks of a whole army of le P-r authorities upon the doing and
well-bemg of the Phocidce, and has arranged them jn his memofr o that they
appear to the b st advantag . Carroll". r port i exceedingly inter sting, and
cou~~ he be jnduced to rewnte hi note. , y t ~matizing them, or permit some natura11 t to do so who might draw ou from him information on important points
now hidden, the re ult undoubtedly would accrue greatly to the benefit of all concerned, ancl cau. e him to reap a fitting r cognition of hi knowledge of the subject
which seems to be very full and exhaustive, as far a" expressed by himself.
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tenderness and good nature. It has a muzzle and jaws of about the
same size and form observed in any full-blooded Newfoundland dog,
with this difference, that the lips are not flabby and overhanging;
they are as firmly lined and pressed against one another as our own.
The upper lips support a yellowish white and gray mustache, composed of long, stiff bristles, and when it is not torn out and not broken
off in combat, it sweeps down and over the shoulders as a luxuriant
plume. Look at it as it comes leisurely swimming on toward the land;
see how high above the water it carries its head and how deliberately
it surveys the beach, after having stepped upon it (for it may be truly
said to step with its fore flippers, as they regularly alternate when it
moves up), carrying the head well above them, erect and graceful, at
least 3 feet from the ground. The fore feet, or flippe1·s, are a pair of
dark bluish-black han<ls, about 8 or 10 inches broad at their junction
with the body, _and the metacarpal joint, running out to an ovate
point at their extremity, some 15 to 18 inehes from this union, all the
rest of the forearm, the ulna, radius, and humerus being concealed
under the skin and thick blubber folds of the main body and neck,
hidden entirely at this sea on, when it is so fat. But six weeks to
three months after this time of landing, when that superfluous fat and
flesh ha~ been consumed by elf-absorption, those bones show plainly
under the shrunken skin. On the upper si<le of these flippers the
hair of the body straggles down finer and fainter as it comes below to
a point close by and slightly beyond that spot of junction where the
phalanges and the metacarpal bones unite, similar to that poh.1t on
our own hand where our knuckles are placed; and here the hair ends,
leaving the rest of the skin to the end of the flipper bare and wrinkled in places at the margin of the inner ide; showing also fine
small pits containing abortive nails, which are ituated immediately
over the union of the phalanges with their cartilaginous continuations
to the end of the flipper.
On the under side of the flipper the skin is entirely bare, from its
outer extremity up to the body connection; it is sensibly tougher and
thicker than elsewhere on the body; it is deeply and regularly
wrinkleg. with seams and furrows, which cross one another o as to
leave a kind of sharp diamond-cut pattern. When they are placed by
the animal upon the smoothest rock , hinin °· and slipp ry from
algoid growths and the sea-polish of re tle s water , they seldom fail
to adhere.
When we observe this seal moving out on the land, we notice that,
though it handles its fore feet in a most creditabl manner, it brings
up its rear in quite a differ nt style, for after very second st p ahead
with the anterior limb ' it will arch it spin , and in arching it drag
and lifts up, and together for, ard, the hind fe t to a fit po itfon under
its body, giving it in this manner fresh levera 0 ·e for another movement forward by the for f t, in which th spin is again straightened
out, and then a fresh hitch is taken up on the posteriors once more,
and so on as th eal progresses. This is the leisurely and natural
rn vem nt on land wh n not di turbed, the body all the time being
carri d 1 ar of and n
1· tou hing the ground. But if the r ature
i friO'ht n d, this method of progrc · ion i radically changed. It
laun h into a lop , and actually gallop . o fa t that the best pow r
of a man in running ar taxed to head i off. Still, it must be rememb red that it can not run far before it sinks trembling, gasping, beath1 •·. to th arth; 30 or 40 yards of such speed marks the utmost limit
of its endurance.
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The radical di:fference in the form and action of the hind feet ca
not fail to strike the eye at once; they are one-seventh longer than th
fore hands, and very much lighter and more slender; they resemble,.
in broad terms, a pair of black kid gloves flattened out and shrivele
as they lie in their box.
There is no suggestion of fingers on the fore hands; but the hind
feet seem to be toes run into ribbons, for they literally flap abou
involuntarily fron.1 that point where the cartilaginous processes unit
with the phalangeal bones. rn1e hind feet are also merged in th
body at their junction with it, like those anterior; nothing can be
seen of the 1 g above the tarsal joint.
The shape of the hind flipper is strikingly like that of a human
foot, provided the latter were drawn out, t o a length of 20 or 22 inches,
the in tep flattened down, and the toes run out into thin, membraneous, oval-tipped points, only skin thick, leaving 3 strong, cylindrical,
grayish, horn-colored nails, half an inch long each, back 6 inche
from these skinny toe ends, without any sign of nails to mention on
the outer big and little toes.
On the upper side of this hind foot the body hair comes down to
that point whe1·e the metat,arsus and phalangeal bones join and fade
out. From this junction the phalanges, about 6 inches down to the
nails above mentioned, are entirely bare, and stand ribbed up in bold
relief on the membrane which unites them, as the web to a duck's
foot. rrhe nails just referred to mark the ends of the phalangeal bones,
and their union in turn with the cartilaginous proce, ses, which run
rapidly tapering and flattening out to the end of the thin toe point Now, as we are looking at this fur seal's motion and progression, that
which seems most odd is the gingerly manner (if I may be allowed to
use the expression) in which it carries these bind flippers. The) ~re
held out at right angles from the body directly opposite the pelv1 ,
the toe ends or flaps slightly waving, curled, and drooping over, supported daintily, as it were, above the earth, the animal only suffering
its weight behind to fall upon its heels, which are themselves oppo ed
to each other, scarcely 5 inches apart.
We shall, as we see this seal again later in the season, have ~o
notice a different mode of progression and bearing, both when it 1s
lording over its harem, or when it grows shy and restless at the end
of the breeding season, then faint, emaciated, and dejected; but we
will now proceed to observe him in the order of hi arrival and that
of hi family. His behavior during the long period of fasting and
unceasing activity and vigilance, and other cares which devolve upon
him as the mo t eminent of all polygami ts in the brute world, I hall
carefully relate; and to fully comprehend the method of thi exceedingly interesting animal, it will be frequentl neces ary for the reader
to ref r to my ket h map · of its bre ding ground or rookerie , and
the i land .
RRIVAL AT THE SEAL-GROU DS:

' MI G I

OF THE BULL . -Tb e

adult mal are th fir t xampl s of the Callorhinus to arri e in h
pring on the al ground, whi h ha be n de erted b all of h m
in the lo e of th pr c diner y ar.
B , een h 1, t and 5th of 1\Ia , u ·ually, a few mal
a t r cl over th r k ri ,· pr tty clo ' to th wat 1·. They ar , at
hiH tirn , quit h and . n itiv , , •rnino- no y , a i fl d with th
land· and a o-r ct many p nd day c ft 1· <la idl
wimminO' out
am no- he br ak l\ ' a lit l li tan• from th hor b fore th
om
to it, p rhap om what r lu ·tan a fir. · t ent r ~pon th a iduou
1
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duties and the grave responsibilities before them in :fighting for and
maintaining their positions in the rookeries.
The first arrivals are not always the oldest bulls, but may be said
to be the finest and most ambitious of their class. ,.rhey are full
grown and able to hold their places on the rookeries or the breeding
flats, which they immediately take up after coming ashore. Their
method of landing is to come collectively to those breeding grounds
where they passed the prior season; but I am not able to say authoritatively, nor do I believe it, strongly as it has been urged by in.any
careful men who were with me on the islands, that these animals come·
back to and take up the same position on their breeding grounds that
they individually occupied when there last year. From my knowledge of their action and habit, and from what I have learned of the
n atives, I should Ray that very few, if any, of them make such a selection and keep these places year after year. Even did the seal itself
intend to come directly from the sea to that spot on the rookery which
it left last summer, what could jt do if it came to that rookery margin
a little late, and found that another "see-catch" had occupied its
ground? The bull could do nothing. It would either have to die in
its tracks, if it persisted in attaining this supposed objective point,
or do what undoubtedly it does do-seek the next best locality which
it can attain adjacent.
One old "see-catch" was pointed out to me at the Gorbatch section
of the Reef rookery as an animal that was long known to the natives
as a regular visitor, close by or on the same rock, every season during the past three years. They called him '' Old J ohp," and they said
they knew him because he had one of his posterior digits missing, bitten off, perhaps, in a combat. I saw him in 1872, and made careful
drawings of him in order that I might recognize his individuality _
should he appear again in the following year, and when that time
rolled by I found him not; he failed to reappear, and the natives
acquiesced in his absence. Of course it was impossible to say that he
was dead, when there were 10,000 rousing, :fighting bulls to the right,
left, and below us, under our eyes, for we could not approach .for
inspection. Still, if these animals came each to a certain place in any
general fashion, or as a rule, I think there ~ould be no difficulty in
recognizing the fact; the natives certainly would do so; as it·is, they
do not. I think it very likely, however, that the older bulls come
back to the same common rookery ground where they spent the previous season; but they are obliged to take up their position on it just
as the circumstances attending their arrival will permit, such as :finding other seals which have arrived before them, or of being whipped
out by stronger rivals from their old stands.
It is entertaining to note, in this connection, that the Rus ians
themselves, with the object of testino- this mooted query, during the
later years of their possession of the islands, drove up a number of
young males from Lukannon, cut off their ear,, and turned them out
to sea again. The following season, when the droves came in from
the hauling grounds to the slaughterin°· fields, quite a number of
those cropped seals were in the drives, but instead of being found all
at one place, the place from whence theywere driven the year before,
they were scattered example of croppies from every point on the
island. The same experiment was again made by our people in 1870
( he natives having told them of this prior undertaking), and they
went also to Lukannon, drove up 100 young males, cut off their left
ears, and set them free in turn. Of this number, during the summer
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of 1872, when I was there, the natives found in their driving of 75,000
seals from the different hauling grounds of St. Paul up to the village
killing grounds, two on N ovastoshnah rookery, 10 miles north of
Lukannon, and two or three from English Bay and '"rolstoi rookeries,
6 miles west by water; one or two were taken on St. George Island, 36
miles to the southeast, and not one from Lukannon was found among
those that were driven from there; probably, had all the young males
on the two islands this season been examined, the rest of the crappies
that had returned from the perils of the deep, whence they sojourned
during the winter, would have been distributed quite equally about
the Pribilof hauling grounds. Although the natives say that they
think the cutting off of the animal's ear gives the water such access
to its head a to cause its death, yet I noticed that those examples
which we had recognized by this auricular mutilation were normally
fat and well developed. The~r theory does not appeal to my belief,
and it certainly requires confirmation.
These experiments would tend to prove very cogently and conclusively that when the seals approach the islands in the spring they
have nothing in their minds but a general instinctive appreciation of
the fitness of the land, as a whole; and no special fondness or determination to select any one particular spot, not even the place of their
birth. A study of my map of the.distribution of the seal life on St.
Paul clearly indicates that the landing of the seals on the respective
rookeries is influenced greatly by the direction of the wind at the
time of their approach to the islands in the spring and early summer.
The prevailing airs, blowing, as they do at that season, from the
north and northwest, carry far out to sea the odor of the old rookery
flats, together with the fresh scent of the pioneer bulls which have
located themselves on these breeding grounds, three or four weeks in
advance of their kind. The seals come up from the great orth
Pacific, and hence it will be seen that the rookeries of the south and
southeastern shores of St. Paul Island receive nearly all the seal life,
although there are miles of perfectly eligible ground at N ahsayvernia,
or north shore. To settle this matter beyond all argument, however,
I know is an exceedingly difficult task, for the identification of individuals, from one season t~ another, among the hundreds of thousand ,
and even millions, that come under the eye on one of these great
rookeries is well nigh impossible.
From the time of the first arrival 'in May up to the beginning of
June, or as late as the middle of that month, if the weathe1' be clear,
is an interval in which everything seems quiet. Very few seal are
added to the pioneers that have landed, a we have described. By
the 1 t of June, how ver, ometim s a little before and never much
later, the seal weather-the foggy, humid, oozy damp of umm rset in; and with it, a the gray banks roll up and hroud the i land ,
the bull eals swarm from the depth by h undr ds and thou and , and
loca e them lves in advantageous po ition for the reception of the
f male , which ar gene1·ally thr e we k or a month later than thi
dat in arrival.
PREEMPTIO OF THE ROOKERIE : B TTLES OF THE SE LS.-The
lab r of lo ating and maintaining a po ition on the rook ry i r ally
a .rribl eriou bu ine for th
bull , hi h com in la t· and it
all h time to tho
mal · tha o cupy he water lin of the
ling o-round .
n tautly u ·tain d fight b tween the n wm r an tb o cupant o-oe on morning, no 1 , and nio-b without
• ti n, fr quently 1·e ul ing in d ath to on , or even both, of the
atants.
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It appears from my survey of these breeding grounds that a wellunderstood principle exists among the able-bodied bulls, to wit: That
each one shall remain undisturbed on bis ground, which is usually
about 6 to 8 feet square, provided that at the start, and from that
time until the arrival of the females, he is strong enough to hold his
ground against all comers. Inasmuch as the crowding in of the fresh
arrivals often causes the removal of those which, though equally ablebodied at first, have exhausted themselves by fighting earlier and
constantly; they are :finally driven by these fresher animals back
farther and higher up on the rookery, and sometimes off altogether.
Many of t,hose bulls exhibit wondel'ful strength and desperate courage. I marked one veteran at Gorbatch, who was the first to take up
his position early in fay, and that position, as usual, directly at the
water line. This male seal had fought at least forty or fifty desperate battles and fought off his assailants every time, perhaps nearly
as many different seals which coveted his position, and when the
fighting season was over (after the cows are mostly all hauled up) I
saw him still there, covered with scars and frightfully gashed-raw,
festering, and bloody-and one eye gouged out, but lording it bravely
over .his harem of :fifteen or twenty females, who were all huddled
together on the same spot of his first location and around him.
This fighting between the old and adult males-for none others
fight-is mostly, or rather entirely, done with the mouth. The opponents seize one another with their teeth, and then clenching their
jaws nothing but the sheer strength of the one and the other tugging
to escape can shake them loo e, and that effort invariably leaves an
ugly wound, the sharp canine tearinO' out deep gutter~ in the skin and
furrows in the blubber or shredding the flippers into ribbon strips.
They usually approach each other with comically averted heads,
just as though they weie ashamed of the rumpus which they are determined to precipitate. When they get near enough to reach one another
they enter upon the repetition of many feints or passes before either
one or the other takes the initiative by gripping. The beads are
darted out and back as quick as a flash; their hoarse roaring and shrill,
piping whistle never cea es, while t,heir fat bodies writhe an l swell
wi h exertion and rage; furious lights gl am in thefr eyes; their hair
flies in the air and their blood streams down; all combined makes a
· picture so fierce and so strange that from its unexpected po ition and
it novelty is perhaps one of the most extraordinary brutal contests
man can witness.
In the battles of the seals the parties are always distinct-the one
ii-; offen iv , the other defen iv . If tho latter proves the weaker, he
wit,hdraws from the position occupied, and is never followed by his
conqueror, who compla ently throws up one of hi hind :flippers, fan
himself, as i L were, to cool his fever d wrath and blood. from the heat
o[ the conflict, and sinks int comparative qui t, only utt rin<r a
p<>cnliar chuckle of . ati faction or contempt, with a harp eye open for
·
the u xt covetou bull or " ea cat h." 1
TTIT DES A D COLORATION 01)' THE FUR SEALS.-The period occupied by them les in ta.king and holding their position on th rookery
offer, a very favorable opportunity to, tudythem in the thou and and
one different attitudes and posture a urned between the two e tr mes
of desperate conflict and deep leep- leep so profound that one can,
if he keeps to the leeward, approach clo e enough, st pping softly, to
0

1 ' ' Sea catch," native name for the bulls on the rookeries, especially tho e which
are able to maintain their position.

H. Doc. 92, pt. 3 - 4
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pull the whiskers of any old male taking a nap on a clear place; bu-t
after the first touch to these moustaches the trifler must jump with
electrical celerity back if h e has any regard for the sharp teeth and
tremendous shaking which will surely overtake him if he does not.
The younger seals sleep far more soundly than the old ones, and it is
a favorite pastime for the natives to surprise them in this mannerfavorite because it is attended with no personal risk. '"11he little beasts,
those amphibious sleepers, rise suddenly and fairly shrink to the earth,
spitting and coughing their terror and confusion.
The neck, chest, and shoulders of a fur-seal bull comprise more
than two-thirds of his whole weight; and in this long, thick neck
and the powerful muscles of the fore limbs and shoulders is embodied
the larger portion of his strength. When on land, with the fore hands
he does all climbing over the rocks and grassy hummocks back of the
rookery, or shuffles his way over the smooth parades; the hind feet
being gathered up as useless trappings aft,er every second step forward, whieh we have described at the outset of this chapter. These
anterior :flippers are also the propelling power when in water, the
exclusive machinery with which they drive their rapid passage; the
hinder ones :floating behind like the steering sweep to a whaleboat,
used evidently as rudders, or as the tail of a bird is, while its wings
sustain and force its rapid flight.
The covering to the body is composed of two coats, one being a
short, crisp, glistening over-hair, and the other a close, soft, elastic
pelage, or fur, which gives the distinctive value to the pelt. I can
call it readily to the mind of my readers when I say to them that the
down and feathers on the breast of a duck lay relatively as the fur
and hair do upon the skin of the seal.
At this season of :first "hauling up," 1 in the spring, the prevailing
color of the bulls, after they dry off and have been exposed to the
weather, is a dark, dull brown, with a sprinkling in it of lighter brown.black, and a number of hoary or grizzly gray coats peculiar to the
very old males. On the shoulders of all of them-that is, the adultsthe over-hair i either a gray or rufous ocher or a very emphatic
" pepper and salt; " this is called the '' wig." The body colors are
most intense and pronounced upon the back of the head, neck, and
spine, fading down on the flanks lio-hter, to much lighter ground on
the abdomen; still, never white or even a clean gray, so beautiful and
peculiar to them when young, and to th females. 'rhe skin of the
muzzle and flippers i a dark bluish-black, fading in the older examples to a reddish and purpli h tint. The color of tho ear and tail i.
imilar to that of the body, perhap a trifle lighter; the ear on the
bull fur seal ar from one inch to an inch and a half in 1 n()'th; the
pavilion or auricles ar tightly rolled up on them elves, so that they
are imilar in hape to an l exactly th ize of t,he little :fincrer on the
human hand ut off at the second phalanO'eal joint; a trifle more cone
haped, however, as t,hey are err ater at the base than they are at the
tip. Th y are haired and furred a the body is.
I think it probabl hat tbi animal ha · and doe exert the pow r of
ompr ing or dilating thi croll-like pavilion to its ear, ju t accordin th wat r; and al o, I am quit ure
in a it div s d eper or ri
that th hair eal ha thi control ov r the meatu extemu , from what
1
"Hauling up.·· a technical term, appli c.1 to the action of the seals when they
!and from the surf and haul up or drag them. ',·es over the beach. It is expressive and appropriate, as are most of the sealing phrases.
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I have seen of it. I have not been able to verify it in either case by
actual observation; yet such opportunity as I have had gives me
undoubted proof of the fact that the hearing of the fur seal is wonderfully keen and surpassingly acute. If you make any noise, no
matter how slight, the alarm will be given instantly by these insignificant-looking auditors, and the animal, awaking from profound sleep,
assumes with a single motion an erect posture, gives a stare of stupid
astonishment, at the same time breaking out into incessant, surly
roaring, growling, and "spitting."
VOICE OF THE FUR SEAL.-This spitting, as I call it, is byno means
a fair or full expression of the most characteristic sound or action, so
far as I have observed, peculiar to the fur seals alone, the bulls in
particular. It is the usual prelude to all their combats, and itis their
signal of astonishment. It follows somewhat in this way: When the
two disputants are nearly within reaching or strikino- distance, they
make a number of feints or false passes, as fencing masters do, at one
another, with the mouth wide open, lifting the lips or snarlino- so as
to exhibit the glistening teeth, and with each pass of the head and
neck they expel the air so violently through the larynx as to make a
rapid choo-choo~choo sound, like steam puffs as they escape from the
smokestack of a locomotive when it starts a heavy train, especially
while the driving wheels slip on the rail.
All of the bulls have the power an<l. frequent inclination to utter four
distinct calls or notes. This is not the case with the sea lion, 1 whose
voice is confined to a single bass roar, or that of the walrus, ~hich is
limited to a dull grunt, or that of the hair seal, 2 which is inaudible.
1.1 his volubility of the fur seal is decidedly characteristic and prominent; he utters a hoarse, re onant roar, loud and long; he gives vent
to a low, entirely different,, gurgling growl; he emits a chuckling, sibilant, piping whistle, of which it is impossible to convey an adequate
idea, for it must be heard to be understood; and this spittino- or choo
sound just mentioned. The cows 3 have but one note-a hollow, prolonged bla-a-ting call, ad<l.re, sed only to their pups; on all other occasions they are usually silent. It is something strangely like the cry
of a calf or an old sheep. They also make a spitting sound or snort
when suddenly disturbed-a kind of cough, as it were. The pups
'' blaat " al o, with little or no variation, their sonnd being omewhat
weaker ·and hoarser than their mother'', after birth; they, too, comically spit or cough when arou ed •uddenly from a nap or driven into
a corner, opening their little mouths like young birds in a nest, when
at bay, backed up in ome crevice or against some tus ock.
Indeed, so imilaris the sound i.,hat I noticed that anumberof sheep
1
2

Eilmetopias Stelle1·i .
Phoca vitiilina.
Without explanation, I may be considered as making use of paradoxical language by u. ing these terms of description; for the inconsistency of talking of
· pups, " ·with "cows,,. anc.l. "bulls," and "rookeries, " on the breeding grounds of
the same can not fail to be noticed; but this nomenclature ha been given and
used by the American aud English whaling and sealing parties for many years,
and the characteristic features of the seals themselves so suit the naming that I
have felt satisfied to retain the tyle throughout as rendering my description more
intelUgible 1 especially o to those who are engag d in the busines , or may be hereafter. The Russian are more consi tent, but not so " pat." They call the bull
''see-catch, " a term implying strength, vigor. etc. ; the cow, '' matkah." or mother;
the pups, "kotiekie/' or little seals; the non breeding males under six and even
yea.r s, "hollu chickie," or bachelors. The name applieu collectively to the fur
seal by them is "morskie-kot," or sea cat.
3
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which the Alaska Commercial Company had brought up from San.
Francisco to St. George Island during the sum:ner of 1873 were constantly attracted to the rookeries, and we1·e running in among the
"holluschickie;" so much so, that they neglected the good pasturage
on the uplands beyond, and a small boy had to be regularly employed
to herd them where they could feed to advantage. 'rhese transported
Ovidce, though they could not possibly find anything in their eyes
suggestive of companionship among the seals, had their ears so
charmed by the sheep-like accents of the female pinnipeds as to persuade them against their senses of vision and smell.
The sound which arises from these great breeding grounds ·of the
fur seal, where thousands upon tens of thousands of angry, vigilant
bulls are roaring, chuckling, and piping, and multitudes of seal
mothers are calling in hollow, bleating tones to their young, that in
turn respond incessantly, is simply defiance to verbal description. It
is at a slight distance softened into a deep booming, as of a cataract;
and I have heard it, with a light, fair wind to the leeward, as far as
6 miles out from land on the sea; and even in the thunder of t he surf
and the roar of heavy gales it will rise up and over to your ear for
quite a considerable distance away. It is the monitor which the sea
captains anxiously strain their ears for when they run their dead
reckoning up and are laying to for the fog to rise, in order that they
may get their bearings of the land. Once heard, they hold on to the
sound and feel their way in to anchor. The seal roar at N ovastoshnah
during the summer of 1872 saved the life of the surgeon 1 and 6 natives
belonging to the island, who had pushed out on an egging trip from
Northeast Point to Walrus Island. I have sometimes thought, as I
have listened through the night to this volume of extraordinary sound,
which never ceases with the rising or the setting of the sun throughout the entire season of breeding, that it was fu1ly equal to the churning boom of the waves of iagara.
ight and day, throughout the
season, this din upon the rookeries is steady and constant.
EFFECTS OF HEAT ON THE SEALS.-'rlie seals seem to suffer great
inconvenience and positive misery from a comparatfrely low degree of
heat. I have often been surpris d to observe that, when the temperature was 46° and 48° F. on land during the summer, they would show
everywhere igns of distress, whenever they made any e~er.tion in
moving or fightino-, evidenced by panting and the elevation of their
hind flipper , which they used incessantly as so many fan . With
the thermometer again higher, as it is at rare interval , tandiug at
55° ancl 60°, they then seem to 8U.ffer even when at r t, and at such
times the eye 1s struck by the kaleiclo copic appearance of a rookery.
In any of th . e rookeries where the seals ar pread out in every imaginable position their lithe ome b die can a sume, all indu. triou ly
fan them. lv . They us som time· the fore fiipp rs as ventilator.,
as it were, b holding them aloft moti nle.· ·,, t the ame time fanning
bri kly with the hinder ones, accordin°· as they sit or lie. Thi Wa\')"
motiou f fannino- or flapping gi e a hazy incli, tinctnes, to the who1P
·en which i difficult to ex pre · in language; but one of the most
prominent chara('teri tic of the fur eal, and perhap · the mo t unique
1
Dr. Otto ramer. The sudclenne with which fog and wincl hut down and
sw p ov r th sea here , even wh n th day opens most an pieiously for n. bort
b at voyage, ha so alarm cl the natives in ti me pa t tluit a. vi..,it i now never
macle _by them from island to i. lan<l unl, · on on of the company'. y 5-;el.. Sevr~l b1~l rn_hs have nc>ver been h arcl from which. in e:lrli r times, attempted to
. ail, with p1ckecl crews of the natives, from one island to the other.
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feature, is this very fanning manner in which they use their flippers,
when seen on the breeding grounds at this season. They also, when
idle, as it were, off shore at sea, lie on their sides in the water with
only a partial exposure of the body, the head submerged, and then
hoist up a fore or hind flipper clear out of the water, at the same time
scratching themselves or enjoying a momentary nap; but in this position there is no fanning. I say "scratching," because the seal, in
common with all animals, is preyed upon by vermin, and it has a
peculiar species of louse, or parasitic tick, that belongs to it.
SLEEPING AFLOAT.-Speaking of the seal as it rests in the water,
leads me to remark that they seem to sleep as sound and as comfortably, hedded on the wa eEi or rolled by the swell, as they do on the
land. They lie on their backs, fold the fore flippers down across the
chest, and turn th hind ones up and over, o that the tips rest on
their necks and chins, thus exposing simply the nose and the heels of
the hind flippers above water, nothing else being seen. In this position, unless it is very rough, the seal sleeps as serenely as did the prototype of that. memorable song who was '' rocked in the cradle of the
deep."
FASTING OF THE SEALS AT THE ROOKERIES: INTESTINAL WORMS.-All

the bulls, from the very first, that have been able to hold their positions, have not left them from the moment of their landing for a single
instant, n 1ght or day; nor will they do so until the end of the rutting
season, which subsides entirelY. between the 1st and 10th of August,
beginning shortly after the coming of the cows in June. Of necessity, the1·efore, this causes them to fast, to abstain entirely from food
of any kind, or vmter, for three months at least; and a few of them
actually stay out four months, in total abstinence, before goin~ back
intothewaterforthefirRttimeafter ''hauling up" in May. They then
return as so many bony Rhadows of what they were only a few months
anteriorly. Cove1·ed with wounds, abject and spiritles , they laboriously crawl back to the sea to r new a fresh lease .of life.
Such physical endurance is remarkable enough alon ; but it is simply wonderful, when we come to associate this fasting with t,h e unceasing activity, restlessness, and duty devolved upon the bulls as the
heads of large families. They do not staguate like hibernating bears
in caves; there i not one torpid breath dra\\'TI by them in the whole
period of their fast. It is evidently su tained and accomplished by
the self-absorption of their own fat, with which they are so liberally
supplied when th y fir t come out from the sea and take up their
l)O itions on the breeding grounds; and which gradually di appear.,
until nothing but the staring hide, protruding tendon , and bones
mark the limit of their abstinence. There must be, ome remarkable
provision made by nature for the entire torpidity of the seals' stomachs and bowels, in consequence of their being empty and un ·upplied
<luring this long p riod, coupled with the intense activity and physical
enerl)'y of the animals throughout that time, which, however, in spite
of the violation of a suppo ed physiological law, does not seem to
a:ff ct them, for th y come back ju t as leek, fat, and ambitious as
ev r, in the following sea on.
I have examined the stomachs of hundreds which were driven up
and killed immediate] after th ir arrival in the spring, near the village; I have the word of the natives here, who have seen hundreds of
thou ands of them open d durino- the laughtering sea ons past, but
in no single case has anything ever been found, other than the bile
and ordinary secretions of healthy organs o.f this class, with t he
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marked exception of finding in every one a snarl or cluster of worms, 1
from the size of a walnut to a bunch as large as a man's fist. Fasting
apparently has no effect upon the worms, for on the rare occasion.,
and perhap the last one that will ever occur, of killing three or four
hundred old bulls late in the fall to supply the natives with canoe
skins, I was present, and again examined their paunches, finding the
same ascaridr,e, within. They were lively in these empty stomachs,
and their presence, I think, gives some reason for the habit which the
old bulls have (the others do not) of swallowing small water-worn
bowl<lers, the stones in some of the stomanhs weighing half a pound
apiece, in others much smaller. In one paunch I found over 5 pounds,
in the aggregate, of large pebbles, which, in grinding against one
another, I believe, must comfort the seal by aiding to destroy, in a
great measure, those intestinal pests.
The sea lion is also troubled in the same way by a similar species of
worm, and I preserved the stomach of one of these animals in which
there was more than 10 pounds of stones, r-iome of them alone very
great in size. Of this latter animal, I suppose it could swallow bowlders that weigh 2 and 3 pounds each. I can ascribe no other cause
for this habit · among those animals than t,h at given, as they are the
highest type of the carnivora, eating fish as a regular means of subsistence, varying the monotony of this diet with occasional juicy
fronds of seaweed or kelp, and perhaps a crab or such once in a while,
provided it is small and tender or soft-shelled. I know that the sailors
say that the Callorhinus swallows these stones to "ballast" himself;
in other words, to enable him to dive deeply and quickly; but I noticed
that the females and the "hollnschickie" dive quicker and swim
better than the old fellows above specified, and they do so without any
ballast. They also have less muscular power, only a tithe of that
which the "see-catch" possesses. No, the ballast theory is not tenable. (See not,e, 39, J.)
ARRIVAL OF THE cow SEALS AT THE ROOKERIES.-Between the 12th
and 14th of June the first of the cow seals, as a rule, come up from
the sea; then the long agony of the waiting bulls is over, and they
signalize it by a period of universal, spasmodic, desperate :fighting
among themselves. Though they have quarreled all the time from the
moment they first landed, and continue to do so until the end of the
season, in August, yet that :fighting which takes place at this date i
the bloodiest and most vindictive known to the seal. I presume that
the heaviest percentage of mutilation and death among the old male
from these brawls occur in this week of the earliest appearance of the
females.
A strong contrast now between the males and females looms 11p, both
in size and sha.pe, which is heightened by the air of xceeding peace and
dovelike amiability which the latter class exhibit, in contradistinction
to the ferocity and aturnine behavior of the former.
DE ' RIPTIO OF THE cow EAL.-The ow are from 4 to 4½ feet
in l ngth from head to tail, and much more shapely in their proporti n than the bull . 'lh re is no wrapping around their n k and
of blubb r; th ir lithe, ela tic form ,
h uld r of un i 0 ·htly ma
from th fir to he la, t of the a on, are n v r alt red. Thi the'
ar , ho e r, enabl d to keep, b ause in h pro i ion of eal econom h
u tain n protra ed fa, in()' p rio] for oon after the birth
f h ir young th y leav it on th !!r nnd and o t h , ea fol' food,
1

Nematoda.
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returning perhaps to-morrow, perhaps later, even not for several days
in fact, to again suckle and nourish it, having in the meantime sped
far off to distant fishing banks and satiated a hunger which so active
and highly organized an animal must experience when deprived of
sustenance for any length of time.
As the females come up wet and dripping from the water, they are
at first a dull, dirty-gray color, dark on the back and upper parts, but
in a few hours the transformation in their appearance made by drying is wonderful. You would hardly believe that they could be the
same animals, for they now fairly glisten with a rich steel and maltese
gray luster on the back of the head, the neck, and along down the
spine, which blends into an almost snow-white over the chest and on
the abdomen. But this beautiful coloring in turn is again altered by
exposure to the same weather, for after a few days it will gradually
change, so that by the lapse of two or three weeks it i a dull, rufous
ocher below, and a cinereous brown and gray mixed above. This
color they retain throughout the breeding season, up to the time of
shedding their coat in August.
The head and eye of the female are exceedingly beautiful. The
expression is really attractive, gentle, and intelligent. The large, lustrous, blue-black eyes are humid and soft with the tenderest expression, while the small, well-formed bead is poised as gracefully on her
neck as can bo well imagined.
he is the very picture of benignity
and satisfaction when she is perched up on some convenient rock and
has an opportunity to quietly fan herself, the eyes half closed and
the head thrown back on her gently-swelling houlders.
The females land on these i lands not from the slightest desire to
see their uncouth lords and mast,ers, but from an accurate and
in tinctive appreciation of the time in which their period of gestation
ends. 'rbey are, in fact, driven up to the rookeries by this cause
alone. The young can not be brought forth in the water, and in all
cases marked by myself the pup were born soon after landin °·, some
in a few hours, but mo t usually a day or o elapses before delivery.
ORGANIZATION OF THE R00KERIES.-'rhey are noticed and received
by the males on the water-line stations with attention; they are alternately coaxed and urged up on to the rocks, as far as th se beach
ma ters can do so, by chucklin()', whi tling, and roaring, and then
they are immediately under the most jealous supervi ion; but, owing
to the covetous and ambitious nature of the bulls which occupy these
stations to the rear of the water line and way back, the little cows
have a rough-and-tumble time of it when they begin to arrive in small
numbers at fir t; for no sooner is the pr tty animal fairly e tablished
on the tation of male number on , who has welcomed her there, then
he, perhaps, ees another one of her style in the water from whence
she has come, and, in obedience to his polygamous feeling, devotes
him elf anew to coa ·in()' th later arrival, by that ame winning manner so succe ful in the first ca e. Then when bull number two, just
back, ob erv bull number on off guard, he r aches out with his
long strong neck and pick up the unhappy but pa, ive cow by the
scruff- of her's, ju t a a cat does a kitten, and depo its her upon his
seraglio ground. 'rhen bulls number three and four, and so on, in the
vicinity, seeing this hiO'h-hand d operation, all assail one another,
especially number two, and foe a moment have a tremendous fight,
perhaps lasting half a minut or so, and during thi commotion the
little cow i O'enerally mov d, or mov , farther back from the water,
two or three stations more, where, when all gets quiet again, she
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usually remains in peace. Iler last lord and master, not having th
exposure to such diverting temptation as her first, gives her such car
that she not only is unable to leave, did she wish, but no other bul
can seize upon ·her. This is only a faint (and I fully appreciate it)
wholly inadequate description of the hurly-burly and the method b
which the rookeries are filled up, from first to last, when the female
arrive. That is only one instance of the many trials and tribulation
which both parties on the rookery subject themselves to before the
harems are filled.
Far back, 15 or 20 "see-catchie" stations deep from the water line,
and sometimes more, but generally not over an average of 10 or 15,
the cows crowd in at the close of the season for arriving, which is by
the 10th or 14th of July. Then they are able to go about pretty much
as they please, for the bulls have become so greatly enfeebled by this
constant fasting, fighting, and excitement during the past two mont~s
that they are quite content now even with only one or two partners, 1f
they should have no more.
The cows seem to haul up in compact bodies from the water, filling
in the whole ground to the rear of the rookeries, never scattering about
over the surface of this area; they have mapped out from the fir~t
their chosen resting places, and they will not lie quietily in any pos~tion outside of the great mass of their kind. 'l,his is due to their
intensely gregarious nature, and admirably adapted for their prote~tion. And here I should call attention to the fact that they select this
rookery ground with all the skill of civil engineers. It is pre.ferred
with special reference to the drainage, for it must lie so that t~e
produce of the constantly dissolving fogs and rain clouds shall not he
upon them, having a great aversion to and a firm determination to
rest nowhere on water-puddled ground. This is admirably exhibited
and will be understood by a study of my sketch-maps which follow,
illustrative of tnese rookeries and the area and position of the seals
upon them. Every one of those breeding grounds slopes up gently
from the sea, and on no one of them is there anything like a muddy
flat.
I found it an exceedingly difficult matter to satisfy myself as to a
fair general average number of cows to each bull on the rookery; but
after protracted study I think it will be nearly correct when I assign
to each male a general ratio of from 15 to 20 females at the tations
nearest the water; and for tho e back in order from that line to the
rear from 5 to 12; but there a1'e so many exceptional ca , so many
instances where 45 and 50 femal are all under the charge of one
male; and then, ao-ain, where there are 2 or 3 females only, that thi
que tion was and is not entirely satisfactory in its settlement to my
mind.
ear Ketavie Point, and ju. t above it to the north, i an odd wa hout of the ba alt by the surf, which ha chi eled, a it wer , from the
foundation of the i land, a lava table with a ingle roadway or land
pa age to it.
pon th ummit of thi foot tool I count d 45 cow ,
all und r th charo-e of on old vet ran. II had them penn d up on
thi tabl rock by taking hi tand at th gate, a it w re, through
which th y pa r:d up and pa. , d d wn-a Turki h brut t pi:fied.
TTA RED MALE . tl r c r of all h . rook ri there i
in aric bly a large number of al le-bodi d males, hich ha v come late,
but wait pati ntl , y tin ain for farnili . , mo. of h m he ving had
t fio-h a d . p ratel f r th pl'i il g of hcin ,. th r a · any of th ir
more fortunately lo at d neighbor , who a1· near r th , ater and in
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succession from there to where they are th ems Ives; but the cows do
not like to be in any outside position. They can not be coaxed ont
where they are not in close company with their f male mates and
masses. They lie most quietly and contentedly in the largest harems,
and cover the surface of the ground so thickly that there is hardly
moving or. turning room until the females cea e to come from the sea.
'I1he inaction on the part of the males in the rear during the breeding
i;;eason only serves to qualify them to move into the places which are
necessarily vacated by those male that are, in the meantime, obliged
to leave from virile exhaustion or incipient wounds. All the surplus
able-bodied males that have not been successful in effecting a landing
on the rookeries can not at any one time during the season be seen
here on this rear line. Only a portion of their number are in sight;
the others are either loafing at s a, adjacent, or are hauled out in
morose squads between the rookeries on the beaches.
COURAGE OF THE FUR SEAL.-The courage with which the fur seal
holu his position as the head and guardian of a family i of the highest
order. I have rep atedly tried to drive them from their harem posts,
when they were fairly established on their stations, and have alway
failed, with few e ceptions. I might use every stone at my command,
making all the noise I could. Finally, to put their courage to the
fulle t test, I have walked up to within 20 feet of an old veteran,
toward the extreme end of Tolstoi, who had only 4 cows in charge,
and commenced with my double-barreled fowling-piece to pepper him
all over with fine mu tard-seed shot, being kind enough, in spite of
my zeal, not to put out his eyes. His bearing, in spite of the noise,
smell of powder, and painful irritation which the fine ·hot must have
produced, did not change in the least from the usual attitude of determined, plucky defense, which nearly all of the bulls assumed when
attacked with showers of stones and noise; he would dart ont right
and left with his long neck and catch the timid cows, that furtively
attempted to run after each report of my gun, .fling and drag them
back to their places under his head; and then, stretching up to his
full height, look me directly and defiantly in the face, roaring and
chuckling most vehemently. The cows, howev r, soon got away from
him; they could not stand my racket in spite of their dread of him;
but he still stood his ground, making littl charges on me of 10 or 15
feet, in a succession of gallops or lunges, spittino- furiously, and then
comically retreating to the old position, with an inde cribable le rand
swagger, back of which he would not go, fully resolved to hold his
own or die in the attempt.
'rhis courage i all the mor noteworthy from the fact that in
r gard to man it i invariably of a defensive charact r. ~rh s al is
always on the defensiv ; he never retreats, and he will not attank.
If he make you return when you attack him, he never follow you
much farther than the boundary of his tation, and then no ao-gravation will compel him to take the o:ffen. i , so far as I have been able
to ob erve. I was very much impre d by this trait.
BEHAVIOR OF THE FEMALE EALS O THE ROOKERIES.-The COWS
during the whole ea on do gr at credit to th ir amiable expre sion
by th ir manner and behavior on the rookery. They never fight or
quarrel one with the other, and never or eldom utt r a cry of pain or
rage when they are rouO'hly handled by the bull , which frequently
get a cow between them and actually t ar the skin from her back
with their t eth, cutting deep ga h s in it a they snatch h r from
mouth to mouth. If sand does not g t into t.he e wounds it i surpris-
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ing how rapidly they heal; and, from the fact that I never could see
scars on them anywhere except the fresh ones of this year, they must
heal effectually and exhibit no trace the next season.
The cows, like the bulls, vary much in weight, but the extraordinary disparity in the size of the sexes, adult, is exceedingly striking.
Two females, taken from the rookery nearest to St. Paul village,
right under the bluffs and almost beneath the eaves of the natives'
houses, called '' N ah Speel," after they had brought forth their young,
were weighed by myself, and their respective returns on the scales
were 56 and 100 pounds each; the former being about 3 or 4 years old
and the latter over 6-perhaps 10. Both were fat, or rather in good
condition-as good as they ever are. Thus the female is just about
one-sixth the size of the male. 1 Among the sea lions the p1Poportion
is just one-half the bulk of the male, 2 while the hair seals, as I have
before stated, are not distinguishable in this respect, as far as I could
observe, but my notice was limited to a few specimens only.
ATTITUDES OF FUR SEALS ON LAND.-It is quite beyond my power,
indeed entirely out of the question, to give a fair idea of the thousand
and one positions in which the seals compose themselves and rest
when on land. They may be said to assume every possible attitude
which a :flexible body can be put into, no matter how characteristic or
seemingly forced or constrained. Their joints seem to be double
hinged; in fact, all ball-and-socket union of the bones. One favorite
position, especially with the females, is to perch upon a point or edge
top of some rock and throw their heads back upon their shoulders,
with the nose held directly up and aloft, and then, closing their eyes,
to take short naps without changing their attitude, now and then
softly lifting one or the other of their long, slender hind flipper ,
which they slowly wave with that peculiar fanning motion to which I
have alluded b.eretofore. Another attitude, and one of the most common, is to curl themselves up just as a dog does on a hearth rug,
bringing the tail and nose close together. They also stretch out, laying
the head close to the body, and sleep an hour ur two without rising,
holding one of the hind flippers up all the time, now and then gently
moving it, the eyes being tightly closed.
I ought, perhaps, to define the anomalous tail of the fur seal here.
It is just about as important as the caudal appendage to a bear, even
less significant. It is the very emphasis of abbreviation. In the old
males it i positively only 4 or 5 inches in length, while among the
females only 2½ to 3 inches, wholly incon picuous, and not even recognized by the ca ual ob erver.
SLEEPING SEAL8.-l come now to speak of another f ature which
int rested me nearly if not quite as much a any o her characterLtic
of this creature, and that is their fa hion of slumber. 'rh 1 ep of
the fur al, e n on land, from the old male down to the younge t, i
alway accompanied by an involuntary, nervou , mu cular twitching
and light hifting of the flipper , together with ever and anon quirering and un asy rollino- of th body, accompani d by a quick folding
anew of h for flipper , all of which may be ign ·, a it were, in fact,
of th ir irnpl having ni 0 ·htmar , or of porting, in a vi ionar way,
far ff in om dr amland a; but p rhap. v ry much a an old nur e
aid, in r f r n e to th smil on a le ping hild', fac , th y ar di ·
ur d b heir int , tinal para ite . I hav
udi d hundr d of uch
1

dult male and female.
male and female; Eumetopias stelle1·i.
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somnolent examples. Stealing softly up so closely that I could lay
my hand upon them from the point where I was sitting, did I wish to,
and watching the sleeping seals, I have always found their sleep to
be of this nervous description. 1:rhe respiration is short and rapid,
but with no breathing (unless the ear is brought very close) or snoring sound. The quivering heaving of the flanks only indicates the
action of the lungs. I have frequently thought that I had succeeded
in finding a snoring seal, especially among the pups, but a close examination always gave some abnormal reason for it, generally a slight
distemper, never anything severer, however, than some trifle, by
which the nostrHs were stopped up to a greater or less degree.
The cows on the rookeries sleep a great deal, but the males have the
veriest cat naps that, can be imagined. I never could time the slumber of any old male on the breeding grounds which lasted without
interruption longer than five minutes, day or night, while away from
these places, however, I have known them to lie sleeping in the manner I have described, broken by these :fitful, nervous, dreamy starts,
yet without opening the eyes, for an hour or so at a time.
With the exception of the pups, the fur seal seems to have very
little rest, awake or sleeping. Perpetual motion is well nigh incarnate with its being.
FUR-SEAL PUPS.-As I have said before, the females, soon after landing, are delivered of their young. Immediately after the birth of the
pup (twins are rare, if ever) the little creature finds its voice, a weak,
husky blaat, and begins to paddle about, with its eye wide open from
the start, in a confused sort of way for a few minutes, until the mother
turns round to notice her offspring and give it attention, and still later
to suckle it, and for this purpose she is supplied with four mall
brown nipples, almost wholly concealed in t,he .Eur, and which are
placed about eight inches apart, lengthwise with t:b.e body, on the
abdomen, between the fore and hind flippers, with about 4 inches of
pace between them transversely. These nipples are seldom visible,
and then faintly seen through the hair and fur. The milk is abundant, rich, and creamy. The pups nurse very heartily, almost gorging
themselves, so much so that they often have to yield up.the excess of
what they have taken down, mewling and puking in the most orthodox
manner.
The pup from birth, and for the next three months, i of a jet-black
color, hair and flippers, ave a tiny white patch j n t back of each forearm. It weighs first from 3 to 4 pounds, and is 12 to 14 inches long.
It does not seem to nurse more than once every two or three days, but
in this I am very likely mistaken, for they may hav received attention from the mother in the night, or other times in the day when I
wa unable to keep up my watch over t,h e individuaL which I had
marked for thi sup rvi ion.
The apathy with which the young are treated by the old on the
breeding grounds, e p ially by th mother , wa very strange to me,
and I was con iderably , urpri ed at it. I have nev r seen a seal
mother care s or fondle h r off pring; and should it stray to a short
di tance from the harem I could step to and pick it up, and even kill
it before the mother' eye, without causinO' her the lightest cone rn,
a far as all outward io-n and manifestation would indicate. The
same indifference is al. o exhibited by the male to all that may take
place of this character outside of the boundary of his seraglio, but
t he moment the pups are inside the limit of his harem o-round he is a
jealous and a fearless protector, vigilant and determined; but if the
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little animals are careless enough to pass beyond this boundary, then
I can go up to them and carry them off before the eye of the old Turk
without receiving from him the slightest attention in their behalf-a
curious guardian, forsooth.
·
It is surprising to me how few of these young pups get crushed to
death while the ponderous males are floundering over t;hem, engaged
in fighting and quarreling among themselves. I have seen two bulls
dash at each other with all the energy of furious rage, meeting right
in the midst of a small "pod" of 40 or 50 pups, tramp over them with
all their crushing weight, and bowling them out right and left in
every direction by the impetus of their movements, without injuring
a single one, as far as I could see. Still, when we come to consider
the fact that, despite the great weight of the old males, their broad,
flat flippers and yielding bodies may press down heavily on these little
fellows without actually breaking bones or mashing them out of shape,
it seems questionable whether more than 1 per cent of all the pups
born each season on these great rookeries of the Pribilof Islands are
destroyed in this manner on the breeding grounds. 1
The vitality of the fur seal is simply astontshing. His physical
organization passes beyond the fabled nine lives of the cat. As a
slight illustration of its tenure of life, I will mention the fact that one
morning the chief came to me wit,h a pup in his arms, which had just
been born, and was still womb moist, saying that the mother had been
killed at Tolstoi by accident, and he supposed that I would like to
have a "choochil." 2 I took it up into my laboratory, and finding
that it could walk about and make a great noise, I attempted to feed
it, with the idea of having a comfortable subject to my pencil, for
life study, of the young in the varied attitudes of sleep and motion.
It refused everything that I could summon to its attention as food;
and, alternately sleeping and walking, in its clumsy fashion, about
the floor, it actually livod nine days-spending the half of every day
in floundering over the floor, accompanying all movement with a
persistent, hoarse, bleating cry-and I do not believe it ever had a
single drop of its mother's milk.
In the pup, the head is the only disproportionate feature at birth,
when it is compared with the adult form; the neck being also
relatively shorter and thicker. The eye is large, round and full, but
a1most a "navy blue" at times; it soon changes into the blue-black
of adolescence.
The females appear to go to and come from the water to feed and
bath quite frequently after bearing their young, and the immediate
sub quent coitus with the male, and usually return to th spot or it
immediate neio-bborhood, where they leave their pup , cryino- out for
them and recognizing the• individual replies, though ten thou and
aro~md altogethet' shoul<l bleat at once. They quickly single out
their o~n and nur e them. It would c rtainly be av ry unfortunate
ma~ter 1f the mother co?-ld not identify th ir youno- by sound, since
theu pup. get too- th r like a great warm of bees and spread out upon
th o-round in what the seal rs call "pod ," or clu tered group , while
th ar oung and not v ry larg ; but from the middle or end of
pt mber until they 1 av the i land for the danger of t.he crreat
'. The only damage which these lit~1e fellows have up here is being cauO'ht by an
ctob r gale down t th snrf rnargm when they have not fairly learned to swilll,
Larg n_umh rs have been destroyed by sudden ''nips 'of this character.
~specimen to stuff.
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Pacific in the winter, along by the first of November, they gather in
this manner, sleeping and frolicking by tens of thousands, bunched
together at various places all over the islands contiguous to the breeding grounds and right on them. A mother comes up from the sea,
whither she has been to wash, and perhaps to feed, for the last day or
two, feeling her way along to about where she thinks her pup should
be-at least where she left it last-but perhaps she misses it, and finds
instead a swarm of pups in which it has been incorporated, owing to
its great fondness for society. The mothe1·, without first entering into
the crowd of thousands, calls out just as a sheep does for a lamb, and
out of a11 the din she-if not at first, at the end of a few trials-recognizes the voice of her offspring, and th n advances, striking out right
and left, toward the position from which it replies. But if the pup
happens at this time to be asleep, it gives, of course, no response, even
though it were close by. In the event of this silence the cow, after
calling for a time without being answered, curls herself up and takes
a nap, or lazily basks, to be usually more successful, or wholly so,
when she calls again.
The pups themselves do not know their own mothers-a fact which
I ascertained by careful observation-but they are so constituted that
they ince, ·antly cry out at short intervals during the whole time they
are awake,·and in this way the mother can pick out, from the monotonous bleating of thousands of pups, her own, and she will not permit
any other to suckle it; but the "kotickie" themselves attempt to nose
a round every seal mother that comes in contact with them. ( ee note,
3!), I.)
DISORGANIZATION OF THE R0OKERIES.-Between the end of July
and the 5th or 8th of August of every year the rookeries are completely rhanged in appearance; the systematic and regular disposit ion of the families or harem over the whole extent of breeding
ground has disappeared; all that clockwol'k: order which has h retofore exi ted seems to be broken up. The breeding season over,
tho. e bulls which have held their po itions since the 1st of fay
leave, most of them thin in fie ·h and weak, and of their number a
very large proportion do not come out again on land cluring the season; but such as are seen at the end of October and ovember are in
good flesh. They have a new coat of rich, dark, gray-brown hair and
fur, with gray or grayish ocher "wigs" of longer hair over the
shoulders, forming a fresh, strong contrast to the dull, ru ty, brown
a nd umber dress in which they appeared to us during the summer,
a nd which they had begun to shed about the 1st of Augu t, in common with the females and "hollu, chickie." After the e males leave,
at the close of their season's work and of the rutting for the year,
tho e of them that happen to return to the land in any event do not
come back until the end of September, and do not haul upon the
rookery grounds again. As a rule they prefer to herd together, like
he younger males, upon the sand beaches and 1·ocky points close to
the water.
The cows and pups, together with those bulls which we have noticed
in waiting in the rear of th rookeries, and which hav been in r tirement throughout the whol of the breeding sea on, now take possesion, in a very disorderly manner, of the rookeries. There come, al o,
a large number of young, three, four, and five year-old males, whi h
haw been prevented by the menacing threat of the ol ier, tronc:rer
bulls from landinc:r amon°· the femal , during the rutting ason.
B fore the middle of Augu t three-fourths, at least, of th cows at
this date are off in the water, only coming ashore at irregular inter-
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vals to nurse and look after their pups a short time. They presented
to my eye, from the summits of the bluffs round about, a picture
more suggestive of entire comfort and enjoyment than anything I
have ever seen presented by animal life. Here, just out and beyond
the breaking of the rollers, they idly lie on the rocks or sand beaches,
ever and anon turning over and over, scratching their backs and sides
with their fore an·d hind flippers. 'rhe seals on the breeding ground
appear to get very lousy. (See note, 39, K.)
MANGY cows AND PUPS.-The frequent winds and showers drive
and spatter sand into their fur and eyes, often making the latter quite
sore. 'fhis occurs when they are obliged to leave the rocky rookeries
and follow their pups out over the sand ridges and flats, to which
they always have a natural aversion. On the hauling grounds they
pack the soil under foot so hard and tightly in many places that it
holds water in the surface depressions just like so many rock basins.
Out of and into these puddles the pups and the females flounder and
patter incessantly, until evaporation slowly abates the nuisance. This
is for the time only, inasmuch as the next day, perhaps, brings more
rain, and the dirty pools are replenished.
The pups sometimes get so thoroughly plastered in these muddy,
slimy puddles, that the hair falls off in patches, giving them, at first
sight, the appearance of being troubled with scrofula or some other
plague; from my investigations directed to this point, I became satisfied that they were not permanently injured, though evidently very
much annoyed. With reference to this suggestion as to sickness or
distemper among the seals, I gave the subject direct and continued
attention, and in no one of the rookeries could I discover a in O'le
seal, no matter how old or young, which appeared to be suffering in
the least from any physical disorder, other than that which they themselves bad inflicted, one upon the other, by :fighting. The third season,
passing directly under my observation, failed to reward my search
with any manifestation of disease among the seals which congregate
in such mighty numbers on the rookeries of St. Paul and St. George.
The remarkable freedom from all such complaints enjoyed by these
animals is noteworthy; and the most trenchant a:rid penetrating cro squestioning of the natives al o failed to give me any history or
evidence of an epidemic in the pa t.
HosPIT LS.-'rhe observer will, however, notice every summer, gathered in m lancholy squads of a dozen to one hundred or o, scattered
along th coast where the healthy seals never o·o, those sick and di abled bull which have, in the earlier part of the season, been either
internally injured or dreadfully scarred by the teeth of their opponents in fightin Y.
and is blown by the winds into the fresh wound
and cause an inflammation and a slou()'hing, which very often :fini he the life of he victim. The ailor term the e invalid o-athering
'' ho pital ," a phrase which, like most of their homely expression , i
quit appropriate.
0
EAL LEARNI G TO SWIM.-Early in Auo-u t, usually by the
h or 1 th, I no iced one of th r markable movement of the ea on.
Ir f r to be pup' fir t e ay in. wimmino-. I it not odd-paradoxi al- that th 01mg al, from he moment of hi birth until h i a
m n h or i w k old, i utter] unable to wim? If he i eiz d b
h nap f th ne k and pit h d out into the water a rod from hore,
hi 1 ull t-lik h ad , ill drop in. tantly below the urfa e, and hi
attenuat d po terior tremi ie flap imp tentl on it; u:ffocation i
~h qu ion f only a fe, minut , th
upid little r atur not knowmg how to rai e hi immer ed head and gain the air again. After
1
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they have attained the age I indicate, their instinct drives them down
to the margin of the surf, where the alternate ebbing and flowing of
its wash covers and uncovers the rocky or sandy beaches. They first
smell and then touch the moist pools, and flounder in t,he upper wash
of the surf, which leaves them suddenly as high and dry as it immersed
them at first. After this beginning they make slow and clumsy progress in learning the knack of swimming. ltor a week or two, when
overhead in dept.h, they continue to flounder about in thR most awkward manner, thrashing the water :_:ts little dogs do, with their fore
feet, making no attempt whatever to use the hinder ones. Look at
that pup now, launched out for the first time beyond his depth; see
how he struggles, his mouth wide open, and his eyes fairly popping.
He t urns instantly to the b.e ach, ere he has fairly struck out from
the point whence he launched in, and as the rec ding swell which at
first carried him off his feet and out, now returning, leaves him high
and dry, for a few minutes he seems so weary that he weakly crawls
up, out beyond its swift-returning wash, and coils himself up immediately to take a recuperative nap. He sleeps a few minutes, perhaps
half an hour, then awakes as bright as a dollar, apparently rested,
and at his swimming lesson he goes again. By rRpeated and persistent attempts the young seal gradually becomes familiar with the water
and acquaint,ed with his own power over that element, which is to be
his real home and his whole support. Once boldly swimming, the pup
fairly revels in his new happine s. He and his brethren have now
begun to haul and swarm along the whole length of St. Paul coast,
from Northeast Point down and around to Zapadnie, lining the alternating sand beaches and rocky shingle with their plump, black forms.
How they do delight in it! They play with a ze t, and chatter like
our own children in the kindergartens-swimming in endle, s evolutions, twisting, turning, or diving-and, when exhausted, drawing
their plump, round bodies up again on the beach. haking themselves
dry, as young- dogs would do, they now either go to sleep on the spot
or have a lazy terrestrial frolic among themselve .
How an erroneous impre ion ever got into the mind of any man in
this matter of the pup's learning to swim I conf , s that I am wholly
unable to imagine. I have not seen any "drivin°·" of the youncr
pups into the water by the old ones in ord r to teach them thi proce s, as certain authors have po itively affirmed. 1 Ther i not the
slightest supervi ion by the old mother or father of th pup from the
first moment of his birth in thi respect until he leav s for tho orth
Pacific, full fl.edged with amphibiou power. At the clo of the bre ding season every year the pups are re, tle ·ly and on tautly, hifting
baek and forth over the rook ry crround of their birth in larO'e squad ,
sometime numbering thou and upon thousand,. In the ur of
this change of position they all ,•ooner or lator come in contact with th
sea; they th n blund r into h water for the fir t tim in a mo t awkward, ungainly mann r, and er tout a quicl ly a they can; but o far
from showing any fear or di. lik of thi , their mo t natural 1 ment,
as soon as they r t from their x rtiou they are immediately ready for
a new trial, and ke p at i , provid d the sea is not too tormy 01· rough.
During all thi period of elf-tuition th y eem thoroughly to enjoy
the exerci e, in spite of their repeated and inevitable discom.fitur s at
the becrinning.
PODDING OF THE PUPS.-The "poddincr" of th e young pups in
the rear of the great rook rie of t. Pauli on of th mo t triking
1

Allen.

History of North American Pinnipeds, p. 387.
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and interesting phases of this remarkable exhibition of highly organized life. When they first bunch together they are all black, for they
have not begun to shed the natal coat; they shine ·with an unctuous,
greasy reflection, and grouped in small armies or great regiments on
the sand-dune tracts at Northeast Point they present a most extraordinary and fascinating sight. Although the appearance of the "holluschickie" at English Bay fairly overwhelms the observer with the
impression of its countless multitudes, yet I am free to declare that
at no one point in this evolution of the seal life, during the reproductive season, have I been so deeply stricken by the sense of overwhelming enumeration as I have when, standing on the summit of Cross
Hill, I looked down to the southward and westward over a reach of 6
miles of alternate grass and sand-dune stretches, mirrored upon which
were hundreds of thousands of these little black pups, spread in sleep
and sport within this restricted field of vision. They appeared as
countless as the grains of the sand upon which they rested.
SECOND CHANGE OF COAT.-By the 15th of September all the pups
born during the year h ave become familiar with the water; they have
all learned to swim, and are now nearly all down by the water's edge,
skirting in large masses the rocks and beaches previously, this year,
unoccupied by seals of any class. Now they are about five or six
times their original weight, or, in other words, they are 30 to 40
pounds avoirdupois, as plump and fat as butterballs, and they begin
to take on their second coat, shedding their black pup hair completely.
This second coat does not vary in color, at this age, between the
sexes. They effect this transformation in dress very slowly, and can
not, as a rule, be said to have ceased their molting until the middle
or 20th of October.
This second coat, or sea-going jacket, of the pup, is a uniform,
dense, light-gray overhair, with an underfur which is slightly grayish
in some, but is in most cases a soft, liO'ht-brown hue. The overhair
is fine, close, and elastic, from two-thirds of an inch to an inch in
length, while the fur is not quite half an inch long. Thus t he coar er
hail' shingl s ov rand conceals the soft und rwool completely, givinO'
the color by which, after the.second year, the sex of the animal is recognized. The pronounced difference between the exes is not effected,
however, by color alone until the third year of the animal. This overhair of the young pup's new jacket, on the back, neck, and h ead, is a
dark chinchilla-crray, blen<ling into a stone-white, ju t t.incr d with a
grayish tint on the abdomen and che. t. 'rhe upper lip, upon which
the whi k er or mu taches take root, is covered with hair of a lighter
gray than that of th body. This mu tache consi t of 15 or 20.louger
or shorter bri tle , from half an inch to 3 inche in length, ome brownish, l10rn-colored, and o her whiti h-gray and tran. lucent, on each
ide, and baok and b low the nostril , leavino· the muzzl qui e prominent and bairle ·. The nasal op nino·H and their urr unding ar ,
a. I ha e before aid wh n speaking of this f ature, ~ imilar to tho e
of a log.
EYE,' F THE P P E L , .-The mo. t attra tiv f atur about the
fur- al I up, and that which hold, thi. pla a , it crrow · on and older
i, the
1 hi. organ i
xc dingly 1 ar, dark, an 1 liquid, with
whi h for heauty and amic bility, too- ther with r al int llio- nee of
xpr . "ion th . of o oth r animal that I ha e
r e u or hav
Y r r ad of ·an h
ompar cl; ind cl, th r arc f w ye· in th orbit
f m nan 1 w m n whi ·h, ugg . t mor pl a:antl · th an i nt thouo-ht
. b mg
.
" wm
. d ow. t the • ul.' Th lid. to th y ar fringb cl
f. t i1 1r
with lono-, p l'f ·t la h , alHl th ·li rht . t irri ati n i th , a
f du t
T
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or sand or other foreign substances seems to cause them exquisite
annoyance, accompanied by immoderate weeping. This involuntary
tearfulness so moved St =-Iler that he ascTibed it to the processes of the
seal's mind, and declared that the seal mothers actually shed tears.
RANGE OF VISION.-1 do not think that their range of vision on
land, or out of the water, is very great. I have frequently experimented with adult fur seals, by allowing them to catch sight of my
person, so as to distingui h it as of forei.gn charact r, three or four ,
hundred paces off, taking the precaution of tanding to the leeward of
them when the wind was blowino- strong and then walking unconcernedly up to them. I have invariably noticed that they would allow
me to approach quite clos before recoo-nizing my trangene s; this
occurring to them they at once made a lively noi e, a medl y of
coughing, spitting, snorting, and blaating, and plunged in pasmodic
lopes and sham blP-d to get a way from my immediate neighborhood. As
to the pups, they till stupidly stare at the form of a human being until
it is fairly on them, when they al o repeat in miniature these vocal
gymnastics and physical efforts of the older ones, to retreat or withdraw a few rods, sometimes only a few feet, from the spot upon which
you have cornere 1 them, after which they instantly re ume their previous occupation, of either leeping or playing, as though nothing had
happened. ( ee note, 39, JH.)
POWER OF SCE T: ODOR OF THE SEAL .-'rhe greatest activity displayed by any one of the fl A ense of the seal is evidenced in it
power of scent. This faculty i. all that can be d sired in the lin of
alertness. I never failed to awak nan adult s al from the sounde t
leep, when from a half to a quarter of a mile distant, no matter how
softly I proceeded, if I got to the windward, though they sometimes
took alarm when I was a mile off.
They leave evidence_s of their being on the, e great reproductive
:fields, chiefly at the rookeries, in the hundred of dead carca ses which
mark the la t of those animals that have been rend r d infirm, sick,
or were killed by fightino- amono· them elves in the eaTly part of th
season, or of those which have crawl d far away from the scene of
battle to dio from death wounds rec ived in th bitter struggle for a
harem. On the rookerie , wher ver these lifele bodi s rest, the living, old and young, clamber and patter backward and forward ov r
and on the putrid remain , and by his con tant stirring up of decay d
matter, give ri e to an exceedino-ly di agr eable and far-reaching
"funk." Thi ha, be n, by all writer who have dw It on the ubj ct,
referred to a the mell which the e animal. emit for anoth r rea onerroneou ly •all d the "rutting odor." If th e er atur hav any
odor pe uliar to them when in hi.s ondition, I will frankly conf
that I am unable to di. tingui hit from the fume which ar con tantly
being tirrcd up and ri ing out of tho d caying carca e of the older
eal , as well a from th hodi s of h few pups which ha e been
killed accid ntally by the h avy bullR fio-hting over them, charging
ba •k and forth again ton another, o much of the time.
They have, how v r, a very characteristic and pecuUar m 11 when
they are driven and o-et h ated; their breath exhalatfons po e a di agreeable, faint, sickly odor, and when I have walk cl within it
influence at the rear of a al dri e, I ould almost fancy, as it enter d
my no trils, that I tood b n ath an ai1anthu, tree in bloom; but thi
odor can by no means b confound d with what i univer ally ascribed
to another cau e. It i al o noteworthy that if your :fing r is ou hed
ever so lightly to a li tl fur-seal blubb_ r it will m~ll v ry 1:1u h lik
that which I Lave appreciated and de cribed a p cuhar to their br ath,
H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-5
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which arises from them when they are driven, only it is a little stronger.
Both the young and old fur seals have this same breath taint at all
seasons of the year.
REVIEW OF STATEMENTS CONCERNING LIFE IN THE ROOKERIES.-

To recapitulate and sum up the system and regular method of life and
reproduction on these rookeries of St. Paul and St. George, as the seals
seem to have arranged it, I shall say thatFirst. The earliest bulls land in a negligent, indolent way, at the
opening of the season, soon after the rocks at the water's edge are free
from ice, frozen snow, etc. This is, as a rule, about the 1st to the 5th
of every May. They land from the beginning to the end of the season
in perfect confidence and without fear; they are very fat, and will
weigh at an average 500 pounds each; some stay at the water's edge,
some go to the tier back of them again, and so on until the whole
rookery is mapped out by them, weeks in advance of the arrival of the
first female.
Second. That by the 10th or 12th of .June all the male stations on
the rookeries have been mapped out and fought for and held in waiting by the '' see-catchie." 'J.1hese males are, as a rule, bulls rarely ever
under 6 years of age; most of them are over that age, being sometimes three and, occasionally, doubtless, four times as old.
Third. That the cows make their first appearance, as a class, on or
after the 12th or 15th of June, in very small numbers; but rapidly
after the 23d and 25th of this month, every year, they begin to flock
up in such numbers as to fill the harems very perceptibly; and by the
8th or 10th of July they have all come, as a rule, a few stragglers
excepted. r_rhe average weight of the females now will not be mueh
more than 80 to 90 pounds each.
Fourth. That the breeding season is at its height from the 10th to
the 15th of July every year, and that it subsides entirely at the end of
this month and ea.rly in August; also, that its method and system are
confined entirely to the land, never effected in the sea.
Fifth. That the females bear their first young when they are three
years old, and that the period of gestation is nearly twelve month ,
lacking a few days only of that lapse of time.
Sixth. That the females bear a single pup each, and that thi is born
o exception to this rule has ever been witnessed
soon after landing.
or recorded.
Seventh. That the "see-catchie" which have held the harems from
the beginning to the end of the season, leave for the water in a desultory and straggling manner at its close, greatly emaciated, and do not
return, if they do at all, until six or seven weeks have elap ed, when
the regular systematic distribution of the families over the rookerie
i at an end for thi season. A general medley of young male now
ar free, which come out of the water, and wand rover all these rookrie , toO'ether with many old males, which have not been on seraglio
duty, and great numbers of the females. An immen e majority over
all others pre ent are pup , in e only about 25 per cent of the mo her
eaL ar out of the water now at any one time.
Eighth. That the rookerie lo e their compactne and definite boundarie of true breedinO' limit an<l. expan ·ion by the 25th to the 28th of
.Julye ery year; th n, after this date, the pups b gin to haul back,
and to th rio-ht and l ft, in small quad at fir t, but a th ea on
go ' on, by th 1 th of Augu t, they d pa1·t without referen e to their
moth r ; and wh n thu
atter <l, th males, f mal , and oun(Y
,·w, rm OY r mor than thre and four tinw: the ar a occupied by th m
wl1 ·n br ding and born on th rookerie . Th
y t m of famil
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arrangement and uniform compactness of the breeding classes breaks
up at this date.
inth. That by the 8th or 10th of August the pups born nearest the
water first begin to learn to swim; and that by the 15th or 20th of September they are all familiar, more or les , with the exercise.
'Tenth. '11hat by the middle of September the rookeries are entirely
broken up. Confused, straggling bands of fe males are seen among
bachelors, pups, and small squads of old males, crossing and recrossing the ground in an aimless, listless manner. The season now is
over.
Eleventh. That many of th~ eals <lo not leave th e grounds of St.
Paul and St. George b fore the end of December, and some 1·emain
even as late as the 12th of January, but that by th end of October
and the beginning of November every year all the fur seals of mature
age-5 and o year and upward-ha e left 1-he islands. The younger
males go with the others. Many of the pup , till range about the
islands, but are not hauled to any great e t nt on the beaches or the
flats. They seem to prefer the rocky shor margin, and to lie as high
up as they can get on uch blu:ffy rookerie a Tol toi and the Reef.
By the end of this month-.r ovember-they ar , as a rule, all gone.
Such is the sum and th substance of my observat.ions which relate
to the breeding grounds alone on St. Paul and St. GeorO'e. It is the
result of summering and wintering on th rn, and these definite tatements I make with that confidence which one always feels when he
speak"s of that which has entered into his mind by repeated observation and has been firmly grounded by careful deductions therefrom.
THE ''HOLLUSCHICKIE" OR ''BACHELOR" SEAL, -A DESCRIPTION.
THE HAULING GROUNDS AND THEIR O CUPANT, .-I now call the
a tention of the read r to another v ry remarkable feature in the
economy of the seal life on the e i lands. The great herds of
"holluschickie," 1 numberinO' from one-third to one-half, perhaps, of
the whole aggregate of nearly 5,000,000 cal known to the Pribilof
group, are never allowed by the '' see-catchi " under the pain of friO'htful mutilation or death, to put their flipp r, on or near the rookerie ·.
By r ference to my map it will b ob rvecl that I have locat d a
large extent of ground-markedly so on t. Paul-a that occupied by
the eals' "hauling gl'Ounds;" thi ar R, in fact, repre ent tho e portions of the island upon which the '' hollu hicki " roam in th ir
heavy quadrons, wearing off and poli hin°· the urface of th oil,
tripping every foot, which is indicated on the chart as such, of it,
vegetation and mo se , 1 avinO' th margin as harply defined on the
blu:ffy uplands and sandy flats as it i on the map it elf.
The reason that ·o much mor land is covered by the" hollu chi J i "
than by the breeding seal -ten times a much at lea t-i du to the
fact that hough not a numerou , perbap , as the breeding al , th y
are tied down to nothing, so to p ak-ar wholly irrespon ible, an l
roam hi her and hither a capri e and th weather may <li tat .
'1 hu th y w ar off and rub down a much larg r ar a than the rookery
seals occupy; wand rino-aiml 1 , and going back, in omein tane , ,
notably at English Bay, from one-half to a whol mile inland, not traveling in desultory file along windino-, trao-O'ling path , but w ping
1 The Russian term " holl uschickie " or " bachelors " i
usually employed.
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in solid platoons, they obliterate every spear of grass and rub down
nearly every hummoek in their way.
DEFINITION OF '' HOLLUSCHICKIE. "-All the male seals, from 6 years
of age, are compelled to herd apart by themselves and away from the
breeding grounds, in many cases far away, the large hauling grounds
at Southwest Point being about 2 miles from the nearest rookery.
This class of seals is termed "holluschickie" or the "bachelor" seals
by the people, a most fitting and expressive appellation.
The seals of this great subdivision are those with which the natives
on the Pribilof group are the most familiar; naturally and especially
so since they are t,he only ones, with the exception of a few thousand
pups and occasionally an old bull or two, taken late in the fall for
food and skins, which are driven up to the killing grounds at the
village for slaughter. 1rhe reasons for this exclusive attention to
the "bachelors" are most cogent, and will be given hereafter when
the '' business " is discussed.
LOCATI G THE HAULING GROUNDS: PATHS THROUGH THE ROOKERIES. -Since the "holl uschickie" are not permitted by their own

kind to land on the rookeries and stop there, they have the choice of
two methods of locating, one of which allows them to rest in the rear
of the rookeries, and the other on the free beaches. The most notable
illustration of the former can be witnessed on Reef Point, where a
pathway is left for their ingress and egress through a rookery-a path
left by common consent, as it were, between the harems. On these
trails of passage they come and go in steady files all day and all .night
during the season, unmolested by the jealous bulls whieh guard the
seraglios on either side as they travel; all peace and comfort to the
young seal if be minds his business and keeps straight on up or down,
without stopping to nose about right or left; all woe and desolation to
him, however, if he does not, for in that event he will be literally torn
in bloody griping from limb to limb by the vigilant old "see-catchie."
Since the two and three year old "holluschickie" come up in small
squads with the first bulls in the spring, or a few days later, such
common highways as tho e between the rookery ground and the sea
are traveled over before the arrival of the cows and get well defined.
A p~ sage for the "bachelor," which I took much pleasure in obs rving day after day at Polavina, another at Tolstoi, anu two on the
R ef, in 1 72, were entirely closed up by the "see-catchie" and obliterated when I again
a1·ched for them in 1874.
imilar pas age,
exi ted, however, on several of the large rookeries of t. Paul. One of
tho e at Tol. toi exhibits this feature very finely, for here the haulinoground extends around from Engli h Bay, and lies up back of the
Tol toi rookery over a fiat and rolling ummit from 100 to 120 f et
above the , a level. The young male, an l yearling, of both exe
come throuo-h and betw en th harem at the h io-ht o.f the breedinO'
ea on on two of the e narrow pathway., and before reaching the
ground abo\T are obliO' l to climh up an almo t abrupt bluff, whi h
th y do b followin,,. and, tr1wgling in the water run and wa he that
are worn into it fa· . A thi i: a large hauling ground on which
v ry fa orable day durinO' th · a.'on fift nor twent thou and commonly r t, th ight of .'killful Real climbing can be witne ed h re
at any tim durinc,. that period; and th iO'ht of uch climbing a hi
of 'I 1 ·toi i. e.·c <linO'ly nov 1 and intere ting. "\Yhy, v ril , they
a. encl over and 111 on p1a · where an ordinary man miO'ht at fir .
.'iO'ht with gr at po. itiv n . , ay that it was utterl imp ibl for
him to limb.
II LL. TG RO TDs
THE BEA 'HE.'.-Th
th rm thod o.f coming
T ...

T
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ashore, however, is the one most followed and favored. In this ease
they avoid the rookeries altogether, and repair to the unoccupied
beaches between them, and then extend themselves out all the way
back from the sea, as far from the water in some cases as a quarter
and even half of a mile. I tood on the Tolstoi sand dunes one afternoon toward the middle of July and had under my eyes, in a straightforward sweep from my feet to Zapa<lnie, a million and a half of seals
spread out on those hauling ground . Of these I e. timated that fully
one-half at that time were pup, , yearlings, aml "holluschickie." The
rookeries across the bay, though plainly in sight, were so crowded
that they looked exactly as I have , eon . urfaces appear uvon which
bees had swarmed in obedience to that din and racket made by the
watchful apiarian when he desire to hive the rest.le s honey makers.
The great majority of yearlino-s and "holluschickie" are annually
hauled out and packed thickly over the sand beach and upland hauling grounds which lie between the rookeries on St. Paul Island. At
St. George there is no thin o- of this exten i ve di play to be seen, for here
is only a tithe of the seal life occupying St. Paul, an<l no opportunity
whatever L afforded for an amphibious parade.
GENTLE ESS OF THE SEALS.-Descend with me from this and dune
elevation of Tolstoi and walk into that drove of "holluschickie" b low
us. We can do it; you do not notice much confusion or di may as we
o-o in among them; they simply open out before us and clo e in behind
our tracks, stirring, crowding to the rio-ht and left a we go, 12 or 20
feet away from us on each side. Look at this small flock of yearlino-s,
some 1, other 2, and even 3 years old, which aee coughing and spittino- around us now, staring up at our face in amazement as we walk
ahead; th y struggle a f w rods out of our reach, and then come
too-ether again behind us, showino- no further ign of notice of ourselves. You could not walk into a drove of hoO's at hicago without
excitino- as much confusion and arou ing an infinitely more di ao-reeable tumult; and as for sheep on the plains, they would stampe<le far
quicker. ·w ild animal , indeed! You can now r adily under tand
how ea y it i for two or three men early in th mornin°· to come where
we are, turn aside from this vast herd in front of and around u two
or three thou and of the best examples, and (hi e them back, up, and
over to the villag . That is th way they get the eals; there i not
any "hunting" or " cha ing" or "capturing" of fur seals on those
islands.
"HOLL SCHICK.IE" DO NOT FAST.-While · the young male al
undoubte<lly have the power of going for lernrthy interval without
food, they, like the female eals on the breedino- groun ls, c rtainly
do not maintain any long fas ing period on ]and; their coming and
going from the hor i frequ nt and irregular, largely influenced by
the e Tact condition of the weath r from day to day; for in tan e,
thr e or four thick, fog<Yy day s em to call them out from the water
by hundred of hou and, upon the different hauling ground' (which
the reader ob, erves record d on my map). In some cas I ha e
een them lie there o clo e to<Yether that carcely a foot of ground,
over whole acre , i bare no ugh to be s en; then a clear and warmer
day follow , and this seal-covered ground, before so thickly pack d
with animal life, will , oon be almost d erted-comparatively ·o at
1 a t-to be filled up immediately as before when favorable w ather
hall again recur. They mu t frequently eat when here, becau e th
iir t yearlings and "holluschicki " that app ar in the spring are no
fatt r, sleeker, or livelier than th y are at th clo.·e of h • a:on;
in other word , their con<lition, physically, eems to be the a.me from
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the beginning to the end of their appearance here during the summer
and fall. It is quite different, however, with the "see-catch;" we
know how and where it spends two or three months, because we find
it on the grounds at a,11 times, day or night, during that period.
SPORTS AND PASTIMES OF THE YOUNG "BACHELORS."-A small
:flock of the young seals, 1 to 3 years old generally, will often stray
from these hauling-ground margins, up and beyond, over the fresh
mosses and grasses, and there sport and play one with another just
as little puppy dogs do; and when weary of this gamboling a general
disposition to sleep is suddenly manifested, and they stretch themselves out and curl up in all the positions and all the postures that
their flexible spines and ball-and-socket joints will permit. They
seem to revel in the unwonted vegetation, and to be delighted with
their own efforts in rolling down and crushing the tall stalks of the
grasses and umbelliferous plants; one will lie upon its back, hold up
its hind flippers, and lazily wave them about, while it scratches, or
rather rubs, its ribs with the fore hands alternately, the eyes being
tightly closed during the whole performance; the sensation is evidently so luxurious that it does not wish to have any side issue draw
off its blissful self-attention. Another, curled up like a cat on a rug,
draws its breath, as indicated by the heaving of its flanks, quickly
but regularly, as though in heavy sleep; another will lie :flat upon its
stomach, its hind :flippers covered and concealed, while it tightly folds
its fore feet back against its sides, just as a fish carries its pectoral
fins-and so on to no end of variety, according to the ground _and the
fancy of the animals.
These "bachelor" seals are, I am sure, without exception, the mo t
restless animals in the whole brute creation which can boast of a high
organization. They frolic and lope about over the grounds for hours,
without a moment's cessation, and their sleep, after this, is exceedingly short, and it is ever accompanied with nervous twitchings and
uneasy muscular movements; they seem to be fairly brimful and overI'unning with spontaneity-to be surcharged with fervid, elect!ic lif ..
Another marked feature which I have observed among the multitudes of "holluschickie" which have come under my personal ob ervation and auditory, and one very characteristic of this class, is that
nothing like ill humor appears in all of their playing together. They
never growl or bite, or show even the slightest angry feeling, but are
invariably a happy, one with another, a"' can be imagined. Thi is a
very singular trait. They lo e it, however, with a tonishing rapidity,
wh n their ambition and strength develops and carries them, in due
cour e of time, to the rook ry. ( ee note, 39, . )
The pups and y arlings have an especial fondne for sporing on
the rocks which are just at th wat r's level and awa h, so as to b
co er d and un o ered a the surf rolls in. On the bare summiL of
the , ave-worn spot they will truggl and clamber in groups of a
doz n or two at a time throughout the whol day in ndeavoring to
pn 'hoff that on of heil-numberwhichbasju tbe nfortunate nou()'h
t
cure a landinO'. Th , ucce or ha , how y r, but a brief mom nt
of xultation iu i tory, for the n xt roller that come booming in
too- h r with th pr ·ur by it friend turn he table, and th
gam i r p at d, with anoth r
al on top.
om tim , a well a. I
•oull, , th , am . quad of ''h llu chi •lie" play d for a whol day
and ni,,.ht, withou a moment'·
, a ion, ar und u h a rock a thi ,
ff 1.,..ah , p 1 r ok ry· but in hi,' ob ervation I may b mi tak n
b
th .- al an n t be tol l apart.
1 .~ ' THE BREAKER. ·.-The graceful lmcon • rn, ith which
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the fur seal sports safely in, among, and under booming breakers during the prevalence of the numerous heavy gales at the islands has
afforded me many consecutive hours of spellbound attention to them,
absorbed in watching their adroit evolutions within the foaming surf
that seemingly every moment would, in its fierce convulsions, dash
these hardy swimmers, stunned and lifeless, against the ironbound
foundations of the shore, which alone checked the furious rush of the
waves. Not at all. Through the wilde t and most ungovernable mood
of the roaring tempest and storm-tossed waters attending its transit
I never failed, on creeping out and peering over the bluffs in such
weather, to see squads of these perfect watermen-the most expert of
all amphibians-gamboling in the seething, creamy wake of mighty
rollers, which constantly broke in thunder tones over their alert, dodging heads. The swift-succeeding seas seemed every instant to poise
the seals at the very verge of death; yet the Oallorhinus, exulting
in his skill and strength, bade defiance to their wrath and continued
his diversions.
SWIMMING FEATS OF THE "BACHEL0RS."-The "hollnschickie" are
the champion swimmers of all the seal tribe; at least when in the
water around the islands they do nearly every fancy tumble and turn
that can be executed. The grave old males and their matronly companions seldom indulge in any extravagant di play, a do the e youngsters, jumping out of the water like so many dolphins describing
beautiful elliptic curves sheer above its urface, rising 3 and even 4
feet from the sea, with the back lightly arched, the fore flippers
folded tightly against the sides, and the hinder ones extended and
pressed together straight out behind, plumping in head fir. t, to reappear in the same manner, after an interval of a few conds of submarine swimming, like the flight of a bird, on their cour e.
ea lions
and hair seals never jump in this manner. (See note, 39, 0.)
All clas es will invariably male these dolphin jumps when they
are surprised or are driven into th water, curiou ly turning their
heads while ailing in the air, between th "ri e "and "plump ," to
take a look at the cau e of th ir di turbauce. They all swim rapidly,
with the exception of the pup , and may be . aid to da1·t und r the
water with the velocity of a bird on the winO'. A they wim they are
invariably submerged, running alonO' horizontally about 2 or 3 feet
below the urface, guiding their •our with th hind flipp r a by
an oar, and propellin O' them ·el
. ol ly hy the fore feet, ri ing to
breathe at interval which are ither v ry frequent or el e o wide
apart that it is impo ible to ·ee the. pe din°· animal wh n he rise a
second time.
How long they can r main underwat r without taking a fr h breath
i a problem which I had not th h art to. olve by in tituting a ri s
of experim nt at th i ·lancl · but I am inclined to think that, if the
tru h w r known in r O'arcl to th •ir ability of going, ithout rising to
brea h , i woul b •on. i(l('.>r cl a:tounding. On thi point, how
r,
I ha en
ata wor h di.· ·u.·:in r, hut will ,·ay hat, in all th ir wimmino- whi h I ha
had a chan t , tud , a. th
pa d und r th
water, mirr r
my ·y' · from th bluff abov by th whiti. h- olor cl
1
rocks below the r l· r 'wat 1-. at, r •at Ea:t rn ro k r , I hav not
be n abl to :ati.·fy m., Jf ho~v th y u · d th ir long, fl .,·ibl hind
fee O h r than c.: . t rmg m ·<lia. If th . <' po. t rior m mh 1-. ha
any p r ptible m ti nit_ i,' ,·o rapid tha my ' i. not qui •k c•nou<Yh
to •at •hit; but th f r fh p r: h<wcv 1· ·an h mo. t cli.·tin ·11 ,• en,
a h
w rk inf atherin 17 f 1rwal'ci an<l :w •<•pincr flatl~· ha J- oppo. ed
to th wat r, with rr •at rt pidil_v ,111'1 ,,11
'1 he• an• vicl •ntl , h
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sole propulsive power of the fur seal in the water, as they are its main
fulcrum and lever combined for progression on land. I regret that
the shy nature of the hair seal never allowed me to study its swimming motions, bnt it seems to be a general point of agreement among
authorities on the Phocidce, that all motion in water by them arises
from that power which they exert and apply with the hind feet. So
far as my observations on the hair seal go, I am inclined to agree with
this opinion.
·
All their movements in water, whether they are traveling to some
objective point or are in sport, are quick and joyous; and nothing is
more suggestive of intense satisfaction and pure physical comfort
than is that spectacle which we can see every August a short distance
out at sea from any rookery, where thousands of old. males and females
are idly rolling over on the billows side by side, rubbing and scratching with their fore and hind flippers, which are here and there stuck
up out of the water by their owners, like the lateen sails of the Mediterranean feluccas, or, when the hind flippers are presented, like a
cat o' nine tails. They sleep in the water a great <l.eal, too, more
than is generally supposed, showing that they do not come on land to
rest-very clearly not.
CLASSING THE '' HOLLUSCHICKIE" BY AGE. - When the '' holluschickie" are up on land they can be readily separated into their several classes as to age by the color of their coats and size, when noted,
namely, the yearlings, the two, three, four, and five year old males.
When the yearlings, or the first class, haul out, they are dressed just
as they were after they shed their pup coats and took on the second
covering, during the previous year in September and October; and
now, as they come out, in the spring and summer, one year old, the
males and females can not be distinguished apart, either by color or
size, shape or action; the yearlings of both sexes have the same steelgray backs and white stomachs, and are alike in behavior and weight.
Next year these yearling females, which are now trooping out with
the youthful males on the hauling grounds, will repair to the rookerie ,
while their male companions will be obliged to come again to thi
same spot.
SHEDDING THE HAIR: TAGEY SEALS.-About the 15th and 20th of
every August they have become perceptibly '' stagey," or in other
words, their hair is well under way in shedding. All cla ses, with
the exception of the pup , go through this proce sat thi time every
year. The process require about six weeks betwe n the fir t dropping or falling out of the old overhair and its full ubstitution by the
new. Thi takes place, as a rule, b tween Augn t 1 and eptember 2. The fur i h d, but it i o h d that the ability of the al to take
to the water and tay there, and not be phy ically chilled or di turb d
during the proc
of molting, i n ver impaired. Th whole urfa,
of the ext n iv bre din O'round , trav r d o r by u after h
al had gon , wa literall matted with th h d hair and fur.
Thi. und r-fur or p lage i , however, o fin and d li at , and , o
mu h one aled and ·had d by th oar. r ov r-hair, that a ar 1 .
y or a up rficfal ob rv r mi 0 ·h b pardon d iI failincr to notic
he fact fit r ppinO' an 1 r 11 wal.
Th
arlin"' ow: r tain th olor. of th old oat in h n , , , h n
th y , h i for ih fir:t tim and from the im n
ar aft r "r,
, . th liv and "'l' w kl. 'l h -onng thr e-. ar-old and the ol l r
l oJ~ .·a tly alik a· far_ a: ·olor g : wh n th he ul u at.
c ncl
lry on n th rookcr1 · · <'V<'l'Y .Jun and Jul·.
1
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The yearling males, however, make a radical change when they
shed for the first time, for they come out from their "staginess" in
a nearly uniform dark gray, and gray and black mixed, and lighter,
with dark ocher to whitish on the upper and under parts, respectively.
This coat, next year, when they appear as two-year-olds, shedding
for the three-year-old coat, is a very much darker gray, and so on
to the third, fourth, and fifth season; then after this, with age, they
begin to grow more gray and brown, with rufous-ocher and whitishtipped over-hair on the shoulders. Some of the very old bulls change ·
in their declining year to a uniform shade all over of dull-grayi h
ocher. The full glory and beauty of the seal's mustache is denied to
him until he has attained hi seventh or eighth year.
COMPARATIVE SIZE OF FEMALES A :rD MALE .-The female does not
get her full growth and weight until the end of her fourth year, so far
as I have ob erved, but she doe. mo. t of her growing longitudinally
in the first two; after she has passed her fourth and fifth years, she
weighs from 30 to 50 pounds more than she did in the days of her
youthful maternity.
The male does not get his full growth and weight until the close of
his seventh year, but realizes most of it, osteologically speaking, by
the end of the fifth; and from this it may be perhaps truly inferred
that the male seals live to an average age of J 8 or 20 years, if undisturbed in a normal condition, and that the females attain ten or tw lv
seasons under the same favorable circumstances. 1.,heir r spective
weights, when fully mature and fat in the spring, will, in regard to
the male, strike an av rao-e of from 400 to 500 pound , while the
females will show a mean of from 70 to 0 pounds.
I did not permit myself to fall into enor in e timating this matter
of weight, because I early fountl that th apparent huge bulk of a alion bull or fur-seal male, wh n placed upon the scale , hrank far
below my notions. I took a great deal of pain on several occa ions
during the killing season to have a platform scale carted out into the
field, and as the seals wer knocked down, and before they were bl d,
I had them carefully weighed, con tructing tlie following table from
my observation :
Table showing the iceight, size, and g·r owth of thefu'r seal (Callorhinus ursinus),
from the p'llp to the adult, male and female.
Age.

Length.

Girth.

Inches.
One week . ........... . 12 to 14

l11ches.

10 to lOt

Gross j
weightof ~~~t
body.
·
Pouncl.~.

6 to 7J

Six months . ... ... .... ,
One year ......... .... .

38

Two years ............

45

30

Three years .... ......

52

36

58

42

135

Five years ..... ..... ..

Oii

;32

200

&l:

280

Six years ..............

72

75 to 80

Po1mds.

l¼ A male and female, being the only
ones of th class handl d, June
20, 1 73.
3 A m0an of 10 xamplos, males and
femal s,alikein ize, November
28, 1872.
A mean of 6 examples, males and
f males, alike in size, July 14,
1873.
5j A mean of 30 examples, all male ,
July 24, 1873.
7 A mean of :l2 examples, all males,
July 24, 1 · 8.
12 A meau of JO examples, all males,
J"uly 2-1, 1873.
16 A m an of 5 xamples, all males,
July 24, 1 73.
25 A mean of 3 xamples, all males,
July 24, 1 73.
45 to 50 An estimate only, calculating on
their weight when fat, and arly
in the season.

I

Four years ............

Eight to twenty years

Remarks.

70 to 75 400 to 500
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WEIGHT OF FEMALE SEALS.-Tho adult females will· correspond
with the three-year-old males in the above table, the younger cows
weighing frequently only 75 pounds, and many of the older ones going
as high as 120, but an average of 80 to 85 pounds is the rule. 1,hose
specimens of the females which I weighed were examples taken by
me for transmission to the Smithsonian Insti tu tion; otheTwise I should
not have been permitted to make this record of their weight, inasmuch as weighing them means to kill them, and the law and the habit,
or rather the prejudice of the entire community up there, is unanimously in opposition to any such proceeding, for they never touch
females here, and never set their foot on or near the breeding grounds
on such an errand. It will be noticed, also, that I have no statement
of the weights of these exceedingly fat and heavy males which first
appear on the breeding grounds in the spring. Those which I have
referred to in the table above given were very much heavier at the
time of their first appearance in May and June than at the moment
when they were in my hands in July; but the cows and the other
classes do not sustain protracted fasting, and therefore their weights
may be considered substantially the same throughout the year.
CHANGE IN WEIGHT.-Thus, from the fact that all the young seals
and females do not change much in weight from the time of their fir t
corning out in the spring till that of their leaving in the fall and early
winter, I feel safe in saying that they feed at irregular but not long
intervals during the time that they are here under our observation,
since they are constantly changing from land to water and from water
to land day in and day out. I do not think that the young males fast
longer than a week or ten days at a time, as a rule.
DISPERSAL OF THE" H0LLUSCHICKIE."-Bythe end of October and
the 10th of November the great mass of the "holluschickie," the
trooping myriads of English Bay, Southwest Point, Reef Parade,
Lukannon Sands, the table-lands of Polavina, and the mighty hosts
of Novastoshnah, at St. Paul, together with the quota of St. George,
had taken their departure from its shores and had gone out to sea,
spreading with the receding schools of fish that were now retuming
to the deep waters of the North Pacific, where, in that vast expanse,
over which rolls an unbroken billow 5,000 miles from Japan to
Oregon, they spend the winter and the early spring, until they reappear and break up, with their exuberant life, the dreary winter isolation of the land which gave them birth.
1-,ASTE OF THE SEALS IN THE MATTER OF WEATHER.-A few ~traO'glers remain, however, as late as the snow and ice will permit them
to in and after December. They are all down by the water's edge
then, and haul up ntirely on the rocky beache , de erting the and
altogether; but th first now that falls make them very un a y, and
I have se n a large hauling O'round o disturbed by a rainy day and
night that it hundred of thou and o.f occupant fairly de rted it.
The fur seal can no b ar and will not endure th spatt ring of and
into its eye , which alway a companie, th driving of a rain torm.
Theytake tothewater, tor appearwhen thenui ·an
hall b abat d.
Th weath r in whi ·h the fur al delight i cool, moi t, fogO' ' an l
thick ~nouo-h to k p the ·nu alway oh ur d, o a to a t no , ha l w .
uch w ath r, whi ·hi the normal weath r of 1. aul and . t. 1 eorg ,
ontinu d for a few w k. in .Jun and ,Jul , bring,· up from th ., ,
million of fur eal.. But, a. I hav b f r :aid a littl , un hin
which raj , th t mp rature a.' hicrh a, 50° to 55 I◄ . , will ,· nl 1h m
ba ·k from th hauling ground · almo ta quickly a th
F or-

.r .

.
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tunately, these warm, sunny days on the Pribilof Islands are so rare
that the seals certainly can have no ground of complaint, even if we
may presume they have any at all. Some curious facts in regard to
their selection of certain localities on these isla,nds and their abandonment of others I will discuss in a succeeding·chapter, descriptive
of the rookeries. This chapter is illustrated by topographical surveys
made by myself.
ALBINOS.-! looked everywhere and constantly, when treading my
way over acres of ground which were fairly covered with seal pups,
and older ones, for specimens that presented some a1:mormity; that is,
monstrosities, albinos, etc., such as I have seen in our great herds of
stock; but I was, with one or two exceptions, unable to note anything
of the kind. I have never seen any malformations or "monsters"
among the pups and other classes of the fur seals, nor have the natives
1·ecorded anything of the kind, so far as I could ascertain from them.
I saw only three albino pups among the multitudes on St. Paul, and
none on St. George. They did not differ in any respect from the
normal pups in size and s;iape. Their hair, for the :first coat, was a
dull ocher all over; the fur whitish, changing to a rich brown, the
normal hue; the flippers and muzzle were a pinkish flesh tone in color,
and the iris of the eye sky blue. When they shed the following year
they are said to have a dirty, yellowish-white color, which makes them
exceedingly conspicuous when mixed in among a vast majority of
black pups, gray yearlings, and "holluschickie" of their kind. (See
note, 39, 0.)
WHERE DO THE SEALS DIE ?-It is perfectly evident that a large
percentage of this immense number of seals must die every year from
natural limitation of life. They do not die on these islands; that
much I am certain of. Not one dying a natural death could I find or
hear of on the grounds. They evidently lose their lives at sea, preferring to sink with the rigor mortis into the cold, blue depths of
the great Pacific, or beneath the green waves of Bering Sea, rather
than to encumber and disfigure their summer haunts on the Pribilof
Islands.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FUR-SEAL ROOKERIES OF ST. PAUL AND ST.
GEORGE.
DEARTH OF INFORMATION CO CERNING THE FACTS ABOUT THE ROOK-

ERIES.-Before I can intelligently and clearly pres nt an accurate
estimate of the aggregate number of fur seals which appear upon
those great breeding grounds of the Pribilof group every season, I
mu t take up, in regular sequence, my surveys of these remarkable
rookerie which I have illustrated in this memoir by the accompanying sketch maps, showing topo<Yraphically the superficial area and
di tribution assumed by the seal life at a h locality.
It will be obsenred that th sum total on t. Paul I land prepond rate an<l. complet ly ov r hadow · that which is repre ented at t.
George. B for pa ilw to the d tailed di, cussion of each rookery, it
is well to call attention to a few ·alient feature in regard to the pr ent app arance oC th eal on these breedin<Y ground , which latter
ar of their own le tion. Tou hing the location of the fur ·eal
to-day, a,· I have re ord d and urveyed it, compared with th ir di tribution in arly time , I am orry to say that there i not a , ingle
line on a ·hart or a word print d jn a book or a note made in rna11uscript which 1·efer · to this all-important subject prior to my own work,
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which I present herewith for the first time to the public. The absence
of definite information in regard to what I conceive to be of vital
interest and importance to the whole business astonished me; I could
not at first believe it; and, for the last four or five ye;:i,rs, I have been
searching among the archives of the old Russian company, as I
searched diligently when up there and elsewhere in the rrerritory of
Alaska, for some evidence in contradiction of this statement which I
have just made. I wanted to find-I hoped to discover-some old
record, some clue, by which I could measure with authority and
entire satisfaction to my own mind the relative volume of seal life in
the past as compared with that which I record in the present, but
was disappointed.
I am unable, throughout the whole of the following discussion, to
cite a single reliable statement which can give any idea as to the condition and numbers of the fur seal on these islands when they were
discovered in 1786-87, or during the whole time of their occupation
since up to the date of my arrival. I mark this so conspicuously, for
it is certainly a very strange oversight, a kind of neglect, which, in
my opinion, has been, to say the least, inexcusable.
RUSSIAN RECORDS.-In attempting to form an approximate conception of what the seals were or might have been in those early days,
as they spread themselves over the hauling and breeding grounds of
these remarkable islands, I have been thrown entirely upon the vague
statements given to me by the natives and on·e or two of the first
American pioneers in Alaska. The only Russian record which
touches ever so lightly upon the subject 1 contains the remarkable
statement, which is, in the light of my surveys, simply ridiculous now;
that is, that the number of fur seals on St. George during the first
years of Russian occupation was nearly as great as that on St. Paul.
rrhe most superficial exam1nation of the geological character portrayed
on the accompanying maps of these two islands will satisfy any unprejudiced mind as to the total error of such a statement. Why, a mere
tithe only of t,h e multitudes which repair to St. Paul, in perfect comfort, over the 16 to 20 miles of splendid landing ground found thereon,
could visit St. George, when all of the coast line fit for their recep1 Veniaminov: Zapieskie ob Oonalashkenskaho Otdayla, 2 vols., St. Petersburg,
1842. This work of Bishop Innocent Veniaminov is the only one which the Russians can lay claim to as exhibiting anything like a history of western Alaska, or
of giving a sketch of its inhabitants and re ources, that has the least merit of
truth or the faintest stamp of reliability. Without it we should be simply in t~e
dark as to much of what the Russians were about during the whole period of their
occupation and possession of that country. He erved, chiefly as a prie t and
missionary, for twenty-five years, from 1814 to 1 39, at Unala ka, having the eal
islands in his parish, and was made bishop of all Alaska. He was oon after
recalled to Russia, where he bas since become the primate of the national church,
ranking second tonoman in the Empire, ave the Czar. He is advanced in year.
b ing now more than 90 years of age. He must have been a man of fine per onal
appearance, judging from the following description of him, noted by ir George
• unpson, who met him at Sitka in 1 42, just as he wa about to embark for R~ sia: "His app arance, to which I have already alluded, impre..:ses a tranger with
something of awe, while in further intercour e the gentlenes which characterizes
his every word and deed insensibly molds reverence into love; and, at the same
time, hi talent and attainment. are such as to be worthy of hi exalted stati?n·
With all this, the bi hop is sufficiently a man of the world to disdain anythmg
like cant. Hi conversation. on the contrary, t ems with amusement and instruction, and hi company is much prized by all who have the honor of hi acquaintuch i the portrait drawn of him by a governor of the Hudson Ba;v
ance.·,
Company. ( eniaminov diecl since the above note was written, at Moscow, April
22, 1879.-H. W. E.]
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tion at this island is a scant 2½ miles; but for that matter there
was, at the time of my arrival and in the beginning of my investigation, a score of equally wild and incredible legends afloat in regard to
the rookeries on St. Paul and St. George. Finding, therefore, that
the whole work must be undertaken de novo, I set about it without
furth er delay. _
IMMENSE MORTALITY OF THE SEALS IN 1836.-Prior to the year 1835
no native on the islands seemed to have any direct knowledge, or was
acquainted with a legendary tradition, even, in relation to the seals,
concerning their area and distribution on the land here; but they all
chimed in after that date with great unanimity, saying that the winter preceding this season (1835-36) was one of frightful severity; that
many of their ancestors wh o had lived on these islands in large barrabaras just back of the Black Bluffs, near the present village, an d at
Polavina, then perished miserably.
They say that the cold continued far into the summer; that immense
masses of clearer and stronger ice floes than had ever been known to
the waters about the islands, or vrnre ever seen since, were brought
down and shoved high u p on to all the rookery margins, forming an
icy wall completely around the island, looming up 20 to 30 feet above
the urf; th y further state that this wall did not melt or in any way
disappear until the middle or end of August, 1836.
They affirm that for this rea on the fur seals, when they attempted
to land, according to their habit and their nece sity, during June and
July, were unable to do so in any considerable nurn bers. The females
were compelled to bring forth their young in the water and at the wet,
storm-beaten, urf margins, which caused multitudes of the mothers
and all of the young to perish. In short, the result wa a virtual annihilation of the breeding seals. Hence, at the following season, only a
spectral, a shadowy imitation of past times could be observed upon the
seal grounds of St. Paul and St. George.
On the Lagoon rookery, now opposite the village of St. Paul, there
were then only two male8, with a number of cows. At ah Specl,
clo e by and right under the village, there were then only some 2,000;
t.hi the native know hecau. e they connt d them. On Zapadnie
there were about 1,000 cows, bull , and pup ; at outhwe t Point
t.here were none. Two small rookeries w re then on the north shore
of St. Paul, near a place called Maroonitch; and th re w re seven
,·mall rookerie runnino- aroun l ortheast Point, but on all of th e
there were only 1,500 male , female , and young; and thi numb r
includes the '' hollusehicki , " , hi h, in tho, e <lay , lay in among th
breedino- s al , there beincr . o f wold males that they were gla Hy
permitted to do o. On Polavina therew rethen_about500cow , bull ,
pup8, and "hollu chicki ;" on Lukannon and Keetavie about 30 ;
but on K tavie there w r only 10 bulls and of w young males
lyin o- in al too- h r, that h
old native ·, a they told me, took no not
of them on he rookerie ju t cited.
n the Reef, in orbotch, w r
about 1,000 only; in tbi numb r la t m ntioned om
00 "hollu. hi lde" may be includ d, whi h lay in with the br eding eal .
'1.~her wer only 20 old bull on Gorbotch, and about 10 old male. on
the Reef. Th villa()' was placed on it pre ent it ten year prior
to thi p riod of 1 35-36.
u h, briefly and uccinctly, i h
um and th , ub tan e of all
information which I could era her prior to 1835-36; and whil I do not
entirely er dit th ,
tatement , y t the earne t, , traiO'h forward
agreement of the native ha impressed me so that I narrate it h r .
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It certainly seems as though this enumeration of the old .Aleuts was
painfully short.
.
Then, again, with regard to the probable truth of the foregoing
statement of the natives, perhaps I should call attention to the fact
that t,h e entire sum of seal life in 1836, as given by them, is just 4,100,
of all classes, distributed as I have indicated above. Now, on turning
to Bishop Veniaminov, by whom was publishod the only statement of
any kind in regard to the killing on these islands from 1817 to 1837,
the year .when he finished his work, 1 I find that he makes a record
of slaughter of seals in the year 1836 of 4,052, which were killed and
taken for their skins; but if the natives' statements are right, then
ouly 50 seals were left on the island for 1837, in which year, however,
4,220 were again killed, according to the bishop's table, according to
which there was also a steady increase in the size of this return from
that date along up to 1850, when the Russians governed their catch
by the market alone, always having more seals than they knew what
to do with .
.Again, in this connection, the natives say that until 1847 the practice on these islands was to kill indiscriminately both fem ales and
males for skins, but after this year, 1847, the strict respect now paid
to the breeding seals and exemption of all females was enforced for the
first time and has continued up to date.
Thus it will be seen that there is, frankly stated, nothing to guide
to a fair or even an approximate estimate as to the number:;; of the
fur seals on these two islands prior to my labor.
MANNER OF COMPUTING THE NUMBER OF SEALS.-.After a careful
study of the subject during three entire consecutive seasons, and a
confirmatory review of it in 1876, I feel confident that the followinofigures and surveys will, upon their own face, speak authoritatively
as to their truthful character .
.At the close of my investigation, during the first season of my labor
on the ground, in 1872, the fact became evident that the breeding seal
obeyed implicity an imperative and instinctive natural law of distribution; a law recognized by each and every seal upon the rookerie ,
prompted by a fine consciousness of necessity to it own well-b ing·.
The breeding grounds occupied by them were therefore invariably
covered by the seals in exact ratio, greater or les , as the area upon
which they re ted was larger or maller. They alway covered the
ground evenly, never crowding in at one place here to scatter out
th re. The seal lie just a thickly together where the rookery i
bound.le s in it. eligible area to their rear and unoccupied by th m a
they do in the little strips which are abruptly cut off and narrowed by
rocky walls behind. For in tance, on a rod of o-round under the fa
of bluffs which hemmed it in to the land from the ea th rear ju t
a many ·eal , no more and no le. . , a will be found on any other r d
of rook ry ground throughout the whole li , gr at and mall; alwa 7
e actly, o many seal , under any and all circum tan e , to a criv n
area of bre ding ground. 1here are just a many cow , bull,, and
pups on a quare rod at Tah p el, nee r the villag , wh re, in 1 74-, all
told, there were only e-ven or ight thou and, a· th r ar on an
iuare rod at orthea t Point, wher a million of th m con°T crat .
Thi fact b ing determined, it i evident that ju in prop rtion a
th br din()' ground of th fur ,• al on th e i land, xpand r ntrae in area from their pre. nt dim n ion the al , ill in r a.
climini:h in numb r.
1

Zapieskie ob Oonalashken kaho Ot<layla, St. Petersburg, 1 42.
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rrhe discovery, at the close of the season of 1872, of this law of distribution gave me at once the clue I was searching for in order to
take steps by which I could arrive at a sound conclusion as to the
entire number _of seals herding on the island.
I noticed, and time has confirmed my observation, that the period
for taking these boundaries of the rookeries, so as to show this exact
margin of expansion at the week of its greatest v9lume, or when they
are as full as they are to be for the season~ is between the 10th and
20th of July every year; not a day earlier, and not many days later.
After the 20th of July the regular system of compact, even organization, breaks up. The seals then scatter out in pods or clusters, the
pups leading t,h e way, straying far back-the same number instantly
covering twice and thrice as much ground a they did the day or week
before, when they lay in solid masses and were marshaled on the rookery ground proper.
There is no more difficulty in surveying these seal margins during
this week or ten days in July than there is in drawing sights along and
around the curbs of a stone fence surrounding a field. The breeding
seals remain perfectly quiet under your eyes all over the rookery, and
almost within your touch, everywhere on the outside of their territory
that you may stand or walk. The margins of ma sed life, as I have
indicated on the topographical surveys of these breeding grounds of
St. Paul and St. George, are as clean cut and as well defined again t
the soil and vegetation as is the shading on my maps. There is not
the least difficulty in making the surveys, and in making them correctly. •
ow, with a knowledge of the superficial area of these breeding
grounds, the way is clearly open to a very interesting calculation a
to the number of fur seals upon them. I am well aware of the fact,
when I enter upon this discussion, that I can not laim perfect accuracy, but, as shadowing my plan of thought and method of computation, I propose to present every step in the processes which have guid d
me to the result.
B,ooKERY SPACE OCCUPIED BY SINGLE SEALS.-When the adult
males and females, 15 or 20 of the latter to every 1 o.f the former, have
arrived upon the rookery, I think an area a littl le than 2 square
feet for each female maybe considered as th superficial space required
by each animal with reo-ard to its ize and in obedi nee to its habit.,
and this limit may safely be said to be ov r the mark.
ow, every
female, or cow, on this 2 square feet pace double her elf by bringing forth her young, and in a few days or a week, perhaps, after it
birth the cow takes to th water to wash and feed, and is not back
on this allotted space on -fourth of the time ao-ain during the ea on.
In this way is it not clear that the females almo t doubl their numb r
on the rookery grounds without cau ing the expansion of the ame
beyon<l. the limits that would be actually r quired did they not bear
any young at all? For every 100,000 bre dino- seals there will be found
more than 85,000 f malQ, and le than 15,000 male,, and in a few
w ks aft r the landing of the e female the , ill show for themelve ; that is, for thi 100,000, fully 1 0,000 males, femal , and
young instead, on the ame area of ground occupied previously to the
birth of the pup .
It mu t be borne in mind that perhap 10 or 12 per cent of the entire
number of females were yearling la t, ea on and come up onto th e
br eding grounds as virgin for the fir t time during thi ea on, a
2-year-old cow . rrhey, of cour e, bear no young.
The males, being treble and quadruple the physical bulk of the
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females, require about 4 feet square for t,heir use of this same rookery ground, but as they are less than one-fifteenth the number of
the females-much less, in fact-they therefore occupy only oneeighth of the space over the breeding ground where 'Ye have located
the supposed 100,000. 'l1his surplus area-of the males is also more
than balanced and equalized by the 15,000 or 20,000 virgin females
which come on to this rookery for the first time to meet the males.
'l1hey come, rest a few days or a week, and retire, leaving no young to
shmv their presence on the ground.
'raking all these points into consideration, and they are features of
fact, I quite safely calculate upon an average of 2 square feet to every
animal, big and little, on the breeding grounds, as the initial point
upon which to base an intelliaent computation of the entire number
of seals before us. Without following this system of enumeration, a
person may look over these swarming myriads between Southwest
Point and Novastoshnah, guessing vaguely and wildly, at any figure
from 1,000,000 up to ten or twelve millions, as has been done repeatedly. How few people know what a million really is. It is very easy
to talk of a million, but it is a tedious task to count it off, and makes
one's statements as to ''millions" decidedly more conservative after
the labor has been accomplished.
REVIEW OF THE ROOKERIES OF ST. PAUL.-Before summing up
the grand total, I shall now, in sequence, review each one of the several rookeries of St. Paul, taking them in their order as they occur,
going north from the Reef Point. 'rhe accompanying maps show the
exact area occupied by the breeding seals and their young in the season
of 1874, which is the date of my latest fieldwork on the Pribilof
Islands.
THE REEF ROOKERY.-By reference first to the general map, it will
be observed that this large breeding ground, on that grotesquely
haped neck which ends in the Reef Point, is directly contiguou to
the village-indeed, it may be fairly said to be right under the lee of
the houses on the hill. His one of the most striking of all the rookeries, owing probably to the fact that on every side it is sharply and
clearly exposed to the vision, as the circuit is made in boats. A reach
of very beautiful drifting saud, a quarter of a mile from the village
hill to the Reef Bluffs, separates the breeding grounds proper from the
habitations of the people. The e Zoltoi sand are, however, a famou
rendezvous for the "hollu,chickie," and from them, during the eaon, the natives make regular drives, having only to tep out from
their house in the morning and walk but a few rods to find their furbearinO' quarry.
Pa sinO'ov rthe . : andsonourwayclown tothepoint, we quickly come
to a ba altic ridO'e or ba •kbone, over which the and ha b en rift d
by the wind , and whi h surport a rank and luxmiant growth of th
lymu. and oth r O'ra. e , with b autiful flower .
f w hundr l
f et farth r along nur cour brino- us iu full vi w, as w look to th
outh, of on of the mo t ntraucing , pectacle. whi h eal afforcl o
man. "\V look down upon and alono- a ()'rand promenad gronn i,
which. lop . O' ntl to the a tward and tr n l.· , outhward down to
the, ater from he a,brupt wall.· bord rh10- on the. a nth ,v . t v r
a parad plat au a , mooth a. th floor of a ball-room, ..,, 00 f •et in
1 ngth, from 5 0 to 1,0 0 fe t in width, ov r whi h rnultitud
f
' holln:rhi ki 'ar filing in long. trino- · or 1 plo 'ing in va p1c t on
bun lr <l.· ahr a:t, in an un easing- march and ount rmar •h. rrh
br ath whi •h ri · into the •old air from a hundr d th u n<l hot
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throats hangs like clouds of white steam in the gray fog itself; indeed,
it may be said to be a seal-fog peculiar to the spot, while the din, the
roar, arising over all, defies our description.
We notice to our right and to our left the immense solid masses of
the breeding seals at Gorbotch, and those stretching and trending
around nearly a mile from our feet, far around to the Reef Point
below and opposite the parade ground, with here and there a neutral
passage left open for the '' holluschickie" to go down and come up
from the waves.
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The adaptation of thi ground of the R ef rookery to the requirem nt of h eal i · p rfect.
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southward and out at sea, is also covered with the black and yellow
forms of fur seals and sea lions. It is environed by shoal reefs,
rough and kelp-grown, which navigators prudently avoid.
This rookery of the Reef proper has 4,016 feet of sea margin, with an
average depth of 150 feet, making ground for 301,000 breeding seals
and their young. Gorbotch rookery has 3,660 feet of sea margin, with
an average depth of 100 feet, making ground for 183,000 breeding seals
and their young; an aggregate for this great Reef rookery of 484,000
breeding seals and their young. Ileavy as this enumeration is, yet the
aggregate only makes the Reef rookery third in importance, compared
with the others which we are yet to describe.
LAGOON ROOKERY.-We now pass from the Reef up to the village,
where one naturally would not expect to find breeding seals within
less than a pistol shot from the natives' houses; but it is a fact, nevertheless, for on looking at the sketch map of the Lagoon rookery herewith presented, it will be noticed that I have located a little gathering
of breeding seals right under the village hill to the westward of that

place called N ah Speel. This is in itself an insignificant rookery and
never has been a large one, though it i~ one of the olde t on the island.
It i only interesting, however, , uperficially o, on account of it po ition, and the fact that through every <lay of tl1 ea on half the population of the entire villao-e go an<l come to the summit of th bluff,
which overhano-s it, where 1-h ey peer <lown for hours at a time upon
the method and evolution of the "kautickie" below th
al' th melve lookino-up with intellio- nt appreciation of the fact that, thouo-h
they are in the hand of man, y t he i, wi 'C enough not to di. turb
them there a they re t.
If at ah 'p el, or that point rounding into the YillaO'e co e th re
any uitable ground for a rook rr to grow upon 01· pr ad ov >r
al would douhtl ·: hav been thm·c loner ao-o. Th r c r howver no ,·u ·h natul'al adnmtage · off 1·ecl them~ wha th r i th ~
hav avail d 1hern · Iv : of.
·
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Looking from the village across the cove and down upon th-e"Lagoon,
still another strange contradiction appears-at least it seems a natural
contradiction to one's usual ideas. Here we see the Lagoon rookery,
a reach of ground upon which some twenty-five or thirty thousand
breeding seals come out regularly every year during the appointed
time and go through their whole elaborate system of reproduction,
without showing the slightest concern for or attention to the scene
directly east of t,h em and across that shallow slough not 40 feet in
· width. There are the great slaughtering fields of St. Paul Island;
there are the sand flats where every seal has been slaughtered for
years upon years back for its kin; and even as we take this note 40
men are standing there knocking down a drove of two or three thousand '' holluschickie" for the day;'s work, and as they labor the whacking of their clubs and the sound of their voices mu t be as plain to
those breeding seals, which are not 100 feet from them, as it is to us·,
· a quarter of a mile distant! In addition to this enumeration of disturbances, well calculated to amaze and dismay and drive off every eal
within its influence, are the decaying bodies of the last year's catch75,000 or 85,000 unburied carcasses-that are sloughing away into the
sand, which two or three seasons from now nature will, in its infinite
charity, cover with the greenest of all green grasses. The whitened
bones and grinning skulls of over 3,000,000 seals have bleached out on
that slaughtering spot and are buried below its surface now.
Directly under the north face of the Village Hill, where it falls to
the narrow flat between its feet and the Cove, the natives have sunk
a well. It was excavated in 1857, they say, and subsequently deepened to its present condition in 1868. It is 12 feet deep, and the diggers said that they found bones of the sea lion and fur seal thickly
distributed every foot down, from top to bottom. How much lower
these osteological remains of pr historic pinnipeds can be found no
one knows as yet. The water here, on that account, has never be n
fit to drink, or even to cook with, but beino- soft, wa and i used by the
natives for washing clothes, etc. Most likely it records th pot where
the Russians, during the heyday of their early occupation, drove the
unhappy visitors of Nah Speel to slau 0 hter. There is no Golgotha
known to man elsewhere in the world as extensive as this one of t.
Paul.
Yet the natives say that this Lagoon rookery is a new feature in the
di tribut.ion of the seals; that when th people fir t came there and
located a part of the present village, in 1824 up to 1 47, there nev r
had been a breeding , eal on that Lagoon rookery of to-day.
o they
have hauled up here from a small beginning not very lono- ago, until
they have attained their present numerical expansion, in pite of all
th se exhibitions of butch ry of their kind, e. ecuted right under their
eyes and in full knowledo-e of their no tril , whil the o-roans and low
moanings of their tricken specie tretrhed out beneath the club of
the s alers must have been far plainer in their ear than they are in
our own.
till they come-they multiply and they increase-knowing so well
that they belong to a cla. , hi h intelli<Y nt men never did mole t;
to-day at lea t they mu. t know i , or th y would not, ubmit to th e
manife tation which we hav ju t cit d, o lo e to their lmowledO'e.
The Lagoon rookery, however, never can be a large one, on account
of the very nature of the ground el ted by the eals, for it iR a ha1•
, imply pu 'h d up , bovr the SUl'f wa. h of b wlders, waterwom and
round cl which ha~ a lmo t inclo ed and cut out the Lagoon from it ·
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parent sea. In my opinion, the time is not far distant when that
estuary will be another inland lake of St,. Paul, walled out from salt
water and freshened by rain and melting snow, as are the other pools,
lakes, and lakelets on the island.
L UKANNON AND KEET.A VIE ROOKERIES. -The next rookeries in order
can be found at Lukannon and Keetavie. Here is a joint blending
of two large breeding grounds, their continuity broken by a short
reach of sea wall right under and at the eastern foot of Lukannon Hill .
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Standing on the bald summit of Lukannon Hill, we turn to the
south, and look over Keetavie Point, where another large aggregate
of breeding seals rests under our eye. The hill falls away into a
series of faintly terraced tables, which drop down to a fl.at that again
abruptly descends to the sea at Keetavie Point. Between us and the
Keetavie rookery is the parade ground of Lukannon, a sight almost
as grand as is that on the reef which we have feebly attempted to
portray. The sand dunes to the west and to the no1·th are covered
with the most luxuriant grass, abruptly emarginated by the sharp
abrasion of the hauling seals; this is shown very clearly on the general map. Keetavie Point is a solid basaltic shelf. Lukannon Hill,
the summit of it, is compo ed of volcanic tufa and cement, with irreo·.
ular cubes and fragments of pure ba alt scattered all over its flipperworn slopes. Lukannon proper has 2,270 feet of sea margin, with an
average depth of 150 feet, making ground for 170,000 breedino· ,• als
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and their youno-. Keetavie rookery ha 2,200 feet of ea margin,
with an av rage d pth of 150 feet, making ground for 165,000 b1·eeding eals and h ir young, a whole aggregate of 335,000 breedino-, eal
and their oung. Thi i · the point, down along th flat hoal of
Lukannon Bay, where the and dun ar mo t charact risti , a they
ri e in their wind-whirled form ju t above the surf wa h. Thi al o
is where the nati e come from h village durino- th early morning
of the ·ea on, for driving, tog t any numb r of "hollu chicki . "
It i a beautiful io-ht, glancino- from the ummit pf thi <rr at rookery hill up to the nor h over that low reach of the coa t to Tonki
Mees, where the, a
em to roll in with er" t that ri e in unbrok n
ridges for a mile in lenrrth ea b re they br al o o-randly and uniforrnl on the beach. In th
roll r the "hollu chickie "ar playing
like ea bird , seeming to. port th mo t jo ou, ly at the very moment
when 1he heavy billow br ale. and falls upon th m.
'l10LST0I R00KERY.-Dire tly to th w t from Lukannon, up alono-
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and around the head of the lagoon, is t.ho seal-path road over which
the natives bring the '' holluschickio" from rrolstoi. We follow this
and take up our position on several lofty grass-grown dunes close to
and overlooking another rookery of great size; this is Tolstoi.
\Vo haYe here the greatest hill slope of breeding· seals on either
island, peculiarly massed on the abruptly sloping flanks of Tolstoi
Ridge, as it falls to the sands of English Bay and ends suddenly in
the precipitous termination of its own name, Tolstoi Point. Here the
seals are in some places crowded up to the enormous depth of 500
measured feet, from the sea ma1·gin of the rookery to its outer boundary
and limitation; and, when viewed as I viewed it in July, taking the
angles and lines shown on the accompanying sketch map, I considered it, with the bluffs terminating it at the south and its bold sweep,
which ends on the sands of English Bay, to be the most pi0turesque,
though it is not the most hupressive, rookery on the island, especially
when that parade ground, lying just back and over the point and
upon its table-rock surface, is reached by the climbing seals.
If the observer will glance at the map, he will see that the parade
ground in question lies directly over and about 150 feet above, the
breeding seals immediately under it. The sand-dune tracts wh~c~
border the great body of the rookery seem to check the '' holluschickie
from hauling to the rear, for sand drifts here, in a locality so high and
exposed to the full force of the wind, with more rapidity, and consequently more disagreeable energy to the seals, than anywhere else on
the island.
A comical feature of this rookery-is the appearance of the foxes in
the chinks under the parade ground and interstices of the cliffs. Their
melancholy barking and short yelps of astonishment as we walk about
contrast quite sensibly with the utter indifference of the seals to our
presence.
From 'Tolstoi at this point, sweeping around 3 miles to Zapadnie, is
the broad sand reach of English Bay, upon which and back over its
gently rising flats are the great hauling grounds of the '' holluschickie,"
which I have indicated on the general map, and to which I made reference in a previous section of this chapter. Looking at the myriads
of '' bachelor seals" spread out in their restless hundreds and hundreds
of thousands upon thi ground, one feels the utter impotency of verbal
description, and reluctantly shuts his note and sketch books to gaze
upon it with renewed fascination and perfect helplessness.
Tol toi rookery has attained, I think, its utmost limit of expansion.
rrhe seals have already pushed themselves as far out upon the and at
the north as they can or are willino- to go, while the abrupt cl~ff , hangin O over more than one-half of the ea maro-in, , hut out all acce to
the rear for th breedino- ·eal . The natives aid that thi rooker T
had increased cry much dming the la ·t four or five year Ihior to th
date of my making the accompanying survey. If it continue to
increa , the fa ·t can be h1 tantly noted by he kino- off the gr unc'!and comparing it with the sk tch map h rewith pre· nted. 'rol to1
rool ry has 3,000. fe t of ,' a nunO'in, ,vith an av rage d pth of 150
feet, rnakin()' o-rouud for :.~5,000 hr eding, cal and th ir oung.
ZAP D.TIE R00KERY.-From Tol ·toi, before o-oing north, ,
turn
our att ntion clfrc ·tly to Z·lpadui on the we , a little ov r :.. mil a
th crow fli :, a ·ro. E11<rli h Ila·, which 1i : b tw n th m. II r
acrain we find another marnific nt rooJ~ r), with fratur · peculiar t
it· lf, on:i. ting of o-r a wino·· :Pparating on from th oth r 1 r:
short tretch of 500 01· U00 fe t of th ·lrnuncd sand reach whi h mak
1
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a landing and a beacli just between them. The northern Zapadnie
lies mostly on the gently sloping, but exceedingly rocky, flats of a
rough volcanic ridge which drops there to the sea; it, too, has an
approximation to the Tolstoi depth, bu~ not to such a solid extent; it
is the one rookery which I have reason to believe has sensibly increased
since my first .survey in 1872. It has overflowed from the boundary
which I laid down at that time, and has filled up for nearly half a
mile, a long ribbon-like strip of breeding ground to the northeast from
the hill slope, ending at a point where a few detached rocks jut out,
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and the sand takes exclusive possession of the re t of the coast.
The e rock afore. aid are called by the natives earhpahskie kammin,
because it is a favorite resort for the hair seals. A.ltbouo-h this extension of a very decided margin of breeding ground, over half a mile in
length, between 1872 and 1876, does not, in the aggregate, point to a
very large increa ed number, still it is a gratifying evidence that the
rookeries, instead of tendino- to diminish in the slighte t, are more
than holding their own.
Zapadnie, in itself, is something like the Reef plat au on its astern
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face, foritslopes up gradually and gently to the parade plateau on topa parade ground not so smooth, however, being very rough and rocky,
but which the seals enjoy. Just around the point, a low reach of
rocky bar and beach connects it with the ridge walls of Southwest
Point; a very small breeding rookery, so small that it is not worthy
of a survey, is located here; I think, probably, on account of the
nature of the ground, that it will never hold its own, and is more than
likely abandoned by this time.
One of the prehistoric villages, the village of Pribilof's time, was
established here between the point and the Cemetery Ridge, on which
the northern wing of Zapadnio rests. The old burying ground, with
its characteristic Russian crosses and faded pictures of the saints, is
plainly marked on the ridge. It was at this little bight of sandy landing that Pribilof's men first came ashore and took possession of the
island, while others in the same season proceeded to Northeast Point
and to the north shore, to establish settlements of their own order.
When the indiscriminate sealing of 1868 was in progress, one of the
parties lived here, and a salt house which was then erected by them
still stands. It is in a very fair state of preservation, although it has
never been since occupied, except by the natives who come over here
from the village in the summer to pick the berries of the Empetrum and
Rubus, which abound in the greatest profusion around the rough and
rocky flats that environ the little adjacent lake. The young people
of St. Paul are yery fond of this berry festival, so called among themselves, and they stay here every August, camping out, a week or ten
days at a time', before returning to their homes in the village.
•
Zapadnie rookery has, the two wings included, 5,880 feet of sea
margin, with an average depth of 150 feet, making ground for 441,000
breeding seals and their young, being the second rookery on the island
as to size and importance.
rrhe "holluschickie" that sport here on the parade plateau, and
indeed over all of the western extent of the English Bay hauling
grounds, have never been visited by the natives for the purpose of
selecting killing drives since 1872, inasmuch as more seals than
were wanted have always been procured from Zoltoi, Lukannon, and
Lower Tolstoi points, which are all very clo e to the village. I have
been told, since making this survey, that during the past year the
breeding seals of Zapadnie have overflowed, so a to occupy all of
the sand strip which is vacant between them on the accompanying
map.
POLA.VINA R00KERY.-Ilalfway between the village and orthea t
Point lie Polavina, another one of the even laro-e breedino- ground
on thi i land. The con picuou cone- haped head of Polavina opka
ri es clearly cut and mooth from the plateau at it ba e, which falls 2
miles to the ea tward and outheastward, , harp off into th ea, pr enting a bluff mar 0 'in over a mil in 1 no-th, at the ba e of which the
ea thun :I. r. ince antly. It exhibit a vm·y beautiful o- oloo-ical.
tion of the imple tru ur of i t. Paul. The rin<ring, iron-lil ba al i
foundation. of h i land ar h r
ttino- boldly up from he ea to a
h ight of 40 or 50 f t-hla k and pnrpli h r d, poli h cl like b n
b th fri tion of th .·urf, and, orn l>y it. a<r n y into <rrot qu
ar h , tiny aY rn.·, and d p fi '. ur .
urmountin l1i la ·ab d
i a ap ff JTugiuou
m ·nt and tnfa from !3 t 1 f . in thi kn ·
makin r a r ddi h fl or upon whi ·h h
al. 1 att r in th ir r 1
n Y r- a. ing volution. · , 1 I ing or vakilw on th lend. It i
gr •at a ·in<Yl 1 aracl plat au f poli.-h d • m nt t ' th
f th R
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but we are unable from any point of observation to appreciate it, inasmuch as we can not stand high enough to overlook it, unless we ascend
Polavina Sopka, and then the distances, with the perspective foreshortening, destroy the effect.
The rookery itself occupies only a small portion of the seal-visited
area at t,h is spot. It is placed at the southern termination and gentle
sloping of the long reach of bluff wall, which is the only cliff between
Lukannon and Novastoshnah. It presents itself to the eye, however,
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in a very peculiar manner and with gr at c nic .ff ct when th
observ r views it from th extr me point of its mural elevation.
Viewed from then e, nearly a mile to the northea , it ri
a a front
of bicolored lava wall, hio-h above the sea that i br akino- at H ba e,
and i cover d with the infinite d tail of ma ~d al in reproduction.
At fir t ight one wonder how hey o-ot there.
o pa ' ao- whate er
can be s en, down or up.
further urve , howev r, di clo e th
-common occurrenc of i-ain-wat r run between urf-beaten crevice ,
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which make m,any stairways for the adhesive feet of Callorhinus
amply safe and comfortable.
For the reason cited in a similar example at Zapadnie no "holluschickie" have been driven from this point since 1872, though it is one
of the easiest worked. It was, in the Russian times, a pet sealing
ground with them. The remains of the old village have nearly all
been buried in the sand near the lake, and there is really no mark of
its early habitation, unless it be the singular effect of a human graveyard being dug out and despoiled by the attrition of seal bodies and
flippers. The old cemetery just above and to the right of the barrabkie, near the litt1e lake, was originally established, so the natives
told me, far away from the hauling of the "holluschickie;" it was,
when I saw it in 1876, in a melancholy state of ruin-a thousand
young seals, at least, moved off from its surface as I came up, and they
had actually trampled out many sandy graves, rolling the bones and
skulls of Aleutian ancestry in every direction. Beyond this old bar- rabkie, which the present natives established as a house of refuge
during the winter when they were trapping foxes, looking to t,he west
over the lake, is a large expanse of low, flat swale and tundra, which
is terminated by the rocky ridge of Kaminista; every foot of it has
been placed there subsequent to the original elevation of the island
by the action of the sea, beyond all question. It is covered with a
thick growth of the rankest sphagnum, which quakes and trembles
like a bog under one's feet, but over which the most beautiful mosses
ever and anon crop out, including the characteristic floral display
b efore referred to in speaking of the is1and. Most of the way from
the village up to Northeast Point, as will be seen by a cursory glance
at the map, with the exception of this bluff of Polavina and the terraced table setting back from its face to Polavina Sopka, the whole
island is slighly elevated above the level of the sea, and its coast Jine
is lying just above and beyond the reach of the surf, where great
ledges of sand have been piled up by the wind, capped with sheafs
and tufts of rank-growing elymus.
There is a small rookery, which I call Little Polavina, indicated
here, which does not promise much for the future; the sand cuts it off
on the north, and sand has blown around so at its rear as to make all
other ground not now occupied by the breeding seals there quite ineligible. Polavina rookery has 4,000feet of sea margin, includin°· Little
Polavina, with 150 feet of average depth, making ground for 300,000
breeding eals and their young.
ORTHEAST POINT OR NOVASTOSHNAH ROOKERY.-Though this i.
the last of the St. Paul rookeries which I notice, yet it is so much
greateF than any other one on the island, or two others for that matter, that it forms the central feature of St. Paul, and in truth pre ents
a mo t astonishino- and extraordinary sight. It was a view of . uch
multitudes of amphibians, when I first tood upon the summit of
Hutchinson Hill and looked at the immense spread around me, that
ug(Y ted to my mind a doubt whether the accurate inve ti ation
whi ·h I wa makino- would <rive me courage to maintain the truth in
r gard to th u bj ect.
Th re. ult of my fir. t . urv y her pr entecl uch a tartlin<Y array
of, uperfi ial c rea ma.-. ·ed OY r by the br eding oo,l , that I wa fairly
di ·con · rted at th ma,rnitude of the re ult. It troubled m o wh n
my initial plattings w r made-and I had worked th m out o a t
plac th m tangibly hefor m ~-that I laid tlw whole pr U.minar urey a ide, and izin<Y upon the n xt favorable day went ov r th
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entire field again. "rbe two plats then, laid side by side, substantially
agreed, and I now present the great rookery to the public. It is in
itself, as the others are, endowed. with its own particular physiognomy, having an extensive sweep, everywhere surrounded. by the sea,
except at that intersection of the narrow neck of sand which joins it
to the main island.. Hutchinson Hill is the foundation of the pointa solid basaltic floor, upon which a mass of breccia has been poured at
its northwest corner, which is so rough, an<l yet polished so highly by
the constantly pattering flippers of its visitors, as to leave it entirely
bare and bald of every spear of grass or trace of cryptogamic life.
The hill is about 120 feet high; it has a rounded summit, flecked
entirely over by the '"holluschickie," while the great belt of breeding rookery sweeps high up on its flanks and around right and left
for nearly 3½ miles unbroken-an amazing sight in its aggregate, and
infinite in its detail.
'rhe picturesque feature, also, of the rookery here is the appearance of the tawny, yellowish bodies of several thousand sea lion ,
which lay in and among the fur seals at the several points designated
on the sketch-map, though never far from the water. Sea Lion eek,
a little tongue of low basaltic jutting, is the principal corner where
the natives take these animals from when they capture them in the
fall for their hides and sinews. 1
Cross, or St. Johns, Hill, which rises near the lake to a height of
60 or 70 feet, and is quite a landmark itself, is a perfect cone of sand
entirely covered with a luxuriant growth of elymus; it is growing
constantly higher by the fresh deposit brought by wind, and its retention by the ann uall~ rising grasses.
At this point, it. will be noticed, there is a salt house, and here is
the killing ground for ortheast Point, where 19,000 or 20,000 "hollu chickie " are disposed of for their skins every season; their carcasses
being spread out on the sand dunes between the foot of Oro s Hill
and Webster's house; a squad of sealers live there during the t'hree
or four weeks that they are engaged in the work. The "holluschickie" are driven from the large hauling ()"rounds on the sand flat
immediately adjacent to the killing grounds, being obtained without
the slighest difficulty.
Ilere also was the site of a village, one the largest one on this
island ere its transfer to the sole control and charo-e of the old RussianAmerican Company, ten year after it discovery in 1787. The
ancient cemetery and the turf lines of the decayed barrabora are
still plainly i ible.
'"rhe company's steamer runs up here, watching her opportunity, and
drops her anchor, as indicated on the general chart, right south of the
salt house, in about 4 fathom of water; and the skins are invariably
hu tled aboard, no time beino- lost, because it is an exceedingly uncertain place to safely load the e el.
There i no impre ion in my mind really more vivid than i the one
which was planted there during the afternoon of that July day, when
I fir t made my urvey of thi ground; indeed,, h never I pau e to
think of the subject, the great rookery of ovastoshnah rise, promp ly
1 The sea lions breed on no one of the other rookeries at this island, the msignificant number that I noticed on Seevitchie Kammin excepted. At Southwe ·t Point,
however, I found a small sea-lion rookery, but there are no breeding fur seals
there. A handful of Eumetopias used to breed on Otter Island, lmt do not now,
since jt has been necessary to station Go,ernment agents there, for the apprehension of fur-seal pirates, during the sealing season.
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to my view, and I am fairly rendered voiceless as I try to speak in
definition of the spectacle. In the first place, this slope from Sea Lion
N eek to the summit of Hutchinson's Hill is a long mile, smooth and
gradual from the sea to the hilltop; the parade ground lying between
is also nearly three-fourths of a mile in width, sheer and unbroken.
Now, upon that area before my eyes, this day and date of which I have
spoken, were the forms of not less than three-fourths of a million
seals-pause a moment--think of the number-three-fourt,hs of a million seals moving in one solid mass from sleep to frolicsome gambols,
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upon canvas-that amphibian host involved in those alternate rainbow lights and blue-gray shadows of the fog.
RECAPITULATION OF THE ESTIMATES OF NUMBER OF SEALS.-Below
is a recapitulation of these figures, made from my surveys of the area
:and position of the breeding grounds of St. Paul Island, between the
·t Ot.h and 18th of July, 1872, confirmed and revised to that date in 1874.
1 t, is the first survey ever made on the island of its rookeries:

Breeding grounds of the fur seal on St. Paul Island.

·Reef rookery ••...••......•••.•.........•.................•..... . --- -- -·
Gorbotch rookery ______ ---------------- -- --------------------------- -- -

~~i:~lif~~t:~E== ~~~~

=: ~

Sealsmale,
Sea A verage female,
margin. depth.
and
young.

Feet.
4,016
3, 660

Feet.
150
100

301,000
183,000

2. m :r&
1:i:
150
165,000
150
225,000
~~r:~~~ r~~k~~;~ =::::: ==-.:::=::=== :~==:::: ::=: :==::: :·_ ::::: :::::::: ::: t: oo8
l~
~: m
Novastoshnah, or Northeast Point ______ ----··... ........ .. ...... . . ...
15,840
150 1,200,UOO
~=

=
:~
== ::=
== =::- ----==: :~----==_::
Keetavie rookery ______ ==
_______
. --:==
- ------------- ===:
-- . ..~::
-- =__~::::
__ __
Tolstoi rookery ____ -·· ·--· ________ _---- -- ------------ ____ ---- ___ __ _------

2,200
3,000

I

Total of breeding seals and young for St. Paulisland in 1874: of .. ....... ___ __. ______ 3,030,000

ST. GEORGE.- t. G-eorge i now in order, and thi i land has only
a trifling contribution for the grand total of hes al life; but mall
as it is, it is of much value and interest. Certainly Pribilof, not
knowing of the existence of St. Paul, wa as well atisfied a if he had
possessed the boundless univer e, when he fir t found it. As in the
case of St. Paul I land, I have been unable to learn much here in
regard to the early statu of the rookeri ·, non of the natives having
any real information. The drift of their sentiment goes to how that
there never wa a great as emblage..,of furs als on t . GeoTo-e-in fact,
never as many a there are to-day, in igni.ficant a the exhibit i , compared with that of t. Paul. They say that at fir t the ea lions
owned this island, and that the Russian , becoming cognizant of th
fact, made a regular business of driving off the "seevitchi , "in order
that the fur eals might be encoura 0 ed to land. Touching thi tat ment, with my exp rienc on St. Paul, where th r i no conflict at
all between the 15,000 or 20,000 sea lions which br d around on the
outer edo-e of the seal rookerie there and at outhw t point, I can
not agree to the t. eoro- leo-end. I am inclined to beli ve, however-indeed, it is more than probable-that th re w re a great many
more sea lion on and about ► t. eorg before it was occupi d by m n,
a hundredfold o-reater, p rhap , than now; because a ea lion i an
exceedingly timid, cowardly er atur wh n it i in the proximity of
man, and will alway de ert any Testing place where it is con tantly
brought into contact with him. 1
1 This statement of the natives has a strong circumstantial backing by the published account of Choris a French gentleman of leisure and amateur naturaUst
and arti t, who lauded at St. George in 1 20 (July) . H e pa sed several day off
and on the land; he wrote at short length in regard to the sea lion, saying "that
the shores were covered with innumerable troops of sea lions. The odor which
arose from them was in upportable. These animals were all the time rutting, '
etc. Yet nowhere does he speak in the chapt r or el ewhere in his·volnme of
the fur seal on St. George, but incid ntally remarks that over on St. Paul it is the
chief animal and most abundant.-Voyage Pittoresque au. tour du Monde, Iles
Al'outiennes, pp. 12, 13, Pl. XIV. 1 22.
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The scantiness of the St. George rookeries is due to the configuration
of the island itself.1 There are 5 separate, well-defined rookeries on
St. George, as follows:
ZAPADNIE RO0KERY.-Directly across the. island, from its north
shore to Zapadnie Bay, a little o,~er 3 miles from the village, is a
point where the southern bluff walls of the island turn north and drop
quickly down from their lofty elevation in a succession of heavy terraces to an expanse of rocky flat, bordered by a sea sand beach. Just
between the sand beach, howeye1·, and these terraces is a stretch of
about 2,000 feet of low, rocky shingl0, which borders the flat country
back of it, and upon which the surf breaks free and boldly. lVIidway

LOW PLATEAU

f''.

Roo/{y

PLATEAU

uo

Scale:

brtw en the two point. i, th rookery, and a small detachment of it
re ts on the clir ct .·loping of 1h bluff it elf, to the outhward, whil
in :md around the rook ry, fallin,. back to om di tance, the "hollu ·chickie" are fouu<l.
!though this writing of Choris in regard to the subject is brief, superficial.
vi<l nee.
to my mind. that had th fur seal been neal'ly as numerous on t. Georcre then a·
it was on 8t. Paul he ,.._.oulcl have poken of tho fact snrely. ina much a. he wa
. earching for j n. t. nch it, ms with which to illuminate hi· projc tNl hook of travel. .
The 01<1 Pn. sian recorcl a· to th<' relative nmnbcr f fnr. al. on 1hf> tw i. land. of
'. 't. George nncl, 't. Paul is clearIr a· p~ !pr lily <•rroneon. for 1 ·:20 a. I fmmd it to b
m 1 i~. 1 ;:t .i.. ~ o intelligent t •p: towarcl n ,·ertniuing tha ratio were ver tak n
until I mad my ·nrvey.
1

ancl indefinite. yet I value th record he mad<'. brc.:au e it is prima faci
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A great many confusing statements have been made to me about
this rookery-more than in regard to any other on the islands. It has
been said with much positiveness that in the times of the Russian
rule t,his was an immense_ rookery for St. George, or, in other wor d s,
it covered the entire ground between that low plateau to the north and
the 4igh plateau to the south, as indicated on the map; an d it is al so
cited in proof of this that the main village of the island for man y
years, thirty or forty, was placed on or near the limited driftin g sanddune tracts just above the plateau to the westward. Be the case as it
may, it is certain hat for a great, great many years back no su ch
rookery has ever existed here. When seals have re ted on a cho en
piece of ground to bre d, they wear o:IT the sharp edcres of fractured
basaltic bowlders and poli h the breccia and cement between th em so

_,
71/;;tl-

STARRY ATE.EL
Scale:
liiiiiiiiii!Siiii12C:5===i20iiii"i=iii;;;;;;;;;;iiaiii;;.;;;;;;;;;;;alloot't.

thoroughly and so fin ly that year and years of chi eling by fro t and
covering by lich n and ·r epin o- of mo, ses will be r quired to efface
that record. Hence I was able, ac ing on the sugo-estion of the nativ .
at t . Paul, to tra e out tho e d , rted fur-seal rook ries on the shor
of that i land.
t ..claroonitch, which had, according to their account,
been abandoned for over si ty year by the seal. , till, at their promptjn o-, when I search d the. hor , I found the old boundarie tolerably
well d fin d. I could find nothino- like them at Zapadnie.
Zapadnie rookery in .Jul T' 1 73, had GOO f et of sea margin, with 60
feet of av rage depth, makino- groun 1 for 1 ,000 br dino- , als ancl
their young. In 1 74 Ir ury yed tho field and it em d ver 1 ar
to me that there had 1 cen a •lio-ht incr a , pcrhap to the numb r of
5,000, accordinO' to the e~ pan ion of the up r:ficial area over that of
1 73.
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From Zapadnie we pass to the north shore, where all the other
rookeries are located, with the village at a central point between them
on the immediate border of the sea. And, in connection with this
point, it is interesting to record the fact that every year, until recently,
it has been the regular habit of the natives to drive the" holluschickie"
over the 2½ or 3 miles of rough basaltic uplands which separate the
hauling ground of Zapadnie from the village; driving them to the killing grounds there, in order to save the delay and trouble generally
experienced in loading these skins in the open bay. The prevailing
westerly and northwesterly winds during July and August make it,
for weeks at a time, a marine impossibility to effect a landing at
Zapadnie suitable for the safe transit of cargo to the steamer.
':I.1his 3 miles of the roughest of all rough walks that can be imagined
is made by the fur seals in about seven or eight hours, when driven by
the Aleuts and the weather is cool and foggy. I have known one
Treasury agent, who, after making the trip from the village to
Zapadnie, seated himself down in the barrabkie there, and declared
that no money would induce him to walk back the same way that same
day-so severe is the exercise to one not accustomed to it; but it
exhibits the power of land locomotion possessed by the "holluschickie." 1
STARRY ATEEL. 2 r:rhis rookery is the next in order, and it is the
most remarkable one on St. George, lying as it does in a bold sweep
from the sea, up a steeply inclined slope to a point where the bluffs
bordering it seaward are over 400 feet high, the seals being just as
closely crowded ~t the summit of this lofty breeding plat as they are
at the water's edge. The whole oblong oval on the side hill, as designated by the aceompanying survey, is covered by their thickly clustered forms. It is a strange sight also to sail under these bluffs with
the boat in fair weather for a landing; and as you walk the beach,
over which the cliff wall frowns a sheer 500 feet, there, directly over
your head, the craning necks and twisting forms of the restless seals
ever and anon, as you glance upward, appear as if ready to launch out
and fall below, so closely and boldly do they press the very edge of
the precipice. 3 There is a low, rocky beach to the eastward of this
1
The p eculiarly rough character to this trail is given by the large, loose. sharpedged basaltic bowlder , whic}q are strewn thickly over all those lower plateaus
that bridge the island between the high bluffs at Starry Ateel and the slope of
Ahluckey~k Hill. The summ.its of the two broader, high plateaus, ea t and west
respectively, are comparatively smooth and ea y to travel over; and so is the sea
level fl.at at Zapadnie itself. On the map of St. George a number of very small
ponds will be noticed; they are the fresh-water reservoir of the i land. The two
largest of the e are near the summit of this rough divide. The seal trail from
Zapadnie to the village runs just we t of them, and comes out on the north shore,
a little to the eastward of the hauling grounds of ,"tarry AteeL where it f rk and
unite with that path. The clir ct line betwe n the village and Zapadnie, though
nearly a mil
horter on th chart, is equal to:; mile mor~ of di tance by rea on
of it. uperlative rocky ineqnalitie. .
2 ta1Ty At el, or Ol<l
ettlem nt. a few hunclrell yards to the ea tward of the
rook ry, i the earthen rnin of on. of the pion er ettlement in Pribilof' tim ,
and which, the native. say. mark the fir tsp t selected by the Ru sian for their
village after th cli •oyery of . 't.
orge, in 1 i G.
:ir haY b en r peat dly a:toni:h d at the amazing pow r po.. es eel hy the fur
al of r istan ·e to . hock whi h would certainly kill any th r animal. To
xplain l arly, th r ader will ob· rve by reference to tho map. that th re are a
gr at many cliffy place , he w n th ro kerie. on th . hor Jin s of the i land .
' m of th · cliff. ar mor than 10 f tin abrupt el vation ahov the urf c nd
ro k awa h b low. Fr quently "hollu ·chicki ,' in ou , or two . or thr , will
stray far awa , ba ·k from the gre t ma .. e8 of their kind and fall a 1 p in th
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rookery, over which the "hollnschickie" haul in proportionate numbers, and from which the natives make their drives, coming from the
village for this purpose, and directing the seals back in their tracks. 1
Starry .Ateel has 500 feet of ea and cliff margin, with 125 feet of
average depth, making ground for 30,420 breeding seals and their
young.
NORTH ROOKERY.-Next in order and half a mile to the eastward
is this breeding ground, which sweeps for 2, 750 feet along and around
the sea front of a gently sloping plateau, 2 being in full sight of and
close to the village. It has a superficial area occupied by 77,000 breeding seals and their young. From this rookery to the village, a distance of less than a quarter of a mil , the "holluschickie" are driven
which are killed for their skins on the common track or eal-worn
trail that not only the "bachelors" but ourselves travel over en
route to and from Starry .Ateel and Zapaunie. It is a broad, hardthick grass and herbage which covers these mural reaches. Sometimes they will
lie down and rest very close to the edge, and then, as you come tramping along,
you discover and startle them and yourself alike. They, blinded by their first
transports of alarm, leap promptly over the brink, snorting, coughing, and pitting as they go. Curiously peering after them and looking down upon the rocks
50 to 100 feet below, instead of seeing their stunned and motionless bodies, you
will invariably catch sight of them rapidly scrambling into the water, and, when
in it, swimming off like arrows from the bow. Three ' ·holluschickie" were thus
inadvertently surprised by me on the edge of the west face to Otter Island. They
plunged over from an elevation there not less than 200 feet in sheer elevation, and
Idistinctlysawthemfall. in scrambling, whirling evolut ions, down, thumpingupon
the rocky shingle beneath, from which they bounded as they struck like so many
rubber balls. Two of them never moved after the rebound ceased, but the third
one reached the water and swam away like a bird on the wing. While they seem
to escape without bodily injury incident to such hard falls as ensue from dropping
50 or 60 feet upon pebbly beaches and rough bowlders below, and even greater
elevations, yet I am inclined to think that some internal injuries are neces arily
sustained in most every ca£e, which soon develop and cau e death. The xc·tement and the vitality of the eal at the moment of the terrific shock are able to
sustain and conceal the real injury for the time being.
1 Driving the "holluschickie" on St. George, owi.ng to the relative scan tines of
hauling area for those animals there and consequ ent small numbers found up n
these grounus at any one time, is a very ar<.luous series of daily exercises on the
part of the natives who attend to it. Glancing at the map , the marked on iderable di tance, over an exceedingly rough road, will be noticed between Zapadnie and
the village· yet in 1872 eleven different drives across the i land of 400 to 500 seals
each were made in the short four weeks of that eason.
The following table shows plainly the striking inferiority of the eal life as to
a<rgregate number on this island compared with that of St. Paul:

Rookeri s of t. Georg .

Num_h erofl.._ umberof
dr1Ve_s ' sealR
I driv

-------------------------- Zapa.dni (between June 14: a.ncl July 28L ____________ __ ____ __ ----·- ··-· ______
Starry Ate l(betweenJun OandJuly2;J ) --------------··--·------------North rookery (between June 1 and July '%T) ________ _______ ----------· _____

mf~tn

n.

--

, - -- -

11
14:
10

ll,19t
5, t74
4, 18

f;~~J!t i:~~-Cbetweeii-j,iiie-5 -aii,Uuiy-285 ==== ====== =====:===:::====::=:== ------ ---is-i------ -o,-n4
The same activity in "sweeping" the hauling grounds of St. Paul would bring
in ten times as many seals and the labor b vastly less. The driving at St. Paul
is generally done with an ye to s curing each day of the sea on only as many as
can be well killed and skinned on that day, according as it be warmi h or cooler.
21 should ay '' a gently loping and alt rnating blnff plateau.''
Two thou and
feet are directly under th abrupt-fac s of low ·liffs, while the other ,50 f et slope
down gradually to the water's edg . The e narrow cliff belts of breeding fur als
might be properly styled '· rookery ribbons."

H. Doc. ~L, pt. 0--7
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packed erosion through the sphagnum and across the rockypla~eauxin fact, a regular seal road, which has been used by the drivers and victims during the lasteightyorninetyyears. 'l1he fashion on St. George
in this matter of driving seals is quite different from that on St.
Paul. To get their maximum quota of 25,000 annually it is necessary for the natives to visit every morning the hauling grounds of
each one of these four rookeries on the north shore and bring what
they may find back with them for the day.
LITTLE EASTERN R00KERY. 1-From the village to the eastward,
about half a mile again, is a little eastern rookery, which lies on a
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been able to study the movements of the fur seal in the water to my
heart's content; for out and under the :water t,h e rocks, to a considerable distance, are covered with a whitish algoid growth that renders
the dark bodies of the swimming 8eals and sea lions as conspicuous
as is the image thrown by a magic lantern of a silhouette on a screen
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prepared for its re ep ion. 1 'rhe low, rocky flats around the pool to
1 Th algoid vegetation of the marine hore of the
i land is one that add a
peculiar charm and b auty to their treele , unle . coa. t . Every kelp bed that
tloat raft-like in Bering · a or i -; anchor d to its rocky reefs i fairly alive with
minute ea hrimps, tiny crab , · ncl littl h~ll ·, which cling to it ma e of interwov n froncl · or dart inc a les· motion throu,rh, yet within, it inter tic . It
i. my firm b li f that no h tter lJa. of op rations can be found for tudying
marin inve1·t brata than is th po ·t f ·t. Paul or St. George; the pelagic and
the littoral form ar . imply abundant bPyond all timatfon within bounds of
r a on. The pho ·phor :cenc of th wat rs of Bering a surpa. ses, in continu d
strength of brilliant illumination, anything that I have s n in . outh rn ancl
equatorial oc an . The er .t · of the long unbrok n line of breakers on Lnkannon
Beach looked to m , one night in Augn. t. lik an in tantaneou fia. hing of lightning, b twe n Tol ti M s ancl Lnka,nuon head as th billow ucce iv ly rolled
in and hroke. Th : als swimming nnd r th w~ ter h r ,, on St. G org and
b n ath the Black luffs, str ak d th£•fr rapicl coms lik com ts in the ky, an<l
ev ry tim their dark h ad. popped above the surface of the sea they were markeu
by a blaze of cintillant light.
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the westward and northwest of the rookery seem to be filled up with
a muddy alluvial wash that t~e seals do not favor; hence nothing but
"holluschickie" range round about them.
RECAPITULATION.-In recapitulation, therefore, the breeding
grounds on Sp. George Island, according to the surveys which I made
between the 12th and 15th of July, 1873, gave the following figure .
They are also, as in the case of St. Paul, the fi:rst surveys ever made
here:
eals,
Sea
.A.verage m:~1,:.emargin. depth.
and
young

Breeding grounds, July 12-15, 1873.

- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - -- 1-- ------ - - Feet.
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Total seal life far St. George Island, breeding seals and young . ____ __ ____ ___ . _- . --. Hi:l. -L?fl
Grand total foi· St. Paul Island, brought forward ______ ........ ________ __ ______ -- -- 3,030,000

Grand sum totalfor the Pribilof Islands (season of 1873) ______ ~

==

3,103,420

The figures aboYe thus show a grand tot::il of 3,193,420 breeding seal.
and their young. This enormous aO'gregate is entirely exclusive of
the great numbers of the nonbreeding seals that, as we have pointed
out, are never permitted to come up on those grounds which have been
surveyed and pitomized by the table just exhibited. That cla s of
seal. , the "hollu chickie," in general t rms all males, and those to
which the killing is confined, come up on the land and sea beache
between the rookeries in immense, stntggling droves, going to and
from th
t irregular intervals from th beginning to the closing of
the enti
on. The method oft.he "holluschickie" on these hauling gro
not y t rnatic-it i not di ·tinct, like the manner and
law pre
anu obeyed by th br ding eals, which fill up tho e
rookery ()'round to the certain point as urveyed, and keep th
points intact for aw ek or ten day at a time during the height of
ev ry,ea ·on in July and August; but, to the contrary, upon the hauling ground to-day an immense drov of 100,000 will be e n b fore
you at Engli ·h Bay, sw pino- hither and
her ov r the poli h d ·urfa e whi h t
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·
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THE INCREASE OR DIMINUTION OF 'fHE SEAL LIFE, PAST, PRESENT,
AND PR0SPECTIVE.-One stereotyped question has been addressed to
me universally by my friends since my return, first in 1873, from the
seal islands. The query is: "At the present rate of killing the seals,
it will not be long ere they are xterminated; how much longer will
they last?" My answer is now as it was then, '' Provided matters are
conducted on the seal i lands in tho future a they are to-day, 100,000
male seals under the age of 5 year and over 1, may be safely taken
every year from the Pribilof L land , without the slightest injury to
the regular birth rate. , or natural increase th r on; provi<led, also,
that the fur sea1 are not Yi itecl by any pfo,crue, or pest , or any
abnormal can e for th ir do truction, which mi 0 ·ht be beyond the con-
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1 The thought of what a deadly epidemic would effect among thes vast congr gations of Phmep dia, was ono that was con, tant jn my mi11cl when on the ground
and among them . I hav found in the Britji:hAnnals (Flemjng' ), on page 17, an
extract from the note of Dr. Trail: ' In 1 i:!3 I inquired for my old acq uaintanc s,
the eals of the Hole of Pa1>a Westray, and was informed that about four years
before they had totally de erted the island, and bad only within the last few
months begun to reappear. -x- ·* -:f About fifty yPar. ago multitudes of th fr
carcas es were ca t ashore in every bay in the north of Scotland, Orkn y, and Sh tlantl, and num ers w re fo,mcl at. ea in a ickly state,., Thi" note of Trail is the
onlyr cord whi h I can find of a fatal pi<lcmic among the seals. 1t js not r a onable to ruppo e that the Pribilof rook ri shave never. uffered from disternp rs in
the past, r ar not to in ~he futu_re. Rin!ply ~ ca~1sP no ·ca io~ e~ms to have
arisen during the comparativ ly lm f period of their human clommation.
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Loss OF LIFE SUSTAINED BY THE YOUNG SE.A.LS.-From my calculations, given above, it will be seen that J ,000,000 pups, oryonng seals,
in round numbers, are born upon these islands of the Pribilof group
every year; of this million, one-half are males. These 500,000 young
males, before they leave the islands for sea, during October and N ovember, and when they are between 5 and 6 months old, fat and hardy,
have suffered but a trifling loss in numbers, say 1 per cent, while on
and about the_ islands of their birth, surrounding which, and upon
which, they have no enemies whatever to speak of; but after they
get well down to the Pacific, spread out over an immense area of
,-vatery highways in quest of piscatorial food., they form the mosthelpless of their kind to resist or elude the murderous teeth and carniverous attacks of basking sharks 1 and killer whales. 2 By these agencies,
during their absence from the ii.;;lands until their reappearance in the
following year, and in July, they are so perceptibly diminished in
number that I do not think, fairly considered, more t,lrnn one-half of
the legion which left the ground of their birth, last October, came up
the next July to these favorite landing places; that is, only 250,000
of them return out of the 500,000 born last year. ~rhe same statement,
in every respect, applies to the going and the coming of the 500,000
female pups, which are identical in size, shape, and behavior.
As yearlings, however, these 250,000 survivors of last year's birth
have become siirong, lithe, and active swimmers; and when they again
leave the hauling grounds as before, in the fall, they are fully as able
as are the older class to take care of themselves; and when they reappear next year at least 225,000 of them safely return in the secornl
season after birth; from this on I believe that they live out their uatural lives of fifteen to twenty years each; the death rate now caused
by the visitation of marine enemies affectino- them in the aggregate
but lightly. And, again, the same will hold good touching the
females, the average natural life of which, howe er, I take to be only
nine or ten years each.
Out of the e 225,000 young males we are required to ave only onefifteenth of their number to pa s over 1 the br eding ground and
1 Somniosus microcephalus.
Some of the e sharks are of very large size, and
when caught by the Indians of the northwe t coast, ba king or a leep on the urface of the sea they will, if transfixed by the natives' harpoons, take a whole fie t
of canoe in tow and run swiftly with them everal hours before xhaustion nables the avag to finally di patch them. A Rud. on Bay trader, William Man on
(at Fort Alexancl r, in 1 6,5), told me that his father had killed one in the smooth
waters of Millbank Sound which measured 24 feet in 1 ngth, ancl its liver alon
yielded3Ggallon of oil. The Somnfo. us lies m.otionles for lonO' intervals in calm
waters of the orth Pacific, just und r and at the surface, with its dor al fin
cl ly xpo. ed above. What havoc uch a carnivorous fi. h ,vould be likely to
ffect in a pod of young fur eals can be bett r imagined than dP- crib d.
2 0rca ularliator.
While revolving this particular line of inquiry in my mind
when on the ground and among the s als, I involuntarily looked constantl for
om . i ,.n of di tnrbance in the s a which woulcl indicate the pr . ence of an nemy;
and ave eeing a few xample. of the Orea. In ver cl tectecl anything; If the
killer whale werC' common her . it woul<l be pai;ent to the mo t ca ualeye becau. e
it is the habi of thi. f ro iou: c· tacean to. wim o clo ely at th urface as to how
it p culiar sharp clor.-al fin high above the water. Po:sibly a very .·uperficial
1·ca with th
obs rv r cou1 d and wonlcl eonfonm1 the long, tr nchant fluke of th
stubby noel npon the. pin of the humpback whale. which that animal exhibit
only when it i' about to dive. Humpback feed around the i land bnt n ot corµmonly-they are the xception. They do not, however, mol t th .· al in any
manner wha v r, an<l little sqnacl of th ·e pinnipeds
m to cl light th m lv~
by ·wimming in <•1Hll .-.- circl . c rmrncl :rnc1 mHlrr the hug bodi s of tho. whal .· .
fr qn ntly lPaping ont an<l entir ly ov r th , ceta · an·. hack, H · witn . c1 on on•
ca, ion by my · lf and th er w of th l eli"111·1'. off th coa ·t of Kadiak Jun
1 i4.
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meet there the 225,000 young females; in other words, the polygamous
habit of this animal is such that, by its own volition, I do not ..think
that more than one male annually out of fifteen born is needed on
the breeding grounds in the future; but in my calculations, to be
within the margin and to make sure that I save 2-year-old males
enough every season, I ·w ill more than double this proportion, and set
aside every fifth one of the young males in question; that will leave
180,000 seals in good condition that can be safely kil1ed every year
without the slighte t injury to the p rp tuation of the , tock itself
forever in all its original integrit,y. 1
In the above showing I have put th vei·y xtreme e timate upon
the loss su tained at sea by the pup seals too larO'e, I am morally certain; but in attempting to draw thi lin af ly I wi. h to place the
matter in the very wor t light in which it an b put, and to give th
eals the full benefit of every doubt.
urely I hav cloa1-ly pre. ented
the case, and certainly no one will qne tion the premise~ after they
have studi ct the habit and di position of the rook ri ; hence, it is a
positive and tenable statement that no danO' r of th slightest appr ciable degree of injury to the intere t of th Gov mment on the al
islands of Alaska exists as long a the pr sent law protecting it, and
the management executing it, continu
COURSE PURSUED BY THE SEALS AFTER LEAVING THE ISLANDS.-

These fur seals of the Pribilof group, after leaving the island, in the
autumn and early winter, do not visit land again until the time of
their return in the following, pring and early ummor, to the e same
rookery and hauling grounds, nnl s they touch, as they are navigating their lengthened journey back, at the Rus ian Copper and
Bering i lands, 700 miles to the we tward of the Pribilof group.
They leave the islands by independent quads, a h on looking out
for itself. Apparently all turn by common onsent to the outh, di appearing toward the horizon, and ar soon lost in the va t pan e
below, where they spread them elves over the ntire orth Pacific
as far south a the forty-eighth and even th forty- v nth parallels of north latitude. Over the immen e area b tw en Japan and
Oregon, doubtless, many extensive submarine fl hinO", hoal an<l bank
are known to them. At lea tit i d fl.nit ly under ·tood that Berincr
ea doe not contain them long when th y depart from th br eding
rookeri and the hauling grounds th r in. Whil it i arried in
mind that th y sl ep and r tin the wat r with undne , and with
the greate ·t comfort on it · urfac , and that e n ·wh n around th
land, during the ummer, they frequ ntly put off from th bea h to
take a bath and a qui t snooz ju ·t b ond th ur.f, w an T adily
1
When regarding the subject in 1 72-73 of h;w many snrplu young mal s could
be wisely taken from the Pribilof stock I satisfied myself that more than 100.000
could be drawn upon annually for their skin , and hence was impre. ed with the
idea that the bu ine · might be , afely developed to a greater maximum; ince
then, however, I have been giving attention to the other ide of th questjon.
which involve the market for the skins and the practical working of any liding
cale of increa ed killing, , uch as I then recommended. A careful review of the
whole matter modifie my original i<l.ea and cau8es me to think that, :1,ll thing
considered, it i::; uetter to "let well enough alone." Although'it wollld b a most
interesting commercial xp riment to develop the yield of the Pribilof I 'lands to
their full capacity, yet, in view of the anomalou and curiou featur of the ca e,
it is wi er to be sati fied with the a ured guaranty of perpetuation in all original
integrity, which the experience of the la t ten y ars give. us on the pre ent basi
of 100,000, than to risk it bypo. iblydoubling the revenue therefrom. Therefore.
I am not now in favor of my earlier propo. ition of gradually increa ing the kiliing, until the maximum number of surplus · • hollu chickie" should be a certained.
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agree that it is no inconvenience whatever, when the reproductive
functions have been discharged and their coats renewed, for them to
stay the balance of the time in their most congenial element-the
briny deep.
NATURAL ENEMIES OF THE FUR SEALS. -That these animals are
preyed upon extensively by killer-whales ( Orea gladiator), in especial,
and by sharks, and probably other submarine foes now unknown, is
at once evident; for, were they not held in check by some such cause,
they would, as they exist to-day on St. Paul, quickly multiply, by
arithmetical progression, to so great an extent t_bat the island, nay,
Bering Sea itself, could not contain them. The pre ent annual killing of 100,000 out of a yearly total of over a million males does not,
in an appreciable degree, diminish the seal life, or interfere in the
slightest with its regular, sure perpetuation on the breeding grounds
every year. We may, therefore, properly look upon this aggregate of
four and five millions of fur seals, as we see them every season on
these Pribilof Islands, as the maximum limit of increase assigned to
them by natural law. The great equilibrium, which nature holds in
life upon this earth, must be sustained at St. Paul as well as elsewhere.
FOOD CONSUMED BY THE FUR SEALS.-Think of the enormous food
consumption of these rookeries and hauling grounds-what an
immense quantity of finny prey must pass down their voracious throats
as every year rolls by! A creature so full of life, strung with nerves,
muscles like bands of steel, can not live on air or absorb it from the
sea. Their food is fish, to the practical exclusion of all other diet. I
have never seen them touch, or disturb with the intention of touching
it, one solitary example in the flocks of waterfowl which rest upon the
surface of the water all about the islands. I was especially careful
in noting this, because it seemed to me that the canine armature of
their mouths must suggest flesh for food at times as well as fish; but
fish we know they eat. Whole windrows of the heads of cod and
wolf fishes, 1 bitten off by these animals at the nape, were washed up
on the south shore of St. George during a gale in the ummer of 1873.
This pelagic decapitation evidently marked the progress and the
appetite of a band of fur seals to the windward of the island as they
pa sed into and through a stray school of these fishes.
.
How many pounds per di mis required by an adult seal and taken
by it when f eding i not, certain in my mind. Judging from the app tit , howe r, of kindred animal , uch a • a lion fed in con:finem nt
at vVood ward' ardens, an Franci co, I can af ly say that 40 pound
for a full-grown fur seal i a fair allowance, with at lea t 10 or 12
pound p r diem to every adult f mal , and not much 1 , if any, to
the rapidly O'rowinO'pup and uno· "hollu chickie." Th refore, thi
great body of four or fl
million of h art , a tive animal which
we know on he al i land mu t con um an enormou amount of
'U h food very y ar.
They can not average l
than 10 pound of
fl h a •hp r di m, whi h giv th con umption, ·a xhibit d by th ir
appetit, of ov r6 0 0 0 Ot n offi, h v ryy ar. Whatw nd r, h n
that natur hould o omethinO' t hold th
a ti
:fl herm n in
k? 2
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nal equinoYes-in order to got this enormou food supply, the fur seals
are necessarily obliged to disperse over a very large area of :fishing
ground, ranging throughout the North Pacific 5,000 miles across
between Japan and the traits of Fuca. In feeding they are brought
to the southward all this tim , and a they go they come more and
more in contact with those natural enemi s peculiar to the sea of these
southern latitudes, which are almost strangers and are really unknown
to the waters of Bering Sea; for I did not observe, with the exception
of 10 or 12 perhaps, certainly no more, killer whales, 1 a single marine
whole con umption. If the seals can get double the quantity which I credit them
with above, startling as it seems, still I firmly believe that they eat it every year.
An adequate realization by icthyologist and fishermen as to what havoc the furseal hosts are annually making among th cod, herring, and salmon of the northwest coast and Alaska would di concert and astonish them. Happily for the peace
of political economi ts who may turn their attention to the settlement and growth
of the Pacific Coast of America, it bids fair to never be known with anything like
preci ion. The fishing of man, both aboriginal and civilized, in the pa -t, pre ent,
and prospective, has never been, is not, nor will it be, more than a drop in the
bucket contrasted with the pi catorial labors of the e icthyophagi in those waters
adjacent to their birth. What catholic knowledge of fish and fishing bank anyone of those old" see-catchie •· must possess. which we observe hauled out on the
Pribilof rookeries each summer. It has, undoubtedly, durin°· the eighteen or
twenty years of its life, explored every fish eddy, bank, or hoal throughout the
whole of that vast immensity of the North Pacific and Bering Sea. It has had
more piscine sport in a single twelvemonth than Izaak Walton had in his whole
life.
An old sea captain, Dampier, cruising around the world just about two hundred
years ago, wrote diligently thereof (or rather one Funnel is said to have written
for him), and wrote well. He had frequent reference to meeting hair seal and
sea lions, fur seals, etc., and fell into repeating this maxim, evidently of his own
making: '' For wherever there be plenty of fy h, there be seals." I am ure that,
unless a vast abundance of good fishing ground was near by, no such congregation
of seal life as is that under discussion on the seal i lands could exist. The whole
eastern half of Bering Sea, in its entirety, is a single fish-spawning bank, nowhere
deeper than 50 to 75 fathoms, averaging, perhaps, 40; al o, there are great r aches
of fishing shoals up and down the northwest coa t, from and above the Strait of
Fuca, bordering the entire southern or Pacific coast of the Aleutian Islands. The
aggTegate of cod, herring, and salmon which the seals find upon these vast icthyological areas of reproduction must be simply enormous, and fully equal to the mo t
extravagant demand of the voracious appetites of Callorhini.
When, however, the fish retire from spawning here, there, and everywhere over
the e shallows of Ala ka and the northwest coast, along by the end of September
to 1st of November every year, I believe that the young fur seal, in following th m
into the depths of the great Pacific, must have a really arduous struggle for exi tence-unless it knows or :fi hing bank unknown to us. The yearling , however,
and all above that age, are endowed with sufficient muscular energy to dive rapidly
in deep soundings, and to fish with undoubted succe . The pup, however, when
it goe to sea, 5 or 6 months old, is not lithe ancl sinewy like the yearlin<"; it is
podgy and fat, a comparative clumsy swimm r, and doe not develop, I heli v ,
into a good fisherman until it has become pretty w· 11 starved after leaving th
Pribilofs.
I must not be under. toocl as saying that fish alone constitute the diet of the
Pribilof pinnipeds; I know that they feed, to a limited xtent, upon crustaceans
and upon the squid (Loligo), also eating tender algoid prouts; I believe that the
pup seal liYe for the first five or six months at sea largely, if not wholly, upon
cru tacean and squids; they are not agile enough, in my opinion, to fish successfully in an;v great degree ,yhen they fir t depart from the rookerie .
1
But 1 did observe a very strikmg exhibition, however, of this character one
c..fternoon while looking over Lukannon Bay. I saw a "killer 'chasing the alert
'' hollu chickie ' out beyond the br akers, when suddenly, in an instant, the cruel
c-etacean was t urned toward the bear-h in hot puruit, and in less time than this is
read the ugly brute wa high and dry upon the ands. The natives were call cl,
and a great feast was in prospect when I left the carcas . But this was the only
instance of the orca in pursuit of seals that came directly under my observation;
h nee, though it doe undouht dly capture a few h r every year yet it is an in ignificant cause of destruction on acconn t of its rarity.
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disturbance, or molestation, during the three seasons which I passed
upon the islands, that could be regarded in the slightest degree inimical to the peace and life of the Pinnipedia_; and thus, from my observation, I am led to believe that it is not until they descend well to the
south of the Aleutian Islands, and in the North Pacific, that they meet
with sharks to any extent, and are diminished by the butchery of
killer whales. 1
The young fur seals going out to sea for the first time, and following
in the wake of their elders, are the clumsy members of the family.
When they go to sleep on the surface of the water, they rest much
sounder than the others; and their alert and wary nature, which is
handsomely developed ere they are two seasons old, is in its infancy.
Hence, I believe that vast numbers of them are easily captured by
marine foes, as they are stupidly sleeping or awkwardly fishing.
BEHAVIOR OF FUR SEALS IN THE WATERS AROUND THE ISLANDS.-

In this connection I wish to record an impression very strongly matle
upon my mind in regard to their diverse behavior when out at sea,
away from the islands, and when congregated thereon. As I have
plainly exhibited in the foregoing chapter, they are practically without
fear of man when he visits them on the land of their birth and recreation. But the same seal that noticed you with quiet indifference at
St. Paul in June and July and the rest of the season while he was
there, or gamboled around your boat when you rowed from the ship
to shore, as a dog will play about your horses when you drive from
the gate to the house, that same seal, when you meet him in one of the
passes of the Aleutian chain, 100 or 200 miles away from here, as the
case may be, or to the southward of that archipelago, is the shie t and
wariest creature your ingenuity can define. Happy are you in °·etting
but a single glimpse of him first; you will never see him after until
he hauls out and winks and blinks across Lukannon sands. 2
But the companionship an<l the exceeding number of the seal , when
assembled together annually, make them bold, largely due perhaps to
theirfinein tinctiveunderstanding, datingprobab]yback manyyear ,
seeming to know that man, after all, is not wantonly destroying them,
an<l what he takes he only takes from the ravenou maw of the killer
1
In the stomach of one of these animals year before last 14 small harp seals were
found.-Michael Carroll s Report of Seal and Herring Fisheries of Newfoundland.
2 When fur seals were noticed by myself, far away from these islands at sea, I observed that then they were as shy and as wary as the most timorous animal which,
in dreading man's proximity, could be-sinking instantly, on apprehending the
approach or presence of the ship, seldom to reappear to my gaze. But when
gathered in such immense numbers at the Pribilof Islands they are suddenly
metamorphosed into creatures wholly indifferent to my person. It must cause a
very curious sentiment in the mind of him who comes for the first time during
the summer season to the island of St. Paul, where, when the landing boat or
lighter carries him ashore from the ves el, the whole short marine journey is enlivened by the gambols and aquatic evolutions of fur-seal convoys to the "bidarrah," which sport joyously and fearle sly round and round his craft as she is rowed
lustily ahead by the natives; the fur seals then of all classes, "holluschickie"
principally, pop their dark heads up out of the sea, rising neck and shoulders ere~t
above the surface, to peer and ogle at him and at his boat, diving quickly to reappear just ahead or right behind hardly beyond striking distance from the oars.
The e gymna tics of Oallorhinus are not wholly performed thus in silence, for it
usually snorts and chuckle. with hearty reiteration.
The sea lions up here also manife t much the same marine interest, and give
the voya,,.er an exhibition quite : imilar to the one which I have just spoken of
when a small boat is rowed in the nejghborhood of its shore rookery; it is not:
however, so bold, confident, and social as the fur seal under the circumstances,
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whale or the saw-tipped teeth of the Japan shark. As they sleep in
the water off the Straits of Fuca and the northwest coast as far as
Dixon's Sound, the Indian belonging to that region surprise them
with spears and rifle, capturing quite a number every year, chiefly
pups and yearlings.
ENCYSTED BULLETS, ARROWS, ETC., IN FUR SEA.LS.-On the killing
grounds at St. George, in June, 1873, tho natives would frequently call
my attention to seals tbat they were skinning, in the hides of which
buckshot were embedded and encysted just under the skin in the
blubber. From one animal I picked out :fifteen shot, and the holes
which they must have ma.de in the skin were so entirely healed ov 1·
as not to leave the faintest trace of a car. These buckshot w re
undoubtedly received from the ·natives of the northwest coast, anywhere betwe n the Straits of Fuca and the Aleutian I lands. Tho
number taken by the e hunters on the high , ea i , ho, ev r, inconsiderable; the annual average, perhap , of 5,000 kins i, a fair fio·uresome seasons more, ome seasons less. ':Che natives al o have founu
on the killing grounds, in the manner ju t indica cd, specimen of the
implements employed by the Alents to th onthward, such a tip of
birds' spears and bone lances, comfol'tably encysted in the blubb r
under the skin; but only very mall fra<Yment. are found, bccaus I
believe any larger pieces would er ate suppuration and slouo-h out of
the wounds. 1
and utters only a short, stifled growl of surpri e, perhaps: it mobility, however,
of vocalization is sadly defici nt when compared wHh the scope and com pas of its
valuable relative's polyglottis.
The hair seals (Phoca vitulina) around these islands never approached our boats
in this manner, and I seldom caught more than a furtive glimpse of their short,
bulldog heads when traversing the coast by water.
The walrus (Rosmarus obesus) also, like Phoca vitulina, gave undoubted evidence of sore alarm over the presence of my boat and crew anywhere near its
proximity in similar situations, only showing it elf once or twice perhap at a safe
distance, by elevating nothing but the extreme tip of its muzzle and its blear cl,
popping eyes above the water: it uttered no sound except a dull, muffled grunt, or
else a choking, gurgling bellow.
1 Touching this matter of the approximate numbers of fur seals which are
annually slain in the open sea, straits, and estuaries of Bering ea and the orth
Pacific Ocean, I have, necessarily, no definite data upon which to ba ea cal ulation; but such as I have points to the capture every year of 1,000 to 1,4 0 young
fur seals in the waters of nimak Pa , and as many in the trait adjoining
Borka village, by the re. ident Aleuts. The e are the only two points throughout
the entire Aleutian chain and the peninsula where any allorhinwd taken by the
natives except an odd example now and then els wh re.
n th northwest coast,
between San Francisco and Prince WilUam ~o und, the fnr seal is only apprehended
to any extent at two point. , viz, off the 'traits of Fuca. 10 to 20 miles at s a,
sweeping over a series of large fishing. hoals which are located there, and in that
reach of water between Queen harlotte I ·land and the mouth of Dixon 'ound.
,'everal mall schooners with nativ crews, and the ludians themselv sin their
own canoe , cruise for them her clnring May anc1 June of each y ar. How many
they ecur every sea on i m r lr a matter of e. tirnation and therefore not a subject of clefinite announc m nt. ln my judgment, after arefullyinve:tigatinO'the
question at Victoria aacl Port Towns nd in 1 74, I beli ve as an average that
these p lagic fur seal r do not altogether secur 5,000 animals annually. Tho e
eal.· killed by th Al ut of faku hin and Borka settlements, abov r f rred to,
are all pups and ar u e<l at hom , none b ing export d for tracl .
The la t record which I can find of fur seals being taken n land other than that
of the Pribilof group of the Amerfoan side is the f ]lowing brief table of Techmainov, who, in 1, 63, publishecl (in two volume ) a long recapitulation of th
Rn sian-America o ( ,ompany's labors in Alaska, a illustrated by a voluminou
eries of per onal letters by the several agents of that company. T chmainov
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I REASE OF THE SEAL LIFE. - I am free to say that it is not within
the pow r of human manao- m nt to promote this end to the slightest
appreciable degr e OY r it, I re ent xtent, and condition as it stands
in the tate of nature, heretofore d scribed. It can not fail to be
evid nt, from my detail d narration of the habits and life of the fur
seal on the e i 'land durino· o larg a part of every year, that could
man hav the sam up rvi ion and control over this animal during
the who1e ason which he ha at his command while they visit the
land he might cau e them to multiply and increase, as he would so
many cattl , to an indefinite number-only limited by time and t~e
means of feeding them. But the case in question, unfortunately, 1s
one where the fur
al i taken, by demands for food, at least six
month out of every y ar, far beyond the reach or even cognizance of
any man, where it is all thi. time exposed to many known powerful
and de tructive natural enemies, and probably many others, equally
so, unknown, which prey upon it, and, in accordance with that wellrecognized law of nature, keep this seal life at a certain number-at a
figure which has been reachecl for ages past, and will continue t? ~e
in the future, as far as they now are-their present maximum limit
of increase, namely, between four and five million seals, in r~und
numbers. This law holds good everywhere throughout the ~mmal
kingdom, regulating and preserving the equilibrium of life m ~he
state of nature. Did it not hold good, these seal islands and all Bermg
Sea would have been literally covered, and have swarmed, like the
MedusIB of the waters, long before the Russians discovered them.
But, according to the silent testimony of the rookeries, which have
been abandoned by the seals, and the n9isy, emphatic· assurance of
says that these fur seals were taken on the Farra1ones, which are small islets just
abreast of the entrance to the Golden Gate, California.

Taken on the Far1·alones, California Coast.

\

1824.

Fur seals ______ ·-·--- ______ ----\ 1,050

1825. \ 1826. 1827. 1828. 1829. 11'J0. ,S31. 1832. '""· 1834.
455

I 290

------

210 \ 287 ---- --

1

205 . 118 - - ; ---- ·-

This period of 1824-1 34 was the one passed by the Russian in their occupation
of Ross or B odega, Cal., where a colony was engaged in raising cereals and. beef
for the stations in Alaska. I am inclined to think, however, that very hke1y
many of the specimens of Callorhinus counted in this table were shot or speared,
as they now are, out at sea off the Straits oE Fuca. The number is in ignificant,
b_ut the pelt were not very valuable in those days, and probably very slio-ht exertions were made to get them, or otherwi e 3,000 or 5.0 0 annually could have been
secured at sea then, a they are to-day by our people and the Intlians of ape
Flattery.
The record. however. of killing fur seals on the Farralones, between 1 06 and
183i, by the Russians, who were e tabli. bed then at Bode,.,a. Cal., i an hone tone.
I do ~ot find anr mention made of the fact that they bred"" there, and I am inch_ned
to thmk they did not. I believe that when mall squad of Callo1·hinus m·.·w11.~
haule~l out on the Californian i lets they did so lured by the large numbers of
breedmg Zalop1wl{ and the Eumetopia.<;, which repaire<l ther then a they do now,
for that purpm,e. Had the sea li ons not bt? n there, m the mann'E>r afore. aid, the
:pre. ence of fur seals on orth Am< rican land, e1sewh r than on that of the Pribilof gro':lp woul,1 not have been thu det rminecl and e. tabli hed. Again, in tbi
connection anc1 corroborative, i · the fact that in l i a few hundred fur s als
were t~lrnn by fiea-lion hunter amon, th Zolophw,; at 'anta. Barbara anrl Guada,loupe island ·. southern 'alifornian c ast. I am a · ur d of this fact by the evidence of the g ntlc1m n who him elf pur ·h, ·cd the kin from the lucky hunter .
. one had ever ~ n s en tber heforr. hy our p opl . and non have been taken
smce. The
ian archive: giv not ·tim ny on thi · score.

.
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FUR-SEALS SPORTING AROUND THE BAIDAR.
Natives of St. Paul lightering off the bundl ed s eal-skins to the ship from the Village Cove.
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tho e now occupied, there were no more seals when fir t seen here by
human eyes in 1780 and 17 7 than there are now, in 1881, as far as all
evidence goes.
ITES OF ABANDONED ROOKERIES.-·with reference to the amount
of o-round covered by the seal , when fir t discovered by the Rus ians,
I have examined every foot of the shore line of both islands where the
bones and_polished rock , etc., mio-ht b lying on any deserted areas.
ince then, after carefully urveyin°· the new ground now occupied
qy the seals, and comparing this area with that which they have
deserted, I feel justified in tatino- that for the last twelve or fifteen
y ars, at least, the furs als on the e i land have not diminished, nor
have th yincreased as a body to any noteworthy d 0 Tee; and throughout this time the breeding ground hav not be n di turbed except at
that brief but tumultuous interregnum during 1 68; and they have
been living since in a perfectly quiet and natural condition.
CAN THE NUMBER BE INCREASED?-,vhat can l>e done to promote
their increase? We can not cau e a 0 Teater number of f males to be
born every year than are born now; we do not touch or disturb th se
females as they grow up and live; and w nev r wi11, if th law and
present management i continued. We a
doubl -we sav more
than enough males to serve; nothino- more can be done by human
agency; it is beyond our pow r to protect them from th ir deadly
marine enemies a they wander into the boundles ocean searching
for food.
In view, therefore, of all the e fact , I ha e no he itation in saying,
quite confidently, that under the present rul s and r o-ulation governing the sealing interests on the e i lands, the in rease or dimin J.tion of the seal life thereon will amount tonothino-in the future; that
the seals will exist, a they do exist, in all time to come at about he
same number and condition r corded in thi monoo-raph. Tote t this
theory of mine, I here, in the re ord of my urv y of th rook ri s,
have put takes down which will answer, upon tho e bre ding ground ,
as a correct guide as to their present, as well as to th ir future, condition from year to year.
SURVEYING THE co DITIO OF THE ROOKERIES.-D . O' h first
week of imipection of ome of tho e earlie
1-riv
the
t hi '
which I have de cribed, will fr qu n
tak
tl
·w
approach d; but t
unaway quickl
l'1 ,
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lea in the autnnrn, while th g neral sontherly winds waft to them
th odor and 'ou1Hls of th illag of t. Paul, not over 200 1·ods south
of them and abov i.h m, in pl·~in ight. All this has no effect upon
the al -they know that th y are 1rnt disturbed-and the rookery,
the nativ d clare, ha b n li.ghtly but steadily increasing. 1,herefor , with regard to urv ying an l taking those boundaries assumed
by the br dint)' seal ev ry year at that point of high tide and greate t expan ion, which they a um between the 8th and 15th of July,
it i an entirely practicable and simple task. You can go everywhe~'o
on the kirts of the rookeries almost within reaching distance, and
they will greet you with quiet, inoffensive notice, and permit close,
unbroken ob ervation, when it is subdued and undemonstrative, payin0· very little attention to your approach.
YEARLY CHANGES IN THE ROOKERIES.-! believe the agents of the
Gov rnment there are going to notice, every year, litt)e changes here
and there in the area and di tribution of the rookeries. For instance,
one of these breeding grounds will not be quite as large this year as
it, was last, while another one, opposite, will be found somewhat larg~r
and expanded over the record which it made fast season. In 187 4 it
was my pleasure and my profit to retra, erse all these rookeries of St.
George and St. Paul, with my field notes of 1872 in my hand, making
careful comparisons of their relative size as recorded then and now.
To show this peculiarity of enlarging a little here and diminishing a
little there, so characteristic of the breeding grounds, I reproduce the
following memoranda of 187 4:
NORTHEAST POINT, Jilly 18, 1874.
• CONTRAST ON ST. PAUL BETWEEN 1872 AND 1874.-Quite a strip of ground near
Webster's house has been deserted thi::; season; lmt a small expansion is observed
on Hutchinsons Hill. The rest of the ground is as mapped in 1872, wit~ no noteworthy increase in any direction . . The condition of the animals and then- youn~,
excellent; small irregularities in tbe massing of the families, due to the heavy ram
this morning; sea lions about the same; none, however, on the west shore of the
point.
.
The aggregate of life on this great rookery is, therefore, about the same as m
1872; the '' holluschickie," or killable seals. hauling as well and as numerously as
before. The proportions of the different ages among them of 2, 3, and 4 year olds,
pretty well represented.
POLAVINA , July 18, 1874 .
Stands as it did in 1872; breeding and hauling grounds in excellent c~ndition;
the .latter, on Polavina, are changing from the uplands down upon Polavrna sand
beach, trending for 3 miles toward Northeast Point. The numbers of the ·' holluschickie '' on this ground of Polavina, where they have not been disturbed for
some 5 years, to mention, in the way of taking, do not seem to be any greater than
they are on the hauling groun(1s adjacent to orthea t Point and the village, fr?m
which they are driven almost every day during the sea on of killing. I not1c
also this remarkable charar·teristi.c of the "holluschickie "-no matter bow cleanly
the natives may drive the ea1s off of a given piece of hauling ground thi morning,
if the weather is favorable, to-morrow will see it covered again ju t as thicldy;
and thus they drive in this m anner from Zoltoi sands almo. t every day during the
killing . eason, generally finding on the su ·ceedin~ morning more. or as many,
s als as they drove off the previou <lawn. This seems to indicate tha.t the "ho1luschickie" reco~ize no particular point as favored over another at the i 1ancl when
they land, which i. evid ntly in obedience to a general d sire of coming a hore at
tmch a suitable place a promises no crowding and no .fighting.

L .KA.·.·o.· .·o KETAVIE, July J.'J, 1874.
ot materially changed in any re. pect from it: condition at this time in 1 72.
Just the ame.

'ondition xcellent.

GORBOTC.:II, July J[) 1874.
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REEF,

July 19, 1874,

A slight contraction on the south sea margin of this ground; compensated for
by fresh expansion under the bluffs on the northwest side; not noteworthy in
either instance. Condition excellent.
NAH SPEEL, July 20, 1874,
A diminution of one-half at least. Very few here this year. It is no place for
a rookery: not a pistol shot from the natives' houses, and all the natives' children
fooling over the bluffs.
LAGOON, July 20 , 1874,
No noteworthy change; if any, a trifling increase. Condition good. Animals
clean and lively.
TOLSTOI, July 21, 1874,
No perceptible change in this rookery from its good shape of 1872. The condition excellent.
ZAPADr IE, July 22, 1874,
A remarkable extension or increase I note here, of 2,000 f.eet of shore line, with
an average depth of 50 feet of breeding ground. which has been built on to Upper
Zapadnie, stretching out toward Tolstoi; the upper rookery proper has not altered
its bearings or proportions; the sand beach belt between it and Lower Zapadnie
is not occupied by breeding sea1s; and a fair track for the ·'holluschickie," 500
feet wide, left clear. over which they have traveled quite extensively this sea on,
some 20,000 to 25.000 of them, at least, lying out around the old salt house to-day.
Lower Zapadnie has lost in a noteworthy degree about an av rage of 20 feet of its
general depth, which, however, is more than compen ated for by the swarming
on the upper rookery.
small beginning had been made for a rookery on thE:1
shore just southwe::;t from Zapadnie Lake, in 1872, but this year it has been substantially abandonecl.

Co JTRA T o
T. GEORGE BETWEEN 1873 AND 1874.-An epitome
of my note· for t. George give , a to thi season of 1874, the following d~ta for compari on with that of 1873:
ZAPAD IE, July 8, 1874, •
This rookery shows a slight increase upon the figmes of last year, about 5,000.
Fine condition.
STARRY ATEEL, July 6, 1874,
No noteworthy change from last year.
NORTH ROOKERY, July 6, 1874,
No essential change from last year. Condition very good.
LITTLE

A slight diminution of some 2,000 or so.

EA TERN, July G, 1874,

Condition exc llent.

EA TERr R OKERY, July 7, 1874.
A small increase over la t year of about 3,000, only trifling, how ver; th aggregate seal life h re siruilar to that of tast sea on, with the certainty of at 1 ast a
small increa e. The unusually early sea. on thi year brought the rookery'· seecatchie ·, on the ground very mu h in advan ·e of the general time; they landed as
early as the 10th of pril, while the arrival of the cows was as late as usual, corresponding to my ob ervations during the pasts asons.
The general condition of the animals of all cla es on St. George is most xcellent-they are sleek fat, and free from any disease.

In thi way i ·
in that, pra tically th e ·act condition of the e
animal. can b
d e ry a on; and hould a diminuti n b
ob rv d, due to any cau, , known or unknown, h killing an b
00
pr mptl
ped to any require
'1 en y "
ith th nd of la t
whi h n arly
100,000
un
b n annually tak
. Paul and t.
orge
,0
rm rand r, 0 fro
t r, a. ' a ruleand we now
ri n e with whi ·h
ten our und r-
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standing and to make our statement correct. That affirmation is, that
if the effect of annually killing 100,000 young male seals is either to
increa e 01· to diminish the seal life on the Pribilof Islands, it can not
be noticed; it has not, to a certainty, wrought injury, and it has not
promoted an increa e. I advanced this hypothesis in 1873, and I now
find it completely verifi. d and confirmed by the united intelligent
testimony of tho e who ha e followed on the ground in my footsteps.
PECUNIARY VALUE OF THE SEAL LIFE ON THE PRIBILOF ISLANDS.-

The theoretical value of these interests of the Government on the Pribilof Islands, represented by 2,500,000 to 3,000,000 fur seals, male and
female, in good condition, is not less than '10,000,000 or ·12,000,000;
taking, however, the females out of the question and from this calculation, and looking at the '' holluschiekie" alone, as they really represent the only killable seals, then the commercial value of the same
would be expresse~l by the sum of 1,800,000 to 2,000,000. This is a
permanent principal invested here, which now nets the public treasury
more than 15 per cent annually; a very handsome rate of interest,
surely.
TRANGE IGNORANCE OF THEIR VALUE IN 1867.-Considering that
this return is the only one made to the Government by Alaska since
its transfer, and that it was never taken into account at first by the
most ardent advocates of the purchase of Russian America, it is in
its lf highly creditable and interesting. To Senator Sumner the
friends of the acquisition of this territory in 1867 delegated the task
of making the principal argument in its favor. Everything that w_as
written in strange tongues was carefully translated for the choice bits1
of mention which could be found of Alaska's value. Hence his speech
on the subj ct possesses this interest: It is the embodiment of everything that could be scraped together, having the faintei;;t shadow of
authenticity, by all of the eager friends of the pmchase, ,•;rhich gave
the least idea of any valuable natural resourc sin Alaska. Ther fore,
when in summing all this up he makes no refer nee whatever to the
seal islands or t.he fur seal itself, the extraordinary ignorance at home
and abroad relative to the Pribilof Islands can be well appr ciated.
THOUGHTS UPO.r THE POS IBLE MOVEME TS OF THE ll'UR SEALS I
THE FUTURE.-As the e animals live and breed upon the Pribilof
Islands, the foregoing studies of their habit declare certain natur~l
conditions of landing ground and climate to be necessary for their
existence and perpetuation. From my surveys made upon the i. land
to the north, t. fatthew and t. Lawr nee, tog ther with the ientific and corroborating te timony of those who have vi ited all of the
mainland coa t of Alaska and th i land conti()'uou , including the
p nin ula and the gr at Aleu ian archipelago, I have no hesitation in
stating that the fur al can not breed, or rn t, for that matter, on any
oth r land.than that now r ort d to, which lies wi hin our boundary
lines. Thcna uralob tacl , are in uperable. Th refor , ofarasour
po e sion xtend, w hav , in the Pribilof group, th only eligible
. land to whi h h fur al an r pair for br e<linO', and on whi h, at
t. Paul I land alon , th r i · ,·till room enou 0 ·h of unoccup,i <1 ro k r ·
O'r und f r h accommoda ion of wic a· many eal · a w find h r
to-day. Bu w mu t not forg t a Y r important pro p t; for,
know that to th we.· ward nly 700 mil,,, an within th juri ·di 1
, peech once ·ion of Ru sian Amei-ica, Unit d , 'tate Senate, 1 67; Smnmary,
p.1.
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tion of Russia, are two other seal islands-one very large, on which
the fur seal regularly breeds also; and though from the meager testimony in my possession, compared with St. Paul, the fur seal life upon
them is small, still, if that land within the pale of the Czar's dominion
be as suitable for the reception of the rookeries as is that of St. Paul,
then what guarantee have we that the seal life on Copper and Bering
islands, at ome future time, may not be greatly augmented by a corr sponding diminu ion of our own, with no oth r than natural causes
operating·? Certainly, i.f th ground on ither Bering or Copper Island,
in the tJommander group, is as well sntt d for the wants of the breeding fur seal as i that
hibit d by the Pribilof Island , then I say
confid ntly that w may at any time note a diminution here and find
a orresponding auo-mentation there; for I ha e clearly shown, in my
chapter on the habits of these animal , that they are not o particula1·ly attached to h r p ctive places of their birth, but that they
rather land with an in tinctive appreciation of the fitnes of that
~round a a whole.
EED OF MORE DEFI ITE KNOWLEDGE 00..i: ERNING THE RUSSIAN
SEAL ISLA DS.-Ifwe, how Yer, po es all the be t uitedground, then
we can count upon retaining the seal life as we now have it, by a va t
ma~ori y, and in no oth r way; for it i not unlikely that ome ea on
may occur when an immense number of the fur eals, which have
liv d during the la t four or five y arson the Pribilof I lands, should
b d fleet d from th ir u ual feeding range at a by the hifting of
chool of fL h and other abnormal causes, whi h would bring th m
around quite clo e to the A iatic seal ground, in the spring; and the
cent from tho e rookeries would act as a pow r.ful timulant and
attrac ion for them to land there, where he condition for th ir breedinl)' may be ju t a favorable as they de ire.
uch being the ca e,
thi diminution, therefore, which we would notice on the Pribilof
o-roup, mio-ht be the great increase observed at the Commander Island ,
and not iue to any mismanagement on the part of the men in charoof th s intere t . Thus, it appears to me nee ary that d fl.nit
knowledge concerning the ommander I land and the Kurile hould
be o·ather d.
If we :find, howe er, that the character of thi Ru ian seal land i
re trict d to narrow b ach margin , under bluff , a at t. eorg ,
then we hall know that a gr at body of seal will n v r att mpt to
land ther wh n the ould not do o without u:fferinO', and in violaion of their la·w , during the br edino- ea on. Th r for , wi h hi.
orrect und r ·tanding to tart ou, we an th n feel alarmed 1•tith o- l
1· ason hould we v r ob erve any diminution, to a noteworty decrr
,
on our sea i land · of B rino- a.
p
IBLE DEFLE TIO OF E L ' IN FEEDI .- I do not call att ntion to hL· . nbject with the lighte t id a in my mind, a I wri , of
any su h coutinO' ncy ari,·ing, ven f r an indefinite time to come;
but till I am n ibl of he fa t hat it i po 'ble for it too~ ur any
·ea on. Bu h , " 1 und ub dly f d on th ir p la 0 fo field in
tema ic routine of ra 1 fr m th tim h y 1 a th
ribilof I land
un il tha of h ir r turn. Therefore, in all probability, unle tho fi h
up n whi h th y ar n uri h d uddenly b com , ar in our wat r
and unding , he eal will no hange h ir ba , a matt r · now pr ; but it i · po . ibl for th finny hoaL and hool to b o d fl ct d from h ir migration to and from h ie pa~ ninO' b d a . to
carry thi
al life with i , a I ha hint <l. abov . ,.rhu it can n

H. Doc. 9_,, pt. 3-8
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be superfluous to call up this question, so that it shall be prominent
in discussion and suggestion for future thought.
EED OF CA.REFUL YEARLY EXAMINATION.-In the meantime the
movements of the seals upon the great breeding rookeries of St. Paul
and those of St. George should be faithfully noted and recorded every
year; and as time goes on this record will place the topic of their
increase or diminution beyond all theory or cavil.
MA

ER OF TAKING THE SEALS.

EXHIBIT OF ALL SKINS SHIPPED FROM THE PRIBILOF ISLANDS.-

As an exhibit of the entire number of fur-seal skins taken for taxes
and sale from the Pribilof Islands between 1797 and 1880, inclusive,
I present the following table, which, although it may vary from the
true aggregate during the long period of nearly one hundred years
covered byit, I am nevertheless satisfied it is the best evidence of the
kind which can be obtained. Prior to the year 1868 it will be noticed
that I have given only a series of estimates for the period antedating
that year, as far back as 1862. 'The reason for this is that I can find
nowhere, in writing, an authenticated record of the catch. It was the
policy of the old Russian company invariably to take more skins, every
year, from these islands down to Sitka than they could profitably dispo e
of annually in the markets of the world; a large surplus being yearly
left ovm·, which were suffered to decayor be destroyed my moths and
subsequently thrown into t,h e sea. I can only judge, therefore, of
what they took in that period from what I know they had on hand
in their salt house at St. George and St. Paul during 1867, which was
40,000 to 48,000 skins; and this the natives told me was a larger average than they had taken for a great many years prior to that date.
Hence, I have proportioned it back to the last record, which I find in
Techmainov, whose figures, embraced in the three periods, from 1796
to 1861, have been given as copied by him from the authentic archiv s
of the old Russian company. Ile i.s careful to say, in t,h is connection,
that the exhibit does not show all skins that were taken from the eal
islands, but only those which the Russians took for ale from Sitka.
And, again, other Rus ian author , rath r than this hi torian of the
Russian Am rican ompany, have said that immen. e numbers of furseal kin -hundreds of thou and -wer fr qnently accumulat din
the warehou es at i ka only to u cay and bed stroyed. Their ao-gr o-ate can not be e timated within any 1 ound f accuracy, and iL i
110t in the um total of th f llowing tabl . ·what w hav tak •n
on the i land ince 1 G i pre nted below, almo. t •orrect. In the
app ndix, wher I giv a short dige t of Profe :or :rord nskiold, ·
, i it to .Bering I land, will b found another tab] ,·howing th number of kin. tak n from tho.·
u · ian Command ,r L land '. In the
followino- table, rela iv t th Pribilof group, it will be notic d that
th r i a o-ap of ten ' ar: , b tw n 17 'U, th dat of their discov ry,
and 1 o.-, the time of the a,rlic. t Ru '.'ian record. How many were
tak n then there i: not th faint .· evi.<l. n · in bla ·k and whit ; but
,v d knowtha fr m the tim of th di. cov ry f the Pribilof I:lancl ·
up to l~fJfJ th taking f fur, aL<-; n hoth of th
i ·land: proo-r · · d
wi hout ·ount or li, t ·, and, ·thout any re:pon ihl h •ad or dire ·tor,
b cau · there w r th n, upon those i land:, , v n ·or eight diff •r nt
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companies, represented by as many agents or leaders, and all of them
vied one with the other in taking as many fur seals as they could: 1

I

Fur-seal skins taken from the Pribilof Islands for shipment and sale.
Period.

~us~~;:

Period.

.

1797-1 21 (24years)a 1,232,374 1867 _____ ·----- _____ _
1821-1842 (21 years)a
458, fi02 18 · ----- ------ -----1842-1861 (19 years)a
372,000 1869 _---- ------ -----1862_ -- . -- ___ --- __ ---?20, 000 1 70 _---- - ----- - ----186.'L ____ ____ ____ ____
?25,000 11871 . _______________ _

t'1866--tL==~--=====~======
· ·------- ------

i~:~
~L======~=====~==
?42,000 i
1874
________________ _

Number
of skins.

Period.

?4.8,000 1875_------- --- ---- -242,000 1876. ---- _----- -- ---87,000 1 77 ----- ------ --- ·-9,965 1878 __ _________ --- --________________ _
63,000 1879
!)9,000 1880 _______ _________ _
99,630
TotaL _____ __ _
99,820

Number
of skins.
09, 500
90,000
83,500
95,000
99,968
99,950
3,561,051

a Including about 5,000 annually from the Commander Islands.

THE MAN ERI WHICH THE SEALS ARE TAKEN.-Byreferenceto the
habit of the fur eal, which I have di cu ed at length, it is now plain
and b yond doubt that two-thirds of all the males which are bornand th y are equal in number to the females born-are never permitted by the remaining third-strongest by natural selection-to land
upon the, ame br eding ground with the female , which always herd
th reupon en ma e. Hence this gr at band of "bachelor" eals, or
"hollu chickie," o fitly termed, when it vi it the island i oblio- d. to
live apart entirely, ometimes and some places miles away from t he
rookerie ; and in thi admirably perfect method of nature are those
eal which can be properly killed without injury to the rookeri
elected and held a ide by their own volition, so that th nativ can
vi ·it and take them without disturbing in the 1 a t d 0 Tee the entire
quiet of the breeding grounds where the stock i p rpetuat d.
Th mann r in which the natives apture and drive the "hollu ·hickie" up from the haulino- o-rounds to th lauO'ht r fi ld near the
wo · lao- s of t . Paul and t. GeorO' and el ewh re on the i ·land
an not be improved upon. It is in thi way: At the beginning of
ev ry aling ea on-that i , during Ma,y and Jnne-laro- bodies of
the young "ba helor" s al do not haul up on land ery far from the
water-·a few rod at the most-and when th
first arri al are souo-ht
aft r the native in capturing th m ar oblio- d to approach slyly and
run qui kly betw en the dozing eal an l the urf b for th y can tak
alarm and bolt into th
a. In thi manner a dozen leut running
down th and beach of Engli h Bay in th early morninO' of om
,Jun da will turn back from th wat r th u and of eal , ju ta th
moll board of a plow la 1 s o rand ba k a furrow of earth. Wh n
th leeping als ar fir, t tar led th y ari ·e and seeing men b twe n
th m and th water imm diately turn, lop , and ram bl rapidly ba k
1 The attempt on my part to get an authentic list of the numbers of fur . eal
lain upon the Pi-ibilof I. }and prior to J 6 hag simply been, to my mind, a partial failure.
y invef!tigation and search for uch r cord has sati fi d me that it
does not exit. Memoranda of shipment only, eac:h e . on, were mad by th
agents of the Ru .. ian company when the ve els took those kins from the seal
i ,land. to 'itka, and of the e ·kins again count wa only made of uch a w r
exported to hina or Ru ia, no mention b ing made anywhere of the number
which wa. con ·um din Ala ka by the ompany's large fore of attach' .•, or el
d . troyed at ew Archangel. This method of accounting for the yi kl from the
Pribilof from 1 06 or 1Pl 7 up to 1 67 naturally confu a ·orr ct determination as
to the sum total-r nders it, perhaps, very inaccurate. This explanation is, at
least, due to the reader.
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up and over the land. The natives then leisurely walk on the flanks
and in the rear of the drove thus secured, directing and driving it over
to the killing ground , close by the village. 1
PROGRESSIO OF A SEAL DRIVE.-A drove of seals on hard or firm
grassy ground, in cool and moi t weather, may be driven with safety
at the rate of half a mile an hour. They can be urged along, with the
expenditure of a great many lives, however, at the speed of a mile or
a mile and a quarter per hour; but this is seldom done. An old bull
seal, fat and unwieldy, can not travel with the younger ones, though
it can lope or gallop as it starts across the ground as fast as an ordinary man can run over 100 yards; but then jt fails utterly, falls to
the earth supine, entirely exhausted, hot, and gasping for breath.
''_Pp.e "holluschickie" are urged along over the path leading to the
killing grounds with very little trouble, and require only three or four
men to guide and secure as many thousand at a time. They are pe~mitted frequently to halt and cool off, as heating them injures their
fur. These seal halts on the road always impressed me with a species
of sentimentalism and regard for the creatures themselves. The men
dropping back for a few moments, the awkward shambling and scuffling of the march at once ceases, and the seals stop in their tracks to
fan themselves with their hind-flippers, while their heaving flanks
give rise to subdued panting sounds. As soon as they apparently
cease to gasp for want of breath and are cooled off comparatively
the natives step up once more, clatter a few bones with a shout along
1 The task of getting up early in the morning and going out to the seyeral h3:uling grounds, closely adjacent, is really all there is of the labor involved m securmg
the number of seals required for the day's work on the killing grounds. The two,
three, or four natives upon whom, in rotation, this duty is devolved by the order
of their chief, rise at first glimpse of dawn, between 1 and 2 o'clock, and_ hasten
over to Lukannon, Tolstoi, or Zoltoi, as the case may be,'' walk out" their ''holluschic~ie," and h3:ve them duly on the slaughtering field before 6 or 7_o'clock. as
a rule, in the mornmg. In favorable weather the "drive" from Tolstoi cop.su~es
two and a half to three hours' time; from Lukannon about two hours, and is ol:ten
done in an hour and a half, while Zoltoi is so near by that the time is merely
nominal.
I heard a great deal of talk among the white residents of St. Paul, when I 6:rst
landed and the sealing season opened, about the necessity of" resting,,. the hauh?g
grounds. In other words, they said that if the seals were driven in repeated daily
rotation from any one of the hauling grounds that this would so disturb these
animals as to prev~nt their coming to any extent again thereon du_rin~ the re. t
of the season. Th1s theory seemed rational enough to me at the begmnmg of my
investigations and I was not dispo ed to question its accuracy, but subsequent
observation directed to this point particularly satisfied me and the sealers themselves with whom I was associated that the driving of the seals had no effect whatever upon the hauling which took place soon or immediately after the field, for the
hour, had been swept clean of seals by the drivers. If the weather was favc:,ra~]~
for landing, i.e., cool, moist, and foggy the fre h hauling of the "hollu~chic~rn'
would cover the bare grounds again in a very short space of time-s:>met1me m a
few hours after the driving of every seal from Zoltoi sands over to the killing fie~~s
adjacent those dunes and the beach in question would be swarming anew w_ith
!re h arrivals. If, ~owever, the weather is abnormally warm and sunny_ dunng
its prevalence, even if for several con ecutive days, no eals to speak of will haul
out on the emptied space. Indeed, if these "holluschickie" had not been taken
away by man from Zoltoi or any other hauling ground on the islands when
"tayopli' weather prevailed, most f tho es a1s would have vacated their t rrestrial loafing place for the cooler embnces of the ea. The importance of clearly
understanding this fact as to the readiness of the '' holluschickie" to haul promptly
out on teadily "swept" ground, pr videcl the weather is inviting, is v ry gr at,
becau e when not understood it wa de mec1 nece"sary, even as late as the s~a~on
of 1 72, to "r st 'the hauling grounds near the viHage (from which all the dn~ng
has be n made since), and make trips to far away Polavina ancl cli tant Zapadn~ an unnecessary expenditure of human time and a causeless infliction of vhys1cal
misery upon phocine backs and flippers.
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I
NATIVES DRIVING THE "HOLLUSCHICKIE."
The drove passing over the lagoon flats to the killing-grounds, under the village hill, St. Paul Island.
Looking S. S. W. over the village cove and Lagoon Breeding Rookery, July 14, 1872.
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the line, and the seal shamble begins agaiu-their march to death and
the markets of the world is taken up anew.
DOCILITY OF FUR SEALS WHEN DRIVEN.-I was also impressed by
tJ1e .-iugular clocility and amiability of these animals when driveu ·
along the road. They never show fight any more than a flock of sheep
would do. If, however, a few old seals get mixed in, they usually get
, o weary that they prefer to come to a standstill and fight rather than
move. Otherwise no sign whatever of resistance is made by the drove
from the moment it is intercepted and turned up from the hauling
11
romHl to the time of its destruction at the hands of the sealing gang.
Thi di po it.ion of the old seals to fight rather than endure the
pantiuO' torture of travel is of great advantage to all parties conmed; for they are worthless commercially, and the natives are only
too glad to let them drop behind, where they remain uumole tod,
ev ntually returning to the sea. The fur on them is of little or no
value; their under wool being very much shorter, coarser, and more
, ·ant than in the younger, especiall;y so on the posterior part along
the median line of the back.
CHANGE IN PELAGE.-This change for the worse or deterioration of
tl1 p lag of the fur seal takes place, as a rule, in the fifth year of
their age. It is thickest and finest in texture during t,h e third and
fourth
ar of life; hence in driving the seals on St. Paul and t.
GeorO'e up from the hauling grounds the natives make, a far as
practicable, a election from males of that a<Ye.
It i. quite impo. ible, however, to get them all of one age without
an 1,raordinary amount of stir and bustle, which the Aleuts do not
like to pr cipitate; h nc the drive will be found to consist u ually
of a bar majority of 3 and 4 y ' ar olds, the re t b ing 2-y ar-old prin•ipally, and av
w, at wide intervals, 5-year-olds, the yearlin<Y,
, ldom v
mi
p.
l\IE
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PROSTRATION OF FUR SEALS BY HEAT.-This prostration from
exertion will always happen, no matter how carefully they are driven;
and in the longer drives, such as 2-} and 5 miles, from Zapadnie on the
west or Polavina on the north to the village at St. J?aul, as much as
3 or 4 per cent of the whole drive will thus be dropped on the road.;
hence I feel satisfied, from my observation and close attention to this
feature, that a considerable number of those that are thus rejected
from the drove and are able to rally and return to the water die subsequently from internal injuries sustained on the trip, superinduced
by this overexertion. I therefore think it highly improper and
impolitic to extend drives of the "holluschickie" over any distance
on St. Paul Island exceeding a mile or a mile and a ha1f. It is bette r
for all parties concerned, and the business too, that salt houses be
erected and killing grounds established contiguous to all of the great
hauling grounds, 2 miles distant from the village on St. Paul Island.,
s~ould the business ever be developed above the present limit or
should the exigencies of the future require a quota from all these
places, in order to make up the 100,000 which may be lawfully taken.
ABUNDANT SUPPLY OF" HOLLUSCHICKIE."-As matters are to-day,
100,000 seals alone on St. Paul can be taken and skinned in less than
forty working days within a radius of l½ miles from the village and
from the salt house at Northeast Point; hence the driving, with the
exception of two experimental droves which I witnessed in 1872, has
never been made from longer distances than Tolstoi to the eastward,
Lukannon to the northward, and Zoltoi to the southward, of the killing grounds at St. Paul village.
hould, however, an abnormal season recur, in which the larger proportion of days during the right
period fortakingtheskins,bewarmish and dry, it might be necessary,
in order to get even 75,000-seals within the twenty-eight or thirty days
of their prime condition, for drives to be made from the other great
hauling grounds to the westward and northward, which are now, and
have been for the last ten years, entirely unnoticed by the sealers.
KILLING THE SEALS.-11 he seals, when finally driven up on those
flats between the east landing and the village, and almost under the
windows of the dwellings, are herded there until cool and rested. The
d1·ives are usually made very early in the morning, at the first breaking of day, which is half past 1 to 2 o'clock of June and July in th e
latitudes. They arrive and cool off on the slaughtering ground , , o
that by 6 or 7 o'clock, after breakfast, the able-bodied male population turn out from the village and O"0 down to enO"age in th work of
slaughter. The men are dre ed in th ir ordinary working garb of
thick flannel shirt , stout ca imere or canvas pants, over wbieh the
'' tarbo a" boots are drawn. If it rain , they wear t ir '' kamlaika , "
made of the inte tines and throats of the sea lion a,nd. f r. eal. 'rlrn
dre ed, they are each arm d wit.h a club, a tout oaken or hickory
bludcr on, which have been mad particularly for he pnrpo at ew
London, onn., and import d here for thi
p ia1 servi e. '1 he ·
, aling club ::n(>; about 5 or 6 f t in 1 n()'th, 3 in he in <l.iam t r ct11
th ir h a<l , and th thi kn
of a man'. forearm wh r th y a1·e
graSi_P d by he ham] . Ea h na iv al. o ha. hi tabbin<Y knif , hi.
.1 innincrlrnif , and. hL wh t ton . Th · al' laid up n h gra.·s onY ni n , h n th , ork of braining r kno ·kincr the · al down i: in
Thi· i all th apparatu whi h they hav for killing and
THE KlLLffG
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THE KILLING-GANG AT WORK.
MethQd of slaughtering Fur-seals on t he gro unds, near the village, St. Paul Is land.
The drove in waiting.
Sealers knocking down a "pod.''

Natives skinning.
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on St. Paul, divided into two working parties at the village and a
subparty at Northeast Point, where anoth r salt house and slaughtering field is e. tabli hed. At the signal of tbe chief the work of the
day b 0 'ins by the men stepping into the Move, corralecl on the flats,
and, driYing out from it 100 or 150 seals at a t.ime, make what they
call a "pocl," which they surround in a circle, huddling the seals one
on another as they narrow it down, until tl1ey are directly within
reach and under th ir clubs. rrh n the chief. a,ftcr he has cast his
experienced eye over the truo-glino-, writhing "kautickie" in the
center, pa s the word hat uch and u ·ha se, l is bitten, that such
and such a seal is too young, that such and uch a seal is too old; the
attention of his men bein °· call d to thes points, he gives the word
" trike!" and instantly the heavy club come down all around, and
ev-ery one that i eligible is stretch d out tunned and motionless, in
less time, really, than I take to tell it. Those seals spared by order
of the chief now struggle from un<l l' and over the bodies of their
insensible companions and pass, hustl d ofT by the natives, back to
the sea. 1
l\IETHOD OF ALEUTS I
SKI
I G F R SE LS.-The clubs are
dropped, the men eize the pro trate seal by th hind flipp r and
drag them out, so th y ar
pread on tho ground without touching
each other; then every sealer tak hi knife and drives it into the
heart at a point between the fore flipp r of each, tunn d form; the
blood gushes forth, and tho qui ring of th animal pr ntly cea e .
A sino-le tl'oke of a heavy oal bludgeon, w 11 and fairly delivered,
will cru, h in at once the slight, thin bon of a fur s al' kull, and
lay the crea ure out almo t lifele . The
blow ar , how ver,
u ually r peated two or thr
time · with •ach animal, but th y are
very quickly done. The bl •<lin<r, whi h i · imm diately efI 1, d, i
, o pe dily nnd rtaken in order that th ,·hran<Y 1· action, whi h th
seal r, call "h ating," shall h dela d f 1· half au hour r ,'O, or
un.til the eal can all be drawn out and laid in om di ·po. ii.ion for
, kinning.
I have notieed that within le than thirty minut fr m th time
a perfectly ound eal was knoc]~~d down it had 'O "h at d," wiwr
to the da lJ ing warmer and drier than u ·ual, hat, when iou hing it
with my foot, great patch
of hair and fur ,' al d off. Thi· i a
rather xc pti nally rapid metamorpho ·i.-i will, how v r, take
pla in Yery in tance within an hour or an hom· and a h, lf n
th e warm day after i,h fir,·t blow i, , tru k and th , al iH qui<>t
in cl ath · henc no tim i lo1t by the prud n ·hi fin dire ·tin<r th
1· moval of th
l in a rapidly a th
al' ar kno ·k d down and
1 The aim and force with which the native directs his blow cletermin s th d ath
of the seal; if struck direct and violently, a single stroke i enough; th seals
head are tricken so hard ometimes that tho. e crystalline 1 n es to h ir ey s fly
out from the orbital sockets like hailstones, or little pebbles, and fr quently truck
m • barply in the face or elsewher while I tood near by watching the killing
gang at work. A singular lurid-gr en light, uclcl nly sufiuse the eye of the fur
al at intervals when it is very mu ·h excited. a. th "podding' for the cluhbers
i, in progr s, and at the moment when last rai ing its head, as its es theuplifte«l
bludgeons on every band a hove, fear s em. then for th fir t time to po~. s _it an_c1
to instantly gild its eye in this strang manner. When the · al 1_ b_ram <1 m _thi-;
state of optical coloration, I have noticed that th opal ent tmtmg r •mame<1
well defined for many hom~ or a ·w hole clay after d ath:. th · r~arkable flash< s
are very characteri. tic to the eye f th lc1 ma1 s dnrrng th 1! hurly-b~u-ly n
the rook ri s, but n ver appear in the youn •er class •s unl .·s as JU t ue en cl, as
far as I could observ .
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dragged out. If it is a cool day, after bleeding the first " pod " which
has been prostrated in the mannel' descl'ibed, and after carefully
drawing the slain from the heap in which they have fallen, so that
the bodies will spread over the ground just free from touching one
another, they turn to and strike down another "pod," an<l. so on,
until a whole thousand or two are laid out, or the drove, as corralled,
is :finished. The day, however, must be raw and cold for this wholesale method. Then, after killing, they turn to ·work and skin; but
if H is a warm day, every pod is skinned as soon as it is knocked
down.
The labor of skinning is exceedingly severe, and is trying even to
an expert, demanding long practice ere the muscles of the back and
thighs are so developed as to permit a man to bend down to and finish
well a fair day's work. The knives used by the natives for skinning
are ordinary kitchen or case-handle butcher knives. They are sharpened to cuttincr edges as keen as Tazors, but something about the

The flens d carcass of a fur seal.
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hen turning the . tunn d and en eless carca. e the only physical dan,,.er
of which the eruer run the lighte t ri k, during the whole cir ·uit of th ir work.
occur thu : At thi moment the prone and quiv ring hocly of th "hcllu. chak · i.
not wholly inert, per hap though it is nin tim out of ten; and, as the native
take hold of a fore flipper to jerk the carca s OYer on to it back, the half brain cl
eal rou e , naps . nddooly and viciou ly, oft n biting the hand or 1 gs of he
unwary kinner who th n com.el isurely and unconc rnedly up into the. urg n·
office at th villag for banclag , etc.: a few men are bitten verydayor two during the sea on on the i land , in thi mann r, but I have never learned of any serious r ult following any a e.
The eal rs, a might b expecte<1. he ·omr- xc din ,.ly .·p rt in k pmg their
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as the man straddles the seal and stoops down to his work over it, and
a sweeping circular incision is made through the skin on them just at
the point where the body fur ends. Then, seizing a ffap of the hide
on either one side or the other of the abdomen, the man proceeds, with
his smaller, shorter butcher knife, rapidly to cut the skin clean and
free from the body and blubber, which he rolls over and out from the
hide by hauling up on it as he advances with his work, standing all
this time stooped over the carca , so that his hands aTe but slightly
above it or the ground. This operation of kinning a fair-sized "hollu~chak" t,a,kes the best men only one minute and a half; but the
average time made by the gang on the ground i about four minutes
to the seal. Nothing is left of the kin upon the carcas save a small
patch of each upper lip on which the coarse mu tache grows, the skin
on the tip of the lower jaw, the insi 0 ·ni.ficant tail,1 together with the
bare hide of the flippers.
BLUBBER OF FUR SEAL; UNPLEASA T 0D0R.-On the removal of
the skin from the body of the fur seal the entire surface of the carcas
is covered with a more or less den e layer or envelope of a soft, oily,
fat blubber, which in turn completely conceals the muscle· or flesh of
the trunk and nec1~. 'rhis fatty substance which we now seer emhl
that met with in the seal generally everywher , only po es in()' hat
knives sb.arp, putting edges on them as keen as razors, and in an instant detect any
dullness, by pas ing the balls of their thumbs over the su pected edges of the
blades. The white sealers of the Antaretic alway used the orthodox butchers'
"steel•· in sharpening their knives, but these natives never have, and probably
never will abandon those little whetstones above referred to.
During the Rus. ian management, and throughout the strife in killing by our
own people in 186 , a very large number of the skins were cut through, here antl
there, by the slipping of the natives' knives, when they were taking them from the
carcasses, and "tl.ensing'' them from the superabundance. in spots, of blubber.
These knife cuts through the skin, no matter how slight, give great annoyance to
the dres. er; hence they are always marked down in price. The prompt scrutiny
of each skin on the islands, by the agent of the A1a.ska Commercial Company,
who rejects every one of them thus injured, has caused the native to exercise
greater care, and the number now so damaged e_very sea on is absolutely trifling.
Anothbr source of ·mall lo sis due to a habit which the "holln chickie" have of
occa ionally biting one another when they are being urged along in the drives.
and thus crowded once in awhile one upon the other; usually these examples of
"zoo baden" are detected by the natives pl'iorto the" knocking down' and pared.
yet those which have been nipped on the chest or abdomen can not be thus noticed;
and until the skin is lifted. the damage is not apprehend d.
1
Thi tail of the fur seal is just a sugge tion of the article and that is all. Unlike
the abbreviated caudal extremities of the bear or the rabbit, it does not seem to be
under the slighte t control of its owner-at least I never could see it move to any
appreciable degree, when the seal is in action on land.
ertainly there is no service required of it, but it does appear to me rather ingular that none of the changeful moods of Call01·hinus are capable of giving rise to ev n a tremor in it short
stump of a tail. It is n ver rai ed or d pre ed, and in fact amounts to a mere
excre. ence, which many casual ob ervers would not notice. Th hrrnking,
twitching movement. of th seal' kin, here and there at irregular intervals, ar
specially noticed when that animal is a leep, so that even when awake I believe
that the dermatolo!?i<:al motion is an involuntary one. The tail of the sea hon i
equally incon quential; that of the walrus ven more so, while Phoca vitulina
ha one a trifle longer, relatively. and much stouter-fleshier than that of the fur
seal.
I found that the natives herewerepronounced evolutionists, a are all the many
Indian tribe. with which I have been thrown in contact during my travel from
Mexico to the head of the tiekeen River. They declare that their remote ancestry undoubtedly were fm , eal ; indeed there js a better showing for the brain
ca es of the fur seal over that of the monkey's skull as toweightwith r ferenc to
phy. ical bulk; while their tails are as short or even shorter than most of the
anthropoid apes.
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strange peculiarity, not shared by any other of its kind, of being positively overbearing and offensive in odor to tho unaccustomed human
nostril. The rotting, sloughin°· carcasses round about did not, when
, tined up, affect me more unpleasantly than did this stron°·, sickening
mell of the fur-seal blubber. It has a character and appearance
intermediate between those belonging to the adipose tissue found on
the bodies of cetac a and some carnivora.
This continuous envelope of blubber to the bodies of the "holluschickie" i thickest in depo ·it at those points upon t,hc breast
between the fore flippers, l'eaching entirely around and ov 1· the shoulders, where it is from 1 inch to a little over in depth. Upon the
outer side of the chest it is not half an inch in thickness, frequently
not more than a quarter; and it thins out considerably as it reaches
the median line of the back. 1.,he neck and head are clad by an
unbroken continuation of the ame material, which varies from onehalf to one-quarter of an inch in depth. Toward the middle line of
the abdominal region there is a layer of relative greater thicknes,.
This is coextensive with the sterno-pectoral mass; but it does not b gin
to retain its volume as it extends backward, where this fatty inv tment of the carca upon the loins, buttocks, and hinder limbs fade
out finer than on the pectoro-abdominal parts, and as umes a thickening corre ponding to the depth on the cervical and dor al regions.
As it descend on the limbs this blubber thins out very perceptibly, n.nd
when reachin°· the flipper it almo t ontir ly diRappear. , giYing way to
a glistenincr aureolar tiRsue, while the flipper skin finaJly descend
in turn to adh re closely and firmly to the tendinous ligamentary
tructures b n ath, which on titute the tips of the Pinnipedia.
The fl~sh and the mu cles are not lined b tw en or within by fat of
any kind. Thi blubber envelope contains it all with one ~xc ptiontbat which i ·
din the folds of the mall inte tin and about th
kidn y , wl
re i' an abundant ecretion of .a harder, whit r,
though till
e, fat.
FLE H O
AL A A ARTICLE OF DIET.-It i. quite natural
for our peo ,
n they fir t eat a meal on th Pribilof Island , to
ask
ion in regard to what al meat look and ta. t like.
ome
of th
hite r sid nt will an w r, . aying th y are very fond of it,
cook
and so; others will reply that in no ·hapA or manner can
they
ach th dish. 'lhe inquirer mu t nc ds try the ff ct on
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palat . . I franl ly confe that I had a light prejudi
a<Tai
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rec
·v did a tha it would b
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rich brown gravy follows the cooking of the meat. Serve hot, and it is,
strictly judged, a very excellent meal for the daintiest feeder-and I
hereby recommend it confidently as a safe venture for any newcomer
to make.
MEAT OF THE SEA LION.-The flesh of young sea lions is still better
than that of the fur seal, while the natives say that the meat of the hair
seal (Phoca 11xituiina) is superior to both, being more juicy. Fur-seal
meat is exceedingly dry; hence the nee ity 6f putting bacon into the
fryingpanorstew-potwithit.
ea-lionfleshi animprovemehtin this·
respect, and also tbat its fat, strange to say, is wholly 1ear, white,
and inodorous, whil the blubber of the "hollu chickie" is sick ning
to the smell, and will, nine time out of ten, can e any civilized
stomach to throw it up as quickly a it was swallowed. The nativ . ,
however, eat a great deal of it, simply becau e they are too lazy to
clean their fur- al cuts, aud not becau e they r ally reli h it.
In this connection it may be well to add that the liver of both allorhimts and Eumetopias is sweet and whol ome; or, in oth r words,
it is good as liver usually is in Fulton market. The tongu
are
small, white, and fat. They are regularly cut out to some
t nt,
and salted in ordinary water bucket for exportation to curiou.
friends. They have but light claim to o-a tronomic favor. 'l1hc
natives are, howe er, very partial to the liv r; but, thouo-h th y like
the tongues, yet· they are too lazy to pr pare them. A few of th m,
in obedience to pre ino- and prayerful appeals from relatives at nalaska, do exert them elves enough very. ea, on t
'O'
the 'tra
labor of putting up a few barrel of fr . h salte
at, which,
being carried down to Illoolool by th compan
affordR a
delightful variation to the steady and monotonou
iet of the
Aleutian i landers.
OTHER AUTHORITIES 0 HAIR-SEAL MEAT.-An old writer, ind ribing men and things in the we t rn island of otlan
c
, 1716),
does not giv th
ame viden e of appre iation. I
at th
Scotch there "salt the seals ·w ith th a h s of burnt
alcroid
oth m
m lanospermre), and say they ar good food. Th
commonly in the prin<Ytim , with a lono- point d
of a
fork, to pre ent th strong smell which their hand
oul<l.
hav for
eral hours aft rwards.
e hand broth
oung
eal i ,
perience, known to b p
1·al. The
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and u e
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FIRST ESTABLISHME .,.T OF A PHARMACY: NATIVES THEIR OWN
SURGEONS.-The natives, prior to the transfer of the territory, as well
as the agents and employees of the old Russian company, were comp lled to do their own doctoring and surgery as best they knew how,
and with the scanty supply of natural and artificial resources at their
command. They may be, therefore, truly described as having been
helpless in the presence of serious physical ailment. When our Government took possession of Alaska; they brought with them, however,
the first physicians and supplies that had ever had lodgment on the
Pribilof Islands, and when these officers took their departure with the
troops, their services and stores were naturally suggested as d.esirable
of continuance. Accordingly, the Alaska Commercial Company, when
it took the business control of the islands, 1870-71, promptly establi hed a doctor and a pharmacy on -each island, and latterly a small
hospital has been erected and sustained by it at St. Paul. These
physicians are agents of the company, under salary, and are directed
to give their time and attention to all illness on either island free of
charge, also dispensing needful medicines, etc., gratis. Dr. Otto
Cramer, a native of Berlin, was the surgeon on St. Paul during my
sojourn there, and I recall his sad death at sea in 1875 with unfeigned
regret, for he was a singularly weW-read gentleman and an accomplished physician, musician, and scholarly in his mind. Ile was a victim to acute melancholia.
ome heavy shadow was hanging from his
early life over him which none of us cared to lift.
TOLID BEHAVIOR OF NATIVES WHEN I JURED.-Dr. Cramer often
said, speaking of the peculiarities of the natives when ick at St. Paul,
that th y never notified him of their illness until the diseases had
u ually got so firm hold of the patients as to baffle all medical relief.
Ile complained that they would let the old hamanistic doctres of th
village harm, drug, and weary the sick until death seemed imminent,
and then tolidly . end for him. '' Ochta, mein Gott! too late, too
lat , uch people!" he would u ually conclude hi account of thi case
or that, a · it mio·ht b .
ATIVE METHOD ' OF COO KI G. -The native cooking is now all done
in their hou es, on small cast-iron stove of American pattern and
make. In olden time the unavoidable u e of fur-s al blubber iu culinary operations caused the er tion, out ide of mosL "barrabara ,"
of a small od-walled and low dirt-roof <l kitchen, in which
·ongcame
elling blubber fire wer kindl d. Indiffer nt a th nati
arly days upon the
nd ,
m 11 and moke in the filthy life
atic ff
of th blubb r clo
ever
t the acrid, stifl'
fail d to puni h
r h
pt d to mak u
eh a
fir in hi living
of th
'cookhn ts" or "po '
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now, on benches, and eat from plates with knives and forks, instead
of squatting around an iron pot on the "barrabkie" floor to dip in,
sans ceremonie, with spoons, ladles, and grimy fingers, as in "ye olden
tyme." 'rheyhave, however, one sad failing developed by this march
to a higher civilization, and that is the det,ermination of the Aleutian
dishwasher to use cold water on her greasy plates.
GREAT SIZE OF THE FUR SEAL'S HEART: ITS EXPANDED LUNGS.In opening many hundreds of these freshly-killed seals after skinning,
while searching in vain for supposed food content of their stomachs, I
was impressed by the exceeding ize of the heart and the perfect organization of the lungs, while the volnm of blood in proportion to the
size and weight is, I am sure, greater in the fur seal than in any other
animal. The enormous lung and the veins, lai.d bare, showed their
beautiful adaptation to frequent aquatic submero- nee by their o-reat
capacity toward the root of the heart and by th normous cava or
hepatic reservoir. 11 he widened aortic arch and the diminution of the
abdominal aorta modify the blood curr nt, of whi h the va t muscular apparatus of the forequarters and th large brain must receive the
major share of supply, as it come from the nlarged heart. 1
MANNER OF

ARING FOR A D SHIPP!

G

THE FUR-SEAL SKINS.

CURING THE RAW SKI s.-'rhe skins are tak n from the field to the
salt hou e, where they are laid out, after being again car fully examined, one upon another, "hair to fat," like so many sheets of paper,
with salt profusely spread upon the fleshy ides a they are pil d up
in the "kenches," or bins. 2 The salt bouse i.· a laro- barn-like frame
11 had prepared many notes upon the muscular anatomy of the fur seal.and the
sea lion, but I find that it has peen anticipated so well l;>y what Dr. l\lurie published in the transactions of the Zoological Society of London, 1869- 1 72, as to render their reproduction here quite superfl.uou . Thes ob ervations of Dr. Murie
constitute one of the most valuable contributions to the knowledge of th ann.tomy
of this animal that has ever been made. He carefully di ected a young male sea
lion after it death, which had been brought to the Zoological Society's gard ns
from the Falkland Islands.
2 The practice of curing in early times was quite different from thi. rapid and
effective process of salting. The skins were th n all air dried; pegged out, when
"green,'' upon the ground, or else tretched upon a wooden tr llis or fram , which
tood like a rude fence adjacent to the killing ground ; it was the accumulation of
such air-dried skins from the Pribilof I sland , at Sitka, which rotted so in 1 03 that
"750,000 of them were cut up, r thrown out into the sea,' completely de troyecl.
Had they been treated as they now are, such a calamity and hideous wa te could
not have occurred. The method of air drying which the old settlers mployed i
welJ portrayed by the practice of the nativ now, who treat a few hundred. ealion kins to the process every fall; preparing them thus for shipment to Unala. ka, where they are used by brother leutR i.n overing their bidarkie or kyacks.
The native , in speaking to me of thi matter, said that whenever the weath r
was rough and the wind blowing harc1, th se air-dried seal skin , as they were
tos ed from the bidarrah to the ship's deck, number of them would frequ ntly
turn in the ,vind and fly clean over the ve el into the wat r beyond, where they
were lost.
nd r the old ordf>r of affair , pli r to the present management, the
skins were packed up and carried on the backs of the boy and girls, women and
old men, to the salt hou es. or drying frame . When I fir t arrived, season of
1 72, a slight variation was mad in thi re pect by breaking a small 'ib rial}. bull
into harne sand hitching it to a cart, in which the pelt w re hauled. Before the
cart was adju. tecl, however, and the" buik' taught to pull, it was led out to the
killing ground , by a ring in its no:e, and literally covered with the gr en eal
hides, which wer thus packed to the kench . The native were cl lighted with
ev n thi partial a. i tan ·e· but n w h yhave n further ·oncern about it at all}
for several mules and carts r nder prompt and ample service. They were introduced here, first, in 1874. The Russian-American Company and also the Alaska
I-_
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structure, so built as to afford one-third of its width in the center,
from end to end, clear and open as a passage way; while on each side
are rows of stanchions, with sliding planks, which are taken down and
put up in the form of deep bins, or boxes-" kenches," the sealers call
them. As the pile of skins is laid at the bottom of an empty '' kench,"
and salt thrown in on the outer edges, these planks are also put in
place, so that the salt may be kept intact until the bin is filled as high
up a · a man can toss the skins. After lying two or three weeks jn
this style they become "pickled," and they are suited then at any
time to be taken up and rolled into bundles of two skins to the package, with the hah-y side out, tightly corded, ready for shipment from
the islands.
AVERAGE WEIGHT OF RA w SKINS·. -The averag;e weight of a 2-yearold skin is 5½ pounds; of a 3-year-old skin, 7 pounds, and of a 4-yearold skin, 12 pounds; so that as the major portion of the catch is 2 or
3 year olds, these bundles of two skins each have an average weight
of from 12 to 15 pounds. In this shape they go into the hold of the
company's steamer at St. Paul, 1 and are counted out from it in San
Francisco. ':rhen they are either at once shipped to London by the
Isthmus of Panama in the same shape, only packed up in large hogsheads of from 20 to 40 bundles to the package, or expressed by railroad,
via · ew York, to the same destination.
PACKING SKINS FOR SHIPMENT.-The work of bundling the skins is
not u ually commenced by the natives until the close of the last
week's sealing; 9r, in other words, those skins which they first took,
three weeks ago, are now so pickled by the salt in which they have
Commercial Company have brought up three or four horses to St. Paul, but they
have been unfortunate in losing them all soon after landing, the voyage and the
climate combined being inimical to equine health; but the mules of the present
order of affairs have been successful in their t.ransportation to and residence on
the Pribilof Islandi:;. One, the first of these horses just referred to, perhaps did
not have a fair chance for its life. It was saddled one morning, and several camp
kettles, coffee pots, etc., slung on the crupper for the use .of the Russian agent,
who was going up to Northeast Point for a week o:r ten days' visit. He got into
the saddle, and while en route, near Polavina, a kettle or pot broke loose behind,
the alarmed horse kfoked it rider promptly off, and disappeared on a full run in
the fog, going toward the bogs of Kamminista, where its lifeless and fox-gnawed
body wa. found . everal days afterwards.
1 The ·hallow depths of Bering Sea give rise to a very bad surf, and though none
of the native can wim, as far a I could learn, yet they·are quite creditable su~fmen and work the heavy' baiJar, ·, in and out from the landing adroitly and circum:pectly. They put a sentinel upon the bluffs over Nah Speel. and go and
come between the roller as he ignals. They are not graceful oar. m u under any
circumstance . hut can pull heartily and coolly together when in a pinch. The
apparent ea e and unconcern with which they handled their bidarrah here in the
"baroon ' during the fall of 1 GO, so mboldened three or four ailor of the
nitecl tat s r evenue marine cutter Lincoln that they iost their lives in that
urf through sheer careles. ne s. The " gig" in which they were coming a hore
•· broached to· in the breakers ju t out ide of the cove, and their lifeles form
were soon after thr~wn up by the mercile s wave on the Lagoon rookery. Three
grans of the.-e men are plainly marked on the lope of the Black Bluffs.
Th r e i.· a fal · air of 1istle . ue.-s anclgentlene s about an open ea, orroadstead
roller, that i very apt to deceiv even watermen of good understanding. The
·rn:hing, overwhelming power with which an ordinary break r will hurl a large
ship·:; boat on rocks awash must be p rsonally experienc d ere it is half
appr ciat d.
The bnnclled skins ar carri d from th .·alt houses to the baidar, when the order
for :hipment i · given, and pitcheit into tha lighter one by one, t b rapi~y
towed: i00 to 1.200 lnmcll . ma.k th av ra :in le lo,1d; then. when along ·1de
th, t amcr, th y are again to: ed up and on her deck, from whence they ar
stowed in the hold.
0 •
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Interior of the Salt-house at the village, St. Paul Island. N atives planting the pelts in the curing
bins or "kenches;" salting, assorting, etc.
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been lying ever since, as to render them eligible for this operation
and immediate shipment. The moisture of the air dissolves and.
de troys a very large· quantity of the saline preservative which the
company brings up annually in the form of rock salt, principally
obtained at Carmen Isl and, Lower alifornia.
LAW PROTECTING THE SEALS. -The Alaska Commercial Company,
by the provisions of law undet· which they enjoy their franchise, a r e
permitted to take 100,000 male als annually, and no more, from the
Pribilof I lands. Thi hey do in J1me and .Jnly of very year. After
11rnt sea on the slcin rapi<l1y grow worthl , as th animals enter
jnto heddino-, and, if taken, , ould not pay for tran portation and
the tax. Th e native are paid 40 cent· a 'kin fo1· the labor, and th y
k C)ep a closo account of the proo-r , of th vrnrk every day; they do
o, as it i all done by th m, :wd h y know within 50 kins, one way
or the other, when the , 'hol numb r haY b en secured ea h a on.
This is the only occupation of the 30( p ople h r , and th y naturally
look well after it. 'lhe interest and clo::; a~to1tion paid by th
natives, on both islands, to the "holluschi kie" and thi. bu in
was both gratifying and instructive to me clurin°· my re id n e there.
ERRONEOUS POPUL R IDEA .-The common 1· popular notion in
regard to seal skins it; that they are worn by tho e animals ju t as
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in the China-Russian station, a brief description of Kiachta may be
interesting.
Prior to 1722 the Russians enjoyed a treaty with China which sanctioned the individual traveling of Muscovitic traders dir~ct from the
frontier to Peking. After a period of three and thirty years the Russians were abruptly and entirely deprived of those coveted commercial privileges. After all intercourse between the two countries had
ceased for five years, the Russians obtained a new treaty in 1728, by
which, in order to prevent future misunderstandings, the international trade, as far at least as privat11 individuals were concerned,
should be conducted on the boundary line, exactly upon the same spot
where this new treaty was negotiated. Here Kiachta was built,
though she still had a rival in Peking; for, by the provisions of the
new treaty, government trading caravans were allowed t o penetrate to
the capital of the Chinese empire. But, in 1762, Catharine II relinquished this imperial monopoly, and that action at once rendered this
little town the grand and sole emporium of commerce between Russia
and China.
DESCRIPTION OF KIACHTA.-Kiachta, then as now, stands on a rivulet of the same name, which, rising in Siberia and crossing the
frontier line, washes the foundations of lVIaimatschin, a China town
only a few miles away. Taken by itself, it is beset on all sides by
rugged mountains; and the streamlet which forms a bond of union
between these large empil'es of Asia is so tiny that, even by the aid
of damming, it often fails to afford an adequate supply of water to the
four or five thousand dwellers on its banks. These two small settlements, Kiachta and l\faimatschin, are situated as nearly as possible
on the fiftieth parallel of latitude, being about 1,000 miles from
Peking and 4,000 from Moscow. rrhough the Chine e route is much
the shortest on the map, it is practically a hard a journey; for at a
distance of about aw ek'..: march from PekinO' the Chinese have a
forty days' tramp, and upward, over a dismal desert of table-land.
It is parched with heat during one-half of the year and covered with
snow during the other. The Russian , however, whether they come
from the west with manufactured goods, or from the north and ea t
with furs, enjoy the advantag-e of a peopled country and of na iO'able
water nearly all the way to Irkut 'k, and when th y have met at thi
the common center of all the line of communication, they may, and
often do, pro ecute the re t of th ir journey to the very neighborho tl
of Kiacllta by cro ino- Lak Baikal and ascending it principal tributary, the 1 nga RiYer.
HARACTER OF THE TRADE.-Th Ru ian trader briner chiefly
fur , woolen , cotton , and lin n , whil th
hin , e briner t as principall , al o ilk , and ,•u<rar candy; thu th
w r wont to go fir t from th . al i ·1aucl · to itka· th re they wer
a. ort cl and put up into quar bal . , about 3 f e by 2, pr ingtl1 bundl in an okl-fa:hi necl hand-lev r pre.. , and cordin<r th m
whil und r thi.- pr ,. ur ; th n nYelop
of gr n walru, hid
w r
w cl ov r th m, and th pa ·ka<r · duly num h r d, went t th
Okhot k by. hip th n to Kia ·hta by pack hor .-, wh •r th buy r
of P kin finally in ·p ct d an<l pur ·ha: <l th m, o·ivinO' in xchan(T
th
1 hrat cl bla ·k t a.· of ~ lahnat, ·hin, 1hC' fin ·t 1Jl'c ncl. in all
nfoncro]ia and proclu ·ed only in fo north of hina an 1 whi h an
b mor ·h a,ply tran:port cl from then ·c to , i1 ria than
antou.
'HI. ·g g TH 'PO:ITIO . .,. >F F R-.'EAL 'ELTRIE .. -Th
hin
huynt th ir Pribilof peltri down t th •ir horn mark t n am 1
1
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and in carts drawn by oxen, to Kalgan, where the seal skins were
again sold to other dealers, who carried them to the ultimate retail
trade.
VOLUME OF KIA.OHTA. TRADE IN 1837. -W h at the fur trade of
Kiachta to-day is, even though the rare skin of Callorhinus is seldom
seen, I can find no data; but in 1837 the native land furs were represented by a value of 7,406,188 rubles, and the peltries from Russian
·America, including the fur seals, sea otter, and all t he Alaskan land
catch, was 1,600,000 rubles. How many fur seals were sold in this
a ggregate I can not ascertain, but the canty yield during the two
and three years preceding would not warrant any considerable
showing:
CHI E E TRADERS.-The hinese at Kiachta were at first much
more shr wd in th ir bargain than were their Russian n iglibors;
but the Slavonic in tincts did not need much bru hing up ere they
were fully equal to all emergencies. The methods of the Chinese in
selecting seal skins were elaborate and lengthy. Each pelt was
handled and measured, then a little metal tag atta hed on which th
result was recorded. I find a great deal of confusion in the data at
my command as to what the average price was in this market, b cause
the Russians took all a 0 ·es, and at all stages of the s a on, from June
to December; con equently th number of really prime skin wa
small compared with the whole aggregate sold. Tb be t pelt brought
from "10 to 15 ruble " ( to 12. 50); the averao-e sales were mad ,
however, as low as from 4 to '5 per kin. Techmainov gives the
most information touching the value of Rus ian-American furs in
those times that I can find; but, in r gard to peci.fic figures for the
fur-seal quotation , he is on1y vague and general, the reason doubLless being that the whole volume of trade at Kiachta was and i
exclu ively one of barter, without the intervention of coin on either
side.
SEA.SO OF KIA.CHTA COMMERCE.-'rh busin
life of Kiachta i
never fully arou ed until winter ha w 11 et in, continuino- unt il
spring. There i no written r gulation to thi ff ct, but it ha,· the
force of law through habit. In dispo ino- of th ir ommoditi s, the
hinese have consicl rabl local advantag , becau th ir t a n v r
r main a single season unsold at Maimat chin, while Lhe Ru , ian
g od , partly throuo·h a diminu ion of th d mand and partly throuo-h
the artifi e of the
1 stial , are often o d preciat din value a to
have to wait wo and thr e yea1· for a mark t.
DEMAND OF CHI EE FOR FURS.-The hin
imm mo1fal been , olicitou, pur ha r f fur . The north rn pro inces of th ir dominions arc not only , ubj ct d to an x r mely rio-orou winter climat , but are tho ·e wb r th mo ·t weal hy r id ,
b au the be t t a of th
1 ial Empire grow h r ; h n e the
d ir for fur rob and garm n ,' a m a ur of omfort during old
w ath r i uni r · l m n°· he inhabit ant ; they on titut an important par of th e , c r rob of ev ry important hinaman throughout
all "Katha . "
Ru .. ian auLhori r, Paul von Kru n t rn, ay :
"Wit-h the lea t ·hano- of air the hin e imm diat ly alter their
dr
; and en at 1a nton, which j. • within th
nfine of the ropic, ,
th y wear fur in th e wint r."
FIR T TRAFFIC I
F R ' BETWEE AMERIO A. D
HI A.-lt i a
curiou fa t, that until UapL. John Gor an hor d, D cemb r 1 , 177.,
near anton with the , hip · f
k' · lat vo a , fr m lam ha ka
and the northward, h fur \ hich he e Engli h eamen th n off r d
H. Doe. 92, pt. 3--9
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to tho Chinese for sale were the first peltries ever brought into their
market by sea. Tho Chinese had hitherto gained everything of this
character from without their precincts, by overland trade with Siberian merchants, or from the Burmese frontier via Bhamo.
When Captain Gore, the surviving senior officer of Cook's last voyage, 1776-1780, returned to England, he found that war was existing
with the United States, France, and Spain. rrhe British Government
determined to withhold from the world all information of the voyage;
hence it was not until tho winter of 1784-85 that it was published.
The statelll.ents contained in this work respecting the great abundance of animals yielding fine furs on the northwest coast, and the
succe ·ful pecuniary bartering of the ships at Canton, stirred up a
great many active men who fitted out vessels for the traffic. 'fiie
first m<lividual trader from the south on the northwest coast was
John Hanna, an Englishman, who sailed from Canton, May, 1785, and
filled his Ii tt.le schooner with sea-otter skins at N ootka; then Portlock
and Dixon and Meares, in 1786; Gray and Kendrick, the first Americanfil, in 1787, head a long list of traders who came successively after
them. In no record whatever of this pelagic fur trade can I find any
mention made of the skin of the fur seal, nor the slightest hint whatever until the period of the Fraser River gold excitement, in 1 62,
when the first quotation of a fur-seal skin is made, taken at sea off
the Straits of Fuca.
WHAT THE RUSSIANS KNEW OF THE BUSINESS.-Perhaps the best
and an entirely correct epitome of what the Russians at headquarters
of the company in Sitka really knew, biographically and commercially,
of the fur seal, is embodied in thefollowin°· wordsof Governor Simpson,
of the Ilud on Bay Company, who, in 1841-42, wa the o-ue t of Governor Etholine. He had supreme control of Ala kan life and rade
then, and gave to his English official peer doubtless all the knowl dge
w hi h h pos. essed:
Some twenty or thirty years ago there was a most wasteful destruction of the
seal, when young and old, male and female, were indiscriminately knocked on
the head. This imprudenc , as any one might have expected, proved detrimental
in two ways. The race was almost extirpated, and the market was glutted to
such a degree, at the rate for some time of 200,000 skins a year, that the prices did
not•even pay the expenses of carriage. The Rus ians, however, have now adopted
nearly the same plan which the Hudson Bay Company pursues in recruiting any
of it exhausted districts, killing only a limited number of uch males as have
nttained their full growth, a plan peculiarly applicable to the fur seal, inasmuch
as its habit render the sy tern of husbanding the tock as ea y and certain as that
of d stroying it.
In the month of May, with omething like the regularity of an almanac, thenll'
seals make their appearanc at the island of St. Paul, one of the Aleutian group.
Each olcl male brings a herd of femal sunder his protection, varying in number
according to hi size and trength. The weaker brethren are obliged to content
them elv s with half a dozen wiv , while some of the ttu·dier and fiercer f llows
pre ide over harem that are 200 trong. From the date f their arrival in May
to that of their departure in ctober, the whole of them are principally a hore on
the beach. The female go down to the ea one or twice a day, while the male,
morning, noon and night, watche hi charge with th utmo t jealousy po tponing ven th plea ures of atin and drinking and 1 ping to the duty of k ping
hi favorit tog ther. If any young gallant venture by t alth among an
nior
chi f' bevy of b autie , he g n rally atone for h' imprudence with hi life being
torn t o pi ce by the old f Uow, and uch of the fair on . a may have giv nth
intrud r any encourag m n ar pretty ure to cat hit in th b pe of ome econdary puni bm nt. Th ladie are in the traw about a fortnigh after they arrive
at . Paul; about two or thr week afterward th y lay th ingle foundatioJ?
ary of n xt a on s pro eding, and the r maind r of th 1r
b ing all tha t i n
ojourn thPy d vote exclu ively to the r arin of their young.
t la t th whol
band depar , no one knows whither. Th mode of capture is thi : A the pro r
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time the whole are driven like a flock of sheep to the establishment which is a
mile distant from the sea, and there the males of four years, with the exception of
the few that are left to keep up the breed, are separated from the r est and killed.
In the days of promiscuous massacre such of the mothers as had lost their pups
woulcl ever and anon r eturn to the establishment, absolutely harrowing up the
sympathies of the wives and the daughters of the hunters, accustomed as they
were t o such scenes. with their doleful lamentations.
The fur seal attain the age of 15 or 20 years. but not more. The females do not
bring forth young till they are 5 years old. The hunters have frequently marked
their ears each season, and n1any of the anima.ls h ave been notched in this way
ten thnes, but very few of them oftener.
Under the -present system the fur seals ar in rea ing rapidly in number. Previou. ly to its introduction, the animal hunt had dwindled down to three and
four thousand. They have now gradually got up to thrice that amount, and
they are likely oon to equal the full demand, not exceeding 30,000 skins of the
Ru sian Government. 1

It i valuable as showin <r that as lono- ao-o as 1 41-42, under Rus-'
sian management, more han 30,000 kins per annum would be a lo s,
and not profitable to take from the eal island . Also that, though
the tardy recognition of th fact that femal should not be , lauO'htered was made on the Pribilof Island shortly prior to 1 41-42, yet
sui't;able regulations had not yet be n made for the mana 0 • ment of the
business, inasmuch as all class ', "as a whole," were driven to the
killino- grounds. 'This hara sed and di
d the femal s quit a
badly as jf kill d outri 0 ·ht. In 1845 the
t ord 1· of implicit nontrespa s upon the breeding rookeri s wa
·tabli ·bed, and I am
sorry that I can not find the name of the intellig ut Ru ian who promulgated it, so that it might be known and respected, as it o well
deserves.
0 FUR SEALS K :row TO EARLY TRADE.-The homely, yet explicit,
letters of William Beresford should be noti <l, for h ailed from London in 1797-98, a a trad r with Portlock and Di on, and h 0 ·ive , perhap ·, the only straightforward synop is of the fur tra<le
orthwest coa ·t as it wa then. Ile reviews the , ubj
· ·
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nor in chief Hud on Bay Company's territories; Philadelphia, 1847, pp. 130-131.
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PELAGIC FUR SEALING A RECENT ENTERPRISE.-Fur seals then, as
now, were annually seen in all probability by the natives of the coast
at sea, between Prince of Wales Island and the Columbia Rivei·; but
either they were not deemed worthy of the labor in capture, or else
the superior value of the sea-otter chase drew every attention of the
pelagic hunters, just as it does to-day. At least I feel warranted in
this conclusion by the full and explicit details which Alexander Mackenzie gives of the furs that he saw in the natives' possession when
he came overland from Montreal to the Pacific Ocean in 1793. He
describes the sea otter almost exclusively. He speaks, however, of
the natives having seal's flesh for sale; that it was eaten raw, "cut
into chunks." Most likely this seal meat of Mackenzie's notice was
that of Phoca vitidina, which animal I have seen myself nearly 100
miles up the Fraser River from the coast. However, it may have been
that of the fur seal, for he was among those savages who inhabited
the islands and coa.st of Queen Charlotte Sound, where these animals
are to-day often seen sleeping or sporting in the broad reach of that
open roadstead.
ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE SKINS, OIL, AND FLESH OF THE FUR SEAL.
REASON WHY FUR-SEAL SKINS ARE ALL SOLD IN LONDON.-On
account of the fact that the labor in this country, especially skilled
labor, commands so much more per diem in the return of wages than
it does in London or Belgium, it is not practicable for the Alaska
Commercial ompany, or any other company here, to attempt to dre s
and put upon the market the catch of Bering Sea, which is, in fact, the
entire catch of the whole world. Our people unu.erstand the theory
of dressing these skins perfectly, but they can not compete with the
cheaper labor of the Old World. Therefore nine-tenths nearly of the
fur-seal skin taken very year arc annually purcha ed and dress rl
in London, and from thence di tributed all over the civilized world
where fur are worn and prized.
CAUSE OF VARYING 'PRI ES OF DRESSED SEAL SKINS.-The great
variation of the alue of eal-skin sacque , rangino· from 75 up 110
·350, and even '500, i · not often clue to the variance in the quality of
the fur originally, but it i :lu to the quality f the wor
by
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tion of the fur of Callorhinus may, perhaps, be best presented in the
following manner:
One-year-old male, well grown, at July 1 of every season: Fur fully developed
as to uniform length and thickness and evenness of distribution. It is lighter in color
and softer in texture than hereafter during the life vf the animal. Average weight
of skin as removed by the sealers from the carcass, 4½ pounds.
Two-year-old male, well grown, at June 1 of every season: Fur fully developed
as to even length and thickness and uniformity of distribution. It has now attained
the darker buff and fawn color, sometimes almost brown, which it retains throughout the rest of the life of the animal. It is slio-htly and p rceptibly firmer and
stiffer than it was la t year, not being at all" fluffy" as in the yearling dress now.
Average weight of sldn, as taken from the body, 5½ pounds.
Three-year-old male, well grown, at June 1 of every season: Fur fully developed. as to even length, but a shade longer over the shoulders, where the incipient
''wig" is forming; otberwise perfectly uniform in thickness and even distribution.
This is the very best grade of pelt which the seal affords during its life. Average
weight of skin, as taken from the body, 7 pounds.
Four-year-old male, well grown, at June 1 of every season: Fur fully develop d
as to even length, except a decided advance in length and perceptible Rtiffne s
over the shoulders i_n the "wig;" otherwise perfectly uniform in thickness and
even distribution. This grade is almost as safe to take and as good as is the threeyear-old. Aver age weight of skin as removed, 12 pounds.
Five-year-old male, well grown, at May to June 1 of every season: Fur fully
developed, but much longer and decidedly coarser in th "wjg' r egion; oth rwise uniform in thickne s and distribution. The coar~eness of the fur over the
shoulders and disproportionate length thereon de troys that uniformity neces ary
for rating A 1 in tne market; in fact, it does not pay to take this skin. Average
weight, 16 pounds.
Six-year-old male, well grown, from May to June 1 of every season: Fur fully
developed, still longer, and stiffer in the "wig " region, with a slightly thinner
distribution over the post-dorsal r egion, and shorter. Thi skin is never taken; it
is profitless. Average weight, 25 pounds.
Seven-year-old and upward male, from May to June 1 of every sea. on: Fur fully
developed, but very unevenly distributed, being relatively scant and short over
the posterior dorsal region, while it is twice as long and very coarse in the ov ring to the shoulders especially and the neck and chest. Skins are valueless to the
fur trade. Weights, 45 to 60 pounds.
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I made during the season careful notes as t o the amount of oil
represented by the blubber exposed on the 100,000 young male seal
carcasses, and I found that the 2 and 3 year old "holluschickie "
bodies as left by the skinner would not clean u p on an average more
than half a gallon of oil, while the 4-year-old males would make
nearly a ga1lon. It should be remembered that quite a large portion
of the seal's fat is taken off with the skin, as its presence thereon is
necessary to that proper amalgamation and preservation by t,he salt
when it is applied to its fresh surface in the "kenches." Hence the
amount of oH represented by these carcasses every year is not much
over 60,000 gallons.
CONDITION OF THE FUR-SEAL OIL MARKET.-When amongthe sealoil deale,rs in New York City during the month of May in 1876, I took
these notes with me and investigated the standing and the demand
for fur-seal oil in their market and the markets of the world, and the
statements of these oil experts and dealers were all in accord as to
the striking inferiority of fur-seal oil compared with the hair-seal and
sea-elephant oil, which they dealt in largely. The inferiority of the
fur-seal oil is due primarily to the offensive odor of the blubber, which
I have spoken of heretofore. This singularly disagreeable smell does
not exist in the blubber of the hail- seal (Phociclce ), the sea elephant,
or sea lion, and it makes the process of"refining very difficult. They
said it was almost impossible to properly deodorize it and leave the
slightest margin of profit for the manufacturer and the dealer. It
was gummy and far darker in color than any other seal oil. Hence
it possessed little or no commercial value. Then, again, when th
subject of taking oil from the seal islands of Alaska is considered, the
folJowing obstacles, in addition to the first great objection just cited,
arise at once to financial succes ·: 'I'he time, trouble, and danger in
loading aves el with oil at the i lands, where, on account of the
absence of a harbor and the fr quent succes ion of violent gale , a
ship is compeJled to anchor from a mile and a half to 3 mH s from th
coa t, on which the surf is always breaking. Th cost, ao-ain, of ca k
and cooperag will amount to 10 cent I r gallon; the co t of the
natives' work in , ecuring and bdnO'ing· the blubber to the try, ork ,
10 cent p r gallon; th ro t of refinin-g it, 10 nts; an<l the co t of
tran, portation o.f a cargo of, ay, 60,000 gallon will amount to nearly
20 cent, p r 0 ·allon, thu, making a gallon of fur- al oj 1 agg1•eo-ctt in
o to the tak r 50 cent~, whi h ntail, upon him nothing but p cunim·y lo wh nth ar()'o go up n the marl t, where it i worth nly
from 40 to 5
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FRAGILE CHARACTER OF FUR-SEAL BONES.-I looked at the fur-seal
bones. and at first sight it seemed as though a bone factory might be
established there, but a little examination of the singularly light and
porous osseous structure of the Callorhinas quickly stifled that enterprise. Th'1 skull and larger bones of the skeleton are more like pasteboard than the bone which is so common to our minds. When dried
out, the entire skeleton of a 3-year-old male will not weigh 7 pounds.
Indeed I am inclined to think it would be much less than that if thoroughly kiln dried as after the fashion of the bone mills. Therefore,
although 100,000 of these skeletons bleach out and are trodden down ·
annually upon the Pribilof Islands, yet they have not the standing
for any commercial value whatsoever, considering their di tance and
difficulty of access from those impoverished field wher~ they might
serve our farmers as fertilizing elements. 1
DECAY OF SEAL CARCASSES.-Another ingular and striking characteristic of the island of St. Paul is the fact that this immense slaughtering field, upon which 75,000 to 90,000 fresh carcasses lie every season,
sloughing away into the sand beneath, does not cause any sickness
among the people who live right over them, so to speak. The cool,
raw temperature and strong winds, peculiar to the place, seem to prevent any unhealthy effect from the fermentation of decay. The elymu
and other gra ses once more take heart and grow with magical vigor
over the un ightly spot, to which the sealing O'ang again return, rep ating their bateau, which we have marked before upon this place thre
years ago. In that way this strip of ground, seen on my map between
the village, the east landing, and the lagoon, contains the bones and
the oil dripping and other fragments thereof of mor than 3,000,000
seals slain since 1786 thereon, while the slaughter fields at ovastoshnah record the end of a million more.
I remember well the unmitigated sensation of disgust that pos e ed
me when I first landed, April 2 , 1872, on the Pribilof Island , and
passed up from the beach at Lukannon to the villag over the killinO'
ground . Thouo-h there was a heavy coat of snow on the fi Ids, y t
each and every one of 75,000 decaying carca e was ther , and bar ,
having burned, a· it were, their way out to the open air, polluting the
1·The bones of Callorhinu. , though apparently strong, are surpri ingly light and
porous; indeed, they resemble tho e of Aves more than those commonly credited
to mammalia. The osseou structure, however , of Phoca vitulina, the hair seal
which I examinea there, side by side with that of the fur seal, was v ry mu ·h
more solid and weigh d, bone for bone of equal age, just about on -third more,
the skull especially; al o the shoulder blades and the pelvicseries. If th bones of
the animals were not dive ted of their cartilaginous continuation and connections, then the aggregate weight of the fur seal is equal to its hairy-skinned relative. The ntire skeleton of a 3-year-old male allo1·hinu s, compl tely divested by
sea fleas (Arnp hipoda) of all flesh and fat, but with every ligamentary union and
articulation p rfect (the cartilaginous toe ends all present), wa just pounds,
and 1 have r eason to believ that when it became air dried and bleached it did not
weigh more than 4 or 5. The bon s of the older seals are relatively very much
heavier, but only relatively. The frailnes and fragility are constant through life,
though th kulls of the old males do thicken up on their crests and about the
•·ami of th ir jaws very perceptibly. Sea-lion bones are, however, normally
strnng and h eavy. The bone of the fur seal is evidently stout enough, but it i
singularly light, while the walrus, that dull, sluggi h brute, has a mas ive
osteological frame. I made these relative examinations more pecially to asc rtain ometbing which might pa s for a correct e ti.mate of what the bony waste
on the killing grounds of the Pribilof Islands amounted to annually, with a view
of its po sible utilization. The spongy bones of the whole l O 000 annually laid
out would not render ac ording to my best judgment, 50 t ns of dry bone mealan insignificant result and unworthy of further notice on these islands.
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same to a sad degree. I was laughed at by the residents who noticed
my facial contortions, and assured that this state of smell was nothing to what I should soon experience when the frost and snow had
fairly melted. They were correct; t,he odor along by the end of lVIay
was terrific punishment to my olfactories, and continued so for several
weeks until my sense of smell became blunted and callous to this
stench by long familiarity. Like the other old residents I then became
q nite unconscious of the prevalence of this rich "funk'' and ceased to
notice it.
Those who land here, as I did, for the first time, nervously and
invariably declare that such an atmosphere must breed a plague or a
fever of some kind in the village, and hardly credit the assurance of
those who have resided in it for iihe whole period of their lives that
such a thing was never known to St. Paul, and that the island is
remarkably healthy. It is entirely true, however, and after a few
weeks' contact, or a couple of mont,hs' experience at the longest, the
most sensitive nose becomes used to that aroma, wafted asit is hourly,
day in and out, from decaying seal flesh, viscera, and blubber; and,
also, it ceases to be an object of at,tention. The cool, sunless climate
during the warmer months has undoubtedly much to do with checking too rapid decomposition and consequent trouble therefrom, which
would otherwise arise from the killing grounds.
'1.1110 freshly skinned carcasses of this season do not seem to rot substantially until the following year; then they rapidly slough away
into the sand upon which they rest. ':rhe envelope of blubber left
upon each body seems to act as an air-tight receiver, holding moi;.t of
the putrid gases that evolved from the decaying vi cera until th ir
volatile tension causes it to give way. Fortunately, t he line of lea. t
resistance to that merciful retort is usually right where it is adjacent
to the soil, so both putrescent fluids and much of the stench within is
deodorized and absorbed before it can contaminate t he atmo phere to
any great extent. The tr nth of my ob ervation will b promptly verito tear open any one of the thou,·and, of
fied if the skeptic choo
gas-distended carca ses in tbe fall that were , kinned in the killing
season. If he does so, he will be smitten by the worst smell tha1i
human sense can measur ; and hould he chanc to be accompani d
by a native, that callous individual, ven , will pinch bis grimy no e
and c.,rclaim, "It is a 'ke
pahknoot ! '"
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George the "holluschickie" are regularly driven to that northeast
slope of the village hill which drops down gently to the sea, where
they are slaughtered close by and under the houses, as.- at St. Paul.
Those droves which are brought in from the North Rookery to the
west, and also Starry Ateel, are frequently driven right through the
village itself. This slaughtering field of St. George is hard tufa and
rocky, but it slopes down to the ocean rapi.dly enough to drain itself
well; hence the constant rain and humid fogs of summer cauy off
that which wol.i.ld soon clocr and deprive the nati.ves from usi.n~ the
ground year after year in rotation, as they do.
everal seasons have
occurred, however, when thi natural cl ansing of the ground above
mentioned has not been a thorough a must be to be u d again
immediately. Then the , eals wer skinn d back of the village hill
and in the ravine to th west on the same lope from the summit.
rrhis village site of t. George to-day, and the killing grounds adjoining, used to be, during early Ru ian occupati n, in Pribilof's time, a
larO'e sea-lion rookery, the finest one known to either i land, St. Paul or
St. George. Native arelivingtherewhotoldmethattheirfath .r had
been employed in shooting and driving th e ea lion o a to d liberately break up the breedinO' ground, and thus rid the i land of what
they considered a superabundant supply of the E11,metopia , and
thereby to aid and encourage the fre hand increa
ace . ion of fur
seals from the vast majority peculiar to t. Paul, which could not tak
place while the sea lions held the land. 1
LIFE HISTORY OF THE SEA LIO .
NATURAL INFERIORITY TO THE FUR SEAL.-Thi animal, also a
chamcteristic pinniped of the Pribilof I laud , rank much below th
fur seal in perfected phy ical orO'anization and intelligence. It can,
as well a it more sagacious and valuable relative, the Callorhinus,
he . een, p rhaps, to better au.vantage on th e i landA than ls wh r
in the whole world that I know of. Th marked differenc b tw n
1
The St. Paul village site is located wholly on the northern slope of the villa~e
hill, where it drops from its greate t elevation, at the flag taff. of 125 feet. gently
down to the sandy killing flats below and between it and the main body of th
i land. The houses are all placed facing the north at r egular interval along the
terraced street , which run southeast and northwest. There are 74 or Onative
houses, 10 large and smaller buildings of the company, the Treasury agents re idence; the church, the cemetery cross s, and the sch ol building are all standing
h ere inc ats of pure white paint. The survey of the town ·ite when r built was
made by Mr. H. W. McIntyre, of the Alaska Commercial ompany, who himself
planned and devised the entire r con truction.
o offal r decaying refn of any
kind is allowed to stand around the dw llings or lie in the treet . It r qnir d
much determined effort on the part of the white t effect thjs anitary reform,
but now most of the natives take equal pride in k eping their surrounding lean
and unpolluted. The site of th St. G orge s ttlement is more xpo d and bleak
than is the one we have just refe1Ted to on Rt. Paul. It is planted dir ctly on the
rounded summit.of one of th first low hills that rise from th sea on the north
shore · indeed, it is the only hill that does slope dfrectly and gently to the salt
water on the i land. Here are 24 to 30 native cottage laid with their door facin..,.
the oppo ite sides of a hort street b tw en, running al o ea t and we t, as at t.
Paul. Ther , however each hou e looks down up n the r ar of its n ighbor in
front and below. Here the hon es face e h oth r on the t p of the hill. The
Treasury agent' quarter the company s 6 or 7 buildings, the choolhou e, and
the chur ·hare all neatly painted and this Aettl ment, from it promin ut position.
shows from the ea to a much better advantage than does the larg r one of St. Paul.
The same municipal anitary r gulations are nforc d h re. Tho e who may vi it
the St. George and t. Paul of to-day will find th stre t. dry and hard as tloors.
They have been covered with a thick layer of volcanic cinders on both islands.
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the sea lion and the fur seal up here is striking, the former being
twice the size of its cousin.
,.rhe size and strength of the northern sea lion, Eumetopias stelleri,
and its perfect adaptation to its physical surroundings unites with a
singular climatic elasticity of organization. It seems to be equally as
well sat,isfied with the ice floes of the Kamchatka Sea to the northward
or the polished bowlders and the hot sands of the coast of California. 1
It is an animal, as it appeared upon its accustomed breeding grounds at
Northeast Point, where I saw it, that commanded my admiration by
its imposing presence and sonorous voice, rearing itself before me
with head, neck, and chest upon its powerful forearms, over 6 feet
in height, while its heavy bass voice drowned the booming of the
surf that thundered on the rocks at its flanks.
THE PHYSICAL PRESENCE OF THE SEA LION.-'rhe size and strength
of the adult sea-lion male will be better apprecjated when I say that
it has an average length of 10 and 11 feet osteologically, with an
eno.rmous girth of 8 to 9 feet around the chest and shoulders; but
while the anterior parts of the frame are as perfect and powerful on
land as in sea, those posterior are ridiculously impotent when the
huge beast leaves its favorite element. Still, when hauled up beyond
the reach of the brawling surf, as it rears itself, shaking the spray
from its tawny chest and short grizzly mane, it has that leonine
appearance and bearing, greatly enhanced as the season advances
by the rich golden rufous color of its coat, the savage gleam of it
expression, due probably to the sinister muzzle and cast of its eye.
This optical organ js not round and full, soft and limpid, like the fur
seal's, but it is an eye like that of a bulldog, small, and clearly showing, under its heavy lids, the white or sclerotic coat, with a light
brown iris. Its teeth gleam and glisten in pearly whiten ss again t
the dark tongue and the shadowy recesses of its wide, deep mouth;
the long, sharp, broad-based canines, when bared by the wrathful
snarling of its gristled lips, glittered more wickedly, to my eye, than
the keenest sword ever did in the hand of man. 2
1 The sea lion certainly seems to have a more elastic constitution than iR po e
ed
by the fur seal; in other word , the former can live under greater natural extreme
of climate than ca.n the latter. A careful test of this question was made by the
late R. B. Woodward, in the acquaria of his famous gardens at San Franci co.
He told me at the Grand Hotel, in 1 73, that he should not attempt to keep anoth r
fur seal alive in hi tanks; that ev ry one of the half dozen live specimen which
he harl placed therein at different intervals during the last thr e years bnd diedb gan to droop and waste a way a oon as they were in talled in their new quarter ;
but he seldom lost a ea lion, except from clear or natural reasons. Mr. Woodward from his practical experien ·e was po itive fa his b lief that no living adult
fur eal could ever be exhibited in ew York; while h e thoua-ht that the e· lion.
both Zalopltu.· and Eum topia.·, could be carried aliv , and in good condition, all
ov
· ountry from ew Orleans to Montreal, or 'an Franci ·c t Bangor. He
a
• black ea lion (Zalophu ) is tougher than the lar~er kind (Ewn topia )
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With these teeth alone, backed by the enormous muscular power of
a mighty neck and broad shoulders, the sea lion confines its battles to
its kind, spurred by terrible energy and heedless and persistent brute
courage. No animals that I have ever seen in combat presented a
more savage or more cruelly fascinating sight than did a brace of old
sea-lion bulls which met under my eyes near the Garden Cove at St.
George.
SEA LIONS FIGH'fING A'r T0LST0I.-Here was a sea-lion rookery, the
outskirts of which I had trodden upon for the first time. rrt1ese old
males, surrounded by their meek, polygamous families, were impelled
toward each other by those latent fires of hate and jealousy which
seemed to bur t forth and fairly con ume the angry rivals. Opening
with a long, round, vocal prelud , they gradually came together, as
the fur-seal bull do, with averted heads, as though the sio·ht of each
other was sickening-but fight th y must. One would play against
the ot,h er for an unguarded. moment in which to assume the initiative,
until it bad truck its fangs into the thick kin of its opponent's jowl;
tlien, clenching it, jaws, was not shaken off until the stnwgles of its
tortured victim literally tore them out, leaving an ugly, gaping
wound-for the harp eyeteeth cut a deeper gutter in the skin and
flesh than would have held my hand. Fired int,o almost supernatural
ra,ge, the injured lion retaliated quick a a :fl.a h in kind; the hair
flew from both of them into the air, the blood streamed down in
frothy torr nts, while high above the boom of the breaking wave. and
shrill, deaf ning screams of waterfowl ov rhead rose the ferocious,
hoarse, and desperate roar of the combatants.
LAND TRAVEL OF THE SEA LION.-Though provided with flippers,
to all external view, as the fur seal i , the sea lion can not, however,
make u se of them at all in the same free manner. The fur seal may
be driven 5 or 6 miles in twenty-four hours under the most favorable
conditions of cool, moist weath r; the "seevitchie," however, can
only go 2 miles, the conditions of w ather and roadway being th
same. Th
a lion balance and swing it long and h avy n ck as
a lever to and. fro with every hitching up b hind of it po t rior limb ,
which it seldom rai es from the ground, d.eawing them up aft r the
fore feet with a slide over the gras or and and ro k., a the a. e
may be, ever and anon pausing to take a sullen and avao-e sm·v y
of the field and the natives who are driving t h m.
The sea lion i polygamou , but it do not maintain any r o-ular
sy t m and me hod in preparing for and att nding to it harem, lil
hat o finely illu trated on the breeding O'round · of th fur al; and.
it i not o num rou, , omparativel , p akinO'. Th T ar n , a ordino- to my b
judo-m n ,
r 10,00 or 12, 00 of th
animal a]tog th r on h hr di.n gr und of h Pribilof I land ; i d .' not
haul mor than a f w ro
anywh r or und. 1· an. ir um,·1, n
ha k from th •
I an not b i it d an in p t d b men a
v ry curious basi of differ ntiation. The fur- eal pup, wh n it. pit or coughs in
fright, opens its mouth wide. and the mall black and brown eth s eru adly out
of place et in the bright r y gums around the fre h pink tinge of th tongue ancl
under the r ed, flushed palate. The canine and incis r f allo1·hinu. and Emn topias are well rooted, but the molar ' ar n t; their alveoli are only partly fill d.
so that when the fleshy gum are removed these t eth will asily rattl out , f their
sockets. In looking over hundr d and thousands of th skullc, f allorhi1111.~ a
they bleach out on the killing gronncl.-_, I wa struck by their a tonishin.,. la k ?!
symmetry· they varied fully a,; mu h m th ir extreme as.th kulls f many different genera do. The number of teeth differ also; some Jaws have lJut 5 m 1ar ,
others 6, and others 7.
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fur seals are, for it is so shy and suspicious that, on the slightest
warning of an approach, a stampede into the water is a certain result. 1
PECULIAR COWARDICE OF THE SEA LION.-That noteworthy, intelligent courage of the fur seal, though it does not possess half the size
nor one-quarter of the muscular strength of the sea lion, is entirely
wanting in the huge bulk and brain of the Ei1,metopias. A boy with
a rattle or a popgun could stampede 10,000 sea-lion bulls, in the height
of the breeding season, to the water; and keep them there for the
rest of the season. 2
FIRST ARRIVALS.-The males come out and locate over the narrow
belts of the rookery grounds (sometimes, as at St. Paul, on the immediate sea margin of the fur-seal breeding places), two or three weeks
in advance of the females, which arrive- later, i. e., between the 1st
to the 6th of June ; and these females are never-subjected to that
intense, jealous supervision so characteristic of the fur-seal harem.
'rhe sea-lion bulls, however, fight savagely among themselves, and
turn off from the breeding ground all the younger and weaker males.
1-,HE FEMALE SEA LION.-,-rhe cow sea lion is not quite half the size
of the adult male; she will measure from 8 to 9 feet in length osteologically, with a weight of 400 or 500 pounds; she has the same general cast of countenance and build of the bull; but, as she does not
sustain any fasting period -of over a week or ten days consecutively,
she never comes out o grossly fat as the male. With reference to
the weight of the latter, I was particularly·unfortunate in not being
able to get one of those big bulls to the scales before it had been bled;
and in bleeding I know that a flood of blood poured out which should
have been recorded in the weight. Therefore, I can only estimate
this aggregate avoirdupois of one of the finest-conditioned adult male
1
That the sea-lion bull should be so cowardly in the presence of man, yet so
fero cious and brave toward one another and other amphibious·animals, struck me
as a line of singular contrast with the undaunted bearing of the fur-seal " seacatch," which, though being not half the size or pos ·essing muscular power to
anything like its development in the'' seevitchie, '' nevertheless will unflinchingly
face on its station at the r ookery any man to the death. The sea-lion bulls certainly fight as savagely and as desperately one with another as the fur-seal males
do. There is no question about that, and their superior strength and size only
makes the r esult more effective in the exhibition of ga,ping wounds and attendant bloodshed. I have repeatedly seen examples of these old warriors of the sea
which were literally scarred from their mnzzles to their posteriors so badly an_d
so uniformly as to h ave fairly lost all the color r general appearance ev n of hau
anywhere on their bodies. I r ecall in this connection the sight of an aged male
sea lion which had evidently been defeated by a younger and more lu ty rival perhaps. It was hauled upon a lava shelf at Son th we ·t Point, solitary and alone, the
rock around it being literally covered with pool of pus, which was oozing out
and trickling down from a score of festering wounds. The victim tood planted
squarely on its torn fore flipp rs, with head rect and thrown back upon its shoulder . Its eye were clo. ed, and it gently wayed it ore neck and shoulders i"!1 a
sort of trouble(l, painful day-dr aminp: or dozing. Like the fur seal the sea hon
never notices it wounds to nurse and Jick them, a dogs do, or oth r carnivora.
I never pay the slighte t attention to them no matter how grievously it may be
injured.
t Thi mark d cowardice of the sea lion was well noted by Steller, who speaks of
it thus: '' Thou rh the mal . have a terrible aspect, yet they take flight on the fir t
appearanc of man, and if surpri din their sleep they are panic struck, sighing
de ply and in their att mpt to e cap get quite confu ed, tumbl down and tremble o muc·h that thy are care ly able to move their limb . H, however, reduced
to extr mity they grow d . p rate. turn on th ir enemy with great fury and noi e,
an,1 put even the most valiant to flight. ( ov. Com. Acad. ci. Petropol., tome 11,
1 49.)
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Bea lions at 1,400 to 1,500 pounds; an average weight, however, might
safely be recol'ded as touching 1,200 pounds. 1
ORGANIZATION OF SEA-LION ROOKERIES.-The sea-lion rookery will
be found to consist of about ten to fifteen females to every male.
r:rhe females, in landing, seem to be influenced by no preference for
one male above another, but arc actuated solely to come ashore at a
suitable place, where, soon after landing, they are to bring forth their
J onng. The cow seems at all times to have the utmost freedom in moving from place to place, and a1so often to start with its young-which is
noteworthy, inasmuch a I nev r saw it among the fur sealB-picking
the pup up by the nape and carrying it to the water to play with it
for short p lls in the surf wa h. The pup s a lions are by no means
helpless when th y are born. When they fir t eome into the world
their eyes are promptly op ned wide and cl ar; they stand up quiio
free and strong on their odd flipper f et, ancl commence at once, in
their frequent intervals of wakefulne s, to crawl over bowlders and
th sand, to paddle in the surf, and to roar huskily and shrilly at their
parents.
GROWTH OF YOUNG SEA LIONS.-They are fed upon the rich st of
rich milk at hl'e<Yular and somewhat lengthy periods. Regaled in this
manner the young s a lion °Tows \vi.th urpri ing rapidity, so mu h , o
hat it w ight of 9 or 12 pounds at birth i in reas d to 75 or DO in
le than fonr months th reafter. By this tim , also, it ha hed its
natal coat and te th, it ha grown a stron°· mustache, and has become
a facile wimm rand expert fisherman, though at fil'st it was one of
the mo ·t clum y, yet never so helpl s a the fur s al. The liqnid,
pearly blue .ye of the little fellow i soon chang d into the sini ter
expres ion of q,doles en e when it has round d its second year. It
appears to grow up unnoticed by it grim-looking parents, though the
maternal att ntion i mor vident, but stills ant, indeed, wh n ontra ·t d wi h th love evin d by at or dog for its offspring.
VL ITI G THE TOLSTOI ROOKERY.-At th 'a t nd of t . George
Isla,n l, just to the southward of Tol ·toi 1 e , i.· one of th fin t ali.on rook ri ,' on the i land or perhap in the world. It lies at h
base of a frowning wall of pr cipitous cliirs, and the mural walls, h er
aloft 400 and 500 f et as hey overhang th i:; a. Here b n ath, n a
rocky tr t h of b ach ome 3 r 40 fe t wid at hiO'h-wat r mark,
tow d thickly :-;ide by ,•id , end to end, ancl cros wi for a di tan ·e
f half a mile up and down the coast, are .f ur or Ii
thou ·and · a
1 Often when the fur
eal and s a-lion bulls haul up in the beginning of the eason, xamples among them which are in rdinately fat will 1.Je , en. Th ir .·tra
avoirdupois rend rs th m v ry con picuou , even among larg gatherings of their
kind. They seem to xhibit a sense of self-oppr s ion then quite as markecl as
i that sub equ nt air of depres ion worn when lat r they have starv d ut, this
load of surplus blubber and ar sh· mbling back to th sea for recup ration and
r t. I thought ov rand d vis cl many plans to kill and weigh Pntire one f th se
unu ually heavy bull , but th y all failed, b ause I did not h av th time to. pare
from so many otb rob rvations pr ing an 1 nece ary to b made at that eason
if made at all during they ar. The united eff r t of five 01· ix men aided 1 y t h
mule and cart at 't. Paul, would solve th pr blem, doubtless, alm , t any clay
they s t about it early in lay. 'ome of th e 'uperfl ·by fur- eal ma1 s look a
though they were from 600 to 00 pounds weight, while I hav seen sever al s alion bulls that actually appeared equal to turning the seal s at 1 500 pounds ltv ir~
dupois. Tho. e fur :eals which I did weigh in July, 1 3, and
pt mb r, J 7 .,,
were not at all extra fleshy, and consequently do not giv a fair r turn for these
examples above referred to.
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lions of all sizes and both sexes, and here they will be found every
summer, secure from the approach of enemies by land. Inasmuch as
they rest there under the cliffs, they can not be practically approached
and driven, as their kind are by the Aleuts from their more accessible
breeding haunts at Northeast Point, St. Paul Island. 1
By paying attention to the direction of the wind the observer can
descend at intervals from the heights above, unheeded and unsuspected by them, to within a stone's throw of their tawny forms, where
you may notice their thousand and one unconstrained and peculiar
maneuvers, which would be interrupted at once by a tumultous and
universal rush for the water should you make yourself known. You
will be impressed first by their excessive restlessness. rrhey are ever
twisting and turning, coiling and uncoiling themselves over the rocks,
now stretched out prone in slumber, the next minute up and moving.
The roar of one is instantly caught up by another, so that the aggregate sound as it rises and falls from this rookery, reverberating along
the bluffs at irregular though close intervals, can only be compared in
my mind to the hoarse sound of a tempest as it howls through the rigging of a ship or sighs through the branches of a forest growth.
'rhe voice of the northern sea lion, Eumetopias, is confined to either
a deep, resonant roar or a low, muttering growl. Not only to the
males alone is this monotone peculiar, but also-to the females and the
young. It does not have that striking flexibility of the Callorhinus,
and in this respect their vocal organization is very marked and different from that of the fur seal. I might say further that the pups are
exceedino·ly playful, but, unlike the noisy "kotickie," they are almost
silent. When they utter a sound it is a short, sharp, querulous
growUng.
THE YOUNG PROMPTLY DESERTED.-Yon will notice that if you dis]It will be noticed that I have made no especial spacing or reservation on my
maps for the sea lions at Northeast Point, on St. Paul Island, but have include_d
them solidly ·w ithin the lines of the breeding fur seals. The reason why I omit
these lines of exact limitation is due to the fact that they laid in along the water's
edge at intervals so closely with the fur seals and in such apparent good fellowship that I could not observe any sharp demarcation between them, exce~t only
the irregular, confused patches of their bright golden coats in contra t with_ the
dull, rusty dress of Callorhin:us. The Eumetopias here, where it was breedmg,
never lay far back from the surf, but always close to its high-water washings. In
this method, I should judge, about 12,000 to 15,000 of them occupy little strips_ ~f
N ovastoshnah and Seevitchie Kammin, being the only rookery spots on the Pribilof Islands where they breed in close juxtaposition with the fur seals. Then
there is a sea-lion rookery on St. George, all to itself, under the high mural walls
just north of the GaTden Cove sand beach, where I estimate another 4,000 or 5,000
of these animals annually haul out and breed. Very likely my allowance of 12,oqo
to 15,000 ea lions on St. Paul is too large, and 10,000 is a bettel' figure of th _u
numerical expression. My published estimates of 25,000 on the two islands m
1 74 I feel now are larger than the facts allow.
·
As might be inferred, the sea lions at N ovastoshnah do not allow the fur seal
to di turb them, nor do they in turn ever appear to annoy Ol' drive their physically
weaker brethren. They seem to wear an air of perfect unconcern for each oth r,
al hough the fur-seal bull I observed, were never caught lounging over the na~·row littoral margins of the sea lion's breeding ground, but meekly bowed theu
heads and scuttled aero. , wholly beneath the notice of the huge" seevitchie.'
hy the sea lion should be r latively so scant in number over th great extent
of th large geo rraphical area wherein it is found is perplexing to me, for it i
1)hY ic!'ally as active and much more powerful than th fur s al. PeThaps thi
mer ased bulk of body deter it from feeding as succe sfully as it more lithe ome
?On-m do . I ho_uld e tim~te that the full-grown s a-lion bull after it 1 ave t_he
1 landsattheendofthebreedmgsea.onuntilitr appear forthen xt w uldrequ1re
at 1 a t 1 p unds f fi ·h per diem, while th f mal ancl y ung r mal would
crave and consume from 40 to 60 pounds of such food every twenty-four hours.
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turb and drive off any portion of the rookery, by walking up in plain
sight, those nearest to you will take to the water, instantly swim out
to a distance of 50 yards or so, leaving their pups behind, helplessly
sprawled around and about the rocks at your feet. Huddled up all
together in the water, in two or three packs or squads, the startled
parents hold their heads and necks high out of the sea, peering keenly
at you, and all roaring in an incessant concert, making an orchestra
to which those deep, sonorous tones of the orcran in that great Mormon
tabernacle at Salt Lake City constitute the fittest and most adequate
resemblance.
MOVEMENTS WHEN UNDISTURBED ON ROOKERY.-You will witne s
an endless tide of these animals trav lin°· to th wat r and a steady
stream of th ir kind corninO' out if you but k pin r tir ment and do
not dis urb them. When they fir ti ue from th urf th y are a :larl ,
chocolate brown and bla k, and 0 ·li t n; but a th fr coats dry ofI the
color becomes an iron gray, paR ing into a bri 0 ·ht, golden rnfou ,
which covers the entire body alik: - hade of dark r brown on the
pectoral patches and sterno-pectoral region. After er tino· entie ly
dry they seem to O'row exceedingly unea y, and act a· thouO'h oppr . l
by heat until 1,hey plunO'e back into the sea, never taying out, a the
fur s al do s, day after day and week after w ek. The f males and
the young male frolic in and out of th water, over roe] s awa h, ince santly one with another, ju t a · puppie play upon th crre n ward,
and when weary stretch them elves out in any attitud that will fit the
character of the rock or the lava shinO"le upon whi h they may lrnppen
to be resting. The movements of their supple spine and ball-andsocket joint attachments permit of th mo t xtraor<linary contortion·
of the trunk and lirn b , all of which, no matt r how distre ing to your
eyes, they seem actually to relish. But the old battle- caned bull of
the harem stand or lie at their po itions day and night without 1 avinO'
them, except to take a short bath when the coast is clear, until the nd
of the season.
METHOD OF SWIMMING.-When swimming, ho sea lion only lift, it
h ad above the surface Jono- enough to tak ad ep bl' a h, and 1,h n
dl'ops down a few feet below and propel it elf for bout t n or fl.He n
minute, like a cigar team rat the rat of 6 r 7 knot , if undi tul'l>cd,
but if chased or alarmed, it eems fairly o fly und r wat r, and an
easily maintain for a long time asp ed of 14 01· 1 mile per hour.
Like the fur seal, it propul ion throuO'h the wat r i th w r] ntir ly
of the powerful fore flipper , which cl.I' ·imul an u ly tru k out,
both together, and back against the wat r, f atherin forward ao-[ in
tor peat, whil the hind flipp r ar ,•imply u d a a ru id roar in
d fl cting h v r-vaqin swift and abrupt our e of the animal. On
land h hind flipp r are employ d ju ·t a a dog d
h' f t in
cratchin°· fl a , he long p culiar t nail h r f, · min()' t r a h
and comb th , pot afl:e ted b
·min,~ hi h nn y, th m, a it
he .Eur al,
a great extent, and cau es them both to enjoy a protra d , crat •hinrr.
A 0 ·ain, b th rr nera- allorhinus and E iumetopias-ar happi . t
wh nth urf i , rong t and wilde . Ju tin proportion to th fur
of a al , , o mu ·h h greater j y and animati n f th
animals.
Th deli 0 ·h in riding on th r , t of ach dis, lvin°· br ak r up t
he mom nt wh nit fairl f am o r the iron-b un l r k. .
t that
in tant the di, pp ar like phant m
neath the crean
,t
reapp ar n t h rown f h ne mi<rh y billow.
When landing, they always ride on the surf,
h
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objective point, and it is marvelous to see with w"tiat remarkable agility
they will worm themselves up steep, rocky landings, having an inclination greater than 45 degrees, to those bluff tops above, which have
an almost perpendicular drop to water.
THE VALUE OF 'l'HE SEA LION, COMMERCIALLY: SHEDDING.-As the
sea lion is without fur, its skin has little or no commercial value. 1
The hair is short, an inch to an inch and a half in length, being longest over the nape of the neck, straight and somewhat coarse, varying
in color as the season comes and goes. For instance, when the Eurnetopias makes its first appearance· in the spring, and dries out after
landing, it has then a light-brownish-rufous tint, with darker shades
back and unde1· the fore flippers and on the abdomen. By the expiration of a month or six weeks-about the 15th of June generallythis coat will be weathered into a glossy rufous, or ocher, and this is
soon before shedding, which sets in by tbe middle of August, or a
little earlier. After the new coat has fairly grown, and just before
the animal leaves the island for the sea in November, it is a light
sepia or vandyke brown, with deeper shades, almost black, upon the
abdomen. rrhe cows after shedding never color up so darkly as the
bulls, but when they come back to the land next year they return
identically the same in tinting, so that the eye, in glancing over a sealion rookery during June and ,July, can not discern any dissimilarity
in color at all noteworthy existing between the coat,s of the bulls and
the cows; and also the young males and yearlings appear in the same
golden brown and ocher, with here and there an animal which is noted
as being spotted somewhat like a leopard, the yellow rufous ground
pre<lominating, with patches of dark brown, blotched and mottled,
irregularly interspersed over the anterior regions down to those po. terior. I have never seen any of the old bulls or cows thus mottled,
and this i likely due to some irregularity of shedding in the younger
animals, for I have not noticed it early in the season, and it seems to
fairly fade away so as not to be discerned on the same animal at the
close of its summer sol ·tice. Many of the old bulls have a grizzl d
or "salt and pepper" look during the shedding period, which is from
the 10th of August up to the 10th or 20th of J ovember. rrhe pup.
when born are a rich, dark, chestnut-brown. This coat they shed in
October and take one much lighter in its stead, still darker, however,
than th ir parents.
ARRIVAL AT AND DEPARTURE FROM THE PRIBILOF lsLANDS.-rfh

time of arri al at, stay on, and departure from th island i about
the sam a that whi h I have recorded as characteristic of the fur
seal; but if he wint r is an open, mild one, . ome of the ea lion, will
fr t.tuen ly be se n about the hore during the whole year; and th n
1
The sea lion and hair seals of Bering ea, having no commercial value in the
eyes of civilized men, have not been subjects of intere t enough to the pioneers of
tho e waters for mention in particular- uch record, for instance, as that given of
the walru , the sea otter and the fur seal. Steller was the first to draw the line
cl arly betwe n th m and seal· in general, e pecially defining their separation
from th fur seal; . till, hi description is far from being definite or atisfactory in
the light of our pr ent knowledge of the animal. In the· outh Pacific and tlantic the sea lion has been curiou ly confounded by many of the earliest writers
with the ea elephant-Ma rorhinu l oninit.'3-and it reference is inextt'icably
entangled ~th the fur seal at the Falklands K rguelens Land and the Crozettes.
The probo cH1ean seal, however, seem · to be the only pinniped which visits the
Antarctic continent; but that is a mer inf rence of mine b cau e so little is known
f tho e ice-bound co t , and Wilkes, who gives the only record m~de of the subject, saw no other animal there save this one.
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the natives occasionally shoot them long after the fur seals have
entirely disappeared.
GREAT RANGE OF SEA LIONS: IT IS NOT RESTRICTED TO THE SEAL
ISLANDS.-Again, it does not confine its landing to the Pribilof Islands
alone, as the fur seal unquestionably does, with reference to such
terrestrial location in our own country. On the contrary, it is a frequent visitor to almost all of the Aleutian Islands, and ranges, as I
have said before, over the mainland coast of Alaska, south of Bristol
Bay, and about the Siberian shores to the westward, throughout the
Kuriles and the Japan se north rn water .1
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ZALOPHUS AND EUMET0PIAS.-When I first
returned, in 1873, from the seal i land , tho e authors who e conclusions were accepted prior to my studies there had agreed in declaring
that the sea lion, so common off the port of an Francisco, was the
same animal also common in Ala ka, and the Pribilof Islands in
especial; but my drawings from life, and tudie , quickly pointed out
the error, for jt was seen that the creature mo t familiar to the Californians was an entirely different animal from my subject of study
on the seal islands. In other words, while scattered examples of the
Eumetopias were, and are, unque tionably about and off the harbor
of San Francisco, yet nine-tenths of the sea lions there observed were
a different animal-th y were the Zalophu californianus. This
Zalophus is not much more than half the size of Eumetopias, relatively; it has the large, round, soft eye of the fur seal, and the more
attenuated ewfoundland-dog-like muzzle; and it never roars, but
breaks out incessantly with a honk, honk, honking bark, or howl.
o example of Zalophits has ever been ob erved in the wat rs of
Bering Sea, nor do I believe that it go s northward of Cape Flattery.
1 The winter of 18,2-73, which I passed on the Pribilof Islands, was so rigorous
that the shores were ice bound and the sea covered with floes from January until
the 2 th of May; hence I did not have a.n opportunity of seeing for myself
whether the sea lion remains about its breeding grounds there throughout that
period. The natives say that a few of th m: when the sea is open, are always to
be found, at any day during the winter and early spring, hauled out at Northea t
Point, on Otter Island, and around St. George. They ar , in my opinion, orrect;
and being in such small numbers the "seevitchie" undoubtedly find enough
subsistence in local crustacea, pisces, and other food. The natives al o further
stated that none of the sea lions which we observe on the i lands during the
breeding season leave the waters of Bering ea from the date of their birth to the
time of their death. I am also foclined to agree with this propo ition, as a general
rule, though it would be strange if Pribilof sea lions did not occasionally slip into
the North Pacific, through and below the Aleutian chain, a short distance even
to traveling a far to the eastward a Cooks Inlet. Eumetopias stelle1·i i well
known to breed at many places between Attn and Kadiak islands. I did not ee
it at t. Matthew, however, and I do not think it };las ver bred th re, although
this i land is only 200 mile away to the northward of the eal island -too many
polar bears. Whalers speak of having shot it in the ice packs in a much higher
latitude, neverthele s, than that of t. Matthew. I can find no recor l of it
breeding anywhere on the i land. or mainland coast of Alaska north f the fiftyseventh parallel or outh of the fifty-third parallel of north latitude. It is common
on the coa t of Kamchatka, the Kurile Island , and the ommander group, in
Russian waters.
There are vague and ill-dige ted rumor of finding Ewnetopias on the shores of
Prince of Wale and Que n harlotte islands in br eding rookeri s. Id ubt it.
If it were so, it would be authoritatively known by thi time. We do find it in
mall numb r on the Farralone rocks off the ntran e to the harbor of ' n
Francisco, where it hre d in company with, th ugh s xually apart from an
overwhelming 11},iljority of Z alophw,;; and it, i reditably r port d as _breedin~
again to th outhward on the anta Barbara, uaclaloup • and oth r 1 la?,d: t
southern and Lower alifornia con. orting ther as on the Farralones, with an
infinitely larger numLer of the les er-bodied Zalophus.
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EARLY DISPOSITION OF SEA LIONS ON ST. GEORGE.-According to
the natives of St. George, some fifty or sixty years ago the Eumetop1.:as
held almost exclusive possession of the island, being there in great
numbers, some two or three hundred thousand strong; and they aver,
also, that the fur seals then were barely permitted to land by these animals, and in no great number; therefore, they say, that they were
directed by the Russians (that is, their ancestry) to hunt and worry
the sea lions off from the island, the result being that, as the sea lions
left, the fur seals came, so that to-day they occupy nearly the same
ground which the Eumetopias alone covered sixty years ago. I call
attention to this statement of the people because ·it is, or seems to be,
corroborated in the notes of a French naturalist and traveler, who, in
his description of the island of St. George, which he visited fifty years
ago, makes substantially the same representation ;1 but directly to the
contrary, and showing how difl:kmlt it is to trace these faint records of
the facts, I give the account as rendered by Bishop Veniaminov, which
I translate and place in my appendix. rrhe reader will notice that the
Russian author differs entirely from the natives and the Frenchman;
for, by his tabulation, almost as many fur seals were taken on St.
Geol'ge during the first years of o<'cupation as were taken from St.
Paul; and according to these figures, again continued, the catch never
has been less than one-sixth of the number of the quota on the
larger island. Thus the two authors seem to stand each other off,
and I am thrown back to the ground itself for an answer, which I am
inclined to believe will be correct, when I say that the island of St.
George never was resorted to in any great numbers by the fur seal,
and that the Rea lion was the dominant animal there until disturbed
and driven from its breeding grounds by the people, who naturally
sought to encourage its more valuable relative by o doing, and made
room, in this way, for it.
CAPTURE

OF THE SEA LION.

THE DRIVING ON ST. PAUL.-The great intrinsic value to the domestic service of the Aleuts rendered by the flesh, fat, and sinews of t his
animal, together with its skin, arouses the native , of t. Paul and St.
George, who annually make a drive of "seevitchie," by which they
capture, on the former island, two or three hundred, as the case may
be. On St. George driving is o much more difficult, owing to the
character of the land itself, that very few are secured there; but at
St. Paul unexceptional advantages ar found on ortheast Point for
the capture of these shy and wary brute . The native of t. Panl,
therefore, are depended upon to secure the nee ssary numb r of kin
required by bo hi lands for their boat and ot,h r purpo. e . Thi
capture of the sea lion is the only eriou bu in , which th people
have on
. Paul. It i a 1abor of great car , indu.stry, and some
phy ical ri k for the Aleu ian hunter .2
1

Choris: Voyage Pittore que autour du Monde.
A cu~ious though doubtle s auth n tic, story was told me in thi connection,
illustrative of the strength and nergy of the sea-lion bull when at bay. Many
year ago (1847), on t. Paul I land, a drive of eptemb r ea lion was brought
down to the village in the usual style· but when the native assembl d to kill
them, on account of the great car city at that time of powder on the i land it was
voted bP.st to lane~ the old mal s al o, as well a the female , rather than shoot
th min the
tomary. tyl . The people had hardly t to work at the ta k when
on of_ thei! numb~r a small. elderly, though tough, able-b died Al ut whi~e
thrusting his lance mto the ' life" of a large bull, was suddenly seen to fall on his
•

2
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By reference to my sketch map of Nor heast Point rookei;y, the
observer will notice a peculiar neck or boot-shaped point, which I
have designated as Sea Lion N eek. Thi area is a spot upon which
a large number of sea lions are always to be found during the season.
As they are so shy, and sure to take to water upon the appearance or
presence of man near by, the natives adopt thi plan:
PREPARATIONS FOR THE DRIVE.-Along by the middle or end of
September, as late sometimes a
ovember, and after the fur-seal
rookeries have broken up for the season, 15 or 20 of the very best
men in the village are selected by one of heir chiefs for a sea-lion
renuezvous at Northeast Point. rrhey o-o up ther with their provisions, tea and sugar, and blankets, and rnak them elves at home in
the barrabara and houses, whieh I have located on the ketch map
of N ovastoshnah, prepared to stay, if ne . ary, a mont,h, or until
they sh&ll get the whole drove togeth r of two or three hundred sea
lions.
METHODS OF DRIVING SEA LIONS.-~rhe '' seevitchie," as the natives
call these animals, can not be approached , uc essfully by daylio·ht, o
these hunters lie by, in this house of Webster' , until a favorable nio-ht
comes along-one in which the moon i partially ob cured by drifting
clouds and the wind blows over them from the rookery where th ·ea
lions lie. Such an opportunity being afforded, they step down to the
beach at low water and proceed to creep on all fours over the urfbeaten and and bowlders up to the dozino- h rd and betwe nit an l
the high-water mark, where it re, t . In this way a small body of
natives, crawling along in Indian file, may pa s unnoticed by th s alion sentrie , which, doubtless in the unc rtain light, see but confound
the forms of th ir human enemies with hos of seals. When the
creeping Aleuts have all reached the trip of beach that isl ft bar by
ebb tide, which i between the water and the 1m u pectin.a- animals,
at a given signal from their crawling lead r they all at on e leap to
their feet, shout, y 11, brandishino- th ir arm , and firing off pi tol ,
while the a toni hed and terrified lion roar and :flound r in all
directions.
BEHAVIOR OF THE SEA LIONS WHE
RPRI ED .-If at th mom nt
of surpri the brut are leepiuo- with th ir h ad pointed towar l
the water, they ri e up in fright and cbargo A re i 0 ·ht on in hat way
directly ov r them nth m elv s; bu if h ir h ad hav b n r ·ting at this instant pointed land war 1, up ·h y ri. ' and f llow that
com c just a de ·p rat ly, and no hin°·will urn th m ith r one v ay
or the oth r. Tho
· a lion wl1i h harg d for th wat r ar 1 t, of
cour e; 1 but the native promptly foll w up he land- urn d animal
back directly under the huge brute's head; instautly the pow rful jaws of the
"seevitchie" clo ·ed upon th wai tband, appar ntly, of the native, and lifting the
yelling man aloft, as a cat would a kitten, the sea li n shook and tbr whim high
into the air away over the head of his a
iate , who ru bed up to the r ·ue
and quickly clestroyed th animal by a doz n furious p ar hrusts, yet death dicl
not loo en its clench d jaw in which were the tattered fragments of Ivans
clothing.
1
The native. appre iate thi peculiarityof the ea lion verykeenly,for good and
sufficient cau e, thou :rh none of them have ever b n badly injured in driving or
• springing the alarm." I camped with them for six , u ce ive nights in 8 1p tember, 1 72. in order to witn
the whole proce ure.
nrin, th everal drive
mad whil I was with them I aw but one exciting incident. Ev rythingwent off
fa the orthodox manner, a de cribed in th text abov . The exc ptional incident
ccurred during the fir t drive of th first night, and r nder cl th nativ s so caution that it was not repeated. When tho alarm wa sprung, old Luka anclrigan
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with a rare combination of horrible noises and demoniacal gesticulations until the first frenzied spurt and exertions of the terrified creatures so completely exhaust them that they fall panting, gasping, prone
upon the earth, extended, in spite of their huge bulk and powerful
muscles, helpless and at the mercy of tb8ir cunning captors, who, however, instead of slaying them as they lie, rudely rouse them up again
and urge the herd along to the house in which they have been keeping
this watch during the several days past.
r:rnE "CORRAL. "-Here, at this point, is a curious stage in the proceedings. The natives drive up to that Webster house t,h e 25 or 30 or
40 sea lions, as the case may·be, which they have just captured-they
seldom get more at any one time-and keep them in a corral or pen
right by the barrabara, on the flattened surface of a sa,nd ridge, in the
following comical manner: When they have huddled up the "pod"
they thrust stakes down around it at intervals of 10 to 30 feet, to which
strips of cotton cloth are fl.uttering as flags, and a line or two of sinew
rope or thong of hide is strung from pole to pole around the group,
making a circular cage, as it were. Within this flimsy circuit the
stupid sea lions are securely imprisoned; and though they are incessantly watched by two or three men the whole period of caging and
penning which I observed, extending over nine or ten days and nights,
passed without a single effort being made by the "seevitchie" to
break out of their fiim.sy bonds; and it was passed by these animals
not in stupid quiescence, but in alert watchfulness; writhing, twisting, turning one upon and over the other.
By this method of procedure, after the lapse usually of two or three
weeks, a succession of favorable nights will have occurred and the
natives secure their full quota, which, as I have said before, is
expressed by a herd of two or three hundred of these animals.
PREPARATION AND METHOD OF DRIVING TO THE VILLAGE.-The

complement filled, the natives prepare to drive their herd back to t he
village, over the grassy and mossy uplands and intervening stretches
of sand-dune tracts, fully 11 miles, preferring to take the t,r ouble of
prodding the clumsy brutes, wayward and obstinate as th·ey are, rather
than to pack their heavy hides in and out of boats, makiug in this
way each sea lion carry its own skin and blubber down to th doors
of their houses in the village. If the weather is normally wet and
cold this drive or caravan of sea lions can be driven to the point of
destination in five or six days; but should it be dry and warmer than
u ual three weeks and even longer will elapse before the circuit is
travers d.
When the drive is started the natives gather around the herd on all
sides, save he opening which they leave pointing to the direction in
which they desir the animal to travel; and in this manner th y escort
and urge the " evitchi " on to their final re tino- and slaughter near
the vil1aO'e. 'lh young lion and the femal
b ing much light r
than the male , 1 laden with fa or blubber, take th 1 ad; for th Y
wa leading the van, and at that moment down upon him, despite his wildly gesticulating arms anc1 vociferous yelling, came a squad of bull" se vitchie." The
native saw instantly that they were pointed for the water, and in his sound sen e
turned to run from under. His tarbo ar lipped upon a limy rock awa h , he fe~l
flat as a fl.ounl r just as a dozen or more big ea lions plunged ov rand on to his
pro trate form in the shallow wat r. In le s time than this can be written, the
h avy pinnep d had di app ar d while the bullet-like head of old Luka w~s
quickly rai ed, and he trotted back to u with an alternation of mirth and chagrm
in his voice. He was not hurt in the least.
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THE SEA-LION PEN.
Natives corralling Sea-lions at the Barrabora near Webster' House, under Cross Hill, Northeast Point, St. Paul Island.
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1 The curious behavior of the s a lions in the Big Lake, when they ar
en route
and driven from Novastoshnah to the villag , :leserves mention. Aft rth drov
gets over the sand dunes and beach between W uster's hous and th extrem
northeastern head of the lake, a halt is call d and the drove "penned· , on th
bank there; then, when the sea lions are well rested, they ar started up and pell
men into i.he water; two natives, in a baidarka, ke p them from turning out from
shore into the broad bosom of Meesulkmahn e, while another baidarka paddles in
their rear and follows their swift passage right down the eastern sh re. In this
method of procedure the drive carries itself nearly two mil bywaterinles'l than
twenty minutes from the time the sea lions are first turned in, at the north nd, to
the moment when they are driven out at the southeast rn elbow of the Big Pond.
The shallowne. s of the water here accounts probably£ rthe strange failure f tho
sea lions to regain their liberty, and so retards their swimming a t enable the
baidarka, with two men, to keep abreast of th ir lead rs easily, a th yplunge ah ad;
and, "as one go s, so go all sheep,' it is not ne e ary to pay attention to th ·e
which straggle behind in the wak ; they are stirred up by th second b idarka,
and none make the least attempt to div rge from the track which th swift r
mark out in advance; if they did, they could cape " cot free" in any on of the
tw nty minutes of thi aquatic passag .
By consulting the map of St. Paul it will be observed that in a dir ct line
b tween the village and Northea ·t Point there are quit a number of small lak s
including this large one of Mee ·ulkmahnee; into all the e ponds the. eali n drove
is succe iv ly driv n; thi · interposition of fre h water at uch frequent interval
srrves t shorten the tim of th journey fully ten day in warmish weather and
at leaQt four or five under th b t of climati conditions.
This track b tween W b ter· h u e and the village killing grounds i. trewn
with the b n s of Ewnetopias. Th y will drop in their track , now and then,
ev n wh n ·arefully driv n from cerebral or spinal conge tion, principally; and
when th Y are hurri d the mortality n r ut is v ry gr at. Th nativ s wh n
~ving th m keep th m going day and night alike but giv them fr qu nt r estmg sp 11 • after very purt ahead. The old bul1s flound r along f r a hundr d
yards or o th n ull nly halt to regain breath. fiv or ten minutes b mg all wed
them; then they ar stirrefi up again and so on, hour afterh ur, until th tedi us
transit is completed.
The young r sea lion , and the cow which ar in the drov carry them elv ~
easily far ah ad of the bull , and being thus al ways in th van. .rv uncons i usly
to stimulate and coax the heavy males to travel.
th rwi. e, I d n t l, li v th, t
a band pf old bull , exclusively, could be driven down over this long road successfully.
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women look well to their oil pouches, and repair to the field of
slaughter with meat baskets on their heads.
MANNER IN WHICH THE KILLING IS CONDUCTED.-N O attempt is
made, even by the boldest Aleut, to destroy an old hull sea lion by
spearing the enraged and powerful beast, which, now familiar with
man and conscious, as it were, of his puny strength, would seize the
lance between its jaws and shake it from the hands of the stoutest
one in a moment. Recourse is had to the rifle. The herd is started
up the sloping flanks of the Black Bluff hillside. 'rhe females speedily
take the front, while the old males hang behind. Then the marksmen, walking up to within a few paces of each animal, deliberately
draw their sights upon their heads and shoot them just between the
eye and the ear. The old males thus destroyed, the cows and females
are in turn surrounded by the natives, who, dropping their rifles,
thrust the heavy iron lances into their trembling bodies at a point
behind the fore flippers, touching the heart with a single lunge. It
is an unparalleled spectacle, dreadfully cruel and bloody. 1
ECONOMIC USES OF THE SEA LION.

HIGH APPRECIATION OF THE SEA LION BY THE ALEUTS.-Although
the s a lion has little or no commercial value for us, yet to tho service
of the natives themselves, who live all along the Bering Sea coast of
Alaska, Kamchatka, and the Kuriles, it is invaluable. They set great
store byit. It supplies them with its hide, mustaches, flesh, fat, sinew8,
and intestines, which they make up into as many necessary garments,
dishes, etc. 'l,hey have abundant, reason to treasure its skin highly,
for it is the covering to their neat bidarkas and bidarrahs, the former
being the small kyak of Bering Sea, while the latter is a boat of all
work, exploration, and transportat.ion. These skins are unhaired by
sweating in a pile ; then they are deftly sewed and carefully stretched
ov r a light keel and frame of wood, making a perfectly water-tight
boat that will stand, uninjured, the softening influence of water for
a day or two at a time, if properly air dried and oiled. After being
used during the day these skin boat,s are always drawn out on the
b ach, turned bottom side up, and air dried during the night; in this
way made ready for employment again on the morrow. 2
1
This surrounding of the cow is, perha-ps, the strangest procedure on the
islands. To fully appreciate the subject, the reader mu t fir t call to his mind's
eye the fact that the e female s a li ns, though small beside the male , are yet
large animals, 7 and 8 feet long and weighing, each. a mu has any four or five
average men. But in pite of their str ength and agility fifteen or twenty Aleuts,
with a rough, iron-tipped lane in their bands, will surround a drove of 50 r 150
of them by forming a noi. y, gesticulating circle, gradually closing up, man to
man, until the ea lions are literally piled in a writhing, squirming, strugg]ing
mass, one above the other, three or four d ep, heads, fl.ipp r , belli s, backs u.11 ~o
woven and interwoven in thi panic- tricken heap of terrified er atures that 1t
defie ac1equate de cription. The natives pear the cow on top, which. n.s they
, ink in death, are mount din turn by the live animals und rneath. Tne meet
the deadly lance in orcl r and o on until the whole herd is quiet and stilled in
the fatal ebbing of th ir h art' blood.
2
When slowly ketching, by mea urements, the outHnes of a fine adult bull . ea
lion which the ball fr m B oterin's rifle had ju t d tro.red an old
tarooka ''
came up abruptly. Tot eeming to"' em she deliberately threw down a large
gre~ Y. kin in at bag. anc1 whipping out a knife, w nt t work on my specimen.
Curio tr promp d m t k p till in pit of the first nsati ns of annoyanc o
that I m1ght watch h r choice and u e of the animal' ca.r a· . , 'be fir. t r mov d
th skin bein activ ly aic1Pd in hi op ration l)y an uncouth b y. 'h th ,n ut
off the palms to both fore flipper::;. The boy at the same thnepull d out' the mus-
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VALUE OF THE INTESTINES.-A peculiar value is attached to the
intestines of the sea lion, which, after skinning, are distended with
air and allowed to dry in that shape. · Then they are cut into ribbons
and sewed strongly together into that most characteristic waterproof
garment of the world, known as the "kamlaika," 1 which, while being
fully as waterproof as india rubber, has far greater strength and is
never affected by grease and oil. It is also transparent in its fitting
over dark clothes. The sea lions' throats are sm·ved in a similar manner, and, when cured, are made into boot tops, which are in turn soled
by the tough skin that composes the palms of this anim~l's fpre flippers.

tache bristles. She then cut out its gullet from the glottis to its junction with the
stomach, carefully divested it of all fleshy attachments and fat. She then cut
out the stomach itself, and turned it inside out, carelessly scraping the gastric
walls free of copious biliary secretions, the inevitable bunch of asca·ris. She then
told the boy to take hold of the duodenum end of the small intestine, and as he
walked away with it she r apidly cleared it of its attachments, so that it was thus
uncoiled to its full length of at least 60 feet. Then she severed it, and then it was
recoiled by the "melchiska " and laid up with the other members just removed,
except the skin, which she had nothing more to do with. She then cut out the
liver and ate several large pieces of that workhouse of the blood before dropping
it into the meat pour-h. She then raked up several handfuls of the "leaf lard," or
hard, white fat that is found in moderate quantity around the viscera of all these
pinnipeds, which she also dumped into the flesh bag. She then drew her knife
through the large heart, but did not touch it otherwise, looking at it int ently,
however, as it still quivered in uni on with the warm flesh of the whole carcas .
She and the boy then poked their fingers into the tumid lobes of the immense
lungs, cutting out portion of them only, which were also put into the grimy
pouch aforesaid. Then she secured the gall bladder and slipped it into a small
yeast-powder tin, which wa produced by the urchin. Then he :fini hed her economical diss ction by cutting the sinews out of the back in unbroken bulk from
the cervical vertebra to the sacrum. All the e w re stuffed into that skin bag,
which she threw on her back and supported it by a band over h r head. She then
trudged back to the barrabkie from whence she sallied a short hour ago like an old
vulture to the slaughter. She made the following di position of its contents: The
palms were u ed to ole a pair of tarbo~ars, or native boots, of which the upp rs
and knee tops were made of the gullets-one sea-lion gullet to each boot top. Tho
stomach was carefully blown up, and left to dry on the barrabkie roof, eventually
to be :filled with oil rendered from sea-lion or fur- eal blubber. The small int Stine was carefully inj ected with water and cl an ed, th n distended with air, ancl
pegged out between two stak , GO f t apart, with little cro s slat here and th re
between to keep it clear of the ground. When it is thoroughly dry it i ripp d
up in a straight line with its length and pres ed out into a broad band of parchment gut, which she cuts up and use in making a waterproof "kamlaikia."
sewing it with tho e sinews taken from the back. The liv r, leaf lard, and lob
of the lung were eaten without further cooking, and the little gall bag wa for
ome u e in poulticing a scrofulou sore. Th musta he bri tle were a venture
of the boy, who gathers all that he can, then sends them to San Franci co, where
they find a ready ale to the Chinese, who pay about 1 cent apiece for th m.
When the natives cut up a sea-lion carcass or ne of a fur seal on tho ldlling
1trounds for m at, they take only the hams and the loins. Later in the 'Jason
they eat the entire carcass, which they hang up by the hind flipp rs on a "laabas"
by their hou es.
1 The Aleutian name for this garment is unpronounceable in our language and
equally so in the more flexible Ru ian; hence the Alaskan 'kamlaika," derived
from the Sib rian "kamlaia.' That is made of tanned reindeer skin, unhaired,
and smoked by larch bark until it is colored a saffron y llow, and is worn over the
reindeer-skin under hirt which has the hair next to the owner·s skin and the
obverse side stained red by a decoction of alder bark. The kamlaia is closed behind
and before and a hood, fast ned to the back of the n ck. i drawn ov r the h ad
when leaving helter; o i the Aleutian kamlaika; only th one f Kolyma is u d
to keep out pi rcing dry cold. while the garment of the Bering Sea i a erfect
water repellant.
0
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STOMACH WALLS USED AS OIL POUCHES.-Around the natives'
houses on St. Paul and St. George constantly appear curious objects,
which, to the unaccustomed eye, resemble overgrown gourds or enormous calabashes with attenuated necks. An examination proves them
to be the dried, distended stomach walls of the sea lion, filled with its
oil, which, unlike the offensive blubber of the fur seal, boils out clear
and inodorons from its fat. The flesh of an old sea lion, while not
very palatable, is tasteless and dry, but the meat of a yearling is very
much like veal, and when properly cooked I think it is just as good;
but the superiority of the sea-lion meat over that of the fur seal is
decidedly marked. It requires some skill in the cuisine ere sausage
and steaks of the Oallorhinus are accepted on the table, while it does
not, however, require much art, experience, or patience for the cook to
serve up the juicy ribs of a young sea lion so that the most fastidious
palate will fail to relish it.
CARING FOR THE FLESH.-The carcass of the sea lion, after it is
stripped of its hide and disemboweled, is hung up in cool weather by
its hind flippers over a rude wooden frame, or '' labaas," as the natives
call it, where, together with many more bodies of fur seals treated in
the same manner, it serves from November until the following season
of May as the meat house of the Aleut on St. Paul and St. George.
Ex.posed in this manner to the open weather the natives keep their
seal meat almost any length of time in winter for use, and, like our
old duck and bird hunters, they say they prefer to have the meat
tainted rather than fresh, declaring that it is most tender and toothsome when decidedly "loud."
CHINESE DEMAND FOR WHISKERS. -The tough, elastic mustache
bristles of the sea lion are objects of great commercial activity by the
Chinese, who prize them highly for pickers to their opium pipes ancl
several ceremonies peculiar to their joss houses. The lip bristles
of the fur seal are usually too small and too elastic for this service.
The natives, however, always carefully pluck them out of the Eumetopias and get their full value in exchange.
DIET OF ·rHE SEA LION.-The sea lion also, as in the case of the fur
seal, is a fish eater pure and simple, though he, like the latter, oecasionally varies his diet by consuming a limited amount of j nicy seaweed frond and tender marine crustaceans; but he hunts no animal
whatever for food, nor does he ever molest up h ere the ea fowl that
ineessantly hovers over his head or sits in flocks without fear on the
surface of t he water around him. He, like the Callorhinu , i without que tion a mighty fisherman, familiar with every ubmarine haunt
of his pi catorial pr y, anl, like hi cou in, r jects th h ead of all
tho e fi h which hav hard, horny mouths, or are fill d with te th or
bony plat s.1
1
Many autb~rities who 3:re quoted in r egard to the habits of th hair seal and
southern sea hon_s speak w1th_ !lluch fine detail of h ving witnessed the apture of
sea fowl by fhocidre and Otar~uke. 'fo this point of inquiry on t he Pribilof Islands
I gave contmued e:lo ·e attention. becan e off and around all of the ro kerie large
flocks ?~ ~uk. , arne , g1;lls, shag , and choochkie were wimming upon the wal r
and shifting thereup n m~e . antl~ day and night throu o-hout th e late pring, summ_er, and eat'ly fall. Durmg the four sea ns of my ob r vation I n ver saw th
hghte t motion made by a fur seal or se:t lion a hair eal or a w lru toward
intentionally di turbing a single bird. much le s of capturin~ and atin it. Had
th
s al any app tite for ea fowl thi craving could hav b~ n abundantly sati fl c.1 at th exp n e of ab olu ly no efI rt on their part. That n ne of these animals
have any ta te for water bird I am thoroughly a sured.
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LIFE HISTORY OF THE WALRUS.

V0LUMI ous WRITINGS RELATIVE TO THE WALRUS.-When I first
et out for the sea islands, from the Smithsonian Institution, in 1872,
I fancied that, as far as the walrus was concerned, I should have
nothing to learn, because of the literature on that subject which I
had read from the Congressional Library, viz:
The cnrious histories written by Olaus Magnus, in 1555; by Gesner,
fo 1558; by Martens, in 1675; by Pennant, in 1781-1792; byBuffon, in
17 5, and by Cuvier, in 1816, together with an almost innumerable list
of authors who have since contributed papers on the walrus and its
character to nearly all the learned associations of the world. With
this imposing list of authorities in my mind, I thought I had reason
to believe that there was nothing about this pinniped which I should
find new, or even interesting to science.
THE wALRUS OF BERING SEA. - When, therefore, looking for the
first time upon the walrus of Bering Sea, judge of my astonishment
a I beheld the animal before me. It was a new species; it wa a new
creature, or all that had been written by five hundred authorsin regard
to the appearance and behavior of its Atlantic cousin was in rror.
The native who accompanied me were hurriedly summoned to my
side, called from their eager task of picking up birds' ego- . " Ar
these walrus sick?" said I. They looked at me in a ·tonishm nt; " o;
they are not." "Do they always look like that?" " erovnah," 1 wa
the answer.
uch was my introduction to Rosmarus arcticus (Pallas), and tbe
occasion of my describing it in 1873, for the fir ·t time, as the walrus
f Bering ea-a distinct and. separate animal, p ifical1y, from it:
congener of the North Atlantic, Odobrenus, ro marus (Allcn). 2
w ALRUS ON THE PRIBILOF lSLANDS.-In early days, when th
Pribilof Islands were first occupied by th Ru ian ', report ha it
hat large numbers of these creatures fr qu nted th ntire c a ·t line
of 't. Paul I land, and many were found around '
org ; but,
b ing relatively more timid than the s a lion in r p t t th pr enc
1

Ju t the same.
in reviewing the history of this species, ites the hesitating opinions of
P ennant, in 1792; of haw. in 1 00; of F . Cuvier, in 1 25: of Leidy, in 1 60, all of
whom suggest the speciti.c ·distinctne s of the B ring ea walrus, but give their
ideas clouded by expre ·sed hints or mental reservation . He hows, however, that
Illiger, in 1 11, formally r CO<Ynized thr e vari ti s, but that this author gives
nowhere his reason for so doing. He named them 1'richecus 1·0s111.arus for the
orth Atlantic and T. obe lS and T. di ergen for the Bering Sea regi n and
water. north of the strait ther of. Then All n says,, pa_ge 21, ~' I have met with
nothing further tou hing tlli. subj t prior to fr. H. W . Elliott's r port on the ·eal
i lands of Alaska, publi hed in 1 73, ·, and h e quot s it freely. Prof :; or llen
ha , however, don the o teologi al part of th work o well in his History of
orth American Pinnip d that now I d em it fiui hed. While All n agrees with
me finally in my arly determination of the Bering a walrus a a di tinct p ci s from that of the tlantic, he seemc:; to ba e all of his b lief upon the o teological diff r ntiation b tween th m. I have had my faith in that one lin of vid .nee a to g n ra and peci s so adly shak n by the amazing a.symmetry and
diff r n e in the skulls and skeletons of the fur eal whi ch ar bl aching out here
ide by side thou and. and t n of thou ands of them, that I feel bett r ati fied
with the characteri tfo external features of the pinniped., wbi hare r ally mor
fix d and exa ·t among the hundreds of thou and on the Pribilof I lqnd . P er, -~P 10 00 skull of Odobr,enus obesu would show a great number of example
which could not alone by themselve be separated from type of 0. 1·0 ·ma1"l.lS.
_':;:-om ~y inspection of the wid range of variation pr .· :nt ~ i~ a lar~e series of
Callorhinu · and Eumetopias skulls, I do not have any hesitation m BaYJng so.
2 Allen,

0
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of man, they rapidly disappeared as he took possession of the land.
'l1be disappearance, however, was not total-a few of them every year
were and can now be observed upon that little rocky islet, lying 6
miles to the southeast of the Northeast Point of St. Paul Island,
owing to its comparative isolation, since the natives only go there
once a year, and then only for a few days during the egging season. 1
SELECTION OF LANDINGS BY WALRUS HERDS.-The walrus rests
upon the low rocky tables characteristic of this place, without being
disturbed; hence the locality afforded me a particularly pleasant
and advantageous opportunity of minutely observing these animals.
My observations, perhaps, would not have passed over a few moments
of general notice, had I found the picture presented by them such as
I had drawn in my m)nd from the descriptions of the army· of writers
cited above; the contrary, however, stamping itself so suddenly and
decidedly upon my eye, set me to work with pen and brush in noting
and portraying the extraordin~ry brutes, as they lay grunting and
bellowing, unconscious of my presence, and not 10 feet from the
ledge upon which I sat. 2
LIFE STUDIES OF THE HERD.-Sitting ·as I did to the leeward of
them, a strong wind blowing at the time from seaward, which ever
and anon fairly covered many of them with the foaming surf spray,
they took no notice of me during the three or more hours of my study.
I was first surprised at observing the raw, naked appearance of the
hide, a skin covered with a multitude of pustular-looking warts and
large bpi.ls or pimples, without hair or fur, save scattered and almost
invisible hairs; the skin wrinkled in deep, flabby seam folds, and
1 As to the number of walrus on the Pribilof Islands in prehistoric time, and
.when the Russians first took possession of the same, 1786-87, I have not been able
to find any record of the least authentic value. Beyond the general legend of the
natives that in olden times the '' morsjee" were wont to haul in considerable num~
ber at N ovashtoshnah and over the entire extent of the north and south shor s of
St. Paul, while herds were also common under the precipitous sea wall~ of St.
George. Gavrila Sarietschev, one of the several imperial agent::; commissioned at
intervals to examine into the affairs of the old Russian-American Fur Company,
in the details of his report made in December, 1805, incidentally state , speaking
of the walrus, that while they had abandoned the Pribilof Islands then, yet
formerly they were there in such numbers that 28,000 pound of their teeth (tusks)
were obtained in a single year. A· ijhe average weight of well-assorted walrus
ivory is about 8 pound to the head of each animal, this memorandum of the ag~nt
shows that between 3,500 and 4,000 walrus were taken then. From the quantity
of old bones of Rosmm·ii, which are constantly covered and uncovered by the
cap1ice of the wind at ~ahsayvernia and Novastoshnah, I should judge the Russian officer was correct.
2 The e favored basaltic tables are also commented upon in imilar onnectj~m
by an old writer in 1 75, Shuldham, who calls them "echourie ; " he is de cr~bing the Atlantic walrus as it appears at the Magdalen Islands: "The echom:10
m:e formed principally by nature, being a gradual slope of ·oft rock, with which
the Magdalen Islands abound about O to 100 yards wide at the water side and
spreading so as to contain nen.r the summit a very considerable number." The
tabl s at Walrus Island an 1 tho, at South west Point are very much le in area.
than tho e described by Shnldham, and are a smalls ries of low, sawtooth jetties
of th harder basalt wa h din r lief from a tufa matrix. There is no room to the
landward of them for many walru e to lie upon. The Odob nus does not lik to
haul up on loose or hingly shor , because it has th great t difficulty in getting
a olid hold for it fore flippers with whi h to pry up and ahead it. huge, clumsy
body. When it hauls on a ·and each, it never attempts to rawl ou to th dry
regi n back of tbe surf, but 1i . ju t awash at high water. In this fashion they
us d to re tall along th ·and reache of , ' t. Paul prior to the Ru ·sian advent in
1 6 · and when huldham w inditing hfo letters on the habi of Ro nwr11s,
Oclobr nus was then lying out in full force and great physical peace on the Pribilof
I lands.
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marked by dark-red venous lines, which showed out in strong contrast through the thicker and thinner yellowish brown cuticle, that in
turn seemed to be scaling off in places as if with leprosy. Indeed, a
fair expression of this walrus-hide complexion, if I may use the term,
can be understood by the inspection of tho e human countenances in
the streets and on the highways of our cities which are designated as
tbe faces of ''bloats." The forms of Ros1narus struck my eye at first
in the most unplea ant manner, and the longer I looked at them the
more heightened was my di. gust, for they resembled distorted, mortified, shapeless ma ses of fl h . rrhe clu ters of swollen, watery pimples, which were of yellow parboiled flesh color and principally located
over the shoulders and around the neck., painfully uggested unwholesomenes~.
On examining the herd individually, and looking over perhaps 150
specimens direc~ly beneath and within the purview of my observation,
I noticed that there were no female among th m. 1,hey were all
males, and ome of the younger ones had con iderable hair, or enouo·h
oi. that close, short, brown coat to give a hairy tone to th ir bodi hence I believe that it is only the old, wholly matured males which
offered to my eyes their bare and loathsome nakedne .
I ob erved, a th y warn around and b for they landed, that they
were clumsy in the water, not being able t
wim at all like th
Phocidre and the Otaridre_; l>ut th ir proo-res in th ,' a wa wond rfully alert when brouo-ht into compari on with that t rre trial a tion
of th irs. The iinm nse bulk and w ight of this walru , contra t d
with the size and strength of it limbs, rend 1· it simply irnpot nt
when haul d out of the water, and on th low rocky b ach s or helv .·
upon which it re ts. Like the seal, however, it wim ntir ly un :I. r
water when traveling, but it does not ri e, in my opinion, so fr quently
t,o take b1' ath; when it ,doe , it blow or snort. not unlike a whal •.
Often I have noticed this puffino-, nort of the c animal , sin e the date
of th e ob ervation, on Walrus I let, when tan ding on the bluff near
the village of t. Paul and looking ea ward.
non ool, quiet morning in May, e pecially, I followed with my ey ah rd of walru,, tra ing its progre some di tance off and up along th a t co t of th
i land very ea ily by the tiny j t of moi. tnr or vap r from th onto r pire. 1
fined breath which the animal blew ff a th y r
1 Mariners, while coasting in the Arctic, have often been put on timely footing
by the walrus fog horn norting and blowing when a,ship dang rously sails sil ntly
in through dense fog toward land or ice floes, upon which th se animals may be
re ting; indeed, these uncouth.monitors to this indistinct dang r rise and bob under
and al'ound a vessel like so many gnomes or demon of fairy romanc ; and th
sailors may well be pardoned for much of the strange yarnino- which they ha.vA
given to the reading world re pecting the sea horse during the la t three centuries; but when we find Albert Magnus and Gesner the sage, talking in the f llowing extraordinary manner of the capture of Rosmaru.s, we are constrained to laugh
heartily; especially do we so, becau ea more shy, timid brute than the walru of
Bering a never existed when he is hunted by man, unless it be the sea otter.
ays Ge n r in 155 : '' Therefore the e fish called Rosmarii or Morsii, have heads
fashion d like to an oxe, and a hairy skin, and hair growing as thick as straw r
corn-reeds that lie loo e verylargely. They will raisethems lveswith their teeth,
as by ladders, to the very tops of rocks that they may fe d upon the dewie gra'3s ,
or fresh water, and role themselves in it, and then go to the ea again, unless in
the meantime they fall very fa t asle p, and rest upon the rock , for then the fi h ermen make all the ha te they can and begin at the tail and part th skin fr m
the fat; and into this that is parted they put most strong cord , and fast~n them
on the rugged rocks or tree that are near; and th nth y thr w stone at h1 h ad,
out of a ling, to raise him, and they comp 1 him to descend spoil dof the great t
part of his skin which is fastened to the ropes; he being thereby debilitated, fear-
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METHODS OF LANDING: CLUMSY EFFORTS.-In landing and climbing
over the low, rocky shores at Morserovia, 1 this animal is fairly a
clumsy and almost as indolent as the sloth. A herd crowds up fro m
the water, one after the other, in the most ungainly manner, accompanying their movements with low grunts and bellowings; the first
one up frorp. the sea no sooner gets composed upon the rocks for sleep
than the second one comes along, prodding and poking with its blunted
tusks, demanding room also, and causes the first to change its position
to another location still farther off and up from the water, a few feet
beyond; then the second is in turn treated in the same way by a third,
and so on until hundreds will be slowly packed together on the shore,
as thickly as they can lie, never far back from the surf, however, pillowing their heads upon the bodies of one another, and not acting at
all quarrelsome toward each other. Occasionally, in their lazy,
phlegmatic adjusting and crowding, the posteriors of some old bull
will be lifted up, and remain elevated in the air, while the passive
owner sleeps with its head, perhaps, beneath the pudgy form of its
neighbor.
UsE OF TUSKS.-A great deal has been written in regard to the
manner in which the walrus uses his enormous canines; many authors
have it that they are employetl by Rosmarus as landing hooks, so
that by sticking them into the icy floes, or inserting t.hem between rocky
inter tices or inequalities, the clumsy brute aids his hauling out from
the ea. I looked here at \Valrus Island very closely for such maniful and half dead, he is made a rich prey, especially for his teeth, that are very
prctious amongst the Scythians, the Muscovites, Russians and Tartars (as ivory
amongst the Indians) by reason of its hardness, whiteness and ponderousnesse. "
In.spite of the many remarkable and well authenticate{l stories printed as to the
ferocity of the Atlantic walrus wh n hunted, it can be safely said that no boat has
ever been assailed by the Alaskan species, which is as large if not larger, and in
every respect quite as able bodied. 'fhe Eskimo eap'ture them without danger or
difficulty-mere child's play or woman's work-spearing and lancing. By spearing, a line of walrus hide is made fast to the plethoric body of Ro. ma1"l.l8, and
when it has Eixpended its surplus vitality by towing the native a few miles in a
mad fr nzied burst of swimming, the bidarrah is quietly drawn up to it puffing
form, close enough to permit the coup of an ivory-headed lance, then towed to the
b ach at high water. When the ebb i well out the huge carcas i skinned by it
du ky butchers, who cut it upintolargesquarechunks of flesh and blubb r , which
are cl posited in the little " Dutch-oven " each s of each family that are waiting
for it reception.
Dre sing the walrus hides is the only serious hard labor which the la kan Innuit
subjec him elf to. He can not lay it entirely upon the women, a do the ioux
when they spread buffalo bodie all over the plains. It is too much for female
strength alon and o the men bear a hand right lustily in the bu ine s. It take
from four to ix stout natives when a green walrus hide i remov d to carry it to
the sweating hol , where it is sp edilyunhahed. Then stretched alternately upon
air fram ancl pinn d over the arth, it is gradually scraped down to the requisite
thinne , for use in covering th bidarrah keletons etc.
There are probably six or seven thou anclhuman beingsin la kawholivealone
by virtue of the exi tence of Rosmarus, and very y ar when the ea on open
they gather togeth r by ettlement , as they are contiguous and dis u the walrus ·hanc for th coming year as earn tly an 1 as wi e1y a our farmer do for
in tan e, r garding th pr p t for corn and potato . But th E kimo h_un r
i a aclly improvident mortal thou h he i not wa tefnl of morse lif ; while we
are provid nt and yet wa t ful f our re our s.
If th north pole i. ver r ached by our p opl , they will do so only when they
can eat walru m at and ge pl nty of it. At lea t, that i my belief an~l kn wing n w what the diet i , I think the journ y to th hyp rborean ult~ma 1 a lon"
one, tbough th r i plen y of meat and m~ny m n wh want to try 1 •
1 for
rovia, the Rn ian nam for Walru Island; the native als call tter
Island by the Ru sian title of Bobrovia.
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THE WALRUS OF BERING SEA.
(Rosmarus arcticus. )
A life-study or an old male by the author: Walrus Island, July 5, 1872.
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festation of their service to the members of the herd, which was continually augmented by fresh arrivals from the surf while under my
eye. They did not in a single instance use their tusks in this manner; it was all done by the fore flippers, and "boosting" of exceptionally heavy surf which rolled in at wide intervals, and for which
marine assistance the walrus themselves seemed to patiently wait. 1
With all this apparent indifference, however, they have established
their reputation for vigilance in spite of it; and they resort to a very
singular method of keeping guard, if I may so term it. In this herd
of three or four hundred male walrus that were under my eye , though
nearly all were sleeping, yet the movement of one would disturb the
other, which would raise its head in a stupid manner for a few moments,
grunt once or twice, and before lying down to leep again it would
strike the slumbering form of its nearest companion with its tu ks,
causing that animal to rouse up in turn for a few moments al o,
grunt, and pass the blow on-to the next., lyino- down in the sam manner. Thus the word wastran ferred, a it were, con tantly and unc a ingly around, always keeping some one or two aroused, which con quently were more alert than the rest.
1 I have seen no description of this Pacific walrus which is as good as is the first
notice of it ever made to English readers, by Captain Cook, in his Last Voyage.
It is, as far as it goes, precisely in accordance with my views of the same animal,
nearly a century later, viz, July, 1872. He said: "They lie in herds of many hundreds upon the ice, huddling one over the other like swine, and roar or bay very loud,
so that in the night or in foggy weather they gave us notice of the vicinity of the
ice before we could see it. We n~ver found the whole herd as!eep, some being
always on the watch. These, on the approach of the boat, would wake those next
to them, and the alarm being thus gradually communicated, the whole herd would
be awake presently. But they were seldom in a hurry to get away till after they
had once been fired at, when they would tumble one over the other into the sea in
the utmost confusion, and if we did not at the first discharge kill tho ewe fired
at we generally lost them, though mortally wounded. They did not appear to
be that dangerous animal some authors have described, not even when attacked.
They are rather more so to appearan ·e than in reality. Vast numbers of them
would follow, and some come close up to the boats; but the flash of a musk tin
the pan, or even the bare pointing of one at them, would send them down in an
instant. The female will defend the young one to the very last, and at the
expense of her own life, whether in the water or upon the ice. Nor will the
young one quit the dam though she be cl'ead; so that if you kill one you ar ure
of the other. The dam, when in the water, holds the young one betwe n h r fore
fins." (Cook's Voyages to the Pacific Ocean, 177 , etc., vol. II p. 458. London,
1 5.)
I do not wish to appear in the light of desiring to detract one iota from that
credit of accurate description which so ju tly belongs to Cook; but he himself did
not indicate that he thought the Pacific walrus a distinct species from its Atlantic
congener. His figure of the Bering Sea Ros1narus is entir ly grot squ . A
human face wi.th beard, a thin n ck, and immen ely inflated posteriors, and fore
flipp rs divided up into distinct finger , make a creature a totally unlike Odob nus
obesus as need be; yet naturalists have grav ly sp ken of it as "excellent!" Had
Captain 'ook posse sed the same explicit and graphic pow r of de cription in his
pencil that characterize his pen, I know full w 11 that thi ·aricature abov
referred to ( 'ook's oyage to the Pacific Ocean, etc., 1776-17 0, vol. n, pl. LII)
would n ev r have app ar d.
The pinnipeds are, perhapR, of all animals, the most difficult subjects that the
artist an find tor produce from life. There are no angle or elbows to seize hold
of-the line of the body and limbs are all round d free and flowing; y t th very
fie hiest example. nev r have that bloated, wind-di tend dlookwb1ch mo t of the
figures publi hed give them.
ne mu t fir th com familiarized with the re tle , varying attitude of the
creature , l y xtended p r onal contact and
observation. re h can s ti fy him If with the re ult of hi drawings, no matter
how expert he may b in rapid and artistic d lin ation. Life stur1ie , by artisfa;,
of the young of the Atlantic walru have be n mad in several instances, but of
the mature animal there is nothing extant of that character.
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HELPLESSNESS ON LAND.-In moving on land they do not seem to
have any physical power in the hind limbs; these are usually dragged
and twitched up behind, or feebly flatten~d out at right angles to the
body; terrestrial progression is slowly and tediously made by a dragging succession of short steps forward on the fore feet; but if the
alarm i given it is astonishing to note the contrast which they pres nt in their method of getting back to sea; they fairly roll and hustle
themselves over and into the waves.
How long they remain out from the water in this country I am
unable to say; but, stored up as they are with such an enormous supply of surplus fat, dull and sluggish in temperament, I should think
that they could sustain a fasting period equal to that of the Otariidce-,
if not superior to them in endurance.
These adult males before me looked very much larger than I expected
to find the walrus, 1 and it was fortunate for the accuracy and good
sense of these notes now published, that one of the natives kindly
volunteered to shoot any of the bulls which I might select, after I
should have finished my sketching an l writing. I therefore, when
my drawings were completed, selected the largest animal in the group;
and promptly at my signal a rifle ball crashed into the skull at the
only place where it could enter, just on the line of t,he eye and the
ear, midway between them.
GREAT SIZE OF THE WALRUS.-'"fhis animal, thus slain, certainly was
the larg tone of the entire herd, and the following measurements and
notes can therefore be relied upon: It m asured 12 feet 7 inches from
its bluff nostrils to the tip of its excessively abbreviated tail, which was
not more than 2½ or 3 inche lonO'; it had the surprising girth of 14
feet. The immen. e ma of blubb r on th shoulders and around the
n ck made the head look tranO' ly small in proportion and the posterior. d cidodly attenuated; indeed, the whole weight of the animal
wa bound up in it.s girth anteriorly. It was a phy ical impossibility
for me to w igh thi brute, and I therefore can do nothing but make
ague , p.aving thi fa t to O"uid m , that the head, cut directly off
at be junction with the pin , or the occipital or at.las joint, weighed
0 pound ; that tho kin, which I carefully removed with the aid of
th
nati
, with h h ad, , iO"hed 570 pounds. D du tinO' th
h ad and x ·luding th flipp r , I think it i afe to ay that the kin
it lf would not w igh le than 350 pound , and the animal could not
w igh mu h 1
than a on-from 2,000 to 2,200 pound .
H RA TERI TI s OF HEAD.-The h ad ha a decided fiatt ned
app aran , for th no ril , y , and ar pot,
em to b pla ed
1
ul study of what is
on r cor
e Atlantic w
i a mean of 10 feet 7
inch .
. rva
n Walrus Island give the Bering 'ea male adult
walrus a
of 11 feet. The only two exampl s which I mea ur d were both
ov r th· .
, 11 f et 9 inche and 12 feet 7 i nche from tip of muzzle to the
kinny nodule or excr ·enc , , cientifically known as the tail; but they were
strikin
·
·n uperior ize to all the oth rs in the
d of old mal .
fore
e time, and were singl d out for sho
that c r . I
fully r
au e in July, 1 74, when I revisit d
land, I cau ed
a y unger male, and on tol rnbly well haired over with
·k brown and
et 9 inch
f.hort coat to be shot. Wh n mea ured it gav a 1 ngth o
an<1 woulcl not w i h, in my best e timation, more than 1,·
poun<'ls. It
matured. Thus the ' greater ize ·
cogniz cl in
ed length of
or 6 in he· t the
rm, with a
du poi . The ·ompl te and uniform unhairing f th old
nu i another very charactedstic f ature in diff r nt
sion from Atlantic herds.
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nearly on top of the cranium; the nasal apertures are literally so,
openino· directly over the muzzle; they are oval, and closed parallel
with the longitudinal axis of the skull, and when dilated are about an
inch in their greatest diameter.
The tu ks or canines are set firmly under the nostril apert,ures in
deep, massive, bony pockets, giving that strange, broad, square-eut
front of the muzzle so characteristic to the physiognomy.
The upper lips of the walrus of Bering Sea are exceedingly thick
and gristly, and th bluff, square muzzle is studded in regular rows
and interval with a hund-red or so short, stubby, gray-white bristles,
varying in 1 ngth from on -half to 3 inche . There are a few very
short and much ofter bri tle set al o on the fairly hidden chin of the
lower jaw, which clo e up under the projectin 1,. nout and muzzle
and i n arly ncealed by the enormous tush s when laterally viowed.
PE ULIARITIES OF THE EYES.-The eyes ar small, but prominent,
placed nearly on top of the head, and, protrudino- from their ockets,
bulge like tho e of the lob ter. The iri and pupil of this y is less
than on -foUl'th of the expo ed surface; the , cl rotic coat well out
from 'under the lid when they are opened, and is of a dirty, mottled,
coffee yellow and brown, with an occasional admixture of white; the
iris its lf i light brown, with dark-brown ray and pots. I noticed
that when ver the animal aroused itself, instead of tuming its head
it roll d it y s about, eldom movino- the cranium more than to elevate it. The ey s em to move, rotating in every direction when the
creature is tartl d, !riving the face of this monster a very extraordinary attraction, especially when studied by an artist. The expression
is ju t inde cribable. The range of sight enjoyed by the walrus out
of water, I cant , tify, is not well developed, for after throwing mall
chips of rock down upon the walruses near me, several of them not
being 10 f et di taut, and causing them only to stupidly tar and give
vent to low o-runt o.f a ·tonishm nt, I then ro e gently and silently to
my f t, tanding boldly up before them; but th n even I was not
noticed, thou<Yh their yes rolled all over from above to und r me.
Had I, howev r, made a little nois , or had I b n standino- a far as
1,000 yard away from them to the windward, th y would have tak n
the alarm in tan ly and tumbled off into the. ea like so many hu tl d
wool ack , for th ir s n , e of sm 11 is of the k n k n t .
.Ac TE HE RI :rG.-Th ars of the wall-u , or rai,h r the auri 1 to
the ar , ar on th arne lat ral line at the top of tho h a with the
no trils and ye , th latt r b eing ju t midway b tw n. 1h ·pc vilion, or auri 1 , i a mer fl hy wrinkle or fold, n t at all rai cl r
developed; and, from what I could s e o.f them atu xt mu , it wa
v rynarrow and mall.
till the.nativ Ras:-;u1· cl m that th Olariidre
had no b tter organs of h aring than '' for J ."
LOOSE SETT
OF THE TU K .-The head of the male walru ' to
which I have allud cl, and from which I afterward rem ed th kin,
wa. 1 inche long b tween th n tril an l th p t-o ipital r gi n;
and althou(Th th
normou t 1 k eem d to b so firmly planted in
h ir o e u
o k t , judge of my a toni ·hm nt wh n on of th
young r native flippantly ru k a u k with aw od n club quite
martly, and th n a ily jerk d the t h forth. I had fr quently
ob erv d that it wa diffi. ult to k p th t
h from rat ling out of
their alv oli in any .f th b t kull I h1,d O h r d f he fur
1
and ea lion ; p iall diffi ult in th a.
f th latt r. But ao- in,
on thi int r tin<Y . ubj t f den i i n, it i
, that Ir f r to Dr.
Allen. R petition of hi admirabl . diao-no i i unne e ary h r .
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l NUSUAL THICKNESS OF THE SKIN.-'rhe thickness of t,h e hide 1 of
the walrus is, after all, in my opinion, its most anomalous feature. I
remember well how surprised I was when I followed the incision of
the broadax used in beheading the specimen shot for my benefit, to
find that the skin over the shoulders and around the throat and chest
was 3 inches thick-a puffy, spongy epidermis, outward hateful to the
sight, and inwardly resting upon the slightly acrid fat or blubber so
characteristic of this animal. Nowhere is this hide, upon the thinnest point of measurement, less than half an inch thick. It feeds
exclusively upon shellfish (Lamellibranchia.ta), or clams principally,
and a1so upon the bulbous roots and tender stalks of certain marine
plants and grasses which grow in great abundance over the bottoms
of broad, shallow lagoons and bays of the main Alaskan coast. I took
from the paunch of the walrus above mentioned more than a bushel of
crushed clams in their shells, all of which that animal had evidently
just swallowed, for digestion had scarcely commenced. Many of those
clams in that stomach, large as my clenched hands, were not even
broken; and it is in digging tllis shellfish food that the services ren'
dered by the enormous tusks become apparent. 2
COWARDICE OE' THE WALRUS OF BERING SEA.-lt may not accord
with the singular tales told, on the Atlantic side, about the uses of
these 0 ·leaming ivory teeth, so famous and conspicuous; but I believe
that the Alaskan walrus employs them solely in the labor of digging
clams and rooting bulbs from those muddy oozes and sand bars in the
estuary waters peculiar to his geographical distribution. Certainly,
it i difficult for me to reconcile the idea of such uncouth, timid
1 While savage man has utilized the tough hide of Rosmarus and Obesus, the skin
was also used by the Russians.themselves to cover the packages of furs sent from
Sitka to Kiachta, China; the skin was there stripped ancl again sewed anew over
the chests of tea that were received in exchange for the e furs thus enveloped, and
which were carried hence to Moscow. Here the ·ounde t portions of the hide
remaining on the boxes were finally cut up and stamped into ''kopecks" and a
variety of small change, in time, to revi it its native sea used as a circulating
medium, for value received, throughout all Alaska where the Russian· held power.
A leather currency was long known to that country, and old Philip Volkov, of
St. Paul, told me that he never saw silver or gold coin used on the seal islands
until onr people brought it in 1 6 . These walrus parchment rubles were worth
much le than their face value-sometimes only one-third. The Russians al o
made harness out of walrus leather. As long as the weather remained cold ancl
dry the wear of this material wa highly satisfactory, but woe to the "kibitscha. "
if caught out in a rain storm. The walrus harne s then str etches like india.
rubber, and the horse fairly leave the vehicle far behind, sticking in the road,
though the traces are unbroken.
2 It i , and always will be, a source of sincere regret to me and my friends that
I did uot bodily preserve this huge paunch and its contents. It would have filled
a half ban 1 very snugly, and then its ma s of freshly swallowed clams (Mya
fruncata), filmy streaks of macerated kelp and fragm nt of crustaceans, could
have been carefully examined during a week f leisur at the Smithsonian Institution. It wa , however, ripped open so quickly by one of the Aleuts who kicked
the con nt out, that I hardly knew what had been done ere the strong- melling
ubject wa directly under my n e. The native then were anxiou that I should
hurry throu ,h with my k tcb , mea urements, etc., so that they mi~ht the
ooner pu h ff their gg-laden bidarrah and cro back to the main island before
the fog would ettle over our homeward track, or the rapidly ri ing wind shift to
the northward and imperil our pa ag . Weighty r ea on the e, which o fully
impre. ed me that thi unique stoma h of a carnivora wn overlooked and left
b hind· hence, with the exception f curiously turning ver th clams (e pecia.lly
th e nncru bed, p cimen ) whi h formed the gr at bulk of it con nts, I have
no m more nda or v n di tin ctr collection of the other mat rial that were incor·
pora d, Th livaceou gr n c lor of it oft, pa ty excrem nt mu t bed rived
from eating chlorospermre and divers bran ·hes of algoid growth.
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PLUNGING THE HARPOON.

Innuits of St. Lavvrence Island, Alaska, making fast to Walruses surprised by the Eskimo vvhile
hauled up on the sea - beaches at Kagallegak.
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brutes, as were those spread before me on Walrus Islet, with any of
the strange chapters written as to the ferocity and devilish courage
of the Greenland morse. ,..rhese animals were exceeding cowardly;
abjectly so. It is with the greatest difficulty that the natives, when a
herd of walruses are surprised, can get a second shot at them ; so far
from clustering attacks around their boats, it is the very reverse; and
the hunter's only solicitude is which way to travel in order that he
may come up with the fleeing animal as th y rise to breathe. Again,
I visited Walrus I slet in 1 74, accompanied by Lieutenant Maynard,
nited States avy, and the captain of th revenue cutt r R eliance.
We rowed from th ship directly toward the i lot, to a poi.nt where we
saw the accu tom d and exp ct d i.ght of walru lying thereon. ,..rhe
wind was fair for us and we am up almo t to within a boat's oar
distance of the dozino-, phlegmatic herd. On wa singled out, and
Captain Bak r shot it-his fir t walrus; the whole h rd, a u ual,
hustled with terrible energy into the wat,er, and all around our boat,
for we had not landed, and they did not ri about or n ar us to give
one snort of defiance, or to give u the fain te t suo-cr tion of any di position to attack u s, but they di appear d unplea antly , oon-too
quickly.
ABSENCE OF FEMALES ON w ALRUS I SLA D.-As I have aid b efore,
there are no females on this island, and I can th refor ay nothing
about them; Ir gret it exceedingly. On questioning the nativ s, as
we returned, th y told me that the walrus of B rfocr ea was monogamous; and that the difference b tw en the ex s in ize, color, and
shape is incon iderable; or, in other word , that until th mal s are
old, the young males and the f male of all ag s are not remarkably
distinct, and would not be at all if it were not for the teeth; th0y aid
that the female bring forth her young, a singl calf, in June, u ually,
on the ice flo 8 in the Arctic O ean, abo e B rino- traits, b tw en
Point Barrow and Cape Seartze Kammin; that thi calf r embl s the
parent in g neral proportions and color wh n it i hardly ov r ix
we k old, but that the tu l ( which give it it mo t di tincrui hing
expre ion) are not visible until the second y ar of it lif ; that the
walrus mother i strongly attached to her off princr,1 and nur e it
later throuo-h th
a on in the ea; that th walru 1 p prof undly
in the wat r, floating almo t ver ically, with bar ly more than th
no tril above water, and can be a ily approa h cl if car i taken a
to th wind o a t p ar-it or hove alan int it. b wel ; that the
bull do not fight a avag ly a th fur .al or th , a li n; that the
blunt d tu k , of th e combatant . ldom d m r than brui their
1 That the sea lion and the fur seal
hould be so apath tic wh n danger to their
young arises, and that the clum y, timid walrus fight for their protection to the
death under the same circum tance , is somewhat strange. According to all
report which I can gather from reputable authority, notably aptain ook's brief,
yet explicit, account, the walrus never des rt its young in that manner, hitherto
d scribed, so charact ristic of the Otariidce of B ring
a. This odd contra tin
behavior iR worthy of further attention, as far as the walrus is con ·ern a. There
were no f males or young among the herd of Rosmaru8which!ob erved at Walrus I land, hence I am unable myself to give any facts based upon life studie .
The reported affection and devotion of the mother walrus e m only natural,
being, a it i , the rule throughout all the higher grad s of mammalia, while this
attitud of the ea lion and fur eal is decidedly oppo ed to it; and w re it not that
it was so plainly pre entecl in a thou and and one cas s to my ense I should have
seriously doubted its conectnes .
till, the 1 est authority that I can rec gnize
on the habits of the Phocidc.e, Kumlein, say that the hair s als all di play the
same indifference which I portray in thi resp t as charact ri tic of the fur seal
and sea lion. (Kumlein: ontribution to th
atural History of Arctic America.
Bull. U. S. National Museum, Washington, p. 59, 1879.)
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thick hides; that they can remain under water nearly an hour, or
about twice as long as the seals; and that they sink like so many
stones, immediately after being shot at sea. 1
FIRST RECORD OF THE OCCURRENCE OF FEMALES. -The reason why
this band of males, and many of them old ones, should be here to the
exclusion of females throughout the year is not plain. 1rhe natives
assured me that walrus females or their young never have been seen
around the shores of these islands, but I have tru·stworthy ad vices from
the village of St. Paul, at the date of this publication, declaring the fact
of the capture of a female on Walrus Islet last fall, the first one ever
recorded.
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE WALRUS OF ALASKA. -The

walrus has, however, a very wide range of distribution in Alaska,
though not near so great as in prehistoric times. 2 rrhey abound to the
eastward and southeastward of St. Paul, over in Bristol Bay, where
great numbers congregate on the sand bars and flats, now flooded, now
1 I personally made no experiments touching the peculiarity of sinking immediately after being shot. Of course on reflection it will appear to any mind that
a11 seals, no matter how fat or how lean, would sink instantly out of sight if not
killed at the stroke of the bullet. Even if mortally wounded, the great involuntary impulse of brain and muscle would be to dive and speed away, for all swimming is submarine when the pinnipeds desire to travel. Touching this mooted
question, I had an opportu nity when in Port Townsend, during 1 74, to ask a man
who had served as a partner in a fur-sealing schooner off the Straits of Fuca. He
told me that unless the seal was instantly killed by the pa sage of the rifle bullet
through its brain it was never secured, and would sink before they could reach
the bubbling wake of its disappearance. If, however, the aim of the marksman
had been correct, then the body was invariably taken within five to ten minutes
after th shooting. Only one man did the shooting. All the re t of the crew ten
to twelve white men and Indians, manned canoes and boats, which were promptly
dispatched from the schooner, after each report, in the direction of the shooting.
How long one of the bodies of the e "clean " kill d seals would float he did not
know. The practice always was to get it as quickly as po.,sible, fearing that the
bearings of its position when shot from the schooner might be confused or lost.
He also affirmed that in bis opinion there were not a dozen men on the whole
northwest coast who were good enough with a rifle and exp rt at distance calculation to shoot fur seals successfully from the deck of ave sel on the ocean. The
Indians of Cape Flattery get mo t of th13 pelagic fur seals by cautiously approaching from the leeward when they are a ·leep and throwing line darts or harpoons
into them before they awaken.
~1 h. ve beep frequently questioned whether, in my opinion, it was more than a
short pace of time ere the walrus wa exterminated or not, ince thewha' er had
begun to huut them in Bering ea and the Arctic cean. To this I frankly make
answer that :i: do not know enough of the subject to give orrect judgment. The
w .. lrus spencl mo t of their time in waters that are within rea ·h of these killful
and hardy navigator ; and if they (the walrus) are of sufficient value to the
whaler he can, and undoubtedly will. make a bu ine of killing them and work
the ame ad re. ult tha.t h ha br ught about with the mighty chool of cetacea
whi h once whi tl d and bared th ir LaChS throughout the now d ert d water of
erin•7 , a, in perf ·t peat e and s lusion, 1 rior to 1 42. The return of th old
Ru ian America ompany how that an annual av rage of 10,0 walru have
been lain by the E lnmo ince li99 up to 1 6 . There ar a great many left yet.
but unl s tLe oil of Ro.<mwru.· b ·om • Yery precious commer ·ially I think the
hoa1 water of Bri tol Bay and Ku. kokwim mouth, tog th r with the cc ntric
tid thereol', will pr rve it jnd finit ly. Forty year ag when the orth
Pacific wa th ren :lez,ou of th n· at t whaling fl et that v r floated, tho
vp.· . conlcl not, nor au they now, approa h nearer than 'O or even O mile of
atter din
th mncldy :hoal., and . ancl liars upon wb 'ch the walru re t th re
her11 of a do7, n or o in numbers up t hodi
f thou. ancl . living in lethargic
p ac an<l a m o t unmole. t d. exc:ep· in · veral . mall di trict. which ar car fully
hunt d ov r hy t 1e nativ s of Tga ·bik for oil and ivory. I have
n r dibly
i formed that th y al o brP cl rn lk st0l Ba · ancl alon,. th · a t a far north a ·
Ca1,e ..\.vinova during so111 ... sea ons of e -cep tional rigor in tho Arctic,
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bared by the rising and ebbing of the tide. They are hunted here to
a considerable extent for their ivory. No walrus are found south of
the Aleutian Islands. Still, not more than forty-five or fifty years ago,
small gatherings of these animals were killed here and there on the
islands between Kadiak and Unimak Pass. The greatest aggregate
of them south of Bering Straits will alway, be found in the estuaries
of Bristol Bay and on the north ide of the peninsula.
PREHISTORIC RANGE OF THE w LR s .-Geologi ts find the record
of the great ice period well filled up by the range of the walrus, then,
as far down on the tlanti Coa t as the littoral margins of South and
North Carolina, and its fo il remain are common in the diluvial
deposits of Eno-land and Franc , while th pho phate b ds of ew J ersey are exceedingly ri h in old walru bon . BuL within hi toric
times there is no evidenc that point to the xi t nee of the walrus
on the ew England coa t. Durin()" the la t half of the sixt nth ntury they are known to have frequent d the outhern confines of ova
Scotia. That hardy navio-ator, Jam · ar ier, t 11 us in hi quaint
vernacular that in May, 1534, he m t at th i land of "Ramea" (pr b. ably able I land), spo1·ting in th s a, "very rrr at bea te , a o-reate
as o en, which have two greate teeth in their mouth lik unto El phant's teeth, & live al o in th
ea. We aw them le ping on the
hanke of the water; wee, thin1 ino- to take it, w nt with our boates,
but o soon a he h ard us he ca te him lfe into the ea."
noth r
old salt, "Thoma James, of Bri toll," speakin o- of the ame subj ct
shortly after, say , "the fl. h ome h on banke (to do their kind) in
. April, May, and June, by numbers of thou and , which fi hi very
bi()", and hath two great teeth; and th kin of them i like Be ff s
leather; and they will not away from th ir yong on ·. Th yon()' ones
are as good m at a
eal . And with the bellie of five of th aid
fi hes they make a hog h ad of Traine, which Traine is very w et,
which, if it will make ope, the Kino- of paine may burne om of his
0 liv trees." ( !) Thi pice of Yankee en terpri e in " ope," evid n tly,
did not come to a . ucce sful head. 1
THE WALRU "BIDARR H."-Th fin t bidarrah kin boat of
transportation that I have een in thi country wer tho '0 of the t .
Lawrence nativ s. These were made out of dr
d walru hide ,
shaved and pared down by th m to th r qui 'it thi kn s
that,
when they were ewed with inews to the woo<l n wbalebon -la hed
fram of the ·e boat , th y dri d into a pal , greeni ·h white prior to
oilino-, and were even then almo t tran luc n1,, tou<Yh, and trono-.
E Oll"' WALR ,'HIDE·.- ntil I aw the bidarrah · of the t. Lawrence native in 1 74, I wa more or le inclined to believe that the
tou()"h, thi k, and pongy hid of th walru w uld bet refractory
in dr ing for u e in ov rin<,. u •h lio-ht fram , e p cially tho e of
the bidarka; but th manif t . re Hence and aworthine of th e
ati fi d m
hat I wa mi tak n. I aw, howe er,
E kim b at
abundant vid n
f h mu h r at r labor r quir din tanning or
1 I depart from th Pacific walrus, for a mom nt. in thus sp aking of its Atlantic
brother with reference to the te timony of the rocks as to it!:! limit ot southern
range north of the equator. For thethought of herd of walrus floating down on
immense frigid £1.o over the pre ent lowland f Virginia and orth Carolina,
and of Anvers and near Paris. France, is an intere ting on . relative to the features
of the great ice age. Down th y came, that is certain. Van Bened n and Leidy
have recently figured their aged bones as they are silici:fi.ed or ca t in the marls
of those southern coasts and interiors. (See Leidy, Trans. Am. Phil. oc., xi,
1860 Philadelphia. Van Ben den: D s de O . Fo s. des Envirns d'Anvers;
Annales Mu . d Hist. at. de B lgique, 1 77, tome 1, pp. 40-41.) No such bones
have as yet been found on the northwest coast or in Alaska.
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paring down the thick cuticle to that thin, tough transparency so
marked on their bidarrahs, for the pelt of the hair seal or sea lion
does not require any more attention when applied to this service than
simply unhairing it. This is done by first sweating the "loughtak" in.
piles, then rudely but rapidly scraping, with blunt knives or stone
:flensers, the hair off in large patches at every stroke; the skin is then
air dried, being stretched on a stout frame, where, in the lapse of a
few weeks, it becomes a.s rigid as a board. When required for use
thereafter it is soaked in water until soft or "green" again, then it is
sewed with sinews, while in this fresh condition, tightly over the
slight wooden skeleton of the bidarka or the heavier frame of the
bidarrah. In t}lis manner the skin boats and lighters at the islands
are covered; then they are air dried thoroughly before oiling, which is
done when the skin has become well indurated, so as to bind the ribs
and keel as with an iron plating; the thick, unrefined seal oil keeps
the water out for twelve to twenty hours, according to the character
of the hides. When, however, the skin covering begins to "bag in"
between the ribs of the frame, then it is necessary to haul the bidar- .
rah out and air dry it again and reoil it. If attended to thoroughly
and constantly those skin-covered boats are the best species of lighter
which can be used at these islands, for they will stand more thumping and pounding on the rocks and alongside ship than all wooden or
even corrugated iron lighters could endure and remain seaworthy.
MANNER OF DRESSING WALRUS AND SEA-LION HIDES.-I noticed that
the St. Lawrence Eskimo pared the walrus hide down from the outer
surface or hairy side, while at St. Paul, when it became necessary to
reduce the thickness of a sea lion's skin at spots around the neck and
shoulders, the paring was done on the :fleshy side. Very little thinninO', however, was needed in the case of sea-lion "loughtak." 1
1 When I stepped for the first time into the baidar ot St. Paul Island and went
ashore from the A lexander, over a heavy sea, safely to the lower bight of Lukann<?n
Bay, my sen ations were of emphatic distrust. The partially water-softened skm
covering would puff up between the wooden ribs and then draw back as th~ waves
ro e and fell, so much like an unstable support above the cold green water below,
that I frankly expre sed my surprise at such an outlandish craft. My thoughts
quickly turned to a higher appreciation of those hardy navigators who used these
ve el in circumpolar seas years ago, and the Russians who, more recently,
employed bidarrahs chiefly to explore Alaskan and Kamtchatkan terra incognita.
There is an old poem in Avitu , written by a Roman as early as 445 A. D., which
de cribe the ravage of axon pir~tes along the southern coasts of Britain, who
usc.d just such vessels a is th:iR bidarrah of St. Paul:

Quin et armoricus piratim axona tractus
Spirabat, cui pelle falum fulcare Britannum
Ludus, et a suto glaucum mare findere lembo.

The e boats were probably covered with either hor e or bull hide . When used
in England they were known a coracles; in Ireland th y were styled curach .
Pliny tell u that C sar moved his army in Britain over lake and ·
· uch
boat . Even the Gre k u ed them, terming th m karabia, and th
word
of k rabl', or" hip,· i d rived from it. King Alfred, in 70 72.
t he
Finns made sad havoc among the wedi h ttlement on the num
ere '
(lak ) in the
ir country by ''carrying their, hip (ba
rland
in them r s w
ake depredations on the orthmen. Their ship are
mall and very
All air-dried
r
hair o
·on or walru
hide. , ar call d
and
th
o
' or
"l fftak.' Whe
a
Jd •
rge
hair . al, Phoca,
~n
a, ''l
did
not give him th ir
·
or t
rath
r
fit
larg . kin, whi h
priz
m a
htak ·· of an
oth r loo htak in
f th
·. F:ri(Jualh11H bm·bof11,'I ha: n v r
n
n around o
d of th
ribilof gr up but ev ry air-clri d fareeal or sea-lion skin th
loughtak ·· by the p ople.
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GASTRONOMIC QUALITIES OF WALRUS MEAT.-The flavor of the raw,
rank mollusca, upon which it feeds, seems to permeatethefiber of the
flesh, making it very offensive to the civilized palate; but the Eskimos,
who do not have the luxurious spread of sea-lion steak and fur-seal
hams, regard it as highly and feed upon it as steadily as we do our
own best corn-fed beef. Indeed, the walrus to the Eskimo answers
just as the cocoa palm does to the South Sea islander; it feeds him, it
clothes him, it heats and illuminates his" igloo," and it arms him for
the chase, while he builds his summer helter and rides upon the sea
by virtue of its hide. Naturally, however, it i not much account to
the seal hunters on the Pribilof Islands. They still find, by stirring
up the sand dunes and digging about th m at orthea t Point, all the
ivory that they require for their dom tic use on the i lands, nothing
else about the walrus being of the sUO'htest e onomic value to them.
Some authoritie have spoken well of walru meat a an article of diet.
Either they had that sauce for it born of inordinate hunger, or 1 e
the cooks deceived them.
tarving explor r in th Arctic r ofon
could relish it-they would thankfully and gladly eat anything that
was juicy and sustained life with ze t and o-a, tronomic fervor. 'rhe
E kimos naturally like it. It is a nee s ity to their e. . i ten e, and thu
a relish for it is acquired. I can -readily under tand, by per onal
experience, how a o-reat many, p rhaps a majority, of our own people
could peak well, wer they north, of seal meat, of whal "rind," and
of polar-bear steaks, but I know that a mouthful of fr sh or" cur d"
walrus flesh would make their" gorges ri e." The t. Paul native
refuse to touch it as an article of diet in any hape or manner. I aw
them removing th enormous t ticl of one of the old bull walru •e,
which was shot, for my purpo s, on Wahus I sland. 11hey told me
that they did so in obedience to the wish o.f th widow doctre of the
village, Maria eedova, who de ired. a pair for
incantations.
Curio ity, mingled with a de ire to really un
and, alone tempted
me to taste the walru meat which was place
re me at Poonook,
on t. Lawrence I land, and candor compel m
aythat it wa wor e
than the old b aver's tail which I had b n v
iz d with in Briti h
Columbia; worse than th tough br wn bear
of Bri. tol Bay-in
fact, it i th wor
11
of which I know. It ha a trong
flavor of an inde
er··
wh'
palate and my
stomach i
ant
lta
,
i ed
natives sta c1 in
at
t
ted
gue t. Th , ho
h
n
larg r, oft s fie
blubber into th
1
r
h
torage room ther w
·
·
i
h
corner of their larg 1
o-.
Ilow little they t
o
ld
cli of tarvation
r
and nothin but
e
hould be. The
10n
rcti , although in
ly
The ice clo ed in
nd
unshaken b h gian
he
driv n .far o the ou
t
unhappy inha ·
e
of their main
r
death, wi
t
t
Th r id
I a
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r m hung r-n ar
men, wo
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children. I recall the visit which I made to these settlements in
August, 1874, with sadness, in this unfortunate connection, because
they impressed me with their manifest superiority overthesavageso{
the north west coast. They seemed then to be Ii ving during nine
months of the year almost wholly upon the flesh and oil of the walrus.
Clean limbed, bright eyed, and jovial, they profoundly impressed me
with their happy reliance and subsistence upon the walrus herds of
Bering Sea. I could not help remarking then that these people had
never been subjected to the temptations and subsequent sorrow of
putting their trust in princes, hence their independence and good
heart. But now it appears that it will not do to put your trust in
walruses, either.
I know that it is said by Parry, by Hall, and lately by others, that
the flesh of the Atlantic walrus is palatable. Perhaps the nature of
food supply is the cause. We all recognize the wide difference in
pork from hogs fed on corn and those fed on beech mast and oak
acorns, and those which have lived upon the offal of the slaughtering
houses or have gathered the decayed castings of the seashore. The
walrus of Bering Sea lives upon that which does not give pleasant
flavor to its flesh.
IMPERFECTION OF WALRUS IVORY.-Touching the ivory, I was
struck, in looking over the tusks as they protruded from the live
animals' mouths, by the fact that only rare examples of perfect teeth
could be found; they were broken off irregularly, some quite close to
the socket, hardly a single animal having a sound and uniform pair of
tusks. Most of the walrus ivory taken is of very poor quality; it ha
a deep core, or yellow, suspended pith, and is frequently so cracked
where the ivory is the whitest and the firmest as to be of mere nominal value. But exceptional teeth now and then occur of prodigious
size and superior texture; these are carefully treasured and sold to
great advantage.
THE A TIQUITY OF w ALRUS HU TING.-Generally, when we look for
the earliest records of thi or that action or occupation, we are treat d
to a vast t,ore of indeterminate material, upon which any theory or
conjecture may be rai ed. But touching the ca e of the hunting of
the fur seal and the waku , fa north rn water , we have exact data
a tor cords of the arli t cha, e and capture of the e animal by our
own people. The history of walrus huntinO' comes down to us from
rare old antiquity i
·
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and who made use of their ivory, en voyage, in repairing his rude
shallop. He also, in 1651, discovered extensive sand shoals north of
the Anadyr mouth, upon which large herds of walrus were resting.
But in this connection it is proper to say that the walrus of Bering
Sea is the same animal of which Isaiah Ignatiev learned in 1646, when
he led a party of Russian fur hunters e.1st of the mouth of the Kolyma
as far as Tchaun Bay. Ile did not see it, however, and traded with
the Tschukchies for the te th in question. His report of a nation
rich in walrus ivory far to the eastward along the shores of 1he Polar
Ocean is what stimulated the remarkable voyage of Deschney above
referred to, a
ell a many oth r who wer not o successful,1 viz:
Staduchin, Al xi v, Ankudinov, Buldakov, all in 1647-1649.
BORE L RA GE OF THE WALRUS OF BERI G EA.-The range of
the Berin °· ea walrus now appears to be restricted in the Arctic
Ocean to an xtr me we tward at ape Che1ao- koi, on the iberian
Coast, and an extreme ea tward between Point Barrow and the
region of Point Beechey, on the Ala kan hor . It is, however, ubstantially confined betw en Kolintcbin Bay, iberia, and Point Barrow, Alaska. A far a its di tribution in polar waters i concerned
and how far to the north it travels from these coasts of the two ontinents, I am unable to pr ent any well-authen icated data illu trative of the subject. The shore. of Wrangell Land were found this
year (1 1) in posse ion of wahu h rd .
The Japane e seem to have known of the walrus of Bering ea,
but evidently have not observed it-at 1 a t, I think o from the te timony of their spirited drawings of thi animal. They represent it
with the body, the n eck, and the limb of a hor , running on cam 1like feet, with an equin head, from the upper jaw of which two enormous tu ks depend. It is mad to o-allop rath r a a land than a sea
hor. e. 'l1he hair seals are v ry much b tt r d lineat. d by both
Uhinese and Japanese arti t , and, further, no uo-ge tion by uch
mean has been made of the fur s al by them.
The chief demand for walrus ivory fir t am , and till come. , from
tho e patient, killful fongolian hand , rver , who work the teeth
up into a variety of exceedingly at,tracti e articl , both u ful and
fanciful. Wrangell a
that th T hukchi "make long, narrow
drinking ve 1 from th t th," whi •hr quir much time t hollow
out. They are frequently old to th Reinde r T chukchie , who
convey them to the Ru , ian .
The walru -ivory carvino- of the Alaskan Mahl moots, at oo-a, hik
and u hao-ak, in particular i remar] ably w 11 e
uted.
1 ver
and ev n beautiful imitation, of our wat h chain , guard , tabl and
pocket cutl ry, ring , brae 1 t , and ne kla
j w .lry ar made by
them. Th y have arn d the just r putation of b ino- "th
ulptor
of 1he north."

p

RRY'

HI T RY

F THE

1 Allen erroneou ly giv s the er dit (on p. 172 Hist. of
. A. Pinnipeds) of first
discovery and r port of the walrus ivory of Bering a to "the Co sack adventurer
Staduchin, who found (about 1G45 to 164 ) it tusks on the Tschukchie Coast.
near the mouth of the KolymaRiver. A century later Deschnev also found large
quantities of walrus teeth on th sand bars at the mouth of the Anadyr." Michael
·taduchin dicl not sail from the Kolyma mouth until 1649. He ventured at that
time as far ea t, pr bably. as Cape helag koi. H was obliged to return then.
after getting a load of walrus te th from th T, chnkchies, but from whom he
could g t no meat or provii;ion of any kind. He saw no more than his pred c or, gnatiev, did thr e year prior. In other words, he did not then see the
walrus 1t elf.
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brief biography of the walrus of Bering Sea, I desire to say that the
graphic and detailed account given by Sir Edward Parry, in the narrative of his third voyage to the North Pole, of the manner in which
the Eskimos hunt and use the walrus of Prince Regent Inlet ( Odobcenus rosmarus) fitly expresses my own observations made at St. Lawrence Island aD).ong the Tschukchie Eskimos there. Hence I shall not
embody them in type. My illustrations will supply the vacancy
which his accurate and lengthy description alone allows. 1 I call attention to this economic history of the Atlantic walrus by Parry, for in
my opinion, it is written with great fidelity.
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS OF LIEUT. WASHBURN MAYNARD, U. S. N.
A SYNOPSIS OF LIEUTENANT MAYNARD'S REPORT.-In closing this
biology of the seal life on the Pribilof Islands, it is not superfluous
on my part to present to the reader a brief review of the wi·itings
which have been ordered by the Government upon the condition of
the subject at the islands. I have previously called attention to the
fact that prior to my work in 1872 and 1874, inclusive, a singular
absence of a business-like and succinct method of comprehensive
information existed in the archives of the Treasury Department,
which is charged by law with the absolute control of these jnterests,
and is responsible to Congress for the same. In order, therefore,
that this statement of mine shall not pass as a mere assertion on my
part, I deem it due to the history of the subject of this memoir, at
the present writing, to give a brief abstract of the labors of those
officials of the Government who have made the fur seals of Alaska
the thesis of their publications and correspondence. These papers
are so scattered that a combination here of their substance may not
be uninteresting. I shall comment only upon those documen1is which
have a direct ref rence to the Pribilof Islands.
PECIAL REPORT OF LIEUT. vV ASHBUR
MAYNARD, U. S. N.Before touching upon the pecial labors of the Treasury officials, I
wish to direct th attention of the reader to the following synop i
of an xceedingly conci e and interesting contribution to the subject
of the bu ine on the eal i la
Iti from th p n of Lieut.Wahburn Maynard,
. , and
ubmitted by him to the
retary
of
on the 30th of
m
·
v tio-at
ob di n e to the
·
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he evidently did not consider this writing, from which I shall quote,
more than a simple statement of fact, and made it in the nature of an
answer to the order of a superior officer.
SYNOPSIS OF LIEUTE ANT MAY ARD'S INVESTIGATIONS.

THE SUBSTANCE OF LIEUTENA T 1:AYNARD'S REPORT.-The islands
of St. Paul and t. Geor()'e, or th . eal i lands, as they are more commonly called, are the principal on of the Pribilof group; the other
two, known as Otter and Walru , ar m r ly outlying i lets. 'l.,hey
are situated in B rin()' a, b tw en the parall l of 56° to 58° of north
latitude and 169° to l 71 ° of w t loncritude. ~ t. Paul has an area of
33 square mile , whil t.
org claims but 29, with, re pectively, 42
and 29 mil s of hore line each.
CLIMATE.-They are envelop d in umm r by den foO' , throucrh
which the un rarely mak , its way, and are urround d in sev re
winters by field of i e driv n dov n by the arcti. wind . They ha e
no sheltered harbors beyond slight ind ntation in th shor lin that
afford a lee for v ssel and tolerable landincr place for boat wh n
certain winds are blowing.
SHORES AND VEGETATION.-The hor s ar bold and rocky, with
strips of and b ach, and are cover d by bro] n rock at int rval
betw n them. Th int rior of both islands js broken and hilly;
n ither tree nor hrub ()'rows upon them, but th~y are cloth d with
gra , mo s, and wild flower . For nearly ou hundr d years fur eal
have b en known to vi it them annually in great numbers for the
purpo e of bringino- forth and raising their young, whieh circum tance
gives tho e i land their great commercial importance.
HABITS OF THE SEAL.-Th se eals occupy th i land from the
breaking away of the ice in the princr until it surrounds their coa t
again in early winter-that is, from the middl of May until D c mber. In milder hyemal season , when th l'e i little or no ice about
the i land , a few seal have be n se n swimming around in th water
throughout the entire year, but the, exhibitions rarely occur. Th
furs al are not known to haul up on land lsewh re within the limit
of th
orth Pa i:fic Ocean, exc pt at erino- and opper i land , lyinoin Bering ea near the A iatic coa t, and Robbin R ef, a mall ro k
on the coa t. They certainly go from tho
landing place to th
outhward in th fall, for th y are fr qu n ly
n in i.h
a, ith r
olitary or in hoal of thou, and , and ar kill c1 in the wat r all th
way from itka t, the trait of Fuca. In 1 33, 54 w r tak n by h
Ru sians on the Farralone I land , off eaward fr m th ntran to
th Bay of anFranci co .• ,.rh r s m t b nor a on why thy an
not remain in the wat r durino- th en ir time th y ar ab ent fr m
the i land, for they at their food ther at all times, and ar able to
leep upon it urfa .
L 'IFI A.TI
THE SEALS.-They may b <livid d into tw
cla ,'- h br din an
ding, al . 'I
mpri the full-grown mal
1
their young or pup . Th latt r mbrac th
l
and the y c rlino- of b h cla
wat r and haul up along th
tapo i ion to ach oth r a, th ar
r
entir ly parat . Th y hoo
h
exclu ion of th r t, not all of an on
but
spreading into many ommuni i . ,
r
ar .
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POSITION OF THE BREEDING ROOKERIES. -The breeding seals occu PY
a slip of ground between the cliffs, which is covered with bowlders and
broken rocks, beginning a few feet above high-water mark and extending back over a depth of from 50 to 200 feet in a compact and uniform
mass. Such places are called breeding rookeries.
POSITION OF THE HAULING GROUNDS.-The nonbreeding seals, on
the contrary, are scattered over the sand beaches and the higher
ground in the rear without any regular order of distribution. When
those hauling grounds lie to the rear of the breeding grounds, as they
sometimes do, pathways are left open in the rookeries at convenient
points to allow a passage up from the sea and back thereto for the
non breeding seals.
NUMBER OF ROOKERIES.-There are seven rookeries on· St. Paul
Island, extending, :with the adjacent hauling grounds, over one-third
of its shore line, and on St. George Island there are five breeding
places and hauling reaches, which, however, take up less than onetenth of its coast. These breeding grounds are reoccupied each year
with but little change.
DESCRIPTION OF THE LANDING OF THE SEAL.-About the middle
of May, usually, the bulls, which are the first of the breeding seals to
arrive, crawl from the water and establish the rookeries in readiness
for the cows that begin to come somewhat later. It seems probable
that the rookeries are occupied by the same bulls and cows from year
to year, as they (the rookery grounds) change but l:i..t tle, either in size
or form; but it has been proven that the bachelors do not return to
the same hauling grounds, or even to the same island, with regularity
from y ar to year. 'l'he time of arrival of cows is governed by their
period of gestation, as they do not appear on the rookeries until within
a short time of giving birth to their pups. Hence all do not come at
the same p riod, but arrive continuously from the last days of May
until th middle of July.
POLYGAMOUS AND ANGRY NATURE OF THE MALES.-The bull are
polygamous, liaving from twenty to fifty cows ach, so the number of
th m upon the rookeries i not more than one-tenth of that of the
cows. They have frequent and bloody fight for the pos ession and
retention of t,h eir place upon the br edin 1r ground , and for control
of th cow , in which they are often killed or are driven from the
ro ker·
<.1 are more or
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Their emaciated bodies and loose and wrinkled skins at the close of
the season are in marked contrast to the fat, sleek-looking cows, for
the latter have been constantly going and coming between the rookeries and the water, so that at any one tim~ there are seldom more
than one-half of the females on land.
·
CHANGES AT THE CLOSE OF THE SEASON.-About the 1st of August
the breeding season ends, and the pups, which grow rapidly, now are
large and strong enough to move about, so that the rookeries b gin to
lose their compact form and rigid exclusiv n s,. The bulls begin to
go into the water, th ir place being filled by the younger male ,
which up to this tim hav not b en allow d by the older male to go
upon the rookerie , while the cow and pup pread back over the
haulings in scattered groups and o cupy more than twice the pace
that had previou ly h ld th m .
ARRIVAL AND LANDI G OF THE BA HELOR SEALS.-Meanwhile
the young male or bachelor als have been coming to the hauling
grounds, which are covered mor or 1 thickly by them all umm r.
'Ihey do not remain on hore long at any one tim , but haul up to
sleep and play for awhile, and then r turn to the water for food.
They are so numerou , how v r, that thou and can alw
b se n
upon the hauling ground , because all of th mare ne
ther on
shore or in the wat r at the same time. The yearling
, di tinguished by their iz and the ilvery color of their id
d abdomens, do not make th ir appearan e until the latt r part of July;
then they arrive together in a great body, male and female , and go
out upon the hauliner grounds in large numb r and play one with
the other for hour at a time. 'rhe bachelors join them in th sport,
and sinerling out the baby cow form mimic rookeri s and imitat the
roaring, fighting, and care sing of th bul ·
ludicrou manner.
SHEDD! G OF THE PUPS A D THEIR LE
GT s IM.-In eptember and Octob r the pups exchang their coat of black hair, which
has been their only co ering from their birth, for on of fur and hair
combined, similar in appearance to that of the y arling, and th
er·
to learn to wim, so as to be ready for th ir d parture from th
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year the hair upon the neck and shoulders of the males begins to grow
coarser and longer, forming a sort of mane, which increases in length
and stiffness until the animal attains its full growth, during the lapse
of its eighth or ninth year of life. The females are not found upgn.
the hauling grounds with the males after they are 2 years old, hence
it seems probable that they go from the rookery in their third and
bear a pup in their fourth year. When both are full grown the sexes
differ most widely in appearance. The male, weighing from four to
:five hundred pounds, is about three times as large as the female, has
a mane, and is either black or dark brown in color. The tinting of
the female is a soft, rich brown on the back and sides, changing almost
to orange upon the belly, and there is no mane. The fur of the -cows
is rather thicker and finer than that of the yearling seals, though the
skins of young males from 3 to 6 years old are not very much inferior.
IMPORTANCE OF KNOWING THE NUMBER OF SEALS.-It is of very
great significance in• this connection to know how many seals come
annually to the islands, or rather to understand how many may be
killed for their skins annually, without causing less to come hereafter
than do at the present time. rro determine how many there are with
accuracy is a task almost on a par with that of numbering the stars.
The singular motion of the animals when on shore, the great variety
in size, color, and position, the extent of surface over which they are
spread, and the fact that it can not be determined e actly what proportion of them, of their several classes, are on shore at any given
time-all these desiderata for comprehension make it simply impo, sible to get more than an approximation of their numbers. They have
been variously estimated at from one to :fifteen millions.
METHODS OF ENUMERATION OF THE FUR SEAL.-1 think the mo t
accurate enumeration yet made is that by Mr. II. W. Elliott, special
agent of the Treasury Department, in 1872. This calculation is ba d
upon the hypothesis that the breedin°· seals are governe<l. in hauling
by a common and invariabl law of di tribution, which is that the
area of the rook ry ground is d"
· portional to the number of
eal occupying it. Ile e tima
er i o
al to every 2
quare feet of rookery urface.
·
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pact, without waste of space, and never crowded. Such being the
case, it is unimportant to know the actual number of seals upon the
rookeries, for any change in the number of seals, which is the point
at issue, increases or decreases in size, and the rookeries taken collectively will show a corresponding increase or decrease in the number
of breeding seals; consequently changes in the aggregate of pups born
annually, upon which the extent and safety of the fisheries depend,
can be observed accurately from year to year by following these lines
of survey.
SURVEYED PLATS OF THE ROOKERIE .-If, then, a plan or map of
each rookery be made e ry year, howino- accurately it size and
form when at its great t expan ion, which is b tween the 10th and
25th of July annually, a compari on of thi map will give the relative
number of the bre ding eal a they incr a or dimini h from year
to year. I , ubmit with this r port maps of t. Paul and t. George
islands, showing the extended location of breeding rookeries and
hauling ()'rounds upon them. _ These maps are from urvey made in
July, 1874, by Mr. Elliott and myself, and a map of each rookery on
both islands, drawn from car ful s
made by Mr. Elliott in 1 72,
n of 1 74 as compared with
shows them now a they were in th
that of 1 72. I respectfully recommend that nlaro-ed copi s of th se
latter maps be furni h d to th Governm ent agent in charo-e of the
island , and that they be requir d to compar them ea h year with
the respective rookeries and note what change in ize and form, if
any, exi ts upon th m. Thi , if carefully done, will afford data af er
a time by which the eal fi h r·
an be regulated with comparative
certainty so a to produce
ate t revenue to the Governm nt
without injury to thi valua
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only be partial; that is to say, we can limit the number to be killed
when they are within our reach, and prevent their being dispersed on.
the breeding rookeries, or driven from the islands. On the other
hand, the question raised is, whether the killing of the number above
mentioned has had, or has not bad, the effect of decreasing the aggregate number of seals. Judging from the comparison between the
maps of the rookeries as they were in 1872. and the condition of the
rookeries themselves as surveyed, and from the testimony of the best
informed men on the island, both whites and natives, I think it has
not as yet. Since the young males alone are killed, injury would be
effected through this action if it did not allow a sufficient number to
reach that maturity necess.ary for the satisfaction of all demands of
the breeding females on the rookeries. The young males do not grow
strong enough to reach the rookeries until they are at least 6 years
old; hence the effect of the first year's killing can not be seen in that
connection until the pups have attained this age. For that reason it
seems to me that it is now a little too soon to decide whether we are
killing too many or not, since the present conduct of affairs has now
been only four years in operation. It is possible, however, that more,
even twice as many as are now killed annually, might be taken every
year without injury, but it would be making a severe and most hazardous experiment before any definite result has been obtained from
the first, which is now in operation. The number now killed annually
is entirely experimental, because we have nothing to start from in the
past as a basis of estimation for the future until the effect produced
is sati factorily shown. I would, therefore, not recommend an extension of the contract as to the numb r of seals to be killed until within
seven or eight years from the date of the one now existing went into
effect, when, if the rookeries have not decreased in size, it can then
safely be done.
THE LEASE OF THE ISLA.NDS.-In June, 1870, Congress pas ed an
act entitled "An act to prevent the extermination of the fur-bearing
animals in Ala ·ka," which authorized the ecretary of the Trea ury
to lea e to private partie for a term of yea1· the right to nO'age in
the bu ine s of taking fur seal on the island of t. Paul and t.
George, und r certain sp citied condition and re trictions. Th refore, the ubjectwa publicly ad ertised, and bid solicited, the privileo-e to be awarded to the highe t r pon ibl bidder. A number of
individ
· g bu ine in an Fran i
of
the ''.
m rcial Compan "
~d

El
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gress to change the ratio on each island to a correct basis. In consideration of being the only company allowed to take fur seals on the
islands, it has agreed to pay a yearly rental for the use of them, and
a tax or duty upon each skin taken and shipped from them; not to
kill more than the stipulated number of seals, and eals of a particular kind; not to molest th m on the rookeri s or in the water, and to
do nothing which would tend to frirrhten them from the islands, to
provide for the comfort, maintenan e, <lucation, and protection of
the native inhabitant , and neither to furnish nor allow any of its
agents to use di till d spirit or spirituous liquor , or to supply them
to any of the native .
MPA Y.-The comEMPLOYEES F THE ALA KA COMMER
pany employ · on t. Paul an agent who
neral charge of the
bu in s on both island , three
· a
phy ician, a chool
teacher, thr e arpenier , a coope1
teward, and a cook; and on
St. George, an ao-ent, a physician,
o
er, and a cook.
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present time, though allowed by the lease, as their skins are too sma,11
to be salable in the present state of the trade, but by some change iIL
it they may become desirable in the future, and would then be taken.This would, however, injure the fisheries, because the yearlings o f
both sexes haul together, and it would be almost impossible to separate them so as to kill only the males. There has been a waste i:11
taking the skins, due partly to the inexperience of the company's agen. t,
and partly to accident and the carelessness of the natives. In making
the drives, particularly if they are long and the sun happens to pierce
through the fog, some of the seals become exhausted and die at such
a distance from the salt houses that their skins can not well be carried to them by hand, and are therefore left upon the bodies. ~rhis
was remedied during the last killing season by having a horse and
cart to follow the drive and to collect such skins. Some skins have
also been lost by killing more seals at a time than the force of men
employed could take care of properly. Good judgment and constant
care are required in taking the skins, as :fifteen minutes' exposure to
the sun will spoil them by loosening the fur. Another source of waste
is by cutting the skins in taking them off in such a manner as to ruin
them. It was very difficult at first to induce the natives to use their
knives carefully, and several hundred skins were lost in a season by
careless skinning, but by refusing to accept and pay for badly-cut
skins the number has been greatly reduced, so that the loss this year
on St. Paul was but 130 from all causes. The salt houses are arranged
with laro-e bins, called kenches, made of thick planks, into which the
skins are put, fur-side down, with a lay r of salt between each two
layers of skins. They become sufficiently cured in from :fl ve to seven
days, and are then taken from the kenches and piled up in ''books,"
with a little fresh salt. Finally they are prepared for hipment by
rolling them into compact bundle , two kin in each, which are
ecured wit
t lashings. The largest of the e bundles weigh 64:
pound , but
veraO'e weight i but 22. The smalle t kin , tho e
taken from
2 year old, w igh about 7 pounds each, and the
large
6 year old, about 30.
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St. George instead of 25,000, the legal number allowed, and that every
year since the number shipped has fallen a little short of 100,000.
POLICY OF THE ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY.-The company
has wisely adopted a fair and liberal policy in its dealings with the
natives, and is more than repaid for the expense incurred by the
increased ease and rapidity with which they work while taking skins.
I examined carefully the books and papers of the company, both at its
office in San Francisco and upon the island; also the record kept by the
Government agents, and talked privately with the most intelligent of
the natives, but I was unable to di cover by so doing that there has
been any fraud practiced toward the Govetnment or want of compliance with the terms of the lea. e. The natives keep a jealous watch
upon the s al , being fully impre ed with the fact that their welfare
depends upon the safety of the :fisheri , and th y are also well informed
in regard to all laws and contracts which hav,e been made by the
Government concerning them.
TREATMENT OF THE NATIVES BY THE COMPA Y.-The lease requires
that p~ovision be made by the company for the comfort, maintenance,
education, and protection of the native inhabitant of the islands.
The natives do all the work of taking and curing the seal kin , for
which they are paid by the company 40 cents a skin. This produces
each year a fund of 40,000, which is divid d between the inhabitants
of the two islands, according to the number of kins taken from each,
which gives $30,000 to the people of St. Paul and 10;000 to tho e of
St. George. In addition to this, they are paid 40 cents apiece for sealion skins, 10 cents for their throat , and 5 a barrel for their intestines. As this sum i earned by the joint labor of all the able-bodied
men, it is considered a common fund, to be divided equitably amonothem. Payment is made for all oth r labor to each individual p rforming it at e tabli bed rates. In dividing the sealing fund the
ability of the sealer is considered and the division made accordingly.
Thus the strong st and mo t killful men, who work the entire ea on,
receive a :fir t-class share. Tho e who are le
killful, and the old
men who are unable to do the harder part of the work, rec iv second
and third shares, while the boy who tak part in the ealing for the
:first time receive a fourth-cla s har . The a ignment of bar sis
made by the chiefs and acq ui ced in by th oth rs. Each year, aft r
all the skins have been tak n, the chi f furni h the company's a ent
with a list of the m n who have b en nga 0 • d in
lino- during the
season, and the share a sign d to ach. The second, third, and fourth
cla s are, re pectively, 90, 80, and 70 per c nt of th fir t-cla ·hare.
Two first-class har ar voluntarily given for the upport of th
church and one for that of the pri t. Th value of the sbar
arie
a little from year toy ar, with the numb r of m n nCTao- din aling.
rrhis year (1874) it wa for ach, resp ively, ·429.53, '36 .58, '343.62,
and '300. 63. Th result of he divi ·ion i formally mad to the eople
by the company' ag nts, throuo-h h chi fs and in th pre n of
the Go ernm nt ag nt . Th e um are not paid at th time to h
naive , but are pla d to their r dit in the bo k of h. c mpany and
in pa s book, which are furni hed to ea h ma .
11 other labor i
paid for in coin when p rform d, at th rate of fr m 6 t 10 cent n
hour, according to the na ure of the work, e cept that of. bu_ndli~g
kin which i at the rat of 1 c nt a undle. Th fir
h1 f 1 pa1
a mo~thly alary of '15, _and each ?f the o ~ r , thre in numb r? one
of ·10 in addition to their share o:t th e ling fund.
th r n t1v ,
men a~d women, employe l thfough ut the yea1· in oth r capacities,
receive from ·4 to ·30 a month and oard•
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THE COMPANY'S STORE.-Clothing, provisions, and other articles are
kept in the company's storehouses on the island, and are sold to the
nat.ives at prices not exceeding those for which the same could be
bought at retail in San Francisco. I examined the goods and found
them to be of good quality. The people have but little idea of economy, and would spend all their money in a short time for certain
articles of which they are fond, hence it is necessary to limit their
sale, such as butter, sugar, and perfumery. They are encouraged to
save money by the company, which receives deposits from them, subject to the usual rules of "savings banks," and pays an interest of 9
per cent per annum. Depo·sits range from $100 to $1,100. The church
has a deposit of $8,000. Some are in debt to the company, but become
less so every year. Such as are without means of support, widows
and orphan children, are supported by the company.
SANITARY ADV ANCE;MENT.-r.rhe natives live partly in "barrabaras,"
or earth houses, and partly in comfortable frame houses. Thirty of
the latter have been built within the last two yeal's by the company
and given rent free. Others are being built as rapidly as possible, it
being the intention of t,h e company to give each family a house. The
lease requires the annual delivery upon the island of 60 cords of :firewood and 25,000 dried salmon, for the use of the natives; but, with
the consent of the Secretary of the Treasury, coal, ton for cord, has
been substituted for the former, and an equivalent quantity of salted
salmon and codfish for the latter. Both have been regularly supplied,
as shown by the receipts of the Government agent and the statements
of the natives, together with as much salt and as many barrels as
have been desired for curing and storing their seal meat.
Two physicians are in the employ of the company, one residing on
each island, who are charged with the care of the sick, and have
already, by their efforts, seconded by the example of the other white
residents, induced greater cleanliness and a more healthful mode of
living among the native .
CHOOL ATTE DANCE.-Theeducation of the native children ha not
been neglected, though o far the attempt to teach them has not been
a succes fulascould be de.ired. Foreachislandacompetentteacher,
a conv nient and well-warmed school room, and a upply of chool
book , etc., have b en provided every year from the 1 tof October until
the 1st of June, but the difficulty ha been to induce the parent to end
their childr n, a they do not think them able to learn both En<Yli h
and Ru ian, and a th latt r i the lanO'uaO'e of their chur h they
con i<l r it th mo t important. The a rag attendance at the chool
on t. ~eor<r ha b en but 5 or 6, whil ther are from 3 to 40 childr n, and on
. Paul but 4 or 5, with from 40 to 50 hildr n. Lat
ar on h la t r i1land th re wa ab tter att ndan , and the childr n mad c n id rabl pro r . The pr judice of h , old r p ople
m 1iJ I: t w c r a.wa ·, a he 1 arn a li tl En ,.li h th m. elv
from on tantly h aring it, and will doub 1 di app ar after a tim
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without power of transfer, for the term of twenty years from the 1st day of May,
1870, the right to engage in the business of taking fur seals on the islands of

St. George and St. Paul within the Tenitory of Alaska, and to send a vessel or
vessels to said island for the skins of such seals.
And the said Alaska Commercial Company, in consideration of their right under
this lease, hereby covenant and agree to pay, for each year duri.ng said term and
in proportion during any part thereof, the sum of $55,000 into the Treasury of the
United States in accordance with the regulations of the Secretary to be made for
this purpose under said act, which payment shall be secured by deposit of United
States bonds to that amount, and also covenant and agree to pay annually into
the Treasury of the United States, under said rules and regulations, an internalrevenue tax or duty of 82 for each seal skin taken and shipped by them i.n accordance with the provisions of the act aforesaid, and also the um of 60½ cents for
each fur-seal skin taken and shipped and 55 cents per gallon for each gallon of oil
obtained from said seals, for sale in said islands or elsewhere, and sold by said
company; and also covenant and agree, in accordance with said rules and regulations, to furnish, free of charge, the inhabitant of the islands of St. Paul and St.
George annually during said term 25,000 dried salmon, 60 cords firewood, and a
sufficient quantity of salt and a sufficient quantity of barrels for preserving the
necessary supply of meat.
And the said les ees also hereby covenant and agree during the term aforesaid
to maintain a school on each island, in accordance with said rules and regulations
and suitable for the education of the n atives of said islands, for a period of not
less than eight months in each year.
And the aid lessees further covenant and agree not to kill upon said island of
St. Paul more than 75,000 fur seals, and upon the island of St. George not more
than 25,000 fur seals per annum; not to kill any fur seals upon the islands aforesaid in any other month except the month of June, July, September, and October of each year· not to kill said seals at any time by the use of firearms or means
tending to drive said seals from said islands; not to kill any female seals or seals
under one year old; not to kill any seal in waters adjacent to said islands, or on
the beach, cliffs, or rock , where they haul up from the sea to remain.
And the said lessees further covenant and agree to abide by any restriction or
limitation upon the right to kill seals under this lea e that the act pre cribes
or that the Secretary of the Treasury shall judge necessary for the preservation of
such seals.
And the said lessees hereby ae-ree that they wm not in any way sell, tran fer,
or a sign this lease, and that any tran fer, sale, or assignment of the same shall be
void and of no effect.
And the aid lessee further agree to furnish to the sev ral masters of the vessels employed by them certified copies of this lea e to be presented to the Government r evenue officert'l for the time beinO' in harge of said islands as the authority
of aid lessees for the landing and taking of said skins.
And the said le sees further covenant and agree that they or thefr agents hall
not keep sell, furnish, give, or dispose of any distilled pirituous liquor on either
of said islands to any of the natives thereof, such person not being a physician
and furnishing the same for use as medicine.
And the said lesse s further covenant and agree that this lea e is accepted subject to all n eedful rules and regulation· which halJ at any time or time hereafter he made by the ecretary of the Treasury for the collection and paym nt of
the r ental h r ein agreed to be paid by said les ees for the comfort, maintenance,
education, and protection of the native. of saiJ. i!-land and for carrying into effect
all the provi ions of the act aforesaid, and will abide by and conform to said rules
and regulations.
And the said lessees, accepting thi lease with a full knowledge of the provision of the aforesaid act of ongres , further covenant and agree that they will
fulfill an the provi ions requirements, ancl limitations of aid act, whether herein
specifically set out or not.
!
In witne s wher of the parties afore aid have hereunto et their hands and seals
the day aud year above written.
WILLIAM A. RICHARD ON,
[ EAL,)
Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
ALA KA COM

[ EAL,)

Executed in pre ence of-

J. H.

ERCIAL COMPANY,

By JOHN F . MILLER,
President.
SAVILLE.
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EPITOME OF SPECIAL REPORTS UPON THE SEAL ISLANDS IN .THE
ARCHIVES OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
THE OFFICIAL FILES OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT.-The first

direct reports received by the Government from its agents were those
of Charles Bryant and H. H. McIntyre, each dated November 30, 1869,
and addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury. They were published by order of Congress, January 26, 1870. (See Ex. Doc. No. 32,
Forty-first Congress, second session.) The references made to the
seal life in these documents are very brief and general.
On the 30th December, 1870, the next communication from the seal
islands touching the condition of the animals, etc., was received PY
the Treasury Department from its agent, Mr. S. N. Biiynitsky. It is a
very brief review of the whole state of affairs. (See Ex. Doc. No. 83,
Forty-fourth Congress, first session, pp. 41 and 44, inclusive.) This
is followed on November 10, 1871, by another report upon the same
subject by Charles Bryant, still brief and general. (Ex. Doc. No. 8?,
Forty-fourth Congress, first session, pp. 59 and 66, inclusive.) It 1s
a mere synopsis of the success of the sealing season, and is followed
by another routine report by the same author, dated .August 15, 1872,
of the same vague and general tenor.
A series of brief annual reports of this character by the agents of
the Treasury Department have been annually received by the Government from Messrs. Bryant, Morton, and Otis, respectively, up to
date, being all restricted to short business recapitulations of the season's work in sealing, condition of the natives, etc. They are supplemented and illustrated by the reports made by the assistant special
agents of the Treasury Department, who address their communications to the Treasury agent in charge, or chief special officer of the
Government.
The last two annual reports of Colonel Otis, special agent Treasury
Department, are elaborated in regard to the details of sealing labor
and figures of the progress of the work itself. He gives no special
attention to the life and habits of the fur seal in his communication
to the Secretary.
,

THE RUSSIAN SEAL ISLANDS, BERING AND COPPER, OR THE COMMANDER
GROUP.
[Extracted from Professor Nordenskiold's report in reference to Bering Island; translated by
.
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A FUR-SEAL, as drawn by C. Landseer, 1848.
'' 0. nigra-Black O tary."

[Encyclo. Metropolitana, London, 1848, Fig. 2, pl. ix, p. 109.J

[Evidently drawn from an alcoholic or ail-dried specimen of an Arctocephalu.s pup, in its black natal coat.-H. W.
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THE FUR-SEAL.
(Callorhin us u rsi nus.)
[Fnc-similP- of a figure engrM·ed on steel from a drawing by Sidney Edwarcls based upon Steller·s dec;cription, published as'· Phoca ursina " in the
Book of Xnturc. \'Ol. i, pl. 5:J, Phila., 1~~- This is, in its aggregate, one of the best figures of the Fur-seal g iven to the world prior to my life-studies on
the Pribylo..- Islautls, lb,2 ·,v. inclusive.-H. W. E.]
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and the neighboring Copper Island; those are the animals from which
is obtained the brown, silky, soft seal skin which of late has become
so fashionable. In order to watch over the interest of the Russian
Govern.a'llent and to maintain order there are also a few Russian officers
stationed here.
SKETCH OF THE VILLAGE.-A half dozen convenient wooden houses
are here erected, used for warehouses and stores, also for the use of
ervants of the Russian Government and of the company. The
natives live partly in adobe houses, quite roomy and not unpleasant
inside; partly in small wooden house which the company ar o-radually endeavoring to introduce, instead of turf houses, by yearly
importing and giving away a few such houses to the most d rving
ones of the inhabitants. A church for Greek-Catholic service is al o
there, and a roomy schoolhouse intended for children of the Aleutians.
Unfortunately, the school was now closed, but to judo-e from th copybooks which were lying around in the schoolroom, the teachin()' here
is not to be despised. At least the writing proof were con pi uou
for their cleanliness, absence of school blots, and an exceedino-1. , ev n
and beautiful handwriting. At the "colony" th hou s ar coll ct d
in one place in a village, which, from th sea, has the app amn e
somewhat of a small N orweo-ian fisherman village. Besid s th , a
few scattered houses are to be found here and ther on oth r paet of
the i land, as, for instance, on the northea t sid , wh re cultivation
of potatoes i carried on on a mall scale, at the hunting plac on the
north side, where a couple of large warehouses and a number of vory
Bering, in 174.1-42. Steller' account and the stories of the survivors drew a large
concourse of rapacious hunters to the Commander Islands. They appear, as near
as I can arrive at truths from the scanty record, to have quickly exterminated
the sea otters, and to have killed many and harassed the other fur seals entirely
away from the island, so that there was an interregnum between 1760 and 17 6,
during which time the Russian promysblenik took no fur seals and were utterly
at lo s to know whither the e creatures had fled from the i lands of Bering and
Copper. When they (the eals) began to revisjt their haunt on the Commander
Islands I can find no specific date, but I am inclined to believe that they did not
reappear on Bering and Copper islands to anything like the number seen by Steller, until 1837-3 ; perhaps have not done so until quite recently. At 1 ast, in 1867
the Russians did not think more than 20,000 skins ·ould be ecured there annually,
while they declared 100.000 could be taken r adily at the Pribilofs. Again, since
1 67 the capacity of the ommander group ha gradually increased from 15,0 0 to
20,000, then to 40,000 and 50,000 "holluschickie' per annum.
ow thi trirong
improvement is due, doubtles , to the superior treatment of the whole bu ines by
the Alaska ommercial 'ompany, which had al o 1 ased th s interest. from the
Ru sian Government in 1871 for a term of twenty years. I think, th refore. that
when the fur ea.ls on the ommander Island became so ruthle ly hunt d and
hara sed shortly after Steller s ob ervations in 1742, th n th y oon r pair d, or
rather mo. t of the survivors did, to the shelter and isolation f the Pribilof group,
which was wholly unknown to man· and itremajned so until 17 6-87. Then succeeded a period between up to 1 42-1 45, when th unhappy seals had but little
rest or choice between the 'ommander and the Pribilof island , and mu t have
sadly dimini hed, as the record hows., in number . Th unfortunate ov rland
journey_of teller, which alt rnat ly tarved and froz him into a low fever that
end d hi 7oung and promising lif in a yourt on the ib rian teppe
ovember
12, 17 5, ix Y ar prio1· to th fir~t publication of bis eel brated note on the '' s
ar " f
·ng Island, £ten · ur sadly to my mind in this conn tion · for,
undoubtedly, had he liv d then to haver ached. t. Peter burg, whith r h wa..<J
bound, J?. would have enlarg d and polished the · it ms, which now app ar in the
Proc ding of the Imperial A ad my, 1751 just a he had r u rhly draft d th min
the fi Id fay ancl_ June, 1 42. Thi revi jon of his field jotting would hav
undo?btedly uppli 1 many links now mi. ing to th di connected hhitory f th
seal bf on the Command r lslanda,
it presents itself to u at thl, late clay.H. W. E.
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small underground houses are to be found, and are used only during
the killing season.
DISCOVERY OF THE ISLAND.-Geographically, as well as in regard
to natural history, Bering Island is one of the most curious-islands in
the northern part of the Pacific Ocean. It was here where Bering,
after his last disastrous voyage in this sea, which now bears his name,
on the 19th of December, 1741, finished his long career as a discoverer,
shortly after his ship, during a storm, crushed against the cliffs on
the north coast of the island. Many of his fellow-travelers s.urvived
him, among them the learned naturalist Steller, who left a masterly
description, seldom equaled, of the natural history of this island,
where he involuntarily spent his time from the middle of November,
1741, to the end of August, 1742.
As far as is known, Bering Island had never before been visited by
man. It was the desire to obtain for our museums the skins and
skeletons of the many curious mammiferous animals existing here, as
also to compare the present condition of the island, since it has n early
a century and a half been mercilessly exposed to hunting and the
cupidity of mankind, with the vivacious and striking description left
by Steller, which prompted me to put down on our traveling plan a
visit to the island. The news I gathered on Bering Island from
American papers about the uneasiness which our wintering in the
Arctic had created in Europe really prevented me from remaining
here as lon()' as I should have wished; but nevertheless, our collections and observations are exceedingly valuable.
CHANGES SINCE STELLER'S TIME.-Since the time of Steller the animal life has undergone a considerable change on the island. Foxes
(or, more correctly, "fjellrackor," Swedish) existed then in unusual
numbers.
ot alone did they eat up everything that could be eaten
at all which was left outside, but they forced themselves in the houses
during the day as well as night and carried away anything they could,
even articles that could be of no use to them, such as kuives, sticks,
sack , shoes, and socks. It became necessary, when doing certain
things out of doors, to drive them away with ticks, and at last they
became-through the slyness and cnnnino-with which they managed to
con ummate their thieving, and the clevern . s with which they combin d their efforts to obtain object which they alone could not accompli h-really dan°· rou , mi chief-making animals for the castaway .
in e then thou and upon thou. ands have b en taken here by fur
hunt r .
ow they are so rare that durino- our tay here w did not
s a ino-1 animal. Th remaining one are aid not to have the
form rly o ommonly se n black-blue coat, but th white, whi hi
not v ry co tl . On th neio-hborino- opper I land there are till
on iderahl numb r of bla k-blu foxes.
'tell rand hi fello-\ -trc v l r l ill d h r , in 1741-42, 700 a otter .
Thi. animal, kno,vn for it very co tl and fine fur, i now ntir I
driY n from B rin<r I. land.
f a lion , Otorio . t ll ri, which w re form rl v ry num rou
butf wn wvi ·it thi. pla · al. o ,' ab c I\, Gloria utsina and fin 11
th mo. t ruri u. of all th form r me mmalia on Berino- I land, h
o-r , t .· , · w i. n w alto,, th r ,·tjnrt .
. . I RL·E' ... ·E. T '.ATTLE. - t 11 r'.· .· , cow, Rhyfina st lleri t k
th 1 Ia· in , · rtain way of th h ofecl , nimal muon th
am, mmalia. I wa f, nut.-br wn lor and OY r d wi h hair whi h h,
grown too- th rin an ou r hicl much lik 1h b" rk f n 11 k tr .
lt 1 n!!th We • a. rclincJ' to 't 11 r, y 11 t 3 f t, nd it r io-ht
C
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almost 500 hundredweight. The head was large, neck short, hardly
distinguishable, fore part of body very thick, but suddenly narrowing backward. It had two short fore legs, which terminated abruptly
wit,h out any fingers or nails, but with close-gathered bristle hair.
Hind legs were missing altogether and replaced by a tail fin, something like the whale. '"feats, which were v ry rich in milk with the
females, had their places between the fore legs. The flesh and milk
resembled very much that of neat cattle; it was even better than the
latter, according to teller.
The sea cows were almost constantly occupied in feeding on those
seaweeds found in abundance along the coa t, in doing which they
moved neck and head as an ox. '11 hey showed o-reat o-luttony, and
were not disturbed in the least by the presence of people. It was possible to go up to and even to touch them without their being scared
or seeming to mind it. 'l.,oward each other they showed great a:ff ction, and when one was harpooned the others made unusual efforts to
ave it.
When Steller was there these animals collected in o-reat herd
neat cattle, grazino- everywhere along the hore . A o-reat nu
were killed by teller and hi companions. Lat r th hunt f r t
animals was an important food item for those Ru sian who
from Kamchatka to the Aleutian Islands. Hundreds w re ki
yearly, and it wa oon e terminated, as it xi t d, if we except a few
animals gone a tray, at that time only on Bering Island. According
to what Middendorf quot s from the very careful re earches which the
celebrated academicians v. Baer and v. Brandt had made, he sea cow
had not been seen before Steller' time, 1741, and the last was aid to
have been killed in 1768. During the many inve tigation I made
among the natives, I obtained reliable information that th sea cow
had be n killed much later. A" creol " ·
ixtur~ of Ru sian
and Al ut), who is now 67 yeaTs old, of cle
aran and perf ct
m ntal condition, said that his father d
47, ag d 8. 'rhe
fath r wa from W olhyni n, and ca
and when 18 y ar
of ao- , that is, in 1777. The fir t t
r
r
· 1779 or
1780) after his arri al they us d to k
e
tl
at lowwater mark. Only
heart wa a
bidarrah . In con eque
of its thickne
·
. Two
su h plit hid s wer
ffici nt to co
a bidarrah of 20
1 no-th,
7-½ feet width, and 3
t depth. After that ime n ne oft
nimal
had b en killed.
LAT IGHT OF SEA COW HERE.-I .
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opposite the colony, although bones are plenty on the neighboring
beach on the main island. This is the meager information I could
gather from the natives and other people residing here about the
animal. But I was very fortunate in being able to collect a very large
and beautiful assortment of skeleton parts.
NORDENSKIOLD'S SUCCESS IN GETTING ITS BONES.-When I first
made the acquaintance of the Europeans living on the island I was
told that there was a very poor show for making any large collections.
'I1he company had in vain offered 150 rubles for a skeleton. But after
I had been ashore a few hours I already found out that larger and
smaller collections of bones were to be found here and there in the
huts of the natives. Those I bought, paying purposely for them in
such a way that the seller was more than satisfied and his neighbor a
little envious. A large portion of the male population now commenced very zealously to hunt for bones, and in this manner I got
together twenty-one casks, large boxes, and barrels full of Rhytina
bones, among them many very extensive bone collections from the
same animal, two whole, very pretty, and several more or less damaged skulls, etc.
BONES OF THE EXTINCT SEA COW OF STELLER.-Rhytina bones are
not lying near_the water edge, but on a beach shelf, 6 to 10 feet high,
thickly covered with grass. They are usually covered with a layer of
earth debris of 1 to 1i- feet thickness, and in order to find them we
had to explore the groun<l. with a bayonet or a sharp iron, as it would
have been too laborious to dig up the whole grass layer. A. person
very soon gets accustomed to distinguish, by the sound or the feeling
of the bayonet, whether he has struck against a stone, a piece of wood,
or a piece of bone.
In consequence of their hard, ivory-like condition, the Rhytina bones
are used by the natives for sleigh runners and for carvings. They
are, therefore, already to a great extent used up and rarer than other
bones. The bones from the finger seem in most cases to be entirely
destroyed, an<l. the same is the case with the extreme tail parts.
FUR SEALS ON BERING ISLAND.-The only large animal which still
exists on the island in, perhaps, as large number as at the ti
f
Steller is the sea bear, Otaria ursina. Even . that had decrea.
o
that the yearly catch was a very inconsid rable one when the A.
a
ompany obtain d the exclusive privil 0'0 for hunting by a pay
t
to the Ru ian Government of, if I rem mber right, 2 rub
or each
an·
·
. The hu
n orO'anized on a mo1
van ta. ·
he y ar the animal a1
f animal to be kill
farm r in th f
(
) i in the habi
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running out into the sea from those islands. They congregate here
in hundreds of thousands in closely packed flocks on the beach. On
those places it is strictly prohibited to hunt the animal or to disturb
it during its rest without special permission from the village foreman,
who is selected by the Aleut living on the place. When a number
of sea bears are to be killed a flock is surrounded by a sufficient
number of hunters and are driven with sticks up on the grass a short
distance from the beach. Then females and young ones, and those
males who e fur coat is not desirable, are driven away. The remaining ones are stunned first with a blow on the nose and then stabbed
with a knife.
INSPECTION OF .A. R00KERY. -Accompanied by the village foreman,
a black-haired stuttering Aleut, and the '' Co sack," a young, n at, and
polite man, who on special occasions carries a sab r of nearly his own
length, but who otherwise not in the least answered to the Cossack
type accepted by writers of novels and dramas, a few of us visited a
spit sticking out in the sea from the north ide of th island, which i a
favorite resting place for sea bears. .Ju t at that time there were, in
accordance with surely overestimated statement which we rec iv d,
200,000 animals congregated at the spit and neighboring bea he .
Accompanied by our guides, we receiv d permis ion to crawl clo eon
to a flock lying a little separate. The older animals wer a little
uneasy at first when they noticed that we crawled near them, but
they very soon settled down again, and we now had the plea ur of a
peculiar spectacle. We were the only spectator . The scene C'\Onsi ted of a tone-covered beach wreathed with foaming breaker , the
background of the unmeasurable sea, and the actors thousands of
curiou. ly formed animals.
A number of old males were lying still and immovable, unconcerned
about what went on around them. Other crawled on th ir short,
small l er clumsily among the rocks on the beach, or warn with
incredible uppleness among the br akers, playin<Y, ooing with each
oth r, and quarrelino-. In one place two older animal. fought with a
pe uliar wheezing noise, in a mann r a H the :fighting had taken place
with studied position for attack and d fense . In anoth r, a ham
fight betwe n an old animal and a pup. It appeared as if that on
wa receiving les on in th art of fencin<Y. Ev rywhere the littl
black pups were crawling fri kily to and fro b tw en th other , now
and then bleating like lamb calling their moth r .
ft n the pup
are cru hed by the old, when, car d by ome unt ward circum tan ,
they ru h out in the ea. Hundred of dead pup are found aft r
such an alarm on the b a h.
.
Only 13,000 animal had b n kill d thj year. Th ir skinn d area e wer lying h aped in th o-ra on h b a h, preading a di agreeable smell far and wide, , hieh aft r all did not ar th ir mrade. lyin onnei<Yhb ring p int , b au, among th ma imilar m 11
pr vail d, on account of h many d ad animal r maininO' on th
b ach, ei h r cru he or d ad from na ural cau e . Amon er thi larO'
a lion wa nthron d n t p f a high
h rd of ab ar a ingl
rock h only on of tho e animal which we had e n during our
travel .
gain t paym nt of 40 rubl I prevailed on he village chief to pr pare for m four k 1 t n of h
half-r tten area e lyin()' in th
gra. , an aft n ard I r · i .d, hrough th kindn .· of th Ru ian
authoriti and with ut any comp n ation, for stuffing ix animal ,
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among them two live pups. Even those we had to kill, after in vain
having tried to make them take food. One of them will be brought;
home in alcohol for anatomical investigation.
CHARACTER O"F BERING IsLAND.-That part of Bering Island which
we saw is composed of a plateau resting on volcanic mountains, 1 which
in many places is broken by deep canyons. In their bottoms are
usually found lakes, which through smaller or larger streams connect
with the sea.
The border of the lakes and the mountain slopes are covered with
a rich vegetation of long grass and beautiful flowers, among which a
sword lily that is cultivated in our gardens, the useful dark-red brown
Savannah lily, several orchids, two kinds of rhododendrons, large
flowers, umbellifers the height of a man, sunflowers like synanthaus,
etc. An entirely different kind of flora prevailed on the islet which
lies outside the harbor.
Toporkoff Islet consists of an eruptive rock, which everywhere
toward the shores, a few score yards from high-water mark, rises up
in the form of abrupt, low, cracked walls from 5 to 10 meters in height,
differing in different places. Above those abrupt mountain walls the
surface of the island is formed of an even plane. What lies below
forms a gradually sloping beach. The gradually sloping beach consists of two well defined belts, an outer one without any vegetation,
an inner one overgrown with Ammadenia peploides, Elymus mollis,
and two kinds of um bellates, Heracleum sihiricum and Angelica archangelica, of which the two last named form an almost impenetrable
brush about 50 meters wide, man high, along the shelf. The abrupt
mountain walls are in some places yellow colored from the Caloplacmus
murorum and 0. cremulata, in other places quite closely clothed with
Oochlearia f enestrata.
The uppermost even plateau is covered by a luxuriant close g1·a
carpet, over which a few talks of the two above-named umbellate
rai e them elve here and there. Vegetation on thi little islet combines an unusual poverty of various species with a high degree of
luxuriance.
0 f higher order of animals we saw only four species of birds, nam el ,
Fraterculacirrhata, Uria grylle, one specie of Phalacrocorax ( w di h
skafvar), and one kind of the gull (Laru ) p cie , which live here b
· ·
They occupied the upper plateau, wher
ad ever , with two
t hort, de p, and unu ually broad p
i h th y lept. From there they
our arrival,
·
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discrimination, because the sea about here, according to Dr. Kjelman,
is one of the richest kelp places in the world. The bottom of the sea
is covered in favorable places with kelp fore ts from 60 to 100 feet
high, which are so dense that the scraper with difficulty penetrates
down in them, a circumstance which made the dredCYing exceedingly
difficult. Certain kind of kelp is used by the inhabitants for food.
SALMON ON THE ISLAND.-That spit, where the sea bears have their
rookeries, is about 20 kilometers distant from the village. We went
there each on his sleigh drawn by about ten dogs. During this trip,
at a resting place halfway between the village and the rookerie , we
had occasion to take part in a very peculiar fi bing. Our haltin CY place
was on an even grass meadow, cut through by innumerable brooks.
These were full of various kinds of fi hes, among them a kind of iik
(gwiniad, Swedish), a small trout (forell), a medium- ized salmon,
with almost white meat, but with purple-red skin, and another of
about the same length, but very broad and with a hump on the back.
These were easily taken. They were tak n by hand, harpooned with
an ordinary blunt stick, or any piece of wood, cut with kniv s, or
taken with a bug scoop. Other kinds of salmon, with very highly
colored red flesh, are found in the larg r str ams on the i, land. W
received her , for a mere no thin CY, a welcome change from th pr erved
food with which we had long ago become thoroughly disCYu ted.
COURTESY OF THE ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPA Y.-Be ides that,
the expedition received, as a gift from the Alaska Company, fat and
splendid beeves, milk, and other refreshments, and I can not uffi.ciently praise the good will we experienced, as w 11 from the Ru. ian official, Mr. Grebnitsky, an energ tic and ·killful tud nt of
natural history, as from the employee. of the Ala ka Company and
all other persons living on the island with whom we came in contact.
(Tran lation closes.)
TABLE SUBMITTED BY TJIE AUTHOR, SHOWI G THE "CATCH" ON

THE OMMANDER ISLA DS.-In order to show the relative importan e
of the eal bu iness on the e Ru ian i lands a compar d with that f
our own, I append the following exhibit of what ha be n don her
ince 1862. Profe or N ordenskiold doe not eem to hav O'ath r d
the information. Ire has, however, in his forthcoming egas-fard
embodied my figures.
Fur-seal skins taken for shipment from the ommande1· Islands.
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expedition interesting in the relation which it bear s t o the subject of
my discussion.
·
HOMEWARD VOYAGE AND SHIPWREOK. - In 1741, .Tune 4, Berin aand Tschericov set sail from Petropavlovsky in two small vessels,
the St. Peter and the St. Paul_; they proceeded as low as 50° la titude, then decided to steer eastward for the reported American con tinent. On the 20th the rude ships were separated by a storm, and
the two commanders never met in life again. Sunday, July 18, Bering, while waiting for the other vessel, drifted on our northwest coast.
He passed some six weeks in the new waters of his discovery, when
by the 3d of September a violent storm occurred and lf,l,sted seven
days, driving them back to 48° 18' north latitude and into the lonely
wastes of the vast Pacific. r:rhe scurvy began to appear on board;
hardly a day passed without the death of one of the crew, and · men
enough in health were scarcely left to manage the ship. A return to
Kamchatka was resolved upon. Bering became morose and seldom
appeared on deck, and the second in command, Stoorman Vachtel,
directed the dreary cruise. After regaining the land and burying a
sailor named Shumagin on one of the group of Alaskan islets that
bear this title to-day, and discovering and naming several Aleutian
capes and islands, they saw two, which by an unfortunate blunder, they
took for the Kuriles, adjacent to Kamchatka; thus they erred sadly
in their reckoning and sailed out on a point of false departure. In
vain they craned their necks for the land. The shore of Kamchatka
refused to rise, and soon there was no hope of making a port iu that
goal so late in the year. The wonderful discipline of the Ru sian
sailors was strikingly exhibited at this stage of the luckless voyage;
notwithstanding their fearfully debilitated condition, and suffering
from cold and wet, they obeyed orders and attended to their duties.
We are told by Steller that the scurvy h~d already so far advanced
that the steer man was conduct d to the helm by two other invalid
who happened to have the u B of their legs and who supported him
under the arm ; when he could no lono-er teer from suffering, he wa
succeeded by anoth r no better able to exe ute the labor than himself; thu did th unhappy crew wa te away into death; they wer
obliged
' ew ail , for th had not hand
'
· nd
uch
w re nearly worn out, and in t
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intense cold. Life was well-nigh insupportable on ship then, and
they determined to make for the land to save t heir lives, and, if
possible, safely beach the St. Peter.
The small sails were alone set; the wind was north; the depth of
water 36 fathoms, sand bottom; two hours after they decreased it to
12; they now contrived to get over an anchor and run it at threequarters of a cable's length; at 6 p . m . the hawser parted and tremendous waves bore the helpless boat through the darkness and the
storm in to the coast, where soon she struck twice upon a rocky reef.
Yet in a moment after they had 5 fathoms of water; a second anchor
was thrown out and again the tackle par ed; and while in the energy
of wild despair they were preparing a third bower, a huge combing
wave lifted that ark of misery, of superlative human suffering, safely
and sheer over the reef, where in an instant she lay in calm water.
The last anchor was put out, and the voyage of Bering came to an
end in 4 fathoms of water over a sandy bottom and only 300 fathoms
from the beach. In the morning they found that they had drift d in
here at the only spot where they possibly could have been carri d
over a ridge of rocks-that 20 fathoms distance rio-ht or left of their
cour e high basaltic bowlders and jagg d pinnacles aro e from the
sea, against which they must have perished had they struck during
the fury o.f the gale and the darkness of the night.
THE EXHA STED RUSSIANS LAND.-Wint r was now at hand. The
crew, worn down with excitement, fatigue, and di ease, reposed until
midday, then lowered the boat; on the 6th of ovember Vachtel
landed. They found the country barren and covered with snow. A
clear tream of excellent water, not frozen, i-an down from the hills
to the shore; no trees or even shrubs were vi ible; firewood was driftwood on the beaches, so it had to be du{)" from under snow and icy
fett r ; shelter there wa non , but they found near the open mouth
of the little creek some sand walls and deep wind-scraped hollows
ther in; th ·e they cleared out and covered over with the ship's ails
to rve a, a temporary shelter until they could build a wooden cabin. ·
On the th of ovember the sand cave were prepared and the ick
taken from the St. Peter and placed in th m.
teller, the undaunt d
urg on and naturali t, tells us that some of th m di d on beinO"
brought up from the wardroom below, oth r in th boat, and other
soon after landinO'-the violent change of air snapp d the lend r
thr ad remaining that bound them to thisUf . Th bodie, of thed ad
were in tantly attacked by fox , Vulpes lagopus, , hich came down
udd nly to their trano- prey without fear, appar ntly n ver having
s en man, and w re o bold that they a tually mangled th f t and
h ad of th dead Ru ians ere th living could bury th m.
MEL
HOLY
IDE T' OF BERI G' DEATH.-On th 9th of
ovember ering him l.f wa brouO"ht a hore, well shi lded from the
atmo ph r and put into a and hollow all b him elf; of th offi r ,
he alone di d. Ili ao- and t mp ram nt in lined him to inac ivity;
he be am delirious and unning, taking hi fri nd to b hi n mie •, ome f whom, in •luding
11 r, oul n t me into hi pre n durin hi la t illn , . Ile u ed t amu him lf by d taching
the and from the i 1
f th pla , her he lay, o hath , oon
•ov r d hi lo r limb
ntir ly with it. Th
who att nd d him
•lear d it w y at fir ·t, but finally h woul n t uff r th m to d o,
and how impot nt ang r , hil hey mad h att mpt. "\Vh n he
died at la t, ju ·t hirty da , aft r b ing brought a, hor , h wa
almo t buried by hi own hand in the ndy bed of his death. 'l'h y
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interred him near the spot, and the island is his monument, and also
the imperishable record of his singular end.
Steller says that those who survived were those who resisted the
desire to take to their beds, and whose natural fl.ow of humor kept
them sanguine and cheerful. The officers who had to be on deck and
up at all hours looking after everything were never taken down seri ously, though they all were attacked by scurvy. Not long after Bering
died the St. -Peter was wrecked by a fearful southeaster. Her cable
parted and she came ashore near by the Russian encampment during
the night of December 29. In the morning she was found buried
8 or 10 feet in the sand, completely shattered. This was a crushing
blow to the survivors- they had counted alone on getting back to
Petropavlovsky by her instrumentality.
ESCAPE OF THE ST RVIVORS.-The survivors, 45 souls, lived through
the winter on the flesh of sea lions, the Rhytina or manatee, and thus
saved their flour, etc. They managed to build a little shallop out of
the remains of the St. Peter, in which they left this scene of the most
extraordinary shi.pwreek and deliverance in our annals, on the 16th of
August, 1742, and reached Petropavlovsky in safety on the 27th.
'l.,HE NERVE AND COURAGE OF STELLER.-Steller here saw the fur
seal breeding first of all civilized men, in the waters north of the
equator, and here he made the earliest record of its existence as an
animal in the naturalist's lexicon. 'l.,he rookery to and from which he
used to journey in observation was nearly 9 miles from the camp, and
considering his physical condition-he was never a robust man-the
fatigue that his excursion must have engendered would have deterred
most men from making a second trip to the" laasbustchie" of Berin°·
Island.
As om intelligence and appreciation of these valuable interests of
natural science and of commerce peculiar to the Pribilof group of
Ala ka and the Commander I land of Ru sia increases, so do our
r garcl and steem for Steller advance. Since he was the surgeon of
that ill-fated p dition, hi dutie in this direction must have consumed uearly all of his time in the mo t imperative manner. What
he did do, therefore, in the line of natural histmy is till the more to
be commended.
T. M TTHEW I L
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which, until Lieutenant Maynard and myself in 1874 surveyed and
walked over its entire coast line, had not been trodden, by white men
or by natives, since that dismal record made by a party of five Russians
and seven Aleuts wh o passed the winter of 1810-11 on it an d who
were so stricken down with scurvy a to cause the death of all ·t h e
R11 sians save one, wh ile the rest barely recovered and left early the
following year. We found the ruin. of the huts which had been
occupied by this unfortu nate and discomfited party of fur hunters
who were landed there to secure polar bears in the depth of winter ,
when such ursine coat should b the finest.
.
TOPOGRAPHY OF ST. MATTHEW lSLAND.-St. Matthew Island is a
queer, jagged, straggling reach of bluffs and headland , connected by
bar and lowland spits. The former, seen at a little distance out at
sea, re emble half a dozen distinct islands. ,.rhe xtreme length is 22
mile and it is exceedingly narrow in proportion. Hall Island is a
small one that lies west from it, separated from it by a strait ( arichev)
le than 3 miles in width, while the only other outlyin°· land is a
sharp, jaO'ged pinnacle rocl , rearing it elf ov r 1,000 fe t abruptly
from the sea, standing 5 miles sou th of u 0 ·ar Loaf Cone on the main
I land. From the cleft and black ned fissure near the summit of thi
errated pinnacle rock volcanic fire and puffs of black smoke have
be n recorded as issuing . .
Our first landing, early in the morning of August 5, was at the
slope of Cub Hill, near Cape Upright, the ea ternm6st point of the
i land. The air, coming out from th northw st, was cold and chilly,
and snow and ice were on the hillsides and in the gnllie . The slopino- ides and summits of the hills were of a grayi h, russet tinge,
with d ep green wal flats runnin o- down into the lowlands, which
ar there more inten ly o-reen and warmer in ton . The pebbl bar,
f rmed by the ea between Cape pright and Waterfall II ad, is
cove1'ed with a d p stratum of glacial drift, carried down from the
flank of Polar and nb hills and extending ov r 2 mil s of thi water
front to the westward, where it i met by a imilar wa hing from that
quart r. Back and in the center of thi, n ck ar e eral mall lak
and lagoon , without fi, h; but emptyino- int them are a number of
clear, lively brooks, in which were almon parr of fine quality. The
littl lak , up.doubtedly receive them, and hen theyw re land-lock d
salmon.
luxuriant growth of thi •k mo · aud gra , int r p rs 1,
e i ted almo t everywher on the low t gr und, and oc a ionally
trano-e dome-like pil
of peat wor lifted 4 r 5 fe t abo
th
mar hy wale and appear d so remarkably lik aband n d barrabara that we repeatedly turned from our cour e p rsonally to a is.Cy
our lv to the contrary.
HANGING EGETATIO :r.-As th se lowland a cend to th top of
the hill the ve~etation bano- rapidly to a 'impl coat of r ptogamic gray and li h ru t, wi h a lipper , lid , for th f t , h rev r a te p flight or climbino- wa · made. v ater o z and trickl ·
ev rywher und r foo , inee an xl alation of fro ·t i in pro!rr
all
the time.
om tim th wal ri and cro , the hill ·ummit to
the vall y again, , ithout any interruption in their w t, wampy
chant· er.
LAIR OF THE POL R BEAR.-Il re, on the hi 0 ·h t point.' wh r no
mo. · , r grows and nothin r but a fin porphyriti • hin<TJ , lid · and
rattl b .n a h our r acl, ar b ar road .· 1 ading from n , to n t, or
lair , ·w hfrh h hav
·o p 1 ut f fro.t- ·plint r
rocks n the
hill ·id s
d, h r th ' h be..-} 1·, und ml> tlly brin forth h .,i ·youno-;
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but it is not plain, because we saw them only sleeping, at this season
of the year, on the lower ground, seemingly to delight in stretching
themselves and rolling over the rankest vegetation.
GL.A.CI.A.L EXHIBITS.-The action of ice in rounding down and grinding hills, chipping bluffs, and chiseling everywhere, carrying the soil
and debris into depressions and valleys, is most beautifully exhibit~d
on St. Matthew. The hills at the foot of Sugar Loaf Cone are bare
and literally polished by ice sheets and slides of melting snow. The
rocks and soil from the summits and slopes are carried down and
'' dumped," as it were, in numberless little heaps at the base, so that
the foot of the hill and out on the plain around strongly put us in
mind of those refuse piles which are dropped over the commons or
dumping grounds of a city. Nowhere can the work of ice be seen to
better advantage than here, aided and abetted as it undoubtedly is by
the power of wind, especially with regard to the chiseling action of
frost on the faces of the ringing, metallic, porphyry cliffs.
EXTENSIVE FLORA.-'l'he :flora here is as extensive as on the seal
islands, 200 miles to the southward, but the species of granirnm are
not nearly so varied; indeed, there is very little grass around about.
Wherever there is soil it ,:::eems to be converted by the abundant
moisture into a swale or swamp, over which we traveled as ou a quakrng water bed; but on the rounded hilltops and ridge summits the
wind•rubbed and frost-splintered shingle makes good walking. Both
of these climatic agencies evidently have an annual iron grip on the
island.
FANTASTIC CLEAVAGE OF THE R0CKS.-The west end of St. Matthew differs materially from the east. Th0 fantastic weathering-of the
rock at Cathedral Point, Hall I land, will strike the eye of a mo t
casual observer as the ship enters the straits going south. This ea tern wall of that point looms up from the water like a row of immense
cedar-tree trunks. The scaling off of the basaltic porphyry and growt,h
of y llowi h-green and red, mo y lichens made the effect mo t real,
whil a.va t bank of foo- lying ju t overhead emed to shut out from
our vision the foliage and branche that should be above. Thi north
cape of Hall I land chan<Ye wh n approache<l with every mile's di tanc to a n w and altogether characteri tic profile.
Our vi it at the
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animals to show fight. Its first impulse and its last one while within
our influ nee was flight--maleR, female , and cubs, all, when surprised
by us, rushing with one accord right, left, and in every direction over
the hill and away.
After shooting half a dozen we destroyed no more, for we speedily
found that we had made their acquaintance at the height of their
shedding eason; and their snowy an<l. highly prized winter dress
was a very different article from the dingy, saffron-colored, grayish
fur that was flying like downy feather-.. in the wind whenever rubbed
or pulled by our hands. They never roared, or uttered any sound
whatever, even when shot or wounded.
EXCELLEN E OF THE FLESH.-Let. me te tify at thi' moment to
the excellent quality of polar-bear st ak. We gave it a fair trial,
and it conquered all our prejudices-mine in e pecial, becau I had
been vjctimized with black-bear meat many year b fore, in British
Columbia.
IMMENSE SIZE OF THE POLAR BEAR.-These bears impre sed me
greatly by their enormous size. One, shot by Lieutenant Maynard,
mea ured exactly 8 feet from thA tip of it no e to it exce siv ly short
tail, and could not have weighed less than 1,000 or 1,200 pounds. It
had a 0 ·irth of 24 inches around the mu cle of the forearm alone, at
the pla e where the kin was removed and the foot cut off ju t back
of th arpal joint, that corre ponds to our wri t. This animal wa
very fat, and it hearl wa , carred all over with wound , vid ntly
recei ed in fighting with it kind.
o worm were found in the
inte tine and stomach; the liv r was speckled with light grayi h gr en dot , .and normal. Many of them were seen grazing and rooting like ho<YS on a common.
FITF L SLEEP OF BE RS.-They leep soundly, but fi fully, rolling
their hea y arms and legs about a they doze. For naps th y eem to
prefer little gras y depres ion on the unny hill ides and along th
numerou · water ourses, and their paths were broad and w 11 b aten
all over the i land. W could not hav ob erved le s than 250 or 300
of the ·e animal while we w r there.
t one landing on Hall I land
there wer lG, campering up and off from the approach of the ship's
boat, at on s-weep of our ey ·.
FUR SEAL' CA
TOT LA TD IIERE.-Th hief attraction to th e
bear ·, undoubt dly at t. Ma hew, is th walru, h r l ; and the
i land'. pe ial adaptati n by it, po ition to a p ibility of it
r
bein.o· re or ed to b the fur al wa the 1· as n of my isit; and the
re ult of my careful xamina ion how. ouclusi ly that th chara ·ter of he grav 1 pit and ne k , , hi •hare the only landin<Y ground
off red, i u ha not to be fi for h r c ption of breeding al , a.
they would be p dily conv rt cl by t hem into a, h t of mud and
lime; and ther i n other ground pr , en ted , a
at th ba of
cliff e 1· where ri ing up fr m th
a.
al , al o, if th y could
land h re indep nd nt of hi polar-b ar courg , 1 hi h wn and
on rol. t. fatth w, would find a climat that k p ·now and ic
on the b ach until lat in June, an.d till later· h nc , I am w 11
,·ati. fie i hat th fur al · h v n v r vi ited hi d solat land, nor
will th
e r r t up n i . 1
1 This
urvey mad by Lieut nant Maynard and myself is the first careful
exploration of the i land. The only work hitherto done was the approximate chartinr, of it coa t fr m the deck of ook's and Billings's and Bering's vessels.
faynard and myself made a det iled plotting of the island, and gave a copy to
the United. 'tate · 'oast, urvey in ugu t, 1874.
H. Do . u"" pt. 3-1
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DIGEST OF THE DATA IN REGARD TO THE FUR-SEAL ROOKERIES OF
THE SOUTH .ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC, AND NUMBER OF SKINS TA.KE- 'J'HEREFROM.

DIFFICULTY OF FINDING CREDIBLE RECORDS.-Before I introduc
the reader to this subject, I desire to call his attention to the sou.re
from which nearly all the jnformation which we have touching it i
derived. It comes from the verbal and written statements of whaler
and other seafaring men. The great difficulty which faces me as I
attempt to make up this digest from such authority is the fact that_ I
know the failing of sailors too well-am too conversant with the1..r
habits of loose and positively erroneous narration. For instance, a
an illustration of this trouble, suppose A had taken a large cargo o:f
fur-seal skins from the Crozette Islands some time in 1820-1825, and
when on the homeward stretch had been met at sea by B, another
whaler or sealer; A would invariably tell B, in answer io queries as
to where he got his catch, that he secured the seals at any other island
far away from the real source of supply, in order that he might turn
B aside and have a clear field, and a full ship at the Crozettes again
when he should discharge at home.and return. The story, however,
would probably get into circulation, and into print, peJ"haps; and
to-day is misleading us, just as it did Blong ago.
SCANTY RECORDS.-If anybody doubts the correctness of my statement, made in the prefatory words of this monograph, to wit, that
though a sealing fleet of hundreds of vessels and thousands of men
had repafred to the rookeries of the southern oceans, and had annually
returned laden with the skins of the Arctocephalus, still not a definite
line a to the true result-i. e., the number of skins taken from tho e
great Antarctic breeding grounds-can be found in any writing, let
him turn to th laborious work of Allen, who for eight or nin lon(Y'
year, ba ran a ked the writings and the musty records of a cent~9r
back, and see in hi history of the North American pinnipeds the p1t1ful um of knowledge which he ha gathered in regard to the ubject. 1
Prior to 1,he tedious research and publication just ref rred to, in lo?king toward the, ame end, I o-atheJ' cl ub ·tantially as much informat10n
in th En yclop dia Britannfoa and in Hamilton' Amphibiou, Mammalia. 2 But the amount of thi information i so abortive and fanl
tha Ihe itat to reprin it her ; y t p rhap it r publi atiou, toO' th r
wi h th equally brief and ind finite compilation of Allen, ma draw
out from, om unexpect d quart r further knowledge. 11 n I ubmit the followino-:
y
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and shipped to Canton. 1 Captain Scammon states that the sealing fleet off the
coast of Chile in 1801 amounted to thirty vessels, many of which were ships of the
larger class, and nearly all carried the American flag. Notwithstanding this great
slaughter, it appears that fur seals continued to exist there as late as 1815, when
Captain Fanning again obtained them at this island. 2
In the year 1800 the fur-seal business appears to have been at its height at the
Georgian Islands , where, in the single season, 112,000 fur seals are reported to
have been taken, of which 57,000 were secured by a single American vessel (the
Aspasia, under Captain Fanning). Vancouver, at about this date, reported the
existence of large numbers of fur seals on the southwest coast of New Holland.
Attention was at once turned to this new field and in 1804 the brig Union, of N ew
York, Capt. Isaac Pendleton, visited this part of the Australian coast, but not
finding these animals there in satisfactory numbers, repaired to Border's Island,
where he securtld only part of a cargo (14,000 skins), owing to the lateness of the
season. Later 60,000 were obtained at Antipodes Island. About 1806 the American ship Catharine, of New York (Capt. H. Fanning), vi ited theCrozettelslands,
where they landed, and found vast numbers of fur seals, but obtained their cargo
from Prince Edward Island, situat d a few hundred miles southeast of the Cape
of Good Hope where other vessels the same year obtained full cargoes.
In 1830 the supply of fur seals in the southern seas had so greatly decreased that
the ves els engaged in this enterprise '' generally m ade losing voyages, from the
fact that those places which were the resort of seals," says Capt. Benjamin Pendleton, "had been abandoned by them or cut off from them:" so that the di covery
of new sealing grounds was needed. Undiscovered re orts were believed to exist,
from the fact that large number s of fur seals were seen while cruising far out at
sea, which must repair once a year to some favorite breeding station. 3
Captain Weddell states that during the years 1820 and 1 21 over 300,000 fur seals
were taken at the South Shetland Islands alone, and that at the end of the second
year the species had there become almost exterminated. In addition to the number killed for their furs, he estimates that not less than 100,000 newly-born young
died in consequence of the destruction of their mothers.
o indiscriminate was the slaughter that whenever a seal reached the beach, of
whatever denomination, it was immediately killed. Mr. Scott states, on the
authority of Mr. Morris, an experienced sealer, that a like indiscriminate killing
was carried on at Antipodes Island, off the coa t of N ew outh Wale , from which
island alone not less than 400,000 skins were obtained during the years 1 14 and
1 15. A single hip is said to have taken home 100,000 in bulk, which , through
lack of care in curing, poiled on the way, and on the arrival of the ship in Lon~on the skins were dug out of the hold and sold as manure! At about the same
fame t-here wa a similar wasteful and indiscriminate slaughter of fur seals at the
Al utian l:land , where for some years they were killed at the rate of 200,000 a
Y ar, glutting the market to such an extent that the skins did not bring enough to
d efray the expense of transportation. Later, the destruction of fur seals at these
islands was placed under rigid restrictions (se infra the gen ral hi tory of the
northern fur eal), in cons quence of which undue decrea e has been wi ely prev nted. But nowhere el ·e has there b en a systematic protection of the fur seals
or any mea ures taken t prevent wa teful or undue de truction.

THE UBJECT I l 73.-Th a1 ove mbodi s 11 n', 1 anincr fall
that he ould learn tou bing th subj t. In 1 73 I publi ·h d the
followin :
The Government of Bueno Ayres ha , from the first, protected and cared for a
small rookery of fur seals under the bluffs at Cabo orrientes, on it coru t, wh re
ome 5,000 to ,000 are annually taken, but the seal. here have no hauling grounds
like those on St. Paul; they are taken with much labor under the high cliffs of this
portion of the coa t. This i the only governm nt aid and care that the seal have
ever received out ide of Bering ea. The following extract shows the way in
which the fur seals of the outh came into notice:
" oon after Captain o k 's voyao-e in the Resolution, performed in 1771, he presented an official report oncerning ew Georgia, in which he gave an account of
the 6reat number of elephant seals and fur s al which he had found on the shores
cf that island. This induc d everal enterpri ing merchant to fit out ves els to
1 Fanning:
oyag s t th , 'outh
Pinniped .
~ lb., p. 299.
;; Fanning: oyag p. 4 i.

ea, etc., p. :364.
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take them; the former for their oil, the latter for their skins. Captain Weddell
states that he had been credibly informed that during a period of about fifty years
not less than 20,000 tons of oil were procured annually from this spot alone for tbe
London market, which, at a moderate price, would yield about £1,000,000 a year.
"Seal skins are very much used in their raw state as articles of apparel by the
natives of the polar zones; when tanned they are used extensively in making E1hoes ,
and the Eskimo have a process by which they make them waterproof (?), so that,.
according to Scoresby, the jackets and trousers made of them by these people are
in great request among the whale fishers for preserving them from oil and wet.
But the skins are not only used in this raw and tanned state as leather; on accou:n. t
of their silky and downy covering they constitute still more important articles
connected with the fur trade. Thus considered, seal skins are of two kinds, which
may be distinguished as hair skins and fur skins. The former are used as clothing
and ornament by the Russians, Chinese, and other nations, and the latter yield a
fur which we believe exceeds in value all others which have been brought into the
market. Many seals supply nothing· but hair, while others in different proportions
produce both the hair and, underneath it, soft and downy fur. The majority, we
believe, are to be considered merely as hair skins, similar to the bear or sable, and
of these some are excellent of their kind and much prized." (Hamilton: Amphibious Mammalia, Edinburgh, 1839.)
It may be considered superfluous to read a lecture to the trader upon a matter
so nearly touching his own interest, and yet there is one point, at the same time,
which forms so essential a part of my subject that I can not withhold a wor~ or
two. These valuable creatures (fur seals) have often been found frequenting
some sterile islands in innumerable multitudes. By way of illustration, I shall
refer only to the fur seal as occurring in South Shetland. On this barren spot
their numbers were such that it has been estimated that it could have continued
permanently to furnish a return of 100,000 furs a year, which, to say nothing of
the public benefit, would have yielded annually a very handsome sum to the
adventurers. But what do these men do? In two short years, 1821 and 1822, so
great is the rush that they destroy 320,000. They killed all, and spared none. The
moment an animal landed, though big with young, it was destroyed. Those on
shore were likewise immediately dispatched, though the cubs were but a day ~Id.
These, of course, all died, their number, at the lowest calculation, exceedmg
100,000. No wonder, then, at the end of the second year the animals in this
locality were nearly extinct. So is it in other localties, and so with other se~ls,
and so with the oil seals, and so with the whale itself, every addition only making
bad worse. All this might, easily be prevented by a little less barbarous and
revolting cruelty, and by a little more enUghtened selfishness.
With regard to this seal fishery of the south, the EngJish and Americans have
exclusiv ly divided it between them, and with very great profit . It has lately
been stated (1839) that they together employ not fewer than sixty vessels in the
trade, of from 250 to 300 tons burden. These vessel are strongly built, and have
each six boats, like those of the whaler , together with a small vessel of 40 tons
which is put in requisition when they r each the scene of their operations. The
crew con i t of about 24 hands their object being to select a fixed locality from
which to make their variou bateaux. Thus it is verv common for the ship to be
moored in some i;ecure bay and be partially unriggef while at the ame time the
furnace , try pots etc., required for making the oil a"te placed on bore. The
little cutter is then rigged and manned with about half the crew, who sail about
the neighboring i lands ~ncl end a few men here and there on shor , where they
may see eals or wi h to watch for them. The campaign frequently la t for thre
om of the crew
y ar , and in the mid t of unheard-of privations and dan$'ers.
are ometime left on distant, barren p ts the others bemg driven off by storm ·
They are left to perish or drag out for years a most precarious and wretched
xi tenc . 1
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been equally productive, and, in addition to the vast sums of money whkh these
creatures have yielded, it is calculated that several thousand tons of shipping have
annually been employed in the traffic. 1

EXTERMINATION~ THE RESULT.-This gives a very fair idea of the
manner in which the business was conducted in the South Pacific.
How long would our sealing interests in Bering Sea withstand the
attacks o_f such a :fleet of sixty vessels, carrying from twenty to thirty
men each?
ot over two seasons. The fact that these great southern
rookeries withstood and paid for attacks of this extensive character
during a period of more than twenty years speaks eloquently of the
millions upon millions that must have existed in the waters now
almost deserted by them.
EARLY AUTHORITIES ON THE APPEARANCE OF THE FUR SEAL. Whenever I have followed the records made by navigators of any one
of the e several islands in the Antarctic, from whence hundreds of
thousands of fur seals are said to have been annually taken, I hav
never found anything in the line of circum tantial evidence of the
fact. For instance, had any vast rookery, such as is the one at orthea t Point, St. Paul I land, been in existence at Ma afuera or Juan
Fernandez, when they were visited by William Dampier in 16 3, by
Wood-Rogers in 1709, in 1740 and 1767 by An. on and Carteret, surely
the extraordinary spectacle must have provoked th ir attention and.
description. So far from hinting at any such congregation of mas, d
eal life on the land, they, on the contrary, ha e more to say in regard
to the wild goats which they found there, with the ingle exc ption of
Dampier. Those were the progeny of the original stock left on the
island by pani h pirate , long b fore (1563-1566). I elect these
two i lands for e pecial reference in thi connection, b ecause they
had been well known to seam n before the hunting of th fm al
wa. a recoO'nfaed bu. ine s, and describ cl by them.
cordinO' to the
account of the ealers, they were the ource of s veral of the large t
cargo of fur- eal skins that were ever taken from any on or two
pla
1th of the equator.
s OYAGE, 1740-41.-The b t description Qf Juan Fernandez, wi·itten prior to the ravage of th eal-hunting
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DESCRIPTION OF JUAN FERNANDEZ.-However, on the 10th of June, in theafi?ernoon, we got under the lee of the island, and kept ranging along it at about 2 m.ile~
distance, in order to look out for the proper anchorage, which was described to b
in a bay on the north side. Being now nearer in with the shore, we could discov:_ r
that the broken, craggy precipices, which had appeared so unpromising at a di tance, were far from barren, being in most places covered with woods, and tl?-a
between them there were everywhere interspersed the finest valleys, covered vVIth
a most beautiful verdure and watered with numerous streams and cascade •
no valley of any kind being unprovided with its proper rill. -r.- "'' -:..- At 4 in
the morning our cutter was dispatched with our third lieutenant to find out -t?be
bay we were in search of, who returned again at noon with the boat laden -w-1th
seals and grass, for although the island abounded with better vegetables, yet the
boat's crew in their short stay had not met with them, and they well knew that even )
grass :woul_d prove a dainty. as, indeed, it was all soon eagerly devoured. [They
were 111 with scurvy.-H. W. E.] The seals, too, were considered as fresh provisions, but as yet were not much admired, though they grew afterward into more
repute, for what rendered them less valuable at this juncture was the prodigious
quantity of excellent fish which the people aboard had taken during the absence
of the boat.
The island of Juan Fernandez lies in the latitude of 38° 40' south, and it is 110
leagues distant from the continent of Chile. It is said to have received its name
from a Spaniard who formerly procured a grant of it and resided there some time
with a view of settling on it, but afterward abandoned it. -r.- -r.- -:t The islarid is
of an irregular figure. ·X· •:f ,'f Its greatest extent is between 4 and 5 leagues, and
its greatest breadth somewhere short of 2 leagues. The only safe anchorage at
this island is at the north.side.
The northern part of this island is composed of high, craggy hills, many of them.
inaccessible, though generally covered with trees. The soil of this part is loose
and shallow, so that very large trees on the hills soon perish for want of root, and
are then easily overturned. .;,:. ❖:• •x- The southern or rather the southwestern
part of the island, as distinguished in the plan, is widely different from the rest,
being dry, stony, and destitute of trees, and very flat and low compared with the
hills on the northern part. This part of the island is never frequented by ships,
being surrounded by a steep shore and having little or no fresh water, and besides
it is exposed to the southerly wind, which generally blows here the whole year
round, and on the winter solstice very hard.
VEGETATIO OF J A FER ANDEZ.-Th e trees of which the woods on the northern side of the jsland are composed are most of them aromatics and of many
different sort . There are none of them of a size to yield any considerable timber
except the myrtle trees, which are the largest on the island and supplied us with
all the timber we made use of. But even the e would not work to a greater length
than 40 feet. The top of the myrtle tree is circular and appears as if it had been
clipped by art. It bears on its bark an excrescence like mos , which in taste and
smell resembles garlic, and was u ed. by our people instead of it. We found here,
too, the plemento (palmetto?) tree, and likewise the cabbage tree, though m no
great plenty, and, besides, a great number of plant of various kinds which we
were not botani t enough either to describe or attend to.
To the vegetables I have already mentioned, of which we made perpetual use. I
mu t add that we found many acre of ground cover d with oat and clover. There
were al o som few cabbage tr es upon the i land, a was observ d before but a
th y generally grew upon the precipices and in dangerous situation , and as it wa
ne
ary to cut a large tree for every single cabbaO'e, this was a dainty that w~
were rar ly nabled to indulge in.
The exc llenc of the climate and the loo enes of the soil r nder thi place
extremely proper for all kinds of v getation, for if the ground be anywhere accidentally turn d up it was immediately overgrown with turnips and icilian
radi he .
Thi may in general u.ffice a to th soil and veo-etable production of thi place.
but the face of the ountry at lea. t the north part of the i land, i . o . tremely
ingular that I can no avoid giving it a particular con id rati n. I have alr ady
tak n notice of th ,vild, 'nho pitable air with which it fir:t app ar d o u. · · ud
the gradual improv m n t f thi: un outh land ca a w dr w n arer till w
were at la t captiva d by th nnmer n b autie. w cli overed on th hor .
nd I mu t now add that th inland part of the i land <lid in no way fall h rt o
th .· n ruin prep .- ·ion which w fir t nt rtained in th ir favor, · r b
w
which co\· r .d mo.t of th t p t hill wer free from all hu he and
underw d. an afford d an ea ·y pa ·sag through y ry part of th m: and h
irre_g-nl
of the hill and pr cipic in th northern part of th i land n
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sari1y traced out by their various combinations a great number of romantic valleys, most of which had a stream of the clearest water running through them that
tumbled in cascades at the bottom of the valley by the course of the neighboring
hills, was at any time broken into a sharp, sudden descent. Some particular
spots occurred in those valleys where the shaded fragrance of the contiguous
woods, the loftiness of the overhanging trees, and the transparency and frequent
falls of the neighboring streams presented scenes of such elegance and dignity as
would be with difficulty rivaled by any other part of the globe. It is in this place,
perhaps, that the simple productions of un assisted nature may be said to excel all
the fictitious descriptions of the most animated imagination.
ANIMALS OF JUAN FER ~A DEZ.-It remains now only that we speak of the
animals and the provisions which we met with at this place. Former writers
have related that this island abounded with va t numbers of goats, and their
accounts ara not to be questioned, this place being the usual haunt of the buccaneers and privateers who formerly frequented these seas. And there are two
instances, one of a Mosquito Indian and the other of Alexander Selkirk, a Scotchman, who were left here by their respective ships and lived alone upon this island
for some years, and consequently were no strangers to its produce. Selkirk, who
was the last, after a stay of between four and five years, was taken off the place
(in 1708) by the Dllke and Didchess, priva.teers of Bristol, as may be seen at laTge
in the journal of their voyage. His manner of life during his solitude was in
most particulars very remarkable, but there is one circumstance which he relates
which was so strangely verified by our own ob ervations that I can not help
reciting it. He tells us, among other things, that he often caught more goats
than he wanted. He sometimes marked their eaui and let th m go. This was
about thirty-two years before our arrival on this island. Now, it happened that
the first goat killed by our people at their landing had its ears slit, whence we
concluded that he had doubtless b en formerly under the power of Selkirk. This
was indeed an animal of most venerable aspect, dignified with an excee<'l.ingly
majestie beard, and with many other ymptoms of antiquity. During our stay
on the islands we met with others marked in the same manner, all the males
being distinguish d by an exuberance of beard and every other characteristic of
extreme age.
But thA great number of goats which former writers describe to have been found
upon this island are at present very much diminished , as the Spaniards, b eing
informed of the advantages which the buccaneers and privat ers drew from the
provisions which goats' flesh here furnished them with, have endeavored to
extirpate the breed, thereby to deprive their enemies of this relief. For this purr,o e they have put on shore great numbers of large dogs, who have increased
apace and have destroyed all the goats in the accessible part of the country, so
that there now remain only a. few among the crag and pre ipices, where the <logs
can not follow them. These are divided into separate h rds of twenty or thirty
each, which inhabit dfotinct fa tnesses and nev r mingle with each other. By
this means we found it extremely difficult to kill them; and yet we were so desirous of their flesh, which we all agreed much resembled venison, that we got
knowledge, I believ , of all their herds, and it was conceived, by comparing their
number together that they scarcely exceeded two hundred upon the whole i land.
* .;:. ,:- These dogs, who are masters of all the acce sible parts of the i land, are
of various kinds, some of them very large, and are multiplied to a prodigious
degree. They sometimes came down to our habitations at night and stole our
provisions, and once or twice they s t upon ingle persons but a"' i ·tance being
at hand they were driven off without doing any mischief. As at present it is r are
for goats to fall in their way we conceived that they lived principallyupon young
seal ; and, instead, ome of our p ople had the curio. ity to kill dogs sometimes and
dr ss them, and it se med to be agre d upon that they bad a fishy taste.
EALS A.T J AN FER, A ' DEZ.- oat8' flesh, a I have m ntioned, 1Jeing scarce, we
rarely being able to kill above one a day and our people growing tired of fish
(which, as I . hall her aft r ob erve, abound at this plac ), they at ]a:t condescended to eat seals which by d gre they came to relish and called it lamb. The
· al, numbers of which haunt thi i land, bath been so often mentioned by former
writers that it is unnece. ary to say anything particular about it in this place.
But there is another amphibious er a ure to be met with h r called a sea lion,
that bear some re emblance to as al, though it is much larger. This, too, we eat,
un,ler the denomination of b ef, and a it i o extraordfaary an animal I conceiv
it well merit a particular d ription. [This is the outhern, 'ea elephant,Macrorhinus leoninu.·, not the ea lion Otaria jubata.-H. W. E.] They are in size, when
arrived at th ir full growth, from 12 to 20 fe t in length and fr m to 15 feet in
circumference. They are extremely fat, so that aft r having cut through the skin,
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which is a.bout an inch in thickness, there is at least a foot of fat before you can
come at either lean or bones, and we experienced more than once that the fat of
some of the largest afforded us a but t of oil. They are likewise very fu1l of blood,
for if they are deeply wounded in a dozen places there will instantly gusb out as
many fountains of blood, spouting to a considerable distance; and to try what
quantity of blood they contained we shot one first and then cut its throat, and,
measuring the blood. that came from him, we found that besides what remained
in the vessels, which, to be sure, was considerable, we got at least 2 hogsheads ( f).
Their skins are covered with a short hair, of a light dun color, but their tails and
their fins, which serve them for feet on shore, are almost black. Their fins or feet
are divided at the ends like fingers, and the web which joins them not reaching to
the extremities, each of these fingers is furnished with a nail. They have a distant resemblance to an overgrown seal, though in some particulars there is a manifest difference between them, especially in the males. These have a la.rge trunk or
snout hanging down 5 or 6 inches below the end of the upper jaw, which the females
have not, and this renders the countenance of the male and the female easy to be distinguished from each other; besides, the males are of a much larger size. The form
and the appearance of both the male and the female are very exactly represented
in the nineteenth plate, only the disproportion of their size is not usually so great
as is there exhibi'ted, for the male is drawn from life after the largest of these animals which was found upon the island. He was the master of the flock, and from
his driving off the other males and keeping a great number of females to himself,
he was by the seamen ludicrously styled the bashaw. The e animals divide their
time equally between the land and sea, continuing at sea all the summer and coming on shore at the setting inof winter, wheretheyresideduringthatwholeseason.
In this interval they engender and bring forth their young, and have generally two
at a birth, which they suckle with their milk, they being at first about the size of
a full-grown seal. During the time these sea lions continue on shore they feed
upon the grass and verdure which grows near the banks of t.he fresh-water streams,
and when not employed jn feeding sleep in herds in the most miry places they
can find. As they seem to be of a very lethargic disposition and are not easily
awakened, each herd was observed t o place some of th eir males at a distance, in
the nature of sentinels, who never failed to alarm them whenever anyone attempted
to molest or even to approach them, and they were very capable of alarming, even
at a considerable di tance, for the noi e they m ake is very loud and of different
kinds, sometimes grunting like hogs and at other times snorting like hor es in full
vigor. They often , especially the males, have furious battles with each other,
principally about their female , and we were one day extremely surprised a.t the
sight of two animals which at fir t appeared different from any of all we bad
observed, but on an arer approach they proved to be two sea lions who had been
goring each other ,yjth their teeth ancl were covered over with blood, and the
ba haw, abov mentioned. who generally lay surrounded with a seraglio of female
which no other male dared t approauh, had not acquired that envied preeminence
without many bloody on test , of which the mark still remained in the numerou
scars which were vi ible in every part of his body. We killed many of them for
food, e pecially for their heart and tongues, which we esteem d good eating, and
preferable ven to tho e of bullock . In general hape there was no difficulty i_n
killing them, for they were jncapable .ith r of e. caping or of re i ting, a their
motion i the mo t unwield that can be conceived their blubb r all the time they
are moving being agitated in hu e wave under their kin . However a sailor
one day being carele sly employ d in kinning a y ung a lion, the f male from
wb nee he had tak nit came upon him unperceiv d, and, getting his head in her
mouth she with h r teeth cored his kull in not h sin many plac , and thereby
wounded him o desp rately that, though all po sible care was 'taken of him, he died
in a few day.
FEW BIRD, .-The e are the principal animal whi h we found upon the i land.
for we aw but few bird , and tho e chiefly hawk. , bla kbird , owl an i h~ming bird .
aw not th pendella, which burr w in the gr un<l. c nd wh1 :h
form r writers hav m ntioned to be found h r ; but a we of n met with th 1r
hol w uppo ed that the dog had destr ed th m, a th y have almo t done
the cat ; for the e w re v ry numerou in •'elkirk" tim , but w , w not bov
one or two during our whole t: •. How v r, th rat. till k ep th ir ground. and
ontinu h re in great numb r and were very troubl om to u by inf tin our
ten nightly.
B .'D CE OF FI. II.-But that which furni b d u with the m t d lici U
r p t at this i land r main still to bed . crib d. Thi. wa th fi h, with hich
th whol l y wa m
pl ntifulJy t r d, and with th
t t vari t ·. for we
found here cod of a prodigious ·ize, and by th r p rt of
f our er
ho
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had been formerly employed in the Newfoundland fishery, not in less plenty than is
to be met with on the banks of that island. We caught also cavallies, gropers,
large breams, maids, silver fish, congers of a peculiar kind; above all, a black fish,
which we mo t esteemed~ called by some, a chimney sweeper, in shape r esembling
a carp. The beach, indeed, is everywhere so full of rocks and loose stones that
there is no possibility of hauling the seine; but with hooks and lines we caught
what numbers we pleased, so that a boat with two or three lines would r·e turn
loaded with fish in about two or three hours' time. The only interruption we
ever met with arose from the great quantities of dogfish and large sharks which
sometimes attended our boats and prevented our sport. Beside the fish we have
ah·eady mentioned, we found here one delicacy in greater perfection, both as to
size and flavor and quantity, than is, perhaps, to be met with in any other part of
the world; this was sea crayfish; they generally weighed 8 or 9 pounds apiece,
were of a most excellent taste, and lay in such abundance near the water's edge
that the boat hooks often struck into them in putting the boat to and from the
shore.

TRANGE CONTRAST I SEALING GROU:N'DS.-Thus end
haplain
Walter's description of the plants, and th animals, and th .fl h of
Juan Fernandez; and I quote him in full, because I wish to emphasize
the decided difference in the temperament and eon itution of th
northern, or Alaskan, fur seal from that of its outh rn r lativ ,
which seems to hav repaired to .Juan Fernandez and Ma afuera in
co11ntless thousands, " millions," Dam pi r said, in lG 3, to br rl in a
tropical climate, on an island infested by band of wild dog and th
waters surrounding alive with '' large hark ! " Thon, too, that the
good pr late hould have found fish so abundant wher such multitudes of s als were ao-gregated Reem trange; and it al o occur
rather odd to me that he should have rested cont nt with Pampier'
brief <le cription of the fur seal here, and paRscd the matt r by, in
the abrupt reference which he makes, declarin°· it Anperfl.uou · to ad 1
more than "other writ rs" have spoken of.
THE ROOKERY OF MAS FUERA: A DESCRIPTION OF THE ISLET. -Th
i land of Ma afuera li s off
a, t of Chil in outh latitu ' 0 45',
west longi udc 80° 46', ju
t of Juan Femand 93 mil
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dare say, i.t ever had been before, or, perhaps, ever wi.11 be again."
He gives, in the succeeding language, the sum of the Anson survey:
The Spaniards have generally mentioned two islands under the name of Juan
Fernandez, styling them the greater and the less, the greater being that island
where we anchored, and the less being the island we are now describing, which,
because it is more distant from the continent, they have distinguished by the name
of Masa-Fuera. The Tryal sloop found that it bore from the greater Juan Fernandez west by south, and was about 22 leagues distant. It is a much larger and
better spot than has been generally reported, for former writers have represented
it as a small barren rock, destitute of wood and water and altogether inaccessible,
whereas our people found it was covered with trees, and that there were several
fine falls of water pouring down its sides into the sea; they found, too, that there
was a place where a ship might come to anchor on the north side of it, thou~h
indeed the anchorage is inconvenient, for the bank extends but a little way, 1s
steep, too, and has very deep water upon it, so that you must come to an anchor
very near the shore, and there lie exposed to all the winds but a southerly one; and
beside the inconvenience of the anchorage, there is also a reef of rocks runnin_g
off from the eastern point of the island about 2 miles in length 1 though there 1s
little danger to be feared from them, because they are always to be seen by the
seas breaking over them. This place has at present one advantage beyond the
island of Juan Fernandez, for it abounds with goats, who, not being accustomed
to be disturbed, were nowise shy or apprehensive till they had been frequen_tly
fired at. These animals reside here in great tranquillity, the Spaniards not havmg
thonght the island considerable enough to be frequented by their enemies, and
have not therefore been solicitous to destroy the provisions upon it, so that no dogs
have been hitherto set on shore there. Beside the goat8, our people found there
vast numbers of seals and sea lions. And upon the whole they seemed to imagine
that, though it was not the most eligible place for a ship to refresh at, yet in case
of necessity it might afford some sort of shelter and prove of considerable use,
especially to a single ship, etc.

EGLECT OF CHILE.-Chile has suffered these famous breedin.ogrouncls of Arctocephali1,s to be ravaged and utterly eliminated. Here
she had perpetual interests, worth many hundreds of thousands of
dollars to her annuaJly in the way ~f revenue, had they only been
looked after and shielded from that wanton and mercenary de trnction which has been vi. i.ted upon them by sealers of all nation
betw en 1 06-1840. In 1717 the panish Government revived and
re tablish d th colony of Juan Fernandez on thai; island, but it wa
in th lap. of a few d cad almost entirely ruined by an earthquake. During 1 10 the hileans O'ai.ned their independence, and
the .. e two i lands formed part of h ir posse ion . In 1 19 th y
e tabli heel a S\Ort of a Botany Bay on Juan F rnandez and have had
a many a. 500 pri on r th r at a tim . It was found, howev r, to
b too xp n i.ve, and wh n a mutin in 1 35 placed he i, land in the
hand, of the onvi t for a bri f p riod, then the pri on r wer all
r mo d hortly aft rward and th i 1 nd d ert d, and r main d o
for for y-fiv or :fif y
ar . At h pr n time he two i land ,
:E rnand z , nd la ·afuera, ar l a d b a hilean m r hant, who
rnplo all th
t 1 r in uttino-, ootl, t ndino- attl , and, dnrilw
h
a ·on, in
alino-. ' h av rag cat h i about 2, 0 fur . al
annuall .
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alike peculiar to ach, while t. George i. · a tl'ifl larger only than the
smaller :Masafuera, with water bold and abrupt all around about
them.
THE SUBTROPICAL ROOKERIES MERE RO KY BREEDING BELTS.-

The rookery sites of the fur seal are not located by any writer on
either island. I should judge from Walter's account that the entire
desolate south shore of Juan Fernandez was a belt of cliff-bound
breeding grounds, where these animals laid, as they clo to-day, under
the bluffs on the Great Eastern rookery at t . Geo1·ge, and to which
spot none of the Dampier or Anson voyao-er re orted. Indeed, from
all that I can learn of the phy ica.l structure of the islands to which
the southern fur seal repaired, the whole ar a presented s uitable for
these creatures to bree<l. upon wa of this character, save that of the
:Falkland I slands, no such o-round in g n ral topography as t. Paul
being known to the Antarctic, nods it found el. ewhere in the A1·ctic;
but St. George is the common type of the south rn seal island , a it
is also typical of the entire Aleutian chain and Ala ka generally.
'TRA GE OMISSIO.i: OF CHAPLAIN w ALTER.-'rh one queer thought
in my mind relative to this len°·thy visit of Anson to .Juan Femand z
is that the historian, from whom I have quot cl ·o liberally, . hould not
speak of the fur seal, for, thirty-two year prior to his landing, aptain Wood-Roger , of he Duke, a privat r, touched here to recruit,
and found "Robinson ruso ", elkirk in lon ly posses ion. 1..,lrnt
sailor left with Rogers, F bruary 12, 1709, and h e gave quite a story
of his discovery of the eals, which is related by the captain. Curiously enough, according to Selkirk, the tim when the fur seal haul
out to breed on Juan Fernand z i that season of the year wh n An on
was there. Wood-Rogers reports him a sayin°·, "Toward the end of
the month of June hese animal ome on shor to bring forth th ir
young, and remain to th end of eptember without tirring from th
pot and without taking any kind of nouri ·hment." (Kerr: ollecti n
of oyaO'e , ol. XL)
UMBERS OF DE DLY E EMIES THERE: H RKS.-Th tim ofbre dino-, therefore, i about the ame a in B l'in O' a. Al. o, in thi conn ction, ommodore Byron, who ame, in hi voya 0 • round the world,
to Ma afuera in 1765, ..,eekino- wood and water, ay :
Sunday, April 2 , 1765. •x- ·>:· •x- There was, however, another species of dano-er
here to which our cork ( urf) jackets afforded us no defense, for the sea abounded
with sharks of an enormous size. which, when they saw a man in the water, would
dart into the very surf to seiz him. Our people, however, happily escaped them,
though they were many tim s very near. One of them, which was upward of 20
feet long, c rue close to one of the boat that wa. watering, and havin seized a
large seal in tantly devoured it at a mouthful and I myself aw another of about
the same ize do the sam thing under the ship·s stern. (Hawksworth: Voyage ,
London, 1773, Vol. 1, pp. 7-8 .)
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playing and sunning themselves) for a mile or two from the shore. When they
come out from the Sea they bleat like Sheep for their young; and though they pass
through hundreds of other's young ones before they come to thefr own, yet they
will JJot suffer any of them to suck. The young ones are like Puppies and l_ie
much ashore, but when beaten by any of us, they as well as the old ones w1ll
make toward the Sea, and swim very swift and nimble; though on shore they lie
very sluggishly, and will not go out of our way unless we beat them, but snap at
us. A blow on the Nose soon kills them. Large Ships might here load themselves
with Seal Skins and Trane oyl; for they are extraordinary fat. (Dampier: A Ne-w
Voyage Round the World, 1683; fifth edition, revised, 1703; vol. r, pp. 88, 90.)

DAMPIER, NOT COOK, FIRST TO NOTE THE FUR SEAL.-This account
of Dampier will be instantly recognized, as far as he speaks of their
habits, as an exact portrait of a breeding rookery of the fur seal. It
is painfully brief, however; but it antedates Steller's contribution to
the life and habits of the CallorMnus some sixty years, and is a hundred years nearly in advance of Captain Cook's mention of the same
subject on the South Georgian (1771) and the Falkland islands (1774).
He, therefore, and not Cook, deserves the credit of being the first man
to call the attention of the civilized world to the value and the numbers
of the fur seal as it existed in southern waters, while Steller enjoys
the same reputation with respect to those of the north. 1
But after searching through scores of antique traveler's volumeA
and reading the musty records through and through-after extended
personal intercourse with several of the very men who were active in
fur sealing throughout the Antarctic forty years ago-I have nothinobut a mass of disjointed and conflicting data to show as to the real
number of fur seals slain in the waters south of the equator; while
the record made by tl10se men of the life and habit of Arctocephalus
a?.lstralis is that odd medley of fact and fiction which destroys th
value of the one and the romance of the other.
THE FALKLAND ISLA DS: THEIR DISCOVERY.-Capt. John Davie'
an EnO'lishman, and a companion of ir Thoma· Cav ndish, who made
a privateer man's voyaO'e to the outh sea in 1592, was the fir t person who aw the Falkland I land . In 159-:l: ~ir Richard Hawkin
land d upon them and alled them in honor of hi que n and himself,
1 William Dampier was the bolde t and clear st headed navigator of all who
then sailed into unknown sea . He di covered Au tralia a century before Cook
saw it, cruising at that time a a buccaneer; his narrative gave Defoe the id a
and supplied the incidents of Robinson rusoe, on Juan Fernandez; and there
is no qu tion in my miud that he pos es ed those qualiti which (:U. ·tinguished
aptain Cook to the 1ull st extent. He only lacked th power of the overnment
behind him to have made a much arlier record, and entirely as meritoriou a is
the one which ook left for pu terity.
Although Dampier gives th fir t en. ible and
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''Ilawkins' Maiden-land;" he said nothing about seals. In 1598 they
they were seen by a Dutch squadron, Verhagen, and Sebald de Wert
commanding; they touched and, ignorant of prior discovery, named
them "Sebald's Islands." Capt. William Dampier, an Englishman,
nearly one hundred years after, in 1686, visited them and styled them
"Sibbet de Wards;" he does not speak of seals there. 'rhey were
finally called the Falkland Islands by Strong, an English navigator,
in 1689; the manuscript journal of Strong yet remains unpublished
and filed away in the archives of the British Museum. Captain
Cook's emphatic mention of the fur seal at South Georgia in 1771
gradually drew the attention of fur s aler · to a focus, when, from
1 01 to 1840, inclusive, the whole .Antarctic ealing ground was ravaged by them, and the Falkland I lands w re the h ad center of all
their operations. Great Britain took immediate jurisdiction, for the
first time, over the Falkland Islands in 1833.
EXTRAORDINARY ABSENCE OF SE LING DATA.- 'uch, in brief, are
the circumstances that attended the early d ·
ry of these c lebrated
Falkland Islands, which were the rendezv
a larcre sealing fl et
for a period of nearly thirty year, -from 1
1 2G, inclu ive; y t,
in spite of it, I can find little or no evidence of the extent of the atch
thereon, or of the general location of th va t rook rie known to be
slaughtered here during that extended interval. If the e island had
been far beyond the track of commerc , a ar all the other An tarcti
sealing grounds save Juan Fernandez, then the remarkabl
ri ing want of data in this respect would not be so marked a
·e to
the history of the ubject. The Falkland I lands have not only been
a common port of entry and departure for ves el' of all nation ince
th ir di cov ry in 1594, but as far back a· 1770 th y w re a bone of
contention and long-su tained diplomati overtur betw
ain
and Great Britain, which came bry near to plunging bot
rie
into war on their sole account. I will r ite the hi tory
th di turbance, becau e it olution wa the dir ct r ult of our
in po e, ion of Vancouv r Island and all that riti h 1olumhian territ,ory
to-day south of 54 ° 40' north latitud -a f ur-sealino- quarr l a th
outset originated th whole difficulty.
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and rights of Spain. On the 22d of January, 1771, the offers of the
King of France were accepted by the Court of St. James. On this
day the Spanish ambassador at London, Prince Masserano, presented
to Lord Rochford a declaration in the name of the King of Spain,
saying that His Catholic Majesty, solely desirous of maintaining peace
with England., disavowed the acts of violence committed by the governor of Buenos Ayres, and engaged to restore to His Britannic Majesty and his subjects "the port and fort at Egmont, in the Falkland
Islands, with all the artillery, stores, and effects, precisely" as they
were before the 10th of June, 1770. At the same time, however, this
offer of restitution contained the following significant clause: "This
contract can not, nor will it in any way, affect the question of prior
right of sovereignty to the Falkland Islands."
THE TREATY OF N00TKA INFLUENCED HERE.-The expelled Falkland Islanders were then replaced at Port Egmont, but in 1774 they
were abruptly withdrawn by order of their own Government, and
these folands were again taken possession of by the Spaniards, who
retained their hold until South America became independent. This
abandonment of Great Britain prov'o ked the bitterest political debates
in Parliament, and feeling ran high all over that country. Deeply
imbued with this sentiment, Vancouver went out, in 1791, specially
charged by the English Government to take possession of the British
territory on the northwest coast, according to the articles of the treaty
of 1790 between Spain and England, and came to that region in the following year. The Spaniards claimed Vancouver's Island then in their
own right, and in behalf of the Americans, Captains Gray and Kendrick;
theil' agent, enor Juan Fran i co de la Bodega y Quadra, was station d at ootka ound; and immediately after Vancouver' arrival,
Augu t 12, 1792, the negotiations were commenced, but Quadra could
do nothing in behalf of their rio·hts and tho e of American discovery.
Vancouver p remptorily r fu• ed to entertain the ubject. Quadra
therefore surrendered '' Quadra and Vancouver's I land" to him,
und r prote t, and withdrew every iO'n of pani h authority from
th . wat r of the orth Pacific.
Thu the di turbances which arose over th abandonment of th
Ifalkland L land in 1774 worked the los of that northwe t territory
to u , throu O'h pain, in 1792. fy only reO'ret (after an xtended per• onal re id nee on ancouver I land) onceming thi · whole ubject
i · that, out of all the uproar at th Falkland , nothinO' definite ha
b en plac d on r cord relative to the number and di position of the
fur al th reon.
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islands to-day. I should judge that perhaps one-fifth of the whole
number were of this color. They do not live apart from the blue
ones, but evidently breed '' in and in." I notice that Veniamino:v
also makes substantially the same statement, only differing by charging this deterioration of the blue foxes' fur to the deportation from
outside of red ones, on ice floes, and adds that the natives always
hunted down these '' krassnie peeschee" as soon as their presence
was known; hence my inability, perhaps, to see any sign of their posterity in 1872-1876.
The presence of these animals on the Pribilof Islands is a real
source of happiness to the natives, especially so to the younger ones.
The little pup. foxes make pets and playfellows for the children,
while hunting the adults during the winter gives whole ome employment to the mind and body of the native who does so. They are
trapped in common dead falls, steel-spring clips, or beaver traps, and
hot. A very large portion of the gossip on the island is in relation
to this business.
PINNIPEDIA.

Callorhinus ursinua. FUR SEAL. Abundant.
Eumetopias Stelleri. SEA LIO • Common.
Phoca vitulina. HAIR SE.A.L. A few only.

While t,he Phocidce are so scant as to numb r and variety in the
waters of the North Pacific and Bering ea, yet th y fairly rival th
myriads of the fur seal here by their pre enco in the wa
th
orth Atlantic, and also their surpri ing ao-gre 0 ·ate in t
pian
ea.
o great is the volume of hair-s al lif in
.iI
e al
region of t,h e Orient that the astoni hing um of .fr
,000 to 900,pian ea an
000 Phocidce are annually taken there, and from t
additional count of a yearly average of 130,000,
· o- ·
d milre th
lion of these animals slaughtered every ea on.
data which we find in the writing of th onl.
· ies
known, viz: Bonnyca tle, ewfoundland, in 1 42
arroll, eal and Herring Fi h ries of owf
man, P t. Geo<r
fitth., pp. vi, 11 ;
r
Deutschen ee t
, 162
; Brown,
,
of Greenland, 1
1 75
m, Pet.
;
P etersen, P t . Geogr. Mitth., 1870, pp. 19
;
Lo
kiold, Land and Wat r (new pape1
.
Com. Fi h and Fi herie , pt. iii,
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ation of the original publi he
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,
in
Hi ·tory
A. Pinnipeds, ha
b ra
from the e a
or that it would
impl
ice to
reprint tho r ord her .
Odobrenus obesus.

W ALR

·•

A few only.
CETACEA.

Orea gladiator, var. rectipennis. KILLER WHALE . A few only.
Megaptera versabilis. HUMPBACK WHALE . A few only.
RODENTIA.

Myodes obensis. LEMMING. Abundant on St. eorge only.
Mus musculus. Hou E MOUSE. Common in the villages timporte<l by man).
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and St. George, I neglected no opportunities, as they occurred, to
secure everything that was peculiar to the feathered life upon these
i lands. The dreary expanse and lonely solitudes of the North owe
their chief enlivenment, and their principal attractiveness for man,
to the presence of the vast flocks of circumboreal waterfowl, which
repair thither annually. It is true that the mammalian life of the
Pribilof group renders its immense aggregate of avifauna insignificant
by comparison, but to the naturalist and many who are not technically versed the following check list of those species which I found
there, together with a brief biography accompanying each title, may
be of more than passing interest.
·w hile a few species of waterfowl come to these islands in myriads
for the purpose of breeding, it will be noticed that the list of names
met with here is a brief one; still it is of much value to the naturalist,
inasmuch as it comprises so many desiderata scarcely to be obtained
elsewhere.
THE IMMENSE ROOKERIES OF ST. GEORGE.-Over 15 miles of the
bold, basaltic, bluff line of St. George Island is fairly covered with
nesting gull , Rissa, and '' arries," Ur·ia, while clown in the countless
chinks and holes over the entire surface of the north side of this
island millions of "choochkies," Simorhyncus pusillus, breed, :filling
the air and darkening the light of day with their cries and fluttering
forms. On Walrus Isl t the nests of the great white o-ull of the
north, Larus glaucus, can be visited and inspected, as well as those
of the sea parrot or puffin, Fratercula, sp., shags or cormorants,
G-raculus, p., and the red-legged kittiwake, L arus brevirostris.
Th se birds are accessible on every ide, can be reached, and afford
the ob. erver an unequal d opportunity of taking due notice of them
throuo-h their breed· oon, as it begins in May and continue
until the end of ept
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' boorgas," and the floating ice floes closing in to hut out the open
water, are cause enough for the disappearance of the waterfowl during
the hyemal season. 1
CA TAWAY BIRDS ON THE PRIBILOF lSLANDS.-The position of the
islands is such as to be somewhat outside of the migratory path pursued by the birds on the mainland; and, owing to this reason, they
are only visited by a few stragglers from that quarter, a few from the
A iatic side, and by the millions of their own home-bred an<l indigenou stock. One of the e migratory speci ·, Strepsilas interpres, however, comes here every ummer for three or four weeks' stay in o-reat
numbers, and actually get so fat in feeding upon the larv::B which
abound in the decaying carcasses over the killing grounds that it
usually bursts open when it falls, shot on the wing. A heavy easterly
gale often bring a strange bird to the islands from the mainland. A
grebe, Podiceps griseigena, was strand d on t. GeorO' in 1 73, whereupon the natives declared the like of which they had ne er e n befor .
When I found a robin one cool morning in Octob r, the 15th, the
natives told me that it was an a ciden ·, brouO'ht ov r by some torm
or gale of wind that took it up and o:ff from it path acros the tundra
of Bristol Bay. The next fair wind sweeping from the north or he
west could be so improved by thi robin, Tu du rnigratori'll , that it
would spread its winO"s and a abruptly return. 1hus hawk , owl ,
and a number of foreign waterfowls visit the i land , but never remain
there long.
FAILURE TO INTR0DU E RAVE s.-'rh Rus ian' tried the xperiment of bringing up from i ka and nalaska a numb r of ravens as
scavenger a number of y ars aO"o, and when th y wer ery uncl anly
in the village, in contra t with the p1·actic of the pre ent hour. They
reasoned that th y would-the ill-omened bird. -be invaluable a
heal h officer ; but th Cor idre invariably,. ooner or lat r, and within
a very short tim , took the fir t wind train back to th mainland or
to the Aleutian I land . Y t th nativ , ay that if the biTd had
been young one · in tead of old fellows they w uld ha e r main d. I
a·w a great many, however, at t. Matthew I land in ugu t, 1 74;
also, their slowly-marked flight overhead wa a ommon ight on t.
Lawr nee.
Po LTR KEPT BY ATIVE '.-The nati . Jeep a, mall numb r of
chicken , and oft nth y tak the~r poultry into th ir living room, an
1
While daily served on St. George, during June and July, with "g of indigenou sea fowl, I recorded my gastronomic compari ons which occurred then a I
ate them. Here follows a recapitulation:
Fre h-laid eggs of "lupu ," or F . glacialis.-Be tegg known to the island" can
be oft boil d or fried. and are as good as our own hens' egg · the yolk is light and
clear; the siz ther of is in. hape and bulk like a duck's gg· it has a white sh 11.
a on, June 1 to 1,3, in lusive; carce on St. Paul and not abundant on t. George.
Fresh-laid eggs of '' arrie," or L. arra.- ery good; can be oft boiled or fried;
are he t crambled: yolks are dark; no strang taste whatever to them; pyriform
in shape; large a a goose e g; h 11 gaily colored; th y are exc dingly abundant
on Walrus Island and t.
orge; ton of them.
ea on, June 23 to July 10,
in ·lu iv .
Fre h-laid egg of gull L((ri<lw.- erceptibly strong; cannotb r lished unle s
in omelette · yolk very dark: ize and hape of our hen'. egg· sh 11 dark- ·layco1ored ground mottl d. , 'ea on June~ to July 20, inclusive; they ar in moderate upply only.
The other e~g in the list uch as tho e of the "choochki , ·,the" hag,'' and the
·everal varieti s of waterfowl which breed h re, ar never se ured in sufficient
quantity t b of any con i 1 ration a. arti ·les of diet. It is, porhap , better that
the scarcity f their k_ind continue, judging ftom th str ng smack of the chooc-hlrie's, the r pnl iv , am of the hag· , and the" twang' of the sea parrot·s, all of
which I hi t d as a matter of investigation.
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coop them up in the corners. They get return in eggs. But of all the
forlorn, wretched, bedraggled specimens of domestic fowls, those that
have to shiver and shake themselves outside when viewed on the seal
islands are the most miserable. ,..rhey do not exactly freeze, but th
raw, damp, incessant violence of the weather keeps them inactive and
cowering for such long, unbroken periods that their feathers seem to
fall out, and disease marks them for its own.
OOLOGICAL WEALTH OF w ALRUS ISLAND.-! am much divided in
my admiration of the two great bird rookeries of the Pribilof grou P
the one on the face of the high bluffs at St. George and the other on
the table top of Walrus Islet; but perhaps the latter place gives,
within the smallest area, the greatest variety of nesting and breeding birds, for here the " arrie" and many gulls, cormorants, sea parrots, and auks come to lay their eggs in countless numbers. The f?ot
and brow of the low, cliff-like sea fronts to this island are occupied
almost exclusively by the "arries," Lomvia arra, which lay a single
egg each on the surface on the bare rock and stand just like so many
champagne bottles straddling over them while hatching, only leaving at irregular intervals to feed, and then not until their mates
relieve them. Hundreds of thousands of these birds alone are thu
engaged about the 29th of every .June on this little rocky island,
standing stacked up together as tight as so many sardines in a boxa thickly a they can be stow d-each of them ui,tering an ince sant,
deep, low, hoarse, grunting noise. How fiercely they quarrel amon°·
themselves-everlastino·ly; and in this way thousands of egg are
rolled off into the sea, or into crevices, or into fissures, where they are
lost and broken.
·
H E OF ARRIE EGGSHELLS.-The "arrie" lays but one ego-.
If ·
r mov d or broken he will soon lay anoth r; but if undi tu
after d po iting the first she undertakes it hatching at once.
Th
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waterfowls do, and those places which would receive it might also be
a hunb1g ground and footing to the foxes.
The red-legged kittiwake, Larus brevirostris, and its cousin, Larus
tridactylu, , build in the most amicable manner together on the faces
of the cliffs, for they are little gulls, and they associate with the cormorants, sea parrots, and auks, all together; and, with the exception
of the latter, tho nests are very easy of access. .All birds, especially
the "arries," h ave an exceedingly happy time of it on this Walrus
Islet-nothing to di turb them, in my opinion-free from the ravell'Ous
maw of the foxes over at t. Paul and from the piratical and deathdealing sweep of owls and hawks which infest the .Aleutian chain and
the mainland.
SYSTEMATIC LIST OF THE AVIFAUNA.-I will now offer in natural
sequence -a list of the names which ar to be seen every year upon
the ornithological register of the Pribilof Islands, and the tran ient
ones also:
'
1. Turdus migratorius.

ROBIN; "RAP-0-LOOF."

Casual, and rarely seen; never re ident.
ber, 1872.
2. Anorthura troglodytes var. alascensis.

pecimen secured Octo-

ALASKA

WI

TER WRE

; "LIM-

MER-SHIN."

This wee bird is not migratory, but remains permanently upon t.
George. Its ne ti built in mall, deep hole and er vices of the cliff .
I have not myself een it, but the natives say that it lay from ight
to ten eggs inane t made of dry O'ra and feather , roof d-over, with
an entrance at the side to the nest chamber, being thus elaborately
con tructed.
The male is xceedingly gay durinO' the period of matinO' and incubation, ::fiyinO' in e santly from plant to plant or from rock to 1·0 k,
and singing a rather loud song for a small bird. I shot the young,
fully fled 0 ·ed, on the 28th of July. It differed only from th par nt in
having a much horter bill and a darker and more diffu e colora ion.
Although St. Paul Island i but 27 miles to th northwe t, a th row
flies, from t . Georg , not a single p cimen of thi little wr n ha
been een th re. I made during the whole ea on of 1872 unavailing
earch for i .
The natives' name,~' limmer-shin," sicrnifi s a ch w of tobacco; and,
a the bird is no a larg a om quidH whi ·h I haY · n, th nam
i quite appropriat , for the <lull brown and bla k plumao-e f th
bird, uggest it al o.
3. Leucosticte tephrocotis var. griseinucha ..

GRAY-EARED

FINUII; "PAIITO II-

KIE."
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the shell at the expiration of twenty or twenty-two <lays' incubation,
the labor of which is not shared by the male. He, however, brings
· food to his mate, singing as most birds do of his kind, highly elated
by the prospects of paternity. The chicks at first are sparsely covered wit,h a sprinkling of dark-gray down, and in two or three weeks
gain their feathers, fitting them for flight, though they do not acquire
the ash and black of the head, while the chocolate-brown on the back
is rich, and the rosy tints of their feather tips turn to crimson. These
bri-ght hues of adolescence do not appear until they are 1 year old.
Between the old birds, however, there is no outward dissimilarity in
size or coloration, the male and female being exactly alike. They
feed upon various seeds and insects, as well as the larvre which
swarm on the killing grounds. They are fearless and confiding, flu ttering in the most familiar manner around the village huts. In the
summer of 1873 a pair built their nest and reared a brood under the
eaves of the old Greek church, that tottered on its rotten foundations,
at St. George. It has no song, but utters a low mellow chirp, sounding this note both flying and sitting, in the same cadence. It seems
to pair off altogether and never reassemb~es in flocks. I secured a
large number of beautiful specimens of the adults of both sexes in
neat breeding attire, and others illustrating the earliest plumage of
the young.
4. Plectrophanes nivalis.

SNOW BUNTING; "SNAGUISKIE."

The snowbird is another permanent resident of these islands, bu
one which, unlike the pahtoshkie, you will notice, i very shy and
retiring, nesting high on the rocky, broken upland , never comin odown to the village, except during unusually severe or protracted
cold weather. This bird builds an elegant and elaborate nest of oft,
dry mos and grass, and lines it warmly again with a thick b d f
feathers. It is placed on the ground, beneath some heavy lava helf
or at the foot of an enormous bowlder. Five egg are usually laid
about the 1 t of June. They are an inchlonO' by two-third broad, of
a grayi h or greenish white, spotted sometime all ov r, sometime at
or around the larger end only, with various shade of ri h dar
purpli
·
,.and pal r neutral tint .
ometimes thew
is q ·
clouded with diffuse reddi h-brown
· ·
t
n ire labor of the three week 'i
her brood devolve . During t
r uentin

5. Plectrophanes la.pponicus.
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high in the air and hovering on fl.utterin°· wings over its sitting mate.
~rhe song is so sweet that it is always too short, though it lasts a few
moment , with brief intervals only. This songster is much more shy
and reserved than the common snow bunting, and it rarely enters the
village. It is most abundant on St. Paul Island, where, unlike the
snow bunting, it seeks the low grassy grounds, both for food and nesting, being never found among the rough bowlde1·s chosen for a home
by the other Plectrophanes. The two ne ts which I found were built
in tussocks or grass on the low hummocky flat b tween the village and
the main ridge of t . George, sheltered and half oncealed beneath a
drapery of withered grass. In each case the mother bird did not fly
away till I almost. stepped upon her nest, when he quickly fl.uttered
off and disappeared in perfect silence. Those nests and females in
breeding dress were the first of their kind to arrive at the mithsonian collection. One nest contained four and the other five ecrg ,
rather smaller than the snow bunting, and of a rich crray-brown color,
with deep shades of brown running over them in , pots and suffused
lines. These examples were not discov red until the 7th of July, at
which daLe the eggs in both were perfectly fresh. They were probably
not laid until about the end of June. The young appear in the sam
manner as those of P. nivalis. The male do not a ume the di tin tive coloration of their sex until the next sea on. The native say
that very severe weather sometimes drive the long pur awa ,
although the other relative, the snow bunting, i n v r forced to leav .
6. Corvus corax.

RAVEN; ''VAR-RONE."

As I have remarked in my general introduction the experim nt of
introducincr raven wa un ucce sfully ried by th Ru sian., but the
native till claim that if a number of young bird were brought h r
and rai ed they could be induced to remain upon th i land during
the whole eason. They say that the failure to le p thos bird.
broucrht up from nala ka on , everal o ca ion· prior wa. du to th
fact of their being old bird .
7. Falco sacer.

GYRFALCO •

The pecimen of thi, bird in my colle tion wa vidently trand l
and forced out of it u ual flio-ht wh n I
ur d it nth Re f Point
at t. Paul I land, March, 187i3. It wa. th only on that I , aw whil
ther .
8. Charadrius fulvus.

GOLDE
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here, and it comes, undoubtedly, to feed upon the larvm and maggots
of the killing grounds. It is certajnly one of the most attractive of
plovers as it struts and marches with bright-red legs and intenseblack banded breast and a back shaded with brown and green reflections. I am at a loss to fix its breeding place. I have met with it at
sea, 700 miles from the nearest land, flying northwest toward the
Aleutian Islands, my ship being 800 miles west from the Straits of
Fuca.
10. Lobipes hyperboreus.

NORTHERN PHALAROPE.

A few couples breed on the islands, nesting around the margins of
the lakelets. Th~ egg I was unable to find, but I secured several
newly hatched young ones, which were very interesting little creatures. They are only 2 or 3 inches long, with bill about a third of an
inch in length and no thicker than an ordinary dressing pin. The
down of the head, neck, and upper parts is a rich brownish yellow,
variegated with black, the crown being of this color mixed with yellow, and a long stripe extends down the back, flanked ·w ith one over
each hip and another across the rump, and a shoulder spot on each
side. rrhe under parts are a grayish, silvery white. The old bird,
when startled or solicitous for the safety of its young, utters a sonorous "tweet" call, quickly repeated, with long intervals of silence
between them.
11. Phalaropus fulicarius.

RED PHALAROPE.

Though I found this bird very much more abundant than the preceding specie at certain time , yt>t I am satisfied that it does not
br ed here. It is found, like the other, by the mar hy margins of the
pools and ponds, u ually olitary, thoucrh paired occasionally, but
never in flock . The earlie t arrivals occur in June, but the bird
reapp ar fa crreatest number about th 15th of August. They all
leave by the 5th of October.
12. Tringa ptilocnemis.

THICK-BILLED SA1 DPIPER.
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themselves to the sand beaches and surf margins about the islands
for a few weeks, when they take flight by the 1st or 5th of September and disappear until the opening of the -new season. It is a
most devoted and fearless parent, and will :flutter, in feigned distress,
around by the hour, uttering a low, piping note, should one approach
near to its nest. It makes a sound ridiculously like the cry of our
tree frogs, and I searched in consequence unavailingly for several
weeks, deceived by the call of this bird, for the presence of such a
reptile. 1
13. Limosa uropygialis.

WHITE-RUMPED GODWIT.

This wader is a mere chance visitor, never breeding here. It comes
in a straggling manner early in May, and pa s northward ov r the
i lands, hardly stopping on the way. It reapp ar toward the end of
August, going south, in flocks of a doz n to fifty, making then, as
before, scarcely an appreciable visit.
14. Heteroscelus incanus.

WANDERING T ATTLER.

This bird is also migratory, and do not breed here. It come
every year early in June, and subsequently reapp a1·, toward th nd
of ,July, when I again observed it. It may be obtained on the rocky
beaches, where it flits at the urf wa h, hy and quiet.
15. Numenius borealis.

ESKIMO

C

RLEW.

I nev r aw but the single pecimen, which I shot and preserved,
on the seal islands while up there; but the natives assured m that
some years, and quite often, it appears in la1· 0 ·e flocks during th fall.
'Ihi one wa procured by me in June, 1 72, on t. Paul Island.
16. Philacte canagica.

EMPEROR GOOSE.

This goo, e of the o-reat Yukon River g
over h r by mistake, I
fan y, for the flock of which I witne d the apture landed on t.
Paul I land o exhau ted that the native ran the birds down in op n
cha, e over the gra '. I found the fie h of Philacta, contrary tor port,
free from any unpleasant flavor, and in fact v ry good. Th obj ctionabl quality i only kin d op, and may be got rid of by th 1 a t
care when the cook pr par it for th tabl .
1 When I was collecting this bird I took it to be a well-defined Tringa 111a1·itinia,
and did not suppose for an instant that it wa an unde cribecl species to the avifauna of both the Old World and the New. Had I thought seriou ly of it, however,
I might have had my su picions arou ed then, and hence given it till more attention, so that my large series of specimens might have embraced the autumn or
perfected fall plumage, and 1 would al o have cured many ne. ts rather than the
single one which I did get. My olc1 friend, Dr. Elliott oue , was the fir t to di cover the originality of this new sand piper, though he wa::i very closely followed by
that excellentauthorityon Limi ·oline birds, J.E. Harting, F. L. S., etc., of London,
to whom Profe sor Bai.rd sent one of my specimAns of 1 72, al o thinking it to be
T. maritima. A curfous fa t. how v r, is he remarkably re tricted range which
this tr ongly built bird enjoys in Alaska. It has been seen nowhere except on
these Pribilof I lancJ. and on 't. Matthew, 20 mil to the north of them, where
in 1 74 I saw large numb r , breeding a they do here. I did not see one on t.
Lawrence, again to the northward.1 0 mile from . Mat b w Island, and it has
never b en detected on the mainland or the island of the Al utian chain. the peninsula, or northwest coa t, inclusive although that country has been scoured
over thoroughly by naturali t and collectorA during the la t fifteen y ars· therefore, unle s it 1 found and winter on the larg islands of the 'ommander group,
700 mile to he w stward of the Pribilof 1 believe that its restriction a above
d fined is only parallel d by the square-mil e limit of distribution peculiar to several species of 'outh American humming birds.
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17. Branta canadensis.

WHITE-COLLARED GOOSE; ,, CHORNIE GOOSE. "

This species, like the former, seems to be a mere straggler and
irregular visitor, evidently driven by high winds to rest here for a
brief period ere they resume their customary lines of migration along
the mainland.
18. Anas boschas.

MALLARD DUCK.

A pair of these fine birds bred on the island of St. Paul during the
season of 1872, at Polavina Lake, and several were observed later in
the fall. rrhe mallard I also noticed on St. George Island, but the
natives say it is not a regular visitor.
19. Mareca penelope.

WIDGEON.

It is an interesting fact that this widgeon, as my specimens attest,
which visits the Pribilof Islands is not M. americana, as might be
anticipated, but it is the true M. p enelope. I saw only a few specimens, and saw them rarely. They were solitary examples, never in
pairs, and it does not breed on the islands. Ap_parently the few individuals which I noted during two years of observation were windbound or estray.
20. Harelda glacialis.

LONG-TAILED DUCK; "SAAFKA."

This noisy, chattering example is common and resident. It appears
everywhere on the pools, ponds, sloughs, and lakes of the two islands;
in limited numbers, however. The Saafka is a very lively bird 1 particularly in the spring, when with the breaking up of the ice it flies
into the op n reaches of water and rai es its peculiar, sonorous, and
reiterated cry of ah-naah-naah-yah, which rings cheerfully upon the
ear after the silence and desolate dearth of an ice-bound winter.
21. Histrionicus torquatus.

HARLEQUIN D UCK .

My experience with this bird i _radically different from another
writer, he tatino- that it i an
ntially solitar
ie , found alone
or in pair , only in the most r
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cats as I speedily learned thereafter, the fresh-stuffed specimens were
literally torn into a thousand fragments by these abominable felines.
It is, as I did not see it afterwards during my residence on the group,
a straggler, and nothing more.
23. Graculus bicristatus.

RED-FACED CORMORANT; ,, OREEL."

As this bird of Pallas is found about the islands during the whole
winter as well as the summer, despite the weath r, perched on the
heltered bluffs, the natives regard it with a specie. of affection, for
it furnishes the only supply they can draw upon for fr sh m at, soup ,
and stews, always wanted by the sick; and were these shags sought
after throughout the year near as diligently as th y are during the
long spell of bitter temperature that occurs here in severe winter ,
driving other waterfowl away, they certainly would be peedily exterminated; yet they are seldom shot, however, when anything else can
be obtained. The terrible storms in February and March, when the
wind '•boorgas" blow as tornadoes, are unable to drive the shag away;
but all other waterfowl, even the big north rn gull , depart for the
open water south. It comes under the liffs to make it n t and
lay-the earliest of the birds in Bering
a. Two ggs w re taken
from a bed on the reef, St. Paul I land, June 1, 1 72, n arly hatched,
which is more than three weeks in advance of the other wat rfowl ,
almost without exception. The ne tis larO'e, carefully round d up,
and built upon ome jutting point or narrow shelf along the face of a
cliff or bluff; in its construction sea ferns (Se1·tularidce), gra , et .,
are used, together with a cement made larO'ely of th ir own e er m nt.
The eggs are u ually hr e in num ·, ·om tim s four, and, comingly mall. They ar oval,
pared with the ize of the bird, are exc
of a dirty, whiti h 0 Tay, O're n, and blu olor, but 0011 becom oil d;
for although thi bird's plumage i s k and brio-ht, y t it i very
lovenly·and filthy about the nest-t
dirti t bird of all the north
when we regard it dome tic economy. The young•come from th
hell at the expiration of thr e w ek ' inc
without feath r
andalmo tbar , ev nof down; they grow, h
pidly, fed byth
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about si w ek
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which fifteen or twenty of these birds were resting absorbed in true
admiration of the brilliant gloss and glittering sheen of their feathe.r:sTheir coats really scintillate when in the sunlight with a confused
blending of rich brownish and deep purple reflections, as though
clothed in steel armor beautifully damascened.
24. Diomedea brachyura.

SHORT-TAILED ALBATROSS.

This bird was the only real suggestion which arose to my mind
during my sojourn on the Pribilofs of the past epoch of noted activity
in the whale fisheries of the North Pacific and the Arctic, for as I first
discerned the large bulk and spread of the albatross prior to shooting
the natives clapped their hands and said, "You should have been.
here twenty years ago, when, instead of this solitary example, you
would have seen thousands." They came with the whalers, and disappeared, as they had done; but, as if prompted by legends among
their kind, now and then an adventurous one comes north again and
looks in vain for its whale food, or the skinned carcasses rather,
turned adrift by the whalemen. They were in sight of the island constantly, year in and year out, during that period of great whaling
industry. The bird just cited, and this one only, was a solitary
example of its kind observed by me. Two hundred miles to the
southward, however, it is quite frequent about the .Aleutian Islands.
25. Fulmarus glacialis.

RODGER'S FULMAR; "LUPUS."

This is the only representative of the Procellarinm I have een on
or about the Pribilof Islands. It repairs to the c.li:ffs, especially on
the south and east hores of St. George; comes very early in the season,
and selects ome rocky shelf, ecure from all enemies ave man,
where, making no nest whatever, but squatting on the rock itself, it
lay a ingle, large, white, oblong-oval egg, and immediately commence, th duty and the labor of incubation. It is of all the waterfowl the mo t devoted to its charge, for it will not be scared from th
go- by any demon tration that may be made in the way of throwinorock or yelling, and it will even die as it it rather than take flio-h ,
a I hav frequently witnessed. The fulmar lays about the 1 t to th
5th of June. 'rh eo-o· i very palatable, fully qual to that of our
tic duck; ind d, ·
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laying so early as the 1st of June, is the only rival that the cormoranu
ha with reference to early incubation. It never flie · in flocks. It
pairs early, and i then exceedingly quiet. I have never heard it
utter a ound, save a low, dToning croak when disgorging food for its
young. The chick comes out a perfect puff ball of white down, and
gains its first plumage in about six weeks. It is a dull gray black at
first, but by the end of the season it becomes like the parents in
coloration, only much dai·ker on the back and, capularies. They are
the least edible, with the exception of the cormorant, of all bird food
found about the islands; and, like others of their family, th y vomit
up the putrid contents of their stomachs at the li 0 ·hte, t provocation.
26. Stercorarius pomatorhinus.

POMARI E JAGER; . , RAZ-BOI-NIK. "

This bird is a rare visitor, and L th ·o nly specimen which I procured, and was the sole repre~entative en on the i. lands of it la .
I found it perched jn a listle s attitude on the high mossy upland
between Kammini ta and Polavina opka.
27. Stercorarius parasiticus.

PARASITIC J AGER.

I have seen but a few of thes birds, also.

The four or five examples
of this species in my collection were all that I io-ht d; th 1· fore it
may be rated as-an infrequent visitor. It em to b tired out, and
is found upon the grassy upland , where it will alight and tand dozing in an indolent attitude for hours. The natives ay that it i fond
of the berri of the Empetrum, and in confirmation of their tat ment I found the half-digested remains of thi fruit therein.
o one
of the thr e species of Stercorarius which I have in my hands wa
ob erved to br ed her .
28. Stercorarius Buffoni.

LONG-TAILED J AGER.

Also seldom seen, and the specimen in my collection i on of the
only two I ver observed on the i land . When I di cov r l th m,
July 29, 1872, they were appar ntl f ding upon in ect and th
frui of th Empetruni nigrurn.
29. Larus glaucus.

B
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over the brow of the cliff on it. A gaunt fox, which had been watching the proceedings, now ran up and fell to gnawing the rope, o taut and t n with the
weight of th su pend d egg hunter below. The sharp teeth f Reynard, under the
circum tanc in tantly evered it, ancl the unfortu11ate native was da. hed to the
rocky shingle . ome 400 fe t below, where hia life!
body wa soon discover d.
The poor fellow 1 t hi life by having, at som arli r hour of the day, rubbed his
yolk-. m ared hands upon the sinewy strands, for at that place only did the hungry
fox attack them.
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spherically oval, have a dark, grayish-brown ground, with irregular
patches of darker brown-black. They vary somewhat in size, but _the
shape and pattern of coloring is more constant than in any other
species up here.
The young burgomaster comes from the shell at the expiration of
the regular three weeks' incubation, wearing a pure white, thick coat
of fluffy down, which is speedily supplanted by a brownish-black and
gray plumage, with which the bird takes fligh:t, having nearly attained
the size of the parent in less than six aggregate weeks. This dark
coat changes during the next three months to one nearly white, with
the lavender-gray back of the adult. 11he legs change from a sickly,
pale, grayish tone to the rich yellow gray of the mature condition,
and the bill also passes from a dull brown color to a bright yellow,
with a red spot at the top of the lower mandible. It has a loud, shrill,
eagle-like scream, becoming more monotonous by its repetition, and
it also utters a low, chatt,e ring croak while coasting. It is a very
cleanly bird about its nest, and keeps its plumage in a condition of
snowy purity. It is not very numerous. I do not think that there
were more than five or six hundred nesting on Walrus Islet at the
time of my visit in 1872.
30. Larus tridactylus

var.

Kotzebui.

PACIFIC

KITTHYAKE;

., CHORNIE-

NAUSHKIE GOVEROOSKIE."

This gull breeds here by tens of thousands, in company with its first
cousin, Larus brevirostris, coming at the same time, but laying a
week or ten days earlier than its relative. In all other respects it
corresponds in habit and is in just about the same number. It is a
remarkably constant bird in plumage coloration when adult, for I
have failed to observe the lightest variation among the o-reat numbers here under my notice. In building its nest it uses more gra
and le s mud cement than the brevirostris does. The eggs are more
point d at the mall end and lighter in the ground color, with numerou splotche of dark brown. 'l1he chick i difficult to distingui h
with certainty from the brevirostris, and it is not until two or thre
weeks have pa ed that any difference can be noted between them a
to the length of bill and color of feet.
·
31. Larus brevirostris.
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Nest building i commenced early in May, and completed, generally,
not much before the 1st of July. It uses dry grass and moss cemented
with mud, which it gathers at the.fresh-water pools and ponds scattered over the islands. The nest is solidly and neatly put up; the
parents work together in its construction most diligently and a,miably.
Two eggs are the usual number, although occasionally three will be
found in the nest. If the e egg are removed, the female will renew
them, like the'' arrie,"in the cour e of anotherweekortendays. ,.rhey
are of the size and shape of a common hen's egg, but covered with a
dark gray ground, spotted and blotched with epia patches. Once in
a while an egg will have on the smallP-r end a lar<re number of suffused
blood-red spots. Both parents a sist in the labor of incubation, which
lasts a trifle longer than the usual time-from twenty-four to twentysix days. The chick comes out with a pure white downy coat, a pale
whitish-gray bill and feet, and rests helpl s ly in the n st until its
feathers grow. During this period it is a comical looking object. The
natives capture them, now and then, to make pet of, always having
a number every year scattered through tbe villa()" , u ually ti d by
one leg to a stake at the doors of their hou es, where th y become
very tame; and it h; not until fall, when cold w ather et in, that
they become restles, and willingly leave their captivity for the freedom of the air. This bird is remarkably con tant in its specific haracter . Among the thou and and tens of thousand of them I have
never observed any variation in the coloration of the bill , f t, or
plumage of the mature birds, with one e~ ce1 tion. Thi i a vari ty,
seldom seen, however, in which the feet a, n arly yellow, or much
more yellow than red, and the ed()"e of the eyelid i bla ·k in tead of
being normally carlet; th re i, also a dark patch back of each eye in
the e odd pecim ns. The abnormal color of the fe tis probably due
to sheer accidental individual peculiarit , while the eye pat h and
ab ence of bright color from he yelid may depend upon the sea on.
32. Colymbus arcticus.

BLACK-THROATED DIVER.
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and it stared back at me in stolid wonder as I laughed. Of all birds
in these latitudes, it seems to have been fashioned with a special
regard to the fantastic and ludicrous. 'rhis mormon, in common with
one other species, JJf. cirrhata, comes up from the sea in the south to
the clifis of the islands about the 10th of May, always in pairs, never
coming singly to or going away from the Pribilofs in flocks. It;
makes a nest of dried sea ferns, grass, and moss, slovenly laid together,
far back in some deep or rocky crevice, where, when the egg is laid, it
is ninety-nine times out of a hundred cases inaccessible; nothing
but blasting powder would open a passa.ge to it for man. It has this
peculiarity: it is the only bird on these islands which seems to quarrel
forever and ever with its mate. The hollow reverberations of its
anger, scolding, and vituperation from the nuptial chamber are the
most characteristic sounds, and indeed the only ones that come from
the recesses of the rocks. No sympathy need be expended on the
female. She is just as big and just as violent as her lord and master.
The nest contains but a single egg, large, oblong, oval, pure white;
and, contrary to the custom of the gulls, arries, and choochkies, when
the egg is removed the sea parrot does not renew it, but deserts the
nest, perhaps locating elsewhere. The young chick I have not been
able to get until it becomes fledged and ready for flight in August;
then it does not differ materially from its parent. Only the absence
of the auricular plumes can be noted. The Epatka leave the island
about the 10th of September, sp nding, I believe, the rest of the time
at sea. Except when quarreling in the nesting caverns this bird i
very quiet and unobtrusive. It does not come in large number to
the islands, for it breeds everywhere el e in Bering Sea and along the
northwe t coast a far south as Cross ound. It flight i performed
with quick and rapid wino- beats, in a straio-ht and steady cour e.
There i no difference between the sexes as to shape, ize, or plumage.
35. Fratercula cirrhata.

TUFTED PUFF! ; . , TAWPORKIE."
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the pa1rmg sea on, its only not beiug a low, sonorous, vibrating
whistle. Like Sirnorhynchu,::; cristatellus, it will breed in company
with the "choochkie," but will not follow that lively relative back
upon the uplands, for the '' baillie briishkie" is al ways found on the
shore line, and there only. The egg, which is laid upon the bare
earth or rock, is pure white, oblong-ovate, measuring 1½ by 2½ inches.
r.ro obtain it is exceedingly difficult, owing to the bil'd's great caution
in hiding and care in selecting some deep, winding crevice in the face
of a cliff. At the entrance to this ne ting cavern the parents will
sometimes squat down and sit silently for hour at a time if undisturbed. It does not fly about the i. lands in flocks, and se ms to 1 ad
an unassuming, independent life by it elf, caring nothing for the
society of its kind. The young when first hatched I have not se n,
but by the 10th or 15th of Au 0 ·ust they may be comin<r out for the
first time from their secure retreats and taking to wing a fully
fledged as their parents. They leave the islands from the 20th of
Aucrust t.o the 1st of September and go out upon th North Pacific for
the winter, where they find their food, which consi Ls of arnphi'poda
and fish fry. I have never seen one among the thousands that were
around me on the islands opening bivalve shell , uch as mu s l ·, a
tated by a German author. It feed at a, fl.yin<)' out very morning and returning in the afternoon to iLs ne t and mate. A in th
ca e of the puffins nothing else than dynamite, or similar acren ·y,
could op n the ba altic crevice in which the bird hide , and of
cour e resort to this action would also d stroy the 00'0'. Therefore I
was not able to gather much more than a baker's dozen of their
gg , though I could se at any time a thou and of the birds.
37. Simorhynchus cristatellus.

CRE TED AUK; "CANOOSKIE."
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38. Simorhynchus pusillus. LEAST, OR KNOB-BILLED AUK; "CHOOCHKIE."

I take pleasure in writing the biography of this little bird, which is
the most characteristic and the mo~t interesting one of all the water
fowl frequenting the Pribilof Islands, for it comes here every summer
by millions to breed. It is comically indifferent to the proximity of
man, and can be approached almost within an arm's length before
taking flight, sitting squatted upright and eyeing you with its peculiar
"watch-ring" optics, that wear an air of great wisdom combined with
profound astonishment.
Usually, about the 1st or 4th of May every year, the "choochkie"
makes its first appearance around the islands for the season in small
flocks of a few hundred or thousand, hovering over and now and then
alighting upon the water, sporting one with the other in apparent high
glee, making an incessant, low, chattering sound; but they are only
the van to flocks that by the 1st or 6th of June have swarmed in upon
the islands, like those flights of locusts which staggered my credulity
on the Great Plains of the West. They frequent the loose stony reefs
and bowlder bars on St. Paul, together with the cliffs on both islands,
and what is most remarkable, they search out an area over 5 mile
square of basaltic shingle on St. George Island, which lies back and
over, inland from the north shore line. To the last position they come
in greatest numbers. They make no nest, but lay a single egg far
down below among the loose rocks, or they deposit it deep within the
crevices or chinks in the faces of the bluffs·.
Although, owing to their immense numbers, they seem to be in a
state of great confusion, yet they pair off and conduct all of their billfog and cooing down und r the rocks on the spot chosen for incubation, making during this interesting period a singular croaking sound,
more like a "devil's fiddle" than anything I have ever heard outside
of a city' limits.
To walk ov rtheir breeding grounds at this season is highly intere ting and most amusing, as the noi of hundr ds and thousands of the e
littl bi
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they are just as large and just as heavy as their parents. I am
strongly inclined to think that the male bird feeds the female while
incubating, but have not been able to verify this observation, as they
a1~e al ways hidden from sight at the time, and they can not be told
apart by size or color.
39. Lomvia troile, var. californica.

MURRE; "GUILLEMOT. "

Limited numbers of the Californian guillemot are found occasionally perched on the cliffs with the arrie. They can only be distinguished at a hort distance by a practiced eye, for they resemble their
allies so closely and conform so trictly to their habits that it will be
but repeatjng the description of the L. arra, given below, should I
attempt it. The largest gathei-ing in any one place that I have seen
on the islands of these birds was a squad of about fifty on the high
bluff at St. George, but they are generally scattered by one , twos,
ancl threes among thousands and tens of thousand of the arra.
40. Lomvia arra.

THICK-BILLED GUILLEMOT; "ARRIE. "

This is the only egg-bird that has the slightest economic value to
man on the Pribilof Islands. The bird itself is in bodily size a true
counterpart of our ordinary barnyard duck, only it can not walk or
even waddle as the domestic swimmer does. It lays a single egg,
large and very fancifully colored-a bluish-gi·een ground, shot with
dark-brown mottlings and patches-but exceedingly variable a to
definite ize and color. The outline of the egg is pyriform, sometimes
more acute, again more ovate. It i the most palatable of all th
varieti s found on the island , except the fulmar; and when perfectly
fre h I can testify to its practical equality with our deservedly prized
hen's eggs. It never has any disagreeable flavor whatever, for the
birds f ed entirely upon marine crustacea. I have never found any
fi h in heir eraws.
Thi bird is the true arra of Pallas, a nam derived undoubtedly from
it
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uttering all the while, between their gulps, a hoarse, harsh croak,
lugubrious enough.
The males and females have no sexual distinction as to size, shape.,
and plumage; th~ir snow-white breasts are vividly contrasted with
their shiny, chocolate necks; backs and wing coverts are always
black, while beneath them is a continuation of the pure white of the
abdomen. They fly with an energetic action of their short, pointed
pinions, a nervous, quick, and well-sustained .flight, never swerving
· or deviating from their straight course after they once rise. They
plump into the water like stones, and, unless the sea is running, it is
difficult for them to take to wing from a, smooth surface. This gives
them little concern, however, inasmuch as they dive so freely.
It is fitting, perhaps, that I should say in connection with the fin.al
discussion of this bird, which closes my list of the avifauna peculiar
t,o these strange islands, that its singular habit of circling St. George
as it flies in the morning and in the evening, during the mating season, produues a very extraordinary demonstration as to the exceeding
number of their kind. For in tance, at St. George Island, while the
females begin to sit over their eggs toward the end of June and 1st of
July, at regular hours in the morning and in the evening the male
go flying around and around the island in great files and platoon :,
always circling against or quartering on the wind; and they make in.
this way, during a sustained period of hours at a time, a dark hrirdle
of birds more than a quarter of a mile broad an<l 30 miles long, flyinoso thickly together that the wino- of one fairly strike those of th
other; and as they go they whirl in swift, revolving, endless succ sion during the periods just mentioned. This is a dress parade of
ornithological power which I challenge the world to rival. Certainly
the Pribilof Island po se distinctive exhibition of mammalia and
aves which are unrivaled. 1
LO I G MEMORA D .-The above list of birds found on the Pribilof I land by my elf in the ea on of 1872-1876, inclu ive, is perhap
not exhau ti in it application to the straggling visitors. Inde d. I
think it more than likely that everal name will be added by tho.
who may pay the ubject further attention. I do not numerate th
Aegiothii which I hot there June 21, 1R72, becau e the pecim n
w r o badl dama()' d by my •oar e ammunition a to d fy prop r
, kinning; th refore I made alcoholi of them, and those colle tion
have b n mi laid inc my return. Al o the native ay that ·
mall brown owl in the umm r br ed on t. G orge, and the larO'
Ar ti or nowy ycte,a i occa ionally taken at either island. I
none whil ther .
1
I have said, in my note of introduction to this monogi·aph, that I have
ohlig d to confine my elf in it pr paration entirely to my own observations an
fieldwork.
hen therefore, I peak as above of such immense myriad of
fowl, I fear that ome kindly ritic may d ·lare truly I remind him of
ter G rard, who, in 1636 speaking of Irish bird , announcf'cl that the c
Branta leuc ']J.Cd.·, wa produced in a wond rfu fa bi
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"be it growth from the mollu k, P, ntela mis cuw
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CAT.A.LOGUE OF '.l'HE FISHES OF THE PRIBILOF GRO P.
[A.memorandum of the fishes collected at the Pribilof Islands, 1872-73, by Henry ·w. Elliott.]

Anarrhichas lepturus. Rare· seals drive them off.
•
Gadus morrhua. "'1'1iEE cAJ, 1 Rare; eals driv them ·off.
Hippoglossus vulgaris. "POLTOOS."
ommon ; only large ones caught.
Melletes papilio.'2 '' KALOG ." Common; a beach cottoid.
Cottus niger. 3 "KALOG." Comruon; a beach cottoid.
Murrenoides maxillaris. 3 Rare; a beach fish.
Liparis gibbus. 3 Rare.
Gasterosteus cataphractus. Common; found in lagoon.
Gasterosteus pungitius. Common; found in lagoon.
NO'l'ES ON 'l'HE INVERTEilRATES.
FIELD NOTES UPON 'l'HE ENTOMOLOGY, MALACOLOGY, IlOTANY,

ETC.-Touching a specific list of the in ect life here, I regret exceedingly that my collections covering this head, as well as those which
include the two follo wing orders, have been unaccouuta.l>ly mi faid; consequently I shal1 not reproduce the hastily and uaturally imperfect
memoranda which I made of them when they were packed on St. Paul
Island in 1872.
LIMITED NUMBER OF INSECTS ON THE PRIBILOP ISLAND .-The
variety and abundanc of entomological life here is not great, with the
marked exception of a few specie of beetles and fie ' h flies ou the killing grounds. '.rhe green and golden carabus i , however, found distributed in great numbers all over the islands.
SCANTY MOLL

SCAN REPRESENTATION ON '.l'IIE SEAL ISLANDS.-

I qualify my statements made at the introd nction to this memoir by
saying that the terre trial and littoral forms of mollusca on and arouud
the Pribilof group are cant in number, but I believe that the pelagic
life in this respect will be found quite rich. For in tance, I never aw
any live specimens of the Neptuniance. All tbe shell, of this haracter
collected had been ca t up by the surf and were mpty. The large t
live gasteropod that came under my notice was a pecie of llfi1,rex. A
the above ketch plainly, hows, the coucbologist has not a very ext nsive :field here, though doubtle ' search bent <lirectly to thi. nd would
develop a much better catalocrue. If a dredge were patiently and energetically u ed around the e i land I am very sure that mauy new form
would be fouud, which give u tangible evidence of their b iu , by land
and beach hunting for them. My time wa · o thoroughly en°T : d
on the rookerie that I had not a single day to, par during th ouly
ea on of the year in which I could work with my dr dg . The rough
water and weather that pr vaH when the eals are uot about pr vented
my following up the mollu k in tbi manner.
1 The St. George nativ s have caught codfish just off the Tolstoi head
arl v in
June, but it is a rare occurrenc . By going out 2 or 3 miles from the village at i ther
island, dnring July and Au"'u t, the De tiv" fisherman usually captures large ba.lilmt;
not in abundance, howev r. Th , t. Paul people, as w 11 a th •ir relative on , 't.
b y venture togetb r in B<J nacls of fom·
George, fish in small, 'on hole" bidarkies.
to six; one man alone in a kyac·k i not ahle to s •cur :i 'bolsboi poltoo ." Tb
methocl, when the halilm is hooked, is to call £ r yon r ucarest neighbor in his
bidarka, who paddle swiftly up; you extend your paddle to him, rC'taiuing :vonr
own hold, and he gra p it; them you 8 iz biij in tnro, thns making it irupo si Lile to
cap ize, while the lar~
ncl pow rfully struggling fj ·h is bronght to the snrfac·
betw en th canoe.· an 1 knoc·kecl on th be.ad. It is then tow cl ashor au1l carri •cl
in triumph to the lockr captor' 1~011 c .
.... ~ew genus and specie deterrnmed by Dr. Tarleton II. Bean, based uponmytype
sp cimen.
3 ..ew species.
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SEA EGGS OR SE.A. URCHINS: T0XOPNEUS'l'ES.-Frequentlythe natives
have brought a dish of sea urchins' viscera ior our table, offering it
as a great delicacy. I do not think any of us did more than ta te
it. Tbe native women are the chief bunters for Echinoidce, and during
the whole spring and summer seasons they may be seen at both islands
wading in the pools at low watel' with their scanty skirts high up,
eagerly laying possessive bands upon every ·' bristling" egg that shows
itself. They vary this search by poking with a short-handled hook into
boles and rocky crevices for a small cottoid fish, which is also found here
at low water in this manner. Specimens oftbi.s "kalog," which I brought
down, declared themselves as representatives of a new departure from
all other recognized forms in which the sculpin is known to sport; hence
the name, generic and specific, Melletes papilio.
The '' sand-cake," Echinarachnius sp., is also very common here.
FINE TABLE (mAB: CHION0ECETES.-By the 28th of .May to the
middle of June a fine table crab, large, fat, and sweet, with a light,
brittle shel1, is taken while it is skurrying in and out of the lagoon as
the tide ebbs and flows. It is the best-flavored crustacean known to
.Alaskan water, ; they are taken nowhere else-at St. Paul; and when
on St. George I failed to see one. I am not cerLain as to the accuracy
of the sea on of running, viz, 28th May to 15th June, inasmuch a that
ou e of my little notebooks on which this date is recorded turn· out
missing at tbe present writing, and I am obliged to give it from memory. The ouiy ecouomic llellfi h which the islands afford is embodied
in the Ohionmcetes opilio ( "? ). The natives affirm the existence of mu sel. here in abundance when the Pribilof group was first discovered,
but now only a ~man supply of inferior size and quantity is to be found.
MARINE SKELETON MAKERS : BEAUTIFUL WORK OF SE.A. FLEA ". The service which swarms of Amphidous crustaceans rendered me in
cleaning the bone of birds, fi h, and even seal , can not be too highly
eulogiz d. Only in that small bight, however, known as the ''Cove,'
near th viIIage of St. Paul, could I get tlle work done, becau e a,t no
otb r pot on the PribHof Islands was tbe ea water qmet enough. By
takiug common hard-bread boxe , which the company's agent gave me
from the tore, and sub ·tituting a i::lattcd cover, I would, by rock
balla tiug, ink this with fifteen or twenty bird carcasse, in the wat r
h 1· at low tide. When a iugle flow and ebb had taken place I bad
tbe box tak n promptly out, uever failing to find every keleton per£ tly poli he<l, yet ntirely articulated. The mo. ·t delicate bone in a
fl ·h head or fin wer intact. The , trong food which the blubber f
the al car ·a e, affor<l.' act. o a to gorge and tup fy the e littl
houl of the oc· an, for I li l uot ncceed well at all with uch att mpt. •
The bon of al/o;·hinus woul<l have to lay 'ubmerged in the co e fi r
of fle h, fat, tc. · then.
w ek
ometim , r they were eaten fr
wh n tak n ut they would be , adly discolored by the salt wat r.
turned black au<l dingy in treak, and ection .
1
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produce by growth has been as difficult to determine.as it i. to find evidence of increased altitude to the mountains around t.I1em since these
Sitkan trees were planted, with pious hope, at their feet fifty years ago.
Though I can readily understand why tbe salmon berries of Unalaska
should not do well on the seal islands (still I think they would at the
Garden Cove of St. George), nevertheless I believe that the whortleberries of that section would thrive at many place~ if carefully transplanted
to these localities, on the southern slopes of Cemetery Ridge at Zapadnie,
the sontheru slopes of Telegraph Hill, and eastern fall of Tolstoi Peninsula, down to the shore of the lagoon. They might al o do well set out
at picked places about tbe Big Lake and ou Jortheast Point, around
the little lake thereou. If these bu hes reaUy throve here they would
be the means of adding greatly to the comfort of the inhabitants, for .
the Unalaska whortleberry is an exceediug pleasant, juicy fruit, large
aud well adapted for canning and preserviug. Having les sunshine
here than at Illoolook, it may not ripen up as well flavored, but would,
I think, succeed. The roots of the plants, when brought up from Unalaska in April or early May, should be kept moist by wet moi:-s wrappings from the moment they are fir ·t taken up until they are reset,
with the tops well pruned back, on the Pribilof Islands. The experiment is surely worth all the trouble of making, and I hope it will be
undertaken.
THE CHA.RA.C'."l.'ERISTIC "TALNEEK:" SALIX.-The only sugge tion
of a tree found growing on the Pribilof group is the hardy "talneek" or
creeping willow; there are three species of the genus Salix found here,
viz, reticulata, polaris, and arotica,; the first named is the most common
and of largest growth; it progres es exactly as a cucumber vine doe
in our gardens; as soon as it has made from the seed a spront of 6 inches
or a foot upright from tbe soil, tlrnn it droops over and crawls along
pro trate upou the earth, rocks, a.nd sphagnum; some of tbe largest
talueek trunk, will measure 8 or 10 feet in decumbeut length along the
ground, and are as large around the stump as an average wri t of man.
The usual · ize, however, is very, very much less, hile tbe stems of
polaris and arotica scarcely ever reach the diameter of a pencil ca, e, or
the procumbent length of 2 feet.
Although R1-tb1t8 ohammmor1-ts is a tree sbrnb, and is found here very
commonly distributed, yet it grows uch a I nd r, diminutive bu b,
that it gives no thought whatever of its being auytlling of the ·ort.
The herb , gra, e , and ferns tower above it on all ides.
F.Al\ULIA.R .AND LOVELY FLOWERING- PLANT, .-Perliap no one plant
that flowers on the seal i lands is more con. pi<'uous or a.bnndant than
is the Saxifragci oppositifolia; it rise over all Jocaliti , rank and tall
in rich locations to terns , carcely 1 in h high on the thfo, poor oil
of hill summit and ide ; den e]y ce, pito e, with leave all imbricated
in 4 rows; and flower almo t e. He. I tlii11k that at lea. t 10
well-defined specie of thi order, > 'axifragac<'<' exi. t on the Pribilof
group. Tbe Ranwwulacew are n t o 11umerou ; but, till, a buttercup
growing in every low lope, where you may hance to wand r, i alway~
a pl a ant remind r of J>a tnre. at home· and, al. o, a 1mgg tion of the
farm i con tantly made by tb luxuriant inflore c nee of the wild mu tard, Oruciferre. The chj ·kw ed, C'atyopltyllanc, i
11 repre ented,
and al o th familiar dand lion, Taraxocmn palustre. 'Ih • licheus,
Thallophytes, and the mo: e , M wwi, are in tlleir greatest exuberance
variety and beauty h r ; and myriad of y llow poppie Papa1•eraoce,
are nodding heir gra ful heads in th . w ping of the wind-they ar
the fir t flower , to bloow, and tlrn la t to fad .
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The chief economic value rendered by the botany of tbe Pribilof
I slands to the natives, is the abundance of the basket-making ruslles,
Juncacce, which the old "barbies" gather in the margins of the many
lakes and pools.
fusHROOMS A'.l' ST. PAUL.-The fungoid growths on the ·Pribilof
I slands are abundant and varied, especially in and around the vicinity
of the rookeries and the killing grounds. On the west slope of the
Black Bluffs at St. Paul, the mushroom, .Agaricus cam,p estris, was gathered in the season of 1872 by tbe native , and eaten by one or two
families in the village, who had learned from the Russians to cook
them nicely. These seal-island mushrooms have deeper tones of
pink and purple red in their gills than do those of my gathering in the
.States. I kicked over many large spherical '' puffballs," Lycoperdons,
in my tundra walks; myrinds of smaller ones, .Lycoperrlon cinerewn (?)
cover patches near the spots where carca es Lave long since rotted,
together with a pale-gray fungus,.Agaricus .fimiputris, exceedingly delicate and frosted exquisitely. Some ligneous fungi, Olavarice, will be
found attached to the decaying sterns of Salix retimtlata (creeping
willows). The irregularity of the annual growing of the agarics, and
their rapid growth when they do appear, make their determination
exce sively difficult; they are as unstable in their visit· as are sever I
of tbe Lepidoptera. The cool humidity of climate during the summer
_season on the Pribilof J slands is specially adapted to the my teriou ,
but beautiful growth of these plants-the apotheosis of decay. The
coloring of several varieties is very bright and attractive, shading from
a purplish scarlet to a pallid white.
DIVER E ELE GANCE AND

ERVICES OF THE CRYPTOGR..A.}IS.-The

range and diverse beauties of the numerous rno.~se and lichens on the e
Pribilof I lands must serrn as an agreeable and intere ting tudy to
auyone who has the lighte t love for nature. They undoubtedly
formed the :first covering to the naked rocks, aft r those ba altic foundation had been reared upon and above the bed of the sea-bare and
naked cliffi and bowlders, wl1ich with calm intrepidity pre"ented th ir
callous fronts to tbe ice-w dging chi el of the Frost King; rain, wind
and thawing moods de,'troyed their iron -hound strongnes ; parti 1
larger• and finer washed down and away made a ~ nrfac of oil which
lowly b came more aud more capable of ustaining vegetable life. In
tbi virgin earth, ay au old authorThe wind bring a. small seed, which at first generates a diminutive mo s, which,
spreauing by deITT es with it. tender and minut tex
·
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species of algre were collected in 1872-73, by the
MELANOSPERMlE.
(All called ''Kapoosta;" natives.)

Fucus vesiculosus. Common; anchored in large beds.
Nereocystis liitkeanus. (" Sea-ottel' rafts.") Common.
Alaria esculenta. Common. 'I'his has been used by the Pribilof natives as an
article of food relish.
Chordaria flagellifonnis. Common.
Elachista fuciola. Common.
RHODOSPERMlE.
Polysiphonia. Rare.
Melobesia polymorpha. Common.
Melobesia lichenoides. Common.
Delesseria. Rare.
Peyssonnelia. Common.
Collishamnion. Common.
CHLOROSPERMlE.
Cladophora uncialis. Common.
Conferva capillaris. Common (fresh-water Ja,kes and pools).
Nostochinea. Common (fresh-wa.ter lakes and pools).
Ulva latissima. Common.

The above names do not pretend to specify the entire list that will be
found hel'e, but they simply indicate those varieties which are dominau~.
L URIA.NCE AND VARIETY OF 'l'HE SEAWEEDS.-The extent and
luxuriance, variety and beauty of the algre fore ts of these waters of
BeriI1g Sea which lave the coast of the Pribilof group call for more
detail of' de cription than space in this memoir will allow, since anything like a fair presentation of the subject would require the reproduction of my water-colored drawings. After tlle heavier gales,
especiaTiy the outheasters in October, jf the natumlist will take the
trouble to pace the sand beach between Lukannon and orthea t Point
of St. Paul I land, he will be rewarded by a memorable sight. Re will
find thrown up by the surf a vast windrow of kelp along the whole 8
or 10 mile of this walk, heaped, at some pots, nearly a high as hi
head; the large trunks of Melanospermm, tbe. mall but brilliant red
and rimson frond of Rhodospernire jnterwoven with the emerald green
leaves of the Ohlorospermre. The first-named group i by far the mo t
abundant and upon its decaying, fermenting brown and ocher heaps
be will ee couutle number of a buccinoid whelk, and a limn a,
feeding as they bore or suck out myriads of tiny hole in the leaf frond
of th trong, growing peci .
SEA ANE::\IONE AND , TARFISIIES.-Actinias or ea anemones occur,
together with numerou,• , t:ufii--he ; many jelly-fl he ar al o interwoven and h aped up with the "kapoosta" or ea cabbage ju treferred
to; al o, a quantity of ro y" ea quirt and yellow " ea cucumber ."
CONFER om R G A D ARPE'l' .-On theolcl killing field on tho e
spot where the loughiug ar a,' sof repeated ea on have oenriched
the oil a to rend r jt lik fir to mo t vegetation, a ilk n gre n Oonfer re grow luxU1 iantly. Thi t 'rr . trfa1 a1goid cov ring app ar here
and th re nth . grom1d,' like
many door mat of p a- re n wool.
That coufi rvoi<l. floul'i, h ou1 ou h e pot wh re nothing but pure
d caying animal matt r i · foun l.
n admixture of and or arth will
alway u plant it by rai ing up in. t ad tho
trong- rowing gra s
which I h ve allucl d t
l wh re, and which constitute the chief
botanical life on th killing ound .
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PRECAUTIONS NECESSARY TO SUCCESSFUL BOTANIC.AL WORIC.-If

the following hints will serve to save the next collection of botanical
specimens that may be gathered on these isla,Il(Js, it is not superfluous
to print them here. Let the collector take a Ja,rge amount of bibulous
paper, and a small room all to himself; in the center of this apartment
place a little stove, with an "organ" pipe; then fit up a series of broad
library shelves around the walls from the floor to tlie ceiliug; upon the e
shelves he will be ena,blcd, aided by a low, steady fire, to dry the
intensely juicy leguminosm, and several other exceedingly thick and
watery stemmed plants so peculiar to the Pribilof Islands, thus ave
their color, and prevent them from turning black; a little fire mu t be.
kept in the room all the time that the collection i in the proce s of
curing, and also after it is ready for use, ere leaving the i land .
When shipped it should be hung up, well boxed, in the fire room of the
steamer, or else, if the voyage happens to be unusually foggy and <lilatory, it will sweat in the bold, or cabin even, and be entirely d cs troye<l
before San Francisco js reached . I give tlrnse remarkR advisedly and
feelingly, for I lost the result of a bard season's work in this line of
collection. By not appreciating these desiderata, another naturali, t
may come here as I did, be charmed with the flora, as well aR tlie fauna,
an<l. after gathering hundreds of specimens at the expense of weary
weeks of constant tramping, lose them al].
COURTESIES EXTENDED TO NA'.l'URALIS'.l'S.-The Alaska Commercial
Company afforded me every facility that I bad the ingenuity t o a k
for-giving me the unrestricted u e of their m n, their buildings, :1n<l
their experience. Had it been the direct labor of tbe company in tead
of that in which I was engaged, I could not h ave h ad more attention
paid to me and my pursuits. They stand. ready to do a' much again
for any other accredited naturali ·t who may follow in my path over the
Pribilof I lands while they have control; this they will po, ses for
nearly another decade hence.
VE I.A.MINOV

ON THE R S IA
,'EAL IND
ISLANDS.

[Translated by the author from VeniaminoY's ZapieRkie. ('ltc..

TRY .A.T THE PRIBILOF
t. Petersburg, 1842,

"l"Ol. JI,

pp. 5 ,1]

INDISCRIMINATE SL.AU ' H'.l.'ER B Y 1'IIE FIR.''.l.' DISCOVERERS.-From
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and killed, a,nd were also driven from the rookeries to places where they
were slaughtered.
It was only in 1822 that G. Moorayvev (governor) ordered that young
seals should be spared every year for breeding, alld from that time there
were taken from the Pribilof Islands, fostead of 40,000 to 50,000, which
Moorayvev ordered to be spared in four successive years, no more than
8,000 to 10,000. Since this, G. Chestyahkov, chief ruler after Moorayvev, estimated that from the increase resulting from the legislation of
Moora,yvev, which was so honestly carried out on the Pribilof Islands,
that in the ' e four years the seals on St. Paul lrnd increased to double
their previous number, (that) he could give an order which increased
the number o be annually lain to 40,000; and this la.st order or course
directed for the e i lands, demanded as many seals as could be got;
but with all possible ex rtion Jiardly 28,000 were obtained.
Po R RE ULT .-After this, when it was most plainly seen that the
seals were, on account of this wicked killi11g, steadily growing less and
less iu number, the directions were observed for greater caution in killing the grown seals and young female , which came in with the droves
of killing seals, and to endeavor to epa.rate, if possible, these from
those which bould be slain.
p R'l'I.A.L CHECKS AG.A.IN ORDERED.-But all this hardly served to
do more than keep the seals at one figure or number, and hence did
not cau e an incr ase. Finally, in 1834, the governor of the company,
upon the clear (or "handsome") argm;nent of Baron Wrangel, which
was placed before him, re olved to make new regulations respecting
them, to take effect in the same year (1834), and, fol1owing this, on the
i land of St. Paul only 4,000 were killed, instead of 12,000.
On the island of St. George the seals were allowed to rest in 1826
and 1827, and since that time greater caution and care have been
ob erved, and headmen or foremen have kept a careful count of the
killing.
From this it will be seen that no anxiety or care as to the preservation
of the eal life began until 1805 (i. e., with the united companies).
It is further evident that all half measures, seen or not seen, were
u eful no longer, a they only served to preserve a small portion of thPs al life, and only the last step (1834) with the pre ent people or inhabitant ba proved of benefit. And if such regulation of the company
continue for fifteen years (i. e., until 1849) it may be truly , aid that
then the seal life will b attracted quite rapidly, und r tbe careful direction of headmen, o that in quite a hort time a handsome yield may be
taken every year. In connection with thi ubject, if the company are
moderate and the e r gulation are carried out, the s al life will erve
them and be depend d upon, a h wn in this volume, Table o. 2.
IDEA OF THE OLD N.A'l'IVE .-.r early all th old men think and
a ,•ert that the eal which are ·pared ver year ("zapoo lcat lcoto ),
i. ., tho e which bav not b en 1 illed for , veral ear. ar truly of
little u e for br ding, lying ab ut a if they wer out a t or di fran<-11i: d.
bout tbe , al , th y bow that aft r tb , eal. were par d,
the w re alway I
h nth y. hould b a,' for in tanc , on th .i land
of · t. George aft r two y ar. f 'aving or , pariug f 5 50 \ al , in tbe
fir, t
ar they g t in t acl of 0 00 or ,000 a xp t l, 011ly 77 .
"\ nY TIIE , E L,' DUI ISITED.-But tlii dirniuuti 11 wbi hi bown
in he mo t ·onvin in,,· manner i du to wr ng a11d inju ti
b
u
it won]d not bav
n th rwi. e wi h an kin
f animal - v n ·a tle would ha
en xt rminat cl-b au,'
gr a many here hink
and ount that tb
al motli r bring. £ r h h r oung in 11 r bir l
year, i. ., the next two ar.· aft r b r own birth.
it i , ell hown
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here, the spared seals ("zapooskie") were not more than 3 years old,
and therefore tt was not possible to discern the correct and true numbers as they really were. Taking the females kil1ed by the people,
together with all the seals which were purposely spared, it was seen
that the seal mothers did not begin to bear earlier than the fifth year
of tlleir Ii ves. Illustrative of this is tbe folJowing:
(a) On tp.e island of St. George, after tbe first "zapooka," in 1828,
the killing of 5-year-old seals was continued gradually up to five times
as many as at first. With those of 5 years o]d the killing stopped.
Then next year twelve times as many 6-year-olds were observed on the
islands, as compared with their number of the last year, and with or in
the seventh year came seven times as many. This shows that females
born in 1828 did not begin to bear young until their fifth year, and
become with young accordingly; that the large ones did not appear or
come in six years (from 1828), as is evident, for in the fifth year all the
females did not bring· forth.
(b) It is known that the male seals can not become "seecatchies"
(adult bulls) earlier than their fifth or sixth year. Following this, it
may be said that the female bears earlier than the fourth year.
(c) If the male seal can not become a bull(" seecatcbie") earlier than
the fifth year, then, as Bufton remark, , "animals can live seven time
the length of the period required for their maturity," therefore a "seecatch" can not Ii ve less than thirty years, and a female not less than
twent,y-eigbt. 1
.
VENIAMI ov's BELIEF THAT FEMALES CAN NOT BEAR YOUNG
UNTIL FOUR YEARS OLD.-Taking the opinion of Bufton for ground in
saying that animal do not come to their full maturity until one-sev~nth
of their live has pa ed, it goes also to prove that the female seal can
not bear yonng before her fourth year.
It i without doubt, a fact that female seals do not begin to bear
young before their fifth year, i.e., tbe next four years after the one of
their birth, and l10t in the third or fourth year. That, however, is not
the rule, but the xception . To make it more apparent that female.
can not bear young in their third year, con ider 2-year-old females, and
compare tbem with ~, ee •atchie" (adult bulls) and cows (adult female ),
and it will be evident to an that this is impossible.
Do the females bear young every year; and bow often in their live
do they bring forth
HI DOUBT ON THE SUB.JECT.-To ettle this que tion is very difficult, for it i impo , ib]e to make any ob ervation upon their movement ; but I think that the female in their youn er years (or priJD ,)
bring forth very year and a, they get old r every other year. Thu
according to peop] a ·cu tom d to them, they may ach bring forth in
their bole live from 10 to 1 oung, and even more. Thi opinion i'
fi und d on the fa t that n er ( xcept in one year, 1 32) have an
ce iv numb r of fi mal : been eeu without . ouug· that cow not
Ir uan1 hardl v r ·om to th Pribilof I, land ; that uch female
ca11 no b .· n ev ry year.
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not bear, according to the opinions and personal observations of the
old people, the following may be depended upon with confidence: Not
more than one-fifth of the mature or "eftective" females are without
young. But to avoid erroneous impressions or conflicting statements
uetween others and myself, I have had but one season ("trayt'') in
which to personally observe and consider the multiplication of seals.
Hrs THOUGHTS ON BIRTH OF PUPS.-There is one more very important question in the comdderation of the breeding or the focrease of
seals, and that is, of the 1mm ber of young seals bor~ in one year, bow
many are males; and is the number of males always tbe same in proportion to the females,
Judging from the '' bolluschickie" accumulated from tbe '' zapooska"
in 1822-1824 on the island of St. Paul, and in 1826-27 on the island of
St. George, the number of young males was widely variable; for
example, o th e island of St. Paul, in three years, 11,000 seals were
spared, and in the following three years there were killed 'i ,000, i. e.,
about two-thirds of the number saved; opposed to this, on the i land
of Sr. George, from 8,500 seals spared in two years, less than 3,000
were taken-hardly one-third.
Why this irregularity, Why should more young males be born at
one time, and at another less, Or why should there be years in which
many cows do not bear young,
According to the belief of the people here, I think that of the number of seals born every year, half are males and as ma11y females (i. e.,
the other half).
TABLE No. I: ITS USE.-To demon trate the above-mentioned conditions of seal life, the Table No. I has been formed of the number of
seal annually killed ou the Pribilof Islands, from 1817 to 1838 (when
tbis work wa ended).
From this it will be seen that1. o single successive year presents a good number of seals killed,
as compared with the previous year; the number is always le s.
2. The annual number of seals killed was not in a constant ratio.
3. And~ therefore, in the regular hunting season there i le s need or
occa ion, during the next :fifteen years, to demand the whole seal kind.
4. Fewer seals were killed in tbo e years, general1y, foUowing a previous year iu which there were larger number of the "hollu chickie;"
that 1s, when tbP- young males were not completely d troyeu, aud
more were killed when the number of "bollu cbickie" wa 1 s.
5. The number of "hollu chickie 'is a true register or bowing of tbe
number of seal ; i. e., if the ,~ hollu hickie" increa e and exist like
the young female , and conver ly.
6. "Bolluscbickie' break from foe ( ommon ) b rd and p;a,t ber by
tbemselve no earlier than tlic third. year, a, s en in the a of the
, pared seal 011 tbe islands of St. Georg and t. Paul, the latter from
1822-1824 to 1835-1837, in lu ive; th former from 1826-27.
7. The number of eat· killed on tlie i 'land of St. George after two
years (" zapoo ka ') was re urned, and gradually increa ed. to .five times
a many .
. In the fifth y ar from the first "zapooska" (or saving) it became
po sible to count or reckor on the number remaining, and 6-year-old
1,egan to appear twelve time as num rous, and 7-year-olds ame in
1mmber,
venfold great r than heir previou
mall number; and,
therefor the numb r of -year-old seal wa quite con tant.
9. If on the i land f t. George, in 1826-27, the s al bad not bad
tbi re t ( 'zapooska ), and the killing had been continued, ven at the
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diminished ratio of one-eighth, in 1840 or 1842 there would not ha ve
been a single seal left, as appears by the following table:
Seals.

1825 ..••••.•• _.. - - •••• - ••• - • - . . . . .
1826 ............................. .
1827. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
1828 ..............................
1829. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1830.... . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .
1831. ...................... - . . . . . .
1832. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

5, 500
4,400
3, 520
2,816
2, 468
2, 160
1, 890
1, 554

Seal. -

1833 .......••••.....•..• ___ • . . . . . . 1, 360

ii!L ::::::::::~ :::::::::::::::::~: ~:g

1837 .... .... .... .... .•.• ...... ....
1838 .................. ------ ......
1839. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . .
1840 .••..•••.......•...... ---- ----

700
580
500
400

10. RESULTS OF 'l'HE "Z.A.POOSK.A.".-Following two years of,, zapooska" (saving), the seal life is enhanced for more than ten years, and
the loss sustai!:!ed by the company in the time of" zapooskov" (about
8,500) is made good in tlrn long run. The case may be thus stated: If
the company had not spared the seals in 1826-27 they would have
received, from 1826 to 1838 (twelve years), no more tha11 2-:1-:000, but
by making this za,p ooska regulation for two years, they got in ten
years 31,576, and, beyond this, they can yet take 15,000 without another,
or any, zapooska.
11. And in this case, where such an insignificant number of seals
was spared on St. George (about 8,500), and in such a short time (two
years), the result was at once si 0 ·nificant every year; that is, three
times more appeared than the number spared. The result', therefore,
must be large annually on the island of St. Paul, where, in consequence
of the last orders or directions of the governor, already four years of
saving have been in force, in which time over 30,000 seals have been
left for bre ding.
On this account, and in conformity with the above, I here prese11t a
table, a propb cy of the seals that are to come in the next fifteen year
from 7,060 eals saved on the island of St. Paul in 1835.
On the island of St. Paul, at the <lirectiou of the governor, a'' zapoo k'
or saving was made of 12,700 eal ; that is, before tue year 1834 t,ltere
were killed 12,700 seal , and on the followiug year, if this saving bad
not been made, according to the testimony of the inhabitant , no more
than 12 200 eal would or ou1d have bee11 taken from the i lands it
being thought that this mun ber (12,200) wa only one twenty fifth of
the whole; but in teadofkil1iug12,200 only 4,052 were taken, leaving in
1835 for bre ding, ,118 fr h young eals, male and female", together.
In making tui hypothetical tabl of eal that are to come, I tak
tl1 av rage krning that i , one-eighth part, antl proc ed on the up·
po ition tbat th uuml>er of aved eal will not be le s than 7,060.
In the numb r of 7,060 . al w can calculate upon 3,600 female ;
that i , a light majority of male . "\ ith the n w iemale boru under
thi
zapoo ka 1 plac half of tho born th iir. t y<1nr, and , o ou.
F male, in th
Jv or ight en y ar: J1ext aft r th ir birtb mu t
b com 1 . iu numb r from uatural cau: . , aJJ(l by th went econd
ar f th ir live th y mu t b quit u 1 :: for bre di11g.
Of the 1mmb r f •al' whic-h ma. b horn duri11g th n x four yea~"
of zavoo ka
r long r w may tak half for f mal . .
hi. uurnb r 1,
indnde linth tabl ancl th mal . , r 'holln: •hi ki 'm, keuptli total.
'I BLE
. II: IT.· .'IIO\n. ;..-l•rom th Tahle II ol>: rv
hat- 1
1. OJcl fi mal : hat i:, tho. · whi ·h in 1 " - w 1· ap, bl of b aring
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young, in 1850 must be canceled (minus) . They probably die in proportion of one-eighth of the whole number every year.
2. For the first four years of "zapooska," until the new females begin
to bear, their number will be generally less.
3. A con taut number of seals will continue during the first six years
of their "zapooska;" iu twelve, these seals will double; in fourteen
year they will have increased threefold; and after fifteen years of thj
"zapooska" or saving of 7,060, in the first year, 24,000 may be taken
from them; in the second, 2 ,000; in the third, 32,000; in the fourth,
36,000; in the fifth, 41,000; thus in five years more than 1.G0,000 can be
taken. Then, under the supervision of persons who will see that onefifth of the eals be steadily spared, 32,000 may be taken every year for
a long time.
4. foreover, from the production of fifteen years' '' zapooska" there
can be taken from 60,000 to 70,000 "holluschickie," which, together with
J 60,000 seals, makes 230,000.
5. If this "zapooska" for the next fifteen year i, not made for the
eal life diminution will certainly ensue, an l all this time, with all
po sible effort; no more than 50,000 seals will be taken:
Here it should be. aid tl1at this hypothetical table of the probable
increase of eals is made ou the supposition of the decrea e of female ,
and an average is taken accordingly. Furthermore, on the i land of
St. Paul, in 1836-37, instead of 7,900 seals beiug killed, but 4,8H0 were
taken. Hence it follow8 that tlie e 1,500 females thus saved in two
years, and which are omitted from the table, will also make a very significant addition to the incoming seals.2
I, PART IL-Bishop Veniarninov's Zapieska, etc., showing the seal catch cluring
the period of gradual dimimition of life on the islauds, fro1n 1817 down to 1837.

TABLE

Taken from- - 1
1817. ~

819. : 1820.

1821. 1 1822.

I 1823.

1 1824 . . 1825.

!

1826.

1827~

St. Paul Island .. . -·· 47,860 45,932 40,300 39,700 35,750 2 , 150 24,100 19,850 24,000 23,250 17,750
t. George Island... 12,328 13, 924 11,925 10,520 9, 245 8,319 5, 773 5,550 5, 5001 (a)
1,950
Total . . _. _. _.. , 60, 188 59, 8561 52, 2251 60, 220 44, 905 36, 469 29, 873 25, 400 30, 1001 23, 2501 19, 70:
1

Taken fromSt. Paul Islan<l .. _..
St. George Island .. .

I 1828.
18,450
~
1

TotaL.. _-.... , 23,228

I 1833.

1820.

1830.

1831.

1832.

17,150

15,200

12, 950

13, 150

13, 200
3, 212

12,700
3,051

4,052
2,528

4,040
2,550

4, 220
2,582

20,811

18,034

16, 03i

16,446

16, 412

15,751

6, 580! 6,590

6,802

~ ~ ~-3:_:~

a L ft to breed.

18:J4.

1835.

1836.

18:J7.

--------~--

Grand total for t. Paul I lan<l. -· ... . ··- .... -- ....... -· .•.• ·- ...... -· ..... --- ...•.. 464,259
Grand total for St. George Island ... _..... _.. .. - . - ...•.......••........... - -...•... 114, 665

~r translate thi chapter of eniaminov's witho nt al>ritlgm,•nt, although it is full
of error , to how that whil th Ru iao gav thi matter evicl ntly mu h thou~ht
at h ea<lq uarters, yet they fail d to end someone ou to the ground, who, by fir t rnakmg
him elf a quainted with the habit of the eals from clos ob ervation of heir lives,
honld th n be· fitted to prepare rul an,l reh'lllations found <l upon this kuowl cl~ .
The e suggo tions of V,·niaminov w re, bo" ver, a va t improvement on tb work as
it wa condnc-t d, and they wer · adopt d at once; lmt it was 11ot until 1 4;- that the
great importauc of never disturbing the breeding seals was recogniz d.-H. \\ . E.

T.un.R II.-Sltowinf/ tlte number of seals that will visit the islands in the next twenty-two yea1·s-a prophecy made by Veniarninov in 1834.

I

I

Yt•nra.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Yt•nr.,.
1
1
1 - 1 1 8 3 5 . 183G. : 1837. 1838. 1839. 1840. 1841. : 1842. 1843. 1844.

3, 600
0 I O
O
0 3,150
0
. •• • . •
... . . .
0 2, 755 . . . . . .
. • . . . . . . . . . . •••.• 2, 410
.........••.............
~
7

O
900 1, 200
. .•• • • • • •• • • 785
. . . •. • . . . . . . .. . . . .
. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 110 . . • . . . . . . . . .
.• .•.. 1,845 .. . • • .
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · ·· · 1 New. 900 ......
·
............ 1, 580
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · { Tot new . 1, 985

1811

s I lSl:l
!l

S
···· ·· ···· · · ···· · · ··· · ·· · · · · i
···· ·· ··· · ·· ···· · · ··· · ·· ··· · ··

181'.I

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

18(5.

1846.

1847.

1848.

1849.

1850.

1851.

1, 000
1,050
918
805
700
615
~00
525
572

800
1,000
918
805
700
615
200
525
572
451
909
376
1, 188
300
1, 440
241
1,687

1, 200 1, 200 1, 200
1,050 1,050 1, 050
680
918
918
. . • . . . 600
805
. •. . . . . . . . . .
450

1, 200 1, 200 1, 200 1, 200 1, 200
1,050 1,050 1,050 1,050 1,050
918
918
918
918
918
805
805
805
805
805
700
700
700
700
700
From old arrivals.
450
615
615
615
615
From new comers.
152
200
200
200
200
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••. •• .
315
525
525
525
From new ones . . . .
420
572
572
572
••.... I. ..... 1, 355 . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . 325
451
451
Total new. 2, 930 . . . . • . From new ones . . . . .
650
909
909
S •••••..•.... 1,130 ...... . ...... -1-.•. .. . . ••• . . . 258
376
· · · · i Total new. 3, 768 . . . . . . . From new ones . . . . . 880 1, 188
.... .. .. .. ..
900 . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
225
Total new. 4,423 . . • . . . . From new ones . . . . . 1, 020
{ ...... .... .. . 726 ...••.
-1---- .. . .......
······ ······ ···· Tota new . . 5,275 .•.•.. . From new ones .....

I

I..... ·I

······ ······ ······ ······ ·····.I.····· ···· {
I
l
······1······ ······ ······ •···--·

12 I 18~6

13

18H · .......... :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::

-1···· ..

4/il

909
376
1, 188
300
1, 440
180
1,240

117.

::::::i:::: ::::::: ::::: ::::.1 ~·~(tL:l~(iii t~~~t::t.)Lt11:

:: I::::::: :::: :::: :: :::::::: ::: :::I :::: :::::: ::: ::: ::::: :::::: :::: :: :: : 1: ::: { T0'l 't;;,~:;!11 ;;i t'.~~-;~;-

-

.-

,

- - -1- - - -1- ------------6,000 6, !!05 7,990 9,333 10,754 12,369 14,153

Total femnle11 . 3, 600 [3,150 2,765 2,410 2, 110 2,745 3,565 4,285 -1, 898 1 5, 323
1

Total males . . 3,460 3, 150 2,755 2,410 2, llO 2,745 3,435 4,215 4,102

rn ........... '7, 060

ts:)

<:.I.:>
00

:,.

,oo ,, 510

I,,

,20 ,, 220
1

,,
1

"° ,,ooo I•• ' °J'·

5,378

6, 000

6,795

ooo

13, 600

100 10, 100 11,,

8,010

18.

19.

1852.

1853.

---- --

20.

400
700
900
805
700
615
200
525
572
451
909
376
1,188
300
1,440
241
1,687
190
1,994
100
l, 810 .,
______

200
300
600
805
700
700
615
615
200
200
525
525
572 1 572
451
451
909
909
376 1 376
1,188 1,188
300
300
1,440 1,440
241
241
1,687 1,687
1.90
190
1, 99-1 1,994
143
143
2,420 2,420
61
83
1es ..... 2,254 2,908
25
'------- ------2, 550
I-

21.

--

600
600
150
525
572
451
909'
376
1, 188
300
1,440
241
1,687

190
1,994
143
2,420
83
2, !l08
40
I a, 181

18,216 20, 820 120, J 05
9,267 10,746 12,331 14, 1-17 16,148
16, 102 18, 18! 20, 824 20, 095

_1'· ooo I"' ooo

21,

ooo "'· ,oo

28, 300

I"· I"· ,oo
200

22.

-- 1854. 1855.
1851
-- ----·--------- ----100 ---·--- ----300
10 ----750
500
a0

1,1, ,,.

140, 200

4 0
500
1 0
5 0
5 0
4 1
9 9
3 6
8
0
0

1, 1
3
1, 4
2
1, 0

?>
t'-i

~
00

1
7

~
z

1 3
2, 4 0

q

2, 9 8

~
H
t_zj

I 1,91 04

a

0

3, 1 7

--

19, 3 8
19, 342

38,700

H
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m
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From this table behold that-(a) Every fifteen years, from 3,600 females, there can be received in
sixteen years 24,700 seals; in sixteen years still more; and iu twenty
years 41,640.
(b) In the twenty-first year the incomes begin to diminish, provided
that if in the meantime, or tlie following sixteen years, a certain number of young seals are not left to breed; and if every year a known
Humber are left to breed, then in all following years the yield will never
be less than 20,000 every year.
TABLE

III.-Calculat.ions as to the taking of the seals on the island of St. George, 11iade
up froni two yea1·s, and based upon that expm·icnce. (1827-'28.)

Year.

2.

1.

------1--1-82_6_._

_ a. ___4.___5._

o.

I

7.

I

8.

!

9. I 10.

~~

13_2_7. 1828. 1829. 1830. ~1. 1832. 1833. J 1834. J 1835. 1836. 1837.

__

1

1

1

!......

1.-1826 . • . . . . • . • . .
2, 200
.........•..
450
700
2.-1827 . . • • . . . . . . . Breeding . 2, 050
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300
3.-1828 . • . . . . . . . . . Light.....
1, 700 1, 500 1, 200 1, 000 I 700

700
600
550

I 700
600
400

700
600
250

700
600
100

700
60
50

Females.... ....... . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. .. . I...... 11, 450 l, 760 1, 850 11, 700 1, 550 1, 400
Holluschickie. ....
2, 200 2, 050 1, 600 l, 500 1, 200 ...... jl, 700 1, 800 1, 700 1, 500 1, 5u0

1, 350
1, 400

1

Total........

1

2,200 2,050 1,600 1,500 1,200 1,450 3,520 3, 650 /3, 400 3,050 2,900
1

2, 750

1

A. grand total of 29,270 seals.

The actual taking of seals was as follows :
Seals.

eals.

In 1828.... • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . 4, 778
In 1829 .• - - - ..•• _. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 661
In 1830 .......................... _ 2, 834:
In 1831 .................. _... . . . . . 3, 084:
In 1832. . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 2!:J6
In 1833. - •••..••••....•••••.•.. _• . 3, 212

In 1834: . •.•.... --·· ···-·· ---- ....
In 1835 .........••. ------ ---- ---In 1836 ...... ···•·· ·----- ---- --·ln 1837 .. _...... _.. • . • •• . . . . . . . . .

3,051
2,528
2,550
2, 582

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31, 576

From this table it will be seen that up to 1838 my calculation mak '
a yield of 29,270 seals; while the actual result wa 31,576; making a
difference of 2,306.
The difference determine that the hypothesi upon which the table
is ba ed i correct.
VENI.A.MINOV'S AOOOUNT OF THE DISCOVERY OF THE PRIBILOF
ISLANDS. 1
LOCATION .A.ND DISCOVERY.-Under the name of the Pribilof I land
are known two small island lying in Beriug Sea, between 56° and 57°
north latitude, and 1680 and 170° we t Ion itude.
to .. rman G. ribilof, who had been on the American Uoa t for ome
time and ob erv d the indicatiou of i land in Bering ear became convine d of their exi 't nee; and the embarra ed cir um,•tance, of his
company finally induced him to attempt their di cov ry. * • • He
wa con, idere l one of the be t navigator of that r gion. • * •
1
Translat d, 1,y the author, from Bisuop Innocent eniaminov' work, "Zapi<'ska.
ob trovah onahlashk nskaho Otdayla :" t. Peter burg, 1 4.0. The only Russian
~reatis upon the ubject found. Those selections mo t pertin nt to th subject are
introdu ed above in my translatiou. The itt.Llics are mine, and explanatory.H. W. E.
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For a long time he was in close vfoinity to oue of the islands sub equently named after him, but three weeks elapsed before he could get
a sight of the same through the surrounding fog. At last fate or good
fortune, coming to the assistance of an eutel'prisiug man, raised tll e
curtain 1 )f the fog, and the eastern headland of the island ( TolstoiJlfees)
nearest to the Aleutian Archipelago rose up before tb.e navigators, filling them witli inexpressible joy. This island was named by them, after
their ship, St. George. The 4 'predovcbik" (or leader) of the expedition, Yeafeem Popov, with all tlie hunters on the vessel, landed and
remained on the newly discovered i, land; but the vessel, failiug to fiu d
any harbor, returned to winter at the Aleutian Islands, carrying away
a few fur seals and sea otters. The hunters who remained on the island
of St. George sighted, on the 29th of June (Ji1stinian calendar) of tbe
following year (the day of the apostles Peter and Paul), an island
to the northward, which they at once named Peter and Paul, but tlie
11ame of Peter was subsequently dropped from common_usage. The e
islands have borne, since their discovery, a variety of names. A.t fir"t
they were called simply ''Novie" (new); the Pribilof; and the ''predovchik" named them Laibdevskie (the principal shareholder of the
company was Laibedev). Shellikov named them "Zubovie" (this icas
the nam,e of the minister of interior at that t-ime, wh o was a partner and
shareholder also); but among the hunters they attained the appellation
of "Sajvernie" (northern) on accouut of tbeir situation 11orth of Uualaska, aml '' Kotovnie," or seal islands. At t he present time (183 )
they are often called simply "The Islandi-," in the colonie ·(i. e., Alaska
and Kamchatka). The name of Pribilof, as the oue most ju tly applied,
should be u ed throughout.
The change from summer to winter is abrupt. The number of clear
days is exceedingly small. The un is rarely visible between the 1 t of
Ma,y and the middle of August, and during nearly all that time it i'
impo ible to see beyond the distance of a few fathoms('' sajP-ens"). For
thi reason the e islands are so difficult to find, that out of twenty ship'
only one succeeded in reaching them by a traigbt cour. e. They are
vi ible only during ea terly winds for a brief' period, * * * but the
constant wind probably counteract the exhalation (from the carcasses).
nderthepresentcircum tance (1 3 ')itwoul<l beimpo ·ibletorem dy
the trouble; to kill the animal at a greater di tance from the villa{}'
would require an iucrea ed number of laborer to pa ·k the skin and
meat; aud if tlle carca e w re burned, the mok woul<l probably drive
awa the auimal ', while there i n ither oil nor labor uffi i ut to bury
or to burn them. The latter pro·
would aL o depriv the inhabitant
of th ir fuel, a they employ bone and putrefied meat for cooking purpo e , in place of wood.
Th food upply i ample even to luxury, e. pecially on th i land of
t. l)aul. The labor i
vere, but only temporary, a11d the inhabitant
have a great cl al f ime for th m elve .
majority of th m employ
th ir 1 i ure hour er w 11 tea bing- tbem l e and th ir bildre,.
the rudim nt of the I u ian a,ud 1 utiau grammar and wi h n •h
hie n ekov
uc · · that of late und r b a lmini tration of th ,r ol
n arly all th mal
n t. Paul hav lean1 d tor ad. The e p opl ar
no u]y rich r but m r aC'tiv and n r tic in h ir labor a· w 11.
ill th ir piou faith than ar th ir l utian br thr n 1 wh r · aud
alt rr th r th inhabitant of t. I aul may b ·;111 d the fir t amon
th•

l ut .

n. c unt of th alue of fur- al and a-ott r kiu hip1 d fr m
the i land in e th ir di o ery and up to th pr nt tim
1 3 ).
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they might be called the '' Golden I lands," without estimating tho
125,000 blue foxes aud 50,000 sea otter' shipped from there during the
:fir. t thirty yeal'S (after their discovery).
TIIE VILLAGES AS THEY WERE I 1838.-The :first ancl most important
,·ettlement was situated at the southwe tern extr~mity of the island
(Zapadnie). The econd, which is the preseut site, on the southeastern
point ( Village Hill). In the Yillage of to-day (1838) there is a wooden
chapel in honor of the apo tles Peter and l')aul, erected in 1821, aud
nicely ornamented iu the interior, at tbe xpen e of tl1e resident Aleut ;
a dwelling for the managel'; a stor , and a magazine, all built like the
church~ of neatly-dre sed drift logs. Lu addition to this, there is a
"kozarmie" (barracoon) built after the fa, hiou of Aleutian "oolaghamuh"
(or large, cornm,unist-ic, 'Underground habitat-ions) bou es, a few private
dwellings, and 13 native barrabaras. A small windmill has been added
of late.
.
The inhabitants sub ist principally upon the flesh of fur eals and
sea lion , with the addition of roots and a little fl.our. In tbe summer
time, between June aucl Septemb r, halibut and some cod are caught
around the shore, and altogether the living of these Aleuts is excellent
and even luxurious, compared with that of their neighbors. The station is uvplied witb provisions and trading goods from Sitka, the ship
arriving annually in June aud July. A there is 110 safe llarbor these
ve els mu t receive and discharge their cargoe under sail.
In former years, up to 1820 or 1821, those i lands were uuder the control of the Uuala ka, office. The manager of St. Paul wa , until the
year 1834, also in charge of St. George, vi iting the latter island every
Rpring in a bidarkie; aud though these navigators can not ee from 0110
i ·land to the other their journeys have been usually succes ful, with
the exception of three occa sions-twice the small craft mi ·ed the
island of t. George (going from St. Pa'lll), and pu hed on to the _coa t
of the Ala kan peniu ula, where they finally secured a landing, and
in tbe tbird instance, the bidarrah was lo t altogether.
Ou tlte i land of St. George there was 110 bay or entrance, with the
exception of a hallow bight near the village (Zapadnie~. This ettlement contains a wooden chapel erected in honor of St. George, log
buildiug occupied by the agent of the company and hi servant , and
anumberofbarrabara·. * * * Theinhabitant, are,how ver,inle
comfortable circum tances than tho e of 't. Paul. Of provision , they
l1ave a great abuuda11ce of sea lion meat and sea bird and their eggs.
The egg are obtained by lowering a person over the precipitou, cliff',
by mean of seal-skin ropes. Many perish in this attempt from the
friction of the trauds against the harp edges of th rock ; and occa10ually the f'oxe · have been known to gnaw off the ropes on which the
lrnnter wP-re u pend d.
·
Occa ionally shocks of earthquakes1 till rem~nd us of the volcanic
origin of the Pribilof I land . Very h avy one occurred repeatedly
i1l pril on both i laud , when many overha11gilw lifl' were thrown
hitothe ea. Tb inhabitant ofth PribflofI laud ·b long-tothepari h
of nala,·ka, the pri t of which i, oblige l to vi.'it them one very
two year (to rnarry, baptize, etc.). The e islands were not known
1 The , hocks probably occurrecl in 1796-97, when Boga
lov I lancl was rai ed, in
April or .. fay of that year, from th hed of .Bcrmg , •a., 170 mile clirectly south of
't. G or~<'.
'nc·h cartbqnak . W(•n· al. o charact ristic of those subtropical fur-seal
islands, Jll'lll r'eruaudci and .Ma:afucra.-11. '\ . E.
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before the year 1786; Mate G. Pribilof,1 then in the i;;ervice of a swan1rnuting company, first, in the Russian name, found them, but at the
same time he was not the first discoverer, because, as before said (Part
I, chap. 1), on one of them (southwest side of St. Paul) signs, sucll as
a pipe, brass knife handle, aud traces of fire, were found, indicating
that people had beeu there before, but not long, as places were observed
where the grass had been burned and scorched. But if we can believe
the .Aleuts in what they relate, the i::slands were known to them loug
before they were visited by the Russians. They knew and called them
·' Ateek," after having heard about them.
Eegaddahgeek, the son of a Uuimak chief by the name of ..A.hkakneekak, was taken out to sea in a bidarkie by a storm, the wind blowiug strong from the south. He could not get back to t.he beach, nor
could he make any other lan ding, and was obliged to run before the
wind three or four days, when he brought up on St. Paul Island, north
from the land which he llad been compelled to leave. Here he remajned
until autumn and became acquainted with the bunting of different
animals. Elegant weather oue day setting in he saw the peaks of
Un imak. He then resolved to put to sea, and return to receive the
thanks of his people there, and after three Q_r fo ur days of traveling he
arrived at Unimak, with many otter tails and snout .2
No VEGETATION ON THE ISLANDS.-The islands were both at first
without vegetation , with the exception of St. Paul, where there was a
small talneek creeping along ou the ground; and 011 St. George, if we
believe the accounts of the first oues there to ee, nothing grew, even
grass, except on the places where the carcasses of dead animal rott d.
In the course of time both i ]and were covered with gra s, a great part
of it being of the sedge kind. On them are two varieties of berrie , etc.
EARLY TA'l'US OF '.l.'HE COLONISTS.-The Aleuts servi11g the company here u tained the following- relations between themsBlves au<l it,
to wit: Each of th m worked without olicitation and at whatever wa
found and to which they were directed, or at that wllich they under tood.
Payment for their toil was not eRtablished by the day or by the year
but in g uera.l for each thing taken by them or tanding or put to their
credit by the company. For in stance, e pecially the kins of auimal
the teeth of walru , barrels of oil, et·. Tlle e um , what ver th y
1 Gehrman Pribilof, the di cover
1 i ·lands, was a natfre of ''old Rn-;sia ;'' his father was one of the snrv1vmg sailors of the t. Petei·, whi h was wr eked
with Bering in command, ovember 4, 1741, on Bering Island. The only ref< r nc
which I ·an find to him if! the vague incidental expr ssions used h re ancl th ·r
throuahout an c,· tended i;eries of 1 ngtl1y l.u iau 1 tters, publi h d byTechmai nov.
a illustrativ of the C'on dition of affairs in r garcl to th Rn sian American ompany. Pribilofwa, wh n crni ing in1783-17 6for the rumor cl eal g round . merely
tho fir t mate of the sloop 't . Geur{Jc. The captain and part owner was one )I. Za bo,.
who wa a member o
· a
ociation then ()uite well or,,.auizecl in Al.I ka , aud
known as the La1bed
ompany. It does not appear that Pribilof too·
any part 1
i
g, otb
han that of 1·emaining in charge of th
compan ·
Tc m
f these duti , at itka, ~far b.
1796, on
e
("Tr
v
.
call
lands
1i
very ft r Znbov; bnt th Pi ·
n, nn,
inclic
l
oap by its pre nt well-de en- l
ibylova.. "-IL W. B.
oe ·
·ncliue,l to beli ve this st
r
t.
. I have. no he ·
l
om the Pribilof
P
H
thick foggy a
o
lh
ry ahov , will
t
r
Paulllancl .
• ~. it
n
more probable if th
oo •.-11. W. E.
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IIllght be, were placed by the company to their credit, for all general
hunting and working was e tabli bed or fixed for the whole year fairly.
TJ e Aleuts, in general, received no specific wages, though they were
nut all alike or equal, there being usually three or four clas es.
ln these classes, to the last or least, the sick and tbe old workmen
were cou11ted, although they were only burdens, and. therefore they
received the smaller shares, about 150 rubles, and the other and better
classes received. from 220 to 250 rubles a year. Those who were zealous
were rewarded by tbe compauy with 50 to 100 rubles. The wives of
the Aleuts, who worked only at the seal hunting, 1eceived from 25 to 35
rubles. 1
ANIMALS ON THE PRIBILOF ISLAND .-Foxe and mice. Sometimes
the ice brings bears and re<l foxe . The bears were 11ever allowed to
live, since they could not be made useful; and al o the red foxes, a ~th y
would only spoil the breed already existing, with regard to color of
the fur.
Fur seals, sea lions, hair seals, and a few walrus are the only animals
that may be said to belong to the Pribilof Islands.
Brnns.-The guillemots (or arries); gulls; puffins; crested, horned,
and white-breasted auks; s11ow fin clrns; geese(twokind ·); afewkiuds
of Tringa; sea ducks, black and gray. Most of these bird. come h re
to lay, and with them jagers, hawks, owls, and "chikees" (big Lcirits
glaucus), and the albatross is frequently to be seen around the beache .
Sea otters became scarce, generally, in 1811, and in the next thirty
years extinct.
Tbc far seals (" sea cats") a 'tonish us by their great numbers, as
they gradually come up on to their breeding places, notwithstanding
harsh and foolish treatment of them, continued almost half a century
(until 1 24) without mercy.
R s IAN WA 'TE A.ND LAUGIITER.-In the :first years, on St. Paul
I land, from 50,000 to 60,000 were taken annually, and on St. George
from 40,000 to 50,000 every year. Such horrible killing was neitll ~r
uece • ary nor demanded. The skins were frequebtly tak n without
any H tor count. In 1 03 00,000 seal skins had accumulated, and it
wa impo, ible to make ad vantageou sale of o many ki11 ; for in thi
gl'eat 11urnber so many were poiled that it b came n ce sary to cut or
throw into the ea 700,000 p l H. If G. Re anov (our mini terto Japa11)
bad not given this bi attention, and put him,' elf betw 11 the animal
and tlli fooli h rnauagem ut of them, it appear plainly to me tllat
the e creature would have l011g ago ·hauged for tl1e wor e.
To RE 'ORD· PRIOR TO 1 17: MA LY DRLYING.-Of the numb rof
kins taken up to 1817 I have 110 knowledg to rely upon, bu from that
time and np to th pre. e11t writincr I have true and r liable account
whi •h I 1mt in the app mlix to thi · v lume. ii rom th
Ii, t. it will be
een tlrnt ~ till iu 18~0, on bo h i ,fo nd there w re killed rnor thnn
.JO 000 cal , iz, 011 ►, t. Paul 80,700 and on t. (1eor
10,2:30. Th 1·
w r
y witne.
to the r a ·on for tlli diminu tion of th
al , , 11 l
it is only wo11derfu1 b . iclet, that th y ar , till exi:ti11g, a they 1rnv
he n tr at ,l almo:t w itllout m ny i:-o many y 'ar . The cow produC'e
onl one pup ea ·h v ry y ar. 'J'li ha kn w11 d adly en •mi , ncl
al oar till expo.· 1 t 111a11y fi <',' unk11 wn. ◄ rom tbi killing of tho
al: th y . teadil y r w le; PXC pt on n cca i011 which wa, ou t.
Georg L land, wher an pport1mity wa.- given .-ud<l nly to ki11 a larg
icompar this a111nrnl pay111l'11t of th Hwdans with tht~ ca 1t sl'ttlcm nt made
ev~ry yNU' hy tho .'\!ask. 'ornmt·r<·ial ('ouq?a.ny, t~ pr<'se1_1t le. <' of thes i Ja11ds,
a mdic:itf'd b~• a prior chapter on th co11cl1t1011 ot th hu. 111e • there.-11 . W. B.
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number, but the cir~umstances do not seem to be important. On one
occasion a drive was made of 15,000 male and female seals, but the
night was dark, and it was not practicable to separate the cows fro1n
the males, and they were, therefore, allowed to stand over until daylight should come. The men put in charge of the herding of the drove
were careless, and the seals took advantage of this negligence and
made an attempt to escape by throwing themselves from the bluffs over
the beach near by into the sea; but as this bluff was steep, high, rough,
and slippery, they fell over and were all injured. Now, for the firs t
time, great numbers of seals were missed, and why, it was not significant or apparent; but in the following year, instead of the appearance
and catch of 40,000 or 50,000, less than 30,000 were killed alld taken,
and then, too, the numbers of seals were known to diminish, and in tl.le
same way, only greater, on the other island. For instance, in the first
years, on the island of St. George, the seals were only five or six tiines
less than ou St. Paul, but in 1817 they were only less than one-fourth ;
but in 1826 they were almost one-sixth again.
The diminution of seals there (St. Paul) and on the other island from
1817 to 1835 was very gradual and visible every year, but not always
equal.
The kilJing of seals in 1834, instead of being 80,000 or 60,000, was
only 15,751 from both islands (St. Paul, 12,700; St. George, 3,051).
SUM TOT.AL OF FUR SEA.LS 'l'..A.KEN.-In tbe first thirty years, accordiug to Veniaminov's be t understaudiug, there were taken "more than
two and a half millions of seal skins;" then, in the next twenty-oue
years, up to 1838, they took 578,924. During this Jast taking, from
1817 to 1 38, the skins were worth on an average "no more tbau 3 0
ruble each" ( 6 apiece). 1
A great many sea otter (Enhyrlra 1narinn) were found on St. Paul
I land at first, and as many as 50,000 were taken from the i land, but
year have pas ed since oue bas been seen in the vicinity, even, of the
island .
HIS'.l'ORY OF THE ORG..A.NIZ..A.TION OF TIIE RUSSI.A.N-.A.MF.RIO..A.N FUR
COMP.ANY.
PRIBILOF I L DS p .ASS INTO I'.l', CONTROL.-The memion made by
Veniaminov of the oc ·upation of the Pribilof I land ·mrnediately
after th ir di. cov ry by a, core or so of rival trader, and eir but h ring ,· uit i autbeutie. It i not nece ary to paint tile lfi,•h detail
of the mercenary ·rew as I find ·th m <l.rawn hy evera
a ic chroni ·l r 1. In 1790 the ~hole territory of Alaska went into the control of
toe Ru . ian-Ame ·
and a- vietur of thi or ·anization.
whi ·h n
"
al i land.· for ixty- even long y ar ,
n
ion.
i
R TTT.ADE.-Tbe accidental ·
1cl
]-fated voyag in 17 1 were
1
Ht ·
,1 ration and tra
leri
Th
.
'the .
w
rvi
fro
d I
fo1
pri
f ha

b

·.

'I

1
> : 1 , . arP in the .\la k, 11 cmT ucy
or paul1111ent "rnhle ,'' •nch worth ahout 2 ce
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many years carried on by individual adventurer , each of whom acted
alternately as a eaman, a a bunter, and as a. trader 1 solely for his
individual profit.
INCEPTION OF THE RUSSIAN-AMERICAN CO:MPANY.-.A.t length,
however, an association was formed in 17 5, among a number of Siberiau merchants, to carry on the fnr trade of the North Paeific. It
received the protection and encouragement of the Empress Catherine,
who bestowed upon it many valuable privileges. G. Shellikov was the
rn1ing spirit of the corporation. Catheriue's son a11d succe or, Paul,
wa , at the outset of hi· reign, di. posed to aboli h these imperial
advantages extend cl to thiH compa,11y by lti. mother on account of tlrn
beartless co11duct of affairs in .Alaska. Reasons of state, however,
caused him to abau<lon this re, olutioll; an d he issued a ukase, dated
July 8, 1790, whfrh g~anted to those united merchant afore:aid a
charter, under the title of the Hu ·sia11-Arnerican Company, that gave
tbem exclusive use and control, for a period of twenty year·, of all the
coants of Arnerica on the Pacific and the i lands in tba,t ocean, from
Bering Straits to the fifty-fifth degree of south latitude, together with
the rigl.Jt of occupying any other territori s 11ot previously pos es ·ed
by civilized nation . The re. ideuce of the directors of' this company
wa first fixed at Irkutsk, Siberia, which was the geeat depository or
bonded warehou. e for the Chinese tra<le with all the Ru 'Sias, a short
di tance only from Kiachta, on tbe frontier, where the Mongnls an<l
Muscovite alone could meet for barter. rt was afterwards tran ferred
to St. Petersburg, and the ·e directors were per 011ally ma<le known to
an·d placed under the urveillance of the imperial department of commerce.
Tho. e privilege , tbus accorded by Paul, were confirmed and extended
ven by Alexander; and nnder these favorable auspice tile power and
influence of the Ru 'Sian-American Company rapidly advanced. In
180:3 its establi:hments exteuded from Attoo to Sitka; during 1806
preparations were made to oc upy tbe littoral region north of the
Uolnmbia River, but that plan wa soon abandoned.
A '.l'OCRATIC POWER OF TIIE H S 'IAN-AMERICAN COMPANY.The go·rnrnment of Ala. ka by this company wa arranged and directed
iu ,'im]>le de potL m. Each trading po. t
uperiute11ded by a Russian over eer or "pre a, hche k," who, with the aid of a small number
of Ru: ians, maintained ab olute coutrol ov rall thenatives in l1i. di.trict. He compelled them to labor incessantly, in and out of sea on, for
the benefit of the company. The.-e overseer were in turn und r abject
ub ervi ncy to a chi f' agent, one of which re ided in the limit of
four natural divi ion . of the country. Tho, e men w re again directly
re pon, ible to the authority of the governor-general, who re ided at
itka, and who was appointed really by the Imperial Gov mm ut,
though nomiually l.Jy tl1e dir citor . Ili>' powers were 1-mppo'e<l to be
limite<l and defined by regnlation drawn up and sig·ned by him in t.
P ter burg; but, in fact, they were ab olute, and irrespou ib]e to any
court on earth.
TnE IRO -WILLED BARA ov.-The per on who filled the office of
goveruor-g neral soon after the organization of the Ru iau- meri an
Uompan , and for many y ar aft rward,•, wa. lexand r Baranov. Il
wa: a man of iron will of daunt]~.' courag , hrewd, and wbolly d void
of tend r i eling. rnd r lti. autocratic manag mcnt tho affairs of thi~
ompany pro, per d p cuniarily and it Htock ro e ac ordingly in va]n .
Bence J1i: pr
din~ w r alway approved at~ t. Petersburg,altltough
the truth in regard to bi cru lty wa onen n:ade known there.

w,. ,

1
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BAD REPUTATION OF PR0MYSHLENIKS.-In addition to the natives
themselves, the .company transported to Alaska some four or five hundred Russians, who were termed" promysbleniks," or "hunters." They
were employed as trappers, fishermen, seamen, soldiers, or mechanics,
just as their superiors might command, aud they were under the same
rule as that I have just described as applicable to the natives. Their
lot, according to Paul von Krusenstern, a Russian, who voyaged thitlier
in 1804-05, seems to have been more uninviting eveu than that of the
wretched natives.
BAR.A.NOV'S ATTEMPT TO COLONIZE C.A.LIFOH,NI.A..-Priorto 1812 Sitka
was the extreme southern limit of the Russian-American Company.
But old Baranov, greatly annoyed over the loss. of supply ships from
the Okotsk, by which their bread, at Kadiak and Sitka, was cut off for
years at a time, determined to settle at some place south, where these
necessaries to a comfortable physical existence could be raised from the
soil; so he asked of the Spanish governor at Monterey permission to
erect a few houses on the shore of the small l>ay at Bodega, California,
in order to "procure and salt the meat of the wild cattle" which overran that part of the country north of the harbor of San Francisco, for
the "use of the governor's table at ew .Archangel" (Sitka). The
Castiliau was happy to oblige a peer; but in the lapse of three or four
years after this permit was granted the Ru ians had formed a large
settlement, built a fort, and had in actuality taken pos e ion of th
country. The Spanish governor fir t remonstrated, then commanded
Barauov to move off, in the name of hi~ Most Catholic Maje ty tbe
King of Spain. Be discovered quickly, to his infinite chagrin, that
the Ru ian had abu ed hi · confidence and defied him. The Spaniard
could not enforce his order, and Kuskov, the Hus ian deputy in charg
at Bodega, openly taunted and resi ted him. The Russian-American
Company remained here practically unmolested until 1842, wheu th y
sold their :fixture to Geueral Sutter, a Swis -.American, for $30,000,
and vacated California.
AT1'EMP'.l' TO E URE THE SANDWICH ISL.A.NDS.-In 1815 Baranov,
in tead of feeling chilled by the alifornia unplea antne s, then in full
h ad way, turn d his ambitious eye to the Sandwi h Islands, and actually di patcliecl ave :el, or rather two of them, under the direction of
Dr. Slla ff r, a German urgeon, who landed on .A.tooi with one hundred pick d Aleut ; but th y w re, at the lap e of a ar, o di couracred by the 01 en oppo iti n of the Rus ian Government to this chem
that hey abandoned th proj ct.
RAPID DECAY OF '.J.'IIE

R

SIAN-

MERIC.A.N COMP.A.NY .AFTER TIIE

DE TII OF BAR.A.NO .-In 1 62, when th third exten ion of the twe11t
year lea e had expired the affair of the Ru ian- rnerican ompany
were in a bad ·ondition financiall ..:.....deeply in d l>t, and th Imperh l
Gov rnm nt wa n di po d to r new th charter. Thi . tate of
affair gave ri
in 1 64-1 67 t n gotiation with other trad in rganization for th lea , which :finall ulminatecl in the pur ha. of la. k,
b our Go ernm n July 1 67.
ucli in bri f wa, th Ru ia1h\.m rian ompsny· i flouri b d uu<l r Barau v, but d Jin l t adi]y to
be nkrnpt y twen
y ar aft r hi r m ml, h n
ar
lcl 01
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ay
mp, n wa ver , much rli r initiat din h am 11Hmn r.
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rthw :
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und r it pr . n tit] with r n w d 1oyal pr r gativ an 1 poti "
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OY r all J riti ·h
rth Il1 rit} in l :n. lt t ha: cl Ii11 d t •
c rnmerci 1 ciph r to-da , with j auto •r~ ti right aboli h cl Jon!!
T
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since; in 1857, I think, they were wholly rescinded. Its subsidence>
was due, however, to the constantly increasing white settlement of its
territory.
METEOROLOGIC.AL ABSTRACT FOR THE MO THS FROM SEPTEMBER,
1872, TO .APRIL, 1873, I CLUSIVE.
(Being interesting as the exhibit of an unusually severe winter. Made by Charles P. Fish United
States ignal ~ervice, 8li. Paul lsland.]
'
,
Months of r cord.
Character of observation.

_________________________,____ - - - - -Mean of baTometer, corrected ......... .. ............... . . .. .
Maximum. of barometer, coITected ......... ... ...... ........ .
Minimum of barometer, corrected .......................... .
Monthly range of barometer, corrected ..................... .
Greatest daily range of barometer, corrncted ....... ... ..... . .
Least daily range of barometer, corrected ................... .
Mean daily range of barometer, corrected ........... .. ...... .
Mean of exposed thermometer .... ................ .......... .
Maximum of exposed t,hermometer ..... . .......... ... ...... .
Minimum of exposed t.hermometer ................... . ..... .
Monthly range of exposed thermometer .................... .
Greatest daily range of exposed thermomet r .... ......... . . .
Least daily range of exposed thermometer .................. .
Mean of maxima of exposed thermometer . ........... .. ... . .
Mean of minima of xposed th rmometer . .................. .
Mean daHy range of exposed thermometer .. ............ .... .

~R~ll!~t:';;~itl;::::;;;;::;;::::::::::::: :::::::
Number of miles traveled by wind ......................... .
M an daily velocit'.Y of wind ................................ .
M an hourly v lomty of wind ......... . ..................... .
Maximumhonrly velocity of wind ... ....................... .
Proportion of cloudiness ..•.....•...........................
.Amount of rainfall, in inches ...... ...... ... ................ .
Greatest daily amount of rainfall. .......................... .
mount of melted l1ail and SllOW (included in rainfall) ..... .
Number of days on which pr cipitation occurr d ........... .
umber of days on which hail or snow fell. ......•..... .. ...

Decem-

-

29. 773
30. 46
28. 7
1. 59
0. 97
0. 03
0. 25!!
44.r
52°
33°
190
110
10
46. 8°
41. 8°
50
85. 6
100
56

29. 512
30. 04.
28. 51
1. 53
0. 97
0. 04
0. 2!)3
36°
45°
22°
23°
110
10
:is. 7°
33. 3°
5. 4°
83. 9
100
65

29.458
30. 2a
28. 62
1. 61
0. 87
0. 06
0. 330
34. 30
41°
23°
18°
12°
10
36. 2°
81. 5°
4. 7°
86. 6
100
60

9,138

11,872
383
16
42
84
3. 08
0. 58
0. 91
20
15

14,539
4 4. 6
20. 2
74
78. 9
2. 38
0. 31
0.82
27
17

304. Ii
12. 7
33

92

2. 89
0. 85

0. 20
30
4

I

ber.
---29. 488

ao. 04

28. 05
1. 99
0. 80
0. 03
0. 249
26. 60
37°
40
83°
110
10
29. 1°
24°
5. 1°
87. 8
100
70

N.

16,644
530. 5
22.1
53
84
2. 90

0. 42
2. 38
27
24

MontlJs of r cord.
Character of obser,ation.

l!'ebruary.

.January.

I Mareb.

4-pril.

.
20. 769
Mean of baTometer, corrected ...•...••................... .... ~ j 29. 507 ~
~'.1X!mum of barom ter, corre ted............. . .............
30_. 50
30: s1
3g: 31
35
2 05
28 26
29 32
mrmum of barometer, orrect d .. .....• ...................
Montlily range of barometer, corr cted............ . .........
1. l 8
2. 35
1. 26
1. 35
reatest dairy range of barometer, corr cted................
0. 58
0. 95
0. 66
O. 73
L a t daily range of barometer, corre ted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0. 03
0. 06 I
0. 05
0. 03
M au daily range of barometer, corrected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0. 101
0. 421
0. 219
0. 2-12
Mean of xpo ed thermometer......................... . . . . . .
15. 7°
18. 6°
12. 6°
23. 9°
Maxim om of exposed thermometer... ... ............... .. ... 3-t 0
35°
35°
34°
tinimum of expo cd thermom ter .................. .. ....... ·-110
--120
- 7°
30
Monthly ranp;e of ex.posed thermom ter . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. 45°
46°
420
32°
Grc•atest daily range of expos d th rmomot r....... .... ..... 22°
28°
20°
24°
Least daily range of exposed tbermomrt.er...................
o0
3°
3°
3°
Mean of maxima of exposed tbermomet r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18. 90
22. 6
17. 1°
27. 0°
Mean of minima of exposed thermomet r............... .. . ..
11. !)O
15.1
7. 4°
10. 4°
Mean daily range of ex.posed thermometer... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7°
7. 5
0. 7°
8. 5°
.MPan relatfre humidity.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
85. 7
86. 2
I. 8
8!. 20
.Maicimum r lativ humidity . ................................ 100
100
100
100
Minimum r Jative humidity.................. . .......... . ...
53
40
46
63
N•
Prevailing wind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ENE.
, •,, ,
16 6
·umber of miles travel d by willll. ..... .............. ......
17,903
14. 512
18,607
Mean daily: velo ity of wiu_d.............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 577. 5
504. 3
468.1
620. 2
iean hourly velocity of wrnd..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24. 1
24. 8
19. 5
25. 8!Maximum hourly nlocity of wind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43
82
88
5::l
Proportion of clomliness.. .. . . . .... .. . . . . ........... .. . .. . . . .
62. 8
74. 9
08
73. 0
.A.mount of raiufall, in inc he. . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . ......
0. 06
5. 7
~~
1. 77
Greatest daily amou11t ot rainfall............................
0. 39
1. 07
O. 50
Amount of nwlt d hail and snow (in ·lud •11 in rainfall).......
0. a:i
4. 87
1. 21
1. 77
uml,er of clays on wh} b pr<: •ipitation 01·curred............
21
27
27
26
uml,er of days on which ba1l or snow foll.......... ... .....
20
__2_5_ _ ..,___
21_ _.:....__ _
20_·_

~g-

I
I

I

=

t
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE WINDS.-The winds here may be classified
under two hearls: Summer winds: Blowiug fresh during June, July,
and August, principally from tlrn west-northwest, varied with light
airs from the northeast, and a gale or two from the southwest, lasting
a day or so. Winter winds: Stirring fresh, to gales, throughout September to June, principally from the northwest to north-northeast; the
"boorgas," or snow and sleet storms, coming invariably from that direction. One or two heavy southeasters occur every fall, as a rule, in
October generally; th e brief lulls between blasts during this season are
occupied by light southerly airs.
The summer winds are always charged with fog, while the winter
gales usually blow out clear, unless accompanied with sleety spicuhe or
snow. In Siberia, Wrangell says that the southwest breezes are the
coldest; the north-northwest ones are such here. The southerly airs are
mild; but I never felt any especial warmth when exposed to them.
CHARACTERISTICS OF BERING SE.A. ICE.-The descriptions which
Wrangell, Demetri Laptev, and Hendenstrom have given of the
behavior of the ice packs, between the Kolyma mouth and Cape Chelagskoi, were duplicated in all their details by the floes which environed St. Paul during the winter of my residence there. On the 27th
of May, 1873, the ice fields around the island seemed as solid and
unbroken to every point of the compass as they liad for the five montbs
preceding, and night settled over them iu this hape; early in the
morning of tho following day I arose, and judge of my pleasant a tonisbment in viewi11g tbe open waters of Bering Sea on every hand; the
only suggestions left of its icy fetters were the numerous scattered
cake of thicke t floes, which bobbed about at wide intervals; tliere
was little or 110 ·trong wind attending this sudden di olution. TlJ
decompo ition of tlle ice bad taken place so ecretly that it final relegation to it original form was fairly accompli heel almo t instantly aud
simultaneou ly, and without warning to human eyes; t he alternat layering of salt, in ocean water ice, accounts for this peculiar vani bing
of ea floe .
THE F.A.ILl RE OF THE BAROMETER IN BERI G SEA.-Preeminent
among the many difficul tie in the path of the mariner who may be
cruising in the Bering ea i the fact tlJat I.ii barometer, which give
uch timely rind intelligent signal of warning, or of confidence, e erywhere on the high eas of the earth i , up here, by ome rea on or
other, wholly impotent; and doe nothing to aid and everythin°· to confu e and di tr
the ailor.
apt. 1. . Er kine a ured me of tbi ~:
and lli declaration i proof po itive to my mind; he i8 u11doubtedl by
the long experience of mor thau fourteen con ecutive ea. on
ailing
in and out f B ring·
a 1 67-1 0 (thi year'' tri1 will make Iii.
:fifteenth , umm r in tho e wat r ) th mo t thoroughly po. ted man li,iug in re arcl t the nrreut ticle., wind and wa e of tlle northwe t
coat betwe n an iranci · and Berino· 'trait.
ith tb
cep ion of what P, rry ,·a · in hi narrativ of hi. third
vo a · (1 .:A) I do no find any ,'p cific m ntion mad of thi b hayior
of tb bar rn terin th n rth · all of th
reti e , am n un JU tionabl_r.
fn]]y un l r taud it utt r worth I
ue . t th m. Parry declar (Harper 1 amily Librar p. 60 , .. ol. u) the h1dkatio11 . of the aronwt r
pr iou t and lurin thi.· ·ale d
rv to b n< ti<' d, b , u • i i
onl ab u
ap Far w 11 l1at, in omi11g fr m th nortlnrnrd l wn
1 aYi
trait thi in. trnm n b ofo, to p ak lau rua(J'
hich b
v r h n int 11 i i 1 t n a a w , th r g 1a: ..
During th
f DJ ·mi. in B rin ' a Jul - ' 1 t mlJ r.1 74.
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tbe barometer was carefully noted, a1id Captain Baker. of tlie Reliance,
sati fled himself that the le s attention he gave to it the better, as far
as the success of our voyage was concerned.
THE ME'.l'HOD OF DRESSING TIIE F

R- EAL SKIN.

How SEAL SKIN .A.RE DRESSED.-.A a matter of iuterest to so large
a proportion of our people who delight in the pos C'S ion of or covet a
seal-skin sacque I haw~ taken the liberty of republi bing the followillg
letter in a previous brocbul'e, and, as it an wel' now equally well, in
reply to the query as to bow tlJe uatuml seal ,.kin is tanned, pluck d,
and u.yed so as to pa· the ordeal of fa bionable dress parade, I herewith reproduce it, stating simply ill doiug so tllat the writer ii, a very
successful operator and one whose work when finished from his hands
i said to be always equal and often superior to the best En ·Ii h manufacture. It was written to me in au ·wer to my question by the senior
member of the firm undersigned:
ALBANY, October 22, 1874..

Sm: The Alaska Commercial Company sold in London, ] ecemuer, 1 73, about
60,000 skins taken from the islands leased by our Govemment, of the catch of 1 73.
The remainder of tho ·atch, abont 40,000, w •re sold in ~Jareb. This company l1ave
made the collection of seal from these islands much more valuable than they were
before their lease hy the rare 11secl by them in cnring the skins and taking them only
whe11 in season . We have worked this class of seal for several year -when they
were owned by the Russian American Fnr Company ancl durillg the first year they
were owned by our Government.
When the skins are received uy us in the salt, we wash off the salt, placing th em
11pon a beam somewhat like a tanner's beam, removing the fat from tho flesh side
with a l,eaming knife, care beinrr reqnire<l that no cuts or une,·en places are made
in the pelt. The skins are next wa bed in water and plac cl upon the beam, with
the fur np, and the grease and water removed by tho kuif . The skins are then
dried by moderate hea.t, being tacked out on frames to keep them smooth. · After
ueing folly dried, they are soaked in water ancl thoroughly cleansed with. soap and
wa,t r. In some cas s they can be unhaircd without this dryiurr pro ·ess, ancl clean ed
before drying. After the cleansing process they pas to tho :picker, who dri s the
fur by stove heat, the pelt being k pt moi t. When the fur is dry, he places the
skin on a beam, and whil it is wa1·m be removes th main coat of hair with a dull
shoe knife, grasping the hair with hi. tbumh and knife, tho tbnml> 1> ing protected
by a rubher cob. The hair must lie pulled out, not brokeu. Aft r a portion i
removed the 1:1kin mnst be again warm cl at the stov , the pelt being kept moil:1t.
When the onter hairs have been mostly removed, be use ab amin lrni:C to work
out the finer hairs (which are shorter) ancl the remaining coars r hairs. It will b
seen that great care must be used, a tho skin is in that soft state that too much
pressure of the knife would take the fur also; indeed, bare pots are made.
ar le ly cured skins are ometime worthle s on this account. The skins are next
dried, afterward dampened on the pe] t id , and havecl ton, fine, even surface. They
are then stretched, worked, and dried; aft rwards soften d in a fulliug mill, or by
treaclin,.,. them with the bare i ot in a hogshead, one bead bei11g removed ancl the
cask plac ·d nearly npright, into wbirb the workman g ts with a few skins and some
fine, hardwood sawdust, to absorb the grease wl1ile be dance upon them to break
th em into leather. If the skins have been sbav d thin, as required when fini 11 cl,
any deC ctive spots or boles mn t now 1,e mended, tbe skin smoothed and pa ted
with paper on the pelt side, or two pa t cl together to protect the Jlelt in d.y ing.
Then ual proces in the nit d. tate is to leave the p lt snfficiently thick to prot ct
them without pa ting.
In clyeing, the liquid dy is put on with a brush, carefnlly covering the points of
the f!tancling fnr. After lying folded, with the points touching ach other, for some
littl time, the skin are bung up and clri d. The dry dye is tben removed, another
coat applied, <lri d, aucl remov cl and so on until the r quired shade i obtained.
< ne or two of th e coat. of d~·e ar put on much heavier and pres eel clown to the
roots of the fur, makin, what i. called th grouncl. Prom eirrbt to twelv coats are
re<iuir d to procloc· a goocl color. Tb skin are then washed lean, the fur dried,
the pelt moist. They are bav d down to the roqnir cl tbickno s, drierl, working
th m some while drying, th n soft ned in a hogshead, ancl som time. run in a revolving cylinder with fine sawdust to clean them. The English process does not have
the washing a.ft~r dyeing.
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I should, perhaps, say that with all the care used many skins are greatly injured
in the working. Quite a quantity of English-dyed seal skins were sold last season
for $17, damaged in the dye.
The above is a general process, but we are obliged to vary for different skins.
Those from various parts of the world require different treatment, and there is quite
a difference in the skins from the seal islands of our country-I sometimes think
about as much as in the human race.
Yours, with respect,
GEO. C. TREADWELL & Co.
H. W. ELLIOTT, Esq . .

FUR-SEAL SKINS .A.RE OF PERMANENT V-4,LUE.-I have frequently
been asked whether, in the light of probable caprices of fashion, the
value of fur-seal skins would at times shrink to a mere nominal :figure,
or not. I think the history of this trade during the last twenty years,
at least, and since the skins have been treated for market as above
recited, that this record shows tbe fur-seal skin to be an article of
intriusic value, just as objects of luxurious gold and silver work, of
precious stones, are and always will be, no matter what the style may
decree. That the demand made by the "mode" will sensibly appreciate their :fixed high value is also very certain, as.it does so to-day; but,
withdraw it, the seal skin is still a costly purchase to the wearer ancl
will ever be so.
BERING, NOT BEHRING.
BERING HDfSELF WROTE HIS NAME "BERING."-! do not understand the reason why a false sound should be given to this 1,avigator's
name, when our alphabet is fully equal to its correct rendition. Here
i the way the Russians write it, and Beriug him elf signed bi name
.6upnar1,=Bering (or Bereng), exactly in our own letter sounds. Yet
this unwarranted corruption of the true equivalent of a celebrated
name continues to be the common form of it expression by publieation
in England and this country. Tbe Ru ian and the Dane sound the
letter "r" in Bering precisely as we do; and the softened :flattened
ound of "r," indicated by Behr·ing, is an error that bould be avoided.
It is originally a German corruption. Those Teutonic writer have
made the Rus ian nomenclature, as tran lated for us, by them, look
trange and ound odd to hundred of Engli h mind who know better;
but For t r, whom I quote below, was al o a German, and h nee hi
testimony to the correct orthography of the subject in que. tion i all
the more valuable, e pecially o ince he say in tbe preface to bi work
there cited: "The numerou re earche upon which, more e pecially in
the anciet1t part and that relati e to the middle age , I wa. obliged to
nt r the multifariou department of learning, from which I ba
derived om of the following note and r mark tl.Je orthogra1.,by of
a proper name, ha frequently co t rn hour , and ometime who]
da .
'OGE 'T REA.SO , • WHY IT IS " BERING. -Al O in this rel, tion
Pr fi . or ill, of h
mitb onian In titution, inform me that ' th
f th navigator, wl1ich ha been conferred on th trait paratm ri · and A i. i uuque. ti nabl pelJ d Bering, nd not B hrrng. I nbmit in exy lanatiou, m rea on : •ir t. Tb na igator bim' lf wa. b rn in ,Jutland and a ion of a Dani hf, mil wh
mem r
bor b 11am f B rin and t o repr . ootative of bi h b. d th
. ame hri.·ti, u nam viz (1) itu B ring, born 1617 di d 1 7 , m
_ tim J rofi :. r of 1 tr at
penhag n, a11d (2) .,..itu. B ring l _ rn
1G ..., cliecl r-3 1 ri ·t of Ollerup and Kirk b . The form B bnnrr
T
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so far as I can ascertain, is unknown in Denmark (see Nyerup's DanskNorsk Litteratur-Lexicon, v. i, pp. 56, 57, 1818). Second. The form
Bering is almost (but not quite) universally adopted in all non-English
works, for example, Biographie Universelle (Michaud), v. 4, p. 261,
1811; al, o nouv. ed., v. 4, p. 28, 1854; ~ ouvelle BiograpLie Generale
(Hoefer), v. 5, p . 527, 1855; Allgemeine Encyclopadie der vVi senschaften und Kiinste (Ersch und Gruber), v. 9, p. 136, 1822; Neues Kouver, ations-Lexicon (Meyer's), v. 3, p. 238, 1802; Deutsch-Amerikanische
Conver ·ations-Lexicon (Sebero), v. 2, p. 296, 1869, auu. numeron others.
'l'he exceptional case are Pierer's Universal Lexicon, Grand Dictionnaire Universe] du xixe siecJe, etc. In Englislt dictionaries, tbe true
form, Bering, is adopted in the Brief Biographical Dictionary, by Bole.,
1865, and the Dictionary of Biographical l eference, by PhilJips, 1871,
and is gradually superseding the more familiar English form. An
explanation of the rea on of the origin of the name Behring, is found
in the fact that it was originally derived from the Russfan , without a
koowledge of its primitive source, and was the uppo ed Engli h pho11etic expression of the Russian character . Inasmuch, however, (1) as
the original form of a name, without reo·ard to its pronunciation, i
univer ally adopted in our biographies and bibliographie , and (2) a
the original form of the navigator's 11ame wa Bering, such i the correct one, and that which mu t ultimately super,"ede the other. It need
only be added that Bering himself and tlle Ru sian univer, aliy, ( )
adopt that form when writing in Engli h characters, and tbat the Ru ian letter (' L1 ') in his name, represented by 'eh,' i e pecially ordained
by tbe Ru sians to be rendered by the Latin cl1aracter 'e,' in accordance with the pronunciation of the Latin and continental race generally."
In addition to this clear statement by Professor Gill, I desire to add
the following: John Reinhold For ter, I. . D., who sailed around the
world with Captain Cook-a man that universally commanded respect
in bis day as a scllolar and a high-minded gentleman-in bi Voyage
and Di cov rie in the ortb, London, 17 3, pp. 401-402, writes:
" everthele s, it would be still more proper to make this strait a kind
of monument to t1Je very deserving and truly great navigator, eit
Bering, by naming it, after him, Bering 'traits."
THE COMMON ERROR OF "OFF" FOR "ov."-Furthermore, in thi
connection, it will be noticed that I do not sp 11 the common Ru ian
terminative "os1," a "-off." Th se 1 tter " ow1,' in the Ru sian are
sounded by their makers exactly a we would "ov" in our own alphabet. For in tance, take tbe name" Baranov," or '' r,apa11001," in the 1 u ian. The common hngli h and German p Hing in our language i
'' Baranoff; but when the e ame writ r come to ' fiapa11onll'11,,' in, tead
of making it "Baraoofit h,' according to th ir fir t erroneou ruI ,
th y pell it correctly-" Baranovitcb." In the ame way tb y murd r
"Pribylov;'' but did they ·ban e to write it in the po~se ive it would
appear orrectly a ' Pribyl va,' and not" Prib loffa.' The 1 u ian
have our 1 tt r "f' a. ",,.' in their alphabet, mid th y u it fre .ly
when th y want to xpre. that , ame ound of "f in our tongu .
For in tance, in "Timothy" they alway
ay "Timof'ay' (r11110,1,e1n) ;
"Officer i ' Offit ar ' etc.
THE
WARR.ANTED "
FOR" . hi un ettlecl state of hngH h r h raphy, a· far a it relate to th introdu ·tiou and correct
r ndition of I u sian nom n latur produce mu h mbarra ment an<l
annoyan · to any writ r who may ek for a fix d rnle.
ot only do
no two au hor agree, bu tbe e authoritie th m elve are guilty of tbe
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inconsistencies which I have pointed ont above. Thus. these German
translations of the Russian have given us" Moscow," ,rllcii there is no
sound of "W" in tbe Russian language or suggestion of it in that
facile and extensive alplrnbet of nearly forty letters. fo the case of
Moscow, I presume we must be guided by the authority and example of
Gibbon, who declares that "some words, 11otoriously corrupt, are :fixed,
and, as it were, naturalized in the vulgar tongue. 1'lle prophet Mohammed can no longer be stripped of the famous though improper appellation of Mahomet. The well-known cities of Aleppo, Damascus, and
Cairo would almost be lost in the strange descriptions of Haleb, Damashk, and .A.I Cabira."
HlGH '.l'IME TO CORRECT SUCH IlLUNDERS.-But, in all kind11ess, l
submit that the name of Bering has not been so firmly travestied as
has that of the Arabic chief, and ought not to be passecl down misspelled on the map of the great sea and straits wl1ich perpetuate and
commemorate his Leing; a11d it is high time such numberless outrage,
as "Wolga" for "Volga," " Kiew" for "Kiev," "Azow" for ''Azov,"
"Pribiloft'" for "Pribylov," "Werst" for ''Verst," be corrected in all
future printing of Russian nomenclature.
THE LAW PROTECTING THE SEAL ISLANDS.
AN .A.CT to prevent the extermination of fur-bearing animals in .A.la ka.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Reprcsentatfres of the nited States of Llnierica
in Con,qress assernblecl, That it shall b <' nnlawful to kill any for seal npon the islands
of t. P}tnl and St. Georg , or in tlJC waters adjacent thereto, except during the
months of June, July, September, and October, ju each year; and it shall be nnlawfnl to kill . uch seals at any tim by the u e of firearms, or use of other means tending to dri ve the seals away from said islands : Prorided, That th e natives of sai<l
islands shall have the privilege of killing such young eals a m ay be necessary for
their own food and clothing during other months, ancl also such olcl seals as may h
requir d for their own clothing and for the manufacture of boats for their own u ·e,
which killing shnll be limited and cont rolled by such regulations a ball be prescribed b y the ecretary of the Treasury.
EC. 2. And be it further enaclcd, That it ball be unlawful to kill any female seal,
or any seal l c•ss than one year old, at any eason of the year, except a aho,- provid d; and it shall also be nnla wfnl to kill any sea,l in the waters adjacent to said
i lan,ls, or on the beach s, ·liffs, or rocks where they haul up from the ea to rema_i u;
and any person who shall violate either of the provisions of this or the first se ·t10n
of thil-1 act ball be punished, on onvi tion t h ereof, for each offen. e by a f~n o~ not
le . than two hundred dollars nor more than one thonsand dollar , or by unprisonm nt not.exceedin<Y ix month , or by both ncb fine and impri onment at the di <"r tion of the conrt having juri diction and taking CO<Yuizanre of tlte offense · an<l all
v · ., l , th ir tackle, apparel, and fnroitur , who e crew, hall h found en<Yage~l in
tb Yiolation of any of the provisions of this a ·t, shall be forf ited to the 01tecl
tat .
~g • 3. That for th period of twenty years from ancl affer the pa sa<Ye of this act
tb 1mmb •r of fur eal. which may be killNl for their skin upon the i land of t.
Pauli her U)' limited and r tri ted to •venty five thou ancl p r annum· ancl the
num lH'r of fur · al. which may b kill d for tbeir skins npon tl1e island of, t. ' or;.{·
i. h rehy limited and re trictecl to tw oty-five tlwn ancl p •r annum : J>rol'id ll, That
the , 'ecr tary of th Trea nry may re trict and limit th right of killi1w, if it hall
b <·om n <' ary for the pre rvatiou of sn h rals, with snch proportionat r dn ti oil ol th rent r1•. en· <1 to th fo,• rnm nt a . ball he ri~ht and prop r · and if : ny
Jl •r on hall knowingly Yio]ate itil r of tile provi iom; of thi
· ion he haJl, np~)lJ
dne ,·onYi ·tion tber ol~ b puni heel in the am way a is proviclNl b rein for a v10)atio11 of the provi ion of the fir t ancl. cond ,·tion of thi act.
,· ,~c·. 4. That imm cliately aft<•r the• pa ag of tl1i a,·t th •· erdary of tho Tr a ury . hall 1 a , for th r ntal mrntio11ecl in e tion 6 of thi ar.t to prop r : nd
r pon ibl parti<•., t th be• t aclvautag f' the liuiti-d , tate·, having due r g_ rcl
to the in r t of the Go,·<'rnment, th native inhahitanl8, th parti · lH? .tolor•
•ngag cl in th trad , an,l th protc·ction of tb
al Ii beri . for a term ot tw ~ Y
y ar from th 1 t day of ~lay, 1 70, tbe ri~ht to 11g:w i11· th lrn in . of tnkJO!?
fur al on the i laud of t. Paul and , t. 'Por~1·, and to s ncl a Ye ·s l or"
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said islands for the skins of such seals, giviu 1r to the lessee or lessees of said islands
a lease duly xecute(l in duplic.tte, not transl'erable, and takin(J' from the lessee or
les ees of said islands a bond, with sufficient sureties, in a sum not less than $500,000,
conditioned for the faithful ob ·ervance of all the laws an(l requirements of Congress,
and of the regulations of tho ecretary of the Treasury touching the subj ct-matter
of taking fur seals and disposiug of the same, and for the payment of all taxes and
dnes accruing to the United 'tates connected th erewith . And in making saiu lease
the ecretary of the Treasury shall h av due regard to the preservation of the sealfur trade of sai<l. islands, and the comfort, maintenance, and •ducation of the nati ves
thereof. The sa,id le sees shall fnrnish to tLe several ma ters of vessels •mployed by
them certifiell copies of tl.ie l easo held by them, re pectively, which shall be presented
to the 'ornrnment revenue officer for tho time being, who may be in charge at the
saicl i lauds, as the authority of the party for lauding and taking skins.
EC. 5. That at the o.'piratiou of said t rm of twenty year , or on surrender or forfeiture of a-0.y lease, oLher leases may be made in mann r as aforesaid for otb r term
of twenty years; bttt no per ons other than American citizens shall be permiLted, by
lea ·e or oth rwise, to occupy said islands, or eitb r of them, for the purpose of taking the skins of fur seal therefrom, nor shall any foreign vos ·cl be engaged in ta,l dng
such skins; and the ' cretary of the Treasury shall vacate ancl declare any lease forfeited, if tho same be held or operatecl for the us<', benefit, or advantage, directly or
indirectly, of any per on or persons other than Ameri au citizens. Evory leas shall
contain a covenant ou the part of the lessee that he will not k 'OP, sell, furni h, give,
or dispose of any distilled spirit or spirituous liquors on either of saicl islands to any
of the natives thereof, such person not b iug a physician and furnisbin•r the same
for u e as medicine; and any person who shall kill any fnr seal on either of said
islands, or in the waters adjacent thereto (oxceptiug natives, as provided by this
aet), without authority of tl.ie leF-sees thrr of, :met auy person who h nll molest, distnrb, or interfere with said lessees, or either of them, or their agents or emplo_v68, in
the lawful prosecution of thoir business, under the provisions of this act, hall be
<leemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall for ench off n e, on conviction tltereof, 1,e
punished in the same way and hy like penaltie, as prescribed in the second octiou
of this act; and all vessels, th ir tackle, apparel, appurtenances, and cargo, wl.iose
news shall l,e found engaged in any violation of either of the provisions of this section, hall be forfeited to the United tates; an<l if any p rson or ompany, uncler
any lea ·e h rein authorized, sh all knowingly kill, or permit to be killed, any numher of seals exceed ing tl1e 11uwl, r for each island in thi act pre cribecl, such per on
or corop:rny shall, in addition to the penalties and forfeitnr<'s aforesaid, al. o forfoit
the whole number of tho kin of seals killed in that year, or, i11 case the same h:tv
been disposed of, then said p r on or company shall forfeit th e value of the same.
And it shall be the du Ly of any rev nne ol'fic·er, onidally acting a8 suC'h on either of
Hai d i lands, to seize and cl stroy any distilled spirits or spirituons liquors fo111ul
tbar on: P1 oricled, That such o!licor shall make d tailed report of his doings to tho
collector of the port.
EC. 6. That the annual rental t o be reserv d by said loase shall be not le s than
fifty thousand dollars p r annum, to bo s cnrecl by c1 posit of nitecl tat s bonds to
that amount, and in addition thereto a revenue tax or duty of two <l.ollars is h rehy
lai(l upon each for eal taken and sl.iippell from saicl islands clnrinO' the contimrnnc
of ·nch lea e, to b , paid into tl.ie Treasury of the nitecl tntes; and he , 'ecretary
of the Trea ury is hereby empowered and authorized to make all n<'eclful rule. an<l
regulations for the collection and payment of the ame, au<l to iwcn re th comfort,
maintenance, education and protection of th natives of said ii;land , and also for
carrying into full eff ct all the provision of tl.li act: J>rovided, That the e -r tar
of the Trea ury may terminate any leas given to any per on, company, or corporation on full and sati. factory proof of tl.ie viol, t ion of any of th provi ions of thi
a ·tor rules and regulation s tabl1 h cl by him.
EC. 7. That the provisions of the evcnth aud ei<rhth section of an act entitl cl
"An aet to e.·tend the 11 w or the nited , tat rnlati 11 g to cm1toms, eommerc·e,
1 nd navigation ov r the territory cetl d to th• Unit cl
'tates by Hu sia, to
.·tahli. h a coll ction dit1tri ·t th rein, and for other pnrpo ," tipprovecl .July 27,
1 6 , shall he deemed to apply to thi act; and all pro ecntion for offenses committed against the provi ions of thi act, and all oth<'r proceeclings had b cause of
the violation of the provisions of this a ·t, and which are authorized by said acL
abo,·e mentioned, shall l>e in ac<·ordanc with the provisions th reof, and all act
arn.l parts of act inc:onsistent with the pr~vision of this act ar h reby repeal cl.
, EC. 8. That the Uougrcs may at auy tune hereafter alter, amend, or repeal this
act.
pproved July 1, 1 70.
ME.TDED 1,\R ' H 24, 1 7L-JJe it enacted rte., That the act
ntitlofl "An act to
prev nt the xtermination of fur-bearing anirual!1 in Alaska,' approv cl July lirst,
eighteen hundred and seventy, is hereby amended a as to authorize the 'ecretary
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of the Tr~asury, and he is hereby authorized, to designate the months in which the
fur ealR may be taken for their skins on the islands of St. Panl and St. George, in
Ala ka, and in the waters adjacent thereto, and the number to be taken on or about
each island respectively.
THE ORG.A.NIZ.A.TION .A.ND REGULATIONS OF THE .AL.A.SK.A. COMMERCIAL
COMP.A.NY.
BY-LAWS OF THE .ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,

AN FRANCISCO, CAL.

I. The corporate name of this company is the Alaska Commercial Company, and
its affairs are under the control of five trustees, who shall hereafter be chosen by
the stockholders of the com pany on the second ·wednesday of June in each year,
and who shall hold office until their successors are elected. The anrni.al meetings
of the stockholders shall be held. at the office of the company. At all elections of
trustees by the stockholders, each stockholder shall be entitled to one vote for
every share of stock held by him on tbe books of the company. Stockholders may
vote by proxy. All proxies shall be signed by the pa1·ty owning the stock r epreresented.
II. 'The principal place of business of the company is San l!,rancisco, Cal.
III. The regular meetings of the board of trustee will be held at the office of
the company on the first Wednesday in eacll month at 12 o'clock m., and no notice
of such meeting to any of the trustee shall be r equisite. Other meetings of the
board of trustees may be h eld upon the call of the president, by notice, signed by
him , of the time and place of meeting, personally served on each trustee residing
within this State, or published in a n ewspaper of general circulation in San Francisco for ten days successively next pr ceding the day of uch meeting.
pecial
meetings may be held upon notice-signed by three trustees, stating the time and
plac of meeting, and the purpose for which the meeting is called-having been
duly s rved on each trustee or pnbli hed in a new paper of general circulation in
San Francj co for ten days successively next prece<ling the day of meeting, and no
business other than that specified in the notice shall be tra u acted at sucb special
meeting. At all meetings of the lJOard any three of the trustees being present shall
con titute a quorum for the transaction of the business of the company. Adjonrn •d
meeting may be held in pursuance of a resolution of the board adopted at any
regular or Yeneral meeting of the board. .Any three trustees elected at any annual
meetin<Y of the stockholders of the company, and b mg pr ent at the close of uch
stockboJderi:1' meeting, may, on tbe ame <lay, without notice to any of the trustees,
meet and organize the uoard by tbe lection of officer , and may transact such other
bu ines a ma,y com before the board at snch me ting.
IV. The oflicer of the company shall con ist of a president, a vice-president, and
a secretary, who shall be chosen by thti board of trustees at their first meetin_g aft~r
the annual ebction of trustees; such officers to liold office one year or until their
succ ors are elected.
V. The pr siclent, or, in bis absence, the v ice-pre ident, hall preside at the ~eeting of tbe board. In case neither is present, the board may appoint a pre 1dent
pro t •mpore.
I. AH vacancies in the boa.rel may be filled by the board at the next meeting
aft r the exi tence of uch vacancy, and it shall require th affirmative vote of thr
tru t es to lect. In ca: of any , a an y o ·curring amon the officers or ag nt of
the company, tlie ame may be Jill d at any meeting of the board.
II. All certific tes of th capital sto k of the company hall be igned by th
pre id nt and ecr tary, att t d by the corporat cal of the company, and can be
i uecl to the parti
ntitl <l th r to or their authorized agent. All tran fer of
to k hall be mad on the book of the · mpany by th ecretary, upon urrencler
of th ori inal certificat,, or ,·ertificat , prop rly inclor ed by the p arty in wh
favor th ame wa i ncd. ' o sto ·k shall he trau ii rr d to any p •r ou not a stockh ld r of th
ompany at the im of. n h trao ~ r nnle th am hall h ve b n
off n•cl for al• to th <·ompan~· or tockholcl r of the ompany and th purch
at tht• fair ca ·h or mark t val11P r fu cl, •• ·ept by, nthority of a re olntion of th
board of tru ·t
p rmittin~ . uch tr n. ~ r.
Y III. Tb corporat
'al of th· ·0111pany con i ts of a tli of the followin wor
''Ala ka ( on1111 •r1·i, l 'ompao~·. an Fra1H·i ·o, 'alifornia.''
L · . The c:orporat
· l. and all propnty,
·uriti , iut r t and bn i1;1
cowpa11y hall IJe u11dt>r th i·outrol and~ n rat manag,•m ut of th pr 1d
j ct to th dir ·tion of h hoard of tru t.,. . . Th fund of the company hall b
dPp it cl (from tim to tim n th ,\' ar r ceiv cl) to the er ·dit of th comp ny
ith ,l hank doin, bu in
in an 1-'ranl'i , to b d i n: t d by th pr ideot · nd
th aid funds can be dru., n from such bank only by proper checks or dra , sign d
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by the president or vice-pr sideut of the company. The books of the company shall
be kept by the secretary, who shall also k eep a correct record of all the proceedings of
the board of trustees bad at their meetings, and perform su ch other duties as the
board of trnstees may require.
X. The pay and salaries of all offic rs of the company shall be determined, from
time to time, by the hoard of trnstees.
XI. The president of the company shall have power to appoint and employ such
general business agents, factors, attoru ys, clerks, n,ncl other em ployees as he may
deem proper and requisite for conc.lnctinir the busine s aD<l affairs of the company;
and he shall fix the pay , commissious 1 or salaries of a,11 nrh acr 'nt , factors, attorne,vs, clPrks, and other employee , from time to time, as ei r rnmRtances sball require.
XJI. All transfers of the capital stock of this company rna.cle to p erson not citizenR of the nitecl States, or made for the use or beuctit of auy citizen or citizens of
any foreign ~overnment, are absolutely void .
XIII. Dividend, from the net profits of the ·ompany may be declared and paid by
order of the board of trustees, in accordance with law.
XIV. These by-laws may be altered or amended by the board of tru tees in th,
manner pres ·ribed by law.
REGULATIONS FOR CONDUCT OF AFFAIRS 0

TIIE SKAL ISLAND •

OFFICE ALA KA COMMER IAL COMPANY.

San Francisco, January, 1872.
The following regulations are :prescribed for the guidan e of all oncerne<l:
1. The general management of the company's affairs ou th islands of St. Paul
and St. George is intrnstetl to one general agent, who o lawful orcle1·s and directious
mu t be implicitly ob yecl by all snbor<linate agents an<l employees.
2. 1 Seals can only be tak non t he islands during- the mouths of Junr, Jnly, ptember, and October in each year, except tho o kill tl hy tbe native inhabitants for
food and lothing, under recrulatiou prescribe<l by the err<'tary of tho Trea nry.
Female seals and seals le than 1 year old will not he kill d at a.uy time, and Lhe
killing of seals in the waters snrrounding the islands, or on or about the rookPrics,
beaches, cliffs, or rock8 where they haul up from the seii tor main, or by the 11- e of
.firearm , or any other means tending to drive the seals away from the islands, i
expres,-ly forbidden.
3. The use of firearms on the island during the period from the first arrival of
Reals in tho spring season until th y disa.pp ar from tho islan<lH in autumn is prohihit~d.
4. Jo dogs will be permitted on 1he islands.
5. o p rson will be permitted to kill seals for t heir skins on the island, except
un,ler the supervision and autbority of the agents of the company.
6. :ro vessels other than tbos employed hy the company, or vessels of t he Unit d
States, will be permitted to touch at the islands, or to land any per ons or mer h andise thereon, except in cases of shipwreek or ve els in distre s.
7. 1 The unmber of seal whi h may be annually killed for their skins on t. Panl
Island is limited to 75,000, and the number which may b so killed on t. George
I land is limit d to 25,000.
. o per ons other than American citizens, or the Aleutian inhabitants of said
i lands, will be employed by th company on th o islands in any capa ·ity.
9. The Aleutian peopfo living on the islands will he employ d by the company in
taking seal for their skim,, and they will be pa.id for the labor of takino- each skiu
and delivering th sam at the ,•alt honse 40 cc•uts, oin, until otberwide ordered by
the Secretary of the Tr asury. .l!'or other lahor pnforn1 d for tll compauy proper
and remunerative wage will be paid, tlie amount t be agre <l upon between the
agent of the company and th persons employed. The working parties will b
under the immediat on trol of their own chiefs, ancl no c·omp11 lsory m an will e \ er
be used to fodu e the people to labor. All shall be fr e to lahor or not, as they ma,,v
choose. The agents of the owpany will mak el ctiou of the seala to he kill •cl,
aocl are authorized to 11 e all proper ru •ans to prevent th cuttint{ of skius.
10. .All provisions and merchandifl required l>y thr inhabitants for 1 itimat ns
will be furnisbecl them from the company's tores at price n t higher than ordinary
r tail price at an Frnncisco, and in no ase at prices above 25 per ent advance on
wholesale or invoi<'e price in 'an Frnnd co .
ll. The necessary suppli s of fu 1, oil, and salmon will be furnish d the people
gratis.
1 ection
2 an<l 7 of th above r gn1ations ere ba d npon th law of .July 1,
ha given th , ' er tary of th · Tr aRury the power to
1 70, bu since th .n '<ml.{r
fix the r tio for a<·h i Janel npon a mor intellig nt und r t, ucling of the subjart,
and al ·o to xtencl th· tim for taking seal skins from the 1st of June up to the 15th
of August.-H. \ . E.
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12. All widows and orphan children on the islands will be supported by the
company.
13. Tbe landing or manufacture on the islands of spirituous or intoxicating liquors
or wines will under no circumstances, be permitted by the company, and the preparation and use of fermented liquors by the inhabitants must be discouraged in every
legitimate manner.
14. Free transportation and subsistence on the company's vessels will be furnished
all people who at any time desire to remove from the islands to any place in the
Aleutian group of islands.
15. Free schools will be maintainetl by the company eight months in each year,
four hours per day, Sundays and holidays excepted, and agents and teachers wi 11
endeavor to secure the attendance of all. 'l'he company will furnish the necessnry
books, stationery, and other appliances for the use of the schools without cost to
the people.
16. The physicians of the company are required to faithfully attend npon the sick,
and both medical attendance and medicines shall be free to all persons on the
islands, and the acceptance of gratuities from the people for such services is
forbidden.
17. The dwelling houses now being erected by the company will be occupied by
the Aleutian families free of rent or other charges.
18. No interference on the part of the agents or employees of the company in the
local government of the people on the islands, or in their social or domestic relations,
or in their religious rites or ceremonies, will be couuteuauced or tolerated.
19. It is strictly enjoined upon all agents and employees of the company to at all
times treat the inhabitants of the islands with the utmost kindness, and endeavor
to preserve amicable relations with them. Force is never to be used against them,
except in defense of life, or to prevent tho wanton destruction of valuable property.
The agents and employees of the company are expected to instruct the native people
in household econorny, and by precept and example illustrate to them the principles
and benefits of a higher civilization.
20. Faithful and •strict compliance with all the provisions and obligations contained in the act of Congress entitled "Au act to prevent the extermination of forbearing animals in Alaska," approYed July 1, 1870, and the obligations contained in
the lease to the company executed in pursuance of said act, aud the regulations of
tho ecretary of the Treasury, prescribed under authority of said act, is especially
enjoined upon all agents aud employees of the compauy. The a,nthol'ity of the sp cial
agents of the Treasury appointed to re ide upon the islands mnst be respected,
whenever lawfully exercised. The iutcrest of the company in the management of
the seal-fisheries being identical in character witlt that of the l ·uited tat s, there
can b no conflict betwe n the agents of the company and the ageut of the overnment, if all concC'rned faithfully perform their several duties and comply with the
laws and reo-ulations.
21. Th g eneral agent of the company will cause to bo kept bool<s of record on
each island, in which shall b recorded the names aucl ages of all tho inhabitants of
the islands, and, from time to time, all birth , marriages, ancl death which may
occur on the i lands, stating, in cases of death, the cause of the ame. A full tmuscript of these records will be annually forwarded to tho bo1J1e office at an Fra~cisco.
22. opies of these regulations will be kept constantly posted in consp1cuon
places on both islauds and any wiJlfnl violation of t1io sanie b.v tho agpnt . or
employees of the company will be followed by the summary removal of th ' olfencliooparty.
JOIIN
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shall be proportioned by killing 75,000 on St. Paul and 25,000 on St.
George. This ratio was ba ed evidently upon the foregoing table of
Veniaminov, which, if accurate, would clearly show that fully one-third a
many seals re1>aired to the smaller island as to the larger one, and until
I made my urvey , 1872-187 4, it was so considered by all parties iutere ted. 'lhe fact, howev r, which I soon discovered, is that St. George
receives only one-eighteenth of the whole aggregate of fur-seal vi itation peculiar to the Pribilof Island , St. J:>aul entertaining the other
seven teen parts.
REASON :FOR AMENDMEN'L' OF 1874.-This amazino· difference, in the
light of prior kuowleclge and under tan ding, caused me, on returning to
Washington in October, 1873, to lay the matter befor the Treasury
Department, and ask that the law be o modified that, in the event of
abnormally warm killing seasons, a smaller number might be taken
from St. George, with a corre ponding increase at St. Paul; for, uule ,
this was done, it might become at any sea on a matter of great hard hip
to secure 25,000 killable seals on St. George in the short period allotted
by the law of July l, 1870. The Trea ury Department, while fully concurring in my representations, seemed to doubt its power to do so; theu,
with its auction, I carried the question before Congre ·s, January, 1 74,
and secured from that body an amendrn nt of the act of July 1, 1 70,
above quoted in full (act, etc., approved March 24, 1874), which «ive ·
the S cretary of the Treasury fnll di ·cretion in the matter, and :fixe
the hitherto inflexible ratio of killin°· on each island upon a sliding
scale, a it were, for adjustment from season to . eason, upon a more
intelligent understanding of the ubject; and, al o, this amendatory
a ·t grauts an exten ion of the legal limit of killing·, by giving the
Secretary of the Trea ury power to fix it annually.
LA w WORKS WELL.-As the law i ' now amend d, the killing on the
two islands can be sen ibly a<lju te<l. each ea on by the relative number of seals on the two i ,Jan<l.s, which will vary o markedly on St.
George according as it may be abnormally dry and warm when the
period for driving· tbe '' 110lluschickie" i · at hand. 1
-------! ~pon my 1ugent and porsistent representation , th law directing, and appropriating for, the maintenance of a reveune cutter in Ala ka waters, for tho protection
of the al islands and sea otter hunting gl'Onncls, wa inserted in the undry civil
bu<lget for 1 77; and in l\Iay of that year the late 'apt. eorg W. Bailey, in tho
nited 'tates Revenue-Marine cutter JUchard Rush, s~tiled on th~tt errand from 'an
Fr, ncisco. This special servi ·o has be n continued ever inc , and now will remain
a regularly austained action on the part of th Departruent, I tru t. The x ell •nt
record and efficien ·y of th supervision r end 'red by the Revenue Marine in Ala ka
lrn he n sow 11 maintain cl and i
o appar nt that I do not ee bow it mtn lJe
suff reel to fall. It is the only eITectiv arru of the 1tited tate ov<•rnment in that
r gion, or that ba · ever lJeeu so. All trav 1 in that country is essentially by wator;
nine-tenths of its people live by the sea ic1o.
The fur eal. of Alaska, collectively and individually, are th property of ihe
G neral Government, and for th ir !:!pecial ancl ol protection the xtra 1 rislatiou
of .July, 1 70, was de igneclly cna ·ted. Every fur Real playing in the water of
Bering '<'a. around about the Pribilof Island no matter if found so doing 100 mil i;
away from tho e rookeries, hdlougs tlierc•, ha heen begotten ancl born thereon, aud
is tho animal that the explicit bie1<1 of the lawprot cts. To legal opbism or quibhle
can cloud the whole tru h of my st temeut. 'ou ·true the law otberwi e, then a,
marine lic-c·n o of bun ing lJeyond a marine l<'ag11e (3 1ml ) from t.be shores of th
1'rihilof I lands wonltl 0011 rai1-1e 11p uc·h a multitnclinons fl t that its cnti ingc·onld uot fail, in a fow . hort y ar1:1, in so h.ara s ing ancl irritatiag th l>reeding seals
a. to cau e th ir withclrawal from tho Alaska,n rook ries and probable r treat to
tho
of Ru . ia-a i;omce of uuuoubtecl du ·covitic delight aud emolument, and of
corr•. pouding sham ancl lo. s to us.
The matter 1 ·, howeYer, now thoroughly ~Lppreciated and under tood at th
•rr , . ury Department, and ha· been duriug the pa t four year, as tho ·al piratc•i,
ht ,·e di covered to tlJ ir ·ha,rrin aU<l <li ·cowfiture.

H. 1Jo •. U2, pt. 3--17
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SPECIAL AGENTS OF 1.'HE TREASURY DEPARTMENT.-Prior to March,
1872, the supervision of the Treasnry Department over its interests on
the Pribilof Islands was directed by the <letail of special agents from
the Secretary, who paid them out of a contingent fund of $50,000,
which Congress voted in 1868 for the "collection of customs" in .A.laslrn.
This appropriation running out, the Secretary drew the following bill,
which Congress adopted, and it ·was approved March 5, 1872:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is bereby, authorized to appoint one agent and three assistant agents, who shall be charged with the
management of the the seal fisheries ju Alaska, and the performance of such other
duties as may be assigned to them by the Secretary of the Treasury; and the said
agent shall receive the sum of-ten dollars per diem; one assist;mt agent the sum of
eight dollars per diem; and two assistant agents the sum of six dolfars each per diem
while so employed; and they shall also be allowed their neces. ary traveling expense&
in goh1g to and returning from Alaska, such expenses not to exceed the sum of three
hundred dollars in any one year.
SEC. 2. That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and is hereby, authorized to erect
a dwelling house upon each of the islands of St. Paul and St. George for the use of
said agents, the cost of both not to exceed the sum of six thousand doJJ::J,r .
SEU. 3. That the said agents be, and they n,re hereby, empowered to administer
oa,ths in all cases relating to the service of the l nited States, and to take testimon y
.in Alaska for the use of the Government in any manner concerning the public
revenues.

Under this law the present force of Treasury officers is creditably
maintained on the Pribilof Islands. Living there, as they do, in uerfect
isolation, so far from headquarters, jt is necessary that, to in ure the
personal ability of the officers to be out on the killing grouuds in the
sealillg season, two age11ts at least should be detailed upon each ishtnd,
as they are; should one fall sick, then the other is on band. The work
every year of taking the seals, like the moving of the tides, can not
and will not wait for any man; it is literally "now or never" with its
conduct.
P .ARAGRAPHS OF REFERENCE RELATIVE TO SUBJECTS DISCUSSED IN
THE PRECEDING MEMOIR, .A D REFERRED TO .AS NOTE 39.

A. PREVIO s PUBLICA'.l'ION' OF TIIE WRITER [ ection 1].-I alJnde,
at the out et, to the fact t hat a b · · · igest of my , urvey bad be n
published by the Government i1
n4_ It i entitled Condition of
ffair in la ka: 8°, 1 74. Thi
wa. principally giveu up to
tbe tate of the fur trade over
ka, the people and re onr?e
tb r of. It al 'o contain the sub,
f
till briefer report of mm
made upon th Pribilof L land in
1
1 73, and w
rint cl by
ea ury Departmeut during my ab
e in In ka Owin to
of which I hav nece ·arily no I
nal knowle e, only 75
ft ·
ere truck off. It
illustrated by 50 quarto
ho
1 my drawin
intiu
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1694; but the name of t he donor and the locality being unknown, the
matter was allowed to drop by naturalists, and Grew's descriptions
were laid aside by them as obscure and apocryphal. Indeed, even as
late as 1823, Baron Cuvier said of the Grew diagnosis, "Que faire de
ce phoque- Que faire de cette otarie." (Diet. Class. d'Hist. Nat., tome
XIII.)

I say that this specimen was taken from the al)ove localities, in all
probability, because, unless it came from tlle Falkland Islands, there
were no other fur-seal grounds known to navigators at so early a date.
Spanish and English buccaneer were, however, familiar with Juan
Fernandez and ~1 a :-;afuera as soon as 157 4-1586, or a full ce11tury prior to
the receipt of the Grew specimen. These sea pirates, however, J)rided
themselve over their swords aloue; so we have no record of what they
really knew or did. Neverthele s, ome of them cvidcutly employed a
leisure hour or <lay in securing and trau mitting the skin above referred
to. In summing up, therefore, Henry Brewer, in 1646, at taten Land,
fir t noticed the ·outhern fur seal. William Dampier, in 1683, fir t
called specific attention to it a a fur seal, and Dr. Grew, as above
stated, first descrillcd it formally as a new ·eal to natural science.
o
much is due to tl10 true liternture of tl10 Antarctic fur seal.
C. PRIBILOF'S DI C0VERY Oit '.l.'HE ISLAND, [Section 3].-" uglie ·ki
Bookta," or EnglL h Bay, so called by the native8 l>ecause in 1849 a
large Euglish whale ( f) Lip was strau<led on the shoals of that reach
of the coast, and the wreck driven ashore th r .
D. LA D AND SCENERY [Section 4J.-T11is vHlage lagoon has been
filling up very p rceptibly since 186 , when Hutchinson and Morgan
then were able to sail in a sma11 sloop, drawing 6 feet of water, up to
it head. To-day. nch ave sel could not come nearer than half a mile
to tlieir a11chorage of 1 68. The principal sl10ali11g take place in a
direct line here between Tol toi Mees and the Village Ilill, where a
rocky reef seem to be slowly rising, pushed up by ice field . Tbe
loop yacht Jabez Hou e, which wa wrecked in 1 73 on Akootan, is
probably the last. eagoingves el that ha._ or ever will gain an entran e
to the village lagoon, t. Paul I land, or swing at anch<;>r in the cove.
E. ST. PAUL [Section 4].-Th~ phy ical difficultie of pede. triani m
here recall vividly to my mind the recent d ath of Mr. Edward Gill, a
brother of the distingni hed naturali t, Prot or Gill, of the Smithsonian In titution. Late in October, 1 76, tbi young man, in compa11y
with everal of the natives and two agent of the Ahvka Commercial
Company, tarted out one bright morning for a walk, intending to go
to orthea t Point, tb n to r turn by ah ayvernia, to E110'1i h B:-y
and home to the village iu the cv ning. They lrnd journ y d on tbi
route a far as Maroonitch at tb north ~ hor , wb 11 a torm of wi.ud
and sleet aro which blew dir ctly in th ir face a t.hey came a ·ro.
the i land to "English Bay. Gill anl everal tim ' from exhau ti n
cau ed by the evere ex r ise of walkfog iu the ,•phagnnm on Boga
Slov and of jumping ov r tb tu ock near the bay. Finally, at th
h ad of the lagoon, and in , igbt of tbe village light , lie dropped into
th long gra utt rly pro tr ted. Ui. compauion , too weak to carry
him farther, 'tru ggl ecl on and when th reli f party found him Ji wa.
warm but life had depart cl . H wa in p rfect health and ondition
at the tarting; bu the ·bill fury of the icy gale Lad compassed bi.
death.
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RESIDENT NATIVES OF ST. PAUL, JULY 1, 1870, TAKEN FROM
PHILIP VOLKOV'S LISTS, AUGUS'.L' 8, 1873. [Section 5.]

[The names in italics were either dead or absent from the island at the date of copy, August
Philip Keemachneek.
Ejfr oseenia, his wife.
lvan, his son.
Danelo, his son.
5. Vasseele Seedulee.
6. Mareena, his wife.
7 . .Alexande1·, his son.
8. Sylvester, his son.
9. Eefeem .Anoolanak.
10. Matroona, his wife.
11. Simeon, adopted son.
12. J:[arka.Aveelyah.
13. Feeleechat, his wife.
14. Peter Peesbenkov.
15. Matroona, his wife.
16. Ivan Eemanov.
17. Anna, his wife.
18. Yeagor, his son.
19. Loobov, -h is stevdaughter.
20. Maxseem, his stepson.
2L Maria, his niece.
22. Nickolai Krukov.
23. Peter Krukov.
24. .A.grafeena, his wife.
25. Ivan Korchootin.
26. Ooleeana, his wife.
27. Yahkov Korchootiu.
28. Lookahria, his sister.
29. Natalia Makooleena.
30. Maria Paranchina.
31. Keesa.r Shabby lean.
32. Agrafeena, l1is wife.
33. Neekon, his son.
34. .Ripsimia Plottnikova.
35. A vdotia, her daughter.
1.
2.
3.
4.

a, 1873.]

161. A vdokia, his stepdaughter.
80. Dayueese Saydeek.
81. Baiz yahzeekov (Evlampia). 162. Kahsaynyah, his daughter.
163. I van Paranchin.
82. Anna, his wife.
164. Zaharrov Evemainov.
:koi~1r~te1·.
165. Keereenayah, J1i s wife.
166. Fevronia, his daughter.
85 . Paraskeevie, his wife.
86. Zachar, his stepson.
167. Ivan Hapov.
168. Anna, his sister-in-law.
87. - - · , his nephew.
169. A lexsandra, his daughter.
88. Paraskeevie, niece.
170. Ivan, his son.
89. Natalia H abaroova.
171. Ye.agor Korcbootiu.
90. Pavel Habarov, her son.
91. Pa1tl Shies-neekov (priest).
172. Zachar Saydeek.
173. Oosteenia, his
92. Meeh-ah-elo (his son).
93. Meeloveedova, Alexsanclra 174. Vasseelet, his sou,
175. :i'lfarvra, his daughter.
(widow).
176. Nekon, his nephew.
94. Simeon, her son.
177. Feelip Saydeek.
95. Alexsandra, her daughter.
178. Stepan Skahvortsov.
96. Antone, her son.
179. Philip Vollkov.
97. Marcia, her daughter.
180. Ellen, his daughter.
98. Kerick A rtamanov.
181. Matroona, liis daughter.
99. Olga, his wife.
182. Markie! Vollkov, bis son.
100. Melania, his daughter.
188. Gavreelo Korchuro-in.
101. Vasseleesee, his dangl1ter.

:t ~:;~~jit

,v-ife.

m:

184. L11kay-lean, his on.

~::;:i::E~~l:~:~~'~ghter. 185. Ivan Sootyahgen.
104. Anna '.l'arantayvah (widow) . 186. Heeyoniab, his wife.
187. .A.neesia, his daughter.
105. .Anna, her daughter.
188. Emelian Sootyabgen.
106. Stephen Bayloglazov.
189. Marko Korcbootin.
107. Yealeena, his wife.
190. DarE,yab bis wife.
108. Sayrgee, his , on.
191. Ivan, his son.
109. .Anna, his daughter.
110. Paraskeevie, ms adopted 192. Zeenovfa, l1is daughter.
193. Timofay Glottov.
g irl.
194. Maria, liis wife.
111. Ermolie Cushing.
112. Faokla, his wife.
195. - - , bis son.
196. Ivan, his son.
36. Prokoopeel.Meeseekin.
113. Faokla, his danghtor.
197. Yeafeemia, bis !laughter.
37. Eleduxsia, bis wife.
114. Oolyalmah, lds daughter.
198. Iraklin Mandrigan.
38. A vdotia
Meeseekina, his 115 . .Aggie Cusl1ing, bis son.
stepmother.
116. Antone 'ootyabgen.
199. Oo" teenie, his wife.
39.
nna, daughter of Meesee- 117. Oolyahnah, hi ,vife.
200. Eeou, his son.
kin.
201. Paul Soovorro\'.
118. Meetrofan, hi::1 son.
202. Vassa, his wife.
40. D emeetree Veatkin.
119. Meehaie, his son.
41. Evelampia Veatkin.
203. - -, his sun.
120. Yahkov Maudrigan.
204. A.kyleena, bis mother. .
42. llalak bin (Benedict).
121. Afanashia, hi wife.
205. Agrafcena, his adopted girl.
43. Matroona, his wife.
122. Lookayleean, his son.
206. Y afeem I(orcl1ootrin.
44. Meexbae, his son.
123. Maria, his daughter.
207. Palahgayee, bis wife.
45. Ilalakshin, second (Benedict). 124. Os ep Pahomov.
208. Pete,·, his son.
40. Stepan Krukov.
125. Varvarah, bis wife.
209. Luka Manclriµ-an.
47. Natalie, his wif .
120. Maria
dova (widow).
210. Eer ena, his wif .
48. Avdokia eeribneekova (wid- 127. Ahkakee, her bOD.
211. reeke ta Yitcbmainov.
ow) .
128. - - , her daughter.
212. Cbriste,ma, his clanghtor.
49. Timofay, her son.
129. - - , her daught r.
213. Domenah, Jiis daughter.
50. Olga, her daughter.
130. - - , li er claugb r.
214.
Taho snh, bi clanghter.
51. Paraskeevee, ber daughter.
131. - - , h r daug hter.
215. Ivan Yitchruaiuov.
52.
kool ena, her daughter.
132. 1 x ay •e ~e cl razov.
210.
Micha
I Korzerov.
53. Michael Barrb v.
133. Ako leena, his wife.
217. A.lex anclra, bis wit .
54. 1\ialania, bis wif .
134. Christe na, bi daugl1ter.
218.
:t
pan
Korzerov.
55 . .Agnes. his claugbter.
135.
grafcena, bis daughter.
219. Paul Korzerov.
50. Daniel, bis n pl1 w.
130. K r aydeek.
220. lva1~ l(ozlov.
57. vdotia b pet enah (wid- 137. Y aleena, bis wife.
221. Palabgayah, his mother.
ow).
138 . .l!Iaria, his daughter.
222. :Feodar, h r Hon.
58. Tabr nt e, lJ r ou.
139. Ivan Mandri~an.
223. Bved11cksia, her dav9hter.
59. Elasie, h r on.
140. 'l'atahyabn, Ins wife.
224.
Plato11 'l'arakanov.
60. 11 e-une-iab, h r clan ,ht r.
141. Va SC ·1 , bis sou.
225. Marfa, bi. wife.
61. K rick Booterin, first chi r.
142. Marfa. hi. daughter.
226
.
.d.koolc,ia,
hi moth r.
62. • • g-1 ••t <·kiah. hi. wife.
143. 1!' lat Tcetov.
227. Ke1·ick Tarakanov.
63. Patalam1m. J1is,cm.
144. P t r, bis ,wn.
228.
Domian
Kok (John
6-i. Knick, hi on.
145. Yeaon, bis . on.
Fra r).
65. , alomay , bi dau.!{ht •r.
146. cagor .Arka bav.
229.
Oolvahnab,
hi.
wifl.
U,
.
.
Al
•xsandra,
hi.
wife.
6. Ool •ta, hi. dau:!htn.
230. ni,a, hi dau htn.
67.
eor Boot rin. bi son.
148. Iartin, his st J> on.
2:Jl. alomnyah,
rtamauov·
6
149. ~ • kolai , hi step. on.
9:
•rill.
daught r.
150 . . ·tepan, hit1 st p. on.
70. .Alr. And r Panc-ov.
151. K r •k. hi on.
Trltite m n fo charge.
71. Porfi rie, hi on.
152. Ar. ayn , biK t1on.

£~:;t;;~J~ i1:~t

7:!. A \'dotla. hi. t pdnnght r.
153.
n. Para. k • •\'i , bi t pdau h- 154.
t r.
155.
150.
~
157.
7 .
,lo :n· .'n ·,l k.
15 .
'ii. A11t . ,. Iii
if •
15!1.
7 . A11nn, hi dnu ht r.
100.
7 . I·' •okti. l , hi godmoth

it ;:~: 1tr~:-r~~-

Tatavabnab, hisdatwbtor.
Timofay Enm,n·.
F ,Ton°i.1 , lli. dau •bkr.
Pay1111·n Kooznitzo,·.
0: · •p Haizyalu.: • k,"··
~\ h . . andra, hi. ~ ife.
Paul , hi . ou .
Kuh yuyuh, Li t pdatl"h•
t r.

1. Dr.
~. JI.

.

3. Dr.
4. Joh,i .JI. .J[Qrla11.
6. Ch .Bi· nt.

0. D. W b. t r.
'i. - - a C(Hl) r.
8. - - u ·arp ut r.
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WHAT CONSTIT TES A NA'l'IVE OF ST. PA L.-There has been some
petty divergence of opinion on the island as to who are the real" native "
thereof, because these native1:i enjoy certain privilege that are very
valuable to them and coveted by all outside .Alaskan brethren.
In this connection the people living here are divided into three
classes-that is, the male :
.First. Tbe natives, properly speaking, or those who have been born
and rai ed upon the Pribilof Islands.
ot over one-quarter of the
pre ent adult population can lay claim to thi title.
Second. The people who were living thereon but not born native at
the time of the transfer of all Alaska, July, 1867. This cla s constitutes
a majority of the citizens of the two islands a ' they exist to-day.
Third. The people who were living and working a sealers on the
Pribilof Islands at the date of the granting by the Government of the
pre ent lease to the Alaska Commercial Company, .August 31, 1 70.
Of the above three division , strict justice and true equity unite in
recognizing the third class as the native of the Pribilof Island . Thi
settle the question al o to the best satisfaction of the e people them' elves and removes every quibble of dispute in the premises. Accurate
records of the men, women, and ltildren living on each island at the
date of the lease in 1871 can be found in the church register on both
St. Paul and St. George.
CURIOU
DERIVATION OF NATIVE ' AMES.-Anyone at all acquainted with the Ru sian language will not fail to notice tbat the
names in the above Ii t h~ve some odd derivation , relating to plly ical
peculiarities, defect , and other ori 0 foation · that are more or less comical in their suggestions. I was told by a very bright Russian, who
spent a season here-1871-72-a pecial a()'ent of the 'freasury Department, that the .Al utian ancestor of these p ople, when they were convert d and baptized into the Greek Catholic Church, received their
name , bran new, from the fertile brainA of the prie t. , who, after
exbau ting the common run of Mu covitic title , uch as our Smith
and Jone e , were compelled to fall back upon some per, onal charnct ri tic of then w claimant for ivilized nomenclature. Thus we have
to-day on the eal i lands a" ~tepan Bayloglazov," or" on of a White
Eye·" "0 eepBaizyahzeekov," or ''Son of a M, n without a Tongue."
number of the old Ru . ian governors aud admiral of the imperial navy
are r pre ented here by their family nam , tl1ough I do not think from
my full acquaintance with the narn sake , that the di tingui bed own r
in the fir t place had anything to do with their phy ical mbodiment
on the Pribilof Island .
UA ES OF DEATII MONG TIIE PEOPLE.-Tbe principal carn:ie of
death among the people, by natural infirmity, on the eal i land i the
varyin g fi rms of co1i. umption and bronchiti , alway gr atl aggravated by that iuberited . crofulou taint or tain of blood wbi h wa in
011 way or another flowing through the ein, of t heir r ce11t pro nitor botb here and throughout th Aleutian I. land . Ther i no bing
worth noticing in the lin of n rvou di. a. , unl
jt be now and
th 11 h r ord of a a ..e of alcobo1i m uperindu d by xce , iv qua,
drinking. Thi ''makoolah " internperan ·e among· the. e p ople, which
wa , 11ot , uppre . d until 1 76, wa a chi f factor to th immediat
d a h f infant , for when b y w r at tli br a:t h moth r would
drink qu to into icati n and the tournch of th 11 wly born Aleut.
or re ]
·ou]d not , tand th infli ·tion wbich th y r ·eiv d, v ~n
coodhand. Ilad i not b u for thi. , r t b d p eta 1 , so oft •n pr my y · in 1 72-7 , I b uld hardly llav tak 11 th a ·tiv
·ent d
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steps which I did to put the nuisance down, for it involved me at first
a bitter personal controversy, which, although I knew at the outset
it was inevitable, still weiglled nothing in the scales against the evil
itself. 1
A few febrile disorders are occurring, yet they yield readily to good
treatment. The chief source of sickness used to arise from the wretched
character of the barrabkies in which they lived; but it was, at :first, a
very difficult matter to get frame houses to supplant successfully the
sod-walled and dirt-roofed buts of the islauds.
DIFFICULTY OF GE'.l'TING SUITABLE HOUSES.-Many experiments,
however, were made, and a dozen houses built, ere the result was as
good as the style of primitive housing, when it had been well done and
kept in best possible repair. In such a damp climate, naturally, a strong
moldy smell pervades all inclosed rooms which are not thoroughly
heated and daily dried by :fires; and in the spring and fall frost works
through and drips and trickles like rain adown the walls. 1'he present
frame houses occupied by the uatives owe their dryness, their warmth,
and protection from the piercing- "boorgas" to the liberal use of stout
tarred paper in the lining. The overpowering mustiness of the llallways, outhouses, and, iu fact, every roofed-in spot, where a stove is 11ot
regularly used, even in the best-built residences, is one of the first disagreeable sensations which the new arrivals always experience when
they take up their quarters here. Perhap , if it were not for the nasal
misery that floats in from the killing-grounds to the novice, this mu ty,
moldy state of things up here would be far more acute, a an annoyance, tlian it is now. The greater grief seems to soon fully absorb the
lesser one; at lea t in my own case I can affirm the result.
AMIABLE CHARACTER OF THE NATIVES.-The e people are singularly affectionate and indulgent toward ~heir children. There are no
"bald-headed tyrant. " in our l10me a arbitrary and ruthle sin their
rule as are tho e , nuffly babies and young children on the eal island .
While it i. very young, the Aleut gives up everything to the caprice of
hi child, and 11e er cro"se it path or thwarts it, desire; the" deetiah '
literally ta,kes charge of the hou e; but as oon as these callow memb r of the family become trong enough to b ar burden aoo to labor,
gen rally between 12 and 15 . ears of age, tb y are then pre ed into
hard , ervice relentle, ly by their hitherto indulgent parent . The
extreme literally meet in this application.
They have another p culiarity: when they are ill, lightly or seriou ly
jn
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no matter wbich, they maintain or affect a stolid resignation, and are
patient to positive apathy. This is not due to deficiency of nervous
organization, because those among them "·ho exhibit examples of intense
liveliness and nervous activity behave just a stolidly when ill as their
more lymphatic townsmen do. Boys and girls, men and women, all
alike are patient and resigned when ailh1g and under treatment; but it is
a bad feature, after all, inasmuch as it. i ' well-nigh impossible·to rally a
very sick man who him elf has no hope, and who eems to mutely
deprecate every effort to save hi · life.
DISP0SITIO '.l'0 G.A.l\1BLE.-The inherent propensity of man to gamble is developed here to a very appreciable degree, but it in no way
whatever suggests tlle strange gaming love aud infatuation with which
the Indians aud Eskimo elsewhere of Alaska are posse ed. The chief
delight of the men and boys of the two village is to stand on the treet
. corners "pitching" half dollars; so devoted, indeed, have I found the
native mind to this haphazard sport that fr quently I would detect
group of them standing out in pelting gales of wind and of rain ". hying" the silver coin at the little dirt-driv n p egs. A few of them, men
and women, play cards with much ~kill and intelligence.
CHILDREN'S SP0RTS.-The urchius play marbles, pin top , and fly
kite intermittently with all the feverish energy displayed by the youth
of our own surroundings; they frolie at ba eball and u o "shinny"
stick with much volubility and activity. The girls are, however, much
more repre e<.l, and though they have a few games and play quietly
with quaintly dre sed dolls, yet they do not appear to be po se sed of
that u ·ual feminil10 animation so con picuously marked in our home life.
A 'l'T.A.CIIMENT TO 'l'IIE ISL.A. D .-The attachment which the natives
have for their respective islands was well i:;bown to me in 1874. Then,
a number of t. George people were taken over to St. Paul temporarily
to do the killing iucidental to a reduction of the quota of 25,000 for their
i land and a corre ponding increa eat St. Paul; they b came home ick
immediately, and were 11ever tired of informing the t. Paul natives
that t. George wa a far handsomer aud more enjoyable i land to live
upon; that walking over the long and reach of "Pavel" ma<l.e th ir
Jeo-s gTievou ly weary, and that the w1101e e:ffi ct of thiH change of r idence wa "ochen scootclrnie."
aturally th ire of th
t. Paul peopl ro eat on •e an<l th y retorted in kind, indicating the rocky surfa ·e
of St. George and its great inferiority a· a eal island. I wa , nrpri d
at the genuine fe ling on both side .. , becau,' , a, far a I onld judge
from a re i<lence on ach i land, it wa a clear a e of tw dl de a11d
tweedl clum betw n them a to opp rtuuitie and clima e 11 ce, ary
for a plea urnble exi t ne . Th nativ s tbem .·elv :-; ar of one and
common sto •k, though tl1e number of creol on .
orge i r lativ ly
muclt lar(J' r than n t. Panl; on equ ntly the tone of he t. George
village i rath r mor RpriO'Ltly and vivaciou .
On.EAT ·RE o:u:F R'l ·.-A far as a purely phy i ale. i tenc go
tb
m ri an rnetbo 1 of living on and iu th •limat of th Pribilof
1 lands i highly conducive to, tr n th and h alt.Ii. 'rea and cofl' e,
,·ea on d with c nd n eel milka11d lump ugar; ll t bi. cuit , ·ak , and
wafll ; potato , , erv cl in every method of · ok ry; alt salmou,
otlfi b, and torned beef· me,• pork; end, one w k,afr hroa t f
b f or t k, · all th, canued v etable and fruit ; all tb potted
an
, jam,, and j llie · pie., pudding , and pa,·td : ; and th xbau tive Ii t f pur ly ,' ·afaring di h , , uch a p a and b an, barl y and
ric
up
urri >' 1Hl macaroni· h
·on ti t ut th stapl , and
m, ny of th lu uri · with wlli ·h the ag nt f the la ka Commercial
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Company prolong their existence while living here in tlie discharge of
their duties, and to which they welcome their guests for discussiou and
glad digestion.
A piano on St. Paul in the company house, an assorted library,
embracing over 1,000 volumes, selected from standard authors iu fiction, science, and history, together with mauy other unexpected
adjuncts of high comfort for body a11d soul, will be found on these
island , wholly unexpected to those who first set foot upon them. A
small Russian printed library has also been given by the company to
the natives on each island for their special entertainment. The rising
generation of sealers here, if they read at all, will read our own
typography.
G. FOOD AND STORE SHOPPING OF THE NATIVES [Section 5].-Most
of these articles of food mentioned heretofore are purchased by the
natives in t.be compa11y's store at either island; tbis food and the wearing apparel, crockery, etc., which the company bring up here for the
use of the people~ is sold to them at the exact cost prjce of the same,
plus the expenses of transportation; and mauy times within my knowledge they bave bought goods here, at these store , at less rates than
they would have been subjected to in San Francisco. The object of
the company is not, under any circumstance , to make a single ceut of
profit out of the sale of these good to the natives; they ajm only to
clear the co t and no more. Instructions to this effect are given to it&
agent,, while those of the Government are called upon to take 110tice of
tLe fact.
The store at St. Paul, as well a ' that at St. George, has its regular
annual "opening" after the arrival of the , teamer in the spring to
which the native' seem to pay ab 'Orbed attention; they crowd the
building' day-and uight, eagerly looking for all tue 11oveltie, in food and .
apparel. The e slouchy men and hawl-hooded women, who pack the
area b fore the count
here, eem to feel as d ep an intere t in
the proces of boppin
the mo t enthu iastic votaries of that bu ine do in our own tr
it certainly eems to o-ive them the greate t
sati. fa tion of their li
n the Pribilof L land .
H. IGILANCE OF '.l'IIE ATIVE [Section 7].-0ne of the peculiarities of the e people i that they eldom un<lr ss when they go to b d1ieitber tbe men, women, uor cbildreu; and aL.:o that at any aud all hour,
of th night dnri11g the ummer a, on, when l hav p
in and
out of
·
to and from the rookerie , I alway fou
ral of
th
in o- b fore their hon e door or l anin
u t th
w·
·
out into th mi ty darkne, of the
r chatov r t!J ir pipe . A number of th
itaut.
1 ay up and around throughout t
nent
and clay. In o
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ticular other one, that I feel sure I am entirely right in saying that the
seal mothers know their own young; and that they will not permit any
others to nurse save their own. I believe that this recognition of them
is due chiefly to the mother's scent and hearing.
J. PARASITES OF THE FUR SEAL [Section 9].-The fur seal spends
a great deal of time, both at sea and on land, in ·cratching its hide;
for it is annoyed by a species of louse, a pedi01.il1.ts, to ju t about the
ame degree and in the same mannpr that onr dogs are by fleas. To
scratch, it sits upon its bannche and scrapeR away with the toenails of
first one and then the other of its hind flipper ; by which action it
reaches readily all portions of its head, neck, che t, and shoulder, ;
and, with either one or the other of its fore Hipper., it rubs down its
spinal region back of the shoulders to the tail. By that division of
labor with its feet, it can promptly reduce, with every si 0 ·n of comfort,
any lousy irritation wheresoever on it body. Thi pediculits peculiar
to the fur seal attaches itself almost exclusively to the pectoral region ;
a few, also, are generally found at the bases of the auricular pavilion .
When the fur seal is engaged in this exercise, it cocks its head and
wears exactly the same expression t!Jat our common house dog doe
while subjugating and eradicating· fleas; the yes are partly or wllolly
closed; the tongue lolls out; and the whole demeauor i one of quiet
but inten e sati 'faction.
The fur 'eal appears also to scratch it elf iu the water with the ame
faci1ity and unction so marked on land; only it varies the action by
using its fore band principally, in its fluvatile exerci e, while it hind
feet do mo -t of the terrestrial scraping.
K. HEALTHINESS OF 'l'HE FUR SE.A.LS [ Section 9].-While I have written with much emphasis upon the total absen ·e of any record as to the
prevalence of an epidemic h1 the e large rookeries, 1 should, perhap ,
mark the fact that no symptoms of in tern al disease have ver been
noticed. here, such a tubel'culosi of the lung , etc., which invariably
atta ·k and de troy the fur seal when it is taken into confinement, a
well as the ea lions also; the latter, however, have a much greater
power of.endurance under such artificial cir ·umstances of life. Tile
thou and upon thousand of di em boweled .Pl'ibilof fur-seal carcas es
have never preseuted abnormal or di ea ed viscera of any kind.
L. BEHAVIOR OF FGR SEALS AT NIGHT (Section 9].-I naturally
enough, when beginning my inve" tigation of t!Jese
al rookeri , ,
expe ·t d to find the animal· subdued at night or early morning on the
breeding grou11d ; but a few con ecutiv nocturnal watche. , ati fi cl
me that lie family organization and noi e wai:i a active at oue time a
at a11otl1er throughout the whole twenty-four hour . If, how v r, 1h
<lay precedi11g had chanced to be abnorrnally·warm, I never failetl h n
to find the rookerie much more noisy and activ durin°· the night than
they were by daylight. The seal , a. a rule, come a.ud o-o to and fr m
the a, fight roar, and vocalize a much during midnio-ht mom nt
as they do at noonday time . An age l na,ti ve eudea.vor cl to atisfy me that th ' eecatchie" could ee much bett r by twilight and
Hight than by daylight. I am not prepared to prove to th coutrary,
hut l think tbat th fact of hi not being able to , ee o well him lf at
that hour of darkue s wa the true au e of mo t of bi belief in th
improv cl nocturnal vi ion of the seals.
A, I write, this old Aleut, Phillip Vollkov, ha pa ed to hi, final
r •,·t-' un kouchiel ah"-winter of 1878-79. IT wai:i on of the r al
chara ·t r, of t. Paul. H wa, e. -te me 1 by th white on account of
hi ' r lative intelligen e, an 1 beloved by th native ' , who called bim
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their "wise man," and who exulted in his piety. Phillip, like the other
people there of his kind, was not much comfort to me when 1 asked
questions as to the seals. He usually answered important inquiries by
cro 'sing himself and replying, "God knows." There was no appeal
from this.
M. SULLENNESS OF OLD MALE SEA.LS [Section 10]. -The old males,
when grouped together by themselve~, at the close of the breeding·
season, indulge in no humor or frolicsome festivities whatsoever. On
the contrary, they treat each other with surly indifference. The mature
female , however, do not appear to lose their good nature to anything
like so marked a degree as do their lords aud mai:.ters, for they will at
all seasons of their preseuce on the islands be ob erved now and then
to suddenly unbend from severe matronly gravity by coyly and amiably
tickling and gently teasing one another as they rest in the harems, or
later, when strolling in September. There is no sign given, however,
by the e seal mothers of desire or action in fondling or caressing their
pups; nor do the young appear to sport with any others than the pup
themselves when together. Sometimes a yearling and a five or ix
months old pup will have a long-continued 0 ·ame hetween them elve .
They are decidedly clannish in this respect-creatures of caste, like
Hindoos.
N. LEAPING OUT OF WATER: "DOLPHIN .J MPS" [Section 10].-A
I never detected the . ea lions or tbe hair 'ealR leaping from the water
around these i lands iu those peculiar dolphin-like jumps which I have
hitherto described, I made a uote of it earJy during my fir t season of
ob ervation, for corroboration ill the next. It is so; neither the sea
lion nor tlrn hair seal here ever leaped from the ocean jn this agile and
singular fa ·hio~ heretofore de, cribed. All n, so con ervative u ually,
seems, bow ver, to have fallell iuto an error by reading the uote ' of
Mr. J. H. Blake, de 'criptive of the ea lion of the Gallapago Island .
A
Hen quote them entire in a footnote (page 211, .Ilistory of orth
Ameri •an Pinniped ), I am warranted ill calling attention to the fact
that no authentic record ha, a yet been made of t1ch p culiar wimming by Phocidre, or the ea-li011 branch of the Otariidce. My uotice
ha been called to thi mi. take by ProfeH 'Or Allen s own note (page
3G7) upon a q_uotatiou from my work citilw Mr. Blake' not
above
ref rred to, which are them Iv very intere ting, bnt do not ven
hint a a dolphin jump.
II
·
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assertion that a harp seal favorite way in swimming is to lie upon its
back when so doing. It i simply an odd contradiction to the method
employed by the hair eals of the orth Pacific and of Bering Sea.
·while I am unable to prove that the fur seal po"sesses the power to
swim to a very great depth, by actual tests in tituted, yet I am free to
say that it certainly can dive to the uttermost depths, where its foodft h are known to live in the ocean; it surely give full and ample evidence of pos e ,cing the mu cular power for that enterpri e. In this
connection, it is interesting to cite the te timony of Mr. F. Borthen, the
proprietor of the Fro I land , a group of small i let· off Trondhjem
fiord, in Norway. This gentleman bas had an opportunity of watching
the gray seal (Balichmrits grypus ) as it bred and rested on the e rocks
during an extended period of time. Among many interesting note as
to the biology of this large hair seal, be a.y , '' A s a proof that they
(the seals) fetch their food from a considerable depth, it is relat d that
a few year ago a young one wa found cauO'bt by one of the hooks of
a :fishing line that wa placed at a d pth of between 70 and Ofathom ,
on the outer side of the island . Gray seals have everal time been
seen to come up to the surface with ling (l"W..olva vulgari ) and oth r
deep-water fishes in their mouth , such :fi hes being- eldom or never
found at a le s depth than between 60 and 70 fathom ." (Hobert Collett,
on the Gray Seal, Proc. Zool. Soc., LoHdou: Part n, 1 81, p. 3 7.)
0. MONSTROSITIES AMONG TIIE SEALS.-Toaching- thi que tion of
monstrositie , I was led to examine a number of a11 O'ed exarnpJe presented to my attention by the natives, wl..to took ome i11t re t, in their
luggi 'h way, as to what I was doing here. 'rl..tey brongllt me au
albino far-seal pup, nothing el. e, and gravely as ured me that they
knew it owed its exi. tence to the focundation of a , ea-Jion cow by a fureal bull: '' If not so, how could it get that color ," I wa ahm confronted with a specimen-a full and finely grown 4-y ar-old Callorhinus
which bad, at some earlier day, lo t it testicleR iLl1er by fighting· or
accident while at ea; perhaps haven off by h . faugH of a . aw-toothed
hark, and al o gravely a ked to ub cribe to th pre nee of a
hermaphrodite!
ndoubtedly some abnormal birth sl1ape mu t make th ir appearance occasionally; but, at no time while 1 wa th r , ear •biug keenly
for any uch manife tation of malformation on the rookeri s, did I ee
a ingle example. The morphological ymmetry of the fur , al i ' one
of the mo t salient of it cbaract ri tic viewed a. i t ral1ie here in
uch va, t numbers; but the osteological difl'eren tiat iou. and a ymmetry
of thi auimal is equally urpri, in g.

P. THE DERIVA'f l N OF THE NO~IEN LATURE OF TIIE R JCERIE , '.
The Reef rookery.-" The I eef,' o called 011 account of that daug rou.
line of ubmerged ro ·k , carcel awa h, which make out to th Routhward from t.he point. The very first eals of the sea on u nally land
here every pring.
Zoltoi lwitling grounds.-From "Zolotoi,' or" golden, a Rus. ian titl
given to the beach on account, perhap , of it. b auty, contra ted with
t he rou h, rocky coa t 1 ewhere on the i Jand. 'rhere i. no trace of
preciou · mineral in it compo ition, howev r, or veu the glint of iron
p yrite .
Goruotoh rookery.-" Gorbotch, or '' humpba k; tbi name doubt] , given it from the broken-backed outlin to the w t b re f the
r ef JJeuin ula, on , hich the rookery i 1 cated .
., .ah p eel roolcery.-" ah p el,' corrupt l from '', peet, ah' or
point. Why o di t rted 1 he ve not , ati, fact rily l aru d from tll
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people. It arises from some localism, undoubtedly, pertinent long ago,
but since forgotten.
1.l'tdca,nnon rookery.-" Lukan non;" so 1ia.med after one of the Russian.
pioneers, a sailor, who is said to l1avP. taken from St. Paul Island in
1787 over 5,000 sea otters, aided l>y a11other vrorn_yshJenik, named
Kaiekov. In tlie following year tbey only secured 1,000, and since then
110ne have ever been taken from there to notice: while during the last
forty years not one, eveu, has been seen.
Keetavie rookery.-" Keetavie," from "Keet," or Whale. When the
whaling fleets were active in these waters, J849-185G, averyJa.rge right
whale, killed by some ship's crew, drifted ai:-hore at the point l1ere, and
has thus given this name to it.
Tolstoi roolcery.-"Tolstoi," or "thick.'' ThiR is an indefinite name
which the Rus:::dans use all over their geography of Alaska, just as we
employ" Deer Creek" or ''Muddy Fork" in our topographical nomenclature of the West. This point at St. Paul is, however, a thick and
solid one; more ~o than any other headlaud there.
Zapadnie rookery.-" Zapadnie," or '' westward." One of the few bear
stories which the natives told me, in response to my queries as to the
pre ence of polar '' medvaidskie" in early times, is located between
Boga SJov and Zapadnie Point. There are one or two rude basaltic
caves on the slopes of this hi11, into which the natives can squeeze
themselves by great effort; here, they have declared to me that, a
r(>cently as 184-8, a large })Olar bear lived and fafe ·ted the faland for
some time. It was nna1ly shot by a posse comitatus of the people, who
were as, i ted by an Engli h whale-boat's crew that, noticing the skurry
·011 land, came a. hore and joined in the hunt, armed with their lauce,'.
o record L made of bruin on the Pribilof since the death of thi one.
It undoubtedly was a tray from St. Matthew Island, 200 mile to the
northward. Prior to this event, the native. com1t several bear :fight
and rout -at wide intervals, however- ince the occupation of the
i land .
I'olai•ina rookery.-" Polavina," or "halfway;" son amed becau e the
point and the old de erted vil]ao-e ite contiguou wa. 11early halfway
betwe n ova to hnah and the vil1age. An officer of th Goverument
0. P. Fi. h, nited tate, ignal ervice, in 1 74, • tarted out to mea ·
ure anew the beig11t of Polavina opka; be strapped a barometer to
bi sl10uld r , and left tlle villag early one July mornin°·. The fo othickened up that noon rather more olidly than u ual, and when h
am down he mi. ed the aler, well-defined trail between ortbea
Point and Lukanuon, and brought up on the bore of that littler und
lak jn, t outhwe, t of th p mt. Ile actually pa ed tbe whole of th
rernainin · daylight, ix or
ven hour , in walking around it and
cl clar d that be would never hav left thi uncon i u circular trc mp
had the fog a i' u ual 110t lift d just at late evening and given birn
b tt r b aring . II u
r knew or , n. p ct cl until then tbat h wa
walking in hi own tn ck . 'lbi i a trn f g tory.
rora. to. hnah rook<'r.1J.-' p1
of r ent gro th·
o nam d fr m
t1H f,wt that in ar1y time -1"' 7-179 -Ilut lti11 on Hill fi rm cl, n
i,,Ja11 l li tin ·t < nd w 11 d fin cl from t. Pan 1. 'fh _pe pl then n ed t
g > fr m V . olia 1i. ta OY r t
rt1t a J>oiut in l> at .
Trm 'I'. }E RC:E R KERI}~ ·.-'l'h r i. nothing p nliar to th
nom 11 •Jatnr of th
t. G rg r 1~ rie: · th y all b ar Engli h nam
aron11cl th Yill.
whil · ½apadui
i. nam d imply a it li w
tit •rpfrom and
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FIRST ARRIVALS OF "HOLLUSCHICKIE" USU.ALLY APPEAR MAY 1415.-The first "driving" for the season of the "hollu chickie" seldom
takes place sooner than the 12th or 15th of Mayj then only small numbers are secured, u ually on the Reef Point at St. Paul, and at the
Great Eastern rookery on St. George. They are driven thus early for
food, though the skins are always carefully taken aucl accepted by the
company. The sealing season opens lawfully by the 1 t of June and
closes on the 15th of August; but in practice it doe not begin until the
12th-14th of June and ends by the 20th-23th of July.
ANNUAL CROAKI G BY THE E.ALERS.-1 noticed in this connection
a very queer similarity between the sealers on t . Paul and our farmer
at home; they, just a the season opens, invariably prophesy a bad
year for eals and a scant upply; then wlien the eason closes tbey
will gravely tell you that the're never were o many seals on the i land
before! I was greeted in this manner by the agent. of the company
and the Government in 1872, again iu 1873, and again in 1874-. I <lid
not get up to the grounds in 1876 soon enough to h ar t he usual pring
croaking of disaster; but arrived, however, in time to hear the regular
cry of "never was so many seals here before !"

FINAL NO'.l'ES .AND '.I.'.A.BLES RE:ItATIVE TO THE VAL E, PROTEOTION,
.A.ND GROWTH OF THE FUR SE.AL, .A.ND '.l'HE REVENUE DERIVED
FROM '.l'H.A.'.l' INDUSTRY ON '.l.'HE PRil3ILOF ISLANDS .

.AN EXHIBIT OF VALUES GIVEN BY VENI.A.MINOV.-Pt. I: Zapieskie,
etc., p. 83, showing the relative importance, commercially, of the ]and
and marine furs taken from the Uualaska di trict (and sold) in 1833 by
the Russiau-American Company. (This district embraces the Pribilof
Islands.)

Sort of fur.

Price
R duced
rum. p r skin
um of to our
ber of
p r
value
.
cur•
skins. pap r
I rency
.
r ubl .

ea otters .. ..........
100
450
45,000
.Black foxes . . . . . . . . . .
300
150
45,000
Cro s foxe:;.. . . . . . . . . .
600
25
15, 000
Red fox ea . . . . . . . . . . . .
500
10
5, 000
Blue foxes. . . ... ...... 1,500
10
15, 000
Land otters.. . . . . . . . .
80
50
4, 000
Fur seals...... . ...... 15,000
50 750,000
Walru s ivory ........ , *100
80
8,000
W_bal eboue .... :..... .
*200
40
8, 000
:Miscellaneous furs . . .............. _..
1, 000
'um total .... •.

I········........

$9,000
9,000
3, 000
1, 000
3,000
800
150, 000
1, GOO
1,600
1
200

Remarks by the author, IL \V. E.

Bnhydra mar ina.
VulpeRfulvu11 var. argentatttB .
Vi1lpesfulvw1 var. decussatu,.
Vulpes J ulvtUJ,
l'ulpe.~ la9n1n,.~.
Lutra canadl-n.si,9.
Uallorhinus ursinm.
poocl is 30i1n 1,ou1HlH avoird upois.
'.[ he bale n from tl1 r riglil w ha l , Brilr.enci.
U eor aml aea-lio11 skins, odds and ('ncl:;, tc.

806;000179,200
* Poods.

The country ( la ka) i divided up into five di trict
itka, adiak,
nalaska, Atka, and the ortb.
Thi whole country i under th ·ontrol and gov ,rnm nt of the "Ru ian-Ameri ·an Company.' •
* Th bu ine. ' i' conducted with
a head, or a colonial gov rnor, a 'Si t d l>y officer, of the imperial
navy (I u ·ian ) and tbo e of the company' fl et, and other chief.. In
every ou of th di tri t, the company has an offic , which i' under the
<lirection f an office chief (or ag nt), and he in turn ha· foremen (or
' ·hidar he k ' ).
The company on the i,,Jaud of t. Paul killed fr m 60,000 to 80,00
fur eal , per annum but in tL.e last time (1 33 ), with all pos8ible care
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in getting them, they took only 12,000. On the island of St. George,
instead of getting 40,000 or 35,000, only 1,300 were killed. * * *
(Veniaminov: Zapieskie, etc., pt. i, cllap. xn, 1 :!U.)
The table and extracts which I quote above give me the only direct
Russian testimony as to the ,,1ilue of tlie Pribilof fur-seal cat ·h wheu
the skins were in scant supply. It will be seen that they were worth.
tben just 10 eacb.
I now append a brief but significant extract from Te bmainov-significant simply because it demonstrate that all Russian te ·timony
other than Veniaminov's, is utterly sC'lf-contradictory in regard to the
number of seals taken from the Pribilof Islands. Techmaiuov first
gives a series of tables wbicli he declares are a true tran ·ript aud
exhibit of the skins sold out of Alaska by the Russi~n-American Company. The latest table presented, and up to the date ofhis writing, 1862,
shows that 372,894 fur seal skins were taken from the Pribilof Islands,
via Sitka, to the Russian markets of the world, in the years 1842-1 H2,
inclusive; or giving an average catch of 18,644 per annum (p. 221.)
Then, further on as be writes (nearly 100 pages), be stultifies hi record
above quoted by using the 1auguage and figure' as follow :
"In earlier times more ·were taken than in the later; at pre ent (1 62)
there are taken from the i la11d of St. Paul 70,000 anuually, wit!1out
diminishing the number for future kilting; on St. George, 6,000. * * *
From 1 42 to 1861 there were taken from the i land of St. Paul 277,778
8eal kin ; blue foxes, 10,,10 '; walrus te th, 104 poods; from t. George
31,023 fur seals; blue fox , 24,286." (P. Techmainov; I~e torecheskoi
Obozerainia Obrazovania, Rn ian-American Company; pt. n, p. 310,
1863, St. Petersburg-. ) Further comm nt i unnece sary upon thi ·
author, who thus write a ''hi:tory of the doing. of the Ru, sian- mericau Company." Still, ince eniaminov' time 1' -1 40,iti theoul y
prirna facie te timony that we ha e touching· the ·e ubjects while
under] u ian domination.
R S IA GOVERNORS 'ON'.l'ROLLI
TIIE PRIBILOF I LA D .The following Ii t give th name of tlle several autocratic governor.
of the l u ian-Arnericau Company who, in their order of mention, e~ rci ed ab o]ute control over the Pribilof Island between 1799 and 1 67,
inclu ive: 1, Baranov; J Yahnov kie; 3, foorayv v· 4 Cbettyahkov:
5, \Vrang 11; 6, Ko pria11ov; ,, E holin · , Tebe11kov· O, Ro nburo-;
10, iaviat ·kie; 11, Forag Im; 12, faxsuto . Of th al>ov , with h
xc pti n of Baranov who wa: , If.made man, and G neral ~iaviat ·
ki of the Ru ia11 army all th other wer admirals and ca1 taiu.
in the Imperial navy of l u ia.
FIR '.l' EXE}IPTI N OF FEM LE, IN DRI I G-.-In th detail
old l tt r from a er ol agent f he Hu 'ian- m ri an mpau on t.
Paul in 1 7, I fi11d the following , id r £ reu e to th numb r of :kin
hi b w r sbipJ ed from the Pribil f L land that ea on: [ :l '. 1 tt r
of Kazean hi ·neekov t. Paul I lall(l , 1847. J
5,
''hollu hickov 'CvounrY mal . ) .
11 9-! • airi •" ( •i and 5 y ar old mal ) ; or a total of 7,4 7.
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provi. ions brought into tbi country by English and American traders
and paying for the ame in this way. In other words, the seal islands
were the excbeqner where the Ru, sian authorities could with certainty
turn and lay their band upon the nece. ary currency. These American, Engli b, and other foreig·n ea captains, having dispo ed of their
Rupplies at itka or Kadia,k in thi manner, took their fur-seal skins to
China and dispo. ed of them at a hand ' Orne advance for tea, rice, etc.,
in exchange. The profits made by these foreigner having reached the
ears of the Ru sian home management of the fur company controlling
Ala ka, it wa order cl then tbat paym nts in fur- eal skins for the e
foreign upplie should cease, and tlrnt tbe Russian themselves would
ship their kin to ,hina and enjoy the rnolurnent thereof. The re ult
of thi action wa, tlrnt tbe Ohiue e market did not prove as valuable to
them a " it was to the foreigners; it be 'c1me over to ·ked, a1Hl a general
stagnation and depre 'ion of the seal bu ine. took place and continued
until a change of base in this respe<'t was again mad , and the skins of
the fur seal were shipped, togetber with the bcaYer, in bulk to the great
Chine e depot of Kiachta, where the Ru ,'ian exchanged the e peltries
for the de ired supp lie' of tea, the trade thereof a ·surnin~ su··h immense
proportion that th record i made wl1ere in a ingle year the Ru ian
Fur Company pai<l to their Government the enormous duty upon importation of tea alone of 2,000,000 silv r rubles, or 1,500,000. Thi· was
the period in the lii 'tory of the seal h,lanch, when, for a second time and
wi hiu the writing of Veniaminov, the seal life thereon was well-nigh
exterminated. The first decimation of tbe e intere ts took place in the
last <le ade of the eight enth century, and hortly after the discovery
of the islands, when, it is stated, 2,000 000 skins of the ·e animals were
rotting on the groun<l at one time. Rezanov applied the correction
very promptly in the fir t instance of threatened extermination of th se
valuable intere t , and when the second epoch of decimation occurred,
in 1834 to 183H, Baron Wrangell, admirably seconded by J?ather V niaminov, checked it con umption. The e are in, tances of care and farigbtedne which are refre hi11g to contemplate." (Ivan Petrov: Rept.
on Pop. aud Re ources of Alaska; Ex. Doc. o. 40, Forty-sixth 011gre , tlJird e ·sion~ 188L.)
lRREG LARITY OF TIIE APPEARANCE O • PELA IC FUR

EAL•.-

While iuve tigating the sul>ject of the ac ual numb r of fur
al
e nre<l at sea < ut ide of tbe Pribilof l 'landH I l aru d from Oaptaiu
Lewi · (Bud on Bay Company's Otter) that th • animal nev r < pp ar
from ea, on to ea on aloug tbe nort hwe ·t coa t in the ame g n ral
aggr gate. For mu.-tration, he •ited the fact that in 1 72 ''imm n e
m1mb r ~ of fur- eal 1rnps a1Hl yearliug " ere ob. erved in the ocean off
an ouver' I land and th ntranc' to Fu a 'trait , ' but la ·t year
(1 73) very few of tbem ag·ain were ,•eeu.' Ile thought that, in the
ca e of the unwonted abundance of fur , eal there during 1 72, it , a
due to the fact' that the e y ung al mn t hav lost tl!eir b aring
som~what in going north, and ra,n into the ·oa ' t f r a l>etter point of
<lepartur . ' He d cla.f •d ko that fur 'eal had n v r, luring hi.
thirty year ' er i · 011 the llorthw tern ·oa t, be n known to app ar
in ucb r at numb r before nor did any o h r Hud on Bayman kuow
to th ·011tr2ry. In 72 he thou()'ht that ' ,0 0 to 9 000 kius, chiefly
puw and y arling ' w nld be a fair timat for th' entir quantity
tak 11 · f r 1873 hi fi 0 ·ure show d only "600 or 700 kin ; the 'e were
all older one . '
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RECENT ERRONEOUS STA.'l'EMENTS IN REG.A.RD TO PELAGIC BIR'.l'H
OF FUR SEA.LS. -Allen, in his History of North American Pinnipeds
(pp. 772-773), quotes a writer who declares that any statement that the
fur seal breeds almie on the Pribilof Islands to the exclusion of all
other grounds on the northwest coast of .America and Alaska is "preposterous, to his mb1d." This author claims to know, by his "own persoual observation," that the fur seal does "have pups in open ocean off
the entrance to Fuca Straits." On the contrary, I assert that it is a
physical impossibility for the Oallorhinus to bring forth its young alive
in the water; the pup would sink like a stone instantly after birth, and
the mother be wholly helpless to save it.
I should not heed this statement of Mr. Swan, reenforced by that of
an old sailor, so gravely entered by Allen, were it not for his introduction on the following page (773) of an innocent announcement of fact
by Prof. D. S. Jordan, wlio by it is unfortunately made to appear in the
light of sustaining the idle theory of pelagic birth. Jordan's simple
declaration that he had seen a" live fur-seal pup (June 1, 1880] at Cape
Flattery, taken from an old seal just killed, showing that the time of
bringing them forth was just at hand," is correct as far as it goes; but
remember that this pup had been alive in its mother's womb for eleven
months prior to the day Jordan saw it, and ten days or three weeks
later, at the longest, this parent, if undisturbed, would have naturally
brought it forth in the fullness of time 011 either St. Paul or St. George,
of the Pribilof group. She could have made the journey there in six
or . even days ea ily from Fuca Straits, if be lJad been pressed to do
o by the expiration of her period of gestation.
aturally enough, the careful naturali t, like Allen, no matter how
able, will be deceived now and tbeu in this manner, by untru twortby
statement made by those who are suppo d to know by personal
observation of what they affirm. Mr. Swan has passed nearly an
average lifetime on the orthwe t Coa t, cbiefly in the waters of Wash ington Territory, aud ha rendered to natural science and to ethnology
efficient and valuable ervice by his labor in collecting, and his note · in
regard to tbe Makah Indians of Cape F lattery; h nee hi erroneou
tatement above r ferred to (a to the fur seal) had a prima facie
weight with Allen, who ther fore in, erted them, an<l t1m gave the
romance au app arance of r ality wbicb I an not pa .. s b iu ilence.
The other, though he itating, authority, Oharle" Bryant, i an ol~
mariner, who ha al o b eu w 1l ituat d by virtue of eiO'ht year re 1d n
. Paul I laud; he 0 ·
o know bet
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followed ever ince, giving the full expansion in 1857 to that extraordinary increa e and beneficjal result which we observe thereon to-day.
I have been much amm,ed iu reading ( Hen: IIi t. Pinnipeds, p. 383)
the argument of an old ailor, who had been stationed for eight years
ou these i lands in charge of the United States Treasury interests.
He claims to feel well assured that the female seals, when two years
old, never land on the islands during that ea on of their a.ge; remaining out at sea, and not coming to the Pribilof rookeries until their third
year of growth, thus bearing their fir t young wllen four years old. I
mention the fact, becau e it is not an original error of the aged Treasury agent, but is evidently adopt (l fr m tbi' account of eniaminov,
which wa verbalJy tran lated and read to him in 1 69, on St. Paul
I land, by one of the ex-agents of the Ru ian company. The erroneon tatement, however, i quot din .Allen, Pinnipeds (p. 383), with
a grave preface by the author that it i the result of eight years tudy
of tbe subject on the island . Unfortunat ly, Veniaminov him elf
did not Rpend even eight con ecutive week on the eal grounds in
que tion, and bad be pa._ ed ei 0·ut months there, investigating the
matter, he would not-could not--ha e made tbis superficial blunder,
in addition to his numerous other faulty anuounc ment', etc., which
the" Zapieskie" teem with, in regard to the seal life.
".AU ES WIIICII OCC.A.SIO
EN E-lVI.A.RINE CUTTER JN

.A D DEM.A.ND '.l.'IIE PRESEN E OF .A REVLA. J .AN WATER ·.-There remains an un-

written page in the hi tory of the actiou of the Government toward
the protection of , eal life on the Pribilof Islands, and it i eminently
proper that it should be inscribed now, especial1y so siuce the author
of thi memoir wa an eyewitnes aud au actor in the scene. When he
first visited the seal island , in 1 72-73, he wa compelled to take passa0·e on the ves els of the company leasing the i lands; compelled,
be au e the Government at that time had no means of reaching the
field of action except by tlle favor and the C'ourte y of the Ala ka
Commercial ompany. 'J his favor and tbi ·ourte 'Y, a might be
expected, wa alway promptly and o- nerou ly proffered and ha never
been alluded to a even an obligation or servfoe rendered the Tr asury
Department. But, neverthele, , th tl10ught occurred to me at the time,
anu wa trengtheued into conviction by 1 74, that this indifference to
its own self-respect and failure to upport properly th aim of it
agent up there bould eud, and that the Tr a 'ury Departmeiit hould
detail one of its own ves ·el to visit, transport, and aid it officer on
the Pribilof I land , and also be an actual living evidence of power to
execute the law protecting and con rving the am .
In this ·eq ueuce do not mi under tand me; w bile th
la ka Commercial Company never entertain d, and do not 11 w ent rtain, th
thought of refu ing the favor a k d by the G vernment in trau ·porting
it own Trea. ury officials to and from be al i lend , y tit would b
a relief to that company if tho e ag nt. afor aid ·h ulu b arried up
and down upon h ve' l of the Go rum nt--a reli f ·ol 1y on the
ground that a carpino- critici mi alway made up n their courte y and
kin ln . in thi r p ·t and a · rre ponding r ~fie tion thrown up n
tlle Trea ur agent , who are comp lled to tak thi m thod of conveyance or el be ab ·ent from their fl ld of duty, which the ompany
doe, not prop
to efle ·t by barring them from it team r, the afor aid ritici m notwith ' tanding-.
Tltrr for , upon th
·c·a:ion of my r turn from th field in que tio11,
0 ·touer, 1 74, I clearly recognized th immediate n c ity or trengthH. Doc. 92, pt. 3--18
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ening the arm of the Governm ent in that region, because, in addition
to the foregoing reason, the following still more urgent one existed and
exists:
Early in 1873 it became well known on ·the Pacific Coast that the officers of the law on the seal islan ds had no means of enforcing the regulations protecting the seal life on the same or in the waters adjaceut.
Hence a number of small craft, fitted out at San Francisco and contiguous ports, which cleared for the ortllwest Coast and the Aleutian
islands on "fishing ventures;" but, in 1·eality, these vessels proceeded
directly to the waters aud rocks adjacant to the seal islands, where, in
plain sight of the villages on either islet, they shot the swimming seals
with assumed indifference and great affectation of legality.
In order, therefore, that this plain violation of law and its disastrous
consequence should be effectually punished and evaded, I published
and personally urged in 1874-1877 the urgent need and great propriety
of enabling the responsible agents of the Government on tbe Pribilof
Islands to enforce the law as well ph ysically as it could b e done theoretically, and pointed clearly then to the advantage and eflect -wllich a
revenue-marine cutter would have, employed for this purpose. By
repeated and untiring appearance before the Committees 011 Appropriations in the House and the Senate, I finally secured the legal authority
and the money for the object in view; and the late Captain Baily, in
the Richard Rush, made the first cruise, in the season of 1877, that had
been ordered and sustained by the Government toward the direct protection of the seal islands and its valuable property thereon siuce 18fi9.
The interesting Alaskan report ~, which l1ave ari sen from tlie incidental cruisings of the Rush and the Corwin, United States Reve11nc
Marine, owe their origin to the above chain of circum tanee , a,n<l this
service, so efficient and so valuable, will, I trust, be faithfull y ustained
by the Government in the future.
.
THE AUTHOR'S CLOSING P R E , 'EN'.J.'.A.TION OF TIIE S U BJE 1.'.-..A.S I
end this memoir, I am aware of one omi siou which should not be overlooked. It is the abseuce of a conci P au<.l ·ondeu . . ed table, which shall
exhibit at a glance t he whole phy ical progrrs · made by the fur .'eal
from birth to advanced puberty. Therefore I submit the followiug
presentation of that subject:
Table showing the 1·elatire growth, weight, etc. , of the f1w seals.
[Compiled from the field n otes of t he author, mad u pon tho k illing grounds of ·t. George and ·t. Paul.]
OitOWTII (A l<'AIR A VElu\.GE
EX~fPLE).

I i day old

•

Lenyth.

<'aUorhinu1111r.~nm (rual >-____ 12 to 1:J in.
allorltim111 ursint111 (f ruale>- __ 112 to 1a in. ,
OIRTJI DDIE l)IA1ELY BEHr.lD
F·onE } 'L I PP.i::R ••

(;irth.

f'a llorhinus t11·~ ·,m, (malt•J _____ !l to lOt in.
'allorhim,s ur6inui (f. male) - - . !J to 10 m.

2 yrars
old .

3 years
old.

4 years

15--;;;:

L ength. Lrngth. Lenyth.
24 in.
:is in.
45 in.
24 m . 37 in .
4~~ in.

Lmgtli.

L ength.
58 in_

Lenr,tl,.
6:i in.

16months
old.

I Girth.
I

2.; iu.
25 in.

1 year
ol l.

(Jirtlt.
25 in.
25 in.

Girth.
30 in .
30 m.

WEIOllT-

{ 'nfforhin111 ur

( '11llor/,in 11 ,,;

i,u1., (mnlc) . ---(fem al >- __

111·xi11 11 .,

P o 11111l11.
5 to 7½
5 tu 7

1'011,id,. l'otmtlR. l'utmdR.
ao
.io
Ii

~

:m

I _

so

old.

52 iu.
48 in.

I

50 in.

'ea e,-.

Girll.1.
42 iu .

I Gi5:lrth.iu.

34 in.

36 rn.

37 iu .

l'otmd,.

Pound.~.

I'ov11d •

Girth.

I

old.

:lti in.

I

87

ao_

1:i;;
62

;~
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Table showing the 1·elative growth, weight, etc., of the fur seals- ontinued.
GROWTH (A FAIR AVERAGE
EXAMPLE).

Gallorhinu, urainua (male) .....
Gallorhinus ·iusinus (female) ...

6 years old.

7 years old.

8 years old.

Length.
72 in.

Length.

Length.

75 to 80 in.

Ceases.

..................... ................... --------------

Remarks.

Direct, from tip of nose to
root of tail.
Do .

GlRTll UIMED!ATELY BElllND
FORE FLIPPERS.

Girth .
Callorhinus ursinus {male) .....
Callorhinus ursinus {female) ...

64 in.

Girth.

70 to 80 in.

Ceases . .....................

Girth.

80 to 84 in.

8 yoar old citation; an estimate only.

·······-····--

WEIGHT,

Pound,.
Oallorhiniia ursiniu (male) .....

280 to 350

Oallo1·hinua ur,nnu, (female) ...

Ceases.

Pound&.

400 to 500

Pound&.

500 to 600

7 aud 8 year ostimal<'S nre
110t based upon actual
weigbts ; an opinion
merely.

···---········ ··········-···

NOTE.-.All mal fur seals, from year!inas to puberty, are termed "bachelors" or " holluscliicki , "
ancl all male fur Reals, from tile age of 5 yearR on, are t rm <l ("virile ") bulls or" Aeac::itchie." All

t •male furs als, from 1 year and upward, ar termed " cows" or "matkamie 1 • ("mothers"}. All the
yonng, under yearlings, are termed "pups " or "kotiokio" ("little cats " ),

In conclusion, I desire to state that, as to the relative age of the
male and female Oa,llorhiwus, I have hitherto, in referring to it, taken
the general gTound of estimation which is commonly accepted in ratiuothe duration of mammalian life. Nevertheless, on this point e~pecially,
I feel that if tbe r al facts of the comparative longevity of the two
, exe could be positively ascertained tbe great discrepa11cy wbicb the
table above faithfully portrays and • uggests would be so modified as
to make the relative length oflifefor the female much greater, and that
of th male orre pondingly less.
In my di cu. ion of the reproduction of tbe·e animals I clearly sllow
that the malt~ i physically qualified to procreate his race at the age of
4 year ·, hut that he i' not allowed to do so until be i 6 or 7.
l 'o,
that the female become a mother at the expiration of the third year of
her lite and the immediate opening of the fourth.
o, really, viewed
from the point of ·beer phy ical ability, if undi ·turl>ed the male fur
·eal wears the "toga virili " at the clo e of h tbird and b 'ginni11g of
th ,fourth year f hi · life, whHe the female come out eager for fecundation and pro pective maternity at the end of the second and the b giu11iug of the third summer of h r exi tence.
T.A.Bl L.A.'rED EXHIIlI'.l.1 OF )IETIIOD OF KILL! G, .A.ND EASON ' OF THE

YEAR JN WIII H IT I' DONE, ON '.l'HE PRIBILOF I 'LANDS.-In order
that the reader may th more clearly under ta11d tbe tim of ki11iug,
the eason in which it i done, a11d the relative 'election of th diff rent
cla · e of seal for laughter, food, etc. I take much atisfaction in
being able to ,•ubmit the following tabulation, which >·ive at a glanc
a uccinct and comprehen 'ive epitome of one entir ealing , ea on and
it work on the Pribilof Island . Thi table is literally brought down
to <late, and the figure upon which it i based I have tak n from the
r c nt official report of Col. H. G. Oti , who is the Trea ury agent in
·barge of the intere ts of the Government therein repre ented. I
ought, also, in simple.ju tice to the authority from whom I have taken
the e enumeration to tate that those peci:fication o/ fact are evid ntly compiled from hi field 11ote with crupnlou .· Htt ntiou, botl1 in
their original reg-i tration an<l. also in their transcription. A..s I here
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arrange them, they present a photograph of the entire disposition of
107,000 fur seals slah~ upon the seal islands during one whole year.
Table showing the number slain, the tirne of so doing, the character, and the disposition made
of the fu1· seal on the Pribilof gr01ip for one yca1· ending July 20, 1881.
Number of fur seals killed
for natives' food.

Holluscbickie killed for
their i,kins.

Grand sum
total.

Rejected skins.
Months; time of slaughter.

ST. PAUL ISL.AND.

Balance leftover from "1880
count"... ... ......... .............. . .. ............. . ...
228 ................
5
233 13 .. ...... .... .... .... ....
,Tuly (20th tot31st), 1880...... 261 ......
8

"te~t!1ti;J:,
~sso~~:: :: :: ::: :::
October, 1880.... ... . . . . .. . . ..

a22 ....... .
JO
b261

m:::::: :::: :: ··iiiJi. ::: : :: ::: :: : :::: :::: :::: :::: .... ~'.~. d::~

453
10
10
393 . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . ..
60
e463
November, 1880.. ...... ... . . . 540 4,400 4,401
54
5 . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . ...
480 /4, 940
December, 18 0 .............. 1, 248
3
14 .. . . . . 36 .. .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 201 g 1, 251
January, 1881. . .............. 1,058 1......
4 ...... 13 , ........................ 1, 041 gl,058
May, 1881.................... 176 ,......
5 ...................... ·~-- .... ....
·171
hl76
Jm:ie, 1881...... .. ............ .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 34,836 294 11 16
a 35, 1:io i35, rno
July(lstto20th),1881. ............. ...... ................ -10,969 339 14 23 .. .. 41,308 i41,345

-----------·--

-25-39- -3-I 80,
-000
- -85,-937
-

--

-

Total .................. 5, 019 j4, 413 4, 439 1, 841
ST. GEORGE I LAND.

67

76, 033 633
-

Balance}eft OYer from '' 1 80
count . . ... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . ... . . . •. •.. . . . .
July (20th to 31st), 1880 .... ... 147 ...... .... .. .... .. .. ..
.August, 1880.... .. ... . . . . . . . . . 277
11 ...... . . • .
eptember, 1 80.............. 122 ... . .. ... . . .
64 . . . .
63
500
500
62 . . ..
October, 18 0.. .. . .. . . .. ... . . .
ovember, ]880..............
10
795 795 ...... ....
35
Decemb r, 1880... ....... .....
~~
35 •···· • • ·--

-

-,-----

25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.... .. .. . ... . . . . . . . . . ...
........
. . .. . . . .
........
·· ···· ··

....
....
....
• ...

....
. . ..
....
-- --

....
....
....
-- ..

. . ..
. . ..
....
....

¥~d
8L::::::: :::::: :::: ...... :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: :··s;iaa· :::: .. i.. 25ai ...5i.
July(lstto20th), 1881. ...... ....... .............. .. ..... j 11,227 ....
8

1. . . .

Pribil:ot:::~ ~•~~~·~··~-~·-·:.·

I

126 , .... 19,385 ... .

752µ30 _1,30

1

j25
147
206
5
1
10
:~

.. . •. •• . . . .. .. .. . • • . .. ..

1

1

Paul and t. George ls•
1 1
1
~~aj =
___
Grand total .. .... ~-~.J5, 771 '5,743 1s, 780 1,467 67 95, 41 633
1

26

56 . 6

dl47
k277
k122
/563
fl05

m

i

8,133 i8, ]66
11,227 ill,257
20,000

1~

I

95 1 9 100,000 107,442

i,kin
first arrivals, 2 and 3 year
olc'i mnl s.
Very finll skin ; 2and 3 year old male chi fly.
j
few skins always left behind-not prop rly
cur 11.
k Two and 3 year old male11 u nally ..
l Two and 3 year old ma! s ; fine km .
1,i Two ancl 3 year old males; fust arrivals of th
now scaling year.
h V ry tin

a Generally a few skins 1 ft behind v ry . eMon .
bTWO·\' ar-old males and a few yearlings, priuci•
pally,
c Two nnd 3 v ar of<l male g nerally.
d Two-rear-old rual , bietly.
eTwo aIHl 3 y ar old mal principally.
jl'ups killrcl by ex:prf' p nnis ion of th :ecret. r_y of th fi a ury.
g Very fine skins; rcmainin , late ton th i land.

i
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Govermn011t officers when their counts are placed side by side. For
in tance, the list of the Treasury agent on the islands, when the skins
are .'lf t shipped, is the official indorsement of the company's catch for
the year; but when the ship reaches San Francisco, then these skins are
all counted over anew by another staff of Government agents. Should
the tally of the eal-island agent be defective, and show that it was so
by the recount of the custom-house officers in San Francisco, then, did
it run over 100,000 , kins, the company would have an annoying and
unpleasant explanation to make, while the resident Treasury agent
would be charged with maladminiRtration of his affair . Therefore, as
it bas nev r happened before until thi season of 1881 that the two
counts at San Francisco and St. Paul have agreed to a unit, the company ha given strict and imperative orders that no more than 99,800
or 99,850 kin ball be annually taken by its agents from the seal
i land . Taking th full quota of this season of 1881 was contrary to
it expre direction.
It i an exceedingly difficult matter to count these skins, precfaely to a
dot, when they are rapidly hustled into the baidars and then tossed below
the deck of the rolling, pitching ·hip which receives them; a rough sea
may be running, a gale of wind howling through the rigging, and a thick
fog ' hrondin er all in its wet gloom. I believe, therefore, from my own full
experience in this important matter, that it is a physical impossibility, at
mauy ea ons of shipment, to ta.lly accurately every pelt as it enters the
ve sel's hold, when loaded off the islau<ls here. The Treasury agent
who comes within 100 to 150 skins, more or less, of the true 100,000, or in
that ratio to the whole catch, as it may be, i:-s doing all that he possibly
can uuder the circum tances.
aturally, the custom-house tally is conidered the mo t accurate, by rea, on of the great physical advantages
attendant, and upon its certification the company pays the tax levied
by law.
ELE S L.A. GIITER OF THE PUPS.-The observer will al O notice
that during the la t sea on, viz, July 20, 1880, to July 20, 1881, as shadowed in the foreo-oing table, more than 7,000 seals were killed for food,
the skins of which were simply wasted-never used and of that aggregat we :find nearly 6,000, or about nine-tenths of the eutire lo s, to be
"pup'." At this point, and in this connection, I desire to enter my
prote t against the u eless and wholly uncalled-for slaughter of the e
pup , whi ·hi annually permitted and inadvertently ordered, with the
be ·t of spirit, by tbe "ecretary of the Trea ury. lt i a shiftle legacy of the old Ru~ ian company, which the pre ent admiralJle conduct
of bu ine on the Pribilof I land really render upertluou and
wa teful. It i imply catering to a gastronomic weakn s of the Aleut
tbat sbould not be on ider d, ina much as tbe upply and the fie h of
th 2 and 3 year old males i fully good enough; and mo tofthe kins
taken from such animal late in Octob rand thereon to the end of the
y ar will be accepted a. prime by the ompa11y aud couut d in the
regular annual quota for exportation. I have in thi matt r, bowev r, been quite a much at fault a th ecretary him elf; more o,
becan e I have n t hitherto dir cted attention to it. It e cap d my
mind in 1874, and I have not bad o ca ion to recall it until the pre ent
writing.
THE SEASO OF 1 81 A VERY REDIT BLE ONE.-The e hibit given
above of th work p rtormed in th height of the ealing a on, Jun
and July, i a better one, v n, than any one which h spa,· d prior
to it under my upervi ion. In other , ord , the number of cut or
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r~jected skins is almost infinitesima 1 compared with the huge aggregate accepted; aud, were it not for the wasted pup skins, this presentation 'of the field labor on the seal islands for 1881 would be a very
clean and economic synopsis. 1
The thought also occurred to me, when regarding this special point
of the relative improvement in the method of killing and bandlrng
seals and pelts, that a very Rimple yet trustworthy notice as to the
increase or diminution of the seal life would be served ~nnual1y in
the following manner: In 1872 I observed that the natives never had
any difficulty in getting their full quota of "hol1uschickle'' daily during the prime season of taking skins; again, in 1873, I saw that, if
anything, the number of "holluscbickie" required was easier to obtain
than in 1872, prior; still again, .throughout the killing season of 1874,
the constant remark of all concerned at St. Paul was that tbe prime
seals were never so abundant before; and, finally, in 1876, I beard,
from these same parties interested, that it had been the most auspicious season throughout ever known to St. Paul Island.
Thus, it may naturally be inferred that this steady and rather
increased supply of "holluschickie" from year to year means notbiug
unles it points to a relative annual augmentation ot the seal life on
the Pribilof Islands; and it really acts iu thi wise as a life barometer,
that is sensibly affected by the heavier or lighter pre sure of the rookeries operating upon it.
Hence the foregoing table, brought down as it i to <late, shows that
the chosen seals are in abundant supply; that the work was remarkably exp ditious; that the natives carcely wa ted a Akin by cutting on
the killing grounds; and, all in all, it represents a highly creditable
state of affair , suggestive of the steady condition of pro perity and
ecurity which I unhesitatingly prophesied in 1873, after giving the
matter much study and refl ction.
A PRE 'E T.A.'l'IO OF THE REVENUE DERIVED FROM THE PRIBI·
LOF I LA ns.-The followillg tran cript from the book of the Treasury Department ·how the exa t receipt which the public coffers have
derived as revenues from the ,•eal i11du try on the Pribilof I land
between the date of the act lea mo- them July 1, 1870, up to ugu ·t
20, 1881. I may say, witl10ut the lea t exao-geration, that the e intere t never yielded a tithe of thi ubstantial aid and upport to the
Government of Rus ia and they would not have returned a. ino-le cent,
n t, to the Trea ury of the Pnit cl tate had they not been o wi el.Y
and promptly prote ·te<l hy the o-ood en e of our
n re in 1 70.
They would have pas ed in a f w. hort ea. on b yond all knowl dg
of men as far a their appearance on the great br eding rookerie of
t. Paul and. t . George wa, oncern d.
1 Th
report o
el
s al isla
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co
. ars, y·
9nclu ·
cl
in. eac
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xp 11<
e
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averag
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Tax and r·ental paid into tlie Treasury of the United States by the Alaska Cornmercial Company-the lessees of the Pribiloff Is"lands-18"/0-1881.
[Tax on seal skins taken by the Alaska Commercial Company, per act of July 1, 1870.]

No. 422, 4th quarter, 1870. ____ . ______ . ___ ... ___ .. _.. _. - - - - . $86,167.00
No. 376,1 t qnarter,1871.--··· ··---···--···········----··· 5,862.00
No. 1215, 2d quarter, 1871. . __ ...•••............. ___ - .. - _- - .
9, 051. 00
$101,080.00
No. 753, 4th quarter, 1871 .. _·- .. ·- -· .. ·-· .................. 159,545.63
No.1255, 2d quarter, 1872 .................................. 102,807.00
No. 596, 4th q_uarter, 1872 ......... __ .. ·- -· ........................... .
No. 1466, 3d q_uarter, 1873.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108, 066. 00
o. 1467, 3<l quarter, 1873 .............. _·-· ............. _.. 150,648.75
No. 1001, 4th c1uarter, 1873 ... ...... __ ..................... _. 13_. 366. 50

262,352.63
252, UH.12

272,081.25
o.1533, 3<.l quarter, 1874. _____ ...... ·-···· ··-··· .......... 261,822.75
672.00
o.1534,3d quarter,187'1 ............. - .• -··············-··
262,494.75
o. 445,3d quarter,1875 ..... . ..... - ········-······· ····-· 10,106.25
No. lfi15, 3d quarter, 1875 ............................... ·-· 147,598.50
No. 433, 4th quarter, 1875 ............ _·-· ......... -· .... _.. 104,879.25
No. 1089, 3d quarter, 1876.... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 172, 063. 50
o. 433, 1st quarter, 1877 ................................ _. 64, 092. 00
o. 1527, 3d (] uarter, 1 77 ................ __ .... __ ........... _........ .
o.1659, 3d quarter, 1878 ...... ···-·· . .. ... -··· ··-··· ····-· 36,963.25
To. 1660, 3d quarter, 1878 ............ .. .............. ... ... 209, 895. 00
o.1581, 4th quarter, 1878. ...... . ..... .. ................... 15,587.25
No. 1088, 3d quarter, 1879 .................................. 223, 125. 00
No.16 6, 4th quarter, 1879. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 39,275.25
3d quarter, 1880 ....... _..... _.......... . ................ ___ .
1881 .... . . ·-· .................. .... -·· ..... ·---··

262,584.00
236, 15£5. 50
198,255.75

.

262,447.50
262,400.25
262,500.00
262,395.00

Total tax paicl up to <late, Angnst 20, 1881. . .... _................ 2,896,927.75
Plus the annual rental of•$35,000, from 1871- 1880, i1l('l11sive, plus
$5,480.75 rental for short lease of 1870 =reutal paid ...... _._..
555,480.75
Grand total of tax and rental._. __ ....................•...... __ . 3, 452, 408. 50

GLOSSARY.
DEFI ITION OF TECH ICAL TERMS AND RUSSIAN NOMENCLATURE,
SED B
'.l.'HE AU'.l.'HOR IN THE PRECEDING- MONOGRA.PH.

(Alentian) .-A rough backbone.
ALEUT (Rus ian).- Jame given to all nativ inhabitants of the Alontian Islands.
ARI-UE (Rns iau). - Lornvia al'1·a. The guillemot, or murre; so named from the bird's
harsh cry of'' arra-arra."
BAILLIE Bn ·· SllKIE (Rus ian).-Phaleris JJBittacula. Parrol]_uet auk; "white bosom."
HA YAII (Rns ian).-A steamy bf1th honse.
11AHlllE (Rnssian).-An lckrly married woman.
]~ARRABKU~ (Russian).-A but.
BARRABARA (Russian).-A large hnt, or ''kozarmie."
Boonoo (Russian).- ·urf.
HrnAHHAII (Russian).-A large skin-covered boat pro-pell d with oars, or used with
imils before the wind· carries from three to ten tons.
BIDAHKA (Russian).-A small skin•covered ca.no .
HIDAH.'IIIK (RusRian ).-On <' who controls a baidar ancl its crew; a foreman.
HOBROVIA (Ru s iirn ).-Otter island.
BOGA LOY ( ussian).-Gocl's word.
Hc,onnA (RnRsian).-Gale that blows fiercely and is laden with snow; from" booryah,' a torm or temp st.
BOLSHOI (Rn si?n).- Big.
Bum (RnssiaJJ ).-A working ox or hull.
ARLUCKEYAK
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BULL (English).-Tb e adult male fnr seal; also the adnlt male walrus and sea lion.
CANOusKn~ (Russian ). -Si11wrky11 chus cristatellits. Crested auk.
CnnnE (Russian).-Larns gla.ucus. Burgomaster gnll.
CHORNIE GOOSE (Russian).-Branta canadensis var. leucopa1·eia. White-collared
goose.
CnoocHKIE (Russian).-Sim01·hynchus pusillus. Least or knob-billed auk.
CIIOOCHIL (Russian).-To stuff.
COOKHNET (Russian).-Tbe Aleutian cooking hut outside of the barrabkie.
Cow (English).-The adult female of the fur seal, the sea lion, and the walrus.
DALNOI MEES (Russian).-Distant cape.
DEETIAH (Russian).-Children.
DOMASHNll<> (Russian).-Houses.
EINAHNUHTO (Aleutian).-The mammre.
EMANNIMIK (Russian).-Namesday; or, literally, used as birthday.
EPATKA (Russian).-Frate1'oula co1·niou,lata. Horned puffin.
FLENSING (English).-Act of remo ving skins from sea.l carcasses.
FLIPPER (English).-The fore hantl and hind foot of fnr seal, sea lion, ancl walrus.
GORBOTCH (Russian). -Hump back.
GORODE (Russian).-A town; a village.
GovEROOSIGE (Russian).-La1•u,9 b,-evirostris and L. t1·idacfylus. Gulls.
HA LING (English).-Action of seals in coming up from the sea over the land.
HEAT, "HEATING'' (Engli h).-That nclden decay of the seal' body after death.
HOLLUSCHAK, pl. HOLLUSCHICJITE (Rnssian).-Bachelor; bachelors.
HUMPBA<.:K WHALE (Engli sh).-Megapfera versabilis.
KALOG (Aleutian).-All the small cottoid fishes.
KAMLAIKA (Rus ian).-The water-proof shirt.
KAMMIN (Rus ian).- tone.
KAMl\IINI TA (Rnssian).-Ro •ky place.
KA ~oo KA (Ru ian).-See Cauoo kie, antea. "Little captain."
J{APOOSTAH (H.ussian).-AJl aJgro.
ea weeds; from "morskie kapoosta," a " eo
cabbaO'e."
KA TICK, pl. KAUTH'KIE (Russian).-Fur seal_. collectively.
KEJ~TAVIE (Ru ian) .-WhH le plac .
KENCII (Eng1ish).-Bin in the sa1t hon e for pickling fur-seal kins.
KE, HLA (Russian ). - our; rottinO',
Krn1T CIIA ( Russian).-The common four-wheeled carriarre of Rnssia.
KILLER-WilALE (English).-Orca gladiator, var. 1·ectipinnis.
KOLIT, KIE (Rus ian ).-Tringa ptilocnemis, and all waders on the islands .
KOTI K, pl. KOTICKIE (Rn sian).-Yonng fur eal.
KvA s, or QUA (Ru sian).- ative bom -brewed he r; vile product of flonr, dried
appl , SUO'ar, and wat r, fermeutecl in a cask for a ertai n pe1~iod; al o alletl
"mahkoolah," after a Rns ian br wer.
LAABAS (Rn ian ).-Drying or hanging fram for meat ancl fi h.
LAAFKA (Hussian ).- torohonse, or stor .
LAA nu TCHIE (Russian) .-BreedinO'-O'l'Qunds (literally, '' a place wb r Heal dry
off").
Lil\L\lER nm (Alentian) . -.Anorllmm f?'oglod!Jies ,· wr n. (A "chew of tohacco.' )
Lo GHTAK (Ru sian) .-Air dri cl skin f all . eat.
L P s (Ru ::m).-Fulmartl,8 glacia/iR, var. Rodgc:rsi. Fu]mar. A larg
of
p trel.
1AA LVCKEN (Alentian) .-::\-1i .-in~, or minu .
MATKA (Rn ia,n).- fother; appli cl to femal . fnr •als and s a lion .
MEDVAID KI (Ru' ian).-Bt·ar .
1ELCHI KA (Rn ian).-Boy· urchin.
1EI<: (Rn ian).- ~rp ; headland; point.
1I TA (Ru . iau).-Place · pot.
1 H IIKA (Rn ian).-Tbl' fruit of R11b1t,, chanurmor1111. 'Litt] fro t b rry. '
1 n. EZOYIA (Ru tan).-\\ alrn. i 1, ncl; al o' Jlor .rovia. '
1 n:Krn J{ T (l n ian ).-:Fnr eal (" s a cat ).
AHYO.'T KJ•; ( Rn iun ). - •To h
, . twarcl ·" a.ppliecl to the Black Blnff on t. I aul.
11. AYV1m.·1A (Rn. ·ian).-"To r on the nort h ·hora."
ll , PEEL ( Rn i, n ).-" n the point· ' a 1·orrnption of "nab .-p
t ah. '
", m1P u (I 11 ·inn).-l'hoca rit11li11a. The hair al.
• • ,·\ .TO TL 'Alf (Rn ian ).-" I'l:w of r . • n growth;" a.ppli <l t
·ortbea point.
m,;. ( u i, n).-Y ry.
01 KIF. ( n . ian ).- n k; a.ppli <l to, 11 <ln k : .
)RF. 1:1, (I 11 ·i an ).-Gr" ulus bir1·islal11 . • bu
cormor, nt.
>. Tit Y ( Hu. ian ).-I land.
P \HK . ·o ( I n i n ) . - rn 11.
l'.,111os11Km ( R11 i, n ).- f,<·11co11tictr lrpJirornfiq " nr. !tri11ri1111r.ha.
lray- ar 11 finch.
l't.:i:::s.\JCll, pl. l'l:L T HEE (l n ·i, n .
r'11l111 lnt1np11a. B1111 an1l whit, fo •
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Poo (English) .-.A smaller or larger gathering of seals on fand.
POLAVINA SOPKA (Russian) .-Halfway mountain.
POL'l'OOS (Russian).-Hippoglossus vidgaris. Halibut.
POMEERAT (Russian) .-To die; applied only to th decease of animals.
PRECASHCTIIK (Rn ·ian).-An agent; a clerk; a sheriff.
PREDOVCITIK (Russian).-The "senior officer."
PROMY IILEXIK (Russian).-A hunter.
PoVAR IK (Russian).-A cook room.
PuP (English) .-Tbe youug of the fur seal and sea lion, np to the age of one year.
RAAK (Russian).-The common crab. ( Chinnoeocetl's.)
RARKOO HK.A. (Russiau).-The common mus el. ( illJJlilus. )
RAP-0-LOOF (Russian).-Tm·dus niigrato,·ius. Red breasted I obin.
RAZBOLffiK (Russian).-Robber.
REPKIE (Russian).-Echinoiclre. Sea urchins.
ROOKERY, pl. ROOKERIE (English).-Bree<linp: o-rounds and breeding sealR thereon.
AAFKA (Rus ian).-Harelda glacialis. " Id squaw,' lon 1r-tailccl duck.
ScooCE-I Nm ( Rnssian)'.-Tiresome; lonesome.
SEECATCH, pl. EECAT rrrn (Russian).-.Male fur seal aucl sea lion, full o-rown.
EEVITCH, pl. EEVlTCIIIE (Russian).- ea lion, collectiv ly.
SEUOVNAII (Russian).-" .Just like it.''
•
SnEK AH (Rnssian).-Empelrmn 11igrmn. Vine and fruit ther of. 'I'he" rowl,erry '
of English botanists.
S AGUISKIE (Russian).-Plecttoplta11e1J nivalis. The 1mow bird.
TAROOKA (Russian) .-An old woman.
STARlrnK (Russian).-An 01'1 nun1.
STfiORMA (Rus iim).- 'hip's mate.
TAL.' F.EK (Rn sian).-Salix. All the creeping willows are tlrns named.
TARBO, sA (Rnssian).- Jative boots mnde of the flippers, throat.. and int tin
of the Pi1111ipe<lia.
TAW1'0Hl(rn (Hus ian).-Ji'rate1·cula ci1'1'ltata. Tufted puffin· from its hatchet-lik
hill.
TAYOPJ.I (Rns, ian).-\'i arm.
'I'OLSTOI (Rnssian).-Tbick.
ToNKIE Mm,; (Russian).-Little or peaked cape.
THEE CA (Rus ian) .-Gadu morrltua. Codfish .
•' KONCHIELSAII (Ru, siau).-" He bas finis heel." The refined reference to
human death; never applied to animals.
VARRONE (Rnssian).-C:orvus cora.r. Haven.
VE, OLIA MI TA (Russian).-Joll,v place.
WHALE RI ' D (English) .-The skin of the whale.
WIG (English).-That light bnff-<·olored patch on the shoulders of th seecatchie.
ZAP o KA (Ros ·ian).-A saving of, or paring of.
ZOOBADEN (Russian).- " Tooth cut; tooth bitten. "
WEIGIIT , MEASURES, AND V L1TE .

I introduce the following brief table of Russian weights, meaRtH , ,
and values in order tbat the occasional mention made hy V niami11ov
in tbi re,pect maybe clearlyunderstoorl, and also to a ist any inquiring individual who may be dispo
to read up H.nR, ian anthol'iti Hon
the abject of their travel, geographical re earch, and fur trade iu
.Alaska:

ea

MONEY.

WE£GH1'8,

= 6 English grains av.
1 " Lot."
= 1 En glish pouncl av.
= 36n Eugltsh pounds av.

1 7.0lotnik
a zolotnik =
32 " lots "
1 pood

MEASURES.

1 a.rsheen = 28 English foches.
1 verahoak= ll Engliah i11rh s.
1 nj n
= 7 J~nglish feet.
3 ver ts
2 Enghsh miles.

=

(

1 copper lrnpeck = 1 ailv r kop ck.
2 cop pl'r kopecks = l grosh.
3 COJ)}Wl' kope •k1-1 l nit eu.
5 copper kOJI(' ·ks 1 p tack.
5 sil ver kop ck1-1
1 p tak.
10 11ilver kop ks = 1 gn· •vnnl1..
15 silver kop ckH
1 p t nltin.
201-1ilver kop ·kt1 - 1 <lvoo_g-n• v nik.
251-1ilv r kope ·ks :- 1 cl1rtnrtak.
50 silver kop •ck11 : I polt•• np.h.
100 silver kop cks . 1 rulil . 1

1 The silv r ruble is nearly e<tmil to 75 cents in onr oin.
Tb~ paper rublo flnctnatc•s in I ussia from 40 to 5 e ats, speci v~ ln ; in laska it was raterl at 20 c nts,
silver.
fnch of tbe "pap r" currency in Alaska <lnring I ns. ian rule wmi stamp cl
ou littl squares of walrn hi•l .
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'l'he gold coinage of Russia is seldom seen, even at home, arn1 never
bas been used in Alaska; the form of its coinage is known to Russians
as an "Irnperiale," and is equal to about $5 of our currency.
The word "ruble," according to Mr. S. N. Btiyuitskie, comes from
tbe Russian "roobeet," or, to hew with a hatchet, because the practice
of notching the bullion bars, as specified below, was one that called for
the use of a little ax for that purpose. In 1654 rubles were :first introduced to Russia, at Moscow, in the form of bullion bars,, with deep
notches in them, "rubli, "which enabled the possessor to detach as much
of the bar as his payment might require; hence the origin of the word
ruble. The :first silver moneyofHussia was coined atNovogorod in 1420.
It was struck in small pieces, which were then, as now, called" kopecks.''
The present value of the kopeck is not quite three-fourths of 1 cent
(United States currency). Nearly all the ordinary business calculations of Russia are made upon the basis of kopecks. At present specie
has substa,ntially disappeared in that country, and depreciated paper
is therepreseutative. The silver kopeck no longer exists as current coin.
The copper kopeck bears on its obverse side the :figure of St. George
spearing a dragon. "From this spear," says Georgi, '' called kaprea in
Russia, the term kopeck has been derived."
A still maller coin, called the'' polooshka," worth one-fourth kopeck,
has been used in Rus ia. It takes its name from a hare skin," ooshka,"
or" little ears," which, before the use of money by the Sclavs, was one
of the lowest articles of exchange, pol signifying half, and polooshka
half a hare's skin. From another small coin, the "deinga" (equal to
one-half kopeck in value), is derived the Russian word for money, deingah or deingie. 1
In conclu ion, it may be interesting to add to this mention of the coin
used on the seal i lands and in the fur-trade transactions of Alaska that
the first piece of stamped money known to the numismatic records i a
small coin made by the Phocian about 700 B. C., on the obverse side
of which was the :figure of a eal, o stamped because when these people
were emigratmg, their boat ·were "foJlowed by shoals of seals."
EXPLANATORY NOTE

AND COMMENTS UPON THE MAP OF ST. PAUL
I LAND.

, T. PA L.-Thi name was giv n to the island because it was descried for the first
time on St. Pan l's Day, .July 10, 1787, by the Russian discoverers. [Juno _9, Jnstiniau
calendar.]
lh:Fr .·1TI0,T, FO R Re IA.· NA;-.m OF TTIE RO KERTE , ET .-The everal title ~n
the map that inrli<:ate the several breeding grounds owe their origin anll have their
rnenuing a follows:
Zapaclnie. ignifies "w tward," ancl i.-, on e<l hy the people wbo live in the villao-e.
Zoltoi signifi s "golden;" son d to xpre:s the metallic· himmering of the and
there.
Ketavie ignifi " fa whale;" o n eel to de ignate that point where a. larg- right
whal wa trancl cl in 1
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Lnkannon.-So namecl after ono Lulrnnnon, a pioneer R11ssian, who clistinguished
himself, with one Kaiecov, a, co1-mtl'yman, by capturiug a, laro-e 1rnmber of sea otters
at that point, and on Otter Island, in 1787-88.
Tonkie mees sio-nifies "small ( or slender) cape" [tonkie, "tbin ;" mees, "cape"].
Polavina literalYy signifies "halfway;" so used by the natives because it is practically halfway between the salt houses at Northeast Point :wd the village. Polaviua
opka, or ''halfway mountain," gets its name in the same manner.
ovastoshnah, from the Russian'' novaite," or '' of recent growth;" so usecl because
this locality in pioneer days was an islancl to itself, and it has been annexed recently
to the mainland of St. Paul.
v ,. olia mista, or "jolly place," the site of one of the first settlements, and where
muc:h carousing was inclnlgecl.
Maroonitch, the sit of a pioneer village, established by one Maroon.
Nahsayvernia, or "on the north bore;" from Russian '' sayvernie."
Boga lov, or "worcl of God;" indefinite in its application to the place, bn t is,
perhaps, du to the fact that the pious Rn sians, immediately after Jancling at
Zapadnie, in 1787, ascended the hill and erected a huge cross thereon.
Einahuuhto, an Aleutian word, signifying the "three mammre."
Tolstoi, a Russian name, sigmfying "thick;" it is given to at least a h1Jndrrd
different cap s and headlands throughout Alaska, being applied as ind~criminately
a we do the term "Bear Creek" to little streams in the \Vestern States andTerritories.
'l'rrn Pno1,'ILE OF ST. PAUL.-'rhat profile of the south shore, between the Village
Hill arnl Southwest Point, taken from the steamer's anchorage off the Village Cove,
shows the characteristic and remarkable alternation of rookery slope and low sealevel flats. This point of viewing i lightly more than half a mile true west of tho
Village Hill, to a sight which brings Boga lov summits and Tolstoi head nearly in
line. At Zapadnie is the place where the Russian discoverers first landed in 1787,
July 10. With the exception of the bluffy west end, Ein-ahnuh-to cliffs, the whole
coast of St. Paul is accei,sible, and affords an easy landing, except at the short reach
of " eet.hah" and the rookery points, a indicated. The great sand beach of this
island xt nds from Lukannon to Polavina, thence to Webster's house, N ovastoshnah;
from there over, and sweeping back and along the north shore to Nahsayvernia
headland, then between Zapadnie ancl 'l'olstoi, together with the beautiful though
hort s~nd of Zoltoi. This extensive and slirrhtly broken sandy coast is not decribed as p culiar to any other islall(l in Alaska,, or of 'iberian waters.
FRE n-, ATER LAKEB.-There are no running str ams at any season of the year on
t. Paul, but the abundanc of fre h water is plainly present d by the numerous
lake , all of whi b are "svayjoi" save the lagoon estuary. The four lar<Ye reefs
which I have locatecl are ea ·h awash in every storm tbat blow from seaward over
them. They are all rough, rocky ledg s. That little 011e indicated in Engli h Bay
caused tbe wreckino- of a larg British ves ol in 1847 whi ·h was coming in to anchor
just without Zapadni . A number of the crew wer "maaslucken,'' 1 o my native
informant averred.
DRIFTWOOD.- fost of the small amount of driftwood that is found on this island
is procured at orthea t Point and Polaviua; the north shore from Maroon itch to
Tsammanah ha also been favored with sea-waif Jorrs in ex eptional seasons to the
xclnsion of all other sections of th coast. The nativc·s say that the , 't. eorge
people get much more driftwood every year, a a rule, than they do on t. Paul.
From what I could see during my four sea ons of inspection they never have got
much, under the best of circum tanc A, on eith r island. Tb y pay little att nti u
to it now and gather what they do during tlie winter season, going to Polavina ancl
the north shore with sled , on whi h they hoist sails after loading there and scud
borne before th strong northerly blast .
Captain Er kine informs me that the water is free and bold all aronncl th north
shore from Cro s Hill to outhwest Point-no r •efs or shoals up to within a half a.
mile of land anywher . English Bay is very hallow, and no R agoing v as 1 should
attPmpt to enter it that draw over 6 feet.
.
A ·TIIOIUTIE, ' F R LATIT ' DE AND LON IT 'DE.-All the positions of latitude and
longitude which I pla e upon this map ar taken from Captain Archimandritov'H
mann . cript chart.
uring the whole month of July, 1874, while I wa b re with th
Reliance, th re was not a single opportnnity for a solar observation, al thou h 'aptain
Baker mad s vcral att mpt to make some. Captain ErnkinC>, however, has verifi (l
.Arcbimanclritov's work, and . ays that it is very near the c-orre t thing. I conlcl bave
tak nob e1·vation asily in th o · a ional clear ov-ember clay of 1 72, but nnfortnn~tely, the chronometer whi h I bacl proved o cl fective that I abandoned th
labor.
How TO REACH WALRU I LET.-To vi it Walrus Islan l in a boat, pleasantly ancl
1 Anything missing, or b yoncl human ken, in th
.Aleutian v rnacnlar is "maa lncken."
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successfnlly, i.t is best to submit to the ac1vice and direction of the natives. They
leave the village in the evening anc1, taking advantage of the tide, proceed along
the coast as far as the bluffs of Polavina, where they rest on their oars, doze ancl
smoke, until the dawning of daylight, or later, perhaps, until the fog lifts enough
for them to get a glimpse of the islet which they seek; they row over then in about
two hours with their bidarrah. They leave, however, with perfect indifference as to
daylight or fog. Nothing bnt a southeaster can disturb their tranquillity when they
succeed in landing on Walrus Island. They would find it as difficult to miss striking the extendec1 reach of St. Paul on their return as they found it well-nigh impossible to push off from Polavina and find "Morzovia" in a thick, windy fog and
running sea.
OTTER I LET: SLIGHT CORRECTION.-Otter Island, or '' Bobrovia," is easily reached
in almost any weather that is not very stormy, for it looms np high above the water.
It takes the bidarrah about two hours to row over from the village, while I have
gone across once in a whaleboat with less than one hour's expenditure of time, sail
and oars, en route. A slight mistake of the engraver causes Crater Point to appear as
a bifurcated tongue. It is not so; but there is a funnel-shaped cavity here plainly
emarginated from the sea, and on that extreme point, constituting and giving to it
this name.
EXPLANATORY NOTES AND COMMENTS UPON THE MAP OF ST. GEORGE
ISLAND.

ST. GEORGE.-This title was given to the island by its discoverer in honor of his
vessel, the sloop St. George.
SALIENT FEATURES OF TIIE TOPOGRAPITY: INACCESSIBLE CHARACTER OF TIIE
COAST.-The profile which I give of this island presents clearly the idea.of that
characteristic, bold, abrupt elevation of t. George from the sea. From the Garden
Cove around to Zapaduie Beach there is 11ot a single natural opportunity for a man
to land; then, again, from ½apadnie Beach round to tarry Ateel there is not one
sign of a chance for an a,gile man to come ashore and reach the plateau abovEI. From
Starry Ateel to the Great Eastern rookery there is an a,lternation between the s veral
breeding gronnds of three low and gradual lopes of the land to ea level; these,
with the landing at Garden 'ov ancl at Zapadni , are the only spots of the t. George
coast where we can come ashore. An acti,Te person can scramble up a t several steep
places between the sea-lion rookery and Tolstoi foes, but the re t of that extended,
bluffy sea wall, which I have ju t defined, is wholly inaccessible from the water. A
narrow strip of rough, ro ky hingle, washed over by every storru-b aten sea, is
all that lies beneath the mural precipices.
PRETTY CA CADE AT WATERFALL HEAD.-In the spring, when the 1mow melts on
the high plateau, a beautiful as ade is seen at Waterfall Head. The feathery, filmy,
silver ribbon of plunging water is thrown ont into exquisite relief by the rich background of that brownish basalt and tufa over which it drops. Another pretty little
waterfall is to be s en just west of the villag at this season only, where it leap
from a low range of bluffs to the sea. The first-na,m <l cascade is more than 4-00 feet
in beer unbroken precipitation.
One or two small, naked, pinnacle rocks, standing close in and almost joined to
the beach at the sea-Jion rookery, constitute the only outlying islet!! or rocks; a,
tony kelp b d at Zapadnie and one off th Little Ea tern rookery, both of limitecl
reach <>award, are the only hindrance to a hip's ailing bol<Uy round the island,
even to scraping the bluff , at places, safely with her y.ardarms. I have located the
Zapadnie hoal by observation from the bluft'1:1 above, while Captain Baker, of the
Relian ~, sonndecl out the other.
A ' TIIORITIE I<'OR LATIT 'DE AND LONGIT E.-The observations which fix the
po itions of 'fol toi and Dalnoi Mee ar<' taken from Russian anthority (Captain
Arcbimandritov), while the lo ·ation of the v illag<' wa made by Lieut. Washburn
faynard and my elf in 1874, to..,.eth r with the degree of variation to the compa.·8.
\ e u ed an artificial horizon. The overcast weather prevented onr verification of
the two oth r point gi ,. n.
'fREND OF OCEA..~
RRF.NT RERE.-Although small quantities of clriftwood
lodge on all point. of the coa t, yet the greatest amount i found on tb south shore
ancl thence around to 'arden 'ove. This drift timber i u. nally, holly stripped of
its 1 ark, principally pine and fir ticks, some of th m quite larg , 1 inche. to 2 feet
in diam t~r.
veral years ocrnr when a large driftall' will b thrown or strand d
her ; th n long int rva]s of many c•ason will lapse with scare ly a log or Htick
com in, a bore. I fotmd at Garcl n 'ov , in June, 1 73, thew 11-pr n ·<'<l hnak of a
cocoauut, cast up by th surf on the beach. Diel I 11ot know tht~t it wa most
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undoubt dly thrown over by some whaler in these waters, not many hundred miles
away at the farthe t I shoulcl have indulg cl in a pretty reverie over its path in
drifting from the south seas to this lonely islet. I presume, however, that the timb rwhich the sea•bring to the Pribilof Islands is that borne down upon the annual
floods of the Kuskokwim and nshagak rivers, on the mainland and to the eastnortheastward, a little mor than 2r mile . It comes, however, in very scant supply.
I saw very little driftwood on t. Matthew L lanil, bnt on th ea tern shore of St.
Lawrence there was an immense aggregate, which unquestionably came from the
Yukon month.
POT OF PRIBILOF' LANDING.-One of the native , "stareek," Zachar Oo tigov
("the president"), told m that the "Russians, when they first landed, came ashore
in a thick fog" at Tolstoi Mees, near the present sea-lion rookery sit . As the
water is deeJ) and 1,olcl there, l ribilof' sloop, the t. Geo1·ge, mnst have fairly
jHmmed lier bowsprit against those lofty cliff's ere the patient crew hacl intimation
of their position. The old Aleut then showed me the steep gnlly ther<>, up which
the ardent di ·coverers cli.mbed to the plateau above; ancl to demonstrate that he
wa not chilled or weakened by agr, h<' nimbly scramhlefl down to the surf b<'low,
some 350 vertical feet, and I followed, half stepping and half sliding over Pribilof's
path of glad discovery and proud possession, trodden by him one June day nearly
a hnnd.r d years ago.
UGGRSTIO' FOR BETTER LOADI G AND DI CIIARGI GA. CARGO.-With regard to
tho loading ancl unloadinN' of th v s ls at t. George, I believe that it would be
wise and e ·onomical to grade a wagon road over from th village to Gard n 'ov . I
think o bcoau e weeks ancl w •ek con c11tiv ly have pa <'Cl to my p r onal knowledge between the unloading a,nd th loading of the teamn, when, during itll that
sea on of weary, anxious waiting for the urf to quiet down at the villago lan<ling,
there was 11ot a liin~l da,y iu which the lihip conld not have <lischarg d or rec<'ivNl
her cargo •a ily and expetlition ly on the sand b ach at 'arcleu Cov . When the
St. Patil ha 75,000 s al kin in h<·r hold, taken on at the larg r island, be t1wn ha
to pound " ff aocl on" h1·n· in fog and temp i;t for aw ek or two, or evc•n Jougl'I',
waiting for a chan<'<' to gc-t the 20, ) or 25,0 0 t. Georg kins (rc•ady for her) in
tnrn. Her arroi to o tlytori l inthismam.er,inasmnchasthedifficnltycanhe
readily obviated by th <'art r tHl I hav<• iudi 'fl, d. The natives could anil wonld
bitch tbemHelvc• into largc· baud ·art!!, and thn clraw tb skins aero sand supplies
b~tck, with the aid of, mule or two on th stiff grad . Thi would oc ur in ascending Ahluck yak riclgc from the village, and al o up a hort one• ,t ra,in rising from
Garden Cove to the ru1• a top . Tl1 di, tan is oul.v 2!- to 3J miles, aucl 2 miles of
that is nearly fit fi r wb els as it Ji s to-day. I think, S<'riou ly, this should be
done; it may ave or pr<•vcut in tb futnre the loss of a valuahl ship nncl h rpric Ir s cargo of hnman life and _all its b •longing . Thick fogi; au<.l bowling gales of
win<l aro dan(T rous anu ·hromc her<'.
WHAT THE KET H 1AP , 11 W'.-The ketch map of la kawbichihavc•inaert d
in the lower corner of thi chart of t. George is to show, hett<·r thau any language
can, the r lative po ition of these c lC'l,ratC'd s al islands; a11d also to give a clni,r
idea of their isolation and µ-rrat dista.uc from , itka, where most of oar peopl thin I
all Alaska i center 1. In fact, , itka, as far a trade and r sourc:rs and population
ar concerned, is one of the mo tin ignificant spots known to tbat conn try. Kacliak,
Unga, B lcovskic, and enala ka 1•ach )rn,v · a gr<'at r ivilizecl population than has
itka to-day aud f'acb ha. a hundrC'dfolcl more importnnce as a tra<IP ·c•ntn. As
the ship sails, tho Pribilof Island ar<': 2,2.-0 milPs W W. from ~an Fraud. co; 1/00
miles W W. from Van ·9nv<•r Island, Strait of Fn a; 1,400 mil<'S W \V. from. itka,;
NW.from nala ka· aucl 700 mil<·sEt K
550mil<'s , TW. from Kadiak; 192milP
from Commandn Islands, Russian territory. All these distance1:1 aro via Unalaska
save the laijt one.
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R. I., November 30, 1874.

SIR: In obedience to your instructions of the 9th of May, a signing

me to tlle duty required by an act of Congres approved April 22, 1874,
entitled "An act to enable the Secretary of the Trea ury to gather
authentic information as to the condition of the fur trade in the T rritory of Alaska," I have been engaged, as far as has been practicable this
season, in making the neces ary iuvestigation. My attention has been
given chiefly to tbe fur-seal :fisheries, as being the farge t and mo t
important branch of tbefurtrade, and especially to a certaining whether
the terms of the lea e from the United State to the company now in
po e ion of them have been complied with by said company. I have
also had opportunity to acquire information in regard to the ea-otter
trad , and to make an examination of the i land of St. Matthew and
St. Lawrence, two large i lands in Bering Sea, north of the Pribilof
group.
I have now the honor to submit, for your consideration, the following
report in relation to those ub,iects.
I am, sir, very re, pectfully, your obedient servant,
WA HB RN MAY ARD,

Lieutenant, United 'tates

avy.

Hon. GEORGE M. ROBESO '
eoretary of the Navy,
avy Department, Wa hington, D. 0.

THE FUR-SEAL FI HERIES.
The i lands of St. Paul and t. George, or the 1 ' s al i land ," a
they are commonly called, are tbe principal on of tb Pribilof roup;
tbe other two, known a the Otter and W alm, i lands, b in o· m rely
i, 1 ts. They lie iu B ring
a, b tween 56° and 5 ° of north lati tucl
and 169° and 171° of we t lo11gi tucl . Tbe former ha an area of 3
a11d the latter of 27 q uare mil ', with, re pe ·tively, 42 and 29 mil of
bor line. They are n v loped in ummer by d 11 fog , through
wbi •b the un rarely make it way, and ar urround din winter by
field of ice driveu down from t he r •tic by northerly gal ·. Th y ha e
no heltered harbor but light indentati ri. in tb bore Jin afford a
Jee for ves els and a tolerable landin place for boat in certain winds.
1
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The shores are bold and rocky, with strips of saud beach and lope
covered with broken rocks at intervals between the cliffs, and the interior
of both is broken and hilly; neither tree nor shrub grows upon them,
but they are covered with gra , moss, and wild :flowers. For nearly
one hundred years fur seals have been known to visit them annually in
great numbers for the purpose of bringing forth and rearing their
young, which circumstance gjves them no inconsiderable commercial
importance. The seals occupy the island from the breaking away of
the ice in the spring until it surrounds them again in early winter;
that is, from about the middle of May until December. In mild winter ,
when there is little or no ice about the islands, a few seals have been
seen swimming about in the water through the entire season, but it bas
rarely occurred. They are not known to haul up on the land elsewhere
within the limits of the orth Pacific Ocean except upon Bering and
Copper Islands, lying in Bering Sea, near the Asiatic Coast and Robin
Reef, a small rock in the Okhotsk Sea. They certainly go to the southward in the fall, for they are frequently seen at sea, either singly or in
school of several thousands, and are killed in the water all t11e way
from Sitka to the Straits of Fuca. In 1825, 54 were taken by the
Ru ians on the Farallone Islands, off the entrance to the Bay of San
.B rancisco, but none before or since have been een there. There seem
to be no reason wby they can not remain in tbe water during the entire
time they are ab ent from the islands, for tbey eat their food there at
all times, and are able to sleep upon its surface.
They may be divided into two clas e , the breeding and the non breeding seals. The former compri e the full -grown males or bulls, the adult
female or cows, and the young, or pups; the latter, tbe young or bachelor male , and the yearling of both , exe . Both classes leave the
water and haul up along the shores of tbe hdands near, but entirely eparate from each other. They choo e certain portions of the shore, to
the exclu ion of the r st, not all of either cla.: s b ing together, but each
into eparnte communitie., which are often s veral miles apart. The
bre diiig eals occupy the lopiug- ground betwe n the cliffs, which i ~
covered with bowlders and broken rock , beginning a few feet above
high-water mark aBd e tending back to the depth of from 50 to .,00
feet in a ·ornpa t, uniform mauner.
uch space are called bre dinorookerie . The nonbr eding eal , on the contrary, are cattered over
the aud beaches and the hicrher ground in rear of th rookerie , without any regular order of dh,trilmtion. The part of the hore sou, ed
are called ''haulin ground . Pathwa are left open in the rookeri at convenient point to allow the pa ag of the non breeding eals
to and from their hauling ground in the rear.
There are 11 rook ri on t. Paul Island, extending, with the adja. ut hauling ground , over mor than on -third of its hor line, and
on t. George I land 5 takiu 0 • up le than one-tenth of it. They are
reoccupi d ea h year,, ith hut little cbange.
bout the middle of fay the hull , which are the fir .t of the br ding , al to arri e haul from the water and tabli h the rookerie in
r adin . for the cow. who becrin t come a littl later. It e m pr babl hat the ro k ri are o ·cnpi d l> th c me bull and co
from
• art y ar 1 a the hang lmt little ith r in ize or form; but it ha
•npro d hat th hach lor. donotre urn toth ,'amehauling round
or v n t th am L land.
h tim of arrival fthe cow i govern d
h Ii ir p ri d f g . tatiou, a: th yd n t app ar on tu rook ries until
ithi11 a :b r im of i ing birth to their pup. · h nee all <lo not come
at th am tim , but continuou ly from the latt r part of ~fay until th
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middle of July. The bulls are polygamous, having from 5 to 20 cows
each; so the number of them upon the rookeries is not more than
one-tenth that of the cows. They have frequent and bloody fights for
the possession and retention of their places upon the rookeries and of
tlle cows, in which some are kilJed, others driven from therookeries,and
all more or less badly bitten and gashed by the harp, curved tusk of
tbeir opponents. The cows, even, do not always escape unhurt, as two
bulls sometimes seize a cow and literally tear her· in two in their struggle for possession.
Tlle cows are continually arriving upon the rookeries and giving birth
to their pups until about the middle of July. Usually each cow bear a
single pup, though I have been told by persons whose statement I have
no reason to doubt, that they have witnessed one or two in tances of
twins. From the 10th to the 25th of July the rookeries are fuller than
at any other time during the season, as the pups have all been born, and
an the bulls, cows, and pups remain within their limits.
During the breeding season, nearly three months, the bulls have remained upon the rookeries, never leaving them for an instant, even to
procure food.
This fasting, the constant watchfulness necessary to keep their harems
together and to prevent the encroachmeuts of other bull , aud the service
of the cow , render their position no sinecure. Their emaciated bodies
and loo e aud wrinkled kins at its close are in marked.contrast to the
fat, sleek-looking cows, for the latter have been con tantly going and
coming between the rookeries and the water, so that at auy one time
there are seldom more than one-half of them on shore. About the :first
of August, the breeding season being over, and the pups, which grow
rapidly, having become large aud strong enough to•move about, the
rookerie begin to lose their compact formation and rigid exclu ivenes . The bulls begin to go into the water, their places being filled.
by the younger males, which up to this time have not been allowed to
go upon the rookeries, while the cows and pup spread back over the
hauling grounds in scattered groups, and occupy more than twice the
space that bad previously held them. Meanwhile the young male or
bachelor seal have been coming to the hauling grounds, which are
cov red more or less thickly with them all summer. They do not
remain on shore long at a time, but haul up to sleep and play for a
while, and then return to the water for food. They are so numerou ,
however, that thousand can alway be seen upon the hauling grounds,
a all of them are never either on shore or in the water at the ame
time. Tbe yearling , easily di tingui hed by their size and the ilvery
color of their ides and bellie , do not make their appearance until the
latter part of July, when they arrive in a body, males and female·,
together. They go upon the hauling grounds in great number , and
play together for hour at a time. The bachelors join them in tbeir
port, and, singling out the baby cows, form mimic rookerie , and imitate tile roaring, :fighting and cares ing of the bull in a ludicrou mann r. In September and October the pups exchange the coat of bort
black hair, wbich had beeu heir only covering fr m their birth, for one
of fur, and hair , irnilar in app arance to that of the yearling, and learn
to swim, in readine for their d partur from the i land in ovember
and December. Many of them are killed by th urf, particularly if
the eason i a tormy one, a they are not , rong enough i,;wimmers
to save them elve from being da hed against the rocks by it.
The cows remain with their pup , and ·uckl them until all have I ft
the islands in December. It is probable that of the seals born ~acb
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year about one-half are males. The experiment was tried of examining
one hundred pups taken at random from the rookeries, and in that num•
ber the sexes were ~bout equally divided. The number of bachelor
seals in proportion to the cows would also seem to confirm the supposition. There is not the slightest perceptible difference in appearance
between seals of the two sexes, either in the first or second year after
their birth, but as they grow older they differ, so as to be readily distinguishable from each other. The pups when born have only a short
black hair, no fur; this is gradually replaced in their first year by a
coat of flue, thick fur of a light gray color, and of hair longer than the
fur, so as to cover it, of a silvery gray upon their sides and bellies, but
black or very dark gray upon their backs. The color of their hair
changes, in their second year, to a uniform dark gray. In their fifth
year the hair upon the neck and shoulders of the males begins to grow
coarser and longer, forming a sort of mane, which increases in length
and stiffness until he bas attained his full growth, in his eighth or ninth
year. The females are not found upon the hauling grounds with the
males after they are two years old; hence it seems probable that tbey
go upon the rookeries in their third, and bear a pup in their fourth year.
When both are full grown, the sexes differ most widely in appearauce.
The male, weighing from four to five hundred pounds, is about three
times as large as the female, has a mane, and is either black or dark
brown in color. The color of the female is a soft rich brown upon the
back and sides, changing almost to orange upon the belly, and she has
no mane. The fur of the cows is rather thicker and finer than that of
the other seals, though the skins of young males from three to six years
old are not very much inferior.
It is of great importance to know bow mar1y seal come annually to the
island, or rather to know how mauy may be killed for their skins without causing a le number to come hereafter than do at the preseuttime.
To determine how many there are with accuracy i a task almost on a
par with that of numbering the tar . The incessant motion of the animals when on shore, the great va,r iety in size, color, and position, the
extent of surface over which they are pread, and the fact that it can
not be determined what proportion of them are on shore at any given
time, make it simply impo ible to get more than an approximation to
their numbers. They have been variou lye timated at from one to :fifteen millions. I thiuk the most accurate numeration yet made is that
by Ir. H . W. Elliott, special agent of the Trea ury Department, in 1872.
Thi calculation i ba d upon the bypotbe i that the bre ding eal are
governed in hauling by a common and invariable law of di tribution,
whi hi , that the ar a of rook ry i directly roportional to the numb r
of als oc apyiug it. Hee timate that there i one eal to every two
quarefe tofrook ry urfac ; hen ·etbe i,roblem i reduced to the impl operati n of obtaining half the um of the uperfi.cial area of all the
rook ri in quar feet. He urveyed the rookeries of both i land in
1 72, when at th ir great t limit of pan ion, and obtained the followiug r ult : pon ~t. Paul I land there were 6,060 000 quar fe t f
ground, oc upi rl bv 3, .
00, and on t. Georg I land 3..,6,840 qn, r
fi t occupi lb 163 42 · a total for both i land of 3,193,420 breeding
al . Tb numb r of nonbr lin ea] an uot b determined in h
fi r going mann r a th haul m
irr guJarly· but it em probable
hat th . ar n arl ' c 1mm r u a the th r las , wbi •h would g-i
n t f, r fr m GO O O" th numb r of al of all kind which vi it d
b i I. n 1 during tb . Pa. on of 1
. It i :Lik Jy hat th e figl}re ar n far from th truth, but I do not
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think it necessary to take into consideration the actual number of seales
in order to decide the question of how many can be taken each year
without injury to the fisheries. The law (di covered by Mr. Elliott)
wbich govern the breedinO' seals in haulil1g, viz, that the ize of the
rookery varies directly as the number of seals, eem to me, after clo e
and repeated ob ervation, to be correct.
11 tbe rookerie , wbetber
large or mall, are uuiform in appearance, alike compact, without waste
of pa ·e, and never crowded; uch being the ca e, it i unimportant to
know the actual number of seal upon the rookeri , for any _change in
the number of eal , whi hi the point at i sue, any noteworthy increa e
or deer a in the ize of the rookerie taken collectively, will show a
orre ponding· increa e or decrea e in the uumber of breeding seals,
consequ ntly in the numb r of pup born, upon which, of cour e, the
extent an<l. safety of he :fisheries depend. If, then, a plan or map of
each rookery be mad every year, bowing a curately its ize and form
when at it gr ate t expansion, which is between the 10th and 25tu. of
July a compari on of them would give the relative number of the
bre ding sea]s from year to year. I will ·ubmit with this report maps 1
of St. Paul and St. George islands, showing tl1e ext nded location of
bre ding rookerie and hauling ground from urveys in July, 1 7-!,
made by Mr. Elliott and myself, and a map of each rookery on both
i land , drawn from areful urveys mad by Mr. El1iott in 1 72, bowing them as they were in tho season of 1874 as compared with that of
1872. I re pectfully recommend that enlarged copies of these latter
maps be furnished to the Government agents in charge of the island ,
and that tl1ey be :Pequired to compare them each year with the r pec tive rookerie , and note the change in size and form, if any exi t, upon
ibem. Thi , if carefully done, will afford data, after a time, by which
the :fl berie can be regulated with comparative certainty, so as to produce the greatest revenue to the Government without injury to the
eal ' ,
Since 1870 there have been killed on both islands, in round numbers,
112,000 young male seal each year. Whether thi laughter ha prevented the seals from increa ing in numbers or not, and if so, to what
extent, can only be deduced from their pa t hi tory, which unfortunately
is imperfectly known. In 1830 there were fewer eal upon the i lands
than bad ever been een before since their di corery in 1786. On St.
Paul there were not more than twelve or fifteen thou and of all kinds.
The killing of them was then stopped, and not resumed until 184 , when
it wa done gradual~y, aud, as had never been the ca before, only the
young males were killed. The rookeries contiuued to increase in ize
until 1 57, ince which time they have remained about the ame, although a le number were killed yearly b tw en 1 57 and 186 than
have b en killed since. This would seem to how that there is a limit
beyond wlnch they will not increase and thatthi limit bas been reached.
If they could be und r our control and protection at all time , and if
a ufficient upply of food for th m oul i be procured w hould doubtle. s be able to can e them to multiply, for ther are mor of both e ye
born each year than ne e ary·to meet the 1 from tlie natural au
of old ag , di ea e (nnl
pidemic), and a cid 11t. But in rea1ity we
do not even know where they are for even montl1 in each y a.r while
we do know that they have deadly enemiec., which make ad havoc, parti ularly among the pup and yearlings, .as a single killer-whale ha
been found to have 14 young eal in his tomach when killed. Our
prot tion of them an only be partial; that i to ay, we can limit
the number to be killed when they are within our reach, and prevent
1

Missing.

e Report of II. W. Elliott, ante, pp. 776-778.
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their being disturbed on the breeding rookeries or driven from the
islands. On the other hand, the question arises whether the killing of
the number above mentioned has or has not caused a decrea e of the
seals. Judging from a comparison between the maps of the rookerie ,
as they were in 1872, and the rookeries themselves this year, and from
the testimony of tlie best-informed men on the islands, both white
and natives, I think it has not as yet. As the young males alone are
killed, injury would be effected through them, by not allowing a sufficient number to reach maturity to supply the demands of the rookeries. They do not go on the rookeries until they are at least 6 years
old; hence the e:ffect of the first year's killing can not be seen until
the pups born then have reached that age. For that reason it seems
to me that it is too soon to decide whether we are killing too many or
not. It is possible that more, even twice as many, might be taken
without injury, but it would be making a severe and more hazardous
experiment, before any re ults have been obtained from the first. The
number now killed annually is entirely experimental, and we have
nothing to start from as a basis. Until the effect produced is sati factorily shown, I would, therefore, not recommend an exten ion of the
contract as to the number of , eals to be killed, until seven or eight
years from the date at which the one now existing went into effect,
when, if the rookeries have not decreased in size, it can safely be done.
THE NA'.l'IVES OF THE ISL.ANDS.

St. Paul and St. George i land were uninbabit d when discovered
by Pribilof in 17 6, but in that year, an<l at variou time since, the
Ru ian transferred a number of leuts, with their familie , from the
i land of nala ka to them. The de cendan t of these people, together
with a few Ru ian creoles from variou:,:, parts of the territory, are tbe
pre ent native inhabitant of the islands. Their population on the
1st of ugust wa as follows:
Island.

umber N11JDber
of
of peoplo. families.

Males.

F males.

Adult
mal s.

225
123

62
26

104
58

121
65

ma] 8.

leut8.

Creol s.

---

--------- --

St. Paul. __ _-- ··---·
t. George ..•......

Adult
f,

72
27

67
31

54
22

171
101

-They live in a single villaO'e .on ach · and the one on St. Paul ituated at the southea ·t rn nd and on
. George on the north hore.
Tb y were bri ' tianized by the I u ia1 and wor ·hip a cording to the
form of th Gre k Catholic hurch.
di po ition th y are mild and
amiable, and are killful and faithful workers at their bu, ine of taki:l1g
eal kill .
trictly
king ther ·
· gov rnment among them
tbough
fr, ele t d
ea certain degr of conin dir t
e ealer . Th have a
p
t
C to he COOl'IIlc
.
erity. Ther
far in e th
nerely a fe
u
d
Go
t
g
~e
h
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seems necessary that some means should be provided for securing to all
equal protection in the rights of person and property. This could be
accomplished for the present, at least, by giving them authority somewhat similar to that of justice of the peace, making them responsible
to the Secretary of the Treasury for the proper performance of that
duty, as they are for that of those with which they are now charged.
The seals furnish the native· with a comfortable and certain living,
their flesh serving them for food, and the taking of their skins bringing
substantial income.
THE LEASE OF THE ISLANDS.

In June, 1870, Congress passed an act entitled "An act to prevent
the extermination of fur-bearing animals in Alaska," which authorized
the Secretary of the Treasury to leas~ to private parties for a term of
years the right to engage in the bu 'iness of ta,king fur seals on the
islands of St. Paul and St. George, under certain specified conditions
and restrictionR. Therefore the subject was publicly advertised and
bids solicited, the privilege to be awarded to the highest responsible
bidder. A number of individual· doing busine. s in San Franci co,
under the firm name of the Alaska Commercial Company, were the succes ful bidders, and the right was granted to them under the terms of
the lea, e now in force (a copy of which is annexed) for a period of twenty
years from the 1 t day of May, 1870. The terms were not arranged
and the lease delivered until the 31st day of August, 1870, and the
vessels and agents of the company did not reach the jslands until the
lstof October. The season allowed by law for killing seals being nearly
over, but few were taken t hat year (3,4.48 on St. Paul and 5, 78V on St.
George), but the following and each succeeding year they have taken
the stipulated number. When the lease was made it wa erroneously
suppo ed that there were about one-thfrd as mauy seals on St. George
Island as on St. Paul, and in consequence the number to be taken from
each i land was fixed at 25,000 and 75,000 respectively. In reality
there are only about one-eighteenth as many on the former a the latter,
which fact having been clearly shown la t year by Mr. Elliott, the
apportionment was changed to 10,000 for St. George and 90,000 for St.
Paul, according to the terms of the lease. In consideration of being
the only company allowed to take fur seals upon the i lands, the Ala ka
Commercial Company bas agreed to pay a yearly rental for the use of
the i lands, and a tax or duty upon ach kin taken an<l. hipped from
them; not to kill more than the stipulated number of seals, and seals
of a particular kind; not to mole t them upon the rookeries or in the
water, and to do nothing which would tend to frighten them from the
i lands; to provide for the comfort, maintenance, education, and protection of the native inhabitants, and neither to furni h nor to allow its
agents to furnish di tilled spirits or spiritous liquors to any of the
native .
The company employs on St. Paul an agent who has general charge
of tbe bu ine son both i ·lands, three assistants, a phy ician, a choolteacher, three carpenter , a cooper, a steward and cook; and on St.
George an agent, a phy ician, a chool-teacher, and a cook.
The great work of the sea on, tbe taking and curing of eal kins,
begin the first week in June, and is pu hed forward a,· rapidly as
po ible, a th kins are in the be t condition early in the eason.
Thi year 90,000 kin were taken on t. Paul by 8-! men in thir ynine lays. The native do all the work of driving, killing, and kinning the seal , and of curing and bundling the skins, under the
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direction of the company' agents and of their own chieti . The fir t
operation is that of driving the eal from the hauling to th killing
grounds. The latter are near the alt hou e , whi ·h ~ r built at p int
mo t convenient for hipping the kin , and all the killing i done upon
them, in order not to disturb the other eal , and to . e the 1 b r
of carrying the skins. The eal' uitahle for killing (which are the
young males from 2 to 6 years old) are rea lily coll ct d iuto drov
upon the hunting ground by getting between them and th wat r, and
are driven a easily as a flock of heep. They m v in chlill y allop,
their hellies being rai ed entirely from the ground, upon tb ir flipper ,
which gives them, when in motion, the appearance of IJear '. Th y are
sometime called" ea bear 'on account of thi · re mblau e. In driving them care i taken not to hurry them, for, if driven too fa t they
crowd together and injure the kin by bitin · ea •h oth r, and al o
become overheated and exbau ted. Tbey are driven from one-half mile
to 5 miles in from three to thirty- ix hour , a cordin to the Jo ation
of the hauling ground . After reacbin the killin · Touud th y are
allowed to rest and cool for everal hour , parti ·uJarly if th dri ha
been a long one. The drive vary in 1mmb r from fiv bu11dr d to a
many thou and, a tb re happen to l>e fi w or man.
al ur u the hauling-ground wb n tbe dri e i mad . In ,wh driv th r are ome
s al that are either o larg or o mall tllat th ir kin are not d irable,
and ometime a fi w :6>mal . are dri n up, not oft n, h wever, a they
seldom stray from the rook ri . 11 uch are singl d out and permitted
toe cape to the water. The killing i done with a bl w on the head
by a tout lub, whi •h cru h the kull, aft r which the kins are t ken
off and arried into the alt hou e . Dmfo 0 • the fir t half of the month
of June, from to 8 p r cent of the ec 1 in the drive are turned away,
b ing ither too mall r too larg , aud from 10 to 12 per ent during
th latter half. In July the perc nta e i till gr ater, b ing about 40
p r cent for th fir t and from 60 to 75 p r cent for the latter half.
About one-half of the eal killed are ab ut 3 years old, one-fourth 4,
and the remainder 2, 5, and 6. .c o yearling have been killed up
to the pre ent time, though allowed by th lea. e, a their kins are
too small to be salable in the pr ent tate of the trade, but by ome
trade in it they may become de irable in the future, and would then
be tak n. Thi would injure the fi herie , becau e the yearling of
both exes haul together, and it would be almo t impo sible to separate them ., o as to kill only the male . There ha been a wa te in
taking the kin due partly to the inexperien e of the company' agent
and partly to accident and the carel sne of the native . In making
the drive , particularly if th y are long, and the sun happeus to pier e
through the fog, ome of the eals become exhau ted and die at uch
a di tance from the alt hou e that their skins can not well be carried
to them by band, and are therefore left upon the bodie . This wa"
remedied during the la t killing sea on by havjng a hor e and cart to
follow tbe drive and to colle t su h kins.
ome kin have al o been
lost by killing more eal at a time than the force of men employed
could take care of properly. Good judgment and con taut car.e ar
r quired in taking the skins, as fifteen minute ' expo ure to the un
will poil hem by loosening the fur. Another source of wa te is by
cu ting the kin in taking them off in uch a manner a to ruin them.
It wa ery difficult at fir t to induce the native to use their knive
car fully, and se eral hundred kins were lo t in a eason by carele
skinning· but by r fusing to accApt and pay for badly ut kin he
number has been greatly reduced, so that the loss this year on St. Paul
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was but 130 from all causes. The salt houses are arranged with large
bins, called kenches, made of thick planks, into which the skins are put,
fur side down, with a layer of salt between each layer of kins. They
become sufficiently cured in from five to seven day , and are then taken
from the kenches and piled up in books, with a little fre h salt. Finally,
they are prepared for shipment by rolling them into compact bundle ,
two skins in each, which are secured with stout la hings. 'l'he largest
of these bundles weighs 64 pounds, but their average weight is but 22.
The smallest skin , tho e taken from seals 2 years old, weigh about 7
pounds each, and the largest, from seals 6 years old, about 30.
The skins are counted four times at the i land, a follow : By the
company's a g nt and tbe native chiefs when tl1ey are put into the alt
hou es, the latter given in their account , after each day's killing, to the
Government agent; again when they are bundled by the native., who
do the work, a each is paid for his labor by the lmndle; by the Government agents when tbey are taken from the salt houses for shipment,
and tho fourth time by the first officer of the company's steamer, as
they are delivered on board. An official certificate of the number .of
skins shipped is made out and signed by the Government agent · in
triplicate, one copy being sent to the Treasury Department, one to th
collector at an Franci co, the third given to the ma!-lter of the ve sel
41 which they are hipped. The amount of the tax or duty paid by the
company to the Government is determined by the result of a :fiual
counting at the custom-house in San Francisco. The book of the
company show that it has paid into the Trea ury, inc the date of the
lease, 170,480.45onaccountoftherentalofthei~l nd ,and$1,057,709.74
tax on seal skin , which um also appear in tho e of the Tre~tsury Department. The latter um is le " by $16,458.63 than the tax tlJat should
have been paid had 100,000 skius been taken each year since 1870, or,
in other word , 6,..,69 fewer ·kin have been bippe<l than the lea e permitted. The record kept at the i land , by both the Governmeut'. and
company' agent , bows that in 1871 but l!l,077 kius were taken on St.
George, inst ad of 25,000, the number allowed, and that nearly every
year ince, the number shipped has fall •n a little hort of 100,000.
In addition to the seals killed by the company for their kins, about
12,000 are killed annually, under the direction of the Gov rum nt'
agents, to supply the natives with food. Between 7,000 aud 8,000 of
the eare pups, killed in ov mber and cattered for con umption during
the winter, when there are no seals on the i 'land . The remainder are
bachelor male , kill d between the month of April and ovem b r, at
time when none are b ing kiHed by th compauy. The skins of the
pup are too mall and inferior to be salable, but are tanned and u, d
by the native for rob , carpet , etc. Tho e taken from the other are
good, except tho. e taken in ugu t and September when th y are
" tagey," and are ace pt d bythe company and count d as a part of their
quota. The eal bed their coat of hair and get a uew one betw en
the mont,h of Jun and O tob r.
kin are aid to be tag y when the
hair of the new coat ha no grown long enough to project beyond the fur,
and are on quently i11juriou' to it, a they can not b plu k d out.
o
of the dead seal , w hi ·h are left on the
u e i mad of the carca
killing ground t be decompo ed and di pen cl l>y th action of the
element . t wa thou ht at fir t that a 1 rge amount of valuable oil
could be obtained from th m, and the ompan gr ed to pay a ta of
55 cent a ga11on for all tbat hould be hipped or sol~, but after mal ing
about 8,000 gallon in 1 71-72, it wa found that tlie o t of making and
shipping it to San Franci co wa greater than the price it brought there,
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so no more has been made since, and none has ever been shipped. The
tax was taken off last year and the company simply required to pay
to the natives 10 cents per gallon for their labor in making the oil, but
during the sealing season the entire working force of the natives i fully
occupied in taking the skins, and after it is over they are unwilliug to
do the work of trying out oil from the carcasses, for, as they say, they
make money enough by sealing. They do, however, make a few gallon
for themselves yearly, which they use for burning. Care is taken to prevent molesting or frightening the seals; no dogs are allowed upon tlle
islands, and the use of firearms is prohibited except in winter. It bas
been asserted that the sight of blood and the sight of the killing of their
companions has a tendency to drive them away from the islands, hut
the experiment bas been tried of fastening tallies to numbers of the
seals which are turned away from the killing grounds, and alway with
the result that the same seals have been found upon the beach and
driven again within a day or two. Moreover, there is a breeding rookery within sight of the killing grounds on St. Paul, aud but a short
distance from them, which has been increasing in size for several years.
TREATMENT OF THE NATIVES BY THE OOMPANY.

The lease require that provi ion be made by the company for the comfort, maintenance, education, and protection of the native inhabitants of
the i lands.
The natives do all the work of taking and curing the seal kin ,•for
which they are paid by the company 40 cent a kin. This produce
each year a fund of $40,000, which is divided between the inhabitaut ,
of tlle two islands, according to the number of skins taken from acb
which give 30 000 to the people of t. Paul and 10,000 to those of t.
George. In adaition to this they are paid 40 cent apiece for sea-lion
skin , 10 cent for their throat , and 5 a barrel for their inte tine . As
thi um i earned by the joint labor of all the abl -bodied men, it i conider d a common fund, to be divided equitably among them. Payment
i made for all other labor to each individual performing it at established
rate . In dividing the ealing fund the ability f the sealers i considered, and the division made accordingly. Thu the trouge t and mo t
hare.
killful men, who work the entire ea on, rec ive a fu· t-cla
killfal, and the old men who are unable to do the
Tho e who are le
harder part of the work, rec ive econd and third . bar while the
boy who take part in tbe aling for the fir t timer c ive a fi urthcla
hare. Th as ignment of har i mad by the hiefi and
acqui c din by th other . i a ·h year after all the kins have been
tal en the chiefi furni h be company s ag nt with a Ii t of the men
who have been engag d in aling during the ea 'On and tbe hare
a i o-u d to each. Th "econd, tllird, and fourth cla ar respectively
90 0 and 70 per en of the fir 't-cla
hare. Two fir t-cla
hare
are oluntaril gi en for th upport of the hurch, and one for that of
th prie t. 'Ihe alue of the bare
ari s littl from y ar to year
with the numb r of men ngaged in ea1in . Thi ear (1 74) it wa
fi r acb r , 1 ti ly, 429.53, 6 .5 , 343.62, and 300.6' . The r ult
of the divi ion i. formally made to the p ople by the compan ag nt ,
thr u b the ·Li f: an l in th pre nee of the Governments a nt .
Th · .-um r not paid at h tim to th nativ bu~ are plac d to
th i~ er lit iu th book f he ompan and in pa , book which are
furm ·b d t · h man.
11 other lal>or i. pc id for iu coin wh n p rformed, a the r te of from 6 to 10 c 11 t an hour, according to the
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nature of the work, except that of bundling skins, which is at the rate
of 1 cent a bundle. The first chief is paid. a monthly salary of $15,
and each of the others, three in number, are of 10, in addition to
their shares of the sealing fund. Other natives, men and women,
employed throughout the year in other capacities, receive from $4 to
30 a month and board.
Clothing, provision , and other articles are kept in the company'
storehouses on the i land, and are sold to the native at prices not
exceeding those for which the same could be bought at retail in San
Francisco. I examined the goods and found them to b of good quality.
The people have but little idea of economy, and would spend all their
money in a short time for certain articles of which they are fond, heuce
it is neces ary to limit their sale, such as butter, sugar, and perfumery.
They are encouraged to save money by the company, which re eives
deposits from them, subject to the usual ml s of" savings bank ," and
pays au interest of 9 per cent per annum. Depo its range from 100
to $1,100. The church bas a deposit of $8,000. Some are in debt to
the company, but become le s so every year. Such a are without
means of support, widows, and orphan children are supported by the
company.
The natives live partly in" barabbakies," or earth hou es, and partly
in comfortable frame houses. Thirty of the latter have been built
within the la t two years by the company, and given rent free. Other
are being built as rapidly as possible, it being the intention of the
company to give each family a house. The lease requires the annual
delivery upon the i land of 60 cords of firewood and 25,000 dried salmon,
for the use of' the natives; but, with the consent of the Secretary of the
Treasury, coal, ton for cord, has been substituted for the former, and an
equivalent quantity of salted salmon and codfish for the latter. Both
have been regularly upplied, as shown by the receipts of the Government agent and the tatements of the natives, together with as much
salt and as many barrels as has been desired for curing and toring
their seal meat.
Two pby icians are in the employ of the company, one re iding on
each island, who are charged with the care of the sick, and have already,
by their effort , seconded by the example of the other white re ·ident ,
induced greater cleanliuess and a more healthful mode of living among·
the natives.
The education of the native children ha not been neglected, though
so far the attempt to teach them has not been a succe ful a, could be
de ired. For each i laud a competent teacher, a convenient and ellwarmed schoolroom, and a upply of schoolbooks, etc., have been provided every year from the 1st of October until the 1 t of Jun , but
the difficulty ha been to induce the parent to end their children, a
they do not think th m able to learn both E11gli h and Hus ian, and a
the latter i the language of their church they con id r it the mo t
important. The averaO'e attendance at the school on t. George ha:
be n but 5 or 6, while th re are from 30 to 40 children, an<.l on St. Paul
but 4 or 5, with from 40 to 50 children. Last year on the latter i Ja11d
th re wa a better att nd'ance, and the childr u made con iderable prog·re . The prejudice of the older people seems likely to wear away, as
they learn a little Engh h themsel e from con ·tautly hearing it, aud
will doubtle . di appear after a time.
The company ha wi ely adopted a fair and liberal pohcy in its dealing with the native·, and is more than repaid for the expense incurred
by the increased ease and rapidity with which they work while taking
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skins. I examined carefully the books and papers of the company, both
at its office in San Franci co and upon the island; al o the record kept
by the Government agent , and talked privately with the mo -t intelligent of the natives, but wa unable to discover that there ha, been any
fraud practiced toward the Government, or want of compliance with
the terms of t11 e lease.
The native keep a jealous watch upon the seals, being fully impre ed
with the faet that their welfare depend upon the safety of the fi heries,
and are well informed in regard to all laws and contracts which have
been made by the Government concerning them.
THE SEA OTTER.

During the Russian occupation of Ala, ka Territory the trade of ea
otter skius wat of greater value and importance tlrnn any other branch
of the fur trade, both from the high prices obtained for them, and al o
from the nu.m bers which were taken. They were sent to China, where
they were advantageously exchanged for tea and cloth. One ea otter
skin brought as much as 10 ·eal skins, and from 10 to 20 times as much
as any other kins found in .Alaska. Fur , eals, beavers, and foxe
were the only animal taken in greater numbers. The demand for this
fur a1Jd the improvident mauner of taking the animals have greatly
diminished their number , though the value of the skins is perhaps
even greater than formerly.
In early times sea otters were found along the outer seacoa t from
California to tbe westernmost of the Aleutian Islands, also about the
Prybilof group, and Cook mentions having een a few of them at St.
Matthew I laud. It doe not appear that they have ever been found
on the coa t of the mainland north of the .Alaskan penin ula. 'Ihey
were more abundant along the coa t of the .Aleutian I lands and along
the coa ta far as Sitka. South of that point they were less numerous,
and were taken mo tly from Queen OharJottes Islands, Greys Harbor,
firth nor h of the Colnmuia 1 iver, and the coa t of California in the
vi ·inity of Russian River. For more tban a century they have been
hunted almo t inces antly, and killed without regard to age or ex,
wherever found, yet they till frequent some of their favorite haunt ,
though in comparatively limited numbers. At the present time a few
of th m are killed at Greys Harbor by white bunter and Indian , and
along be coa t to the northward as far a Cooks Inlet by the Indian ,
but they are very scarce.
The Aleutian I land and those south of the Alaska peninsula,
including Kodiac are th only place where any considerable number
are found. The early catch averages about 3,500, of which from 400
to 50 are from Kodiac ancl that vicinity and the remainder from the
i land to the we tward of th e. About one-twentieth are prime skin ,
one- •ixth pup · le than one ar old, and the re t middling and ordinar~. Th fine tare tak n near Otter I land, the mo t we terly of th
leutian and I odjac· the great r number about Leanak I land and
th
b nabour o k .
The full- Town animal i ' fr m ½to 4 feet long, exclu ive of th tail
(wbi h i fr m a fo t to 1 incbe lou ) and i in the hape of it bod
m bin like ab c v r· th b al i rather mall and tbe no e pointed
with whi k r, n , h id lik the a lion and eal, but borter and
fi w r in numb 1·. 'lb ir l
four in numb r ar bort and mall and
th t
ar
nn ·t cl by, m ml)ran .
h kin i. ~ry l o upon
the bod ; o much
th t l>y iziug i about he midclle of the back
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a foot or more of lack may be taken up, and when taken off, dried,
and slightly stretched it is from 7 to 9 feet long. The male rarely
weighs more than 70 or 75 pound , and is slightly larger than the female,
though the latter has u ually the be t fur. It i very difficult to a certain their habits, as they frequent the most expo -ed aud dangerou
portions of tbe coa t and seldom go upon the laud; but mo t of the
hunters agree to the following facts concerning them:
They are rarely seen on shore except in winter, when they sometimes
haul in gr at numbers on outlying rocks, particularly after a evere
gale, when there is a heavy urf. During the summer they go several
mile off shore, and are ometimes seen Jeeping upon the kelp or on
the water. They breed apparently either upon the kelp or in the wat r,
as there ha never been an in~tance observed of a female giving birth
to her young on tbe land. The young are about 12 inches long,
and are believed to suck until one year old. They reach their full
growth in about from three to :five ye.ars. They are covered with a
coarse hair of a mjxed gray, yellow, and brow:q color (mostly gray upon
the bead, neck, aud belly), until 6 montl1s old, when this is gradually
replaced by a black fur. l'he mother, when swimming, carrie her pup
between her paws, and sleeps on the water on her back, holdiJ1g th min
the same manner. The food of the sea otter consists of shellfish, such
as thij ray or clam, crali , and sea urchins, and probably kelp. They
obtain a sbellfi h by diving, often in 15 fathoms of water; and after
bringing them to the surface, cru h their shells between their claws and
breast. They are often seen playing together, but never fight.in ·;
though when wounded it is almost impossible to catch them with the
lrnu<ls, as they bite severely and are so lithe and supple tbat it is difficult to prevent their doing S(?, Their fie h is eaten by the natives, and
is considered better than that of the fur seal, though inferior to the
sea lion's. They are strong-, swift swimmers, swimming even against
a gale of wind with considerable rapidity, and nearly always upon their
backs, propelling themselves with their hind leg . Their fur is con idered equally good at all seasons; hence they are hunted throughout the
entire year.
•
The method of taking them varieR with the season and locality. In
summer they are u ually kill d iu the water with pears or caught in
nets, and in winter are either shot while wimming in the surf or clubbed
upon the rocks. They are very sby and ke n of cent, whi ·h ne ·es itate the greate t care on the part of the hunt r while bunting them.
They do not build fire or even light their pipe with the wind in a
c rtain dire tion, and ometimes go without a fire for ix week at a
time in winter.
In taking the ea otters with pear the hunters a s mble with their
baiclarkie or , kin canoes, iu pa,rtie of 50 or mor , each baidarkie
carrying 2 meu-one to paddle and the other to u e the pear. They
tben go off bore ometime. 20 mil , and watch quietly for an otter
to how bi head abov water, which he no sooner do than th m n in
the near t baidarkie · paddle, wift]y toward him , hooting and throwing th ir p c r ·. 'Ihi fri ht n the animal, au ·ing him to dive.
oon as he di a.pp ar the ueare t baidarkie goe to the pot wh re he
went down and r main there while the oth r form a larg cir<'le about
it and wait for him to reappear. Thi. be d e in from fift en to thirty
minute u, nallyin ide the ·ire] , ancl th foregoiug p rati 11 is quickly
repeated, ·o a not to give him time tor c v<'r hi' breath. Thi i k pt
up until the otter b com · , o much e,·1rnn ·t d and ut of breath that
he can only remam under wat r for a minute or two, and must finally
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come up near enough to one of the baidarkies to be easily peared.
The skin belongs to the hunter who e spear i nearest the head. Thi
method of bunting is common to the natives of all the i land , but the
hunters of the island of Atka are the only one who catch them in net..
The nets used are made of twine, usually about 14 feet by , though
sometimes as large as 120 feet by 90. They are pread on top of a b d
of kelp, and the ends anc]JOred with heavy stones. The otters at certain times go upon the kelp to sleep, and in moving about upon it
become entangled in the me hes of the net and are then ea ily kill d
by the hunters. A.s many as six have been caught at one time in a
ingle net. When caught in this way they do not struggle and try to
break away, though it would seem an easy matter for so powerful an
animal. But sea lions sometime get in the nets and break them all
to pieces. The natives of Atka have alway hunted thi way, but tho e
of the other islands bave never done so. At the i land of Laenack iu
the winter during a severe north we t gale, e pecially if it occur immediately after a southeaster, the urf is Yery heavy and the otter haul
up on the rocks to get out of it.
t uch times, a soon a the gale
begins to abate, the hunters go out in their baidarkie , and by keeping
to the leeward are able to land upon the rock, , ere p up to the ott r
and kill them with clubs. If care i used to make no noise and to kill
the ones to the leeward fir t, they are frequently able to take all of
them. Seventy-eight were killed in one morning by 3 men a few year
ago, and it is not unu ual to get from 10 to 0. It i not very often,
however, that the e opportunitie for lubbing them occur. They are
also killed with firearm in winter from the shore while swimming in
the urf and in ummer fr m boat . Tl.le older hunter are very much
oppo ed to thi method of hunting, a tb y ay it drive away the otter
and that being ea ier than pear the young men practice it and neglect
to 1 arn tbe u of the pear.
The value of the kin d pend upon the length, :fineness, and color
of fur. Tho e which have long, thick, fine fur, of a rich, glos y, black
color, tipped with ilv ry gray, are the rno t highly prized. Inferior
one have coar r fur and reddi h brown in color. Some have beeu tak n
potted
with fur a coarse a the hair of the ea lion, imilar in color.
and trip d kin have al o been found. bnt rar ly.
The kin of pup le· than one y ar old are un alable on account
of their mi ed color and lack of fur but ome of the fine t are taken
from tho e between oue aud three year, f ao-e.
ea ott r are con tantly becoming J ' numerou in the water of
la ka Territory fr m threA can e -the killin of femal and pup
le than a ear ol 1, the ince ant hara, ing cau ed by bunting them
from year to year without intermi ion, and he u e of firearm . About
one-half the number kill d ach year are female , and one- ixth pup
too oun to be of an valu . Th killing of fi male works a double
injur , for if th y ha young 1
than ix month old the killing of
tbe mother au: th death of the pup.
It would ·ontribut largely to the pre ervation of the ea-ott r lifi if
th y w r all
cl
r main undi ur bed either for bree of four mon h
ea h ear hrongb nt tbe ntire r ion fr qu nted by them or for two
or tbr year at tim in ertam portion of it. Eith r plan would
give h m an oppor unit to re t and br ed. The u e of fir arm in
buntiu th m . honld al o be di ontinued. Th ugh imple in theor
it w ul l b diffi •ult in pra ·tic to affi rd thi prot ction a th xt nt
and bar, t r of th . - tt r di trict, an l the ompetitiou b
r u l hunt r w old r ncl r th nfor ment of any la
b th tr
whi ·h might b mad for the purpo e n ec. y matter.
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THE ISLANDS OF S'.l'. LAWRENCE AND ST. MATTHEW.

These two large islands, lying in Bering Sea, are a part of the territory purchased from Russia by the United States. Though discovered
and named by Beriug in 1728-1741, and repeatedly visited-since by explorers, traders, and whalers, o little had been put on record concerning them that no correct idea could be formed of their character and
value. Their comparative unimportance is probably the reason for this.
The larger ot the two, St. Lawrence, lies :first south of Bering Strait,
in latitude (its southwe t point) 63° 23' ., and longitude 1200 35' W.
It is about 90 miles long, and has an average width of 15 miles.
The surface is irregular and broken, consi tiug of hills connected. by
low, flat plains, which are but a few feet above the level of the Rea.
Both the ranges of hill and the lowland extend entirely across the
island from north to south; hence, when approached from either directiou, the latter are not seen at :first, and the land has the appearance
of being several separate islands. Captain Cook, who discovered it in
1778, was thus deceived, and as he did not sail near enough afterwards
to discover bis mistake gave the supposed group the name of Cleaks
Islands. There are no harbors, but oocl anchorage can be found at
several points, with from 6 to 11 fathom of water, in light weather or
when the wind i from the land. It is covered in summer with grass,
moss, and flowers, and in places a creeping willow grows, but neither
trees nor shrubs of any kind. There are several lagoons, and numerous
fresh-water ponds, fed by small streams from the hills, are di tributed
over the plains. The greater part of the shore line is a low sand beach,
but at the southwestern end of the island, and at several points on the
11ortbern shore, it rises into almost perpendicular cliffs, from 100 to 300
feet high. Those at the southwe tern end present a singular appearance when viewed from the water. The beating of the surf and the
action of the frost have broken up and worn away the material of which
they are composed (talcose late), leaving needles or spire , some of
them 100 feet in height, standing out several yard from the cliff. Deep
cracks or :fissures, extending from top to bottom, have al o been formed
in the cliffs, which are filled from the water's edge with olid mas es of
snow (although it was in the month of Augu t we saw them), beautifully colored in many places by bird guano and reddi h sub tance in
the rock. The hills are compo ed principally of granite and pre ent
everywhere rounded outlines very different from the harp edge and
points een on the volcanic i land to the southward. The i land is
inhabited by E kimo who resemble clo. ely tho e found on the midland
between Bristol Bay and Ilolzebun Sound. They live in four widely
spread illages, situated near the extremitie of tbe i land. One of the
m n een by us could speak a few words of Engli h and all could say
"ye " and "tobacco,' but none of them understood Ru ian or leut,
though their Ia.nguage eemed imilar to tliat of the '' Kodiac- leut ."
Th total population i between 150 and 200 oul . The men are tall
and traight, without hair upon their faces except a light mu tach
and a few scattered hair upon the chin of old men. They have black
hair and ye , and their complexion is of a very light copper color.
onsi ts of a kind of a shirt, rea biog halfway to th
Their dre
knee, made in ome case of tanned reinde r kin, and jn others of bird
kin (feathers out ide). It fit clo ely around the neck, and ha a hood
that can be drawn over the head, lin d with the fur of dog and foxes,
or with bird skins. It is confined at the waist by a belt, from which hang
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a sheath knife and a skin tobacco pouch. Their breeches are made of
tanned hair-seal skin, fitting the legs closely, and tied at the ankle with
leather strings. They wear on their feet a kind of a moccasin made of
seal Rkin, with a sole of walrus hide. The dress of the women is somewbat different. Their upper garment is made of the intestines of the
walrus, neatly sewed together, and is similar in shape to that of the
men, but longer, and worn without a belt. Beneath thi they wear short
drawers, reaching only to the knee, made of tanned eal skins. Instead
of moccasins they-wear a sort of boot, the legs of which are made of
either the throat or intestines of the walrus, and the sole of walru hide.
Most of the men shave the crown of their heads, leaving only a rim of
their hair, about an inch wide, entirely around the head. The women
do not cut their hair, but part it in the middle, and wear it in two braids
with ~tdngs of beads iutermixed. Their foreheads, cheeks, chins, and
arms are tattooed in various devices with a light blue pigment of some
kind, and the ears of some have little notcbes cut in them. None of the
men are tattooed, but many wear little string of bead in their ears.
Their countenances are bright and rather intelligent, and both men and
wom n are lively and talkative. Tbefr habitations are of two kinds,
being designed for summer and winter occupation. Tb ummer houses
are portable, and are evidently shifteu from pJace to place. They are
about 15 feet square and 6 feet bigh, and con ·i t of light framework
of wood. covered entirely, sides, end , and roof, with dried walrus
skins. The roofs have a very low pitch, and 101 e slightly to the rear.
Tbe interior of one which we enter d was divided into tllree nearly
equal paces, by log of driftwood laid upon the ground in two parallel line . The two outer ones were covered with skins aud u ed for
Jeeping place . There wa a fire built betwe n .,everal large stone ,
burning n ar the center of the hou e, about whi ·h were their cooking
ut n, il , con i tiu 0 • of two sheet-iron k ttle and everal wooden bowls.
1'he latter were u ed for boilinO' water by throwing into them heat d
tone . They had al o platter.· and maller bowls neatly made of wood.
Ha11gi11g about in variou · part of the but were r in.deer and hair- eal
ki11 , kin,' of wild gee e and du •k , walru and whale meat, blad<lers
of oil, articl~s of clothing, and numbers of smoked ii h; al o their
weapon , wbwh are Ioug wooden pear , with coar . iron point , bow
and arrows, knives, and a fi w moothbore mu kets. They seemed to
have but a mall upply of ammunition for tbe latter, a they u ed small
tone for bullet , though they bad a fi w buck hot. Their only tools are
th ir h1ive ' and mall adze made both of walru ivory and iron.
et
th y mak the frame .of th ir boat and wooden v el' with great nicety.
Ther were 14 p ople living iu thi hou e, 5 men, 6 women, and 3 childreu. Tb y eemedho pitablydi po.ed, invitingu toent rtb irbou
and offering u boiled fi hand whal ' meat. Tlleir wint r hou' , wbi •h
wa. near th~ other, wa built under ground (the roof only appearing
above tlle urface) and howed great attention to comfort in it cou trueti n. It wa ratb r larger and quare in form, with ad me- hap d roof.
The id were walled with wood, and bad a rai ·eel bun1 e tendin
around tbr of them. Th flo r · w r al o of wood. The roof wa
tbi ·kl cover cl with artb and turf, ex pt a mall roun l bole in th
· nter 1 ft open to uppl air Ji O'ht, aJJd a pa age for b • mok but
wbi b uld b clo db a wo d 11 ,Jrntt r on th ill id . The ntrance
to be hou wa thr ugh a. quare hol m tl1 grou1Hl at a di tan· of
•y r l yard from the hon e, bu
onn t d with it by a narrowun<lerrouud p ~age. Thi hou contained the greater p rt of their po e ·-
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sions, consisting of sleds, snowshoes, boat frames, paddles, fish spears,
and larger ones for killing the walrus and whale; household utensils,
walrus tusks, strung together with pieces of bide, and various toy evidently made for the amusement of the children. The leds were made
of wood, with short, solitl runners shod with bone, and all their parts
were lashed together with strips of walrus hide. The snowshoes consist of an oval form of wood about 2 feet by8 inches, with strips of hide
stretched across. Near the winter house were caches of oil and walrus
meat, doubtless intended for a supply of food. for the coming winter.
Their boats are from -0 to 30 feet long, sharp at both end , and from 3
to 4 feet wide aero s the gunwale. The frames are made of wood, without nail or pin, but neatly and firmly fastened with lashing of whalebone; over them walrus skin , cut to the proper shape and sewed
together with a water-tight seam, are stretched mootbly and lashed to
the gunwale with strip of hide. They are propelled both by paddle
and oars, and a small sail 1s hoisted when running before the wind.
The people were anxious to trade for tobacco, needles, guns, and
ammunition, offering in exchange walru ivory, bair-seal skins, articles
of their clothing, oil, and whalebone; they all begged for tobacco, but
did not seem to know or care about spirits. Their principal trade is
with the natives of the neighboring Asiatic coast, distant only 60 miles
from the western end of St. Lawrence, who supply them with reindeer,
marmot, and other skin , in return for boats, frames, and other wooden
articles. There is no wood growing upon the island, but an abundance
of driftwood from the river Yukon is deposited along its eastern and
southern shores. The only ammals seen by us upon the island, beside
tlie dog belonging to the natives, were walruses, blue foxes, and lemmiugs, though polar bears must sometimes come from the .Arctic on the
ice, as we saw several of their skull up near a village. Hair seal8 are
found about the island, but neither fur seals nor sea lions were seen, or
anything iudicating that they ever come there. Waterfowl of many
different species and in great numbers frequent it in summer, and are
caught by the natives in large nets made of strips of walrus bi<le.
The e are tretched on poles at points most favorable for catching
the bird , which, in flying about, strike again t the net and become
entangled in their me hes.
Trout are found in the streams and a specie of whitefish in tbe
ponds.
At be tit is a most barren and most unprofitable piecA of land. It
i~ probably 110ver entirely free from now, for though the wint r of 187374 wa mm ually mild and the pring an early oue, yet ther wa much
snow upon the bills in .August, and a northerly wind reduced the temperature to ;3-:1,0 +F. It is surrounded by ice from O ·tober till Ju11 c~
aud in the ummer month the den e fog which pr vail mo t of the
time render it difficult to approach. There jg a group of tbr e mall
i lands called Poonook, lying about G mile outhea t from the outheaRtern point. of the ea ·tern end of ~ ' t. Lawrence, whi ·h are. ea. ily
di , tingui hed by two r-;mall cone baped hill upon the large t. TIJere
wa , a winter hou e upon that i land not occupied at the time, though
the effect of the native8 were in it, aud there were everal caches of
oil near by.
Tbe Hu sian chart of the island i incorrect, both in the shore line
and po ition of reef . I respe ·tfully ubmit with thi report a chart in
which uch 1To1\ are corrected a far a wa po sibJe, and giviDg
some additional ·urromHling, and hydrographic information,
H. Doc. 92, pt. 3--20
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ST. MATTHEW ISLA.ND.

About 200 miles south-southwest from St. Lawrence is the island of
St. Matthew, which is much smaller, and uninhabited. Bering di covered it in his voyage to the American coast, nn, and thirty-seven
years later it wa rediscovered by Cook, who gave it the name of Gores
I land, but the name it now bears, given by Bering, ha been retained.
It northern shore is nearly straight, except at the northwe tern end,
whicll curves to the northward, but the southern is indented by numerous small bays and coves. Nearly two-thirds of its sllore line consists
of rocky cliffs, which rise almost perpeudicularly from the sea in height
varying from 50 to 1,600 feet, and the remainder of low gravel beach.
The surface of the island is divided in about the same proportion into
broken and hilly sections, connected by low, level plains. The southeastern end terminates in three converging ridge which, on the land
side, slope gradually to the plains, but to eaward ri e abruptly from
the water, forming a continuous wall of olid rock from 300 to 1,500
feet high, to which Cook gave tho name of Cape prigbt. At a distance it appears to be separated from the rest of the island, but i joined
to it by a neck of low land from one half to three-quarters of a mile in
width and about 3 mile long. On tlie outh shore, about 9 milesnorthwe t from Cape pright, t1t re i · a Hteep conical hill 1,520 feet in ]might,
and on the north shore, JJear the nortllwestern end, is a bluff: 1,670 feet
high. The e thr e elevatio11 are vi ·ible from nearly every part of the
ii;;land, and are e_·cellent landmark . Th action of moving ice in hanging the surface of the land i beautifully shown in many part' of the
i land. I
· · ·on compri ·e several species of grass, flowering
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They are good wimmer , swimming usually with their heads above
water, though they can dive and swim for some di tance entirely ubeither fur eal nor sea lion breed upon the island or haul up
merged.
along it hore , and there is nothing to iµ.dicate they have ever done
so, but this is explained by the character of the beaches and the presence of o mauy bear . The cliffi are occupied in ummer by million
of birds, shag1::1, gulls, sea pannotts, murries, chul kie , and in and about
t11e pond were eider-duck , Canada geese, plover of everal kinds, curlew, large blue crane , and burgoma ter gulls. 'rhere is a small i land
2~ miles north-northw t from the northw ,, tern eud of t. Matthew,
called Hall Island, which i about G mile,' long aud 3 wide. It is high
and rocky, except at the outhern nd wh re it terminate in a comparatively low point, and i' a favorite re ort of bears and w, lrn ·e .
About 7 mile we t -southwe ·t from 1ap
prigllt, at tlle oppo ite
e tremity of t. Matth w, and 3J of the u are t point of it outh m
hore, there i ~ lofty ro ·k, three-quarter· of a mile loug and oue-t llth
wide, wl1ich ri es perpeudicularly from the sea to the height of 1,200
feet. It upper edge is broken into uumerou. harp point re mbling
pinnacle , from which circum tance it ha been called Liunacle I land.
It is doubtle s a volcano, a a deep and wide :tis ure ext nd from top
to bottom in the direction of jts length, the side of which are black
ened as by fire; and it is noted in the log of the United tate revenue
cutter Reliance that in July, 1 70, while pas ing near St. Matthew to
the outhward, thi rock wa een to be in a tate of violent eruption.
'£he climate i' similar to that of the Prybilof Island , though probably
omewhat colder in winter.
I re'pectfully ubmit a chart 1 of the island, drawn from a , urvey
made by Mr. H. W. Elliott and my elf, which gives it form, extent,
and general topography.

LE.A.SE Ol!., THE ISLA DS.
This indrntore in duplicate, made this 3d day of August, A. D. 1870, by ancl
between William A. Hichardson, .A. ting
creta1·y of the Tre, ·nry, iu pur uanc of
an a.ct of Congress approved July 1, 1 70, entitled "An act to preveut th extermrna tion of fur-heHrino- animals in Ala ka," aud the Alaska ('omm r •ia,l Corupany, a, corporation d~ly e. tabli bed und r the law of the ta,te of 'alifornia, acting by John
F. diller, it pr sident and agent, in a.ccordancP. with a 1·esolution at a meeting of
it l,oard of tru tee , held J anua.ry 31, 1870, witne seth:
That said , ecretary hereby lea es to the said Alaska 'ommer ial 'ompany, without power of transfer, for the term of tw nty yen rs from th 1st day of fay, 1870,
tb right to cngag in the l>u ·ine. of ta.king fnr s als on the islands or t. 'eorge
and, t. Panl within th Territory of laska, au<l. to en(l a vessel or ves l to sai,L
i land for the skiu of tmch sea.ls.
Aud the aid Ala:ka 'ommercial ompany, in con ideration of th ir right uud r
thi lea e, hereby cov nant an1L agre to pay, for each year during aid tc>rm and in
proportion !lnriug any part tb reof the sum of $~5,000 into the Trea nry or tho
l uited tat s in accordance with th r o-t1fatio11s or the ' cretary to b ru do for
tlii parpo untl<·r saiu act, which pa~·meut shall b e ·ur d by de] o it of l nit<-cl
'tat1·s bonds to that amount, and al o ·ov nant ancl agree to pay annually into tho
'l'r •a ury of be United , 'tate., under said rules ao<l regulations, internal-rev •n11c
tax or duty of. ·2 eaC'h for seal skin taken ancl shippe1l hy them in accordance with
the provi ions of the act afore aid, : ud also the s111n of 60½ CC'11ts for each fnr-seal
skin tak<'n ancl hipped, ancl 55 cents per gallon for ea ·h gnllon of oil ohtain d from
said s.eal for salt) in sai<l i land or el. ewh re, and ol<l by aid company; and a,lso
coYenant ancl :wree, in accordanc with aid rul and r guhition , to furnish, fr e
of charge, the iuhabitants oftllC' islancl!s of, t. Paul and, t. ''orge annually tlnring
1 Mi

sin,.
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said term 25,000 dried salmon, 60 cords firewood, and a sufficient quantity of salt
and a sufficient quantity of barrels for preserving the necessary supply of meat.
And the said lessees also hereby covenant and agr duriug the term aforesaid to
maintain a school on each island, in accordance with said rules and regulations and
snitnble for the e<lucation of the natives of said i land , for a period of not less than
eight months in each year.
And the said lessees further cov nant and agree not to kill upon said island of St.
Paul more than 75,000 fur eals, and upon the island St. George not more than 25,000
fnr seals per annum; not to kill any fur seal upon the islands aforesaid in any otller
month except the months of JuneJ July,, eptember, and October of each year; not to
kill said eals at any time by the use of firearms or means tending to drive said seals
from said i lands; not to kill any female seals or ·eals Ul111er one year old; not to
kill any seal in waters adjacent to said islands or on the beach, cliffs, or rocks, where
they haul up from the sea to remain.
And the said lessees further covenant and agree to abide by any restriction or limitation upon the right to kill seal nod r this lease that the act prescribes or that
the , ecretary of the Trea ury hall judge nece sary for tho preservation of such seals.
And the said lessees hereby agree tha.t they will not in any wny sell, transfer, or
a.· ign this lease, and that any transfer, sale, or a ignment of the ·ame shall be void
aud ofno effect.
And the said lessees further agree to furnish to tho several masters of the vessel
ernployed by them certified copies of this lea e, to be presented to the Govornm,mt
revenue officers for the time beiug in char"'e of said i lands, as the authority of said
lessees for the landing and taking of said skins.
And the said le sees further covenant and agree that they or their agents shall not
keep, sell, furnish, give, or dispose of any cli tilleJ spirituous liqnor on either of
aid i lands to any of tho natives thereof, such person not being a physician and furni liing the sa,me for u e a medicine.
And the said les ees further c-ovenant and agree that this lease is accepted subj ct
to all needful rules and regulations which shall at any time or times hereafter be
made by the ecretary of th Trea. nry for the collection and payment of the rental
herein agr d to be paid by said le~ •es for the comfort, maintenance, education, ancl
prote ·tiou of the natives of aid island , and for carrying into effect all the provision of the act afore aid, a11d will a hid by and <'onform to aid rules and regulations.
Ancl the aid 1 i; ee , accepting thi lea e with n full knowledge of the provision
of' tb aforesaid act of Congre , fnrther cov nant and agree that they will fulfill all
the provi ions, requirement and limitations of said act, whether herein specificall~·
s tout or not.
In witne s whereof th parties aforei;aid have hereunto set their hand and. als
tbe day and year above writteu.
[ l~AL.]

\VILLIA;\I

A. RICIIARD O ',

Acting ecretary of the Treasw·.lf.
[, l~AL.]

Exe uted in pre nee ofJ. II. ' AYILLE.

By

ALA KA
o::1nmRCIAL
0::IIPANY
JOHN F. MILLER, President.
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Whereas by a certain ind ntnre made August 3, 1 70, between William A. Rich:trc.lson, then Acting ecretary of the Treasury, and the "Alaska Commercial 'ompany," a corporation duly e tablished under the laws of the State of California, it
was covenanted and agreed as follows, to wit:
"And th said lessees further covenant and agree not to kill upon saicl island of
t. Paul more than 75,000 fur seals, and upon the island of t. George not more than
25,000 fur seals per annum; not to kill any fur seals upon the i lands afor said in
any other month except the months of June, July, eptember, and October of each
y ar; not to kill such seal at any time by the use of firearms or other means tending
to dri ,,e the seals from said islands; not to ldll any femal seal or any s als les. than
1 year olcl; not to kill any seals in the waters adjacent to said islands or on the
beachrs, cliffs, or rocks, where they haul up from the ea to remain."
Now this inc.lenturn made this 25th day of March, 1874, by ancl between William
A. Richardson, ·ecretary of the Treasury, in pursuance of au act of Congress approved
March 24, 1874, and entitkd "An act to amend an a t to prevent the extermination
of fur-bearing animal in Alaska," approved July 1, 1 70, and the said Alaska Commercial Company, lessees in said indenture of Augu t 3, 1 70, acting by John l!.,.
Millet, its president and agent, in accordance with a resolution of aia corporation
duly adopted at a DJeeting of the board of trn tees held Jan nary 31, A. D. 1870:
Witnesseth, that the parties hereto do hereby mutually agree to rescind and annnl,
from and after the ratification hereof, the within-recited covenant in said indenture
of August 3, 1870, and in pla e thereof the said Ala ka Commer ial 'ompany, lessees,
as aforesaid, do hereby covenant and ao-ree not to kill upon thr island of t. Paul more
than 90,000 fur seals, and npon the island of St. George not more than 10,000 fur seal
per annum; not to kill any fur seals upon the island aforesaid in any other months
xcept the months of .June, July, August (from the 1st to the 15th of said month),
September, and October of each year; not to kill such eals at any time by the nse
of firearms or other means tending to drive the seals from aid i lands; not to kill
any female s als or any eals l ss than 1 year old; not to kill any s al in the wat rs
adjacent to said i lands, or on the beaches, cliffs, or rocks where they haul up from
the sea to remain.
And the said parties hereto, by virtue of the act of Congress herein referr cl to,
hereby agree that the covenant set forth in said indentnre of Angust 3, 1870, and
herein recited, shall, from and after the r~ttification of this iudentnre, be revok<'d,
rescinded, anu th covenant hereby entered iuto shall be ancl remiLi n in force as the
covenant of the parties hrreto in this regard from and after the ratification hereof
<luring the remainder of said lease of August 3, 1870.
In witne s whereof the said parties have hereto set their hands and seal the day
and year above written.
WILLIAM A. RICIIARDSO ,
[L. . TREASURY.]
Secretary of the T1·easury.
[L.

• A.LA KA co:inrnR IAL

OMPANY.]

LEWI

GER TLE,

Vice-President, Acting President
Alaska onirnercial Conipany.
We, the obligors in a certain bond dated August 3, 1870, given in accordance with
th provisions of an act of Congress approved July 1, 1 70, ntitled "An act to preY011t the xtermination of fur-bearing eals iu Ala ka," h rehy con ent to the within
chan~e made in a lea e given by the ecretary of the Trea ury to the Ala ka, 'om mermal Company under aid act, dated August 3, 1870, and agree that the said ·hango
shall not c.liscbarg us from any liability under said bond.
Witness our bands and seals this 25th of March, 1874.
JOHN SA
TT,
LEWIS
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A GROUP OR HAREM OF FUR SEALS ( 'ollorhrnu.9 ur.9in11.~ ) SAINT PAUL ISLAND,
JULY

13, 1890.
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ohl bull
II h r without I •aving th ir. talion.· for am m nt 1-in · tb 5th c
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or 2.iO pound · by th nd of lb.is
at fr qu nt int rval: and o v r I ; th ir w igbL.

LETTER
FROM

THE S'ECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
TRANS:MITTI G,

In response to the House resolution of the .2.2d instant, a copy of the report
of Henry W. Elliott on the condition of the Fur-Seal Fisheries of Alaska,
together with all maps and illustrations accompanying said report.

JANUARY

27, 1896.-Referred to the Committee on ViTays and Means and ordered to
be printed.

TREASURY DEP.ARTMENT,
OFFICE OF THE SECRET.ARY,

Washington, JJ. O., Janua,r y .25, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a copy of Hou e
re olution, dated the 22d instant, wherein I am requested to furnish
the Hou e of Representatives with a copy of the report of Henry W.
Elliott, made pursuant to the order of special act approved April 5,
1 90, on the condition of the fur- eal :fisheries of Ala ka, together with
all maps and illusttation accompanying· said report, as submitted to
the Secretary of the Treasury on ovember 17, 1890.
In reply thereto a copy of the report in que tion and it original
inclo ures are transmitted herewith. The original inclo ure are forwarded, in tead of copies, at the request of the author of the report,
who claim that the original color map should be ent, in tead of photocrraphic copie , a the latter fail to expre s the idea involved.
With the report is tran mitted al o an original pap r forwarded to
tbi Department on the 2d of February last by Mr. Elliott, which I urports to be a transcript from hi :field note in L 74, and which, owing
to it compli ated character, can not be copi d without r cour to
photographic or electrotyping proce es. The paper r ferr d to ha
been in ·erted by Mr. Elliott on page 29 of the in lo ed copy of the
report.
If practicable, the r turn of the inclo <l original do ·um nt. to the
file, of thi Department i requ t d.
R p ctfully, your ,
0ARLL LE,
ecretary.
Ilon. Tn MAS ,. REED,
Speaker of the Jioit e of Representatives.
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REPORT UPON THE CONDITION OF THE FUR-SEAL ROOKERIES
OF THE PRIBILOV ISLANDS OF ALASKA.
By

HENRY

w. ELLIOTT,

Special Agent, Treasm·y Depa1·tment.

OLEVEL.A.ND, OHIO, November 17, 1890.
SIR: On the 7th of last April I received from your hands my appointment as the special agent under an act of Congress, approved April 5,
1890, which orders and provides for a thorough examination into the
pre ent status of the fur- eal industry of our Government as embodied
on the eal islands of Alaska, so as to make known its relati e condition now a compared with its prior form and well being in 1872, and
for other kindred lines of inquiry.
I may as well frankly confess at the outset that I was wholly unaware
of the extraordinary state of affair which sta.red me in the face at the
moment of my first landing last spring on the seal islands of Alaska.
I embarked upon this mission with only a faint apprehension of viewing anything more than a decid d diminution of the Pribilov rookerie ,
caused by pelagic sealing during the last five or si years.
But, from the moment of my landing at St. Paul Island, on the 21 t
of la t .May, until the clo e of the breeding season. those famou rookerie and hauling grou:ndi-; of tbe fur ·eal thereon, and of St. G orge
I land, too, began to declare and have declared to my a toni bed en e
the fact that their utter ruin and extermination is only a question of a
few short years from date, uule s prompt and thorough mea ur . of
relief and protection are at once ordered at sea and on land by th
Treasury Department, and enforced by it.
Quickly realizing after my arrival upon the i ·lands that a remarkable change for the worse bad taken p]ac. iuce my :qni hed work of
1874 was given to the public in that , am year, and the year al o of
my last urvey of tho e rookerie , I took the field at once, carrying
hourly and daily with me a eries of :notebooks opened und r th followi:n g heads:
I. The "rookerie ," their a,rea, po ition, and condition in 1 72-1874,
and 1890.
II. The "hauling ground ," th ir appearance in 1872-1874 and 1 90.
III. The method of "driving," and takjng fur eal. in 1872-1 74,
and 1890.
IV. The election of kin , grade, and upply in 1 72-1874 and 1 90.
V. Character, condition, and number of native in 1872-1874 and
1890.
VI. Conduct of native labor and pay i.n 1872-1874 and 1890.
To th e heads I add the following ction , the whole , ri ~. making
up my report in th order a th y are here given :
VII. The protection aud pr rvc tion of the e fur-bearing int r
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of our Government on the Pribilov I lands, and that immediate action
necessary, viewed in tlle full light of existing danger.
III. Appendix, in which the author's daily field note appear verbatim et literatim, in order of day and date.
'
IX. Revised general maps of St. Paul and St. George, showing the
area and position of the hauling grounds of the fur seal thereon in
1872-1874 and again in 1890.
. A series of special maps showing the exact topography, area, and
position of the breeding rookerie of St. Paul and St. George islands
in 1872-1874" and again in 1890, together with an illu tration of ea.ch
rookery, drawn from life by the author.
Altho·u gh I was unable to detect any ign of exi ting danger or
injury to those interests of our Government on these i lands of Pribilov
in 1872-1874, yet the need of caution on the part of the agent of the
Government, and their close annual crutiuy, wa pointed out and
urged by my published work of 1874 1 in the following Janguag (pp.
75-77):
Until my arrival on the seal islands, April, 1 72, no step. l1ad hecn tak n town.r d
ascertaining the extent or the importance of tbc e int r st of the overnm nt by
either the Treasury agent in charge, or th agent of tho company leasing the 1slaucls.
This was a matter of no especial concern to the latter, bnt wa of the· :first importance to the Government. It had, however, failed to obtain definite knowl clgo upon
the subject, on account of the iuaccnrate mode of a certaining the number of aealt!
which had been adopted by its agent, who r li <1 upon an assumption of tho ar :~ of
the breeding rookeries, but who never took the trouble to a certain the area :tncl
position of the e great seal grounds intrnstecl to his car .
.After a car eful study of the nuject durino- two who1 Reason , and a tllorough
review of it during this season of 1874, in company with my associate, Lie11tc11ant
Maynard, I propose to how plainly and in sequence the st p which have led 1110 to
a solution of the quo tion a to tbe number of fur ·eals on the Pribilov Islan1ls,
tog ther with that determination of means by which au ao- nt of the Government
will b able to correctly report upon the condition of the seal life from year to ycn.r.
At tho clo o of my in Ye tigation for the season of 1 7'1,, the fact bee, mo evi«leut
that the hre cling als ob yed impli itly a fine, instinctive law of di tributiou: Ro
that th hr ediu gronn{l occupiecl by them wa al way coYer d by seal in an exact
ratio, gr at r or le s a the ar a wa held; that they al way coYered the gronnd
evenly, nev r crowding in at one place and catt ring ont at another; that tho seal
la , .i u t as thickly together where the rookery is a small on of only a few thousand,
as at ah peel, nearthevillao-e, as they do where a million of them come tog tbor, as
at orthea t Point.
Thi fact b ing determio cl, it is at once plain ihat just as the bree<ling grounds ,~{ the.

fur seal on these islmuls expand 01· contract in area front their 1n·esent di11iensio1111, so the
seali, will hare inc1·easell or dimini8hed.
Impre cl, ther for , with the nece ity and the importance of obtaining- tho exact
ar a and po ition of the. c br eding grounds, I surv yecl them in 1 72-73 for that
purpo · , and re l'trveyecl them tlii.
a.son of 1 74. The result ha be n ar •fnlly
drawn all(l plott d out, a pre cnt cl in the ac ompanying maps.
Th time for faking the bonndaric of the rookerie is cluring thew k of th ir
gr at t xpau ion or wh n tl1 y are a ' full a they are to be for the en. on, and
befor th r gular
t m of compact, v n organization br ak up: th
eals th<'ll
ca tering out in pod or ·In t rs, traying far back, tho ame numb r ov ring th n
twice a. much ground in pla s a th y clid before wh n mn.r hal cl n th rookrrr
groun<l prop r. The hreedin" ea] remain on th rookery per£ c ly quiet an<l r11
masse for a. we k or t n dayR during the periocl of great t xp. n ion, which i
hetw en th 10th and 20th of ,July, giYing ampl tim for th ag nt to corr ctlr J1oto
the xact honntlari . of that ar a coverecl by them. Thi , t p on tho part of tho Oovernment offic r put him in po ... · i n ,. ry year of exact data upon which to ha.
a r port a to the condition of th eal Ii fe a omparecl with th .\ ar or y ar. prcYiou . In thi way my recorcl of the pr <' i area. a.ml po. ition of th fnr- . al hr ,ling ronncl. on t. Paul I lancl in the a. on of 1 72, ancl that of , t. ; orgn in tl11
e. on of 1 73 orr ctly serve. a a cl finit ba i for all tim to om , upon whil'lt
1,
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A drawing from nature by the author.
WATERFALL HE AD,

(7 miles distant.)

GARDEN COVE.

(5 miles distant.)

SEA LION BLUFFS.

TOLSTOI MEES.

(5 miles distant .)
VIEW OF THE EAST SHORE OF SAINT GEORGE ISLAND, PRIBILOV GROUP.

Looking WSW., August 11, 1890.

0ALNOI MEES.

( 15 miles distant. )
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to found authoritative reports from year to year as to any chano-e, increase, or ,
diminution of the seal life. It is therefore ver y important that the Government
should have an agent in charge of these novel and valuahle intere ts who is ('.apable,
by virtue of education and energy, to correctly observe and report the area and
position of the rookeries year by year.

Therefore, in the light of the foregoing, you will observe tllat although
I was unable to detect, myselt; any clanger to or dimiuution of the eal
life on the Pribilov I land after three sea on · of close study in the
field, ending with tbe , eason of 187 4, yet I was deeply impres d with
the need of an intelligent, careful earch every year for the ign of,
or real exi tence of such danger; and I urged the Department to lect
men who were fit to make such a earch: men who could be tru ted to
clo it honestly and thoroughly. I made this requ st on the 16th of
ovember, 1 74, a I gave in my detailed report abov cited, to tlie
Secretary of the Treasury, who ordered it publi bed at once and cau ed
it to be wide]y circulated by the Department.
In 1872-1874 I ob erved that all the youn · male eal ne cl d for
the annual quota of 75,000, or 90,000, a it wa ordered in the latter
year, were easily obtained every season between the 1 t of June and
the 20th of July following, from the hauling grounds of Tolstoi, Lnkannon, and Zoltoi Sands-from these hauling grounds ad_jacent to the rool erie or breeding grounds of Tol toi, Lukannon, Reef; aud Garbotchall of the e points of upply bei11g not more than lf miles distant from
the St. Paul village killing g-rounds: the Zoltoi drive being le " than
600 feet a way.
At ortheast Point on this island Web. ter got all the seals de ired
toward filling the above-cited quota of 90,000 from that sand reach
between tbe foot of Oros Hill and the Big Lake sand dunes on the
north hore beach.
• Then that immen e spread of hauling ground covered by swarms of
young male eal at Zapaduie, at Southwest Point, at Engli h Bay,
beyond Middle Hill, west, at Polavina, and over all that 8 long mile of
beach and upland hauling ground betwe n Lukannon Bay and Webster' house at ovastoslmah-all of thi
xten ive sealing area wa
not vi ited by sealing gangs or spoken of by them a · nece ary to be
driven from. In this connection it is proper to , ay that the name of
Middle Ilill was not known or given to that or any other particular point
in English Bay or el ·ewhere when I urveyed t,he i land in 1872-1 74: it
wa not o named until a few years afterward ; and wa ne er known
a a ealing drivers' title until then.
Therefore, when attentively turlying in 1872-1874 th
ubj •t of
what wa the effect of killinO' annually 100,000 young mal eal on
th , e i.·land,• (90,000 on St. Paul and 10,000 on St. G rge), ia vi w f
the foregoing statement of fact, I wa unable to ,·ee how any harm wa,
being done to the regular upply of fre h blood for the br <ling r kerie : since tho e large re ervoirs of Rurpl u male Ii~ above nam d h Id
at 1 astju t half of tl1 young male eal life then belonging to the island, .
These large ource of, upply were never driven from: nev rev n vi. ited by the ealer : and ut of their overwhelming abundan I thought
that ur ly enough fre,•h mal seal liii must and did annually mature
for ervice on the breeding rookerie .
Thereupon , when r capi ulc ting in mypubli,·h d work of 1 7-"-1 74, I
wa po itive in d clarinO' that although I wa.· firmly convinced that no
increa e to t1t then exi ting number of eal. on th , e i land would
follow any effort that we might make (giving my rea ·on in detail for
sob lieving), yet 1 wa. a. firmly atisfied that as matt r wer th n conducted nothing wa being don which would injure the regular annual
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supply of male life necessary for the full demand of the rookeries. I
then declared "that provided matters are condueted on the seal islands
in the future as they are to-day, 100,000 male seals, under the age of 5
years and over 1, may be safely taken every year from the Pribilov
Islands without the slightest injury to the regular birth rates or natural
increase thereon; provided, also, that the fur seals are not visited by
any plague, or pests, or any abnormal cause for their destruction which
might be beyond the control of men." 1
I repeatedly called attention to this fact in my published report that
all of the killable seals required were easily taken iu thirty working
days between Juue 14 and July 20 of every year, from those points
above specified: and that those reservoirs of surplus male life at Southwest Point, Zapadnie, English Bay, Polavina, Tonkie .:Mees, 2 etc., were
full and overflowing; that more than enough was untouched which sufficed to meet the demands of nature ou the breediug gl'ounds. But, to
make certain that my theory was a good one and would be confirmed
by time, for I qualified rny staternent at that time as a theory only, I
made a careful and elaborate triangulation of the area. and position of
the breeding grounds in 1872-73 on St. Paul aud St. George islands,
aided and elaborated by my associate in 1 74, Lieut. Wa hburn Maynard, U. S. N. This I did in order that any iucrea e or diminution following our work could be authoritatively stated; that afoimdation of
fact and not assurnption should exist for such a cornpari on of the past
order with that of the present or the future.
Sixteen year have elapsed ince that work was fiui hed; its accuracy
as to the statements of fact then publi h d, wa at that time unquestioned on these island , and it i to-day freely acknowledged ther . But
wha,t has been the logfo of event .
hy i it that we find now only a
cant tenth of the number of young male als which I aw th r in
1872, When did thi work of decrea. e and de truction o marked on
the breeding ground there b gin, and how~ Thi an wer follows:
First. From overdriving, without h eding it warning: fir ·t begun in
1879: dropped then until 1 2: then uddenly renewed again with
increa ed energy from year to year, until th end is abruptly reached
thi ea on of 1 90.
'econd. From the 'hooting of f'ur ·eal (chiefly fi male ) in the open
water of the orth Pacific Ocean and Bering ea: be ·un a a bu ine
in 1 6 and continued to date.
Thus the eal-life ·andle ha been lit rally "burning at both nd "
durino- th la t fiv y ar !
That de: y in 1 79, wh n it b Ccc m nee :ary to ud a aling gang
from t. Paul viJla,,.e ov r to Zc: paduie to regularly drive from hat
hith rto untouched r
rv , a the day that danger fir t a1 peared in
tc: 11gible form in· 1 70- ince 1 37 for that matt 1.
Th fact h n that that abundant our · f upply which had r d
o w 11 an 1 t <lily ince 70-1 1, ·hould fail to ield it < ccu ·tomed
r tnrn t th· dri r. ought t ha e c rou, d om
mm nt, ou h then
h, v > b n re rd 1 b he fli •er in ·llaro-e in hehalf of th Go rum ut ,t h ·l
f th • on'' work in l 2; lmt it did not. Io: ibl · th grc: vit of the -lum · "a: n t th 11 fully appreciat cl by the
al r · them l
eith •r thron h ign r, nee r inatt ntion.
But wh n i 1 .:.,; i b c m ab lut ly 11 e ary to lraw from th t
im on until th
nd f th pr ' nt ,
on h >a ily and r I atedly
, ka, p. 62.
.
. •, 1.. r m
inrr on tha ,rrouud · erected a salt bou e, etc.

11am <l '', tonv Point" 1, • h • whit
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A d rawing from nature by the au t h or.
TOLSTOI

LOWER ZA PADN IE.

M IODLC H IL L ,

UPPER ZAPADNIE.

H O LLU SCHICKIE HAULING ON THE SANDS OF ENGLISH BAY, JU L Y

18, 1872.

NATIVES "CUTTI NG OUT A D RIVE."

View looking west from Tolstoi Sand D unes, over the bay to Zapadnie and Southwest Point, Saint Paul Island.
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upon the e hitherto untouched sources of supply for the rookerie , in
order to get · the customary annual quota-at that time that fact, that
glaring change from tbe prosperou and healthy precedent and record of
1870-1 81, should have been-it was-ample warning of danger ahead.
It seems, however, to have been entirely ignored, to have fallen upon
inattentive or incapable miud ; for, not until the report for 1889 from
the agent of the Government in charge., who went up in the spring of
tha.t year for his first season of service and e peri nee-not uutil hi
report came down to the Trea ury Department, bad there been the
Jig-ht t h1timation in the annual declaration of the officers of the
Government of the least diminution or decrea e of eal life on th e
island ince my work of 1 74 wa' fini 'hed and giv u to tlrn world!
On the contrary, strange a jt may eem, all the Trea ury agents
since 1879 have, whenever they have poken at alJ, each vied with the
other in their laudation of the" plendiu condition of the rook ri ,"
"fully up to their best standard," etc., and one report in 1 7 de ·lare
a vast increa e over the large figures which I published in 1872-1874!
which is again reiterated by the ame officer in 18 8.
But, how ould the e gentlem n reconcile their taternent with that
remarkable evideuce of the decrea e in upply of young mal from
the record' made and before them-staring them in the face-of 1 7.:..,1874
hen they aw and daily recorded the fact that. ealing· gang
were bemg daily sent out from the villag , miles and mil s away to
hitherto undisturbed _field , for killable seal -the regular, cu tomary
hauling grounds then at the point of e haustion from which an abundant supply had been easily secured during the last thirty year , and
gm s growing all over the hauling ground of 1872-how, inde d, did
that fact e cape their attention. It did, however; it wa utterly
ignored.
I an ee now, in the light of the re ord of the work of ixteen c necutive year of sealing, very clearly one or two point whi b wer'
wholly in i ible to my sight in 1872-1 74. I au now see what that
effect of driving overland is upon the phy ical well being of a normal
fur seal: and, from that ight feel warranted in taking the following
ground:
The least reflection will declar to au ob erv r that while a fur , I
move ea ier on land and freer than any or all oth r eal , yet, at th
sam time, it is an unu ual and laboriou ffort, v n when it i oluutary; therefore, wh n thou and of young male seal are udd uly
arou ed to their utruo t pow r of land locomotion over rougll, ·h ri
rock , rolling ·link r stone , deep, loo e . and, mo i-;y tu ock.:', and
oth r equally evere impedimentia they, in th ir fright, ex rt th melve violently, crow l in confu ed swelt ring h ap , one upon th
other, o that many are oft n moth red to dea h; and, in tlli manner of mo t extraordiuary effort, to be urg d along over str tch . of
unbroken mile ", they ar oblig d to u emu cle. · and n rv that natur
never intend d them to u e, and whi •hare not fi.tt u fi r tlrn acti u.
'fbi prolong d udden and unu ual effor , uunatural and viol ~nt
train, mu t leave c la ting mark upon the phy i ·al ·oudition of e ~ry
·eal thu driven and then uft' r d to e cape from th clubb d p <1, • or
th killing gr und . They are alternately b atecl t the point of uffocation, a ping, panting, allow d to ool down a interval , h n abrup ly tarted upon the l'Oad for a fre h r uewal of thi heating a they
lunge, hambl , aud ere p along. Wh n th y arrive on the killing
grounds, after four or five hour· of this di tre · ing effort on their part,
they are then s~ddenly cool d ofl' for the la t time prior to the final
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ordeal of clubbing. Then, when driven up into the last surround or
"pod," the seals which are spared by cause of being unfit to take-a ·
too big or too little, bitten, etc.-are permitted to go off from the killing ground back to the sea, outwardly unhurt, most of them; but I am
now satisfied that they sustain, in a vast majority of cases, internal
injuries of greater or less degree, 1 that remain to work physical disability or death thereafter to nearly every seal thus released, aud certam
injury to ils virility aud courage so necessary for its station on the
rookery, even if it does live to successfully run this gauntlet of drivmg
throughout every sealing season for five or six consecutive years, drive11
over and over again, as it is, during ea,eh one of these sealing season .
Therefore it now appears plain to me that £hose young male fur seal
which may happen to survive this terrible strain of four or five succe ive years of driving overland, are rendered by this act of driving,
wholly worthless for breeding purposes; that they never go to the breeding grounds and take up stations there, being utterly demoralized in
spirit if not in body.
With this knowledge, then the full effect of "driving" become
apparent; and that result of slowly but surely robbing the rookerie of
a full and sustained supply of fresh nervy young male blood, demanded
by nature imperatively for their support up to the standard of full
expansion (such as I recorded in 1872-1874)-that result begau, it
now seems clear, to set in from the very beginning, twenty years ago,
under the present system.
Had, however, a check Leen as slo,wly and steadily applied to that
"driving" as it progressed in 1879-1882 upon those great reserves of
Zapadnie, Southwest Point, and Polavina, then the present condition of
exhau tion, complete xbau tion, of the surplus supply of young male
seal as compared with the number of females to-day, would not be
ob erved-it would not have happened.
But, however, no attention wa given whatever to the fact that in
1 2 the re erve were udd nly, very uddenly, drawn upon, teadily
and heavily for the first tim , in order that a prompt :filling of the reg·
ular annual quota should be made before or by th usual time of closing the ealing ea on for the year viz, July 20; and, until the report
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A drawing from nature by the author.
TOLSTOI ROOKERY.

ZAPADNIE POINT AND ROOKERIES.

(In

m1:J°J1~E

VIEW OVER THE DESOLATE HAULING GROUNDS OF ENGLISH BAY, SAINT PAUL ISLAND, JULY

Jl~\'ance.)

18, 1890.

Looking west from Tolstoi Sand Dunes. Contrast this view with the preceding picture made by the author from this same foreground, eighteen year:, ago.
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for 1889, above cited, of the Treasury agent in charge, came into the
Treasury Department, not a sugge tion ever had been made in official
writing, from 1872-1874, down to that time, of the slighte't prospect
even, of the amazing diminution of seal life which is now so painfully
apparent.
Naturally enough, being so long away from the :field, on reading Mr.
Charles J. Goff's report for the season's work of 1889, I at once jumped
to the conclusion that the pelagic sealing, the poaching of 1886-1889,
was the sole cau e for that shrinkage which he declared manifest on
tbose rookeries and hauling grounds of the Pribilov Islands-such a
great slmnkage as to warrant him in the declarat10n which he makes
in tnat report that ne believes that not over 60,000 young male seals
can be secured here in 1890, and if more can be, that they should not be
taken
Still, charging it in this manner all to the pelagic killing was not
qmte satisfactory to my mind. I could .figure out from the known
number of skins which the e hunter had placed on the market, a
statement of the loss and damage to the rookerie , to the females and
young, born and unborn: for that is the cla from which the pelagic
hunter secures at lea t 85 per cent of bis catch: I was prepared to :fiud
by the e figures that the breeding grounds had lost heavily; but that
did not even sati fy me as to his statement, which came o suddenly
in 1889, that little more than half of thee tablished annual quota of
100,000 holluschickie uitable for killing could or should be ecured here
in 1890; for, great as my estimated shrinkage on the breeding grounds
was due to the pelagic work, yet that would not, could not, explain
to my mind the ninefold greater shrinkage of that supply from the
hauling grounds which must exist, or eJse 60,000 young males might
be easily taken, Judging from my notes of such work in 1872. Therefore,! landed here very much confused in thought as to what I should
observe.
l began at once, and finished by the 9th of June, an entire new topographical , urvey and triangulat1on of the landed area of the even
rookeri s of t. Paul I land: aud those of t. George I land on the 19th
and 20th of July: so as to have these cha.rts ready for in tant u when
the time came in which to observe the full form and number of the
breeding eal a they laid upon this grouml, viz, July 10-20 inclu ive;
thereafter, until the closing of the season on St. Paul, July 19, and on
St. George up to Augu t 4, I have daily r corded the fu]l details of the
baulmg, the driving, and killing of eal ther , the oudition of the
breeding animal , their arrival and ehavior, etc.
thousand vari d
incident. have be n faithfully ob er ed, a my fl Id note will te tify,
and whi b appear with much detail in the following appendix to tbi
report.
The pre ent condition of the fur- eal preserve is nothing new to
the bi tory f th ir a while in the baud f the Rus ian8. Twice
before m th comparat1 ely bort p ·1od of a en ury, when bey wer
first op n d to the cupidity f man, hav b y b en threat _ned , it h the
sam ruin that thr at ns th ru to-day. In 1 06 and 1807 all k1llm wa
stopp d to ave them, but re. um ,,i again in 1 0 ; too soon; for, after
evente n ye r. of b lfway mea. m·, , tb foll , nd nece ary term of
re t wa given t them m 1 · 4. The, tory f thi "zapoo ka' of· tli
Ru iau ju 1 4, and the cau, e. which l d them
thr aten he
extermination of tho e fur- eal mt&e ·ts on the Pribilo I ·]and , i one
that i no timely i 11 it repet1 10n and sh uld be heed cl.
Wlien tbes i 'laud wer fir t d1 covered in 1786- 7, au indi crimiuate
B, Doc. 92 pt. 3-21
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ru h was made to them by the representatives of every Russian trading
organization then in Alaska: by every one then able to fit out a vessel
and hire a number of men. These eager, g_reedy parties located on and
near all of the large rookeries and hauling grounds, and killed as many
as they could handle. In those days all the skins were air-dried, and
not salted, and that made the work of sealing then far slower and
much more difficult than it is now, since the present system of salting
skins practically oilers no delay whatever to the work of killing and
skinning. In my mind there is no doubt but what this inability to cure
rapidly the skins for shipment m 1786-1805, as fast as they could then
be killed and skinned-not one-tenth as fast as they can be to-day-that
this delay alone aved the Prib1lov rookeries from utter extermination
in those early days. Certainly it was and must have been the cause:
for, at least thirteen different trading orgamzations had their vessels
and their men around and on these two islands of St. Paul and St.
George, engaged to their utmost ability throughout full seventeen years
of unbroken succession m taking fur-seal skins.
Had those early Russian fur huuters then po e sed the knowledge
and means of curing skins in alt that we now have, together with
these appliances in use to-day on the ,eal i.lands of .A.la ka, I am well
satisfied in my own mrnd that they would have killed ve1·y fur seal
that remained to show itself in le s than three year. after they began
operation ; that they would have wept every animal from the e
grounds long, long before the old Rus ian American Company a sumed
autocratic control of these int r ts in 1799, and extended it in 1805
over all Ala ka as well.
But, fortunately for us and the world as well, they did not know anything about curing skin in alt; they had but one method, and that
wa to tretch out the green kins and air-dry th m upon fram in
long, low drying hou e : or in bright weather, during Augu t, ptember, and October, to peg them out upon the grouud, or . tretch them on
hoop aud frame .
Thu thi tediou · proces , in a climate a damp, foggy, and tormy
a 1 that peculiar to the eal i land of la, ka, made the e Slavonian
ealers spend ten time a much time in the act of curing their fur-seal
pelt as it took them to drive out and km. Thei1, too, in tho e early
day they were remote from a market; had no prompt, economical mean
of tran portation to London; and depend d wllollyupon the idio ·yncrai of the Chine e trade, via Kia ·hta; but v n with this extraordinary
hindrance, it ems that th y t< ok in that laborious and ri ky manner
at lea t 100,000 fur- eal kin .very year. 1
Th y took o many that by 1 03, several hundred thou and of th . e
air-dri d p It bad a cumulat do r the ability of the old I us ian ·ompauy to profitably 11 and di 1 o e of, in time to prev nt their d caym lding and damp, th n abruptly <le aying-rotting in large pi.I a,
th y w re, tacked up in the warel! m e at Kodiak; o "it became n c
e ary to cut or throw int the a 700,000 p It ' during that year.
turally thi lo. . of lab r time. and money cooled th ardor of the
s aling gang_. whi ·h w r working the I ribilof I land,; h y work d
lower, wh n tll y lid , ork, aud mo ·t lik l n y r work d at all in
and o
n ·
li
Yau
bat i
\ niaminov, '

n annuallv
,000 very y ar.
'nch horrible l·illiuir w:i
Th
kin8 wn fre'}ueutly tak n without any
1 skin had accumulated and it wa impo sibl to
y kin · for in tbi great llumber o many wore
o cnt or throw into the ea. 700,000 pelt . (Bi hop
8-18, vol. 1, chap. 12.)
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wet weather. Obliged to bow to the caprices of the climate or lose their
labor, they were compelled to spare the seals, and this enforced delay
in 1788-1806 bas saved the P-ribilov rookeries from that swift destruction
which the keen, quick-witted American and English sealers inflicted
during 1806-1826, upon the great breeding grouuds of the fur seal in the
Antarctic. They, our countrymen, then u ed the kench and salt; they
were never bothered with the question of how to dispose of their skins
after killing and skinning so as to ave them; and they brought their
method of 1806-1826, the same method of to-day, up to these seal
islands of Alaska for the fir t time in 1868.1
No one can state with more than mere estimation on his part the full
number of seals slaughtered by the Rus ians on the Pr1bilov Islands
from 1786 to 1817; no lists, no check whatever on it appears to have
been made, and the record certainJy never was made, since Bishop
Veniaminov, who from 1825 up to 1838 was at the head of all matters
connected with the church in this Oonalashka di trict, where the eal
islands belonged: and who had the respect and confidence of the old
Russian American Company, made a zealous search for such a record
in 1834-35 among the archives of the company at Sitka, to which he had
full access: but the result of bis painstaking search he sums up in the
following ter e statement: "Of the number of skins taken up to 1817
I have no knowledge to rely upon, but from that time up to the present
writing I have true and reliable accounts," which he put into the
appendix of his publi bed work. 2
The bishop (who is the only Russian who has given · us the faintest
idea of how matters were conducted in his time upon these islands)
seems to have witnessed them in a uniform condition of decline as to
yield; for, in the time of bis writing and up to its closing in 1837, the
record was one of steady diminution. Until 1834 the killing seems to
have been permitted, with all sort of half measures since 1817, adopted
one after the other, to no good result whatever. Finally, however, the
supply abruptly fell from an expected 20,000 to only 12,000 from both
islands in 1834, "all that could be got with all possible exertion."
Then the Rus ian awoke to the fact that if they wished to preserve
these fur-bearing interest on the Pribilov Islands from ruin they mu t
stop killing: wholly stop for a, number of years : stop until the renewal
of the exhausted rookeries wa manife t and easily recognized. This
zapooska of 1835, which they then ordered, i the date of the renewed
lea e of life which the e rookeries took: and, which by 1 57, had restored
them to the splendid condition in which they were when they passed
into the hand of the nited States : and which, now, after twenty-two
years of killing iuce 1 68, and under the recent regulation of 1 70,
together with tbe pelagic sealing ince 1886, we find again thr at ned
with speedy extinction unles full mea ure are at on e adopted for
their preservatiou and re toration on land and in t he ea. Half meas1 They began a.t once that syst m of di ciplin cl, exhaust ive slaughter which had
proved so e:ffect iv in their han d th roughout th An tarctic-took nearly 250,000 al
skins on t hese island1:1 iu t h e short space of four mont hs ; ea ed t h n only for t h e
w ant of salt. But, h appil y t h e ovcrnm nt int r vened early in 1 69, b for e they
could resume their work of swift destr uction . In 1854. the first salting of fur-seal
skin was att mptecl on th Pribilov Island , but t h e ruden s of the methotl caused
trouble wh n t bt, shipment r ea be,l London. In 1 62 i t was tri d again by the Rusians, but it was still crud Jy don un t il our p ople w nt t work in 1 6 with their
thorough met hod . Tb Rn ·ian seldom b undled t heir k ins when salted; th y
allowed t hem t o dry whil k ncJ1ing in salt ; and then shipp d tbemjnst as they did
their air-dried skins or "parchm nt " pelt .
9 "Zapieskie ob
nala hkenskaho Otdayla," 't. P t rsburg 1842, 2 vols. 8° . A full
translation of that chapter which treats of that qu stion -will Youowthis introduction.
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nres will not do; they failed in the Rus ian period signally; they
will as signally fail with us if we yield in the slightest degree to any
8.rgument tvr their adoption.
It is interesting, therefore, to study the figures which Veniaminov
gives us of the yield from these islands during that period extending
down from 1817 to 1837. Study it in connection with hi statement of
what those attempts were, and which were being made-futile efforts
by the old company to build up the business and yet continue sealing:
until finally, after seventeen years of continual diminution and repeated
introduction of halfway methods of restoration, the end came abruptly;
and, what ought to have been done at :first, was finally forced in 1834.
The absolute rest of the rookeries in 1835 came and practically continued until 1846-1850; then a gradual rise above 10,000 ''holluschickie,"
or young male fur seals, per annum, began to be safely taken; and by
1854 the exhausted and nearly ruined rookeries of St. Paul and St. George
were able to yield 35,000 prime fur-seal pelts without the slightest injury
to them; and, by 1857-1860 the seal were so numerous that the Russians ceased to regard them a objects of care, and thereafter governed
their annual catch by the demands outside alone, taking as the market
called for them anywhere from 40,000 to 80,000 annually.
A matters tand to-day on the eal i lands, the ituation is very
much the ame as it was in 1834. Then it was expected that 20,000
seals would be taken; but, only 12,000 were ecured "with all possible
exertion.' Thi year it was expected that 60,000 fine skin would be
taken; but, only 21,000 have been ecured with all pos ible exertion,
nearly half of this catch being mall, or 5½ to 6~ pound skin , raking
and scrap in the rookery margin without a day's intermi ion from the
opening to tbe closin · of the ea on. Of tbi work of 1 90, I give ou
in thi report the full t detail of it progre sion, day by day, to the
merciful ending of it, ordered o happily by you.
It will be promptly ob erved from a t udy of thi record of the Rusian , whi h bas been , o plainly and hone tly given to us by Veniamiuov
and Shaie nickov, that the Ru ian during their control were faced at
two p riod with the pro pect of a p edy extermination of th e fureal rook rie of la ka. In 1 06 and 1807 they topped all killin on
the e i land of St. Paul an<l. t. George, but b gan to kill again in
1810; to oon.
eniaminov' r cord and account how ' that from 1817,
in pite of ev rythfag they could do, sav topping hort of all killin ,
' on] m le matter wor e. '
Finally, in 1 34, with the e ond and po. itive threat of wift xtermination a ain facing h m th Ru ian r luctantl urrendered and
ord r d a re t wbi h 1 t d v n y a1's ere an beginning wa fairly
m de t Vill mor than a :£ w thou aud young mal eal annuall . In
tb :fir ·t
ar onl 10 of uch animal w r taken, th numb r ing
lowl rai d
raft r ar until 1 47-1 50.
ith r fi r nc to the pr rvation and condu t of thi int r ting
ancl v lu, ul indu · ry my tu<l la. t ummer f the ubj
ha.- led m
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ested, and who shall visit the seal is1ands of Bering Sea next summer for that purpose. Pending the settlement of these regulations ancl the report of this commission, all pelagic sealing in Bering ea to be declared illegal by the several powers
interested.

In concluding this introduction to my work of the past season and its
results, I desire to say that I have been exceedingly careful in gathering my data upon which I base all tatement of fact and opinion, and
to secure t.hese data I have literally lived out upon the field itself, where
those facts alone can be gathered honestly, or el e, bad better not be
gathered at all.
I now submit, most respectfully, my detailed report coverin °· tbe abovementioned heads, together with tho e :field sketches and maps which I
deem necessary to give a more di tinct, cle, r, and full idea of my meaning and under tanding of the subjects treated. Trusting that it will
meet with your approval,
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENR W. ELLIOT'.l'.
Hon. WILLIAM WINDOM,
Secretary of the Treasury.

SECTION I.
THE ROOHERIES OR BREEDING GROUNDS OF THE FUR SEAL ON THE
PRIBILOV ISLANDS OF ALASKA; THEIR AREA AND CONDITIO
1872-1874 A D 1890.
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE FUR SEAL .A.ND ITS EXTERMINATION IN THE ANTARCTIC.
PECULIARITIES OF DI TRIBUTIO •

Our :first thought in studying the distribution of the fur seals throughout the high seas of the earth is one of wonder. While they have been
so widely spread over the Antarctic regions, yet, as we pass the equator going north, we find in the Atlantic above the tropic nothing that
resembles them. Their landed habitat in the orth Pacific is virtually
confined to four island in Bering Sea-St. Paul and St. George-of the
Pribilov group, and Bering and Copper of the Commander Island .
It should be observed that there i abundant rea on, owing to the
con titution and the habit of Oallorhinus, for this remarkable re triction in the Northern Ilemisphere compared with its expan ion to the
south. It i , however, v ry singular, even in the light of all we know,
that right on the equator itself, a trifle to the outhward of it, viz, on
the Galapagos Island , fur eal are till found where they were first
found a hundred years ao-o.
The remarkable di 'crepanc which we hav alluded to may be better
under tood when we con ider that the e animal require certain condition of landing, breeding ground, and climate, all combined, for their
perfect life and reproduction. In the orth tlantic no uitable ground
for their reception exi t or ver did exi t; and really nothing in the
orth Pacific, beyond what we h e de ignated in Bering ea, will
an wer the requirements of the fur eal. When we look over the Antarcti water we are urpri ed at what might have been done, and l1ould
have been done, in tho e outhern water . Hundreds of mile of the
fine t al-breeding ground on th western coa t of Patagonia, the
beautiful reache of the Falkland I land , the great extent of De olation I ·land, tog ther wi b he whole ho t of ·maller i let , where the e
animal abound d in almo t ountles number wh n fir t di cover d
(and should abound to-day, miJlion upon million of them ), hav
be n through nearly a century, the cene of indiscriminate laughter
dire t d by mo t un crupnJon and mo t energetic men. It eem wellnigh in r dibl but it i true, n v rth le , that for more than fifty
year < l, r<r fl t, nwnb ring mor than ixty ail, and carrying thouand f a ti men, trav r d t bi coa. t and ir umna igat d v r
i land and i 1 annually !aught rin right and left wh rever the al
lifi a fi und.
hip wer lad n to the wat r edg with the fr h
air-dri d < n , alted kin and th w r swallowed up in the mart· f
th w rld bringiu mer nominal price -the mark ts glutt d bu th
but h r n ver
I pin .
will a in bri f r vi w th
round of th
outh rn
·ph r takin Cl' <
be out
b
hi h ar p uliar to the w
the I a ·ifi
an. The Gal p go I laud come :first to our notice.
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This scattered group of small rocks and islets, uninhabited and entirely
arid, was fifty years ago resorted to by a very considerable number of
these animals, .Arctocephalus a ustralis, together with many sea lions,
Otaria hookeri. Great numbers were then taken by tho e sealers, who
found to their sorrow, when the skins were inspected, that they were thinfurred and worthless. A few survivors, however, remain to this day.
Along and off the coast of Chile and Bolivia are the St. Felix, Juan
Fernandez, and Masafuera islands, the latter place being one of the
mo t celebrated rookerie known to southern sealer . The we t coa t of
Patagonia and a portion of that of Terra del Fuego wa in tho e early
days of seal hunting, and is to-day, the fine. t connected range of sealrookery ground in tue south. Here was annually ma<le the cone ntrated attack of that sealing fleet above referred to; and one can readily
understand how thorough must have been it labor, as he studie the
great extent and deep indentation of this coast, its thom;and and one
islands and il-dets, and when he knows to-day that there is scarcely a
bunch of fur eals known to exist there. The Falkland L lands, ju t
abreast of the Straits of Magellan, were also celebrated and a favorite
re ort, not only of the sealer , but for the whale fleets of the world.
They are recorded, in the brief mention made by the be t authority, as
fairly swarming with fur seals when they were opened up by Captain
Cook. There are to-day, in the place of the hundred of thousands
that once existed, an insignificant number, taken notice of only now
and then.
The Georgia Islands and the Sandwich group, all a succession of
rocky islands and reefs awash-the South Orkneys, the Shetlands, the
Auckland group, Campbell Island, Emerald Island, and a few islets
lying just to the southward of New Zealand-have all been place, of
lively and continued butchery, the fur seals ranging in desperation
from one of those places to the other as the sea ons progressed and
the merciless search and slaughter continued. These pinniped , however, never went to the southward of 62 degrees south latitude.
In con idering the e regions of the Antarctic I must not forget also
to mention that the fur seal was in early times up the east coa t of
South America, here and there, in little rookeries, a far north a Cape
St. Roque; but the number was unimportant when brought into coutrast with that belonging to tho e localitie which we have de ignated.
A mall cliff-bound rookery to-day exi t at Cape Oorriente . Thi i
owned and farmed out by Argentina, and we are informed that in spite
of all their care and attention they have neither increased nor have
they diminished from their original in i ·nificance. From the e rookerieei only 5,000 to 10,000 were and are annually taken.
noth r ·mall
preserve on the Lobos i lets, near the mou b of the River Plate, i al o
protect d and lea ed by the Government of Uruguay, and from 12,000
to 15,000 skin are annually taken ther .
When we look at our northern tlantic water , we speedily recognize
the fact that betwe n orth merica and Europ , aero · the tlantic
and into th
retie, there i not a ingle i land, or L let, or tretch of
coast on which the fur eal could sue e sfully truggle for exi tence;
therefore it ha never been found th re. It appear · as if our fur eal
had originally pa ed to B ring ea from the parent tock of the Patagonia region, up along the coa t of South meri ·a, a few tarrying
at the dry and heat l Galapagos I land , t he re t pe ding on to the
northward, di turb d by the cl ar skie and, andy beacbe of the Mexican Coa t, on nd up to the great fi h-spawning shore of the Aleutian
Island and Bering ea. 'rh r , on the Pribilov roup and the blutfy
Commander Islands, they found that union of cool water, well-adapted
1
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landing, and moist, foggy air which they had missed ince they left the
storm-beaten coa ts far below.
In the Antarctic waters of the Eastern Hemisphere seal wer foun<l
at Tristan da Acunha, principally on Little Nightingale Island; the
Crozets group, all small rocks, a it were, over which violent storm·
fairly swept; then we observe the great rookeries of Prince Edward'
Group and Desolation Island-where perhaps nine-tenths of all the
oriental fur seals congregated-thence over to a small and insignificant
islet known as the Royal Company, south of Good Hope. This li t
includes all the known resting places of the fur eal in those water .
In the orth Pacific, during prehistoric times, a legend from Spani h
authority states that fur seals were numerous or abundant on the Santa
Barbara and Guadaloupe islands, off the coast of California and tbe
peninsula to the southward. A few were annually taken from the e
islands up to 1835, and irregularly found there until 1874, an interregnum of some ten year : and, a few hundred skins w re ta.ken from there
in 1885. None have been secured since. Also, fur seals were wont to
sport and rest on those celebrated rocks off the harbor of San Franci co
known as the Farralones; but, no tradition locate a eal rookery anywhere el eon the northwe t coast, or anywhere el e in all la ka and
its i land , save the Pribilov group: while a.cros and down the A iatic
coa t, only the Commander Islands and a little rocky i let ·known a
Robbens Reef (right under the lee of akhal n I land, Okot k Sea)
are known as the resort of this animal. The crafty avage of that
entire region, the hairy .A.ino, and the J apane e them elve have
searched in vain during the last hundred year for other ground frequented by these fur eal .
In the light of the foregoing remarks i it not natural, when we
reflect upon the immen e area and the exce dingly favor d condi ions
of climate and ground frequented b the fur eal of th
uthern
Ocean, o ay that their number mu t have been infinitely rrr at r a
they were fir t apprehended, urpa ing all adequate de cription, when
compared to tho e which we did regard a th m rv l and wonder of
our age-the bre ding rookerie of the Pribilov roup
It i a great pity that thi work of extermination in the Antarctic
and en ele de truction should have progre ed, a it has, to the very
v rge of total extinction, r anyone wa qualified to tak note of and
rec rd the wond rful life thu, liminated. The Falkland I land and
th Shetl nd at lea t might have been placed under the ame re triction and whole ome direction whi h the Ru ian. e tabli hed in the
north
th ben :fit of hich accrue t u until now, and will forever
if th vil now rampant are at on e remedi d.
ertainly it i surpri ing
that the bu in , thought, the h rdh aded en e, of those early Engli h
na i ator, hould not ha e be n qual to that of he Ru ian Pr myshlenik , ho were renowned a the mo tun crupulou and the greedi t
of gain etter .
Th
ntarctic i land, o:ffl red na ural adva1 tag of prot ction by
land far uperior t h e found on the Pribilov or Commander group .
Th y had harbor nd they l id ut ide of the track of comm re :
lvantag which ar not all bar d by ur i land .
t D l ti n
land erhap he difficulti
r in uperable on account f th r t
x n f a
hich i. I r, ti all inacc · ible to man , nd nearly o
to tb , I · but th
u h b 1 d might hav b n farm d ont b
b Briti h ov rnm nt , t , trifling utl and with ce din ly g od
re nl for million. n on miJli n of th fur al could re t th r to-d
a th did hundr y ·tr
o nd
th re to-m rrow a our
do nd ar in ering Sea. But th
ork i don . There i nothing
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down there now valuable enougb. to rouse tbe interest of any government. Still, a beginning mi ht be made which po ibly :fifteen or twenty
years hence would rehabilitate the , courgecl and de olated breeding
ground of the south eas. We are Relfi h people, however, and look
only to the present, and it is without question more than likely that
should any such proposition be brought before the Briti 'h Parliament
it would be so ridiculed and exaggerated by unthinking men as to cause
its peedy suppression.
Now, we are brought in thi eason of 1890 face to face with the same
danger on our own pre erve which ha de"troyed the e intere ts in the
.Antarctic. Shall we be equal to the occa ion, or, shall it be aid that
they, too, have been ruined by human greed Y
THE ROOKERIES OR BREEDING GROUNDS OF THE FUR SEAL ON THE
PRIBILOV ISL.A.ND .

The breeding ground or rookeries of the Pribilov Islands have
altered very slightly insofar as their topographical features are concerned since the date of my last survey of them in 1874; but a ma,rked
cbango in the numbers of the fur seals that then repaired to the e
grounds, ha taken place.
On St. Paul Island, in 1872, we saw the breeding herds of the fur
seal in the following form and numbers, contrasted with the .figures of
to-day, which are made in precisely the same time and method as those
of 1872-1874 were:
.Analysis of the breeding grounds of the fu1· seal on St. Paul Island ( Pribilov group).
A.S SURVEYED, SEASONS OF 1872- 1874.
Average
Rookeries.

~~Yfk

Sea~-ar -

massing.

July 10, 1872, July 15, 1874, Reef lmd .......•..•..••.•••••...
July 10, 1872, July 15, 1874, Garbotcb had .•......•..........
July 10, 1872,JaJy 16,187', Lagoon bad .................... .
July 10, 1872. Nab Speelha.d ...................••...........
July 15, 1872, July 19, 1874, Lukaunon had ••••••.........•..
July 14, 1872, Jnly 10, 1874, Ketavi had ...•....••. ...•. ....
July 15, 1872, July 6, 1874, Tolstoibad ... ............ ..... -·.
1
J

ul\l;i,!~ l~~~ZJ:l:J~ ~ .. _... _... _.... _.. _. _......... _..

:~~i.~it:i>·o1~~~~.-~ci~ili~g

J ul;t'rfs1tf
:r:1iti~-i>o1a·- ·
vina, ~cl. ........... _............... - ..........••••••. - - July 18, 1872, July 18, 1874, Novastoshnah had ............. .

Feet.
150
100
100
40
150
150
160

Feet.
4,016
3,660
750
(00
2,270
2,200
3,000
2,680
3,200

602,000
366,000
760,000
16, 000
840,000
330,000
450,000

301,000
183,000
37,000
8,000
170,000
165,000
225,000

195,600
690,000

97,800
345,000

150
600,000
150 2, 4.00, 000

800,000
1,200,000

73¼
215½

4,000
15,840

Number of
Sqeueatr_e seals (bulls,
f,
cows, and
pups).

- - - - - - - - -11- 3,-030,
-000
Grand sum total, season of 1872 .. _......... _..........•..... - •.. - • • . • • . . . . . • . . . . . • .
AS SURVEYED,

EA ON OF 1890.

I

Joly 10, 1890, Reef has.....................................
4,300
65! 281,000
140,500
July 10, 1890, Garbotch has .••• _•..•... _... _.... - ........ _..
2,400
70f 169,604
84,802
July 14, 1890, La.goon ba ..... _.. _.. _....••••••... _........ .
1, 500
12
18, 000
9, 000
July 14, 1890, Nah, pe l * ...... _...••.. __ ..•...•.....•......•......... 1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
July 11, 1890, Lukannon bas ... _._..........................
2, 050
60½ 145, 000
72, 500
July 11, 1890, Ketavie has .. __ ............... _.• _...... __ •..
1,700
34
56,000
28,000
July 11, 1890, Tolstoi has ............. _.....................
2, 800
44½ 124, 800
62, (00
July- 12, 1800 :
Upper Za.padniebae ... _.. _............ _................
4,500
15f
70,000
35,600
Lower Za.padni has. .......... ... ..... .............. . .
2,700
03½ 175,410
85, 705
July 13, 1 90, Polavina, indading Little Polavina bas ... _..
2,255
121½ 284,500
142,250
July 13, 1890, N ovaato hnah J1as .................... _.......
11, 435
37i 435, 750
217, 875

I

Grand sum total, sea on of 1890 . ............................

••+·-··-··-·I··········

878,532

Showing a. loss since 1872 on the rookeries of St. Paul of ...••.••• - ..••..•••..•.. _•.•••. 2, 151, 468
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Without explanation I may be considered as making use of paradoxical language by using t hese t erms of description: for the inconsistency of talking of "pups " and "cows" and "bulls" and "rookeries," on the breeding grounds of the ·ame, can not fail to be noticed ;
but this nomenclature bas been given and used by the American and
English whaling and sealing parties for many years, and t he characteristic features of the seals themselves so suit the naming that I have
felt satisfied to retain the style throughout as rendering my description
more intelligible, especially so to those who are engaged in the business,
or may be hereafter. The Russians are more consistent, but not so
"pat." They call the "bull'' "see-catch," a term implying strength,
vigor, etc.; the cow, "matkah," or mother; the pups, "kotickie," or
little seals; the non breeding males under 4 years, "holluschickie," or
bachelors, and the young bulls between 4 and 6 years, ' ' pol seacatchie,"
or "half bulls." The name applied collectively to the fur seal by them
is "morskie-kot," or sea cat.
The rookeries of St. George I land have suffered also, but not to o
great an extent: only half of their number of 1873- 1874 is missiug as
we view them this summer. The following statement tells the story:
Analysis of the breeding groitnds of th e f ur seal on St. George I sland ( Pribi lov grottp).
AS SU R VEYED , SE.A.SO S OF 1872-1874.

-·-· -·

Average
Sea
m argin.

Rookeries.

---

s1~~~e

dsoYfk
massing.

--Feet.

Feet.

600
506
750
2, 000
200
550
200
700

July 12 1873, July 10, 1874. Zapa.clnie bad . . . --- -- - --- -·-··· ·
July 12. 1873, J uly 10, 1874, tarry Art el bad ... . . . ........
Jul y 13, 1873, July 11, 1874, North bad .......... . . ... .... . . {
Jul y 13, 1873, July 11, 1874, Little Ea t had . .• ............ ·{
J u ly 13, 1873, July 11, 1874, East had . .. ...•..... . ......... ·{

- -Grand sum total of 1873. -· . . •. . .. . ........... . . ··-··

36,000
60. 8J0
112, 500
40,000
20,000
5,500
40, 000
10, 500

60
125
150
20
100
10
200
15

N umber of
seals (bulls,
cows, a ad
pups).

l
}

·- ·· ··--- - - . -.. ------ ---- -- -- --

AS

U R VEYED,

EASO

12, 750
25,250
162, 670

OF 1890.
1, 250
800
2, 066
1, 300
800
200
2, 040
1, 000

J u ly 20, 1890, Zapadnie bad .... .. .. . _.. . . .. . . _• . . - . . •.......
July 20, 1890, tarry Arteel bad . . . . .. . ......... . .......... .
Julyl9, 1890, orthbad .... .. ... .. ... . ... . . . ........ . .•... {
J uly 20, 1 90, L ittle East bad ........... . ..... . .... . ..... . •.
July 20 1890, East had .................... . ......••...... · {

Grand sum total of 1890 ···- ........ . . ··- ...... . ..•• •

18, 000
30, 420
76,250

20
40
31
10
12
30
5
I2

I

25, 000
32, 000
64, 0411 l
13, 000 {
9,600
6, 000
10, 200
2, 000 I

I}·

12,500
lG, 000
38, 523
4 800

9, 100

== ~~1==1--80-,

923

Allowed.
a on of 1873 .. . _.•... _.... . _. . .. . .... _•... . ..••...•. . _•.. _... .. .. .• • . .• •.. _• . . •. . _•...... . . . 162, 670
a on of 1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • • . • . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . 80, 923
1
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pelagic hunter since 1882, while the females have had but one direct
attack outside of natural cause ; they have been, however, the chief
quarry of the pelagic ealer during the last five year . The slow elimination of that surplu young male life which was and is necessary for the
continued upport of the e rookeries, and its abrupt curtailment entirely
during the la t two ea ons, coupled with the deadly work of the opensea hunter throughout the last five year , brings these renowned fields
of fur-seal life into immediate danger of speedy extermination as matters are to-day. In order that the full gravity of this statement may
be appreciated, I deem it proper that the everal tep hould be retaken
which I took in 1872-1874 toward the determination of that number of
seals I recorded then as exi ting on the Pribilov rookerie . I said then
in my published monograph under this particular head: 1
.AUTHOR'S PLAN OF COMPUTATION IN

1872-1874.

"Before I can intelligently and clearly present an accurate estimate
of the aggregate number of fur seals which appear upon tho e great
breeding grounds of the Pribilov group every sea on, I must take up
in regular sequence my surveys of the e remarkable rookeries which I
have illustrated in this memoir by the accompanying sketch map ,
showing topographically the superficial area and distribution assumed
by the seal life at each locality.
"It will be ob erved that the sum total on St. Paul Island preponderates and completely overshadows that which is repre ented at St.
George. Before passing to the detailed discussion of each rookery, it
is well to call attention to a few salient features in regard to the present appearance of the seals on these breeding gr01;md , which latter
are of their own selection. Touching the location of the fur eal to-day,
as I have recorded and surveyed it, compared with their distrihation
in early times, I am sorry to say that there is not a single line on a
chart, or a word printed in a boolc, or a note made in manuscript, which
refers to this all-important subject prior to my own work, which I present herewith for the first time to the public. The ab ·ence of definite
information in regard to what I conceive to be of vital interest a.nd
importance to the whole bu iness a toni hed me; I could not at first
believe it, and for the last four or fi.v years I have been earching
among the archives of the old Russian company, a I earched diligently when up there and el ewhere in the Territory of la ka, for ome
evidence in contradiction of thi statement which I have ju t made. I
wanted to find--1 hoped to discover-some old record, ome clue, by
which I could mea ure with authority and ent,ire sati faction to my
own mind the relative volume of seal life in the pa t, a compar d with
that which I record in the pre ent: but, wa disappointed.
"I am unable, throughout the whole of the following di cu ion, to
cite a single reliable tatement which can give any idea a to the condition and numb r of the fur eal on the e i. land when they were discovered in 17 6- 7, or during th whole time of their occupation ince,
up to the date of my alTival. I mark thi o con picuou ly, for it i
certainly a very trange over ight: a kind of negl ct, which, in my
opinion, has been, to say the lea t, inexcusable.
RU , I.A.

RECORD .

"In attempting to form au approximate conception of what the ea.ls
were or might have b en in tho e early day , as they pread them elves
1

Pages 48-50, Monograph, eal Islands (Census ed. 1881).
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'over the hanling and breeding grounds of these remarkable islands, I
have been thrown entirely upon the vague tatements given to me by
the natives, and one or two of the first American sealers on the islands.
The only Russian record which touches ever so lightly upon the subject1 contains the remarkable statement, which is, in the light of my
surveys, simply ridiculous now-that is, that the number of fur seals on
St. George during the first years of Russian occupatjon was nearly a
great as that on St. Paul. The most superficial examination of the physical character of the coasts portrayed on the accompanying maps of those
islands, will satisfy any unprejudiced mind as to the total error of uch
a statement. Why, a mere tithe only of the multitudes which repair
to St. Paul in perfect comfort over the 16 to 20 miles of splendid landing ground found thereon, could visit St. George, when all of the coast
line fit for their reception at this island is a scant 2½ miles; but for
that matter, there was, at the time of my arrival and in the beginning
of my investigation, a score of equally wild and incredible legends
afloat in regard to the rookeries on St. Paul and St. George. Finding,
therefore, that the whole work must be undertaken de novo, I set about
it without further delay.
"Thus it will be seen that there is, frankly stated, nothing to guide
us to a fair or even approximate estimate as to the number of the fur
seals on these two islands prior to my labor.
MANNER OF COMPUTING THE NUMBER OF SE.A.LS.

''After a careful study of the subject during three entire consecutive
sea on , and a confirmatory review of it in 1870, I feel confident that
the following figure and survey will, upon their own face, peak
authoritatively as to their truthful character.
"At the clo e of my investigation, during the first season of my labor
on the grounds, in 1872, the fact became evident that the breeding seals
obeyed implicitly an imperative and instinctive natural law of di tribution-a law recognized by each and every fur seal upon the rookerie ,
prompted by a fine consciou ne s of nece sity for its own well-being.
The breeding grounds occupied by them were, therefore, invariably
covered by the seals in exact ratio, greater or le s, as the area up n
which they re ted wa larger or ma.Iler. They always covered the
1 Veniaminov: Zapieskie ob Oonalashkenskaho Otdayla, 2 vols., St. Petersburg,
1842. This work of Bi bop Innocent Veniaminov is the only one which the Ru sians can lay claim to as exhibiting anything like a history of western Ala. ka, or of
giving a sketch of its inh bitants nnd re ource that ha. the least merit of truth or
the f inte t tamp of r liability. "\: ithout it we should be simply in the dark
to
much of what the Ru sians were about dming the whole p riod of their occupation
a.nd po ession of that country. He erved, chiefly
a prie t and mi sionary, for
tweuty-tive years, from 1814 to 1839, at Unalaska, having the seal islands in bis
pari h,andw madebishopofallA.la ka. Hewa oonafterr calledtoRu h,where
he became th primate of the national church, ranking econd to no man in th
Empire, sav the zar. He mn th, ve been a man of fine personal app a.ranee judging from th following de cription of him, noted by ir eoro-e imp on, who m t
him t itka in 1 2, ju ta he was about to embark for Ru sia: "His app aranc ,
to which I have alr dy alluded impr
a tranger with something of awe, wbil
in further int rcour e, th g otlen . which cbaracteriz s hi every word a11d d
in en ib]y molcl reverence into ]ov ; and, , t the same time~ hi talent and attainm nts are uch a to be worthy of ht _ lt cl tation. Witn all thi , the bi hop i
Rnflici ntly a man of the world to di dain auythin r like cant. Ili couv rsation, on
th contrar. t m with amu ement and in truction and bi comp, oy i much
priz d by all b ha ~ the honor of hi acquaint, nc . '
nch is th portrait drawn
of him by
gov rnor of the Hudson Bay
rupany. At the advanced. a e of 93
ear this much b loved and teem d pr late died, in Mo cow, pril 22, 187 .
I
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ground evenly, never crowding in at one place here to scatter out there.
The seals lie just as thickly together where the rookery is boundle s
in its eligibl6 area to tbeir rear and unoccupied by them, as they do
in the little strips .which are abruptly cut off and narrowed by rocky
walls behind. For instance, on a narrow rod of ground under tbe face
of bluffs which hem it back as land from the sea there are just a many
seals, no more and no le , as will be found on any other rod of rookery
ground throughout the whole list, great and mall; always exactly so
many seals, under any and all circurnstances, to a given area of breeding
ground. There are ju._t a many cows, bulls, and pups on a square rod
at Nab Speel, near the village, where, in 1874, all told, there were only
7,000 or 8,000, as there are on any square rod at Northeast Point,
where a million of them congregate.
•
"This fact being determined, it is evident that just in proportion as
the breeding grounds of the fur seal on these islands expand or contract in
area from their present dimensions the seals will increase or diminish in
number.
·
" fy discovery, at the close of the eason of 1872, of this law of di tribution, gave me at once the clue I was earching for in order to take
steps by which I could arrive at a ·ound conclusion as to the entire
number of seals herding on the island.
"I noticed, and time has confirmed my observation, that the period for
taking these boundaries of the rookeries so a to show this exact margin
of expansion at the week of its greatest volume, or when they are a
full a they are to be for the sea on, is between the 10th and 20th of
July of every year-not a day earlier, and not many days later. After
the 20th of July the regular system of com pact, even organization
breaks up. The eals then scatter out in pods or clusters, the pups
leadiug the way, straying far back-the same number in tantly covering
twice and thrice a ' much ground a they did the day or week b~for ,
when they lay in solid mas es and were marshaled on the rookery
ground proper.
"There is no more difficulty in surveying the e seal margins during
this week or ten days in July than there i in drawing igbts along and
around the curb of a stone fence urroundmg a field. The br ding
seal remain perfectly quiet under your eyes all over the rookery, and
almost within your touch, everywhere on the outside of' their territory
that you may stand or walk. The margin of ma d life, a I ha e
indi ated on the topographical survey of the e bre ding ground of
t. Paul and St. George, are a clean cut and as well defined again t
the oil and vegetation a i th hading on my map . There i not the
least difficulty in making the survey , and in making them correctly.
" ow, with a knowledge of the up rficial area of the e bre ding
ground , the way i clearly open to a very intere ting alculation a to
the number of fur eal upon them. I am well aware of th fact when
I enter upon thi di cu ion that I can not claim perfect ac ·uracy: but,
a - ,'hadowing my plan of thought and method of computation, propo e
to pr s nt ~v ry 'te in tho pro ·e s whi h hav guided me to th
re,-ult.
R

KER

"When th c cl ul t male1-, and female , iifte u
v ry one of th former, have arrived upon t h
a, little le s than ,2 f eet square for acli f ma I 1
uperficial space required by each animal wi h

r tw nty f the latter to
r ok ry, I think n ar a
y b c n 'ider d a tb
regard to it size and in
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obedience to its habits; and this limit may safely be said to be over the
mark. Now, every female or cow on this 2 feet square of space doubles
herself by bringing forth her young; and in a few days or a week
perhaps, after its birth, the cow takes to the water to wash and feed,
and is not back on this allotted space one-half of the time again during the season. In this icag, is it not clear that the females almost
doitble their number on the rookery grounds without caus-ing the expansion
of the same beyond the limits that would be actually required did they not
bear any young at all? For every 100,000 breeding seals there will be
found more than 85,000 females and less than 15,000 males; and in a
few weeks after the landing of these females tbey will show for themselves-that is, for this 100,000-fully 180,000 males, females, and
young instead, on the same area of ground occupied previously to the
birth of the pups.
"It must be borne in mind that perhaps 10 or 12 per cent of the entire
number of females were yearlings last season and come up on to these
breeding grounds as nu biles for the first time during this season-as twoyear-old cows; they of course bear no young. The males, being treble
and quadruple the physical bulk of the females, requtre about four feet
square for their use of thjs same rookery ground: but, as they are less
than one-fifteenth the number of tlie females, much less in fact, they
therefore occupy only one-eighth of the space over the breeding ground,
where we have located the supposed 100,000. This surplus area of the
males is also more than balanced and equalized by the 15,000 or 20,000
two-year-old females which come on to this ground for the first time to
meet the male . They come: rest a few days or a week and retire,
leaving no young to show their presence on the ground.
"The breeding bullfJ average 10 feet apart by 7 feet on the rookery
ground; have each a space therefore of about 70 square feet for an average family of 15 cow , 15 pups, and 5 virgin females, or 35 animal for
the 70 feet--2 square feet for each seal, big or little. The virgin females
do not lay out long and the cow come and go at intervals, never all
being on this ground at one time, as the bull has plenty of room in his
space of 70 quare feet for him elf and harem.
"Taking all the e points iHto consideration, and they are features of
fact, I quite safely calculate upon an average of 2 square feet to every
animal, big or little, on the breeding groiinds a the initial point upon
which to ba e an intelligent computation of the entire numb r of eals
before us. Without following thi y tern of enum ration, a per on
may look over these warming myriad between outhwe t Point and
ova to hnah, gue ing vaguely and wildly at any figur from 1,000,000
up to 10,000,000 or 12,000 000, a ha be n done repeatedly. How few
people know what a million really i ! it i very ea y to talk of a million,
but it i a tedion ta k to count it off and make one' tatement a
to million ' d idedly more con r ative after the labor ha b en
accompli bed.
[Tran cript.from th nuthor'R ft Id no

of 1874.)

i t. Paul Island, July 1!!.
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This study of the breeding seals was made from the summit of a low
bluff which ro e perpendicula.rly back of and overhung these seal as
depicted, and everal thousand more on either side right and left, and
beyond them down to the sea. The portions of the bodies of tho e eal
w11icb lay inside of the lines of this square, are not indicated; they
belong to the adjoining harem .
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AL FIELD DIAGRAM.

Diagram of a section of" Nah , 'peel" bre ding ground, showing tho reln.tivo area. and numbers of
far Heals lher on as they a-pp ar mass d uniformly aH over the entiro 1,reediug area of the Pribilov
Islands b . tween July' 10 and 20, at tho height of the breeding or rutting season.
cal one-half in h to the foot, showing exactly 100 square fo t of snp rficial ar a, on which 18 breeding femal s (primipar s, C, multipar s, D); 4 virgin fcrnal s (nubiles, BJ; 24 m•wly horn pups (E), an<l
l old bull or sea catch (A), laid nncler my ye July 12, 1874, showing th pr ence of 47 seals, big and
little on this area, not at all uncomfortably crowd <l. The numb rof pups to the superficial ar of th
breeding ground, betw en July 10 aml 20, i11 tho surest guid to a correct alculation of the number of
motb rs, since it is seldom that more than one-half, reu rally only one-third, of th mother are pres nt
at any on tim . 'ix moth ra ar apparonUy ab nt in tho above diagram; bnt they really nov rare
all on this ground at any on tim ; mor her to day tlrnn usual.
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The following statements of fact as to this matter of the numbers of the breeding
seals, as introductory, are pertinent: 1
First. No fur seals except the females (n ubiles, primipares, and multipares) and
their young, and the full-grown males, are found upon the breeding grounds during
the rutting season; emphatically none at the height of this season in July every year.
Second. The proportion of females to m ales in 1872-1874 was-an average of15 bearing females, and their 15 young, newly born; and of nubiles or virgin females (or
those coming rnto heat for the first time), an indefinite number, because they leave
no evidence of their bemg on the ground b y pupping. I believe that four or five of
these young females to each male in 1872-1874 was a fair a,verage.
If the reader will bear these two leading statements steadily m mind, as he follows
toy explanation below, be will not get my argument mixed up with the ize and
weight of the bachelor seals, or nonbreeding males that never came upon these rookeries in 1872-1874, during the breeding season aforesaid.
Now for the physical fur-seal data:
Typical examples of fur seals.

A nubile female ................................................................ .
An old female .......... . .................•.............................. ... .....

iu~f;)i:i~H!~ :!fek~-~~~~::::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::

Average
length.

Weight.

Inches.*

Pound.I.

45
48
14
75

58 to 60
75 to 100

10 to 11
300 to 400

* From tip of nose to root of tail; tail very short, never more than 2 to 4 inches in length .

These figures are from a large series of measurements which I made on the killing
grounds of the Pribilov Islantls in 1872-1874, inclusive, and they can not be impeached.
Therefore, the reader will observe that a female seal is not quite 4 feet in length:
her greatest diameter is at her shoulders (where her girth is from 28 to 32 inches),
from 10 to 12 iuches, the body then tapering rapidly from thence to both ends, anterior and posterior.
That a pnppy se·a1 from one to three weeks old (and when my estimates were made)
is a scant foot in length, with its greater body diameter not more than 5 inchesreally not more than a full 4 inches in most cases.
That a full-grown bull furs al is between 6 and 7 feet in length, with an average
of 6½ feet, for the entire rookery; that its greatest body diameter, through its shoulders an<l under its "wig," it:1 an average of 2½ feet, tapering rapidly from here to the
tip of nose and root of tail.
These tatement of fact being understood, now I ask the reader to note the following:
r o fur seal, young or old, when resting on the breeding grounds stretche it elf
out at full l ength on the rocks or earth unle s injured in the lumbar regions, or
deathl y sick: and, the number you can seo in this condition, you can count on your
finger at the end of every day's close observation of hundreds of thou ands.
The female fnr eals and their young take three typica,1 positions when hauled out
on the breedin(Y grounds, as shown in figs. 1, 2, and 3 · while the pnps add a fourth
position a 1uned by curlin lY tlrnmselves up 80 as to form n, round ball, as in fig. 4;
and the adult males take relatively the same positions of tho fomalcs above indicated·
but, owing to tho great fatigue that en ues from figbtinO' among themselves and erving the female , they sprawl out at intervals in almost every conreivable form except
that of tretchiog themselve out at full length. .AU fur seals when at re t invariably throw their hindquarters up under their loins, ju t as a dog or cat doe ; in th
case oftb e hair seals, it is the reverse.
ow, und rstaoding those points, the reader
will please take a survey of the following diagrams, which how a female seal outlined as be re t on 4 square fi et of gl'Ound and her pup as it lies by her. 2
The follow mg dia rram shows the superficial area covered by a "bull" as it re t
so as to cov r th (Yreatest space in any one posture that it naturally a umes.
'Th
d tail d and ~ paneled tatem nt as to my method of ·alcula.ting the numbers of fur seals in 1 72-1 74 w r publi bed in Forest and tream, November 19,
1 91, :r w 'ork, pp. 3-17, 3-1 . Th y w re rendered nece sary to meet the b· el
critici m f, 1-1elf com;titut <l nthority wh pr tended to know a great deal a.bou
th ubj ct befi r he BioJo ~ical, ociety of \ a hrngton,
tob, 17, 1 91, but who.
inf:,: J·n w n thing.-[Autl.ior, .Janaar 30, 1895, Wa binoton, D. C.]
z In m • <!O, 11s Jlonograplt of the
al •J.,landa (T nth
n u ,
• . ., 1 1) n
pag 5 , i an rror m the tn , wher I , m made to ay tha a £ male fur
r qnir s "an ar , a little 1 . th, n 2 s nar . fe t." Tln i. · lf- ,id nt non n e no
dne to_ m~, b can· on pa~ 77 f m • Oicial report on tbi nbje tin 1 7 (Conditio
r,j affairs 111 la ka ,, a brnglon , 1 75), the aatn
nt n 18 corr ctl printed a
. p c ' ~ ht I 1 than 2 fpet qnar ." Tb print r bad ru printed pag of 1 i5
to P. 10 th Cen n . fonogr, pb, and I tl1d not tl t ct the error at the time of is ue
nd r , 11 did not observe it until 1 c 1.
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ow, is it not entirely plain that the females .a,a they rest on the breeding grounds,
require but 3 square feet of surface; that their pups require a trifle less than 1 square
foot each, and that the bulls or adult males occupy little more than 8 or 10 square
feeU But, right at this point, you may reasonably ask, "While it is clear that
4 square feet of area will embrace a female fin· seal and her offspring, yet why do you
ignore that larger space which you admit the bull occupiesf"
For this reason : I have not been able to :fix upon the number of virgin females
which have been upon this breeding ground during the rutting season, for the reason
that these females naturally leave no mark behind them of their being here, as the
other classes of females do, and they do not remain themselves long on the field after
being served; so, it was reasonable to give each bull an average of at least four of
the e nu biles, at the lowest calculation. This would cover the ground which he occupies, and reduces the whole basis of calculation to the simplest form, viz, 2 square
feet for each animal, big and little-bulls, cows, and pups-that existed on those
breeding grounds as these animals hauled out and bred in 1872-1874.
Everybody admitted in 1872-1874, who was on the islands and especially charged
with observing the seals, that I was right in then saying that the seals obeyed a
natural law of distr ibution over a given area of ground when breeding; that they
never crowded here or thinned out there; that the ground was densely occupied and
uniformly, no matter whether only a belt under the cliffs or where the r ookery ground
extended for hundr eds of feet away back from the sea margin.
The dense massing of the seals on the rookery ground was then made evident to
the most careless observer when his attention was fixed on the subject. It was made
by the appearance of the pups themselves, which, between the 10th and 20th of July
every year, lay in so solidly together that the ground itself seemed fairly covered by
them alone, since not more than one-third of the mothers were on shore among the
pups at any one time.

Before summing up the grand total, I shall now, in sequence, review
each one of the several rookeries of St. Paul, taking them in their order
as they occur, going north from the Reef point. The accompanying
map show the exact area occupied by the breeding seals and their
young in the season of 1874, which is the date of my latest field work
on the Pribilov Island up to this year.
I may add that my method of surveying these breeding ground in
1872-1874 was by means of mea ured ba e line , taking my angle and
cro bearings with an azimuth compass. In 1 90, I used a fine pri matic
com pa ; otherwi e, preci ely the same method wa again employed. I
made a careful land urvey of each rookery on t. Paul Island between
May ..,2 and Jun 4, o that when the female· all arrived by July 10 I
was able to then go out upon each one of these rookeries with my finished plat of the land in hand: and, upon it, in the field, again plat the
ma ing· of the breeding animal a they e.·hibited them elve , without
a moment' delay, o a to properly and deliberately finish the entire
work b for the rutting ea on wa over by July 20. Bythi timetbo '
rookeri are cattering and . cattered, a th y alway ar by the lap
of th, t period, ince the old bull then rel, .· their ab olute control f
th ir harem and permit all -la:· to wand rat will.
In thi.' onn ction j i pl a ant for me to , ay no that in 1 74 I wa
a c mpani cl by Li ut. Wa hburn Maynard, l. ' . . who being al ' O •
train cl topocrrapher, aid d me in v rifying my, urv y of 1 72-73. II
gav . tbi.' ubj ct clo attention. He appr •i, t d it importau
and
in bi I ubli bed report to the
cretary of the ... avy in l 75, h
th fi llowing Ian uag :
It i of very .f iea
annually t the i la
kin

To

·

ificanc in
or rather to

ction to know how many
an y 1 y b kill
han
at th pr
r a lm t on a pa
uim a wb non
n
&nrfac ov r which
cl
ti.,· , ·hat proportion
1
all th • o cl id rat. f<
to get more than an appro irnation o
timat •d a t from on to hft en million .
iou y ma<l i th t l>y ~lr. H. \Y. •
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special agent of the Treasury Department, in 1872. This calculation is based upon
the hypothesis that the breeding seals are governed in hauling by a common and
invariable law of distribution, which is that the area of the rookery ground is
directly proportional to the number of seals occupyin~it. He estimates that there
is one seal to every 2 square feet of rookery urface. Hence the problem is reduced
to the simple operation of obtaining half the sum of the superficial area of all the
rookeries in sqnaro feet. HE, surveyed the e breeding grounds of both islands in
1872 and 1873, when at their greatest limit of expansion, and obtained the following
re ults: Upou t. Paul Island there were 6,060,000 fe t of ground, occupied by
3,030,000 breeding seals and their young. On t. Georo-e Island he announced 326,840
square feet of superficial rookery area, occupied by 163,420 brt,eding seals and their
young; a total for both islands of 3,193,420 breeding seals and their young. The
number of nonbreeding seals can not be determined in the foregoing manner, as they
haul most irregularly, but it seom to me probable that they are nearly as numerous
as the other cla. s. If so, it would give not far from 6,000,000 as the stated number
of seals of all kinds wh ich vi ited the Pribilov Islands during the season of 1872.
It is likely that these iigures are not far from the truth, but I do not think it necessary myself to take into consideration the actual number of seals in order to decide
the question of bow many can be taken each yoarwithout iujurytothefisbery. The
law that the size of the rookeries varies directly ns the number of seals increases or
diminishes seems to me, after close and repeated observation, to be correct. All the
rookeries, whether large or small, are uniform in appearance, alike compact, without
waste of space, and never crowded. Such being the case, it ir:I unimportant to know
the actual number of seals upon the rookeries. For any change in the number of
seal , which is the point at issue, increases or decreases in size, and the rookeries,
taken collectively, will show a corresponding increase or decrea e in the number of
breeding seals; consequently, changes in the aggregate of pups born annually, upon
which the extent and safety of the :fisheries depend, can be observed accurately
from year to year by following these lines of snrvey.
If, then, a plan or map of each rookery be made every year, showing accurately
its size and form when at its greatest expansion, which is between the 10th and 25th
of July, annually, a comparison of this map will give the relative number of the
breeding seals as they increase or dimini:h from year to year. I submit with this
report maps of t. Paul and St. George islands, showing the extended location of
breeding rookeries and haulin~ grounds upon them. These maps are from surveys
made in July, 1874, by Mr. Elliott and myself, and a map of each rookery on both
islands drawn from careful surveys made by Mr. Elliott in 1872, show them now as
they were in the season of 1874 as compared with that of 1872. I respectfully recommend that enlarged copie of these latter maps be furnished to the Gov rnment
agents in charge of the islands, and that they be required to compare them each
year with the respective rookeries, and note what change in size and form, if any,
exists upon them. This, if carefnlly clone, will afford data after a time, by which
the seal fisheries can be regulated with comparative certainty, so a to produce the
greatest revenue to the Government without injury to this valuable interest. (Fortyfourth Congress, iirst session, House Ex:. Doc. o. 43, pp. 4., 5.)

This :finished work of 1872-1874 I reproduce in the following maps of
the several rookerie of St. Paul I land. and add the hauling ground
of St. George Island to the original urvey of 1874. The mallne of
the rookeri s on the latter i land permit tbi addition to the e chart ,
but tbe hauling grounds of St. Paul for 1 72-1 74 can not be drawn
upon so mall a cale and r quire a pecial general map of the entire
i land it elf to properly show them. This map appear under ection
II following. The hauling ground of St. George are o limited in area
that a general map of this i land to learly bow them would need an
immen ·ely enlarged cale. The general position however, of the
St. George r okerie and haulin cr ground i clearly defined on my
revi ed map of St. eorge I land under the head of 'ection II.
I pa s to a de cription m detail of each ro k ry of the Pribilov
Island , giving my :fir t pul>li bed account of them a they appeared in
1872-1 74, and each original tle cription i then upplemented by my
notes and 'urvey of la t ummer. 'rbe accompanying maps are so
tinted a to expre clearly the status of 1 72-1874 a· compared with
the condition of 1 90. 1
• 1 This combinat10n of the work of 1 72-187! and 1890 upon one hart of each rookery
is much better and more at isfactory than to publish the original survey by itself~
with a. duplicate aerie1:1 of charts for 1890.
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THE REEF ROOKERY (1872-1874).
[Its condition and appearance July, 1874.]

. By reference, :first, to the general map, it will be observed that this
large breeding ground, on that grotesquely shaped neck which ends in
the Reef Point, is directly contiguous to the village-indeed, it may be
fairly said to be right under the lee of the houses on the hill. It is one
of the most striking of all the rockeries, owing probably to the fact that
on every side it is sharply and clearly exposed to..:>ur vision as the circuit i made in boats. .A reach of very beautiful, drifting sand a
quarter of a mile long, between the village hill and the Reef bluffs
separates the breeding grounds proper, from the habitations of the
people. These Zoltoi sands are, however, a famous rendezvous for the
holluschickie: and, from them, during the season, the natives make
regular drives, having only to step out from their houses in the morning
and walk but a few rods to :find their fur-bearing quarry.
Passing over these sands on our way down to the Point, we quickly
come to a basaltic ridge or backbone, over which the sand has been
rifted by the winds, and which supports a rank and luxuriant growth
of the Elymus and other grasses, with beautiful flowers. A few hundred feet farther along our course, !Jrings us in full view, as we look to
the outh, of one of the most entrancing spectacles which seals afford
to man. We look down upon and along a grand promenade ground
which slope gently to the eastward, and trends southward away to
the water from those abrupt cliffs bordering the sea on the we t, over
a parade plateau a smooth as the floor of a ballroom: 2,000 feet in
length, from 500 to 1,000 feet in width, over which multitudes of holluschickie are :filing in long tring , or deploying in vast platoons, hundreds abrea t, in an uncea ing march aud countermarch ! The breath
which ri es into the cold air from a hundred thousand hot throats
bang like clouds of white team in the gray fog itself; indeed, it may
be aid to be a seal fog peculiar to the pot, while the din, the roar ari..ing over all, defies our de cription.
We notice to our right and to our left, the immense solid ma es of
the breeding eal at Garbotch, and tho e tretching and trending
around n arly a mile from our feet, far around to the Reef Point below
and opposite the parade ground with here and there a neutral pa sage
left open for the hollu chickie to go down and come up from the wave ·.
The adaptation of this ground of the Reef rookery to the requirement of the seal i perfect. It o lies that it falls gently from it high
Zoltoi Bay margin on the we t to the sea on the ea t, and upon it broad
expan e not a olitary puddle of mud- potting i t o be e u, though
everything i reekinO' with moi ture, and the fo<r ven di olv into
rain a we vi w the cen . Ev ry trace of veg tation upon tbi parade
ha be 11 blit rated.
few tuft of gra cappiug the ummit of
tho c rocky hillock indicated on th a -tern and middle lope are the
only irn of botanical life which the eal have n:ffer d to remain.
A mall r ck
vit ·hie Kammin, 00 or 000 feet right t the nthward and out at a, i al · v r l with th bla •k and llowform f
. fur al < nd ~ lion . It i · nviron d l> hoal re fi rough and k Ip·
gr wi1 wJ1ich na iO'ator, 1 rud ntJ c v id.
Thi r ker, f th Re f 1 rop r ha ·
16 £ t of
cl pth f 15 fi t makin
round fi r 3 1,
unO". Ge rbot ·hr ok r ha ' 6 :fi t f a mar in with
d •pth f 10 fi t m king gr uud £ r J 3 0 0 br lin ,.
au aggreg t for thi gr c t I f rookery f
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breeding seals and their young. Heavy as this enumeration is, yet the
aggregate only makes the Reef rookery third in importance compared
with the others which we are yet to describe.
THE REEF ROOKERY (1890).
[Its condition and appearance July, 1890.]

On the accompanying map of this breeding ground the area and
position of the massed seal life as surveyed in 1872, is shown by a lighter
tint, over which the reduced form and number of 1890 is sharply drawn
in dark relief; the ragged, scattered massing of to-day_ is also clearly
shown by this survey; that solid, uniform organization of 1872 is not
more than sugge ted by it over the entire field. Those curious "jags"
of breeding seals which show so plainly on the Gar botch slope, form the
most striking feature of that changed order of affairs, which declares a
reduction of more than one-half of the females, and fully nine-tenths of
the males on this rookery.
·
Theu, that splendid parade ground of 1872 is now fairly desertedgrass and mosses and lichens and even :flowers are taking root everywhere over its polished surface of 1872; and Zoltoi sands-it has not
been visited by young male seals this year during the sealing seasonnone left to come!
The whole of this Reef neck in 1872, south of Grassy Summit and
Fox Cliff, was entirely bare of grass or any vegetation whatever, except
lichens on inacces ible rocks to seals, and tufts of grass on the overhanging points and cliff edges of the west shore; but, on the 9th of last
August, as I stood overlooking the whole :field from the summit of Fox
Cliff, the interior of it was fairly green, and only straggliDg band' of a
dozen seals here, and a hundred there, were hauling over it.
Eighteen years ago, these slopes of Garbotch and the Reef parade
were covered with angry, eager, lusty bulls, two and three weeks before
the fir t cows even arrived. They came in by the 5th to 22d of May in
such numbers as to :fill the space at close intervals of from 7 to 10 feet
apart, solidly from the shore line to the ridge summit: and over, even,
so far that it required the vigorous u e of a club before we could get
upon Old John Rock from the rear; then, too, at that time they were
:fighting in every direction under our eyes.
This sea, on I do not observe a bull here, where I saw at least ten at
this time eighteen years ago! Now, not a fight in progress anywhere
here; there are not bulls enough to quarrel. They are now scattered
apart so widely over this ame ground as to be 100 and even 150 feet
apart over ground where in 1872, an interval of 10 feet between them
did not exist-was not po ible to be seen.
The labor of locating and maintaining a position on the rookery then
was a serious busine s for these bulls which came in last; and it was so
all the time to those male that occupied the water line of the bre ding
grounds. A con tautly sustainedfight between thenewcomers and the
occupants progre ed morning, noon, and night, without ces ation:
frequently resulting in death to the combatants. In 1874, I aid:
It appears from my smvey of these breeding grounds that a well-understood principle exist among tho able-bodied bull , to wit, that each one shall r main on his
ground, which i usually about 6 to 8 foet square, Jffovicl cl that at the start, and
from that time until the arrival of the females, he is strong enough to hold this
ground again tall comers; inasmuch as the crowding in of the fresh arrivals often
causes the removal of tho. which, tbouO'h equally able-bodiecl at fir t, have
exhausted themselv s by fl rhting earlier and' constantly; they are finally driven by
these fresher animals back farther and high r up on the rookery, and sometimes off
altogether.
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Many of these bulls exhibit wonderful strength and desperate courage. I marked
one veteran at Garbotch who was the first to take up his position early in May, and
that position, as usual, directly at the water hue. This male eal had fought at
least forty or fifty de perate battles, and fought off his assailants every time-perhaps nearly as many different seals which coveted hjs position-and when the fighting season was over (after the cows are most,ly all hauled up), I saw him still there,
covered with scars and frightfully gashed-raw, festering, and bloody, one eye
gonged out-but lording it bravely over his harem of fifteen or twenty females, who
were all huddled together on the same spot of his first location and around him.

In order that every step which I have taken in making these surveys
as presented shall be understood, I submit the fo11owing detailed
figures which 1 taken in conjunction with the map, explain themselves
and declare the method and manner of my work:
Detailed analysis of the survey of Reef rookery July 10, 1890.
[Sea. margin of Reef rookery, beginning at foot of Fox Hill.]
Square feet.

300 feet . sea margin, beginning at foot of Fox Hill, with 75 feet average
depth, massed ......... _................................................ .
300 feet from thence to :first point, with 30 feet average depth, mas ed .. ___ _
200 feet from thence, with 70 feet average depth, ma, ed ...... .......... __ .
100 feet from thence, with 80 feet average depth, ma ed .............. ____ .
100 feet from thence, with 20 fe t averag depth, mas ed ............... _.. .
900 feet from th nee, with 75 feet averarre depth, massed .............. __ .. .
1,400 fi et from thence, with 20 feet average depth, ma secl .... -- - ---. -----·
500 feet from thence (E and]? jags included), with 30 feet average depth,
ma secl ......................•............ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200 feet from thence (G jag includ cl), with 100 f~et average depth, ma sed.
300 feet from thence to encl of Reef rookery, with 10 feet average depth,
ma eel . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................••••...•• _.. _• _... ____ .. ____ .• ____ _
Jag A is 250 £, t deep above sea margin, with 60 fe taveragewidth, mas ed.
Jar B i 400 feet deep aboves a margin, with 60 fi et averarre width, ma sed.
Jag i 400 feet deep above ea margin, with 100 fe t average width, ma ed.
Jag Dis 130 feet deep above sea margin, with 100 feet average width, mas ed.

22 500
9;000
14,000
,000
2,000
67 500
2

;ooo

15, 000
20,000

3,000
15,000
24,000
40,000
13,000

Total square feet ..... ....... ______ ------------ ...... ______ .. ·----- .. 281,000

Thi mak ground for and de lare th
bull , cow., and pup .

pre ence of 140,500 eals-

Detailed analyi,is of the suney of Garbo/ch rookery July 10, 1890.
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feet of average depth, making ground for 140,500 fur seals-bulls, cows,
aud pups; Garbotch rookery has (July 10, 1890) 2,400 feet sea margin
with 70~ feet of average depth, making ground for 84,802 fur sealsbulls, cows, and pups; thus declaring a total for this reef peninsula of
only 225,302 seals against the total of 484,000 which existed here in
lSn-1874, and which were massed upon this ground as indicated on the
accompanying map.
LAGOON ROOKERY (1872-1874).

[Its condition and appearance July, 1874.]

We now pass from the reef up to the village, where one naturally would
not expect to find breeding seals within less than a pistol shot's distance
from the native houses; but, it is a fact, nevertheless, for on looking at
the sketch map of the Lagoon rookery herewith presented, it will be
noticed that I have located a little gathering of breeding seals right
under the village hill to the westw;:i,rd of that place called N ah Speel.
This is in itself an insignificant rookery and has never been a large one,
though it is one of the oldest on the island. It is only interesting, however, superficially so, on account of its position, and the fact that through
every day of the season half the population of the entire village go to
and come from the summit of the bluff; which overhangs it: there they
peer down for hours at a time upon the methods and evolutions of the
"kautickie" below, the seals themselves looking up with intelligent
appreciation of the fact that, though they are in the hands of man, yet
he is wise enough not to disturb t,hem there as they rest.
If at Nab Speel, or at that l)Oint rounding into-the village cove, there
were any suitable ground for a rookery to grow upon or spread over,
the seals would doubtless have been there long ago. There are, however, no suchnatural advantages offered them; what there is they have
availed themselves of.
Lookiug from the village across the cove and down upon the lagoon,
still another strange contradiction appears-at least it seems a natural
contradiction to one's usual ideas. Here we see the Lagoon rookery, a
reach of ground upon which some 25,000 or 30,000 breeding seals come
out regularly every year during the appointed time, and go through
their whole elaborate system of reproduction, without showing the
slightest concern for or attention to the scene directly east of them and
across tha,t shallow slough not 40 feet in width. There are the great
slaughtering field of St. Paul Island; there are the sand flats where
every s al has been slaughtered for years upon year back, for its kin;
and even as we take this note, forty men are standing there, knocking
down a drove of 2,000 or 3,000 holluschickie for the day's work: and as
they labor, the whacking of their clubs and the sound of their voices
mu ·t be as plain to tho e breeding seals, which are not 100 feet from
them, a it i to us, a quart r of a mile di tant. In addition to this
enumeration of disturbance , well calculat d to amaze and dismay and
drive oft' every eal within it influence, are the decaying bodies of the
la t ear' catch-75,000 or 85,000 unburied carca es-that are sloughin away into the aucl, which two or three seasons from now, ature
ill, in her infinite charity, cover over with the greene t of all green
gra se . The whitened bon s and grinning kulls of over 3,000,000
s 1 ha e bl ached out on that slaughtering spot, and are buried below
its surface now !
Directly under the north face of the village hi.11, where it falli:i to the
narrow flat between it: feet and the cove, th native. have sunk a wen.

'
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It was excavated in 1857, they say, and subsequently deepened to its
present condition in 1868. It is 12 feet deep, and the diggers said that
they found bones of the sea lion and fur seal thickly distributed every
foot down, from top to bottom. Bow much lower these osteological
remains of prehistoric pinnipeds can be found no one knows as yet.
The water here on that account has never been :fit to drink, or even to
cook with; but being soft, was and is used by the natives for washing
clothes, etc. Most likely it records the spot where the Russians, during the heydays of their early occupation,t drove the unhappy visitors
of Nah Speel to slaughter. There is no Ltolgoth~ known to man elsewhere in the world as extensive as this one of St. Paul.
Yet, the natives say that this Lagoon rookery is a new feature in the
distribution of the seals; that when their people first came here and
located a part of the present village, in 1824 up to 1847, there never
had been a bre~ding seal on that Lagoon rookery of to-day; so they
have hauled up here from a small beginning, not very long ago, until
they have attained their present numerical expansion, in spite of all
these exhibitions of butchery of their kind, executed right under their
eyes and in full knowledge of their nostrils, while tli.e groans and low
moanings of their stricken species stretched out beneath the club of
the sealers must have been far plainer in their ears than they are in
our own!
Still they come, they multiply, and they increase, knowing so well
that they belong to a class which intelligent meu never did mole t;
to-day, at least, they must know it, or they would not submit to thee
manife tations which we have just cited, so close to their knowledge.
The Lagoon rookery, however, never can be a large one on account
of the very nature of the ground elected by the seals: for, it i a bar
simply pushed up above the surf wash? of bowlders, waterworn and
rounded, which bas almo t inclo ed anct cut out the Lagoon from it
parent sea. In my opinion, the time is not far di tant when that estuary
will be another inland lake of t. Paul, walled out from salt water and
fre hened by rain a,nd m lting now, as are the other pools, lakes, and
lakelets on the i land.
LAGOON ROOKERY (1890).
[Its condition and a1Jpeara1ice J1tly, 1890.]

There has been little or no change.in the character of the topographical feature of the Lagoon rookery since my urvey of 1 72, exc pt that
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Viewed from the abandoned hauling grounds on Volcanic Ridge, June 29, 1800.
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position with the village, causes me to extend the Jines of my survey of
it, so as to include the entire site of the town, the killing grounds. the
salt houses, and contiguous territory. It illustrates a remarkable
paradox.
The natives say that when the village was first established here, it
was placed under the southern slope of the Black Bluffs, near East
Landing, in 1817; but the need of utilizing a good landing in the village
cove finally became so urgent that, in spite of the presJ3nt village site
being then a large hauling ground for seals, with N ah Speel rookery in
the foreground, the town was moved over and the seals driven oft' in
l 824. This caused quite an exodus of breeding seals from N ah Speel,
which established themselves then for the first time on the lagoon sea
wall, across the cove. Prior to this date no fur seals had ever hauled
there to breed.
The little rookery of Nah Speel has been gradually dwindling away
since 1884; in 1886 _o nly a few harems remained: and they disappeared
altogether in 1887 .
.A detailed analysis of the survey of Lagoon rookery, as it is presented on the accompanying map, is unnecessary, since the eye at once
grasps a simple extension of 1,500 feet of ragged sea margin and an
irregular scattered massing, which is best expressed by allowing 12 feet
of solid massing for the average depth. That gives ground for 9,000
seals-bulls, cows, and pups-July 12, 1890. The survey of 1872 gave
a total here of 37,000 bulls, cows, and pups.
LUK.A.NNON .A.ND KEET.A.VIE ROOKERIES (1872-1874).
[Thei1· condition and appearance July, 1874.]

The next rookeries in order can be found at Lukannon and Keetavie.
Here is a joint bleuding of two large breeding grounds, their continuity broken by a short reach of sea wall right under and at the eastern
foot of Lukannon Hill. The appearance of these rookeries is like all
the others, peculiar to themselves. There is a rounded swelling hill at
the foot of Lukannon Bay, which rises perhaps 160 or 170 feet from the
sea, abruptly at the point, but swelling out gently up from the sand
dunes in Lukannon Bay to its summit at the northwest and south.
The great rookery rest upon the northern slope. Here is a beautiful
adaptation of the finest drainage, with a profusion of those rocky nodules scattered everywhere over it, upon which the female seals so
delight in resting.
Standing on tho bald summit of Lukannon Hill, we can turn to the
south and look over Keetavie Point, where another large aggregate of
breeding seals comes under our eye. The hill falls away into a series
of faintly terraceG. tables, which drop down to a flat that again abruptly
descends to the sea at Keetavie Point. Between us and the Keetavie
rookery, is the parade ground of Lukannon, a sight almost as grand as
is that on the Reef, which we have feebly attempted to portray. The
sand dunes to the west and to the north are covered with themost luxuriant grass, abruptly emarginated by the sharp abrasion of the hauling seals. Thi~ is show:n very clearly on the ~eneral map .. Kee~av~e
Point is a olid basaltic helf. Lukannon Hill, the summit of 1t, 1s
composed of volcanic tufa and cement, with irregular cubes and fragments of pure basalt , cattered all over its flipper-worn slopes. Lukannon proper bas 2,270 feet of sea margin, with an avera~e depth of 150
feet, making ground for 170,000 breeding ~eals. and their young. Keetavie rookery has 2,200 feet of sea margr~., with an avera~e depth of
150 feet, making ground for 165,000 breedmg seals and their young, a
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whole aggregate of 335,000 breeding seals and their young. This is the
point, where, down along the flat shoals of Lukannon Bay, the sand
dune are most characteristic, as they rise in their wind-whirled forms
just above the surf wash. This also is where the natives come from the
village during the early mornings of the season for driving, to get any
number of bolluschickie.
It is a beautiful sight, glancing from the summit of this great rookery hill up to the north, over that low reach of t he coast to Ton kie
Mees, where the waves seem to roll in with crests that rise in unbroken
ridges for a mile in length each ere they break so grandly and uniformly
on the beach. In these rollers the holluschickie are playing like sea
birds, seeming to sport the most joyously at the very moment when the
heavy billow breaks and falls upon them.
LUKANNON AND KEETAVIE ROOKERIES (1890).
[Thei?· condition and appem·ance July, 1890.]

The unusually heavy loss sustained by Keetavie rookery, and the utter
absence of the holluschickie, or killable young male seals, where they
trooped in platoons of tens of thousands in 1872-187 4 upon the Lukannon parade ground, made the view from Lukannon Hill an exceedingly
sad one at any time last summer. Grass is growing thickly down to
the very water's edge over the parade grounds of 1872-1874, and creeping into the rookery grounds also. This grass which springs up over
an abandoned seal parade is quite different in fiber and color from th~t
which has never been disturbed and destroyed by the seals. It 1s
quickly noted and marked as "seal grass," since it grows closer and
thicker and softer than all surrounding grasses. 1 There is no contradiction possible of its silent though eloquent testimony of the !lonr: of
the absence of those swarming herds which so impressed me _m 18721874, as they restlessly swept hither and thither over these grassy
grounds and deserted fields of 1890.
A careful survey of the area and position of the breeding seals_ on
Lukannon and Keetavie rookeries July 10, 1890, gives the followrng
figures:
Detailed analysis of the survey of Lukannon rookery J1ily 10, 1890.
[Sea margin of Lukannon rookery beginning at G and ending at D .J
Square feet.

1,550 feet sea margin between G and F, with 70 feet average depth, massed ..
350 feet sea margin between F and E, with 80 feet average depth, massed. -1,100 feet sea margin from E to D, too scattered and thin for an average
depth. - - - - . -- . - . - . - .• - - - - - - - - . - - •. - . - - • -.•••.. - ... - •... - - . - -- -- •.••. -- - .
Total square feet. ___________________________________________________

108,050
27, 000
10, 000
145,050

making ground for 72,525 seals-bulls, cows, and pups-against a total
here in 1872-1874 of 171,000, a loss since then of 65 per cent.
Detailed analysis of the survey of Keetavie rookery ,Tuly
[Sea margin beginning at A and ending at D.]

to, 1890.
Square feet.

700 feet sea margin b tween A and B, with 30 feet average depth, mas ed---- 21,000
1,000 feet sea margin between C and D, with 35 feet average depth, massed-- 35,000
Total sq nare feet. ____ ... __ . _. _____ .. ______ .. ____ . ____ . __ . _____ .. ___ . . 56, 000
Glyceria a11r1ustata: It is as conspicuous as a band of yellow emarginating that
green ground of the indigenous growth of graijses and flora, where the seals have
never been for a long, long time.
1
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A drn.Ning from nature by tiie author.

KETAV IE ROOKE RY FROM KETAVIE ROCK, SAINT PAUL ISLA ND, JULY

17, 1872.

Yiew looking down O'l'Cr the rookery point to the Pf'!'lt ln.ncliug and tl1e st,,.,mer's anchorage off the Black Bluffs. Neck of the Reef peninsula in the distance.
lThis partil!ular brnc<.liug ground ha, :mm1r-etl the greatest individual loss of life, since 1886, of all the rookeries on the Pribilov Islands. July, 1890.]
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making ground for 28,000 seals-bulls, cows, aud pups-against a total
of 165,000 in 1872-1874, a loss of 137 ,ooo seals, or 85 per cent, since then.
This rookery is one of the worst wrecks in the general diminutionit is the worst, bavmg suffered a greater loss than any other on St.
Paul, or St. George, for that matter.
On Lukannon. this last summer, while there were two-fifths as many
cows as in 1872, yet the bulls did not average more than one-fifteenth
of the number they showed in 1872. On Keetavie it was no better; if
anything a shade worse, no young bulls anywhere offering service or
attempting to land. This undue proportion of the sexes and the general apathy and advanced age of the breeding bulls, is ch::t.racteristic
of all the rookeries to-day, as we view them on the Pribilov Islands.
Here and there, at wide intervals, we observe an alert, virile bull, wlnle
its companions all around are stretched out in somnolence or regarding the incoming cows with positive indifference. In 1872 it was just
the opposite. I made then the following note:
Between the 12th and 14th of June the first of the cow seals, as a rule, come up
from the sea; then the long agony of the waiting bulls is over, and they signalize it
by a period of universal, spasmodic, desperate fighting among themselves. Though
they have quarreled all the time from the moment they .first landed and continue
to do so until the end of the season-in August-yet that :fighting wµich takes place
at this date is the bloodiest and most vindictive known to the seal. I presume that
the heaviest percentage of mutilation and death among the old males from these
brawls occur in this week of the earliest appearance of the females.
A strong contrast now between the males and females looms up, both in size and
shape, that is heightened by the air of exceeding peace and dove-like amiability
which the latter class exhibit, in contradistinction to the ferocity and saturnine
behavior of the former.
TOLSTOI ROOKERY, 1872-1874.
[Its condition and appearance Ju,ly, 1874.]

Directly to th~ west from Lukannon, up along and around the head
of the Lagoon, is that seal-path road over which the natives bring the
holluschickie from Tolstoi. We follow this and take up our position
on several lofty grass-grown dunes, close to and overlooking another
rookery of great size; this is Tolstoi.
We have here the largest hill slope of breeding seals on either island
peculiarly massed on the abruptly sloping flanks of Tolstoi Ridge, as
it falls to the sands of English Bay and ends suddenly in the precipitous termination of its own name, Tolstoi Point. Here the seals are
in S{)me places crowded up to the enormous depth of 500 measured
feet, from the sea margin of the rookery to its outer boundary and
limitation; and, when viewed as I viewed it in July, taking the angles
and lines shown on the accompanying sketch map, I considered it, with
the bluff terminating it at the south and its bold sweep, which ends
on the sands of Engli h Bay, to be the most picturesque, though it is
not the most impressive, rookery on the island; especially so when that
parade ground, lying just back and over the point and upon its table
rock surface, is reached by the climbing eals under your eyes.
If the observer will glance at the map, he will see that the parade
ground in question lies directly back, over, and about 150 feet above the
breeding seal immediately under it. The sand-dune tracts, which
border the great body of the rookery, seem to check the holluschickie
from hauling to the rear: for sand drifts here, in a locality so high and
exposed to the full force of the wind, with more rapidity and consequently more disagreeable energy to the seals than anywhere else on
the island.
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A comical feature of this rookery is the appearance of blue foxes in
those chinks under the parade ground and interstices of the cliffs.
Their melancholy barking and short yelps of astonishment as we walk
about, contrast quite sensibly with the utter indifference of the seals
to our presence.
From Tolstoi, at this point, sweeping around 3 miles to Zapadnie, is
the broad sand reach of English Bay, upon which, and back over its
gently rising flats, are the great hauling grounds of the holluschickie,
which I have indicated on the general map, and to which I made reference m a previous section of this chapter. Looking at the myriads
of bachelor seals spread out in their restless hundreds and hundreds of
thousands upon this ground, one feels the utter impotency of verbal
description and reluctantly shuts his note and sketch books to gaze
upon it with renewed fascination and perfect helplessness.
Tolstoi rookery has attained, I think, its utmost limit of expansion.
The seals have already pushed themselves as far out upon the sand at
the north as they can or are willing to go, while the abrupt cliffs, hanging
over more than one-half of the sea margin, shut out all access to the rear
for the breeding seals. The natives said that this rookery had increased
very much d~1ring the last four or :five years prior to the date of my
making the accompanying survey. If it continues to increase, the fact
can be instantly noted by checking off the ground and comparing it with
_ the sketch map herewith presented. Tolstoi rookery has 3,000feet of sea
margin, with an average depth of 150 feet, making ground for 225.000
breeding seals and their young.
TOLSTOI ROOKERY, 1890.
[Its condition and appearance July, 1890.]

My picture of this rookery as above drawn in 1872, forms a remarkable
contrast when held up in view of the picture which Tolstoi made in tl10
height of the sealing season last summer. The scant, scattered massing
of the breeding animals as exhibited this year over those same areas of
splendid congregation in 1872, where 500 feet deep from the sea margin
the breeding seals and their young laid in compact solid organization
throughout the rutting season-this contrast between the condition of
1872 and 1890 was most vividly made here, since it 1s the only one of
the St Paul rookeries which can be seen in all of its extent from a single
:point of view. It also was an exceedingly attractive rookery to visit in
1872, because from its height the vast sweep of those English Bay hauling grounds laid under your eyes, and the tens of thousands of holluschickie which then hauled out there, in sport or in sleep, were
always to be seen whenever you glanced that way.
ot even a faint suggestion of 1872 appeared on this hauling ground
of English Bay last summer: a,nd the shriveled form of Tolstoi rookery
in 1890 is best expressed by the :figures which follow explanatory of
the accompanying map:
Detailed analysis of the survey of Tolstoi rookery July 10, 1890.
f a margin beginning at .A and ending at D.)
Square feet.

800 feet sea maro-in between A and B, with 80 feet average depth, massed __
400 feet sea margin between B and C, with 60 feet average uepth, massed__
1,600 feet sea margin betw en C and D, with 10 feet average depth, massed_
Jag E has 300 feet of depth, with 40 feet average width, ma sed ____ ______ _
Jag F has 100 feet of depth, with 40 feet average width, mas eel ____ . ______
Jag G has 120 feet of depth, with 40 feet of average width, massed . _. _ ____

64, 000
24, 000
16,000
12,000
4, 000
4, 800

Total sq nare feet ____ . ______ • ____ ..••••••••••••••••••••.•••••..•..• _ 124, 800
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A drawing from nature by the author.

TOLSTOI ROOKERY FROM THE SANDS UNDER MIDDLE HILL, SAINT PAUL ISLAND, JULY

11, 1890.

View looking east over Lhe hauling and breeding grounds. O nly o n e quarter of t h e bree ding seals h e re to-day that w e r e present when the author made his
surve,}'" of 1872--1874; not one-tenth of the hollusc hickie present.
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making ground for 62,400 seals-bulls, cows, and pups-against a total
of 225,000 in 1872-1874. These figures declare a decrease here of
162,600 seals since my earlier survey, or a loss of some 75 per cent.
While there appears to be a little more than one-fourth only of the
females here as compared with their number of 1872, yet the proportion of loss in males is still more startling-there is not one-fifteenth
of the showing m~,d e by the bulls in 1872-1874, and not a single young
bull een upon the ground offering service-not oue even attempting
to land at the water's edge. The half dozen that I did see on the
outskirts of the rookery were evidently dropped from sealing drives,
broken spirited arnl utterly worthless.
The topographical features of this ground are wholly unchanged since
IllY survey of 1872. The sands still drift with their accustomed disagreeable energy backward and forward between Middle Hill and the
ba e of the rookery; but being bare of seal life last summer, they see01•
to aid in the expression of a deeper air of desolation than that given to
any other one spot on the islands save Keetavie.
Z.A.PADNIE ROOKERY (1872-1874).
[Its condition and appearance July, 1874.]

From Tolstoi, before going north~ we turn our attention directly to
Za-padnie on the west, a little over 2 miles as the crow flies across
English Bay, which lies between them. Here again we find another
magnificent rookery, with features -p eculiar to itself, consisting of great
wings separating, one from the other, by a short stretch of 500 or 600
feet of the shunned sand reach which makes a landing and a beach just
between them. The northern Zapadnie lies mostly on the gently sloping, but exceedingly rocky, flats of a rough volcanic ridge which drops
there to the sea; it, too, has an approximation to the Tolstoi depth, but
not to such a solid extent. It is the one rookery which I have reason
to believe has sensibly increased since my first survey in 1872. It bas
overflowed from the boundary which I laid down at that time, and has
filled up for nearly half a mile, a long ribbon-like strip of breeding
ground to the northeast from the hill slope, ending at a point where a
few detached rocks jut out, and the sand takes exclusive possession of
the re t of the coast. These rocks afOTesaid are called by the natives
"N arhpahskie Kammin," because it is a favorite resort for the hair
· seals. Although this extension of a very decided margin of breeding
ground, over half a mile in length, between 1872 and 1876, does not in
the aggregate, point to a very large increased number, still it is a gratifying evidence that the rookeries, instead of tending to diminish in the
slightest, are more than holding their own.
Zapadnie in itself is something like the Reef plateau on its eastern
face, for it lopes up gradually and gently to the parade plateau on
top-a parade ground not so smooth, however, being very rough and
rocky, but which the ~eals enjoy. Just around the point, a low reach
of rocky bar and beach connects it with the ridge walls of Southwest
Point. A very mall breeding rookery, o small that it is not worthy
of a urvey, is located here. I think probably, on account of the nature
of the ground, that it will never bold its own, and is more than likely
abandoned by this time.
One of the prehistoric villages, the village of Pribi1ov's time, was
e tabli. bed her betwe n the point and the cemetery ridge, on which the
northern wing of Zapadnie re t . The old burying ground, with its
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characteristic Russian cros es and faded pictures of the saints, is plainly
marked on the ridge. It was at this little bight of sandy landing that
Pribilov's men first came ashore and took possession of the island, while
some others, in the same season proceeded to Northeast Point, and to the
north shore to establish settlements of their own order. When the
indiscriminate sealing of 1868 was in progress, one of the parties lived
here, and a salt house, which \Yas then erected by them, still stands. It
is in a very fair state of preservation, although it has never been since
occupied, except by the natives who come over here from the village i11
the summer to pick the berries of the Empetrum and Rubus, which ,
abound in the greatest profusion around the rough and rocky flats that
environ the little lake adjacent. The young people of St. Paul are very
fond of this berry festival, so called among themselves, and they stay
here every August, camping out a week or ten days at a time, before
returning to their homes in the village,
Zapadnie rookery has, the two wings included, 5,880 feet of sea
margin, with an average depth of 150 feet, making ground for 441,000
breeding seals and their young, being the second rookery on the island
as to size and importance.
The holluschickie that sport here on the parade plateau, and indeed
over all of the we tern extent of the English Bay hauling grounds,
have never been visited by the natives for the purpose of selecting
killing drives since 1872, inasmuch as more seals tllan were wanted
have always been procured from Zoltoi, Lukannon, and Lower Tolstoi
points, -which are all very close to the village. I have been told, since
making this survey, that during the past year the breeding seals of
Zapadnie have overflowed, so as to occupy all of the sand strip which
is vacant between them on the accompanying map.
ZAPADNIE ROOKERY (1890).
[Its condition and appearance July, 1890.]

It is impossible to convey that full sense of utter desolation which
the vacant seal area of 1872 on this fine rookery aroused in my mind
last July, while then making my survey of it. Grass and :flowers
springing up over those broad areas back of the breeding grounds here,
where in 1872-1874, thousands upon thousands of young male seals
hauled out and over, throughout the entire season, and were undisturbed
by any man, not even visited by any one except myself!
o one then
even thought of such a thing as coming over from the village to make
a killing at Zapadnie, there being more seals than wanted then close
by at Tolstoi, Lukannon, and Zoltoi sands. This not alone, but that
splendid, once clean-swept expanse of hauling ground in English Bay
between the Zapa<l.nie8 and Tol toi, is all grass grown to-day except
over it areas of driaing and, with mosses, lichens, and flowers inter·persed ! It i entirely bare of eals save a lonely pod under Middle
Hill.
Lower Zapadnie i certainly the roughe t urface<l. breeding ground
peculiar to the ·eal i land : and 1t i a curiou place on which to view
the eal as they locate them elve , for a you walk along they suddenly appear and di appear a.· they lay in tho e queer little valley and
canyon h re, which have b en formed by lava bubbles of the geologi al tim of the elevation of St. Paul I land from the ea. But to-day
o · anti· th ma· ing of the bree ling eal here, that tha,t unbroken
uproar whi ·h boomed out from them in 1872 i wholly absent; it i
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A drawing from nature by the author.
ZAPADNIE ROOKERY, SAINT PAUL ISLAND, JULY

18, 1890.

Viewed from the crest of Cemetery Ridge, above Upper Zapadnie; the killing gang coming over from tbe village with tbe bidarrab.
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positively quiet, save the subdued sheep-like 1 calling of the females
and the lamb-like answer of their offspring.
As this breeding ground of Zapadnie was the second one in size and
importance on St. Paul in 1872, the :figures which my survey of last
July warrant, show an extraordinary decrease here and make a melancholy exhibit.
Detailed analysis of the survey of Lower Zapadnie rookm·y July 11, 1890.
[Sea margin beginning at Q and ending at Zapadnie Point.]
Square feet.

2,700 feet sea margin between Q and Zapadnie Point, with 20 feet average
depth, massed .. ___ ... __ .... __ .... __ ..... _......................... ___ ..
Jag A is 400 feet deep above sea margin, with 50 feet average width, massed.
Jag Bis 300 feet deep above sea margin, with 60 feet average width, massed.
Jag C is 380 feet deep above sea margin, with 35 feet average width, massed.
Jag Dis 200 feet deep above sea margin, with 75 feet average width, massed.
Jag E is 175 feet deep above sea margin, with 75 feet average width, massed.
Jag]' is 350 feet deep above sea margin, with 60 feet average width, massed.
Jag G is 200 feet deep above sea margin, with 60 feet average width, maHsed.
Jag His 125 feet deep above sea margin, with 40 feet average width, massed.

54,000
20,000
18,000
13,300
15,000
13,125
21,000
12,000
5,000

Total square feet ..... _..... __ ......... _................. _....... _... 171, 4.25

making ground for 85,705 seals-bulls, cows, and pups-agaim:t, a total
of 345,000 in 1872.
The :figures for Upper Zapadnie are not much better. I regard it as
a part and parcel of but one rookery, i.e., Zapadnie: but, for clearness
of definition in survey, separate the wings.
Detailed analysis of the survey of Upper Zapadnie 1·ookery July 11, 1890.
[Sea margin beginning at Q, ending at V, resumed at W, and ending at R.]
Square feet.

1,200 feet se~~ margin between Q and V, with 4.0 feet average depth, massed ... 48, 000
2,300 feet sea margin (beach) between Wand R, with 10 feet average depth,
massed .... _... _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 000

Total square feet .................... : ....... -... - ....... - - . . . . . . . . . . . 71, 000

making ground for 35,000 seals-bulls, eows, and pups-against a total
of 97,800 in 1872, or a total to-day of 121,205 for Zapadnie entire against
442,800 in 1872.
POL.A.VIN.A. ROOKERY (1872-1874).

[Its condition and appearnnce Jiily, 1874.]

Halfway between the village and ortheast Point lies Polavina:
another one of the seven large breeding grounds on thi island. The
conspicuous cone- haped head of Polavina Sopka rises clearly cut and
smooth from the plateau at it· ba e, which falls 2 miles to the eastward
1 lndeed, so similar is the sound that I noticed that a number of sheep which the
.Ala ka Commercial ompany had brought up from an Franci co to t. eorge
Island, during the summer of 1 73, were constantly attracted to the rookeries, an<l
were running in amon<r the holluschicki : so much so, that they neglected the good
pa turage on th uplands 1,e:y nil, and a small boy had to 1> regularly employed to
herd them where they could feecl to advantage. The e tran portecl Ovid<e, though
they coulcl not po ihly fincl anything in their ye nggestiv of companion hip
among the eal , h, cl th ir ars so charm cl by the sheep-like accent of th fomale
pinnip ds a to per uacle them against their senses of vi ion and smell.
'l'he ouncl which arose in 1 7'l, from th Re gr at lJreeding grounds of the fur s al
when thousands upon t ns of thou ·ands of angry, vigilant bulls were roaring, chueklino- ancl piping, an<l multitnd<•:- of seal moth r w re calling in hollow bl ating
ton 's to their young, tba i~ turn ~·e:ponded ince santly, is simply defianc to v rhal
description. It wa , at a slight distance, softened into a de p booming, as of a cata-
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and southeastward, sharp off into the sea, presenting a bluff margin
over a mile in length, at the base of which the sea thunders incessantly.
It exhibits a very beautiful geological section of the simple structure
of St. Paul. The ringing, iron-like basaltic foundations of the island
are here setting boldly up from the sea to a height of 40 or 50 feet,
black and purplish red, polished like ebony by the friction of the surf
and worn by its agency into grotesque arches, tiny caverns, and deep
:fissures. Surmounting this lava bed is a cap of ferruginous cement
and tufa from 3 to 10 feet in thickness, making a reddish floor upon
which the seals patter in their restless, never-ceasing evolutions, sleeping or waking, on the land. It is as great a single parade plateau of
polished cement as is that of the Reef: but, we are unable from any
point of observation, to appreciate itJ inasmuch as we can not stand
high enough to overlook it unless we ascend Polavina Sopka, and then
the distances, with the perspective foreshortening, destroy the effect.
The rookery itself, occupies only a small portion of the seal-visited
area at this spot. It is placed at the southern termination and gentle
sloping of the long reach of bluff wall, which is the onlJ cliff between
Lukannon and Novastoshnah. It presents itself to the eye, however,
in a very peculiar manner, and with great scenic effect when the
observer scans it from the southern point of its mural elevation; viewed
from thence, nearly a mile to the northeast, it rises as a front of bicolored
lava wall, high above the sea that is breaking at its base, and is covered
with an infinite detail of massed seals in reproduction. At .first sight
one wonders how they got there; no passages whatever can be seen,
down or up. A further survey, however, discloses the common occurrence of rain-water runs between surf.beaten crevices, which make
many stairways for the adhesive feet of Oallorhi11/lls, amply safe and
comfortable.
For the reason cited in a similar example at Zapadnie, no holluschickie have been driven from this point since 1872, though it is one
of the easiest worked. It was, in the Russian times, a pet sealing
ground with them. The remains of the old village have nearly all been
buried in the sand near the lake, and there is really no mark of its early
habitation, unless it be the singular effect of a human graveyard being
dug out and despoiled by the attrition of eal bodies and :flippers. The
old cemetery just above and to the right of the barrabkie, near the little
lake, was originally established, so the natives told me, ·far away from
the hauling of the holluschickie. It was, when I saw it in 1876, in a
melancholy state of ruin. A thousand young seals at least moved off
from its surface as I came up, and they had actually trampled out many
sandy grave , rolling the bones and skull of Aleutian ancestry in
every direction. Beyond this old barrabkie, which the present natives
have established as a house of refuge for the winter when they are
ract; and I have heard it, with a light fair wind to the leeward, as far as 6 miles
out from land on the sea; and even in the thunder of the surf and the roar of heavy
gales it would rise up and over to your ear for quite a considerable distance away.
It was the monitor which the sea captains an...··dou ly strained their ears for when
they ran their dead reckoning up and were laying to for the fog to rise in order that
they might get their bearing of the land. Once heard they held on to the sound
and felt their way in to anchor. The eal roar at ova to hnah during the umm r
of 1872 saved the life of the surgeon ancl, ix natives belonging to the island, who had
p_u hed out on an egging trip from ortheo.st Point to ·w alrus I land. I have sometunes th ught, as Ibav li tened thron~h tho night to this volume of extraordinary
sou?d, vhich n_ ver c _ase wit~ th ri ing or the setting of the sun throughout the
ent1;. ea. on o!, br edmg, that 1t was fully ec1ual to the churning boom of tho wave~
of_ iagara.
1gbt and day, throughout the ea on of 1872, this din upon the rookeries wa t ady and con ta.nt.
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A drawing from nature by the author.
POLAVINA $0PKA: 550 FEET.

POLAVINA ROOKERY AND HAULING GROUND, SAINT PAUL ISLAND, JULY

18, 1872.

View looking NNK, ·· Polavina Sopka" i~ the middle dista.nce, 1,0 t he left; m os~ or the seal life in this view ~elon~ to th~ holluschickie
ground, the main body of the breeding seals bemg to om· left and back of this pomt of v,Pw.
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trapping foxes, looking to the west over the lake, is a large expanse of
low, flat swale and tundra, which is termmated by the rocky ridge of
_. Kaminista. Every foot of it has been placed there subsequent to the
original elevation of the island by the action of the sea, beyond all question. It is covered with a thick growth of the rankest sphagnum, which
quakes and trembles like a bog under one's feet, but over which the
most beautiful mosses ever and anon crop out, including the characteristic floral display before referred to in speaking of the island. Most
of tbe way from the village up to Northeast Point, as will be seen by a
cursory glance at the map, with the exception of this bluff of Polavina
and the terraced table setting back from its face to Polavina Sopka,
the whole land is slightly elevated above the level of the sea, and its
coast line is lying just above and beyond the reach of the surf where
great ledges of sand have been piled by the wind, capped with sheafs
and tufts of rank-growing Elymus.
There is a small rookery which I call Little Polavina, indicated here,
that does not promise much for the future. The sand cuts it off on the
north, and sand bas blown around so at its rear as to make all other
ground not now occupied by the breeding seals there, quite ineligible.
Polavina rookery bas 4,000 feet sea margin, including Little Polavina,
with 150 feet average depth, making ground for 300,000 breeding seals
and their young.
POLAVIN.A. ROOKERY (1890).
[Ita condition and appearance July, 1890.]

My survey, July 13, 1890, of this breeding ground shows it to be one
of the two rookeries only, which have suffered on St. Paul Island no
greater lo s than from 50 to 55 per cent of their general form and number as recorded in 1872. Yet I can not avoid the conclusion, however,
o.at this rookery has been hard driven from during the last eight years,
since the chief hauling grounds lay directly np in the rear of the breeding lines. Therefore, when the shrinking of the supply of bolluschickie
began, the driving of the killable seals here involved a regular scraping
of the large semicircular edge of Polavina rookery whenever a drive was
made. In illustration of this, a drive made here on the 18th of July,
brought in, out of a total of 1,541 animals, 172 old breeding bulls! which
had been scraped up on the rookery margin by the native drivers, who
were obliged to take these old fellows along, or lose the handful of killable young male seals that they weYe after. I witnessed this driving, and
saw not only these old bulls, but cows swept up into the stampeded herd;
their pups left bruised and helpless behind to starve and to otherwise
perish.
This is a locality where, until 1872, like the Zapadnie and Southwest
Point areas, the fur seals on St. Paul Island ha,d been undisturbed by
the sealers since 1857; therefore, the holluschlckie and the breeding
seals had polished the whole surface of that high plateau laying gently
back from the bluffs, a mile of sea margin, way back entirely free from
vegetation, 1,000 to!:!,000 feet; everyve tige of vegetable growth utterly
eliminated by their flippers. The reddish to blood-red breccia and
cinders that compose the floor to thi parade ground of Polavina was
literally powdered by the attrition of seal flipper into an impalpable
red dust, which, during every windy day, would rise in columns and
clouds to betray the locality to your eye from all points of the island,
and often has sugge ted to sailors at sea the idea of a steamer under
way, within lee of the land. During misty, foggy, and wet days this
H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-23
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soil would and does now resolve itself into the condition of a rich moist
humus: and, after heavy rains a thick paste, if puddled by the seals.
The natives in Russian times had a small village on the lake shore
near by this rookery, and regularly worked this field especially severe,up to that seasq_n of utter diminution which ended in 1834 by the stopping of all killing for shipment on St. Paul and St. George. When that
zapooska was ordered, the settlement at Polavina was abandoned: then
its people removed to the present location, which was established in
1824; also, the Northeast Point village was brought down at this time
to the existing town site, and that consolidation was final.
Since that time up to 1882, beyond a few small drives made early in
June (driven for food), no seals in considerable number had been drawn
from the hauling grounds of Polavina, from Zapadnie, or Southwe t
Point. But, as the regular source of abundant supply near the village
became exhausted, then, in 1882, the draft upon these fine reserves of
Polavina and Zapadnie became sudden and steady every killable seal
was scraped up: easily at first, and ruggedly during the last two years:
and I may add, with great severity during 1889, and also through the
present season of 1890.
So, when I regard this ground to-day, after an interval of sixteen years
since my last survey, I find a square declaration from the ground itself
of loss to this rookery of one-half of its female life, while its breeding
bulls are not equal to one-fifteenth of their number here in 1872. Then,
too, the utter absence of a young bull on the vacant spaces in the rookery
or in the water at its sea margin: and, still more remarkable in contra t,
that pronounced utter absence of the holluschickie from their grand
parade ground here-that silent, empty space before me on which at
this time in 1872 anywhere from 75,000 to 100,000 young male seals were
trooping in and out from the water, frolicking in tireless antics one with
another or wrapped in profound sleep-this de erted parade ground of
Polavina, like unto all the others on both i land , speaks most eloquently
and truthfully of the present order and condition of these interest o
our Government. My survey as exhibited on the accompanying chart
gives the following figure :
Detailed analysis of the survey of Polavina rookery, July 19, 1890.
[Sea margin beginning at E and ending at D.]

Squaref81'

150 feet ea margin, from D to D'l, with 100 feet average depth, massed ... _..
900 feet sea margin, from D 2 to E 2, with 200 feet average depth, ma sed ..... _
150 feet sea margin, from E 2 to E, with 100 feet average depth, massed .. __ . _
Jags 1, 2, 3, and 4 have 400 feet of sea margin, with 100 feet of average width.

15, 000
1 O, 000
15, 000
40,000

Total square feet .. __ .. __ .. _. __ .... ___ .. ____ ... __________ . _____ . _____ 250, (J{)()

making ground for 125,000 seals-bull , cows, and pups-against a total
of 240,000 in 1872.
Detailed analysis of the survey of I,;i,ttle Polavina rookery, Ju,ly 13, 1890.
[

a. margin beginning at o and ending at d.]
Square fi

175 feet ea m,lrgin, from C to b, with 20 fe t average depth, ma . ed .... ____ 3 5
2 0 fi t ea. margin, from b to a, with 100 feet average depth, ma ed. _____ . _ 2 ,
100 feet ea. margin, from a to d, with 30 feet average depth, ma sed .••.. _. __ 3,
Total q uar feet._ ... ___ .... ___ .. ____ .. ____ .. _. __ .. ____ .. __________ .

34, -

making ground for 17,2'"'0 eal -bull , cow , and pup -again t a t,o
of ·
0 in 1 72. Thi urv y giv at tc. l for the Pol vina of 142,Zfor 1 0 gain t the total they pos e ed of 300,000 in 1872-1 74.
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A drawing from nature by the author.

OLD BULLS SPRAWLED OUT ON POLAVINA, JUNE

3, 1890.

View showillg Lhe scant and scattered distribution of the bulls on the breed ing grounds, season of 1890. Not one bull out here where ten were locat~d at this
•
time in 1872. Looking north from the sands and abandoned hauling grounds thereon .
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NOR'FHEAST POINT OR NOVASTOSHNAH ROOKERY (1872-1874).
[Its condition and appearance July, 1874.]

Though this is the last of the St. Paul rookeries which I notice: yet
it is so much greater than any other one on the island, or two others for
that matter, that it forms the central feature of St. Paul, and in truth
presents a most astonishing and extraordinary sight. It was a view of
such multitides of amphibians, when I :first stood upon the summit of
Hutchinson Hill and looked at the immense spread around me, that
suggested to my mind a doubt whether the accurate investigation which
I was making would give me full courage to maintain the truth in regard
to this subject.
The result of my :first survey here, presented such a startling array of
superficial area massed over by the breeding seals that I was fairly
disconcerted at the magnitude of the result. It troubled me so when
my initial plottings were made, and I had worked them out so as to
place them tangibly before me, that I laid the whole preliminary survey
aside, and seizing upon the next favorable day went over the entire
:field again. The two plats then, laid side by side, substantially agreed,
and I now present the great rookery to the public. It is in itself, as
the others are, endowed with its own particular physiognomy, having
an extensive sweep, everywhere surrounded by the sea, except at that
intersection of the narrow neck of land which joins it to the island.
Hutchinson Hill is the foundation of the point; a solid basaltic floor,
upon which a mass of breccia bas been poured at its northwest corner,
which is so rough and yet polished so highly by the countless pattering
flippers of its visitors, as to leave it entirely bare and bald of every
spear of grass or trace of cryptogamic life. The hill is about 120 feet
high; it has a rounded summit flecked entirely over by the holluschickie, while the great belt of breeding rookery sweeps high up on its
seaward flanks, and around right and left for nearly 3½ miles unbrokenan amazing sight in its aggregate, and infinite in its detail.
·
A picturesque feature, also, of the rookery here is the appearance of
those tawny, yellowish bodies of several thousand sea lions which lie
in and among the fur seals at the several points designated on the
sketch map, though never far from the water. Sea Lion eek, a little
tongue of low basaltic jutting, is the principal corner where the natives
take these animals from, when they capture them in the fall for their
bides and sinews. 1
Cross or St. John Hill, which rises near the lake to a height of 60 or
70 feet, and is quite a landmark itself, is a perfect cone of sand entirely
covered with a luxuriant growth of ;Elymus. It is growing constantly
higher by the fresh deposit brought by wind, and is retained by the
annually rising grasses.
At this point it will be noticed there is a salt house: and, here is the
killing ground for ortheast Point, where 19,000 or 20,000 hollu chickie
are disposed of for their skin every season, their carcasses being
pread out on the sand dunes between the foot of Cross Hill and Webster's house. A squad of sealers live there during the three or four
1 The sea lions breed on no one of the other rookeries at this island, the insignificant number that I noticed on Seevitchie Kammin excepted. At Southwest Point,
however, I found a small sea lion rookery, but there are no breeding fur seals there.
A handful of Eurnetopias used to breed on Otter Island, but do not no~, sinco it ha~
been necessary to station Government agents there for the apprehension of frtr-se::u
pirates during the sealing season.
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weeks that they are engaged in this work. The holluschickie are driven
from the large hauling grounds on the sand flats immediately adjacent
to the killing grounds, being obtained without the slightest difficulty
Here also was the site of a village, once the largest one on this island
ere its transfer to the sole control and charge of the old Russiau
.American Company, ten years after its discovery in 1787. The ancient
cemetery and the turf lines of the decayed barraboras are still plainly
visible.
The company's steamer runs up here, watching her opportunity, ·he
drops her auchor, as indicated on the general chart, right south of tlle
salt house in about 4 fathoms of water; then the skins are invariably
bustled aboard, no time being lost, because it is an exceedingly uncertain place to safely load the vessel.
The "podding" of these young pups in the rear of the great rooker1e'
of St. Paul is one of the most striking and interesting phases of thiremarkable exhibition of highly organized life. When they first buncL
together they are all black, for they have not begun to shed the natal
coat; they shine with an unctuous, greasy reflection, and grouped in
small armies or great regiments ·011 the sand-dune tracts at Northeast Point, they present a very extraordinary and fascinating sight.
Although the appearance of the holluschickie at English Bay fairly
overwhelms the observer with the impression of its countless multitudes, yet I am free to declare that at no one point in this evolution of
the seal life, during the reproductive season, have I been so deeply
stricken by the sense of overwhelming enumeration as I have when
standing on the summit of Cross Hill, I looked down to the southward
and westward over a reach of 6 miles of alternate grass and sand-dune
stretches, mirrored upon which were hundreds of thousands of the
little black pups, spread in sleep and sport within this restricted :fiel
of vision. They appeared as countless as the grains of sand upon
which they rested !
There is no irupression in my mind really more vivid than is the one
which was planted there duriug the afternoon of that July day when I
first made my survey of this ground. Indeed, whenever I pause to
think of the subject, this grea,t rookery of N ovastoshnah rises promptly
to my view and I am fairly rendered voiceless as I try to speak in
definition of the spectacle. In the first place, this slope from Sea Lion
eek to the summit of Ilutchinsons Ilill is a loug mile, smooth and
gradual from the ea to the hilltop. The parade ground lying between.
is also nearly three-quarters of a mile in width, sheer and unbroken.
ow, upon that area before my eye , thi day and date of which I have
po ken, were the forms of not less than three-fourths of a million eal:.
Pau e a moment. Think of the number: three-fourths of a million
seals moving in one solid ma s from sleep to frolicsome gambols, backward, forward, over, around, changing and interchanging their hea
squadron , uutiJ the who1e mind is so confused and charmed by the
va tness of mwhty ho t that it refu e to analyze any further! Theu
too, I remember that the day wa one of exceediug beauty for that
region. It wa a swift alternation ov rhead of tho e characteristic rain
fog , betwe n the ucce. 10n of which the un breaks out with tranend nt brilliancy through the mi ty halo about it. Thi parad
fl Id r tlect d the lio-ht like a mirror and the seals, when they brok
apart here and there for a momeut, ju t enough to how it urface
m d a though th y walked upon tl1 wat r. What a en to pu
u1 n c nva that. mphibian ho ·t involv d in tho e alternate rainbo
light and blue-gray hadow of the fog!
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A drawing from nature by the author.

SEAL PUPS PODDING ON Z OL TOI , SAINT P AUL ISLAND, A UGUST AND SEPTEMBER ,

1872.

Characteristic more ments of the .v~ung ~ur se~ls whe~1 six t? eight weeks olrl; the.v haul off fr?m the bree?ing g rounds in large band:,-; or pod:,-; to sleep and
play togeLber. It 1s durrng tb1s poddrng perwd that they sooner 01· later come 111 contact w1tb. tbe water and learn to swim.
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NOV ASTOSHNAH (1890).
[Its condition ancl appearance Jnly, 1890.]

As this great rookery was the object of my chief admiration in 1872,
now it, in 1890, again becomes the main idea of my concern-not admiration to-day, but my chief pity, for this breeding ground has·suffered a
startlmg loss of life during the last eight years. It presents the deepest
shadow, now, to that sunshine in which I saw it eighteen years ago,
as I then walked around and over it. I surveyed the ground last summer as one would locate a graveyard: not more than a suggestion of
the massed life of 1872 have I been able to see within its desolate
area. That ground, which I have described in 1874, as covered witb
hosts of amphibians, is again before me to-day with not a single herd
of seals upon it--actually green with upspringing grass and colored and
flecked with varied flowers!
The accompaying map with the tinted massing of 1872-1874, contrasted with that of 1890, speaks for itself-the great rookery of
Novastosbnah is a mere wreck to-day, and the chart rudely but forcibly
declares it.
Detailed analysis of the su1·vey of

1

ovastoshnah rookery, J11ly 13, 1890.

[Sea margin extending from A in the southeast to Bin the southwest, 11,435 feet.]
Square feet.

A to B, 700 feet sea margin, 35 feet deep, massed ..... ----··------..........
Sea Lion Neck harems scattered among sea lions, an estimate only . . . . . . . . .
C to D, 300 feet sea margin, 200 feet deep, massed ............... _......... _.
D to E, 400 feet sea margin, 10 feet deep, massed .. ____ .. - - _..... _........ - .
:F' to G, 200 feet sea margin, 35 feet deep, massed ............... __ ......... _
G to H, 550 feet sea margin, 12 feet deep, massed._._ ... _...... _.... - . . . . . . .
H to I, 4.00 feet sea mar$'in, 35 feet deep, massed ... _.... __ ...... _... _.. . . . .
I to J, 500 feet sea margm, 10 feet deep, massed._. __ .. _. __ .............. __ .
J to K, 400 feet sea margin, 35 feet deep, massed ....... __ ..... _......... - - .
K to L, 200 feet sea margin, 10 feet deep, massed. ___ .. _._ .... ___ . __ ........
L to M, 700 feet sea margin, 20 feet deep, massed .. _. _... ___ .... _... . . . . . . . .
N to l), 2,100 feet sea margin, 60 feet deep, massed. _. _. _.... _.. __ . _... - . - - .
P to Q, 420 feet sea margin, 30 feet deep, massed._. ___ . __ .... _....... _... - .
R to S, 425 feet sea margin, 20 feet deep, massed._ .. _....... - - - - .. ... _... " S to T, 350 feet sea margin, 10 feet deep, massed .... __ ._ ...... __ ... -- - . . . . .
T to U, 550 feet sea margin, 30 feet <l.eep, massed __________ .•......... -----U to V, 500 feet sea margin, 100 feet deep, massed ..... _.. __ . ___ .. - . . .. . . . . .
W to S, 225 feet sea margin, 20 feet deep, massed ... __ ... __ ..... _._...... . . . .
S to X, 350 feet sea margin, 10 feet deep, massed. ____ ................... - . Y to Z, 710 feet sea margin, 10 feet deep, massed. ___ .... __ .. -- --- . . . ... . . . .
Z toZ2, 350 feet sea margin, 20 feet deep, massed. ________ .... -------------z ~toA2, 125 feet sea margin, 10 feet deep, massed .... __ .. __ .......... - . . . . . .
A2 to A3, 500 feet sea margin, 40 feet deep, massed .. ___ ... ___ ...... - ..... - . . .
A~to B1, 480 feet sea margin, 15 feet deep, massed ....... ___ . ___ . -- ---- .. - - - .

24,500
6, 000
60, 000 ·
4,000
7, 000
6, 600
14, 000
5, 000
14,000
2,000
14., 000
126, 000
12, 600
8, 500
3,500
16,500
50,000
5, 500
3,500
7,100
7,000
1,250
20, 000
7,200

I
- 750
1otal
square feet. __ . ____ ... - ..... - ..... _.............. -.... - . . . . . . . . 43::>,

making ground for 217,875 seals, bulls, cows, and pups, again ta total
of 1,200,000 in 1872-1874.
With this enumeration of ovastoshnah we close the list at St. Paul
Island, and now turn to the breeding grounds of St. George, merely
mentioning the fact, as we do so, that no fur seals breed on Otter Island
or Walrus Islet, which are near by. The method in vogue here during
the last six or seven year of scraping the margins of the rookeries for
killable eals bas so hara sed and broken up the compact organization
of the Reef rookery, as to cau e quite a hauling out of breeding seals on
Seevitchie Kammen, a small i let less than 900 feet in greate t length,
with an average width ofless than 200 feet. Thi rock, as may be een
on my detailed chart of the Reefrookery, lies just south- outheast of' the
Reef point a few hundred yard (about 1,000 feet). It is a bad place
for the location of even a small rookery, since most of its elevation is
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only slightly above surf wash in moderate weather, and a storm in the
summer or fall would destroy nearly every pup born upon it. It is a
small crescentic splintered rock and reef bar, with a little shoulder of
gray basalt in its center some 25 or 40 feet ouly above tide water. The
"ears," or-wings, which make that odd, half-moon shape of this i let: are
simply ice-ground and pushed basaltic bowlders, over which the urf
of every storm from the southwest backing around, and to the northea t
rolls and breaks completely. In 1872 the fur seal did not breed here ·
its instinct warned it of this danger to its offspring from sea storm .
But, since then, so harassed ha8 it been, that a few hundred fam1lie or
harems have preferred to risk the chance of a quiet living there, rather
than to longer submit to that hustling of those sealing gangs all along
the margin of their breeding ground · on the Reef point.
I estimate that some 6,000 or 7,000 breeding seals and their young
were hauled out on Seevitchie Kammen thi' last season of 1890.
ST. GEORGE (1873-74).
[As it appeared during the sununers of 1873-74.]

St. George is now in order, and this island bas only a trifling contribution for the grand total of the seal life; but, small a it i , it is of much
value and interest. Certainly Pribilov, not knowing of the existence of
St. Paul, was as well satisfied as if he had possessed the boundle s universe when he first found it. As in the case of St. Paul Island, I have
been unable to learn much here in-regard to the early status of the rookeries, none of the natives having any real information. The drift of
their sentiment goes to show that there never was a great a Remblage
of fur seals on St. George; in fact, never as many a there are to-day
insignificant as the exhibit is compared with that of St. Paul. They ay
that at first the sea lions owned thi i land, and that the Ru ian .
becoming cognizant of the fact, made a regular business of driving oft
the "seevitchie" in order that the fur seals might be encouraged to land.
Touching this statement, with my experience on St. Paul, where there
i no conflict at all between the 8,000 or 10,000 sea lions which breed
around on the outer edge of the seal rookeries there, and at SouthwePoint, I can not agree to the St. George legend. I am inclined to believe.
however (indeed, it is more than probable), that there were a great many
more sea lions on and about St. George before itwas·occupied by mena hundr dfold Teater, perhaps-than now: becau e a ea lion i an
ex eeding timid, cowardly creature when it is in the proximity of man.
and will alway de ert any re ting place wh re it is constantly brought
into contact with him. 1
1Thi
natives ha a trong circum tantial backing by
Ii h d account of Choris, a Fr nch gentleman of leisure and amateur natur
artist, who land d at t. George in 1 20 (July). He pa ed s veral days o
th i land. He wrote at short length in regard to the sea lion~ saying "
shore were
d with innumeral>l troops of sea lion . The odor w
from the
npportaul . The e animal were all the time rutting, '
nowhere
eak, in the hapter or el ewhere in hi volum , of the f
• t. G org
icientally r marks that over on , 't. aul it is th chief an
mo ·t abundant. (Yoyag l'ittore que au tour du fonde, Ile Aleoutienne , p
Pl. ·r , 1 22.)
·
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c=:::J Area and Position of the breeding Fur-seals, Seasons of 1873-74.
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A drawing from nature by the author.

ZAPADNIE HAULING GROUNDS AND ROOKERY, SAINT GEORGE ISLAND , JULY

21, 1890.

Yiew lookin g south, o,•et· the r ookery and Zapa<lnie Bay, showing toe ar ea of abandoned hauling and breeding g r ounds as emarginatecl by t he g r assE>s.
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The scantiness of the St. George rookeries is due to the configuration of that island itself. There are five separate, well-defined rookeries on St. George, as follows:
ZA.PA.DNIE ROOKERY (1873-74).

[Its co11dition and appearance Ju,ly, 1874.]

Directly across the island from its north shore to Zapadnie Bay, a
little over 5 miles from the village, is a point where the southern bluff
walls of the island turn north and drop quickly down from their lofty
elevation in a succession of heavy terraces to an expanse of rocky flat,
bordered by a sea sand beach. JuRt between the sand beach and these
terraces, however, is a stretch of about 2,000 feet of low, rocky shingle,
which borders the flat country back of it, and upon which the surf
breaks free and boldly. Midway between the two points is the rookery, and a small detachment of it rests on the direct slope of the bluff
itself, to the southward, while in and around the rookery, falling back
to some distance, the holluschickie are found.
A great many confusing statements have been made to me about this
rookery-more than in regard to any other on the islands. It has been
said with much positiveness that in the times of the Russian rule this
was an immense rookery for St. George; or, in other words, it covered
the entire ground between that low plateau to the north and the high
plateau to the south, as indicated on the map; and it is also cited in
proof of this that the main village of the island for many years-thirty
or forty-was placed on or near the limited drifting sand-dune tracts just
above the plateau, to the westward. Be the case as it may, it is certain
that for a great, great many years back no such rookery ha ever existed
here. When seals have rested on a chosen piece of ground to breed they
wear off the sharp edges of fractured basaltic bowlders, and polish the
breccia and cement between them so thoroughly and so finely that years
and years of chiseling by frost and covering by lichens and creeping of
mosses will be required to efface that record. Hence, I was able, acting on the suggestion of tbe natives of St. Paul, to trace out those
deserted fur-seal rookeries on the shores of that i land, at Maroonitch,
which had, according to their account, been abandoned for over sixty
years by the seals; still, at their prompting, when I searched the shore
I found the old boundaries tolerably well defined. I could find nothing
like them at Zapadnie.
Zapadnie rookery in July, 1873, had 600 feet of sea margin, with 60
feet of aver~ge depth, making ground for 18,000 breeding seals and
their young. In 1874 I resurveyed the field, and it seemed very cleo.r
to me that there had been a slight increase, perhaps to the number of
5,000, according to the expansion of the superficial area over that of
1873.
From Zapadnie we pass to the north shore, where all the other rookeries are located, with the village at a central point between them on
the immediate border of the sea; and in connection with this point it
i intere ting to record the fact that every year, until recently, it has
been the regular habit of the natives to drive the holluschickie over
the 2½ or 3 miles of rough ba. altic uplands which separate the hauling
ground of Zapadnie from the village; driving them to the killing
grounds there in order to save the delay and trouble generally experienced in loading the e skins in the open bay. The prevailing westerly
and northwe"terly winds during July and Augu t make it for weeks
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at a time, a marine impossibility to effect a landing at Zapadnie suitable for the safe transit of cargo to the steamer.
This 5 miles of the roughest of all rough walks that can be imagined
is made by the fur seals in about fourteen to sixteen hour& when driven
by the Aleuts and the weather is cool and foggy. I have known one
Treasury agent who, after making the trip from the village to Zapadnie,
seated himself down in the barrabkie there and declared that no money
would induce him to walk back the same way that day, so severe is the
exercise to one not accustomed to it; but it exhibits the power of land
locomotion possessed by the hoHuschickie. 1
ZAPADNIE ROOKERY (1890).
[Its condition and appeara.nce July, 1874.]

The St. George ~apadnie was a very small edition of the St. Paul
Zapadnie in 1872. It is still a small rookery, but relatively has held it
own much better than its big namesake during the last seventeen year, .
I often wondered in 1873, why this little rookery way over here, and all
by itself on the south shore, should be the mark of the best hauling of
the holluschickie on St. George Island. I now believe that its location
is the cause, since the scent and noise of the breeding seals mu t
appeal strongly to the upward-bound bands of bolluschickie, as th sy
come en route from the Aleutian passes for St. Paul Island. The south
shore of St. George would be the first land. met by them, hence the
largest and best drives on St. George can always be made here, although
the rookery itself is, and always has been, one of the smallest.
Yet, it is the finest lay of seal landing for a breeding ground on th
island, since the polished, fl.at basaltic shelves and cubes that are it
chief topographical characteristics could easily receive ten times as many
seals as I found there in 1873, or to-day, July 20, 1890. But, for some
reason or other, the eligible rookery ground here has never been occupied beyond the beach belt or sea margin. The area in the rear i a
superb rocky slope1 nearly flat, but well drained. It never had been
occupied prior to 1~72-73 in so far as I can trace tbe record, antl ertainly has not been since.
Upon the accompanying map of thi rookery I have also added the
hauling grounds, hich are all confined to this single spot on the outh
shore of t. George. There are none on the ea t shore, and there i no
west shore to speak of, owing to the peculiar shape of thi i land.
Each rookery map belonging to St. George must carry also the baulin er
ground adjacent and contiguous, since these seal fields over here are
on too small a scale to be hown clearly by a geueral map of thi i land
unle drawn on a vastly larger cale than that which can be succe fully employed for St. .Paul Island.
1 The peculiarly rough character to this trail i
given by the large, loo e, harpedged basaltic bowlders which are strewn thickly over all those lower plateau tba
bridge the island between the bluffs at tarry Art el and tbe slopes of AhluckeyakHill.
The nmmits of the two broad r, higher plateaus a t and we t, respectively, are owparatively mooth and ea y to travel over; and o is the sea level flat at Zapad nie
it If. On the map of t. eorge a number of very small pond will be noticed;
th y are th fr h-water re ervoir of the i lan<l. The two large t of the e are n ar
the ummit of thi rouo-h <livid . ThA eal trail from Zapadme to the villaue run
,iu we t of them and com out on the north bore a little to the ea tward of th
hauling gronud of tarry Art el, where it fork and unite with that path. Tll
dir t l_in h tw n th village and Zapadnie, though early a mile horter on th
. hart, 1_ • <1ual to 5 mile more of di tanc by reason of its superlative rock.
1u quaht1 ..
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A draw1n2 !tom nature by the author

THE NORTH SHORE OF SAINT GEORGE ISLAND, FROM STARRY ARTEEL BLUFFS, JULY

20, 1890.

\'low 1.-.,,1d11 ~ 1)111<t m,:1· th,• rool"•ry awl h1111li11v- gro11ntls of Htarry ArlPPI; the villni:w in the middle distance, uncl the No1·th Rooke1·y lw1uls just this side of

it.
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Detailed analysis of Bwrvey of Zapadnie (St. George) rookery, July 20, 1890.
[Sea margin extending from A to Band C to D, 1,250 feet.]

Square feet.

1,250 feet sea margin, from A to B, C to D, with 20 feet average depth, massed. 25, 000

making ground for 12,500 seals-bulls, cows, and pups-against a total
of 18,000 in 1873-74.
It will be observed, by my tinting on this map of 1890, that in 1873
there was but 600 feet of sea margin to this rookery, but that it had the
greater depth of 60 feet, which threw a third more seals into the field
then than is seen to-day, with a sea margin twice as great, but no
backing to speak of. This great scattering of these breeders along the
sea margin here, instead of massing solidly as in 1873, is due to that
rough driving by the sealing gangs along the rookery margins during
the last six or seven years. This scraping has the decided effect of
forcing the outside harems, laying farthest back from the water, down
along the edges of the rookery to a spot Jess exposed to the hustling of
the native drivers. That steadily kept up, spreads the rookery out along
the water's edge. This again operates badly in still another very signifieant manner-the doubled extension to the sea margin of a small
rookery, like Zapadnie here, brings an unduly increased number of the
pups born here every year within the danger line of heavy surf in August and September, before these little fellows can swim well. Therefore, the method of driving as practiced to-day, is actually forcing the
exposure of a decreasing life to a fresh and an unwarranted increasing
danger of destruction which every August and September gale will
surely visit upon it. Such storms are not lacking: and, when they do
prevail, thotJ.sands and tens of thousands of pups within the reach of
their surf-washing violence, are destroyed.
STARRY ARTEEL ROOKERY 1 (1873-74).
[ItB condition and appearance July, 1874.]

This rookery is the next in order, and it is the most remarkable 0ne
on St. George, lying as it does in a bold sweep from the sea up a steeply
inclined slope to a point where the bluffs bordering it seaward, are over
400 feet high, the seals being just as closely crowded at the summit of
this lofty breeding plat as they are at the water's edge. The whole
oblong oval on the side bill, as designated by the accompanying survey,
is covered by their thickly covered forms. It is a strange sight, also,
to sail under these bluffs with the boat in fair weather for a landing;
and, as you walk the beach, over which the cliff wall frowns a sheer 500
feet, there, directly over your bead, the craning necks and twisting
forms of the re tless seals, ever and anon, as you glance upward, appear
as if ready to launch out and fall below, so closely and boldly do they
press to the very edge of the precipice. There is a low, rocky beach
to the eastward of this rookery, over which the bolluscbickie haul in
proportionate numbers, and from which the natives make their drives:
1 Starry Arteel, or Old Settlement: a few hundred yards to the eastward of the
rookery1 are the ea~then ruins of one of the pioneer settlements in Pr~bilov's time,
and which, the na~1v s say, marks the fi~st spot selected by the Russians for their
village after the discovery of t. George m 1786.
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coming from the village for this purpose, and directing the seals back
in their tracks. 1
Starry Arteel has 500 feet of sea and cliff margin, with 125 feet of
average depth, making ground for 30,420 breeding seals and their young.
STARRY ARTEEL ROOKERY (1890).
[Its condition and appearance July, 1890.]

This rookery, I am inclined to believe, is the only one on St. George
Island that really did increase in size since my work of 187~. The
natives all unite in saying that it" grew larger and larger" until 1878;
then it ceased to expand, and during the last four years it has gone
into a rapid decline-" worse than any other here except the Ea t
rookery; nothing, really nothing, there." In 1874, when op. this rookery, in reviewing my survey of 1873, I could not detect any increase or
change worthy of note whatever: but, at Zapadnie I th~mght I found
ground for a small increase there of nearly 5,000: still I was not wholly
certain of it, inasmuch as the day was very foggy, and I could not
entirely trust my compass bearings.
.
Here, as at Zapadnie, is that. undue extension of sea mar~m fo! ~he
number of seals occupying the ground, caused by that peculiar drivmg
which has been in vogue on each island ever since the shrinking of the
supply of killable seals in 1882. In 1873, this breeding ground of ~tarry
Arteel was a compact oblong oval mass of breeding seals restmg on
that steep hill slope of volcanic breccia and cement which these seals
seem to love so well (happy as it is as to drainage and always free from
mud and dust). Then it had but 500 feet of sea and cliff margin, but
had an average depth of 125 feet. Within the e lines 30,000 breed~ng
seals and young were easily located. To-day it present. ~ straggling
belt of 800 feet of cliff and sea margin, with a scant 40 feet of average
depth: upon which a very liberal estimate can not place more than 16,000
animals, old and young.
•Driving the holluschickie on St. George owing to the relative scantiness of
hauling area for thos~ animals there, and cons~quent small numbers found upon the. e
gro'!lnds at any one time, is a very arduous series of daily exercises on the part of the
lancin_g at the map, the marked considerable di~tance~
nat1v s who at~end to it.
over_ an x edrngly ~ongh road_, will be noticed betwe n Zapadnie and the village,
yet m 1 72 elev n different <lnves aero the island of 400 to 500 seals each, were
made in th hort four week of that season.
'
The t 11 wing table shows plainly the striking inferiority of the seal life, a to the
aggregate number, even as far back as 1872 on this island compared with that of t.
Paul~
'
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STARRY ARTEEL ROOKERY, SAINT GEORGE ISLAND, JULY

20, 1890.

View looking west, over tbe desolate hauling grounds. Nat ives ·•cuttin g- out a drive." This forng round was the site oC the fi1·st settle11n•nt
made by the Russians on the island, July 11, 1786; hence tbe name of tbe place, "Starrr Arteel 1 " or "Ql<i Settlement."
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Detailed analysis of the s1trl'ey of darry
[Sea and cliff margin 1> ginning at

800 feet sea and cliff margin b t,w

rteel rookery, July 20, 1890.

ancl nding at G, 00 feet .)
Square feet.

u

ancl O, wit h 40fe t averaO'e depth, massed 32, 000

making ground for 16,000 al -bull ., cow , and pups-again t a total
in 1873 of 30,420.
~his rookery, East, and Zapadni are the only one on St. George
which have, thus far, been lauded upon and raided by seal pirates.
Three attempt have been made h re but only one at Zapadnie. The
da1;11age done w~ . insi 0 ·uificant, ince the marauders were detected
before they had fairly 0 ·ot to work, and driven off by the natives and
officers of the Government.
ORTH ROOKERY (1873-74).
[Its condition and appearance July, 1890.J

Next in order, and half a mile to the eastward, is this breeding
ground, which s weep for 2,750 feet along and around the sea front of
a gently sloping plateau, 1 being in full sight of and close to the village.
It has a superficial area occupied by 77,000 breeding seals and their
young. From t his rookery to the village, a distance of little more than
a q~art~r of a mile, the holluschickie are driven, -which are killed for
their skms, on the common track or seal-worn trail, that not only the
''bachelors" but our elves travel over when en route to or from Starry
Arteel and Zapadnie. It is a broad, hard-packed erosion through the
sp~agnum and across the rocky plateaus; in fact, a regular seal road,
wh1~h has been used by the drivers and victims during the last eighty
or nm~ty years. The fashion on St. George; in this matter of driving
seals, 1s quite different from that on St. Paul. To get their maximum
quot3! of 25,000 annually it is necessary for the natives to visit every
mornmg, the hauling ground of each one of these four rookeries on the
north shore, and bring what they may find back with them for the day. 2
1I should say "a gently sloping and alternating bluff plateau." Two thousand
feet are directly under the abrupt faces of low cliffs, while the other 750 feet slope
d~wn gradually to the water's edge. These narrow cliff belts of breeding fur seals
might be properly styled "rookery ribbons."
. ~The original text of the existing law for the protection of the seal island~ provides that 100,000 seals which may be annually taken from them shall be proportioned
by killing 75,000 on St. Paul and 25 000 on St. George. This ratio was ba ed evidently upon the published tables of 'veniamin?v, which, if accura~e, would clearly
show that fully one-third as many seals repaired .to the small~r island as to t_he
~arger one: and, until I made my surveys, 1872-1874, 1t was ~o considered by all pa1:ties
lllterested. The fact however which I soon discovered, 1s that St. George receiv s
on~y. one-eighteenth 'of the whole aggregate of fur-seal visitation peculiar to the
Prib1lov Islands St. Paul entertaining tho other seventeen parts.
.
This amazing' difference in the liO"ht of prior knowledge and understandmg,
caused me on returning to WashinO'ton in October, 1873, to lay the matter b fore
the Treasury Department and ask th"at the law be so modified that, i~ the event of
abnormally warm kilifog seasons, or other reasons, a smaller number nnght be_ tak n
from St. George with a corresponding increase at St. Paul. ~or unle s this_ was
d?ne it might become at any season a matter_ of great hardship to, ecu;e 2.J 000
killable seals on St. George, in the short period allott~d by law. The Tr a l~ry
Department, while fully concurring in my repre eo_tat1ons, seemed to d~nb t it
power to thus modify the law. I carried the question before Congr • , J,muary,
1874, and secured from that body an amendment of the act of July 1_, 1 7~ (, ?t
approved March 24 1874) which gives the ecretary of the Trea ?ry full d1scr t10~ m
the matter : and fix~s the hitherto in.flexible ratio ofkilling on each 1 l~n cl 11 r.> on a h!l mg
scale as it were for adju tmentfrom eason to soa on, upon a mor mt lhg ntund rstanding of the' subject; and, also, this ame~~atory a t giv s the, ·retar of ~ho
Treasury the power to fix the legal limit of k11lmg anm~, lly, a. the <a m Yr <Jmr ·
As the law is now amended, the killing an h ~en ibly 3:d.111 ted a?h Ii ~ - on ~,y
the relative number of seal on the two islands : th1 t tal will vary <1<' id ell.~ on •. t.
a'~org;e according as it may be abnormally dry and warm wh •n the 'P •ri d 1 r
anvmg tilie hoiluschickie is at hand, or other can es.
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NORTH ROOKERY (1890).
[Its condition and appearance Ji"ly, 1890.]

I came upon this breeding ground to-day, July 19, 1890, after an
absence of just sixteen years. I •find the topography unchanged; the
hauling grounds all grass-grown, and the usual :flowering plants which
seem to follow (on all of these declining rookeries) the abandonment of
hitherto polished rock and hard-swept soil traveled over and laid upon
by the seal . The breeding animals on the several areas of this rookery
are in the usual form, and characteristic of those which I have described
on St. Paul-tbe. same scanty supply of old bulls; no youug bulls on
the rookery or outside at the water's edge; large scattered harems and
every evidence of imperfect service. In all these forms, precisely as
they are over on St. Paul.
Yet this, the chief rookery of St. George, which held 76,250 breeding
animals and their young in 1874. has suffered a loss of only one-half of
its cows and pups-but, the bulls, fully :five-sevenths of them are mis ing. This rookery was the largest on St. George in 1874. It has been
so ever since, and is to-day; but, large as it was, there was only one on
St. Paul smaller in 187 4, the Lagoon rookery: ( ah Speel we can not
count). However, to-day there is still another one on St. Paul smaller,
and that is Ketavie, though it was twice as large as this North rookery
in 1874.
It is an admirable point of seal ground, well drained and free from
muddy pools during rain storm . It is in full sight of the village, and
only a short half-mile walk away.
Detailed analysis of the sMrvey of North rookery, Jiily 19, 1890.
[ ea margin bogins at a and ends at 1, 3,366 feet.]

Square feet.

150 feet sea margin, from a to b, with 15 feet average clepth, massed .. -- - - -300 feet sea margin, from b to c, with 60 feet average depth, massed .... ---- 95 feet sea margin, from c to d, with no depth (a few scattered seals.)
245 feet sea margin, from cl toe, with 60 feet average depth, massecl .......•
250 feet sea margin, from e to f, with 10 feet average depth, massed ... - .. - - -186 feet sea margin, from f to o-, with 12 feet average depth, massed ...... -- 220 feet sea margin, from g to h, with 60 feet average depth, massed .... -.. 240 feet sea margin, from h to i, with 12 feet average depth, massed ....... - -280 feet sea margin, from i to j, with 12 feet average depth, ma sed ...... -. -1,300 feet sea margin, from j to I, with 10 feet average depth, massed ........

2,250
18,000
20, 700
2,500
2, 232
13,200
2, 880
3,360
13, 000

Total square feet .. _.. __ . __ .... _..• ______ . _________________ ........... 77, 122

making ground for 38,561 eals-bulls, cows, and pup -against a total
of 76,250 in 1873-74.
LITTLE EA TER

ROOKERY 1 (1873-74).

[Its condition and appearance July, 1874.]

rom tbe village to the a tward about half a, mile a.gain, is a little
ea tern rookery, which lie on a low, blu:ffy slope and i not a pie e of
ground admitting of much more expansion. It ha uper:ficial area for
th receI ti n of nearly 13 000 breeding al and their young.

----------

1 Th
ite of this br eclin~ grouncl, and that of tbe marine slope of the killing
gr und_ to the ea t of the village on this island, is where sea lions held xclusiv
po · . ion prior to their driving off by the Russians, so the natives affirm. Th only
place ou 't. Georrre now, where the Eumelopias l,r els, is that one indicated on the
general chart l, tween ' a.rdeu 'ov and Tolstoi 1ees.
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Area and Position of the Breeding Fur-Seals, Seasons of 1873-74.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
18go.
Abandoned Hauling Grounds of 1873-74. Now Grass grown in ,8go.
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A drawing !,om nature by the author.

LOOKI NG DOWN UPON THE EAST ROOKERY, SAINT GEORGE ISLAND.

Viewed Crom the cliff s lope above the sea lions, July 20, 1890.
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LITTLE EASTERN ROO~ERY (1890).
[Its condition and appea'rance July, 1890.J

'rhis was not much of a rookery in 1873-74, and although it has fallen
away in accord with the general diminution of the seal· life on these
islands, yet it has held its own proportionately much better than many
others. The most striking evidence of desolation is the grassing solidly
over, rank and luxuriant, of the hauling grounds in its rear and to the
eastward, which were so well polished off by the restless flippers of
young male seals in 1873-74. Then these hauling grounds were not
driven from much; the seals were practically undisturbed, and when a
drive was made the seals were always merged into the larger drive from
the Great Eastern.
Detailed analvsis of the sm·vey of Little Eastern rookery July 20, 1890.
[Sea margin beginning at A and ending at B, 800 feet.)
Square feet.

800 feet sea marg~n, from A to B, with 12 feet average clepth, massed. ________ 9,600

Making ground for 4,800 seals-bulls, cows, and pups-against a total
of 13,000 in 1873-74.
THE GREAT EASTERN (1873-74).
[Its condition and appearance July, 1874.J

This is the fifth, and last rookery that we find on St. George. It is
an imitation, in miniature, of Tolstoi on St. Paul, with the exception ot
there being no parade ground in the rear of any character whatever.
It is from the summit of the cliffs, overlooking the narrow ribbon of
breeding seals right under them, that I have been able to study the
movements of the fur seal in the water to my heart's content; for, out
and under the water, the rocks to a considerable distance are covered
with a whitish algoid growth that renders the dark bodies of the swimming seals aud sea lions as conspicuous as is the image thrown by a
magic lantern of a silhouette on a screen prepared for its reception. 1
The low, rocky flats around the pool to the westward and northwest
of the rookery seemed to be filled up with a muddy alluvial wash that
the seals do not favor, hence nothing but holluschickie range round
about them.
1 Tho algoid vegetation of th e marine shores of these islands is one that adds a
peculiar charm and beauty to their treel ss, sunless coast . Every kelp bed that
floats raft-like in Bering SM, or is an horecl to its rocky re fs, is fairly alive with
minute R a shrimps, tiny crabs, and little shell , which cling to it ma ses of interwoven fronds or dart · in cea 1 s motion through, yet within, it interstices. It
is my firm l)elief that no better ha. of operations can be found for studying marine
invertebrata than i the po t of t. Paul or , t. 'eorg . The pelagic and tll littoral forms are simply abundant beyond all e timation within h und ofr asou. The
pho8phore cence of the waters of B rmg, · a, urp~1 ses in conti nu d brilliant illumination anything that I have en in southern and qnatorial o an . The r t of
the long unbroken line of br aker on Lukannon Beach looked to me, one night in
August, like so many fla hings of lightning betwe n Tol toi 1e s and Lukannon
11 •ad, as tl1 billows sncc: iv ly roll cl in and broke>. Tb seals swimming
\lll(\c1· th water h re on t. 'eorg an<l bcn ath the Black BlnIB i;tr ak d th ir rapid
cours lik comets iu th ky and very tinrn th ir dark h ad popped above tho surface of the sea. they were marked by a blaz of scintillant light.
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THE GREAT EASTERN ROOKERY (1890) .
[Its condition and appea1·ance July, 1890.]

In 1873-7 4, this breeding ground ranked third in the list of fl ve that
were found on the island of St. George. To-clay, it seems to have been
the heaviest loser. It has literally dropped down to a mere skeleton of
its form in my early survey. That extended rocky :flat from which the
rookery ground proper gently rises on the hill slope, was one of the most
attractive hauling grounds for the holluschickie on St. George, sixteen
years ago; now, its surface is covered with a most luxuriant turf-it
looks like a Kentucky blue-grass meadow!
I observed here in -1873-74 that a good many sea lions hauled out on
the beach curve, right under the rookery bluffs. These animals are very
much more numerous now, than then: not less than 500 of them being
lazily extended just above surf-wash here as I made my survey (July
20, 1890), their huge yellow bodies hauled out like Mississippi River
steamboats on the levee at St. Louis.
Detailed analysis of the survey of Great Eastern rookery, July 20, 1890.
[Sea margin beginning ate and ending at f, 1,230 feet ; sea margin beginning at b and ending at a
2,040 feet.]
Square foot.

2,040 feet sea margin, a to b, with a straggling average depth of 5 feet (a
very libera,l estimate) ................................... _......... __ ..... 10, 000
200 feet sea margin, f to g, with 30 feet average depth, massed ... __ . . . . . . . . . 6, 000
1,000 feet sea margin, g toe, with a straggling average depth too thin for
calculation, allowed.: ....................................... _........ _.. . 2, 000
Total square feet ........................... __ ............. __ .. . . . . . . . 18, 000

making ground for °g,ooo seals-bulls, cows, and pups-against a total of
25,250 in 1873-74.
I think that this rookery presents the most eloquent illustration of
that ruin and demoralization wrought by the present order of scraping
the breeding lines on all the rookeries in getting.the daily" drives" of
killable seals. It presents itself in this plain manner: In 1873 there
was only 900 feet of rookery sea margin here; 200 feet of this total was
a solid massing of breeding seals, from the water upon the hillside, as
shown by the 1874 tint on the accompanying map. It was 200 feet deep
and contained 20,000 of the 25,000 seals, all told, that then exi ted at
this point. To-day there is 3,275 feet of rookery sea margin here: a
straggling, ragged belt, not even a full harem's width or depth, except
under that side-hill expansion between/ and g, where there is instead
of the 200 feet of massing cited above, only 30 feet of average depth.
Thus it becomes entirely plain, upon the least study of this subject,
that the present order of raking and dinning, by which the holluschickie are started out from the shelter of these breeding grounds
also starts the outlying cows and bulls and hustles them off and down to
the water's edge. This, repeated day after day, has created that long
extension of over 3,000 feet to my sea margin of 1873-74 on this rookery,
while the seals them elve are barely one-third the number that they
were at :fir t record.
REC.A.PITUL.A.TION OF THE ESTIMATES OF NUMBE.RS OF SE.A.LS.

Below i a brief recapitulation of those :figures made from my surveys
of the area and position of the breeding grounds of St. Paul Island
b tw n the 10th and 1 th of July,1872: confirmed and revi ed totbat
dat~ in 1874; on t. George I land, July 12 to 15, 1873: confirmed and
r VI ed to that date in 187 4. Opposed to these table are my :figure
ma l July 10 to 16, 1890, on St. Paul Island, and July 19 and 20, 1 90,
on t. George.

GREAT EASTERN ROOKERY,

St. George Island.
Surveyed and Drawn, July 20th. 18go, by Henry W. Elliott.
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Breeding groimds of the fur seal on St. Paul ·Breeding grounds of the fur seal on St.Paul
Island, July 10-18, 1872-1874.
Island, July 10-16, 1890.

Rookery.

Seals,

Seals,
male, fe.
male,and
young.

male,fe.
male,a.nd
young.

Rookery.

Reef rookery bas 4,016 feet of sea mar•
Reef rookery has 4, 300 feet of sea mar•
gin, with 150 feet of average depth,
gin, with 65¼ feet average depth,
making grounc1 for .................... 301,000
making ground for .............•....
Garbotch rookery has 3,660 feet of sea
Garbotch rooker~ has 2, 400 feet of sea
margin, with 100 f etof average depth,
maripn, with 7 } feet averaged pth,
making ground for .................... 183,000
making ground for .....•..•.........
La~oon rook .ry has 750 fe t of sea mar•
Lagoon rook ry has 1,500 feet of sea
gm, with 100 feet of average depth,
mar~in, with 12 feet average depth,
making ground for ....................
37,000
makmg ground for ..... . .•••••.•.•..
Nab Speel rookery has 400 feet of s a
Nab Spee! (has disappeared).
mar/Pn, with 40 teet of average depth,
makmg ground for ....................
8,000
Lukannon rook ry bas 2,270 feet of sea
Lukannon rookery has 2,050 feet of sea
mar~in, with 150feetofaveragedepth,
mar~in, with 60½ feet average depth,
makmg ground for ... ... .............. 170,000
makmg ground for ..........•.......
Reeta.vie rookery has 1,700 feet of sea
Keetavie rooke6o has 2,200 feet of sea
mar~in, withl feet of average depth,
margin, with 34 foet average depth,
makmg tound for .................... 165,000
making ground for ... ...•............
Tolstoi roo ery has 3, OOOfeet of sea mar•
Tolstoi rookery has 2,800 feet of sea
gin, with 150 feet of average depth,
mar~in, with 44½ feet average depth,
making ground for .................... 225,000
makmg ground for . ............ . .....
Zapadnie rookery has 7,200 feet of sea
Zapadnie rookery has 5,880 feet of sea
mar~in, with150feetofaveragedepth,
margin, with 8;Ji feet average depth,
making ground for .................... 441,000
making ground ·or ...... .............
Polavina rookery l1as 4,000 feet of sea
Polavina rookery has 2,255 feet of s a
mar~in, with150fo tofaveragedeptb,
6
makrng ground for ...........•........ 300,000
;;i~: 1o~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~.
Novastoshnah or Northeast Point bas
Novostoshnah or Northeast Point has
15,840 feet of s a marfr:, with 150 feet
11,435 feet of sea margin. with 37J
of average depth, ma · g ground for .. 1,200,000
feet of avera6 e depth, making groun
for .•.....•.•••.••.•••......... .. .....

::~i

----

.A.grand total of breeding seals and
young for St. Paul Island in 1874
of ..........•..•.••..........••.. 3,030,000

.A. gran<l total of br edin seals
and young for t. Paul eland
in 1890 of ...................•..

1

140,500
84,802
9,000

72,500
28,000
62,400

121,200
142,250

217,875

---

878,532

Breeding grounds of thefu1· seal on St. George Breeding grotmds ofthefiir seal on St. George
Island, July 12-15, 1879-74.
Island, July 19-20, 1890.

Rookery.

I

Zapadnie rookery bas 600 feet of sea
mar~in, with 60 feet of average depth,
makrng ground for ................... .
Starry .A.rteel rookery has 500 feet of sea
mai-~. with 125 feetofaveragedepth,
making ground for ................... .
1:forth rookery ha 750 feet of sea mar•
gin, with 150 feet of av rage depth,
and 2,000 fe t of sea margin, with 25
feet of average depth; making ground
in all for ....•.........................
Little Eastern rookery has 750 feet of
sea margin, with 40 fi et of average
d ptb, making ground for ............ .
Great Eastern rookery has r,oo feet of
sea margin, with 60 fe t of average
depth, making g-.ound for ..•••.•.•.••.

S als 1
mal , female, and
young.

Rookery.

18,000
30,420

77,000
13,000
25,000

A '"11"and total of the seal life for

St. George Island breeding seals

I

Zapadnio rookery has 11,250 feet of sea
maripn, with 20 feet av rage d pth,
makmg ground for .................. .
tarry .Arteel rooker_y has 800 f et of
sea margin, with 40 fe t average
depth, making ground for .......... .
North rookery has 2,066 feet of sea mar•
gin, with 31 feet average depth, and
1,300 feet of sea margin, with 10 feet
of average depth, making ground
for ..............•••••................
Little Eastern rookery bas 800 feet of
"sea margin, with 12 feet averag
depth, making ground for .....•.....
Great Eastern rookery baa 200 fi et of
sea mar fa, with 30 feet avera e,
depth, 2,84.0 feet of sea margin, witYt 5
feet average depth, making ground
for ••.•.•••••••..•..•.....•.•.•..•....

Seals
male, fe•
male,and
young.

12,250
16,000

38,561
4,800

9,000

A grand total of the seal life for
St. George Island breeding seals

G:::li~ria /o; ··•i: p~~ii· rs1~~a·

G:::li~:ialf
i~~· st:· i>~i:ii· r~i~~ci ·
breeding seals and young of.....

80 861
'
878,532

Grand sum total for the Pribilov
Islands (season of 1872-1874)
breeding seals and young ....... 3, 193, 420

Grand sum total for the Pribilov
Islands (season of 1890) breed.
ing seals and young.............

959,893

0
163 420
'
breeding eals and young of..... 3,030,000
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The foregoing figures, presented step by step as they were made
declare the fact that in 1890 there are in round numbers, only one-tbi
the number of breedin °· seals and young on the Pribilov rookeries whic
exi ted in 1872-1874.
Following my figure , published in 187 4, I made this detailed explana
tion of my understanding of the question as to number and conditio
It is perfectly applicable to the present order of affairs:

eve
ful
wh
kee

pas
imt
nur

lati
goo
ha,
the
aba
the
the

The figures above thu show a grancl total of 3,193,420 breeding seals and the'
young. This enormous aggre~ate is entirely exclusive of the great numbers of tt
non breeding seals that, as we nave pointed out, are never permitted to come_ upo
these grounds which have been surveyed and epitomized by the table just exh1b1tei
That class of seals-the holluschickie, in general terms-all males, and those to whi
F
the killing is confined, come up on the land and sea beaches between the rookeri sea
in immense straggling droves, going to and from the sea at irregular intervals fro yea
the beginning to the closing of the entire season. The method of the holluschick1 lea'
on these hauling grounds is not systematic; it is not distinct, like the manner an 5 a1
law prescribed and obeyed by the breeding seals, which :fill up those rookery groun 1 p
to the certain points as surveyed and keep these points intact for a week or ten day upc
at a time during tne height of every season in July and August: but, to the contrary do,
upon the hauling grounds to-day an immense drove of 100,000 will be seen before ~o of·
at English Bay,sweeping hither and surging thither over the polished surface:wh1c mu:
they have worn with their restless flippers, tracing and retracing their tirel the
marches. To-morrow, if a heavy rain has fallen in the meantime, or it has chang foll
to an unusually warm, dry. day, you will scarcely :find 10,000 there or here where ye not
saw legions yesterday. Consequently the amount of grnund occupied by the boll of ;
schickie is vastly in excess of what they would require did they conform to the sa tha
law of distribution observed by the breeding seals, and this ground is therefo san
wholly intenable for any such definite basis and satisfactory conclusion a.s is th fen
which I have surveyed on the rookeries. Hence, in giving an estimate of the ag
A
gate number of holluschickie, or non breeding seals, on the Pribilov Islands, embr tri
ing, as it does, all the males under 6 and 7 years of age and all the yearling fernal s
it must necessarily be a simple opinion of mine founded upon nothing better than he
individual judgment. This is my conclusion:
, in i
The nonbreeding seals seem nearly equal in number to tha.t of the adult breedi nat
seals; but without putting them down at a :figure quite so high I may safely say_t
the sum total of 1,500,000, in round numbers, is a fair enumeration and quite w:1t.
bounds of fact. This makes the grand sum total of the fur-seal life on the Pnb
Islands over 4,700,000.

My estimate, as above cited, of 1,500,000 nonbreeding seals (i. e.,
males illlder 7 years and the yearlings of both sexes) as existing a
hauling on the Pribilov Islands during the seasons of 1872-1874 wa ee
very conservative one--/ar more conservative and less liberal than the~ h.e
1 am, about to make for the nurnber of holluschickie and yearlings wJu, ~~
hcive survived and appear in 1890, upon these hauling grounds of the sc ni
islands of Alaska: and this calculation appears with detail in ~h~ fi or1
lowing section (Section II) of this report. Briefly stated heret it is 1
extremely liberal estiniate of mine when I admit the existence to-aay (J!1
~1, 1890) upon these isl£nds of 80,000 holluschickie and "polseacatchie ~u
1. e., male fur seals from 1 year up to 6 years old!
e
aturallyenougb when summingupmyworkof1872-1874, thethoug o,
aro e as to the prob~ble future of those wonderful ~x1:1ibitions of_ ma ;
animal life which I saw before me then, upon the Pr1b1lov rookerie •
to the subject of their increasing, I saidet
I am free to say that it is not within the power of human management to ~r?ro ~
~his end to the slightest appreciable degree ovei: its present extent a:od condi~~on 6
it stands in the state of nature heretofore described. It can not fail to bee~ id
from my detailed narration of the habits and life of the fnr seal on the ~ .1 Ian t
during so large a part of every year, that could man have the same supervi ion a l'
control over this animal d nring thew hole sea on which he has at hi command wh
they visit the land he might cau e them to mu11,iply and increa e, as be' ould
many cattle, to an i~definite number-only limite(~ by time and the means 0 ( fi
them. Bnt the case in question, unfortunately, 1 one whero the furs al 18 ta
by demands for food, at least six months out of every yeox, far beyond the reac

th
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even cognizance of any man, where it is all this time exposed to many known powerful and destructive natural enemies, and probably many others equally so unknown,
which prey upon it and, in accordance with that well-recognized law of nature,
keeps this seal life at a certain number-at a figure which has been reached for ages
past and will continue to be in the future, as far as they now are, their present maximum limit of increase, namely, between 4,000,000 and 5,000,000 seals, in round
numbers. This law holds good everywhere throughout the animal kingdom, regulating and prei;erving the equilibrium of life in the state of nature. Did it not hold
good, these seal islands and all Bering Sea would have been literally covered and
have swarmed like the Medusw of the waters long before the Russians discovered
them. But, according to the silent testimony of the rookeries which have been
abandoned by the seals, and the noisy, emphatic assurance of those now occupied,
there were no more sealP. when first seen here by human eyes in 1786 and 1787 than
there are now in 1881, as far as all evidence goes.
From my calculations previously given, it will be seen that 1,000,000 pups or young
sen.ls, in round numbers, are born upon these islands of the Pribilov group every
year ; of this number, one-half are males. These 500,000 young males, before they
leave the islands for sea, during October and November, and when they are between
5 and 6 months old, fat and hardy, have suffered but a trifling loss in numbers, say
1 per cent, while on and about the islands of their birth, surrounding which and
upon which they have no enemies whatever to speak of; but, after they ~et well
down to the Pacific, spread out over an immense area of watery highways m quest
of piscatorial food, they form the most helpless of their kind to resist or elude the
murderous teeth and carniverous attacks of basking sharks and killer whales. By
these agencies, during thefr absence from the islands until their reappearance in the
l following year, and in July, they are so perceptibly diminished in number that I do ·
c. not think, fairly considered, more than one-half of the legion which left the ground
of their birth in October come up the next July to these favorite landing places;
, that is, only 250,000 of them return out of the 500,000 born the year previous. The
0 ame statement, in every respect, applies to the going and the coming of the 500,000
female pups, which are identical in size, shape, and behavior.
, As yearlings, however, tbese 250,000 survivors of last year's bi:i;th have become
; trong, lithe, and active swimmers, and when they again leave the hauling grounds
' s before, in the fall, they are fully as able as are the older class to take care of
· _hemselves, and when they reappear next year, at least 225,000 of them safely return
. in the second season after birth. From this on, I believe that they live out their
natural lives of 15 to 20 years each, the death rate now caused by the visitation of
arine enemies affecting them, in the aggregate, but slightly. And again, the same
~ ill hold good touching the females, the average natural life of which, however, I
1, take to be only 9 or 10 years each.
Out of these 225,000 young males we are required to save only one-fifteenth of their
1nm ber to pass over to the breeding grounds and meet there the 225,000 young
emales. In other words, the polygamous habit of this animal is such that, by its
1
Wn volition, I do not think that more than one male annually out of :fifteen born is
l eeded on. the breeding grounds in the future. But in my calculations, to be within
0 h_e margm and to make sure that I save 2-year old males enough every season, I
i; ill more than double this proportion and set aside every fifth one of the young
e .ales in question; that will leave 180,000 seals in good condition that can be safely
~ llled every year withont the slightest injury to the perpetuation of the stock itself
.l' orever in all its original integrity. 1

t

!I

1

When regarding the subject in 1872-73 of how many surplus young males could

i e wisely taken from the Pribilov stock, I satisfied myself that more than 100,000
ouJd be drawn upon annually for their skins, and hence was impressed with the
ea that the business mi~ht be safely developed to a greater maximum. Since then,

g owever, I have been giving attention to the other side of the question, which
'\'olves the market for skins and the practical working of any sliding scale of
creased killing, such as I then recommended. A careful review of the whole matter
Odified. my original idea and caused me to think that, all things considered, it is
etter to ''let well nough alone." Although it would be a most interesting comercial cxperim nt to develop the yield of the Pribilov I lands to their full capacity,
n t, in view of the anomalous and curious features of the case it is wiser to be satl fied with the a sur d guarant . of perp tuation in aUorigina1integrity, which the
an erienc of the la t ten years gives us on the 'J)resent basis of 100,000, than to risk it
a possibly doubling the r venue therefrom. Th refore, I am not now in favor of my
b tlier prop sition of gradually increasing the killing until the maximum number
a surplus "hollnschickie" should be ascertained.
1 n th above showing I have put th very extreme estimate upon the loss sustained
kt ; 3'. by the pup s _ala too larg I am mor3:lly certain: but, in attempting to draw
h 1~ line safely, I wish to placo the matter m the very worst light in which it can
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Upon this same basis of estimation/ less than 300,000 pups were born
upon the Pribilov rookeries last year, 1889, but not more than 70,000 to
80,000 of them returned to these islands in 1890, since their natural
enernies are as nurnerous and as active as ever in the sea, while the surplus
store of seal life upon which these enemies drew in 1872, as they draw
now, has been rapidly diminishing during the last six years. Touching
this question in 187 4, I said then:
These fur seals of the Pribilov group, after leaving the islands in the autumn and early
winter, do not visit land again until the time of their return in the following spring
and early summer to these same rookery and hauling grounds, unless they touch, as
they are navigating their lengthened journey back, at the Russian Copper and Bering
islands, 700 miles to the westward of t,he Pribilov group. They leave the islands by
independent squads, each one looking out for itself. Apparently all turn by common
consent to the south, disappearing toward the horizon, and are soon lost in the vast
expanse below, where they spread themselves over the entire North Pacifi c as far
south as the forty-eighth and even the forty-seventh parallels of north latitude.
Over the immense area between Japan and Oregon doubtless many extensive sub;marine fishing shoals and banks are known to them. At least it is definitely understood that Bering Sea does not contain them long when they depart from the breeding
rookeries and ·the hauling grounds therein. While it is carried in mmd that they
aloep and r est in the water with soundness and with the greatest comfort on its
surface, an d that even when around the land during the summer they frequently put
off from the beaches to take a bath and a quiet snooze just beyond the surf, we can
readily a~ree that it is no inconvenience whatever-the reproductive functions having been cLischarged and their coats renewed-for them to stay the balance of the time
in their most congenial element, the briny deep.
That these animals are preyed upon extensively by killer whales 2 ( Orea gladiato1'),
and by sharks, 3 and probably other submarine foes now unknown, is at once evident, for were they not held in check by some such cause they would, as they exist
to-day on St. Paul, quickly multiply, by arithmetical progression, to so great an
extent that the island, nay Bering Sea itself, could not contain them . The present
annual killing of 100,000 out of a yearly total of over 1,000,000 males does not, in an
appreciable degree, diminish the seal life or interfere in the slightest with its regube put, and to give the seals the full benefit of every doubt. Surely, I have clearly
presented the case, and certainly no one will question the premises after they have
f:ltudied the habit and disposition of the rookeries. Hence 1t is a positive and tenable
statement that no danger of the slightest appreciable degree of injury to the interests of the Government on the seal i la11ds of Alaska exists as long a-s the present
law protecting it and the management executing it continues.
1 Right at this point, in 1890, I realize the paramount importance of keeping a much
larger surplus male life in reserve than I did in 1874. I see its necessity now: by
reducing the male life to the fi~ures which I thought were safe in 1874, I would
only prevent that constant fightmg among the sires on the rookery, which is absolutely necessary fo1· the best pe1petiiation of the race-that struggle of the fittest to survive as the progenitors of the herd. Man can not interfere here with these wildest
of wild animals : animals which he can not feed or control in the slightest degree,
he can not hreed as be can cattle, sheep, or hogs.
2 0rca gladiator.--While revolving this particular line of inquiry in my miml when
on the ground and among the seals, I involuntarily Jooked constantly for some sign
of disturbance in the sea which would indicate 1he presence of an enemy; and, save
seeing a few examples of the Orea, I never detected anything. But the killer wha~e
is common h re: it is patent to the most casual eye, because it is the habit of this
ferocious cetacean to swim so closely at the r:mrface as to show its peculiar sharp,
dor al fin high above the water. Po sibly a v ry superficial observer could and
would confound the long, trenchant fluke of the Orea with the stubby node upon the
spine of the humpback whale, which that animal exhibits only when it is about to
dive. Humpbacks feed around the island , but not commonly-they are the exception. They do not, however, molest the seals in any manner whatever; and little
squads of the e pinoipeds seem to delight themselves hy swimming in endle s circles
aro~mu and under the huge bodies o~ those whales, frequently leaping out and
nt1rely over the cetacean's back! a w1tne sed on one occasion by myself and the
crew of the Reliance, off the coast of Kad1ak, ,June, 1874.
3
S omniosus mi roccphaluSJ.- ome of the e shark1:1 are of very large size, and when
caugb t hy the Indians of the northwe t coa t, ba king or asleep on tbe surface of
~he i:ea, they will, if trau fixed by the natives' harpoons, take a. whole fleet of canoe
ID tow and run swiftly with them several hours befor exhaustion enables the
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iar, sure perpetuation on the breeding grounds every year. We may, therefore,
properly look upon this aggregate of 4,000,000, or 5,000,000 of fur seals, as we see
them every season on these Pribilov Islands, as the maximum limit of increase
assigned to them by natural law. The great equilibrium which nature holds in life
upon this earth must be sustained at St. Paul as well as elsewhere.

Think of the enormous food consumption of these rookeries and hauling grounds when 5,000,000 seals ranged the Pacific Ocean and Bering
Sea! I said in 1881-[Mon. Seal Islands of Alaska.]
What an immense quantity of finny prey must pass down their voracious throats
as every year rolls by. A creature so full of life, strung with nerves, and muscles
like bands of steel, can not live on air or absorb it from the sea. Their food is fish
to the practical exclusion of all other diet. I have never seen them touch, or disturb
with the intention of touching it, one solitary example in the flocks of water fowl
which rest upon the surface of the water all about the islands. I was especially
careful in noting this, because it seemed to me t]?-at the canine armature of their
mouths must suggest flesh for food at times as well as :fish; but :fish we know they
eat. Whole windrows of the heads of cod . and wolf :fishes, bitten off by these animals at the nape, were washed up on the south shore of St. George during a gale in
the summer of 1873. This pelagic decapitation evidently marked the progress and
the appetite of a band of fur seals to the windward of the island, as they passed into
and through a stray school of these :fishes.
How many pounds per diem is required by an adult seal, and taken by it when
feeding, is not certain in my mind. Judging from the appetite, however, of kindred
animals, such as sea lions fed in confinement at Woodward's Gardens, San Francisco,
I can safely say that 40 pounds for a full grown fur seal is a fair allowance, with at
least 10 or 12 pounds per diem to every adult female, and not much less, if any, to
the rapidly growing pups and young holluschickie. Therefore, this great body of
4,000,000 and 5,000,000 of hearty, active animals which we know on the seal islands,
must consume an enormous amount of such foou every year. 1'hey can not average
less than 10 pounds of fish each per diem, which gives the consumption, as exhibited
by their appetite, of over 6,000,000 tons of :fish every year. What wonder then that
nature should do something to hold these active :fishermen in check. 1
savages to finally dispatch them. .A. Hudson Bay trader, William Manson (at Fort
Alexander, in 1865), told me that his father had killed one in the smooth waters of
Millbank Sound which measured 24 feet in fongth, and its liver alone yielded 36
gallons of oil. The So,nmiosus lays motionless for lon~ intervals in calm waters of
the North Pacific, just under and at the surface, with its dorsal :fin clearly exposed
above. What havoc such a carnivorous fish would be likely to effect in a "pod"
of young fur seals can be better imagined than described.
The following sharks probably prey upon the fur seals and fur-seal pups in the
North Pacific Ocean:
Heptranchias maculatus, Shovel-nosed Shark.
Hexanclms corinus, Cow Shark.
Cetorhinits maximus, Ground Shark or Basking Shark
Carcharias gla1w11s, Blue Shark.
Somniosus niiorocephalus, leeper or Basking Shark.
These species range from Monterey Bay northward; the range of Cet01·liinu1 and
Sornniosus is to the Artie seas, the others do not ( f) go so far north.
I should think that the Cetorhinus is the mo t destructive. If tho pups get down
well within the range of the blne shark, it woulcl also be one of their worst enemies.
1 When, however, the fish retire from spawning here, there, and everywhere over
thesf' shallows of Alaska and the orthwest Coast, along by the end of September
to 1st of ovember every year, I believe that the young fur seal, in following them
into the depths of the great Pacific, must have a really arduous struggle for existence, unless it knows of fishing banks unknown to us. The yearlings, however,
and all above that age, are endowed with sufficient muscular energy to dive rapidly
in deep soundings and to fish with undoubted success. The pup, nowever, when it
goes to sea, 5 l)r 6 months old, is not lithe and sinewy like the yearling; it is podgy
aud fat, a comparative clumsy swimmer, and does not develop: I believe, into a good
fieherman until it has become pretty well starved after leaving the Pribilovs. I
must not be understood as saying that fish alone con titute the diet of the Pribilov
pinnipeds. I know that they feed to a limited extent upon crustaceans and upon
the squid (Lologo), also eating tender algoid sprouts. I believe that the pup seals
live for the first :five or six months at sea largely, if not wholly, upon crustaceans
and squid . They are not agile enough, in my opinion, to :fish successfully in any
great degree when they :first de-part from the rookeries.
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During the winter solstice-between the lapse of the autumnal and the verging
of the vernal equinoxes-in order to get this enormous food supply, the fur seals are
necessarily obliged to disperse over a very large area of fishing ground, ranging
throughout the North Pacific, 5,000 miles across between Japan and the Straits of
Fuca. In feeding they are brougl t to the southward all this time, a,nd as they go
they come more and more in contact with those natural enemies peculiar to the sea
of these southern latitudes, which are almost strangers and are really unknown to
the waters of Bering Sea; for I did not observe, with the exception of ten or twelve
perhaps, certainly no more, killer whales, a single marine disturbance or molestation
during the three seasons which I passed upon the islands that could be regarded in
the slightest decree inimical to the peace and life of the Pinnipedia; and thus, from
my observation, I am led to believe that it is not until they descend well to the south
of the Aleutian Islands and in the North Pacific, that they meet with sharks to any
extent, and are diminished except by the butchery of killer whales in Bering Sea.
The young fur seals going out to sea for the first time, and following in the wake
of their elders, are the clumsy members of the family. When they go to sleep on the
surface of.the water they rest much sounder than the others; and their alert and wary
nature, which is handsomely developed ere they are two seasons old, is in its infancy.
Hence I believe that vast numbers of them are easily captured by marine foes as they
are stupidly sleeping or awkwardly fishfog.
·
With reference to the amount of ground covered by the seals when first discovered
by the Russians, I have examined every foot of the shore line of both islands where
the bones and polished rocks, etc., might be lying on any deserted areas. Since then,
after carefully surveying the new ground now occupied. by the seals and comparing
this area with that which they have deserted, I feel justified in stating that for the
last twelve or fifteen years at least the fur seals on these islands have not diminished,
nor have they increased as a body to any noteworthy degree; and throughout this
tirue the breeding grounds have not been disturbed except at that brief but tumultuous interregnum during 1868, and they have been living since in a perfectly quiet
and natural condition.
CAN THE NUMBER BE INCREASED'?

What can be done to promote their increasei We can not cause a greater number
of females to be born every year than are born now; we do not touch or disturb
these females as they grow up and live, and we never will if the law and present
management is continued. We sa.ve double-we save more than enough males to
serve; nothing more can be done by human agency. It is beyond our power to protect them from their deadly marine enemies as they wander into the boundless
ocean searching for food.
In view, therefore, of all these facts I have no hesitation in saying-quite confidently-that under the present rules and regulations governing the sealing interests
on these islands the increase or diminution of the seal life thereon will amount to
nothing in the future; that the seals will exist, as they do exist, in all time to colll:e
at about the same number and condition recorded in this monograph. 'fo test this
theory of mine I here, in the r ecord of my surveys of the rookeries, have put stakes
down which will answer upon those breeding grounds as a correct guide as to their
present as well as to their future condition from year to year.

The theory has been well te ted. I was right in then assuming that
no increase could be noted over the record of 1872-1874; but I was
wrong in then -b elieving that no injury to the regular supply of young
male life necessary for the full support of the breeding grounds would
follow from the driving and killing of the holluschickie as conducted;
al o, the deadly work of the pelagjc sealer was not suggested in any
serious , ense sixteen years ago, and I did not take it into calculation. I
have given, in my letter of introduction, the reason why this driving of
the holluschickie ha, been so de tructive to young male eal life-a
reason which I could not gra I in 1 72-1874, ince H required ti.me and
experience to develop the fact beyond argument and contradiction. It
is ea y to ee now in the clear light of the record, that bad there been
no ealing at sea, and had every young male seal been taken in every
drive made from the outset in 1871, over 1 year old and under 5, the
annual quota of 100 000 would have b en ea ily filled without injury
what oey r, in le than twenty working day from the 14th of ev ry
June with only one-quarter of the driving nece sary under the pa t
an l pr nt rder of culling out the largest eals for slaughter a11d
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releasing the smaller ones from each drive, when on the kiiling grounds.
In other words, taking all the young male seals as driven, over 1 year
old and under 5 years, would have saved on an average for every year,
the lives of at least 50,000 to 60,000 holluschickie ! while those spared
from the club, annually during the last twenty years, were rendered
worthless for rookery service from the immediate or subsequent effect
of severe overland driving whenever they lived through it.
It is a fact now plainly established that hereafter, should seals ever
be driven for tax and shipment of their skins, again on these islands,
no culling of the'' drives" should be permitted. The market for the skins
will promptly adjust itself to the several ages, sizes, and their value.
The rookeries, however, will not, can not, endure any further adjustment
of that fixed scale of size on the killing grounds. If it is resumed, then
the extermination of the fu,r seal i8 right at hand, insoja,r as its life on the
Pribilov Islands is concerned, even if all pelagic se.aling is prohibited! 1
I searched for danger to tbese interests on every side in 1872-1874.
I could detect no disease whatever, even of the most trifling character,
in the vast herds: and no legend even, much less statement, of any
sickness among the seals was extant. 2
But the importance of making an accurate record of the areas and
position of those great breeding grounds as I found them in 1872-1874
was not lost on me; it impressed me deeply; and these surveys were
made then of each rookery. In order that the officers of the Government who came after me, charged with the care and protection of these
interests, might understand the feasibility of annually surveying these
breeding grounds without disturbing the animals in the least degree, I
said then:
Durinf? the :fh·st week of inspection of some of those earliest arrivals the '' seecatchie,' which I have described, will frequently take to the wnter when approached;
but these runaways quickly return. By the end of May, however, the same seals
will hardly move to the right or left when you attempt to pass through them. Then,
two weeks before the females begin to come in and quickly after their arrival, the
organization of the fur-seal rookery is rendered entirely indifferent to man's presence
on visits of quiet inspection, or to anything else save their own kind, ancl so continues dming the rest of the season.
I have called attention to the singular fact that the breeding seals upon the rookeries and hauling grounds are not affected by the smell of blood or carrion arising
from the killing fields or the stench of blubber fires which burn in the native villages.
This trait is conclusively illustrated by the attitude of those two rookeries n ar the
village of St. Paul: for, the breeding ground on this spit, at the head of the lagoon, is
not more than 40 yards from the great killing grounds to the eastward, b ing s parated from those spots of slaughter and the 70,000 or 80,000 rotting carcass s thereon
by a slough not more than ten yards wide. These seals can smell the blood and
carcasses upon this :field from the time they land in the spring until they leave in the
autumn, while the general southerly winds waft to them the odor and sounds of the
village of St. Paul, not over 200 rods south of them, and above them in plain sight.
See suggestions for Revised Regulations. Appendix, p. 228.
The thought of what a deadly epidemic would effect among these vast congregations of Pinnepedia was one that was constant in my mind when on the ground and
among them. I ha.ve found in the British Annals (Flemin~s), on page 17, an extract
from the notes of Dr. Trail: "In 1833 I inquired for my ofd acquaintances, the s als
of the Hole of Papa Westray, and was informed that about four years before they
had totally deserted the island, and had only within the last few months begun to
reappear. * * * .A.bout fifty years ago multHudes of their carcasses were cast
ashore in every bay in the north of Scotland, Orkney, and Shetland, and numbers
were found at sea in a sickly state." This note of Trail is the only record which I
an find of a fatal epidemic among the seals. It is not reasonable to suppose that
~be Pribilov rookeries ha~e never suffered from distempers in the past, or are not to
m the fntnre, simply because no occasion seems to have arisen during the comparitiveJy brief period of their human domination.
1

2
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All this has no offect upon the seals; they know that they are not disturbed, and the
rookery, the natives declare, has been slightly but steadily increasing. Therefore,
with regard to surveying and taking those boundaries assumed by the breeding seals
every year at that point of high tide and greatest expansion which they assume
between the 8th and 15th of July, it is an entirely practicable and simple task. You
can go everywhere on the skirts of the rookeries, almost within reaching distance, and
they will greet you with quiet, inoffensive notice, and permit close, unbroken observation when it is subdued aud undemonstrative, paying very little attention to your
approach.
YEARLY CHANGES IN THE ROOKERIES.

I believe the agents of the Government there are going to notice, every year, little
changes here and there in the area and distribution of the rookeri es . For instance,
one of these breeding grounds will not be quite as large this year as it was last,
while another one opposite will be fou~d somewhat larger and expanded over the
record which it made last season. In 1874 it was my pleasure and my profit to retraverse all these rookeries of St. George and St. Paul with my field notes of 1872 in my
hand, making careful comparisons of their relative size as recorded then and now.
To show this peculiarity of enlarging a little here and diminishing a little there,
so characteristic of the breeding grounds, I reproduce the following memoranda of
1874:
NORTHEAST POINT, July 18, 1874.
Contrast on St. Paul between1872 and 1874: Quite a strip of ground near Webster's
house has been deserted this season, but a small expansion is observed on Hutchinsons Hill. The rest of the ground is as mapped in 1872, with no noteworthy increase
in any direction. The condition of the animals and their young excellent. Small
irregularities in the massing of the families, due to the heavy rain this morning.
Sea lions about the same; none, however, on the west shore of the point.
The aggregate of life on this great rookery is, therefore, about the same as in
1872. The holluschickie, or killable seals, hauling as well and as numerously as
before. The proportions of the different ages among them of 2, 3, and 4 year olds
pretty well represented.
l
POLAVINA, July 18, 1874.
Stands as it did in 1872. Breeding and hauling grounds in ex cellent condition;
the latter, on Polavina, are changing from the uplands down upon Polavina sand
beach, trending for 3 miles toward Northeast Point. The numbers of the holluschickie on this ground of Polavina, where they have not been disturbed for some
five years, to mention in the way of taking, do not seem to be any greater than they
are on the hauling grounds adjacent to Northeast Point and the village, from whi~h
they are driven almost every day during this season of killing. I notice also this
remarkable characteristic of the holluschickie: No matter how cleanly the natives
may drive the seals off of a given piece of hauling ground this morning, if the weat~er
is favorable to-morrow will see it covered again just as thickly; and thus they dn ve
in this manner from Zoltoi sands almost every day during the killing season, generally finding on the succeeding mornfog more or as many seals as they drove off the
previous dawn. This seems to indicate that the holluschickie recognize no particul~r
point as favored over another at the island when they land, which is cvidentl~ m
obedience to a general desire of coming ashore at snch a suitable place as promises
no crowding and no fighting.
LUK.U ON AND KEETAVIE, July 19, 1874.
Not materially chan<T din any respect from its condition at this time in 1872.
GARDOTCII,

Just the same.

Jiily 19, 1874,

Condition excellent.

REEF, Jiily 19, 1874,
A light contraction on the south sea marO'in of this ground compensated for by
fresh expansion under the bluffs on the northwest side, not noteworthy in either
instance. Condition xc lieut.
AII ' PEEL, Jitl!J 201 1874.
A. diminution of one-half at least.
ery few here this year. It is no pla.ce for a
rook ry.
ot , pistol bot from the natives' hou cs, and all of the natives' children
fooling over the bluffs.
LAGOON, Jitly 20 1 1874.
To noteworthy change; if any, : trifling increase. Condition good. Animals
clean and liv ly.
TOLSTOI1 Jiily 21, 1874,
To p ·re ptible change in this ro kery from its good shape of 1872. The con,lition
·xcellent.
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ZA.PADNIE, July 22, 1874.
A remarkable extension or increase I note here of 2,000 feet of shore line, with an
average depth of 50 feet of breeding ground, which has been built on to Upper
Zapadnie, stretching out toward Tolstoi. The upper rookery proper has not altered
its bearings or proportions. The sand beach belt between it and Lower Zapaclnie is
not occupied by breeding sen.ls, and a fair track for the holluschickie, 500 feet
wide, left clear, over which they have traveled quite extensively this season. Some
20,000 to 25,000 of them at least lying out around the old salt house to-day. Lower
Zapadnie has lost in a noteworthy degree about an average of 20 feet of its general
depth, which, however, is more than compensated for by the swarming on the upper
rookery. A small beginning had been made for a rookery on the shore just southwest from Zapadnie Lake in 1872, but this year it has been substantially abandoned.
CONTRAST ON ST. GEORGE BETWEEN

1873

.AND

1874.

An epitome of my notes for St. George gives, as to this season of 1874, the following
data for com_p arison with that of 1873:
ZAPADNIE, Jitly 8, 1874.
This rookery shows a slight increase upon the :figures of last year, about 5,000.
Fine condition.
STARRY ARTEEL, July 6, 1874.
No noteworthy change from last year.
NORTII ROOKERY, Jitly 61 1874.
No essential change from last year. Condition very good.
LITTLE EASTERN,

A slight diminution of some 2,000 or so.

July 6, 1874.

Condition excellent.

EASTERN ROOKERY, July 7, 1874.
A small increase over last year of about 3,000; only trill in O', however. The aggregate seal life here similar to that of last season, with the certainty of at least a small
increase. The unusually early season this year brought the rookery "seecatchic"
on the ground very much in advance of the general time; they landed as early as
the 10th of April, while the arrival of the cows was as late as usual, corresponding
to my observations during the past seasons.
The general condition of the animals of all classes on St. Georgeismostexcellent;
they are sleek, fat, and free from any disease.
In this way it is plain that, practically, the exact condition of these animals can
be noted every season, and should a diminution be observed, due to any cause, known
or unknown, the killing can be promptly regulated or stopped to any required quota.

Had such a supervision of these rookeries and hauling grounds been
maintained in the manner and method above pointed out, as e sential to
a correct understanding of their condition, as it is, then, in 1882 the killing
would have been "promptly regulated or stopped," as it should have been:
and the erroneous idea of an increase of seals since my record of 18721874, would not have been entertained for a moment, unless dishonestly
stimulated.
'rHE ARRIVAL OJ!' THE BREED! G SEALS (1872-1890).

In view of the changed condition of the rookeries of St. Paul and St.
George last summer, I took great care in noting the daily arrival of the
breeding eals and methods, contrasting these notes with tho e taken
eighteen years earlier. I can truthfully assert that they come as they
came in 1872: in the ame time, same manner, and in every re pect comport themselves as they did, save in two characteristics-the old bulls
are disproportionately scant in number, exceedingly so, and the young
male life fit to take their places is virtually extinct. I reviewed in 1874
my studies of this topic in the following language:
I found it an exceedingly difficult matter to satisfy myself as to a fair general
average number of cows to each bull on the rookery; but, after protracted study, I
think it will be nearly correct when I assign to each male a general ratio of from
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15 to 20 females at the stations nearest the water, and for those back in order from
that line to the mar, 1 from 5 to 12; but there are so many exceptional cases, so many
instances where 45 and 50 females are all under the charge of 1 male; and then again
where there are 2 or 3 females only, that this question was and is not entirely satisfactory m its settlement to my mind.
Near Ketavie Point, and just above it to the north, is an old washout of the basalt
by the surf, which has chiseled, as it were, from the foundation of the island a lava
table with a single roadway or land passage to it. Upon the summit of this footstool, I counted 45 cows, all under the charge of an old veteran. He had them penned
up on this table rock by taking his stand at the gate, as it were, through which they
passed up and passed down-a Turkish brute typified.

Thus in 1872, when the rookeries were carefully observed with referv
ence to this question, I found a general average of fifteen cows to each
bull (without taking into consideration the virgin females); in 1890 a
general average of forty to fifty cows to each old bull (no young ones
about) is the result of careful investigation, and single harems, in
which· I have counted over one hundred cows, each in the flimsy charge
of an old and weary ''sea-catch!" Such harems were not uncommon.
This unnatural disproportion of the sexes on these breeding grounds
to-day, renders the service there, of reproduction, quite lifeless: almost
impotent; wholly so in a large aggregate of cases.
Therefore, with full knowledge of this state of the Pribilov rookeries,
I say that their condition will be still worse n3xt year-will be no bet•
ter for the next four or five years-indeed, it will not, can not, mend
until fresh male blood matures and comes upon these fields. These
animals must grow up from the pups of last yea:r, and those born this
season (the others are either dead, or worthless if alive), and it will
take at least seven years for them to do so, and prove their power to
check and hold these demoralized and diminished herds from their
downward grade of the present hour.
The young male seals on these islands must have a rest: a full and
earnest opportunity to mature and go unshorn of their virility, upon
these dwiud.Hng rookeries. If they are not at once spared and substantially undisturbed for at least six or seven years to come, with a
prompt suppression of pelagic sealing on the other hand, then it is
idle to talk of or plan for the restoration and preservation of the seal
life on om islands in Bering Sea.
Then, when it shall be proper and safe to again kill surplus male fur
seals for their skins, as a matter of revenue and profit, an entirely new
set of regulations as to the manner of driving and killing must be enforced;2
and these regulations must be, will be, quite different from those which
have been the law up there during the last twenty-one years. That
experience, however, so dearly bought since 1882, now gives us full
knowledge of the di ea e, and understanding for its cure.
1 At the rear of all these rookeries there is invariably a large number of able-bodied
males which have come late, but wait patiently, yet in vain, for families, most of
them having had to fi.o-ht as desperately for the privilege of being there as any of
their more fortunately iocated neighbor , who are nearer the water, and in succession
from there to where they are themselves; bnt the cows do not like to be in any outtide positiou. They can not be coaxed out where they are not in close company with
their female mates and masse . They lie most quietly an,1 contentedly in the largest
ma e , and cover the surface of the ground o thickly that there is hardly moving
or turning room until the femal cea!:le to come from the sea. The inaction on the
1,>art of t~e ma1es in the rea_r, during the br~eding a on, only serves to qualify them
to move mto th places which are nee s ar1lyvacated by tho e males that are, in the
meantim , c bl_iged to leave from virile exbau t ion or incipient wounds. All the surplus a1?le-bo lied male that have not be n succes<1ful in effectina a lanil.ing on the
rookene , can not1 at auy one tim durin g the season, be seen here on thi rear line.
n_ly a. portion ot th ir number are in i ht· the others are either loafing at sea,
adJacent, or ar hauled nt in morose squacl b tween the rookeries on the beaches.
i
ee p. 228 postea. Appendix: text of I evised Regulations.
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In 1874 I made the following analysis of a detailed description of the
seals on the breeding grounds:
REVIEW OF STATEMENTS CONCERNING LIFE IN THE ROOKERIES.

To recapitulate and sum up the system and regular method of life and reproduction on these rookeries of St. Paul and St. George, as the seals seem to have arranged
it, I shall say thatFirst. The earliest bulls land in a negligent, indolent way, at the opening of the
season, soon after the rocks at the water's edge are free from ice, frozen snow, etc.
This is, as a rule, about the 1st to the 5th of every May. They land from the beginning to the end of the season in perfect confidence and without fear; they are very
fat, and will weigh on an average 500 pounds each. Some stay at the water's edge,
some go to the tier back of them again, and so on until the whole rookery is mapped
out by them weeks in advance of the arrival of the :first female.
Second. That by the 10th or 12th of June all the male stations on the rookeries
have been mapped out and fought for, and held in waiting by the "seecatchie."
These males are, as a rule, bulls rarely ever under 6 years of age; most of them over
that age, being sometimes three, and occasionally doubtless four, times as old.
Third. That the cows make their :first appearance, as a class, on or after the 12th or
15th of June in very small numbers; but rapidly after the 23d and 25th of this month
every year they begin to :flock up in such numbers as to fill the harems veryperceptibly, and by the 8th or 10th of July they have all come, as a rule-a few stragglers
excepted. The average weight of the female now will not be much more than 80 to
90 pounds each.
Fou1·th. That the breeding season is at its hei~htfrom the 10th to the 15th of July
every year, and that it subsides entirely at tne end of this month and early in
August; a,Iso, that its method and system are confined entirely to the land, never
effected in the sea.
Fifth. That the females bear their first- young when they are 3 years old and
that the period of gestation is nearly twelve months, lacking a few days only of that
lapse of time.
Sixth. That the females bear a single pup each, and that this is born soon after
landing. No exception to this rule has ever been witnessed or recorded.
Seventh. That the "seecatchie" which have held the harems from the beginning
to the end of the season leave for the water in a desultory and straggling manner at
its close, greatly emaciated, and do not return, if they do at all, until six or seven
weeks have elapsed, when the regular, systematic distribution of the famiUes over
the rookeries is at an end for this season. A general medley of young males are now
free, which come out of the water and wander all over these rookeries, together
with many old males which have not been on seraglio duty, and great numbers of
females. An immense majority over all others present are pups, since only about 25
per cent of tbe mother seals are out of the water now at any one time.
Eighth. That the rookeries lose their compactness and definite boundarie of true
breeding limit and expansion by the 25th to the 28th of July every year. Then, after
this date, the pnps begin to haul back to the right and len in small squads at first;
but as the season goes on, by the 18th of August, they depart without reference to
their mothers, and when thus cattered, the males, females, and youn~ swarm over
more than three and four times the area occllpied by them when breedrn~ and born
on the rookeries. The system of family arrangement and uniform compactness of
the breeding classes breaks up at this date.
Ninth. That by the 8th or 10th of August the pups born nearest the water first
begin to learn to swim, and that by the 15th or 20th of eptember they are all
familiar, more or less, with the exercise.
Tenth. That by the middle of eptember the rookeries are entirely broken up.
Confuse<'!, straggling bands of females are seen among the bachelors, pups, and small
squads of old males, crossing and recrossing the ground in an aimle s, listless manner.
The season now is over.
Eleventh. That many of the seals do not leave these grounds of St. Paul and
St. George before the end of December, and some remain even as late as the 12th of
January; 1rn.t that by the end of October and the beginning of November every year all
the male seals of mature age-5 and 6 years and upward-have left the islands. The
younger males go with the others. Many of the pups still range about the islands,
but are not hauled to any great extent on the beaches or the flats. They seem to
prefer the rocky shore margin and to lie as hi~h up as they can get on such blufl'y
rookeries as Tolstoi and the reef. By the end of this month (November) they are, as
a rule, all gone.

In precisely the same time and the same manner as above stated in
1872, did the breeiling seal arrive and behave on the Pribilov rookeries
this season of 1890. I know this by daily verification up to the 11th of
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.August. The seals are not '' coming later," 1 nor are they changed in any
respect except as to sadly diminished numbers and the practical extinction of effective male life on the breediing grounds. Illustrative of the
extreme regularity of the arrival of these animals every season throughout a period of twenty consecutive years, I present the following statement of the annual dates of :first arrivals of fur seals for each year from
1870 to 1890, inclusive. These dates are taken from the Treasury agent's
journal on the seal islands.
First appearance of bulls and cows on the 1·ookeries of St. Paul and St. George islands,
Pribilov group, .Alaska.
Island of St. Paul. !Island of St. George.
Year.
1870. . • . . . . . . • • . • • . • • • • • • • .. • • . • • • • • • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. . • . .
1871. ........................................................
1872.. .• • • • • • • . ... . • . .. •. . .. . .. .... .. ..... ...................
1873 .........................................................

l[:::l\\:\:::'.:::l:::::::\:::t\::::::::::::1::::\!\\!\\l

Bulls.
May 2
May 4
May 5
Apr. 24

Bulls.

Cows.

4-6
4, 5
6-8
6, 7

May 1
May 4
May 6
May 12

·.r;;~~·4,-5

~: t:

::i i

June
June
June
June

June 6, 7
Ju11e 6-8
June 3-8
June 4-6
Do.
Do.
Do.
June 3-6
Do.
June 4-8 .... o ... June 3-7
June 4-6
June 4-8
~
June 6-8 tr1;:r, 29 June 4-6
June 3-4
June 4-6
June 3-6
June 4-6
Do.

I!!Iiii,iii

1882........ .• . . • • .• . . . . .. . . • .... . • . . .. .. . .. . . . •. . • . • • . . •.• . . Apr. 26

mt:::::
::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1885.. .• • •• . . . . . . . .• . . . . • •. . • . . .•.. .. • . . . . ••• •• . • • . . •. . . . . . . .

Cows.

~;r
ag
Apr. 27

lffl;::{//I\L\/HHIHIH/// -:i~1!J!~!- fl J

The :first drives for food each year on St. Paul Island, have been made
with great regularity between the 15th and 21st of May throughout the
time specified above; and also on St. George Island. The bulls all
arrived prior to and by the 1st of June; the cows all arrived prior to
and by the 20th of July of every year.
.AS TO 'THE O.A.USE FOR 'l'HIS DECREASE ON THE PRIBILOV ROOKERIES.

This point of inquiry doe not require elaboration. The reason is
plain; the cause fairly asserts itself-overdriving since 1882, on land,
together with the spear, bullet, and buckshot of the pelagic sealer since 1886.
The overdriving has chiefly robbed the rookeries of that supply of fresh
male life absolutely required every season and the water pirate has
destroyed the females with unborn and born young. 2 It i needless to
1 This silly cry was dinned into my ears by the white employees of the lessees,
incessantly, from the middle of June, 1890, until the end of July, 1890; these men,
however, knew better; but that was the way, in their estimation, to hide the truth
from ignorant Treasury agent : one man only, of these white agents of the lessees,
was manly enough to admit the fallacy of this argument when I faced him with the
ruin of the herd. Hi name is Daniel Webster, a. veteran ew London, Conn., sealer,
who first beo-an his operation on these i lands in 1868, and has been here ever sincei
with a slight intermission, when be pa sed one sealing season on the Russian sea
islancl , in Bering ea. Ile had, also, prior to this, experi nee as a "raider" on Robben Reef, Ochot k ea.
i
ut of 77 fur- eal kin seized on the Mattie T. Dyer (schooner), only 6 of them
came from animal without pups (i.e., 71 were pr gnant females). They (the ealer ) had littl bla k pup skins fresh cut out from the womb; womb moist; 17 fre h
f; male fur- eal skin , and every one of these bodies had a pup in them. The e men
declared th t they got only 1 out of every 5 that they shot, that is, for the 5 hit they
only got 1 of them. The number of shots fired they did not count; but of the 5 seals
tliat they noel rtook tog t that they hit they usually got but 1 of them.-( nited
tate ollector Emmons, Oonalaska, August 14, 1890.)
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speculate as to other causes, for the two cited above are full and ample
reasons for the existing diminution. Were they not so patent, we might
speculate, as I did in 1872-1874, in the following tone:
THOUGHTS UPON THE POSSIBLE MOVEMENTS OF THE l?UR SEALS IN THE FUTURE.

As these animals live and breed upon the Pribilov Islands, the foregoing studies of
their habits declare certain natural conditions of landing ground and climate to be
necessary for their existence and perpetuation. From my surveys made upon the
islands to the north-St. :Matthew and St. Lawrence-together with the scientific
and corroborating testimony of those who have visited all of the mainland coast of
Alaska and the islands contiguous, including the peninsula, and the great Aleutian
archipelago, I have no hesitation in stating that the fur seal can not breed, or re t
for that matter, on any other land than that now resorted to, which lies within our
boundary lines; the natural obstacles are insuperable. 1 •
Therefore, so far as our possessions extend, we have in the Pribilov group the only
eligible land to which the fur seal can repair for breeding: and, on which at St. Paul
Island alone, there is still room enough of unoccupied rookery ground for the accommodation of twice as many seals as we find there to-clay. But we must not forget a
very important prospect, for we know that to the westward only 700 miles, and
within the jurisdiction of Russia, are two other seal islands-one very large-on
which the fur seal regularly breeds also; and though from the meager testimony in
my possession, compared with St. Paul, the fur-seal life upon them is small, still, if
that land within the pale of the Czar's dominion be as suitable for the reception of
the rookeries as is that of St. Paul, then what guaranty have we that the seal life
on Copper and Bering islands at some future time may not be greatly augmented by
a correRponding diminution of our own, with no other than natural causes operating f
Certainly, if the ground on either Bering or Copper Island, in the Commander group,
is as well suited for the wants of the brneding fur seal as is that exhibited by the
Pribilof Islands, then I say confidently that we may at any time note a diminution
here and find a corresponding augmentation there, for I have clearly shown in my
chapter on the habits of these animals that they are not so particularly attached to
the respective places of their birth, but that they rather land with an instinctive
appreciation of the :fitness of that ground as a whole.
NEED OF MORE DEFINITE KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING THE RUSSIAN SEAL ISLANDS . 2

If we, however, possess all the best-suited ground, then we can count upon retaining the seal life as we now have it by a vast majority ;and in no other way: for, it is
not unlikely that some season may occur when an immense number of the fur seals
which have lived during the last four or five ye:ns on the Pribilov Islands should be
deflected from their usual feeding range at sea by the shifting of schools of fish and
other abnormal causes, which would bring them around quite close to the Asiatic
seal grounds in the spring, and the scent from those rookeries would a.ct as a powerful stimulant and attra~tion for them to land there, where the conditions for their
breeding may be justasfavorable as they desire. Such being the case, this diminution,
therefore, which we would notice on the Pribilov group might be the great increase
observed at the Commander Islands, and not due to any mismana,gement on the part
of the men in charge of these interests. Thus it appears to me necessary that definite
knowled~e concerning the Commander Islands and the Kuriles should be gathered.
If we Jmd, however, that the character of this Russian seal land is restricted to
narrow beach margins under bluffs, as at St. George, then we shall know that a great
body of seals will never attempt to land there when they could not do so without
suffering and in violation of their law during the breeding season. Therefore, with
this correct understanding to start on, we can then feel alarmed with good reason
should we ever observe any diminution to a noteworthy degree on our seal islands of
Bering Sea.
POSSIBLE DEFLECTION OF SEALS IN FEEDING. 3

I do not call attention to this subject with the slightest idea in my mind, as I write,
of any such contingency arising even for an indefinite time to come; but still I am
sensible of the fact that it is possible for it to occur any season. But, the seals
undoubtedly feed on their pelagic fieJds in systematic routine of travel from the time
t1?-~Y leave the Pribilov Island~ until that of t1?-eir return; therefore, in all probab1hty, unless the fish upon which they are nourished, suddenly become scarce in our
wat~rs. and S?undings, our seals will not change their base as matters now progress;
yet, it 1s poss1 ble for the finny shoals and schools to be so deflected from their migration to and from theirspawning beds as to carrythis seallifewithit, asihavehinted
1
In Section VIII of this report will be found the best arrangement of notes bearing
upon this subject which I have been able to make.
2
3 Seep. 212, Appendix.
Seep, 211, Appendix.
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above. Thus it can not be superfluous to call up this que tion, so that it shall be
prominent in discussion and suggestion for future thought.
NEED 01!' CAREFUL YEARLY EXAl\IINATION.

In the meantime the movements of the seals upon the great breeding rookeries of
St. Paul and those of St. George should be faithfully noted and recorded every year,
and as time goes on this record will place the topic of their increase or diminution
beyond all theory or cavil.

Since writing and publishing the above I have learned that the Rus.
sian seal islands have been steadily increasing their rookery areas from
1870 up to 1879-80; and, since that time, the yield of the hauling grounds
over there was trebled in 1889 over the catch of 1876. Whether or not
these Slavonian rookeries will stand this driving so as to annually get
62,000 young males herea,fter, as was done last year (188U), or fail to do
so in a few years to come, I can at this distance only conjecture. But,
our seals have not gone over there j they have been destroyed in plain view
on this si·de!
The following salient points of change can be clearly stated, in so far
as the Pribilov rookeries exist this season of 1890, and contrasted with
their condition of 1872:
Status of 1872.
(1) On the rookery ground the bulls
were all by June 1,-and
(2) Located on this ground then no
farther than 6 to 10 feet apart.
(3) They were very vigorous, very .active, incessantly fighting with one another.
(4) 'fhousands upon tens of thousands
of half bulls, or polseacatchie, which were
then trying to land upon the breeding
belt of sea margin, provoking ancl sus•
taining a constant fight and turmoil, but
being almost invariably whipped off by
the old bulls.

(5) Cows began to arrive on the breeding grounds by June 4 to 6, and all arrived
in good form by July 10.
(6) They were located on the breeding
ground in compact solid masses, uniformly distributed over a given area of
ground, no matter how large or how
small.

(7) A general average of 15 cows to 1
bull was the best understanding. Once
in awhile, a peculiar configuration of the
breeding ground enabled 1 bull the chance
to pen up 35 or 45 cows, but it was seldom
witnessed, as a rule.
( ) ows all promptly and efficiently
served when in beat.
ever witnessed a
failur .

Status of 1890.
(1) On the rookery ground the bulls
were all by June 1,-and
(2) Located on this ground from 15 to
150 feet apart.
(3) They are inert and somnolent. I
have not seen a single fight between the
bulls yet.
(4) Not a sin$'le half bull, or polsea•
catchie, attemptmg to land and serve the
cows. Not a single one haYe I been able
to observe. In fact, there are none left.
Those that exist now have been ruined as
breeders, from the effects of overdriving
several thousand of these broken-spirited
bulls, old and young, aro now loafing on
the outskirts of these rookeries and haul••
ing out with the small holluschickie on
the sand and rock margins.
(5) Cows began to arrive on the breeding gounds by June 4 to 6. All arrived,
as a rule, by July 10.
.
(6) They are located on the breedmg
grounds in scattered harems, solidly here,
-there one or two harems, then a dozeD; or
so families scattered over twice and thrice
as much ground as they should occupy if
massed as in 1872-1874. The scanty supply of, the wide stations and feebleness of
the bulls is uncloubtedlv the reason for
this striking change in their distribution
as they ordered it in 1872-1874.
(7) A. general av rage of 45 or 50 cows
to 1 bull is the best estimate that can be
made to-d:1y. There are so many harem
of 60 and 75 cows in charge of 1 bnll to
each, and frequently single harems of 100
to 120 cows, that it makes the general
average of 45 or 50 very conservative.
( ) Many of the cows not served even
when per ist ntly solicitous early in the
season. Vigorous, willing ervice seems
to be the exception, not the rule. Bull
not one.tenth as numerous as in 1872, and
only one. thinl of the cows here as a rnlei
and no new young male blood mature anel
virile enough to take its station on these
rookeries.
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In regard to the probable number of breeding bulls on each rookery
in 1872-187 4, I made the following note and tabulation:
ST. GEORGE ISLAND, North Rookery, July 12, 1873.
I think now that this is a safe and equitable basis for beginning my calculation.
,. * * Every 100 feet of sea margin will have 10 bulls on it, and for every 100 feet of
depth from the margin we will have a bull for every 7 feet of that depth. * * .,.
They fight so desperately on the sea margin that the average is widest there, uniformly,
then it will average up right back, through, 7 by 10 feet, very honestly. " " "

Basis f01· estimation of bulls in 1872-1874, with an average of 15 cows, 15 pups, and 5
nubile f ernales to each bull.
The reef has 4,016 feet sea margin with 1 bull on every 10 feet of sea margin, 150
feet average depth, and 1 bu11 for every 7 feet of average depth, which ~ives 402
bulls by 20½ bulls, or about 8,642 bulls. On this basis and method of calculation,
therefore, the rookeries have approximately as follows:
St. Paul Island:
Bulls.
Reef................................................................... 8,642
Gar botch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 5, 207
Lagoon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
580
Lukannon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 880
Keetavie........... ... . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . .. . .. . . ... . . 4,730
Tolstoi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 450
Zapadnie, upper wing, 2,814; lower wing, 9,700 ......................... 12, 514
Polavina.............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 600
Novashoshnah .........................••••..........•................. 34,006
Total bulls for St. Paul. .............................................. 85, 609
St. George Island:
Zapadnie ...• ...•.. .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .•.. .... .... .... ...•..

~!~;i
~~~~~ ::::::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Little Eastern..... . ...................................................

599
2,

~i~

Great Eastern .....................................•... ···-····........

112
714

Total bulls for St. George ........... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .• . . .. . . . . .

4, 702

Or, in round numbers, a grand total of 90,000 breeding bulls on the
rookeries of both islands.
The wide and scanty hauling of the bulls on these breeding grounds
for this sea on of 1890, together with the strange massing of immense
haremA around single bulls, while the others immediately around have
no part in the service, render such a tabulation on the basis of 1~72-1874,
as above given, quite out of the question as a measure of just contrast.
I therefore will not attempt it, since the comparison can not be well
made in this respect. [My figures for 1890, give 11,708 bulls for St. Paul;
800 for St. George.]
In concluding my observations under this head, it is, perhaps, not
superfluous to anticipate and reply to the following generalizations
which will naturally arise to the mind of the general reader.
It seems from the foregoing surveys, that at the clo e of the season of
1890, there are till existing upon the Pribilov rookeries, 959,000 eals,
old and young and pups of this year's birth, oraboutone-thirdofthewhole
number of breeding seal and young recorded as being there in 1872-1874.
How, then, can they be so near the danger of extermination, even if
they are in danger of it
The explanation is as follows:
(1) There is but 1 breeding bull now upon the rookery ground, where
there were 15 in 1872; and the bulls of to-day are nearly all old, and
many po itively impotent.
(2) This decrea e of virile male life on the breeding grounds causes
the normal ratio of 15 or 20 females to a male, as in 1872-1874, now to
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reach the unnatural ratio of 50 to even 100 females to an old and
enfeebled male.
(3) There is no appreciable number of young males left alive to-day
on these hauling or nonbreeding grounds, to take their places on the
breeding grounds, which are old enough for that purpose: or will be old
enough, if not disturbed by man, even if left alone for the next five
years.
(4) Meanwhile the natural enemies of the fur seal are just as numerous in the sea and ocean as they ever were. The killer whale and the
sharks are feeding upon them, just as they did in 1872-1874.
(5) Therefore, we have destroyed by land and by sea, that equilibrium
which nature had established in 1868, on these rookeries, and we must
now restore it: or, no other result can follow save that of swift extermination.
(6) That condition of 1872 being restored: then, that surplus male life
must be taken again under better regulations than those of 1870: 1 and the
pelagic sealing 1m1,st be restricted to proper limits: this action will enable
the fur markets of the world to have a regular supply for all time to
come, provided that it is carried out in good time.
1

See terms of such regulations, p. 228, Appendix.
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A drawing from nature by the author.

TOLSTOI MEES .

REEF POINT.

HOLLUSCHICKIE HAULING ON TOLSTOI SANDS, ENGLISH BAY, SAINT PAUL ISLAND.

'l'lliR iR tlw. i;ight which thesl• senls presentell to th<> observer day and night during the seasons of 1872-1874; not even a suggestion of it was evident iu 1890.

SECTION II.

THE HAULING GROUNDS OF THE FUR SEAL ON THE PRIBILOV
ISLANDS OF ALASKA-THEIR AREA, POSITION, AND
CONDITION IN 1872-1874 AND 1890.
THE HAULING GROUNDS OF THE FUR SE.A.L.

In 1872-1874 these :fields of seal life on the Pribilov Islands were in
themselves quite as impressive and interesting as the great rookeries
then were. To da.y (1890) it is a difficult matter to say where a single
well-defined hauling ground on either island exists of more than slight
extent in superficial area-those broad acres of 1874 upon which not even
a vestige of vegetable growth could live, owing to the tireless pattering of
fur-seal flippers-those clean-swept :fields are now mossy, grass-grown,
and flecked with indigenous flowering plants clear down to the water's
edge, or up to very margins of the rookery grounds, upon which a scanty
remnant of that swarming host of surplus male seal life, which so astonished me in 1872, now lands! It hauls there to-day for quiet and protection-instinctively does so, as the last stand for self-preservation left for
it on these islands during the past six years.
In 1872 there was a marked distinction between the "rookeries," 1 or
breeding grounds, and the" ezvairie," 2 or hauling grounds; not in name,
not on paper, as it literally is to-day, but in reality then, by the testimony
of those grounds and the life thereon itself. I gave the following description of the Pribilov hauling grounds and of that life characteristic of
them, in 1874: [Monograph Seal Islands of .A.laeka: 1881, p. 43.]
THE HAULING GROUNDS AND THEIR OCCUPANTS,

I now call the attention of the reader to another very remarkable feature in the
economy of the seal life on these islands. The great herds of holluschickie, 3 munbering about one-third, perhaps, of the whole aggregate of near 5/)00,000 seals known
to the Pribilov group, are never allowed by the "see-catchie,' under the pain of
frightful mutilation or death, to put their flippers on or near the rookeries.
By rnference to my map it will be observed that I have located a large extent of
ground, markedly so on St. Paul, a-s tha-t occupied as the sea-ls' hauling grounds.
This area, in fact, represents those portions of the island upon which the holluschickie roam in their heavy squadrons, wearing off and polishing the surface of the
soil, stripping every foot, which is indicated on the chart as such, of its vegetation
and mosses, leaving the margin as sharply defined on the bluffy uplands and sandy
flats as it is on the map itself.
The reason that so much more land is covered by the holluschickio than by the
breeding seals-ten times as much, at lea~t--is due to the fact that though not as
numerous, perhaps, as the breeding seals, they are tied down to nothing, so to speak,
are wholly irresponsible, and roam hither and thither as caprice and the weather
may ·dictate. Thus they wear off and rub down a much larger area than the rookery
1
"Rookery," an old sealer's term, derived from the swarming, noisy roosts of the
.rook-bird in England.
2
"Ezvairie," a Russian equivalent of "hai"Ung 'Up;" means literally a "coming
· ont" or "coming up." The natives call the rookeries " laying out" places or "laasbus tchie," and the hauling grounds, "ezvairie."
3
The Russian term "holluschickie" or '' bachelors" is very appropriate, and is
usually employed.
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seals occupy. Wandering aimlessly and going back, in some instances, notably at
English Bay, from one-ha1f to a whole mile inland, not traveling in desultory files
along winding, straggling paths, but sweeping in solid platoons, they obliterate
every spear of grass and rub down nearly every hummock in their way.
DEFINITION OI!' '' HOLLUSCHICKIE."

All the male seals, above 6 years of age, and under, are compelled to herd apart by
themselves and away from the breedin~ grounds, in many cases far away, the large
hauling grounds at Southwest Point bemg about 2· miles from the nearest rookery.
This class of seals is termed "holluschickie" or the "bachelor" seals by the people, a most fitting and expressive appellation.
The seal!K>f this great subdivision are those with which the natives on the Pribilov
group are the most familiar; naturally and especially so, since they are the only
ones, with the exception of a few thousand pups and occasionally an old bull or two
taken late in the fall for food and skins, which are driven up to the killing grounds
at the village for slaughter. The reasons for this exclusive attention to the bachelors
are most cogent, and will be given hereafter when the business is discussed.
LOCATING THE HAULING GROUNDS.-PATHS THROUGH THE ROOKERIES,

Since the holluschickie are not permitted by their own kind to land on the rookeries and stop there, they have the choice of two methods of locating, one of which
allows them to rest in the rear of the rookeries and the other on the free beaches.
The most notable illustration of the former can be witnessed on Reef Point, where a
path way is left for their ingress and egress through a rookery-a path left by common
consPnt, as it were, between the harems. On these trails of passage they come and
go in steady files all day and all night during the season, unmolested by the jealous
bulls which guard the seraglios on either side as they travel. All peace and comfort
to the young seal if he minds his business and keeps straight on up or down,
without stopping to nose about right or left; all woe and desolation to him, however, if he does not, for in that event he will be literally torn in bloody griping, from
limb to limb, by the vigilant old "see-catchie."
Since the two and three year old holluschickie come up in small squads with the
:first bulls in the spring, or a few days later, such common highways as those between
the rookery ground and the sea are traveled over before the arrival of the cows and
get well defined. .A passage for the bachelors, which I took much pleasure in
observing day after day at Polavina, another at '.rolstoi, and two on the reef, in
1872, were entirely closed up by the "see-catchie" and obliterated when I again
searched for them in 1874:. Similar passages existed, however, on several of the
large rookeries of St. Paul. One of those at Tolstoi exhibits this feature very finely,
for here the hauHng ground extends around from English Bay, and lies up back of
the Tolstoi rookery, over a flat and rolling summit, from 100 to 120 feet above the
sea level. The youn~ males and yearlings of both sexes come through and between
the harems at the height of the breeding seMon on two of these narrow pathways,
and before reaching the ground above are obliged to climb up an almost abrupt
bluff, which they do by following and struggling in the water runs and washes that
are worn into its face. As this is a large hauling ground on which, every favorable
day during the sea on, 15,000 or 20,000 commonly rest, the sight of skillful seal
climbing can be witnessed here at any time during that period, and the sight of such
climbing as this of Tolstoi is exceedingly novel and interesting. Why, verily, they
ascend over and upon places where an ordinary man might, at first sight, with great
positiveness say that it was utterly impossible for him to climb.
HAULING GROUNDS ON THE BEACHES.

The other method of coming ashore, however, is the one most followed and favored.
In this case they avoid the rookeries altogether and repair to the unoccupied beaches
between them, and then extend themselves out all the way back from the sea, as far
from the water in some ca es as a quarter and even half of a mile. I stood on the
':folstoi s:1nd dunes one afternoon, toward the middle of July, having under my eyes,
m a straightforward sweep over from my feet to Zapadnie, 1,500,000 seals spread out
on those hauling grounds. Of the e I estimated that fully one-half at that time
were pup , yearlings, and holluschickie. The rookeries across the bay, though
plainly in ight, were so crowded that they looked exactly as I have seen surfaces
appear upon which bees had swarmed in obedience to that din and racket made by
th watchful apiarian when he desires to hive the re8tless honey makers.
The gr ~t majority of yearlings and holluschickie are annually hauled out and
packed thickly over the sand beach and upland hauling grounds which lay between
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the rookeries on St. Paul Island. At St. George there is nothing of this extensive
display to be seen, for here is only a tithe of the seal life occupying St. Paul, and no
opportunity whatever is afforded for an amphibious parade.
GENTLENESS OF THE SEALS.

Descend with me from this sand-dune elevation of Tolstoi, and walk into that
drove of holluschickie below us. We can do it. You do not notice much confusion ·
or dismay as we go in among them; they simply open out before us and close in
behind our tracks, stirring, crowding to the right and left as we go, 12 or 20 feet
away from us on each side. Look at this small flock of yearlings, some 1, others 2,
and even·3 years old, which are coughing and spitting around us now, staring up at
our faces in amazement as we walk ahead. They struggle a few rods out of our
reach and then come together again behind us, showing no further sign of notice of
ourselves. You could not walk into a drove of hogs at Chicago without exciting as
much confusion and arousing an infinitely more disagreeable tumult; and as for
sheep on the plains, they would stampede far quicker. Wild animals indeed! You
can now readily understand how easy it is for two or three men-early in the morning-to come where we are, turn aside from this vast herd in front of and around us
2,000 or 3,000 of the best examples, and drive them back, up, and over to the village.
That is the way they get the seals. There is not any '' hunting" or "chasing" or
" capturing" of fur seals on these islands.
HOLLUSCHICKI.E DO NOT FA.ST.

While the young male seals undoubtedly have the power of going for lengthy
intervals without food, they, like the female seals on the breeding grounds, certainl,r
do not maintain any long fasting periods on land. Their coming and going from the
shore is frequent and irregular, largely influenced by the exact condition of the
weather from day to day. For instance, three or four thick, foggy days seem to call
them out from the water by hundreds of thousands upon the different hauling grounds
which the reader observes recorded on my map. In some cases I have seen them lie
there so close together that scarcely a foot of ground over whole acres was hare enough
to be seen. Then, a clear and warmer day follows, and this seal-covered ground,
before so thickly packed with animal life, will soon be almost deserted: comparatively so at least, to be filled up immediately again when favorable weather shall
reappear. They mu st frequently eat when here, because the :first yearlings and
holluschickie that come in the spring, are no fatter, sleeker, or livelier than they are
at the clo e of the season; in other words, their condition, physically, seems to be
the same from the beginning to the end of their appearance here during the summer
and fall. It it! quite different, however, with the "see-catchie." We know how and
where it spends two to three months, because we :find it on the grounds at all times,
day or night, during that period.
SPORTS .AND PASTIMES OF THE YOUNG BA.CHlllLORS.

A small flock of the young seals, one to three years old generally, will often stray
from these hauling-ground margins, up and beyond, over on to the fresh mosses and
gras es, and there sport and play one with another just as little puppy dogs do: and
when weary of this gamboling, a general disposition to sleep is suddenly manifested,
and they stretch themselves out and curl up in all the positions and all the postures
that their flexible spines and ball-and-socket joints will permit. They seem to revel
in the unwonted vegetation, and to be delighted with their own efforts in rolling
down and crushing the tall stalks of the grasses and umbellifero s plants. One will
lie upon its back, hold up its hind flippers and lazily wave them about, while it
scratches or rather rubs its ribs with the fore hands alternately, th ·eyes being tightly
closed during the whole performance. The sensation is evidently so luxurious that
it does not wi h to have any side issue draw off its blissful self-att ntion. Another,
curled up like a cat on a rug, draws its breath, as indicated by the heaving of its
flanks, quickly but regularly as though in heavy sleep. Another will lie :flat upon
its stomach, its hind flippers covered and concealed, while it tightly folds its fore
feet back against its sides just as a .fish carries its pectoral fins. And so on to no end
of variety according to the ground and the fancy of the animals.
These bachelor seals are, I am sure, without exception the mo t restless animals
in the whole brute creation which can boast pf a high organization. They frolic
and lope about over the grounds for hours without a moment's cessation, and their
sleep after this is exceedingly short: it is usually accompanied with nervous twitchi~gs and uneasy muscular movements. They seem to be fairly brimful and overrunnmg with spontaneity, to be surcharged with fervid, electric life.
Another marked feature which I have observed among the multitudes of holluschickie that have come under my personal observation and auditory, and one very
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characteristic of this class, is that nothing like ill-humor appears in all of their
playing together; they never growl, or bite, or show even the slightest angry feeling, but are invariably as happy, one with another, as can be imagined. This is _a
very singular trait; they lose it, however, with astonishing rapidity, when the1r
ambition and strength develops and carries them, in due course of time, to the
rookery.
The pups and yearlings have an especial fondness for sporting on the rocks which
are just at the water's level and awash, so as to be covered and uncovered as the
surf rolls in. On the bare summit of these wave-worn spots they will struggle and
clamber in groups of a dozen or two at a time throughout the whole day, in
endeavoring to push off that one of their number which has just been fortunate
enough to secure a landino-. The successor has, however, but a brief moment of
exultation in victory, for the next roller that comes booming in, together with the
pressure by its friends, turus the table, and the game is repeated, with another seal
on top. Sometimes, as well as I could see, the same squad of holluschickie playe_d
for a whole day and night, without a moment's cess.1tion, around such a rock as th1s
off Nah Speel rookery·; but in this observation I may be mistaken, because the seals
can not be told apart.
SEALS AMONG THE BREAKERS,

The graceful unconcern with which the fur seal sports safely in, among, and under
booming breakers during the prevalence of the numerous heavy gales at the islancls
has afforded me many consecutive hours of spell-bound attention to them: absorbed
in watching their adroit evolutions within the foaming surf that seemingly every
moment, would in its fierce convulsiona, dash these hardy swimmers, stunned and
lifeless, against the iron-bound foundations of the shore which alone checked the
furious rush of the waves. Not at all. Through the wildest and most ungovernable
mood of the 1·oaring tempest and storm-tossed waters attending its transit I never
failed, on creeping out and peering over the bluffs in such weather, to see squads of
these perfect watermen, the most expert of all amphibians, gamboling in the seething, creamy wake of mighty rollers which constantly broke in tha.ndertones o:er
their alert, dodging beads. The swift succeeding seas seemed every instant to poise
the seals at the very verge of death. Yet the Callo1·hinus, exulting in his skill and
strength, bade defiance to their wrath and continued his diversions 1
SWIMMING FEATS OF THE BACHELORS,

T.he holluschuckie are the champion swimmers of all the seal tribe; at lea.st,
when in the water around the islands they do nearly every fancy tumble and turn
that can be executed. The grave old males and their matronly companions seldom
indulge in any extravagant display as do these youngsters, jumping out of the water
like so many dolphins describing beautiful elliptic curves, sheer above its surface,
rising 3 and even 4 feet from the sea, with the back slightly arched, the fore flippers
folded tightly again t the sides and the hinder ones extended and pressed together
straight out behind, plumping in head first: to reappear in the same manner, after
an interval of a few seconds of submarine swimming, like the flight of a bird on
their course.
ea lions and hair seals never jump in this manner.
All classes will invariably make these dolphin jumps when they are surprised _or
are driven into the water, curiously turning their heads while sailing in the arr,
between the "rises" and "plumps," to take a look at the cause of their disturbance.
They all swim rapidly, with the exception of the pups, and may be said to dart under
the water with t he velocity of a bird on the wing. As they swim they are invariably
submerged, rnnning along horizontally about 2 or 3 feet below the surface, guiding
their course wi~~ the hind flipper~ as by an oar_, and propelling themselves solely by
the fore feet: rismg to breathe at mtervals, which are either very frequent, or else, so
~de apart, that it is impossible to see the speeding animal when he rises a, second
time.
~ow long they can remain under water without taking a fresh breath is a problem
which I h~d D;Ot the hea:rt to solv~ by instituting a serie of experiments at the ~s~and;
bu~ I a~ mclme~ _to tbmk that if the truth were known in regard to their ab1htr of
gomg without ri mg to breathe 1t would be considered astounding. On this pomt,
Jio'Yever, I have no data. worth discussing: but will say that in all their swimming
which I have had a chance to study, as they passed under the water mirrored to my
e es from the bluff above by the whitish-colored rocks below the r~okery waters at
reat Ea _tern r_ookery, I have not been able to satisfy myself how they used their
lon u·, flexil>le hm~ feet o!her_ t~an a s~eering media. If these posterior members
~~ve any percept1_l>le motion it is so rapid that my eye is not quick enough to catch
it? but the fore flippers, ~owever, can he most distinctly seen as they work in fea~hridg forw rd and sweep1"!3g flatly back, opposed to the water, with great rapidity
an en rgy • They are evidently the sole propulsive power of the ftir seal in the

A drawing !,om nature by the author.
CRATER POINT.

WEST END Bt

LANDING.

VIEW OF THE NORTH SHORE OF OTTER ISLAND, PRIBILOV GROUP, JULY

Natives crossing ovl:!r from Saint Paul in tbe " baidar."

5, 1890,
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water, as they are its main fulcrum and lever combined for progression on land. I
regret tha,t the shy nature of the hair seal never allowed me to study its swimming
motions: but, it seems to be a general point of agreement among authorities on the
Phocidre, that all motion in water by them arises from that power which they exert
and apply with the hind feet. So far as my observations on the hair seal go, I am
inclined to agree with this opinion.
All their movements in water, whether they are traveling to some objective point
or a1·e in sport, are quick and joyous; and nothing is more suggestive of intense
satisfaction and pure physical comfort than is that spectacle which we can see every
August, a short distance out at sea from any rookery, where thousands of old males
and females are idly rollin~ over in the billows side by side, rubbing and scratching
with their fore and hind flippers which are here and there stuck up out of the water
by their owners like the lateen sails of the Mediterranean feluccas: or, when the bind
flippers are presented, like a "cat o' nine tails." They sleep in the water a great
deal more than is generally supposed, showing that they do not come on land to
rest-very clearly not.

' The foregoing description of the hauling grounds and their occupants,
or the killable seals, as they existed in 1872-1874 on the seal islands of
Alaska, was very soberly drawn frow the bright view which they then
presented; but, moderate as the simple truth of it is, it reads like a
romance when contrasted with the condition of these fields and life as
it is to-day!
While the diminution of the area and the life on the breeding grounds
of St. Paul is such as to show a trifle more than one-third of its extent
and volume to-day compared with what existed in 1872, yet the discrepancy between the area of the hauling grounds on this island and number of occupants as presented in 1872 and again in 1890, is something
positively startling-is almost unreal-but the truth easily asserts it
strange reality on the accompanying map of these hauling grounds of
St. Paul Island. The tint of 1872 seems an almost fabulous expanse
when contrasted with the microscopic shade of 1890.
The loss is much greater here than on the rookeries, for the following
reasons:
Ever since 1879-1882 the surplus young male seal life has been sensibly feeling the pressure of the overland death drive, and the club.
Harder and harder became this wretched driving to get the culled
quota in 1883-84. Finally, when 1886 arrived, every nook and cranny
on these islands that bad hitherto been visited by these seals in peace,
was now daily searched out-close up, back of, and against the breeding
rookeries~ under every cliff wall by the sea, over to South we t Point and
to Otter Island, and even the little i let, Seevitchie Kammin, uuder the
lee of the Reef, was regularly hunted out.
Every 3-year old, every 4-year old, and every well-grown 2-yea,r old male
seal has been annually taken here, during the last two years, within a day
or two at the latest, after it showed up on the beaches and in the rear of the
rookeries, prior to the 26th to 31st of July I
In 1872, the killable seals wer permitted to "haul up" in every ense
of the word. They hauled out far inland from the sea. In 1890, the few
killable seals that appeared never had time in which to '' haul up" over
the land. They simply landed: then, at the moment of landing, were
marked and hustled iuto a drive. Up to the 20th of July, la t summer,
from the day of their first general hauling as a body in June, this class
of eals never had an opportunity to get wonted or accustomed to the
land-never were permitted to rest long enough to do o after landing.
ORDER .A.ND TIME OF TIIE IIAULING OF THE HOLLUSOHICKIE.

A careful comparison day by day of the arrival of the killable seals
la t sea on (1890), with my field notes of 1872-1874, declares that the
holluschickie are hauling to-day in the same time and order of arrival,
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from the beginning of the season in May until its close, by the end of
July; but their vastly reduced numbers and the rigorous driving to
which this remnant is subjected have caused them to abandon the hauling grounds of 1872-1874 entirely, with the solitary exception of that
sand beach under Middle Hill, English Bay, of St. Paul. They now haul
close into the rear of the breeding seals on the several rookery grounds
of both islands; hauling there, as I have said before, for shelter and
protection.
When the old bulls first appear for the season at the rookery grounds
early in May of every year, as a rule only a few squad;; of holluschickie
accompany them. While these early bulls land promptly by the 4th to
the 6th of that month, and all of them arrive and land by the close of
it, yet the holluschickie do not come ashore until the 15th or 20th of
May, as a rule; sometimes a few days earlier and sometimes a few days
later. Only a few hundred of these young males land at anyone place
or time as early as the 15th of May.
But, after this date, rapidly after the 25th to the 31st of May, the bolluschickie of the largest growth, i. e., the 5, 4, 3, and many 2 year old
males, begin to ha.ul. By the 14th to the 20th of June they then appear
in their finest form and number for the season, being joined now by the
half bulls, the 2 and 3-year olds and quite a number of yearling males.
By the 10th of July their numbers are beginning to largely increase,
owing to the influx at this time of that great body of the last year's pups
or yearlings. By the 20th of July the yearlings have put in their a_ppearance for the season in full force. Very few yearling females make their
appearance until the 15th of July, but by the 20th they literally swarmed
out, in 1872-1874, and mixed up completely with the young and older
males and females, as the rookeries relax their discipline and "pod" or
scatter out.
By the 20th of July annually, therefore, the seals of all ages have
arrived that are to arrive. It was so in 1872; it was so last season,
1890.
If it were true, as the idea of some sealers would have it, that the
young male seals all haul on the ground contiguous to the rookery
where they were born, it would be very puzzling to account for several
marked exceptions to that rule; but it is not true. Young male seals
born upon St. Paul Island have been repeatedly marked as they left for
the season, and these marked pups have been taken up in St. George
drives as yearlings, 2-year old , and even 4-year olds, during the following sea on or seasons. This experiment was repeatedly made by the
Russians, 1 and has been made once by us.
1lt is entertaining to note in this connection that the Russians themselves, with
the object of testing this mooted query, during the later yearR of their possession of
the islands drove up a number of young males from Lukannon, cut off their ears, and
turned them out to sea again. The following season, when the droves came in from
the hauling grounds to the slaughterin~ fields, quite a nom ber of those cropped seal
were in the drives: but, instead of bemg found all at one place-the place from
whence they were driven they ar befor -they were scattered example of croppie
from everypoint on the i land. The same experiment was again made by our p ople
in 1870 (the native having told th m of this prior undertaking) and they went al_ o
to ukannon, drove up 100 young males, cut off their left ears, and set them free m
turn. Of this number, during th summer of 1 72, when I was there, th natives
found in th ir driving of 75,000 eal from the different hauling ground of t. P, ul
up to th village killing grounds, two on ova to hnah rookery, 10 miles north of
ukannon and two or three from Engli h Bay and Tolstoi rookerie , 6 miles w t by
wat r; one or two were taken on t. George I land, 36 miles to th southea t, and
not on from Lukannon was found amon~tho that wer driven from there. Probably h d all the young males on the two 1 lands this season been examined, th r t
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I now know that the holluschickie haul on either St. George or St.
Paul islands indifferently, as they go and come throughout the sealing
season. The proportion of St. Paul bred holluschickie, must be quite
large on St. George, since that island lays directly in the path of the
incoming and outgoing seals as they first arrive from the south at the
opening of the season and thereafter sally forth from the St. Paul hauling grounds during the summer at frequent intervals to fish and search
for similar food. The greatest cod and herring schools, pollock and
salmon runs of Bering Sea lie to the southeastward of St. Paul, around
to the northwest, and St. George is squarely in the road.
These hauling grounds of St. George Island, which were never, by
the nature of the land, as broad or extended as those of St. Paul, were,
however, in 1872 polished very brightly by the holluschickie: but now,
in· 1890, the same utter desolation which prevails over them on St. Paul
also exists there. The hauling grounds at Zapadnie are simply grassgrown, also those of Starry Ateel; while the Great Eastern parade is a
mere suggestion, and the fine sweep of the orth Rookery looks like a
soft green lawn from the village. As for the Little Ea tern, not a single
drive has been made from there this year; at no time was there more
than 12 to 15 holluschickie upon its gra sy borders last July or August!
As for St. Paul, I walked day after day last summer, over the grassgrown deserted hauling grounds of Southwest Point, of Zapadnie, of
English Bay, Lukannon, Ketavie, Polavina, and ovastoshnah with
the same feeling I should have were I to enter upon and walk over the
abandoned and grass-grown streets of a once populous and busy city,
which I had previously visited in all of its prosperity, only sixteen
years ago!
In order to present a clear, sharp contrast between the appearance
and condition of these hauling grounds and their occupants as they
were in 1872-1874 and are to-day, 1890, I have arranged the following
epitome. I do not carry the paralJel column beyond St. Paul, since
the status of St. George is precisely similar: My publication of the 1874
notes were made in my Monograph of the Seal Islands: Tenth Census,
United States, 1881.
of the croppies that had returned from the perils of the deep, whence they sojourned
during the winter, would have been distributed quite equally about the Pribilov
haulin?, grounds. Although the natives say that they think the cutting off of the
animals ear gives the water such access to its head as to cause its death, yet, I
noticed that those examples which we had recognized by this auricular mutilation,
were normally fat and well developed. Their tbeory does not appeal to my belief,
and it certainly requires confirmation.
These experiments would tend to prove very cogently and conclusively that when
the seals approach the islands in the spring they have nothing in their minds but a
general instinctive appreciation of the fitness of the land as a whole: and no special
fondness or determination to select any one particular spot, not even the place of
their birth. A study of my map of the distribution of the seal life on St. Paul
clearly indicates that the landing of the seals on the respective rookeries is influenced greatly by the direction of the wind at the time of their approach to the
islands in the spring and early summer. The prevailing airs, blowing as they do at
that season from the north and northwest, carry far out to sea the odor of the old
rookery flats, together with the fresh scent of the pioneer bulls which have located
themselves on these breeding grounds three or four weeks in advance of their kind.
The seals come up from the great North Pacific, and hence it will be seen that the
rookeries of the south and southeastern shores of St. Paul Island receive nearly all
the seal life, although there are miles of perfectly eligible groundatNahsayvernia or
~orth shore. To settle this matter beyond all argument, however, I know is an exceedingly difficult task, for the identification of individuals from one season to another
among the hundreds of thousands and even millions that come under the eye on one
or a.11 of these great rookeries, is well nigh impossible,
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CONDITION OF THE HAULING GROUNDS,

ST. PAUL ISLAND, PRIBILOV GROUP.

[From my field notes made in 1872-li74, and pub•
hshed in 1874, and again in 1881.]

[From my :field notes as per date, made last
summer.J

Status of 1872-1874.

Status of 1890.

ZOLTOI.

ZOLTOI.

19, 1872 (pp. 50, 51).
These Zoltoi sands are, however, a
famous rendezvous for the holluschickie,
and from them during the season the
natives make regular drives, having only
to step out from their houses in the morning and walk back a few rods to find
their fur-bearing quarry.

MAY 22, 1890.
The sand has drifted very slightly from
its boundaries during the last eighteen
years.
JUNE 19, 1890.
Not a single holluschickie of any age
whatever on Zoltoi this day, and there
has not been a killable seal there thus
JUNE 20, 1872 (p. 71).
far this season.
* * * If the weather was favorable
JUNE 22, 1890.
for landing, i. e., cool, moist, and foggy,
Fine weather for seals to haul conthe fresh hauling of the holluschickie
would cover the bare grounds again in a tinues, but the seals do not haul; not a
very short space of time. Sometimes, in single seal on Zoltoi sands this morning.
a few hours after the driving of every Has not been a holluschickie there yet,
seal from Zoltoi sands over to the killing and this was the never-failing resort of
fields adjacent those dunes and the beach the natives in 1872-1876. Therefore, this
in question would be swarming anew vacancy on Zoltoi makes a deep impression on one who has stood there in 1872with fresh arrivals.
1874 and observed the swarming platoons
JULY 20, 1874 (p. 72).
of hauling holluschickie, now entirely
As matters are to-day 100,000 seals vanished.
alone can be taken and skinned in less
JULY 19, 1890.
than forty working days within a radius
Not a single holluschickie on Zoltoi
of lt miles from the v illage, * * *
hence the driving, with the exception of sands this morning, and not one liaa
two experimental droves, * * * has hauled there, thus f a1·, this season.
never been made from longer distances
than Tolstoi to the westward, Lukannon
to the northward, and Zoltoi to the southward of the killing grounds at St. Paul
village.
JUNE

TOLSTOI.

TOLSTOI.

(Page 53.)
,. Directly to the west from Lukannon,
up along and around the head of the
lagoon, is the seal path road over which
the natives bring the holluschickie from
Tolstoi.
J LY 20, 1874 (p. 72).
As matters are to-day 100,000 seals on
St. Paul alone can be taken and skinned
in less t h an forty working days within a
radius of 1½ miles from the village and
from the salt house of N orthea t Point;
hence tho driving, with the exception of
two experimental droves, which I witnessed in 1872, has never been made from
longer di tances than Tolstoi to the westward, Lukannon to the northward, and
Zoltoi to the southward of the killing
grounds at St. Paul village.

JUNE 15, 1890. '
During the last ten days, while inspecting the several breeding grounds of this
island, I have paicl careful attention to
every squad of holluschickie that has
appeared, and except as to numbers I do
not observe any change up to date in
their habit of hauling early in the season.
These early squads appear just above the
surf margin at Tolstoi in English Bay
* * * precis ly as they did in 1872,
only the number is smaller.
J NE 19, 1 90.
1t
* * I had a full sweep of English
Bay i a small squad of perhaps 150 ho1Juschic.1de at 1iddle Hill and another small
pod at the intersection of the sand beach
with Tolstoi rookery.
JUNE 22, 1890.
*
* At this time in 1872-1874, inclusive, I never glanced over at Zoltoi
but I saw holluschickie coming and going
from and to the ea in steady files and
platoons. I never looked over the broad
s~eep of English Bay beach from the
high sand dunes of Tolstoi but to see the
same ight, only in vastly greater form
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and numbers. * * * I do not see to.
day, except at Middle Hill, the least suggestion of' the past. Will it improve t
JULY 12, 1890.
* * * When it is borne in mind that
in the very height of the season, after
:five days' rest, or nonattention, only 633
medium fur-seal skins, mostly 5½ pounds
clean skins, or 2-year olds, can be secured
from the combined scraping of everything
ln English Bay ( on Zapadnie we know
there 1s nothing), Middle Hill, Tolstoi,
Luka,n non, and Ketavie, the extraordinary condition of these interests can be
well understood in a general way. Such
a driving in 1872, at this time and circumstance of weather, would have
brought 100,000 holluschickie up here,
instead of the 5,150 to-day. Three cows
in this drive.

•

LUICANNON,

LUKANNON,

JUNE 19, 1890.
The sand dunes to the west and to the
I ascended the ba altic ridge, between
no1-thare covered with the most luxuriant Lukannon sands and the village, late this
grass, abruptly emarginated by the sharp morning, between 8 and 9 o'clock. Not a
abrasion of the hanlin&" seals. This is single seal, old or young, on these hauling
shown very clearly on the general map. grounds and sands of Lukannon.
* * * This is the point down along
JUNE 21, 1890.
the flat shoals of Lukannon Bay where
From the Volcanic Ridge I had a clear
the sand dunes are most characteristic, as
they rise in their wind-whirled forms just view of Lukannon beach and hauling
ot a seal upon it of any age,
above the surf wash. This, also, is where grounds.
the natives come from the village <luring and the weather superb for seals to haul
the early mornings of the season for driv- in; cool, moist, and foggy.
ing to get any number of holluschickie.
JUNE 24, 1890.
JULY 12, 1872.
The task of getting up early in the
* * * In the afternoon I took a
morning and going out to the several survey of Lukannon Bay and hauling
hauling grounds closely ad,jacent is really grounds. Not a seal on the 1,each except
all there is of the labor involved in se- a half-dozen half bulls abreast of the
curing the number of seals required for Volcanic Ridge. * * *
the day's work on the killing grounds.
JULY J, 1890.
The two, three, or four natives upon
Not a seal on the hauling ridge and
whom, in rotation, this duty is devolved
by the order of their chief, rise at :first sands of Lukannon Bay, and none on
glimpse of dawn, between 1 and 2 o'clock, Ketavie.
JULY 8, 1890.
and hasten over to Lukannon, Tolstoi,
or Zoltoi, as the case may be: ''walk
I came down on the sand beach between
out" their holluschickie, and have them Tonkie Mees and Lukannou.
ot a seal
duly on the slaughtering :field before 6 has hauled there yet, this year, a place
or 7 o'clock, as a 1·ule, in the morning. where thousands upon tens of thousands
In favorable weather the" drive" from were to be, seen at this time in 18721
Tolstoi consumes two and a-half to three
JULY 13, 1890.
hours' time; from Lukannon, about two
hours, and is often done in an hour and
Along the entire spread of Lukannon,
a-half, while Zoltoi is so near by that the Polavina,andNorthea t Point sand beach,
time is merely nominal.
8 miles, nearly, I did not see a single young
seal; only a dozen or two old, worthless
JULY 20, 1872.
As matters are to-day 100,000 seals bulls scattered here and there at wide
on St. Paul alone can be taken and skinned intervals. Over this extent and at this
within a radius of 1½ miles from the vil- time in 1872 such a walk as mine this
lage; * * * hencethe driving " * * morning wo.u ld have brought me in conhas never been made from longer dis- tact with ancl in sight of 50,000 to 100,000
tances than Tolstoi to the westward, Luk- holluschickie ! and the weather simply
annon to the northward, and Zoltoi to superb hauling weather all day yesterthe southward of the killing grounds at day, last night, and this morning.
St. Paul village.

JUNE

20, 1872.
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ZAPADNIE.

JULY 14, 1874.
The holluschickie tha.t sport h ere on
the parade plateau, and indeed over all
the western extent of the English Bay
hauling grounds, have never been visited
by the natives for the purpose of selecting killing drives since 1872, inasmuch
as more seals than were wanted have
always been procuredfromZoltoi, Lukannon, and Lower Tolstoi points, which are
all very close to the village.
JULY 4, 1872.
I stood on the Tolstoi sand dunes one
afternoon, toward the middle of July,
and had under my eyes in one straight
forward sweep from myfeetto Zapadnie
1,500,000 seals spread out on those hauling (and breeding) grounds. Of those, I
estimated fully one-halfatthat time were
pups, yearlings, and holluschickie. The
rookeries across the bay were plainly in
sight and so crowded that they looked
exactly as I have seen surfaces appear
upon which bees had swarmed in obedience to that din and racket made by the
watchful aniarian when he desires to hive
those restless honey makers.
JULY 22, 1874.
* * * and a fair track for the holluschickie, 500 feet wide, left clear, over
which they have traveled quite extensively this season, some 20,000 to 25,000
of them, at least, lying out around the
old salt house to-day.

POL.A.VINA.

ZAPADNIE.
JULY 3, 1890,
'rhese drives at Zapadnie are made
just as they are made at all the other rookeries this season-just swept up from the
immediate skirts of the breeding seals,
cows, pups, and bulls. This method of
driving was not even suggested at any
time in 1872-1874. Such a proceeding
would have been voted abominable then;
it is still more so now. It sweeps every
young male· seal that is 4, 3, and 2 years
old into death as soon as it hauls to-day.
Nothing escapes except that which old
age or extreme youth saves-or, in other
words, the high tax of $10.22 saves.
JULY

9, 1890.

I went over to Zapadnie early this
morning with the nati ves and witnessed
their driving. Most of the scanty drive
was taken from the borders of Upper
Zapadnie rookery. The whole sweep of
Lower Zapadnie did not yield over 200
holluschickie, which had hauled in at
several places just upward above the
breeding seals. .A.11 that large space up
above the rookery on Lower Zapa<lnie
which was literally alive with trooping
platoons of holluscbickie in 1872 is to-day
entirely vacant! not a seal on it, and the
natives peering over the high bluffs on
the south side of and to the westward of
the point trying to find a few seals skulking down there on the rocks awash.
Their eager search, with their backs
turned to this silent parade ground of
1872, made me decidedly thoughtful.
JULY 18, 1890.
This last scrape made here to-day was
opened by the appearance of only 1,192
animals on the grounds after a rest of
nine days since the last drive from this
place; 115 of these 1,192, were old bulls,
all over 6 years, and the balance outside
of the catch (241) are yearlings, "runty"
2-year-olds, "bitten" 4-year-olds, and a
few 5-year-old "wigs." Every 4-year-old
"wig" was taken-taken here, as.at Pol~vina yesterday, for th& :fir t time this
season-every "smooth " 4-year-ol<l. was
taken in the first drives, and now the
dregs are drawn also.
POLAVI A.

JUNE 16, 1890.
JULY 20, 1874.
I came aleng on foot to the villa~e,
* * * urmounting this lava bed is
a cap of ferrugineous cement and tufa, giving Polavina a survey down outside
from 3 to 10 feet in thickne s, making a so as to see the old and new seal gras::1 on
reddish :floor upon which the seals patter that famou parade. It is somewhat too
oon to arrive at a, conclusion, but what
in theirr tle s, never-cea ingevolutions,
upsleeping or waking on the land. It i as I saw and noted causes surprise.
great a single-parade plateau of polished pose you had, fourteen or sixteen ears
cement a that of the reef, but we are ago, b en upon an eminence overlooking
un ble from any point of ob ervation to a sheep pasture or fold oroe three-fourths
appreciate it, ina much as we can not of a mile in length and 1,500 to 2,000 feet
standhigh noughtoov rlookit. • · ,. in width, so filled with a, herd or flock of
The rookery itself occupie only a small sheep as to fairly ov r the whole surface
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portion of the seal-visited area at this
spot. .,. * * Fo1· the 1·easons cited in a
similar example at Zapadnie, no holluschickie have been driven from this point
since 1872, though it is one of the easiest
worked. It was in the Russian times a
pet sealing ground with them.
JULY 14, 1874.
The vast numbers of the holluschickie
on this ground of Polavina, where they
have not been disturbed for some five
years, to mention in the way of taking,

* * *

NOVASTOSHNAil,

NOVASTOSHNAH,
JULY

of the earth itself within those lines, from
your sight at frequent intervals, and never
let you see more than a scattered glimpse
of it at any one place or time; then, sixteen years later, to stand again there, as
I stood to-day, and look again upon that
same place and the assembled life, and
then to see nothing there but a few lonely
pods of sheep, and they all timidly huddled down at one margin of this pasture,
and so few in number that it required
really no effort for you to count them one
by one-that is preoisely the way this
rookery and this hauling ground look to
me to-day.
JUNE 25, 1890.
The poverty of these celebrated hauling grounds of Polavina is well illustrated
by the catch from the drive to-day (263
skins). .A.t this time in 1872 I could have
driven from the great p_a rade plateau behind these breeding grounds, under precisely the same circumstances surrounding the drive to-day, 10,000 killable seals!
not one over 4 years old, and very few
under 3 years old. Comment is needless.
JULY 2, 1890.
Now, to-day, every good 2-year-old,
every 3 and 4 year old was knocked down
here, out of this 1,930 animals, tog t 240
skins. Where at this rate is the new blood
for the rookeries to come in, now so desperately needed f " * "

2, 1872.

It was a view of such multitudes of
amphibians, when I first stood upon the
summit of Hutchinson's Hill and looked
at the immense spread around me, that
suggested to my mind a doubt whether
the accurate investigation which I was
nl.aking would ~ive me courage to maintain the truth m regard to the subject.
Hutchinson's Hill is the foundation of
this point, which i itself a solid basaltic
floor, upon which a mas of breccia has
beenpouredatitsnorthwe tcorner. Itis
rough, very rough, in spots, and smoother
in other places; but everywhere indicated
on my chart it has been polished clean
and clear of every spear of grass or trace
of moss. The hill is about 120 feet high,
and has a rounded summit, over which,
and swarm in er up and down over its .flanks
to the west and the east is an astonishing
aggregate of young male s als or holluschickie. The eherd , taken together with
the 3½ miles of unbroken rookery b lt of
solid massed life in reproduction, mako
a truly amazing sight this afternoonamazing in it aggregate and infinite in
its vast detail.
JULY 16, 1872.
Webster gets all the holluschickie that
he want from one spot on th north shore
of the sand-neck beach, west of the foot

JUNE 15, 1890.
Arrived at Webster's House at 12.30
p. m. * " * The two natives stationed here on watch declared that yesterday, which was a fine day, was employed
by them in making a circuit of the point;
that they carefully inspected the rookery
margin and found only about 300 hollnschickie hauled immediately up on the
north side of tho sealions on the neck.
Peter Peshenkov declarecl that nowhere
else wa there any hollu chickie; that
th re were a few polseacatchie on the
beach just below th south shoulder, and
nothing in the line of killable seals,
except under the north slope of Hutchinson's Hill, about 200 good onee.
JULY 13, 1890.
Fowler had over 5 000 seals driven up
this morning, and when he had finished
the killing he had only 473 kins. .A.11 the
rest too small; chiefly last year's pups.
Then in the afternoon, rain coming up,
he made a rapid drive of tho e holloschickie which h had been saving for
to-morrow, :£ aring that the rain would
send them into the ea, ancl secured 168
more, making a total of 641, being the
extreme limit reached in any one day's
killing up here this year, and a. total of
4,135 only. On this day here last year
Webster had killed 17,168 seals. Fowler
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of Cross Hill. A short drive, and only
what he wants for each day's work, is
driven. He says that he could kill every
day thre~ or four times as many as he
does if he had the men here to handle
the skins. He takes nothing but large
skins, nothing under 7 pounds.

will have no holluschickie to kill to-morrow. Webster killed on the 15th 1,838
more.
* * * The driving up here has radically altered for the worse since 1872-1874.
It is a mere raking and scraping now of
the rookery margins, no killable seals
anywhere else. The parade fields of this
once magnificent breeding ground are positively vacant to-day; grass and flowers
growing and springing up everywhere all
over them. The holluschi ckie, as they
hauled to-day, did not occupy more space
than 500 feet by 50 feet in depth upon
all the entire extent of this immense habitat of 18721 and the drive of !),000 seals
which we saw on the killing grounds had
been scraped from seven different points
back of the rookery between the base of
Hutchinson's Hilland thesoutheastterminus of the breeding grounds on the point.
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A drawing from nature by the autho r.

VIEW OF THE SAND NECK AND CROSS HILL, NORTHEAST POINT.

Looking up and over from !,he Big Lake Sand D1111es, Saint Paul Island, .July 1:3, Jl:190.

SECTION III.

THE METHOD OF DRIVING AND TAKING FUR SEALS ON THE PRIBILOV
ISLANDS OF ALASKA, SEASONS OF 1872-1874 AND 1890.
DRIVING.

The increasing difficulty of getting that regular quota of 100,000
young male fur-seal skins annually ever since 1882, due to a steady
diminution of supply on the Pribilov Islands, has made it necessary to
drive right from the breeding grounds, incessantly, with an annual
increased severity during the last six or seven years. The hauling
grounds of 1872-1874, which were far distant from these rookeries and
upon which large surplus herds of seal rested from the beginning to
the end of each season undisturbed, were all abandoned as the seals
fell away in numbers, until by 1889-90 grass grew and grows right to
the water's edge over them.
The remnants of these herds began as early as 1884 to seek quiet
and protection by hauling under the lee of the breeding animals, and
in doing so, hauled out and laid down upon the immediate flanks of the
breeding cows and bulls, close to them, and often intermingled at the
outer edge. Therefore, in order to get the young male seals so hauled,
it became necessary as early as 1884-85, to scrape the edges of the rookeries in driving out and up the killable seals: and, in 1889, it wa done
with great vigor, which was increased, really intensified, during the past
season.
This extraordinary driving was never dreamed of in 1872-1874, much
less done. Then the young male seals, being in great numbers, landed
in the following manner, which I spoke of in 1874:
By reference to the habit of the fur seal, which I have discussed at length, it is
now plain and beyond doubt that two-thirds of all the males which are born, and
they are equal in numbers to the females born, are never permitted bytheremairung ·
third, strongest by natural selection, to land upon the same breeding ground with
the females, which always herd thereupon en 1nasse. Hence this great band of
bachelor seals, or holluscbickie, so fitly termed, when it visits the island1 is obliged
to live apart entirely, sometimes-and some places miles away from the rookeries; and
in this admirably perfect method of nature are those seals which can be properly
killed without injury to the rookeries, selected and held a ide by their own volition:
so that _the n~tives can visit !3-nd take them without disturbing in the least degree
the entire qmet of the breedmg grounds, where the stock is perpetuated.

Such was the number and method of the young male seals in 18721874. It is very different to-day. From the hour of the first driving
of 1890, May 21, up to the close of the sea on, July 20, all this driving

was regularly made from rookery grounds, from the immediate margins
of _the bre~ding a~imals, with the solitary exception of that one place,
Middle Hill, English Bay, St. Paul Island. Not a drive was made else395
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where, in the course of which cows and pups and bulls were not disturbed
and hustled as the young males were secured. As long as the breeding
season was at its height, and the compact, solid organization of the
rookeries was unbroken, very few cows were swept into these drives,
though the distmbance was incessant and great; but when, after the
18th to the 20th of July, the rutting season subsided and the pups began
to pod out, i.e., scatter back over three and five times as much ground
as they had previously laid upon, then the cows followed them, and
then the young males mixed up right and left and mingled with the
herd, since they were no longer attacked or driven here and there by
the old bulls. Hence the day or two preceding July 20, was marked by
a largely increased number of cows and old bulls in the drives: and, had
the driving been permitted later, the nursing cows and old bulls would
have been swept into the droves of small male seals by hundreds, where
tens had previously been taken in this manner.
The driving of a cow with her udder distended and dragged for miles
over rough, sharp rocks, bumping heavily in and out of boles and over
tussocks, can not result in ought else than her physical ruin and the
death of her young pup which is left behind. Therefore, any driving on
these islands which, in order to get the holluschickie, necessitates the
sweeping, into that drive, of cows, pups, and bulls, should terminate
instantly on that day it begins; and since the breaking up and spreading
of the breeding animals begins as a rule on the 20th of July (a few days
earlier if it should rain hard), that date is the very latest day of permission to drive that can be safely given whenever killing is resumed
again for tax and shipment of skins from these islands.
Of course, when seals were in abundance, as in 1872-1879, inclusive,
and the sealing gangs never were obliged to go near a rookery to get
their quota daily, it did not signify one way or the other as to when and
how they went about their work. Then, they never disturbed the breeding animals, no matter when they drove, whether in June, July, or
August.
But, to-day, the whole order of hauling is changed. The scanty residuum of that surplus thousands and tens of thousands of killable seals
of 1872-1874, haul now in close contact with the rapidly diminishing
breeding animals on the rookeries-everywhere, in fact, but on those
broad hauling grounds of 1872-1874, as they were wont to do then.
They do so naturally and intelligently enough, since it is the last resort
for protection and rest that the islands afford.
From the beginning of this season of 1890 (and it wa so last year
also) the moment a small pod of a few hundred holluschickie hauled up
into the rear of a rookery, or appeared on the sand beach just above the
surf wash in English Bay under Middle Hill, that very moment these
seals were marked and ordered driven. They were never allowed to
rest long enough to become even acquainted with terra :firma ere they
were bu tl d up by the driver and urged over to the killing ground .
La t eason, during that de perate effort made then .to get tbe cat ·h
of 100,000, partie were regularly ent over to drive the hollu chickie
off from eevitchie Kammen, from Otter I land, from all point under
the high bluff at Zapadnie and outhwe t Point, t. Paul, and the
north bore of t. George. Thi year, howev r, there were too few
haul d out on ho
pot to warrant tbi effort. There was no igu of
eal hauling at all on Otter Island.
.
h n I expre ed my surpri e at thi ferocious driving, begun early
m Jun , I wa met by apparent equal surpri. eon the part of the dr1vho, wondering at my ignorance, a ured me that they had been
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A drawin 6 from life by t he author.

NATIVE DRIVERS BRINGING IN A DRIVE OF HOLLUSCH ICKIE, SAINT PAUL ISLAND, JULY

\'il'w l,lokin~ owr tlw Ln.p:oou flats and \'illage Cove , with Tolstoi in the distance on the right.

4, 1872.

This drive has been brought over from Tolstoi.
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driving seals in this method ever since 1885-" had been obliged to or
.
go without the seals." 1
The driving itself, in so far as the conduct of the natives conducting
the labor was concerned, was as carefully and well done as it could be.
They avoided to the very best of their ability, any undue urging or
hastening of the drive overland from the rookeries; they avoided as
nearly as they could, under the circumstances, sweeping up pods of
cows and pups; did all that they could to make as little disturbance
among the breeding animals as possible. But even with all their care
and sincere reluctance to disturb the rookeries, cows were repeatedly
taken up in their craping drives on the margins of all the rookeries,
and their pups left floundering behind to starve and perish ultimately.
The manner to-day of driving overland to the killing ground is
unchanged from the method of 1872; but the regular driving from
every spot resorted to by the holluschickie on both islands bas cau ed
the establishment of killing grounds and a salt house as early as 1879
at Stony Point (Tonkie Mees), and a slaughter field at Zapadnie, on St.
Paul, the skins being taken from the latter point by a bidarrah, to the
village (which was sent over from there every time a killing was made),
and they are now hauled down in wagons (mule teams) from tlle former
locality to the salt houses of St. Paul.
In 1872-1874 the work of getting the seals on the killing ground was
conducted in the following manner:
The manner in which the natives captured and drove the holluschickie
up from the hauling grounds to the slaughter fields near the two villages
of St. Paul and St. George and elsewhere on the islands was then deemed
all right. It was in this way: At the beginning of every sealing
season, that is, during May and June, large bodies of young bachelor
seals do not haul up on land very far from the water, a few rods at the
most, and when the e first arrivals are sought after, the native , in capturing them, are obliged to approach slily and run quickly between the
dozing seals and the surf before they can take alarm and bolt into the
sea. In this manner a dozen Aleuts, running down the sand beach of
English Bay in the early morning of some June day, will tum bacl
from the water thousands of seals, just as the moldboard of a plow
lays over and back a furrow of earth. When the sleeping seal are fir t
startled they arise and, seeing men between them and the water, immecliately turn, lope, and scramble rapidly back up and over the land.
The natives then leisurely walk on the flanks and in the rear of the
1
The subjoined extract from my field notes under date of Sunday, July 13, 1 90:
"Walked up to orthea t Point this morning for the purpo of platting the area
ancl position of the breeding seals on ovastoshnah and the Polavinas; also to ee
the natives drive at Pola.vina. I was on the ground at 5 a. m. and aw the whole
modus operandi at this place. The holluschickie haul close up against the sn.nd beach
drop to the rookery at Polavina: then the drivers, in getting the young males, swept
four cow into the drove, ancl tueir pups were left behind them on the sand, brui eel,
mauled, and paralyzed by the stampeding flippers of the herd. To get the hollnschickie they are obliged to drive in this violent manner. Another squad of, say, 1,000,
mostly 2-year-olds and yearlings, was swept up by these drivers on the parade plateau,
and another squad was driven from Little Polavina rookery, the :first drive that the
natives have been able to find there thu far this sea on. Along the entire spread of
Lukannon, Polavina, and ortheast Point sand beach-8 miles, nearly, of it-I did not
see a sin~le young seal-only a dozen or two worthless l>ulls scattered here and there
at wide mtervals. Over this extent and at this time in 1872 uch a walk as mine
this morning would have brought me in contact with and in sight of 50 000 to 100 000
holluschickie I and the weather now simply superb hauling weather all day yesterday,
last night, and this morning."
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drove thus secured, directing and driving it over to the killing grounds
close by the village. 1
PROGRESSION OF A SEAL DRIVE.

A drove of seals on hard or firm, grassy ground, in cool and moist
weather, may be driven with safety, at the rate of half a mile an hour.
They can be urged along, with the expenditure of a great many lives,
however, at the speed of a mile or a mile and a quarter per hour: but,
this is seldom done. An old bull seal, fatand unwieldy, can not travel
with the younger ones, though it can lope or gallop as it starts across
the ground as fast as an ordinary man can run over 100 yards: but,
then it fails utterly, falls to the earth supine, entirely exhausted, hot,
and gasping for breath.
The holluschickie are urged along the path leading to the killing
grounds with very little trouble, and require only three or four men to
guide and secure as many thousands at a time. They are permitted frequently to halt and cool off, as heating them injures their fur. These seal
halts on the road always impressed me with a species of sentimentalism
and regard for the creatures themselves. The men dropping back for
a few moments: the awkward shambling and scuffling of the march at
once ceases, and the seals stop in their tracks to fan themselves with
their hind flippers, while their heaving flanks give rise to subdued,
panting sounds. As soon as they apparently cease to gasp for want
of breath and are cooled off comparatively, the natives step up once
1 The task of getting up early in the morning and going out to the several ~auling
grounds closely adjacent, is really all there is of the labor involved in securmg the
number of ~eals required for the day's work on the killing grounds. The two, thre~,
or _four _natives upo;11 whom, in rotation, this duty is devolved b y the order of their
chief, nseat fi_rst glimpse of dawn, between 1 and 2 o'clock, and.hasten ov~r ti? Lukannon, Tolsto1, or Zoltoi, as the case may be, "walk out" their hollusch1ckie, and
~ave them duly on the slaughtering :field before 6_or 7 o'clock, as a rule, in the mornmg. In favorable weather the drive from Tolsto1 consumes two and a half to three
hours' times; from Lukannon about two hours, and is often done in an hour and a
half; while Zoltoi is so near by that the time is merely nominal.
I heard a great deal of talk among the white resid~nts of St. i:aul when I ~rst
landed and the sealing season opened, about the necessity of "restrng" the banh~g
grounds; in other words they said that if the seals were driven in repeated daill
rotation from any ono of the hauling grounds, that this would so disturb these am·
mals as to prevent their coming to any extent again thereon during the rest of t~e
season. This theory seemed rational enough to me at the beginning of my investigations, .and I was not disposed to question it accuracy; but, subsequent obser~a1tion directed to this point, particularly satisfied me, and the sealers themselves with
1whom I was associated, that the driving of the seals had no effect whatever upon
the hauling which took place soon or immediately after the field, had been wept
clean of seals by the drivers, for that hour. If the weather was favorable for landing,
i. e., cool, moist, and foggy, the fresh hauling of the holluschickie would cover the
bare grounds again in a very short space of time. Sometimes in a few hours after
the driving of every seal from Zoltoi sancls over to the killin~ fields adjacent, tho e
dunes and th beach in question, would be swarming anew w1th fresh arrivals. If,
however, the weather is abnormally warm and sunny, during its prevalence, even if
for several consecutive days, no seals to speak of, will haul out on the emptied space.
Indeed, if the e hollnschickie had not been tak n away by man from Zoltoi or auy
other hauling ground on the island, when "tayopli" weather prevailed, most of tho e
eals would have vacated their terrestrial loafing places for the cooler embraces of
the sea.
The importance of under tandinP. this fact as to the reacline s of the hollu chickie
~o haul promptly out on teadily ' swept" ground, provided the weather is inviting,
1 v ry great; l> cau e, whennotunderstood, itwasdeeme<l nee ssary, even as late a
t 6 · '. ?n f 1 72, to "rest" the hauling grounds near the village (from which all
d:yv.mg has he 11 made since), and make trips to far-away Polavina and tli tant
.. apa~ 111 - : n nnn s acy xpenditure of humau tim and a causeless infliction of
phy. 1cal 1m ·ry upon phocine backs and flippers.
'
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A drawing lrom natu,e by the author.

A

ZOLTOI " DRIVE " OF HOLLUSCHICKIE, JULY

17, 1872.

The herd in wai t ing on th e k illing gl'ounds, village of Saint Paul.
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more, clatter a few bones with a shout along the line, and the seal
shamble begins again-their march to death and the markets of the
world is taken up anew.
DOCILITY OF FUR SEALS WHEN DRIVEN.

I was also impressed by the singular docility and amiability of these
animals when driven along the road. They never show fight any more
than a flock of sheep would do. If, however, a few old seals get mixed
in, they usually get so weary that they prefer to come to a standstill
and fight rather than move; otherwise, no sign whatever of resistance
is made by the drove from the moment it is intercepted and turne.d up
from the hauling grounds, to that time of its destruction at the hands
of the sealing gang.
This disposition of the old seals to fight rather than endure the panting torture of travel, is of great advantage to all parties concerned, for
they are worthless, commercially: and, the natives are only too glad to
let them drop behind, where they remain unmolested, eventually returning to the sea,. The fur on them is of little or no value; their under
wool being very much shorter, coarser, and more scant than in the
younger; especially so on the posterior parts along the median line of
the back.
It is quite impossible, however, to get them all of one age without an
extraordinary amount of stir and bustle, which the .Aleuts do not like
to precipitate. Hence the drive will be found to consist usually of a
bare majority of 3 and 4 year olds, the rest being 2-year-olds principally,
and a very few at wide intervals of 5-year-olds, the yearlings seldom
ever getting mixed up prior to the 20th July, annually.
METHOD OF LAND 1-'RAVEL.

As the drove progresses along the path to the slaughtering grounds
the se.als all move in about the same way; they go ahead with a kind
of walking step and a sliding, shambling gallop. The progression of
the whofo caravan is a succession of starts, spasmodic and irregular,
made every few minutes, the seals pausing to catch their breath and
make, as it were, a plaintive survey and mute protest. Every now and
then a seal will get weak in the lumbar region, then drag its posteriors
along for a short distance, finally drop breathless and exhausted, quivering and panting, not to revive for hours, days, perhaps, and often
never. During the dryest driving days, or those days when the temperature does not combine with wet fog to keep the path moist and cool,
quite a large number of the weakest animals in the drove will be thus
laid out and left on the track. If one of these prostrate seals is not too
much heated at the time, the native driver usually taps the beast over
the head and remove its skin. 1
1 The fur seal, like all of the pinnipeds, has no sweat glands. Hence, when it is heated,
it cools off by the same process of panting which is so characteristic of the dog,
accompanied by the fanning that I have hitherto fully described. The heavy breathing and low grunting of a tired drove of seals on a warmer day than usual, can be
heard several hundred yards away. It is surprising how quickly the hair and for
will come out of the skin of a blood-heated seal-literally rubs off bodily at a touch
of the finger. A fine specimen of a 3-year-old holluschickie fell in its tracks at the
head of the La~oon while being driven to the village killing grounds. I asked that
it be skinned with special reference to mounting. Accordin~ly a native was sent
for, who was on the spot, knife in hand, within less than thirty minutes from the
moment that this seal fell in the road: yet, soon after he had got fairly to work, patches
of the fur and hair came off here and there, wherever he chanced to clutch the skin.
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PROSTRATION OF FUR SEALS BY HEAT.

This prostration from exertion will always happen, no matter how
carefully they are driven; and in the longer drives, such as 2½ and 5
miles from Zapadnie on the west, or from Polavina on the north, to the
village at St. Paul, as much as 3 or 4 per cent of the whole drive will
be thus dropped on the road. Hence I felt and feel satisfied, from my
observation and close attention to this feature, that a considerable number of those that are thus rejected from the drove and are able to rally
and return to the water die subsequently from internal injuries sustained
on the trip, superinduced by this overexertion. I therefore think it
highly improper and impolitic to extend the drives of the holluschickie
over any distance on St. Paul Island exceeding a mile, or a mile and a
half. It is better for all parties concerned, and the business, too, that
salt houses be erected and killing grounds established contiguous to all
of the great hauling grounds, 2 miles distant from the village on St.
Paul Island, should the business ever be developed above the present
limit, or should the exigencies of the future require a quota from all
these places in order to make up the 100,000 which may be lawfully
taken. I used this language in 1874 and repeat it to-day.
ABUNDANT SUPPLY OF HOLL USCHICKIE.

As matters were in 1874, 100,000 seals alone on St. Paul were taken
and skinned in less than forty working days within a radius of 1½ miles
from the village, and from t.he salt house at Northeast Point. Hence
the driving, with the exception of two experimental droves which I
witnessed in 1872, bas never been made from longer distances than
Tolstoi to the eastward, Lukannon to the northward, and Zoltoi to the
southward of the killing grounds at St. Paul village, and I then said
should, however, an abnormal season recur, in which the larger proportion of days during the right period for taking the skins be warmish
and dry, it might be necessary, in order to get even 75,000 seals within
the twenty-eight or thirty days of their prime condition, for drives to be
made from the other great hauling grounds to the westward and nort.hward, which are now, and have been for the last ten years, entirely unno•
ticed by the sealers.
KILLING THE SEALS.

The seals, when finally driven upon those flats between the East
landing and the village, and almost under the windows of the dwelling , were in 1872, and are herded there now, until cool and rested. The
drives are usually made very early in the morning, at the first breaking
of day, which is half past 1 or 2 o'clock of June and July in these
latitude .
They arrive and cool off on the slaughtering grounds, so that by 6 or
7 o'clock, after break fa t, the able-bodied male population turn out from
the villag and go down to engage in the work of laughter. The men
are dre ed in their ordinary working garb of thick flannel birts, stout
ca ·imere or canva pant , over which the "tarbos a" boot are drawn.
If it rain they. wear their ' kamlaika , ' made of the inte tine and
th_r at of th , ea lion and fur eal. Thus dre sed they are each armed
with_ a club, a tout oaken or hickory bludgeon, which has been made
I?art1c_ularly for the purpo e at ew Londonz onn., and imported here
f r th1.
pe ·ial ervice. The e ealing cluo ar about 5 or 6 feet in
length, 3 inch in diameter at their head and he thickne of am n
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f'A drawing from nature by the author

EAST LANDING.

THE KILLING GANG AT WORK ON THE VILLAGE SLAUGHTER FIELD, SAINT PAUL ISLAND, JULY

Vil•w l11okin~

t>\'l't'

to tlw Bltwk B1111Ts aud East Lan1ling, from the village salt ~ouses.

4, 1872.

[To-da.y the clubbing is done by only three 01· four men who do nothing
else; the rest " tt1 pper " and '· skm. "]
'
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forearm where they are grasped by the hands. Each native also has
his stabbing knife, his skinning knife, and his whetstone. These are
laid upon the grass convenient when the work of braining or knocking
the seals down is in progress. This is all the apparatus which they
have for killing and skinning.
THE KILLING GANG .A.'.l' WORK.

When the men gather for this work, they are under the control of their
chosen foremen or chiefs-usually on St. Paul divided into two working
parties at the village, and a subparty at Northeast Point, where another
salt house and slaughtering field is established. At the signal of the
chief the work of the day begius by two of the men stepping into the
drove corraled on the flats, and driving out from it 50 or 100 seals at a
time, making what they call a "pod," which they surround in a circle,
huddliug the seal one on another as they narrow it down, until they are
directly within reach and under their clubs. Then the chief~ after he
has cast his experienced eye over the struggling, writhing" kau,tickie"
in the center, passes the word that such and such a seal i bitten, that
such and such a seal is too young, tllat such and uch a seal i too old.
The attention of his men being called to these points, he give the word
''strike!" and instantly the heavy clubs come down all around, and cv ry
one that is eligible, is stretched out stunned and motionles ·, in le time
really than I take to tell 1t. Those seals spared by the order of the
chief now struggle from under and over the bodies of their insen ible
companions and pass, hustled off by the natives, back to the sea. 1
The clubs are dropped, the men seize the prostrate seal by th hiud
flippers and drag tllem out, so they are spread on the ground without
touching each other. Then every sealer takes hi knife and drive it
into the heart at a point between the fore :flippers of each stunned form.
The blood gushes forth, and the quivering of the animal l)re ently
ceases. A single stroke of a heavy oak bludgeon, well and fairly
delivered, will crush in at once the slight, thin bones of a fur seal'i-;, kull,
and lay the creature out almo t lifeless. These blows are, how ver,
usually repeated two or three times with each animal, but they are very
quickly doue. The bleeding, which is immediately effected, i so p ed- ·
ily undertaken in order that the strange reaction, which the ealers
call "heating," shall be delayed for half an hour or so, or until the seals
can all be drawn out, and laid in some disposition for kinning.
I have noticed that within le s than thirty minutes from the time a
perfectly sound eal was knocked down, it bad so "heated," owing to
the clay being warmer and drier than usual, that when touching it with
my foot great patches of hair aud fur caled off. Thi is a rather excep1The aim and force with which the native dir cts his blow det rmines the death
of the seal. If struck direct and violently, a single stroke is enough. The eals'
heads are stricken so hard, sometimes, that those crystaline 1 nscs to their yes fly
out from the orbital sockets like bail stones or little pebbles, and have frequently
struck me sharply in the face or elsewhere, while I stood near by, watching the killing
gang at work.
A singular, lurid green Ught suddenly suffuses the eye of the fur seal at int rvals
when it is very much excited, as the "podding " for the clubbers is in progres ; and
at the moment, when, last raising its head, it sees the uplifted bludgeons on every hand
above, fear seems then for the first time to possess it and to instantly gild its eye in
this atrange manner. When the seal is brained in this atate of optical coloration I
have noticed that the opalesc nt tinting r wained well defined for many hours, or a
whole day after death. These remarkable ilashe are very characteristic to the eyes
of the old males during their hnrly-burly on the rookeries: but, never appear in the
younger classes unless as just described, as far as I could observe.

H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-26
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tionally rapid metamorphosis; it will, however, take place in every
instance within an hour or an hour and a half on these warm days
after the first blow is struck and the seal is quiet in death. Hence, notime is lost by the prudent chief in directing the removal of the skins
as rapidly as the seals are knocked down, and dragged out. If it is a
cool day, aner bleeding the first" pod" which has been prostrated in
the manner described, and after carefully drawing the slain from the
heap in which they have fallen, so that the bodies will spread over the
ground just free from touching one another, the men turn to and strike
down another "pod," and so on until a whole thousand, or two, are laid
out, or the drove as corraled, is finished. The day, however, must be
raw and cold for this wholesale met4od. Then, after kiJling, they turn
to work and skiu; but if it is a warm day every pod is skinned as soon
as it is knocked down.
The labor of skinning is exceedingly severe, and is trying even to an
expert, demanding long practice ere the muscles of the back and thighs
are so developed as to permit a man to bend down to and finish well a
fair day's work. The knives used by the natives for skinning are ordinary kitchen or case-handled butcher knives. They are sharpened to
cutting edges, as keen as razors: but, something about the skins of the
seal, perhaps fine, comminuted sand along the abdomen, so dulls these
knives as the natives work, that they are constantly obliged to whet
them while busy stripping the pelts.
'fhe body of the seal, preparatory to skinning, is rolled over and
balanced squarely on its back; then the native makes a single swift cut
through the skin down along the neck, chest, and belly, from the lower jaw
to the root of the tail, using for this purpose his long stabbing knife. 1
The fore and hind flippers are then successively lifted as the man straddles
the seal, and stoops down to his work over it; then a sweeping circul~r
incision is made through the skin on them, just at the point where the
body fur ends. Then, seizing a flap of the hide on either one side or the
other of the abdomen, the man proc~eds_with his smaller, shorter butcher
1 When turning these stunned and senseless carcasses the only physical danger of
w bich the sealers run the slightest risk, during the whole circuit of their work, occurs
thus: At this moment the prone and quivering body of the holluschickie is not
wholly inert, perhaps, though it is nine times out of ten: and, as the native takes
hold of a fore :flipper to jerk the carcass over ou to its back the half-brained seal
arouses, snaps suddenly and viciously, often biting the hands or legs of the unwary
skinuers, who then come leisurely and unconcernedly up into the surgeon's office at
the village for bandages, etc. A few men are bitten every clay or two, during the
season on the i lands in this manner, but I have never learned of any serious result
following any case. 1'he sealers, a might be expected, become exceedingly expert
in keeping their knives sharp, putting edges on them as keen as razors, and in an
instant detect any dullness by passing the balls of their thumbs over the suspected
edges to the blades. 'fhe white sealers of the Antarctic always used the orthodox
1mtchers' "steel" in sharpening their knives: but, these natives never have, and
probably never will abandon those little whetstones above referred to.
During the Ru sian managem nt, and throughout the strife in killing by our own
people in 1 6 , a ver y lar~e number of the skins were cut through, here and there,
by th lipping of the nat1v s' kniv s when they were cutting them from the carca es
ancl ":flen.· ing" them from the superabundance, in spots, of blubber. These knife
cut through th skin, no matter how slight, giv great annoyance to the dres er;
h nc' they ar always marked uown iu price. The prompt scrutiny of each skin on
th i ·lands by th a~ent of the Ala ka ommer ial Company, who rejects everrnne
of th m thu iujureu, ha aus d the natives to exercise great care, and the number
n w so damag d every s a on i ab olutely trifling.
noth r ource of small lo sis du to a habit which theholluschickiehav of o casioually biting one anoth r wh n c;h y ar bein urged along in the driv , and thus
ro, d d, on in awbil , one upon th other.
sually these xamples of" zoobiiden"
ar _<~et ct db · th. na iv prior to th "knocking down," and spar d. Y t tho _e
wh1 h_b:~v · b n n1pp don the ·h tor abdom n can not be thus noticed, and until
th km 1 lifted the dam ge i not apprehended.
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A drawing from nature by t he author.
SEAL ISLAND N ATIVE AT W ORK SKINNING A FUR SEAL.

" Rolling the car cass out;" on the killing g rounds, village of Saint Paul.
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knife to rapidly cut the skin clean and free from the body (and blubber),
which he rolls over and out from the hide, by hauling up on it as he
advances with his work, standing all this time stooped over the carcass
so that his hands are but slightly above it, or the ground. This operation of skinning a fair-sized holluschickie takes the best men only one
niinute and a half! but the average time made by the gang on the
ground is about four minutes to the seal. Nothing is left of the skin
upon the carcass save a small patch of each upper lip on which the
coarse musta.che grows, the skin on the tip of the lower jaw, the insignificant tail, 1 together with the bare hide of the flippers.
During the last five, six, or seven years, a somewhat different method
has been in vogue, by which change the work has been expedited very
much. Two or three white men, servants of the company leasing the
islands, together with two or three of the natives, alone constitute the
killiug or clubbing force. They make th(-) selection and knock down
the killable seals as the pods are driven up by them in swift rotation;
then, four or five of the younger sealers constitute a force known as the
"fl.ippering" and stabbing or '' sticking" men. These workmen seize
each seal, immediately after it is knocked down, and pluuge a long knife
into its heart at a point directly in the center of its chest between its
fore flippers; then, with a single swift sweep of this knife, the skin of
the prostrate seal is cut thro:ugh to the blubber in a straight line from
the rims of the lower jaws to the fundament; another circular sweep
cuts the skin right around the head so as to just leave all that forward
of the eyes and the tip of the lower jaws; then another sweep of the
keen blade cuts the furred skin clear from its junction into each naked
fore flipper, and a final sweep separates it from the same junction with
its hind flippers and the abortive tail. This done, the work of the flip pering man ceases: and, he is succeeded in turn by the regular skinner,
who steps in soon after, and quickly complete the skinning out of the
carcass, as was done in 1872 and described above.
The wooden clubs and steel knives are not es entially different
to-day from tho e u ed in 1872: and, the treatment of the kins not
materially changed in the salt house ; only they are nred more rapidly: salted over, and changed five days after fir t saltin°·, hlto a fre h
kench, where they lie ready for final binding in ten or twelve days'
time from date of first alting·. I ay five day· after first salting,
becau e it is done as soon a that, if possible, though it is r~ot ess ntial-ten days often elapse . This resalting is neces ary to in me a
complete curing of the edge of the pelts. If it is not don , then a
1 This tail of the fur seal is just a suggestion of the article and that is all.
nlike
the abbreviated caudal extremities of the bear or the rabbit, it does 11ot s em to he
under the slighte t control of its owner-at leat>u I never could see it move to any
appreciable degree-when the seal is in action on land. Certainly there is no service
requir d of it: but it doe appear to me rather singular that none of the chaug ful
mood of CallorhimtB aro capable of giving rise to ev n a tremor in it short stump
of a tail. It is never raised or depres ed, and in fact amount to a mere excr seen e,
which many casual observers would not notice. Tbe shrinking, twitching movements of the seal skin hero and there at irregular intervals are sp cially noticed
when that animal is a leep, so that ev n when awake I believe that dermatological
motion is an involuntary: one. The tail of the sea lion is equally inconsequential;
that of the walru , even more o, while Plwca vitulina has one a trifle longer, r latively, and much stouter, fleshier than that of the fur seal.
I found that the natives here were pronounced evolutionists, as are all the many
Indian tribes with which I have been thrown in contact during my travels from
Mexico to th head of the Stickeen River. They declaro that their remote ancestry
undoubtedly were fur seals. Ind ed, there is a better showing for the brain cases of
the fur seal over that of the monkey's skull, a to weight with reference to physical
hulk, while their tails are as short or oven shorter thau most of tho anthropoid
apes!
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have laid every season, since 1854, sloughing away into the sand beneath,
1ms not and does not cause any sickness among the people who live right
over them, so to speak. The cool, raw temperatUTe and strong winds
J_)eculiar to the l)lace seem to prevent any unhealthy effect from the fermentation of decay. The Elyrnus and other grasses once more take heart
and grow with magical vigor over that unsightly spot, to which the sealing gang again returns, repeating their bateau, which we have marked
before upou this place, three years ago. In that way, this strip of
ground, seen on my ma.p between the village, the East landing, and the
Lagoon, contains the bones and the oil drippings and other fragments
thereof, of more than 4,000,000 seals slain since 1786, while the slaughter
fields at N ovastoshnah record the end of a million more!
I remember well the unmitigated sensations of disgust that possessed
me when I first landed, April 26, 1872, on the Pribilov Islands, and passed
up, from the beach at Lukannon, to the village over the killing grounds.
Though there was a heavy coat of snow on the fields, yet each and every
one of the 55,000 decaying carcasses was there, and bare: having burned,
as it were, their way out to the open air, polluting the same to a sad
degree. I was laughed at by the residents who noticed my facial contortions, and assured that this state of smell was nothing to what I
should soon experience when the frost and snow had fairly melted. They
were correct; the odor along by the end of May was terrific punishment
to my o1factories, and continued so for several weeks until my sense of
smell became blunted andcallou to this stench by longfamiliarity. Like
the old residents, I then became quite unconscious of the prevalence
of this rich "funk" and ceased to notice it.
Those who land here, as I did, for the first time, nervously and in variably declare that such an atmosphere mu t breed a plague or a fever of
some kind in the village, and hardly credit the assurance of those who
have resided in it for the whole period of their lives, that such a thing
was never known to St. Paul, and that the island is remarkably healthy.
It is entirely true, however, and after a few week,' contact or a couple
of months' experience at the longest, the moRt sensitive nose becomes
used to that aroma, wafted, as it is, hourly, day in and out, from decaying seal flesh, viscera, and blubber; and, al o, it ceases to be an object
of attention. The cool, sunless climate during the warmer months ha ·
undoubtedly much to do with checking too rapid decomposition and
con equent trouble therefrom, which would otlierwi e ari e from the
killing grounds.
The fre hly skinned carcas es of this season, do not seem to rot, suusta,ntially, until the following year. Then, they rapidly slough away into
the and upon which they rest. The envelope of blubber left upon
each body, seems to act as an air-tight re eiver, holding mo t of the
putrid ga e that are evolved from the decaying vi cera until their volatile ten ion cau es it to give way. Fortunately, the line of lea, t reRi tauce to that merciful retort, i usually right where it is adjacent to the
oil: o, both putre cent fluid and much of the stench within, i deodorized and absorbed before it can contaminate the atmosphere to any great
ext nt. The truth of my observation will be promptly verifi. d if the
keptic choo, e to tear open any one of the thousand of gas-distend d
carca e in tlle fall that were, ·kinned in the killing sea on. If he doe
, o, he will be, mitten by the worst smell that human sen e can measure;
aud should he cban ·e to be accompanied by a nativ , that callous individual will even pinch bi grimy no e and exclaim, it is a "kee hla
pahn ot!"
t the clo e of the third ea on after the kinning of the seal' body,
it will have o rott d and sloughed clown a, to b marked only by the
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bones and a few of the tendinous ligaments. In other words, it requires
from thirty to thirty-six months' time for a seal carcass to rot entir'3ly
away so nothing but whitened bones remain above ground. The natives
govern their driving of the seals and laying out of the fresh bodies
according to this fact, for they can and do spread this year a whole
season's killing out over th same spot of the field previously covered
with such fresh carcasses three summers ago. By alternating with the
seasons, thus, the natives are enabled to annually slaughter all of the
holluschickie on a relatively small area close by their salt houses and
the village, as I have indicated on the map of St. Paul.
DESCRIPTION OF THE KILLING GROUND AT ST. GEORGE VILLAGE.

On St. George the holluschickie are regularly driven to that northeast
slope of the village hill which drops down gently to the sea, where they
are slaughtered close by and under the houses, as at St. Paul. Those
droves which are brought in from the North rookery to the west, and
also Starry Arteel, are frequently driven right through the village itself.
This slaughtering field of St. George_is hard tufa and rocky, but it
slopes dowB to the ocean rapidly enough to drain itself well. Hence
the constant rain and humid fogs of summer carry off that which would
soon clog and deprive the natives from using the ground year after year
in rotation, as they do. Several seasons have occurred, however, when
this natural cleansing of the ground above mentioned has not been as
thorough as must be, to be used again immediately. Then, the seals
were skinned back of the village hill, and in the ravine to the west, on
the same slope from the summit.
This village site of St. George to-day, and the killing grounds adjoining, used to be during early Russian occupation, in Pribilov's time, a
large sea-lion rookery, the finest one known to either island, St. Paul
or St. George. Natives are living there who told me that their fathers
had been employed in shooting and driving these sea Hons so as to
deliberately break up the breeding ground, and thus rid the island of
what they considered a superabundant supply of the Eumetopias, and
thereby to aid and encourage the fre h and increased accession of fur
seals from that vast majority peculiar to St. Paul, which could not take
place wbile the sea lions held the land.
These killing grounds at the villages of St. George and St. Paul
islands are the chief slaughtering fields. But another killing ground
at Zapadnie is established on St. George, with a small salt hou e, in
which the skins as taken, are temporarily cured, and then tran ·ported
over the trail on the backs of donkeys, to the village salt hou es for
final salting and bundling. On St. Paul, at Northeast Point, a regular
salt house and killing ground has been ordered and maintained by our
people, ever ince 1868, and some 25,000 to 30,000 skins have been regularly taken there every year since 1870, until la t sea on (1890), when
only a trifle over 6,000 were scraped up. Also, on St. Paul, a small killing ground ha been established at Stony Point, or Tonkie Mees, ever
ince 1879. A salt hou was built there then: but, during the la t four
or fiv years, o few . al have been cured in it vicinjty that team
hav gone and now go up from the village on the killing day , and haul
the fre h pelt directly down to the village alt bou e . Another killing ground at Zapadnie, t. Paul , clo by ' ntone's Hou e," ha been
u. d ever ince 1 79; but no alt hou e i erected here, ince the native
now row on of their big kin lighter or "bidarrahs" right over from
th village to thi spot, and ail back with the catch for each day' work.
o her l e n either i land hav
aL b n killed by the le e ,
sin e 1 O.
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A drawing from nature by the autho r.

THE VILLAGE OF SAINT GEORG£, FROM THE STEAMER ' S ANCHORAGE, JULY

5 1 1874.

Showing the killing grounds at the base of the bill on the left; Abluckeyak Hill in the distance, 9::lO feet.

SECTION IV.
THE SELECTIO

OF FUR-SEAL SKINS ON THE PRIBILOV ISLANDS, GRADE
AND SUPPLY, SEASONS OF 187z-1874 AND 1890.
As the law of 1870 permits the lessees of the seal islands to kill male
seals of any age that they may select from the herds of holluscbickie
there assembled, above 1 year old, this selection has been very rigorously made from the beginning of tbe leasing in 1870. It is entirely
natural, and in accord with business sense that the aim should have
been, every year, to get only that single grade of skins which will bring
tbe most money in the best market, at London, England.
In that regular effort made since 1870, to get annually 100,000 seal
skins, all to be of the best possible grade, it has been customary during
each season to drive up to the killing grounds every herd as it was
found hauled out. Then, when ready to kill, pods of from 50 to 100 animals at a time would be taken from this herd, as driven, and then only
those of the best grade in tliat pod were clubbed: the rest being permitted to shamble off and back to the sea. The grade for each summer's
work was proclaimed by the general superintendent of the lessees on the
islands, before the work of the killing season opened; and the clubbing
of tlle ·po<l.s was then executed in accordance with this order. Therefore, no seals were killed above that standard set, or below it: no matter how many or bow few were driven up.
This growth and grading of the fur seal on the Pribilov Islands I
found last summer to be the same as it was in 1872-1874. The following ~able expresses it:
Table showing the weight, size, and g1·owth of the fu1· seal ( Callorhinus u1·sin1ts), fr01n the
pnp to the adult, male and female.
.Age.

Length Girth.

btl

Gross Wei
weight of sfin
of body.
·

Remarks .

- - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - One week .•. .. _........

Inches. Inches. Pounds. Pounds.
6-7½

la

Six months............

24

25

39

3

One year..............

38

25

:-19

4½

Two years.............

45

30

58

5½

.A male and female, being the only ones of
th class handled, June 20, 1873.
..A mean of 10 exam1)let1, males and females,
alike in size, ovcmber 28, 1873.
..A mean of 6 exampl s, males and~ males,
alike in size, July 14, 1873.
..Am an of 30 examples, all males, July

Three years ...........

52

36

87

7

..A mean of 32 examples, all males, July

Four year . . . . . . . . . . . .

58

42

135

12

.A m an of 10 examples, nll males, July

Five ye1m1. ... . .. .... ..

65

52

200

16

I ..A.1m7e3~n of 5 exam pl s, all mal s, July 24,

72 1
64
73-80 70-75

280

25

..A mean of 3 xampl s, all male , July 24,

400-500

45-50

.An estimate only, calculatin~ on th ir
weight when fat, and early 1n tb s ason.

12-14

10- 10½

24, 1878.
24, 1873.
24, 1 73.

Six y ars......... .. . . .
Eight to tw nty years.

1873.

I did not permit myself to fall into error by estirnating this matter of
weight, becau e I arly found that the appar nt huge bulk of a ealiou
bull, or fur- eal male, when placed upon the scale , brank far below my
notion . I took a great deal of pain on ev ral occa ion , during the
killing ea. on of 1 72-7 , to have a platform cale carted out into the
field: then, a the ~ eal were knocked down, and before they were bled,
I had them carefully weighed, con tructing the above table from the
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records thus obtained; also, I made the following classification then.
(1872), which is still entirely applicable to these seals as they exist now
(1890).
CLASSING '.l'HE HOLL SCHICKIE BY .A.GE.

When the holluschickie are up on land they can be readily separated
into their several classes as to age by the color of their coats and size
when noted, namely, the yearlings, the 2, 3, 4, and 5 year old males.
When the yearliugs, or the first class, haul out, they are dressed jus t
as they were after they shed their pup coats, and took on their second
covering during the previous year, in September and October; now, as
they come out in the spring and summer, 1 year old, the males and
females can not be disting'ltished apart, either by color or size, sha,pe
or actionj the yearlings of both sexe have the same steel-gray backs
and white stomachs, and are alike in behavior and weight.
Next year these yearling females, which are now trooping out with
the youthful males on the hauling grounds, will repair as nubiles to the
rookeries; while their male companions wi11 be obliged to come again
to this same spot, without them.
SHEDDING THE HAIR-ST.A.GEY SE.A.LS.

A.bout the 15th and 20th of every August they have become perceptibly ''stagey," or, in other words, their hair is well under way in
shedding. .A.11 cla ses, with the exception of the pups, go througll this
process, at this time, every year. The proces requires about six weeks
between the fir t dropping or fallino- out of the old over hair and its
full substitution by the new. This takes place as a rule between August 1 and September 28.
The fue i bed: but it i so shed that the abilitv of the seal to take
to the water and stay there, and not to be physically chilled or di turbed during the proce s of molting, i never impaired. The wbole
surface of these exteu. ive breeding grounds, traversed over by us after
the seals bad gone, wa literally matted with the shed hair and fur.
Thi under fur or pelage i , however, o fine and delicate and o much
concealed and haded by the coar er over hair that a carele . eye or a
superficiaJ ob erver might be pardoned in failing to notice the fac t of
its dropping and renewal.
The yearling ow · retain the color of the old coat in the new when
they hed it for the fir t time, and from that time on, year after year
a tney live and grow old. The young 3-year-old and the older cow '
look exactly alike, a far a color goe , when they haul up at first an d
dry off on the rook rie , every .Tune and July.
The yearling male , however, make a radical change when they hed
1or the fir t time: they then ome out from their" ta gin . in a nearly
uniform dark gra an l gray and black mi ed, and Jigllter, with dark
ocb r to whiti 11 on the upper and under part , re pe tively. Thi coat
nex t y ar wb n tlley appear a 2-year-old., bedding for tlrn 3-year -old
oat, i. of av ry mu ·h dark r ray and o on to th third fonrtb and
fifth
a on· th n aft r thi , with ao· they be ·in to o-row more gray
and brown. with rnfou -o h rand whiti h -ti1 ped over bair on the . boul1 r .
m of the ery ol l bull ' ban
in their d liuing year t ,
unifi rm . had all ov r of dull- rayi . h h r. ' he full gl r. and b auty
f th
al mu tacb i d ui d
him until h ha, a tain d bi
y ntll
r i hth , ar.
P •L

E.

l t ri orc tion f th
in b fif h · r

male
Iti
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thickest and finest in texture during the third and fourth yea.r of life.
Hence, in driving the seals on St. Paul and St. George up from the hauling grounds, the natives made, as far as practicable, a selection from
males of that age in 1872-74: they tried hard in 1890 to do so, but
could not.
COMP .A.RATIVE SIZE OF FEMALES AND MALES.

The female does not get her full 0 Towth and weight until the end of
ber fourth year, so far as I have observed: but she does most of ller
growing longitudinally, in the first two. After she has passed her fourth
and fifth years, she weighs from 30 to 50 pounds more than she did in
the d ays of her youthful maternity (80 lbs.).
The male does not get his full growth and weight until the close of
his seven th year, but realizes most of it, osteologically speaking, by the
end of the fifth; and from this it may be, perhaps, truly inferred that the
male seals live to an average age of 18 or 20 years, if undisturbed, in a
normal condition: and, that the females attain 10 or 12 seasons under the
same favorable circumstances. Their respective weights, when fully
mature and fat in the spring, wi11, in regard to the male, strike an
average of from 400 to 500 pounds, while the females will show a mean
of from 70 to 80 pounds.
GRADATION OF THE FUR OF C.A.LLORHINUS URSINUS.

The gradation of the fur of Oallorhinus ursinus may, perhaps, be best
presented in the following manner:
One-year-o ld male, well grown at July 1 of every season: Fur fully
developed as to uniform length and thickness and evenness of distribution. It is lighter in color and softer in texture than hereafter
during the life of the animal. Average weight of skin as removed by
the sealers from the carca s 4~ pounds.
Tu. o-year-old male, well grown at June 1 of every season: Fur fully
developed as to even length and thickness and uniformity of di tribution. It bas now attained the darker buff and fawn color, sometimes
almo t brown, which it retains throughout the life of the animal. It is
slightly and perceptibly firmer and tifler than it was laRt year, not
being at all "fluffy" as in the yearling dress, now. Average weight of
skin as taken from the body 5½ pounds.
Three-year-old male, well grown at June 1 of every season: Fur fully
developed as to even length, but a shade longer over the shoulders,
where the incipient "wig" is forming; otherwise perfectly uniform in
thic1rne s and even di ' tribution. This is ·the very best grade of pelt
which tlie seal afford during it life. Average weight of skin as taken
from the body 7 pound .
Four-year-old male, well grou n at June 1 of every season: Fur fully
developed as to even length, except a decided advance in length and
perceptible stiffness over the shoulder , in the "wig;" otherwi e perfectly uniform in t hickness and even distribution. This grade i almost
as sate to take, an<l a good as is the 3-year·-old. Average weight of
skin as removed 12 pound .
·
Pive-yea.r-old male, u ell grou n at May to June 1 of every season: Fur
fully developed, but much longer and decidedly coar er in the" wig"
region; otherwi e uniform in thickne s and distribution. The coarsene s of the fur over the boulders and disproportionate length thereon
destroys that uniformity neces ary for rating Al in the market; in fact,
it does not pay to take this skin. Average weight 16 pounds.
Six-year-old rnale, well groun from May to June 1 of ei,ery season:
Fur fully developed, still longer and stiffer in the " wig" region, with a
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slightly thinner distribution over the post-dorsal region, and shorterThis skin is never taken; it is profitleRs. Average weight 25 pounds.
Sei1en-year-old and 'l'1pward 1nale,fr01n May to June 1 of every season:
Fur fully developed, but very unevenly distributed, being relatively
scant and short over the posterior dorsal region, while it is twice as
long and very coarse in the covering to the shoulders especially and
the neck and chest. Skins are valueless to the fur trade. Weights 45
to 60 pounds.
·
This analysis, as above, is a brief epitome of the entire subject: only
it should be added tl.iat the female skins are as finely furred as are the
best grades of the males when pups are not nursing: and also, that age
does not cause the quality of their pelage to deteriorate, which it does
to so marked an extent in the males. But, taking them into consideration, is entirely out of the question, and ought to be so forever.
The fmtal coat of the pup is composed of coarse black hair alone,
the underwool not at all developed. When this is sbed and the nffw
coat is put on in September and October, it is furred and haired as a yearling, which I diagnose above. This pelage bas, however, no commercial
value.
All the skins taken by the company have been prime skins, in the fair
sense of the term.
To this diagnosis of 1872-1874 I may add the 4-year-olds are divided .
by the sealers into "smooth" 4-year-olds and "wigged" 4-year-olds. The-" smooth" skin is the fine tone in the field; the" wigged" skin is
way below par,and never taken unless fear of not getting thequotafor
the season, impel ' the clubbing of them. These young bulls vary
remarkably in tbi matter of being '' wigged," or not, at tbe culminatio11
of their fourth year: just as young men at 18, vary as to having mu. tache and beard, or not.
Therefore, since the finest kins are the 3-year and '' mooth ' 4- • a:r
olds, the standard et for killing has been kept steadily at that mark:
and, uule s a 2-year-old wa unmmally well grown, it and the yearling
male bas not been clubbed at all, to peak of, until 1887- .,8. Then it
became absolutely neces ary to kill a large portion of the e smaller
seal , or fail to get the quota of 100,000 annually, ince the larger seal
were missing (had been killed by the driving and clnbbing of the prec ding seasous). In 1889, in order to get the quota of 100,000, more
titan half tlie entire catch were "long' and "short"' .2-year-old8; more
than 25,000 "long" yearlings were taken for the first tirne in the it hole
period dating from 1 70, the balance, some 20,000 only, being the prime
3-y ar and 'smooth 4-year old , kin which have hitherto, prior to
1 7, been th only one taken, a a rule.
Among the many bit of evidence a to the rapid elimination of the
hollu chickie, which I gathered la t ea on (1 90) one of the mo t elfa rting i th following statement of the percentage of rej •tion whi ·h
took plac n the e killin ground of t. Paul in 1 72-1874; contr ·ted
with that wlii h I re rd d la,•t ummer. Th tandard for 1 72-l 74
wa
and m oth 4 ar old ·kin (7-poun land 12-pound p It ) · anrl
it u as not low red. The tandard for 1 9 at th out t, , a th am
until he 4th of July; h n, the uppl of tho ·kin having practi ally
fail cl the tandarcl 1ca dropp <l n that day to '' long ' 2-year-old (5½
t G½ pound kin ) and finally on the 1 h to th 20th of July, th
1, ·, f tlJ la t kiJlin I ermi t l the tanclarcl ·as again drOJJP d so
2- a.r-ol ·
P und_ kin
rncl km.

t
h

·

11 grown, or ab v the a.v raa ize for thot
ar-. ld i_ ou tb_at i nod r grown for it age·
at1 n 1 apphcal>Je ;_ nd given to the y ar-
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as to ta,ke in "short" 2-year-olds and a few" long" yearlings. Yet with
all this effort-and the attempt this year to get 60,000 skins was
most vigorously made,-only 21,000 skins in round numbers were thus
secured, 1 with all possillle exertion!
TABLE SHOWING TUE REMARKABLE SCARCITY OF KILLABLE FUR SEALS.

Detailed exhibit of percentages of rejection on the killing gro1tnds under the Village: at
Zapadnie, and at Stony Point, St. Paul [sland.

Date.

Whole
number
of seals
in the
driven
herd.

kin
Whole
standard
of
number Percentacof ceptance
of s als r age
Jection.
killed.
(nothing
under).

Where driven from.

Remarks.

--- ---------

Per cent. Pound8.
60
7

1890.
,Tune 11

1,200

539

18
23
24

1,750
2,400
1,300

470
518
426

25

26
27
28
30

800
344
1,628
1,317
1,262

263
97
392
203
203

70
72
79

85½
84½

6½

1
1
2
3
4

1,103
2,000
1, 929
925
4,323

120
245
240
180
432

90
89

6\ N!i/f~~:t ;~1~t ........
6½ Ree f Crest. . ......••.•••
6½ Polavina ..•.............

7
8

350
·255
102
377
633

92
87

83½

12

4,001
1,865
867
3,246
5,150

14
15

1,592
4,644

101
309

93
93

17
17
18

1,514
1,320
1,192

172
197
241

87

July

9
10

70
75
71

88½
81

90½

89
88½

85¼
79

7
7
6½

6½
6½

6½
6½

6½
5½

Reef Crest .......••..... Four year ancl 3 year olds
onl.v taken; 12 and 7
pound sk ins.
Tolstoi, Middle Hill .....
Do.
..... do .................•
Do.
Reef and Zoltoi bluffs.
Standard lowered so as
to take the " long "
2-year-olds; 6½-pound
skins.
Polavinaand Stony Point
Do.
Do.
i~fsa~f ~en~i Mid~i1e· Hiii:
Do.
Reef Crest ........... .. .
Do.
Midcll11 Hill, Tolstoi, and
Do.

Mi

i~fs~f
a·111 e· n."i"il, ·
English Bay, Lukannon, and Ketavie.

5½ .•••. do ....•.............
5½ Polavina .•............•.
5½ Zapadnie ....•• .. .......
5½ Reef Crest ..............
5½ Tolstoi, Mhldle Hill ,
English Bay, Lukan non, and Ketavie.
5½ Reef Crest ..... ..... ... .
St Tolstoi, Middle Hill,
English Bay, Lukannon, and Ketavie.
5½ Polaviua ................
5½ Lukannon and K etavie .
5½ Zapndnie ...............

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Standard again lowered
so as take tbe average
2-y_ear.olds; 5½-pound
skrns.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

The detailed figures upon which the foregoing tabulation i ba ed,
appear in Section Vlll, of this report. .
In the drive of July 17 from Polavina, above cited, in order to swell
the shrinkino- catch, a11 the 4-year-old ''wigs" in the drive were knocked
down. They had been regularly rejected thu far, aR they came up
daily in the drives. Out of the total of 172 killed in thi Polaviua
drive, 82 were 4-year-old "wigs." Had the tandard not been lowered
so a to take them the percentage of r~jection would have been 95.
In the drive of July 18 from Zapadnie, al o cited above, all the 4•yearold "wigs" were again taken to swell the diminishing catch; U4 out of
the total here of 241, were "wigs." Had they not been taken, 8 per
cent of rejection would have been the record of tllat killing.
On the two last days of killing permitted by the Secretary, viz, July
1
In the report of the Treasury agent in charge, Mr. Charles J. Goff, for the current
year, will be found a detailed daily statement of this work last summer, together
with a full and exhaustive tabulation of the work as it has been done clnring tbe
last twenty years upon these islands. I take mnch pleasure in reprinting this worl
of Mr. Go.ff; it will be found in the Appendix, postea, pp. 219-224.
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19 and 20, the standard was again lowered so as to take all the "short''
2-year-olds; and the catch of those last killings was in creased more
than 70 per cent by the acceptance of 5-pound skins, which had been
rejected emphatically up to that hour.
Had the lessees been permitted to kill longer, the result would have
been another q"Qick ''run to emptyings" by the lapse of three or four
more killings. The supply of "short" 2-year-olds would then have
been exhausted in turn, as the higher grades bad, hitherto. The seals
simply do not exist in sufficient numbers to fill the quota, and the above
statements of fact prove it.
TABLE SHOWING CONTRAST IN SEASONS OF 1874 AND 1890.

SU?nmary of this percentage of seals r~jected frorii the herds (as d1·iven f1·om the ha1iling
g1·ounds) when upon the killing grounds of St. Paul Island, Pribilov Group, Bm-ing Sea.
[Average percentage of seals "turned out " from the driven "pods.' ']
Seasons of
1872-1874 ,
inclusive. a

Dates of driven herds.

Percent.
Fro1n June 5 to 15, inclusive ....••..••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••..•••••.•••••.
From June 15 to 30, inclnsive . .......•............••••...•...•••••.... ... ..•..

5 to 8
10 to 12
35 to 40
60 to 75

~~g: i~}: ~/fo1~0:r:!1:~i:e: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::::: ::::::

Season of
1890. b

Percent.

60 to 70
70 to 85
c85to90
d90 to 93

a Nothing but 7 to 12 pound skins taken from the start to the finish.
bNothing but 7 to 12 pound. skins taken up to July 4; then all 5½-pound skins included; last two
days , all 5-pouncl skin~ were taken.
c Standarcl lowered to 5~-pound skms .
dStandard again lowered to 5-pound skins.

The foregoing tatement declares tbat in 1872-1874, to get t11e quota
then secured of 100,000 7 and 12 pound skins (3 and 4 year old chiefly
then taken), required the driving of only 126,000 seals from the hauling
grounds to the slaughter field .
But in 1890, if a quota of 100,000 such skins could have been ecured,
it would have required the driving of at least 1,000,000 eals !
It is, to-day, an extremely liberal estimate of mine when I admit the
existence of 80,000 hollu, chickie, or male seals, from 1 year old to 4year-olds, a left upon these islands of Pribilov July 31, 1 90; and 9 per
cent of thi 80,000 are yearlings!
The strange ab ence of a due proportion of 2-year-o]ds in the a sembled ho11u chickie of thi year (1890), I believe is larO'ely due to the
killing of . om e 25,000 yearling last summer, in that de perate effort
made then, to :fill out the quota alJowed of 100,000, coupled with the
·ub equent deadly effect of that summer' driving upon the pared
yearling .
The following field notes and data, are now given in tbi connection:
J NE 23 1 l 90.
Tho e two pod of ho1luscbickie whi h I h:ive ob ervecl und r Middle Hill and
Tolstoi during the la t two day were driven up tbi mornincr. I made an item1z cl
onut of percentag s-th number driven up in each 'pod 'and the number turn ed
out to the a from it.
Pod number.

Driven
up.

...... nmb r

Pod nom

kill d .

r.

Dri ven
up.

Numbr

50
47
39

1·
7
9
6
9

_ __ _ _ __ __ ,___ - - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - )a ·••••·• •.•••••••••••••••••. ·····-···· •••••••...

2 . .. . ... ···············•······

79

9

3.............................
◄................ . .......... ..

27
37

8

5 .... · · ·.............•........
6 . · · · · · · · • ..... . . . ... .. ... •• • .
7 • .. . •...• . •.• . . .••.. . • · ·••• · •

01
40
61

15
10
15

a ••

8 ••••··••·••••••••• •••••••••·

9 •••••• ••••••·•••••·•••••••••

7

10 ..........•. . .......•......
11 . .. ....•.......•.•.•....••.
12 .•.....•••.. . ••••..•..•••••

II

in tim to

Total. ..............••.

45

---·561 j
110

1

unt it.

69

killed
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Eleven pods of 561 animals, and only 110 of them taken, or 80 per cent of the whole
number driven, rejected.
This gives a fair average of the whole drive to-day, some 2,800 animals, since 518
skins only were taken.
At this time in 1872, only 10 to 12 per cent of such a drive were turned away: the
standard being the same to-day, as it was then. To-day all the seals taken, with the
rare example of a few 4-year-olds, were 3-year-olds, not one 4-year-old in twenty,
taken, .and a remarkable absence of 2-year-olds-a few only.
Those turned away were-95 per cent of them at least were-" long'' and "short"
yearlings, a few 5-year-olds, and a very few 6-year-old bulls, and a very few "short"
2-year-olds also.
A small pod of holluschickie have just mado their appearance, close up under the
bluffs at Zoltoi, 100 to 150 of them at abont 11 a. m. Tow, that calls to my mind
this question, Where have those tired seals, driven this morning, and released from
the pods into the Lagoon slou&_I; and from tbero direct into the sea,-where do they
go'? Do they haul up againt res, everybody says so, and I do not know anything
to the contrary, and much in affirmation. Then, that being so, these seals spared
to-day may be driven to-morrow from Zoltoi Bluffs, to be spared again and driven
next week, and so on all over through the season. What indication, truthful one,
have we of what nnruber of fresh holluschickic really arrive from this time forth, if
these released seals are to continually present themselves, as they dot So, as matters go, the steady increase daily of discarded seals, together with the fresh or new
arrivals, are driven day after day over and over again throughout the killing season.
Then, in 1872-1874, this proportion of rejected or "turned away" seals from all
the drives up to the 1st of July was not over 10 or 12 per cent of the whole drove
driven; now it is 80 and 90 per cent of this m1mber-yearlings, t.bat do require six
years of rest ere they are fit for rookery service. This is the status at the present
moment on the killing grounds right in the very height of the best hour for sealing
in the whole season; and this, too, must be considered in the light of the positive
declaration of the natives that this repeated driving renders the spared males wholly
unfit for rookery service-breaks down their norve·.
How many of these released seals this morning have been driven over that road
before this season
On the 17th, the last drive prior to this one to-day, from Middle
Hill and Tolstoi was made, 70 per cent of that drove was turned away; and now,
to-day, the same drive is made over again, after an interval of six days' rest of the
ground, and 80 l)er cent is turned away. I shall observe the next drive very closely
as it comes in from Middle Hill and Tolstoi. At this rate of increase of rejection,
where will the driving be in July, when tl.te yearlings begin to haul in bodies~
JUNE 24, 1890.
A drive this morning at 5.50 from the Zoltoi bluffs of about 500, all told, and
another" pod" from the reef~ some 750, comin~. Yesterday morning at 7 o'clock,
there was not a single holluscheck under Zolto1 bluffs: but, in less than three hours
after the killing began on the Lagoon flats, and the turning out there of 80 per cent
of all that ~1iddle Hill drive, I observed holluschickie hauling under those bluffs at
Zoltoi, and a few on the sands, the first that have han1ed there this year. Now, the
query enters my mind, Were any of these. spared seals of yesterday, hauling up at
Zoltoi yesterday~ Look at the map and obserYe the significance of the surroundmgs. Everybody in 1872; and everybody to-day, admits that these seals which are
released from the drives ooul up again, are driven over again: released once more,
and still driven again and again throughout the season.
In 1872 on this 8t. Paul village ground a 5-year-old bull was pointed out to me by
Chief Booterin, which was marked by som curious pink-white mottles on its dark
fore flippers. Booterin said to me that that '' polseecatch" 1 had been driven up in
this way already, twice from the hauling ~ronnds, and this made its third trip since
the season opened. It was not noticecl rn any of the subsequent drives. It may
have gone over to t. George in disgust, or have hauled at Zapa.dnie, at outhwest
Point, Polavina, Tonkie Mees, where at any one of these resorts at that date, it
would have remained in peace: for, no seals were then driven from any of these
points; or it may have gone to rortheast Point and exhibited itself to Webeter and
hi1:1 men; and a.gain, this last drive above noted may have so enfeebled it as to cause
its subsequent death at sea.
That these" half bulls" or "polseecatch" thus driven in 1872 should not attempt
then to land on the rookeries was not surpri ing. They simply could not, for the
crowds of old and virile bulls stationed there, never let them. But to-day, where
there are wide gaps in the water lines and above these breeding bulls, why is it that
these "half bulls," in these drives to-day, (5 and 6 year old ) do not ei•er atternpt to go
there now, where there is no sign of opposition? It is remarkable. Tho statement
macle by the natives in 1 34-35, and to-day, that this driving renders them unfit for
breeding, is tho only solution.

---- ---- ---

1"Polseecatch," or half bull; name given by native to all fur-seal males over 4
and under 7 years of age.
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At 7 a. m. I went down to the killing groun<l.s and followed the podding and clu 1?bing of the entire drive as brought up from the Reef crest and Zoltoi bluffs early th1
ruornmg The Zoltoi pocl arrived on the ground long before the Reef pod-two hours
sooner. It was made up largely of "polseecatchie" and yearlings-the oldest bulls
th us far of the season, 6 and 7 year olds: and in this drive were many bulls which.
the natives said, as they pointed them out, had come over from the Lagoon killing
yesterday; they knew the individuals by certain clubbing marks, etc.
The seals turned aside this morning were exclusively yearlings and "short" 2-yearolds, and a large number of "half bulls." No "long" 2-year-old escaped; so, therefore, many 5½ and 6 pound skins will appear in thiR catch. There was, however, a,
notable absence of 2-year-olds in proportion to the number driven, and the bulk of the
catch was 3-year-olds, as was yesterday's killing, with a very large number of 4-yearolds in proportion for the small number of skins secure<l. A few cows appeared in
the drive; two of them were rookery cows, and two or three were what I called" barren females" ill 1872-1874. It is impossible, as the driving is now conducted, to avoid
getting a few cows in the herd, since nearly two-thirds of that drive this morning
came from the breeding lines on the Reef crest. Driving thus from the close proximity of breeding lines was not done in 1872-1874; and then, too, I never saw such
an extraordinary number of 6-year-old bulls driven up here, before. True it was
that in 1872 great numbers of these vagrants, or whipped bulls, were to be seen on
the hauling grounds then: yet the natives could and did "walk them out" at the
start, so, very few of them came along in the drive. I have often watched them
cut out these large young bulls and any older ones from the drives as they started
from English Bay or Lu.kannon. 'I'hey don't do it now; they are afraid to lose a
single eligible seal.
JUNE 27, 1890.
In 1872-1874 very little attention was pa.id to driving seals until the 12th or 14th
of June. True it was, that bands of thousands of holluschickie w re then many days
long before that date, hauled out on the several resorts: yet then, because these animals were not in greater numbers, and were nearly all of them down by the surf
margin, it was deemed be t to wait until the 12th or 14th before beginning in earne t
to drivo. But, after the 14th of June usually there was such an abundant supply
of hollusehickie on hand within 1½ miles of this village, and from the salt house at;
Northeast Point, that no concern was ever given as to the number that the.v onld
get-it was the numb r that they bould get (ju t the other way from the present
condition and cl sir )-for if it wa a warrui h, dry day in 1872, then only a. small
drive, so as to get some 1,200 or 1,500 skin , was made. If it was a cool, favorable
day, then the driving would be o ordered a to briner in some 2,500 ?r 3,00_0 skins,
which was about th utmost number that they could handle at the village m those
times, per <lieru, under the most favorable circuw tances.
How different now! eighteen y ar since th above-cited order of affairs on this
ground. By th 6th of Juno the mo t ager, ner etic driving- berran simultaneou ·ly
with th arrival of oach and ev ry squad of hollu chi kie, and has been kept up ever
since; but up to the 11th of June these drives wereuothing better than'' foocldrives,'
so scant was the supnly of killable seal .
J E 2 , 1890, 5 a. m.
The superb sealing weather still continues. The natives are bringin up a small
squad from the Reef (som 1,300) a I writ .
ot a single seal on the sands of Zoltoi
this morning, nor ha ther been one ince the la t driv , 24th in ta.nt, or any prior
to that this sea on. Thi is r markable-most r markable. This squad of hollu cbickie driven up from th
rest, when relea ed from the several pods on the killiu "
grounds adjacent to Zoltoi, went directly to the sea v r by Gull Hill th n headed
back for th R ef Poio t-a fi w for K tavie, and many of the "half bull actually
hauled out under ull Hill and Gra sy ummit iu les than an hour aft r their
relea e from the driven h rel, in which they form l quite a large element this
morning.
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sex haul out on land, these unfortunate seals are beguiled again very soon, or a few
days later, into that deadly procession to that ground from which they wore driven
early this morning. How the siguificiince-the death of this driving-now keeps
rising to my mind. I had little occasion in 1872-1874 to give it thought: and, what _
I did then was only in a suggestive mood.
I passed up from the killing ground over to Tolstoi rookery, and gave the seal path
or road, a careful review. A few holluschickie were again hauled out under Middle
Hill, and a dozen, perhaps, on the Tolstoi rookery sand intersection: but, the great
hauling grounds of English Bay are utterly des ti tu te of seal life at the hour of this
writing: and have been so ever since the season opened, with the marked exception
of those small squads under Middle Hill, in the 1·ear of Neahpahskie Kam.men, and
the sand beach at the immediate ending of the Tol toi breeding lines. These microscopic areas are the only points now in all that vast extent of ground over which in
1872-1874 the holluschickie of Engli h Bay spread their heavy squadron !
Not a hollnschiekie on Zoltoi sands to.day, and only a handful on the rocks beyond
and above, from which the Zoltoi drives, so called, have all been thus far. Mr. Goff
assures mo that there was no driviu<r from the sands here last year-it was all from
these rocks above the Zoltoi bluffs. When this famous hauling ground began to
fail was full time for its a note of warning to have been beard. When did it fail

From the jouruals of the Treasury agent's office on St. Paul and St.
George islands, I have extracted the following data, which declares
plainly enough that until the season of 1885 closed, the annual quota
of 100,000 prime skins wa easily taken on these islands between the
1st and 14th of June antl the 20th of July; that in 1885, the work ud•
denly dropped behind, ~tnd continued to lag until the total failure of
1890 closes this sad record :
Table showing <latea of the firat and laat killings of each o.ffioial sealing seaaon on the
Pribilov Ialands.
lThe s ason of 1890 olo ed on the 20th of July by order of the Secretary of the Treasury. J
Island of St. Paul. Island of St. George.

Year.

1- - - - - - - 1 - - - - - First
killing.

Last
killing.

First
killing.

- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - - -1---- - - - - 1 - --

Last
killing.

-l

1870 a ............................................................................................ ... •
1871 ............................. .. ........................... May 16 July 31 Juno 4 bJ11l 31
1

mL::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~d~ -~- ~~ ~%~~

1874 .......................................................... June 3 11Jnly 28

t~~o t i~l~ ~i
June 1

July

27

a No record.
b Delayed for" food driv s" after 22d.
c The catch of 75,000 was substantially taken on July 17. .A few thousand skins lef for food driv•
ing until 30th.
il Tbe catch of 75,000 was s ubstantially taken by the 20th. .A f w thousand skiu left for food tlriv•
ing until the 24th.
e The catch of 90,000 waa substantially taken on the 16th of July ; but a fow thousand tikius for food
driving were left- over to the 28th.
/ Tbis season's work covers the first draft made upon the reserves.
o Heavy draft begun this year upon the re erves.

Official entries in the jo111'nal of the chief special agent of the Treasury Department, at St.
Pa1il Island, relative to the close of the sealing aeasons on that island since 1879, the year
of first hint of climinution: 1
July 14, 1879.- Drive from Zoltoi, 2,652 skins taken.
Ji,ly 16, 1879.-Last day of the sealing season. Drive from Middle Bill making up
the full quota for this island. The natives round up the sealing with a yell. (H. G.
Otis, p. 99.)
1 See

detailed statement in Appendix p. 218.
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July 17, 1880.-Drive from Zoltoi, the last driYe of the regular season, making up
the full quota, 80,000. (H. G. Otis, p.181.)
July 20, 1881.-Drives from Tolstoi, Zoltoi, KetaYie, and Lukannon, the last of the
regular sealing season, 2,530 skins taken, filling the islands' quota of 80,000. (H. G.
Otis, p. 231.)
Jtily 20, 1882.-The seals killed to-day fills the quota of 1882; total killed, 81:510.
(H. A. Glidden, p. 268.)
July 19, 1883.-This entry closes the sen,ling season. (H. A. Glidden, p. 305.)
July 21, 1884.-To-dfty's killing closes the sealing season of 1884; total killed,
88,951. (H. A. Glidden, p. 347.)
July 27, 1885.-The Alaska Commercial Company made a final drive from Zoltoi
Reef and Middle Hill, and killed 983, which closes the season's quota, making in all.
99,996. (G. R. Tingle, p. 379.)
July 26, 1886.-The Alaska Commercial Company completed the season's killing
to-day, securing the full quota for this island, viz, 85,000. (G. R. 'ri11g]e, p . 449.)
July 12, 1887.-Alaska Commercial Company killed and salted 4.,812 skin s.
July 13, 1887.-Alaska Commercial Company killed and salted 4,958 skins. Th~
last two killings are the largest for years in a single day.
July 23, 1887.-Alaska C?mmercial Company made a drive at Southwe:,st Bay to
close the season. (G. R. Tmgle, p. 13.)
Jnly 27, 1888.-The sealing season closed to-day, completing the full quota of
100,000, being 85,000 for this and 15,000 for St. George Island. (G. R. Tingle, p . 76.)
July 31, 1889.-The season closed to-day, the full quota being secured for this
island (85,000). (C. J. Goff.)

The foregoing statements of fact, declare that the first breakdown
from the regular time, July 20, of getting the whole catch since 1870,
took place in 1885: then it fell suddenly to the 27th of July: rallied a
little in 1887, but fell back again in 1888, and dowu to the bottom in
1889. This season of 1890 never had a real beginning, if a compari on
of the seals, killPd daily since it opened, is made with the daily record
of any of the preceding twenty years.
The-custom Oil both islands, in driving, of combining- the herd from
everal localities into one drive as it is brought upon the killing ground ,
makes a direct comparison, between year·, of the catch taken from any
one hauling ground, very difficult: indeed, incorrect if attempted.
But there are two localities, Northeast Point of St. Paul and Zapadnie, on St. George Island, where there is no opportunity to merge any
other seals driven except those found there alone. Thi make the following contrast, between the work of 1889 an d 1890, very direct and
honest:
Daily record of aeala taken at Nova&toahah, acaaona of 1889-90.
1689nnm•
ber of
skins.

Date.

1890num•
ber of
skins.

---

kin grade;
nothing under.

-

18 9.

Date.

1890.

1 89-

1890-

llUID·

lllllll ·

her of her ot
skins. skins.

Poundi. POt1,nda.
June 17.......... 1,054
16
6
7 July 6....... ..
376 ...... .
7.... .. .. . . .. . ....
336
1s.......... 1, 210
78
6
1
8.... .. . . .
914
378
19.... ......
494
6
71
9.........
641
271
20........... .. .....
438
6
7
10.... .. . ..
800
112
21. . . . . . . • . . 1, 205
96
6
7
13... . . . . .
793
041
23.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
15. .. . . . . . . 1, as
245
24..... .•• . .
754
202
6
7
lti......... 1,156
311
25.......... 1,407
164
6
7
17. .. . .. . . .
94
4 5
26 ...••.. - • .
441 . • . . . . . .
6
7
18......... 1, 2 2
405
27..........
84
225
6
7
19....... ..
834
416
28........ ..
479
79
6
7
20a.......
2.J3
464
29.... .. ... .
355 . . . . . • • .
0
7
30...... ..• . . .. .. .. .
97
6
- -- -- - - T tal...... 15,076 •i, 90
Total .•.... 8,403
1,601 ........ ........
J J
== _
I:..=-=-'=-=+=-=-=-=-=: July 22 ........ .
o Y ~·········· 1,200
130
6
~
23 .••...••.
968
96
6
1
2-1 •••••••••
. · · · · .• · · · · · · · · · ·.
1 0
6
7
26 . ... • ..•.
,,·········· 1,559
318
6
5½
20 ........ .
"·········· 1,s2,
74
oI
ii½
31.. ....... ,

I

176

71

71

3--········I

a·

I

on closed for 1 90 by ord r of th

, kin grade ;
nothing under.

--I

!} ,

-oo.

1

Pound11. l'ou11 d1.
6
5½
6
5½
6

5½

~I

5½
5

61

6

i

i~,

5

5½

5
5

5
5

===----

nry.
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The contrast thus clearly drawn between the work at Northeast Point
last year, and this season of 1890, tells its own story. Down on the kill,
ing grounds at the village of St. Paul, the general manager, in 1889became alarmed at the pro pect of failure to get the season's quota of
100,000 for both islands. He accordingly lowered, on the 13th of ,July,
the standard from a 6-pound skin to a 4 2-pound kin, thus takiug in all
the'' long" yearlings and everything above to the 5-year olds. But
Webster, then at .i: ortheast Point, stubbornly refused to kill anything
under a'' short" 2-year-old or 5-pound skin.
At the village, however, over 20,000 of the e "long" yearlings were
knocked clown, and taken after the 13th of July, 1889. That enabled
the shipment of that season's quota of 85,000 skins from St. Paul after
the 31st July.
Daily record of seals taken at Zapadnie, St. Ge01·ge Island, seasons of 1889-90, between
the 10th of June and 20th of July.
1889number of
- - · - - - - ski~

Date.

-

1890Skin grade;
1889- 1890Skin grad ;
num- nothing under.
mun - num- nothing under.
ber of 1- - - - - 1 1
Date.
ber of ber of
_ski_ns_. ~8_9_. _1_8_00_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1__s_k_i_ns . ~kin~ 1889.
1890.

i_

11

Pounds. Pound,.

JunelO........ ..
207 ........
17..........
214 . . . . . . . .
394
20. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
595 . . . . . . . .
24. . . . . . . . . .
27. • • . . • . . . .
223
189
Total......
July

1, 26!J

6
6
6

6
6

July 12.........
192 . ..... ..
14...... . . . . . . . . . . .
53
15. . . . . . . . .
371 . . . . . . . .
18. . . . . . . . .
439 . . . . . . . .
20. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
527

Total.....

583 ............... .

L::::::::: .... ~~'. . ·····ss·
8 ..•... -··..

Pound,. Pounds.

7
7
7
7
7

229 .••.....

7
7
7

July 22 ...•.....
25 . ....••..
28 ........ .

1,498

6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
5

635 . . ••••..• ·- .• ·-·

= 500
==--===
==
6
279
568 .. ······

6
6 ••••••••

1

The following are extracts from the journal of the Treasury agent,
St. Paul I land, showing the dates of the first regular drafts made
upon the reserved male lifo at Zapadnie (South we t Bay) and Polavina.1
The e date also declare the time of that exhan ·tion in part, ofth regular source of hitherto abundant supply at Tolstoi, Middle Bill, Luk.aunon, and Zoltoi:
June 9, 1879.-Antone Meloviedov started with a gang to make a drive at Halfway
Point. (P. 92.)
June 10, 1879.-The drive to-day (at Polavina) resulted in the taking of 1,11 skins.
(H. G. Otis, p. 93.)
June 11, 1879.-Drive made froru Southwest Bay (Zapadnic) to-day and 1,462 skins
taken. (H. G. Otis, p. 93.)
0

In this connection I am able to say that I personally observeu, in
1872, the origin and progress of every St. Paul I 'land drive made up to
the village killing grounds; and again, Lieutenant Maynard and my ·elf
followed the record of every drive made on both i lands duriug the
killing ea on of 1874. "Middle Hill" had no name-was not known
to the white a. ucb in those day . Everything then we tward beyond
it, To1stoi and English Bay hauling grounds, begillning at ''
arhpahskie Karnmen,'' or '' hair-seal rocks,'' wa ca11 d "Zapaduie" by both
whites and natives when alluding to that region. The "Engli h Bay"
driYes were all made from omeways beyond the breeding To], toi eals,
where the hollu cbickie haul d out on what is now generaJly recognized
a the "Middl Hill" grounds.
From thi day ou to the clo. e of that sealing· sea, ou' work, July 20,
Zapadnie was driven often, aud Polavina al o. But in 1880 only one
i

See detailed stat.ernent, Appendix, p. 195-197.

H. Doc. 92, pt. 8--27
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drive was made from this reservoir at Zapaduie, that on the 7th of J~De,
in which 1,496 skins were taken. And again in 1881 it was not dr.1. :en
from at all: but ten drives that year were made from the Pola VI iia
reserve, beginning on the 10th of June, in which 474 skins were take:Il, 1
But, in 1882 tbe draft began in earnest; and it has never ceased up t-0
the end of the present season of 1890.
The work of rapid depletion of the seal life on the hauling grounds d
the Pribilov Islands takes its origin at the beginning- of this season
of 1882. The following citations from the Treasury agent's journal
11
St. Paul Island show the suddenness, the regularity, and the frequen CJ
of these heavy drafts of 1882 upon that surplus male life which vv-a
wholly undisturbed by man in 1872-1874.
June 2, 7, and 12, 1882, drives made from Southwest Bay, etc. June 13, 1882, dri V-El
made from Polavina, etc. June 17 and 20, 1882, drives made from Southwest Bay,
etc. June 23, 1882, drive made from Polavina, etc. June 26 and 27, 1882, drives
made from Southwest Bay, etc. June 30, 1882, drive made from Polavina, etc. July
3, 1882, drive made from Sou th west Bay, etc. July 8, 1882, drive made from Pola vin.a,.
etc. July 13 and 20, 1882, drives made from Southwest Bay, etc.
Season closed on the 20th; the full quota then taken of 85,000 for St. Paul.

And another feature of this draft is that the skins taken from these
reserves were all large skins-not/ting under 3 and 4 year olds, or 7f to
12 pound skins, until the end was reached in 1889, by the 31st of July.
1

See detailed statem nt, Appendix, p. 217, 218.
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SECTION V.

CHARACTER, CONDITION, AND NUMBER OF NATIVES OF THE PRIBILOV
ISLANDS IN 1872, 1874, AND 1890.
WH.A.T OONSTITUTES .A. NATIVE.

There has been some divergence of opinion on the islands as to who
are the real ''natives" thereof, because these natives enjoy certain
privileges that are very valuable to them, and coveted by all outside
Alaskan brethren.
In this connection, the people, living here, are divided into three
classes-that is, the males:
First. The natives, properly speaking, or those who have been born
and raised upon the Pribilov Islands. Not over one-tenth of the present adult population can lay claim to this title.
Second. The people who were living thereon, but not born natives at
the time of the transfer of all Ala ka, July, 1867. This class con titutes a majority of the citizens of the two islands as they exist to-day.
Third. The people who were living and working as sealers on the
Pribilov Islands at the date of tbe granting by the Government of the
present lease to the Alaska Commercial Company, August 3, 1870.
Of the above three divisions, strict justice and true equity unit in
recognizing the third clas as the "natives" of the Pribilov Islands.
This settles the question also to the best satisfaction of these people
themselves, and removes every quibble of di pute in the premi e .
Accurate records of the men, women, and children living on each island
at the date of the lease in 1870, can be found in the church register on
both St. Paul and St. George.
According to Bishop Veniaminov, the inhabitants of the Pribilov
-Islands belonged to the parish of Oonalaska, the priest of which was
obliged to visit them once every two years (to marry, baptize, etc.).
These islands were not known before the year 1786. Mate G. Pribilov,
then in the service of the Leybedev company, first, in the Ru ian
name, found them: but at the same time he wa not the fir t discoverer,
because, as the Bishop say , in his account, (Part I, chapter 1), 1 on one
of them (southwest side of St. Paul) signs such as a pipe, bras knife
handle, and traces of :fire were found, indicating that people had been
there before, but not long, as places w re observed where the grass ha<l.
been burned and scorched. But if we can believe the Aleut in what
they relate the i lands were known to them long before they were vi ited
by the Russians. They knew and called them'' Ateek," after having
heard about them.
When Pribilov, in taking po se sion, landed on St. George a part of
his little ship's crew, July, 1786, he knew that, as it was uninhabited,
it would be necessary to create a colony there, from which to draft
laborer· to do the killing, skinning, and curing of the peltries. Therefore he and his associates, and his rivals after him, imported natives
1
Zapieska, ob Ostrovah Oonalashkenskaho Otdayla-, St. Petersburgh, 1842, Pt. I,
chap. l.
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of Oonalaska and .Atkha-passive, docile .Aleuts. They founded t _
first village a quarter of a mile to the eastward of one of the princ:i.
rookeries on St. George, now called Starry .Arteel, or Old SettJem
.A village was also located at Zapadnie, and a succession of barrabo
planted at Garden Cove. Then, during the following seaRon, more i.
were brought up from .Atkha and taken over to St. Paul, where fl v
six rival traders posted themselves on the north shore near and 2t
Maroonitch, and at the head of the Big Lake, among the sand du
there.
They were then, as they are now, somewhat given to riotous Ji
if they only had the chance: and the ruins of the Big Lake settlemen -t
e
pleasantly remembered by the descendants of those pioneers to-day OIi
St. Paul, who take off their hats as they pass by, to affectionately sal u.. e
and call the pla.ce "Vesolia Mista," or "Jolly Spot." The elder men
told me, with great unction, that ''in those good old days they b.a
plenty of rum." But, when the pressure of competition ber·ame great; ..
another village was located at Polavina, and still another at Zapadnie~
until the activity and unscrupulous energy of all these rival settlements
well-nigh drove out and e1imiuated the seal in 1796. Three year later~
the whole territory of ..Ala lrn passed into the hands of the ab olnte
power vested in the Rus ian-..American Company. These island were
in the bill of sale, and early in 1799 the competing trader were turned
off neck and heels from them and the Pribilov O'roup passed under the
control of a single man-the iron-willed Baranov. The people on St;.
Paul were t.hen all drawn together, for economy and warmth, into a
single settlement at Polavina. Tl1eir life in those. days mu t have b eu.
miserable. They wer ' m re lave , without the lig-hte t redre from
any insolence or injury" hi ·h their masters might ee fit, in pe'"ul 1 ce
or brutal orgie , to inflict upon them. Here they lived anll died, unnotic d and uucared for h1 large barracoons half under ground and dirt;
roofed, cold and filthy. ..Along to ard the beginnino· or end of 1825, in
order that they might reap the advantage of beiug located be t to load
aud unload hips, the Polaviua ttlement wa removed to the pr . n t
village site, as indicated ou the map. and the na ive have liv d th r
ever since.
On 't. George, . the evera,l . catt red villages w re abandoned and
on ·oJiclated at thee i ting Jocatiou ome year later but for a differ nt
rea on. 'fhe labor of bringing he , eal kin over to Garden ov~
whi ·hi the be ·t and ure ·t lanclin ·, wa. o great; a,ud that of carryingthem from th north , hor to Za1 adnie, till gr ater: , o, it wa de ided
tu place the con olidat d r-; ttl ment at u ·h a point between tlielll on
the north hore that the I a t trouble and exertion of conveyance would
be ne s ary.
bett r place, geographically, for the bu ' ine of gathering the kin and salting them down at t. Georg , can not, be found on
[;::r
tbat i.'land, but a poor r pla ·e for a Jandin()' it i difficult to pi k out:
th u ·h in hi, re. pect th r, i: n t much clioice ont id of arcl n 'o, •
O'
'I'h . I utia11 tock on th i:Jand a it app ar t day ha he n
mi.· ·cl up with Ru., ia11, ru ri ·au and Kam ·hadale blood tha
pr . ent: chanl ·teri 'tic , in n
r anotb r, of all the rnriou r,
uf m 11, from the neg-r up t th ,auca i.111.
b pr dominant featu
.' : broa , nd high ·h k b n
m 11°· th mare ,mall , i l - ·
·au. -iu tl1 .h w whkh i: full • n l . ()narc t often ap1 ar p ak d:
· : r. •, traight bla ·!~hair:. mall, n atl ·hap 1 f
an 1 hand' to •th
5:
w, h 1brow11i:h y 11 , • mp] .·ion. Tll m n will
fi t · ~ 1· r; in ·Ji : : 11<· wom n J • : i11 prop 1 tion
· p ion
th1 ' r l arnou o· h m
1
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A dra.ving f1om nature by the author.
POLAYINA SOPKA,

THE VILLAGE

cove.

ZOLlOI 8-'Y,

THE VI LLAGE HILL FROM THE STEAMER 'S ANCH ORAGE OFF THE C OVE , SAINT PAUL ISLAND.

Natives and bidarrah lightering the ship's cargo, April 29, 1872.

[To-day a steam launch tows thesP lighters back aucl forth between the ship and the
village landin gs.]
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and others are decidedly dwarfish. The manners and customs of these
people to-day possess nothing in themselves of a barbarous or remarkable character aside from that which belongs to an advanced tate of
semicivilization.
They are exceedingly polite and civil, not only in their business with
the agentR of the Governmeut aud the company on the seal i lands, but
among themselves; aud they visit, the one with the other, freely and
pleasantly, the women being great gossips. But, on the whol , their
intercourse is subdued, for the simple reason that the topics of ·conversation are few: and judging from their silent but uncon trained
meetings, they seem to have a mutual knowledge, as if by , ympathy, as
to what may be occupying each other's minds, rendering speech superfluous. It is only when under the influence of beer or strong liquor
that they Jo e their naturaIIy quiet and amiable dispo ition. They then
relapse into low, drunken orgies and loud, brawling noh;e . Having l> en
so long under the control and influence of the Ru sia11s, they have
adopted many Slavic custom~, such as giving birthday dinners, nam ing their children, etc . . They are remarkably attached to their church,
aud no other form of religion could be better adapted or have a firmer
hold upon the sensibilitieR of the people. Their inhereut chastity and
sobriety can not be commended. They have long since thrown away
the uncouth garment of the Hussian rule-the shaggy dog kin cap ,
with coats half se~l and half sealion-for a complete outfit, cap-a-pie,
such as our own people buy in any furnishing- house: the same boot ,
socks, underclothing, and clothing, with ulsters and ul t rettes. Bnt
the violence of the wind prevents their selecting the hats of our haut
ton and sporting fraternity. As for the women, they, too, have kept
pace and even advanced to tbe level of the men, for in the e lower rnce
tliere is much more vanity displayed by the ma culine element than
the feminine, according to my observation. In other word , I have
noticed a greater desire among the young men than among the young
women, of savage and semicivilized people, t.o be gayly dre sed and t
look fine.
Ent the visit8 of the wive of our Treasury officials and the company'
agent to these islands during the last twenty year , bringing with
them a full outfit, as ladies always do, of everything under the uu that
women want to wear, bas given the native female mind an undue expansion up th re, and stimulated it to unwonted activity. They watch the
cut of the garments and borrow the pattern : and some of them are
very expert dressmaker to-day. When the Rus ians controlled affair
the women were the hewers of the driftwood and the drawer of the
water. At t. Paul there wa no well of drinking fluid about the village,
11or within half a mile of tbe village; tbere wa no driuking wat r
nnle s it wa caught in ci tern , and the ci tern water, owing to the
particles of seal-fat soot which fall upon the root of the h uses, is rendered undrinkable; o that the upply for the town, until quite rec ntly,
used to be carried by the women from two little lake at the h ad of
the Lagoon, a mile and a half, a the crow flies, from the villa 0 ·e, an l
right under Tel graph Hill. This is quite a journey: and when it i
remembered that they drink o much tea, and that water ha to go with
it, some idea of the labor of the old and young female can be derived
from an in pection of the map. L3,tterly, within the last fourt en years,
the company opened a spring·, le s than half a mile from the "gorode,"
which they have plumbed and regulated, so that it supplie them with
water now, and renders the labor next to nothing, compared with the
former difficulty. But to-day, when water is wanted in the Aleutian
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houses at St. Paul, the man often has to get it. He trudges out;
a little wooden firkin or tub ou bis ba<,.k, and brings it to the bou.
The fact that among all the savage races found on the nort
coast by Christian pioneers and teachers, the Aleutians are the
practical converts to Christianity, goes far, in my opinion, to set;
apart as very differently constituted in mind and disposition from
Indians and our Eskimos of Alaska. To the latter, however, they
to be intimately allied, though they do not mingle in the slightest deg
They ·adopted the Christain faith with very little opposition, rea
exchanging their barbarous customs and wild superstitions for
rites of the Greek Catholic Church and its more refined myt11 s a
legends.
At the time of their first discovery they were living as sava.ge
every sense of the word, bold and hardy, throughout the Aleu ti
chain: but, now they respond on these islands to all outward signs
Christianity as sincerely as our own church-going people.
Up to the time of the transfer of the territory and ]easing of t-h
islands to the Alaska -Commercial Company, in August, 1870, th e e
native inhabitants all lived in huts or sod-walled and dirt-roofe
houses, called "barrabkies," partly under ground. l\fost of these h~t;s
were damp, dark, and exceedingly filthy. It seemed to be tJrn policy
of the short-sighted Russian management to keep them so, and to treat;
the natives not near so well as they treated the few hogs and dogs
which they brought up there for food and for company. The u e of s_eal
fat for fuel caused the deposit upon everything within doors, of a thick
coat of greasy, black soot, strongly impregnated with a damp, moldy.?
and indescribably offensive odor. They found along the north hor~ <;>f
St. Paul and at Northeast Point occasional scattered pieces of dr~ftwood, which they used, carefully soaked anew in water if it ha~ dn d
out, . plit into little fragments, and, tru s"ing the blul>ber wit11 it w~en
making their fires, t he combination gave rise to a roaring, splutterm g
blaze. If this driftwood failed them at any time when winter_ came
round, they were obliged to huddle together beneath 'kin in their cold
hut , and Jive or die, as the ca e might be. But the , ituation to-cfay
bas changed marvelou~Jy.
When Congre granted to the AJa,Jrn Commercial Company of an
Franci co the exclusive right of taking a certaill number of fur, e!1J
every year for a period of twenty year• on the e i laud ' it did o ~1th
several re ervations and couditio11s, which were confided in their detail to
the ecretary of the Trea ury. Thi officer and the pr ident of ~h
Alaska ommercial Company agreed upou a code of r gulation: wh1 ·h
bould gov rn their joint action in regard to tbe native . It wa ~
imple agr ment that the e people hould have a certain amouut of
dri tl almon furni bed th m for food ev ry y ar: a c rtain amoun f
fu 1: a. hoolhou , and the right to go to and ·ome from the i ·land •.
they ch ·e; and al o th right to work r uot un<l r tau ding- th, JD
a. they did not work th ir J>1a e w uld and ·ould b , uppJi d b •
otli r p op] , h
uld work.
Tb
mpan , h w v r w nt far l>
ml thi exa ti n of th :iOY ru m nt. Ital d an ill . pr · ibl b n of comfi rt in th fi rmati u
o · upi d
th uativ
whi •h wa. n itb r xpr
h . dw lliu r • n
n r th ugh f • th tim of th gr. utin
f th 1 c .· . .An nli b ·
n <l bu, in . .
Ii .·ug • t d t 11
m1 au the t i w uld b mu
h •tt r t r tu • llc th· : an l mu ·h b tt r f r 11 • mp. n t . if th
J> I} ,
r' tc ]· J1 11
f th ir filth unw]rnl
1l1
h V L, })ll ill
klit·hl • lw lliu . • ul t.n•h t, liv ·l •.nJ · forth ·im1l r
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THE VILLAGE COVE AND LANDING, SAINT PAUL ISLAND, OCTOBER

22, 1872.

The Treasury agent's house on the hill just finished; the old Russian church, s::i.lt house,. sto1·e, etc., the barr<ibkies of tlrn uatives not rt>placecl by the fnu11 c
dwellings to any extent at this date.
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EAST LANDING.

TH[ Yill.AGE OF SAINT PAUL,

SAINT PAUL ISLAND, AUGUST

'i,~w,•d fro:n lhe anchorage a!

lhe east landing.

9, 1890,
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that by so doing, the natives, liviug in this improved condition, would
be able physically and mentally, every season when tbe sealing work
began, to come out from their long inanition and g~ to work at once
with vigor and energetic persistency. The sequel proved the wisdom
of the company. 1
Many experiment , however, were made and a dozen houses built ere
the result was as good as the style of primitive hou ing, when it had
been well done and kept in best possible repair. In uch a damp climate,
naturally, a strong moldy smell pervades all inclo~ed room which are
not thoroughly heated and daily dried by fires; ~nd in the , pring and
fa1l frost works through and drips and trickles like ram ad own the wall .
The present frame hou es occupied by the natives owe their dryne s,
warmth, and protection from the piercing "boorga ," to the liberal use
of stout tarred paper in the lining. The overpowering mu tine of the
hallways, outhouses, and, in fact, every roofed-in spot where a stove i
not regularly used, even in the best-built residences, is one of the first
disagreeable sensations which the new arrivals alway experience when
they take up their quarters here. Perhaps if it were not for the na al
misery that floats in from the killing grounds to the novice, thi.. musty,
moldy state of things up here would be far more acute as an annoyance
than it is now. The greater grief seems to soon fully al)sorb the les er
one; at least in my own case I can affirm that result.
We see here now at St. Paul and on St. George, in tho place of the
squalid, filthy habitations of the immediate past, two village , neat,
warm, and contented. Each family lives in a snug frame dwelling.
Every house is lined with tarred paper, painted, furnished with a stove,
with outhouses, etc., complete; , treet are laid out, and the foundations
of the e habitations regularly platted thereon. There is a large chur h
at St. Paul and a less pretentious but very creditable structure of the
same character on St. George. A pharmacy on St. Paul, ith a full
and complete stock of drugs, and skilled physician on both i land to
take care of the people free of cost. There i · a schoolhous on each
i land, in which teachers have been paid by the company ei ht months
of every year to in truct the youth, while the Russian Church i ·ustained entirely by the pious contributions of the native them elves on
these two islands, and sustained well by each. There are 63 family
hon e on St. Paul in the village, with 20 or 24 uch hou es to as many
families on St. George, and 18 other structures. The large warehou e
killful
and alt shed , built by the Alaska Comm rcia,1 Company'
mechanic , as have been the dwellings ju t r ferred to, are al o neatly
painted, and, taken in combination with the other feature , con titnte a
picture fully equal to the average presentation of any one of our m~H
ea tern town . There i no misery, no downcast, dejected, suffering
1 Before this action on their part it was physically impossible for the inhabitants
of St. Paul or St. George islands to tak the lawful quota of 100,000seal skins annually in le s than three or four working months. They can take them in le s than
thirty working days now with the same number of men. What iti the gain
imply
this, and it is everything: Tho fur-seal skin, from the 14th of Jnn , wh nit fir t
arrives, a a rule, up to the 20th of July, is in prime condition. From that latter
date until the middle of October it deteriorates, to slowly appreciate agam in w.lue
a it Bheds ancl renews its coat; so much so, that it is practically damaged in the
markets of the world. Hence the catch taken by the Alaska Commercial ompany
every year was a prime one, iirst to last; there were no low-grade or " tarrey" skins
in it. Under the old regimen three-fourths of the skins were taken in Augu t, in eptemb r, and even in October, and many such were not worth their transportation
to London. Comment on this is unneces ary. It is the contrast made betw en a
prescient business policy ~nd one that was as shiftless and improvident as language
~an well devise.
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humanity here to-day. These Aleuts, who have eujoyed as the price o1
their good behavior the sole right to take and skin seals for the company, to the exclusion of all otberpeople, are known to and by their le
fortunate neighbors elsewhere in A laska as the "bogatskie Aloutov, ~
or the "rich Aleuts." The example of many of the agents of the .Alaska
Commercial Company on both islands, from the beginning of its lease,
and the course of some of the Treasury agents during the last twenty
years have been silent but powerful promoters of the welfare of these
people. They have mafota.iued perfect order. They have directed neatness and cleanliness, and stimulated industry such as those natives had
never before dreamed of, and have enforced sobriety.
The agents of the Government and the compa11y found so much difficulty at first in getting the youth of the villages to attend their schools,
taught by our own people, especially brought up there and hired by
the company, that they adopted the p lan of bringing one or two of the
brightest boys down every year and puttiug them into our school , so
that they might gl'ow up here and be educated in order to return and
serve as teachers there. This policy is warranted by the success attending the experiment made a-t the time when I wa up there first, whereby
a son of the chief was carried down and over to Rutland, Vt., for his
education, remained there four year , and then return d and took charge
of the school on St. Paul, which he served (until his death) with the
happiests results in increased attendance and attention from the children . But, of course, RO long as the Ru ian Church service i conducted iu the Rus ianlanguage wewillfindon tbeislandsmoreRus ianspeaking people than our own. The nonattendance at school wa: not
and is not to be a cribed to indispo ition on the part of tlie children
aml parent . One of the olde t and most intelligent of the nativ~ told
me, explanatory of their feeling and consequent action, that he did n _t
nor did bis neighbors have any objection to the attendance of their
children on our E11gli h school; but ff their boy and yonug men n glected their Rus ian le on , he knew 11ot who were going to take tb !r
places when they died iu bi church, at the cl1ri tening , and at the~r
burial. To auyone familiar with the teaching of the Greek-Catholic
faith, the objection of old Philip Volkov eems rea onable. I hope,
therefore, tbat in tbe cour e of time the Ru ~·ian Obur b ervice may
be voiced in English; not that I want to ·ub. titute any otb r religion
for it-far from it.. In my opinion it i the be.tone we could ha,ve for
th
eopl ; but until thi ub titntion of our language for tll Ru i
made, no very ati factory wo1k, in my opinion w·
a cornpl
in the way of an Engli h edu ation on th
al i I
hey are living to-clay up ther ther · no re traint
h a th
pr
]icemen court of ju tice, fl
et
· 11
ploy for
th
n of di, ord ,
·
·n our own land.
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PENCIL SKETCHES OF THE SEAL ISLAND NATIVES ON SAINT PAUL ISLAND,

1872.

[Made by th e author Dece rr.ber, 1872 .]

Typical .\.lt>nt faces: l. Luka :\lan~riggau, 49 rear::, : 2. Par~skeeva,_girl, 13 years: 3. l_!an; boy, Tye~m,; I. ~atalia, girl, 12 years:
!;. L>omian, boy,_1_2 years. Typical Creole faces: 6. A!?g1e Koosbmg. boy, I~ years; , . I◄ t'\TOma, g1rl nyean;; 8. ~latroona girl
u, years; !l. Pluhp Vollkov, 50 years; 10. Auourka, girl. 11 yeal's; 11. Dimitrie Veatkin, 48 years. 1 ____
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established on the seal islands. As these native live here, they live
as a single family in each ,_,ettlement, having one common purpose in
life, and only one. What one native does, eats, wears, or says is known
at once to all the others, ju t as wha,tsoever any member of our household
may do, will soon be known to all of us who belong to its organization.
Hence, if they steal or quarrel among themselves, they keep the matter
wholly to themselves, and settle it to their own satisfaction. Were
there rival villages on the island and diverse people and employment,
then the case would be reversed, and need of legal machinery apparent.
As it is, the agent of the Treasury Department is clothed with all the
power neces ary to fully maintain order up here. He is recognized and
respected as the trusted representative of the Secretary of the Treasury, who i the supreme temporal ruler of their little commonwealth:
and, as such, he is never di obeyed.
Seal meat is their taple food, and in the village of St. Paul they
consume on an average fully 500 pounds a day the year round. 1 They
have been, by the permission of the Secretary of the Treasury, allowed
every fall to kill 5,000 or 6,000 seal pups, or an average of 22 to 30
young kotickie for each man, woman, and child in the ettlements.
The pups will dress 10 pounds each. But th~t is uow prohibited. This
shows an average con umption of nearly 600 pounds of seal meat by
each person, large and small, during the year. To this diet the natives
add a great deal of butter and many sweet crackers. They are passionately fond of butter-no epicure at home or butter taster in Go hen
knows or appr ciate' that article better than these people do. If t.hey
could get all that they desire they would con ume 1,000 pounds of butter and 500 pounds of sweet crackers every week, and indefinite quantities of sugar-the weetest of all sweet teeth are found in the jaw of
the average Aleut. But it is, of cour e, unwise to allow them full swing
iu this matter, for they would turn their barrels into fermenting tanks,
if they had full access to an unlimited supply of saccharine food. If
unable to g t sweet cracker , they will eat about 300 pounds of hard
or pilot bread every week, and in addition to this nearly 700 pounds of
flour at the ame time. Of tobacco they are allowed 50 pounds a week;
candle , 75 pounds; rice, 50 pounds. They burn, strange a it may eem,
kerosene oil here to the exclu ion of the seal fat, which literally overruns
tlle i land. They iguite and con ume over 600 gallons of kerosene oil
a year in tlie vi1lage of St. Paul alone. They do not fancy vinegar very
much; per hap,' 50 gallons a year is used up here. Mustard and pepp rare pariugly u. ed, 1 to 1½ pound a week for the whole village.
Beans they per mptorily reject; for some reason or other they can not
be induced to u e them.
Tho e who go abont the ves el contract a ta te for split-pea soup,
and a few of the e pea are sold in the village store.
alt meat, beef, or
pork tb y will take reluctantly, if it i, given to and pre ed upon them:
but, th y will never buy it. I remember in thi con11ection eeing 2 barrel of prime alt pork and a barrel of prime mes salt b ef opened in
the company s store hortly after my arrival in 1872, and, though the
people of the village were invited to help them elve , I think I am right
in aying- that the barrel were not emptied when I left the island in
1 73. Th y u ea v ry little coffee during the year, not more than 100
pounds; but of tea, a great deal, about 100 che t every year; I can say
truly that they do not drink les tbau a gallon of tea apiece per diem.
1'he amount of this beverage which they ip, from the time they rise ir.~
1
Thi estimate wa l>a ed on n, population of 235 men, women, and children, in
1 74, at t. Paul. To-day, there are only 213 souls in this village, July 31, 1890.
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· the morning until they go to bed late at night, is astounding. Their
"samovars," alld latterly the regular tea kettles of our American make,
are bubbling and boiling from the moment the housewife stirs herself
at daybreak until the fire goes out when they sleep. It should be stated
in this connection that they are supplied with a regular allowance of
coal every year by the company gratis: each family being entitled to a
certain amount, which, alone, if economically used, keeps them warm all
winter in their new houses; but, for those who are extravagant and are
itching to spend their extra wages, an extra supply is always kept in
the storehouses of the company for sale. Their appreciation of and
desire to possess all the canned fruit that is landed from the steamer is
marked to a great degree. If they had the opportunity I doubt whether
a single family on that island to-day would hesitate to bankrupt itself
in purchasing this commodity. Potatoes they sometimes demand, as
well as onions: and, perhaps if these vegetables could be brought here
and kept to an advantage, the people would soon become very fond of
them. Six or seven years ago, and after the supply of sugar had been
cut off from their purchase at the store, on account of their abuse of it
in making quass and getting frequently drunk, they developed a great
fondness for canned milk, o~·dered it at all times, and never got enough
of it. Soon the reason appeared; there was and is a good body in 2
cans of Borden's conden ed milk for the making of several gallons of
beer!
Most of these articles of food just mentioned are purchased by the
natives in the company's store I at either island. This food and the
wearing apparel, crockery, etc., which the company bring up here for
the use of the people, was sold to them at the exact cost price of the ame
plus the expenses of transportation, and many times withiu my knowledge they have bought goods here at these ·tores at less rates than they
would have been subjected to in San Francisco. The object of the company was not, under any circmn tances, to make a single cent of profit
out of the sale of these goods to the natives; they aimed only to clear the
cost, aml no more. Instruction to this effect were given to it agent ,
while those of the Governmeut were called upou to take notice of the
fact.
Another important factor to the physical well -being of these people,
is the presence on the Pribilov Island of an abundant number of big
sea lions (Eumetopias stelleri). Thi animal upplie them with it hide,
mustaches, :fie h, fat, sinews, and inte tine , which they make up into
a many nece sary garments, clishe , etc. They have abundant r a ou
to trea ure it skin highly, for it i the covering to their ueat biclarkie
and bidarrahs, the former being the mall kyak of Bering Sea, while
the latter is a boat of all work, exploration, and tran portation. The e
skins are unhaired by sweating in a pile: tbeu they are deftly sewed
and carefully stretch <l. while gre u, over a light ke 1 and frame of wood,
making a perf ctly water-tight boat that will tand, uninjured, the
, ofteuing infln nc of water for a day or two at a time if J)rop .rly air
dri d and oiled.
ft r being u ed during be day the e skin boat
are alway drawn out on th b ach, turned bottomside up, and air
. 'The stor at t. Paul, a well a that at , t. eorg , has it. r ular annual "openmg" af r the arrival of th team r in th pring, to which the nativ s m to pa
ab orl, d a.tt _nti?u . Tb y er wd the buildiu~ day and mgbt, agcrly Jook10g for
all th nov lt1 rn food ancl appar l. Th s . Ion by men ancl shawl-hooded worn •n
who pack h a~(•:i b for th counters h r , e m to feel a. d ep an int re t in th'
proc
of 11hoppmg as th' rn t enthu iasti votari of that bu ine s c1o in onr own
tr,•,•t: . I I rtai11l
·em to g ive them th• gr at t ·atisfaC'tion of th ir liv 8 on
th Pri1'11ov IKland .
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A drawing from nature by the au\i\or.

1890.
long, weight 450 to 600 pounds, The common black sea lion of San Francisco.
these animals are always in sight, mixed in with the Zaloplms at San Frnncisco
'

A GROUP OF SEA LIONS (Ewnetopias stelleri ), SAINT GEORGE ISLAND, AUGUST,

Ill hull,-; 11 ft>cl Ion~. averag(' weight 1,:.?00 ponncls: adult females 8 feet
~11/uJ1'111•. is not. half sn tar~e; is never_ seen in Bering Sea, but a few of
a,- 1\wy r,•.st , 011 tlw ~cal Roeks at thE' Chff House.
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dried during the night. In this way they are made rea<ly for employmeut again on the morrow.
A peculiar value is attached to the intestines of the sea lion, which,
after cleansing, are distended with air and allowed to dry in that shape.
Then they are cut into ribbons and sewed strongly together into that
most characteri tic water-proof garment of the Aleutian world, known as
the" kamlaika," 1 which, while being fully as water proof as india rubber,
has far greater strength, and is never affected by grease and oil. It is
also translucent in its :fitting over dark clothes. The ea lions' throats
are served in a similar manner: and, when cured, are made into boot
tops, which are in turn soled by the tough skin that compo es the
palms of this animal's fore flippers. Around the natives' houses on
St. Paul and St. George con tantly appear curious objects which, to the
unaccustomed eye, resemble overgrown gourds or enormous calabashes
with attenuated necks. An examination prove them to be the dried,
distended stomach walls of the sea lion filled with its oil (and sometimes with dried meat), which, unlike tbe offensive blubber of the fur
seal, boils out clear and inodorous from its fat.
The flesh of an old sea lion, while not very palatable, i ta tele , and
dry; but the meat of a yearling is very much like veal, a,nd when
properly cooked I think it is just as good; but the, uperiority of the
sea-lion meat over that of the fur seal is decidedly marked. It req nires
some skill in the cuisine ere sausage and steaks of the Oallorhinu are
accepted on the table: while it does not, however, require much art,
experience, or patience for the cook to serve up the juicy ribs of a young
sea lion so that the most fastidious palate will fail to relish it.
The carcass of the sea lion, after it is stripped of its hide and disemboweled, is hung up in cool weather by its hind flippers over a rude
wooden frame, or" labaas," as the natives call it; where, together with
mauy more bodies of fur seals treated in the same manner, it serve
from ovember until the following season of lVfay, as the meat hou e of
the Aleut on t. Paul and St. George. Exposed in this mann r to the
open weather, the natives keep their seal meat almo t any length of time
in winter for use; and, like our old cluck and bird bunters, tliey ·ay they
prefer to have the meat tainted rather than fresh, declaring that it i
most tender and toothsome when decidedly "loud."
In 1 72, when lowly sketching by mea urement the outline of a
fine adult bull ea lion which the ball from Booterin' rifle had ju t
de troyed, an old '' starooka" came up abruptly. Not eeming to ee
me, she deliberately threw down a large, greasy, skin meat bag: he
whipped out a knife and went to work on my specimen. Curio. ity
prompted me to keep still, in spite of the fir ·t , ensation of annoyance,
so that I might watch her choice and u e of the auimal's carca .
She first removed the kin, being actively aided in tbi operation by
an uncouth boy; she then cut off the palms to both fore :flipp r . The
boy at the same time pulled out the mustache bri tl, .
be then cut
out it gullet, from the glottis to its junction with the ·tomacb, care1
The Alentian name for this garment is unpronounceable in our language and
equally so in the more flexible Russian; hence tho Ala kan "kamlaika," derived
from the Siberian "kamlaia." That is made of tanned reindeer skin, nub aired, and
smoked by larch bark until it is colored a. saffron yellow, and i worn over tbe r indeer-skin undershirt, which ha the hair next to the owner's skin and the obverse
side stained red by a decoction of alder bark. 'fhe ka.mlaia is closed behind and
before, and a hood, fa tened to the back of the neck, is drawn over the heacl when
leaving helter; so is the Aleutian kamlaika, only th one of Kolyma is used to ke p
out piercing dry cold, while the garment of the Bering ea, hi a perfect water
repellant.
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fully divesting it of an fleshy attachments and fat. Then she cut free
the stomach itself and turned it inside out, carelessly i::;craping the gas- tric walls clean of copious biliary secretions: the iuevitable bunch of
asca,ris, etc. She then told the boy to take bold of the duodenum end of
the small intestine, and, as he walked away with it, she rapidly cleared
it of its attachments, so that it was thus uncoiled to its full length of
at least HO feet. Then she severed it: and then it was recoiled by the
"melchiska," and laid up with the other members just removed, except
the skin, which she had nothing more to do with. She then cut out the
liver and ate several large pieces of that workhouse of the blood before
dropping it into the meat pouch. She then raked up several handfuls
of the" leaf lard," or hard, white fat that is found in moderate quantity around the viscera of all these pinnipeds, which she also dumped
into the flesh bag. She then drew her knife through the large heart, ,
but did not touch it otherwise, looking at it intently, however, as it still
quivered in unison with the warm flesh of the whole carcass. She and
the boy then poked their fingers into the tumid lol>es of the immense
lungs, cutting out portions of them only, which were also put into the
grimy pouch aforesaid. Then she secured the gall bladder, and lipped
it into a small yeast-powder tin, which was produced by the urchin.
Then she finished her economical dissection by cutting the sinews out of
the back in unbroken bulk from the cervical vertebra to the sacrum;
all these were stuffed into that kin bag, which she tllrew on her back
and supported it by a band over her head. She then trudged l>ack to
the barrakbie, from whence she sallied a short hour ago like an old
vulture to the slaughter. She made the following disposition of its
contents: The palms were u ed to ole a pair of tarbosar , or native
boots, of which the uppers and knee tops were made of the gullets:
one sea-lion gullet to each boot top; the tomach was carefu11y blown
up, and left to dry on the barrakbie roof, eventually to be filled with
oil rendered from sea-lion or fur-seal blubber. The small intestine
was carefully injected with water an<l cl ansed, then distended with
air, aud pegged out between two takes 60 £ et apart, with little cross
slats here and there between, to keep it clear of the ground. When it
is thoroughly dry it is ripped up in a straight line with its length and
pressed out into a broad band f parchmeut rrut, which. be cuts up and
uses in making a water-proof "karulaiki.e," wing it with those inews
taken from the back. The liver, leaf lard, and lobe · of the lung were
eaten without further cooking, and the little gall bag wa for some use
in poulticing a scrofulous ore. The mu ' tache bristle were a venture
of the boy, who gathers all that he can, then end them to San Francisco, where tbey find a ready ale to the Obinese, who pay about 1 cent
apiece for th m. When the native cut up a sea-lion carca ', or one of
a fur seal on the killing grounds for meat, they tal e only the . houl<ler
and the loin . Later in the eason they eat the entire carcas , which
th y bang up by the hind flipper on a "labaas" by their hou e .
The t. G or ·e nativ s manag to ecure a good mauy cod and halibut, but the t. Paul people have very poor luck fi hing; o what they
get in thi line i rea11y unimportant. In the arly year -1 70-1878they all u d th ir own boat , i.e., bidarka : but during the la t. ten or
tw Ive y ar,, thP-y ha e pur ha ed yawl and wbiteball boat of our
make, for ft bing ggiug trip , tc. They are not a tive fi bermeu in
any n e of the word. They are very fond, howev r, of ·ea egg., and
frequ ntly tlle native have brought a di~h of ea ur bins' ovari .· for
our tabl ft ring it~· , great deli a y. I do not think any of u did
mor h n to ta t 1t. The De tive worn n are th chief hunter ' for
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A drawing from nature by tne author.
WALRUS ISLET, FROM THE EAST,

6

MILES DISTANT FROM S AINT PAUL ISLAND, AUGUST

The snow-iike whi t<1 eapping to the c liffs is the g uano of the atTies (L.

aiTct);

7, 1890.

thm;c birds, togethe r with gulls. auks, auc.l sea parrots breed here i•, coantlt•:s...., 111111 ibers.
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Echinoidw, and during tbe whole spring and summer seasons they may
be seen at both islands, wading in the pools at low water, with their
scanty skirts high up, eagerly laying possessive hands upon every
"bristling" egg that shows itself. They vary this search by poking
with a short-handled hook into holes and rocky crevices for a small cottoid fish, which is also found here at low water, in this manner. Speci
mens of this "kalog," which I brought down, declared themselves as
reprei3entatives of a new departure from all other recognized forms m
which the sculpin is known to sport; hence the name, generic'and specific, Melletes papilio.
By the 28th of May to the middle of June a fine table crab, 1 large, fat,
and sweet, with a light, brittle shell, is taken while it is skurrying in
and out of the lagoon as the tide ebbs a,nd flows. It is the best-flavored
crustacean known to Alaskan wnters. 'l'he natives affirm the existence
of mussels here in abuudance when the Pribilov group wa fir t discovered, but now, only a small supply of inferior size and quality is to be
found.
The native cooking is all done now in their houses on small cast-iron
stoves of American pattern and make. In olden time the unavoidable
use of fur-seal blubber in culinary operations caused the erection outside of mo t "barra.ba,r as," of a small sod-walled and low dirt-roofed
kitchen, in which the strong-smelling blubber fires were kept. Indifferent as the natives became to smells and smoke in the filthy life of
early days upon these islands, yet the acrid, strning, asthmatic effect of
the blubber clouds never failed to punish them whenever they attempted
to make use of such a fire in their living rooms. Most of these "cookhnet /' or "povarniks," were in full blast when I first landed at St. Paul:
and, coming frequently into range of their smoky effluvium I was infinitely annoyed.
ow, however, the complete substitution of new frame
houses for the'' barrabkies" has, I believe, caused a perfect abatement
of the nuisance: it did la, t summer to my glad knowledge.
On account of the severe climatic conditions it is, of cour ·e, impracticable to have any sort of a vegetable garden, or to keep tock h re with
any profit or pleasure. The experiment has been tried faithfully. It is
found best to bring beef cattle up in the spring on the steamer: turn them
out to pasture until the close of the season in October and ovember,
and tlien, if the snow comes, to kill tliem and keep the meat refrigerated
the rest of the year. Stock can 11ot be profitably rai ed here; the proportion of. ev re weather annually i too great. From six to perhap
eight month of every year they require feeding and wat riug, ~ithgood
shelt r. To furni h an animal with hay and grain up there is a costly
matter, and the dampne of the growing umm r ea on on both i land
render. hayma,kfog impracticaule. The natives keep a few chickens.
Some years they do very well, then an epidemic will break out, and for
e cral season' thereafter poultry rai ing is a complete failure on th
i land · fr1 short, cllicken are kept with much difficulty; in fact, it i
01ily po ible to save thefr live when the native take them into their
own room , or keep them above their heads in the little attic to their
own dwelling during severe winters.
But for ·ome rea on or other these people have a trange pas ion for
eal-fi cl pork, and in 1872-1 74 there were quite a large number of hogs
on the i land of t. Paul and a few on St. George. The pig· soon
b come entirely carnivorous, living, to the practical exclusion of all
other <liet, on the carca e of als. It app ar., liowever, that these
hogs b ·mne o numerou.· by 1879-80 that the agent of the Government nnd eompany in 1 1-1 84 made up an indictment against the
1

Telemeasus cheiragonus.
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seal-island hogs, and proceeded to shoot them right and left, until the
extermination of the species soon followed. The natives offered no
resistance, but they still plead for permission to keep hogs. 1 Last but
not least in this statement of native food resources, is the annual unlimited supply of water fowl from May until November-auks, arries, gulls,
many ducks, and a few geese, tlle flesh and eggs of which are extensively
consumed. After the dead silence of a long ice-bound winter the arrival
of large flocks of those sparrows of the north, the "choochkie~" (Phaleris microceros), is most cheerful and interesting. Those plump little
auks are bright, fearless, vivacious birds, with bodies round and fat.
They come usually in chattering flocks on or immediately after the l st
of May, and are caught by the people with hand scoops or dip nets to
any number that may be required for the day's consumption. Their
tiny, rotund forms make pies of rare, savory virtue, and they are also
baked, roasted, aud stewed in every conceivable shape by the Russian
cooks; indeed, they are equal to the reed birds of the South. These
welcome visitors are succeeded rapidly by thousands and countless tens
of thousands of guillemots or" arries" (Lomvia arra). This bird is the
great egg producer of that region.
These people are singularly affectionate and indulgent toward their
children. There are no "bald-headed tyrants" in our homes as arbitrary and ruthless in their rule as are those snuffly babies and young
children on the seal islands. While it is very young, the Aleut gives
up everything to the caprice of his child, and never crosses its path or
thwarts its desire. The "deetiah" literally take charge of the house.
But as soon as these callow members of the family become strong
enough to bear burdens and to labor, generally between 12 and 15 years
of age, they are then pressed into bard service, relentlessly, by their
hitherto indulgent parents. The extremes literally meet in thi application. The urchins play marbles, spin tops, and fly kites intermittently with all the feverish energy displayed by the youth of our own
surroundings; they frolic at baseball and use '' shinny" sticks with
much volubility and activity. The girls are, however, much more
repressed: and, though they have a few games and play quietly with
quaintly dressed dolls, yet they do uot appear to be possessed of that
usual feminine animation so conspicuously marked in our home life.
One of the peculiarities of these people is that they seldom undres
wheu they go to bed, neither the men, women, nor children; and al o
that at any and all hours of the night. during the summer ·ea on, when
I have pa sed in and out of the village to and from the rookeries, I
always found several of the natives squatting before their hou e doors
or leaniug affaiust the walls tupidly staring out into the misty darkne of the fog or chatting one with the other over their pipes. A
number of the inhabitants by this dispo ition are always up and around
throughout the settl ment during the entire night and day. In oldP-n
time , and even recently, the e involuntary Rentinels of the night have
oft n tartled the whole village by houting at the top of their voic s
th plea ant and ele tric announcement of the "ship' light!" or have
frozen i with uperstitiou horror by the recital at daybreak, of gho tly
vi ion·.
The inherent propensi y of man to gamble i developed here to a
v ry appreciable degr e: but, it in no way sugO'e t the trange gaming
1 v an l inf'a Uc tion with which the Indian and, E. kimo el ewbere of
la. k_ re I? . e s d. The chief delight of th men , ud boys of the
v11lag 1. to tandon the, tre corner pitching half dolJar,•.
o
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I thiuk that th ·. honlu b l> •rmit ed to ke p a few, if they will 1>eu them up
and ·arc for theru 1>r p •rly.
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A d1aw1ng from nature oy "Lne au,;ior.
POLAVINA ~OPIIA. fiAINT PAULS ISLAND,

(8 miles distant.)

SEA BIRDS BREEDING ON WALRUS ISLAND, JULY

4, 1872.

The a rries occupy all of the outer plateau belt; it, is 11:bite with thei r d roppings; the cliff fronts are occupied by the Riss..1. and
Kitti wake g ulls. an I the cor mo r::ints: tbe grassy rnterior is cllief1y occupied by the hig Bu1·~()llrnster gu lb,; nnd a l\'w Rb:,a
guils. On t he rocky sh ingle and under till' lon!'-e surf-thrown bowlders the auks aml sett parrots breed. Ou the low l!wa
tables, just above surf wash, the wnl:·:;s li.1u,s out.
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devoted indeed have I found the native mind to this haphazard sport
that frequently I would detect groups of them standing out in pelting
gales of wind and rain "shying" their silver coin at the little dirt-driven
pegs. A few of them. men and women, play cards with much skill and
intelligence.
The attachment which the natives have for their respective islands
was well shown to me in 187 4. Then a number of St. George people
were taken over to St. Paul temporarily to do the killing incidental to
a reduction of the quota of 25,000 for their island and a corresponding
increase at St. Paul. They became homesick immediately: and, were
never tired of informing the St. Paul natives that St. George was a far
handsomer and more enjoyable i land to Jive upon; that walking over
the long sand beaches of "Pavel" made their legs grievously weary;
and that the whole effect of this change of residence was "oehen
scootchnie." Naturally the ire of the St. Paul people rose at once, and
they retorted in kind, indicating the rocky surface of St. George and
its great inferiority as a seal island. I was surprised at the genuine
feeling on both sides, because, as far as I coul<l. judge from a residence
on eacb island, it was a clear case of tweedle-dee and tweedle-dum
between them as to opportunities and climate necessary for a pleasurable
existence. The natives themselves are of one au<l. common sto k,
though the number of Creoles on St. George is relatively much larger
than on St. Paul; consequently the tone of the St. George ettlement
is rather more sprightly and vivacious.
This que tion i often asked, How do these people employ themselves
during the long nine months of every year after the close of tlrn ealing
season and until it be.gins again, when they have little or ab olutely
nothing to do, It may be answered that they simply vegetate: or, in
other word ' , are entirely idle, mentally and physically, during most of
this period. But to their credit let it be said that mischief does not
employ their idle hand . They are pas ive killers of time, drinking tea
and sleeping, with a few disagreeable exceptions, such as the gambler .
There are a half dozen of these character at St. Paul, and perhaps as
many at St. George, who pass whole nights at their sitting , even during
the sealing ea on, playing games of cards taught by I us.·ians and
persons who have been on the island since tbe tran fer of the territory.
But the majority of the men, women, and children, not being compelled to exert themselves to obtaiu any of the chief or even the lea t
of the necessaries of life, such as tea and hard bread, leep the greater
portion of the time, when not bu yin a.ting and in the daily ob ervance
of the routine belonging to the Greek Catholic Church. The teaching ,
pomp, and circum tanee of the religious ob ervauces of thi faith alone
preserve the ·e people from ab ·olute stagnation. In obedie11ce to its
teaching , they gladly attend church very regularly. Th y al o make
and receiv call on their aint 'days, and these days are very numerou ·. I think some 160 of the whole year's calendar must be given up
to the ceremonie attendant upon the celebration of some holy birth or
d atb.

Iu early time the , ame disgraceful beer-drinking orgie which prevailed to so great an extent aud till cause o much misery and confuion, een el ewbere in the Territory, prevailed h re: and, I remember
very well the difficulty which I had in initiating the fir t steps taken
by the Trea ury Department, to suppre s thi abominable nui ance.
J?uring the last fourteen or :fifteen y ar , it give me plea ure to ' ay,
sm e the new order of things was inaugurated, the several agent of the
Departm nt have faithfully executed the law.
The natives ad<l. to the e entertainment of their aint 'day and birth
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· ·festivals, or "Emannimiks," the music of accordeons and violins. U J?Oll
the former and its variation, the concertina, they play a number of air~,
and are very fond of the noise. A. great many of the women, in pa~t1 cular, can render indifferently a limited selection of tunes, many of which
are the old battle songs so popular during the rebeUion, woven into
weird Russian waltzes and love ditties, which they have jointly gathered from their former masters and our soldiers, who were quartered
here in 1869. From the Russians and the troops, also, they have learned
to dance various figures and have been taught to waltz. 'fhese dances,
however, the old folks do not enjoy very much. They will come in and
sit around and look at the young performers with stolid illdifforence;
but, if they manage to get a strong current of tea setting in their direction, nicely sugared and toned up, they revive and join in the mirth.
In old times they never danced here unless they were drunk; and it was
the principal occupation of the amiable and mischievous Treasury a gen ts
and others in the early days, to open up this beery fun. Happily, that
nuisance is abated. During the last six or eight years they have organized a very good string and brass baud on St. Paul Island, and play
well.
NUMBER OF THE ISLANDERS.

The population 1 of St. Paul Island in 1872 was 235 souls; to-day, in
1890, it is 213 souls. Of St. George I sland in 1872, it was 127 souls; today it is 98. This declares a decrease, since then, of 93. Prior to 1873
they had neither much increased nor diminished for 50 years, but would
have fallen oft' rapidly (for the births were never equal to the deaths)
had not recruits been regularly drawn from the mainland and other
islands every season when the ships came up. As they lived then, it
was a physical impossi]?ility for them to increase and multiply. But
since their elevation and their sanitary advancement became so marked
it was reasonably expected that those people for all time to come would
at least hold their own, even though they do not increase to any remarkable degree. Perhaps it is better that they should not. They are, of
all men, e pecialJy fitted for the work connectetl with the seal busiuess.
No comment is needed. Nothing better in the way of manual labor,
skilled and rapid, could be rendered by any body of men equal in numbers living under the same circumstances all the year round. The!
appear to shake off the. periodic lethargy of winter and its forced inamtion, to rush with the coming of summer, into the severe exerci e a_nd
duty of capturing, killing, and skinning the eal with vigor and with
persistent and commendab1e energy.
To-day, only a very small proportion of the population are de cendants
of the pioneer who were brought here by the several I u. ian ~o~panies in 1787 and 1788; a colony of 137 ou1 , it is claimed, prmc1pally recruited at Unala"ka and Atka. The principal ·au e of de~tll
among the p ople by uatural infirmi ty on the eal i la11ds i th var 'lJlO'
form of consumption aud bronchi ti', alway greatly a · r, vat d by that
inherited ·rofulou taint or tain of blood which wa , in on way or
another, :flowing through the vein of th ir re •eut prog nitor both
here and through ut the l utian I land . There i · nothing worth
noticing in th line of nervou di a.' , uule it be now and th n_th
~e ord of a ca e of al oholi m u1 riudu d by exce · iv qua-.· clrmkmg. Thi ' makoolah intempera11ce among th ~ e peopl , wl1ic-h , a·
'In th
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not suppressed until 1876, was a chief factor to the immediate death of
infants; for, when they were at the breast, the mothers would drink
quass to intoxication, and the stomachs of the newly born .Aleuts or
Creoles could not stand the infliction which they received, even secondhand. Had it not been for this wretched spectacle so often presented
to my eyes in 1872-73, I should hardly have taken the active steps which
I did to put the nuisance down, for it involved me, at first, in a bitter
personal controversy which, although I knew at the outset it was
inevitable, still weighed nothing in the scales against the evil itself: 1
.A few febrile disorders are otcurring, yet they. yield readily to good
treatment, but they have this peculiarity: when they are ill, slightly or
seriously, no matter which, they maintain or affect a stolid resignation,
and are patient to positive apathy. This is not due to deficiency of
nervous organization, because those among them, who exhibit examples
. of intense livelines and nervous activity, behave just as stolidly when
ill, as their more lymphatic townsmen do. Boys and girls, men and
women, all alike, are patient and resigned when ailing and under treatment. But, it is a bad feature, after all, inasmuch as it i well-nigh
impossible to rally a very sick man who himself has no hope, and who
seem to mutely deprecate every effort to save his life.
1 This evil of habitual and gross intoxication under Russian rule was not characteristic of these islands alone; it wa1::1 universal throughout Alaska. Sir George Simpson,
speaking of the subject when in Sitka: April, 1842, says: "Some reformation certainly was w:1nted in this respect; for of all the drunken, as well as of all the dirty
places that I had visited, New Archangel ( itka) was the worst. On the holidays,
in particular, of which, Sundays included, there are 165 in the year, men, women,
and even children were to be seen staggering about in all directions." (Simpson:
Journey Around the World, 1841-42, p. 88.)

H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-28

SECTION VI.

CONDUCT OF NATIVE LABOR AND PAY IN 1872-1874 AND 1890 ON THE
PRIBILOV ISLANDS.

Living as the seal if-llanders do, and doing what they do, the seal's
life is naturally their great study and objective point. It nourishes and
sustains them. Without it they say they could not live, and they tell
the truth. Hence their attention to the few simple requirements of the
law, so wise in its provisions, is not forced or constrained, but is continuous. Self-interest int.his respect appeals to them keenly and eloquently. They know everything that is done, and everything that is
said by anybody and by everybody in their little community. Every seal drive that is made, and every skin that is taken, is recorded and
accounted for by them, by their chiefs and their church, when they
make up their tithing roll at the close of each season's labor. Nothing
can come to the islands, by day or by night, without being seen by them
and spoken of. I regard the presence of these people on the islands at
the transfer, and their subsequent retention and entailment in connection with the seal business, as an exceedingly good piece of fortune,
alike advantageous to the Government, to the company, and to themselves.
When we go back to the beginning of the sealing industry on these
islands, the time of Pribilov and his rivals in 1786, to 1799 and 1801,
and attempt to find any record of the cond11ct of the labor or compensation paid to laborers here, we discover nothing that throws the lea t
light upon the subject. When the old RusRian-American Company
was put into supreme control of all Alaska in 1799, and Baranov h3:d
time in 1803 to visit these islands and clo e them to everybody ave his
own agents, we may afely assume to know pretty wen what was done
in this re pect. We know it because we have the following tatemeut
from the best authority:
The Aleut serving the company sustain the following relations between themselves and it, to wit : Each of them work d without solicitation, were ordered to do
whatever was found and to which they w re directed., or at that which they understood best. Payment for their toil was not established by the day or by th rear,
bnt in gen ral for each thing taken by them, or standinO" or put to their crecllt by
the company; for instance, esp cially the kins of animals, the teeth of walru,
barr ls of oil, etc. These 1mms, whateYer th y might be, were plac d by the company to their credit, for all general working and him ting was established. or fixed
for th whole . ear fairly. The e Aleuts in general, receive no i.pecific wag . and
they are not all alike or equal, there b iilg usually three or fonr cla.
.
.
In the e cla se , to the last or lea. t, the sick aucl old workmen are counted m,
a!though th_ey are only burdens and, thereforEI, they receive the small r shares abo~t
1 0 rubles (1. e., $40) a year, and the other and better cla ei rec ive from 220 to 2. 0
rubles per 'ear ($55 to. 60). Tho who ar<• zealon are rewarded by the company
with 50 to JOO rnbles ($10 to $r). Tb wives of tlrn Alent who worked at the • I
hunting receivecl from 2:" to 35 ruble ( '6 to $9) p r annum. ( eniaminoY : Zapie ka,
t ·., , t. I •ter. burg, 184-0.)

Thi: d finition of th UQject by Bi. hop eniaminov how n, th r r 1 ti n and natur of pay that, ear looking for. It co r, h
I f hat
t n l ,d p riod fr m 1 01 to 1 68, ixty-s v n
31:
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The rubles that all payment in .Alaska during that time was made in
were paper or parchment tags, stamped with the private mark of th(
old company, anq rated at about 20 cents per ruble, in the .Aleutian
district, according to Veniaminov: inasmuch as he states that in 1835,
'' 4 paper rubles here are worth one of silver."
At the time of the transfer of Alaska, July, 1867, and from that time
until December, 1867, nothing was known by the people 011 these islands
of the change: and they had no realization of the significance of that
change until April, 1868, when three rival .American sealing partie
landed on St. Paul Island within a few days of each other, and promptly
began to make preparations for the coming of the seals, and taking their
skins. Four different parties under the American flag established themselves a little later, if at all behind, on St. George. The e several
parties, all bent on sealing, and many of them having old antarctic fur
sealers in control, were anxious and desirous of' securing all the native
labor, each one to itself, as against its'rivalR. The foremen then began
to offer to pay the 11atives more and more, as they bid over one another,
per skin, when delivered during the sealing season. They finally found
that they would bid so high for the native labor in this manner, as to
leave no profit. This brought them to an amicable agreement among
themselves, by which theywould pay no more nor less tban40centsper
skin delivered by the natives. Then the natives worked for all hands
during tl1e season of 1868, without any particular advantage in serving
one party better than the other.
This season's work of 1868 :fixed the price of labor for skinning a
young ma le fur seal at 40 cents for the first time on these islands; a
tariff at least four times greater than ever before received by the native
sealer here; and this rate of 40 cents was at once assumed and paid by
the Alaska Commercial Company at the inception of its lease in 1870,
and continued in the new lease of 1890, to the North .American Commercial Company, by order of the Secretary of the Treasury for the pre ent season of 1890.
During the last twenty years, and throughout the present ea on, the
natives themselves worked under the direction of their own cbo en foremen, or '' toyone." This chief calls out the men at the break of every
working day, divides them into detachment. according to the nature of
the service, and orders their doing. All communication with the laborers on the ealing ground and the company pasRes through hi. hand .
The e cl.liefs have every day an understanding with the agent of the
company as to his wishes, and they govern themRelves thereby.
The company directs its own labor in accordauce with the law as it
sees fit; selects its time of working, etc., in accordance with and obedience to the regulations of the Secretary of the Trea ury from year to
year.
The Treasury officials on the eal islands are charged with the careful ob ervance of every act of the company; a copy of the lease and its
covenant is conspicuou ly posted in their office; is translated into Ru sian, and iR familiar to all the native . The care and supervision of the
welfare of the rookeries and of the 11atives was and i their chief charge.
The old company paid, and the new company pays 40 cents for the
labor of taking each kin. The natives take the skin on the killing
ground. Then the skins are brought up and counted into the alt
hou es, where the ao-ent of the company receive tbem from tbe hands
of hi own employee . When the quota of kin is tak n, at the close
of two, three, or four w eks oflabor, a, the ·a e may be, the total sum
for the entire catch i · paid over in a lumv to tlle clliefs: antl tlie e men
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divide It among the laborers according to their standing as workmen,
which they themselves have agreed upon by special tally sticks. For
instance, at the annual division or "catch" settlement made by the
natives on St. Paul Island among themselves in 1872, when I was
present, the proceeds of their work for that season in taking and skinning 75,000 seals, at 40 cents per skin, with extra work connected with
it, making the sum of $30,637.37, was divided among them in this way:
There were 74 shares made up, representing 74 men, though in fact only
56 men worked: but they wished to give a certain proportion to their
church, a certain proportion to their priest, and a certain proportion to
their widows, so they watered their stock, commercially speaking. The
74 shares were proportioned as follows:
37 first-class shares, each._._ .. _._ .... __ .. ___ ... _... _.. _........... __ .. .... $451. 22
23 second-class shares, each .. ___ . _.... _.. ___ ... ___ .... ..... .. ___ ... - . . . . . . 406. 08
4 third-class shares, each ...... ___ ... _. ____ ....• _.... _.... _... __ ....... - - - . 360. 97
10 fourth-class shares, each .... __ . _. _... _......... _. _. _. __ •.... ___ ...... - - 315. 85

And since J 870, up to 1890, they have never received less than this,
except in one season (1877), when only 80,000 instead of 100,000 were
taken. But, last summer the catch on St. Paul was little more than
16,5c,o skins, so that the division was but slightly over one-fifth of the
cash equivalent of the annual settlement hitherto, during the past nineteen years.
In August, 1873, while on St. George Island, I was present at a similar division under similar circumstances, which caused them to divide
among themselves the proceeds of their work in taking and skinning
25,000 seals, at 40 cents a skin, $10,000. They made the following subdivision.
Per share.

17 shares each, 961 skins··-···---·-····--···-··· ...•.. ____ .......... ··--·· $384.40
2 shares each, 935 skins ... ___ ... ___ . _. . _... __ . __ ... ____ .. ___ .... _. _... ___ . 374. 00
3 shares each, 821 skins ..... _... ___ .... _.. ___ . ____ .. ___ ... __ .... _.... _... _ 328. 40
1 share each, 820 skins .......... ___ .. _........ _... _....... __ ... __ .... __ . _. 328. 00
3 shares each, 770 skins .............. .......... ___ . _. _.. __ .. .... __ ... _.. _.. 308. 00
3 shares each, 400 skins ....•....•••. __ ••....•.. ___ .. _... . . __ ... _. __ .. ___ .. 160. 00

These 29 shares referred to, represent only 25 able-bodied sealers,
2 of whom were women. Thi method of division as above given i
the re ult of their own choice. Four shares went 'to the church.
In August, 1890, I was again present on St. George when the li t
was made up, but instead of the division being based upon the proceeds
of taking 25,000 skrns, it was the mere form of dividing $50 or 60
apiece among the sealers, who have been able to take only 4,132 skin
on St. George this year.
.
There has alway been much di:fferenc of opinion as to how tb1
annual settlement should be made among the native . I aid in 1 74:
It is an impossible thing for the company to decide their relative merits as workmen on the ground, so they have wisely turned its entil'e discus ion over to th_em.
Whatev r they do they must agree to; whatever the company might do t hey po. 1bly
and probably would never clearly under tand, and h ence dissatisfaction and u pi ·ion would inevitably arise. As it i , the whole subject is most satisfactorily
s ttled.

I am still of that opinion: but, ince then a gradual removal of th
whole control from the nati e ha been made in the following mann r:
the clo of the sea on work i. ., when the quota ha be n ecured
by th 16th to the 20th of July a a rule the chiefr and their p opl
uld mak . u1 their divi ion in th method abov de rib d. Thi ,
b n ubmitt d to the company'· agent and tlie r a ·ury offic r, wa
u u lly alter d by ·han ring the nam , of the notoriou · loafer' in the
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CROSS HILL,
17 l 1872,
Northeast Point, Saint Paul Island; Cross Hill and Sand Dunt>s in middle distance.
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sealing gang into those lower grades of the division and putting better
men u,p. The loafers were usually men of influence with the church,
and, strange as it may seem, with their own industrious townsmen, so
they were able to have their names generally placed at the top of this
list. Strictly speaking, this action of the agents of the company and
Government in revising the list, was entirely in the right, but the natives
were better satisfied with their old way of 1872-1874, for the reasons
which I give in the citation above.
This payment of 40 cent per skin taken by the natives covers
nothing except the labor of driving the eals, skinning them, and helping the out ide employee of the lessees to salt them in the salt houses.
The extra work of bundling these skins for shipment was paid for by
the bundle-1 cent per bundle-so that a smart native could make $2
per day while at this work. Then, when the ships arrived and sailed,
the gTeat and necessary labor of lightering their cargoe , off and on,
from the roadstead where vessels anchor, was principally performed by
these people: ttnd they were paid so much a day for their labor, from 50
cents to 1, according to the character of the service they rendered.
This operation, however, is much dreaded by the ship captains and
seagoing men, whose habits of di cipline aud automatic regularity and
effect of working, render them severe critic and impatient coadjutors
of the natives: who, to tell the truth, hated to do anything after they
had pocketed their reward for sealing; and, when they did labor after
this, they regarded it as an act of very great condescension on their part.
Until 1882, all the labor ~mtside of sealing incident to the business on
these i lands, was executed by the uatives of the two settlements of St.
Paul and St. George, with the aid of a half dozen white men on shore,
employees of the le sees, and the crews of their vessels. But in 18 2
an epidemic of typhoid pneumonia scourged the village of St. Paul,
and fully one-half of the able-bodied men were dead when it subsided
in 1 83. Thi made it necessary for the les ees to bring up thirty
or forty natives from Oonalashka every sealing season thereafter, to do
thi work of salting and bundling skins and unloading and loadingthe
ves els. These outside laborer came up on the lessees' steamer every
May, or by the 1st of June: were quartered ashore: and worked here
until the close of the season in July; then returned by the 3d to 10th of
Augu t, to U nalashka, receiving pay at the rate of $40 per mouth and
found. They never have been permitted to drive or skin seals. That
work has been done entirely by the Pribilov men ever since 1870, up to
the pre ent hour.
In 1872-1874 and up to 1885, these eal islanders elected their chief:
after their own choice. They :finally got into so much internal liking
and disliking over this selection that the chie:fi so elected began to be
di obeyed and lighted by many of their men. Thereupon, the Trea ury agent and the company's repre entative in charge, took the matter
up, selected a new man, and pronounced him chief. That ettled the
difficulty a11d ended it; he was promptly obeyed.
Some of the natives ave their money: but there are very few among
them, perhaps not more than a dozen, who have the slightest economical tendency. What they can not spend for luxuries, groceries, and ·
tobacco, they manage to get away with at the gaming table. They
have their miser and their spendthrifts, and they have the usual small
proportion who know how to make money and then how to spend it.
A few among them who are in the habit of saving, opened a regular
bank account with the company. Some of them have to-day 2,000 or
3,000 saved, drawing interest at 4 per cent.

SECTION VII.

THE PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION OF THE FUR--BEARING INTERESTS
OF OUR GOVERNMENT ON THE PRIBILOV ISLANDS-THE IMMEDIATE
ACTION NECESSARY, VIEWED IN THE FULL LIGHT OF EXISTING
DANGER.

Those statements and exhibitions of fact contained in the foregoing
Sections, I to IV, inclusive, warrant me in declaring that the close of
the present season's work of 1890 brings a grave question and its alternative promptly forward-shall our Government m,ake no further effort to
prevent the extermination of its sealing_preserves on the Pribilov Islands?
or, will it step forward again and try anew to prevent that ruin?
There is a universal, a hearty wish, not only at home, but abroad,
that these Alaskan fur-seal rookeries be preserved: and a hope that
these anomalous and valuable interests can be saved: and every reputable commercial, scientific, and political organization throughout the
whole civilized world will applaud any action that will draw the Powers
of Great Britain, Rm-1sia, and the United States together in harmonious
effort to that end.
Telling the truth, as I have been compelled to tell it in detail, will
have, however, this compensation-it will arouse and enlist the sympathy and support of a very large element that has heretofore declared
its utter indifference as to whether the hunting of fur seals in the open
waters of Bering Sea was prohibited, or not: since it believed that the
last official reports published up to 1889, as filed in the Treasury Department, were correct in declaring that the Pribilov fur seals were vastly
increased and increasing still over their fine form and number of 18721874.1 And it also said, "What real harm are the e poachers doing¥
Why, only look at the figures! after all their work, yet in spite of it, there
are more seals than ever on tho e islands. Their work may annoy and
injure somewhat the leased monopoly up there, but what of tha,U If
the seal can stand it, we do not feel concerned."
Tho e erroneous tatement made in 1886, 1887, and 1888 2 by official
report to the Trea ury, declaring a teady increa e of seals on the
Pribilov Islands, have given to the pelagic sealer during the la t four
years, olid aid and comfort, that ha been advanced to them from
official circle not only at home, but in Great Britain and Canada : and
which would not have been proffered from any quarter for a moment,
bad the fa t be n believed tbat ever since 1 2, the Pribilov eal have
b n declining in number, rapidly dwindling ver, inc 1 6.
Tbo e, who did not, and do not b lieve that we are ri ·ht in claiming
Bering 'ea a a 'lnare clau um, will at one heartily uuit with tho
wh do b li v iu tha do trine, in , far a making it a ·lo d ea to
all
lagic ealing at th moment u h action b com n · , ary to
n au ·xt rmination of tho e w rlcl-r uown •d r ok ri , of B •ringnd in 11 pre en•
f hi , threat ning ruh1 th mo ·t pro-
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nounced opponents of the leasing system, monopolies, etc., will be
equally prompt in joining hands with th3se who do believe in this
plan, to advance any order that promises preservation and conservation.
But, this plan of restoration must be an unselfish one: must be free
from any taint of private gain or profit, or it will fail to receive this universal sympathy and indorsement. It will fail, and it ought to fail, if
it is not so planned.
Before sketching an outline of the action which I deem necessary for
the Secretary of the Treasury to take for the coming season of 1891,
and that legislation by Congress to strengthen his bands, the following
account 1 of a similar decline of the seal life on these Pribilov Islands
and its restoration, way back from 1817 to 1834, is pertinent in this
connection:
INDISCRIMINATE SLAUGHTER BY THE FIRST DISCOVERERS.

From the time of the discovery of the Pribilov Islands up to 1805 (or that is. until
the time of the arrival in America of General Resanov), 2 the taking of fur seals on
both islands progressed without count or lists, and without responsible heads or
chiefs, because then (1787 to 1805, inclusive) there were a number of companies,
represented by as many agents or leaders, and all of them vied with each other in
taking as many as they could before the killing was stopped. After this, in 1806 and
1807, there were no seals taken, and nearly ttll the people were removed to Unalashka.
PARTIAL CHECK ORDERED.

In 1808the kHlin~ was again commenced, but the people in this year were allowed
to kill only on St. ueorge. On St. Paul, hunters were not permitted this year, or the
next. It was not until the fourth year after this that as many as half the number
previously taken were annually killed. From this t.:i·me (St. George 1808 and St. Paul
1810) up to 1822, taking fur seals progressed on both islands without economy and
with slight circumspection, as if there were a race in killing for the most skins.
Cows were taken iu drives and killed, and wore also driven from the rookeries to
places where they were slaughtered.
It was only iu 1822, that G. Moorayvev (governor) ordered that youn~ seals should
be spared every year for breeding: and from that time there were taLrnn from the
l'ribilov Islands, instead of 40,000 to 50,000, which Moorayvev ordered to be spared
in four successive years, no more than 8,000 to 10,000. Since this, G. Chestyahkov,
chief ruler after Moorayvev, estimated that from the increase result.ing from the legislation of Moorayvev, which was so honestly carried out on the Pribilov Islands,
that in these four years the seals on St. Paul had increased to double their previous
number, (that) he could give an order which increased the number to be annually
slain to 40,000; and this last order or course directed for these islands, demanded as
many seals as could be got: but, with all possible exertion, hardly 28,000 were obtained.
1 'l'ranslated by the writer from Venianunov's Zapieskie, etc., St. Petersburg, 1842,
Vol. II, p. 568. Tho italics are mine, and my translation is nearly literal, as migllt
be inferred by the idiom here and there.
2 Resanov, in his official letter to the Emperor of Russia dated Oonalaska Island,
July 28, 1805, says: "The multitude of seals in which 't. Paul abounds js incredible. The shores are covered with them. They are easily caught, and as we were
short of provisions 18 were killed for us in half an hour. But at the same time we
were informed that 'they had decreased in number 90 per cent since earlier times.
These islands would be an inexhaustible source of wealth were it not for the Bostonians, who undermine our trade with China in furs, of which they obtain large
numbers on our American coast. As over a million had already been killed, I gave
order to stop the slaughter at once, in order to prevent their total extermination,
and to employ the men in collecting walrus tusks, as there is a small island near
t. Paul covered with walrus." He adds that he met with sufficient evidences of oareles. ness and waste: "The skins of the fur seal were scattered about over the beach
and the bluff in various stages of decomposition. The storehouses were full, but
only a small part of their contents was in a marketable state." As many as "30,000
had bee1;1 killed for their flesh alon_e," _the skins ha~ing been "left on the spot or
thrown mto the sea." After quest10nrng the Aleutian laborers and Russian overse r , Re anov came to the conclnsion that nnle s an end were J)Ut to this wanton
destruction,afewyears more would witness the extirpation of the furseal.-[H. \V, E, J
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After this, when it was most plainly seen that the seals were, on account of this
wicked killing, steadily growing less and less in number, the directions were observed
for greater caution in killing the grown seals and young females which came in with
the droves of killable seals, and to endeavor to separate, if possible, these from those
which should be slain.
PARTIAL CHECKS AGAIN ORDERED.

But all this hardly served to do more than keep the seals at one figure or number,
and hence did not cause an increase. Finally, in 1834, the governor of the company,
upon the cfoar (or" handsorne") argument of Baron vVrangel, which was placed
before him, resolved to make new regulations respecting them, to take effect in the
same year (1834), and, following this, on the island of St. Paul only 4,000 were killed
mstead of 121000.
On the island of St. George the seals were allowed to rest in 1_826 and 1827, and
since that time greater caution and care have been observed, and headmen, or foremen, have kept a careful account of the killing.
From this it will be seen, that no anxiety or care as to the preservation of the seal
life began until 1805 (i.e., with the united companies).
It is further evident that all half measures, seen or not seen, were useful no longer,
as they only served to preserve a small portion of the seal life, and only tho last step
(1834) with the present people or inhabitants has proved of benefit. And if such
regulations of the company continue for fifteen years (i. e., until 1849), it may be
truly said that then the seal life will be attracted quite rapidly, under the careful
direction of headmen, so that in quite a short time a handsome yield may be taken
every year. In connection with this subject, if the company is moderate, ancl these
regulations are carried out, the seal life will serve them, and be depended upon, as
shown in this volume, Table To. 2.
IDEAS OF THE OLD NATIVES, AS TO VIRILITY OF DRIVE

EALS.

~early all the old men think and assert that the seals which are spared every year
("zapooslcat kotov>'), i.e., those which haYe not been killed for several years, are
truly of little use for breeding: lying about ns if they were outcasts or disfranchised.
About these seals, they show that after the seals were spared, they were al ways le s
than they should be: as, for instance, on the island of St. George, after two years of
saving or sparing of 5,500 seals, in the first year they got, instead of 10,000 or 8,000
as they expected, only 4,778.
WHY TIIE SEALS DIMINISHED.

But this diminution, which is shown in the most convincing manner, js due to
wrong and injustice, because it would not have been otherwise with any kind of
animals-even cattle would have been xterminated-because a great ruany here
think and count that th seal mother brings forth her young in her thinl year, i.e.,
the next two years after her own birth. 1 As it is well shown here the spared seals
(" zapooskie") were not more than 3 yearf:I old, and therefore it was not possible to
discern the correct and true numl1ers as they really wer . Taking the females killed
by the people, together with all the s als which were purposely spared, it was seen
that the s al mothers did not begin to bear earlier than the fifth y ar of their lives.
Illustrative of thi is the following:
(a) On the i land of , 't. Georo-e, after the first zapooka, in 1828, the killing _of
5-year-old seal was continued gradun.lly up to five times as many as at :first. With
those of 5 years old the killing stopped. Then next year twelYe times as many
6-year-olds were observed on the islands, as compared with their numb r of the lat
year· and with, or in the eveuth year, came even times a many. This shows that
femai a born in 1 28 di<l not beo-in to boar young until their fifth year, and become
with youncr accordingly; that the larg ones dicl not appear or come in six y ar
(from 1 2 ), , is viclent, for in the fifth year all the females did not brrng forth.
(b) It is known that th male seals can not become "seecatcLies" (adult bulls)
earli r than th ir fifth or sixth year. Following this, it may be said that the female
h ar
rli r than the fourth y ar.
~ A.nd th
natives were right. Th females do bear their fir t young in th
third Y ar of their live:.
niaminov fall into au error when he con ·ludes that
11
th Y do ot., lI has :r ad a littl too much of Buffon. Better not have read him at
all.-Il. v . E.
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(c) If the male seal can not become a bull (seecatchie) earlier than the fifth year,
then, as Buffon remarks, "animals can live seven times the length of the period
required for their maturity/' Therefore a seecatch can not live less than thirty
years and a female not less than twenty-eight. 1
VENIAMINOV 1 S BELIEF THAT FEMALE

CAN NOT BRAR YOUNG UNTIL FOUR YEALS OLD.

Taking the opinion of Buffon for ground in saying that animals do not come to
their full maturity until one-seventh of their lives has passed, it goes also to prove
that the female seal can not bear young before her fourth year.
It is, without doubt, a fact that female seals do not begin to bear young l>efore
their fifth year, i. e., the next four years after the one of their birtll, and not in the
third or fourth year. That, however, is not the rule, but the exception. To make
it more apparent that females can not bear young in their third year, consider 2-yearold females, and compare them with seecatchie (adult bulls) and cows (adult females),
and it will be evident to all that this is impossible.
Do the females bear young every year; and how often in their lives do they bring
forthf

ms

DOUBTS ON THE SUBJECT.

To settle this question is very difficnlt, for it is impossible to make any ob&ervations upon their movements. But I think that the females in their younger .vearii
(or prime) bring forth every year, and as they get older, every other year. Thus,
acconling to people accustomed to-them, they may each bring forth in their whole
lives from 10 to 15 young and even more. This opinion is founded on the fact that
never (eJ:cept in one year, 1832) have an excessive number of females been seen
without young; that cows not pregnant hardly ever come to the Pribilov Islands;
that such females can not be seen every year. As to how large a number of females
do not bear, according to the opinions and personal observations of the old people,
the following may be depended upon with confidence: Not more than one-fifth of
the mature or "effective" females are without youug. But to avoid erroneous impressions or conflicting statements between others and myself, I would state that
I have had but one season ("trayt") in which to personally observe and consider
the multiplication of seals.
IIIS TIIOUGHTS ON BIRTH OF PUPS.

There is one more very important question in the consideration of the breecling or
the increase of seals, and that is, of the number of young seals born in one year how
many aro malesf and is the number of males always the same in proportion to the
femalesf
Judging from the holluschic~ie accumulated from the zapooska in 1822-1824 on
t he isfand of St. Paul and in 1826-27 on the island of St. George, the number of
young males was widely variable. For example, on the island of t. Panl, in t~ree
years 11,000 seals were spared, and in the following three yearn there were killed
7,000, i.e., about two-thirds of the number saved. Opposed to this, on the island
of St. George, from 8,500 seals spared in two years less than 3,000 were taken, hardly
one-third.
Why this irregularityi Why should more yonng males be born at one time and
at another lessf Or, why should there be years in which many cows do not b ar
young!
According to the belief of the people here I think that of the number of seals born
every year, half are males and as many females (i. e., the other llalf).
To demonstrate the above-mentioned conditions of seal life tabl' o. 1 ha been
formed of the number of seals annually killed on the Pribilov Islands from 1817 to 1 3
(when this work was end cl).
From thi it will be seen that-:(1) o single successive year present a good number of seal kille<l as compared
with the previous y ar; the number is always less.
(2) The annual number of seals killecl was not in a constant ratio.
1
This remark is su tained by the observation of old men, and e pecially hy one of
the best creoles, Shiesne kov, who was on the i land of t. Paul in 1817, aocl who
knows of one eecatch (known by a bald head) which in that time had already a
largo herd of cows or females, nrrounded and hunted by a like number of femaJes
and strong, savage old bulls. 'Iherefore it may be safely thought that this bull did
not get his growth until his fifth y ar, and at this time h could not have been less
than ten years old. And thi same bull came every year to the island and the same
place for fift en years in sncce sion np to 1 32, and it was only in the late1· years
that bis harem grew smaller and smaller in number.
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(3) And tfierefore in the regular hunting season there is less need or occasion, during the nex'!> ii.fteen years, to demand the whole seal kind.
(4) Fewer 0eals were killed in those years generally following a previous year in
which there were larger numbers of the holluschickie-that is, when the young males
were not completely destroyed-and more were killed when the number of holluschiokie was less.
(5) The number of hollusohickie is a true register or showing of the number of
seals; i.e., u· the hollusobiokie increase and exist like the young females, and conversely.
(6) Hollus0hiokie break from the (common) herd and gather by themselves no
earlier than the third year, as seen in the case of the spared seals on the islands of
St. George and St. Paul, the latter from 1822-1824 to 1835-1837, inclusive; the former
from 1826-27.
(7) The number of seals killed on the island of St. George after two years
(zapooska) was resumed and gradually increased to :five times as many.
(8) In the :fifth year from the :first zapooska (or Baving) it became impossible to
count or reckon on the number remaining, and 6-year olds began to appear twelve
times as numerous and 7-year-olds came in numbers sevenfold greater than their
previous small number, and therefore the number of 3-year-old seals was quite constant.
(9) If on the island of 8t. George in 1826-27 the seals had not had this rest
(zapooska) and the killing had been continued even at the diminished ratio of oneeighth, in 1840 or 184.2 there would not have been a single seal left, as appears by
the following table:
5,500
4,400
3,520
2,816

1829 .•......
1830. . . . . . . .
1831 ........
1832. -·· ....

2,468
2, 160
1,890
1,554

Seals.

Seals.

Seals.

Seals.

1825 ...••• -.
1826---··-··
1827·-···--·
1828 •••••.•.

1833 .•••.... 1,360
1834 ....... . 1,190
1835 ....... . 1,040
850
1836 ...•....

1837 .••.•.• :
1838 ...••.••
1839 ....••.•
1840 ...••...

700
580
500
400

RESULTS OF THE ZAPOOSKA.

(10) Following two years of zapooska (saving), the seal's life is enhanced for
more than ten years, and the loss sustained by the company in the time of "zapooskov" (about8,500) is made good in the lonO' run. The case may be thus stated: If
the company had not spared the seals in 1826-27 they would have received from 1~26
to 1838 (twelve years) no more than 24,000; but by making this zapooska regulation
for two years they got in ten years 31,576, and beyond this, can yet take 15,000 without another or any zapooska.
(11) And in this case, where such an insignificant number of seals was spared on
St. George tabout 8,500), and in such a short time (two years), the result was at once
significant every year; that is, three times more appeared than the number ~pared.
The result therefore must be laro-e annually on the island of St. Paul, where m c?nsequence of the last orders or directions of the governor already four years of savmg
have been in force, in which time over 30,000 seals have been left for breeding.
On this account and in conformity with the above I here present a table, a prophesy
of the seal that are to come in the next :fifteen years from 7,060 seals saved on the
island of St. Paul in 1835.
On the island of St. Paul, at the direction of the governor, a zapooska ( or saving)
was made of 12,700 seals. 'fhat is, before the year 1834: there were killed 12,700 seal~,
and, on the following year, if this savino· had not been made, according to the test1•
mony of the inhabitant , no more than 12,200 seals would or could have been tak n
from the island , it being thought that this number (12,200) wa only one-twenty·
:fiftb. of the whole; hut instead of killing 12,200 only 4,052 were taken, leaving 1D
1 35, for breeding, 8,118 fre h young seals, males and female , too-ether.
Io making this hypothetical table of seals that are to come, I take the ::werage
killing-that is, one-eighth part-and proceed on the supposition tbattbe number of
saved s al will not b le s than 7,060.
In the number of 7,0 0 al we can calculate upon 3,600 females-that is; a slight
majority of female . \: 1th the n w females born under this zapooska., I place half
of those born the fir t year, and o on.
emales, in the twelve or 1ghte n years next after their birth, must become le
in numb r from natural causes, and hy the twenty-second year of their lives th Y
mn t b quit u , le· for breeding.
Ofth number of sea.ls which may he horn during the next four y ars of ;r,apoo ·ka,
or long •r, w ma~· take half for femal . Thi · numb r is includ d in tho table, and
th mal
r hollns ·hi kie mak up the t tal.
· rom tahle 2 ohs •rve tbatp) 11 f; mal , that i tho e whi h in 1 3:, w •n• c·apahlc of bearing young, in.
1 50 mu t b1: c·an · 1 •cl (miuu ). They probably <lie in proportion of one- i rhth of
the hole uumb r every yca.r
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(2) Por the first four years of zapooska, until the new females begin to bea1 · their
number will generally be less.
(3) A constant number of seals will continue during the :first six years of their
zapooska; in twelve, these seals will double; in fourteen years they will have
increased threefold; and after :fifteen years of this zapooska, or saving of 7,060 in
the first year, 24,000 may be taken from them; in the second, 28,000; in the third,
32,000; in the fourth, 36,000; in the fifth, 41,000. Thus in five years more than 160,000
can be taken. Then, under the supervision of persons who will see that one-fifth of
the seals be steadily spared, 32,000 may be taken every year for a long time.
(4) Moreover, from the production of :fifteen years' zapooska there can be taken
from 601 000 to 70,000 holluschickie, which, together with 160,000 seals, makes 230,000.
(5) It this zapooska for the next :fifteen years is not made for the seal's life, diminution will certainly ensue, and all this time, with all possible effort, no more than
50,000 seals will be taken.
Here it should be said that this hypothetical table of the probable increase of seals
is made on the supposition of the decrease of females, and an average is taken accordingly. :f'urthermore, on the island of St. Paul, in 1836-37, instead of 7,900 seals
being killed but 4,860 were taken. Bence it follows that these 1,500 females thus
saved in two years, and which are omitted from the table, will also make a very
significant addition to the incoming seals. 1
1 The reader in follo'Ying the calculations of the bishop, as exhibited by this table,
must not forget to bear in mind as he runs it over that it is arranged with a sliding
scale of mcrease that counts steadily down from 1840 to 1849, and also a slidingdown scale of decrease by reason of natural death rates that works Rteadily across
these figures of increase just specified.
I made this translation at Oonalashka, in the house of the Rev. Innokenty Shaishnekov, a son of that Shaieshnikov which the bishop quotes on p. 131, ante. I took
great care to preserve the exact English equivalent of the bishop's Russian text,
and was aided very much by the Creole priest, who had that copy of Veniaminov's
Zapieska in his possession, which I used.
"Deacon" Kazean Shaishnekov, the father of the Oonalashka priest, was the agent
in charge of this island of St. Paul for the old Russian company from 1828 or 1829 up
to 1854, when he died. He left a copious and carefully written diary, covering everything that transpired daily on the seal islands during all that period. A stupid and
unworthy relative actually took this precious MS. and had pasted it all ove1· the doors,
the walls, and the ceiling of his house on the island in 1860-1864, and I saw a few of the
smoke-stained sheets still sticking there in 1872. This is a species of vandalism that
beggars adequate description.-H. W. E.

TABLE

2. - ,Sltoidng the number of seals that will visit the iBland in the next twenty-two (1835-1856, inclusi-ve) years (a proph<Jcy rnade by Venianiinov in
1834).

---~ --- .
Yrnrs.

1835. 1836.

-- --

L837. 1838.

1839.

1840.

1841.

1842.

1843.

1844.

1845.

1846.

1847.

1848.

1849.

.... f
.... f

1,200
785
. . . •. . .
. •. • . . .
•. •. . . .
. •• . • . .
...•...
1, 580
1, 985

1851.

T

-600-3.=
===
150 2, 755 2,410 2, 110

Toto! fomolo, .
Total males .... 3,460 3, 150 2, 755 2, 410

2, 110

.,Ul .•...••..••. 7,060 6, 300 15,510 4,820

4,220

2, 745
2, 745

3, 565
3. 435

1852. j 1853.

1, 200
1, 050
918
805
700
615
200
525
572

4, 285
4, 215

4, 898
4, 102

5, :123
5, 378

- -- - - - -- - - 5,490 I 1, ooo 8,500 9, 100 10, 100

1854.

1855.

1856,

- - -- - - -- 200 ------- ------- ------·
400
700
300
100 ------- ...........
600
300
900

800
1,200 1,200 1,000
1, 050 ] , 050 1,050 1,000
918
918
918
918
805
805
805
805
805
700
700
700
700
700
615.
615
615
615
615
200
200
200
200
200
525
525
525
525
525
572
572
572
572
572
451
451
451
451
451
'oii"a"s·: · ·
909
909
909
909
909
376
376
376
376
258
·o~·e·;: . .
1,188
880 1,188 1,188 1,188
900 .•.•.......... J...... . .... .. .
225
300
300
300
Total new.
4,423 . .. . .. .
From new ones.
1,020 1,440 1,440 1,440
725 .... • ........ . 1...... . .......
180
241
241
·•• ···
Total new. 5,275 ...... .
From new ones.
1,240 1,687 1, 687
580 .... ... •.• .... I...... . . . . . . . .
125
190
·••••· · · ••· ·
Total new.
61 225 . .. . . . .
From new ones.
1,500 1,994
430 .••••• .... ... . 1....... .... .. .
100
· · · • · • · · •• • • • · • • • · ·
Total new.
7, 560 • • . . . . .
From n ew ones.
1, 810
250 ··••·· · .•.•.• .
•••••· · ··•··· · ·••••• · •••· ·
Total new.
9,083 ...... .
From new one~.
1,200 1,200 1, 200 1, 200 1,200
1,050 1,050 1,050 1, 050 1, 050
680
918
918
918
918
.......
600
805
805
805
... . . . . .. .. . . .
450
700
700
From old arrivals.
450
615
From n·ewcomers.
152
200
.•.•...•....• . J. . . . . . . . . . . . .
315
...... .
From new ones.
420

300
400
500
100
500
500
451
909
376
1,188
300
1, 440
241
1,687
190
1,994
143
2,420
83
2,908
40
3,187

9, 333 10, 754 12, 369 14, 153- 16, 148 18,216 20,820 20,105
9, 2ti7 10, 746 12, 331 14, 147 16, 102 18,184 20,824 20,095

19,358
19,342

12, ooo 13, ooo 16, ooo 18. 600 21, 500 24,100 28,300 32,250 36,400 41,644 40,200

38,700

6, 000
6, 000

6, 805
6, 795

7, 990
8, 010

J ••.•••..••••..

::::::: ::::::: :::::::

---------·

805
700
615
200
525
572
451
909
376
1,188
300
1,440
241
1,687
190
1,994
143
2,420
61
2,254

10 ... .. ....

750
500
700
600
615
600
200
150
525
525
572
572
451
451
009
909
376
376
1,188 1,188
300
300
1,440 1, 440
241
241
1,687 1,687
190
190
1,994 1,994
143
143
2,420 .2,420
83
83
2,908 2,908
25
2,550 3, 1t'i

·-···f ..T"o°bi°l ~~;.- · U~g :::::::···F;~~ -~e~
:~8
··-···· ····· { .·±o.ta1 ~~~;: . ~: m:::::::... i;~~ -~e~
i ....... .......
184-L ........•.............................••.. ·•· · · · · · •• · ·
i ............ ·
1815 ............. •.•........ ······ .. .... ...... . ••••••· ·•···· ·
i ···.. -........
1816 ........................ ······ ............ . · ·· · ·· · ·••••· ·
f ....... .......
· · · · · · · · · •••· ·
i ....... .......
. ······ .•..... ••·••• · ······ ·
1848
1817 .........•..........•........
••••.••••• t························
1849 ..•.....•....•.....•••. . ..••........ ·••• ••· ....... ....... ······· ······· ................... i ··-r·o'~l ~~;:· 10,~~~
1812 . .................

1843 ........... .. •.••.

1

1850.

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0
900
0
0
0
1835 ... ... ...... 3, 600
••. •. . . . . . • . • .
0
1~36.---········
0 3,150
. . . ••. . . . . . . . .
0 2, 755
1837 .---· .•••••.. ••• •.
2,410 . • . • . . . . . . . . . .
JS:lS •••••••••• •• •••• • •
2, 110 . . . . . . .
1839 ........... . •••• •·
. . . . . . . 1, 845
1!!10 ..............• ..•
New.
900
.... .. . ... . .. .
18-11. •......... · ...•..
Total new.

~
~

if-

~
>
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~

>

~

~
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From this table behold that(a) Every :fifteen years from 3,600 females there can be received in sixteen years
24,700 seals; in sixteen years still more, and in twenty years 41,640.
( b) In the twenty-first year the incomes begin to diminish, provided that if in the
meantime, or the following sixteen years, a certain number of young seals are not left
to breed; and if every year a known number are left to breed, then in all following
years the yield will never be less than 20,000 every year.

The foregoing chapter of Bishop Veniaminov was written in 1837, and
closes his knowledge of the topic with that year. The "zapooska"
of 1834, which stopped all killing except a few food seals for the natives
hr t.he seasons of 1835-1840, ran on in the following manner for St. Paul
Island, until the re toration of the rookeries in 1846-1850. This is the
only record extant, and I was fortunate in getting it.
Proeezvodayt11a Pooshnik Pr01ni8sloo vie e droogieh, sah 1835 goda zapooslca. (List of
the lcilling for fu1·s and other purpose8 since the zapooslca of 1835.) 1
Bachelor Pup skins
skins
(fur seals,
(fur seals).
gray).

Year.

]835 ······ ··•··••••······•
1836 .........•..•...•...•.
1837 .•.••................•
1838 ..•............. ··••·•
1839 ...•.•.•.....•••......
1840 ····•· ...••........•.•
1841 ..........•.....•.....
1842 ..................... .
1843 ···•·•······ •·••··· .. .
1844 .......•.....•...••••.

3,952
2,840
2,020
1,380
230
650
900
1,260
1,294
2,632

100
1,200
2,000
2.560
5,000
5,350
7,100
8,800
10,050
10,150

Bachelor Pup skins
skins
(fur seals,
(fur seals).
gray).

Year.

1845 ..•••• •••••••••·•·•··
1846 ······ · ·•·····••·····
1847 ..•.. ··············•·
1848 .•....•••••..•..•....
1849 .......•....•....... .
1850 ....•• ••·•·· ..•......
1851 ·········---·········
1852 .......•..••..•......
1853 .......••.••.......•.
1854 ..........••.........

9,550
12,000
13,300
13,600
lO, 000
5,530
10,295
9,380
13,996
i13,861

3,428
3,503
3,708
3,370
3,350
538
935
1,250
1, 700
1,400

1 This list above quoted, is a record kept by the Rev. Kazean Shaisbnikov, who lived on
t. Paul
I sland tl1roughout the period covered by it. The autographic ori~inal was given to me to copl by
his son, Father Paul Shaishnikov, ancl Kerick Artamanov, who hacl it in their posR ssion un the ~d of
July, 1890. No similar writing exi ts for the same period on the island of St. George.

ow, with this list in hand, the following tablel of Bishop Veniaminov
becomes intelligible. Without it, I have hitherto been unable to r concile his statem nt that all killing was stopped in 1835, on the one hand,
and on the other, with the figures which he give below for 1835, and
up to the end of his record in 1837; but, on turning to Shai ·Jmikov',
item for that year, we see that the bishop's total of "4,052" as taken
that year on St. Paul really was only'' 100 skin of bachelor fur seals"
and "3,952 skins of pups"-'' gray" piips, or 5-rnonth-old's, havin · by
that time shed their black natal coats and donned their gray overhair eagoing jackets. Thu we observe that the killing for market,
was literally stopped. The pups were taken by the native for food
and clothing.
1, PART 2.-Bishop Veniarninot's Zapie11ka, etc., showing the seal catoh during the
p01·iorl of gradual clirnimttion of life on the islands from 1817 down to 1837.

TAllLE

Year.

1817 .••.•••••.•••.
1818 ....••••.•....
1819 .....••...•...
1 20 ........•.....
1 21. ··········--·
1822 ........•.•...
1 23 .......•...•..
1824 .......•...••.
1 25 .•....•.......
1 26. ·········••••
1 27 .•...........•
1828 .•..••••.•..•.

Taken from-

I

St.Paul j t. G orge
Island.
I land.
47,860
45,932
4-0, 300
39,700
35,760
28,150
24,100
19,850
24,600
23,250
17,750
18, 450

Tak n from-

I Total.

12,328
13,924
11,925
10,520
9,245
8,319
5,773
5,550
5,500
1, 950· 1
4,778

60,188
50,856
52,225
50,220
44,995
36,469
29,873
25,400
30,100
23,250
19. 700
23,228

ear.

St. Paul
lt:ilancl.

t. George
Island.

1829 ....••.••••..
1830 ..•..•.....•.
1831. ...... ··•···
1832 ...•......•..
1833 ..•...••.....
1834 . .••.. ·····•·
1835 . ..•...•.....
1 36 ..........• -.
1837 .....•••..•..

17,150
15, 200
12,950
13,150
13,200
12,700
4,052
4,040
4,220

3,661
2,834
3,084
3,296
3,212
3,051
2,528
2,550
2,582

20,811
18,034
10,034
16,446
16, 412
15,751
6,580
6,590
6,802

Total .....

464,259

114,665

578,924

Total.
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It should be borne in mind as this table 1 is scanned, that during all
this time, from 1817 down to 1834, all sorts of "halfway measures" were
being tried without success by the Russian-American Company so as
to try and save the seal life, and yet at the same time, continue a modified annual killing for shipment. They :finally concluded, in 1834, as a
result of a "half measure" of saving, they ought to get at least 20,000
to 25,000 skins of 1 and 2 year olds (taking them just as they came, for
that matter); but after "all possible exertion," only 12,700 skins were
secured, and the natives declared the ruin of these rookeries at hand
if another such a season of driving and killing was inaugurated. The
company then reluctantly but wisely ordered that cessation of sealing
which Shaishnikov's list testifies to.
A study of this killing throughout the "zapooska" of 1834, on St.
Paul Island, shows that for a period of seven years, from 1835 down to
the close of the season of 1841, no seals practically were killed save
those that were needed for food and clothiug by the natives; and tha,t
in 183.5, for the first tirne in the history of this industry on these islands,
was the vital principle of not killing female seals recognized. It will
be noticed that the entry for each and every year distinctly specifies
so many '' bachelor seals," or "holluschickov kotovie" ('' Xo.wmn.1.lcovKomobum" ). The sealing, in those early days, was carried on all
through the summer, until the seals left in October or November, on
account of the tedious method, then in vogue, of air-drying the skins.
This protracted driving, after ·the breaking up of the breeding season by the end of July, caused them to take up at first, hundreds, and
thousands later on, of the females in the same manner that they have
been driven up during the last two seasons of 1889 and 1890; but they
never spared tho e cows then , when they arrived in the droves on the
killing grounds prior to thi date, above quoted, of 1835.
In 1842-43 it will be observed that the killing is advanced to a total of
9,000 and 10,000 skins for these years, respectively: . and, until 1854, thi
killing was not greatly increa ed per annum; then it was suddenly put
up to 33,000 bachelor seals: and in 1857, the old natives assured me last
summer, there were as many sea1son the islands then, as there were when
I recorded their area and position during 1872-187 4: and, that from the
year 1854, the Russian Company never had any more concern a to the
supply of killable seals on the Pribilov Islands. They got annually
thereafter all that was ordered taken each season.
While the upply of killable seals in 1890 was not near o low as that
of 1834, yet it was really a bad-worse, perhaps, when the calculations
of the old and new companies for the ea on's catch are taken into
account, and with reference to next year, far worse, because the additional danger and SO'U,rce of injury from, pelagic sealing is added to the
cause for present declination of the rookeries. It did not enter into
Russian oalculations: the seals of Bering Sea were never seriou ly
di. turbed by the e hunter until 1886.
, The condition of the Pribilov rookerie to-day j ucb a to make the
following imperative demands upon our Government, if they are to be
a ed, a they hould be, from peedy ruin:
Fir t. That no yo11.,ng male seals 1chatsoever shall be killed on these
island as a, ource of r evenue, either to the p U,blic Treasitry or to pri ate
~orpor!"'tions, for the next seven years, i.e. during the sea ons of 1891-189
inclu "l/1.'e.
This_ , t p i_ imperative: there wa , car ly a drop of oung mal
1 od rn rv1 on the br ding ground, f itb r t. Pan! or t. (} •org
thr u hout th repro<luctiv ' a n of 1 90. There are no y ung- bull
1
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left to speak of, on these hauling grounds, above the 1 and 2 year old
grades-very few of the latter, and not many of the former. It will
take at least five years of perfect rest for the scanty stock now left of
this character in which to mature so as to serve on these breeding grounds,
and it will be two years after this new service is first rendered before
the appreciable gain can be well seen: and, in this necessary period of
five years' growth not more than one-half of these young bulls thus
maturing can be estimated as certain to survive the attacks of their
natural enemies at sea-sharks, killer whales, etc.
Second. That all pelagic sealing in the waters of Bering Sea be prohibited and suppressed throughout the breeding season-no rnatter how, so
that it is done, and done quickly.
This step is equally imperative. The immorality of that demand
made by the open -water sealer to ruin within a few short years and
destroy forever these fur-bearing iuterests on the Pribilov Islands-the
immorality of this demand can not be glossed over by any sophistry.
The idea of permitting such a chase to continue where 5,000female seal A, L
heavy with their unborn young, or busy with nursing offspring·, are killed
in order to secure every 1,500 skins taken, is repugnant to the sense
of decency and the simple~t instincts of true manhood! • I can not
refrain from expressing my :firm belief that if the truth is known, made
plain to responsible beads of the civilized powers of the world, that not
one of the ·e Governments will hesitate to unite with ours in clo ing
Bering Sea and the Pacific passes of the Aleutian Chain to any and all
pelagfo fur sealing during the breeding season of that animal.
If these two steps are taken next year, and a perfect rest established
throughout the breeding· seasons on the islands, and in the waters of
Bering Sea, for the next even years 1 inclusive, then the restoration of
these sadly dimini~hed interests to their good form of 1872-187 4 will
have been well advanced, if not wholly realized by the expiration of the
season of 1898.
Then, with revised and proper regulation for driving and killing, the
twentieth century may open with another era of commercial prosperity
for these i lands : with pleasure and profit for those of us not only at
home, but all over the world where fine fur are worn and valued.
In taking these two steps the Government can not divide the responsibility; it mu t assume the entire order and conduct of affairs on the, e
seal i lands of Alaska for the 11ext seven years. The new le. ·ees of
1890 should have a fair rebate. They are not to blame in any nse
whatsoever, for the pre ent condition of the rookerie and hauling
grounds; not at all. They can not be a. ked to nurse th · e hriveled
rookerie into hape : to teed and clothe the natives, and maintain an
e tabli bment on these i lands for that purpo, e during this nece ary
period of rest; and if they offered to do 1t, thi offer, for obviou rea on ,
hould be refu ed.
The skin of a few thou and yearlings and pups which the natives
may safely kill under order of the Secretary of the Tr a ·ury very year
for food and clothing, ju t as they ki11ed them in 1 34-1843, inclu ive,
will, when old by the Secretary of the Treasury, fully me t all the cost
of caring for these dependent people properly, and enable them to live
1
Killing a pregnant female seal in 1890 destroys not only her life, bnt also that of
her unborn young, and that new intra uterine life which wm at once follow tins birth, on
~be Pribilov rookery to be born in 1891-thus destroying three livcs-thr e seals at one
rnd cent troke ! Granted, for sake of arcrument, that tho p lagic seal r gets every
pregnant female seal, or nursing mother seal, that he strikes m the water-that be
clo . not lo e one-does he not make tlteshamefitl showing of l,((1•iuy killed sornefi,000 i;eals
to yet 1,500 I Where 1 h1s i>scapefrom this brand of rn<l •cu1t butchery! Ile has none.
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just as comfortably as they have been living. These food skins can be
annually brought down to market on the revenue cutters, and these
vessels can bring up the supplies of food, fuel, and clothing necessary
for the natives aiter their purchase in due form by the Treasury Department.
~rhe new lessees of 1890 in full belief, and warranted by official reports
in believing, that they would get at least 60,000 prime skins in the first
season and annually more thereafter, during the period of their contract,
purchased the entire land plant of the old lessees, i. e., the salt houses,
dwelling and school houses, barns, stores and goods, and divers chattels, and paid for it-together with the 81 small dwelling houses which
theoldcompanybmltforthenatives'occupation-about$65,000. 1 Those
people have lived in these cottages, rent free, during the last eighteen·
years: and do live in them now under the same privilege, repairs and
paint being also furnished gratis.
Under the present changed order of affairs the Government needs at
once part of this plant above cited at least, and, for that"Illatter, should
not hesitate to take it entirely off the hands of the new lessees as the
condition of the business now stands; also the money paid on account
of the native houses should be promptly refunded by the Government
to the new lessees: for, as I have said, there can not be any division of
responsibility in the coming change of nursing these exhausted rookeries back to good order. The work has got to be entirely free from
any and all suspicion of private intrigue and gain during the next seven
years, or it had better not be undertaken. This will require the removal
of everybody from these islands except the natives and the Government
officers and employees. The e resident men should consist of the existing staff of four Treasury agents, a physician for each island, aud a
school teacher and storekeeper also, in each village, including a me
cook, and laundryman.
On account of the remoteness of their situation, those officers and
employees of the Government should be housed on these islands and
supplied with rations and fuel free of cost to themselves: otherwise the
enforced abnormal expense of living there would render their salarie
absurdly inadequate. These supplies can be regularly purcha 'ed in
San Francisco, every spring by the collector of customs of that port and
sent up to the seal illands on the revenue cutters which annually have
cruised and will cruise around about tbem throughout each coming
season. 2
While the Secretary of the Trea ury i ·fully empowered by existinolaw, I believe, to take any or all steps neces ary to preserve and protect
these intere ts of the Government on the seal islands of Alaska, yet the
pa sage of a bill subst&atially like the following draft will save him from
ome mi under tan ding and doubt in the minds of our people a to the
preci e limit of his authority. Be also needs the authority of law for
th
tabli hment of the school teachers, physicians, etc.
' ' ,GE TIO,, FOR-

A DILL for th protection and pre rvation of the intereRts of the Government on th fur-11 al island
of Alaska, Pribilov group, Bering Sea, Alaska.

Be it enacted, etc.
, ECTIO. 1. That for the period of seven years from and after the pa1:1sage of t~i . act
no for eals ·ball h kill d for their skin on or around the fur- eal i lands (Pr1b1lov
group) of A~a ka by any person or persons whatsoever: Provided, Thatthenativ of
1

•
p. 22:5, Appendix.
l 1. wholly unn ces ary to enter into the detailR of this programme· they will
• 11 ng~ • th m lve:i in due form to tho officers of the Trea ury Department and be
1,rowptly · ttended to when the work is undertak •n.
2
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said islands shall have the privilege of killing such young male seals only as may be
required for their food and clothing and the construction of their small boats for
their own use, which killin~ shall be limited and controlled by the Secretary of the
Treasury, as he may prescribe: and he is hereby authorized to incur any and all
proper and necessary expenses incident to the establishment, and maintenance and
employment of one physician, one school teacher, one storekeeper, and one cook on
each island: also for the proper housing of the natives, the Government officers in
charge, and property, with rations for the same, and fuel, throughout the time
specified in the foregoing section: Provided, also, That such food skins taken as
above cited shall be sold annually for the defrayment in part, or in whole, of these
expenses, at public auction, by the Secretary of the Treasury. Said food skins to be
classified for such sale by the Treasury agent .in charge, and accompanied by him
from the islands until sold, as prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, etc. That no persons other than the natives and
the authorized ~gents of the Government shall be permitted tio occupy said islands,
or either of them, from and after the passage of this act; and any person or persons
who may attempt or attempts to violate this order of this section, or that of the first
section of this act, shall be punished on conviction thereof for each offense by a fine
of not less than $1,000 or more than $10,000, or by imprisonment not exceeding one
year, or by both such fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of the court having
jurisdiction and taking cognizance of the offenses; and all vessels, their tackle,
apparel, and furniture, whose crew shall be found en~aged in the violation of any of
the provisions of this act, shall be forfeited to the United States.
SEC. 3. And be it .fm·ther enacted, etc. That the provisions of the seventh and eighth
sections of an act entitled" .An act to extend the laws of the United States relating
to customs, commerce, and navigation over the territory ceded to the United States
by Russia, to establish a collection district therein, and for other purposes," approved
July 27, 1868, shall be deemed to apply to this act; and all prosecution for offenses
committed against the provisions of this act, and all other proceedings had because
of the violation of the provisions of this act, and which are authorizecl by the said
act above specified, shall be in accordance with the provisions thereof, and all acts
and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.

The existing law read as below:
.A.N .ACT to prevent the extermination of fur-bearing animals in .Alaska.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That it shall be unlawful to kill any fur seal upon the islands
of St. Paul and St. George, or in the waters adjacent thereto, except during thtl months
of June, July, September, and October in each year, and it shall be unlawful to kill
such seals at any time by the use of firearms, or the use of other means tending to
drive the seals away from said islands: Provided, That the natives of said islands
shall have the privilege of killing such young seals as may be necessary for their
own food and clothing during other months, and also such old seals as may be required
for their own clothing and for the manufacture of boats for their own use, which
killing shall be limited and controlled by such regulations as shall be prescribed by
the Secretary of the Treasury.
SEC. 2. And be it fiwther enacted, That it shall be unlawful to kill ::l,lly female seal,
or any seal less than one year old, at any season of the year except as above provided;
and it shall also be unlawful to kill any seal in the waters adjacent to said islands,
or on the beaches, cliffs, or rocks where they haul up from the sea to remam; and
any person who shall violate either of the provi ions of this or the :first section of
this act shall be punished on conviction thereof, for each offense, by a fine of not
less than two hundred dollars nor more than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment
not exceeding six months, or by both such :fine and imprisonment, at the discretion
of the court having jurisdiction and taking cognizance of the offenses; and all vessels, their tackle, apparel, and furniture, whose crew shall be found engacred in the
violation of any of the provisions of thi act, shall be forfeited to the United States.
'EC. 3. And be it further enacted, That for the period of twenty years from and after
the pa age of this act, the number of fur seals which may be killed for their skin
upon the island of t. Paul is hereby limited and restricted to seventy-five thousand
per annum; and the number of fur seals which may be killed for their skins upon
the islancl of t. George is hereby limited and restricted to twenty-five thousand
per annum: Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury may restrict and limit the
right of killincr, if it shall become necessary for the pre ervation of such seals, with
such proportionate reduction of rents reserved to the Government as shall be right
and proper; and if any per on shall knowingly violate either of the provisions of
this section, be shall, upon due conviction thereof, be pnnished in the same way as is
provided herein for a violation of the provisions of the first and second sections of
this act.

H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-29
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SEC. 4. And be it fttrther enacted, That immediately after the passage of this act the
Secretary of the Treasury shall lease, for the rental mentioned in section 6 of this
act, to proper and responsible parties, to the best advantage of the United States,
having due regard to the interests of the Government, the native inhabitants, the
parties heretofore engaged in the trade, and the protection of the seal fisheries, for
a term of twenty years from the first day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy,
the right to engage in the business of taking fur seals on the islands of St. Paul and
St. George, ancl to send a vessel or vessels to said islands for the skins of such seals,
giving to the lessee or lessees of said islands a lease duly executed, in duplicate, not
transferable, and taking from the lessee or lessees of said islands a bond, with sufficient sureties, in a sum not lesi:s than fi vo hundred thousand dollars, conditioned for
the faithful observance of all the laws and requirements of Congress and of the
regulations of the Secretary of the Treasury touching the subject-matter of taking
fur seals and disposing of the same and for the payment of all taxes and dues accruing to the United States connected therewith. And in making said lease the Secretary of the Treasury shall have due regard to the preservation of the seal-fur tratle
of the islands and the comfort, maintenance, and education of the natives thereof.
The said lessees shall furnish to the several masters of vessels employed by them
certified copies of the lease held by them, respectively, which shall be presented to
the Government revenue officer for the time being who may be m charge at the said
islands as the authority of the party for landing and taking skins.
SEC. 5. And be it further enacted, That at the expiration of said term of twenty
years, or on surrender or forfeiture of any lease, other leases may be made in manner
as aforesaid for other terms of twenty years; but no person other than American citizens shall be permitted, by lease or otherwise, to occupy said islands, or either of
them, for the purpose of taking the skins of fur seals therefrom, nor shall any foreign
vessel be engaged in taking such skins; and the Secretary of the Treasury shall
vacate and declare any lease forfeited if the same be held or operated for the use,
benefit, or advantage, directly or indirectly, of any person or person~ other than
American citizens. Every lease shall contain a covenant on the part of the lessee
that he will not keep, sell, furnish, give, or dispose of any distilled spirits or spirituous liquors on either of saicl islands to any of the natives thereof, such person not
being a physician and furnisbmg the same for use as medicine; and any person who
shall kill any fur seal on either of said islands, or in the waters adjacent thereto
(excepting natives as provided b y this act), without authority of the lessees thereof,
and any person who shall molest, disturb, or interfere with said lessees, or either of.
them, or their agent or employees, in the lawful prosecution of their business under
the provisions of this act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall for
each offense, on conviction thereof, be punished in the same way and by like penalties as prescribed in the second section of this act; and all vessels, their tackle,
apparel, appurtenances, and cargo, whose crews shall be found engaged in any yiolation of either of the provisions of this section, sha,11 be forfeited to the United
States; and if any person or company, under any lease herein authorized, ball
knowingly kill, or permit to be killed, any number of seals exceeding the number
for ea,ch island in this act prescribed, such person or company shall, in addition to
the penalties and forfeitures aforesaid, also forfeit the whole number of skins of
seals killed in that year, or, in case the same have been disposed of, then said person
or company shall forfeit the value of the same. And it shall be the duty of any
revenue officer, officially acting as such on either of said islands, to seize and destroy
any distilled spirits or spirituous liquors found thereon: Provided, fbat such officer
shall make detailed report of his doings to the collector of the port.
SEC. 6 . .And be it fu1·ther enacted, That th<:, annual rental to be reserved by said lease
shall be not le than fifty thousand dollars per annum, to be secured by depo it of
nited States bond to that amount, and in addition thereto a revenue tax or du~y
of two dollars is he!'eby laid upon each fur seal skin taken and shipped from said
islands during the continuance of such lease, to be paid into the Treasury of the
United tate ; and the ecretary of the Treasury is hereby empowered and author
ized to make all needful rules and regulations for the collection and payment of the
same; and to ecure the comfort, maintenance, education, and protection of t~e
natives of aid island , and also for carrying into full effoct all the provisions of tb1
act: Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury may terminate any lease g1 ,·en to
any per on, company, or corporation, on full and satisfactory proof of the violation
of any of the provision of thi act, or rules and regulations e tablished by hiru.
•·1:c. 7. .And be it f,!rther enacted, That the provisions of the seventh and eig~th
eection of an act ent1tl d "An act to extend the laws of the United Stat re1atrng
to cu to!11 , comm rce, and naviO'ation over the territory ceded to the United tat&
l>y Ru.-. 1a, toe. tahlisb a. collection di trict therein, and for other purposes," approved
,Jul · ~7, 1 , shall 1, deemed to apply to thi act· and all prosecution for otfens
c~mmitt_ d a~aiu t the provi ions of thi act and ~11 other procecdinas bad becau
of the viola.t1ons of tho :provisions of this ac't, and which are authoriied by said act
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above mentioned, shall be in acconlance with the provisions thereof, and all acts and
parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed.
SEC. 8. And be it further enacted, That the Congress may at any time h ereafter alter,
amend, or repeal this act.
Appr oved July 1, 1870.
[Amended March 24, 1874.]

Be it enacted, etc., That an act entitled "An act to prevent the extermination of
fur-bearing animals in Alaska," approved July first, eighteen hundred nud seventy,
is hereby amended so as to authoriie the Secretary of the Treasury, and he is hereby
authorized, to designate the mouths in which t he fur seals may he taken for their
skins on the islands of St. Paul and t. George, in Alaska, and in the waters adjacent
thereto, and the number to be taken on or about each island 1·espectively.

In pursuance of this act of July 1, 1870, on t he 3d of August 1870,
the Secretary of the Treasury executed the following lease:
TERMS OF THE SEAL-ISLAND LEASE l!'ROM TIIE GOVERNME T.

This indenture in duplicate, made this 3d day of August, A. D., 1870, by and between
Willia,m A. Richardson, Acting Secretary of the Treasury, in pursuance of an act of
Congress approved July 1, 1870, entitled "An act to prevent the extermination of fur. bearing ammals in Alaska," and the Ala ka Commercial Company: a corporation
duly established under the laws of the State of California, acting by John F . Miller,
its president and agent, in accordance with a resolution at a meeting of its board of
trustees, held J anua1·y 31, 1870, witnesseth:
That said Secretary hAreby leases to the said Alaska Commercial Company, without power of transfer, for the term of twenty years from the 1st day of May, 1870,
the right to engage in the business of taking fur seals on the islands of t. George
and St. Paul within the territory of Alaska, and to send a vessel or vessels to saLd
islands for the skins of such seals .
.And the said Alaska Commercial Company, in consideration of their right nnder
this lease, hereby covenant and agree to pay for each year during said term and in
proportion during any part thereof, the sum of $55,000 into the Treasury of the
United States in accordance with the regulations of the Secretary to be made for
this purpose under said act, which payment shall be secured by deposit of United
States bonds to tltat amount, and also covenant and agree to pay annually into tho
Treasury of tho nited tates, under said rules and regulations, an internal-r venue
tax or duty of $2 for each seal skin taken aud shipped 1,y them in accordance with
tbe provisions of the act aforesaid, and also the sum of 60½ ents for each for-seal
skin taken and shippe<l, and 55 cents per gallon for each gallon of oil obtained from
saicl seals, for sale in said islands or elsewhere, and sold by said company; and also
covenant and agree, in accordance with said rules and regulations, to furnish, free
of charge, the inhabitants of the islands of t. Paul and Rt. eorge annually during
said term 25,000 dried salmon, 60 cords firewood, and a nfficient quantity of salt
and a sufficient quantity of barrels for preserving the necessary supply of m at.
And the said lessees also hereby covenant and agree during the term aforesaid to
maintain a chool on each island, in accordance with said rules and r gulatious and
suitable for the education of the natiYes of said i.slands, for a period of not less than
eight months in each year .
.And the said lessees further covenant and agree not to kill upon said island of t.
Paul more than 75,000 fur seals, and upon the i land of t. George not moro than
25,000 fur seal per annum; not to kill any fur seal upon the islands aforesaid in any
other month except the months of .June, Jul y, eptember, and October of each year;
not to kill said s als at any time by the use of firearms or means tending to drive
said eals from said i lands; not to kill any female seals or seals under one year old;
not to kill any seal in waters adjacent to said island , or on the beach, cliffs, or rocks,
wher they haul up from the sea to remain.
And the Raid les es further covenant and agr e to abide by any restriction or limitation upon the right to kill seals under this lease that the act prescribes, or that
the , 'ecretary of the Trnasury shall judge neces ary for the preservation of such
seals .
.J\nd tb~ said les ees hereby agree that they will not in any way sell, transfer, or
as 1gn this lea e.l. and that any transfer, sale, or assignment of the same shall be
void and of no ettect.
And the aid le ees further a~ee to furnish to the several masters of the vessels
employed by them certified copie of this lea, e, to be presented to the Goven1ment
r venue offirers for th e time l)eing in charg of said islands, as the authority of said
lesse s fo1· the fanclin !'I" and taking of said skius.
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And the said lessees further covenant and agree that they or their agents shall no-ti
keep, sell, furnish, give, or dispose of any distilled spirituous liquors on either of
said islands to any of the natives thereof, such person not being a physician and
furnishing the same for use as medicine.
And the said lessees further covenant and agree that this lease is accepted, subject
to all needfuf rules and regulations which shall at any time or times hereafter be
made by the Secretary of the Treasury for the collection and payment of the rental
herein agreed to be paid by said lessees for the comfort, maintenance, education, and
protection of the natives of said islands, and for carrying into effect all the provisions of the act aforesaid, and will abide by and conform to said rules and regulations.
And the said lessees, accepting this lease with a full knowledge of the provisions
of the aforesaid act of Congress, further covenant and agree that they will ful?-11
all the provisions, requirements, and limitations of said act, whether herein spec1fically set out or not.
In witness whereof the parties aforesaid have herennto set their hands and seals
the day and year above written.
WILLIAM A. RICIIARDSON,

[SEAL.]

Acting Secretary of the Treasury.
By

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPA:NY,
JORN F. MILLER, President. [SEAL.]

Executed in presence ofJ. H. SAVILLE.

This lease having terminated on the 1st day of last May (1890), the
following new lease was executed in accordance with the law:
This indenture, made in duplicate this 12th day of March, 1890, by and between
William Windom, Secretary of the Treasury of the United States, in pursuance of
chapter 3 of title 23, Revised Statutes, and the North American Commercial Company, a corporation duly established under the laws of the State of California, 3:nd
acting by I. Lie bes, its president, in accordance with a resolution of said corporation
adopted at a meeting of its board of directors held January 4, 1890:
Witnesseth, that the said Secretary of the Treasury, in consideration of the agreements hereinafter stated, hereby leases to the said North American Commercial qompany, for a term of twenty years from the 1st day of May, 1890, the exclusive right
to engage in the business of taking fur seals on the islands of St. Geor~e and t.
Paul, in the Territory of Alaska, and to send a vessel or vessels to said islands for
the 1:,kins of such seals.
The said orth American Commercial Company, rn consiueration of the rights
secured to':it under this lease above stated, on its part covenants and agrees to do
the things following, that is to say:
To pay to the Treasurer of the United States each year duriug the said term of
twenty years, as annual rental, the sum of $60,000, and in addition thereto agrees to
pay the revenue tax or duty of $2 laid upon each fur-seal skin taken and shipped by
it from said islands of t. George and t. Paul; and also to pay to said Trea urer t~e
further sum of $7 .62½ apiece for each and eYery fur skin taken and shipped from a.id
islands; and also to pay the sum of 50 cents per gallon for each gallon ot' oil sold by
it made from seals thnt maybe taken on said islanuscluring the said period oftw nty
years; anrl to secure the prompt payment of tho $60,000 rental above referred to,.the
said company agrees to deposit with the Secretary of the Trea ury bonds of the mted
tat s to the amount of $50,000, face value, to be belcl as a, guaranty for th annu~l
payment of said $60,000rental, the interest thereon when due to be coll cted and pa!cl
to the orth American Commercial Company, provided the said company is not in
default of payment of any part of the said $60,000 rental.
That it will furni h to the native inhabitant of aicl i lands of ··t. Georg and t.
Paul anunally uch quantity or number of dri d salmon and such quantity of alt,
and su ·h number of salt barrels for pre erving th ir nece ary supply of meat a the
ecretary of the Trea ury shall from time to time determine.
That it will also fnrni h to the aicl inhabitantti 0 tons of oal annually, and a ~uffici nt number of comfortahl dw llings in which aid nativ inhabitants may r Hie:
and will ke p aid dwellings in proper repair, and will all:,o provide ancl k <'I>_ rn
r :pair s~ch s~itable schoolbou ·es as ma , be nece. ary, and will e ta~li h and ma 1_nt m during eight month of ach year prop r chool. for the education of th hi_ldr non said itiland , the ame to be taught by compet nt teacher who ball b vaid
!> · he company fair <·ompensation, all to the ati faction of the ecr tar~• of ~b
fr •a. 1~r:," and will also provide ancl mainfa in ;L imitahl hou for religiou wor hip:
:incl 'Y!ll al o provi<1 a ·omp tent physician or phy1:1i ·ians, ancl nee ary and prop •r
111 • ,lt · 1 ' · awl 111eclical 1mpplies · ancl wi11 also ]>rovid(• tho n •ces aries of Jifo for th
i<lo, · mid oq1lta11 au<l ag ,(l an<l. inti nu inhabitants of aid islands who ar unabl ·
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to provide for themselves; all of which foregoing agreements will be done and performed by the said company free of all costs and charges to said native mhabitants
of said islands or to the United States.
The annual rental, together with all other payments to the United States provided
for in this lease, shall be made and paid on or before the 1st day of April of each
and every year during the existence of this lease, beginnrng with the 1st day of
April, 1891.
The said company further agrees to employ the native inhabitants of said islands
to perform such labor upon the islands as they are fitted to perform, and to pay
therefor a fair and just compensation, such as may be fixed by the Secretary of the
Treasury, and also to contribute, as far as is in its power, all reasonable efforts to
secure the comfort, health, education, and promote the morals and civilization of said
native inhabitants.
The said company also agrees faithfully to obey and abide by all rules and regulations that the Secretary of the Treasury bas heretofore or may hereafter establish or
rnake in pursuance oflaw concerning the taking of seals of said islands, and concerning
the comfort, moral , and other interests of said inhabitants, and all matters pertaining to said islands and the taking of seals within the possession of the United
States. It also agrees to obey and abide by any restrictions or limitations upon the
right to kill seals that the Secretary of the Treasury shall judge necessary, under
the law, for the preservation of the seal fisheries of the United tates; and it agrees
that it will not kill or permit to be killed, so far as it can prevent, in any year a
greater number of seals than is authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury.
The said company further agrees that it will not p ermit any of its agents to keep,
sell, give, or dispose of any distilled spirit.a or spirituous li(Juors or opinm, on either
of said islands, or the waters adjacent thereto, to ;tny of the native inhabitants of
said islands, such person not being a physician and furni shing the same for use as a
medicine.
It is understood and agreed that the number of fur seals to be taken and killed for
their skins upon said islands by the North American Commercial Company during
the year ending May 1, 1891, shall not exceed 60,000.
The Secretary of the Treasury reserves the right to terminate this lease and all
rights of the North American Commercial Company under th e same at any time, on
full and satisfactory proof that the said company has violated any of the provisions
and agreements of this lease, or any of the laws of the United States, or any Treasury
regulation respecting the taking of fur seals, or concerning the islands of t. George
and St. Paul, or the inhabitants thereof.
In witness whereof tho parties have set their hands and s als the day and year
above written.
WILLlAM \V r DOi\1,

[SEAL.]

ecretary of the Treas11ry_

NORTII AMERICAN C OMMERCIAL COi\JJ>ANY.

[ SEAL.]

By I. LrnBE ,
President of the No1·th Llrnerican Comrne1'cial Company.
At test:
II. B.

PARSON ,

Assistant Sec1·etary.

In both of these instrument it will be observed that the old and the
new lessees emphatically and unre ervedly "agree to abide by any restriction or limitation upon the right to kill seals under the lease that the act
pre cribes or that the Secretary of the Treasury shall judge necessary for
the preservation of such sealg."
Ilad there been any refu. al on the part of the le ee to thu ovenan t and agree in this important regard, no eal islan<l ]ea e could ever
have been u tained by its friend . The powerful and jealou opponent of this. ystem would have carried the dayin1870 and again in 1890.
The wi dom and propriety of this expre reservation in behalf of the
Government, i now apparent; there is no legal or moral obstacle in the
way of taking the action which I sugge t for the re toration of these
intere t on the seal i. lands themselves: and, I firmly believe that a visit
by ome representative commi sion of Great Britain to these Pribilov
rookeries next season will re ult in securing the prompt, b arty cooperation of that power with our Government in protecting the e seals from
laughter in the open waters of Bering Sea, and certain portions of the
North Pacific Ocean, during the breeding sea on of tho e animals.

SECTION VIII.

APPENDIX, CONTAINING THE AUTHOR'S DAILY FIELD NOTES, TOGETHER
WITH OTHER MEMORANDA ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE PRECEDING SEC-TIONS, I TO VIII, INCLUSIVE.
I give in extenso the following field notes, because each one belongs
to a particular place, day, and date for every sealing season that is to
follow this one just ended, 1890. These notes in hand on the islands
during the coming years, will aid the officers of the Government _up
there to observe and contrast the condition of the rookeries and haulmg
grounds as it shall change for better or worse hereafter.
For convenience and easy reference, I divide my notes into three subdivisions, i. e., "Rookery notes," "Hauling-ground notes," and ''Notes
on the driving and killing," together with a following of general memoranda.
ROOKERY NOTES-ST. PA UL ISLAND, 1890.
THE REEF AND GARBOTOH.

Thursday, May 22, 1890.-Spent the day in taking a fresh set of'
angles over this fine area of breeding ground. The sand has dri~ed
very slightly from its boundaries on Zoltoi during the last eighteen
years: but a large field of ba al tic rocks has been uncovered by the
holluschickie just wearing away the grassy covering, which opens the
sand to the full play of the wind, and away it goe , down to the rocky
foundations. The Reef Point from Gull Hill down to the extreme
southwestern "drop" of Garbotch, is a solid lava table, with bubbles of
hot eruption at later intervals, all pu hed up from the sea. Then from
Old John Rock down to the slope of Parade Pinnacle is a thick superstratum of volcanic cinders, all reddi h and fine, polished and smoothed
by 1872, into that remarkable parade ground which I have platted carefully as it lie . Below Fox liff, strewn from the beginning of the R~ef
rookery, is a urface profu ion of basaltic bowlders, all knee and wa1 t
high, as a rule, though many of them are nearly sunken. This covering
i characteri tic of the entire Reef rookery and of Garbotch a far down
a the intersection of the fir t point of rocks on that ridge southwe t.
But that northern slope of Gar botch is a mooth as a floor; a hard
cinder pavement that slope down gently, yet rapidly, with it broad
expan e to the ea. It look a though it might have been grad d by
the hand of man. In tb bight of thi. rookery and in the rock awa h
~t it I int, r or ~O hair eal , Plwca vitulina, were ba king, lulled
m
a en e f ecur1ty b the hauling fur- eal bull .
Th w~ol of the eef Point, outh of Gra y Summit and ◄ ox Cliff
~a n~ely bar of gra,
r any v getation e cept lichen n rock
m~ ce. 1bl to fur al and tuft of gra only grew on the I oint , ucl
hff g ' fth we t hor . Tuft of gra and a few flow r app , rd
a~.· v r he' . ond lrop. It look to-day a. though mu h v •tati ~ _h, <l ·r p m au<l o r hi fl ld inc th n, but it i too arly no
> f 1rl · b ' rv it.
('f
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I gathered and gave to Palmer (for the Smithsonian In titution) a
lovely sample of that characteristic green confervoid growth that
appears so strange to me now, as it grows upon these hauling grounds
andthe rookeries. It seems to grow on the pulverized, shedded hair and
fur comminuted. This makes a beautiful green carpet, and it appear
to be in it best form at this time of the year; in other words, I take it
to be in blossom. By the 10th to the 12th of June it shrink and crocks
up, and is not as bright as it is now.
I do not observe one bull here to-day, where . . . saw at lea t twenty at
this time eighteen years ago. Then, the e slopes of Garbotch were
covered with angry, lusty bulls, in solid mass from the shore line to
the ridge summit: so far over, even, that it required a club vigorou ly
used before we could get up on Old John Rock, so as to look over and
below. Then, they were fighting in every direction under our eyes;
now, not a fight in progress anywhere; not bulls enough to quarrel.
They are scattered widely over this same ground where in 1872 an
interval of 10 feet between them did not exist; to-day there are intervals of hundreds of feet.
June 7, 1890.-The ke]p on the submerged reef extends at least 1,000
feet to south-southwest from the rocks awash as indicated on my chart
of the peninsula. This kelp marks a shoal everywhere rough and
rocky within its borders, of a fathom to 6 fathoms depth, making jt a
very dangerous point for vessels, especially when picking up the land
in a fog.
In this kelp, and over the e rocks awash, the first bands of holluschickie that reach these i lands every spring, sport and haul. A few of
them may be seen here, at or about the arrival of the first bulls, and it
is from this point that the first drives of the year are regularly made
by the natives, for food, as early as the 10th to the 14th of May, some
seasons: and by the 20th to the 24th of May in late or cold springs.
June B, 18.9 0.-Tbi pencil sketch of the weep of Garbotch I have
made this afternoon with extreme care, since it show to the be t advantage, the real character of a first-class breeding ground for the uses of
the fur seal.
The entire underpinning to the Reef and Garbotch is lava, basalt, in
which at Rome points, notably on the Reef Point, much iron is embodied.
. This basalt i either dark purpli. h or reddi h black, or el e oflight-gray
tint; ometimes it is olid and compact: then again, thickly pepper d
with air boles and bubble. . On the point of Garbotch, in this picture,
the breeding ground i a smooth slope down to the ·ea, from the summit, of poli hed breccia or soft, grayish-black and dull-red corire: worn
to an entirely smooth urface by the attrition of the flipper of hauling eal . But, under Old John Rock, large bowlder are heaped promiscuously from tbe ere t of the ridge to the surf: and this rough surface
ontinues to the limit of the rookery under my seat by the edge of the e
bluff by tbe '' Cap." When I fir, t came down to thi rookery in May
(21), 1872, I had great difficulty in getting in from behind to Old John
Rock. Club had to be u ed to drive the bull away; now there is
notliing in the road th re, or anywhere el e on the ere t of the entire
rookery. It doe not. eem to me, a I write, that there are five bull
here to-day where there were 100 eio-hteen year ago. Lichen and
mo e now growing on rock where restles breeders annually poli bed
them brightly then.
Jwne 11, 1890.-Natives made their first drive of the year for the company this morning early, from the '' Ore t," of about 1,000 holluschickie.
(See ote Book II, hauling grounds.) That picture opposite shows the
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ground as it is•really occupied by the bulls to-day. It is a fair sample of
the occupation of every other one of the great breeding grounds of St.
Paul. In 1872 there were right on the field of this drawing just as many
bulls to be seen as there were rocks uncovered. Look at the scene now !
This is a pre-Raphaelitic sketch. Visited Reef and Garbotch this morning; no change in bulls substantially from what is above noted; 2 cows
on Garbotch, and Antone reports a pup on the Reef.
June 17, 1890.-The cows are hauling in small squads. This is about
as in 1872; but not a single "polseecatch" along the water margin of
this rookery to-day; not a single one, and none upon the ground with
the old males, where there is plenty of vacant space and nothing to oppose
them. "Where are these half bulls which played so prominent a part in
the settlement of the rookeries in 1872-1870" I asked T. this evening
and his assistant, Mr. R. They replied that they observed that this
class of seals was not on the rookeries to-day. Mr. T. said that five
years ago he saw the last of them, in so far as his observation went, at
Tolstoi. On calling Mr. Go:fl"s attention to it, he declared that he never
observed a young bull attempting to land on the rookeries last year: and
that he believed that the natives told the truth when they said to me
in his presence at Northeast Point, that these animals were "quite all
killed."
June 18, 1890.-How singularly regular the fog and drizzle is around
and on these islands. Here, during the last two weeks, with only one
or two brief intervals, the wind has blown from every point of the compa s from a stiff breeze to a gentle air, yet the fog and the drizzle have
been and are constant; just as it was in 1872. Not so much rain, but a
steady drizzle daily beaten into your eyes and clothes by fresh to violent winds. A thick fog and "booze'" or drizzle does not prevent seals
from lauding; indeed. it seems to encourage them; but a heavy raiu
with hail or sleet will drive them into the water from the hauling
ground . They will, however, soon reappear after the cessation of thi
particular kind of meteorological disturbance.
Jime 19, 1890.-l myself have not seen a "killer" ( Orea) yet thus
far, but I am credibly informed that these enemies do appear here every
summer later on and in the fall (when the pups are just beginni~g ~
go to. ea) in greate-r and greater numbers every year. Also that w1thm
the la t three years, two exceedingly severe October gales have prevailed, causing those deadly "surf nips" by which an immense number
of pups were de troyed.
If it be true what I bear now, then between the "killer whales,' the
" urf nip ," the killing of the half bulls, the killing of yearlings, driving
from rookery margin , and pelagic hunting, the seals of the e isla~d'
ha e little chance short of extermination, nnle s the remedy is applied
at once.
June 21, 1 90.- gain I look over the ea margin and not a ingle
"pol ecatch" at th water's edge. In thi connection, ari. e t~e
trong a . urance which the nativ here gave Bi hop Veniamino~ in
1 32, that the, young half bulls which are driven up in the daily drive
b com thereby, utterly u le a, breed r thereafter; that they are
d moralized and broken up phy ically . o that tbey lay around imply
a outca t.· or vagrant. .
I took notice in 1 72 of the fact that there was a large numbe~ of
th_e. apparently big, able-bodied bull. always haul d out arnl hauling
wi h th hollu. rbi<-kie, and lying in quads along on th . and bea h •
":h nev(•r an~l wb r ver I went out in June and ,July during the in epti n an<l h 1ght of th br ding
a. on. I then gave th m only a
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ADULT MALE FUR SEALS FIGHTING-" THE SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST " SIRES: GARBOTCH , SAINT PAUL ISLAND.
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breeding s~asons of _18:2-1874; it never took placf' uutler the author's eyes on
au(l they, lll turn, with more cows than they desired to serve.
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thought of their being "soured" and beaten bulls, since the rookeries
were simply ringing with the noise of fighting "seecatchie;'· and there
were then so many bulls on those grounds, that the absence of these
was not of the least account. But now, this feature comes up again to
me; and, is not this plaint of the natives to Veniaminov in 1832, wholly
correct, and does this not account in a very large measure for the
vacancies on, and the astonishing somnolence of the scattered old bulls
which I see to-day on the breeding grounds~
June 22, 1890.-The cows are just faintly showing themselves on this
Gar botch side: and a little better, but not much, on the Reefline. They
are falling far behind the record of 1872 at this hour.
June 27, 1890.-As the Garbotch side of this rookery is in full view
from the village hill, I have come down here, since the above note. I
can see the sweep of Garhotch, and that tells the story just as I have
recorded it under Tolstoi and Lukannon. .As this, however, was the
first rookery I took the land angles of, so it will be the first one to be
mapped with the cows on the 10th proximo.
June 28, 1890.-Made a tour of Garbotch and the reef this morning
and find a feeble suggestion of the hauling of the cows in 1872-1874.
.Although there yet remain ten days ere the full limit to the coming
of the females is reached, yet enough is suggested by the exhibition
of the hour to make one very thoughtful-as much, nearly, as the
extraordinary scant hauling of the bulls did early in the month. The
wide empty areas between the podding females, iu which nothing now
is seen and upon which bulls were thickly clustered in 1872, all roaring
and fighting incessantly, strike me most unpleasantly and foretells what
the result of my survey must be in a measure.
The females are hauling very slowly, and that point below the "Crest"
where the holluschickie were driven from this morning is swept barenot a bull on it-showing that the result of the present method of driving from the outskirts or immediate line of the breeding seals, is to break
up and dissolve that organization at that place.
The reef rocks which lay awash south-southwest from the Reef Point,
seem to have a bond of submerged union with the south end of Seevitchie Kammen, for the sea breaks in a continuous roll acros ; and again
from its north end to the coast of the Reefrookery, south- outhea t from
Reef Pinnacle, thi reef continues. The water is bold enough all around
outside of this.
July 1, 1890.-A circuit of the Reef and Garbotch this morning bows
that the bulls ar~ certainly inacl quate for the service which their , cant
number and wild hauling entails upon them. Scattered harems of 6:3
and 70 cows are stretched along Garbotch, with but a single bull to
each: while at the ame moment there are vacant interval of a hundred and hundreds of feet between them in which old bull , all without cows, are placidly sleeping.
o ji,qhting; no young bulls landing, ·
and the ragged rookery belt does not mend. The cows are slowly
arriving, and will, until the 10th in tant. Then I ball map them down.
But a I view them to-day it is impo"sible to avoid the plain evidence
of imperfect, dilatory, and feeble service, as contra ted with the vim
and vigor here of 1872. Here the grass i rapidly covering the grand
Reef parade of 1872-1874, and that confervoid growth which always
appears immediately the next eason after the one the seals cease to
haul on an old hauling ground: I can not walk over this place without
po. itive feelings of regret and a toni hment. The alteration is simply
immeu, e, and all for th6 wor e.
July 10, 1890.-In company with Mr. Goff and Dr. Lutz I made my
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plotting of the breeding seals as they lay on the Reef and Garbotch
to-day.
Here, at the very height of the breeding season, when the masses
were most compact and uniform in their distribution in 1872-1874, I find
the animals as they lay to-day, scattered over twice and thrice as much
ground, as a rule, as the same number would occupy in 1872-scattered
because the virile bulls are so few in number and the service which they
render, so delayed or impotent. In other words, the cows are restless.
Not being served when in heat, they seek other bulls by hauling out
in great jagged points of massing (as is shown by the chart\ uo from
their landing belts.
This unnatural action of the cows, or, rather, unwonted movement,
has caused the pups already to form small pods everywhere, even where
the cows are most abundant: which shadows to me the truth of the fact
that in five days or a week from date, the complete scattering of the
rookery organization will be thoroughly done. It did not take place
in 1872, until the 20th to the 25th of July.
In 1872, these cows were promptly met with that service which they
craved, and never hauled outside of their solid uniform, massing as they
covered the rookery ground. The scattering of these old bulls to-day
over so large an area is due to extreme feebleness, and combined in
many cases with a recollection of no distant day when they had previonsly hauled thus far out on this very ground, surrounded by harems,
though all is vacant and semigrass grown under and around them now.
It is impossible 11ot to consider the question which this scene every
moment prompts, What proportion of these old males which we see
here now, overdone and scant in number-what ratio of th ir number
will live to return next year? And if they do all live to return, what
manner of good will they be, In many cases will they be potent at allf
And ag·ain, not a single young bull to be seen on the breeding grouuds
or at the breeding margins. Where are they coming from t They, o
conspicuous by their numbers and aggressiveness in 1872-1874. Where
is the new blood which must take the place of the old and enfeebled
sires before us, already failing to meet the demands of the hour ou every
side and ahead of us? Where is it i
The only answer which my study of this season gives me, is that there is
no new blood mature enough left. The club and effects of driving have
destroyed it· slowly at fir, t, but surely throughout the last eight year,
and rapidly during the la t three of thi period-especially rapid last
year and at the present hour.
The pelagic hunter ha ' lent his aid since 1885, to this destruction.
Ile ha destroyed the cows e pecially; but, the half bulls have been
chiefly eliminated by driving, and the club, which has mitten nearly
_every one of them as" mooth" 4-year-old whenever they appeared in
the drive during the la t ten year throughout the killing ea on.
In 1 72-1 74, when no driving was made from Southwe t Point, from
tbe Zapadnie , and all Engli h Bay to the we tward of eahrpah kie
Kammen, from Polavina, or anywhere between it and the hauling
grounds of Lukannon then there w re re ervoir of young male life
that wer not drawn upon or disturbed from which a steady stream
of n w male blood for the breeding ground could and did flow. That
Y ar her wh n th fir t b gau to y,•tematically dri e from the.
p~a. e. mark th b ginnino- of the decay and pre nt deplorable cond1t1 n of th e rook ri ,· of th Pri ilov I land . Thi extended driving
b an in ~ _, and wa. firmly tabli, b d in 1 84. The pelagic killn m 1 _ 6 and from that e r the. e two agencie h v gone
rd hand m 11 n 1 with hi work of ruin and d pl tion.
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A drawing from nature by the author.

AN OLD BULL CRIPPLED IN COMBAT, JULY

2 1 1872.

A common sight in 1872-1874 ; nothing of the kind took place in 18:lO- not eYen a suggestion of it.
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THE LA.GOON.

June 13, 1890.-I think that there has been little or no change in the
topographical character of this lagoon sea wall ince my surveys of
1872-1874, except that in its height I think the bowlders are shoved
up higher by ice floes, some 6 or 10 feet, perhaps. The lower segments
of the rookery wall are unchanged, being just above surf wash at high
water, and the comical choochk~es are breeding in the chmks, just as
usual.
The shoving up of the e bow lders, which compose the lagoon sea wall
• on which this rookery is established, has also resulted in perceptibly
shoaling the cove. Although the sand therein has shifted some, yet it
all appears very natural to me.
The rookery itself does not show up any better than a ragged remnant of what it was in 1872.
My sketch shows the Lagoon rookery, the slough, the killing gang at
work on the village killing grounds, and the Lagoon alt house, all a
they appeared this afternoon at 4 p. m.
J.JUK.A.NNON.

June 2, 1890.-A strong west-northwest wind blew all day yesterday,
with snow, which covered everything white and wet la t night. TLe
wind still blew this morning: but the ky cleared at noon and the now
quit. 1 I made a visit to Ketavie, taking angles from the base of Black
Bluff up to Lukannon Hill. I do not observe any great increase of bulls
to-day; a few more: still, large areas are unoccupied by the e animals
right down to the water line. They have hauled at odd interval a far
back as they did in 1872, but no crowding into the ame area at all.
Some bulls have ascended high up on the fl.auk. of Lukannon Hill:
but large intervals of from 50 to 100 feet of vacant ground lie between
them, and this day is not more than two or three day in advauce of the
fir t arrival of the females. I can not avoid taking significant note of
this point. These old bull that now appear, are all in good phy ical
trim outwardly; they look well.
The now seems to surprise some of those bulls; they smell and smell
at it, then roar angrily. A squad of small hollu chickie were in th
center of the rookery area on Ketavie, thi morning.
June 12, 1890.- ery light change in bull during the la t ten day .
They have hauled here very wildly far back from the water, with large
areas of 30 and 40 feet between them. Two cows in ight here; one
"ru ty," so must have been hauled out everal days.
be has a pup.
Mr. Goff reported the arrival of a cow here, two days ago. Perhap
this is the one, o that this pup ha not been born long; a few hours or
a day at the most.
June 22, 1890.-A survey of Lukannon rookery this afternoon hows
an a tonishing apathy among the bulls, and not a single half bitll on
the hore or in the water.
few clusters of cows just along the water
margin are all I , ee. They have been out at lea t four or five day ,
b cause they all look rusty. The newl -arrived cow are very con• picuous for a day or two after arrival by reason of their hining white
abdomen and silvery-gray back and neck . There is not a bright
cln. ter of cows anywhere in ight to-day on Keta ie, 'fol toi, Lagoon
I eef, or Garbotch. This show how gradually and lowly tlle e mall
clu ter have grown in size sin e the fir t arrival on the 4th and 5th
in tants.
1

A fall of less than 3 in he ; remaine<l two or thre days.
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June 24, 1890.-Scarcely any change for the cows to-day. Those
holluschickie on the sand have hauled up on the hill, about 100 feet,
and are now sleeping in among the breeding bulls.
June 27, 1890.-Scarcely any change.
July 1, 1890.-I have passed three hours this afternoon marking and
watching the service of the bulls in their harems. It is simply lifeless~
languid, and fairly impotent; wholly so in many cases at this earJy
date. What will it be ten days later, if it is so feeble now at the
outset, Saw two "polseecatchie" at the water's edge and one at the
rear. Where, indeed, are these animals 1 What, indeed, is on hand,
or will be for the next six years to come, to supply the places of these •
scattered and already enfeebled sires of the rookery¥
July 10, 1890.-I made a careful survey of the area and position of
the breeding seals on Lukannon and Ketavie this afternoon in company
with and aided by Mr. Charles J. Goff. On Lukannon, while there
appears to be two-fifths as many cows as in 1872, yet the bulls do_not
average more than one-ftfteenth of the number they showed at that time.
No better on Ketavie; if anything, a shade or two worse. No young
bulls anywhere offering service or attempting to land on the rookery.
KET.A.VIE.

June 13, 1890.-A comical picture was made to-day when, in the afternoon, the entire herd of mules, 10 in number, filed over from the village
and pastured on the seal grass that grows on the deserted out kirts of
the rookery at Ketavie. The old bulls in waiting paid not the least
attention to them that I could see, while the mules were equally indifferent. I presume that such a pastoral scene as this has never been
witnessed outside of these islands.
June 22, 1890.-As this is the time the cows begin to haul in appreciable numbers, I took a careful view at t his (Ketavie) rookery to day
from that point of sight in the sketch opposite. I saw but three clusters
of cows in all the sweep of this picture, and they in the foreground
right between the first and second rollers as theycame in. These pods
were bevies of from 30 to 50 cows each, an thickly clustered around a
single bull with all the other bulls stretched in omnolence aroun d them:
just as I recorded the state of affairs on Tolstoi yesterday; and, as I go
over the f.eld on Lukan non right after this, I fiud it precisely that way
there. This apathy of the bulls, coupled with the total absence of the
"polseecatchie" (or half bulls) on these breeding grounds at thi hour
i a striking contra t with that vim and fury that was so marked among
the warming bulls of 1872·on this and every other one of the breeding
ground · of the Pribilov Islands. It is in order to record the fact that
the cows are not hauling in anything like the numbers of 1872-1874.
On Lukannon and the Lagoon the dearth of cows to-day is noteworthy:
while, at Tolstoi, nearly every ·ow there this afternoon is a I described
it ye ter lay; three mall pods right down at the junction of ro ·k ancl
and uuder the cliff : 250 cow perbap on that whole ground th1
afternoon.
TOLSTOI.

.-A tour to-day on Toi toi show littl or no change in
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A drawrng from nature by the author.

KETAV IE ROOKERY FROM THE BLACK BLUFFS, SAINT PAUL ISLAND, JULY 7 1 1890.
View looking NNE., over the abandoned hauling grounds and _decimate<;! breedi?g grounds, to Ke.tavie Rock and Point in the middle distance· Polavina aud
Stony Pomt heads m the distance on the horizon.
'
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shall see some of them when the cows begin to haul next week, but
they were in swarms by this time during 1872-1874.
June 21, 1890.-An inspection to-day shows the odd scattering of cows
as they haul, and which Mr. Goff early called my attention to as a great
deviation from the habit which they exhibited in my work of 1872. As
this is the date in which this class begins to haul in appreciable
numbers, I now begin my daily examination of the manner and number
in which the cows arrive.
They commenced just as they did iu 1872-a few cows here and there
by the 4th to the 6th of June; then by the 15th little clusters appeared
of 10 to 50 along the water's edge: to-day, instead of that exhibition
of solid "wave-like," ''streak-like'' spread up from the water's margin
to the rear limits of the breeding grounds which they gave me in 1872,
I can see nothing of the kind; not even an approximation of that stage.
Still these animals have yet twenty days in which to fill up the rookeries as they did in 1872, and it is not the time to finally speculate on
their coming or number-merely idle now to do so.
But, the behavior of the old bulls is extraordinary this morning at
this time of the inflowing cow . They are listless; three-fourths of
their scanty number stretched out sound asleep, while right alongside
of these sleepers a pod of 15 or 30 cows will be closely clustered around
a smgle alert bull, or one that at least i not inert and stupid. There
are three such pods as that right under my eyes as I make this note,
lyiug at the junction of the sand beach and rocks of Tolstoi rookery.
No such scattering of bulls and indftference was ever witnessed on any of
tltese breeding grounds in 1872-1874. Then every bull was alert and furious
in his struggles to get possession of at least one, if not all the f emales within
reach. Now look at them! Why, it eems to me that these ball are
enfeebled and sick. At least it is a most remarkable deviation from
the method and order of first arrival of the females in 1872. Such a
picture of perfect Ii tlessness and indifference as this, from the berrinning to the end of the season, never met anybody's eye on these breeding
grounds then.
No young bulls anywhere along the water's edge, or back among the old
bulls, widely scattered as they are, way upon the hill lope of Tolstoi
thiR morning, at least 550 to 600 feet away from these first cow -wid Jy
and thinly scattered old bulls: all of them now stretched out in ouud
sleep.
June 23, 1890.-Thi i the day in 1872 when the cows had hauled in
sufficient number to impress m deeply for the fir t time a the sea on
then advanced. At thi ' time in 1872 the most casual ob erver would
note the arrival of the cows a "coming up in families or streaks, a it
were, from the water' · line upon the ridge" (as per MS. note of June2:3,
1872, made a I looked then at Garbot ·h slope). The peculiar "fanning" of the cows then, a they used their hind flippers made their re ting place conspicuous at any moment to the eye a, it glanced over the
rookerie ·.
To-day, it take a harp, trained eye to find the cant scattered po<ls
of cow a they re t just above the urf margin: and, a for "haulmg
back'' up on the ridge, not the fir t symptom of such a movement is in
progre .
.As you stand and look acros the cove at the Lagoon rookery, not
ov r 000 feet away, you can not ee the least vi ible evidence of the lauding of female· thi morning. I can make out a f ~w scattered head , but
110 oncerte<l. arrival of these animal : it was very obvious in 1872-1874
at this tirue of the sea on.
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June 24, 1890.-That peculiar podding of the cows, which I noted on
the 22d, still continues. The cows still cluster in groups at the water's
edge, with no attempt yet made to haul up in long" wave-like streaks"
to the high ground in the rear.
Strange, in this connection, is the hauling of these somnolent scant
bulls. Why, several of them-yes, a dozen-are now up 600 feet back
from these cows at the surf margin on the sand, and vacancies of hundreds of feet between them. Not a fight in progress, and not a single
young bull in sight at the landing of the cows.
June 27, 1890.-I observed on Tolstoi the arrival of a few more cows,
the first I have yet seen that wore the fresh attractive toilet of these
creatures. They are still crowding in on the sand in that stran~e
manner above alluded to, and still but a very faint advance made _in
any single spot toward :filling up the ground, back from the surf margin.
The bulls are still hauled in that wild manner whfoh I have so frequently
noted, and are sleeping stupidly everywhere, with the cows landing
just around and below them.
June 80, 1890.-A survey of Tolstoi this morning shows the most
striking want of alert bulls; that there are pods or harems of 60 females
with only one bull; that the sand beach end is the chosen resort of the
solid hauling of cows., while the rocks up in their rear are positively
deserted. I do not see that the cows are arriving so as to make any
considerable number of them show white and silvery. But the few
that are here, are under full swing. The strange, wild hauling of ol~
bulls, and the remarkable absence of the "polseecatchie" is still prominent. I see two half bulls at the lower end of the rookery ground,
right under Fox Castle. These are the only examples of their kind on
the field. I have been constantly saying to myself, "Now I can easily
count every bull on this rookery that is here to-day." They certainly
do look lost among the rocks in the rea.r and in the large pods of cows
at the water's edge.
The cows are pupping; are caring for themselves precisely as I have
hitherto recorded the act, in 1872, at this time.
July 1, 1890.-A survey of 'folstoi this afternoon shows little change
during the last three days; if any, it has been an increased solidity to
the belt of the females on the sand. I think their hauling here as they
do, one of the anomalies of this all around extraordinary state of
affairs.
As I again look at these old bull hauled out here above those cow ,
500 and 600 feet away from them, and not a half dozen bulls between
them, I begin to think that perhaps they do o because a few y ar ago
when they were here, cows then hauled out to hem in olid mas es from
the water. They did so in 1872, I find by my map . And o, perhap
that i the sea on why they, the bull , are out here again without any
vi ible rea on for their so being. It is tbe same way on the Reef and
Garbotcb, at Lukannon, and e pecially oat Zapadnie.
I took notice of a large proportion f mall or 2-year-old female , and
the u ual lowne of baulino·, compared with 1872, which wa not at
it gr at ._t activity up to July 7.
Th U,'ual parade of fox in and out among th bre ding eal now
pr :ent it, elf. I aw on to-day running off with a fr sh placenta, or
aft rbirth,' in it mouth. There i a mark d diminution of he number _f foxes, a· contra t d with m not of 1 72. They h, v b ea.
m r ·11 ::ly hunt d during the la, t t n y ar : la ·t wint r :1r. Goff
ord r d "zap o ·k ' for th ir b n fit and pre ervation. Thi : a on
_f mialloy d plty:i ·al , nd m 1ltal omfort for I ynard. JI 11a:
fr· ·h m at,, aterf wl, gg and b tl that he au eat, all(l the
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delightful assurance that he is never shot at or trapped at this time of
the year. .At the present hour they are shedding, and they look
scrubby enough. Generally, the old hair on the tail hangs the longest,
even after all is renewed everywhere else on their bodies. Thus you
constantly see around you now, a bluish-gray fox running off with a
fluffy, dried-gra s colored tail-a very odd-looking contrast.
July 7, 1890.-From a station on the bluffs overlooking the entire
stretch of the cliff belt of the breeding seals at Tolstoi, I passed two
hours this afternoon, intently observing the service which the bulls
below were rendering. There were 67 bulls directly within distinct
sweep of my vision: distinctly and widely separated; and these bulls
bad some 2,000 to 2,500 cows. It is fairly idle to attempt to expre'
the perfect impotency of these overdone and feeble old males; sleeping
or dozing nearly all of the time: and, on waking, teased by the females
without arousing them in the least. I saw in these two full hours of
attentive watching only three attempt to serve the cows by the e 67
bulls, and each attempt was a languid failure. Not a single half bull
or polseecatch atternpting to land here or anywhere else for that ·m atter
on the rookeries to-day. How many of these cows are going off without
impregnation if not served wheu in heatf Do they ever return for iti
.And if they do, where i that service to come from¥ Certainly not
from those already useleRs bulls which are hourly growing weaker as
the season culminate . 1 saw to-day a nubile female and an older
one engaged at tlle same moment in tea ing a languid old bull, which
made an ineffectual attempt to satisfy one of them, and failed. I never
witnessed such a sceue in all of my observations of 1872-1 74. Then
there were twenty bulls where there i one now, and three times or four
times as many cow . Late in the rutting season, about the 20th to the
24th of July, an occasional exhibition of languid impotence wa een:
but, it made no impre sion on my mind other than to note the fact that
here and there was a bull which wa physically exhausted, chiefly from
the effects of fighting. Still there were then so many virile bulls right
around it, ready and eager, that it did not signify.
One of the odd order at Tolstoi is the fact that the best ma ing of
the cows now i een down on the sand at the extreme extension of the
rookery out toward Middle Hill. It gives one the only ugge tion of
what the compact olid ma ing of the rookery was in 1 72, and which
ma, sing i now utterly lacking on these breeding ground of t. Paul
and St. George.
There are few cows, pup , and bnlls to-day on that cliff' b It of Tol toi.
In tead of an area of 36 feet in width, den ely covered, a in 187 2, today there i an area of only 1,750 by 10 feet covered, equal to 17,500
feet, or ground for 8,750 seals-bulls, cow , and pups-instead 36,750,
as in 1872.
That parade ground up and ov r this breeding belt under the cliffi
at Tolstoi is wholly deserted by the holluschiclcie. Not a, , ingle animal
has luiuled out there upon its grassy patched surface thus far, this
season. Out near the point, is th?,t queer climbing path up the cliff'
from the sea to thj ground. Here in 1872 I have sat for hours at a
tim watching the seal come up and go down in cea ele s fil ' ot
hundred and thou ands, actually climbing up places so teep that it
wa all an agile man could do to follow them safely.
I aw about 50 or 60 hollu chickie on the cliff , tep to thi path
to-day: but, none of them eem incljned to go up on to the old parade
ground above. The native, call thi particular locality "Boorovia
yam a," or the "sea otter cave."
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July 10, 18.90.-Made a careful survey of the area and position of th~
breeding seals on Tolstoi this day in company with Mr. Charles fJ. Goff.
* * * In July (14), 1872, this Tolstoi rookery held 225,000 bulls,
cows, and pups. A startling decrease of nearly three-fourths or 72 per
cent loss here since 1872, or of 162,600 seals!
ZAP.A.DNIE.

Jwne 13, 18.90.-I think the bulls on Lower Zapadnie show the th!nnest in distribution. Certainly this great rookery, which swarmed w1 th
rousing, :fighting bulls, closely massed over all the breeding space
mapped out on this ground at this time in 1872, is in a great decline.
The few bulls that are here, are hauled out so widely and so far from
the water-in places they are 1,000 feet. I think they act as though
they were anticipating nothing. A few cows, perhaps four or five, are
all that I saw this day here, and three on Upper Zapadnie.
.
I have fairly got this rough-surfaced rookery chartered to-day. It 1s
a queer place to view the seals. They lay in curious little valleys and
canyons which have been created by hot lava bubbles in prebiological days. But that scant distribution of the bulls in these places
to-day, puts me continually in mind of
"Some banquet hall deserted, .
Whose garlands dead,
And guests have fled, etc."

Upper Zapadnie is equally thin on its hill slopes, and what is more,
the water's edge line is vacant at frequent intervals. There is an occasional roar and some characteristic "spitting," bid none of that desperate, incessant fighting that prevailed among the closely thronged_ bulls
on all these places in 1872. The rookeries to-day, on this occasion of
the first arrival of the females, are positively quiet. The unbroken
uproar that boomed night and day from them then in 1872, is not more
than faintly suggested by what I hear now.
June 26, 1890.-I have not seen much of Lower Zapadnie to-dayonly a running survey from the sand beach-while I bad a :fine view of
Upper Zapadnie and its beach extension. Upper Zapadnie shows the
same decadence, but not so painfully marked, as Lower Zapadnie. Tbe
beach extension, however, is remarkably vacant, in so far as cows arc
concerned.
Jilly 3, 18.90.-The hauling of the cows on Zapadnie to-day is extraordinary in contrast with it · appearance here in 1872 at this time, and
011 ly a week from tbe hour of it utmo t limit of expan ion.
Really I
can not see much increase ince my notes last week. But, • u ·h rn ·ty
cow , such Romuolent tupid bull ; such an abnormal average a· 60 to
75 cows in the hal'em : while lot of leeping bulls are all around,
though only ,·ome 40 to 5(J feet away from tbe e harem , where the bull
in charg , ar o feeble that they refnscd the advance of eager ow.
I' p atedly un<l.er my ye within l , · tha11 twenty minutes after I had
et a_fi~ed wat_ch on half a dozen right within my view and n ar ~Y·
Drivmg a: 1t ha be n done ha · th deplorable effect of w1d 11 •
ing and catt ring th already too wide and cattered di tribntion of
11
the· bTe dino- animal . I . aw thi; re ·ult on the reef after it had
_wept on_tb 1, t in:tant. Th ame xtenclmg acancie on the wat r
l~ue f ~bi. one gr at com1 act br cling ground i plainly vi ibl t -d:IY·
lw ·ry httl p ~lof_holl_n ·ehicki thatereep. in nowbehinda harem Iaj1 11 "
do.<! up to 1t m tm ·t1vely for ·helter i · at on •e mark d arnl wept c n
up and into th· <hiv :. Thi. hud<l.l' · the (' w, into larger a11 l h1r•Y •r
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ground in worse and worse shape for a bad season at the least. This
driving from the immediate vicinity of a breeding ground was never
done after June 5, in my time. Then rarely, and only to get a few hundred seals early, as they first arrived for the natives' food. This always
took place before any noteworthy arrival of the cows.
July 9, 1890.-I made a close reconnoissance of the breeding seals as
they lay upou the ground at Zapadnie, both upper and lower wings-, this
morning immediately after the natives had driven the small squads of
holluschickie which they alone find here now, and only in spots, laying
up in close proximity to the cows. I went over at 4 a. m. purposely to
see the modus operandi of the driving, and then to get a fair idea of the
full expansion of Zapadnie as it stands to-day.
July 11, 18.90.-In company with Mr. Charles J. Goff I visited and
surveyed the entire sweep of Upper and Lower Zapadnie rookery
to-day. * * *
It is impossible to convey the queer sense of utter desolation which
the vacant seal area of 1872 on this fine rookery carries to my mind this
morning. Grass and flowers are springing up over those broad areas
back of the breeding grounds, where in 1872, thousands upon thousands
of young male seals hauled out and over, during the entire season, without being visited by any man then, except myself. Nobody at that time
ever thought of such a thing as coming over from the village to make
a killing at Zapadnie. And then, too, those splendid areas of hauling
ground in English Bay, are all grass-grown, mosses, lichens, and flowers,
which in 1872-1874 so astonished Maynard and myself by their teeming
squadrons of young male seals.
Judging from the appearance of the grass, I should say that the seals
must haye ceased to haul here to any great extent as late as 1883:
and, by 1884:-85, to have suddenly dropped out of the field in large numbers. That no seals have hauled in the rear of the e breeding Jines ot
1872-187 4 since 1878-79, is certain: because this area in now well sodded
and sprinkled with a full crop of Archangelica, which never comes in
sooner than eight or ten years after the seals have once destroyed it.
This time of the regrowth of "pochkie" was well demon trated to me
at Zapadnie in 1876. There, in 1868, Morgan's sealing party built a
salt house right in the center .of a well-polished hauling ground of
holluschickie. The seals at once, of course, abandoned a large space
directly and indirectly dominated by this salt hou e, and the killing
gangs. The grass upon tbi abandoned hauling ground of 1868, wa
pretty well tufted and established when I fir t saw it in 1872, and in
1876 small head of the Archangelica began to sprout everywhere anew
over it. This shows that eight years after the seals ceased to haul upon
a hitherto well-poli hed area by them, plenty of rank grass was growing
upon it with many flowering plants, and a beginning of a new garden
of that rank, umbelliferous Archangelica, above specified.
POL.A.VIN.A..

June 3, 1890.-As there i not the slightest appearance of change to
the sea margin of thi bluff-banded rookery during the la t sixteen
• year,, nor i. there ever likely to be, I imply redraw my original land
angle of I 72-1874, e tablishing, however, two additional tations-one
on the point at the grotto, B, and the other on the beach below at C.
Thi will cover the bowing of any change that the breeding eal may
pre ent on that portion of the rookery ground which can be altered by
urf and ice-floe pre sure during storms in the fall and tlrn winter and
early pring. The land angles of Little Polavina are precisely as they
were in 1872.
H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-30
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June 4, 1890.-An odd seal bridge and grotto is on the extreme point
of Polavina, and makes one of the queeres-1: sort of subjects for the
pencil. When I visit it in July I presume I shall find it tenanted with
a harem, although it may be a thoroughfare, since the seals can haul
up through it.
I take this sketch of Polavina Point from my station, C, just 300 feet
below those bulls in the foreground, and which maps out, as they lay
to-day, the southern limit of the present extent of these breediug
grounds. On this flat of sand, just above surf wash, basaltic bowlders,
mostly small ones, are thickly strewn, with many pieces of driftwood.
That remarkable reef table which projects out under Polavina Point, is
well bared to-day, by the low tide a;nd gives me a full view. It is a
solid, flat table of purplish basalt, covered with innumerable pools of
water and forests of sea weed, which fairly glisten as they are now
bared, damp and dripping.
June 25, 1890.-I revisited this morning, that spot from which this
sketch is taken. A few Bmall clusters of females have arrived, as
shown in the sketch on the other side of this page. The number of
vagrant bulls dozing on this sand beach in the foreground has increased
vastly, but the cows are very scant in number for the day. They are
feebly suggestive of that wonderful massing which they were making
on this ground m 1872 at this time.
I thought at the time when I established this station, C (on the 4th
instant), that it was way below where the rookery would go this year,
judging from the lay of the bulls then. I now see it plainly.
July 13, 1890.-Vi.sited this rookery ground and surveyed the area
and position of the breeding animals in company with Mr. Goff. * * *
My final survey of this rookery shows it to be one of the two rookeries
which seem to have suffered only half in loss of form and numbers. I
can not avoid the conclusion, however, that this rookery, like Zapadnie, bas been cruelly driven during the last four or five seasons: perhaps the last eight years, since the chief hauling grounds always laid up
behind the breeding lines of Polavina. Therefore, when shrinking of
holluschickie began, the scraping of the large semicir'3ular edre of
Polavina rookery commenced in earnest, since the young males naturally
do here as they do everywhere else on this island to-day, lay up closer
and closer to the lines of the breeding seals.
NOV.ASTOSHN.A.H.

June 2, 1890.-Oame onto the great rookery ground this morning from
the Arago. Made my headquarters in Webster's new house, and prepared for the day's work. A clear day with light north wind. I find
the bulls here in as good or better number than on any other rookery of
this island. Still there are large vacancies and several wholly de erted
sections.
A greater number of sea lion than I expected to e~ everal thousand of them clu tered principally on Sea Lion Ne •k and orthea t
P~int, ~!though they haul a~l along the ea t, north, and we t hore of
tb1 pomt. The bull were m full ruttiug ardor. There were everal .
cubs or pu~ newly born. Their . titled wheezing, roaring, de p gutteral
an? grunting groan come out mto harp contra t with the clear-c~t
voi e of the for- ea] bull which haul out here ide by ide with therr
huge ou in .
I aw r fi w h llu chickie to-day, although I in pect d very foot
of b gr a ro kery.
h t l P of Ilutcbin on Hill which drop to the we tward, i er-
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tainly the most imposing single sweep of seal ground on the islands. It
is impressive and extensive. The seecatchie here to-day appear in as
good numbers as anywhere else on St. Paul Island. Still I must truthfully add that they are in woeful contrast with what.I have recorded here
in 1874.
June 4, 1890.-These sand dune tracts at and around the neck of
Northeast Point have changed character somewhat since 1872. Then
everything on this high, bare sand knoll of to-day, which rises from
the Big Lake and separates it from the surf-sand fl.at level of the neck,
was grassed firmly over; but now, from some cause or other, sand has
been blown up and over, completely covering the lower grassy hummocks or knolls. It leaves now, a desolate, deep sand ridge to cross
and recross as you go to and from the point, and the surf also beats
upon a wider spread of sand on both sides of the neck, washing com. pletely across in storms with much driftwood and many small basaltic
"donicks" or bowlders interspersed in lines with the wash of the surf.
This sand is simply powdered volcanic rock, with a liberal admixture
of com.minuted sea shells and other minute marine conchological forms.
The Big Lake seems wholly as it was: so does the trail down among
the sand dunes on its eastern shore. The genesis of a finely fixed sand
dune here is as follows: First a heap of wind-rifted sand from its drying out above surf wash. Into this the seeds of the Elymus arenaria
are carried: and, sprouting, throw the strong, deep roots of that coarse
grass down deep, binding the heap as it were. This grass alone seems
to possess the power of taking hold at first and successfully growing.
The other plants and grasses can and do germinate, but the first strong
wind thereafter raises the sand about or from under them so as to either
smother them or destroy their roots; but this "wild wheat," the Elymus,
has such deep-reaching roots, as pronounced in this respect as those of
the alfalfa, that it can not be blown out, or blown under, very often.
But, when the Elymus has firmly anchored a and fl.at, then a grass
closely resembling our timothy or orchard grass takes bold in its company, and with several species of mosses and the creeping willows (salix)
and wild pea vines, finally crowds the hardy Elymus fairly out within a
few years, or at least leaves but a scanty remnant of its former exclusive holding. However, there are exten ive tracts on St. Paul where
the sand is unusually light, deep, and restless. Upon these areas, and
on the killing grounds where the bodies of millions of seals have
decayed, making a rich, hot compo tout of the dry, terile sand, there
the Elymus grows strong and luxuriant, without a rival-nothing el e
can get in.
July 13, 1890.-I made my land survey of this point on the 2d and
4th of June: and from that time until thi day, I have not been on the
breeding ground. But now the hour having arrived in which to see the
breeders at their finest limit of expan ion on the ground occupied by
them, I made this morning, in company with Mr. Goff, a careful, rod
by rod inspection and survey of the field. Every section from point
to point as we advanced, from station to tation, was carefully platted
on the chart, with a distinct memorandum of its massed depth: the
land angle giving the exact number of feet of sea margin which each
section possessed. In this way, foot by foot, we progre sed around
the entire circuit, jotting down every expan ion and contraction of the
breeding lines, and every vacancy. This is the only method by which
a uniform, fair statement of fact, and estimate of the numbers, area,
aud position of the e rookerie an be made. To attempt to carry in
rour mind an estimate over tbi irregular ground, and distribution of
life upon its surface, is simply a physical impossibility; and an attempt
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to measure this area with the life as massed upon it, with a tapeline, is
equally abortive and ludicrous.
But, my angles, taken with a fine prismatic compass from my several
stations established with initial base lines, locate these herds just as
they rest upon the ground to-day. By having the topography all :finished June 2 and 4, I now rapidly and accurately plat upon it. as I
traverse the field, these herds, just as they lay under my eyes.
Thus, all guesswork is wholly eliminated, as it should be, from the
exact location of the position and area of these rookeries. Then, upon.
this known ground of occupation, a sensible rule for estimation can be
based.
July 26, 1890.-Daniel Webster is the veteran white sealer on these
islands. He came to St. Paul in 1868, and, save the season of 1876
(then on a trip to the Russian seal islands), he has been sealing here
ever since, being in charge of the work at Northeast Point annually
until this summer of 1890, when he has conducted the killing on St.
George. He spoke very freely this afternoon while calling on me, and
said there is no use trying to build these rookeries up again so as to
seal here, as has been done since 1868, unless these animals are protected in the North Pacific Ocean as well as in Bering Sea. On this
point the old man was very emphatic.
Webster came ashore on St. Paul Island in the spring (April) of 1868,
an employee of Williams & Haven, of New London, Conn. He took
charge of the sealing then begun in behalf of this firm, at N ovastoshnah,
or Northeast Point. Hutchinson, Kohl & 90. had the only other party
up there at that time. This was the first irregular sealing ever done
upon this island since 1804.
Webster said that Hutchinson, Kohl & Co. and he took over 75,000
young male seals at Northeast Point alone, that summer of 1868: and
only stopped work from sheer exhaustion of their men, who were not
only physically "used up," but had used all of their salt, and had no
suitable means left for saving any more skins.
. .
When both parties stopped work, he said, that then no apparent d1m1nution of the number of holluschickie was evident to any of them: and
that this fact created much comment. He declared that there bad never
been so many seals on that ground since; that" although there was a
fine showing of seal, Mr. Elliott, when you were there in 1872, yet there
never has been so many there as in 1868."
He said that ever since 1876-77 he bad observed a steady shrinking
of the hauling grounds at Northeast Point-a very rapid contraction
during the last six years, especially rapid since 1887-88.
He never agreed with the statement recently made of the great
increa e of seal over my record of 1872-1874; but on the contrary has
always held that no increase ever followed it: and that he alway told
both he Treasury and company agent , whenever que tioned, that
th re wa a steady diminution. He said that when down in an Francisco last (about five year ago, winter of 1885- 6) he wa not a k d
any que tion by anybody a to tbe increa e of seal : and he volunteered
no information. If be had been a ked h would have poken bi mind
freely.
Web ter said that in 1 72-187 4 he was able to get all the holluscbickie
h wan d from tha sand bea h on the north shore of tb n k t
ortb a t Point. " ever went anywher l for them, or near a
rookery." H aid that th hollu hi ki nev r again ame d wn upon
th
uthern lope of Ilutchin on Hill after the ea on' work of 1
clo
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A drawing from nature by the author.
T HE NORTHEAST P OI NT K ILLING G ROUNDS, S ALT H OUSE, AND L ANDING, SAINT P AUL ISLAND, J UNE

3 1 1890.

View from Cross Hill: Webster's house, surround1>cl by the natirn house, chapel. and killing grounds in the middlP distance; O\·er them in the distance is Sea
Lion Neck; the salt house aud nath·es landiug salt from the steamer Amgo, in the middle distance to the right,
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ON THE ROOKERIES-ST. GEORGE ISLAND.
NORTH.

July 19, 1890.-I came upon this breeding ground to-day after an
absence of just sixteeen years. I find the topography unchanged: the
hauling grounds all grass grown together with the usual flowering
plants that seem to follow the abandonment of hitherto polished ground
laid upon by holluschickie.
The seals upon its breeding area are in the usual form and number
characteristic of this season over on St. Paul-a scanty supply of old
bulls: no young bulls in the rookery or outside: large scattered harems,
and every evidence of imperfect service-in all these forms precisely as
they are over on St. Paul.
But this rookery, which held 76,250 bulls, cows, and pups m 1874,
has suffered a loss of only one-half of its cows and pups. Of the bulls,
however, a vastly greater proportion, five-sevenths of them, are missing.
This rookery was the largest on St. George in 1874; it has been so ever
since, and is to-day, diminished as it is. But large as it is over here,
there are only two on St. Paul smaller. One is the Lagoon, and the
other Ketavie, though the letter was twice as large as this breeding
ground in 1874.
July 25, 1890.-Captain Lavender and Dr. Noyes made a careful survey of the holluschickie that have hauled out here, since they were
driven off on the 19th instant. They agreed that if driven to-day, this
rookery would not yield 300 holluschickie of over 5½ to 7 pound skins.
July 26, 1890.-No increase of holluschickie on this ground. If I may
believe the apparent honest statement of Dr. Noyes and Mr. Webster
(agents of the N. A. C. Co.), this rookery has shrunk one-half from its
margins of three years ago: and, it is greatly worse to-day, than it was
at this time last year.
This is the testimony also of Mr. Goff as to the status of the St. Paul
rookeries as between this season and last. It now points with my work
to the certainty of a still further marked reduction in the form and
number of the breeding seals next year: while the killable seals or holluschickie will simply be minus.
July 27, 1890.-The cows and pups in full swing of ''podding;" the
holluschickie scant in numbers and mixing up with the scattered
harems; a small pod, chiefly yearlings hauled out on the extreme
western exten ion, and two other small pods at the "Raichka" and
"Seraidnee" on this rookery-altogether not 200 7-pound skins.
I am surprised at not seeing the due proportion of yearlings out now
that a rookery of this size hould claim. At least 20,000 pups left this
ground last October. Half of them should be back now as yearlings,
and as such show up a thousand or two every day until the end of the
season. I am therefore, inclined to think that the pups are suffering a
heavier ratio of loss than in 1872-1874. They are now fewer in number,
and their natural enemies, such as " killer whales" here and sharks in
the North Pacific, and the ''killers~, there too, are just as numerous
and voracious as of old. The loss, therefore, inflicted from this source
would be more apparent now, than when the pups were twice and thrice
as numerous. In 1872-187 4 I estimated that about 1,000,000 pups left
the Pribilovs every October and ovember in fine physical trim; and of
this 1,000,000 not over half of the number came back next June and July
as yearlings. To-day, judging from the scanty returns of yearlings, I
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know that the loss in pup returns is far greater. It looks as though
not more than one-quarter are returning this season of 1890 as yearlings•
There should be at least from 3,000 to 5,000 yearlings out on the hauling grounds of this rookery daily, now, estimating that only half ?f
them, as in 1872, are or have been destroyed at sea since they left th1s
gTOund of their birth last autumn. But raking and scraping the whole
extent of this rookery to-day would not produce a "drive" of 600 holluschickie of all ages, 450 of them to 500, yearlings, and the balance
chiefly 2-year-olds.
I have been looking every day since the 15th instant, over the rookeries aud hauling grounds for the percentage of yearling returns. By
this time all those seals should show up if they are to show up at all
this year. They all arrived here by the 20th of July in 1872-1874, and
I presume now, this 27th day of July, that it is fair to demand a count.
July 30, 1890.-Tbe pups nearest the water's edge on this rookery
under the bluffs are all attempting to swim this afternoon. A high
south-southwest wind has caused a heavy back swell, which -throws
water up and over into a series of odd yet perfect salt-water bath tubs,
caused by the foundation of several basaltic basins in the beach margin of the rookery here. Above and below this place, those pups which
are exposed to tbe full and direct wash of the surf, are not making any
effort to play and swim in that water, but have crept higher up and are
still crawling up, so as to get entirely out of the spray.
Most of the pups to-day, on this rookery, have "podded" back; some
of them 150 feet from the sea margin, where, with their mothers, they
are mixed up and mixing all the time with the holluschickie that are
hauling.
The holluschickie are chiefly 1-year-olds; nine-tenths of the several
pods hauled out here to-day are yearlings. A great many yearling
females are halting down at the landings in and among the scattered
harems, aimlessly paddling about. Their slight forms and bright silvery backs, white throats and abdomens, are shining out very brightly
in contrast with the dark rocks, the dull brown and rusty coats of the
''matkahs," and still rustier forms of the old " eecatchie." These
young yearling cows finally drift up into the rear, join in the medley of
sex and age there, and go and come with the rest as they go and come
during the remainder of the season.
I have noticed thi year, because I began at the out et to look for
them, that the yearlings which come out in June were invariably males
as far as I could see, whenever they were examined, as I had frequent
opportunity to do, a they ea ily and often smother and fall in the po_ds
into a sort of stupor which permits you to lift them by their hind flipper and drag them ·out of the way. But when the cows begin to arrive
in full form and number, about the 1st. to the 10th of July, then the
female yearling al o appeared in tbe herd a a cla s for th first time.
Thi point to the natural fact that the young yearling male in tinctiv ly flo k together and follow th older male on their r turn trip to
tbe i land : while the cow attra t the young females a a cla :jn t
a toddling boy will follow the older boy and men, whil the httle
girl, avoid them and flock with the young women and th ir elder of
the ame x.
~Y th 20th of every July all the ow , nubile and maternal ha e
rri d, ancl th arri al brin in tl10 la, t wave of earling animal for
th
a on. 'o that all of th e 1 that are to appear for t,h year a.r
n
n ~1a~d. h v. haule nt and now fin Uy haul out. It i thi final
d fim hmg arnval of the yearling cow that well the number of
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the yearlings as a class so markedly after the 5th to the 10th of ,Tulysometimes as early as the 1st to the 5th of that month, if the season
happens to be a very forward one. Still, I :find that the records of the
arrival of the females on the rookeries during the last twenty years, as
they have been annually recorded on these islands, show that the cows
came here every season with an amazing regularity, and precisely in
this respect as I observed them in 1872-1874.
The old bulls are more irregular, varying as to the character of the
seasons-favorable seasons, early in May; unfavorable seasons, only
three or four d~ys later-and all of them invariably on hand by the 1st
of every June.
Since the holluschickie here, have been permitted to rest for a few
days without being at once swept up, after landing, and over to the
village killing gTounds, they have become sensibly tamer; and like the
foxes here, when trapping ceases, they seem to know that they are not
going to be hustled over to the shambles again when we come in sight.
To-day Captain Lavender, who is a very large man, and myself walked
to within a few yards' distance from every pod of holluschickie on this
rookery: and, save in case where the Captain happened to vigorou ly
tlourish his cane (in emphasis of something said) these animals gave no
sign of rushing into the water or of stampeding.
This simply goes to prove that the "wildness" of these holluschickie
of 1890, which some of the sealers attempted to tell me was a marked
change in their natural habit of 1872-187 4, is quite naturally due to the
extraordinary change in the fa hion of driving which the sealers themselves have instituted during· the last six or eight years of increasing
scarcity of killable seals. From the time, since 1881, when the :first
regular over driving began early in June until the catch of 100,000 was
secured in July following, these animals have never been allowed to
rest anywhere on the islands as they hauled out long enough to become
wonted to the grounds. Naturally enough we find them "wild," especially so when there is not a tenth of the number on the ground here
to-day of the holluschickie which we found here in 1872.
August 3, 1890.-Tbe pups in that small area under the bluffs, where
the surf has filled certain cavities so as to form incipient bath tubs, are
now all swimming outside in the gentle swell that rolls in. They have
learned to swim: but the great majority of their kind are still far b~ck
on the uplands to the rear, and, wholly unused to water yet. I notice
that those pups on the sea margin which are not in the immediate
vicinity of these "bath tubs," are till hanging aloof from the surf.
They will, however, soon begin their water exercises, by the 13th
instant at the latest, as they did o in 1872.
The number of yearling females that are loitering on the rookery
ground, lolling over the rocks and nagging the pups, is larger than I
have usua1ly observed thus far, since the season for their arrival opened
on the 15th of July last.
But the mixture to-day of all classes of hollu chickie with the cows
and pups is complete. It would be a matter utterly impossible to make
a "drive" of 100 killable seals from thi place to-day and not sweep into
that "drive" as many cows and pups and demoralize things generally.
The number of holluschickie out thi afternoon is not equal to half
of what I ob erved here day before yesterday, during the prevalence of
that southwe t gale, which threw up a heavy, furiou surf. When the
ocean is troubled the breeding seals always haul out in greatest
numbers. The breeding seals are quite uniform in their attendance,
however, without much reference to weather, unless it be an abnormally
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warm, sunshiny day; then the cows nearly all take to the water, leaving their pups with the bulls, behind them. They do not go far away,
but lay in the rollers, idly scratching and swimming in the cool embrace
of the sea.
I noticed one action this afternoon which has hitherto completely
escaped my eyes. A young pup near these "bath tubs" under the
bluffs, was eagerly endeavoring to get over the rocks and join those
sporting pups which were so joyously splurging in and out of the pools
there. But no sooner did the little fellow get fairly started than its
mother would lunge after, and, catching the pup precisely as a cat does
a kitten, would pitch it rudely back, sometimes full 3 feet at a swing,
bumping it without mercy on the bowlders. The pup would then, for
a few moments, lay perfectly quiet, then start up suddenly, get a few
feet under way for the pools again, when the mother would repeat the
lesson just cited. I watched her check and bump this pup of hers
against the rocks for nearly half an hour. Then seeing no sign of cessation of this action of the mother, or lack of desire of the pup to have its
own way, I did not wait for the ending of the controversy. It shows
very plamly, however, that so far from teaching their pups to swim, the
mother sea,l s try to keep them from rough water as long as they can,
seeming to have an instinctive appreciation of the fact that a heavy
swell and surf could and would drown their offspring when so young,
should these little creatures happen to get out and within the reach of
its breaking force.
GREAT EASTERN.

July 23, 1890.-l passed up above this rookery in going to Tolstoi
Mees and the sea-lion rookery this morning. No holluschickie, save a
small pod, hauled out. I also observed that the holluschickie have not
put in an appearance on the North rookery either-have not hauled
since the 20th instant: simply, becau e there are none left to haul.
There are very few seals in the water. No "killer whales" about either.
They were here in large numbers up to the 20th of June, then suddenly
departed. Captain Lavender informs me that he has seen schools of
'' killers," hundreds of them, skimming along close to the shore between
the village landing and the North rookery; that they have probably
gone north into some of the bay.s there or river estuaries where shoal
water permits them to calve and get food: and, then returning thi way
they hang around these island for several week in October: then leave
for the North Pacific; that they suddenly left thi island on the 20th
of June, thi year. I, myself, have not been able to ee one of the e
animals thus far this sea on: beginning at St. Paul, May 21, up to da~e.
July 26, 1890.-l made a thorough ·urvey of tbi Eastern rookery m
the morning, since now i the proper time to look for a bowing of la, t
year pup or yearling . I saw only about 600 of them (500 in one pod
and the others cattered). There were also about 100 2-year-old and
a few 3 and 4 year olds-very few.
Some 6,000 pups mu t bave been born on this rookery la t June and
July (1 9), and half of them should be back thi ummer. Perhap
they will how up bett r. It is howev r, not reasonable to exp_e t to
mor~ than half of them hauled out at any time, even now rn the
~ry. be1 ht of their hauling ea,'on. I wa much impre cl, wb n
Vl win them at thi time in 1 72-1 74 on t. Paul, by their habit of
tr v l out from and tb n ba I into the s a· i. e. th wer
a l
con tantly coming up from the urf to haul 1,000 or 2,000 feet back, and
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others were returning from the uplands, where they had been laying
around, to the water for baths and food.
What is left of the cows and pups, as to numbers, on this breeding
ground, as well as the other· rookeries here, seems to be healthy and
free from any visible physical disorder. The most unique feature of
this rookery to-day is the hauling of some 450 to 500 sea lions-bulls,
cows, aud pups-on the surf-washed beach of its sea margin right under
the bluffs. The breeding fur seals lay up just above that surf wash,
while the huge yellow bodies of Eumetopias crowd close up to them
from below on a narrow belt which only high water and a stiff wind can
dislodge them from. They, however, never haul anywhere else out
higher from the water than this, since their young can take to the
water and swim in a few days at the longest, after birth.
Not so with the fur seal. Such a location means the death of most
every pup born upon it from June until September 15, inclusive, when ever
the sudden rising of a gale might raise, in an incredibly short time, a
heavy, churning surf. But, after the middle of September the fur-seal
pup has become pretty well used to the water and can swim well. Yet,
severe gales, in October, have caught even these pups at that time o
savagely as to destroy thousands of them, and their lifeless bodies will
be thrown high up by the surf to decay on the rocks and sand.
It is a queer sight to see here to-day, those little black fur-seal pups
podding hither and thither, rubbing up against the big sea lions in the
most fearless and familiar manner, causing tbose animals no annoyance
whatever, and arousing them not a particle. .A very queer picture
indeed, these small black clusters of fur-seal pups crowding in a£"_ainst
the yellow bulk of the big sea lions.
STARRY .A.RTEEL.

July 20, 1890.-The green growing grasses, flowers, and confervm
that fairly border this breeding ground to-day on this steep bluff slopethis odd rookery-makes a most startling change in its appearance,
contrasted as it is in my mind with what it was sixteen years ago.
Then a polished hauling ground, fully 1,000 to 1,500 f~et_de~p, encircled
the breeding ground, and restless troops of holluschrnkie m quads of
hundreds clambered incessantly up and down the steep, abrupt slopes
of Starry .Arteel Hill. To-day it looks as though a seal never had pattered over those hauling grounds of 1873: and even now, where the
breeders themselves are lying and uodding, the ground is not whoJly
free from scattered vegetation.
The natives assure me that this rookery actually increased in 18761878 considerably over my lines of 1873-7 4; also the East rookery; but
to-day it ha shriveled up to half its numbers of that time and the East
rookery to less than one-third.
Why the breeding seals should elect to haul up on thi unusual spot
in this queer manner is difficult to po itively say, because there is more
vacant space at North rookery or Little Eastern than i nece sary for
the reception of ten times as many as are here assembled. Perhaps,
however, the drainage is so perfect that it meets exactly the wishes of
the breeding seal, since it is compelled to rest from two to three months
upon a ingle spot ere the work of reproduction i completed.
Thi rookery (and Zapadnie), are the only one on thi i land thus far
raided ashore by pirates. That high bluff on which the breeding seals
r st, juts north-northeast about 800 feet sharp into the sea from the
straight west and east trend of the north shore of the island. This
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abrupt projection of the ground makes a perfectly snug shelter from
human observation in the village, or from any other point east. There
is no rookery and nobody living west of it; and unless one stands upon
the extreme summit of the rookery bluffs or west of it, nothing can be
seen below.
Behind this Starry Arteel bluff, on its western face, just at and only
a trifle above surf wash, is a water-worn cave-a sma11 cavern in which
a dozen men can huddle. Here, in 1886 a sealing schooner's crew systematically passed their days in hiding, and their nights in raiding the
rookery. They worked some three weeks ere they were detected by
the na,tives, who, in searching along the shore for driftwood, after the
sealing season had ended for them, found the freshly-killed bodies of a
number of cows at the mouth of this cave: the sealers had departed.
Again, at Zapadnie, in the month of August last year, 1889, a similar
raiding of that rookery was attempted; but as the pirates' boats came
in at 10.40 p. m. from their schooner, they were fired into, and the
startled marauders turned about and di:sappeared in the fog. Zapadnie
has been visited three times prior to this in that manner by pirates; but
no great number of seals has been taken by them-a hundred or so perhaps. It is a chosen spot for the mauraders to anchor off from one-half
to 1 mile at sea, where they have shot a great many seals. At no other
rookery on either island, have they done so to any extent.
At Starry Arteel, in 1886, these cave pirates above described took
several hundred skins-some 600. This is the largest haul made by
illegitimate landing on either island.
July 27, 1890.-I made a circuit of this unique breeding ground to-day;
climbed up through a few scattered pups, cows, and holluschickie, all
commingled on its steep bill slope of breccia and cement, which these
seals seem to love so well, happy as to dra,inage, and free from dust.
The poddmg of the pups here, since the 20th of July, has made the
driving of holluschickie simply impossible from this place, for the mixture of all classes is thorough to-day.
I notice, also, that the effect of that peculiar driving (which has been
in vogue here ever since the shrinking of 1882 caused its establishment)
of the holluschickie is creating an undue extension of sea margin for the
number of animals occupying it as a breeding ground. In 1873 this
rookery was a compact, oblong, oval mass of breeding seals, 500 feet
by 125 feet, in which my figures declared a gathering of 30,000 bull ,
cows, and pups; to-day there is a traggling belt of 800 feet by 40 feet
(a very liberal estimate) on which only 16,000 bulls, cows, and pups
rest.
ZAPA.DNIE.

July 20, 1890.-I often wondered in 1873, why this little rookery over
here, wa al ways the be t hauling ground on t. George. I now believe
that ~.t is due to it location on the south ide of the i land, where the
cent and noi e of the breeding seal mu t appeal trongly to tho e
bands of hollu chicki that are upward bound from the Aleutian pa
for t. Paul I land. The large t and be t drive are alway
ured
here, i.e., when taken from any one place on the island. The rookery
was one of th two malle t on St. George then, and i a mall one
to-day, and 1 the onl one on the outh side of that i land.
It wa. here to-day that th evidence of e ce ive cow driving (which
can not be avoid d if the hollu chickie are to be ecured) wa plamly
~ ~ by ur finding in th fr h tra k of the '' drive,' made thi morn·
mg, JU t
we came on the ground, everal pup feebly bleating for
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their mothers, who could never answer in time, even if they ever came
at all.
This podding of the pups, on and after the 15th and 20th of July
every year, makes it simply ruinous to drive a day after that date. The
holluschickie now are so few in number that they do not haul out by
themselves as they were in the habit of doing when they were in abundance, but mix in at once after they land with the straggling cows and
podded pups. As the season advances and this podding progresses the
mingling becomes still more and more effected, so that by the 24th or
25th of July it becomes impossible to drive from any rookery margin
without getting hundreds of cows in the drive of a thousand holluschickie. Comment is needless; the impropriety of the act asserts itself.
July 24, 1890.-It was off this rookery, September 1, 1874, that the
first pirate or pelagic sealer began operations since the seal islands
became the property of the United States. This schooner, the avant
courier of that destructive fleet of 1886-1890, was the Oygnet, of San
Francisco, Capt. D. Kimberley; and the San Diego, of San Francisco,
Capt. E. P. Herendeen, was the next craft in order, having paid Otter
Island, near St. Paul, a visit of that doubtful character designated as
piracy, in 1875.
August 1, 1890.-A careful review of this rookery to-day, disclosed
some 1,200 holluschickie: half of that number apart from the cows, the
other half commingled with the podded females and their young.
Nine-tenths of this squad of holluschickie were yearlings.
I observed, not only here but on all the other rookeries, a strange
absence of the proportion of 2-year-olds which should show up now.
The fact that 25.z_OOO, possibly 30,000, yearlings were killed last year
after the 13th of July, may account for this. It simply shows, however,
what an empty shell now remains.
The condition of these breeding seals at Zapadnie, barring their
scant numbers, is good, physically. The pups and cows have podded
out in some places nearly 1,000 feet back, up and away from the sea.
These pups on the uplands so far back will not get into the water much
earlier than the 1st of next month: while a few on the beach margin
are now swimming and learning to swim.
The heavy surf of yesterday and the day preceding has not injured
any pups here, as far as I can observe. They are all afely hauled up
out of its fury. When, however, they fairly get under way in swimming at first, then such a storm catches thousands of them unawares
and destroys them.
ON THE HAULING GROUNDS-ST. PA.UL ISLA.ND.

May 21, 1890.-The fir t drive for food of the season was made this
morning on Seevitchie Kammen by the natives, and about 300 holluschickie were taken. In 1872, on May 14, I made the following note:
"First drive of the season made to-day. Some 200 holluscbickie from
the point on or near the Reef. They drove slowly, but well. Strong
northwest wind, and dry." Substantially the same time in arriving
now a in 1872.
June 11, 1890.-The first regular business drive of the season was
made this morning at 3 a. m. from the crest on the Reef rookery. The
natives made thi drive of about 1,300 holluschickie, half of it made up
of mostly 3-year-olds, some "long" 2 and a few 4 year olds, the balance
(a large proportion of it) "long" yearling and" short" 2-year-olds. The
diive was made from the south slope of the crest where, about 150 feet
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back from the surf on the rocks, these animals had hauled, having
slipped in between the breeding bulls which are widely scattered there
on the sea margin. This ground, when visited by myself four or five
hours later, was filling up again with holluschickie, showing clearly that
the act of visiting and driving from this point early this morning, h~s
bad HO effect in preventing or delaying the continued hauling of this
class of seals. Five hundred and thirty-nine skins taken; 60 per cent
rejected.
These old bulls, by the way, on the rookeries behave now as they did
in 1872, precisely. They are a little shy and sensitive when they first
haul up m May or late in April, and for the next ten days thereafter;
but by the 15th to the 20th of May they have become so settled that
they will not leave their positions, but boldly face and defy you when
you walk down to them to inspect their lines of hauling. Not a smgle
bull on any one of these seven breeding g-rounds of St. Paul, from the
22d of May up to the hour of the completion of my survey of them,
manifested the least fear of my presence when I was in their immediate
vicinity.
There are, however, always a number of bulls that haul on the outskirts of these well-defined rookeries which I term ''vagrants," because
they have no location or nerve. These bulls will scuttle away precisely
as the holluschickie do.
June 15, 1890.-During the last ten days, while inspecting the land
angles, and bulls on the several breeding grounds of this island, I have
paid careful attention to every squad ofholluschickie that has appeared:
and, except as to numbers, I do not observe any change up to date in
their habits, or of hauling early in the season, from my notes of 1872.
These early squads appear just above the surf margin in English
Bay,just in back of the breeders on Lukannon, Ketavie, and the Reef.
They are captured by the natives just in the manner I described as
characteristic of the work so early in the season of 1872, and they are
driven overland also in the same method, except that the drivers use
whistles occasionally, instead of bones, grass, etc., to start the lagging
herd.
There is not much change, however, in the method of handling the
skins after they are taken, which is also done exactly as I have described it. A white man now supervises the clubbing. Now a team of
mules and a full- ized Studebaker farm wagon is busy in carrying the
skins from the field to the salt houses; and two men easily do this part
of the work to-day, which required all hands to do, in 1872. In 1874,
carts and mules were first employed for this purpose, and these teams
aforesaid, soon followed.
At 8 a. m. a report came down from ortbeast Point which declared
the presence of two marauding schooners up there 1 with their boats
dow11, . ealing. Thi i the first notification of the kmd for the ea on.
Mr. Goff and I tarted at once for ova tosbnah with four select dm n.
I went with him becau 'e, independent of the legitimate errand, I
de ·ired to p r onally experience a ride upon a two-wheeled cart, a be
rode in a gig drawn by a team of mule . The road is bad, very bad
and will r quire con id rable work laid out on it before it i fit ev n for
low driving ov r in any v bicle. Thu far, the mule-back ride i be t:
and aft r all pr fer my own 1 g .
. e arrived at eb ter h n eat 12.30 p.m., aft r trav ling again t
tiff 11 rthea t gal char d itll rain and hail the whole way. The
:wo na iv
t· ti n d th re on watch were not lear in their under·tan _iu
f h v
1 whi ·h they a~
terda ; becc u e it wa t
on tun t
t am r, and at an th r a ' hooner," etc. We came to the
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conclusion that it was, and is one of the several steam whalers that are
known to be cruising in Bering Sea this season.
Peter Peshenkov, one of these watchmen, said that yesterday was a
fine day, still, and semiclear. He went around the entire circuit of the
rookery, carefully inspecting the sea margin. He says that he found
about 200 holluschickie hauled immediately up on the north side of
Sea Lion Neek. He says that nowhere else was there any holluschickie,
except a few polseecatchie on the beach just below the south shoulder:
and, everywhere else, out ide of the straggling old bulls, nothing.
Peter and Carp Booterin came into the house during the afternoon while
the storm was in progress, and talked to Mr. Goff and myself freely
over the condition of this rookery, as well as the others.
June 16, 1890.-Webster House, 9 a. m. Carp Booterin and Neon
Mandriggan made a circuit of Northeast Point this morning. They
report to Mr. Goff no sign of vessel landing or sealing anywhere on the
circuit. They say that there are about 300 holluschickie on the Staff
Bight: about 200 good ones on the north slope of Hutchinson Hill, and
a few, very few, at or near the South Shoulder. I came down on foot
to the village, giving Polavina a survey along outside, so as to see the
old and new seal grass on that famous parade. It is somewhat too
soon to arrive at a conclusion: but what I saw, and noted, causes
surprise.
Suppose you had., sixteen years ago, stood on an eminence overlooking a sheep pasture three-fourths of a mile in length and one-fourth to
one-half a mile in width: this lot :filled with a flock of sheep so full as
to fairly whiten with their bodies the whole surface of the green earth
upon which they slept, grazed, and stood in groups. Then to-day to
stand again upon the same eminence, overlooking the same ground and
life, and see nothing but a few lonely, wide-scattered bands of sheep,
and these so few in number that it requires no effort to count them one
by one. That desolate impression made thus upon you, is precisely the
impression that these hauling grounds of St. Paul Island make upon
me to-day. Perhaps the next month may improve ·matters, but Mr.
Goff says that it will not.
June 17, 1890.-I made a review of the abandoned site of ah Speel
rookery this morning. The last bulls and cows hauled here in 1886.
In 1872-1874 there were some 8,000 bulls, cows, and pups here, with 400
feet of sea margin, 40 feet deep. In 1876 they had fallen off to less
than half that number, having gone over across the way to Lagoon
rookery.
Thi abandonment gives me a good basis for an e timation of the time
· it takes for nature to remove the traces of seals hauling on the rocks.
These rocks of Nab Speel rookery, under my feet thi morning, were in
1872-1874, so polished by the flippers of Oallorhinus that nothing save
the shiny ba alt, olivine, and gray lava was to be seen; to-day, they are
literally covered with yellow and gray lichens: and, were it not for the
evidence of those seal-grass tussock up above them, a practiced eye
wo~d not, could not, suspect the previou existence of a breeding rookery on them. And this all effaced in le s than twelve years, partially
by the lapse of the first ix, then wholly within the last five years. How
important it i , therefore, to have the e breeding grounds correctly
imrveyed at frequent intervals: so that ebb or flow of this seal-life tide
can be truthfully registered. Certain it is, nothing can be definitely
tru ted to memory in this respect.
June 17, 1890.-On the Reef and Garbotch. Where are the polseecatchie, or half bulls? Where, indeed, are those young 5 and 6 year
old bulls which were literally swarming at the water's edge of these
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breeding grounds in 1872, trying to land and repelled in vicous battle
offered and waged by the old bulls f Then, thousand.s and thousands
of these young bulls were incessantly essaying to land on the rookery sea
margins, and were as incessantly fought off by the elder, heavier seecatchie then in possession of the water's edge.
I have been carefully watching the field this morning, on these t-w:o
great breeding grounds. The cows are arriving; and, it was at this
time and occasion, in 1872, that the polseecatchie appeared, as I hav_e
above noted. But, not a single example presents itself to my eye this
morning. Where are these young bulls which must step in next year to
supply those vacancies which the law of nature is to create in the ranks
of the old bullsf These seals are not here to-day; will they appear
later f
There bas been no change in the numbers of the old bulls on the
rookeries since the 10th instant: none whatever; and there are frequent
intervals on these sea margins to all these rookeries where vacancies
exist from 15 to 40 feet wide between the located old bulls. Thus every
inducement is offered to a young bull to land without the fear even of
being obliged to fight savagely, which must have prevailed in its mind
in 1872, and which then, did not deter it from incessant attempt to land
on the breeding ground .
.A.re tqese young half bulls all gone t If so, then everything else
will soon follow, unless the check is applied. Then, again, in this connection, let me put it on record as I come in now from the field that
none of the scattered bulls now hauled out on the rookery grounds, are
those known as half bulls, or polseecatchie.
Only 78 skins taken from the drive at Northeast Point to-day. First
drive of the season up there.
June 19, 1890.-l ascended the basaltic ridge between Lukann~n
sands and the village lakes this morning between 8 and 9 o'clock. ~ ot
a single seal, old or young, on these hauling grounds and sands of Lukq,nnon. From the summit of Telegraph Hill I had a full sweep of Enghsh
Bay. Only a small squad of perhaps 150 holluschickie under Middle
Hill, and another small pod at the intersection of the sand beach with
Tolstoi rookery .
.A. small drive from English Bay was made yesterday; some 300 skins
taken. The first drive from Northeast Point yesterday gave only 78
skins. Whether this trouble begins on the rookeries or on the killing
grounds, I have to find out, and it is important to know.
Not a single holluschak of any age whatsoever on Zoltoi sand this
day, and there has not been a killable seal thus far there thi season.
Jwne 21, 1890.-From the high sand dunes of Tolstoi, I have a fyll
survey of English Bay.
few hundred holluschickie only, under Middle Hill: and right down under me at the intersection of the sand beach
with the breeding ground of Tolstoi, are a few more, 200. The weath~r
has been good for haulin g ever since the last drive (17th) from th1
place, yet it ha not filled up any better than this.
From thi time on, the killable holluschickie should appear in a go~d
or better number up to the Fourth of July-better form than they will
th r after. In other word , the be t cla se of the e killable eal ,
viz the 2, 3, and 4 year old , were here, now, in their fin t form and
number for th year, during the ea ons of 1872-1874.
rom the Volcanic ridge I had a clear view of Lukannon b ach and
hauling ground .
ot a s al of any age upon it, and the weather
up rb for se, 1 to haul in-cool moi t, and foggy.
Sunday, June 22, 1890.-Fine eather for hauling continues, but the
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seals do not haul. Not a single seal on Zoltoi sands this morning.
There has not been a holluschak there up to this date. This spot was
the never-failing resort of the natives in 1872-1874, according to my
own observation. Sometimes two drives of thousands each would be
taken, one right after the other, in the same morning, from this place
right under the village, at this time in June. Every seal would be
swept off from the sands of Zoltoi, then in the early hours of a morning like this-a drove of anywhere from 3,000 to 5,000, and even more
holluschickie of all sizes and thousands permitted to hustle into the
water at the moment of driving. Then after breakfast, at 7 o'clock, I
would again go up to look, and behold! these sands of Zoltoi, which
only a few hours earlier were swept bare of every seal, were now fairly
covered with a fresh swarm of holluschickie; and which~ later in the
day, might be driven up to the killing grounds not more than 1,000 feet
away, provided that the day was a favorable one for work, and the men
on the killing grounds were not unwilling to meet the increa ed labor.
Now, not a single young male seal has hauled on Zoltoi thus far this season (June 22, 6 a. m. ). This is the day and hour of the season in which to
see the holluschickie in their best form and number as to all classes,
except the yearlings. Therefore, this vacancy on Zoltoi sands, onLukannon beach, and the uplands of Volcanic Ridge, on Ketavie uplands, on
the sands of English Bay, on those of Polavina, and the utter olitude
of tho e of Southwest Point and of Novatoshnah makes a deep impression on one who has, like myself, stood upon them all in 1872-1874 and
observed the swarming platoons of young male seals then existingnow entirely vanished.
Yesterday, when the work on the killing grounds closed, only 3,010
skins had been taken, and every little squad of holluschickie that has
showed itself above surf margin on this island has been secured to get
even this pitiful number. The sau1e ruthless dri vingin 1888-1889 secured,
in the same time, thirteen thousand odd skins. .At this rate of decrease,
of less than one-quarter, and the season for hauling far better than it
was la t year, what indeed will be the catch next year,
ot more than
a few hundred. These are facts which the statn of the hour decfares
and which can not be sensibly overlooked at this finest season of the
catch.
Then, too, the utter shift of method in driving which characterizes
the present from the past. Now, with the solitary exception of the
small drive from Middle Hill, every drive has been right from the borders of the breeding rookeries-from right in and among the old bull
as they lay in waiting for the incoming female . 'rhi fact in itselfi a
most eloquent pointer to the truth-to the utterly depleted condition
to-day of these hauling gTounds and their abundant reserves of
1872-1874.
At' thi time in 1872-1874, inclusive, I never glanced over at Zoltoi
sands but I saw hollu chickie coming and going from and to the ea in
steady files and platoons. I never looked over the broad sweep of
Engli h Bay beach from the high sand dunes of Tol toi but to see the
same ight, only in vaster, greater form and number . o, too, as I
viewed the beach and volcanic ridge of Lukan non Bay and at Polavina
it wa an impre sive spectacle: and the sand reaches of ortheast
Point were imply alive with the restle s multitudes of holluschickie
that were hauling out there, and into the sea.
I do not ob erve to-day, except at Middle Hill, the least, the faintest
sugge tion even, of that pa t. Will it improvef The 20th of July
will tell the whole story beyond speculation or cavil.
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Sunday ajternoon.-From the fact that this morning opened warm,
clear, and with bright sunshine, I did not expect to see any hauling of
the holluschickie. It has been the first day since the 12th instant, that
has not been suitable for hauling. The weather hitherto, bas been
excellent. Lukannon beach is as bare as it was yesterday, and the two
small pods at English Bay remain at the close of the day, just as they
were hauled yesterday-no more of them. I rather expected to see them
all in the water, since it has been so warm, the first warm day of the year:
but they were not.
It thickens up this evening and becomes cool. Not a seal on Zoltoi
sauds this morning, and not one seen during the day.
JJfonday, June 23, 1890.-Those two pods of holluschickie, which I
have observed under Middle Hill and Tolstoi during the last two days,
were driven up this morning. I began an itemized account of percentages-the number driven up in each pod, and the number turned out
to the sea or rejected from it.

la ... ·-·-······---------·
2.....
79
9
3.·--·
27
7
4.. ...
87
8
5.. ...
61
15
6.....
46
10

7-··-·
8.·--·
9.·--·
10 .. --·
11.·--·
12.·--·

61
50

15
15

47
89
46

7

69

9

~

"- --'--- - ~- - - - - - ' - - - - - - ' - aPod No. 1 I did not get a correct count of, so it is omitted.

Eleven pods of 561 animals driven up; 110 of them killed or one-fifth
taken, or 80 per cent turned away! All under 7-pound skins, with the
exception of a few wigged 4-year-olds and a dozen or two old bulls.
This gives a fair averap;e of the whole drive to-day, some 2,500 animals,
since 518 only were taken. At this time in 1872, with the same standard of nothing under 7-pound skins, only 10 to 12 per cent were turned
away!
To-day all the seals taken, with the rare exceptions of a few 4-yearolds (11-pound skins), were 3-year-olds (7½-pound skins). Not one
4-year-old in twenty taken, and a remarkable absence of 2-year-olds.
Tho e turned away (nearly 2,000) were 95 per cent at least, "long"
and "short" yearlings. A few 5-year-old, and a very few 6-year-old
bulls. .A very, very few 2-year-old also.
A small pod of holluschickie made their appearance close up under
the bluff of Zoltoi, l 00 to 150 of them, at about 11 a. m. This call ~
my mind, Where have those tired seals gone which were driven th1
morning, and let loose from the pods on the killing ground into the
Where do they got Do
Lagoon lougb, from there, direct to the ea
they haul up again Yes, everybody says o: and I do not know anything to the contrary, and do know a great deal in affirmation. Then,
if that be so, these seals :pared to-day may be driven to-morrow: to be
spared again, and driven next week, and so on all o er the island throu,gh
the season. What indica ion, then really, have we of what numb r of
fresfi holluschickie really arrive from this time forth, if the e relea ed
seal are to continually pre ent them elve anew a they do Y o a
~att r go, e will note the teady increase daily, of discarded eal'
m the drive , together with the new arrivals or freshly driven al
through ut the killing ea on.
In 1872-1 74 tbi. proportion of rej cted or turned-away seal from
allth driv uptothel ofJulywa notover10or12percentofthe
h 1 number driven.
ow it i between 70 and 80 pe1 cent; and 95
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per cent of the rejected yearlings will require six years of rest ere they
are fit for rookery service. This is the status at the present moment on
these killing grounds, and this also must be considered in the light of
the natives' positive declaration in 1834, that this repeated driving
renders the spared male seals wholly unfit for rookery service.
How many of these released seals this morning have been driven over
this road before this season 1 On the 17th instant the last drive prior
to this one to-day, was made from Tolstoi and Middle Hill. Seventy
per cent of that drove was turned away; and now, to-day, the same
ground is driven from again, and 80 per cent 1s turned away. I shall
observe the rest of the drives very closely. At this rate of increase,
where will the driving be in July, when the yearl4ngs then begin to
haul in bodies!
June 24, 1890.-.A drive this morning from Zoltoi bluffs of about 500
all told, and also pod from the Reef, 750 coming. Yesterday morning
at 7 o'clock, there was not a single holluschak out on Zoltoi bluffs: but
in less than three hours after the killing began on the Lagoon flats, and
the turning out from the pods there, I observed that holluschickie were
hauling under the bluffs at the intersection of Zoltoi sands, the first
that have hauled there this year. They drove from there on the 14th
instant last year. Now, the query can not leave my mind, Were any of
those spared seals of yesterday hauling up soon thereafter at Zoltoi i
Look at the map and observe the significance of the surroundings.
Everybody in 1872 and everybody to-day admits that these seals which
we released from the drives haul up again, are driven over, released,
and still driven again and again throughout the season. In 1872, on
this St. Paul village killing ground, such a 5-year-old bull was pointed
out to me by Chief Booterin.
At 7 a. m. I went down to the killing grounds and followed the
podding and clubbing of the entire drive brought up from the
Reef crest and Zoltoi bluffs this morning. The Zoltoi pod arrived on
the ground long before the Reef pod-two hours sooner. It was made
up largely of polseecatchie and yearlings, the oldest bull of the season, 6 and 7 year olds : and, 17 in this pod were many bulls which the
natives said had come over from the Lagoon killing yesterday. They
knew them as they pointed them out to me by certain clubbing marks.
The following are field notes of the podding and clubbing of the
drive made from Zoltoi and the Reef June 24, 1890.
["Killi ng began at 7 a. m. , enclod by 9.30 a . m .]

P od.

N umber
driven.

umber
t a ken.

Ilalf
bull s .

53
39
41
48
27
54
30
42
52
40
30
27
36
61
46
40
35
36
35
38

13
14
12
12
11
20
15
10
12
16
13
7
10
14.
10
10

6
4
2
3
3

---1 . . .• . .
2 . ..•. •
3 •.•...
4 •• ••••

5 . . •• •.
6 ... . • .
7 ·· · •··
8 . . .. . .
9 ... ...
10 .. . .. .
11. .. .• •
12 ......
13 ... . •.
14 . .. .. .
15 . . . •..
16.. ....
17.. .. .•
18 . . ....
19 .. .• ••
20 ...• ..

--- --- -

9
14,

12
13

H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-31

Pod .

2
3
1
2
7
3

21..
22 . . . ::~~
23 .. . •...
24 .• •• • ••
25 .. . .. . .
26 .. .. . ..
27 . .. ..••
28 . . .. ...
20 .. ... . .
30. · • · •· ·
31. ..... .
32 . .. ••••
33 . .. .•• •
34 . .. .. ..
35 . .•••. .

6

36 .. ••••.

3
6
4
3

37 .... . . .

4

3
4
3

umber
driven .

umb r
tak en .

28
34
25
30
47
50
20
34
17
37
20
52
38
46
24
28
30

12
9
6
11
15
12
0
7
7
8
8

---- -

Total. .

- -l ,3rl6

Ilalf
bull s.
1
3
2
5
4

11

3
4
3
1
4
2
1

426

96

10 .. .... ..... ...
14 . . .. .... .
9 ········
15 ········
15 . . . .... .
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Seventy-one per cent of this drive was rejected. Every 3 and "smooth "
4-year-old taken, and every "long" 2-year-old. Nothing under or over
that grade.
The seals released this morning were exclusively yearlings, "short "
2-year-olds, and the 5 and 6 year old half bulls or polseecatchie. No
''long" 2-year-old escaped, and so, therefore, many 5½ and 6 pound
skins will appear in this catch. There was a notable absence, however of 2-year-olds in proportion, and the bulk of the catch was 3 yearolds, as was yesterday's killing with a very large nutnber of 4-year-olds
in proportion to the whole number of skins taken.
In the afternoon I took a survey of Lukannon Bay and its hauling
grounds. Not a seal on the beach, except a half dozen half bulls
abreast of the Volcanic ridge. Thence over to Tolstoi sand dunes,
where I saw about 600 or 700 yearlings, conspicuous by their white
bellies, and a few killable seals sandwiched in another small pod under
Middle Hill.
The only record which I can :find of any driving upon land to slaughter other seals than the fur seal is the curious relation in Charlevoix's
account of his voyage to North America (Journal of a Voyage to North
America, vol. i, J 761, pp. 222-226). Speaking of the seals of the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, under date of March 21, 1721, at the close of a rather
lengthy but quaint description of them-" sea wolves," as Charlevoix
calls the phocce-be says: "Lastly, I have been told that a sailor
having one day surprised a vast herd of them ashore, drove them
before him to his lodgings with a switch, as be would have done a flock
of sheep, and that be with his comrades killed to the number of 900
of them. Sit·.fides penes autorem." This is the only authenticated ( ¥)
record which I can discover of any driving of the Phocidce to land
killing grounds away from ice floes or the sea margin.
The sea-elephant, Macrorhinus, is driven, it is true, but only a few
yards inland from the subtropical beaches of California or the forbidding shores of Antarctic Kerguelen and Herd's islands. Like the
the hair seals, they are usually knocked down wherever they are surprised by the sealers. I think the seals above alluded to as driven by
Charlevoix, were Phoca vitulina or fmtida.
I should remark that the driving of the seals has been very carefully
done, no extra rushing and smothering of the herd, as was frequently
done in 187!!. Mr. Goff began with a sharp admonition and it ha been
scrupulously ob erved thus far by the natives. This dropping of
exhausted seals along the road in 1872-1874 was a matter which then
aroused both Lieutenant Maynard and my elf in 1874. The agent ~f
the Alaska Commercial Company then promi ed to correct th evil.
But it will alway require the eye of the Trea ury agent to re t upo_n
this feature of the busines since he i the executive head in this
small community, unique and i olated, and he hould be.
June 25, 1890.-An inspe tion of Zoltoi B ach this morning, doe not
show a single eal upon tbi famou · hauling ground. Ye terday morn·
ing, a mall drive of con 1derably le than 500 wa. taken from thero~ky
eminence just to the outhward of thi pot, being al ·o the fir t drff
made from there thi year. When driven in such :fin ealing weather
a that now prevailing, in 1 72-187 4, the e ands in le than an hour
afterward would begin to fill up a ain with fre h arrival from the . ·1 :
nd often, after the lap e of ev n or eight hour after the :fir t drivd
had b n mad , to meet an additional demand, another dri e woul_~
b r~ r d ~om the ame pot and duly driven. I did not
thi
m rnmg a mgle eal porting in the water of Zoltoi Bay, and the onlY

CV)
s;tUJ

1<i
...J

a..

A drawing from nature by the author.
LUKANNON SANDS, SAINT PAUL ISLAND, JULY

7, 1890.

View loo king up to Stonr Point fror-!1 the foot of Lukanno1:1 rookery. In 1872 these ~nds were f~rly alive with hauling bachel?r seals: it_, 1_8\l<l the bPst t:>xhibitiou
that they evPr made 1s here dep1ctecl. The telephone Ime between N9rtheast Pomt and the V11lage runs up here, and Polavma Sopka 1s 10 the middle distance.
'l'be Stony Point salt house is directly across Lukannon Bay in the rruddle distance, near the point.
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one in sight was right under the village bluffs where I stood by the
flagstaff.
June 25, 1890.-l went up at 6 a. m. to the killing at Tonkie Mees, or
Stony Point, where, ever since 1879, the seals that have hauled at Polavina, and on the sand beach between and toward Lukannon below, have
been driven for slaughter. .A small herd collected this morning, and
only 263 taken. The balance, some 500 or 600, were turned back to the
sea. The selection was made in the same manner as yesterday, and
the same class of seals spared. An enormous number of 5 and 6 year
old bulls were in it for the whole number driven, even greater than that
I recorded yesterday. I tallied these pods thus: Pod 1, 76 driven; 9
taken, all 3 and 4 year olds. Pod 2, 35 driven; 9 taken, all 3 and 4
year olds. Pod 3, 56 driven; 16 taken, all 3 and 4 year olds.
.
Then, after the killing gang had finished and started to return to
the village at 8.30 a. m., I proceeded up to Polavina, following the
seal-drive path made by the natives early this morning. I observed
at Stony Point, or Tonkie Mees, the spared seals, as they were released
from the pods, plunge back into the surf, and to my surprise most of
these seals headed directly back for Polavina, jumping in rapid "dolphin" leaps and swimming rapidly. .As I walked along I repeatedly
stepped up on to the summit of a sand dune, and continued to watch
the progress of these liberated herds. They all pointed directly for
Polavina, and filed right along in swift procession, passing me continually as I walked in the same direction. When I came up to my
land angle, Station C, I saw these small seals, liberated only a few
hours ago at Tonkie Mees, beginning to haul anew at Polavina, from
whence they had been drjven overland early this morning. They were
lured up as they returned, just below the rookery ground proper, on
a broad sand beach by the large number of somnolent, apathetic bulls
that are stretched out here in a confused medley, all quiet, however,
or heavily sleeping.
.
From this station (C) I could easily see distinctly that.last remnant
of the zapooska at Stony Point, 2 miles below, creeping down into the
surf, then heading toward me, join the others, all swimming up along
shore just outside of the outer breaker margin of the rollers, up to that
point of retarding, as I have stated above. Thus, in this way, for the
first time, I have seen an unbroken circuit of released eals as it plunged
back into the water and hauled out again, within the space of three
hours from the time of the release until the landing was made anew.
The present poverty of these celebrated hauling ground of Polavina
, is well illu trated by the catch from the drive of to-day-only 263 skins .
.At this day and date in 1872 I could have driven from the great parade
plateau behind thi breeding ground, under precisely the same circumstances surrounding the drive of to-day, 10,000 killable seals, not one
of them over 4 years old, and not · a single one of them under a good
3-year-old, i. e., all 8 to 12 pound skin . Comment i unne essary.
Yesterday, from the summit of olcanic Ridge I saw three released
holluschickie sporting in the village lake, right under my feet. They
seemed to be thoroughly happy; were lolling on their backs with their
flippers lazily held up or turned up and over on their chests, scratching,
etc. I sat down and watched them port for some ten minutes. This
morning while on lDY way up to Stony Point and ·P olavina I saw that one
of them had died-it body laid just awa h at the water' margin: and,
only one of the other two was remaining in the lake.
ow, certainly,
thi particular seal died la t night from the strain or efle ·t of that drive
overland from Tolstoi or Engli h Bay, in getting over here from that
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point, for it was driven this far from there on the morning of the 23d
instant. So, again, this question keeps rising, How many of these driven
seals that are released finally die of internal injuries received d1tring their
overland trip to the slaughtering grounds ? and How many of them really
live well after they have been redriven in this manner, many times from
these several hauling grounds of St. Paul? More and more forcibly arises
to my mind the statement of the natives in 1834, who assured Bishop
Veniaminov that the young males driven here and spared, never became
fit afterwards for bre_e ding purposes, and never, after this driving, went
upon the rookeries.
Certainly, it becomes clearer and clearer to my mind, that those young
males, which as yearlings, survive the driving here of that year of their
age, and then return to survive the driving of the second year of their
age; then, surviving this trial, reappear to be driven 01.,er again in their
third year, to be released and again, if alive, to be redriven up here in
their fourth year, and then finally, if surviving these five consecutive
seasons of unwonted violent physical effort, unnatural efforts, to be again
driven, as I see them to-day, in their fifth year of growth, what, indeed,
can we reasonabl,y expect of them in their sixth year! even if they do
manage to endure (some of them, not many of them) all of this intense
physical suffering, exhaustion, straining of tendons, congestions of
lungs and brain, and heart suffusions. The more I think over this
matter t.he more I believe that the natives were right: anci. Veniaminov
says that they "truly assert" it.
I had this point in my thoughts during my studies of 1872-1874; but
at that time, no holluschickie were driven from Southwest Point, from
Zapadnie, from Tonkie Mees or Stony Point, or from Polavina; no seals
were driven from these places, where everybody admitted that full half
of the entire number belonging to the island congregated: and, then the
percentage of rejected or turned out seals on the killing grounds, was
really very small. There was not much wasted energy: most of the
seals driven then, were killed, and duly skinned.
Therefore, it did not then impress me. It seemed immaterial: for,
there was an immense re erve of undriven, undisturbed young male
life. The natives themselves said that all was well, even if those spared
seals of 1872, never went to the rookeries. How different at this writing.
In 1879 the di tant driving began here: and that marks the date of the
decline of the hauling ground,. At the rate of decrease up to the
pre ent wretched order of affair , it will now require even year of
unbroken re t on land and sea to bring back a condition such as I found
and recorded h re in 1 72-1874. Perfect rest must be given here on tM
islands, and full protection in Bering Sea.
June 26, 1 90. - ot a single hollu chak or half bull on Zoltoi ands
thi morning, and tbere has not be. none near it ince that sweep of 500
half bull , or yearling , made there on the morning of the 24th in tant.
This time in 1872, it would have be n overrunning with seal from the
bay cl ar ov r to the nmmit f Gull Hill, even if driven clean every
morning! Th ealin w a.th r here, since the 1st of June, bas imply
b n p rfi c ; it i a fin a could be de ired; and yet, the astoni hing
poverty f the e empty hauling rounds i ought to b ignored in certain. quart r .
hundr d gift d tongue , p akiog in mphatic harmomou ac ·ord, ould no t 11th tory of d truction b tter than tho e
v~ant a~d of Zoltoi, a they appeal to your y.e c: nd under tanding
th1, mornmg.
I walk d over to the Zapadni killing ground thi morning, arri ing
1
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there about 9 o'clock. The drivers had collected a squad of about 340
holluschickie, which were clubbed thusPod.
1 .......

2 ••••••.
3 •......
4 .•..•.•
5 • ••••••
6 •••••••

Number Number
taken.
driven.
30
37
56
40
23

,o

Half
bulls.

12
13

2
1

11

9

15

2
5
1

9
7

Pod.

-- ---

Number Number Half
driven.
taken. bulls.

8 ...••.•
9 .......

53
47
18

12
12
6

5

Total.

344

97

30

7 •.•••••

4
1

-

or about 72 per cent unfit to talce, being made up chiefly of yearlings,
"short" 2. year•olds, and "wigged" 4• year•olds, and 5. year up to 7•yearold bulls. Of thi latter clas of half bulls, an enormous percentage in
this small drive appear .
akenfrom the regular hauling grounds
Now, thi little dri
of these hollu chic
them in 1872, but from the immediate
line of the rooker
ni , at a ection about midway
betwe nth p int
The weather can not be blamed
for the small kill"
rb sealing weather, and not
a word
·
·
ointed ealer thi morning.
Near1
pared eals this morning
return
bull on Lower Zapadnie,
right u
rn to the sea, although the
path wa
wa 1 . They will all be
driven a ·
w arrival which may come
along
s driving and redriving; its full
sign·
under tan din ucces fully.
Th
v een und r Middle Hill durin
nd al that oue ne t to the
cl
will drive it to•morrow.
Th
t above surf wash,
except
margin ,a the Reef
crest, Z ·
re din bulls drive
them b
•day, eighteen year
ago, the
nd u;pon thousands back
nearly ha
and, ro k , and gra s of
the upl
except th handful down
clo e by
June2
~
~a
~the re ult o

..... .

7 ..••••

13
a
4 ••••••••
15 ....... .
13
2
1
3
15 ....... .
15
1

Q••••••

14 ·· · · · · --

}

2 .....•
3 ...•..

,..... .
5 .•.• . •
6 ...•..

8 ..•...

10 ••••.•
11 ••••••
12 ••••••
13 ••••••

1, ..... .

l ••••••

11 ..•.•.

15 .... ... .
18 ....... .
17
3

: : :::~-.---22-1-.
,2

1r. •••• • •••

·---~-l--
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Deduct 24 overcounted, leaves the whole number of animals driven,
1,628; number taken, 394, O'r 78 per cent rejected. Nothing taken under
a 6-pound or ,~long" 2-year-old skin.
Thus this drive, in the very best of the season, shows .that 78 per
cent had to be rejected. Now, those little fellows, which were turned
aside here on the 23d instant, will be out again in a few days to be
redriven, plus those that are released to-day, plus all the rest to be
released likewise-they will be all up in July. What will these drives
be i Sixteen of the 394 skins taken in the killing grounds, as above
cited, were rejected in the salt house by the company's manager because
they were too small. They were normal 2-year-olds, 5½-pound skins.
Perhaps, they will be glad to get them later.
In 1872-1874 very little attention was paid to driving seals until the
12th to the 14th of every June. Trueit wasthatbandsofthousandsof
holluschickie were hauled out on the several resorts, yet because these
animals were not in comparatively great numbers, and were nearly all
down at that early date by the surf margin, it was deemed best to wait
until the12thtothe14th beforebeginninginearnesttodrive; butafterthe
14th of June there was always such an abundant supply of holluschickie
on hand within a mile and a half of this village and Northeast Point
salt house, that no concern was ever given as to the number that they
could get. It was just the other way; if it was a warmish, dry day,
then a small drive only was made, so as to secure some 1,200 or 1,500
skins; if it was a cool, favorable day, then some 2,500 or 3,000 skins
would be taken, which latter figure was the utmost number that the
working force at the village could handle under the best circumstances
in one day. How different thi year. On the 6th of June the most
eager, energetic driving began simultaneously with the arrival of each
and every squad of holluschickie big enough to warrant it, and it has
been kept up unremittingly until the present hour.
The spared seals turned away this morning were saved by their
small size. Only 24 of the whole 1,628 in the drive were 5 and 6 year
old bulls. Every" long" or well-grown 2-year-old was taken (6-pound
skin) and every 3 and" smooth" 4-year-old.
Not a holluschak or any other class of fur seal on Zoltoi sands this
morning or noon. I watched the progress of the released seals this
morning as they came out over the Lagoon slough and rookery. Most
of them swam directly out to sea, not heading in a11y particular way
except from land. A few swam under the village hill bluff , and thence
out across in the direction of the Reef, and a few headed back for English Bay. Not one of them started for Zoltoi, as they did on the 23d
instant. On that occasion it was the hauling of some 50 half bulls on
Zoltoi that lured, perhaps, the younger seals out after them. They were
released together at the same time on the killing grounds.
This afternoon, I took another survey of Lukannon and Tolstoi, and
the vacant hauling ground of English Bay and the Volcanic Ridge.
Anotb r mall pod of hollu chickie at Middle Hill, from whence they
drove last night for the day' killing, and another adjoining the podding cow on the and beach at Polavina: about 250 or 300 in both
pod , and chiefly yearling .
June 28, 1890.-The superb eating weather still continue . The
nativ are bringing up a mall squad from the Reef as I write
(5 a. m.).
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The following are field notes of tbe podding and clubbing of drive
from Reef and Zoltoi bluffs, June 28, 1890:
Pod.

Number Number
driven.
taken.

Half
bulls.

Pod.

Number Number
driven.
taken.

Half
bulls.

-1 ......
2 ..•••.
3 .....•
4 ••••••
5 .•.•••
6 ......
7 ••••••
8 ....•.
9 ......
10 ......
11 ......
12 ......
13 ••••••

71
75
80
46

80
62
51)
40
55
45
56
52
60

13
19
14
3
8
8

3

--------3
1

--------1

10

1

5
8
7

2

10

4
5

4

.........
1

.........
....... .

14 .•••••.
15 ..•••..
16 .•.••••
17. ·--···
18 . .•.•••
19 .••••••
20 ..•.•.•
21. ••••••
22 ......•
23. ····-·
24 •••••••

73
-85
49

52

10

4

Total . .

1,417

203

27

54

66
63
46
74
43
40

7

15
7
4
9

10
7

10
6
8

..........
3
2
6

........
········
1

Whole number of animals driven, 1,417; number taken, 203, or 85
per cent turned out. Last drive from this place, June 24, 71 per cent
turned out. Everything taken in this day's killing above a normal
2•year-old, and under 5-year-olds and "wigged" 4-year-olds, i. e., all
6-pound skins and upward.
June 30, 1890.'.-The following are field notes of the podding and
clubbing of drive from Middle Hill,1 English Bay,1 Tolstoi,1 Lukannon,2
and Ketavie: 3
Pod.
1 ......
2 ••••••

3 ...•••
4 ...•..
5 ...•..
6 .•••••
7 ....•.
8 .•..••
9 ......
10 ......
11. .....
12 ......

Number Number
driven.
taken.
108
39
41
69
53
40
53
47
58
58

51
53

11

5
G

12
8
10
10
14
6

Half
bulls.

Pod.

-- --6

. ..........
4
4
1
1
1
4
1

8 .... ........
10
7 .. ........
.........

13 •...•.•
14 ..•••••
15. ·• ••• ·
16. ---- -·
17 . ......
18 .•• .•••
19 . ..•••.
20. ·•····
21. ·----·
22 .......

4

Total ..

Number Number
driven.
taken.

Half
bulls.

56
55
63
77
70
47
49

4 . .........
15
2
15
2
10
5
9
4
12
5
9
1

46

10

48

6
6

81

5

. ........

-- - -203-- 501,262

Whole number of animals driven, 1,262; number taken, 203, or 84½
per cent rejected.
The small contingent from Lukannon and Ketavie, numbered less
t.ban 300 animals, before merged in the single drive. Everything taken
that was above 5½-pound skin, and under those of the 5-year-olds and
'' wigged" 4-year-old ·.
The significance of this day's work can be seen by the most casual
ob 'erver. I counted over 24 blind-eyed or "moon-eyed" hollu chickie
as they escaped from the everal pod ''zapoo1:1kas," all of which had
be.en crippled in thi manner by prior driving this eason. How many
of these yearling and'' short" 2-year-old that were released thi morning will agaiu be driven before thi eason ends 1
early all of them.
They pa s into the sea over the Lagoon Bar; they meet squadrons of
cows playing in the water around the rookery margin ; they pause, lis1
2

3

Last drive from these places, June 27, and 70 per cent turned out or rejected.
Last drive from this place, June 20.
First drive from this place.
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ten1 join in the general comfort which the water certainly affords them,
anct as these females and the fresh animals of their own kind haul out
on land they join again and fall into this deadly procession to the land
from whence they were driven early this morning. How the significanec
of this driving now keeps rising to my mind I I had little occasion in
1872-1874. to give it thought, and what I did was only in a suggestive
mood.
I passed up from the killing grounds over to Tolstoi rookery and gave
the drivers' path or seal road a careful review. .A. few holluschickie
were again hauled out under Middle Hill and a dozen perhaps on the
Tolstoi rookery sand intersection; but the great hauling grounds of
English Bay are utterly destitute of seal life at the hour of this writing
and have been so, with the marked exception of that small spot under
Middle Hill and the juxtaposition of Tolstoi rookery, which are the
only points where the seals now haul in all that vast extent of ground
pattered over by them here in 1872-1874.
Not any holluschickie on Zoltoi sands to-day, and only one or two on
the rocks beyond and above, from whence they have been driven thus
far, as Zoltoi seals. Mr. Goff assures me that there was no driving from
the sands here last year; it was all from these rocks above. When this
famous hauling ground began to fail was the time for the note of warning to have been sounded. When did it fail 1
·
July 1, 1890.-The following are field notes of the podding and club
bing of drive made from every section of the reef, everything in back
of Zoltoi Bluffs, Garbotch, and the entire circuit of the reef.
pd

INumber

Number

Half
bulls.

109
51
77
53
54
69
58
61
48
73
100
58
48
52
46
68
66

15
4
12
9
7
4
10
4
9
12
8
8
9
7
8
10
7

2
1
1

__
o _ . _ ~ taken.
1 .•••.•
2 ••••••
3 ••• - ••
4 ...••.
5 ••••••
6 ••••••
7 ••••••
8 •••.••

9 ••••••
10 ••••••
11. •••••
12 ••••••
13 ••••••
14 ......
15 ......
16 ......
17 ......

-······ ·
·····-··
........
········

----- --1
3
2
4
3
3
6
3

Pod.
18 .••...•
19 .....•.
20 ..••••.

Number Number
driven.
taken.

31. ......

49
78
58
60
78
67
56
60
91
67
71
69
38
75

Total ..

1,998

21. .••.. .

22 .••....
23 .•••...
24 .....•.
25 ..•.•••
26 ...... .
27 .•.••• •

28~ ••••••
29 .•.....
30 .......

6
4
9
6

11
7
7
4
7

11
8
7
6
9

245

Half
bulls.
3
4
5

'

4
4

1
4
3
4
1

........

........
66

Whole number of animal driv n, 1,998; number taken, 245, or 89
per cent rejected. La t drive from this pla e, June 28, when 85 per
cent were rejected. Everything taken over a 5-pound skin and under
the "wigged" 4 and 5 year old p Its.
inety per cent of the seals
rejected to.day were yearlings.
This i the largest number yet driven in any one drive from this place
thu far thi season, and the catch among the malle t. 1.'he yearling
driven before, plus the new arrival , are making the ratio.
ot a eal on the hauling ground and and of Lukannon Bay, and
none on Ketavie; about 500 y arling at Middle Hill, and none of that
p d near the and beach at Tol toi rookery that I saw yesterday afternoon. They have evidently made for Middle Hill.
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July 2, 1890.-The following are field notes of the poddbg and clubbing of a drive made from every section of Polavina and Stony Point:
Pod.
1 ......
2------

3 ••••••

4 ...•..
5 ••••••
6 .•••••

7 ••••••
8 ••••••
9 ••••••
10 ••••••
11 ••••••
12 ..••..
13 ....•.
14 . . ....
15 ......

Number
driven.

Number
taken.

83
91
101
59
50
56
63
65
102
90
100
71
72
65
60

7
11
6
4
6
6
5
10
4
6
12
13
14
8
5

Half
bulls.

...

---·
4

····-···
2
3

........
5
7
2
3
2
3

Pod.

Number Number
driven.
taken.

16 .•••.•.
17 ..•••••
18 •••••••
19 ...•.•.
20 .•.•.••
21 .•••...
22 •••••••
23 .•••••.
24 ... ....
25 .•.•••.
26 .•••••.
27 .••••••

55
104
113
73
62
91
63
49
47
40
43
51

~Total ..

1,929

I

Half
I bulls.

5
8

2
2

12
15
11

5

3
5
7
2
7
5

13
8
6
9
6
11
9

4

6
80

230

I

Whole number of animals driven, 1,929; number taken, 230, or 88½
per cent rejected. There were also 10 "road" and "smothered" skins,
which made a total of 240 taken. Last drive from this place, June 25,
when 800 animals were driven and 263 taken, or 65 per cent rejected.
This drive to-day covers a whole week's interval since the last drive
from Polavina, and it shows that as the season advance , the numbers
driven rapidly increase, while the proportionate catch diminishes. In
other words, the new arrivals, plus those redriven, will continue to
steadily swell the gross aggregate driven day by day from now on, and
not proportionately increase the catch. Rather, I believe that the
catch will markedly diminish.
To-day, every good 2-year-old, every 3 and every "smooth" 4 year old
was knocked down out of this 1,929 animals : every one I Where, at this
rate of killing, is the new blood left for the rookeries now o de perately needed there¥ Hardly a young bull left, between the effects
of driving and the deadly club, save a few hundred of those demoralized and worthless half bulls, which I make note of a they come up in
every drive; and these, the natives truly declare, will never go upon the
rookeries.
Thus far, this season, every seal that is eligible in weight, from a
"long" 2-year-old male up to 5-year-olds, bas been ruthle sly slain
within a few days after its appearance on these desolate hauling grounds
of St. Paul Island. They were as ruthlessly knocked down last year;
and to-day, the yearlings and everything above to 5.year-olds, would
be knocked down, did not the new 10.22 tax per skin save their lives I The
new deal, in this respect7 was lucky for the seals.
My assistant, Palmer, came in from Northeast Point this afternoon.
He tallied a killtng there, yesterday, as follow : Counting the seals one
by one as they shamble out from the pod when released, and then the
on~.s knocked down, adding the two counts gives the whole number in
the pod.
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The following are field notes of the podding and clubbing of a drive
made at Northeast Point (Fowler's party), July 1, 1890, taking nothing
under a 6•pound skin, or" long" 2.year•olds. 1
Number Number
driven.
taken.

Pod.
1 ......
2 .••••.
3 ......
4 ..••••
5 ..••..
6 .•.•..
7 ..••••
8 .•••.•
9 ..•..•
10 .••.••
11. ...••
12 ...•..
13 .•••••

14 .....•

62
53
56
35
44

62
46
52
47
42
66
58
62
59

8
1
4
1
6
4
6
7
8
3
3

Pod.

Number Number
driven.
taken.

-----15 ..••••.
16 .••••• .
17 .......
18 ...•...
19 .•.....
20.: .....
21. .... ..
22 ...... .
23 .•.•...
24 .....•.
25 .•...• .

36
35
28
42
29
39
30
38
31
22

5
3
5
4

Total . .

1,103

120

?6

10

6
l
4
6
5
2

9

5
4

Whole number of animals driven, 1,103; number taken, 120, or 91};;
per cent rejected.
July 3, 1890.-The following are field notes of the podding and clubbing of a drive made from every section of Upper and Lower Zapadnie,
July 3, 1890:
Pod.

--1. •••••.
2 ..••...
3 .•••...
4 .......
5 .......
6 .••••..
7 .......
8 .•••...

Number Number Half
driven.
taken. bulls.
99
70
71
63
50
78
61
59

16
11
10
9
16
18
6
11

5
2
3

5
4
l:l
6

Pod.

Number Number
driven.
taken.

Half
bulls.

---- -

9 .•.•.•.
10 .......
11. •••••.
12 .•.•••.
13 .•.•...
14 .......

63
70
62
46
71
62

17
8
17
13
12
18

Total ..

925

180

9

8
5

---··-··
5
4
64

Whole number of animals driven, 925; number taken, 180, or 81 per
cent rejected.
othing under a 6-pound skin taken, or ''Jong" 2-year•
old . Last drive from this place, June 26, 1890, when 344 animals were
driven and 97 taken, or 72 per cent rejected.
These drives at Zapadnie are made ju t as they are at all the other
rookeries this season-made from the immediate outskirts of the breeding animals, cows, pup , and bulls. This method of driving was not
even sugge ted, much les done, in 1872-1874. Such a proceeding wo uld
have been voted abominable then; it is still more so now-it sweeps every
young male seal that is 4, 3, and 2 years old into death as soon as it liaids
on these slwre to•da;y.
otbing escapes except that which maturing
age or extreme youth saves, or rather which the high tax of 1890
( 10.22) aves.
The only spot on thi i land where seals have hauled outside of their
close and immediate juxtapo ition with the breeding cla se , is on Mid•
dle Hill and beach, at a point on the English Bay sea margin about
halfway between eahrpah kie Kammen and Tol toi rookery.
I can not ummon language adequate to express my condemnation of
the pre nt method of driving. Careful as it i , it is a method made
c . ary by the amazing carcity of young male eal . Under any and
all circu?nstances there should be a stated and positive reservation of half
the haml nu grounds on the e islcinds as a place of undisturbed rest and
1

1

Half bulls not tallied.
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refuge for these young male seals and yearlings-places where material
can and would grow up in full vigor to supply the imperative demands
of nature on these breeding grounds. These reserves would, in fact,
be reservoirs that would be a steady source from which this stream of
particular seal life can regularly flow, without diminution in its volume,·
from year to year.
This method of driving in 1890, huddles and hustles the breeding
lines, and sweeps the few surplus bulls that may be outside, up and
away to the killing grounds-stampeded into the drive.
July 4, 1890.-To-day, finding that the supply of 3 and 4 year olds
and "long" 2-year-olds was practically exhausted-in other words, that
more and more seals were being driven up every day, and less and less
skins taken-the company's agent dropped his standard to 5½-pound
skins. This takes in all the average 2-year-olds, which have ltitherto
been rejected as they appeared in the pods. But even this tumble to a
lower grade did not prevent a small catch, as the following tabulation
of the biggest drive of the season as to numbers te tifies.
The following are field notes of the podding and clubbing of drive
made from English Bay, Middle Hill, and Tolstoi, July 4, 1890:
Number
driven.

Number
taken.

1 •.••.•
2 ......

84
81

4

3 ...••.

90

4 ...•••

94
65
75
52
61
76

3
8
8
8

Pod.

5 ......

6 ......
7 ······
8 ......
9 . ....•

10 .•••••

70

11 ......
12 ......

126
82
71
81
92
63
76
69
68
58
74
56
53
92
72
46

13 •...••
14 ......
15 ......
16 ......

17 ......
18 ......
19 ......
20 ......
21.. •..•
22 ......
23 ......

24 ......
26 ......
25 ......
27 .... ..
28 ......
29 ......

6

5

7
8
11
14

15
13

11
10
9
11

Half
bulls.

1
2

·· ···· ··
1

3
3
3
4

1
1
l
3
3

9

9
6
4

10
7
10

54 .... ...
55 ...... .
56 .......
57 .......
58 .......
59 .......

3
1

10

77

12

.........

·······-

69

4
8

12

48 .......

2

85

97
111

47

61

2
4

4

30 ..•.. •

34 •.••••.

3

1
1

70

31. ~····
32 ......

Number Number
driven.
taken.

35 .......
36 .......
37 .......
38 .......
39 .......
40 .......
41 ...... .
42 .......
43 ..... ..
44 .......
45 .......
46 .......
47 ...... .
49 ...... .
50 . . .....
51. ......
52 .......
53 .......

7

7

Pod.

Half
bulls.

-- ----------83 ••••••.
45
6 . ........

1

1

60 ..••••.
61. •••••.
62 .......

Total ..

61
52
36

8 .. ........
10 .. .......
4

. .... i ..

49
52
67

3
6
5
6
5

2
6

64

4

4

58

3
9

1

40

59
68
58
56
70
45
58
64
38
36
66
62

53

10
8
2

6
2
4
8

3
2

8
8

1

1

. ........

---·····
········
. .......
········
. .......

. .......
. .........
. .......
. .......

5 . .........

53
56
40
41
42

5
14
8

. .. ......

7
5

········

4,323

432

. .......
. .......

·-······
- - -·---- 67

Whole number of animals driven, 4,323; number taken, 432, or 90½ per
cent rejected. Last drive from this place, June 30, when 1,262 animals
were driven and 203 taken, or 84½ per cent rejected.
July 5, 1890.-Visited Otter Island. No seals whatever hauled out
there save a small squad of 50 right on the rocks awa h, above our
landing; has been none thus far this season, or no sign of them. Last
year some 1,500 or 2,000 were hauled out here at this date. Grass has
thickly and solidly grown over the hauling grounds, clear down to the
surf, all over tho e places which were polished bare of every trace of
vegetation by the hauling seals in 1872-1874.
July 7, 1890.-The following are field notes of the podding and club•
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bing of a drive made from English Bay, Middle Hill, Tolstoi, Lukannon,
and Ketavie:
Pod.
1. .•••.
2 ......
3 ...•..
4 ...•..
5 ...•..
6 ••••••

7 ...••.
8 ......
9 .•.•••
10 ••••••

11. .••••
12 •• : •••
13 ••••••

14 ......
15 ......
16 ......
17 ......
18 .•••••
19 ......
20 .•••••
21 ..•••.
22 ..••••
23 .•••••
24 ••••••
25 ••••••
26 .•••••

27 ......
28 ••••••

29 ••••••
30 ..••..

Number Number
driven.
taken.
70
52
41
79
77
66
60
48
70
38
89
101
6!l
42
121
102
76
70
78
86
70
82
72
75
62
100
61
59
110
65

7
11
7
9
17
8
10
7
11
4
9
4
2
2
12
5
6
5
8
11
4
2
5
3
5
7
7
4
5
7

Half
bulls.

Pod.

Number Number
driven.
taken.

Half
bulls.

- - - - - - - - - -- - 1
1
6

1
1
1
2
3

...........
2

-------·

--- ----·
-------·
3

...........

.........

-------2

..........

-------·
3
3
3

..... .... .

31. ......
32 .......
33 .••••.•
34 .......
35 .•••••.
36 ..••...
37 ..••...
38 .•.•••.
39 .•••.•.
40 ..•....
41. ......
42 .••••. •
43 .•.•••.
44 .••••..
45 •••••••
46 .......
47 ..••...
48 ..••..•
49 .•.•...
50 .••••••
51 ...•...
52 .•.•...
53 ••••••.
64 •••••.•
55 .•.•...
56 .•••••.
57 ••••••.

Total ..

74
8
59
4
5
73
62
10
79
15
74
8
56
5
70
4
5
77
43
9
59
7
59
5
41 _______ ., 2__
56
15
84
50
5
60
3
38
5
6
53
45
6
43
4
45
8
40
4
47
3
70
1
42
2
66
7

............

-------·
.........
-------. . ........
-------1
1
2

--------------............
--------------........
--------------2

.-------...........

-------·
............

····----

... --- -- .
-------.. ... ....

--- -350
- - 424,001

3

Whole number of animals driven, 4,001; number taken, 35u, or 92
per eent turned out. Last drive from this place, July 4, when 4,323
animals were driven and 432 taken, or 90);; per cent turned out. To-day
every 2-year-old down to middle or medium, or every 5½-pound skin,
was taken. Had the standard been kept at original mark the rejection
would have been as high as 95 to 96 per cent!
July 8, 1890.-Yesterday afternoon I went back to Tolstoi over the
seal road on which the drive above tallied was made in the night and
morning of the 7th instant. The number of road "faints" or skins
was not large, which shows that the natives had taken great care in
driving. This they have uniformly done thus far: but, when they pick
up the drives at Zapadnie, at Lukannon, on the Reef, and at Polavina,
they are obliged, in order to get all of the bolluschickie, to sweep the
very skirts of the rookeries. That is wrong; it should not be permitted. When matters become so desperate as to obligate such a method
it is time to call a halt.
I went up to Stony Point this morning early, and made the following
field notes of the podding and clubbing of a drive from Polavina and
all the beach below to Stony Point:
Pod.
1. •••.•
2 .•••••
3 •.••••
4 ......

5 ......

6 ..•...
7 ••.•..
8 ....••

9 •.•••.
10 .••••.
11. •.••.
12 ••••.•
13 ...••.
14 .....•

Numb r
driven .

umber
taken.

06

9
5
5
9
6
5
13
9
9
7
8
7
14
13

62
60
87
65
86
73
62
86
108
80
75

98
58

Half
bulls.

Pod.

········

15 ..•....
16 ..••••.
17 ..••.•.
18 .•••.••
19 .•••••.
20 ••••.•.
21. .••••.
22 ..••••.
23 ••...••
24 •••••••
25 .•••••.
26 •.•••••

Number Number
t aken.
driven.

-- ---1
1

········
........
········
2
2
4
2
4
8

Total..

Half
bulls.

- - - - -- 63
61
64
56
69
72
62
91
78
59
61
43

16
4
12
7
9
14
9
20
19
8
11

1,805

255

7

2
3
8
10
4
4

5
6

7
9

a
········
85

oi
r--co

>-

..J
:::,
0

z

<t
..J

n

.

..J
:::,

·-.l

~ ~

a: t
f- ..c:

z ~

:;:;;:
Cf)

Cir
0

0

§
(/J
(/J

~ ~
Cf)

(/J

z ~

~

.g

<t

0

z ....
~

Q)

:::,

i::
0

_j

z b
0

"

~::::; U1~
:::,
<t

I

uJ

~

Q
I

(.)
Cl)

:::,
..J
..J
0

I
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Whole number of animals driven, 1,865; number taken, 255, or 87
per cent turned out. Last drive for this place, July 2, when 1,929 animals were driven and 210 taken, or 88 per cent turned out, but the
standard to-day being lowered to 5½-pound skins prevents the increase
of rejection percentage. Had the same standard prevailed to-day as on
July 2, the rejection would have been as high as 92 per cent!
This drive was principally made from the sand beach under Polavina
rookery, and on its outskirts to the north; and that is where these 85
half bulls (really, nearly all of them were 7 and 10 years old) were
gathered in. The two prior droves were chiefly made from the parade
ground up above the breeding ground, and there these bulls were first
gathered in. To-day every 2-year-old was taken that was well grown,
and .had not these smaller seals been taken there would not have been
over 120 or 150 skins at the most. The :first citation, 120, is the nearest correct; this would have given us a rejection of over 93 per cent.
I came down to the village on the sand beach between Stony Point
and Lukannon. Not a killable seal has hauled there yet this year, a
place where thousands upon tens of thousands of them were to be seen
at this time in 1872. Not a holluschak has as yet hauled upon Zoltoi
sands. That was one of the :finest resorts for holluschickie that the
island boasted of in 1872-1874.
July 9, 1890.-I went over to Zapadnie early (4 o'clock) this morning
to witness the driving there by the natives. Most of the scanty drive
was taken on the immediate borders of Upper Zapadnie rookery. The
whole sweep of Lower Zapadnie did not yield over 150 or 200 holluschickie, which had hauled out at several places just up and above the
breeding seals.
All that large space above the rookery on Lower Zapadnie, which
was literally alive with trooping platoons of holluschickie in 1872, is
to-day, entirely vacant, not a seal on it; and the natives peering down
over the high bluffs on the south side and to the westward of the point
trying to :find a few seals skulking down there on the rocks awa h.
Their eager search in such a quarter, with their backs to this silent
parade ground of 1872, made me decidedly thoughtful. They said that
they would go with a "bidarrah" and pick these secluded seals up.
They did so last year, they averred. I made the following field notes
of the podding and clubbing of a drive made from Upper and Lower
Zapadnie, July 9, 1890:
Pod.

Number Number
driven.
taken.

Ralf
bulls.

umb r
driven.

:rumber
tak n.

10 •..•.•.
11.. .....
12 ...... .
13 ••••••.
14 .......
15 .•.....
16 ..•....

37
47
52
43
34
59
45

6
8
0
15
0
6
0

Total..

867

172

Pod.

Half
bulls.

- - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -

1 .......
2 .......
8 ...•...

4 .......
5 .......
6 .......

7 .......
8 .......
9 .......

125
67
48
54
55
56
44
47
54

11
19
9

12
9
17
7
11
13

2
3
4

4
5
5
2
3

2

4
1
2
3
2
42

Wb.o~e number of an~mal drive~, 867; number taken, 172, or 83 per
cent re;ected. La t drive from tb1 place July 3, when 925 animal
were driven, and 1 0 taken, or 1 per cent turned out. Lowering the
s~audard on the 4th in ~ant prevented an immen e percentage of reject10n here to-day. Had 1t not been for the small 5fpound skins taken,
there would have been 95 per cent rejection I
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Jul;y 10, 1890.-The following are field notes of the podding and clubbing of a drive made from every section of the Reef and Garbotch,
July 10, 1890:
Pod.

Number Number
driven.
taken.

Half
bulls.

- - - - - -- - - - 1 ••••••
86
5 ... ··-··
2 .•.•..
67
8 ····· ...
3 ••••••
62
8
........
4. ••••••
74
7 ········
5 ••••••
35
9 ........
6 .•••••
76
14 ........
7 ••••••
47
8 ........
54,
•8 ••••••
7 ........
9 ••••••
87
11 ........
10 ••••••
11 ••••••
12••••••
18 ••••••
14 ••••••
15 ••••••
16 ••••••
17 ••••••
18 ••••••

10 .••..•
20 ••••••

21 ••••••
22 ••••••
23 ••••••

24. ••••••
25 ••••••

80
74
56

48

94
76
52
73
74
70
61
104
62
58
69
66

5

13

9
4
4
6
4
10
9
15
12
5

9
10
6
3

2
1
2
1
3
3
2

........
........
........
........
········
········

Pod.
26 ...•.•.
'}fl •••••••

28 .•••...
29 •••••••
30 ••••••.
31 •••••••
32 •••••••
33 •••••••
34 ••••••.
35 ••••••.
86 ••••••.
87 .••....
38 .•.....
89 ••... ..
40 ••.....
41.. .... .
42 ••.... .
43 ••.... .
44 ••••..

Number Number
driven. taken.
56
57
52
106
101
70
65
86
68
68
59
60
70
81
74
59
64

10
1
8
1

Half
bulls.

.........
.......
........

u .········
.... i ..
7
7

7
6
1g

10
10
7

7
3
15
15

6

45 ••••..
46 .••••.
47 .•••...
48 •••••••

78
62
77
37
52
41

7

Total . .

3,246

37'1

5

3

'1

3

2
1

2

1
1
1

2

1
1

........
........
········

5
........
........
........
31

Whole number of animals driven, 3,246; number taken, 377, or 89
per cent rejected.

The last drive from this place and killing was made on the 5th instant2
and was not tallied by myself. I was over to examine Otter IslanCl
while the killing was in progress. Five hundred and twenty-six skins
were taken, however, with the standard lowered to 5½-pound skins, and
as I looked at the drove in waiting on the killing grounds that morning
I estimated that there were at least 4,000 animals in it.
On the 1st of July a drive of some 2,000 animals was made from this
place, and with the higher standard, the original standard, 245 skins
were taken. That standard applied to-day would have cut the catch of
377 down to less than 200; more likely to 150. As the clubbing progresses now, every 2-year-old holluschak, from average size up, is taken
to the 5-year-olds and "'Wigged" 4•year-olds. The "short" 2-year-olds

and the yearlings e cape. The standard used on the 11th of June, by
which nothing under a good 3-year-old skin was taken, if followed
to-day, through the podding and clubbing of the 31246 driven seals
above itemized, would not have given the lessees more t11,a,n 80 skins I
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July 12, 1890.-The following are field notes of the podding and clubbing of a drive made from English Bay, Middle Hill, Tolstoi, Lukannon,
and Ketavie, July 12, 1890:
Pod.

Number Number
driven.
taken.

Half
bulls.

Pod.

----- ---

1 .•••..
2 ••••••
3 ••••••
4 .....•

5 ••••••
6 ••••••

7 ••••••
8 ••••••
9 ••••••
10 ••••••
11 ••. - ••

12 ...•••
13 ••••••
14 ••.•••
15 ••••••
16 ••.•••
17 ••••••
18 ......
19 ......
20 ......
21 .•....
22 ......
23 ......

24 ......
25 ......
26 ......
27 ......
28.-·-··
29 ......
30 ...•..
31 ...••.
32 .... . .
33 ......
34 ... - ..
35·-····
36 ......
37 .•. - ••
38 .•....

98
65
78
64
52
64
63
73
59
78
63
69
51
46
62
49
58
63
59
77
40
49
50
52
26
53
67
50
51
65
60
61
44
56
79
26
58
58

. .......
........... ········
7

8
5
8
2
6
10
9
10
2
9
6
7
9
6
6
6
9
10
7
10
13

8
2

2

---···-·
2
1
4

·····-·. ........

-------·

······i·

-------·
. .......... .
. .... .2.
3
1
2
1

. .......
. ...........

-------·
.........

10
9 .............
16 .............
5 . ............
8
4
1
4 .. .........
3
8
1
5
5
1
1
6
2
11
2

39 .•••.••
40 ••••••.
42 .•• •.•.
42 .•••.•.
43 ••••••.
44 .•.•••.
45 ••••••.
46 ..•..•.
47 .•••••.
48 .•.•••.
49 . ...••.
50 ••.•• ..
51. •••••.
52 •.••...
53 .•...•.
54 .••..• .
55 .......
56 .•.••..
57 ..•...•
58 .••••••
59 .......
60 .••••..
61. ••• .• .
62 .......
63.·-····
64 .......
65 .......
66 .....•.
67 .... ...
68 .......
69 ..••• • .
70 ....•..
71. ......
72 .......

Number Number
driven.
taken.
68
50
54
76
65
87
64
87
77
76
71
71

91
88
89
86
89
100
92
72
87
76
93
114
48
81
71

73 •••••••
74 .......

79
69
91
60
66
60
47
55
101

Total..

5,150

9
11
6
4
6
6
13

14
18
16

Half
bulls.
1

---..... -.
............
. ........

. ........

----·--·
. ........
.-------..........

8

--------

13
5

.-·-·····
..........

11 ............
11 . .......
13 ..........

9
10
13
8
10
7
10
16
6
6
15
10
10
12
6

2

1

. .........

.-------..........
1
2
2

. .......
...... . ..
..........
.---·····
.........
. ...........

12
13
3
4
2
5
3
13 . ...........
633

48

Whole number of animals driven, 5,150; number taken, 633, or 89½
per cent turned out. Last drive, July 7, from this place, when 4,001
animals were driven, and 350 taken, or 92 per cent turned out.
This is the second drive from the e places, ranking largest in number, but it has rested since July 7, or five days, a day longer than has
been given yet to it this ea on; and then the native purposely left a
squad of at least 300 yearlings in the lakes at the head of the lagoon
and another squad of at least 250, under the Lukannon sand dunes.
When it is borne in mind that in tbe very height of the eason, after
five days' rest or nonattention, only 633 medium fur-seal skins, mostly
5½-pound clean skins or 2-year-olds, can be secured from tbe combined
scraping of everything in English Bay (on Zapadnie and Southwest
Point we know there is nothing), Middle Hill, Tolstoi, Lukannon, and
Ketavie, the extraordinary condition of these interests can be well
understood in a general way. Such a driving in 1872 at this time and
circumstances of weather would have brought at least 50,000 holluschickie up here, instead of the 5,150 to-day I There were a number of
cows in this drive; I counted three that I was sure of.
unday, July, 13, 1890.-Walked up to Northeast Point early this
morning for the purpose of plotting the area and position of the breedfog seals on the Polavfoa and Novastoshnah; also to see the natives
drive at Polavina. I was on the ground at 5 a. m. and saw the whole
modus operandi. The holluschickie haul up close against the sand
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beach " drop" of Big Polavina rookery, and the drivers1 in getting the
young males, swept four cows into the drove, and their httle black pups
were left behind them on the sand, bruised and marked by the stampeding :flippers of the herd. To get the holluschickie, they are obliged
to drive in this violent manner.
Another squad of, say, 1,000, mostly young or "short" 2-year,olds and
yearlings, was swept up on the parade plateau, and another squad was
driven from Little Polavina parade, the first drive that has been made
from there thus far this season. No seals in this division but small
ones. I have charted these areas of hauling.
Along the entire spread of Lukannon, Polavina, and Northeast Point
sand beach, 8 miles nearly, I did not see a single young sea,,__not one
hauled outj only a dozen or two old worthless bulls scattered here and
there over this extent at wide intervals. At this time in 1872 siwh a
walk as mine this morning would have brought me in contact with and
in sight of from 50,000 to 100,000 holluschickie ! The weather, too, is
simply superb sealing weather-all day yesterday, last night, and this
morning.
About 300 yards north of that basaltic shoulder which terminates the
sand beach above Little Polavina rookery, and fully a mile from it, I
saw on the sand Jeach this morning, a single cow guarded by two old
bulls. This is the first example of solitary hauling of a female (it was
an old cow) that I have ever witnessed. It is a straw, however, showing the way the wind is blowing up here this season-points ·to the
demoralization which the present order of affairs is working, and which
has been pretty steadily at work ever since 1882.
Found Fowler busy on the killing grounds just across the lake from
Webster's house, where I arrived at 7.30 a. m. Mr. Goff joined me
soon after, and we at once take up the rookery survey.
Fowler this morning had over 5,000 seals in his drive, but took only
473 of them. In the afternoon, the rain coming up, he made a rapid
drive of those holluschickie which he bad been saving for to-morrow,
fearing that the rain would send them to the sea, and thereby ecured
168 more, making a total of 641, being the highest limit reached in any
one day's killing up here this year. On this day last year, Webster
killed 1,883 and the next day 1,156; but, Fowler will have no holluschickie to kill to-morrow.
The driving up here has radically changed since 1872. Then Webster got all the killable eals he wanted from that sand beach on the
neck between the foot of Oros Hill on the north shore and the Big
Lake sand dunes. He never went out along- the outskirts of the rookery; it was not even thought of.
The hauling now at ovastoshnah take place at seven intervals or
breaks in the breeding belt, and right in the rear and fairly amongthe
scattered harem in many instance. . We saw the scraping tracks of
the drive which had been made in the early hours of thi morning. We
found 15 or 20 pup which bad been wept away by the drive, out into
the rear, killed or dying by the stampede incident to uch driving,
ju t as I witne ed it at Polavina this morning, on my way up.
.
The parade field of thi once magnificent breeding ground are positively vacant to-day; gras and white clo e-bunched :flowers are growing and pringing up everywhere all over them, while large area of
thE; w:ell-poli bed ground of 1872-1874 are odded over. Th holluscb1ck1e _a · they hauled to-day did not ccupy a ·pace of ground 500_ by
50 fe t m depth over the entire extent of thi immen e habitat of tbell' :
and he drive of 5,ooo, which we aw on the killing grounds, had been

"'CJ

r

)>

--l

rn

~

?1
A Jraw111g tro,n na1uI,1 by the author.

NORTH HI LL

BOGA SLOV ,

THE NORTH SHORE OF SAINT PAUL ISLAND, JULY

13, 18~(}. ·

Yiew from Sand nunes. north_of nnd righ~ under Cross ~Iill, 'ihowing t_he long expanse of abandoned hauling grounds on th~ ~nds of the north shore, upon
wh1..:l1 \\ ubstur got lus c..i.L..:lles of It!,~ 18,4. l!xclus1vely; no seals out the1·e in 1890, save the ,:mall squad md1cated.
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scraped from seven different points between the base of Hutchinson
Hill and the southeast extremity of the rookery.
On the northwest shoulder a small pod of say 400 holluschickie were
lying in just back of the narrow.strip of rookery there, about 250 feet
back from the sea. A little way over, across to the south, was another
small pod of less than 300, near the small sand beach between the middle and the northwest shoulders. Then another small pod appeared
just below the south shoulder, lying above surf wash on tbe sand, and
another small squad lay out on that once famous reach of sand beach
under Cross Hill and the Big Lake sand dunes. All told, there could not
have been over 3,500 of them. These, plus the 5,000 which Fowler had
in hand, gives us all there is on this great rookery to.day-8,500 holluschickie; 95 per cent of them yearlings!
This hauling in under the cover of the breeding seals by the nonbreeding young males, as we see it to•d3y, recalls forcibly the account
which the natives gave to Lieutenant Maynard and myself about the
holluschickie as they hauled in in 1835 and several years thereafter.
They then "lay in among the breeding seals."
In 1872, instead of these frequent breaks that now appear in the circuit of this rookery belt here, only one place then existed from Sea
Lion N eek clear around to the end of the southwest shoulder. The
holluschickie were then literally obliged to haul out over that sand
beach opening in Sea Lion Bight, where there was an open reach of
several hundred feet of sea margin, which was avoided by the breeding
seals on account of the sand. J_'o-day, there are twenty.:fi.ve or thirty
vacant spaces in the breeding belt of the Novastoshnah, all open for
the holluschickie.
Jitly 14, 1890.-The following are :field notes of the podding and
clubbing of a drive made from every section of the Reef peninsula,
July 14, 1890:
Pod.
1 ......
2 ......
8 ......
4 ......
5 . .....
6 ......
7 ......
8 ......
9 ......
10 .•••••
11. •••••
12 ••••••

Number Number
driven.
taken.
117
51
80

78
68
77
69
70
69
78
82
71

4
4
1
5
7
11
11
5
4

2
4
8

Half
bulls.

Pod.

........8

18 ...... .
14 .......
15 .......
16 ... ... .
17 .......
18 ..... ..
19 .......
20 .••••• .
21. •.•••.

61
47
61
38
74

2

Total ..

1,5112

101

·····--·

········
........
...... 2.
2
1
1

········
........

Number Number Half
driven. taken.
bulls.
69
69
68

60

4
8
9
7
6
8

2

4

........
........
.-·······
.......
........
1
.........
.......
10

Whole number of animals driven1 1,592; number taken, 101, or 93 per
cent rejected. La t drive, July lu, when 3,246 animals were driven
and 377 taken, or 89 per cent rejected. This drive shows the elimination
of the 2•year•olds, which were first taken here on the 5th instant-now,
nearly all yearlings I
H. Doc. 92, pt. 3--32
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July 15, 1890.-The following are field notes of the podding and clubbing of a drive made from Ellglish Bay, Middle Hill, Tolstoi, Lukannon, and Ketavie, July 15, 1890:
Pod.

1..... .
2 ••••••
3 ••••••

Number Number
driven.
taken.
82
90

4 ..••••
6 .•.•••

89
77
69

6 ..•••.

80

7 ..... .

66
77
83

8 ..•.••
9 ••••••

10 .•....
11. .... .
12 ..... .
13 .•.•••
14 ..... .
15 ••••••
16 ..... .
17 ...•..
18 ...•..
19 ..•••.
20 ••••••
21 ••••••
22 .•••••
23 ••••••
24 ...•.•
25 ..••••
26 ••••••
27 ..•••.
28 ••••••
29 ••••••
30 ••••••

70

79
76
57

55
84
80

66
80

78
79
68
89

53
98
90
76
80

109
93

117

Half
bulls.

Pod.

4
9
•••·•···
1
1
.••.•••.
.••..••.
.•....•.

31. ••..•.
32 ...•.••
33 ...... .
34 ..•....
35 ...•.•.
36 ...•...
37 ...•••.
38 .•••••.

104
102
76
85
88
77
102

8
8
10
6
5

84

4

8 •••••••.
2 ••••••••

39 .•••••.

74
76
120
91
76
84

5
7
4
3
6
3
1
2

3 ........
3 •••••••·

40 ...•...
41. ..... .
42 .....•.
43 ...... .
44 •••••••

4 •••...•.
4 .••.•••.

46 ...... .
47 .•••••.

6 ······•·
2 •••·•••·
5 ••••••••

45 ••••.•.

1 ........ 48 .•••••.
5 .••..••. 49 .••.••.
4
4
3
2
5
8
4
9

5
6
8

2

50 •••••••

2 51. ..... .
•••.•••. 52 ...... .
.••..... 53 .•.•••.
.••••••. 54 ....•.•
4 55 •••••••
2 56 ...•••.
•••••••• 57 •••••••

1
5
1

Total ..

Number Number
driven.
taken.

5
5

8
6

Half

bulls.
2

1
2
3
1

1
1

11 ••••.•••

6 ·••···•·
8 ••••• •••

7
1
78
7 •••.•..•
81 .••....•......•••.
80
84

3 ••••.••.

5
7
7
7
3
8
6
7

119
94
83
65
68

91
90

85
89'

....... .
········
....... .
..... .. . .
.••..••.
3

········
········

6 •·······

13 ....... .
309

4,644

47

Whole number of animals driven, 4,644; number taken, 309, or 93
per cent rejected. Last drive from these places, July 12, when 5,150
animals were driven and 633 taken, or 89 per cent rejected. Nearl,y all
yearlings in this drive-the dregs are now being drawn upon !
In this drive, I do not think there were 60 skins taken that were
3-year•olds, or 7-pound skins, and certainly not 20 4-year-olds. Of
course every one of them was fastantly clubbed, a they have regularly
been the moment they appeared in the pods since the season opened.
No 2•year-old of normal growth escaped to-day; only the yearlings, the
"runty" or '' short" 2-year-olds and few half bulls, which I have numbered. These half bulls in all my tallies are tho ·e that run all the way
up from 5-year.olds to advanced age, 10 or 15 years.
The evidence of redriving wa tronger than ever to-day; the number of "moon-eyes" being so large that every pod exhibited one or more
examples. Fully half of the animal in this drive have been up here
over and over again this ..,ea on. In my opinion, a I have been
watching the cour e of the e relea ed seals, I b lieve that ome go back
at once on the day of their relea e to the hauling ground . Not all
return to the ame place from whence driven that,day, but haul out on
other ground here, there, and anywhere el e on the i land. They are
then soon again picked up in the rapid rotation of driving and put
through thi painful land journey again and again in thi manner. The
other go out to ea in que t of food, and perhap are gone a week, to
r turn and land a abov ited and then be again driven and redriven.
Thu it b me. an ex eedingly difficult matter or problem to solv , i.e.,
th query f how many of the e al that appear in this drive to-day,
,64 , a~e up her for th fir t time Ilow ma11y of th m have hitherto
b . n dnv n from the v nor ten differ nt l1auling pot. on tbi i land
thi
And how oft n have h y been tbu redriven 7
1
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Ever since the 10th and 12th instant the yearlings, i. e., last year's
pup , have been hauling in greatly increased numbers daily, and will
do so until the 20th instant. This was their habit in 1872-187 4, and J
notice by these tallies on the ground that it is their habit to-day. Of
course the $10.22 tax paid this year rules them out safely from the
club, otherwise they would have been slaughtered. This shift from the
$3.17 tax of 1870, to the $10.22 tax of 1890, is an exceedingly fortunate
one for the seals, and the Government. It has prevented what would
have been close to the :finishing touch relative to the destruction of
these rookeries; yes, perhaps such a killing which would have made it the
labor of :fifteen years to restore them and the hauling grounds dependent, to their standard of 1872. .As it now appears, it will require at
least seven years of absolute rest, killing nothing here during that time
save that small numbers of pups and yearlings required annually for the
food and clothing of the natives of the Pribilov Islands. Had there
be011 uo killing at all this year, it even then would have required a rest
of at least five years, beginning with tbi season. The work of last
year, and this, was and is literally "robbing the cradle and the grave."
July 17, 1890.-The following are :field notes of the podding and clubbing of a drive made from Polavina July 17, 1890:
Pod.

- - -

Number Number
driven.
taken.

Half' Fouryear
bulls. wigs.

Pod.

Number
driven.

--- ----96
84
81
124
134
101
114
124
130

1. ····-2 •••••••
3 ..•.•••
4 ..•••••
5 ...••••
6 . .. ... .
7 .......
8 ..•....
9 .••....

9
15
11

9
9

7
16
14
10

6
6
5
6
13
8
10
14
17

Number
taken.

Half Foury~ar
bulls. wigs.

- -- -- --

9

.......
10

7
6
12
5

10 ..•••••
11 ....•..
12. ·•·•••
13 .•.••.•
14 ..•.••.
15 ...••.•
16 ..•••••

158
76
73
61
70
41
67

18
6
15
18

Total..

1,514

172

3

5
7

7
9

8
4
7
8
1
1
3

168

81

20
14
26
17

.........

Whole number of animals driven, 1,514; number taken, 172, or 87 per
cent turned out.
Of the 172 taken as above, 81 were 4-year-old '' wigs." This is the
:first killing of thi low-grade kin made thus far this season; they
have been driven up steadily and redriven, and as teadily rejected.
Had they not been taken to-day the percentage of rejection would have
been 95 !
The following are field note of the podding and clubbing of a drive
made from Lukannon and Ketavie July 17, 1890:

1

Pod.
1 .......
2 . ......
3 .......
4-···-··
5 .......
6 .......
7 .......
8 .......
9 ..•.••.

Number
driven.
150
137
91
62
80
73
83
80
80

-

umber
tak n.

-

18
26
14
12
18
12
14
12
9

Half
bulls.

Pod.

-- --

umber
driven.

umb r
taken.

Half
bulls.

70
66
72
65
67

12
11
12
5

11
10
7
2
7
1

6a

3

10 .. ... ..
11. ......
12. ······
13 .......
14 .......
15. ······
16 .......

74

7
10

4
5

Total ..

1,320

197

6

3
5

5
7
6

5

. .......
83

Whole number of auima1 driven, 1,320; numb r taken, 197, or 85¼
per cent rejectecl.
, mall quad of 3 and 4 y ar olds hitherto nudriven, though marked
n Ketavie during the la.·t three day , ome 80 or 90 all told, were
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secured in this day's drive, being brought right up through the scattered breeding animals from the point of Ketavie. This raises the
catch proportionately in the little drive. The Lukannon seals were
nearly al1 yearlings, and only 7 "wigged" 4-year-olds were kuocked
down in this batch; at least 25 or 30 of them were released.
Thus these two small drives for this day show an irregularity in
their percentage, both being due to exceptional incidents. The Polavina catch of 172 would not have touched 100 skins had it not been
for the sudden drop to "wigged" 4-year-old bulls, 81 of which were
knocked down. It is the very first systematic killing of this class
made thus far this season. It is, however, a small matter-drive, catch,
and all.
The Ketavie drive was principally made from the extreme point, a
new spot which has not been driven from before, but the rookery is
now so thin and straggling that the drivers were able to get fairly
down onto the point and dislodge about 100 good 3 and 4 year olds.
The balance of the 197 skins taken in this united drive with Lukannon
are small 5½ to 6 pound skins.
Going up to Polavina early this morning, I did not see a single young
male seal on that long reach of sand beach between Lukannon and
Polavina; only weak, sickly, or dying seecatchie, a dozen or two of
them, and nothing else. 'rhe utter absence of the holluschickie from
these sands of Lukannon beach and those extensive hauling grounds
back of them on the Volcanic ridge and half a mile again to the northward-this desolation is fully as startling a contrast with their life and
animation in 1872 as is that of Zoltoi sands and English Bay.
July 18, 1890.-The following are field notes of the podding and
clubbing of a drive made from Zapadnie, the last drive here for 1890: ,
Pod.

Number Number
driven.
taken.

- - - - - - - -1. .••••
2 ..••••
3 ..•••.
4 ..••••
5 .•••••
6 .•••••
7 .•.•••
8 ......
9 ......
10 . .....

94
50
76
78
82
85
81
71
72
72

13
11
17
15
12
15
12
11
8
15

Half Foury~ar
bulls. wigs.

Pod.

Number Number
taken.
driven.

Half
bulls.

- -

5
11
9
5
2
5
8
8
2

6
3
5

4
3
3
4
1

Fouryear
wigs.

11. •••••.
12 •.•...•
13 ...••••
14 ..•.•••
15 .......
16 ..••• ••
17 .••••••

89
51
61
63
72
46
69

15
12
20
15
23
11
16

9
6
7
16
0

6
3
7
6
8
5
5

Total ..

1,192

241

115

74

4
9

5

Whole number animals driven 1,192; number taken, 241, or 79 per
cent rejected. Minus the "wigged" 4-year-old , 88 per cent turned out.
This tally of th final killing of the eason at the Southwe t Bay
killing ground of Zapadnie shows that extraordinary scarcity of holluschickie in a mo t lucid manner when contrasted with th other drives
of this year, whi h I have tallied on this once-famou rendezvous. Thi
la t crape made here to-day wa opened by the appearance of only
1,192 anima,l on the grounds after a rest of nine days ince the la t
drive; 115 of the e 1,192 eals were olcl bul"ls, all over 6 year , and ?nost
of them 7 and 10 year old , and all the balance, out ide of the 241 animal knockec\ down, were yearling , chiefly, a few" runty" 2-year -old ,
a few bitten 4-year-old '' wig ," and a few 5-year-old . Every 4-yearolcl '' i ig' was taken, as at Polavina yesterday, for the fir t time thi.
• ea1Jon. Every " mooth 4-year-old wa taken in the fir t drive and
n w th dr
ar drawn al o!
Th e young bull vary remarkably in this matter of being ith
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A drawing from nature by the author.
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STR OLL ON LUKANN ON B E ACH , SAINT PAU L ISLA ND, J UL Y

13 1 187 2 .

E very r od of these lonlf sand beaches between Lukannon and Polavina, and Polavina and Northeast Point, in 18i2-JR'i4, was covered with bachelor seal hands
•· hauling in " :ind ' h:mling ou t" clay and night du ring the breedin'5' seasou, tog~ther with a large number of old bulls which had been whipped off from
the r ookeries by their rivals; s ulky and morose, they slowly and reluctantly got out of the pedestrian's path.
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'manes, or "wigged," or not, at the culmination of their fourth year of
growth, just as young men at 18 vary as to having moustaches or beard
or not. The" smooth " or unwigged 4-year-old is a fine skin, but the
."wigged" 4-year-old is a poor one.
I Thus far this season until yesterday morning, I observed that from
the beginning, though every "smooth" 4-year-old was clubbed, yet
every " wigged" one of that age and upward was never taken unless
struck down by accident.
1
I have seen once in a while a 3-year-old so wigged as to be a really
poor skin; but that is a rare example when found of this age, and, for
that matter, the "wigged" 4-year-olds do not number one-tenth of their
class as they grow up.
July 19, 1890, 4.30 a. m.-.A.s I go over to the Rush at the East Landing I observe that not a single young male seal is on Zoltoi sands this
morning-not one has hauled there thus far this season.
, I leave for St. George Island on the Rush at 5 a. m., arrive there at
11 a. m.
1

FIELD NO'l.'ES ON ST. GEORGE ISLAND.

' July 19, 1890.-I made a careful survey of the North rookery this
afternoon and its hauling ground . The perfect desolation, the grass
growing, flowers blooming over the polished hauling grounds of 1873-74
are as much, or even more marked here, if possible, than on St. Paul.
The natives, ever since this season of 1890 opened, have been scraping
the rookeries, and, up to this morning, had taken but 2,964 skins, ruled
by the standard of nothing under a 7-pound pelt (which was started as
the rule on St. Paul but dropped day after day down to 5-pound skins
this morning). These St. George natives were unable to get out of
every 1,000 animals clriven up more than 50 to 60 such 7 and 12 pound
skins as the rule of killing- called for. The order was given to-day for
Webster to take everything down to 5 pounds in the drive then awaiting, and he did so for the first time this year, getting about 640 this
evening out of the herd, some 2,500 or 3,000 animals all told. The only
seals escaping were the yearlings and old bulls. Every "wigged"
4-year-old knocked down, and several yearlings, by accident, in shaving
so fine down to 5-pound skins.
July 20, 1890.-I examined this morning, one by one, the skins that
were taken from the drive of yesterday. Three-fourths of them will
not weigh more than 5½ pound , or belonging to the small grade which
was ordered not taken until ye terday. Had this standard not been
lower d to the e small skins not over 150 would have been secured; a
it wa , 641 were taken .
.A.t Zapadnie, where I went thi morning, I observed another drive,
which ha been aved up for a week. Five hundred and twenty-one
kins w re taken, as per the above standard. Had the standard not
been thu lowered not ov r 60 or 75 skins could have been taken from
tbi drive. Mr. Web ter freely admitted to me, in the presence of Captain Lavender and his son, that he had taken these mall kin ye terday, and to-day, for the fir t timethi year. Had he taken them in June
and early in July, he would have nothing to-day, on this field but yearlings and half bull .
The hauling ground at Zapadnie are simply grass-grown; those at
tarry .A.rt I, the same. The Great Ea tern parade i a mere suggestion, anu Little Ea tern ha not had a single drive made from its faint
reminder of a once good re ort for holluschickie.
In the wake of this drive to-day I saw a number of pups which had
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been swept aloug jn the driven herd-their mothers gone in it-they left
to perish behind. The podding of these pups way back by the 20th of
July on to the aba,udoued liauling gr.0unds, so that the holluschickie
can and do mix with th.em and their mothers, makes the act of driving
from this hour forth, during the remainder of the season simply ruinous
to the rookeries; since, bad as it is to-day, it would become worse and
worse as it progressed every day after.
July 22, 1890.-These hauling grounds of St. George, which were
never by nature of the land and life thereon, as broad and extended as
those of St. Paul, were in 1873, polished very brightly by the holluschickie; but that same utter desolation which prevails over them at
St. Paul also prevails here. The driving, however, thanks to the good
sense of Webster, has not been so excessive as it would have been had
a less experienced sealer been in charge. For instance, driving every
day from a given hauling ground this season will not yield at the end
of a week's work any more seals than it would were the drive made
but once in all that time. In 1872-1874, however, so many seals were
on hand at every place, that it was necessary to take no more each day
than the working force of skinners at the village could handle. But
when the seals are scarce, as they are everywhere this year,it is folly to
rake and scrape the ragged edges of these breeding rookeries every day
or two for a mere handful of bolluschickie which can be secured just as
well if driven all up once a week. Itis the driving, as well as the clubs,
that kills.
The method of driving as now ordered, makes the selection of holluschickie, after the pups begin to pod in bulk on or before the 20th of July
every season, utterly impos ible without sweeping cows into the drive,
and dragging their young out to die iu the track of this drive. Every
day on from this 20th of July, makes the work of such driving worse and
worse for the rookerie ; so much so that no driving under any and all
circumstances after tl.Jat date ever should have been permitted or will
be permitted again if our Government means to preserve and perpetuate
these fur-bearing interests on the Priblov Islands.
Bad a driving in effect on the holluschickie is, the driving of cows
is certain injury to them; they are fuller in habit and less muscular;
their milk gland become inflamed and swollen, and the result must
ensue of "garget" or " milk sickness," so well known in cats, dog ,
and cattle. That means death or permanent uisability, even if the
cows are drive~ but once-death to both cow and her pup left behind,
since that pup will not be permitted to uckle any other.
The craping or sweeping of these rookeries on St. George did not
fairly begin until 1884; while it was not really begun in earnest on
St. Paul until 1886 or J 8 7; but the driving here bas been lighter than
it would have been had I not changed the quota from 25,000 to 10,000 in
187 4. In 1 87 the difficulty of getting even 15,000 7-pound . kins before
the nd of July, wa evident~ far more diffi ult than that of curing
25,000 b for tl 20th of July in 1872; yet, in spite of thi marked
deviation from theworkingrecordofthepr c ding ea on, theTrea ury
agent of 1 86- 7, iu charg of the e intere t , a tually ent in a r port
to the Trea ury Departm nt criti i ing my figure of 1873-74 and
d claring that there were eight time a many fur seals on tb
t.
G rge ro kerie then, as hen made my urveys in 1873-74 !
I · n not e any diffi r n ·e in the character of the hollu chickie here
on~ t. eor fr m th
I have tuclied all nmmer on t. Paul; ind ed,
1 know ha the. ammat~ haul 011 either i land indifferently a th y
g nd · rue throughout the a ·on. They will haul out h re to-day;
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and next week, just as likely as not, many of them will be over on St.
Paul hauled out there for a spell in turu.
One of the queerest ideas of how to help the hollu chickie to haul
(when there were none to haul) was a de perate notion of the les ees'
agent here last summer, who, on the 9th of June, actuaUy went down
into the ragged sea margin at the Near or orth rookery, and drove
away a few old bulls which had hauled into an empty path of the holluschickie which leads up by the "Raichka." This was done to help
the bolluschickie "to land faster!"
July 25, 1 90.-Weighecl 100 skins as they came over from Zapadnie
to-clay, from the little salt horn:\e there, and which were taken on tlte
last day of killing, the 20th in ·taut. Three-fiftll of the whole number
weighed were 5½ to 6 pound skins-average to '' long" 2-year-old ; the
balance, 7 to 7½ pound skins, four 8-pound skins,-and one 9¼-pound kin,
and 011e 4-pound skin (or yearling).
July 26, 1890.-Weighed 176 skin of the Zapadnie catch of the 20th
instant, just as they came over on the burro train. As I handled the
skin they ran thus:
Skins.

Weight.

Total.

------

--

Pounds. Pounds.
352
5½
130
5
16
4
4
252
42
0
20
130
6½
84
12
7
4
30
7½
16
2
8
1
8½
8½
9
1
9

64
26

176

.... ....... 1, 027½

making the average as low as 5¼ pounds per skin. This is the run of
the la t killing on St. George on the 19th and 20th in tant. Had the
, tamlard first ordered been adhered to, only 20 skins would have been
taken instead of 176 in the above catch.
July 30, 1890.-A stiff outhwest wind ever ince ye terday, ha 1 icked
up nch a rough sea that to-day, by noon, n arly every seal by the island
has hauled out on shore, and it is a good afternoon to in pect the rookerie in o far as my search for pup. of la ·t year or yearlings goe .
careful examination of the large t rookery of thi j land, ortb,
revealed the pre ence of about 750 hollu hickie-700 at the lea t, and
po , ibly 900. All were yearlings, ave a ma,11 percentage of 2-yearo]d,, with scattered example , wide apart, of 3-year-olds and a dozen
perbap of 4-year-o1ds.
They were all hauled out (with the except.ion of one pod of some 150
near the Raichka) and commingled with podding pups and cow . A
<lri e could not be made there to-day of more than 200 hollu chickie
without driving as many cows and pup .
n h a day as thi hould bow up at least 4,000 yearlings on these
pot · of that rookery alone. Where are the e yearling
·The pup at the water'.· dge are beginning to familiarize themselves
with their native element, e aying to wim in the pool and surf wash
at , heltered spots. Tho e pups, where the surf directly breaks upon
the ea margin and trikes the b ach with unbroken force, are not in the
water at all to-day. Ava t majority of the pups wiU not get into the
water before the end of the next two or three weeks.
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I observe a very large proportion of yearling cows scattered all over
the breeding ground from end to end near the sea margin, while the
yearlings of both sexes are completely mixed up on the outskirts of the
rookery here and everywhere else, commingled with the adult cows and
their young pups.
August 1, 1890.-Heavy rain has fallen and a stiff southwest gale
raged all day yesterday. It cleared up this afternoon. Desiring to see
the hauling grounds at Zapadnie and the rookery there immediately
after such a storm, where the surf breaks in with full force and fury, I
went over and made a survey of the entire field. Since my last visit
the pups have podded to the uttermost length and breadth of the place,
1,000 to 1,500 feet back from the surf margin of the rookery, and way
up and into the green grass and moss in the rear. Squads of holluschickie mingled in with them everywhere, and their mothers, of course;
but bow many in proportion I can not say, since the yearlings and the
2-year-olds so closely resemble the young cows when all huddled up
and startled by the approach of man.
However, if you walk slowly and occasionally sit or stoop down for
a few minutes, when an unusual rush by the seals seems pending, you
can traverse every one of these breeding grounds without startling or
stampeding many of the seals thereon into the water. As these animals,
first startled by your unexpected form, cough, spit, snort, and then turn
to fly, at that moment you gently squat down. Then they pause, turn
curiously to look, and notice that you are not following or moving;
then they bolt, altogether, and regard you intently for a minute or two.
If you do not move in a few moments more they all resume their occupation of sleeping or playing one with another, as they were doing
when you first startled them by your coming.
Then, if you ri e slowly to an erect posture and resume your walk
very quietly and slowly along parallel with or away from them, they do
not seem to pay you any special attention. They wiIJ not again start
to run or "flip flapper" back into the sea.
August 1, 1890.- atives drove a pod of 97 . seals up for food this
morning. Only 5 skins out of the whole number of the 97 eal killed
(for they were all killed) were 7-pound pelts, the rest yearlings and
2-year-old ; 85 per cent yearlings.
St . .Paul Island, August 9, 1890.-A careful survey of the Reef and
Zoltoi, Garbotch, and Gull Hill hauling grounds thi morning disclose
no change whatever in the lonely character of these places, and I
observe the same scarcity of yearlings that has recently impressed me
on St. George.
ot a ingle young male seal on Zoltoi sands this day, and none have
hauled there at all thi ea on; anrl. it is safe to say that none will
until the pod of wimming pups in October come here from arbotch.
What few hollu,.Jchickie are left here have become so demoralized by the
driving early in Jun , and up to the 20th of July, as to now haul in
among the podd d ow , where you can ea ily di ·tingui h them right
and left among the "matkahs" and pup . It would be ver difficult
now to say, a we look out o er the field, how many of them are thu
hauled out th re to-day, but th p ctacl i a quiet, sad one to eethat il nt parad ground of th Reef, ahead of u . Over it whole
mooth we p a oft, velvety gra and mo s i springing up bright
~nd ~rong under the timulu of an ugu t air. That i ide expan e
is ent~rely deserted b'IJ seal wher in 1 72 it wa fairly ali e with re tle
tro pm th u and nd ten of thou. and . .
That u h e gale of the 3 th and 31 · t of J nly which I exp rienced
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and followed so closely on St. George, seems to have destroyed a great
many pups over here on the Garbotch sea margin. There are 17 dead
pups lying half buried in the sands of Zoltoi right before and under my
eyes.
In closing these copies of my :field notes on the hauling grounds the
following is pertinent. During the killing season several of the elder
men, natives on St. Paul, expressed a desire to talk with me about the
condition of affairs. I asked them to wait until the work of the season
was over, then to come up to the Government house when I returned
from St. George, where what they had to say could be heard by all of
the Treasury officers as well as myself. The notes below of this interview were made by Mr. Murray. I copy them literally:
VILLAGE OF ST. PAUL, August 6, 1890.
In the presence of and hearing of Henry' W. Elliott, Charles J. Goff, Joseph Murray, and S. R. Nettleton, United State1:1 Treasury agents, the following natives (old
men) were called into the Government house by Professor Elliott and examined by
Messrs. Elliott, Goff, Murray, and Nettleton, Treasury agents (Simeon Meloviedov,
interpreter) : Kerick Artamonov, Kerick Booterin, Vasilie Sedoolie, Markee! Vollkov,
Enpheem Korchootin, Fedosay Sedick.
Mr. Murray took the following notes of the conversation:
Q. Do you remember Professor Elliott being on this island ( t. Paul) in 1872fA. Yes; we remember him well.
Q. Do you remember that thousands of holluschickie were then hauling at Southwest Point!-A. Yes; we do remember.
Q. Were there thousands and thousands lying there undisturbed-that ther were
no drives made from that poinU-A. There were no drives made from then, for
many years, notably-1872, 1 73, 1874, and 1875-and yet there were thousands and
thousands there and at Zapadnie and Middle Hill, from which we made no drives.
Q. Do you remember the small rookery aud the banling grounds on Professor
Elliott's map just west of Zapadni , and called by him "Kur oolab !"-A. Yes; we
remember it distinctly-tlierewas a small rookery there and a large hauling ground.
Q. Are there any seals hauling there to-day, or have you seen any seals at Southwest Point f-A. o; there is nothin o· there to-day but growing grass-where it used
to be covered with seals from point to point.
Q. Do yon remember the hauling grounds west of Middle Hill, in English Bay
and Zapadnie, in 1872, 1873, and 1874'-A. Yes; it used to be covered with seals in
those years; we drove them from English Bay-from half-way over only-and even
then we would often leave half of the seals behind, and were often obliged to
divide the drives into four or five divisions because the seals were so numerous.
(The above answer was given by Kerick Booterin, who at that time was chief.)
Q. Do you remember the hauling grounds of Polavina, and is it true that in Mr.
Elliott's time there were thousands upon thonsands of young male seals hauled upon
those grounds undisturbed by any driving from beginning to end of the seasons of
1872, 1873, and 1874, inclusive -A. Yes; there were lots of seal there, thousands
upon thousands, undisturbed.
Q. Do you remember the hauling grounds of tony Point ancl the beach atonnd
itf-A. Yes, we know the place well, and there were seals scattered there all along it.
Q. Are there any seals there to-dayf-A. o; they are all gon .
Q. Do you remember the hauling grounds betwoen Webster's house and Polavinaf-A. Ye ; and there used to be lots of seals there, especially at a point called
"Dalnoi."
Q. Are there n.ny seals there to-day~-A. o; there are none there. We drove
therA this year, but could not get more than 100 seals.
0, Do you remember old man Webster in 1872 to 1874 at ortheast Point and where
he got his seals in tho e days -A. Yes; we do remember. Artamonov wa then
second chief aud worked with W bster six weeks.
Q. (To Artamonov.) Is it true that Webster got all his seals from that strip of sand
beach on the north shore, west of Cross Hill -A. Yes; there were always a sufficient
number.
Q. Did Webster drive from or near a rookery then at Northeast Point -A. No;
he never allowed the men to go near a rookery.
Q. Where do they drive from at ortheast Point to-dayf-A. They drive from all
around the point.
Q. Do they go among the cows to get out the holluschickie f-A. No; they go right
above the cows and drive from the very edges.
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Q. Was any man now present at a drive at Northeast Poiut this yearf-A. Yes,
three of us.
Q. At what date were you theref-A. At the beginning of the season and during
the third week.
Q. Were any of you at Northeast Point since the "podding" or "spreading" out
of the cows and pups occurred f-A. No.
Q. (To Kerick Booterin and to Artamonov.) Were you born at Northeast Point and
what are your agesf-A. Yes; and Artamonov ii:! now 65 and Booterin i 61.
Q. (To same two men.) Do you remember whether there were more or less seals
before 1872 than then (1872-1874) or afterward!:! f-A. In 1868 the hauling grounds and
rookeries were at their very fullest-the entire ground from the lake upward being
covered with seals.
, •
Q. When did you first notice the shrinking or scarcity of seals, and when did you
first talk about it among yonrselvesf-A. In 1877 we first began to notice that the
holluschickie were getting fewer, and have continued from that year to grow less
and less.
Q. At what time did you talk among yourselves as to when the time would come
when there would be an end to the seal business f-A. (By George Booterin.) I began
to see in 1877 that this trouble was ahead, but whenever I or my people spoke about
it we were told by the company men(" Americans") (sic) that H was not of our business and we must not talk about it. Whenever we talked about the seals the company
men threatened to send us away from the island.
Q. (By Mr. Goff to Booterin.) Was that the reason you woul<.l not talk to me last
yead-A. I hardly remember now why I did not like to talk about the seals.
Q. What do you men think of the effect on seal life of the driving of the seals7A. When the old Russian Company drove, and the drivers came in hero, they never
killed anythiug over a 3-year-old; all over that were either never disturbed or elso
spared, and if the same thing had been practiced ever since there would be no scarcity
of seals to-day.
Q. How many 3-year-olds do you think you can get next yead-A. If they were
to drive all the seals on this island next year they would get nothing, and would only
disturb and injure the rookeries.
(By Kerick Booterin.) Whenever any killing is allowed, if they never kill any
over 3 years old, and kill only 3 years old and under, I believe there would be no
injury done.
Q. Do any of you remember the zapooska of 1834f-A. Yes; Booterin and Artamonov remember it well.
Q. How many seals were killed after the first year of that order, and how were
they killed f-A. The first year we killed only 100 holluschickie, and we increased
the number every year afterwards.
Q. What do you think of another zapooska for to-dayf-A. (By Kerick Booterin.)
When the Russians ordered their zapooska, little by little afterwards, everything
grew bett<•r, and if the same thing is repeated to-day, everything will grow better,
antl if it is not done, no seals will come here. We observed that tho men sent here
by tbe Government since old Captain Bryant, till we saw you men and talk now with
you, took no interest in the eals, bnt whenever busy, were engaged in shooting our
hQgs; in fact, they very seldom vi itecl the rookeries.
Q. Did you men ever talk or attempt to talk about seal life to any of the Government officers before Mr. Goff's timei-A. Yes, on several occasions, and they
answered-and they answered we did not know anything about it.
Q. Have y on any questions you would like to ask the Governm ntf-A. Yes; we
want to know what is to be done about the seals.
Mr. ELLIOTT. \ e propose to immediately inform the Secretary of the Treasury of
the exact condition of affair , and we know that he will take care of tho. eals and
the people too. He is the only man who can talk, but be sent us hero to get the
fact and be will net upon that information.
one of us in Washington knew of the
true condition of atfairs up here.
ntil fr. Goff wrote down last year to the ecretary of the Treasury not a word has ever gone from here since 1 70, which even
hinted at any <lang r to th eals.
KERI K B
TRRIN. W think had it not been for Mr.
off the seals would all be
gone. We are not now afraid of b ing l1ungry, although we can not take eals.
fr. ELLI TT. \
want yon natives to understand that the Government flare more
for the pr servation of the sea.ls than for any money that may be receiv d in the
form of a tax.

Tb interview clo d at thi., point.
Th for g ing tatem nt are made only by those native who in
1 72-1 74 1cere old enough then, to really obser e and think; thee men
are th 011ly. urvivor of that ag when I wa on the i land in 1 72.
h ,n t~ie ab v int rview wa in progre. Kerick Booterin during the
whol time held a small notebook in bi hand, open, and not seeing
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A drawing from nature by the author

SEA LION NECK , NORTHEAST POINT, OR NOVASTOSHNAH , SAINT PAUL ISLAND, JULY,

1890.

View looking north from Webster's Point. over the abanclonetl hauling and breeding g-rounds or the fur !;pals. Thi.:; nt'ck was the faYorite tr:ipping plac, ror
the capture of sea lions in 187:i- 1874 by the .\.leuts; it is the best locality on tbti Pribilof Island::; for that purpose.
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him make any notes or refer to it, at the close of the talk he was asked
by the interpreter what be wanted to do with the book-what he had
there. He then showed us the following written statement (in Russian)
which be said he made for me, as he was not certain whether we should
meet and talk or not, before I left the island:
[Translation.]
AUGUST 6, 1890.
Pardon roe, Mr. Elliott, I never call myself a big man, but now I shall talk what
I know, an<l. will not tell what I do not know.
I think that as the hauling grounds were they will be if the drives were mado
and the killing made from small ones, the large ones spared. If that is done, I think
all will be well. If that is not done, more harm will come to the rookeries so that
there will be no more hauling out on the rookeries. If a zapooska is made, I think
all will be well. If the zapooska is not made, then we will lose the land if the
Treasury does 110t look out. If the hauling grounds could sustain the compa.ny,
then the grass and everything like it would not grow there now. This loss will
fall upon us and upon our children. We can not longer sit quiet and talk about
there being lots of seals.

GENERAL MEMORANDA CONCERNING THE S.EAL ISLANDS.

ST.

GEORGE VILLA.GE,

July 29, 1890.

In many respects a resident here enjoys a far more pleasurable life
than if stationed at St. Paul. He has a :finer view of the sea, which
in storms, boils at his feet in surf of surprising power, or lave the
black basaltic base of the village cliff, in low rippling murmurs when
calm days prevail. He can see from morning until uight, endless flocks
of waterfowl, from the 26th of every .April until the end of every October, flying to aud from the uplands and cliffs, some days beating their
way stubbornly against a stiff head wind or darting off through the
fog or mist like bullets from a gun.
I notice a great increase in the floral display over that exhibited
here in 1873-74; indeed, I think that the flowers at Garden Cove are as
numerou and as beautiful as can be seen on St. Paul. They were not
so in 1873.
The gra sin and around the village here is the fine t turf in la ka;
it is a close-growing :fine-speared specie or variety that very closely
re emble the blue gras of Kentucky. The seal "road" leading to the
ea tern rookery i of this sod, sodded smoothly, and it crops out on
the outll ide at Garden Cove e pecially attractive.
Such a compact, smooth, g1a sy green turf make the little hamlet
here look attractiv , as it i kept clean everywhere and not littered or
strewn. The water here i abominable, however-nothing but the
se page from the billy tundra back of the village-and perhap owe
much of it "flatne " to that drainage which it repre ent of the
"Choocbkie" ridge , which bre d bere by millions from June to ugu t
30 and "eptemb r 10, all over the uplauds around the town.
On St. George in 1868 1rn regular Ii t was made of the number of
seal taken, but it ems likely from all I can gather that at least30,000
w re killed. On t. Paul, al o, no regular couut wa made, but II. M..
Hutchin on and Daniel eb ter, who were on the grom1d th n s aling
there, a ure me tb< t the number did not xceed 240,000. This was
followed in 1 69 by the killing of G0,000 or a few more on St. Paul and
St. George for nativ ' food, th kin being alted, and finally taken
by the Alaska Commercial Company n xt year-i. e., most of themsince th y did not get po eRsion until ugu t, 1870, and then the ealing ea on was sub tantially ended for they ar.
The condition and appearance of thi little town of t. George is
one of good ord r and cheerfulne s. The 21 native hou e here are occu-
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pied by 98 souls. There were 120 when I was here in 1873. The little
streets or road ways are clean and well drained. The grass in and about
the village is much better than at St. Paul, and a small sheep paddock
directly under the window of the Treasury agent's house is one that
suggests a Kentucky blue grass meadow most forcibly.
GENERAL MEMORANDA.
THE FOOD OF THE FUR SEAL .A.ND ITS RELATION TO THE FISHERIES
OF .A.LASK.A. .A.ND THE NORTHWEST 00.A.S'.I.'.

In my monograph of the seal islands of Alaska (p. 64) I called attention to the amount of fish that a fur seal probably consumed every day
on an average throughout the year, showing that these animals
undoubtedly required and secured some 6,000,000 tons of :fish as food
annually. I said:
Think of the enormous food consumption of these rookeries and hauling grounds;
what an immense quantity of :finny prey must pass down their voracious throats as
every year rolls by. .A. creature so full of life, strung with nerves, muscles like bands
of steel, can not live on air, or absorb it from the sea. Their food is :fish, to the
practical exclusion of all other diet. I have never seen them touch, or disturb with
the intention of touchin~, one solitary example in the flocks of waterfowl which
rest upon the surface of tne water all about the islands. I was especially careful in
noting this, because it seemed to me that the canine armature of their mouths must
suggest flesh for food at times as well as :ti.Ah; but fish we know they eat. Whole
windrows of the heads of cod and wolf :fishes, bitten off by these animals at the
nape, were washed up on the south shore of St. George during a gale in the summer
of 1873. This pelagic decapitation evidently marked the progress and the appetite
of a band of fur seals to the windward of the island, as they passed into and through
a stray school of these fishes.
How many pounds per diem is required by an adult seal, and taken by it when
feeding, is not certain in my mind. ,Judging from the appetite, however, of kindred
animals, such as sea lions fed in confinement at Woodward's Gardens, San .Francisco,
I can safely say that 40 pounds for a full-grown fur seal is a fair allowance, with at
least 10 or 12 pounds per diem to every adult female, and not much less if any, to the
rapidly growing pups and young holluschickie. Therefore, this great body of
4,000,000 and 5,000,000 of hearty, active animals which we know on the seal islands
must consume an enormous amount of such food every year. They can not average
less than 10 pounds of :fish each per diem, which gives the consumption as exhibited
by their appetite of over 6,000,000 tons of fish every year. What wonder then that
nature should do something to hold these active :fishermen in check. 1
.An old sea f}aptain, Dampier, cruising around the world just about two hundred
years ago, wrote diligently thereof ( or, rather, one Funnel is said to have written for
him), and wrote well. He had frequent reference to meeting hair seals and sea lions,
fur seals, etc., and fell into repeating this maxim, evidently of his own making:
"l!~or wherever there be plenty of fysh, th re be seals." I am sure that, unless a va t
abundance of good fishing ground was near by, no such cono-regation of seal life as
is that under discussion on the seal islands could exist. The whole ea tern half of
1
I feel confident that I have placed this average of :fish eaten per diem by each seal
at a starvation allowance, or, in other words, it is a certain minimum of the whole
con umption. If the s als can get double the quantity which I er dit them with
above, startling as it seems, still I :firmly believe that they eat it every y ar. An
adequat realization by ichthyologists and :fishermen a to what havoc the fur- al
ho t are annually making among cod, herrin , and salmon of the northwe t •oa. t
and .A.la ka would disconcert and a tonish them. Happily for the peace of political
economists who may turn their attention to the settlement and growth of tho Pa ific
Coast of America, it bids fair to never be known with anything like preci ion. The
:fishiug of man, both aboriginal and ivilized, in the pa t, pre ent, and pro pecth ,
ha nev r b n, nor will it be, more than a drop in the bucket contra ted with the
pi catorial labors of these ichthyophagi in those waters adjac nt to thefr birth.
Wbat 'atholic knowledge of :fish and :fi 1hing banks anyone of tho e old" ecatchie"
mu t pos e , which we ob erve hauled out on the Pribilov rookeries ach umm r.
It has, undoubtedly, during the eighteen or twenty years of its life xplor d very
fish. ddy, bank, or shoal throughout the whole of that va t imm n ity of tho orth
ac1:fic and B ring ea. It ha had more piscine sport in a single twelvemonth
than Izaak Walton had in his whole life.
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Bering Sea, in its entirety, is a single fish-spawning bank, nowhere deeper than 50
to 75 fathoms, ayeraging perhaps, 40. There are also ~reat reaches of :fishing shoals
up ancl down the northwest coast from and above the i:;traits of Puca, bordering the
entire southern, or Pacific, coast of the Aleutian Islands. Tho aggre~ate of :fish food
which the seals find upon these vast ichthyological areas of reproauction must be
simply enormous, and fully equal to the most extravagant demand of the voracious
appetites of Callorhini.

Usiug the above as a suggestion, several writers have hastily assumed
that it would be a good thing if the seals were exterminated; that by
exterminating them, just so much more would be given to our salmon
and cod fishermen to place upon the markets of the world. These men
forget the fact that all animal life in a state of nature, existing to-day
as the :ti bes and seals do, is sustained by a natural equilibrium, one
animal preying upon the other, so that year after year only so many
seals, so many cod, so many halibut~ so many salmon, so many dogfish,
and so on throughout the long list, can and do exi t.
Suppose, for argument, that we could and did kill all the seals; we
would at ouce give the deadly dogfish (Squalus acanthias), which
family swarms m these waters, an immense impetus to its pre ent
exten ive work of destruction of untold millions of young food fishes,
such as herring, cod, and salmon fry, upon which it feed .
.A dogfish can, and does destroy every day of its exi tence, hundreds
and thousands of young cod, salmon, and other food fishes-destroys
at least uouble and quadruple as much as a seal. What is the mo t
potent factor to the destruction of the dogfish 1 Why, the seal himself; and unless man can aud will destroy the dogfish first, he will be
doing po iti ve injury to the very cause he pretends to champion if he
is permitted to disturb this equilibrium of nature, and destroy the seal.
OFFIOERS OF THE GOVERNMENT.
List of resident ;Treasury agents who have served on the seal ialands of Alaska f1·om 1869
to 1890.
CHIEF SPECIAL A.GENTS.
Name.

No.

Sea ons of service.

.ASSISTANT SPECIAL A.GENTS.
7 Samuel Falconer................ . .. • • • • .. . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • . . 1870 to 1876.

: r:::is~:e!~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: m~ ~ m::
~~ Zv~lfa°mMj_r~~ttfr~: :: ::::::::::::::: :: :::::: :: :: :: ::::: :: :::::::: :: ::: m: ~~ m~:
12 J. H.Moulton . .........................•..........••.. - .. ·······-········ 1877 to 1882.

13 13. F. cribner............................................................ 1879 to 1880.
14 John W.Beaman .......................... ·-·-········ .. ··•·······•····· 1879 to 1880.

½~ t~~ft~~~~~::

:::::::::::::·: ·::::: ·:·: : : ::::::::::::::::::::::::: im ~ ~:ri~ rJr.

1

2

·
18 IIerbert G. Fowler ···-·· .................. ·-·--· ·--· .• ···-·--··-·· •••... 1884toJulyl,1885,only.
19 .A. P. Loud . .......•• ··-·--· ......... ·- .. ·-........ __ .··-··- •.. ·-·._ ...... 1885 to 1889.

~~

J.bp~J!ifc1!!i~:: ::::: :::: :: ::::: :: ::::: :::: :: :::::::: :::::::: :: ::: :: ::: 1887
m~ tto m::
1888.

22 William Gavitt .......•.•••••...••..•••••..•..••••. ·--·-· ••••••.•.•••. ·-·
23 Jo epb Murray.·-···-······· •••••• ·······-······-· •.••.••• ·······--·· .•.
24
. R. Nettleton . .....• ···-···-·-···········-···-······-··· •• - ....... ··-···
25 A., W,Lavender .................................. ·-··-···-········ •••.••

1889 to date.
1889 to date.
1890 to date.
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In addition to the above list of names of regularly specified seal
island ngents of the Treasury Department, S. N. Buynitsky, a clerk in
the customs division, Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, was
detailed as a temporary ag·ent and served through the season's work of
1870 on St. George, t11ree months; then he passed another period of
nine months on St. Paul, from July 31, 1871, to .April 26, 1872, in charge.
But be was not regularly enrolled or appointed as a Treasury agent for
the seal i lands.
.
In 1874, under order of special act of Congress, Henry W. Elliott
and Lieut. Washburn Maynard, U.S. N., made an elaborate and detailed
survey of the seal life, as embodied on these islands.
SEAL PIRATES .A.ND THEIR WORK ON THE ISLANDS,

The following citations from the daily journal of the Treasury agent's
office on St. George Island in reference to the visits of marauders or
pirates are given to show the general impression made at the time,
means of prevention, etc.
Septernber 10, 1884.-Schooner reported at Zapadnie.
Septeniber 11, 1884.-About 12.45 a. m. we noticed boats com.1ng toward the shore.
* * * As a warning to let t,hem know, and not to land, we fired a half dozen
shots. 'l'he marauding boats immediately turned about and disappeared in the fog
and darkness (p. 376).
J1ily 2, 1885.* * * About 5 o'clock the watchman came over from Zapadnie
with the news that a schooner was in sight, and its crew were catching seals in the
water by shooting. * * *
July 9, 1885.-The men we sent to Zapadnieyesterdayevening * * ,. returned
early this morning, reporting they could see no pirates or signs of any (p. 413) .
July 20, 1885.- * * * The men with the boat brought the information that
they had seen marauders near tarry Arteel rookery. * * * We failed to catch
tho rascal , but found their marks in the shape of many seal skeletons, some fresh,
showing that they had been killed but the night before.
Jmw 22, 1885.-(At same place.) * * * On the arrival of Mr. Morgan and
myself on the ground we found the marauders gone, but their work left on the beach,
120 seal skins and evidence enough to satisfy the Government agent that between
600 and 700 seals had been killed, nearly all females. * * * We found hundreds
of skinned seals bid under rocks and in caves (p. 419).
eptembe1· 7, 1885. - * * * The marauders who are in the habit of hanging
around thi island at this sea on of the year are keeping themselves at a distance
this year, for which we are very much oblio-ed (p. 427).
June 19, 1886.-At 3 a. m. this morning tbe chief reported that the two watchmen
at Starry Arte 1 di covered within 400 feet of shore a ship' uoat, and they fired four
hots in all and the boat left. 'rhis occurred about 1 a. m. * * * Arkenty
reported no ve sels at Zapaclnie la t night, but fog was heavy and it was dark (p. 469) .
.August 6, 1886.-Dense fog. Went to tarry Arteel rookery, taking chief with me
to see the dead seals reported found there yesterday. They bad been killed by clubbing and had evidently been dead a week.
Aur11ist 9, 188G - " * * choonersi hted about 8 a. m. some 6 miles to the north,
heading west.
oon after natives r ported seeing a boat just o:ff bluff at West
Point. * *
'l'wo boat close in shore at w·e t Point. Fired upon them, when
they at once pulled out into the fog in direction of the schooner.
'epternber 24 1886.-.A.t about 1 p. m. the revenue steamer Bear came to anchor in
front of the vi1lage.
* * Captain H ealy reports that in his opinion all marauding ve sels ( ix) hav left these waters (p. 487).
November 17, 1888. - * * t<- At 12 m. aw a schooner from the village at the
w t encl of the i land heading to the northwest.
ent second hief and three men
to Zapadnie, tc.
November 18, 1888.,.
otbingse n of the schooner to-day. econd chief
r turn cl to village and r ports that ome persons bad landed, as there wa fresh
o ign could be
tx:acks and the windows of the '.lative hon e were all broken.
• d1 cov red of much damage being don to the rookery, as the few seal l ft there
a thi tiin are all quiet (p. 196).
epten ber .w, 1889.- · · · fes en r from Zapadnie reported that men had
lancl ,1 i nd kill d seal on th .• rookery la t night.
0 lob r 1, 1889.- ·
·
t 10 ' locl p. m. three boat hove in ight and ·ame
up to within a. few yard of where we were concealed. Here they separated, ono
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going toward the end of the rookery and two steaming toward the center of the rookery, * * * so I fired across the nearest boat and gave orders to the men to fire.
Instantly the boats turned and pulled for the open sea EP· 27'i).
Octobe1· 21 and 22, 1889.-Schooner anchored off Zapadnie 21st. Captain came
ashore on 22d and spoke to watchmen at Barrabkie, saying he belonged to the
Alaska Commercial Company. Compasi:.es out of order, etc., bound for Kamchatka.
Natives refused to go aboard with him, and he went off and got under way-left.
Nothing seen of him since, and no other vessel this year.
DESTRUCTION OF SEAL PUPS BY KILLER WHALES CLOSE AROUND
THE ROOKERIES, IN THE SEA.

The following citations from the Treasury agent's journal on St.George
Island refer to the appearance of the killer whales ( Orea gladiator) and
the .havoc they create. There is but one brief entry of the kind in
the St. Pauljournal. I am not surprised at it, however, because I did
not see a killer whale around St. Paul during the whole of my visit
tbere last season, May 21 to August 11, inclusive. But at St. George,
the letter of Captain Lavender, which follows, declared the presence of
a great many.
September 15, 1881.-A school of apparently 10 or 12 killers ran into the shoal
around the near rookery to-day and soon made havoc among the pups. It was estimated from the manner in which the seal were thrown up out of the water that 25
or 30 were eaten by their greatest enemies.
Septernber 18, 1881.-Another visitation of killers similar to that of 15th instant
(p. 269).
May 9, 1882. ---A school of killers were also seen this morning for the first time
since the seals left la.st fall (p. 286).
October 29, 1882.-The weather being fair and favorable to-day, I made a trip to
Starry Arteel rookery, noticing on my way there that agoodmany so-called killers
were chasing and destroying young pup seals in the sea off the beach (p. 304).
Septembe'I' 8, 1885.-- * * * The killers put in au appearance in force about the
beginning of' this month, remaining or coming near every day up to this date, to
the great discomfiture (sic) of the pups. The number of pups devoured by them
must be great (p. 429).
May 5, 1886.-Tbree killers passed by to-day-the monsters (p. 456).
Septembe1· U, 1887. - * if. ff A school of killers made their initial appearance.
There were about eight in the school. They passed the length of the island three
times and killed all the seal and sea lion they could get.
Septembe1· 22, 1887.-Killers again appeared this afternoon. There were about 15
of them. 'fhey passed from east to west and killed many seals.
Octobe1· 16, 1887.- * * * A school of killers, about four in all, came at 8.30
a. m. from east (p. 39).
October 19, 1887.- * * * Killers came again this evening, passing from east to
west. Their work, as usual, very destructive. The gulls followed, picking up remnants of meat.
October 21, 1887.-Killers at an early hour this morning, and they cleared the sea of
all the seal that were in it at the time (p. 50).
July 1, 1888.- * * * Killers have been in this vicinity for a week, and were
in front of village all afternoon (p.158).
October 29, 1888.- * * * There a.re many pup seals in the water now, and we
often see killers among them. I think that they kill many of the pups (p. 192).

In a letter addres ed by Capt. A. W. Lavender on this subject to the
writer, he ·ays:
I am now stationed on St. George Island as Treasury agent, and not having been
long enough on the island to be a competent judge a to the number of seal destroyed
annually by these monsters, I have asked the opinion of gentlemen who have spent
every season for the last ten years here, and the answers to all my in(Jniries have
been that this species of whale must be de troyed or the seal rookeries will be something of the past in a short time. They also informed me that during the month of
October, when the pups ftrst take to the water, they ar killed by the thou and, and
that the water alon~ the shore of the rookeries is red with the blood of young seals,
which fall easy v1ct1ms to these moust rs, having no fears of them. * " *

He closes with the following sensible recommendation:
Tho next Congress should make an appropriation sufficient to furnish two whale
boats and crews with all the modern improvements for the killing of whales, and to
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station one boat and crew on each island during the ensuing year, with orders to
patrol the islands, daily if possible, and destroy this whale whenever an opportunity
is afforded. These boats should be in charge of experienced whalemen from some
part of the New England States, where this whale and other similar species exist in
la.rge numbers. There would be no trouble in obtaining men who are well versed
in this kind of whaling, allfl it is my opinion at the end of the year it would be
found that killers were very scarce and. would not come near the shore, while their
appetite for seal and seal pups would be changed so much that codfish and other
similar varieties would be good enough for them. I shall endeavor to write more
fully on this subject in the near future when I have had a little more experience on
the islands, as I consider it one of great importance.
Truly, yours,
A. W. LAVENDER.
CER'.l.'AIN OFFICIAL SURVEYS OF THE SEAL ROOKERIES.

Extracts from the journal of the office of the Treasury agent on St.
George Island, in reference to the number of seals thereon, show that
several of the assistant agents over there have paid considerable attention to this important subje0t by making field observations in the
breeding seasons since my published work of 1874. The journal of the
St. Paul office does not give any similar evidence of attent-ion until the season
of 1889, or until the notes of Mr. Charles J. Goff were entered last
year. All final surveys and pormlation notes of the breeding grounds
made before the seals arrive, and not when they are to be seen at the
right time for measurement of area and position, viz, July 10 to 20,
inclusive, are valueless. In 1884 a distinct note of warning was sounded
from St. George by Assistant Agent Wardman; the St. Paul office,
however, gave it no attention.
The fir t urvey made after my work of 1873-74 was the followfag,
which seem to have been made in all sincerity; but the extraordinary
allotment of pace which be gives to the seals, 2 feet in some places
and 8 feet in others, i due to the fact that he must have struck tho e
particular 8, 4, and 5 feet areas when the pups were podding back and
the cows scattered with them. The work, however, bears evidence
of pains and sincerity and is entitled to respect. I made that season of
187 4 a total of 162,402; he makes it 198,648 breeding seals and young.
Hi figures of sea margin and average depth show, when contra ted
with mine, that his tapeline, and the podding, which it is evident that he
encountered, were not safe factors for a close calculation.
This calculation of William J. McIntyre is copied from his autograph
entry iu the journal of the Treasury agent, St. George Island.
Table showing the present condition of the breeding rookeries on St. George Island, from a
survey made by William J. McIntyre.
[The limits of expansion were defined in the middle of .July, 1874, ant: measured in April of the
following year.]
Space
Total bulls,
allowed for cows, and
each seal.
pups.

Rookeries.

Zapadni . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

875
660

tarry Arte 1. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

orth :
Firstpart ..................................... -..
' cond part... .. ...... ................ ...........

Litt'feh~~d
East :

F~~: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: ::: :::

900

900

l,

:g

1,m

Sq.feet.
136
173

5

3

24,600
34,150

41

2
8
2
3

16,450
6,112
62,000
12,356

541

124
72

15,600
240
4
25,380
2
49
1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - -1- - - 198,6'8
Total.. ... . ....................................
6,475
llli
a3i

~-i~o~~a;!rt:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

aAverage.

cxi

'q'"

w

f-

<i

..J

a.

14;!!:~~

"~·

A draw ing tron' nature by the author
DALNOt M EES.

( N.} W ., 10 miles dis'.ar,t.)

ZAPAONIE ROOKERY.

( NN E. , 7¼ miles distant.)

VIEW OF THE SOUTH SHORE OF SAINT GEORGE ISLAND, PR IBILOF G ROUP.

Taken from the _Rush. August 5, 1890.

WAT£RF'Al. L HEAD .

( NE . by N ,, 9 miltis distant.)
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With all due deference to Mr. Elliott's opinion that 2 square feet of ground for each
seal on the breeding rookeries is approximately correct, I am inclined to the opinion
that this is too liberal an estimate for all of the rookeries. In some cases I have
allowed 2 square feet, in others 3, 4, 5, and 8 square feet, according to the topography
of the ground, its adaptability for breeding purposes, and the condition of the rookery at the time of its greatest expansion, i. e., about the middle of July. It would
be utterly impossible for any series of measurements to give the accurate number of
seals that haul up on the breeding rookeries or hauling grounds. The least that can
be done under the circumstances is to form some basis for measurement during the
middle of July, mark tlie limits of the breeding grounds, and measure them carefully with a tapeline, as was done in this case, before the seals return. This will
give their approximate number, and, if carefully done, will not be far out of the
way; still these :figures are not exact and should be proven by the measurements of
1875.-WM. J. McINTYRE.

With that work of Assistant Agent McIntyre, all effort in this line
by him or his successors seems to have ceased, and not until 1886 was
the subject taken up again:
CONCERNING THE OFFICIAL REPORTS OF CERTAIN UNITED STATES
TREASURY .A.GENTS, 1886-1888.

ln my letter of introduction to this report I allude to the extraordinary fact that the official reports of the Treasury agents in charge of
tbe public interest on the Pribilov Islands, for the year 1886, 1887,
and 1888, declare a great increase of fur-seal life on these islands then,
over my large :figures of 1872-1874; that they make this declaration to
the Secretary of the Treasury in spite of or ignorance of the truth,
which was ju,st the reverse! The trouble with these responsible agents
of the Government on the islands at that time was that they were
mainly engro sed with contemptible personalities between themselves,
which caused them to forget and neglect the chief object of their official
duty.
The following extracts from the official and regular daily journal of
the United States Treasury agent on St. George Island are enough,
and will give a very clear understanding of what they were busy about
at that time, when the seals were vanishing rapidly from the hauling
grounds and fading out on the rookeries.
[Extract copied by the author from Treasury agent's journal, St. George Island, Alaska (offloial
·
record), p. 166.)

July 80, 1888.-Str St Paul arrived from St. Paul Island at 4.30 a. m. She took on
board 9,948 skins. The Rush soon came and Mr. Tingle came ashore. We bad a
long talk and I gave him a history of affairs on this Island. At the finish of the
history he ~aid that he had no fault to find with me and thought that the Co's men
bad given me a hard time. (Gavitt.)
July 81, 1888.-Mr. Tingle remained ashore. This morning he was receiving from
me a verbal statement of how the Co's men try to blacken the character of every one
with whom they conflict, when one who was present ( Capt. Lou<l,) and should know
better became abusive and wanted to fight because my statements "re.fleeted on
some of his friende." M1·. Tingle 8aid he believed my atatement and intended 1·epcrrting
the matte,- to the A. C. Co. of an Francisco. 'fhe lie was passed between several and
the meeting was lively. Its time that a Gov't officer can come here without being
called a thief, drunkard etc. This made some dirty talk to Mr. Tingle about me
ancl I proved to Mr. Tingle how they talk about every one, and after I told him he
was perfectly atis:fied. (Gavitt.)
Aug. 1st, 1888.- * * * The Ru h and t. Paul still at anchor. Mr. Tingle,
Clark Mead and several natives went on board. * * * ( avitt.)
Aug. ~d. 1888.- * * * The Rush and St. Paul at anchor all day.
o one ca.me
a hore. A boat containing Loud Jack Hall, the cook .A.lex. Lugebil and some natives
(the Oo tigoff tribe) went out at 2 p. m. and remained until 3.30 p. m. As they
went on board, I suppose some of them had a lot of :filth to dump but as Mr. Tingle
said on 31st that he was sick of the way things are here, I hardly think Mr. Tingle
held any investigation, because he would have come ashore or sent for me. * * *
(Gavitt.)

H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-33
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William E. Gavitt remains in charge of St. George until he boards
the steamer St. Paul, August 9, 1888, en route for Evansville, Ind., on
'' a leave of absence."
Then he is succeeded by Capt. A. P. Loud, who has been living on this
island of St. George with him all summer (as his assistant), and who
then takes up the journal for the first time. All entries up to date of
August 10, 1888, are in Gavitt's handwriting and name, as the assistant
agent in cl.large of the island.
Captain Loud commences his first service as assistant agent in charge,
on page 174, by making an unintroduced entry of the following letter
of George R. Tingle. [I am obliged to copy it verbatim et literatim.]
[Extract copied from United States Treasury agent's journal, St. George Island, by the author, p.174.]

ST. PAUL ISLAND, Alaska, Aug. 10, 1888.
Capt. A. P. LOUD,
Assistant Treasu,·y .A.gent in cha,·ge of St. Geo,·ge Island.
Srn: in the matter of the cbarges and complaints of Wm. Gavitt, Assistant Treasury
Agent against the Alaska Commercial Cos. Employees on St. George Island as spread
on the Journal in the Treasury Agents office, and as Set forth to me in his letter
of 3d June on file in this Office I have to say that I made an exhaustive investigation
into the whole matter complained of to me taking the sworn statement of those persons who bad wintered on the Island with Mr. Gavitt as well as his own statement :
The affidavits of Dr. C. A. Luts, Daniel Webster and Eugene Kirk disproves wholly
all the charges made by Mr. Gavitt, whilst the recital to me by Mr. Gavitt, himself
on the occaaion of my visit to St. George Island on 30th ulto, only strengthened the
Statement of Others and leaves him in the unenviablepositionof having been the main
cause of disturbingtheharmony and personal friendly relations w hitch Existed amoung
the White peopel of the Station, whare I left him m charge one year ago. Many of
the things complained of and recorded by Mr. Gavitt in the public journal improperly
are of a trivial nature not proper to be written in the Journal. I can only excuse
Mr. Gavitt's conduct in many things on the ground of ill health, in takin&" this
Extremely Charitable view I must in Justice say that he manifested a dispos1t1on of
insubordination to his Superior Officer and was quarrelsome to a degree whitch became
unbearabel, many of the entries in his Journal are absolutely false and dis~acefull
so mu tch so that I cannot refrain from placing on record in the Journal th1e Letter
and thairfore ask you to Spread it in full upon the Journal With such additional
Endorsements by you whitch your associations and knowledee of Mr. Gavittwarrent.
(Signed)
GEO. R. TINGLE, Treasury A.gent.
I have been living in the house with Mr. Gavitt for the past sixty seven days and
am well acquainted with him. I have no hesitation to say that he is neither truthful
nor honerable and that his actions words and general behavior were a disgrace to
any man holding a position under our Go-vern.ment.
A. P. LOUD,
Ast. Treas. A.gt. St. George Island,
AUG. -, 188-.

In the clear light which the above-quoted extracts throw upon the
occupation and concern of these agents of the Treasury Department,
I wi h to make an e pecial record of those particular reports made to
the Secretary of the Treasury, which, being utterly incorrect and mi
leading, gave infinite aid and comfort to the cause of the pelagic
hunter , and worked erious harm to the public interests of our Government.
[The bogus official report of 1886.]

FFICE OF SPECIAL AGE T TREA URY DEPARTME T,
St. Paul Island, Alaska, J1.tly 91, 1886.
IR: I herewith transmit my report of the operations of the sea islands for th
past year and up to the close of this ealing season.

•

•

•

•

Ir. ~lliott e~b.raced in his report of 1874: a measurement by him of the breeding
rook n on tb1 1 land made July 10 to 18, 1872, since which time no mea urement

ha b enmade ofara th r cordeofthisofficeshow. Deerningitofgrea.timportance
that the Department should be in po ses ion of the best information as to the pr nt
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condition of the rookeries, I made a thorough measurement of all on this island, commencing on the 3d day of May, before the bulls hauled up on the land, when an absolutely correct measurement could be made.
In making my measurements I was assisted by Dr. L . .A. Noyes (Captain Loud,
assistant Treasury agent, not having returned to the islands) and four of the bestinformed natives. .As to the boundaries of the breeding rookeries in July, when the
rookeries were fullest, we verified our work by observation, and found the ground
inclnded within our lines fully covered some of the rookeries, viz, Northeast Point,
Tolstoi, Garbutch, Poli vana, were densely packed, covering more area than my statement shows, while others were not so closely packed. I do not agree with Mr. Elliott
in his assignment of 2 feet square to each seal; at this date it is not enough.
I inclose my statement, marked E, as compared with Mr. Elliott's, which on his
basis gives us now on the breeding rookeries 5,148,500 seals, an increase since 1872 of
2,137,550. I think the calculation of 1872, as well as 1886, would stand a reduction
of one-fourth in aggregate number of seals, and be nearer the true number than our
:figures show. Statements at best are merely approximate estimates, but in the
absence of any absolutely correct method of arriving at the count, they serve as a
guide. Frequent inspection of the rookeries during last season and this shows a
decided increase of cows, with an ample supply of bulls. The same report is also
made by the assistant 'l'reasury agent in charge of St. George, on which island I was
not able to obtain measurements of the rookeries this spring, but will do so next, and
forward the result with my next report.
GEO.

R.

TINGLE,

*
Treasury .Agent.

E.-Meaeurement of b1·eeding 1·ooke1·iee, St. Paul Ialand, .Alaska.
By W. H. Elliott, assistant Treasury
agent, .July 10 to 18, 1872.

By George R. Tingle, Treasury agent,
ay 3 to 8, 1886.

Total seals,
Total
Sea Width. Total area. allowing 2 Sea Width. Total area. seals on
margin.
margin.
Elliott's
basis.
male seal,

Rookery.

~!!c'b}~~

Reef ................. 4,016
Garbutch ....•....... 3,660
Zoltoi. . ............. . --- .......
Keetavia ......•..... 2,200
Lukannon ........... 2,270
Tolstoi .•.......... .. a, ooo
Lagoon ..............
750
Northeast Point ..... 15,840
Polivana ............. 4, 000
North Zapadnie ......
West Za.padnie .•.... 5,880
Sea Lion "\lock .......
Total .....•.•.. 41,616
Increase in 14 years .. ............

Feet.
150
100

602,400
366,000

301,200
183,000

150
150
100
150
150

340,500
450,000
75,000
2,376,000
600,000

170,250
225,000
37,500
1,188,000
300,000

882,000

441, 000

········16,021,000

3,010,950

..................... -----·------------150
330,000
165,000

150

.................... .................

----········ ...............

········1············1············

5,550
2,750
700
2,700
], 660
3,100
1,625
14,825
6,600
5,500
3,800
1,100
49,850

8,234

Feet.
175
275
30
140
175
250
75
205
175
100
550
145

971,250
756,250
21,000
378,000
280,000
775,000
121,875
3,039,125
1,155,000
550,000
2,090,000
159,500

485,625
378,125
10,500
189,000
140,000
387,500
60,937
1,519,563
577, ~00
275,000
1,045,000
79,750

........... 10,297,000 6, 148,500

........ ... .

4,275,100

2,137,550

NOTE.-Zapadnie i divided by a sancl beach o,er 700 feet wide at tbe outhwest "Bay lancling. In
order to show the shape of the rookery better, I ca11 tbat portion north of the sand beach North
Zapadni and th oth r sicle West Zapadni . fr. Elliott tren.ts it as one rook ry; he also 1 aves out
ea Lion Rock. whicl1 is an olcl rookery. Zoltoi is new sin e his date. I tl1ink the space assigned to
ea h Real y Mr. Elliott is not large nougb, and a r duction of one-fonrth from the figures above
woulcl give more nearly corr ct tbe a tual number of seals on the rookeries named.-GEORGE R.
TINGLE, T»easury agent, St. Paul Island, Alaska.

(Senate Ex. Doc.

o. 7, Forty-ninth Congress, second session.)

[The bogus official report of 1887.]
OFFICE

PECIAL .A.GENT, TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

St. Paiil Island, .Alaska, July 91, 1887.
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith my report for the year ending July
31, 1887, with the steamers' receipts for 100,000 seal skins.

..

*

f'

..

If

*

I have made frequent and close inspections of the rookeries this year, and find the
lines of occupancy extended beyond those of fast year, and the cows quite as
densely packed on the ground on most of the rookeries. While on two rookeries
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there is some falling off, it is certain, however, this vast number of animals, so valuable to the Government, are [sic] still on the increase. The condition of all the
rookeries could not be better, and the seals undisturbed when ashore, seeru to take
great comfort out of their season of rest after a long winter's voyage at sea.
GEO. R. TINGLE, Treasury Agent.
(Senate Ex. Doc. No. 31, Fiftieth Congress, first session.)

[The bogus official report of 1888.]
OFFICE 01r SPECIAL AGE~T'J.' OF THE '£REASURY DEPARTMENT,

St. Paul Island, A.laska, Ju,ly 31, 1888.
Srn: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report of the operations of the furseal islands of Alaska for the year ending July 31, 1888.
The b1·eeding 1·ookeries were later filling this year than for several years past. I
may say that fully three-fourths of the cows aud bulls were ten davs later hauling
out than usual, which at the time gave the impression there would
a shortage this
season of killable seals, as well as breeders.
I am happy to be able to report that although late landing, the breeding rookeries
are filled out to the lines of measurement heretofore made, and some of them much
beyond those lines, showing conclusively that seal life is not being depleted, but is
fully up to the estimates given in my report of 1887.

be

GEO. R. TINGLE, Treasu1·y A.gent.
(Senate Ex. Doc. No. 90, Fiftieth Congress, second session.)

[Treasury agent's journal, St. George Island (pp. 12, 13).]

June 15, 1887.-The following wa received on the 13th:
"Measurement of rookeries by D1·, Noyes, acting assistant Treasury agent, St. George
Island, January 4, March 1, and A.pril 22, 1887. 1
Rookery.
East .................. .. ................................ .
Zapadnie .............................................. ..
Little East ............................................ ..

11::i.11!:::~~::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::: :::::: :: ::: ::: :
Total................................. . . • . . . • • . . . • .

Sea.margin.
2, 200
2, 100
600
900
a, 500

9, 300

Width. Squarefeet.
200
160
125
676

aoo

Seals.

440, 000
336, 000
76, 000
517,000

1, oso, ooo

2, 418, 500

I

220, 000
168, 000
87, 600
268,760
525, ooo
1, 209, 260

"The measurement of the above rookeries by H. W. Elliott July 12-15, 1873, gives
as the total of males, females, and young seals on the breeding rookeries, 163,420,
while the company killed 25,000 seals on St. George, or one-fourth of the catch.
"The ame officer gives the nuruher of breeding seals on t. Paul I land July JO to
1 , at 3,030,250, or twenty times the number on t. George, and yet only three times
the number of seals were taken on t. Paul. It is evident that Mr. l<~lliott's measurements of t. George rookerie were not correct, or the company could not have
ta.ken 25,000 from so small a showing.
1 With reference to tbi
official ntry in the St. George journal, the following note from my jour·
nal should be transcribed in simple justice to Dr. oyee:
VILLAGE OF T. GEORGE, July 15, 1890.
Dr. L . .A. Noye , who made ltho m asuremente of the rookeries of t. eorge Island in 1887, long
beforeabr dinieealhadmadeitsappearan upontb m,andwhoe ntth mov rto t.Paulto eorge
R. Tin~le, whom turn under dat of June 10, 1 87, ord re th m 11pread upon the r cord M ••ausolutely
corr t'(n •ith rmanhad verse n,up1othathour, thorookerieswh ncov r !lwitl1br e<linge alea
epe ·ifled in th e measur ments afor aid), this day personally ent red a di !aimer to me a to any
r poneibility for the. e stiruat of the numb r of seals on the ·t. George rook ri . , wb: h Tingie
d ·lar ''ab olut lycorr ct." lie eaicl tomo that he did not know anything about urv ying; thatbo
made tho m ·a urem •nt of epa o in 1 n •rth and d pth at Mr. Tingfe'e rcq11t•>1t, and seut tbrm OYt'r
wlthou ma'king any timat of th numb r of s als tl1at might be witllin tit liu of J1iR m ·aeur ·
m .nt11. Thate timat of 1,209,250 s ale on the ·t. George rookerie in 1887 wae mad wholly ont ide
o 111 knowledg or euggeetion.
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"The very careful and correct measurements by Dr. Noyes shows the true condition of the rookeries, and is in proportion to the St. Paul Island seal population as
follows:
Island.
St. Paul .........••....•••..•...•..••..•••••••••••••••••• :........
St. George. . . . . . • • . . . • . • • . . . • . • • • • . • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • . . • • • • . .

Sea mar-

Square feet.

49,850
9, 300

10,297,000
2, 418, 500

gin.

Seals.
5,148,500
1, 209, 250

"St. Paul quota (sic) 85,000, St. George quota (sic) 15,000. To equalize the income
of the natives on the two islands, the company allows the St. George men to assist
on the St. Paul Island, where they earn about 3,000 each year-equal to taking 7,500
additional seals on St. George as far as the St. George natives' income is concerned,"
Please enter the foregoing in your journal for future reference.
I am, respectfully.
GEO, R. TINGLE, Treaaury .Agent.
ST. PAUL ISLAND, June to, 1887.
OFFIOI.A.L NOTES ON THE SE.A.LS AND THE DRIVING.
[Extracted from the Treasury agent's journal, St. George Island.]

Satm·day, June 30, 1877.- * * * The month has been rather dry for killing seal,
but yet a large number has been killed, a much larger number than has been taken
in June in any previous year since the island has been in the hands of the Alaska
Commercial Company. The number taken this month is 9,987, lacking only 13 of
being as many as was taken in the whole season of 1876. The highest number ever
taken in June was 8,343 in 1872. The number taken in June last year was 3,397.
The first drive last year, June, was 108. The first drive this year was made June 1,
and numbered 198. This drive of 198 has been equaled only once; that was in 1873,
when 198 were driven, June 4. It will be seen by the above comparisons that there
was an increase of seals the 1st of June, which continued throughout the month.
During this month there has been but one drive from Zapadnie, on account of the
prevailing dry weather. At this date there are at least 5,000 seals on that rookery
large enough to kill. The last drive this month was made from East rookery, numbering 1,589, and several hundred were left on hauling grounds.
After conferring with Mr. Morgan, the company's agent, and the chief of this island,
I am convinced that there is a large increase of all classes of seal this year over last
year for the month of June. But whether this increase will continue to the end of
the hauling season remains to be seen.-J. H. MOULTO , Assistant in Charge.
Tuesday, July 10, 1877.- * * * The natives made a drive of 880 seals from East
rookery. This is the last drive for the season of 1877, making 14 drives in all, num.
· bering 15,000 seals altogether. The number allowed by law to be taken from this
island this season was 15,000. It is hoped that the Alaska Commercial Company
will decide to take 17,000 the next season, in order that the natives may get out of
debt.-J. H. MOULTON (p. 115).
Sunday, July 15, 1877.- * * * Mr. Morgan, company agent, the chief, and myself
visited Zapadnie rookery to make a careful examination of its condition ; and, after
a careful examination, camo to the conclusion that there is an increase of all classes
of seals over last year of 33¼ per cent. The chief informs me that there are more
seals on all the rookeries than in any former year. * * * -J. H. MOULTON.
Tuesday, June 28, 1881.- * * * The drive to-day .numbered about 1,600, an
unusual number of 1 and 2 yea1· olds, too small t.o kill. This has been the case with
almost every drive thus far this season. Drive for East rookery: Seals killed, 746;
skins accepted, 744; rejected, 2.-W. B. TAYLOR (p. 260).
July 16, 1881.-This makes a grand total of 20,000, the full quota for 1881; skins
all salted t o-day.-W. B. TAYLOR (p. 265).
June 14, 1882.-An examination of all the rookeries on the north side this afternoon demonstrates that there were not more than400 or 500 holluschickie hauled out,
which was not considered enough to make a drive desirable. Considerable numbers
of holluschickie haul out under the cliffs of North and East rookeries, from which
places they are driven out with a view to forcing them to other localities where
they may be available for driving to the kil1ing grounds.-G. H. WARDMAN (p. 290).
June 21, 1882.-As the holluscliickie have taken to hauling in considerable number under the cliffs of East and orth rookerie , from which they can not be
obtained for killing, small flags saturated with kerosene were to-day set among the
rocks at those places with a view to frightening the seals to other grounds. On the
men visiting the flagged places a short time aftierwa.rds, the seals were found sleeping
between the flags. They do not scare,-G, H, WARDMAN (p, 291).
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June 301 1882.-The prevailing character of the June weather this year was light
and dry. There was more or less fog on 27 days, but generally it was very lignt,
and frequently modified by sunshine.-G. H. WARD.MAN (p. 291).
June 30, 1883. - * " * The month of June has been very unfavorable for sealing
this year, only2,674 skins having been taken in that time. This number might have
been increased at Zapadnie by killing the seals there, numbering some 2,000 or more,
which were held as a reserve to draw upon in case the quota, 15,000, should not be
available on t,he D orth side of the island. The number might also have been enlarged
this month had the Alaska Commercial Company not determined to take larger skins
in the aggregate than heretofore of late years. An effort is now made not to kill
seals the skins of which will notweigh8pounds at least.-G. H. WARDMAN (p. 327).
Jiine 23, 1883.-On East rookery and Starry Arteel the gradual increase in the number of females and pups is easily seen day by day, but the accessions to the holluschak party are not so apparent.-G. H. WARDMAN (p. 326).
July 19, 1882.-The year's quota of 20,000 was filled to-day.-G. H. WARDMAN
(p. 293).
THE FIRST NOTE OF WARNING FROM ST. GEORGE,

[Treasury agent's journal {p. 331).)

Standard, nothing less than an 8-pound skin.
July 27, 1883.- * * * Skins from Starry Arteel, North, and East rookeries, 606,
out of a drove of about 6,000 seals.
Having those 6,000 seals on hand at the village from the drive yesterday afternoon,
the writer of this set out at 7 o'clock this morning to view the hauling grounds from
East to Little East rookeries. There were then in si~ht about 1,500 holluschek (sic)
which bad hauled out yesterday afternoon and last mght. Allowing as many holuschek (sic) to be in the water along the beach as were hauled out, and supposing as
many along Starry Arteel and orth as East; we should have 12,000 on the north side
of the island. Judging from the killing at Zapadnie this year, there should be at
least 6,000 over there. Call it 8,000, and we have all we can claim-20,000 holuschek
(sic) about the island, of which at least one-half are yearlings, which, if all return, will
be too small for market next year. If all of the holuschek (sic) which we believe
to be about the island return, we may be able to fill a quota next year of 10,000. It
now appea1·s that m01·e than 10,000 could not safely be demanded of St. George for 1884, 1G. H. WARDMAN.
SECOND NOTE OF WARNING FROM ST. GEORGE.

[Treasury agent's journal (p. 338).)

Septernbet 7, 1883.-At East rookery, while there are seals scattered all along from
Little East to the main East rookery, it does not seern that the-re are so many as in 1881.
But there may be more in the water, as the long-continued southerly wind makes
small surf.
Septembe1· 14, 1883.-Heavy surf on north shore, sending nearly every seal to land.
From a careful examination of Little East to-day, am satisfied that there are not so
many seals there as two years ago; would not estimate present number at above
8,000 of all kinds, including pups. Assistant Agent McIntyre estimates 12,356 there
in 1874. Elliott's estimate was 13,000 in 1873.-G. H. WARDMAN.
September 16, 1889.- * * * Most of seals being ashore in consequence of heavy
surf, a careful view of orth and Near rookeries was made to-day. In 1874 Assistant
Agent Iclntyre estimated tho number of seals there at 86,562. The writer would
consider that an extreme outside figuro for the seals there now.
September 25, 1883. - * * * At East rookery, seems not so many seals there now
as a month later in 1 81. * * * -G. H. WARDMAN.
Septem.be1· 5, 1884.-Walked alon~ the cliffs and beaches to Little East and ~ast
rookeries. After careful examination, estimate number of seals of all kind at Little
East 12,000, and East 23,000.
cattered along the beach between rookeries, 100;
under the cliffi beyond Ea t, 500. At East rookery there were about 00 sea lions.
On account of the anrf, mo t ev ry s cl wa on shore.-G. 11. \ ARDMAN (p . 374).
September 8 1884. * At orth and 'tarry Arteel rookeries: After careful
examination, estimate number of eals of all kinds at orth 75,000, and at tarry
Arteel 40,000; under the cliffs beyond orth about 500. The heavy surf of th P t
week ha driven and kept a hore almost ev ry seal. Many of them w re hauled
wa.7 l)ack on the gra <;.- . II. w ARD IA ~ (p. 375).
.
.
eptember 2, 1885.-T, alked to orth rookery to-day. Was snrpr1sed at no findrng
the f,rreat numb rs of s als on the rookery that ha been recorded as · n by oth r
1

n July 3 th quota of 15,000 bi r kin wa all taken, save 473 skins still to be

taken.-\
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agents in other years. So far, from observations made, I think someone has greatly
overestimated the number of seals on the rookeries at any time.
Elliott, I think, comes nearer the number than any of bis successors.-T. F. RYAN
(p. 427).
July 26, 1886.-With all due respect for the work, measurements, and conclusions
of Messrs. Elliott and McIntyre, I am forced, from close observation and tests made
on the work of both, to the following conclusions:
First. That Mr. Elliott's measurements are much nearer the mark than Mr. McIntyre's, and he (sic)is at least 1,000 feet of shore-line rookery by 50 feet in width too
much.
Second. That Mr. Elliott's opinion that 2 feet square of ground for each seal or 4
feet square for cow and pup, even takin~ into consideration the topography of the
ground, is none too liberal. The lay of cows and pups at birth are very close.T. F. RYAN.
June 21, 1886.- * * * The rookeries upon this island are looking finely and
are showing many bulls, cows, and pups. The seals are coming unexceptionably
fine and plenty for killing. The Alaska Commercial Company have already taken
1,000 more than they took one year ago this time, being about 5,000 to date.-J. P.
MANCHESTER (p. 470).
Ju,ne 26, 1886.- * " * The seals for tho past week have been coming in very
slow; expect them to do better soon.-J. P. MANCHESTER (p. 472).
July 5, 1886 (Monday).- * * * We are now 23 skins behind last season. The
seals are coming a little slow.-J. P. MANCHE TER (p. 475).
July 7, 1886.- * * * The seals come very slow; hope they will do better soon.J. P. M.A.NCHESTER (p. 477).
July 15, 1886.- * * * Mr. Ryan measured Little Ea.st rookery, in company
with the chief, and called it 350 by 40 feet, well covered with cows and pups, and
appeared quiet and happy, with big showing of pups. He estimates 7,000 cows and
pups.-J. P. MANCHE TER.
July 22, 1886.-Counted in 527 skins killed yesterday. The company wants 294
more to fill their quota of 15,000. * * * -,J.P. MANCHESTER.
July 23, 1886.-To-day the Alaska Commercial Company took 294: seals. * * • J, P. MANCHESTER.
July 1, 1887.- * * * Counted into salt house 100 skins, result of yesterday's
drive from Starry Arteel and orth rookeries. This, I suppose, is the smallest drive
ever made upon these islands, and is discouraging. The seals are late, and the constant driving of them, which stirs up the rookeries, does them no good. * * "' WILLIAM GARITT (p. 18).
Tuesday, June 22, 1888.- * * * We think from the outlook under the next lease
the Government will get a revenue of not less than $500,000 a year from the seal off
t. Paul and t. George islands. We think 150,000 can be taken each year instead of
100,000, e pecially if the Government will commence at once and give them good protection. The crop of seal are (sic) big upon these islands, "the largest and best in
the world."-.J. P. MAN IIESTER (p. 4:71). 1
St. George, September 25, 1888.- * * * Made an examination of all the rookeries on the north side. Estimate about 2,000 killable seals.-A. P. LOUD (p. 187).
St. George, July 10, 1889.- * ;, * It is feared by Mr. Clark, of the Alaska Commercial Company, that we can not get our quota of skins this year. The seals are
coming in very slowly.-JOSEPH MURRAY.

With that entry of Colonel Murray of the 10th of July, 1889, I clo e
the t. George official extracts: and, turning to the official entries on the
1 This exhibition of total misunder tanding of the real and threa.tening condition
of the fnr-seal herd, deliberately placed at this hour in the official journal, was
undoubtedly the honest belief of Mr. Manchester at the day he made the entry
quoted. This particular officer wa a gentleman in every sense of the word. He
was never engaged or concerned in petty, bitter personalities while upon these i lands:
but, he was a very large, fleshy man, and not abla to walk on tours of rookery and
hauling-ground inspection, and wa thus obliged more or less to form his idea
of what the rC'al condition of the hauling ground and rookeries was from the statements of oLhers in whom he trusted. He undoubtedly gained his opinion from the
official reports of his superior officer, Chief Special Agent George R. Tingle. The
Trea ury agents on the seal i lands should not only be mentally fitted for the discharge of th ir clutieR, but they should al o possess an athletic physique, with capacity
and di position for untiring ped strianism over rough, wet ground.
nless they are
so endowed, they can not properly view and truthfully record the condition of the
hauling and breeding fur seals from week to week during the season.
nless they
can do, and do do this work, they are of no good service or value; their appointment
is an imposition on the Government, in so far as the seal islands are concerned.
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pages of the St. Paul journal, I find nothing there of the character
cited from the St. George records, i. e., direct entries made from field
observation like those quoterl. above, until I reacti the record of last
yea,r. They are summed up in the following direct, significant warning,
which that gentleman (who uttered it) promptly embodied in his report
to the Treasury Department, thus giving the first direct information on
fi]e in the secretary's office which warned him of the true state of aft!i.irs
up there.
September 1, 1889.- * * * Dr. Lutz and myself took a walk ~o the Reef this
afternoon. The old bulls are about all gone, pups are getting rather large, and
could be seen by thousands playing in the water. Yet I am satisfied that they are
not near so numerous as in the past. It is impossible to continue killing 100,000
seals per annum and expect a continuation of seal life and a revenue to the Government. My observation this summer of the rookeries have fallen far short of my
expectations after reading Elliott and others on seal life.-C. J. GOFF. (Treasury
agent's journal, St. Faul L:1land, p. 173.)

FIELD NOTES RELATIVE TO PELAGIC SEALING-IN RE SEAL PIRATES,
AND MINGLING UF RUSSIAN AND AMERICAN SEAL HERDS.
O0N.A.L.A.SHKA, August 13, 1890.
From what I saw yesterday as I came down on the Arago, from what
Captain Tanner of the .Albatross informs me, and from what I learned
through the collector here, there is no doubt but that a number of
pelagic sealers are at work in Bering Sea at the present hour: and getting everything that they can lay their hands upon in the form of fur
seal.
We ran down upon a typical sealing schooner yesterday morning, about
7 o'clock, as she was partly becalmed, about 60 miles north of Akootan
Pass. She had her sails at first clewed up: but, as we drew 110ar, she
hoi ted her foresail a1Jd jib and lazily drew off so as to turn her stern
away from sight, in order that her name might not be taken. But, we
ran clear around so as to disclo e the name "Ariel, St. John, N. B.," in
white ]etters on her black hull, under her stern. We passed so near to
her that we could look right down upon her crowded deck-crowded
with northwest-coast canoes and Indian , so that there was hardly
moving room on her.
She was a small schooner, not over 50 ton, , and extremely shabby
in her equipment: rigging frayed and slack, ails patched like a crazy
quilt, and the crew made up entirely of Indians (some thirty or thirtyfi.ve), except three white men. The Indians were dre 'Sed in blanket
coats or shirts, with their flaps overhanging; some breeched and some
unbreeched. Their canoe were telescoped on deck precisely. a the
dories of a Glouce ter cod.fisherman are packed or stowed.
They all crowded up on tbe diminutive poop deck of the schooner, and
stared at us in mingled fear and wrath, while ome one of the white men
ran below, and r appeared with a rifle und r bi, arm.
The name of the choon r b ing di clo ed, the Arago bor away, and
when the craft wa ome mile a tern, we aw her anoes dropping down
for eal - he had or 10 canoe . I am not certain a. to the ount, but
not any le ~ that i ·ur . Th e Indian u e bo h pear and un,'.
Captain Tann r ay that la t
k when at work, 60 mil · w tnorthwe t of t. Paul L land on the 10 -fathom line, be aw t o, ho nr anchored with their boat out sealing. Th kinn d , rca
of
the al that th y had hot, wer fl ating v r wb r .
Th colle t r b re ay b t he ha e n inform d
b
hav b n runnin in her frequ ntl durin the la, t tbr e
ibly in di tr , but r ally to find out wher and hat be
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and doing, that the catch outside of Bering Sea up to July 1 was 47,000
skins. These skins were shipped on a special Victoria steamer by the
sealers at a common rendezvous at Sand Point, and at Tbiu Point, or
Sannak Island, before they ventured into Bering Sea. This is au enormous catch, and must have been wholly taken from the cows, ince there
are little or no male seals left. The collector says that out of the 67
skins which he seized, the sealers informed him that 60 were females
when killed, all being with their unborn young!
Certainly, the absence of seals in the water as we came down yesterday, over a sea that was smooth and glassy, was surprising. We aw
but four young seals on the entire stretch between Oonalashka and the
island of St. George. The opportunity for viewing the e animals never
could be better, and the inference is unavoidable that they are rapidly
running out.
I find the opinion commonly expressed here, as it was when I first
came up, that the active, uninterrupted shooting and hunting of these
seals on the several paths of travel up to the seal i. lands from the
Pacific on one side, has deflected large bodies of them over to the Russian rookeries. It stands to reason that a fleet of forty or forty-five
or more vessels, all hovering about the entrance to the pa e of the
Aleutian chain on the Pacrnc side-the pas es of Oouimak, Akootau,
and Oonimak especially-that such a reception would head off and turn
aside a regular, orderly migration of the. e animals. How many of
them are thus turned over to the Russian herds, which really belong to
us, I have no idea; who can ~ay, But at this pre ent hour every seal
lost to the rookeries of the Pribilov group com1ts heavily against the
future life and pre ervation of those intere ts.
Touching thi matter of the commingling of the two herds, I can not
think of a better illu tration of the fact that they do not visit back
nd forth on the islands-do not interchange on the i lands-than the
following: Farmer A ha.s a large number of chicken , white Leghorns,
which he breeds in his barnyard year after year, with great uc e .
Farmer B, who lives up and beyond, across the country road from
Farmer A, also has a fine flock of these same white Leghorn fowl ,
which he, too, breeds with great uccess and profit, and ha done o
for a long time.
Now, during the summer months, a number of the e chicken reared
by Farmer A regularly range out into the country road, up and dowu,
in search of food, and, in so doing, meet and cratch together with the
fowls of Farmer B, which come al o out into the roadway in obedien e
to the same instinct. Anybody eeing them together on thi common
meeting ground, could not po sibly tell them apart a the pecial property alone of Farmer A or B.
But, the chickens never make a mistake; they invariably separate
and return every evening to their respective barnyards, where they
were hatched and reared.
So it iR with these fur eals of the Russian and Alaskan herd in
Bering ea. I believe that they, like the fowls above described, meet
each other frequently when feeding throughout the water of Bering
Sea, that roll between the Asiatic and American eal i lands of their
birth; but that they alway, return, when de irou of hauling out on
land, to the rookerie on which they were born; the Ru ian fur eals
alway returning to the Commander Islands, and the Alaskan aallorhini
alway returning to the Pribilovs.
Abnormal conditions might, change this fixed habit of their lives; as
far as I know to-day, no such conditions have prevailed.
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Captain Tanner has been cruising in Bering Sea, between Oonalashka
and Bristol Bay, and as far to the westward as longitude 175° west,
latitude 59° north, and has seen but three schooners up to date. Two
of those vessels were in the full tide of sealing, as above stated, 60
miles west of St. Paul Island, and the other was a rusty little craft just
above Amak Island, west of Oonimak Island. But that does not signify
that there are no more-on the contrary, it is very likely that there are
more.
A careful inquiry here to-day, discloses the fact that fur seals have
never hauled on the beaches of Oonalaska Island: and have never come
into the harbor here, within sight of the natives, except for a few days
only : when strong northerly gales prevail: and, as soon as it becomes
calm, they go out again and down into the Pacific. From time immemorial, fur seal pups have been shot and speared every fall, in November chiefly, as they migrated south into the Pacific from Bering Sea.
Anywhere from a few hundred to 2,500 annually have thus been secured
since the Russians first opened up· the country in 1768-1786. The best
resort for such hunting is Oomnak Pass; it was in the past, and is now.
It was this annual passage of these animals, down in the autumn and
up in the summer, through these passes of the Aleutian Archipelago,
that aroused the first search of the Russians for the seal islands.
The scarcity of seals this year has been commented upon by the
:fishermen of Alaska, who declare that they have been getting larger
catches this season than ever before, and lay the change to the decrease
of seal life. Captain Tanner says that he bas seen several of these men
who have charge of canneries and cod:fi.shing stations at Oonga and
Popov i land ; they all said that unquestionably the increase of fish
was due to the decrease of seals; if not wholly due to that, it certainly
was in a measure. I am by no means inclined to regard the circumstance as noteworthy to any appreciable degree whatever; nor can I
believe much in the deflection of any large body of fur seals from the
Aleutian pa ses up to our side of Bering Sea and the Pribilov Islands.
There is not as yet enough ground covered by these sea hunters to make
that abrupt turn down south of the Aleutian chain of the fur-seal herd,
wherein too long, too wide, and too frequent an opportunity exi ts for
them to go wholly unmole ted up to their places of birth in Bering Sea.
They might be so headed off by a cordon of lmndreds of schooners
hovering teadily in the mouths of these pa ' Se , with the wind and
weather always clear and calm, til1 water, and foggy only at hort
interval ; but uch i not the case here; the weather i treacherous,
the wind ri e and blow for day and day ; the fog settles and hangs
for week and week o thick that the oldest and most experienced
seamen a· ually get lo t in it confusion. During the e period , the
fur s al~ can and do pa s afely through into Bering Sea, no matter
how many ,·choon rs, filled with no matter how many hunter , may be
in the wat r out i<le waiting to interc pt them.
Then, when it doe clear up, become calm, and the horizon i visible
in every direction, the e pelagic hunt r an and do work rapidly and
ucc sfully lurin the brief interval which uch weather afford ;
brief I ay becau e th I ar alm bright day off the Aleutian chain
and in it pa . e , i a rare one, and i asily r membered during ea ·h
a on. Therefor , I do not fi 1 , rranted in believing that a et any
d ~ ti n b bunting in th open wat r of the ean ha b en made to
r m ?< t pa h of migration r gnlarl pur u d y th fur al.
I thmk that uch d fl tion mi ht b cau cl by th with lrawal of
I r _ '·hool. f f d-fi h upply from b • I utian ering a r gionby it ab, ndonm n f hi r gion an l lo , tiou in be Occident- ucll
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a course would be q-µite sufficient, since the seal is a hearty feeder and
would follow its source of food supply. But fish are now more abundant,
if anything, than ever thus far in the waters of the .Alaskan Coast, and
the seals have no cause on that score to deviate from their regular
route of travel.
LOSS OF SEALS BY PEL.A.GIO HUNTERS.

Witnesses iinde1· oath bef<Yre the House Committee on Merchant Marine and P.isher-ies,
Fiftieth Congress, second session, repo-r t No. 3883.

T. F. Morgan (p. 64). Q. What number of seals are recovered that are killed in the
waters f-A. I could not state it as a positive fact, but I should say not over 50 per
C~..lt.

W. B. Taylor (p. 54). Q. When they kill the seals in the water, about what proportion of them do they recoved-A. I do not believe more than one-fourth of them.
C. A. Williams (p. 87). Q. And the conditions are as bad ~-A. Yes, sir; and often
worse, for this reason: If you kill a pup you destroy a single life, but in killing a
cow you not only destroy the life that may be, but the source from which life comes
hereafter, and when they are killed there in the water by a shotgun or spear, the
proportion saved by the hunter is probably not one in seven. That was their own
estimate, that out of eight shots they would save one seal and seven were lost. If
they were killed on the land, those seven would go toward filling up their score.
H. H. McIntyre (p.118). Q. What proportion of the seals shot in the water are
recovered and the skins taken to market f-A. I think not more than one-fifth of those
shot are recovered. Many are badly wounded and escape. We find every year,
embedded iu blubber of animals killed upon the islands, large quantities of bullets,
shot, and buckshot. Last year my men brought to me as much as a double handful
of lead fonnd by them embedded in this way.
George R. Tingle (p. 164). Q. The waste of seal life was only 53 in 1887'-A. Yes,
sir; in securing 100,000 skins, while these marauders did not kill, last year, less than
500,000. The logs of marauding schooners have fallen into my bands, and they have
convinced me that they do not secure more than one seal out of every ten that they
mortally wound and kill, for the reason that the seals sink very quickly in the
water. Allowing one out of ten, there would be 300,000 that they would kill in getting 30,000 skins. 'fwo hundred thousand of those killed would be females having
200,000 pups on shore. Those pups would die by reason of the death of their mothers,
which, added to the 300,000, makes half a million destroyed. I am inclined to think,
because the seals show they are not increasing, or rather that they are at a standstill, that more than 300,000 are killed by marauders.
T. F. Ryan (p. 220.) The number of eals taken by marauders from seal islands,
or in the waters nearby, are very few in comparison to the great numbers taken in
the 50 or 60 miles outh of the islands. Old seal hunters seldom bother the islands,
and from the information to be bad, 95 per cent of seals taken by seal bunters in
Bering Sea are taken at a distance of from 4'0 to 75 miles south of St. George Island,
and 90 per cent of tho e taken are cows, the producers.
Capt. L. G. hepard (p. 237). Q. It has been stated in testimony here that not
one out of Jive, six, or seven of the seals wounded in the water are recovered. I
think yon put the estimate a little lower than that. Have you any knowledge on
the subject -A. I think they recover about one-half.
Capt. C. A. Abbey (p . 24fi). Q. What was your opinion about thatf-A. In the
earlier days they shot them with bullets and with riiles, and when they are shot
with a bullet the seal sinks, and probably out of half a dozen they would not get
more than one. If the seais are not killed, but simply wounded, that leaves a chance
to get them into a boat. They were very expert hunters who hired for that purpose,
but I judg that they killed about three for every one they got. I got that from the
conversation with the hunters themselves.
J. C. Redpath (p. 316). Q. And if they wound a seal in the water, the seal is likely
to siuk before they can recover it -A. There is no doubt about that.
Q. What proportion do they recover of those that are killed by firearms in the
water,-A. Very few, I should suppose. I have never seen a seal hot in tho water.
I have known of sea lions that if wounded in the water could be recovered, but if
shot and killed they will sink.
Q. In your judO'm nt, what proportion of seals that are shot in the water are
recovered f-A. It is hardly pos ible to recover one-half of them.
H. H. McIntyre (p. 332) submitted the following extracts from the log of the
schooner 'Lingel Dolly, kept by Capt. Alfred . Tulles, who was accidentally killed
by his own hand on the 28th of July, 18 7, near Otter Island:
July 4, 1887,-Hove to 30 miles southwedt of St. George Island. At 1.30 out boats.
Got 6 seals.
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July 5, 1887.-0ut boats at 6.30 a. m. Returned at 11.15 p. m. with 11 seals, one
boat getting 6.
J1ily 9, 1887.-I am now on the hunting ground, but keep sail on the vessel as we
may pick up a sleeping seal.
July 11, 1887.-C&ught 7 seals.
July 13, 1887.-Caught 12 seals; they were around the vessel as thick as bees (the
seal). Had jt been clear we would have caught 100 easy.
J1ily 16, 1887.-Saw S sleeping seals from the vessel. Got boat over and got them.
I have not seen the sun for nine days, therefore I have had no observations, yet I
know that I am not over 14- miles from St. George Island.
Jiily 17, 1887.-0ut boats at 10.30 a. m. The seals were around the vessel in hundreds. The boats would not go any distance from the vessel. Had they gone away
they could have caught 200 or 300 seals. They were afraid of the fog, yet I told them
that it would clear up, which it did at 3.30 p. m., and continued thus all the rest of
the day. They are the hardest set of hunters that were ever in Bering Sea, who
caught 20 seals and used 250 rounds of ammunition. They get 1 out of every 10 they
fire at. Well, I will never be caught with such a crowd again. The head hunter
:fired 100 shells and got 6 seals. The vessel is lying between the islands of St. Paul
and St. George. Just as soon as the fog clears off the land I will have to move, as I
might have the cutter after me, I came here to get a load of seals, and by God, if
I had any men with me, I would get them, too. They are all a set of curs, genuine
ones, too.
July 21, 1887.-0ut boats at 6.30 a. m., coming back to vessel at 9 p. m. One boat
returned at 7 p. rn. This was the head hunter. He is out last and first back always.
Caught 30 seals; one boat got 14. This is the best day's work we have done yet.
From the amount of growling among the boat pullers I conclude that they :fired at
and missed nearly 200 seals. They had 100 loaded shells each when they left the
ship, and when they came back all were emptied, so they did some tall :firing.
July 23, 1887.-To-day I asked Daniel McCue, boat puller for Charles Loderstrom,
how it was that his boat got only 9 seals. I told him that I had seen 40 sleeping
seals from the vesse l, and that he must have seen more as he was pulling about. His
answer was that if he had a man that knew how to shoot, that the boat could not
carry all the seals that were missed. "Why, Captain," said he, "it is enough to
discourage a man. You pull up to a sleeping seal to within 10 feet, fire at him and
see the shot go 6 feet the other side of him." I then asked J. Linquist, puller for
boat two. He said: '' Captain, don't ask me how many we have seen, but ask me
how many we missed, and I will tell you." I asked him the above question; he said
100. I now asked Joe Spooner the same questions ns above; bis answer was, "We
only want hunters, and we would be going home now with 1,500 skins at the very
least."
July 24, 1887.-A.s :fine a day as was ever seen in San Francisco. A. flat calm with
the sea smooth as glass. Got out the boats at 6.30 p. m., coming back at 7.30 with
14 seals. Why, one boat with an ordinary hunter could get that many without going
100 yards from the ship. I killed 2 inside of ten minutes, and it was then nearly
dark.
.
July 25, 1887.-Nice weather. Out boats at 7 p. m. Came back with 4 seals. Big
catch.
July 26, 1887.-There were thousands of seals around the vessel. I shot and killed
7 from the vessel, but only got 1, through the tardiness of the hunters. A.t 4-.30 I
put the boats out; came back at 7.30 with 1 seal. The water was fairly covered
with seals, yet they only caught 1.
The log closes on the 28th of July, 1887, on which day the captain was killed and
his vessel seized for violation of the revenue laws.
His ignals were: (1) Come back to the vessel; (2) want a boat for dead seal;
(3) keep near the vessel; bad weather or fog; (4) cutter in sight.
This paper is a transcri-pt of the log book of the scho,mer Angel Dolly, captured
by Mr. Tingle in July, 1887.

I introduce thi sworn evidence, above quoted, because it may be the
hone t and donbtle i the hone under tanding of the e gentlemen :
But, a for my elf I do not belie e that they or any man know how
many al h kil1s injure lightly or fatally, or mi se outright, after
he clo e of a day bunting on the water: he can not know; for ach
ud very eal that be fire at, is going to in tantly disappear · aud he
only~ t tho e al that be kill outright, or daze or tun : the others,
not Jut or i ounded fatally or slightly, all dive instantl.,y and speed away
from, his retrieving I
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NUMBER OF SEA.LS.

Witnesses 1inder oath bef01·e the House Gornmittee on Merchant Ma1ine and Fisl~ries,
Fiftieth, Congress, second session, Report No. 3883.
1885-1887.

T. F. Ryan (p. 211). Q. Will you state about the location of these islands and the
eoudition of the seal rookeries while you were there Y-A. St. George Island is in
Bering Sea, 180 miles to the northwest of Unalaska, one of the Aleutian chain of
islands. It is an island about 6 miles wide and 10 miles long, to which 175,000 to
200,000 seals annually-male, female, and pup-resort.
1885-1888.

G. R. Tingle (p. 162 et seq.). Q. What is your observation as to the number of
seals resorting to the islands annually; are they diminishing or increasingY-A.. Upon
that subject, if it is in order, I would like to answer the question by reading from
my report to the Treasury. May I inquire if it is in Mr. Elliott's evidence that he
made his statements as to the seal life upon the islands from personal observation Y
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; and estimates.
The WITNESS. Was it shown that Mr. Elliott had not been on the fur-seal islands
for fourteen years Y
The CIIAIRMAN. His evidence was that he was last there in 1876, twelve years ago.
The WITNESS. He made a statement that there was no greater number of seals
upon the islands now than at the time he measured the rookeries. Since I have been
on the islands I have observed very clo ely the breeding rookeries. I have visited
them daily, remaining around and observing them for hours at a time. I gave them
very close attention. The reason I did so was that I desired to be able to place the
Department in possession of the very best information I could in regard to this seal
property, whether it was increasing or diminishing. I found on the islands this
book of Mr. Elliott's, giving his measurements of the seal rookeries, and I conceived
the idea of making some measurements myself on the Elliott ba is, to find out if the
seals were increasing. Mr. Elliott's measurements of the fur-seal islands showed an
area of 6,021,900 square feet, and he says that upon that basis there are 3,010,950
seals. Taking Mr. Elliott's basis, I made measurements fourteen years after his,
and they showed an increase of 8,234 feet in sea margins of the rookeries, and an
increa e of 4,275,100 feet of uperficial area occupied by breeding seals, showing
upon St. Paul Island, at the time I made my measurement, 5,148,500 seals, or an
increase of 2,137,500. The number of seals at present shown to be on the breeding
rookeries of the two islands is as follows:
St. Paul Island ____ .... -·--·· ...•••..••.•..••..•.••••••••..•••••.•....... 5,148,500
St. George Island . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . 1, 209, 250
Total . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . •• • • • . . . . . . 6, 357, 750
1883.

W. B. Taylor (p. 59): Q. Is it your opinion that a larger number of seals may be
taken annually without detriment to the rookeriesf-.A.. o, sir; I would not recommend that. The time may come, but I think that one year with another th y are
taking all they oucrht to take, for this reason: I believe that the apacity of the
l,ull seal is limited, th same as any other animal, and I have very frequently counted
from 30 to 35, and oven at one time 42 cows with one bull. I think if there were
more bull there wonld be less cows to one bull, and in that way the increa e would
be gr ater than now. While the number of seals in the aggregate is not ap:parently
dimini bed, and in fact there is undoubtedly an increa e, yet if you take any greater
number of seals than is taken now this ratio of cows to one bull would be greater,
and for that r ason there would be a less number of young seals, undoubtedly. I
look upon the breeding of the seal as something like the breeding of any other animal, and that the same care and restri tion and judgment should be exercised in
this breeding.
1876-1880.
1
eorge Wardman (p. 39): Q. What is your impression of the number of seals
that visit these rookeries annuallyf-A. I never could make it so much as Professor
Elliott has done. I made many estimates. I have been to all the rookeries on these
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islands many times, and compared them with the space occupied by the carcasses on
the killing ground, and I feel pretty confident that the total number has been
overestimated.
Q. He estimated it at something less than 4,000,000 on the two islands.-A. I think
he estimates 250,000 to 275,000 on St. George. I have figured it out in several ways,
and I think the 20,000 that we killed would be 10 per cent of the killable seals.
Q. Is that your estimate-10 per cent of all that comet-A. I take that for one
thing. I take our killing ground, where we kill 20,000, and where we lay these
seals along as close as we can, so as to give us greater area. We want to make
room to take the next year another piece, so that by the third year we can get
back again. I measured off that space two or three different times where 20,000 carcasses lay, and where I considered they lay as close as on the rookeries. I came to
the conclusion we had about 40,000 at Zapadnie, 30,000 at Starry .A.rteel, and about
50,000 at North rookery, 10,000 to 15,000 on Little East rookery, and about 25,000
or 30,000 on East rookery. That is all the rookeries. I could never make it any
more than that during that time. I measured the places carefully. 1
Q. Do you put it at the same numbers annuallyf-.A. . .A.bout. I think the breeding seals on the rookeries come in about the same numbers; but the first year I was
up there we killed 20,000 with great ease, and in a short time, and I considered that
we could kill more easily; and I recommended Colonel Otis to make a bigger allowance for St. George, because we wanted to bring up our men's dividends a little.
The next year he gave permission to take 25,000 on St. George, and they would take
75,000 on St. Paul. We got 21,000 or 22,000 that year. We had exceeded in our estimate the number that we could take at that time, and they had to finish our quota
on the other island. Later in the season-perhaps two weeks after that-we could
have got perhaps 10,000 more seals, but we certainly could not get them when we
wanted them.
1887.

L.A. Noyes, per G. R. Tingle (p. 177). Measurements of breeding rookeries of
St. George Island, by Dr. L. A. oyes, acting assistant Treasury agent, January 4,
March 1, and April 22, 1887.
Sea
margin.

Depth.

it:!~{nt~~th::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2,200
2,100
600
900
8,500

200
160
125
575
800

Total ............................................. .

9,800

Rookery.
East ................................................... ..
Zapadnie ............................................... .
Little Eastern . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . ................. .

sl!~~e

Seale.

440, 000
886,000
75,000
517,500
1,050,000

220,000
168,000
87,500
258, 750
525, 000

2,418,500

1,209,250

The breeding grounds on St. George Island, surveyed July 12 and 15, 1873, gave
the following figures (H. W. Elliott's "Condition of Affairs in Alaska, 1874," p. 78):

I
60 I
40

Rookery.
Sea
D0 th
Sqeueatr.e
Seals.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_m_a_r_gm_·_·..j..___P_·___r_,__ j _ _ __
Eastern ................................................. .
Little Eastern .................. . ....................... .
orth .. . .................. .... ......................... .
Near .................................................... .

z~;:rntr~~~~::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::
Total..............................................

900
750
2,000
750
500
600

25
150
125 1
60

54. 000
80, 000
50, 000
112, 500
62, 500
86, 000

27,000
15, 000
25, 000
56, 250
81, 250
18, 000

---------- ----.!---5, 500
845, 000
172,500

1868-1

T. F. Morgan (p._~9). Q. Have_ you ever formed an estimate of th probable nttn?-·
ber of seals that v 1 1t the rookene. annuallyf-A. I have attempted to do it, but 1t
i hard to do.
1
Here he gives his figures, and after telling the committee that he an not make as
m~ny seal in ·ouuting as 'Profe ·or Elliott has don "yet he doe do so and more!
HI total for the, t. 'eor,. rookeri s, as given by hii'n is 1 5 000 seals ~ga.inst my
swn t tal of 172,000.
'
'
'
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Q, You are aware that Professor Elliott, in his book, estimates in the neighborhood of 4,000,000. What do you think about that estimate ¥-A. I think that Professor Elliott ha~ overestimated it. When he was there the way he :figured out the
estimate was that be laid down the carcasses of seals and measured around them and
then measured the rookeries.
Q. He estimated the average size of a harem f-A. Not only a harem, but every
size of seal, each old bull. He measured the 4-year old, and the 3-year old, the
2-year old, and the 1-year old grown male, and then he took the extent of territory
where the seal hacl lajd and measured that, and computed his :figures from the territory; bnt they do not lie all over the territory which he marked out.
Q. He measured all around, taking a given area ¥-A. The seal did not cover the
whole area as thoroughly as he measured it. The only time he could make his
measurement was after the seals had left. These were made then. You can not
measure a rookery while the seals are lying there; but he observed the ground
covered by the animals during the season and sketched out the details and where
they were lying, and measured that after they had left there. 1
Q. Do you think under careful treatment and the present policy a large number
might be readily taken off after a year with safetyf-A. Possibly; but I would not
suggest that they should increase the catch very fast. I should go carefully and,
observe the effect, increasing at the rate of 5,000, 10,000, or 15,000.
1880-1885.
H. A. Glidden (p. 29). Q. What was your estimate of the value of those rookeries ¥-A. I could not estimate them. The seals are there by the millions; you can
not count them.
1869-1872.
S. N. Buynitsky (p. 12). Q. Have you any means of making an estimate of the
probable number of fur seals that visit these islands and rookeries t-A. I saw an
approximate estimate made by Mr. Elliott. I do not know that I ever indulged in
any :figures as to that. I simply expressed my impression here [examining report];
no· I see I did not indulge in any guessing.
Q. You say that Professor Elliott has made some estimate ofthatf-A. Yes, sir; I
say I did not make any estimate. I do not think any estimate would ue within a
million or two. I think he puts them at 5,000,000, but it may be 3,000,000 or
7,000,000, as they are countless. It is a sight never to be forgotten by one who saw
it, and it recurs sometimes in my dreams-that vast extent of beach covered by these
animals.
THE BEGINNING AND PROGRESS MADE IN DRIVING FROM THE UNDIS·
TURBED HAULING GROUNDS OF ST. PAUL.

The statement made by the natives to Messrs. Goff, Murray, Nettleton,
and myself, that no commercial driving was made from Zapadnie, We t
English Bay, Southwest Bay, Tonkie Mees, or from Polavina during the
seasons of 1871-1874, and that it was not really begun in earnest until
1879,2 is confirmed (independent of my own personal knowledge that no
such driving was done during the seasons of 1872-1874) by the entries
made in the Trea ury agent's office Journal, St. Paul village.
I made a careful examination last July of this, the only official record
kept by the Government officers on either island of St. Paul or St.
George. This journal on St. Paul is a large ledger-made book, which is
opened there for the season of 1872, and continued without break from
that time up to date of my examination. In this journal the Treasury
agent in charge of the island makes a daily entry of the chief affairs
of the day, i.e., the weather, doings of the natives in the village, and
white , employees of the lessees, etc.; arrival and departure of ship ,
teamers, etc.; and during the sealing season a daily record of the num1
Mr. Morgan means well, but is painfully ignorant of my method of surveying
the rookeries: ee pagt,s 21-24, an tea.
i Seep. 195, antea, Conference of natives with Government officers, etc.
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ber of seal skins taken, together with a note of that place or places on
the island where these skins were taken or driven from for that particular day's killing.
Extracting this record of the driving, as I have below for Polavina,
involved a lengthy and patient reading of these rambling entries. To
make sure that I overlooked nothing, I requeste<l. Mr. S. R. Nettleton,
assistant Treasury agent, to make a similar examination and give me
the dates. We agreed in our findings exactly as to Polavina; but the
Zapadnie drives were so badly mixed up in this record after 1878, that
it was not possible to make a truly accurate list, as in the case of
Polavina.
But as Polavina was one of the several fine, large, hauling grounds,
never visited or drii,en frorn in 1872-1874, together with Zapadnie and
Southwest Point, this record of the driving there and its frequency
in progression, etc, is valuable, independent of the testimony of the
natives above referred to. With reference to this particular driving
from Polavina, thenatives,Artamanov and Booterin,in particular,claim
to know that these drives, up to 1879, were not taken from the Polavina
hauling grounds back of that great rookery, but were gathered up anywhere between the old Polavina barrabkie and Tonkie 11fees, or Stony
Point, and that no driving from the great Polavina hauling plateau and
Little Polavina up to Dalnoi was done until the new salt house was
built at Stony Point in 1879. These old native chiefs also averred that
these early drives from those undisturbed reservoirs of 1872-1874 were
made up exclusively of" big seals," i.e., smooth 4-year olds, or 11-pound
skins.
The 11i·easury agent's official record of drives made frorn Polavina

01·

Halfway Point.

[Extracted from the journal of the Treasury agent's office, St. Paul Village.]

1875:
June 16. a
1876:
June 14.a
1877:
June 13. a
22.a
26.a
1 78:
June 24. a
July 1.a
1879:
June 10.
14.
16.
July
1 0:
Jun 21.
28.
July 5.
17.
1 1:
June 10.

1881:
June 17.
24.
25.
July 2.
4.
7.
12.
13.
18.
1882:
June 16.
22.
30.
July 8.
1883:
Juno 6.
13.
20.
July 2.
12.
17.
1
June 18.

1884:
June 23.
July 7.
12.
14.
19.
1885:
June 15.
23.
26.
July 10.
16.
24.
1886:
June 9.

E ryon of he ·e lriv abov
tak n up from h ntir r ion b twe u Li
P int. The drive wa. finally r
up
0~

ll

17.

23.
25.
30.
July 6.
12.
16.
21.
26.

1887:
June 16.
23.

30.

July 6.
14.
21.
1888:
June 15.
28.
July 7.
7.
14.
19.
24.
1 89:
June 17.
25.
July 2.
10.
17.

24.
30.

ince1879,embrace eal
olavina down to tony
kill d a , hort di tance
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Table showing the nmn!Jer of fiw-seal skins talcen from the P1·ibilov Islands si11ce thefr
transfer in 1867 froni Russian to .American, owne1·ship; al110 the tax, bonus, and rental
paid.
Year.
1868 ........... ····- ..
1 69a .. .•.....•...•....
1870 ..................
1871 ............. . ....
1872 .....•.........•..
1 73 . .................
1874 .........•.. ·-····
1875 .. ···•··· .. ···--··
1876 ••.•..,.......•.•..
1 i7 ···········• ···-· ·
1878 ······ ..••........
1870 .............•....
1880 .•.......•..••••..

Nt,mbor
of skins.

Tax, bonus, and
rental paid.

Year.

250,000 ....................... 1881 ••••••••.••..... .
85,901 ...................... 1882. ·•···•···•••· ...
9,577
$101, 080. 00 1883 .••.......••.•.. .
9£1,841
317,082. 62½ 1884 ····•··•·········
!)9, 975
317,444. 37! 1885 ......•..••... •..
9:.l, 744
316,927.00 1886 ......•..••••. ...
99,998
317,494.75 I 1887 ···•·•··••··•···.
99,976
317,446. 97½ 1888 ... . .....•••. ....
291,155.50 1889 ·-···-········ ...
8!l, 964
75,526
253,255.75 1890b •._............. .
!l9, !l80
317,461.39
Total. .......•.
!lO, !l62
317, 410. 22½
100,036
317,594.50

Number
of skins.

T ax, bonus, and
r ental paid.

99,766
99, 922
75,000
99,062
99,096
99,982
99,950
100,000
100,000
21,000
2,206,057

$316, 984. 75
317,295.24
251, 8i5. 00
317,410. 22½
317,488.20
317,467.94
317, 378. 72½
317,500.00
317,500.00
2JO, 000. 00
6,208,916.17

a Tho skins of 1869 wero called " food slcins," and carried over to 1870, are adclod to the catch of tl! at
yoar, the beginning of tl10 lease making a seeming return for this year of 95,477 skins taken in th e fir ~t
year of tlie Alaska Comrnercial Company's lease; tax, $2.02½ llOr skin taken, and r ntal of $55,000 p r
ammm. .As this lea so did 11ot g o into operation until August, 1870, the
oreta1·y made a robato of
somo $22,000 rental.
bLease of the Alaska Commercial Company oxpir d May 1, 1800. Loas r newod to North Am 1·icau Commercial Company, allowed to kill 60,000, but secured only 21,000; tax, $9.62 for oach skin,
taken, and $60,000 r ntal per annum.
NoTE.-The foregoing tignr s ouly account for tho o skins tak n and shipp d from th islall(Ja
between 1870 and 18!l0; oftl10.-o tak en in 1868 notim e list l1as he II kept.
early140,000 " food sld11s "
hav been taken bC'twecn 1870 and 1890 which h avo nov r gone from tho islands-wore wasted all(l
destroyed. This shonld 11 ver occur again. Tho 1809 skius vaid a tax of only $1 p r skin, and tho
rental for that year was only $5,480.75.

Table showing the beginning of each sealing season on the. islan(ls of l. Panl and St. Oeorge,
frorii 1870 to 1890, iuclush c, ancl /.he number of fur seals acceptecl by the lessees uv lo J1lly
20 of each year.
[From tho Treasury ag nt's record, St. Paul Jshtncl.]

Yoar.

St. Paul.
St. George.
Total
Season
kins
, ason
kins skit111 a<'·
pt d.
b gan- accepted. began- accepted.

-----------------------· ---- ---- ---

1870a, .......•.......... ·-· ........•..•..•...•.... . .........•............... ... .•.... .. ··- .•...• _. __ _.
1871 ............................................... June 1
29,788 June 4
12,604
42,302

!IH:\IZEH+:+HEE I iJli i :i:t~
1877 . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1878 . .......•.. .••...... ... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1870 . .......•• _...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . .
1881 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1882 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
188:.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 4 ....... . ..•.. •.•• .• .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. ..•...
1885 . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
1 0 . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1887. ... ... . . . . . ... . . . .. . •. .. . . . . ... . . . •••.... .. . ..
8

i~ L~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1890 . . . . . . . • • • • • • .. . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . .

4
8
2
1
0
2
4

58, 732
78, 570
80, 572
80, 000
80, 000
80, 000
60, 101
83,092
70, 451
72, 120
77,389

:.i

3
4
1

i 16,
i~::~~
833

0

C

1
10
3
3
9
G
4
4
1
8
9

15, 000
16, 709
20, 560
20, 000
20, 000
20, 000
11, 123
11,152
15, 000
13, 335
13,381

: }~:m
2

C 4,

112

!HI!
7:!, 7:12
o;;, 210

b 101, l ll

100, 00
100, 000
100, 000
71, 221
04, 2-14
85, •15 l
85, 4!i[i
!lO, 770

~~:~~3

C 20,

a, or cord.
c Taken by North Amoricau Commercial Company.
b Ace ptod, bnt not shipp din on year; balanct} carried over.

H. Do . 92, pt. 3--34

045
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1.'able showing the aniount of earnings received by the natives of St. Paul Island f01· taking
and curing skins ancl the dist1·ibntion of said earnings-the total nmnber of fur-seal
skins shipped fro1n St. Panl Island by the Alaska Goni1nercial Gornpany from 1870 to
1889, inclusive.
[Report of Charles .r. Goff, United States Treasury agent, .July 31, 1890.]

Year.

Paid to
Paid to
Total fur• natives for natives for
seal skins 1.akin~ and
~eneral
shipped.
rnbor.

Total fur
seals
killed.

$2,406.80 .............. . .
30,853.60
$580. 40
30,416.00
221. 97
29,597.80
76. 80
29,849.60
217. 53
30,008.00
210. o:i
31,848.20
113. 40
23,981.60
146. 40
32,654.00 a2, 218. 88
31, !JOS. 60 bl, 910. 86
31,889.00
215. 40
31,825.60
54. 00
31,750.80
250. 50
23,896.80
97. 00
33,785.60
240. 00
33, 933.00
12. 00
33,941.80
134. 00
33,839.80
203. 40
33,834. GO
15. 60
33,744.80
15. 00

6,017
77,925
76,.698
76, 488
97,932
91,215
70, 19!)
62,813
83,034
86,592
80,276
81,501
81,420
61,987
86,013
80,364
85,689
85,629
85,271
85,053

•····· ···4si

1,557, 116

18, 12'1

~ki~:~

1870 ...•.. ······. ··•••·•••••· ••••..•••.• :
1871 ..•......•••.....•.................•.
1872 .... . . .•.•..................• ····· .•.
1873 .... ... ······ .........•••............
1874 .......•...............•..••...•..••.
1875 ...............•.•............. •···· ·
1876 .......•..................... ··••·•·•
1877 ................ . .......... .. .••.• •..
1878 ............. .....................•..
187!) .. .......... ··•····••·•·• ······ .•••••
1880 ........ . ......................••.•..
1881 c ....... .................. ..... .... . .
1882 ... . ........ - •....................•..
1883 . .. .... .......... . ..... ······ · ...... .
1884 ····•·· ...............••..........•..
1885 .... .....•.. ..••• .. .........•• .......
1886 ..............•....... ········· ···•··
1887 . ....... .•.. .. ·······•••• ....•.......
1888 ............ .•.... •... •• .. • .... ......
18 9 ......... ••···•••• ··•••••• .•.•••..•. .

6,017
76,134
74,941
74,4.85
89,924
89,687
80,000
60,199
82, 000
80,000
80,000
79,905
80,000
60,000
85,000
84,995
85, 000
85,000
5,000
85,000

'.rotal. ............................ .

], 523,287

596,056.00

7,005. 67

Rejected
stagy
skins.

1,536
736
596
451
1,979
1,088
081
1,977
275
1,341
1,414
J, 775
941
1,182
635
590
196

---······ ···

.A GrFT DI TRIBUTION OF THE, E NATIVES' E.A.RNTNGS ANNUALLY MADE BY
'.fHEMSEL YES.

I

Year.

Received
by
t. Paul
cburclJ.

Received
by
St. Paul
priest.

ReceiYed
Heceived Received
Received R ceived
St. ?aul R ceived
by
by
by
by
church for
by
Oona•
Oona•
St. J:>aul
't. Paul
transla• I chicf11 as
lashka
lasblrn.
widows. ag;i~f~d of ;~~~ch salary.
church.
priest.
service.
1

1870 .. ...... .
1871 . ............
1872.........
1 73.........
1874.. . .. .. . .

l1877....
~L:::::
::
.....
8

1~,-.-..-..-.-..-..-.

$150.UO ·.·.•.·.·. ·..... ·. ·.·.'I
$77.20 ...••...•...•••.•••••..
$100.30
910.16
614.82 --·-··· · -·· ........ ......... ...... ' ............ .................
J455.08
902.45
$451.22 ..... ............................. ' ...................... .... .... .
870. 62
435. 11 .................................. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •
859. 06
429. 53 •.•.....••...•....•••....•.......• I •••••• ••••• ••••••• •••• •••• • • • • •

~~~: ~~

62L. 50
11s.........
855. 78
1870 .. .. . . .. .
822. 24
18 0.........
813.10
857. G6
1881 c • .. • .. •
1882... ...... . . . . .. . . . . .
1883 . ...... .. . • . . . . . . . • .
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1885 ........... ........
188G........ . . . . . . . . . • • .
1887.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • .

.... ~~~·.
~'.. :::::: :: ::: :::::::: ::: :::::: ::::::'::::::: ::: $m:
~i ····,;sii:so
621. 4
310. 74 .... .. · · ..
855.78 ····soo:oo· ::::::::::: ::::::::::::1
··$300.'
o
o·
...........
855.78
821. 50
200. 00 . .•. .. .. . . . ... . . .. . . .. .
450. 00
4.50. 00 ........ ..
813.10
150.05
$200.00
$1,219.65
4.50.00 ............ .. .... .. .
857. 6G . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . ..
428. 3
225. 00 ................. · · ..
1,000. 00
2, 650. 00 ................. . ................ ... .... ........ · • • · •
750. 00
50. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .
225. 00 ..•.......... · .. • · • · ·
1, 000. 00
300. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300. 00 ........ ..... .. .• · · · ·
1,000.00 ........... 1,000.00 ,............
300.00 ........... ··········
1,000.00
200. 00
600. 00 . . . . .. . .. . . .
200. 00 ..... . . ..... ... ... · · ·
1, 000. 00
1, 500. 00 ........... '· ..... • . . .. .
200. 00 ...... .. .. ..... ..... .

mt::::::::::::::::::
1:gggje 2.~~:: :::::::::::1:::::::::::: 200.00 1···········
····•·····
,--- - · - - - - - - - -"---- -----1~
...... .............. .
Total. l d8,851,76 d13,467.45 j d ,802.07

L

00.00

!l,64 .48

3,050.00 dl, 571.21 d2,176.96

ct o thouPnDll wc•nty.two dollar and nindy•two c nts r c h d by natiY s for making oil, under
h ,al of ~en ral lalJ()r.
b n thonsancl si. hundr l an<l si ty.six dollar. and six n r •c iv d by natives f r making oil,
und ·r 11 ad of gt·ncr, l labor.
c Fif · do\1or1:1 r · ived bys bool t ach r.
d:Four hundred and fifty.fiv dollars and igbt cents r c iv<.'<1 by Dr. Kramer; tlrat.cl:u1s sbaro.
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SU'm,nia1·y showing the total nuniber of fur seals killed f01· skins on the islancls of St. Pa1tl
and St. George by the Alaska Com,niercial Company front 1870 to 1889, inclusive; also
the nuntber of large young seals and pups killed fo1· natives' food on the islancls of St.
Paul and St. George front 1870 to 1889, inclusive; the total nitnibe,· of fu1·-seal skins
shipped froni St. Paul and St. George islands by the Alaska C01nniercial Cornpany front
1870 to 1889, inclusive; the amount of earnings received by the natives of St. Paul and
St. Ge01·ge fo1· taking and curing skins and the distribtttion of said earnings.
Fnr seals killed for skins on the islands of St. Paul and St. George by
tbe Alaska Commercial Compa,n y, and also for natives' food, from 1870
to 1889, inclusive ....................................................
Fur-seal skins shipped from St. Paul and St. George by the Alaska Commercial Company from 1870 to 1889, inclusive ................... ___ ..
Fl!-r seal~ rejected as stagy at St. Paul and St. George from 1 70 to 1889,
1nclus1ve ................................... - ...................... _
Fnr seals. destroyed on St. Paul and St. George in securing catch from
1870 to 188!), inclusive. ..... • . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • • . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . .
Total ....... . _.....•....... ____ ....... - •........ _.... _. _.. . . • . . .

1,877,030
1, 40,364
20, 393
16, 273
, 877, 030

Earnings received by natives of t. Paul and t. George from 1870 to
1889: inclusive ........ ···· .·•·· ...................•.................. $755,672. 7
Donations by natives of 't. Paul and t. George from 1870 to 1 89, inclusive ___ ............................................................ .
50,608. 11
Paid to chi fs on St. Paul Island ( t. George is in lucled in donations)._
3,050.00
Paicl to t. George men for work clone on St. Paul Islnncl. ............. .
25,780.40
Paicl to Kodiak men for work done on St. Paul I sland ................. .
680.00
Unaccounted for .........................•............................
19.25
Paid to school teacher ..................................... ___ .... _. _. _
50.00
E~pcnd~d by the natives of St. Paul and St. George from 1870 to 1889,
1n cl us1 ve ...••...........•........•....................•............ 643,963.10
Balance due to natives Ma,y 24, 1890, now held by the North American
28,117.02
Commercial Company .......... ...... ........... . .. ........ ........ .
3, 404.. 99
Balance hold by Alaska Commercial Company for Mrs, Melevidoff ..... .
755,672.87
Fur-s al pups (five months old) killed for natives' food on't. Paul and t. George islands from 1870 to 1889, inclusive, total ..

92,864

(Proportioned between the islands as follo11 s)t. Paul Islaucl from 1870 to 1 9, inclu ive ....................... .
t . George Islan<l from 1870 to 1889, inclusive .••••..••.•••.........

63, 04
29,060
92,864

(Re1wrt of Ghc1,rle11 J. Goff, U11ilecl tates Treasury agent, J1tly 31, 1890.)
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Daily statement of fm· seals killed on St. Paul Island, Alaska, cluring the sealing seasvn
ending Jit.ly 20, 1890.
Number of
Number of seals
seals killed for killed by lessees for
nat ives' food.
skins.
:-,
.:::i

ai

Date.

Rookery.

ce 'd..., .
~

Skins
reject- A ccepted. Rejeoted.
ed.

a,)

be

A

p

0
I>,
0

b.O

~!

"'al

'"'
p

<1)

a,)

'd ..,;
A p

0

.§
'"'
p.;

~

-~"'

~
'd
A

,d

A
a,)

Q

Q
Q

"O

a,)

-

-

j
0

E-,

~

:;:I

~

..!4

a,)

~

"'

"<ii'

c:<!

0'"'
pA 0~

0

Q

r/).

- - --1 - - -- - - - - - - - - -- l - - l - - - l - - l - - 1 - - - -

a,)

...,

c,j

<I)
(1,)

"'A

,d
,d

~i -~

~ ;J2
H rfJ.

Aggregate.

~

'"'

"'

~
;J2

r/).

-- - - - -

...,ti!

~

0

E-,
--

1890.

May 28 Southwest Bay •••••••••••••••••••• 119 115 3 1
June 6 Reef. ........................................... .
11 ..... clo ••.•.•............ . .•••... .. ........ . . . . . ..
13 Tolstoi .•..•......•.................... ..........
16 Reef .................................... .. ..... ..
17 Northeast Point ................................ .
17 Halfway Poin t ....... ... . ......... .... ...... .. . .
18 Tolstoi and Middle Hill.. .................... .. .
18 Northeast Point .. ... .......................... ..
20 Reef and Lukannon ............................ .
20 NortheastPoint .. . . ..................... .. ..... .

~i t 0~\t:aesWoafut::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: ::: :::
~~ :~~l~!;~a;o:f ~~
24 Roofs and Zoltoi. ......... . ........ . .... . . . . .... .
0

3

1
:~~~~-~~::::::: :::: : ::: ::: :::

24

~~

26
27
27
28
28
30

i

English Bay ancl Middle Hill ................... .
Northeast Point ................................ .
Reef . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
ortbeast Point ...... . . . .......... ... ... ....... .
Tolstoi, English Bay, Middle H ill,
and K etavie ....... ........... . .......... ..... .
Northeast Point ............... ..........• ... ... .
Reef.......... . ... . .. . .. .. .. ..... ..... .... .. ... .
Northeast Point ........ ... .. .. ......... .... .... .

2
2

H;~tb:.I n~i!t:::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::: ::: :: :

30

July

ortbeast Point . .. ........ . .......... . .... ..... .

~~!.
~h!~li~n!t::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: ::: :::
South west Bay ................................. .

3
3
4

0

o~tt:::sst,\~~fut::::: : ::: :::::::::: :::: :::: :: : :::
Tolstoi, E 11 glish .Jfay, and Middle
llill .......................................... .

orth ast Point .................... ....... ..... .
5 Reef. ........................................... .
5
ortheast Point ..................... . .. ..... ... .
7 English Bay, Midcll Ilill, Tol•
stoi, Lukannon, and K l:t.vio ................. .

4

7 ..... do ................................... . ..... .
7
orth ast Point .................... .. .......... .
8
8

~

10
JO
12

IIalfway Point ................................. ..
orLh asL Point ............................... ..

:.Oo~\t:;:t:~1{t::::: :::::::::::::: :::: :::: ::: :::
R · f ........................ .............. ..... ..
orth ast l 1 oint ................... ... .. ..... .. .
Engli b Hay, Midtllo Ilill, 'l'ol•
stoi, Lukannon, and Ketavi ................. .

g ll~~~~!Isfi~i!t::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: ::: :::
14 R f ............................... ... ... .. .... ..
15
15

Engli h Bay, Middle liill, Tol•

stoi, Lukannon, and Kotavie .......... ... .... .
ortb t Point ................................ .

:: ·p:t~;~\-:::tj~~}~~~t:\ ;;;;;::r; ;:;
1 ..... do ........... .... . .. ..................... . . .
18 Zapadnie ....... ........ . .... . ............... - ...

115
115
539
181
315
16
167
270
78
3:l9
438
290
96
515
176
414
202
263
164
114
374
225
205
79

...... . 1
5
... .... 1
1
... 35 ... 35
1 ..... ..... .
1 1
2
....... 4

4

....... 2

2

115
115
539
182
315
16
167
270
78
339
438
290
96
518
178
414
205
263
166
116
376
230
206
79

: :n::r1
3 ...

3

2 .......... .

2 .... 1
1
2 19 1 20
5 .......... .
1 .... ..... ..

,1

-~:.1

16

3
1

-~~-'
3

1
20

2

207
98
246
131
240
96
181
180

472 ... 19 3 22
318 3 .... ...... .
524 1 .... 1
1
74 ... ... .... ... .

472
32 1
625
74

22

400 . . . 11 ... ll
400 ... 11 .. . 11
336
257
3 1
4
378 1 .... ... ... .
1 . .. 1
160 2
271 ............. .
373 1
2 2
4
112

400
400
336
257
379
162
271
374
112

11
11

624 5
4 . .. 4
211 ... .... ..... .
641 ... .... 17 17
104 ... .•• .... .••.

629
211
641
104

315
245
311

315
245
311

1

369 3 .......... .
485 .••••••..•••••
405 ....••..•..•..
80 ....•••... 156

167
274
78
339
438
292
96
521
179
426
205
266
166
117
396
230
206
79

A

"2"/

206 1
2 .. . 2
97 1 .......... .
246
130 1 ... ....... .
240 . ..... 2
2
!l6
181
2 ... 2
180

1 ...

119
116
574
182
317

. ...

,

209
98
246
131

::::1
242
2
.

-~-'

4

,J
4

17

1

372
485
405
80 156

I

96
183
180

494
321
626
74
411
411
336
261
379
163
2il
378
112

633
211
658
104
315
245
312
372
4 5
405
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Daily statement of fu,r seals lcilled on St. Paul Island, Alaska, d1trii1g the sealing season
ending July 20, 1890-Continued.
Number of
seals kille<l for
natives' food.

Rookery.

Date.

'd

$,

~
bl)

A

p

0

I>,
Q)

ti.I)

g!

ct1]

Q)

'd

A

Reef and Zoltoi. ............... . ___
NortheaAt Point __.... _--- - -- ---- -En~ish Bay, Micldle Hill, Tol,s i, Lukannon, Ketavie, and

20

N!~\~;a!1°i!Kii:::::: :: : : :: : : : : : : :

1!)

~
0

rd

cD

.::0

-~
p,

..,;
p

p 0
- -

-

19
20

~

-!
"'

"'A

<.)
Q)

--· · ---- --- -- --

752
507

3

Q)

A

w. p

547
446

115

"'

'O

2

3

6
2

18
47

'd

.s

.8p.

cD

<.)
Q)

Q)
<.)
<.)

-~
"'

'CD'

"'A"'

C:

p

3

0

E-<

..,;

0

- - - - -- - -

---· ........ --- ---

Total __ - __ -- -- . - ---- -- --- -- - - 119

"dQ)

,t:i

A"'

~ ;;;i
H '.I).
1890.

Aggregate.

Skins
reject- Accepted. Rejected.
ed.

I>,
.0

ce"'

Number of seals
killed by les ees for
s1dns.

4

7

--- .... -- - ....
4 ....
--- ----

-~
.!,j

:&l
w.

w.

~

=
U)

~

.50

E-<

--- -- - 549
446

. .....

7

556
446

758
500

22
47

780
556

--- - -

1 16,783 50 185 50 344 16,833 301 17,724
CHAS. J. G FF,
Unitecl States TreasruriJ Agent in Oharge.

Daily statement of fnr seals kUled on St. George I slancl, Alaska, clm·ing the sealing season
ending July 20, 1890.
umber of seals killecl hy lessees
for skins.
Rookery.

Date.

Aggregat. .

Rejected
foroth r
Total
kin s
· reasons - Tot.111. acekins
s al1:1
ptcd. rejected. kill
cond died on
d.
class. the road.

.A.cc pted.
Primo.

- - - --- ---- - -- · - - -11'90.

June 2

16
18
10
20
23
25
28
30
July 1
3
5
7
8
9
11

North··········•·········East-.--.---·-··--··-··---orth ------------------·-·
East and Little East. ___ -- _
%apadni e . _. ___ . -- ... _____ 'tarry Arto land North- __
East and Little East ..... --

Ea.'lt. ______ -----· -··- --···se.,,, Arteol and o,th ...
Zapa<lnie -·-··· ·····--··-·-

214
113
179
394
162
182
1!!8
189
145
234
56
57
23
183
59
102
53
131
119
71
634
527

Total-----··········-

4,0 6

~~~anter~~~ ~-~~ - . -~~~~:::

East aml Little East----··.
Starry Arte land orth . __
East ancl Litt! East-_ ••. _.
Zapadnie
---------------·-EaHt
and Little
East . ______
.. _
tarry
rte______
I and____orth
East
______
_______

"14 I Zapadnfo
'tatty Ml, l nnd orlh ...
_____ - . -- - - - ----··
{~ ~~~~Y i;~~i ~-~ci- --~i=th:::
18

20
20

71 ........ .. . ...........

I

4
4
2
2
2
1

--- ---···
·-- ------·
.............
·-----····

·-------··
.........
....

··-··--· ...........
4
4
1
3

1
1
7
1
1

........ -····· ·-··
1
..........
····--- · ............
........
7

..........
21

71
2J8
118
181
394
164
184
180
189
149
238
57
58
24
193
60
10:i
53
132
119
71
641
527

71
218
117
181
394
164
184
189
189
145
234
57
57
23
186
59
102
53
131
119
71
641
527

4,133

4,112

---- - -1

4
4
1
1
7
l
1
1

21

71
218
118
181
394
164
184
180
180
140
238
57
58
24
193
60
103
53
132
119
71
641
527
4,133

OTE.-One rejecl;ed skin was giv n to the chief ancl the r maining (20) were salted down in tho salt
boos till fnrther orders.
JOSEPH MURRAY,

First A,liltant Agent, Trea,ury Department.
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Daily conipa1·ison of the killing of fu1· seals on the islantt of St. Paul, seasons of 1889 and
1890.
[From report July 31, 1890, of Charles J. Goff, United States Treasury agent in charge.]

VILLAGE.
Number
killed.

Date.
188!).
June 5 .•••....••...•••••.••.••••.••••••
10 ........•..•.•••.••...•••....•••.
12 ......•.••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.••...•..
14 .............•... ····•·••••••··•.
15 ............••........... • . ••.• ..
17 .........•................••..••.
18 ...... : ......................... .
19 ................. ·······••·•··•••
20 ..•..•....••..........•..••.•....
22 ...............•.•.•......•••....
24 .••••.•••••..•.•.•..••.••.••••••.
25 .••......•••.••..••..••...••...•.
26 .......... .•••...•...••...•. .....
27 .....••...•.......•.....•......•.
28 ..........•...........••.........
29 •••..•..•.••.•..•.••...••.•...•..

201
120
947
762
340
895
1,161
1,561
253
1,353
2,578
979
1,314
311
1,349
1,038

Total .••..••..••.•.•••.•...•...•..

15, 162

1. ..........•.••••.•••..•••...••..

10 .....•..... . .••..................
12 ........................••....•.•
13 ................................ .
15 ...................... ···•·· .... .
16 ..............•.•.•.•...•....••.•
17 ..•...••.•.......... ···•···••••··
18 ............................. ... .
19 .................... ····•··••••••
20 .....•..•••..• •••···••••••••••••·

1,023
834
1,841
1,716
1,255
1,302
814
1,314
654
2,004
], 006
3, 085
l, 911
1,931
2,046
2,017
1,913

Total ......•...••..•....••.••••••.

6,666

July

2 .••..••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••
3 .• .. .••..••..••.••••.• ·••·••••••·
4 .••..•••••••.•••.••••••.•••••••••
5 .•..•••.• ·•••••••••••·••••••••••·
6 ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·

8 .•••••.••••••••••••••. ··••·••••••
9 .•••.••••••.•••••••••.••..••.••••

Date.

Number
killed.

1890.
June 6 .•••••••••••••••••.••..•••......
11. ....•....•••..••...............
13 .•••••.••••.•..••.•.••.•.••.•••.
16 ...........•.•.•.....•...••.....
17 ....••••.•...••..•..............
J.8 .......•••••.••..•..•..•........
20 ............................ . .. .
21. .......•..•....•............••.
23 ....••.•.••....•.•.......•...•..
24 ..•.••..............•..••.•...••
25 ......••.••...••••............•.
26 ....... : ...•..•••••..••.•.......
27 •••••••••••••...................
28 ....•••••..•.. ··•···•······ .....
30 .•..•••••••••..•••••. ···•••••• ..
Total .•.•••••••.••••...•..••.....
July

1. • • . . . . • . . . • • . • • • • . • . • • . . • . . . . . .
2................. .•. . .. ..••.. ...
3 .......... •·••• .. • •. . . . . . . • .. . . .
4............ ........ ... . ... .....

116
574
182
317
167
274
339
292
521
426
266
117
396
206
209

=

4,402
246
242
18:l
494

5................................

526

7 ..... .....•...... ········ .. .....
8 .•.••••••••••••••• ·••••••••··••·
9 ...................... •••••··••·

411
261
163
378
633

10.... • • . . . . . . • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • . .
12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

f~l

la................................

14 .............................. . .
15................................

i~~

K: ::::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::::::
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19. ····••·••·•·•····•••··•···· ....
20 ............................... .

~~~

Total • • . • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . • • . . . • . . . .

6, 111

NORTHEAST POINT.
1889.
June 17 ................................ .
18 . ...... ···•·· .•.•...•••••.•••••..
19 . .. ···•·· .........•..••••..•.••••
21. ...........•••.•.•.....••.••••••
24 .••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••.
25 ....••..•••••••••••••••••••••••..
26 ......••.....••••••..•.•••...••..
27 ....•...••...•..••...•...•.•..••.

28 ...•.••••.••••••.•••.•••.••••••••
29 . .. . ....... ··•·••·••·············
July 1. .•...••••.. .•• ••••••••.••.••••..
2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .
4 ..••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••
5 .••••• • •••••••••.••••••••••••••••
6 •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
8 .•••••••••••••••••.•••.•••.••••.•
9 .•• • •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••

10 . .••.••••••. ••·•••••••••·•··••·•·
13 .•..••• ··••··•·•••·•···•••••••·•·
15 ....•••.•••••.••...•••••..••.••..
16 . .•.•.•.•.• . ••.•••.••.••.•••..••.
17
· •••••• •••••••••••••••·••••·••••·
18 ...••...•.•.••••••...•••..•.••••.
19 ...••.•..••••. • •.••••.•.•...•.•..

1,054
1,270
494
1, 205
754
1,407
441
844
479
355
1, 200
968
1, 559
1,524
376
914
641
800

793
1,838
1,156
948

20a .............................. .

1, 282
834
243

Total .••••••.••..•••••••.•...•••••

15,076

a Two hundr

and forty•thr

1890.
Juno 1 7 ...... •••••• •••••• ••••••••• •• •• .
18 . ••.. ••••••. ••••••. ..• • . • • • .. •. .
20 ...•••.•••...•.••• ••·•·• ······ ..
21 ···•·· •••••••••••• •.•.... •• .. •. .

~:

438
96
179

~L:: :::::: :::::: ::: :::::::::: :::

205

i~~

2257······················ ·•··•··•··
.••••. ••••••·••·····••••·••·•· . .

79

28................................

98

30 ······ .••.•.•••• ··•··••·••······

131
96
10
321
74

July 1...... ...... ...... .. ...... ... . . .
2 ··••••·•·•···•••••••···•••····· ·
3

·••••••••••···•·· .•.. ·· · ·•• · ·••·
4 ••••••••••••••••·· ·······•• ·····
5 •••·•••·•••••• •••••••·•••• ••····

336

7 ••••••••·•••••···· .••...•. ·· · ···

379
271
112
65
245
312
485
405
446

8 •••••••••·•••••••••• ••••••••••••

9 ····•••··••··••·•· •·••·· ·•· · ·••·
10................................
13 ······•••·•··••••···•·••··• · ····
lS. ····••·••·•·• ···•·• · •·•·· ·•·•··
16 ....••••••••.• ••·•··•·•••• •••••·
17 ..• .• ••• . •• .. • • . . • . . . • . . . • • . . • . .
18............................... .

it::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • .

this day to make tho full quota of 100,000,

-

556
5, 007
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ALASKA INDUSTRIES.
AUTHENTIC ST.A.'l'EMENT

OF VALUE OF SEALING PLANT
PRIBILOV ISLANDS.

ON

THE

Items of the surnmary of the cash settlement made by the Alaska Commercial Cornpany with
the North .American Commercial Company, signed and dated on St. Paul Island, Pribilov
Group, May 24, 1890, in acco1·dance with a niutual agreement made Mm·ch 12, 1890, at
Washington, D. C., in the United States Treasu1·y Depa1·tment, by which the full transfer
of the entfre sealing plant of the old lessees to the undivided possession of the 11ew lessees
1vas amicably effected.

*
The Alaska Commercial Company was represented by Mr. Neumann, and the North
American Commercial Company by Mr. Tingle, and I acted as umpire, as per your
instructions, bearing date the 16th April, 1890. We arrived at St. Paul Island on
the 21st May, and immediately commenced to take stock. After several days' labor
the business was well in hand, and we proceeded to St. George Island, per steamer
Dora, and made a complete inspection and inventory of all the property there belongino- to the Alaska Commercial Company. After our return to St. Paul there was one
difference referred to me, and satisfactorily adjusted; then the entire bueiness was
settled by the representatives of their respective companies.
(Report of Charles J. Goff, United States 1'l'easury agent, July 31, 1890.)
(Copy of the duplicate copy of original summary.)
Recapitulation of 11u31•chandise and property t1·ansfe1·1·ed by the .Alaska Cornmercial Company to the North .Am,e1·ican Oonimercial Conipany, in accordance with the agreement of
Ma1·ch 12, 1890.

At St. Paul Island:
Merchandise .. _......................................... $14, 180. 61
Cash .......... _-........................ .. ......... - . . .
939. 90
Tools and implements............................. . ..... 2, 00 . 79
Household furniture .................. - .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
3, 09 . 27
School books, desks and bells.............. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .
257. 00
Boats, bidarrabs, and steam launch.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 570. 00
Live stock.... .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . 1, 395. 00
Buildings, improv ments, and telephone .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . 40, 855. 00
- - - - $65,304.57
At St. George Island:
Merchandise ............... ... ...... .... ............... .
7,909.68
941. 50
Cash ................................ .... ............. . .
505.
Tools and implements .................................. .
1,007.12
Househohl furniture .................................. ..
750.00
Boats an 1 biclarrabs ... _.............. --·-·· ·----· ...... .
562.00
Liv stock ............ ··-··· ...................... •·····
Bnil<lings an<l improvem nts .......................... .. 14,255.00
25,931.14
Grand total. .......... _........... __ .......... _... .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .

91, 235. 71

LIABILITIE .

Dne to na.tiv s an<l oth rs at t. Paul. ...................... .
Bank account of natfres .................................. ..
Due natives and others at St. George ............... __ ..... _..

11, 733.70
12, 123.93
6,979.54
30,837.17

et balance due Alaska. Commercial
[ EAL,]
[ ltjAL.]
[ EAL.]

ompany... . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .

60, 39 . 54

RUDOLPJI

E MA N,
GhO. R. TI GLE,
CnARL1t;s J.
FF,

Arbitrators.

The above ca b s ttlement show. that the entire ealing plant of the
AJa ka Uomrn rcial Uompany uch a building , tool. , Jive tock, boat. ,
hou ehold furniture, and impr v ment , was old to the. new lesseeR for
$67,264.02. This was its full ca h value.
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The transfer, as above stated, of merchandise and cash represented
no cost to the new lessees, since the former was native store goods:
was all salable, and was soon resold to the natives for a slight advance
over the figures given above. The cash is that coin (silver dollars and
half dollars chiefly) which is kept in circulation by the company among
the people, plus their credit books at the village stores.
Table showing the nwrnbe1· of fu1·-seal skins taken froni the Russian hauling grounds on the
Commande1· Islands, Bm·ing Sea, since 1871 and shipped to the rnarkets. 1

Year.

Robbens
Island.

Bering
and
Copper
islands.

Year.

Total.

- - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - -1-- - - 1 1 1 - - - - - --

1871 .•••••.•.••.••....•.••••••
1872 ......................... .
1873 ...... •••• .••• ..
2,694
1874 ........ ···•···•
2,414
1875....... .........
3,127
1876.. ..... .. .......
1,528
1877......... .. .•...
2,949
1878....... .. .......
3,142
1879....... ...•. .•.•
4,002
1880..... . ..• . . ... . .
3,330
1881........ .• .... . ..
4,207

3,614
29,356
27,710
28,886
33,152
25,432
18,584
28,198
38,748
45,174
39,314

3,614
29,356
30,404
31,300
36,270
26,960
21,533
31,340
42,750
48,504
43,521

Robbens
Island.
- --

-

1882.. ••• ••• .... . .•
4,106
1883...............
2,040
1884.. •.•... .......
3,819
1885...............
1,838
1886 ..•.......•.•...•...•....
1887 ......• • ...•... ······•••·
1888 .... .................... .
1889. ·•······ .......•.....•..
1890 ..••••••.•••••...........

I

Bering
and
Copper
islands.

Total.

- - - - - - --

44,620
28,699
53,853
43,575
54,591
46,347
47,362
52,755
52,502

40,514
26,650
50, 034
41,737
54,591
46, 347
47,362
52,755
52,502

769,863

Total .......................... .

1 Bering and Coppor islands constitute what is known as the Commander group. Robbens Reef or
Island is a small 1slet, or rock, rather, about 30 miles off shore from the east shore of Sakhalou faland,
in the Okotsk Sea; it belongs to Russia also. These skins were all taken imder the lease to Hulcl1in,
son, Kohl Philippaeus & Co., and paid a tax of $1.50 to the Imperial treasury for each skin taken.
Tbis lease expired in November, 1890, and at the date of this report it is not known d(lflnitely as to its
renewal.

Under Russian manag(lment tho yield from these islands I have tl:c record of, as
follows:
1862 ... - ..... - .. - - - - 4, 000 1 1865 . - - - - . - •• - •• - - . 4, 000 1 1868 . - . - .. - - - - . - . . . 12, 000
1863. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-, 500 1866 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 4, 000 1869 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 24, 000
1864.. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . 5, 000 1867 . . . • . • • • . • • . . • . 4, 000 1870 . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 24, 000

"o account of the proportion that Robbens Reef gives to this total for each year
between 1862 and 1870 has been found by the writer.
THE PELAGIC CATCH FROM 1886 TO DATE.
[With the year 1886 this work of hunting fur seals in the open waters of th ocE\an by whito men,
outfittin~ v ssels, and hiring hunters, practically begins: it is the fir t year that the British huDt rs
var got mt.o B ring Sea.]

Table showing the number of fur-seal skins taken by the pelagic sealers and poachers in the
orth Pacific Ocea11, and Bering ea.
Skins.

Pelagic and poaching catch of 1 6:
Landed at ictoria., British Columbia, by Briti h sealers .............. .
Landed at Victoria, Briti h olumbia, by American eal rs ............ .
Landed at an Francisco, Cal., by Arn rican alers ................... .
ized in B ring ea. by the nited tates R venue-Marin cutter R1tsh ..
Total . _.. __ ... _.....•.... _............. __ .. __ . _..... _. _. __ . . . . . . . • . .

25,53
5,000
2,9.JA
2,177

35 5

- -

P 1. gi<' and poaching catch of 1 7:
Land cl at ictoria., Briti h
lumbia, by Briti h s alers ...•....... ---· 17 07
Land ·d a.
ictoria, Briti h 'olumbia, by Ameri an eal r .....•. ·----- 2,!5
6,50.,
Land d at an Fra.nci co, ' al., b: m rican al rs ...................•
·,·izNl in B ring ea by cutters Rush and Bear ........................ . 12,:us
Total ... __ .. _... _...................... . ........ -- ... -- - . • • - - · · - - - --

, 161
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Pelagic and poaching catch of 1888:
Landed at Victoria, British Columbia, by British sealers ............•••
Landed at Sau Francisco, Cal., by American sealers ................... .

19,0ll
5,348

Total ............ _..... _•. _................................•...•••..

24,359

Pelagic and poaching catch of 1889:
.
Landed at Victoria, British Columbia,, by British and American sealers ..
Landed at San Francisco, Cal., by American sealers . ................•.•
Seized in Bering Sea by cutters Bear and Rush ...•...•..•••••••.•••••••

39,538
1,800
2,531

. Total .......................... _..•.....•....... _...•...•••..•.••. _.

43,869

Pelagic and poaching catch of 1890:
Landed at Victoria, British Columbia, by British and American sealers . . 38,404
Landed at San Francisco, Cal., by American sealers ............••••....
7,228
Total ............................... ..... .......................••..

45,632

Only in a general way, at this writing, can the relative number of skins taken in
Bering Sea be declared as distinct from the North I acifi.c catch. In 18 6 tho Bering
Sea catch can be said to be very near 20,000; in 1 7, 29,000; in 1888, 19,000 (no eizure1:1 were made that year); in 1889, 25,500; in 1 90, 16,000 (no seizures).

The short supply, together with the tbreatened extermination of the
fur seal, made the London sale a very Ii vely one la t October. The
following citation from the New York Fur Trade Review for December,
1890, is interesting:
OCTOBER RALES .

[R port by Messrs . .Blatspiel, tamp & Rea.cock.]

The sales covered six days and comprised a larger variety of furs than previously
offered in the autumn. Of course the chiof item has been salted fur seals, sold on
the 27th instant, and the v arious catalogue have contained 20,994 Alaska, 42,721
Copper Island, 20,117 orthwest Coast, 9,649 Lobos, and 1,873 ape of ood Hope,
etc., making a total of only 95,354 (as against 126,217 la!:!t y ar), and thi!:! total was
only brought together now by including the larger part of the catch from Copper
Island, which were heretofore always sold in the following spring. The attendance
for the s al sale was large, but for the othor furs there was a smaller number of
buyers from Germany present than last year, and buyers generally were not eager.
As soon as the small catch of Alaska by the new company became known early in
September, the fur-seal market became excited and values speedily advanced. It
wa mentioned that the h rds on the seal island had b en greatly diminished by the
indi criminato slaughter of females on the open seas, and therefore the catch for next
year on tlrn Pribilov Islands ·ould not now be forecast; it might again have to be
very small.
The quality of the 20,994 Alaska was excellent and chiefly large sizes, the great
number of small skins wbi h we have bad the past few years being conspicuously
absent. Of course, for th Alaska the demand was far greater than the supply, and
conse']_uently prices advanced rapidly and greatly, :weragin~ about 90 per cent all
round.
eparated, the ratio of advance wa : n 659 middlmgs and smalls, 75 per
c nt; on 2,939 smalls, 65 p r cent; 5,144 large pups, 5 per cent; 7,684 middling pups,
100 per cent; 3,752 small pups, 130 per cent, an<l 71 xtra mall pups, 100 per cent.
Th re were xceptionally few (745) low and cut skin , which were also in good
d mand.
arly all were secured for America.
'fhe 42,721 Copp r I land skins were also of somewhat superior quality, but having
alr ady som what improv d la t March, they now old at an average advance of
fnlly 50 per cent, bein 00 nearly level in advance in all the sizes; these wore also
largely secur d for Ameri a, but part were taken by Enrop an dealers and furriers.
The orthwe t Coast skins were of av rage fair quality, and ranging lower in
pric s, were mor appreciated by tho English trade; the advance, however, proved
about 60 per c nt on rates current last spriing.
The Lobo altbonO'h the quality wa on thewholenothingcboice of the sort, ranged
nearly 50 p r c nt dearer than la t y ar. The small low skins hardly advanced in
the a.me ratio; many w ,re t aken for Frau e.
·
'fbe Cape of Good Hop al o participated in the general advance.
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Suggestions for the new 1·itles that shoitld be adopted and enj01·ced by the Secretary of tke
Treasiwy j01· the land killing, in lieu of the ex-isting orde1· and conduct of affairs, whenever said land killing is again perniitted by the Government.
REVISED REGULATIONS FOR THE DRIVING .AND KILLING OF MALE FUR SEALS ON THE
PRIBILOV ISL.ANDS OF ALASKA,

1. No herd of male or killable fur seals shall be driven over a greater distance than
one-half mile from the hauling ground upon which it is found and from which it is
taken by the drivers.
2. At a distance of a half mile from the borders of the several hauling grounds of
the killable fur seals on the Pribylov Islands, and well back from the sea margin,
killing grounds shall be established; so that each and every locality known on the
islands of St. Paul and St. George (of the Pribylov group) as a hauling ground shall
have its own slaughtering field, and upon which all seals killed for tax and shipment,
driven from said localities, must be killed and skinned.
3. All male fur seals that are driven in these herds up to these killing grounds
from the hauling grounds adjacent, as above specified in regulations 1 and 2, shall
be kill_ed without culling out any save those which are under 1 year of age, known
as "short yearlings," and over 4 years of age, known as "wigs." These two classes,
under and over age, may be culled out and rejected, and those only.

These regulations, when enforced, will prevent any injur..r from red.riving and culling the herds. Their language is too plain for any Government agent to fail to understand, and their evasion is only possible
by the collusion of everybody on the islands-natives, officials, and
employees of the lessees-a fairly improbable event, and one that can
not take place without swift detection, even if such collusion were
undertaken.
The topography of the islands makes the location of these killing
grounds., as above ordered, entirely practicable and proper.

•
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DECENNIAL REVIEW OF EDUCATION IN ALASKA, 1885-1895.
By

SHELDON JACKSON,

General Agent of Education for Alaska.

[From the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1894-95, pp. 1442-1455.]

As the present year closes ten years of education in Alaska by the
United States Government, it seems an appropriate occasion for recal1iug the history of the past. Information concerning education Ull(ler
the Russian Government is very meager, the only availab1e sour e:-; to
tlrn English reader being the admirable work of WilJiam 11. Dall,
Alaska and its Resources (pp. 351 and 352), and the annual reports of
the Bureau of Education.
'flrn first Europeau settlers were Russians, attracted by the valuahle
fun, and skins. Many of these married Indian women and raised famiJies of mixed blood or creoles. As these children h1crea ed i11 number
and grew up there began to be on the part of ome of the father· a felt
11eed for schools. Accordingly Gregory Shelikoff, governor of the colony and founder of the Russian-American Fur Company, established a
scbool at Kadiak about the year 1702, which was taught by the trader.
lu 1793 Catherine II, }Jmpress of Ru fa, through a ukase ordered missionaries to be sent to her orth American colony. Iu accordance with
this order, the following year 11 monk sailed from Ochot k for Kadiak
I ]and in charge of Archimandrite Josasaph, au elder i11 the order of
A.ugu tine Friars, who were expected to take charge of schools as well
as clmrcbe . In 1805 the Imperial chamberlain and commi sioner,
Count ikolai Resanofl:', organized a school at Kadiak under the name
of the'' House of Benevolence of the Empress Maria," iu which were
taught the Rus ian language, arithmetic, a11d the Greek religion. In
1 05 a chool was opened at Sitka. It held a very precariou exi 'tence,
however, until I 20, when it came under the charge of a naval o.ffic r,
.Mho kept a good chool for thirteen years. In 1833 this school came
under the direction of JiJtolin, who till further increased it efficien y.
Eto1in was a creole, who by force of ability and merit, raised him If to
the bighe t position in the country, that of cbief director of the fur
company and governor of the colony. He was a Lutheran, the patron
of chools and churches. While governor he ere ·ted a Prot stant
church at Sitka and presented it with a small pipe organ, whi ·his still
in u ·e.
In 1840, beside the colonial school at Sitka, was oue for orphan boys
and sons of workmen and ubaltern employees of tb fur company, in
which were taught reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, mechanical
trade , and religion. In 1839 a girls' school of a similar character wa~
e~ tabli bed and th number of boarder limited to 40. In 1841 a theological chool wa e tabli bed at Sitka, which, in 1849, was advanced
to the grade of a seminary. This made 5 schools at Sitka-2 for t he
541
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children of the lower class, 2 for the higher class, and 1 seminary.
About the time of the transfer of the country the teachers were recalled
to Russia and the schools suspended.
But with tbe change of government came a new people. The
majority of the Russians left the country and their places were taken
by .Americans. Many came in from California, and ou the 8th of
November, 1867, less than a month from the time that the country
passed under the United States flag, the citizens called a meeting and
formed a temporary local government, and on the. 18th of December,
1867, a petition, formed by 49 persons, 2 of whom "made their mark,"
was presented to the common council, asking that a citizens' meeting
might be called to empower the council to establish a school. On the
20th of March, 1868, the council adopted some school regulations and
appointed three trustees, who exercised a joint control with a committee of officers from the military post at Sitka. During the winter of
1868-69 a school building was purchased. The annual reports of the
trustees have. .disappeared, and there is nothing to show the time when
teaching commenced. In October, 1869, the council voted that the
salary of the teacher should be $75 per month in coin, and on March 1,
1871, it was ordered to be $25 per month, which evidently means that
at the latter period the post commander withdrew the $50 per month
which had been paid from the· army funds. On the 12th of August,
1 71, pennis ion was given the bishop of the Greek Church to teach
the Rus ian language one hour each day in the public school. During
1873 the chool seems to have died out.
In 1870 and 1880 an attempt was made to establish a school for Hussian children, which was taught by Mr . .Alonzo E . .Austin and Mi8s Etta
Austin. In the winter of 1877 and 1878 Rev. John G. Brady was
appointed to Sitka, and in April, 1878, a school was opened by Mr.
Brady and Miss Fanny E. Kellogg. In December, through a combination of circumstances, it was discontinued. In the spring of 1880
Mi s Olinda Austin was sent out by the Presbyterian Board of Home
Missions from New ork City, and commenced chool April 5 in one of
the guardhou es, with 103 children present. This number increased to
130. Then ome of the parents applied for admission, but could not be
re eived, a the room would not accommodate any more.
In ovem bcr some of the boys applied to the teacher for permi sion
to live in the choolhou e. At home, they alleged, there was so much
drinking, talking, and carousing that they could not study. The teacher
re1 lied that he had no accommodations, bedding, or food for them.
But the were so much in earne t that they said they would provide
for them elve .
pon receiving permis ion, seven native boy , 13 and
14 year of age, bringing a blanket each, voluntarily left their home and
took up their abode in a vacant room of one of the Government buildings.
Thu · comm need the boarding d partment of the Sitka chool.
oon
o h r boy joined th m.
apt. Henry Gla , who ucceeded a1 tain
B ard lee in the ommand of the U. S. . Jamestown, from th fir t,
with hi officer , e. pecially Lieut. F. M. Symond , U. . . took ad ep
int r t in the cho I.
he had opportunity he ecured boy from
di tant trib and placed them in the institution, until there were .;J7
b y in t h boardin department.
In th winter of 1
the choolhon e wa burn d, and the boy ook
r fug in an bandoned o ermnent table hich wa fitted up for
th m. In tlle fall of 1
aft r con ult tion with the coll tor of cu . ~ th
mm nd r f the nit d tate man-of-war, and. h I -~g
c1tiz n
lect d a ne location for the chool ou ·ide of villag limi
.:.1

.:.1,
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and erected a 2~-story building, 100 by 50 feet in size. This location
was donated to the Board of Home Missions by the Rev. John G. Brady.
In 1869 Mr. Vincent Collier, secretary of the Board of Indian Commissioners, paid a visit to the native tribes along the southern coast of
Alaska, and upon his return to Washington made a report of his journey, among other things recommending an appropriation of $100,000
to provide schools of instruction in the primary branches of the English lauguage for the natives of Alaska. The report was indorsecl by
the Hon. J. D. Cox, Secretary of the Interior, and on April 22, 1 70,
tran mitted to the Hon. James Harlan, chairman of the Committee on
Indian Affairs, United States Senate. In the bill before Congress making appropriation for the Indian Department, etc., for 1870-71, a proviso was added for the support of industrial and other school among
the Indian tribes not otherwise provided for, to be exp nded under the
direction of the Secretary of the Interior, 100,000. The Indian Peace
Commission had recommended a specific appropriation for the Indians
iu .Alaska, as also had the Secretary of the Interior. Congress preferred to make the appropriation general, 1 avi ng it to the Secretary to
apply such part to the .Alaskan Indians as in his di cretion he might
think best.
On the 16th of March, 1870, the Hon. John Eaton, l ll. D., LL. D.,
was appointed United States ommi siouer of Educatiou. From the
very :first be took a special and deep int re t in tryiug to s cur education in Alaska; and in his first Annual Report (1870), page 386, 337,
and 345, be makes a plea for the establi hment of chool in Ala ·ka.
Again in bis Annual Report for 1 71 (p. 404) be call' atteution to the
appropriation of $100,000 previou ly mentioned, and. stat s the fact
that nothing had been doue with it o far a~ pertained to education in
Alaska, and closes with tbi paragraph:
At the last session of the Forty-first Congress an appropriation of $100,000 was
made for "indnstrial and other schools among the Indian tribe not otherwise provided for. " Thii:, amount was recommended by the Board of Indian 'oruruissioners,
with the expectation that a ·onsiderable proportion would be used in establishing
free schools among the Alaska and Aleutian Indians. It does 11ot appear that any
steps have been taken for that purpose, the money b ing expended among otb r tribes.
No effort has so far been made to educate these Indians, e timat d as numbering
more than 70,000 souls. The discovery of gold induces the migration of whites.
Th few trading operations are al o gathering a large force of employees. There is
onat need of some practicable educational work in this Territory.

In his .Annual Report for 1872 (pp. 20, 21), he again calls attention

to the neglected condition of .A.la ·ka, saying:
Alaska lies entirely out ide of all organized efforts for education, ancl presents the
Bingula.r fact of being an inte,~ral part of the boasted mo t progressiv nation in
th world, tLud y •t withont the lea t possible provision to save its children from
growing up in the grossest ignoran ·e and barbarism. ro 1· port bas been r ·eiv d
by the office from the two schools which the .r ur- 'eal ompany is bound by its contract to support among the Aleutians.

In his R port for 1 73 (p. 424), he publishes a letter from Oapt. harles
Bryant, agent for the nited tates Trea ury Department, giving iuformation of the two schools upon the Pribilof I land , which the la ·ka
Commercial Company, in virtue of its lease with the 'Irea ury Department, is under obligation to maintain during ight months in each year
of the lea ·e, commencing with May 1, 1 70. 11 the unual Report for
1875 (p. 463), he publishe a long letter from William H. Dall with
regard to the need of educational privileges in .Alaska. In the nnual
Report for 1877 (p. 3, xl), he publi he a long report from Sh ldon
Jack on, superintendent of Presbyterian mi io11s in la ka, giving au
account of the commencement of schools by the Home Missiouary
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Society oJ the Presbyterian Church of the United States of .America.
In tlie .A.mrnal Report for 1878 (pp. 2, xvii and 266), he gives a second
report of Sheldon Jackson upon the progress of the Presbyterian schools
in southeast .Alaska; also, the character and customs of tlle native .
population. In tbe .Annual Report for 1879 (p. 264), he publishes tile
third report of Mr. Jackson. In the .Annual Report for 1880 (pp. liv
and 350), occurs another report of Mr. Jackson on the progress of tl.J.e
Presbyterian schools. .Also the Annual Report of Educatioll for 1881
(pp. lxxviii and 286).
This brings us to the commencement of organized education by the
United States Goverrnnent. The securing of action during all these
years it will be noticed the deep interest taken by Dr. John Eaton,
Commissioner of Education, and when, in the year 1877, I came to
Washington to try and influence Congress to make provision for education in .Alaska I received a warm welcome from the Commissioner all(l
every facility and encouragement that it was in his power to render. I
found in the general public very great indifference with regard to
.Alaska. The prevailing opinion was that there was nothing in tliat
distant section worth the attention of the national Congre s. The
strnggle to awaken a public interest throughout the country an d through
tlH:t influence to secure action by Congress was a long and tedious one.
In the winter of 1877-78 I visited many of the leadiug cities of the
country from Boston to Chicago and St. Louis, making addresses upon
the condition of Alaska; also as I had opportunity wrote articles on
the subject for the public press. These addresses and articles were
repeated again in the winters of 1878, 187!-J, 1880, 1881, 1882, alHl 1883.
On December IO, 1877, at my suggestion the Revs. Dr. Henry Kendall
and Cyrus Dickson, secretaries of the Board of Home Missions of the
Presbyterian Chmch, addressed a letter to the honorable Secretary ot
the Interior, asking for Government aid for education in .Alaska. In
the spring of 1879 Hon. Carl Schurz, Secretary of the Iuterior, called
upon Dr. Heury Kendall and Dr. ·sbeldon J ack on, who were about to
visit .A.la ka, for a report upon the condition of the natives of .A.la ka,
which report was ent to the Secretary of the Interior October 15, 1879.
In reply the honorable Secretary of the Interior suggested the eularg ·
m 11t or increa e of former efforts in the way of holding conventions
throughout the country and rou ing publics ntiment. Tlii"' sugg tion
wa adopted, with the re ult t hat petitions and memorials cornmen ·e<l
pouring in upon Congress. In January, 18 0, Hou. James . Garfield
pre euted a erie of these memorials 1 in he Ilou e of l{ pres utativ ·,
1 \ hereas the United Stat sis responsible for the proper car
and govern m nt of
Alaska, the native inhabitants of which and creol s of mixed ulood are do •il ,
p acefnl, partially civilized, apt in the mechanical art s, and anxious for iustrucLion; and
v b reas it i believed to b the wis policy as w 11 a duty of tb Gov rum nt to
aclopt prompt measures for their edn ·ation, with a view to their aclmissiou to tb
rights of citiz n hip; and
Wher as it i both ·heap r and mor humane to give th m du ·ational fa iliti s
uow than to fight th m her after at a larg ·ly increa eel cost; and
Wh r as th y a re a If-supporting peopl , needing no annuiti , clothing, or
r, tion from th Government, but don cd teachers, which they au not 1>rocur for
th ru elv · and
\ ' her •a b 'overnment receives an annual rev nue from Ala ka of. '317,f , and
only r turns to bat c·ouutry iu th form of salarie f Tnited tate offi ·era, 1 a of
111ou hl m, il t amer, upport of st,•am rev •nu -cutter, etc., th sum of about
, l:-,_
1 t ving: n tr ven u of over ro,000: Tber for,
·, the u11'1 •r. ign,·d, citiz n of th l uit d 'tat , do h reby ru moriali z . onr
hc~11~rabl1 hod~· t a. propriat frc,m th r v uue of Ala ka in be Tr a my b 11mu
of • .,u,
, or o lllnC'I\ thcr of ai; ma~· be nece ary, to be expended by th 'omwi_i;-
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and ou the 2d of February, 1880, Hon. Henry L. Dawes presented similar rnemoria ls in the Senate.
Through the rising public sentiment, and especially the influence of
Gen. J ohu Eaton, the Commissioner of Education, there was secure<l
on December 1, 1880, an official recognition of the needs of Alaska,
when President Hayes, in his message to Congress, said with regard to
Alaska:
Tho problem is to supply the Territory for a, population so scattered and 1:,0 peculia,:
in its origin and coutlition. The na,tivcs :.re reported to be trnctablc nn1l Relfsnpporting, and if properly instructed doubtless wouhl :t(lv:.uce rapidly in cidliz:.tion, and n, new facto1· of prosperity wonl<l be added to the national life. I therefore
recommend the rnquisite legislation upon the subject.

Again on December 6, 1881, recognition was ecured in the annual
message to Congress of President Arthur, who says:
I regret to state that the people of Alaska have reason to complain that they are
as yet unprovided with any form of government by which life or Jlroperty can be
protecte<l. While the extent of its popnlatiou cloes not justify the application of the
costly machinery of territorial administration, there is immediate necessity for constituting such a form of government as will promote the education of the peopl and
secnre the administration of justice.

Again in his message to Congress December 4, 1882, Pre ident Arthur
says:
Alaska is still without any form of civil O'OVernment. If means were providotl for
the ednca,tion of its people and for th protection of their live · auu property the
immense resources of that re~ion would invite permanent s ttlers and ope11 now
fields for industry and enterpnse.
,

Upon the 4th of February, 18 2, Gen. John Baton Rent a i-;pecfal
letter to the honorable Secretary of the Interior, ·allillg attention anew
to the need of schools in Alaska. On tbe 8th of the same month the
Ilon. . J. Kirkwood, Secretary of the Interior, tran mitted the same
to the President, and upon the 15th of February, 1 2, the re:icl nt
transmitted botb letters to the Senate and House of Representatives. 2
siouer of Edumttion, under the direction of tho honorable ecretary of tho Int rior,
for the~ tablishment, uncl r competent tea her, of schools for tho in trnc tion or
the 1rntive population and creoles of Ala ka iq tho English langnaO'e, tho commo u
branches of au English education) tho principles of a Republican gov rnmont., and
snch industrial pursuits as may seem best adap·tecl to their circmnstances.
2 To the
en ale and House of Re1n·esentatives:
I tran mit h erewith, for the consideration of Con~ress) a letter from the ' erot:.r_y
of the Interior, inclosing a lett r from the Commis 10n r of Eclnmttion, in which tlie
rccomm 11 lation is made that au appropriation of $50,000 bo maclo for tho purpose
of edncation in Alaska.
CUESTER A. AUTII R.
EXE ' l ' TIVE MANSION,

February 15, 1882.

J ' T.F.:RIOH,
Washington, Februa1·y 8, 1882.
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith, for yonr considera ion, a 1 ter fr m
DEPARTMENT OF THE

the Commissioner of Edncation, in which he recom111 •nds thn,t an appropriation of
$50,000 be maclo for the stablishm nt ancl maintenance of schools in Alaska.
I ·oncnr in the r commendation that the appropriation bo made.
ry re pectfully,
. J. KIRKW OD, ecrelciry.
'!he

PRE IDENT.

DEPARTME T OF TUE lNTERIORJ

B REA OF ED CATION,
Washington, Ji'ebruary 4, 188,1.

m: My attention is call cl to th provisions of tho la,w determining the purpose
and duti s of this office, which provides that it shall" collect statistics anu facts

H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-35
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Following this movement of the highest officials of the land, a series
of lectures by myself on Alaska was arranged in the various churches
of the different denominations in Washington in February, 1882, and
a card of invitation, giving the dates and places of said lectures, was
sent to each Congressman. In April of the same year Dr. Jolin M.
Reid, secretary of the Methodist Episcopal Missions, and Dr. Henry
L. Morehouse, secretary of the Baptist Home Missions, and Dr. Henry
Kendall and William C. Roberts,. secret.:tries of the Presbyterian
Horne Missions, at my request sent printed circulars to leading and
iufluential men of their respective denominations throughout the United
States, asking them to circulate petitions in their sections for signature, to be mailed to their respective Congressmen, asking for the establishment of schools in Alaska.
showing the condition and progre s of education in the several States and Territories,
and to diffuse such information r especting the organization and management of sch?ols
and school systems aml methods of teaching as shall aid the people of the Unit.eel
States in the establishment and maintenance of emcient school systems and otherwise
promote th e cause of education throughout the country;" and it is affirmed that I
l1ave not y et made an y specific recommendation with regard to education in Alaska.
I can not claim to be ignorant of the fact that there is no law either for the protection of life or property or for the establishment of schools in that Territory, nor
woukl I be among those who are indifferent to facts reflecting so unfavora,bly npon
us as a people. I have sought diligently to gather all informa.tiou in regard to the
education of tho childr en of Alaskans, as will be seen by reference to the several
reports of this office.• Prior to the purchase of Alaska the Russian Government had
schools in portions of that country. When it was transferred to the United States
those schools were generally discontinued, and the entire Territory, with few exceptions, htLs been left without any means of education. From the census of 1880 we
learn that there are about 30,000 people in Ahl.ska, and of these it is believed there
are about 10,000 children or young people who ought t o have some school privileges.
With regard to this people it may be observed(1) That they are docile, peaceful, and have here and there some knowledge of
useful industries; are apt in the mechanical arts, and anxious for instruction. .
(2) They are a self-supporting people, n eding no annuities, clothing, or rations
from the Government, ~mt do need teachers tha~ they can not procure for then:is~l.ves.
These teachers should rnstruct them not only m letters, but in the arts of civilized
life and the duti s of American itizenship.
(3) If given an opportunityforthi kind of instruction for a few years th y wou.ld,
it is believed, make good progr ss in throwing off tribal relations and in preparat10n
to becom an integr:_Ll portion of the American people, thus contributing to the com·
mon wealth and pro p rity of the country.
(4.) I is well known that civilization in approaching au untutore<l people may be
their de truction by sendin(Y its vices before it virtues. It is equally well known
that various weeds spring up pontaneously where useful plants must be cultivated,
an<l that not nen-loct but painstaking care is necessary to the improv ment of the
human mind.
Th p ople of Alaska having received some measure of aid from the Russian Govrnm nt, h a,vo oxp cted the same from the nited States. The native , alr ady ~o .a
limit d xt nt d moraliz d by the introduction of intemperan<'e and dis nse, 1t.1
tbon~ht, would by the in rodu ·tion of s hool b prepar d bett r to re ist thes evils
an,1 stancl a far bett r cbanc· to b ,L perman nt and prosperous rac .
lopmeut of the fishing intere t., tb cliscov ry of gold, and the incr ase
(5) The d
of comm rce iu that r o-ion ar now calling public attention to it and the time seem
to h: ve arri v cl wh n ch ol privil gus hould b immediat ly provid •d. In 1 70
' ngr
approprh tel :-o,o 0 for educa ional purpos in Ala ka, which, n a c unt
of clifTiculti of aclmini tration. t that time, wa not exp nd d ther . 'fhi amount
atisfactory r ult .
oulcl now b <'xpend <l th r ~ I am ur w~th m~
In a orda.nc , th reC re, with thes ou 1d ration , ancl in ord r not to c·om h rt
fany <luty req11 ir d of m by law, I h, v the honor to recommend that Cono-r b
r qo t cl to appropriate , -o,
f; r tb
tabli bm ut and maiutenanc of scbo 1
for in rn ti n in 1 tt r aml indu try , t such points in Alaska as shall be d i y.
nat l y th l10nora.bl , ecr tary of the Interior.
I ba.v the honor to b , very r pectfully, your ob c1i nt ervant,
J n EATO , om11iinio11er.
1" TUE I TERIOR.
0
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The general assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United
States of America, in session at Saratoga Springs, May, 1883, took the
following action :
In view of the pressing needs of Alaska, wher • our missions have been singularly
successful, we recommend that the general assembly appoint a committee of five
pet·sons, who ·hall wait upon the President of the United States and the Secretary
of the Interior, asking of thfl Governm~t through them the establishment of civil
government among these people of Alaska, and pressing upon them the necessity of
establishing industrial schools in that Territory.

At the fifty-first aunual meeting of the American Baptist Ilome Mission Society, Saratoga Springs, May 25, 1883, the following resolution
was adopted :
The committee on work among the Indians reported. * * * From the country
of Alaska comes a cry for help as pitiful and as hopeless as any that ev r startled
Christian ears from tho lands beyond th~ s a. What answer will our great denomi11 ation make t o this repeated appeal f We repeat the recommendation made to the
society a year ago, that mit,sionarie!:I be sent as soon as practicable to tho Indians of
Alaska.

The following was ordered sent to the President of the United State
and the Secretary of the Interior:
Resolved, That as Alaska is the only section of the Unit d tates where Gov rnruental or local aid has not been furnished for the education of th people; and as
the establishment of schools will assist in civilizing the native population, prevent
Iu clian wars, and prepare them for citizenship;
Therefore, th American Baptist Home Missionary ociety, in session at aratoga
Springs, May, 1883, would respectfully petition you to renew your recommendation
to Congress fo1· an educationa.l appropriation for Alaska.

Feeling the need, not only of enli ting the cliurches, as bad been done
through their central mis ionary ocieties, but also the educators of
the land in behalf of Alaska, on the 23d of March, 1882, through the
courtesy of Gen. John Eaton, Commis ioner of Education, I was invited
to address the uperiutendent ' section of the ational Education
Association, at their me ting in Washington, on the needs of Alaska.
'fhe_association unanimously adopted the following re olution:
Whereas th native population of Alaska, have alone of all sections of our common country been ov rlooked in educational provisions, and wherea the President
bas sent to Congress a special message asking for an appropriation of $50,000 for
education in Alaska, to be disbursed through the National Bureau of Education;
therefore,
Resolved, '!'hat this association earne tly request the ommittees on Education and
Labor of the enate and Rouse of Representatives to give favorable consideration
to the above request.

The year 1883 wa signalized by the unanimou action of the various
dueational as ociation that I could visit and addre s. On July 11,
1 3, at the twe·nty-secoud annual meeting of the ational Education
s ociation, held at Saratoga, . Y ., the following resolutions were
unanimou ly adopted:
To the FriendB of Education:

The ational Education Asso iation of the United States, in session at aratoga
pl'ings, July g-11, 1883, took the following action with reference to education in
Alaska:
Whereas Alaska is the only large section of the United tates for which some
edncational provision has not been made by la.w; and
Whereas it is a reflection upon our interest in universal education that Alaska
should be worse off than wh n under the control of Russia, the United tates having
11 glected to continu the schools that for many y ars were sustained by the Russian
' vernment, or substitute better ones in their places; and
Whereas the President of the nit d tat B transmitted to the last Congress a
paper from the honorable Commissioner of Ed.ucation, calling attention to this
neglect; therefore,
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Resolved, (1) That the president and secretary of this association be requested to
prepare a paper asking the Government to make some provision for an industrial
training school at Sitka, the capital; and for an appropriation to be expended by the
Commissioner of Education, under the direction of the honorable Secretary of the
Interior, for the establishment of schools at such points in Alaska as may be designated by the Commissioner of Education.
(2) That copies of the paper so prepared, signed on behalf of this association by
the president and secretary, shall be transmitted to the President of the Unite(l
States, the honorable Secretary of t h e Interior, and the Committees on Labor a,nd
Education in t he Senate and Honse of Representatives.
Similar action has been taken by the department of superintendence of the association, by the National Education Assembly, and by the Massachusetts, Vermont,
New Hampshire, and Connecticut State teachers' associations.
Iu accordance with the abo.ve resolution of the association we have sent memorials to the President, the Secretary of the Interior, United States Commissioner of
Education, and both Houses of Congress.
Since then we are gratified to notice th at the President in his annual message, antl
the Secretary of the Interior and Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in their annual
reports to Congress, have earnestly called the attention of that body to the needs of
Alaska.
Further action is dependent upon Congress. But in the many interest s claiming
the attention of Congress and the pressure of political matters pre l:eding a Presidential election, nothing will be done, unless the friend s of educa,tiou flood Congre s
with petitions askino- special attention to the urgent needs of schools in Alaska ..
Please therefore take the inclosed, or some similar petition, sign it yo nrs elf, ofter
it to as many friends anfl neighbors as convenient, and then mail it at au early date
to your Representative in Congress, or to either of the Senators from your tate, or
to the person named in the petition.

vV.

THOMAS
BICKNRLL, Presiclent.
TARBELL, Secretary.

H. S.

This paper was printed as a circular and sent by the thousand to the
public-school teacher of the country.
At the second annual meeting of the N atioual Education As e111bly,
held at Ocean Grove, N. J., August 9-12, 1883, upon motion of Gen. 'f.
J. Morgan, the following action was taken:
Resolved, That we r ecognize with profound gratitude to Goel th o cheering progress th at marks the efforts to civilize the American Indians; that we see in this au
un answerable aro-ument in favor of the continuance on the part of the Go vernment
of the so-called peace policy ; that we urge upon Congress th enlargement of t~e
work already in p rogress, until adequate provision shall be made for tho systematic
education of all Indians of proper school age; that we speci:tlly nrge the importance
of appropriation of money for general education in Alaska and for t h establi hment of
an industrial and normal school at Sitka; that we pledge our el \'CS nnd call upon all
philanthropists not only to aid the Government in this great work, bu to do all that
can he done, privately ancl publi ly, t o carry forward this gr at entorpris , nntil tho
American Indians become Ameri an citiz ' ns, with indi vi<lual rights of property aud
suffrao-e and individual responsibilities and duties.

On the 19th of October, 1 83, the Oounecticut State Teacll r' A ' ociation, iu e ' ion at ew Haven, took action a follow :
Resol • d, That we pecially urge t he importance of the appropriation of money
for g neral ducation in Ala k~L and for the e tablishment of an iuuu trial :w«l
normal s ·hool at itka; that we pledge ourselves and all upon nll philm1tbropi t
not ouly to ai<l the ov rnment in t his gr at work, but to <lo all that au bo clo11 ,
privately and puhli ·ly, to carry forward thi gr at enterprise, until the Am rican
Iu<lian b come American citiz n -~ with individual rights of property and uffrage
aml individual responsibiliti s anu duties.

Th were foll wed by the ermont tate Teach r
e i n at fontpelier October -'J5, 18 3, who report d:
ont
ach r Association in se sion at
arn
ret t hat since tho transfer of Al
si
a.r have l)een allowed to pas with
. nal advantag<· . \ e fe 1 a barned as m
aud houl l he wor • off under our ontrol
ingfail d to<' ntinu th
h ol whi hfor
e
n ov rnment. \ e learn, therefore, with great

o ·ia,tion in
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February 15, 1882, the President transmitted to Congress a communication from the
\ Secretary of the Interior r ecommending that an appropriation of $50,000 be made
for the establishment ancl maintenance of schools in Alaska, and that the honorable
Se"retary of the Interior proposed to make to the coming Congress a recommendation
for indnstrin1 schools in that country; therefore we join in the earnest r equrst of
1the better portion of the American people that an appropriation be made for the
establishment of an industrial training school similar to those at Carlisle an<l
Hampton, at Sitka, the capital. Also for the establishment, under tlle direction of
the national Bureau of. Education, of schools at the thin centers of population in
Alaska. That copies of this paper, signed by the president and secretary of this
association, be transmitted to the honorable Secretary of tho Interior and to bo1h
Hon ·es of Congress.

The same resolution was presented and adopted at the New Ilampshire State Teachers' Association the following day.
Massachusetts brought up the rear at her State Teachers' Association
in session at Boston, December 27 to 29:
Besolred, That t his association cordially seconds the efforts of those who are strivin g to induce the Uongress of the United States to appropriate money for public
eclncation in t he Territory of .Alaska.

This list of educational conventions was crowned by a mass meeting
held in Park Street Congregational Church in Boston on Sabbath evening, December 30. It was to have been presided over by Hon. Wendell
Phillips, but being prevented from attending, Mr. Jo eph Cook took his
place. Mr. Phillips, however, showed bis special interest by sending
to the mass meeting the following letter, which was his la t public letter
on earth-a fit closing for his noble life. As his strength had been
spent for the freedom of the laves aud the deliverance of the oppressed,
it was suitable that his last public act should be a plea for Alaska.
BOSTON, MA , December 29, 1883
Sm: What excuse the United States Government can offer for leaving
Alaska without magistracy 01· schools passes my conjecture.
For somo fourteen or fifteen yea.rs we have owed her a government and rec ived
fargerevenuofrom the Territory. Still it remains without l aw, magistracy, or schools.
If jt were so poor a country that we clr adecl tho expense of a government we might
make some pretens of explanation-thongh in any circumstance we al'e bound to
prote t life and property wherever onr :flag floats, and see that th risincr grneratiou
are fitted for citizenship and the duties of life. But Alaska has pour d millions into
the Treasury, nnd one-third of what we have annually receivell would suffice for t he
whol xpen e of a gov rnment and schools. If wo were called upon to make a
beginning and introciuc faw aud education there might be a shadow of oxcuse in
this delay. But Ru sia had provided for both, ancl when we bourrht the province we
bad but to coutinuewhatshehad stablisbcd. From every point of view theconditiou
of Alaska is a disgrace to our Government, and calls for immediate action.
ea e to
receiver v nue from Alaska or give her an equivalent by protecting life ancl proper y, securing peace, ancl offering to every man, woman, a11<l child tbE' moans of fitting
th mselves for citizeuship :md their duties. If wo have not leisure to attend to our
citiz us, th n, as the ·woman said to Philip of Macedon, "Cease to be I ing." I wi h
I could bo with you to-morrow evening and give my aid in urging all this on the
immediat attention of Congress.
Yours, respectfully,
MY DEAR

WENDELL PHILLJP,.

Rev. '

IIELDO

JA

JCSO •

With the hearty action and request of the ational Education As ociation, already quoted, petitions were printed by tlte hundr d thou and
and ent to the public- chool teachers of the United Sta,te ·, large munbers of whom ecured ~ignatures in their respective section,•, a11d then
ent them to Congres .
ccompanying tbese, President rthm, on
the 4th of December, 18 , in hi mes age to Oongre , ay :
I tru~t that Congress will not fail at the present s ssion to put .Alaska under tbe
protection of law. Its p ople have repe:ttedly remonstrnt •d against our nerrlect to
afford them the maintenan · and proteciion e,-pressly guaranteed by t ho t:rms of
the treaty whereby that Territory was ceded to the United tates. For sixteen y an,
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they have pleaded in vain for that which they should have received without the
asking. They have no law for the collection of debts, the support of education, the
conveyance of property, the administration of estates, or the enforcement of ~ontracts; none, indeed, for the punishment of criminals, except such as offend ag~rnst
certain customs, commerce: and navigation acts. The resources of Alaska, especially
in fur, mines, and lumber, are considerable in extent, and capable of large development, while its geographical situation is one of political and commercial importance.
The promptings of interest, therefore, as well as considerations of honor and good
faith, demand the immediate establishment of civil governme~t in that Territory.

Spurred by the tens of thousands of petitions, as well as the repeated
messages of the President, Messrs. Miller, Platt, Harrison, Rosecrans,
Phelps, and others introduced bills either in the Senate or House of
Representatives for establishing a civil government of some sort for
the Territory, which resulted in the adoption of what is known as ~he
Harrison bill, creating a government and .schools in Alaska, which
became a law on May 17, 1884. Thus culminated my long strng~le,
from 1877 to 1884, for education and civil government in Alaska, durmg
which I delivered over 900 addresses on Alaska, held public meetings
in all the leading cities from the Atlantic to the Pacific, bad hearings
before the committees of the Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, and Fortyeighth Congresses, besides securing the cooperation of the missionary
societies and the educational interests of the entire country.
The "campaign of education" that secured from Congress school
for Alaska also secured the extension of law and government over
that section.1
1 The Hon. John Eaton, LL. D., then Commissioner of Education, in his :wnnal
report for 1882-83 (pp. xlv, xlvi,) says:
"As this report is going through th press, the Rouse of Represenfatives, on t,he
14th of May, 1884, passed the Senate bill providing· a civil government for Alaska,
which was signe<l by the President on the 17th. This act creates a governor at a
salary of $3,000, a judge at $3,000, a district attorney at $2,500, a marshal at $2,500,
a clerk at $2,500, fonr commissioners at $1,000 ea hand fees, and four deputy marshals
at $750 each and fees. 'fhese officers are appointed by the President, with the exception of th deputy marshals, who are appointed by the marshal. '!he , eat of governm nt is establi, hed at Sitka. The fonr commissioners and four cleputy mar ha.ls
are to reside respectively at itka, WranO'ell, Juneau, and Una.la ka.
"'l'he laws of Oregon, so far as applicable, are extended over th distri ·t. At rm
of the district conrt is to be held each year at itka, commencing ou th fir t fooday of May, and one at Wrangell, beginning on the first Monday iu ovember. ro
provi ion is made for a territorial legislature or a Delegate in •on O'res . The cren ral
laud laws of the uited tates are not extended over the country. The sq)1atter
rights of Indians and others are recognized. Mission stations are continued m the
occupaucy of the 610 acr snow claimed by them. The owners of mining claim can
perfect their title in the u ual way.
.
"The govern r is r quired to inquir into the operations of the Ala ka •ommercial
ompany and annually report to Congre · the result of such inquirie and any and
an Yiolations by said company of the agr ement xistina between th
nited tate.
all(l said company.
"'lhe er tary ofthelnteriori dir
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ESTABLISHMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

On the 2d day of March, 1885, the honorable Secretary of the Interior assigned the work of making provision for the education of the
children in Alaska to the Bureau of Education.
and their educational needs, and by furnishing it to the Government officers and to
the p eople. In this effort Prof. W. H. Dall, of the United States Coast Survey, and
Rev. G. H. Atkinson, D. D., of Oregon, were especially helpful.
"The report of this office for 1870 bad a notice of education in Alaska, and year
after year these notices were continued as data warranted.
'' In 1876 the Commissioner of Education, as representative of the Department of
the Interior, expended a portion of the funds under his control to secure a repre,·ontation of native life in Alaska for tho Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia.
"In February, 1882, a special report from this office on education in Alaska, recommen<1ing an appropriation of $50,000 for schools, was made t o the Secretary of the
Interior, and by him forwarded to Congress through the President.
"In 1877 Rev . Sl.Jeldon Jackson, D. D., snperintend nt of Presbyterian missions
for the Rocky Mountain Territories, having had his attention alled to Ala ka, visited
tho southeastern portion, and established the first Am rica.n s hool in that section
on the 10th of August, 1877, with Mrs. A. R. McFarland as teacher. Later be established schools at Sitka, Haines (Chilkats), Boyd (Hoonabs), and Jackson (Hydahs).
Returning to the States, Dr. Jackson commenced an agitation to aronse the dormant
public sentiment of the country in behalf of a govei:nment and schools for Alasl a.
Ho held public meetings in many of the leading cities and mauy of the prominent
towns from the Pacific to the Atlantic, deliv ring, from 1 78 to 1884, about nine hundred addres es on Alaska. He w nt be£ re committees of the Forty-sixth, Fortyoeventh, and l! orty-eighth Congresses, and with unflagging zeal sought to nlist the
interest of Congr ssmen. He secured the hearty cooperation of tho missionary societie of the Baptist, Methodist, Congregational, Episcopal, Moravian, and Pre byterian churches.
"In 1880 he puulisbed a book on Alaska, and on March 23, 1 2, delivered an address
befor the Department of Superintendence of the National Edu ·ational Association,
whi h was printed by this Bureau in irc ular of Information No. 2, 1 82. Of this
·ircnfar three ecli tions hav been called for, making an aggregate of 60,000 copie1:1.
Durincr the summer of 18 3 be visited the tw nty-second annual meetino- of the
1ationnl Edu ational A sociation of the United States, the soconu National Bdn ational Assembly, and the Stato 'reacbers' Associations of V rmont, ew Hampshire,
Massachusetts, and Connecticut, each of w bi h passed strong resolutions asking Congress to provide a school syst m for Alaska.
"Through these meetings the teach rs became interested, and thousands of petitiorni, from teachers scattered from Maine to Texas and from F lorida to Oregon, were
sent to Congressm n, asking for schools for Alaska,. So persist nt and continuous
was the pressure invoked l>y Dr. Jackson from so man y, varied, and widely separ:1ted
for es, that when the bill wa reached Congress passed it with great unanimity."
H USE OF REPRE E T.A.TIVES, Washington, D. c., ll'fay 1, 1885.
MY DEAR SIR: In iew of the very great and g n r:11 int re t manifested in regard
to everything pertaining to Alaska, I feel like cono-ratulating yon on the reward you
are now re eiving for your long, unwearied, and very effic ie11t labors on behalf of
that distant portion of 'our ountry. When I remember your faithful work for Alaska
while you w re superintendent of Presbyterian Missions for th Rocky Mountain
Territories, your able and sue essful efforts to arouse public sentiment in behalf of
a government ands hools for Alaska, and your addresses all over the ountry on the
snbject, taken with what has come nod r my personal obs rvation while a Member
of tho 1' orty-eio-bth ongress and a member of tho ommitte on Territories and on
the snhroromittee having in barge the bill propo ing a •ivil gov rnmentfor Ala ka,
I ny without any hesitation that in my humble judgment, to you more than to any
other one man or agency is due the su ess thus far attained in the dire tion of tho
e tablisbin of a form of government and the improvem nt in the ondition of the
inhabitants of Alaska. I took from the fir t a special interest in the bill b fore our
ommittee because of the information you furnish d and your onnection with t,he
matter. Plea e accept my sincere congratulations on your appoint,ment as the first
superintendent of public instruction for Alaska, ancl believe me
Yours, very truly,
F. A. J JJNSON,
Member of Congress, Twenty-first District, ew ork.
Rev. SIIELDO JACKSON, D. D.
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DEPART:VIENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, D. C., March 2, 1886.
SIR: Section 13 of the act providing a civil government for Alaska devolves npon
the Secretary of the Interior the duty of making needful and proper provision for
the education of children of school age in that 'ferritory until permanent provision
shall be made for the same.
The nature of the duties assigned by section 516 of the Revised Statutes to the
Commissioner of Education would seem to point him ont as the proper officer through
whom the purpose of Congress should be carried into execution.
I have to request 1 therefore, that you prepare a plan of operation and initiate such
steps as are necessary and proper for carrying into effect the legislation above referred
to, reporting the results of the same as may be hereafter directed by the Secretary of
the Interior or whenever in your judgment there may be occasion for so doing.
Very respectfully, etc.,
H. M. TELLER, Scc1'efary.
'fhe COMMISSIONER 0]' EDUCATION.

It was a work of great magnitude, in a new and untried field, and
with unknown difficulties. It was a work so unlike any other that the
experieuce of the past in other Departments could not be the sole guide.
It was a problem peculiar to itself, aud must be worked out by and for
itself. It covered an area of one-sixth of the United States. The
schools to be established would be from 4,000 to 6,000 miles from headquarters at Washington and from 100 to 1,000 miles from one another;
and that in an inaccessible country, only one small corner of which has
any public means of intercommunication. The teachers of five schools
in southeastern Alaska would be able to receive a monthly mail; the
larger number of the others could oHly receive a chance mail two or
three times a year, and still others only one annually.
It was toe tablish English schools among a people the larger portion
of wl1om do not speak or understand the English langunge, the diffi culties of which will be better appreciated if you conceive of an attempt
being made to instruct the children of ew York or Gt:orgia in arithmetic, geography, and other common-scliool branches thron o-h t.he
medium of Chinese teacher and text -books. Of the 36,000 p ople in
Ala ka, not over 2,000 speak the English tongue, and they are mainly
in three settlements.
It was to instruct a people, the greater portion of whom are uncivilized, who need to be taught sa.uitary regulation , tlie laws of health,
impro vem nt of dwelling , better methods of hou ke ping, cooking,
and dre ing, more remunerative forms of lal>or, honesty, chastity, th
acredn e . of the inarriage relati n, and everythin g that elevate man.
o that, side b id with tho u ual school drill in reading, writino-,
and arithm tic, there is need of in truction for the girl in hon eke ping cooking, and gardening in cuttiug, ewing, and m nding; and fo1•
the bo · in arp ntering and other form of woodworking·, boot and
h making, and he ariou trade of ·ivilization.
wa to furni h ducational ad vantage to a J eopl , larg el, ·
of whom are too ign rant to appre ·iate th rn, , nd who requir
form of pr ure to ob1ig h rn to keep thefr hildren in ch ol 1
larly. I wa a sy t m of bool among a p ople who, while in
main only p, r ially civiliz d yet have a future befor th m a· m d ean i izen .
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of them settle down in regions of arctic winters, where they can hear
from the outside world only once a year.
To the magnitude of the work, and the special difficulties environing
it, is still further added the complication arising from the lack of sutli. cient funds to carry it on, there being appropriated only $25,000 with
which to commence it.
·
On the 9th of April the Commissioner of Education addre se<l a
communication 1 to the honorable Secretary of the Iuterior, reqnestincr
authority to appoint a general agent to take charge of the ..A.la ka,
work, and upon the 11th of April, 1885, the Secretary granted the
request an<l directed the establishment of the office of '' general a.gent
of education in Alaska."
On tlle 11th of AprH, 1885, Rev. Sheldon Jackson, D. D., was
appointed by the Commissioner of Education ge11eral agent of duca
tion in Alaska and at once entered upon the work.
In southeastern Alaska the establishment of schools, in comparj ' On with the difficulties met in other ections of this laud, was easy, a four
of the seven schools can be reached monthly by the mail teamer.
],urtber, schools had been kept at all these points but two for several
years by teachers in the employ of the Board of Ilome Missions of the
B REA OF ED CATION,
IJ'asltington, D. C., April 9, 1885.
Srn: In carrying out tho orders of the Departm nt under th~ law providing for
the .stablishment of common schools in Alaslrn, I fincl a condition of facts whi ·h I
wi. h to submit to your consideration, together with a recomm •ndation. The Jl a.r est
school in Alaska will be about i,500 miles from \ Vashiugton, anJ. all of the s •bools
will be widely sepa1·ated from ach other, som of t h em doubtless ov r 6,000 miles
from this city. The appropriat ion of $25,000 for the entire work is v ry small, au<l.
much t:ihou ld be done in the way of inducing tho communities where there is money
to cooperate in bearing expenses, n,nd thus increasing the amount to be accomplish cl
by the small fun cl at command. Is e no way to organize schools sufilci ntly mHl r
these circumstances but by the appointment of someon in Alaska as a genernl agent
of education.
Residing at Sitka, this superintendent conld go out in the naval vessel to visit t l1 0
several chief' cent rs of population, where schools can be sfahlished, and interest
tho people, ,jnclge intelligently of th requir ment · for building , tea hers, et<-., and
thns furnish the data for intelligent dir ction of tho Rcl1oo]s h rn in Wasbiugtou.
I tboreforere ommend that a general n,gent of' edncation for Alaska he appoint<-d hy
tho Secretary of the Into1for, to report to this offi e for ortlers and instructions, :Lt a
nominnl salary of $1,200 a year, which will bnt little moro than cover expern;es.
Before concluding to make this recommendation I may :ulcl that I have confen d
with a considerabl number of very int lligent person who Jrn.vo vi itod Alaska, all
of whom thoroughly concur in the v iew that it would be impo. sible to roa,nao-e schools
t1ere offieiently without a local sup rint •ndent.
The governor of the Territory wh n here r cently express cl himsAlf to th ame
!feet. In looking for the proper p rson to become such an agent, I find no on itb r
so well qnalifiecl or so strongly recommended as Mr. , 'heldon Jackson. Ue bas
repeatedly visited considerable portions of tho country, and written a book which
is a popular sonrce of information in r gard to its people an<L th ir progre , and 1Nl
the way in the establishment of the schools at present taught ju the Territory, and
is 110w their snperintenclent. Ile was unanimonsly recommend cl for the position of
rmporintondent of instrn tion by all of tho private organizations some time since
nimiuo- to promote education in Alaska, and h y a con id embl nnmb r of prominenL
men. I J1ave known Mr. ,Jackson thorongbl. for a con iclembl number of year .
Il • is a Christian gentleman of excellent ability, gre:it energy, a.ncl, I believe,
specially fitted to carry through successfully the plans of establishing schools in th:it
far-oJf conutry.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your oh dient ervant,
JOUN EATO , Cornrnissio11e1·.
1
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Presbyterian Church. This missionary organization was the first of
the American churches to enter that neglected land. Finding no
schools, they established them side by side with their missions, proposing to furnish educational advantages until the General Government
should be ready to do it. Therefore whenever the Government was
ready to undertake the work in any villag~ occupied by the Presbyterians, they turned over their schools to the Government. As the Presbyterians had a body of efficient teachers already on the ground,
acclimated, experienced in the work, more or less acquainted with the
native languag·e, and possessing the confidence of the people, it was
both more economical to the Government and for the best interests of
the schools that they should as far as possible be reemployed, which
was done.
Special requests having been received for an early inauguration of
the public-school system in Sitka and Juneau, I gave them my first
attention.
Sitlca.-By permission of the collector of the port, who is the cust?·
dian of the Government buildings, I took possession of a log house _m
tlrn center of the village and repaired it as best I could under the mrcumstances. In this building a school was opened on June 22, 1885,
with Miss Margaret Powell, of western Pennsylvania, as teacher. The
pupils were from white and Russian creole fami1ies. On the 16th of
November, 1885, a public school was established for the native children,
with Miss Kate A.. Rankin, of western Pennsylvania, as teacher.
Juneau.-This was the principal mining center of Alaska, with the
largest American population of any place in the Territory. A log carpenter shop was erected an<l. fixed up for the schoolroom, and the school
opened on the 1st of June with Miss Marion B. Murphy, of Oregon,. as
teacher. Looking forward to the erection of a suitable school buildmg
in the near future, I selected a block of land in the center of the villag ,
with the concurrence of the U ni.te<l. States Com mi· ion er, and had a
cheap fence thrown around it, in order to ecure it for .~chool purpose •
Hoonah.-Thi important village is 130 miles by water north from.
Sitka. The school, orjginally started by the Presbyt rian Board f
Home Mi sions, was transferred to the Government and tlle fa,11 term
opened on Tue ·day, September 1, the teacher being Mr . Maggie Dunbar McFarland, wife of the missionary at that plac .
Fort Wrangell, 333 miles outhea t of Sitka, had a school wbich ba,d
been under way ince 1877, upported by tlie Womans Home ML, ionary S ciety of the Pre byterian hurcb. It wa tra11 ferr i to t~
G ernment and opened the 1st day of eptember, with Mi Lydl'
le.A oy aR teacher.
llaines (200 mile by water north of itka).-Thi school likewi
wa trm1 . f rred from the mi ionary o ·i ty and wa pened the 1 t f
pt mber, with Mi
arah M. Dickinson, an ducated half-breed •
t acher.
Jack on.-Thi village i ~ 3 mile by water 011th of itkc:. The
ho l that had b n op n d by th Pre byterian mi ionari
.
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to the o rnm ut and open cl a
pubh
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mon Ripinsky to Unalaska, where a school was opened in October,
1885.
Cqmmuuication with interior Alaska in 1885 was very difficult. If I
wished to visit the school on the Yukon River, my nearest way wa to
take the mail steamer from Sitka to Juneau, 166 miles, then hire a
canoe and natives to take me, together with blankets and provi ions,
to the head of Dyya Inlet, about 100 miles. Then leaving the water,
a fresh crew of natives would be hired to carry my supplies 25 miles
on foot, over a dangerous mountain trail, to the upper waters of the
Yukon, then construct a raft and float down the stream, 1,500 mile to
Nulato, or 1,750 miles to Anvik. The trip would occupy two month .
Another practicable way was to take the mail steamer to San Francisco, 1,600 miles, then a chance steamer to St. Michaels, 3,264 miles,
then a small river steamer that makes one trip a year to Nulato, 709
miles, a total distance of 5,633 mile:4. '.ro make the trip and return in
the same year would require close connections.
If I wished to visit the school at Bethel, I could take a mail steamer
from Sitka to San Francisco, 1,600 mile~, then wait until ome ve el
sailed for Unalaska, 2,418 miles, then wait again until some trading
vessel had occasion to vi it the mouth of the Kusk kvim Riv r, 4Gl
miles, and go from thence in a bidarka (sea-lion- kin canoe) 150 miles
up the river, a total of 4,629 mile . By the same tedious route the
teachers received their annual mail, except that it ta,rted from an
Francisco.
During the summer of 1884 the American branch of the Moravian
Church, upon my repres ntatio11 , l1ad sent a commis ion, con si tino- of
Rev. A . Hartman and Rev. If. Weinland, to visit the western section
of Alaska and secure a suitable lo ·ation for a mi.· ion to the Eskimo .
The re ·u1t of their exploration wa the lo atino- of a mission tation
named Betliel, 150 mile up the} u, kokvim River.
On the 1 th of May, 18 5, a party c011 i ting of Rev. illiam II.
Weinland and Rev. J. H. Killbuck (Delaware Indian) and their wives,
with :fr. John Torgerson, the me ·hanic a11d la,y a, si tant, , ail d from
San Francj co, reaching the mouth of the Y-n 1 okvim on the 19th of
June. Being on the ground, I appointed Mr. J.Il. Ki1lbnck tea h rat
Bethel.
At Killisnoo, 80 miles northeast of Sitka, a 'Chool was opened in
tlauuary, 1886, with Georg B. Joh11ston a t a h r. The, ame wint r
Mr. Louis Paul, a native, wa. sent to open a chool at Port Tonga, .
Ilaving given the entire cbool y ar for 18 5- 6 to tJ10 oro-anization
of public chool.· in outhea tern Ala ka, I commenced early arrangement. to make a trip tow stern laska <l.urinO' 18 6-87.
The work of ducation in Ala. ka for 18 3-87 was gr atly hirnl red
by the d lay of Congr
in making the appropriatiou.
ntil it wa.
d finit ly known bow much would be appropriated for edu ation no
plan of wor] could be arranrred.
ntil the appropriation was actua1ly
mad the office wa left in doubt whetber it would be abl to enlarge
tl1 , work, or merely continn exi ting chool , r di .·band th m.
The appropriation wa not made uutil Augu t, 1 6. In the meantime th tradh1g ve el that sail from an] ranci o to Bering , in
th , pring and return in the fall had an ailed, mid with th m the only
regular opportunity of ending teachers and school npplje, to western
Ala.·ka. To wait until th following pring would involve the delay of
auo h r year in establi hing the ·chool . Under the cir um tauce
there wa no alternative but to charter a vessel for the wol'k of the
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Bureau. This, in addition to meeting a necessity, enabled the Commissioner to secure reliable information concerning the educational
needs of the principal centers of population among the civilized J{ussians, Aleuts, and Eskimos of southern anu southwestern Alaska.
With the commencement of the public agitation, which resulted in
securing schools for Alaska, the Commissioner had sought diligently
for reliable and explicit hiformatiou concerning that unknown region.
When, in 1885, the responsibility of establisbi11g schools in that section
was placed upon him, he more than ever felt the need of the information
that was necessary for intelligent action in the school work. An application was then made to the honorable Secretary of the Navy, and he
issued instructions to the commanding officer of t,he U. S. S. Pinta,
then in Alaskan waters, to take the geueral agent of education in
Alaska on a tour of inspection along tlle coast. A com bhiation of circumstances prevented the ship from making the trip.
'l'he 11ecessity which arose in the fall of 1886 of sendiug the teachers
furnished the long-desired opportunity of seeming the needed iuformation.
The schooner Leo, of Sitka, was chartered, because tlie term. were
lowest, and because the vessel had auxiliary steam power, wbieh e11al>led it to get in and out of harbors and through the nanow channels
between the islands, where, without this auxiliary power, we would
have been delayed weeks.
The crni e proved a tormy one, consuming one hundred and four
days. Pa sing through the equinoctial storms, we encountered the
early winter gales of that high latitude. We lo8t 2 ails, were stranded
on a reef of rocks, nearly lost a ailor overboard, while repeatedly great
sea washed completely oYer us.
Taking on board of the L eo lVIr. ,John H. 0arr and wife, Mr. W. E.
Roscoe, wife and child, Rev. and Mrs. James A. Wirf!J, aud Rev. an<l.
Mrs. L. W. Currie aud child, tog·ether with their hou ·ebol<l. effects and
provi ions, al. o nece ary chool suppUe , I ailed f1 om Puget ound
S ptember 3. Vi it ' were made to Kadiak, Wood I land, Spruce
Is1an<l., Afognak, Karluk, Akhiok, Ayakharalik, Kaguiak, Unga, Bels1, Klawak, Tuxikan, Sitka, Killi noo, Hookofsky, nala ·ka,
nah, J nnea
ra,ngell, Loring and Port Tonga . At
Uuga,
d, I land d Mr. and lVlri:;. John H. Carr
with
,
., for thee tablishmeut of a cbool. Mr.
and
imilarly landed at 1 adiak; Rev. and
Mr ·.
·
nded through the breaker at Afo ·nak
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wife were transferred from Loring, which school was abandoned, to
Fort Tongass. The year 1887 was marked by the visit to southeastern
.Alaska of the Hon. N. H. R. Dawson, then Commissioner of Education;
also the establishment by the Secretary of the Interior of a Territorial
board of education composed of the governor of the rrerritory, the judge
of the United States district court, and the general agent of education.
Under the new order of things a set of rnles and regulatio11s for governiug the schools of .Alaska was issued by the Secretary of the Interior
on J uue 15, 1887. The year was also noted by the removal of some 700
civilized and christianized Tsimpshean natives, under the lead of Mr.
William Duncan, from Metlakahtla, British Oolumbia, to Point Chester,
Annette Island, Alaska. The colony was called New Metlakahtla.
The school temporarily established the previous year at St. Michael
on the coast of Bering Sea was removed to .Anvik in the Yukon Valley.
During the year a second school was established at Juneau for the u e
of the native children. Considerable friction was developed by the
attempt to unite the children of the white and native population in the
same schoolroom. During the year a school building was erected by
the Government at Killisuoo. This was the first school building erected
by the Government in .Alaska.
The native industrial training school, Sitka, Alaska, was established
by the Woman's Missionary Society of the Presbyterian Church in 1880.
In the absence of auy public provision by the Govermrnmt fol' needy
orphans, they were freely received into the school. Small children
whose mothers had died, and for whom there was 110 one to care, were
also received. It became a refuge for homeless and friendles waifi ,
for children fleeing for their lives from the tortures of witchcraft. It
gave them a good home and a training that made them good citizens
instead of allowing them to grow up vagabonds. It also became a
reformatory to which the United States di trict court, not knowing
what else to do with young offenders, committed them. It was the only
place in Alaska wbere a young man could learn a trade. It al o
became the high school to which bright pupils in the variou day
schools desiring greater advantages than their local school could affoed
them were advanced. It also, to a limited extent, gave normal trai11ing
to the first of the native teachers of the country. In 1884 it wa made
a contract school under the Indian Bureau of the Government, but in
1887 it was transferred to the care of the Bureau of Education, with
~tn enrollment of 1 6 pupils, r~presenting 15 nationalities or tribe .
During the year an Engli h school and mi sio11 was opened at Yakutat
by Rev. dolf Lydell, representing the Swedi h Evangelical Mi ion
11ion of the United States. During the school year 1 87-8 , scltool11ou e were erected at Sitka and Juneau, and the Government hospital
at Wrangell refitted and made into a comfortable schoolroom. The
,- ·hool year 1887-88 was marked by the death of Rev. L. W. urri ,
teacher at Klawack, the erection of a building for chool o. 2 at itka,
the tran ference. of 2 boys and 4 girl from the training school at Sitka
to the East for education. The 4 girls were ent to the Ladie ·' eminary at orth:field, Ma s., at the expen e of Mrs. Elliott F. Shepard.
The 2 boys were cared for at the Indian school at Carli 1 .
During the year 1 8-89 the former s~hool board of three was increa cl to five by the addition of the United State commi io11er at
Fort Wrangell and Mr. Wi1liam Duncan, superintendent of the colony
of Metlakahtla. In 18 9-00, to take ffect on the 1st of July, 1800,
the ecretary of the Interi r i ued a new set of rules and regulations
for the conduct of schools and education in the District of .Alaska.
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Among the important changes made by the new rules was the discontinuance of the Territorial board of education, experience having
proved that it did not work well, and a system of local unpaid school
committees was inaugurated. Owing to the growth of the work it was
deemed advisable to create the position of assistant agent. Mr. William
Hamilton was appointed to this position. During the year comfortable
frame schoolhouses and teachers' residences were erected at Kadiak,
Karluk, and Afognak. At Douglas a substantial frame schoolhouse
was erected, and at 0hilcat a log schoolhouse.
Of the Alaskan children in Eastern schools Miss Frances Willard
graduated at a young ladies' seminary at Elizabeth, N. J., in June, 1890,
and was the :first to return to Alaska and take up teaching; she was
appointed assistant teacher in the · ndustrial school at Sitka.
The inauguration of schools in Arctic and sub-Arctic Alaska among
the Eskimos was-the special feature of educational work in Alaska for
1890-91. Hitherto the sehools had largely been confined to the North
Pacific and Bering Sea coasts of Alaska, together with the valleys of
the Yukon, Kuskokvin, and Nushagak rivers . . But in 1889 Commander
0. H. Stockton of the U.S. S. Thetis, who had recently returned from
a cruise along the Arctic coast of Alaska, made a personal representation to me of the need of schools among the Eskimo settlements of that
region. Upon reporting the request to the Commissioner of Education
I was authorized to visit the headquarters of tlle various missio11ary
societies and confer with the secretaries of the same with regard to the
establishment of contract schools in Arctic Alaska, with the result that
the Woman's Executive Committee of Home Missions of the Presbyterian Church agreed to establish a school at Poillt Barrow, the northernmost point of land on the main continent of North America. The
American Missionary Association of the Congregationalists agreed to
establish a school at Cape Prince of Wales, on Bering Straits, and the
Episcopal Board of Missions at Point Hope, lying about mid way
between the other two. These comprised the three principal villages
on that part of the coast. School buildings were erected at Cape
Prince of Wales and Point Hope, and a room in the Government refuge
station was secured for the chool at Point Barrow.
In the pring of 1890, by permis ion of the Secretary of the Trea ury
and the courtesy of Capt. L. G. Shepard, chief of the Reveuue- u ter
Service, and Capt. M. • Healy, commanding the revenue-cutter Bear,
I wa able to visit tbe entire Alaska coast of Bering S a and the retie Ocean; al o about 100 mile of the coast of Siberia, both outh aud
north of the Arctic ircle.
the captain of the hip had b en
reque ted to ta,k e a cen u of the coa t village of that region, I liad
unu ual fa ·ilitie for rea ·hing the larger portion of the people. My
trip al o nabl d me to attend i.n person to the locating of the teacher
at 'lape Prince of ale , Point Ilope, and Point Barrow, th r ti?n
of the building , an l th provilin g of the nece ary upr lie . In i 1ting th variou localitie I found a gr at lack of ufficient foo 1 , upply
in he country. Th ance ·to1 of the pre ent population had an abundant food upply in the whale and walru of the ea and th fur-b aring animal of the land, but the d truction of th whal b th
Ameri an whaler, and of fur-b aring animal by improv l br h1 ading firearm , had o dimini h d the food supply that th pr nt
inhabitant
r lowl deer a 'in in numb r forwent of food.
hile
o ting al ng th bore of ib ri I fi und ab rb rou p opl imil r
to the kimo of Al ka, with an abundant food supply bee use they
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b.ad large herd s of domestic reindeer. As it was impossible to restock
the ocean with whale as a stream could be restocked with fish, the suggestion was very natural to introduce the domestic reindeer of Siberia
into Alaska, teach the Alaskan natives the management and breeding
of the deer, and thus not only produce a new supply, but also lift the
population a step forward in civilization, change them from hunting to
herding, accumulating property, etc. Upon my return to Washington
I made a report to the Commissioner of Education, which was trausmitted to Congress, urging the adoption of this plan of introducing
reindeer into Alaska.
During the year a large, substantial school building was erected at
Yakutat and a small school building at the Kake village on Kupreanof
Island.
· In 1891 I made my second annual tour to the Arctic, inspecting
schools on the Alaska side; also purchasing and transporting reindeer
from Siberia.
The leading event of the year 1892 was the actual introduction of
domestic reindeer into Alaska, an account of which i given in this
report under the head of "Introduction of domestic reindeer into
Alaska."
On January 10, 1892, Mr. C. H. Edward , Government teacher at
Kake, while endeavoring to protect the natives of the village where he
li;ved from the landing of whisky contrary to law by some smugglers,
was shot by them and a few days afterward died. After the farce of ·
a trial, the murderers were turned loose to continue their nefarious
operations.
On the 29th of June, 1892, an jndustrial school for the in truction of
Alaskan young men in the rai ing and breeding of reind er wa established at Port Clarence, near Bering Strait . This school was named
the 'feller Reindeer Station, and on the 4th of July the fir t r indeer
for the herd were landed at this station from the revenue cutter Bear.
On May 1 the Hon. James Sheakley, who had been local imperintendent of schools in southea tern Alaska for the pa t three year , resigned,
and fr. William . Kelly was appointed in his place.
On the 19th of August, 1893, Mr. Harri on R. Thornton, t acher at
Cape Prince of Wales, was shot with a bomb gun in th hand of two
or three hoodlum young men, who had been debarred the privileg of
the school becau e of misbehavior. The young men wer i mmediat ly
shot by their relative and neighbors, a the only method th villager
had of bowing their abhorrence of the de d.
On February 18 the schoolhouse at Killi ·noo wa di over d t be on
fire, and burned to the ground. On account of tbe mallu s of the
appropriation for school , the building could not be rebuilt, c: nd the
school for the time being was clo ed.
In the pring of 1894 I secured even families of orway Lapp and
ent them to the reindeer tation, to take the place of t acher pr viou ly ecured in iberia, a fuller a count of which i found under the
head of "R indeer." During the summer and fall of 1895 school building were erected at nala ka and axman.
I have the honor to be, very re pectfully, your ,
SHELDO

JACKSON,

<Jeneral Agent Education for Alaska.
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Stat'istics of education in Alaska.
Enrollment.

co

Public schools.

09

.d,

~

~t-

00

"'00

.Aiognak .................
Douglas Uity, No. l ..... ..
Douglas City, o. 2 . ......
Fort Wrangell . .. ....... .
Haines . ..... .. .. .........
Jackson .. . ...............
Juneau , No. l. ............
Juneau, No. 2 . ............
Kadiak . .... . .... .... .....
Karluk ...................
Killisnoo .................
Klawock ....... ....... ...
Sitka, No. 1. .......... .. ..
Sitka, lfo. 2. .. .•......... .

(a)
(b)
(b)

35
(b)
(b)

24
67
(b)

50
84
87
90

106
43
123
236

106
144

:g~ffa:;k;·: :::::::: :: :: :::

(b)

~

(b)
(a)
(b)
(a)
(a)

4B
77

~

c,;
00
I
00

0

C,

I

...;
C,

I

<N
C,

,...,I

I

c,5

..;1

C,

C,

c!i

I

,d
C,

J

! ~ ~ ::S ~ ""',..., ,...,
- - - - - - - - - -I - - - - - 00

::S

110

25
(b)
67
59
81
(b)
(b)
.125
44
184 , 81
60
60
138
60
35
26

55
94
(b)
90
128
105
36
58
68
(b)
90
75
67
51
(b)

C,

00

38
50
!J2
83
(b)
87

:n

51
67
(b)
32
68
58
83

24

0

C,

37
23
68
93
(b)
100
33
51
80
33
68

35
25
24
49
8!)
100
26
75
69
29
38

54

59
54
33

~o

55
(b)

as

C,

40
13
108
49
54
82
23
61
74
(b)

137
(b)
50
48
35

C,

00

38
42
26
61
64
80
54
50
56
(b)

75

(b)

(b)

50
B7
180
40
39
56
105
52

-13
110
36
24
30

Port Ular cnce ... ......... (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b)
20
Mctlakahtla ............. .
t. Lawrence Island . .... ..... --•·· ---· · .. ... . -- ··· --· ·· ..... ...... ...... .

l 8!J4-!J5.

C,

00

87
54
4t
90
25
65
59
(b)

38
:JO

Teachers in
the public schools,

--

Mrs. C. M. Col well.
L. A .Jones.
Misf:! l!'. J. \\'ork.
Miss A.. R. Kelsey.
,v. ,v. 1Varne.
Mrs. C. J . McLeod.
S. A.Keller.
Miss E. Saxman.
C. C, Soltcr.
Miss A.. R. Kelsey.

I Mrs. G. Knapp.

Miss C. l'fllton.
O. R. McKinney.
J . .A.. Tuck.
T. L. llrcvig:.
William Dnncan.
V. C. Gambell.

1,030

a Enrollment no t known.

bNo school.

Appropriations for education in Alaska.
:E irst graut to establi1:1h schools, 1884 .. ~- ................................. . $25,000

Annual grants, school year1886-87 ....................•....•........••..•............•...........
1887 -88 ......•. ........ ............•••....•... ........ ..... ........ - . 18 8-89 .........•.........•.... . ......................................
1889-90 ..•......................•.....•....................... ....•...
1890-91 .........•...•••...................•••........•................
1891-92 ..••................ .. ...... ............ ......... ... ... ........
1892-93 ........ : ........ . ......... .. .............. ........ ... ........ .
1893-94 .............................................. .. ............. .
1894-95 . .........................••.......•.................... ... - · ..
18~5-96 ....................•...•...•••. , •.• , ~ ......... - . -. - · · • • · · · · · - ·

15,000
25,000
40,000
50, 00::l
50,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
30,000
30,000

------------·
,.

Vice-President ~tevenson.
1\1:rs. Stevenson.
Governor and l\Irs. Sheakley.
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ACTION OF THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES.
IN

THE SEN.A.TE OF THE UNITED ST.A.TES,

February 5, 1896.
ResolfJed, That the Secretary of the Interior be directed to transmit
to the Senate the report of Dr. Sheldon Jackson upon '' The introduction of domestic reindeer into the District of .Alaska for 1895."
WM. R. Cox, Secretary.
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•

LEITER OF TRANSMI'ITAL.

DEP.A.RTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, February 7, 1896.
SIR: I am in reeeipt ot Senate resolution of the 5th instantThat the Secretary of tb.e Interior be directed to transmit to the Senate the report
of Dr. Sheldon Jacks0n upon ''The introduction of domestic reindeer into the
District of Alaska for 1895."

In response thereto I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of
the report indicated in the foregoing resolution.
Very re pectfully,
H01rn SMITH, Secretary.
The PRESIDENT OF THE SEN.A.TE.
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INTRODUCTION OF DOMESTIC REINDEER INTO ALASKA.
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR~
BUREAU OF EDUC.A.'l'ION, ALA.SK.A. DIVISION,

Washington, D. 0., December 31, 1895.
Sm: When in the year 1890 I visited arctic Alaska for the purpose
of establishing schools, I found the Eskimo population slowly dying off
with starvation. For ages they and their fathers had secured a comfortable living from the products of the sea, principally the whale, the
walrus, and the seal. The supplies of the sea had been supplemented
by the fish and aquatic birds of their rivers and the caribou or wild
· reindeer that roamed in large herds over the inland tundra.
The supply of these in years past was abundant and furnished ample
food for all the people. But fifty years ago American whalers, having
largely exhausted the supply in other waters, found their way into the
North Pacific Ocean. Then commenced for that section the slaughter
and destruction of whales that went steadily forward at the rate of
hundreds and thousands annually, until they were killed off or driven
out of the Pacific Ocean. They were then followed into Bering Sea,
and the slaughter went on. The whales took refuge among the ice
fields of the Arctic Ocean, and thither the whalers followed. In this
relentless hunt the remnant have been driven still farther into the inaccessible regions around the North P.ole, and are no longer within reach
of the natives.
As the great herds of buffalo that once roamed the Western prairies
have been exterminated for their pelts, so the whales have been sacrificed for the fat that incased their bodies and the bone that hung in
their mouths. With the destruction of the whale one large source of
food supply for the natives has been cut off.
Another large supply was derived from the walrus, which once
swarmed in great numbers in those northern sea . But commerce
wanted more ivory, and the whalers turned their attention to the walrus, destroying thousands annual1y for the sake of their tusks. Where
a few years ago they were·so numerous that their bellowings were heard
above the roar of the waves and grinding and crashing· of the ice fields,
lat year I cruised for weeks seeing but few. The walrus, as a source
of food supply, is already very scarce.
The sea lions, once so common in Bering Sea, are now be~oming so
few in number that it is with difficulty that the natives procure a sufficient number of skins to cover their boats, and the fie h of the walrus,
on account of its rarity, has become a luxury.
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In the past the natives, with tireless industry, caught and cured, for
use in their long winters, great quantities of fish, but .American canneries have already come to some of their streams, and will soon be
found on all of them, both carrying the food out of the country and, by
their wasteful methods, destroying the future supply. Five million
cans of salmon annually shipped away from .Alaska-and the business
still in its infancy-means starvation to the native races in the near
future.
With the advent of improved breech-loading firearms the wild rein·
deer are both being killed off and f:rightened away to the remote and
more inaccessible regions of the interior, and another source of food
supply is diminishing. Thus the support of the people is largely gone,
and the process of slow starvation and extermination has commenced
along the whole arctic coast of .Alaska.
To establish schools among a starving people would be of little service; hence education, civilization, and humanity alike called for relief.
The sea could not be restocked with whale as a stream can be restocked
with fish. To feed the population at Government expense would pauperize and in the end as certainly destroy them. Some other method
had to be devised. This was suggested by the wild nomad tribes on
the Siberian side of Bering Straits. They had an unfailing food supply in their large herds of domestic reindeer. Why not introduce the
domestic reindeer on the .American side and thus provide a new and
adequate food supply!
To do this will give the Eskimo as permanent a food supply as the
cattle of the Western plains and sheep of New Mexico and .Arizona do
the inhabitants of those sections. It will do more than preserve life-it
will preserve the self-respect of the people and advance them in the
scale of civilization. It will change them from hunters to herders. It
will also utilize the hundreds of thousands of square miles of mosscovered tundra of arctic and subarctic .Alaska and make those now
useless and barren wastes conducive to the wealth and prosperity of
the United States.
A moderate computation, based upon the statistics of Lapland, where
similar climatic and other conditions exist, shows northern and central
Alaska capable of supporting over 9,000,000 head of reindeer.
To reclaim and make valuable vast areas of land otherwise worthless;
to introduce large, permanent, and wealth-producing industries where
none previou ly existed; to take a barbarian people on the verge of
starvation and lift them up to a comfortable self-support and civilization is certainly a work of national importance.
Returning to Washington on November 12, 1890, I addressed to the
Oomm· ioner of Education a. preliminary report of the sea on's work,
emph izing the d titute condition of the Ala kan Eskimo and recommending the introduction of the dome tic reindeer of Siberia.
b. of D ember following, this report wa tran mitted by you
On th
w th
·retarv of th Interior for his inform tion, and n th 15tr
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transmitted to the Senate by Hon. George Chandler, Acting Secretary
of the Interior. On the following day it was referred by the Senate to
the Committee on Education and Labor.
On the 19th of December Hon. Louis E. Mccomas, of Maryland,
introduced into the House of Repr~sentatives a joint resolution
(H. Res. No. 258) p1·oviding that the act of Congress approved March
2, 1887, 4'An act to establish agricultural experiment stations in connection with the colleges established in the several States," should be
extended by the Secretary of the Interior over Alaska, with the expectation that the purchase, improvement, and management of domestic
reindeer should be made a part of the industrial education of the
proposed college.
The resolution was referred to the 0ommittee on Education, and on
the 9th of January, 1891, reported back to the House of Representatives for passage.
It was, however, so near the close of the short term of Congress that
the re.solution was not reached. When it became apparent that it
would not be reached in the usual way, the Hon. Henry M. Teller, on
the 26th of February, moved an amendment to the bill (H. R. No.13462)
making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Government for
the year ending June 30, 1892, appropriating $15,000 for the introduction of domestic reindeer into Alaska, which was carried. The appropriation failed to receive the concurrence of the conference committee of
the House of Representatives.
Upon the failure of the Fifty-first Congress to take action, and deprecating the delay of twelve months before another attempt could be
made, I issued, with the approval of the Commissioner of Education,
an appeal in the Mail and Express of New York City, the Boston Tran script, the Philadelphia Ledger, the Chicago Inter-Ocean, a.nd tl:e
Washington Star, as well as in a number of the religious newspapers of
the country, for contributions to this object. The response was prompt
and generous; $2,146 were received.
As the season had arrived for the usual visit of inspection and supervision of the schools in Alaska, in addition to my regular work for the
schools I was authorized to commence the work of introducing domestic
reindeer into Alaska. The natives of Siberia who own the reindeer,
knowing nothing of the use of money, an assortment of goods for the
purpose of barter for the reindeer was procured from the funds so generously contributed by benevolent people.
The honorable Secretary of the Treasury issued instructions to Captain Healy to furnish me every possible facility for the purchase and
transportation of reindeer from Siberia to Alaska. The honorable
Secretary of State secured from the Russian Government instructions
to their officers on the Siberian coast also to render what assistance
they could, and on May 25, 1891, I again took passage on the revenue
cutter Bear, Captain Healy in command, for the coast of Siberia.
The proposition to introduce domestic reindeer into Alaska had ex-
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cited widespread and general interest. In the public discussions which
arose with regard to the scheme, a sentiment was found in some circles
that it was impracticable; that on aecount of the superstitions of the
natives they would be unwilling to sell their stock alive; further, that
the nature of the reindeer was such that he would not bear ship transportation, and also that, even if they could be purchased and safely
transported, the native dogs on the Alaskan coast would destroy or
the natives kill them for food. This feeling, which was held by many
intelligent men, was asserted so strongly and positively that it wa_s
thought best the first season to make haste slowly, and instead of purchasing a large number of reindeer to possibly die on shipboard or
perhaps to be destroyed by the Alaskan dogs (thus at the very outset
prejudicing the scheme), it was deemed wiser and safer to buy only a few.
Therefore, in the time available from other educational duties during
the season of 1891, I again carefully reviewed the ground and secured
all possible additional information with regard to the reindeer, and,
while delaying the actual establishment of a herd until another season,
refuted the correctness of the objections that the natives will not sen
and the deer will not bear transportation by actually buying and transporting them.
The work was so new and untried that many things could only be
found out by actual experience.
First. The wild deer men of Siberia are a very superstitious people,
and need to be approached with great wisdom and taet. If a man
should sell us deer and the following winter an epidemic break out in
his herd, or some calamity befall his family, the Shamans would make
him believe that his misfortune was all due to the sale of the deer.
Second. The Siberian deer men are a nonprogressive people. They
have lived for ages outside of the activities and progress of the world.
As the fathers did, so continue to do their children. Now, they have
never before been asked to sell their deer; it is a new thing to them,
and they do not know what to make of it. They were suspicious of
our designs. .Another difficulty arise from the fact that they can not
under tand what we want with the reindeer. They have no knowledge
of such a motive as doing good to other without pay.
a rule, the men with the large t herd , who can be t afford to ell,
are inland and difficult to reach. Then bu ine
el:fi hnes comes in.
The introduction of the reindeer on the mericau ide may to ome
extent injuriou ly affect their trade in d er kin . From time immemorial they have b n accu tomed to take their kin to .A.la ka nd
ex hange them for oil. To establi h herd in .Ala ka will, they fear
ruin thi bu ine .
notber difficulty e perienced wa the impo ibilit of ecuring a
comp t nt interpr t r.
few of th native of the iberian co t ha
sp nt one or mor
' ODS on a n ler, and thu pick d up a
r li le
English. And upon this cla we hav b n dependent in th past.
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However, notwithstanding all these difficulties and delays, Captain
Healy, with the Bear, coasted from 1,200 to 1,500 miles, calling at the
various villages and holding conf~rences with the leading reindeer
owners on the Siberian coast. Arrangements were made for the purchase of animals the following season. Then, to answer the question
whether reindeer could be purchased and transported alive, I bought
16 head, kept them on shipboard for some three weeks, passing through
a gale so severe that the ship had to "lie to," and :finally landed them
in good condition at Amaknak Island, in the harbor of Unalaska.
Upon my return to Washington City in the fall of 1891 the question
was again urged upon the attention of Congress, and on the 17th of
December, 1891, Hon. H. M. Teller introduced a bill (S. 1109) appropriating $15,000, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of
the Interior, for the purpose of introducing and maintaining in the Territory of Alaska reindeer for domestic purposes. This bill was referred
to the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, Hon. Algernon S. Paddock, chairman. The committee took favorable action, and the bill was
passed by the Senate on May 23, 1892. On the following day it was
reported to the House of Representatives and referred to the Committee on Appropriations. A similar bill (H. R. 7764) was introduced into
the House of Representatives by Hon. A. C. Durborow and referred to
the Committee on Agriculture.
On April 15 Hon. S. B. Alexander, of North Carolina, reported the
bill to the House of Representative with the approval of the Committee on Agriculture. The bill was placed on the calendar, but failed
to pass the House.
On the 2d of May, 1892, I started for my third summer's work on the
coast of Siberia and Arctic Alaska in the United States revenue cutter
Bear, Capt. M. A. Healy, commanding, and, upon the 29th of June following, selected in the northeast corner of Port Clarence (the nearest
good harbor to Bering Straits on the American side) a suitable location
for the establishment of an industrial school, the principal industry of
which is the management and propagation of domestic reindeer. The
iu titution is named the Teller Reindeer Station.
During the summer of 1892 I made :five vi its to Siberia, purchasing
and tran porting to Port Clarence 171 head of reindeer. I also superintended the erection of a large building for the officers and residence
of the superintendent of the station, Mr. Miner W. Bruce, of N ebra ka.
Returning to Washington in the early winter, agitation wa at once
commenced before Congre s, re ulting in an appropriation by the Fiftyecond Congress, second se ion (March 3, 1893), of " 6,000, to b
expended under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, for the
purpose of introducing and maintaining in the Territory of Ala ka
reindeer for dome tic purpo e ." The management of thi fund was
wL ly laid upon the Commi sioner of Education and wa made a part
of the school y tern of la ka.
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During the spring of 1893, 79 fawns were born to the herd at the
'feller Reindeer Station, and during the summer 127 deer were purchased in Siberia and added to .the Alaska herd.
At the expiration of his year's service Mr. Bruce resigned, and Mr.
W. T. Lopp, of Indiana, was appointed superintendent.
During April, May, and June, 1894, 186 fawns were born to the herd,
of which 41 were lost by being frozen or deserted by their mothers.
During the summer I purchased in Siberia 120 head, which were added
to the herd.
Siberian herders were employed at the beginning of the enterprise,
not because they were considered the best, but because they were near
by and were the only ones that could be had at the time. It was realized from the first that if the Alaskan Eskimo were to be taught the
breeding and care of the reindeer, it was important that they should
have the benefit of the most intelligent instructors and of the best
methods that were in use. By universal consent it is admitted that
the Lapps of northern Europe, because of their superior intelJigence
(nearly all of them being able to read and write and some of them
being acquainted with several languages), are much superior to the
Samoyedes deer men of northern Europe and Asia and the barbarous
deer men of northeastern Siberia. Intelligence applied to the raising
of reindeer, just as to any other industry, produces the best results.
Therefore, when in 1893 it was ascertained that the herd at Port
Clarence had safely passed its first winter (thus assuring its permanence), I at once set about securing herders from Lapland. There being
no public funds available to meet the expense of sending an agent to
Norway in order to secure skilled Lapp herders, I had recourse again
to the private benefactions of friends of the enterprise, and $1,000 was
contributed.
Mr. William A. Kjellmann, of Madison, Wis., was selected as superintendent of the Teller Reindeer Station and sent to Lapland for herders.
He sailed from New York City February 21, and landed upon his return
May 12, 1894, having with him seven men, their wives and chi1dren,
making sixteen souls in all. This was the first colony of Lapp ever
brought to the United States. They reached the Teller Reindeer Station safely on July 29, having traveled over 12,500 miles. Upon reaching the station Mr. Kjellmann took charge, relieYing Mr. W. T. Lopp
who de ired to return to the mission work at Cape Prince of Wal s.
In 1894 the Fifty-third ongre s, econd ses ion, increa ed the reindeer appropriation to 7,500, and the same amount was appropriated
in the spring of 1895, at the third e sion of the ame Congre .

1895.
The accompanying report of Mr. William A. Kjellmann ( pp ndix B )
upon the conduct of the Tell r Reind er tation and reindeer h rd i
full and ati f· tory that I will n t even attempt to ummarize it,
bu r th r urge it car ful r ling.

LOADING REINDEER ON SHIPBOARD

Publi ·heel hy ·ourt ·y of"

ur Animal Fri nd ''
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Owing to the serious illness of his wife, and her need of the services
of a physician, that could not be had at the station, Mr. Kjellmann
resigned on the 20th of July and returned to the States. The same
day Mr. Jens C. Widstead, of Wisconsin, the assistant superintendent,
was made superintendent, and Mr. Thorvaald Kjellmann, of Norway,
was appointed his assistant.
Having spent five consecutive seasons in arctic and subarctic .Alaska
and Siberia establishing and supervising schools and the introduction
of reindeer, I felt the need of giving a season to the work in southeast
Alaska. To accomplish this Mr. William Hamilton, my assistant, made
the arctic cruise this season. The itinerary for 1895 is therefore written
by him and is incorporated in an appendix (Appendix A).
The experience of the past year has demonstrated the wisdom of
procuring Lapps for herders. Their greater intelligence, skill, and
gentleness in handling the deer, and the introduction of their improved
methods of treatment, have greatly promoted the welfare of the herd.
In 1894, 41 fawns out of the 186 born were lost under the supervision
of the Siberian herders. This spring under the care of the Lapps but
22 fawns were lost of 298 born at the three stations, and 7 of these were
from the 75 born at Cape Prince of Wales, where no Lapp was present,
thus reducing the percentage of loss among the calves the past spring
from 22 per cent in the previous year to about 6 per cent for the present year. This great saving is due to the greater skill of the Lapps,
and would alone pay the extra expense of procuring them as herders.
It has also been found that there is a hearty agreement in the work
between the Lapps and the Eskimo.
Last fall a commencement was made in the distribution from the
central herd at the Teller Station. In August, 1894, 119 head of deer
were given to Mr. W. T. Lopp, in charge of the mission of the .American
Missionary .Association at Cape Prince of Wales. This spring the
herd was increased by the birth of 75 fawns (Appendix C).
Instructions were left in fall of 1895 to furnish similar herds to the
Swedish Evangelical mission at the head of Norton Sound and to the
Episcopalians and Roman Catholics on the Yukon River.
The Eskimo have been so little accustomed to assistance from the
whites that they have been somewhat skeptical concerning their being
permitt,ed to ultimately own the reindeer. As evidence of good faith,
in February last a herd of 115 head was entrusted to three or four of
the most experienced native apprentices, with an agreement that they
were t.o own the natural increase. This spring during fawning ea on
a Lapp was sent to their assistance, and they lost only 2 fawns out of
the 79 born.
The experience of the past four years has demonstrated the fact that
the present system of procuring reindeer is too slow, and will take
many years to accomplish the purpose of the Government. To expedite matters I would re ·pectfully sug·gest the propriety of placing, with
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the consent of the Russian Government, a purchasing station somewhere on the Siberian coast, to remain through the year (Appendix F).
If successful such a station ought to gather together 2,000 or 3,000
head and have them ready for transportation during the summer.
Another plan, and a more feasible one, will be to contract with responsible parties for the purchasing and delivering of so many head of reindeer annually at certain designated points in Alaska. This latter plan
will relieve the office of much anxiety.
THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE FUTURE.

There are in northP-rn and central Alaska, at a moderate estimate,
400,000 square miles of territory that are unadapted to agriculture or the
grazing of cattle, and that region is without an adequate food supply
for the Eskimo inhabitants or the white miners and others who are now
penetrating it in search of gold or trade. But that whole region is
supplied with a long, fibrous white moss (Gladonia rangiferina), the
natural food of the reindeer. This is capable of becoming food and
clothing for men only by its transformation into reindeer meat and furs.
The best results in the raising of reindeer, and the most complete
statistics, are found in Norway and Sweden. Taking those countries
as a basis, we find that the northern provinces known as Lapland contain an area of 14,000 square miles, in which are 322,568 head of reindeer. This gives an average of 23 reindeer to the square mile.
Applying this ratio to the 400,000 square miles of arctic and subarctic Alaska (and there is no known reason in the general character
of the country why we should not), we have as a re. ult that Ala ka
is capable of sustaining 9,200,000 head of reindeer, which, at the valuation of 9 each (the price in Sweden), will be worth $83,000,000.
In Lapland there is an average of 32 head of reindeer to each per on
among the reindeer Lapps. Applying the same average to .Alaska,
the 9,200,000 head of reindeer will support a population of 287,500,
living like the Lapps of Lapland.
EFFECT UPON AL.A.SKA.

The stocking of Ala ka with reindeer meansFirst. The opening up of the va t and almo t inaccessible region of
northern and central Ala ka to white settlers and civilization.
The original purpo e in 1 90 to introduce reindeer into la ka w·
in pired by a desire to provide a new and more permanent food upply
for the half-fami bing E kimo.
Since then the di covery of large and valuable gold depo it upon
the tream of arctic and ubar tic laska ha made the introduction of
r indeer a nece ity for the white man a well a the E kimo. Pr ion
to the di covery of gold th re wa nothing to attract the white ettl rt
that d late region, but wi h the kno ledg of aluabl gold dep . it
thou and will th r mak th ir horn , and towns and villag ' r
a.Ir dy pringing into e ist nee.

THLINGET HOUSE.

INTERIOR CARVINGS AND CEREMONIAL GARMENTS.

Photograph by Winter & Pond, Juneau, Alaska. (Copyright.)
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But that vast region, with its perpetual frozen subsoil, is without
agricultural resources. Groceries, breadstuffs, etc., must be procured
from the outside. Steamers upon the Yukon can bring food to the
mouths of the gold-bearing streams, but the mines are often many miles
up these unnavigable streams. · Already great difficulty is experienced
in securing suffic:i:oot food by dog-train transportation and the packing
of the natives. The miners need reindeer transportation.
Again, the development of the mines and the growth of settlements
upon streams hundreds of miles apart necessitates some method of
speedy travel. A dog team on a long journey will make on an average
from 15 to 25 miles a day, and in some sections can not make the trip
at all, because they can not carry with them a sufficient supply oi food
for the dogs, and can procure none in the country through which they
travel. To facilitate and render possible frequent and Rpeedy communication between these isolated settlements and growing centers of
American civilization, where the ordinary roads of the States have no
existence aud can not be maintained except at an enormous expense,
reindeer teams that require no beaten roads, and that at the close of a
day's work can be turned loose to forage for them elves, are essential.
The introduction of reindeer iuto· Alaska makes possible the development of the mines and the·support of a million miners.
Second. The opening up of a vast commercial indu try. Lapland,
with 400,000 reindeer, supplie tlle grocery stores of uorthern Europe
with smoked reindeer hams, 10 cents per pound; smoked tongues, at
l0'cents each; dried hides, at $1.25 to $1. 75 each; tanned hides, $2 to 3
each, and 23,000 carca se to the butcher shop , in addition to what i
consumed by the Lapps th mselves.
Fre h reindeer meat is considered a great delicacy. Rus ia exports
it frozen, in carload , to Germany. The orwegian Pre erving Company use large quantities of it for canning.
The tauned kins ( oft and with a beautiful yellow color) have a ready
sale for military pantaloons, gloves, bookbinding, covering of chair and
sofa , bed pillows, etc.
The hair is in great demand for the filling of life-saving apparatus
(buoy , etc.), a it posse 'e a wonderful degree of buoyancy. Tbe
best exi ting glue is made of reindeer horn .
On the same basi Ala ka, with its capacity for 9,200,000 b ad of rein .
deer, can upply the market of America with 500,000 carcasse of venion annually, together with tons of deliciou barn and tongue , and the
:finest of leather.
urely the creation of an industry worth from 83,000,000 to 100,000,000, where none now exi ts, is worth the attention of the American
people.
·f bird. The perpetuation, multiplication, and civilization of the E 'kimo of that region. The E kimo' are a hardy and <1ocil race. Their
cbi:Jdr n learn readily in the school , and there is uo reason why they
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should not be made an important factor in the development of that land.
The density of population in any section being largely dependent upon
the quantity of the food supply, the increase of food supply will naturally increase the number of hardy Eskimo.
For the breeding of the reindeer and the instruction of the native
people in this industry, it is desirable that there should be a migration
to that country of skilled herders and their families. The inviting of
this class of European Aettlers will not crowd out the native Eskimos,
but will greatly assist them in their efforts to adjust themselves to the
raising of reindeer. Lapp families, with their greater intelligence, skill,
and gentleness in handling reindeer, and their improved methods of
treatment, wisely distributed among the Eskimos, will be an object lesson
to stimulate.. encourage, and instruct them.
To awaken an interest in Lapland and open the way for securing
a larger number ot Lapp herders, I would suggest the publication for
distribution in Lapland of a small pamphlet in the Norwegian language
upon the advantages of raising reindeer in Alaska.
I am in receipt of many applications for the reindeer report that can
not be supplied, because of the limited edition now published. It is
important that the rising public sentiment favorable to the introduction
of domestic reindeer into Alaska should be fostered and quickened by
the wide dissemination of the information contained in these annual
reports. Judging from past experience, an edition of 100,000 copie
would be quickly applied for and taken.
REINDEER FUND, 1894-95.
Received from Congress .. ............... .................. __ .. _..... _... $7,500.00
Disbursements:
Supplies and general expen es of station, Port Clarence .... $3,811.83
Trade goods used in purchasing deer....................... 1,767.26
Extra coal used by the Bear in transporting deer. . . . . . . . • . 1, 081. 50
Maps used in report......... ... ...........................
150. 00
Salaries of employees at station. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
683. 80
Torol ............................... _.. _........... _..... _.. _. _. _.

7 494. 39

Balance ..............................•.................. ....... ...

5.61

I desire to acknowledge my indebtedne to Mr. John P. Haine
preRident of the American Society for the Prevention of ruelty to
Animals, for illustrations of driving and loading reindeer, and to Me r .
William Hamilton, Tappan dney, John M. Ju tice Franci Barnum,
Winter ... Pond, and to the Woman's American Bapti t Home Mi iom1.ry
o i ty for photograph .
Thanking you for your de p int r t and hearty cooperation in th
work I remain with great re pect,
our o edient rvant,
SHELD N JACK O ,

United tat s Gen ral Agent of Education in Ala ·ka.
IIon. . T. H RRI LL. D.,
m1ni ioner of Ed'U ation Wa hinuton, D. O.

•
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APPENDIX A.

THE ITI ERARY FOR 1895.
By

WILLIAM HAMILTON,

BUREAU

Assistant Agent of Education.

EDUCATION, ALASKA DIV1SION,
Washington, D. C., December 31, 1895.
DEAR Sm: In accordance with your instructions I left Washington
on April 15, arriving at Tacoma six days later. Here I took passage
for Sitka on the Pacific Coast Steamship Company's vessel City of
Topeka. The low rates to Alaska during the pre ent eason, the alleged
rapid development of the gold mines in the Yukon region, and the
unusually hard times on the Pacific Coast are greatly encouraging
immigration to Alaska.. The City of Topeka was crowded from stem
to stern with all sorts and conditions of men; every berth was occupied, and at night the table iu the dining aloon were covered with
long rows of slumbering humanity.
Soon after crossing the line between British Columbia and Alaska
the steamer touched at Metlakahtla, the home of Mr. Duncan's colony
of Christianized Timpsean . There are about 100 neat frame houses
in the village, a large church and schoolbou e, the boys and the gir1s'
boardiug home, Mr. Duncan's residence and office, the cannery, sawmill, and the ~tore. The church i ' complete with belfry, spire, vestibule, gallery, and pulpit carved by hand, all native handiwork. The
almon cannery ship.· about 8,000 cases each year, and the sawmill
supplies all the lumber ueeded. Sidewalk in excellent condition, 10
feet wide, extend along the principal street of the village. A conspicuous object i a platform built on a Jrno-e euar tump, where the
native ba,nd play on steamer day. ·. A .· the teamer arrived late in the
evening and left at 4 o'clock the next morning, I r ~gret that I did not
ee the cbool in ses ion.
The next place of interest at which the t amer stopped was Fort
Wra,ngel1. In the day when the Ca iar ·old miue at the head of the
tikinc River wcr in their glory, and when the banack ere o ·cupied
by nit d tate troop , a tide of motl 'Y life wept through the long
str t which extend along the water fron from the fort to the chief'
hou e. In 1 77 the Government withdrew it troops from all po t in
Ala ka, the miniug region of the tikine have been abandoned, and
the only in lication of the indu try f civilization i · the frequent puffs
of steam i uing from th large sawmill.
H. Doc. 92, pt. 3--37
677
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Mr. William .A.. Kelly, the local superintendent of schools for the
Sitka district, lives in this village, and the public school for native
children, held in the building which once was the hospital of the barracks, is in a very satisfactory condition under the care of Miss .A.. R.
Kelsey.
On April 28. we found ourselves at the town of Juneau, which nestles
at the base of a towering mountain. It is the largest town in the Territory and has a population of about 2,000, which number is largely
increased when the miners from the neighboring regions winter there
and also in the spring when newcomers tarry to purchase outfits and
supplies before going into the interior. Juneau is the commercial
metropolis of .Alaska, and there i considerable rivalry between it and
Sitka, the historic capital of the Territory; it has a court-house, jail,
hotels, and lodging houses, two Government schools-one for white and
the other for native childre11-a Presbyterian mission home and two
churches (white and native), Russo-Greek church, also a Roman 0atholic
church, school, and hospital, opera house, bank, two weekly newspapers,
fire brigade, and electric light and telephone plants.
Since my last visit to Juneau, in 1892, a new schoolhouse for natives
has been built and the schoolhouse for white children has been thoroughly renovated, and both buildings compare very favorably with
schoolhou e in places with the same population as Juneau anywhere
in the United States. Mr. E. Keller ha charge of the school for white
children and Mi s S. A. Sa 'man of the native school.
On the oppo ite side of Gastineau Channel, 2 miles from Juneau, is
the town of Douglas, where is located the well-known Treadwell gold
mine. Over $800,000 have been spent upon this plant since 1881. It
stamping mill, where the gold-bearing quartz i pulverized, contains 240
stamp , and is the largest mill of its kind in the world. The gold is
hipped to the mint at San Franci co in the form of bricks worth everal thou and dollar each. During the year ending May 31, 1 94,
240,000 ton of ore were treated, yieldjng $768,000, or 3.20 per ton.
In the village are two public chool . The one for white hildren i
taught by Mr. L.A. Jon s and the scho I for native children is under
the are of
. Work. The majority of tbe children in th
hool
e of the home maintained here by the Kan a
for native
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inlet. We hacl on board 14 horses, which were to be used in carrying
supplies over the mountain pass. These animals were now brought
up from below. As the water shoals very rapidly toward the head of
the bay, the Topeka had anchored a couple of miles from shore, and the
horses had a long distance to swim. By this time it was dark and the
struggles of the animals churned the chilly waters into displays of
phosphorescent light.
On May 3 we touched at Killisnoo. A public school was maintained
here for a number of years. In February, 1893, the schoolhouse was
destroyed by fire, and the Bureau of Education has not been able to
rebuild it, owing to heavy reductions in the Congressional appropriation
for education in Alaska. Most of the children in the village attend
the school of the Russo-Greek Church.
The Alaskan Oil and Guano co·m pany, which is engaged in packing
herring and manufacturing oil and fertilizer, has its works at this place.
The annual product of their factory is 1,000 barrels of salted herrro,g,
about 400,000 gallons of herring oil, and 1,000 tons of fertilizer (composed of the refuse of the fish dried and pulverized, for which a market
is found in California and in the Sandwich Islands, where it enriches
the soil of the sugar plantations). In making the barrels Alaskan
timber is used exclusively.
On May l the Topeka threaded its way into the beautiful i landstudded harbor of Sitka, the seat of government of the Territory.
Shielded on the one side by a majestic range of snow-capped mountains, .
and on the other protected from the swell of the Pacific by numerous
thickly wooded islands, the town lies clustered along the curving sweep
of the beach. As we face the town, a prominent feature in the foreground is the hill upon which Baranof Oastle stood before the flames
d stroyed jt in 1894. Extending along the beach to the right of Castle
Hill i the ection of the town inhabited by the white people. Above
the dark roof appear the green dome and Byzantine spire of the Greek
Church. On the extreme right, near Indian River, is the group of
buildings of the Pre byterian Indu trial chool. To the left f Ca tle
Hill is the native village, consi ting of neat frame houses, ome of them
with pret utious bay windows.
In 1890 itka had a population of 1,188, compo, d of 289 whites, 8 9
uative , and 31 Chine . It 11a two public chool , a · hool c nd
orphanage maintain d by the Ru , ian Government,, nd the larg and
ucce sfttl Pre byterian Industrial
hool, ith it boarding hou e ,
ho pita] , black mith shop, arp nter ·hop, h emakiug ·hop, paint
shop, bakery, and team laundry.
The few hour in Sitka were bu ily pent in in p cting the public
chool (Mis Patton and Mr . Knapp, tea her,) and in vi iti11g the
choolroom and indu trial, hop at th Pre, byterian mis i n.
On May 1 I
l pa · ag on th mail , t cm r Dora for nala ka,
1,250 mile we t of i ka, on u f the leutian I land· of the ame
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name. This mail route is in operation from the 1st of April until the
31st of October of each year. During the winter months Sitka is the
limit of mail communication. Threading her way westward among
the green islets the trim little Dora soon left the smooth, landlocked
waters and encountered the unchecked sweep of the Pacific Ocean.
From Sitka westward the character of the scenery changes. The
narrow water-lanes hemmed in by the thickly wooded islands of the
Alexander Archipelago give place to the untrammeled ocean beating
against the bases of the barren cliff's and mountain, ranges of "continental Alaska."
The morning of May 3 found us in Yakutat Bay. Here, near the
base of Mount St. Elias, is a mission station of the Swedish Evangelical Church, with the Rev. and Mrs. Albin Johnson, Rev. K. J. Ilendrickson, and Miss Selma Peterson ~s teachers. Mrs. Johnson came
from J ankaping, weden, making a journey of 9,000 miles to join Mr.
Jolmson. Landing through the surf, we picked our way along the
beach to the mission buildings. In the winter of 1892-93 one of the
large and substantial boarding houses was burned. The undaunted
missionaries commenced rebuilding it, and at the time of our visit it
was nearly completed. The other building i a model of neatness, and
there is an air of unassuming sincerity and thoroughness about the
whole place.
In 1880 gold was discovered in the black sand of the beaches urrounding Yakutat Bay, and from that time until 1888, when a tidal wave
washed most of the sand away, numerous mining camps dotted its
shores. The black sand is accumulating once more, and prospector
have also returned. It is said that good coal has been found about 2
miles inland, but a Yakutat· Bay is only a slight indentation of tbe
coa t into which the unbroken force of the North Pacific sweeps, loading ships with coal in that bay would be an undertaking of great difficulty.
The Yakutat are the northernmost branch of the Thlinget race, which
inhabit outhea t Alaska. Like the re t of the Tblinget , and also tbe
Aleut , they are expert ba ket weaver ; in some of the hon es we saw
magnificent robe made of down from the breast of th eagl .
During the afternoon the clouds lifted, r vealing the St. Elia
Ip ,
and during the remaining hour of dayli o-ht , e skirted the 60-mile
front of be Mala pina glac1 r, with the ea dashing again t it i
cliff . The unbroken w ep of mountain . en ry from the t. Elia
ran · to th
1 utian hain i un urpa ed in gloomy grandeur.
t
the Ii tle trading po t of Kayak wet ok on board a man wh had ju t
p 11
ven mont h a keeper f fox ranch on on f be n ighb ring
1 l nd . F r the t l ngth of ime he had not een a human fac , hi
ole
· mpan b ing h fi x .
f .. lay w ent r d th land-lock db rb r of n 11 k
at he n ranc f Prine
illiam Sound.
t nug
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Cr,mer Bay in this sound Captain Cook repaired his ships in 1778, and
r -•~e in 1783 Baranoff built the ships in which he made his :first expel : · ion to Sitka.
A more sheltered harbor could hardly be imagined.
In 1892 the Victoria sealing fleet rendezvoused at Nuchek to meet their
supply vessel, the Ooquitlam. The revenue-cutter Corwin, Capt. C. L.
Hooper commanding, surprised them in the act of transferring the cargoes of seal skins, and the Ooquitlam was seized and taken to Sitka for
a violation of the United States revenue laws in transferring cargo
without authority. At Nnchek there is a salmon cannery and trading
post. Here the Russo-Greek Church maintains a school with an enrollment of 37, Mr. Andrew P. Kashevaroff, teacher.
The next morning we steamed up the sound to the little settlement
of Taklitat. At tbe very head of the sound the two branches of the
Chugak Alps meet and their snowy sides are perfectly mirrored in
the glassy waters. In this out-of-the-way nook the Alaska Commercial Company has a trading post. The trader and almost the entire
population of the village were suffering from la grippe. The mail
steamer carries a supply of medicines, and an exceedingly formidable
quantity of" grip mixture" was left with the trader.
Our next port was St. Paul (Kadiak), on the northea t shore of
Kadiak Island. The harbor of St. Paul is encircled by undulating
hills and the village nestles among gentle slopes of grass and m9ss.
The climate of this region is mild; cattle are raised and small gardens
are numerous. In 1874 a delegation from the Scandinavian re idents
of Wisconsin made an expedition to this region to determine whether
it would be advantageous for their people to seek homes on this island.
From their report the following sentences are taken:
Potatoes grow and do well, although the natives have not the slightest idoa of
how they should be cultivated, which goes to show that they would thrive xcellently if properly cared for. To judge from the soil and climate, there is no reason
why everything that succeeds in Scotland should not succeed at Kadiak. Pasture
land is so excellent on the island, and tho hay harvest so abundant, that our countrymen would here, just as in Iceland, make sheep breeding and cattle raising th ir
chief method of livelihood. '!'he quality of tlie grass is such that tl10 milk, the beef,
and mutton must bo excellent; and we bad also an opportunity to try these at Kadiak.

On Kadiak Island the dense dark forests dwindle in scattered grov ,
and from this point westward even these di appear. The icle of the
Aleutian Mountain are entirely void of tree . In the summer month ,
after the now bas disappeared, tlie shrub , the gra s, and mo e
wlti ·h cover them are kept in ten ely greeu by the almo t perpetual fog
and bower . The dugout di appear with tbc forest , and its plac i
tak n by the bidarka, < narrow canoe of ea lion or walru, bide tightly
tretched over frame of driftwood. It has two, som time three ircular hat 11~.·, ju t large enough to admit a man' body. Tb hatche are
usually fnrni bed with an apron which is fa ten d around the wai t o
that th bidarka become perfectly water-tight. These ''Cossack of
the sea ," as Lutke called them, buoyantly ride th rough st waters.
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Captain BiJlings wrote of them, ''If perfect symmetry, smoothness,and
proportion constitute beauty, they are beautiful beyond anything that
I ever beheld."
.At Kadiak in 1784 the Russian Gregory Shelikoff formed a settlement and commenced the subjugation of the people. The first school
in Alaska was ·organized at this place, and here the first church building
was erected. For a long time it was the Russian capital of Alaska.
Kadiak is the headquarters of the Alaska Commercial Company for the
di trict comprising Uook's Inlet and Prince William Sound, and furs to
the value of $300,000 are shipped yearly. Here the Bureau of Education has an excellent public school, Mr. C. C. Solter teacher. I attended
sessions of the school, and have no hesitation in saying that the children
are just as far advanced as children of the same age in any village
school in the country. i had a satisfactory interview with the members
of the local school committee, who here, as elsewhere in the Territory,
aid the Bureau of Education with suggestions, and several improvements to the school property were authorized. The priest of the Ru soGreek Church, under whose spiritual care are most of the children, was
prei.ent.
ear Kadiak Island is Wood Island. Here the Baptist Woman's
Home Mission Society has begun a noble work for the re cuing of the
waifs and destitute children of that region by maintaining a l1ome.
The condition of some of'the poorer native children was thus described
by Mr. W. E. Roscoe, in charge of the home, formerly teacher at
Kadiak:
In every settlement through this part of the country may be found poor, defensele s children clothed only in rags, with no one to provide suitable food or clothing,
and living entirely upon such charity a may be found among a heathen people.
There are many destitute children, made so by the drunkennes and the vagabond
character of their parents. In the Alout settlement of Afognak, the natives have
sold the bedding from their huts to obfoiu th vile stuff. The winter is upon them,
and until recently they hav been so <lemoralizecl with liquor that they had not la.id
ow, t,ho future
in then nal winter npply of dri d fish-their ma.in nbsistenco.
of this race i that tbey will peri h from off the face of the globe unle s th~y are
hri tianized, and that soon. It is a fact that the hildr n do not generally show
this terri bl craving for strong drink. The pupil of my chool ar asham d of their
parent drinking. It i only right and just that our overnment t3,ke orphan childr n ancl in briate.' children and put them in a rroocl indn trial cbool nuder religious
teach r , who in addition to moral and iut ll<>ctnal trainiug, will t ach th m the
cultiv. tion of th oil, th rNirin 'r of cattle, she p l1ocrs, and poultry, th el ment
of ome of th m chanical arts, and the girl th art of sowing a,nd of cooking.

In th ho pital on ood I land w r even men who l1a l b n a d
from the wreck f the chooner White, whi h wa, driven a bore at th
outh nd f Kadial I land in a v r torm on pril 1 . Elev n of
bad p ri h d in th i ·y water, and , v ral f the urvivor
th
l1ad b 11 • t rribl fro tbitten that th y would be maim
for life.
Kadiak I l nd i .·ep rat d fr m th m, inland by th wid b likoff
tr it.
t h n ti 1 ,,. nd thi, , a nc } narr w ban-
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nel. A huge otter attempte.d to swim tnrough and was caught fast; in
his struggles he widened the strait and pushed the island out to its
present position.
On the afternoon of May 8 we lay-to off the village of Karluk. There
is no harbor here; vessels anchor in the open roadstead and landings
are made in boats. The breeze had freshened, a high sea was running,
and it was too rough for us to land. A Government school was maintained here for a few years, but a reduction of the Congressional appropriation for education in Alaska rendered necessary a curtailing of
expenses and the school was closed in 1892. A teacher has been
appointed who will reopen it in the fall of 1895.
The Karluk River, 16 miles long and about 6 feet deep, is one of the
most remarkable salmon streams in the world. Beside its shallow
waters are located several large canneries where, according to the
census report of 1890, about 300,000 cases of salmon were packed.
The employees number over 2,000, and in the summer months the
Chinese, Italians, Greeks, Portuguese, and Americans constitute one
of the most heterogeneous communities under the American :flag. The
United States commissioner at nalaska 1 700 miles away, is the nearest
repre entative of the authority of the nited States. On May 9, a
the gale had increased, the captain very considerately ran into a small
bay near Cape Providence and remained there until the gale had spent
its force.
Unga wa reached at 4 a. m. on the 11th. IIere I 11ad an opportunity
of going a bore and meeting the teacher, Mr. McKinney, and of inspecting the chool buildings. N ar the village of Unga is the mining
property of the Apollo Oon olidated Mi11ing ompauy. By killful
management and wi e e penditur of money tLe mine i being operated
with large profit. Two thou and five hundred Ie t of tunnel have
been complet d; waterworks, steam compres or, office , and dwelling
bou e have be n built. The forty- tamp mill i producing monthly
30,000 wortll of gold.
Ju t outh of the Sbumagiu I land , npon which l no·a i locat d, are
immen e o<l bank who e valu i. ju t beginning to b a1 preciated.
They wer :fir, t report d by Pro£ .1. or Da idson in 1867. .,iu that
tim th
uit d tate l• i h Comrni, · ion team r Aluatro ha, done a
great leal of ouncling and mapping of the bank . Th valu of tbe
Shuma 0 'in catch of cod in 1 U0 wa, , 500 000.
, the fur al <1 crea e
it i as rted that th ody will
tl ii
it i
, aid that on eal will in a
n con nme c·
ual
the
pric of a raw seal kin. ·
t 9 a. rn. we were under way, aud at 0.' 0 am to anchor at and
P int.
nder th wharf and forminff it. foundation is th wr •cl· of the
,John Han ock. ~ h wa · built at the 'hairle town av, - ard iii 1 L,
,·p ditiou in 1853-54.
bortly
ld into the merchant rvice.
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Her machinery was taken out and she was converted into a threemasted schooner. While in thtl merchant service as a lumber ves el
she was abandoned at sea off the coast of Oregon. Being recovered
and brought into port, she was bought by Messrs. Lynde & Hough, of
San Francisco, who used her in their codfish trade. On March 7, 1 93,
a heavy southwester dashed her upon tue rocks at Sand Point, her final
resting place. Sand Point consists of a few houses belonging to Messrs.
Lynde & Hough, a hotel, and Untted State custom-house. Going
ashore I made tbe acquaintance of Mr. J. II. Bugbee, the agent, and
with him selected a sight for a schoolhouse.
On the morning of May 12, feeling our way along, the fog horn sounding, we turned north in the mists of Bering Sea through U nimak Pass,
in the Aleutian chain, whose seventy islands stretch for a thousand
miles like gigantic stepping stones toward Siberia. Attou, the we ternmost limit of the land possessions of the United States, is beyond
the one hundred and eightieth meridian and within the Ea tern Hemisphere. Soon the fog lifted and we steamed through waters as smooth
as a mill pond. Bold headlands, towering pinnacles of rock, mountain
slopes carpeted with mosses who e intense green was heightened. by
great patches of snow here and there; volcanoes draped with cloud
and plumed with smoke delighted tbe eye as we glided along. In a few
hours we swept past Prie t's Rock, an outlying pinnacle which bears a
resemblance to a priest of the Greek Church in his robes, and entered
Unalaska Bay. Twelve miles up the bay is the village of Unala ka or
Iliuliuk (the curving beach), the commercial center of western laska.
It i the port of entry for Bering Sea. A. deputy collector of cu toms,
deputy mar bal, and a United State commi ioner reside here. At
Unalaska are the headquarters of the Ala ka Commercial Company
for the western and arctic region, of the Territory. At the neighboring
village of Dutch Harbor are tbe offices of the orth American Commercial ompany also controlling trading poQt' catter d over thousand
of mil of territory. During the um mer month
nala l a i the rendezvou for all the shipping in that part of the world. The ship of
th arctic whaling fleet call here for c al, water, upplie , and mail,
and to leave news of the mov ment, of the arctic ice and the catch of
whal , and receive tiding of th gr at world to the outh.
ince 1 91
it ha b en the b adq uarter of the United tate and Briti h fle t
en ag d in the Bering ea patr l.
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mation that careful, conscientious training had wrought in the children
was marvelous. While waiting to join the United States revenue-cutter Bear in its arctic cruise I became intimately acquainted with the
work being done in the home under the supervision of Mr. and Mrs.
Tuck, and I have no hesitation in saying that a neater, more intelligent,
well-behaved set of children it would be hard to find anywhere in the
country. In the schoolroom, which I visited repeatedly, I found that
good progress had been made in the acqui$ition of the English language.
Those children who had been in the h~me for three years or more not
only read, wrote, and spoke, but also seemed to do their thinking in
English. From its commencement in 1889 until the J)ast summer the
home has been maintained in a small one and one-half story rented
cottage. During the summer a commodious boarding hou~e wa erected.
The Aleutian Islands are so remote, so little is generally known of
them, to the visitor they have such an air of primeval solitude that one
finds it difficult to realize that they have been the theater of stirring
events and have a history extending back one hundred and fifty years.
No notice of this region would be complete without at least a glance at
this history. I quote the following resume from Dr. Sheldon Jackson's
report for 1890 :
The discovery of these island by Europeans is duo to tho unbounded ambition of
Peter the Great, of Russia, who, having founded a Russian Empire in Europo and
Asia, would also found one in America. The western coast of America had been
explored as far as Cape Mendocino, California, but from California north it was
a vast, unknown regiou-"t'lle great northern mystery, with its Anian strnit and
silver mountains and divers other fabulous tales." To solve these mysteries, to determine whether .A.Hia had land communication with America, to learn what lands and
people were beyond hi possessions on the eastorn coast of iberia, Peter the Great,
in 1724, ordered two e.-pedition of exploration and placed them both under the command of Vitus Bering, a Dane in the Rus ian service. The xpedition set out overland through Siberia on January 28, 1725, under Lieutenant Cllirikoff. Three days
later the Emperor died, but the expeditions were ener(Yetically pushed by his widow
and daughter. The first expedition, from 1725 to 1730, explored B ring trait, and
settled the question of separation betw en Asia and. Arueri a .
The second expedition was fitted out by the Empress atherine, and consisted of
two ve sels, the St. Paul, commanded by Bering himself, and the t. Petel', in cllarg
of Alexei Ilich Chirikoff, seconcl in command. Tho expedition was accompanied by
several scientists and sailed from Avatcha Bay, Kamtschatka, on .June 4, 1741. This
ill-fated expedition di covered tho mainland of Alaska aud the Aleutian Island .
But the remnant that brought back the news of tlle discov ry of northw stern
America al o brought with them the ueautiful furs of the ea otter and wide-awake
merchants were not slow to see thoir opportunity. A th :ulv nturous hunt for
the littl sable had led the hardy Cossack and extended Russian dominion from th
Ural Mountains across Asia to Kamtschatka and Bering 'ea, so now th hunt for tho
sea otter was to extend Rusiiiau ettlement 2,000 miles along the coast of America.
A few months after the return of Bering's expedition in th spring of 1743, Emi1ian
Bassof formed a partn rship with a wealthy Moscow merchant, built a small v sel
named the Kapiton, and commenced the fur trade of tho newly discover cl i lands.
On hi second trip in 1745 he coll cted 1,600 e~ otter , 2,000 fur seals, and 2,000 blue
.A.retie foxes. This was tl1 comm ncement on tho part of the merchants of iberia of
a mad race aft r the furs of Alaska-a race so mad that they could. not wa,it the
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securing of proper materials for the building of safe vessels and the procuring of
trained seamen. Boats were hastily constructed of planks fastened together with
rawhide or seal-skin thongs. In these unseaworthy boats, without charts or compass,
they boldly ventured to sea, antl tho half of them found a watery grave. Those who
did return in safety with n, fair cargo r eceived from 2,000 to 3,000 rubles each as
their share of the profit.
On the 26th of September, 1745, for the first time the discharge of firearms was heard
on the Aleutian Islands. A native was shot on the island of Agoto by a party of Russians under Chuprof. Then commenced a reign of lust, robbery, and bloodshed, which
lasted for fifty years. Ono Feod~r Solovief is reported to have alone killed 3,000
Aleuts. Veniaminof, who was the leading Greek priest and ·f irst bishop of Alaska,
declares that during that dreadful period Aleuts were used as targets for Russian
practice in firing. In 1764 Captain Solovief formed a settlement. His stay on the
jsland was marked by such bloody a,trocities that the few who survived were completely subjugated. His name has come through a hundred years of local tradition
as the synonym of cruelty. Among other things it is said that he experimented upon
the penetrative power of his bullets by binding twelve Aleuts in a row and then
firing through them at short range. The bullet stopped at the ninth man . In 1770,
when the American colonists were preparing themi;elves for the struggle for independence, the struggle of the Aleuts was ending. They had given their lives in vam.
The few who were loft could no longer maintain the unequal conflict and were
reduced to practical slavery.

During the first week of June the fleet of vessels which was to patrol
Bering Sea rendezvou ed at Unalaska. . Officers and sailors gave life
to the hitherto deserted street, dainty revenue cutters and a trimly
built Briti h gunboat rode at anchor in the harbor; saucy little
steam launche and natty, white boats darted about; bugle call floated
out over the tranquil water·, now and th n jets of flame and column
of moke would shoot from the ide of some ve el at target practice
and a spurt of du t on the mountain ide show where the shot had
stru k. All was life and action, wh re there bad been silen e and stagnation. There were call upon the officers of the various hip , photographic excur ions, climbing of mountains whose ravine till held the
winter snow , ball , and even a wedding at high noon in which t)J.e co11tracting partie, w re Mis, hort, who had been the public-, c110ol
t a her at nala ka during the pa. t year and Mr. Ha ting , one _of
the agent of the la ka Commercial ompany.
tate, revenue cutt r Bear
On the 10th of June the nited
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States ever seen. Leaving San Francisco in spring, during the early
part of the cruise she patrols the North Pacific, enforcing the regulations with regard to sealing, also preventing smuggling and exerci ing
a salutary influence generally along the southern shore of the mainland
of Alaska and the Aleutian Islands. Later in the season when the ice
retreats before the summer heat, she turns northward into Bering Sea
and the Arctic Ocean. In these waters, in addition to performing the
ordinary duties of a revenue cutter, protecting the interests of the customs and preventing smugg·1ing, she furnishes relief to the ship of the
arctic whaling fleet and all other ves els in time of peril and di a ter.
During the past :fifteen years she has rescued and taken from the bleak
a11d sterile coast of western and arctic Alaska more than a thou and
shipwrecked mariners and de titute miners. She collect all possible
geographical, ethnological, and scientific information; she affor ls protection when needed to t,h ousands of half-civilized natives, whaler ,
traders, teachers, and missionaries, and to anyone in distre ; to her
captain, as the sole representative of the authority of the United Sta.t . ,
are referred troubles between whaling captains and their rew , and his
advice is sougllt on all subjects; her surgeon furni hes the only m dical attendance which white men and native along thousands of mil 'S
of coast ever receive; most of the mission house and school building
int.he Arctic were erected with the aid of her carpenter; during the
past five years ber u efulne · has been still further incr ased by cooperating with the Bureau of Education in procuring and tran porting
reindeer from Siberia into la ka. Since 1884 her commandin°· offic r
has been Capt. Michael . Healy, and th ability, zeal, and faithfuln
with which he bas di cbarg d his multifarious dutie has rendered his
name famou throughout the land.
During the entire cruise I was fortunate in having a my hipmates
in the captain'b cabin Dr. B njamin Sharp, secretary of th Acad my
of atural Sciences of Philadelphia, and hi friend, Mr. John M.
Ju tice, also of Philad lphia.
Leaving be wharf at Dutch Harbor, nalaska, on June 24, th Bear
headed for the eal island , St. Paul and St. Georg , lying 250 mil to
th north.
In 1786, when the up] Jy of fur' upon the Aleutian Island began to
de r a. , effort were made to di cover the summer r treat of th eal.
For year, it had been notic d that they went north in the Rpring and
r turn d in the fall with th ir young, but o well had nature hidd n
th e island that the Ru ian Gerassim Gavrilovi h Pribilof crui d
around them for three w k' in his ve 1 t. George without di, coverin · them. At la t the fog lifted and their gre n bore and ro k
oon th i land hecam<· the "bank"
ov r d with eai. w re ight d.
which uppli d Baranof wi h fund to carry on his government m
.AJa ka. If h n ded nppli fi r bi colonie , all he had to do wa. to
kill eal and pay in eal kin . In order that the eal might not be
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exterminated, in 1805 the Russian Government prohibited their killing for a period of five years, and the rookeries regained their numbers.
For a few years after the transfer of Alaska to the United State indiscriminate slaughter of the seals was carried on by seven different firms.
In 1869 the islands were declared a Government reservation, and a
company of soldiers stationed on them. In 1870 the seal fisheries
were leased for twenty years to the Alaska Commercial Company, of
San Francisco, at an annual rental of $55,000 and a tax of $2.62~ on
each skin, In 1890, at the expiration of tbeir lease, the Alaska Commercial Company bad paid into the Treasury of the United States
$5,956,565.67. Since 1890 tbe lease of these fisheries has been held by
the North American Commercial Company, also of San Francisco, at an
annual rental of $100,000 and a tax of $9.62 on each seal. Pelagic
sealing and rookery raiding have so diminished the numbers of the seals
that 20,000 skin~ is now the average number killed by the company each
season.
On June 25 we sighted the fog-wreathed cliffs of St. George, but a
heavy sea was running, the fog became thicker as we approached the
island, aud it wa~ not considered safe to attempt to make a landing.
The same evening we were in the vicinity of St. Paul, but by this time
the fog had become even more dense, and the visit to these famous
islands had to be deferred until our return in the fall. Accordingly, the
Bear shaped ber course for St. Lawrence Island, the largest body of
land in Berrng ea.
In the bright, clear sunshine of June 26, over seas as smooth a
gla , we glideu past barren St. Matthew's Island, a famou home of
bear , with its massive Cape Upright and towering Pinnacle Rock. On
June 28 the auchor was dropped off the north side of the village on
St. Lawrence Island. A high sea was running, and a long line of
angry white breakers da hing upon the icy beach formed a barrier to
the crowd of natives whom we could ee walking along the shore
waiting for a chance to launch their canoes and come to tbe hip.
Among them we could di tingui h Mr. and Mr . Gambell, the teach rs
wlJo have ju t completed their .fir t year among these half-civilized
people, tbe only white per on on the i land, with no communication
with tbe out ide worhl for eight or nine month· of the year. Soon
huge ake of ice came drifting down toward us; the anchor wa
weigh d and the ve el teamed over to a more heltere<l. position on th
outb id of the sand pit up II bich th illage i · bmlt. A 0011 a
tb an bor wa droPJ ed a flotilla of o miak,· wa alon ide, and the t.
Lawrence I land r fl ck d on board, talwart £ llow with dark, tatt d fac and ton ur cl bead· lik
ruany v ry d1r y but c clingly
go l-1H tnr l m nk,, with ma iv bould r developed b almo t on. t· ut u:
f th paddle dre ,· d in uit. of r inde r fur or hau eal.
f th m wor umm r uit of drillmg an 1 tl1 poorer one bad
· n. trn t d f flour bag with the in r1ption "Franklin Mills
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Flour" very much in evidence. Soon the decks were swarming with
them; and there was bartering of fox skins, ivory, and curios for powder,
lead, flour, tobacco, drilling, matches, and other useful articles.
The Alaskan Eskimo and the Siberian seem to care nothing for
articles so frivolous as beads and looking-glasses; their struggle for life
in their barren, sterile environment has rendered them intensely practical in their desires. Mr. and Mrs. Gambell came into the cabin aud
spent a few hours receiving and giving the news of a year. Although
exiled from civilization, the first teachers among a hitherto primitive
people, they have been happy and contented, and are in the best of
health and spirits. The school has an enrollment of 52. In the afternoon several of us descended into one of the larger canoes, and were
paddled ashore by a chattering, gesticulating crowd. Landing through
the surf on an icy beach from an unsteady oomiak whose bottom gives
when you tread on it is di tinctly an achievement. When we entered
the foaming surf several of the most stalwart men leaped iuto the
boiling waters, seized the thwarts of the oomiak, and, with loud shout ,
dragged it beyond the reach of tbe breaker . The excited gesticulations
of these islanders in fur, their loud crie , the eethiug water churniug
the ice and gravel of the beach formed a scene of" animation nev r
to be forgotten. Snatching up camera ca es and tripods, clambering
over natiyes, seats, and paddle that seemed to be everywbere, we
passengers scrambled our way to the prow and made wild leaps for
terra firma. Over heaps of g1ta,vel with ice ben ath it we made our
way to the schoolhouse aml co y home of the ambell,•. Th n, scorted
by a throng of bright-looking natives and equally munerous dog , we
strolled through the vil1age, taking several photograph . The village
contain 32 hou e or tent of deerskin and ha, a 1>0pulation of 32.
At. 8.40 next morning we weigh d anchor and headed for Indian Point,
Siberia, about 40 miles distant. In a few hour laud was ight d on
the tarboard bow- harply d fin d peak projecting above th lowlying mi t , and a we drew nearer, the clu tering deer kin tent that
form the Tuchtchee village of Indian Point ame into view. As usual,
a1mo t the ntire population came on board. Prominent among th rn
wa Koharri, the mo 't influential native in that r gion. .He bas a
little fra.me house, .filled from floor to ceiling with tobacco, flour, and
looking-glasses, which be ha obtained from the whalers, and fr m
which Im upplies the country for mile around. This man ha· b en
kuown to have as much a · 75,000 worth of whalebone in hi· tor hou e at ne time. He do a bu ine of probably ioo,ooo a year
and yet not a ingl bank note or bank ch 'Ck 1 u d, nor are auy book'
kept.
ll tran action are by barter-fur· and whal bone b iug
changed for tobacco, flour and whi.·ky. Thi whole ale merchant of
the orth Siberian c a t an n ither read nor write, nor can anyone
lthough so wealthy, h lives in an ordinary
a ociated with him.
tent and leeps on the ground on a pile of deer kins. At this place
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two Cossack officers were found taking the census of the village. This
was the first visit of Russian officials to that section of the Siberian
coast in many years, and the natives brought the Russian coins they
bad received from them over to the ship to sell as curios. Here, as
elsewhere on the trip, the ship's surgeon went ashore to treat the sick.
Turning north ward and coasting along the desolate, forbidding shore
the vessel anchored July 1 off South Head, St. Lawrence Bay. Here
Peter and Kimok, the leading men of that seotion, came on board,
and in the pilot house a consultation was held as to the number of deer
they were willing to sell this season. Forty deer were promised. The
herd, however, was on the opposite side of the bay and could not be
reached until the ice should go out a month later. Peter and Kimok
were kept on board to serve as agents and interpreters in the reindeer
trade during the ·season.
Kings' Island was sighted at 2 a. m. on July 2. It is a mass of ba alt,
about a mile in length, rising about 1,000 feet above the sea. Upon it
is one of the most remarkable settlements in Alaska. The rocks rise
perpendicularly from the ocean except on the south side, where a
ravine rising at an angle of 45 degrees scars the cliff; on the side of the
ravine is the village of about forty huts, partly excavated in the side
of the hill and partly built up with stone walls. Across the top of
these walls are large poles of driftwood, on which hides and gras are
placed to form a roof. These are their winter residences. Ii1 makiug
their summer homes they use the roof of tbe underground hou e as th
floor and over it build a tent of walrus hide stretched over a wooden
frame. These summer houses are guyed to the rocks with rawhide to
prevent them from being blown off into the sea. On the opposite side
of the ravine is a cave, into the mouth of which the sea dashe , and at
the back of the cave is a bank of perpetual snow. On the ide of the
mountain above is a perpendicular haft from 80 to 108 feet deep leading down to the snow in the ave, which is used as the village torehouse. Walrus and s al meat are dropped down the shaft and tor d
in the now, were it keep indefinitely. The women gain entran e into
their cellar by letting them elve down hand over hand along a raw11ide
rope.
Leaving thi hermit colony a tern, the Bear headed for l'oint pen er,
at the entrance to P ort Clarence, on who e hore the reindeer tation
i located. As we neared land, huge flo . of drift
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a skin canoe here and there, it was an inspiring sight in this far off,
uninhabited bay, almost within the .Arctic Circle. The whaling fleet
usually leaves San Francisco in January, and it is their custom to
gather at this point about the 1st of July before entering the .Arctic
Ocean to meet the steamer sent from San Francisco with a fresh supply
of provisions and coal. Soon . after anchoring, the captains of the
whalers began arriving, in order to get their mail; for among other good
offices the Bear brings up the annual mail for the whalers, traders,
teachers, and others in the .Arctic regions of the United States. Great
bundles of letters and papers were piled on the captain's table, which
were carefully scanned, each man picking out those that belonged to
himself or his crew. .Among the vi itor were Mr. Kjellmann and Mr.
Brevig, from the reindeer station 10 miles away, who brought the news
of the successful wintering of the herds. I spent July 3 iu pecting
the station. .As the affair of the station are treated in detail el ewhere
in this report, I shall not dwell ou them.
On the morning of the Fourth of July all ves el · dres ed ship in honor
of the day. .A baseball game on shore, a alute of twenty-one guns at
noon, and a dinner on the Bea,r to the whaling captains comprised the
public celebration of the day .
.At 2 a. m. July 5 we were uuder way and turn d southward toward
St. Michael. Norton ound, through which we cruised, is tinged with
the flood of fre h water which the ukon emptie into the sea 60 miles
south of St. Michael, and on its surface float ma e of driftwood brought
down from the interior. .As we approached the s ttlement we met the
.Alaska Commercial ompany's steamer Bertha coming out to earch for
an overdue brig, which wa bringing supplies for the compauy' post at
St. Michael and also for its station! farther up the river. .At 2.30 the
Bear anchored in the stream about 3 miles from shore, being unable to
approach nearer on account of the shoals.
St. Michael is located on the first good ite for a trading po t north
of the delta of the ukon, and is the outlet of the ukon trade, and
also the ba e of supplies for the country b rdering on the river and 1t
many gold-bearing tributari ·. The village on i t of the offices and
warehou es of the ]a ka Commercial Comp(. ny, the hou e of their
white employees, and a, mall native ettlement. The trading post wa
e tabli bed by the Rus ian · in 1 35.
blockhou e and everal of the
original buildings are till standing. During our vi it the population
was considerably augmented by the pre ence of a party of mi , ionaries
who were waiting here for he arrival of the mall, light-draft, stemwheel steamer which would convey them to their de tination up the
river . . It is said that one of the mis ionarie who is tationed 2,000
miles, more or le s, up the riv r, when he aw his fr ight bill of 125
p r ton for tran portation from t. Michael to hi tation, added a very
earne t petition in his prayer that freight might be r duced. .At St.
]r;li(})lael l had the pleasure of reuewing my acquaintance with the Rev.
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and Mrs. J. L. Prevost, of the Episcopal mission of St. James, and of
meeting Fathers Judge, Post, and O'Hare, of the Catholic missions.
On July 8 we again headed for Siberia, where it was expected that
by this time the ice would have left the coast iu the vicinity of St.
Lawrence Bay. On our way we visited Sledge Island. The village is
a cluster of hillocks, each with a square hole in the top, through which
one descends into a chamber from 20 to 25 feet square and about 8 feet
deep. At the corners and along the sides posts of driftwood had been
placed. Other timbers across the top formed the roof. Against the
sides dirt and sod were piled, making it proof against the intense cold,
and also very successfully imprisoning the powerful odors of the seal
and walrus meat that lay about in huge chunks. Light is admitted
through the translucent bladder of a seal or walrus tightly stretched
over a hole in the ceiling. Several of the houses were connected by
underground tunnels. Excepting a few old women, the village was
deserted, almost the entire population being sight-seeing on the Bear.
At East Cape, Siberia, on July 9, four or five influential natives were
taken on board to aid in procuring reindeer. Learning that there was
a large herd about 50 miles to the north, the vessel entered the Arctic
Ocean. Early in the morning of July 11 the Bear, picking and forcing
her way through the ice, reached the village of Utan, and there on the
beach was the herd of deer. As soon as the anchor was lowered a
boat was manned and steered carefully among the floes to shore. In
order that the deer might be more easily kept together, they had been
driven down to the beach, which was covered with ice and snow. On
the bank above, however, the snow had disappeared and the ground
was carpeted with moss and flower -great patches of forget-me-nots
and yellow poppies. Here, as elsewhere on the coast of arctic Alaska
and Siberia, the profusion of wild flower i surprising.
The berd numbered about 500, and seemed to be owned by about half
a dozen men, each rnau' deer bearing his mark. The deer men are
very expert in the use of the la o, and had no difficulty in throwing
the noo e around the particular deer to be ··old. As each one was
caught it wa brought down to the boat, it front and hind leg hobbled, and it was towed in the bottom of the boat. When a load of
about a dozen had been ecured they were rowed over to the Bear and
ontinuiug
placed in tall . ixteen d er w re ecured at thi place.
the trip up the coa t, the Bear tied up to a bug ice floe, near ap
erdz , ib ria, and th int rpreter were ent inland to bring more
hil waiting we pent the time in taking 1 hotode r to the coa. t.
grapb,, xploring then ighb rin oa t, and i iting th native villag .
There w re al ·o ome v ry u · · ful ducking xpedi i n . Th ic
clo in g in th Bear wa c m 11 d to mov a fi w mil far her uth
, u ·h ring off Cbacoran, wh r .:.,.:., d er w re e ur d. In that h1titud
at tba tim f tbe ar h re wa hardly any night and on thj occa·i n, ork ·ommen d at 2,. m., and it was 1 .30 (midnight) before the
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last deer man was paid off in barter goods. Anchor was weighed as soon
as the oomiaks were clear of the ship, and the vessel once more got under
way for Port Clarence. While we were crossing Bering Straits a heavy
gale c~me up and several deer were badly injured by the rolling and
pitching of the vessel. We did not reach Point Spencer until tbe 17th,
and as the gale w&s still violent we anchored in the lee of the cape until
it subsided .
.A.bout noon of the 20th the Bear steamed over to the reindeer station
and landed the deer. The brig W. H. Meyer> with the annual supplies
for several stations and schools on board, was found wrecked on the
beach in front of the station, having gone ashore during the gale on the
night of the 17th. The supplies for the station had fortunately all been
landed, but those for the sehools at Cape Prince of Wales and Point
Barrow were lost. Mr. and Mrs. Hanna, who were to relieve Mr. and
Mrs. Lopp at Cape Prince of Wales, had been passenger on the Meyer,
and unfortunately their supplies had been so damaged as to be u eless.
They were heartily welcomed and cared for at the tation.
On July 22 the Bear weighed anchor and headed for Siberia for
another load of deer, and on July 23 reached St. Lawrence Bay. On
the 24th she steamed to the head oft.be bay, where 43 head wern secured.
The next day she returned to the station and larnled the deer. Mr. and
Mrs. Kjellmann having decided to return to the States, it was possible
to spare supplies for Mr. and Mrs. Ilanna. By the courtesy of Captain
Healey they were received on board and landed at Cape Prince of Wales
on the afternoon of the 27th.
Cape Prince of Wales is the westernmost point of merica, and js a
bold promontory rendered remarkable by a number of jagged points
upon its ridge. Here is the large t village on the .American sid , with
a population of 539 Eskimo . This chool has been remarkably Rnc;ce sful, and I repeat a short sketch of it which ba been print cl in a
previou report, but which may now reach a lar 0 ·er number of read •r :
In 1890 the .American Mis ionary Association (Congr gational) established a Rta Lion
at this place, with fessr . W. T. Lopp and II. R. Thornton as teachers; cbool was
opened on the 18th of August, 1 90, with only about one-fourth of the popnln.twn
returned to the village from their snmmer's hunt.
The school being cstabli heel among a wild people who had known no restmiuts,
and who could not comprehend tho purposes or language of the teachers h1 coming
to them, at first, through misapprehension, tb ·re was a good deal of trouble. On the
19th of September Elignak, one of the wealthiest men of the village, and one of his
wives, both in a state of beastly intoxic:ition, tri d to force their way into the house.
On tho 23cl of SPptember some of the students became so boisterous an<l unruly in
the schoolroom that they also had to be xcludecl from tbe honse. And again, in
ovember, tLrunken parties tried to br ak in and make a disturbance, so that for
two month tbe teachers taught, ate, worked, and slept with loaded arms at hand,
not knowing at what momeu t they might have to de~ nd th property committell t
them and their lives. Th y w r 3 constantly harassed with q_uestions as to when
resistance should begin and how far it would be justifiablo, debating in their own
mmds whether it would be better to allow themselves to be robbed or murdered
without resistance, or through resistance make the savages respect their manhood.
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The danger to the station was greatly increased by an epidemic of the grip, which
carried away 26 people in two months. This was by the superstitions of the people
attributed to the presence of the white mon among them. However, through tact
and good management ftnd the providence of God, hostilities were prevented, and
hy January the strained situation was greatly relieved. Mutual confidence sprang
up between the natives and the teachers. Having heard, before going to the place,
of the bad reputation of the people (which, however, it was found they did not
deserve), and feeling that a people who knew nothing of schools would not endurn
for any length of time the restraints of a schoolroom, and the cost of building
being very great (all lumber and material being sent from San Francisco, 3,000
miles), the schoolhouse was built to hold about 50 pupils, and it was thought that if
50 pupils could be obtained- among such a people, under such circumstances, it
would be a very great success. But to the astonishment of the teachers them.·elves,
and to the astonish ment of the friends of education interested in these Arctic
schools, it was found that the total enrollment for tho first year was 304 pupils, out of
a population of 539 people. The average daily attendance for the last seYen months
of the school was 146, and the average daily attendance for the whole session of nine
months was 105. As the schoolroom would hold only about 50 at a time, the teachers
were compelled to divide the pupils into three classes, and hold morning, afternoon,
and evening sessions of school. And then, to prevent the children who belonged to
the afternoon or evening school from smuggling themselves into the morning session,
or the morning children from remaining to the afternoon or evening session, it was
found necessary to build two parallel snow walls some distance from the schoolroom
door, and when the bell stopped ringing for school the teachers ranged themselves
on either side, in order to sift the children that were trying to get into the schoolroom. It was with great difficulty that the pupils were made to understand that it
was not proper to talk and fa ugh and jump over the benches in the schoolroom during school as much as they pleased; nor could they under.stand why thirty or forty
vjsitors could not lounge about the room which was needed for those who desired to
study; so that upon several occasions it became necessary to exclude certain parties
from the schoolroom, but this exclusion of a few days was all that was necessary.
It was considered a great punishment not to be able to come to school. During the
epidemic a number of slates of the children that they had been allowed to take home
at night were returned by order of the medicine men, who ascribed that much of the
sickness was due to the slates and the pictures which the children made upon themthey wer~ ''bad medicine."
Tho teachers began their school work by learning the Eskimo names of the most
important objects in daily use and training their pupils in the English equivalents.
From word they proceeded to phrases, and from phrases to s ntences, teaching them
to translate the Eskimo into English and vice versa. They gradually added Engli h
lett rs and numbers, together with some lementary geography and arithmetic.
Although they had had a combined exp ri nee of thirt en year in the schoolroom in
the States, th t achers declare that they nev r had more quick-witted, intelligent
pupils than these wild E kiruo children. At the b ginning of the school year only a
few could count ten in a blunderjng fashion, and nine-tenths of the pupils knew
practically no Engli h whatever. At the clo e of the first school y ar th y had a
good working vocabulary, knew som thing of geography and map-drawing understood th roughly the decimal basi of our numb rs, coulcl count up to one thousand,
work xampl ju imple addition, write and reacl imp] English word , ancl carry
on : onver ation in Engli h on v ryclay practical matter . The pupil showed •
r markable d ire to 1 arn for 1 arnrng's sake. During 1891-92 the av rag daily
at nclanc · , ·a 106, and during 1 92-93, 160.
In th smnm r of 1893 fr. W. T. Lopp wa appoint cl sup rintend nt f tlle r in<le r ati 11 at Port 'l: r uc", ancl with his wifo r moved t that pla · , l :wing Ir.
an<l h- . IL l . 'lb rnton in charg of th m1 ion.
n the 19th of Augu t, 1 3, ,Ir.
Thornton wa as a inat d by tw young m u whom he had expelled from chool for
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disorderly conduct. The community at onco showed their horror ali tho act by
summarily killing both the mmderers.
After the death of her husband Mrs. Thornton returned to her parents in Maine,
and the missjon was closed for the season of 1893-91.

During the summer of 1894 Mr. Lopp returned to Cape Priuce of
Wales and reopened the school.
July 30 found us wind-bound in the lee of Ohamis o Island, Kotzebue
Sound. While here a search party for Mr. Gibson, a mis ing trader,
was organized. Lieutenant White was put in charge, and, with Dr.
Sharp, Mr. Justice, and myself as passengers, the expedition left the
ship in one of the sailing cutters at 4 a. m. on ugu t 1. Mr. Gibson's
last camp, according to the native who ac ·ompanied u , had been on
the Buckland River, which emptie into Eschscholtz Bay, at the
bead of Kotzebue Sound. In our trip we follow d the course taken by
Captain Beecbey in the expedition of Her Majesty's hip Blossom, in
September, 1826. In the southern part of the bay ar the extraordinary ice formation which have attracted much attention among
geologist . They were explored by Kotzebue, and ,'ub equeutly examined by Captain Beechey, who gives th following d scription of the
formation:
While the duties of the ship wor being forwarded under my first lieutenant, Mr.
Peard, I took the opportunity to visit the xtraordinary ice formations in Eschscholtz
Bay, mentioned by Kotzebue as being ·over d with oil half a foot thick, 1noduciog
the most luxuriant grass, and containing abundan ·e of mammoth bones. We sailed
up the bay, which was extremely shallow, ancl landed at a desert d village on a low,
sandy point, where Kotzebue bivouack d wh n 11 visited the place, and to which I
afterward gave tue name of ElepJ1ant Point, from tho bones of that animal being
found near it. The cliffs in which this singular formation was discovered begin near
this point, and extend westward nearly in a straight Jin to a rocky cliff of primitive formation at the entrance of the bay, wh nee tho oast takes an abrupt turn to
the southward.
'rhe cliffs are from 20 to 80 feet in h ight, and rise inlancl to a round cl rauge of
hills between 4.00 and 500 feet abov the , ea. In some plac s they present a 1>erpenclicular front to the northward; h1 others a lightly incliu d surface and are occasionally intersected by valley and water conrse , g n rally overgrown by low bushes.
Opposite each of these valleys tµ re is ~i proj cting fiat pi ce of ground, consisting
of the materia,ls that have been wash d down th ravin , where the only goo I landing for boats is afforded. The soil of tho cliJI is a bluish-colored mud, for tho mo t
:part cov red with long grass, full of de p furrows generally filled with water
or froz n snow. Mud in a frozen state forms the surfac of tho cliffs in some parts;
in others the rock appears with the mud above it, or sometimes with a bank half
way up it, as if th superstratw11 had gradually slid down and accumulat d against
the cliff. By the large rents near the edges of the mud cliffs they appear to be
breaking away and contributing daily to diminish the depth of water in the bay.

I emain of mammoths have been found jn abundance near Elephant
Point, many of which have been deposited in the British Mu eum. We
were fortunate in securing· several bones. Mr. Gib on, the mis ing
trader, concerning whom various rumors had been circulated, some to
the effeet that he had been murdered by the natives, was found near his
camp. Ile was in good health and hacl been on an extended trading
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expedition up the river; his long detention had occasioned the rumors
of his death.
On August 5 the Bear anchored off Point Hope. The village is
located on a narrow strip of land extending about 16 miles into the
Arctic Ocean. 'l1his gives it its native name, Tig o rach (finger). It has
evidently been formed by two great :fields of ice grounding and pushing
up the sand in a ridge between them. Formerly the point extended
farther into the ocean, but one year the ice pack came along with such
force as to cut off the end of it, gweeping away a number of underground houses. A bitterly cold north wind swept across the sand spit
as we landed upon it and ma1e our way to the schoolhouse and mission
maintained here by the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society of
the Episcopal Church.
The school was opened on the 1st of October, 1890. The day brought
with it a bliz½ard and snowstorm that lasted for nine days. During
the morning the teacher occupied the schoolroom alone, but as time
wore on aud no pupils came he put on his furs and started for tlle
village to hunt -up the children. Upon going outside the house he
found a boy walking the beach. Taking him into the schoolroom he
commenced school. At the close of the afternoon he presented his
pupil with a couple of pancakes left from his own breakfast. The effect
was equal to any reward of merit. That boy proved one of the most
regular in attendance during the entire winter season. The next
morning four presented themselves, and from that the school grew to
sixty-eight. A mixture of flour, molasses, and water made a sort of
cake, a little of which was given to the pupils each evening, proving
not only a very cheap and efficient method of securing regular atteudance, and promoting discipline, as they had to be both present and
perfect in their deportment and recitations to be entitled to cake. The
scholars usually arrived from 6 to 7 in the morning and remained all
day. The sun di appeared on the 10th of December and returned on
the 3d of January, giving them a night of twenty-four days. Lamps
were required in the schoolroom from ovember 12 to February 9. The
thermometer varied in the colde t weather from 27° to 31° below zero,
the average of the wint r being probably about 15° below zero. During February and a portion of March a erie of blizzards set in that
were beyond de cription. The ice wa solid aero the ocean to ap
ale , 200 mile distant. The effect of the gale was uch
rince of
hat at times it eemed as if the schoolhou e must be blown away.
now flew in p rfect beet . The choolbou e wa located 2 mile
from the illage, and ye , uotwitb tanding the torm and distanc ,
the (. tt ndan e wa ' g od. For a fi , day the teacher hired men to · e
th littl on
afi ly horn thr ugh the . tornt (the two mil ' di t n · ),
u .· n found that the pr caution , a unn c
ary; th t b y were
a · •u.· m d to tak · r of th m Iv .
uriug h pa t y ar Dr. Drigg · ha had th a i tance of the Rev.
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E. J. Edson. Dr. Driggs was taken on board the Bear to return to the
States for a vacation.
On August 7 the Bear started up the coast for Point Barrow, wending
its way through large packs of floating ice, and on the following day
caught up with the whaling fleet at anchor near Icy Cape, at the southern edge of the great arctic ice pack. The whaling fleet had been at
anchor for nineteen days, waiting for the ice to open. The Bear lay
there for fourteen days longer, waiting for an opportunity to get farther
north. Parties from Point Barrow, who came down the coast for their
mail, reported that the past winter bad not been very cold, the lowest
temperature being 30° below zero. Giving up all expectation of getting
farther north, young ice forming on the sea and on the rigging of the
vessel, the captain concluded to turn southward, which he did on August
22. The following day a school of walrus was sighted several miles
away, and hunting parties were sent out· and secured ten of them.
Picking up the walrus, the vessel continued southward, calling at Point
Hope the next day. On August 27, at Cape Prince of Wales, Mr.
and Mrs. Lopp were taken on board, also returning to the States for a
vacation.
The reindeer station was reached on the evening of the same day, and
two days were spent in securing requisitions and .finishing up the business of the year. On September 1, at St. Michael, the Bear took on
board sixteen destitute miners from the Yukon. On the evening of
September 4 the vessel anchored off the St. Lawrence I land village.
The evening was spent closing up the season's busines at the tation.
Requisitions were made out for another year's supplies, last letters were
received, farewells were spoken, and Mr. and Mrs. Gambell were again
cut off from all communication with the world for another year.
eptember (3 St. Matthew and Hall islands were passed, and on the 7th
anchor was dropped at St. Paul Island, where on tho 8th a lauding was
made for a few hours. On September 9 a similar la.nding was made at
St. George Island, and at noon on September 11 anchor was dropped
in Dutch Harbor, Unalaska, clo ing the arctic crui e of 1895.
At Unalaska, by the courte y of Capt. 0. L. Hooper, I wa re eived
on board the nited States revenue cutter R·ush, on which I remained
until her arrival at an Franci co, October 6. On Octob r 9 tlte start
wa made for Wa hington, which was reached on the 14th, compl tilig
a trip of about 16,000 mile during the sea on.
I de ire to acknowledge the many courte ies received from Capt. M.A.
Ilealy commanding the Bear, and from Capt. 0. L. Hooper, commanding
the Rush; al o the h arty cooperation and indi pen able aid rendered
by the officer and rew of the Bear in the importation of reindeer.
I have the honor to b , very respectfully, yours,
WILLIAM Il.AMILTON,

Assistant A{lent of Education for Alaska.
Hon. W. T. HARRIS, LL. D.,
Oommissioner of Education.

APPENDIX B.

ANNUAL REPORT TELLER REINDEER STATION.
By

WILLIAM

.A..

KJELLMANN,

Superintendent.

[Translated by Rasmus B. Anderson , LL. D .. ex-United States minister to Denmark, author of
Norse Mythology, First Chapter of Norwegian Immigration, and other works.]

PORT CLARENCE, AL.A.SK.A., June 29, 1895.
Sm: In accordance with your instructions dated July 2, 1894, in
which you say that "upon the last day of June of each year the super_
intendent will make out and mail to the general agent of education in
Alaska an annual report of operations at the station," I have the honor
to render an account of matters at the Teller Reindeer Station for the
period beginning with August 6, 1894, and ending with the 30th of Jm1e,
1895. With it will be mcluded a report of my journey to Lapland, and
of th transportation of the Lapps to this place in 1894.
I left Madison, Wis., February 16, 1894, in accordance with your
instructions, bound for Lapland, via Washington, for the purpose of
securing the services of five Lapp families and their dogs, aud transportmg them to Alaska as herders of reindeer. These Lapps were in
the fir t place to herd the remdeer belonging to the United States
Government, and in the second place teach the natives of Alaska the
art of herding reindeer.
Upon my arrival in Chicago the same day, I spent the day there and at
once commenced inquiries into the cheapest and be t way of tran porting
the Lapps and their dogs from Chicago to San Francisco. The IC ult
of my investigation on tbi point was reported to you on my arrival in
Washington the 19th of the ame month.
After r ceiving the nece sary order and letters of introduc ion, that
were of great service to me and aided me mat rially in making my
mi 10n ucce fuJ, and aft r receiving 1,000 from you per onally for
w
d fraying the n ce sary expen, e of my journ y, I , tart d for
ork on the morning of the 20tu, where a ti k t wa bought the am
day for Trondhjem, via Liverpool and Ilull, England. I travel d by
th
hit tar Line acros the tlantic, and by th Wil on Liu aero .
th
a. Trondhj m i the mo t northern pomt in orwa to
hi h i k t can be bought at ew York.
n count of the h rt time at my di p , I-only two da betwe n
my app mtm nt and my d partur fi r L~ pland-I di l n t ha e mu h
ny d finit pl n fi r my m wh t difficult
pp rtuni y t
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task, but by the time I reached New York I had made up my mind
how to go to work.
The large majority of the people with whom I talked, and who
claimed to be familiar with the circumstances in Lapland, insisted that
my journey would be useless, claiming that the Lapps could not be
induced to leave their firesides on the mountains. Personally, I was
very hopeful, providing I could reach Lapland before the Lapps started
on their summer wanderings and got scattered over all the mountains,
so that it is almost impossible to find them or get them together into
one place. I was aware that there was to be a Lapp market at Bosekop,
about 70 miles southwest of North Cape, the 7th, 8th, and 9th of March,
1894, and to tllis market there would come hundreds of Lapps personally known to me for the purpose of selling reindeer meat, skins,
reindeer thread, hair, shoes, antlers, etc. This marke~ is held at :fixed
times in each year, and it had been one of the points which I visited
while I was employed for several years by a large firm as buyer, and
hence my acquaintance with many of t~e Lapps who congregate there.
To reach North Cape, in Norway, from New York in so short a timefifteen to sixteen days-was hardly to be expected in this season of
the year. I therefore telegraphed from New York to a commercial
house in Hammerfest, asking it to make my coming and my errand
known to the Lapps, if possible, before they met at the market, in order
that they might begin to discuss the matter with their familie at home
and so be prepared to come to a deci ion. The wisdom of sending this
telegram was afterwards demo_n strated, and it saved me much travel
and expense after I reached Lapland. Having made all my preparation I went on board the Majestic and at 6 o'clock on the 21st of
February the steamer left New York with :five hundred passengers on
board.
The weather was fine for that season of the year, and on the 27th,
at 12.45 p. m., Ireland was sighted. During the afternoon of the same
day pa. engers and mail were landed at Queenstown, , nd the next
morning at 8 o'clock we arrived in Liverpool. Ittook about four hour
to land the pa senger and their baggage, and two hours more were
spent in getting through the cu tom-house. From the custom-house I
went directly to the railro~ul tation and took a train at on e for Ilull,
where I arrived at 6 o'clock in the evening in a pouring rain. Half an
hour later I was pacing the deck of the Wilson steamer Juno, and at
o'clock the ame evening, February 2 , thi ve el left the do k and
proceeded into the North Sea, bound for Trondhjem, orway.
This ea on being unfavorable for touri t , ther were few pa enger . Had I been delayed a few hour aero s the .Atlantic I would
have had to wait a whole week in England for the next steamer to orway, there being only we kly steamer during the winter. Thus I saw
the waves of the tlantic and tho e of the orth Sea and cros ed
England all on the ame day. The orth Sea was rough, as usual in
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this season of the year, but its breakers had 110 effect on me. Fortunately I have never been seasick. After three days we reached Bergen, Norway, on March 3, and remaiued there one day. I improved
this time to call on the United States consul, Mr. Gade, and consulted
him in regard to the speediest way of getting to the far north. The
consul made some inquiries by telephone, and then advised me to continue my journey in the Juno to Trondhjem, whence a fast steamer
would depart on the night of the 5th.
We left Bergen in the evening, and after stopping at a couple of places
to land passengers and mail, March 4 at noon we were in the harbor of
Christiansand, and the captain of the Juno informing me that we would
not reach Trondhjem before late in the evening, which would give me
no time to go to the city to arrange my affairs, I sent a telegram from
Christiansand to the American consular agent requesting ltim to meet
me in the harbor on the arrival of the Juno. When the ship entered the
harbor of Trondhjem, about 10 o'clock in the evening, the con nlar
agent met me on board. He kindly took my draft and had a part of
the money sent to me a week later, _when the advices bad arrived by
mail. The fact was, I bad gained just a week on the mail that left
New York at the same time that I did.
This arrangement made it po sible for me to continue my journey
northward. At midnight I went on board the steamer Vestera,alen,
bound for Tromsoe. During the most of thi trip we had snowstorm ,
but the steamer made good time, and we anchored in the harbor of
Trom oe on the 7th of March. Hitherto I bad progressed even more
rapidly than I had expected, but this was the first day of the Lar p
market, 180 miles away. The journey from ew ork to Trom. oe bad
been made in fourteen day , the best record ev r made, and H, will
probably not soon be equal d agaiu, but I had traveled continuou
without interruption. Trom oe is located at 69° 40' 11ortli longi u .
Though unwilling, I was obliged t remain ther one day, but I emplo
thi tim in hunting up more wedi h Lapp. , who were ther accidentally. They gave me but little omfort. The
·
that ther
wer
di h Lapp. wl
ad Jo t a11 th ir
on a c
of th
t of ice on
w, which mad
ibl
an·
·,
rein cl r had p
nda, wh re many La1
·
d me th ·
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done everything possible to make my mission known among the Lapps,
both through. their agents in Lapland and at the Lapp market. Messrs.
Fedder"en & N1ssen, the gentlemen to whom I had telegraphed from
New York, gave me many valuable suggestions after they became better acquainted with the purpose of my journey. I was yet a long way.
from the Lapp market, but I telegraphed to some of my friends who
were attending the market, and in this manner about thirty Lapps
were persuaded "to await my arrival and hold a conference with me personally. I left Hammerfest on the evening of the 11th on a small tugboat for Bosekop, where the Lapps had been waiting for rne for two days.
They received me as an old acquaintance. We chatted awhile about
the result of the Bosekop market, about the prices of meats and skins,
about the sleighing, etc. I told them news from America, and treated
them to some delicacies that I had brought with me from ew ork,
As they had never before ta ted anything from ew York, they looked
upon this as a great compliment. The first day was spent in thi ma,nner, and the next day we met again to discus Ala ka and my errand.
Two of the Lapps whom I bad thought of interc ti11g iu my mi , ion
were absent, and I was told that they bad gone to Ru ian Lapland to
attend a Lapp market there.
In explanation of the low progre s I was making, Hi nece ·ary to
state that the Lapp , like the reindeer, can not be crowd cl or£ reed in
any way, and least of all in business matters. Time alone, and I had
but little of it at my disposal, is able to produce a re ·nlt. Aft r the
:first meeting they eemed to look upon my propo ition with favor, aud I
felt greatly ncouraged for the next day. It was my purpo. c to 1wag
only such Lapps as owned herds themselve , and not uch a for any
rea on had lo t their herds. A man who i. n t al.>1 to take are of
hi own property i " not Ii kely to be able to look after tl1 property of
others. On the afternoon of the 12th of March the Lapps met aga,in,
and I then told them all that I knew about Al:1 lrn and the reincleer
enterprise ther , and al or stated my errand. I e 'plained what kind
of people I anted. I informed them what iheir pay would b , that
they would be transported fr e of co t, and de crib d the d tail as
fully a po ible. During my talk to tbem they k pt perfi ctly ileut,
and for a long time they em d to be con idering tlte matt r, but no
fnrther progre s was made tha,t day. During th n xt four day the
di cu sion wa continued and I had to answer huudred of que tion,'.
On the morning of the fifth day all the Lapp were ready to d part
for their, ummer quarter . In the cour e of the night they had gathered their reindeer and were ready to start. It look cl a t1iough they
would ompel me to go to the mountain -that i., to K, niok 'ino, 120
Engli h mile away-and continue the di cu , ion there. I, e ur cl what
e m d like a :final opJ ortunity to engage them inc nver ation. I then
fodi ated to them that I would hire Lapp from some other place if they
did not decid the matter at once, and so they would lo e their chanc
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of making and saving some money. This was my last card. I had no
doubt that the prospect of accumulating some money, which on their
return could be deposited in a bank, would induce them to leave their
old mountains. An empty sled passed, and I at once jumped into it
and drove to the nearest station. -I bid these stubborn people good-bye,
but before doing so they agreed to send a man down from the mountains to meet me at Bosekop the 26th March, and bring me the result
of their deliberations with their families, and I promised not to engage
any other Lapps before that date.
In the meantime I went to Talvik, and beyond there to Stoe-SandnoPs
and Tappeluft, to see some of the Lapps camping on the mountains in
the vicinity. None of them could make up their minds at once to make
a contract, nor did I want them to do so; I merely wanted to have them
in reserve in case I failed to secure those I had already talked with at
Bosekop.
On the 26th of March I was at the place agreed on, and on the same
day two Lapps also arrived. I secured their services, and I at once made
a contract with three Lapps, the two present having authority to sign
for a third party, who was absent. Having secured these three, I looked
upon my mission as a success, for the three men belonged to the best
families of Kontotseino, and when they were willing to go to Alaska I
was sure that it would be easy to get as many more as I wanted. On
the 28th a third man came to make a contract, but on account of a lawsuit in regard to a sack of flour he was not certain that he could get
away. I consulted the lensmand in Bo ekop in- reference to the sack
of flour, but as he declined to act in the matter it became necessary for
me to go to Hammerfest at once. There I secured the relea e of t,he
Lapp and permission for him to emigrate, and I returned to Bosekop on
the 1st of April. This Lapp then also signed the contract and went to
the mountains to get ready for the journey, which was set for April 15.
This last Lapp also bad authority to ign for another one, and so I bad
now secured five in all. We agreed to meet on the 13th of .April, a we
would need a couple of day for the final preparation. I bad now
secured :fi.ve families, and four of them were those that I had origina1ly
planned to get.
After completing the contracts I again went to Talvik to inform the
Lapp th r that I had already ecured the required number, and that
they did n t n ed to give th matter any further a ten ion. On tbi
journ y Ir eiv d your letter reque ting me to ecur a , ixth f mily,
viz, a R man 1 a holi , to b
nt to a Roman atbolic tation in 1a 1 a
and h rd the r ind er th r . But a Rom n atbolic family of Lapp
a m r difficult to g t than fi e more Pr t tant famHi , for n arly all
h
pp. ar Luth ran . I learne , howev r, that a Lapp b y had be n
ad i,t d b a Roman ' th lie mi i n ry , tation at 1 n >'a c rd, in the
vicinit . The b y had got ir d of th narrow limit of the mi ionar
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station and had run awa.y to be with the reindeer, and I at once secured
him at a low price and took care of him until the other Lapps arrived.
From the 10th to the 13th of April I was busy getting ready to
receive the Lapps. In company with those I had hired, there came one
more family all ready for the journey. I thought it unfortunate to
send the boy, who was only 18 years old, alone to the Roman Catholic
station. He was hardly capable of handling a herd of reindeer, particularly in a strange country and among strange people, so I engaged
this additional family to go with him. This family was the fifth that
I had originally planned to l.tire. When they saw that other good and
reliable people were willing to go, they concluded that there could be
no doubt about the character of our enterprise.
After getting the baggage as dry as possible, it was all packed on
the 14th of April, and on the 15th we went aboard the steamer Nordzand, and arrived in Hammerfest on the 16th. On this first day of our
journey there was no end of music, singing, and tears. Some of the
relations and friends of the Lapps had come down from the mountains
to see them off. These relations and friend s accompanied us to Hammerfest. We had to spend the 17th in Hammerf'est waiting for a
steamer.
The Lapps whom I had engaged and who were now with me on their
way to Alaska were the following:
Names of the men.

Ages
of men.

Names of their
wives.

Per Aslaksen Rist .•...••..••...••..

50

;roban Speinsen Tornensis ......... .

!~25 BeriL
rrt~t~. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Aslak Larsen Som by ............... .
Matbis· Aslaksen Eira ............. .
Mikk I Jos fsen Nakkila ... ....... .
Samuel Johnsen ICemi ....... .... .. .
Fr derik Larsen . .... . ............. .
1:Monlhs.

Ati~,~f
ur u.

Left bis wifo in . ... ..... ............... ...... ..... .
Lapland.
0
-~~~::: ::: ::

32
46

A~es of Names of the chil wives.
dren.

B rit ... ....•.. ...
Kjorsti . . .• . . . . . . .

~~

ffe~n i ~~~:::::::

~ ti

37 Aslek . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
24 . ................... .•... ...
1 !J
27 Karen . . . . . . . . . . . .

18 ...•.......••....... . ....... . ... .....••...•..••. ........
2 Yo<£rs.

The Lapps do not like to leave their ancient homes. They are very
conservative, devoted to the cu tom and manners of their fathers, and
exceedingly fond of the fresh mountain air. They are al o very cautious
in all their busine transaction . When we add to tbi the fact that
they have frequently been deceived by per ono who wanted them for
exhibition in foreign land , it will readily be under ,tood that it was no
ea y matter to ecure them for far-off Ala ka.
Cranks are to be found everywh re, and also among the Lapp . Such
crank think it their duty to meddle wjth everything that takes place,
no matter whether it concerns th m or not. I found such a crank
among the Lapps, and he gave me much trouble. He took the position
that a great mi take had b en made by not con. ulting him. Ile was
angry and 1:ent to the royal orwegi3;n offic r, who wa to witness our
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contracts, and told hlm all sorts of yarns, and persuaded him that he
ought not to legalize the contracts without sufficient guaranty that
the contracts would be fulfilled. The crank argued that inasmuch as
the Lapps had been swindled heretofore they were sure to be swindled
this time. You know the result of this meddling. I had to telegraph
to Consul Gade, in Bergen, and he advised me to cable to Washington.
I did so, and received a satisfactory answer. Had I not received this
answer in due time, the Lapps would certainly have broken their contracts and gone back to their mountains believing that all was humbug,
only a little better concealed than is usually the case.
At 7 o'clock p. m. we all went on board the steamer Vesteraalen,
bound for Trondhjem. From Hammerfest to Trondhjem I had obtained
the best rates from the Vesteraalen Steamship Company, and from
Trondhjem to New York, via Christiania, I had obtained the most
favorable rates from the Thingvalla Steamship Company.
The journey from Hammerfest to Trondhjem took three days. The
Lapps were very despondent, and I had all I could do to comfort them
and restore their lost courage. On the 19tb they crossed the Polar circle
for the first time in their lives, and on the 20th we arrived in Trondhjem,
where we remained two days. During this time the Lapps unpacked
and dried their baggage, and here I settled my money matters with Mr.
Claus Berg, our consular agent, bought tickets, and had my Lapps examined by the proper authorities. Their contracts were countersigned by
the cbief of police to prevent any annoyance in the future. Everything
was in order the 23d of April, when we boarded a train for Christiania.
It wa the first experience of the Lapps on a railroad train, and they were
naturally very anxious. Whenever the locomotive whistled they would
seize hold of the seats with both hands; but when they found that the
train moved as steadily as any reiudeer pulkha on the mountains of
Lapland they loo ened their grips on the seats and began to talk about
the ingenuity of man. They were a tonished at the tunnel.s we pas ed
through, and looked with wonderment at the broad fields and at the
farm r who we.re plowing.
In the afternoon we reached an altitude of 2,155 feet above the 1 el
of the · a. IIere we found plenty of, now, and wh re the ground wa
bare it wa cov red with reindeer mo . All the strange tlling the
Lapp had e n ha l gradually made them forget their , adue , aud th
ight f th mo fill d their h art with joy. As the train do not run
in the night in orway, we , pent he night at Ton. etb. Then t lay
w
ontinu d ur journey down thr u h the valley of Glommen, an 1
th Lapp, :pent th• tim admiring th n w thing . They look d at the
raft 11 c tin down the river at h well- ultivat d farm wi h th ir nic
r •d ancl whit h u , and We tcb d tll n w pa. enger getting on ud
ff 11
rain • t h . t, ti n . In th aft rnoon w ·hanged ar at
11. mar t ti n, and n th
uing f he 2 th of pril w ame to
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Ohristiauia, the capital of Norway, where we were met by a representative of the Thingvalla Steamship Line and by a friend of mine, who
had been sent to me by Mr. Magnus Anden;en, the editor of the Norsk
Sjofartstidende. These gentlemen were of great·help both to me and to
tbe Lapps. During our stay in Christiania we were an, with the exception of the clogs, examined by a physician and pronounced well. Cages
were bought for the dogs, and all our baggage was weighed an<l. checked..
We also procured tin cups and other necessary things for the journey,
and half an hour before the time of sailing· we were all ou board the
ship, ready, with about two hundred other passengers and emigrants, to
sail for the New World.
On the 26th of :April, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, the Thingvalla
ship Island, Captain Schjott commanding, steamed out of Christiania
Harbor with the first company of Lapp emigrants on board. We bad
fine weather, and after an hour's sail we met another steamer of the
same line coming from New York. The two ships exchanged grcetincrs,
and our vessel proceeded to Christiansand, where we arrived ou the
morning of the next day. Here we received the mail and a few more
passengers for New York. In the course of the forenoon I here had an
opportunity of sending a last greeting, together with letters, to our
friends, and at 12 o'clock noon we proceeded into the North Sea.
Perhaps this would be the best place to express my thanks to many
prominent men in Norway who were of great help to me on various
occasions. I am under special obligations to the United States consul
in Bergen, Mr. Gade; to the commercial bou e of Feddersen & i. seu,
at Hammerfest; to Lensmand H. C. Borchgrevinck, at .Alten, and to
Capt. Magnus Andersen, the well-known successful ·ommander of the
Viking across the Atlantic. It will be remembered that Captain Andersen brought the Viking ship to the Columbian Expo ition, in Chicago,
and that he is the editor of the orsk Sjofartstidende, in hristiania.
All the e gentlemen aided me materially in bringing my mission to a
rapid and successful close.
We cro secl the Atlantic slowly but safely. The Lapps were 11ot, easick, but a couple of the womeu were slightly indi po ed. On the other
hand, the dogs ufferecl onsiderably, not only from sea ickness but
also on account of the warm atmosphere of the hip. Two of them
wer very ick for a couple of day ·, and one died and was buried in the
large t of all graveyards, the Atlantic Ocean, on the 10th of May, at 8
o'cloc.k in the forenoon. Captain Schjott gave our quadruped the librty of the deck a few hours every day, and was very accommodating
in ev ry way. When we arrived in ew York on the 12th of May, he
placed us under special obligations by his willingnes to serve us in
every way po. ible.
In ew ork I expected to meet a gentleman who wa. to assume the
·a.re of the Lapps to Sau Francisco, Cal., but circum tances prevented
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his making his appearance. I received a letter from Mr. William
Hamilton, and a draft for money, with orders to proceed at once to
Madison. In this letter I was informed that upon my arriva.I at Madison, Wis., Prof. Rasmus B. Anderson would take charge of the transportation from that point, and so it became necessary for me to hasten
matters myself in New York as best I could, with the kind assistance
of Captain Schjott. At 11 o'clock in the forenoon we were landed, and
there was a running to and fro to get things into shape. The most
difficult thing was to get the dogs removed from the ship, as these
fellow-travelers of ours were not found in the list of passengers, and
consequently did not come under the charge of the officers of Ellis
Island. The dogs were a part of the baggage, and had to be taken
through the custom-house.
We brought the dogs ashore for breeding purposes, but did not have
the necessary certificates from the breeding station in Europe whence
they came, for the simple reason that the dogs did not come from any
breeding station, but from the mountains and snow :fields of Lapland.
By the assistance of a quick-witted broker, we got the dogs out of the
custom-house by my signing a long document full of assurances, and
this document was no doubt carefully presel'ved for future reference.
It was a great relief to get this bmiiness out of the way, but then it
came like a bolt of thunder out of a clear sky that the dogs could not
be transported any farther as baggage, and so there was another running hither and thither, which ended in my taking the clogs to the
express company and sending them by express, a matter of no slight
expense, a you have seen from the , taternent of my account rendered
to you a year ago, but there was no other way, and although the Lapps
prote ted vociferously against being eparated from their dogs, it could
not be helped. At 6 o'clock in the afternoon, matters were sufficiently
arranged o that I could begin to think of the Lapp . They had pa sed
the nece sary inspection at Elli Island and had come to the city, where
they were found in a hotel, at which we all got a refreshing supper.
Then we went to the ferry and to the West Shore Railroad station,
where we took the train at 8.30 in the evening, utterly exhau ted from
th heat and work of the day.
We bought econd- ·la s tickets from ew York to Madi on, Wis., at
the ticket office of ◄ • • Johnson; in ew York. But these ticket
prov d to be very de£ ctiv , partly perhap on account of the hurry in
wbi h they w re i ued, for tran fir coupon lacked on several of th m
when we arrived in hicag , and our only corupen ation for thi
·trc
xpen
and for taking cond-cla ti ket was, th t w arrived in
hi ago four hour I ter than pa ' nger who had 1 ft ew ork tw
h ur
arli r than w did and ou ht emigrant ti ket . Th r uble
nd aun y n ·e ar n w fi rg tt n, and
will y n mor ab nt it
u k
11
att r in r m mbr n un il th next tim . On P nti
h 1' h f ay,, ere ch d Buffal . Ilere w ch ng d ·ar
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for Chicago, Ill., where all of us were vaccinated in accordance with a
decision of the authorities. Our departure from Chicago was telegraphed to Prof. R. B. Anderson, at Madison, Wis., and on our arrival
there he had provided temporary lodgings for the Lapps. After an
absence of nearly three months, occupied during the whole time in
traveling and caring for a lot of helpless human beings and animals,
the writer again stood on the station platform in. Madison pretty tired
and exhausted. The dogs had arrived there the day before.
As my journey to Lapland had been made unexpectedly, an<l as I
had no one to look after my private affai~s, I needed a few days at
Madh,on to settle my business and pack my goods for a removal to
.Alaska. The baggage of the Lapps had become musty, and so I
arranged with Prof. R. B. Anderson to remain a few days in Madison,
Wis. Arrangements were made to transport the Lapps by way of
the Great Northern Railroad to Seattle, and thence by steamer to San
Francisco, and as soon as we were ready to leave Madison the tickets
were on band and delivered to me. We were placed in a very eomfortable so-called tourist car, where the Lapps were able to cook then· own
food and do as they pleased. On the evening of May 22 the train left
St. Paul.
We expected to be in Seattle in a few days, but the tloods in the
Rocky Mountains were not anticipated, and hence we miscalculated.
Meanwhile we made good progress until the afternoon of tbe 24th,
when we arrived in KalispelJ. The only misfortune we bad had up to
this time was the death of one of our dogs on the 23d. ·when we
arrived at Kalispell we were told that we could not proceed before the
next morning, on account of a washout, but when the next morning came
we were told that we would have to wait until the following morning,
and doubtless we would have heard this promi e for a month if the
pa engers had not begun to insi ton being sent back and transferred
to another line. Trains continued to come in from the Ea t, leave their
pas enger , and return, so that had this importation been continued
the town would oon have become congested with people; but finally
order were received to go back to Harvard, which was done on tbe
26th of May.
During our stay at Kali pell we had the misfortune of having one of
our best dogs tolen from us. One day the dogs had been taken out of
their cages to be bathed, a matter which we attended to as oft n a possible. .After bathing the dog were brought back to the station and
given their liberty for a short time. In the meantime it wa nece ary
for me to go to town to ecure pro vi ion for my peopl , and on my return
one of the dog wa mi sing. Inquiry wa made through the town, but
the dog wa not found. Tb search had b n abandoned and tlle Lapp
wa w eping v r th los · of bi~ dog when a small boy r ported that
he bad seen a man and a bla k dog go w • tward on a hand car. We
at once went to :find the for man of the railroad ection, and from him
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w~ learned that no hand car belonging to the section had that day g-one
west of the town, but that a hand car had been in from the nearest section house. Having one more witness that a dog had been seen on a
car that day determined me to try and catch the thief. This was accomplished with a borrowed hand car and four men and a Lapp, as no train
or other means of transportation could be secured. It was already
dark in the evening before we had gone the 20 miles and the section
house was reached, where we found all hands playing cards, and after
a few indirect questions had been answered the dog was found to be
in the house. On a definite demand for the stolen dog it was produced.
The thief made the excuse that he had bought the dog of a boy for 25
cents, and as we had no time to remain there and bring suit we let the
fellow off after giving him some fright, so that he will henceforth
probably abstain from going off with another man's dog.
At 11 o'clock in the evening we came to the railroad station, and left
there the next morning for Harvard, where we arrived in the afternoon,
and spent the night there until the 27th, when we continued to Helena,
Mont. We bad to spend the night again at Helena, and there we were
transferred to the Northern Pacific Railroad the next day. After conflict with the agent at Helena, he being unwilling to furnish food for
the Lapps, we were taken into another car and proceeded to Hor e
Plains, arriving there on the 28th. Here we had to stop again on
account of washouts. The washouts were not repaired until the 30th,
when we started for Herrou Station, a few miles west. There we
stopped again until the 31st of May, when we proceeded a few miles
and reached Clarks Falls in the evening; thence we proceeded again
the same night, and advanced teadily, though slowly, until we :finally
reached S c:tttle, Wa h., the 1st of June, late in the evening. I pa s
over all the annoyances, disputes, and trouble on this journey. I tried
in every way po sible to ecure provisions for the Lapps and dogs from
the railroad company, but was only partially ucce ful.
The 2d of June we were transported from the railroad tation to
the steamer Umatilla, de tined for San Franci co via ictoria. The
weather was fair, but one of the Lapps wa quite ick. He wa not
s a ick, but apparently suffering from the beat, du t, and atmo phere
of the railroad car, , hich doubtles had had their influence up n the
lung accu tom d to the fre h mountain air. In ictoria I procur d
om m dicin and hi health wa mu b b tter when we arrived in an
ranci o t h e 4th of Jun having be n fifteen day on the way from
fadi n
i .
intli < te 1 by your lett r of May 1 from Port Town end I t 1 gr< h d fr m ec tt]e t o
e r , . . F ter c o., ..i.: o. 2 'aliforni
, re , an l ran i. ·o and aunoun d ur d partur .
c orclin CY}y ,
,· utl man m t u · u he d k , nd br ught u to a · mfi>rt,. bJ h t l
· 11 ' 1 ► 'ail r: II m .
h bri 1 . JI. 1l1 yer, whi h wa t take u t
1 k , b iug uncl r r pair n ur arrival we ould not go on board
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at once, as suggested by you, but had to remain ~shore. Better quarters than those we had could not have been secured in San Francisco.
Both the location and the management made it impossible for the Lapps
to get out into bad company.
During our stay there my time was entirely occupied in selecting
supplies and provisions which we were to take with us, taking charge
of the Lapps, a,nd in looking after other necessary things, so that I did
not have much time to look after my wards, but Captain Staple, the
manager of the Sailors' Home, cheerfully took charge of the Lapps,
showed them the city, and kept them away from dis ipation. During
our sojourn in San Francisco one of our Lapps was married in the chapel
of the Sailors' Home by Rev. T. L. Brevig. The marriage ceremony
should have taken place at Bosekop, Norway, before our departure, but
was postponed on account of the limited time. The Lap:p in que tion
was delayed on his journey from the mountains on account of the bad
roads. Then it was decided that the marriage should be performed at
Madison, but difficulties al o hindered us there, and so the wedding
was finally celebrated in San Francisco.
When the vessel was _ready to sail all the Lapp went on board.
This was on the 16th of June, and the vessel wa to tart on the
17th, but on that very day t~e captain and the ves el owner received
information that another of his vessels, which had been out on a whaling expedition in the Arctic Ocean, had been wrecked. This necessitated the captain's presence in San Francisco to equip another vessel to
take the place of the wrecked one and to :find another captain, and thus
our journey was postponed another day. Finally, on the 18th of June,
we were all assembled on board the brig W. II. Meyer, Oaptain Holland
commanding, and bound for Port Clarence, Alaska, via St. Lawrence
Island, where Mr. Gamble and company were to be left.
I here seize the opportunity of expressing our most hearty thanks to
Prof. R. B. Ander ·on, of Madison, Wis.; to Captain Staple, uperintendent of the Sailor ' Home, San Franci co, and to Me r . S. Fo, ter
& Co., No. 28 California treet, San Franci co, for their kind a sistan e
and advice during our sojourn in these place .
The ship :fir t sailed in a northwesterly direction until we were only
150 miles from HonolU:l.u; then we turned the prow to the we t and
nortbwe t until we were off the Sandwich Islands, where we had a perfect calm for a couple of days. Then we ailed to the northwe t a
couple of day and then due north until we ·ame in the vicinity of
Fox I lands, where heavy fog hindered us from ailing between the
islands; but after lying still a few days the aptain decided, on the 22d
of July, to sail through the o-called Seventy-two Pass. He had not
seen land but bad taken an ob ervation. He was ucces ful, and when
we had pa sed the island the fog lifted so that we could see them
behind us. Soon the fog again became o den e that we could ee
nothing for three whole uays, excepting that we got a glimp e of St.
H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-39
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Mathews Island. During the night between the 27th and 28th of July
we came near running ashore on the west side of St. Lawrence Island.
During the darkness of the night the ship had drifted in among the
breakers before we became aware of our danger. We were scarcely a
hairbreadth from being wrecked against the rocks of St. Lawrence.
We were most fortunate in escaping this danger. The next day the
water was calm, and two boats filled with the first .Alas]fa Eskimo we
had ever seen came on board. On the night of the 29th a stiff south
breeze was blowing. The same wind favored us the next day, and this
brought us past Kings Island and within Point Spencer, in Port Clarence, where we anchored for the night. Next day we again weighed
anchor and sailed to the reindeer station, where Mr. and Mrs. Lopp
came on board and invited us to come ashore, an invitation which we
were more than happy to accept after a tedious journey of forty-one
days in a most uncomfortable ship. We went on board again in the
evening, and we wel'e not landed until the 31st of July.
On our arrival at the station, both Rev. T. L. Brevig and the writer
and his family were most kindly received by Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Lopp,
and everything possible was done to help us become familiar with our
new surroundings. No pains were spared to satisfy our immediate
wants, even though Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Lopp had to make a sacrifice of
their own comforts.
There was no formal assuming of the affairs of the station, but it may
be said in general terms that matters were under our control from the
6th of .August, and one of the Lapps, together with two apprentice ,
were ent out with the herd. The other Lapps were set to work to make
salmon seines, and in the course of a few days we had :five of them bu Y
securing fresh :fish for our tables. The dried goods of last year had
been consumed and the goo is for this year came with the W. H. JJ1eyer .
.AH the resources had been exhausted, o that it was necessary to begin
u ing the provi ions we had brought at once. In accordance with your
instructions dated the 27th of July, 109 reindeer (92 females, bu k
5 teer , and 4 • led deer) were taken out of the herd in ugu t and
mark land delivered to Mr. . T. Lopp to be tran ported to the merican Mi sionary .A ociation mis ion station at Cape Prince of Wal •
In addition to the e 109 deer, 10 females, belonging to apprentic
from the am mi. ion tation, were taken, marked, and ent. Th e
apprentice r turn d to ap Prince of Wale
tation.
our in truction, call d for only 100 reind er but aft r the eparation 9 of the
v rnmen h rd were mix d with th mi ion h rd and ould not
aft rward, be parated ince b fawn w re in tbe latter lrnrd.
h r wa. no mun rati n of tb b rd r any formal d Ji ry of it to u
I t k a c 11 n. f it a o n a.· found h opp rtunity. By addinu
had b n tak 11 from th herd in th umm r and
aft r I arriv d I found th a tual 1mmb r of r inn th 'th f ugu ·t, 1 9 .
ha ha becom o
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all these reindeer the following table, being the record kept at the sta.
tion, will show:
Beindeer account.
Dr.

Cr.

Date.

---11- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1894.

Aug.

Received from W. '£.Lopp ......................................... .
Delivered to the American station at Cape Prince
17
80
12 109
of Wales.
8 Given to apprentices:
Metex ite .....................•...................
2
So kwee na .............................. . ....... .
2

79

6

311

119

509

8

il
lk~~-~~~~~::::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :: ::::: :: :::::
Oeteune . ....................................... ..

2

2
2 .....
18 .. .. .

10

Marked to other apprentices who stayed at the .... .
18
station.
Sept. o Received from Sheldon Jackson ................................ ... .. .
3
6
5
14
30 Died and killed..................................
Balance.......................................... 86 201 102 389
30

Total...................................... 106

315

119

440

==l·==l-:=--1==

Oct.

1

Number of deer in herd............................... .•... . .... . ....

----·1----· ........
····-------·-·
· ----.
27

4

106
86

2

33

315

119

542

201

102

389

----------· -- ·- .....

====

ii !i~lt n~fN~;?~~~~\~~~~~:~~~~~:: : : : : :::;: : :~::::i:::i~: ::::: .J ::::: . .~
31

Given to themanager............................
Balance..........................................

Total......................................
1895.
4

Jan.

31
31

Mar. 31

86

205

102

393

Reindeer in herd this day belonging to Govern• .......•........... .
ment.
Delivered to Eskimo apprentice Antisarlook as
21
70
0 100
a loan.
0

Balance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

52

1~

I

86

205

102

393

78

202

99

379

1~
--~--1--1
- - - - -90-379
78 I 202
90 379 I 78 202

~~r::~J kifi~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...5.
Total............ .. . . . . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .

Apr. 1
June 30

1 ..... .....
1 ............ ..... ..
78 202
09 379 .................. .

90

118

260

Rei11deer in herd belonging to Government ......... -~ ....... ..-: .. .. . 52 118 90 · 260
Died and killed..................................
2 .. .. .
1
3 .................. .
Fawns born...................................... .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .
118 118
Balance................ .......................... 50 118 207 375 ................. ..
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . ..

118

208

378

In herd this day belonging to the Government .................. ·.... _ I 50- 116

52

118

208

378

52

207

375

These 375 animals will be carried over to a new ac ·onnt, in which thefawns, previously nam d, will be divided and placed in their proper
columns a males and females. In the herd on the 30th of June, 1895,
I found belonging to the United States Government, 90 males, 167
females, 118 fawn ; belonging to apprentice , 12 males, 12 fawns; making a total of 90 males, 179 females, 130 fawns.
Extract front quarterly account.
Date.

Character of disease and cause of butchering.

Male.

Female. Fawns. Total.

- -- - i l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1894.

Aug. 6

Killed: swelling in feet, unable to work .................................. .
l
8 ..... do . .............................. .................... ... . ............. .
1
8 Killed; broke bis leg while running ... ................................... .
l
15 Strayed; afterwards shot and sto1en by Eskimo from
Cape Prince of Wales................................. . . . . .. . .
1 ............... ,
24

29
29

Kill eel; could not keep up with herd.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ....... .
Killed; liver and lung disease........................... . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. ..
1 ... ., ...
Died; liver and lung disease....................................
2 .............. ..
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Date.
1894.

Sept. 13
14

~~

Character of disease and cause of butchering.

Male.

Female. Fawns. Total.

Killed; 3 ribs ~roken in a fight..........................
1 ........................ .
Stolen by Eskimo; only heaa and antlers found......... . . . . . . . .
1 .....••..••....•
filn~~~ili~e;1!,!&u~!i~:::~e:::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::: .... ··2·
Total. ............................................ .

i :::::::: ::::: :::

14

3

Oct.

5 Died; liver and lung disease............................ . .... ...
1
1 ....... .
19 .... . do...........................................................
1 .••.• .•..••...•.
19 ..... dt>. •• .•••••• .•••.. ..•....•.. ..•••••••.••••• •••••.•••. .•••..•.
1 .•...••...•.....
20 ..... do...................................................
1 .•••••.•...••..•...•••..••
Nov. 15 Died; brokehisneck....................................
1 ...........••...........•.

Dec.

H~!Jii:f~::t{~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... T:::::::::: ::::::~: ::::::::
21 .••.• do...................................................

Total. ............................................ .

2 •••••••••..••.....•...••••

7

13

3

1895 .

.Jan. 3
Feb. 15
23

28
Mar. 20

26

Died; liver and lung disease... ............... .......... . .......
Died; froze to deatli on an expedition...................
1
Killed; liver disease....................................
1
Died ; Ii ver disease. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Killed...................................................
1
Stolen; shot by .A.ksegrook. .. . . .. .. ..... ....... ... ......
1

.... .. . ...

1 .••.•.•.

. ••••••••...•.••••. •••.•• .

.•••••.••..••..••..•••••••
•••••••••.••• ..••. .••.••••
••••.••....••.•••...•..••.

•••••••••..••.•••..••.•••.

Total ............... . ............................. .

6

Apr. 3 Killed; broke his leg in driving.........................

1 ......................... .

1~

m:i~t!;;§i~~~ae:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... i. :::::::::: ......~. ::::::::
'£otal . .. : ............ ............................•.

2 ·••••••·•·
Grand total. ................................................................ .

36

.As you will ee from the above tables, we have killed and lost 36
deer during the past year. This number is not small considering the
size of the herd, but it was the best result we could produce. As you
will also perceive, there was a evere disease among the deer la t
autumn, a liver and lung epidemic taking off 15 of 36 deer lost or killed.
The disea e was of hort duration. Nothing was ob erved before the
deer uddenly left the herd and wandered off by them elves without
taking any nourishment, and death followed a day or two later. All
the remedies we could think of were applied, but ab olutely without
benefiting the di ea ed animal . The herd was changed to new pa 'ture ,
milking wa topped, but tho ·e that were attacked by the clisea e died
all the am . The me di ea e i al o known in Lapland, but no remedy
i known there. One of our Lapp had to kill over 90 reinde r in hi
herd in Lapland in a ingle autumn on account of thi ame di ea .
t the outbreak f tbe di ea e it eemed that w would lo e many more
animal than we actually did. It i to be hoped that we will e ape
bi dang r in th fntur , for w think we have di covered the cau e,
matter whi h will not di cu at thi tim , a we ;1ave n t g ther d
h n w ubtract the 15 animal aud
, uffi ient amount f fa t .
h ' kill d for fi d h l
i 15 p r
r than i
d in L pl nd in herd of th ame iz a
in priv t and th r h r1 in Ala k doe n t e ceed
h annual 1
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8 per cent, while the Government nerd will always have·a higher percentage of loss as long as it is managed for the purpo e of education,
for such a herd can never be handled so carefully as a private herd.
As long as it is necessary to have apprentices in connection with the
herd, they must have an opportunity of practicing the various methods
of handling the animals in connection with lassoing, taming, driving,
etc. This, of course, causes more or less disturbance, much more running to and fro of the herd, than if it were private. A private herd is
left undisturbed all of the time, hence there is less of broken backs
and other injuries. These disadvantages can not be avoided, for it is
necessary for the apprentices to practice if they are to make any
progress. In the account you will also notice that 3 animals were
stolen by the Eskimos. I was successful in capturing only one of
these thieves, to wit, an Eskimo by the name of Axsegroak, from Nook,
the nearest village -east of the station. On the 26th of March, during
my absence on a journey to Golovin Bay, be shot one of our deer. It
had been set at liberty by one of our apprentices while returning home
from Antisarlook herd on account of weariness, about 4 miles east
from the station. They were unable to bring it home before the herd
was gone, so left it so that it could be united with it on their return
home. Our people looked after the animal several times, and were
constantly aware of it whereabouts.
Although it doe not belong to the chapter, I will take the liberty of
relating here how we captured and punished thi thief. On my return,
the 31st of March, it was soon reported that a reindeer had been hot
by some Eskimos or others. But no one knew or was willing to know
who the thief was, the Eskimo being, as a cla s, great cowards; o that
when one of them has done anything wrong the others dare not say
anything about it for fear of being themselves hot by the criminal.
For this reason they did not dare report the tealing of the reindeer,
but imply tated that it had been shot and eaten; but I re olved to get
thi matter straightened out, and to this end I instituted direct and
indirect investigation, the only re ult of which wa that our apprentices
knew who the thief was but did not dare to tell the truth. On one of
my daily visit in the hou e of the apprentice and herder , an the
apprentices were a ked whether they would not tell me the cir um- ·
stance pertaining to this matter. I received no <1,n wer from any of
them, but one of the wives, who tood near the stove, made some omprehen ible igns and nod with her bead toward a man who at in
a corner of the room. A ingle moment's con ideration convinced me
that the thief wa itting in the corner, on which account immediately
addre d him and a ked him in very po itive term whether be had
hot our r ind er to whi h h hesitatingly nodded with his bead without opening bi lip . Ile apparently did not think it worth his while
to ay yes.
I considered the matt r of great importance, as this was the first
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stealing of reindeer of which I had obtained proof, and I decided to
establish an example for future thieves. With this in mind I made it
clear to him, perhaps using rather strong language, that he was a thief
and much more; but he, of course, did not understand anything of what I
had said, but his courage failed him when I made motions indicating that
he would have the pleasure of trying a pair of handcuffs, upon which I
left the house in order to carry out my threat. I did not go after the
handcuffs, but directed my steps to Rev. Brevig, to tell him of the discovery I had made. We had not discussed the matter very much before
the culprit came, seated himself on the floor, and gazing at me with an
inquiring look, he said, "Me no good," and as he received no answer
he took his knife from its sheath and placed it before his breast to kill
himself on the spot; at least, he looked that way. But when Rev. Brevig
and myself talked to him, he was persuaded to abstain from the execution of this threat, and he then asked whether we wanted him to go
home and take his life there. We assured him that that was not what
we wanted. We sent after one of our apprentices, who understands
English, and, employing him as our interpreter, we delivered a reprimand to the Eskimo and then began questioning him in regard to the
details.
From this examination it appeared that he bad nothing to eat ; that
he was about dying from starvation when one of the reindeer from the
station was feeding near hi house; that ten of his neighbors helped him
to eat the meat. He was told that to steal reindeer was just as wrong as
to steal from another man's winter provisions, which the Eskimo regard
as a very great crime. In regard to his tarving to death, we told him
that he well knew that we would not permit any good and hone tneedy
person to u:ffer, a fact of which we had gi en ample evidence. Tb n we
gave him an account of what was done with thieve among the white,
civilized people. There thieves were incarcerated and punished. Then
the E kimo bur t into tear . Ile confe ed bi weakne and admitted
that he wa not liked by the other Eskimo, not even by his own mother
and that the be t thing for him now would b to end hi mi erable life.
It may al o be added in regard to this per on, that he wa looked upon
a a bla k heep among the E kimo who frequently had warned him
in regard t
anugak th thug, who la t pring wa hot by another
E kimo about 4 0 yard from our ta ion.
I wa t Id that x 'egr ak and anugc k were the two m ane t fi 1low,· in thi lo ality. B th f th m mploye l the am ta ti ; that i
frightened th oth r E kimo , and in that way mad hem d jn, ta
th y pl a 1. Th y t ok thi ' wa of getting th ir living a il . B th f
th m
r lazy and did n t ar to work 1 r th ir living.
ad i ed
hi man t b in u triou hon t nd g 1 in whi h ca eh , nld
b lik d both by hi mo h r and b , the th r
kimo , and all
uld
h u d Y rytbing :. ibl
h lp him c 1 ng in th world. Th fa t
that
oth r
kimo had help d hun t th me t without <loin
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thing about it brought me
had had a share
in it ought to pay for it. I
riou ly a a judge.
My verdict was that very b
t-01 n deer should
pay one fox skin, and that th r ind r kin hould b brought to the station. The E kimo breathed a i r, b n h h rd my d i ion, and when
he was told that he might no t, rt fi r h m and inform hi companions
in regard to the result of the t ling nd th, t Oomalik ( uperintendent)
was fearfully angry on a count of thi
nt he did not need to be told
twice, but started off like a wbipp d dog. The ne t day he returned,
bringing with him the reindeer skin and a fox kin and a couple of his
guests, one of whom understood a little ngli h.
The year before he had been in an E kimo show on a trip in the
States. My verdict was repeated to them and a second reprimand was
delivered, whereupon we gave them something to eat and let them
go home. During the following two weeks all the guilty parties, nine
in all, brought me a white fox skin apiece. Two were permitted to contribuoo one fox skin together, as they were very poor and it being all
they had. Of course this was only a small fine, but it was felt to be
severe by these people, who hardly know what to do to satisfy their
empty st.omachs, but it was regarded as the right thing to do to be
severe in punishing the first offense. This same .Axsegroak found two
reindeer from .Antisarlak's herd roaming over the mountains south of
Port Clarence. He could easily have shot and eaten both of these
animals without any risk of discovery, as he lived in a tent with his
family far from any other Eskimos but he came to the station, and
relating what he had seen got his re~ard for doing so.
A week after we had assumed the management of the herd we took
it about 3 miles east of the station and a fence was built near a small
brook, afterwards called Pen Creek, and the Lapps and the apprentices
were sent out to camp there. Since that time the herd and the camp
have been moved sixteen times. The dates of the various movings you
will doubtless find recorded in the log book, but I will here state that
camps Nos.1, 2, and 3 are the autumn camps down to November; No. 4
is a winter camp until the middle of March, and the other twelve from
that time to date. The pastures examined in this connection vary in
quality more or less, the best ones being Nos. 8, 10, 11, 12; that is to say,
on the south side of Goweerook River. Even better pastures with dry,
hard ground have possibly been found on the south side of Grantley
Harbor and on the southeast side ot Port Clarence. It is doubtle s
one of the best pastures to be found in this vicinity. The purpo e of
moving so frequ~ntly was, first, to give the herd change of pastur~s;
second, to examme and find the best pastures. third, to make the remde r acquainted in a larger stretch of countr~ so that they would not
so ea ily get lost in case some of them should happen to go a tray .
.A. reindeer would more easily find its way back to the herd if it came
t.o a familiar place where it had been before. Fourth, and not least,
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to train the apprentices in moving and in nomadic life, of which more
hereafter. The moving in the spring was of course done for the purpose of bringing the herd to a place where the females could as comfortably as possible drop their fawns. This place had been selected
in the course of the winter.
The first thing I did was to send the Lapps .in different directions to
make themselves acquainted with the locality and with the pastures
before snow fall, and when I had acquainted myself in regard to the
conditions of the wind and weather, I decided that the herd ought to
be kept near the station at the time of dropping the fawns. On-the
5th of January I set out with five reindeer east of the station to find a
suitable place for the cows to bear their young. I chose the coldest
part of the winter in order that I might be the better able to judge of
the condition of the various places. The first day we drove to Goweerook village, about 45 miles distant. There we spent the night, and
the following day we drove in different directions, but continually
farther up the Goweerook Valley until we reached a place about 10
miles beyond the Eskimo habitation, and from there we returned to
the station. We spent two nights in the snow banks and five nights in
Eskimo tents, and we found what we sought, to wit, a sheltered place
with good pasture. We arrived at the station the 13th of January.
In the course of the winter the herd was cattered only once. This
was the night between the 7th and 8th of February, when a terrific
storm from the north raged so violently that no human being could be
out in it. On the morning of the 8th only 20 of the reindeer were
found to have been able to resist the storm. These were all tame led
deer.
one of the others were to be found, and after eight men, who
in the morning had gone out in different directions to search for them,
returned to the camp at noon, the result was that only uncertain
traces could be found in the snow south of the camp; and when two
men again went out to follow the foot.prints the herd was met driv -'n by
five E kimo toward the camp. The whole herd bad yielded to the
power of the torm and had started off in the same direction a the
wind. It had wandered aero · the ice to the south part of Grantley
Harbor to the vicinity of the village, where the E kimo aw the animal feeding in the morning, and began to drive them back, me ting
our men on the way.
We began training th deer in
·
but one of th d r which h
d r, hacl b n ent with t
011 we

11 ·

ount
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could be used as sled deer, and we continued training the animals during the winter, so that there are now 27 trained animals in the herd.
We have kept from 8 to 17 of these continually at the station from
the 3d of ovember, 1894, to the 16th of June, 1895. These animals
have been employed every working day for bringing fuel and lmnber to the station. They have been fed on moss, and bad their night
quarters in a shed built last fall for that purpose, until the middle of
February, when the moss gathered last fall gave out. Since that time
they have been tethered in a pasture every evening. Thi involved a
good deal of work, a the animal had to be tethered 3 or 4 miles from
the station, and the fuel and lumber had to be brought from 5 to 10
miles from the oppo ite ide of the station.
There i no mo to be found nearer than· 3 to 4 miles in any direction, from the fact that the herd, unfortunately, had been kept for a
couple qf years pasturing in the immediate vicinity of the station and
had consumed all the reindeer moss, if there ever was any. We often
tried to feed the reindeer in new ways, since we at once found that the
Eskimos did not have, or were not able and would not for a long time be
able, to ecure any more corn meal than could find place in their own
empty stomachs.
So many animals being needed for daily use, and these having to be
changed every three or four weeks, the beginners not being able to
stand the prolonged, steady work, it became necessary to train a few
2-year-olds after all the older ones had been brought into service. Thi
practice is not to be recommended, but the Siberian reindeer being
somewhat larger and stronger than 2-year-olds in Lapland, and they
being handled with the greatest care, I do not think they were damaged in any way. Of the animals trained and in the process of training, 4 bad to be or were killed, as you will see from the quarterly
statement, and the reason for this was that they were left to the
apprentices for practice. .As a rule, about 10 per cent of the animals
that are being trained will be lost, no matter how skillfully the work is
done. Last fall some of the animals were al o trained to carry pack
saddles. They were u ed, and are still being used, in transporting the
provision from one camp to another.
The time for drop-ping the fawns comes one month earlier here than
in Lapland. This circumstance, in connection with the fact that the
weather is colder all the year around, make it more difficult to save
the fawns here than there. We had been very successful in the change
of quarters for the herd during the most important season. A daybook
kept by one of the Lapps shows fine weather, continuous calm, while we
here at the station were constantly exposed to a cold, north wind,
with occa ional leet. In Lapland the fawns are dropped from the
beginning to the 10th of May, while here the first were born on the
10th of .April and the la t on the 16th of June.
It had already been noticed last fall that the dropping of the fawns
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here occurred earlier than in Lapland. Hence, every effort was made
to arrange for the pairing later than formerly, and I believe we gained
a few days; and, which is of great importance, in the month of .April.
From the report of the first year from this station, it is noticed that
the fawns were dropped between the 13th of .A_pril and the 3d of June,
but we were unable to accomplish much in this direction last year, but
next fall another effort will be made to regulate this matter if no
obstacles interfere. It was stated last fall, by people who were supposed to know something about herding reindeer, that if we continued
in this manner the herd would not be able to live through the winter;
but we took but little notice of such predictions, as our Lapps were not
infants in the art of herding reindeer, but men who had seen and
handled reindeer more than one year.
The reindeer here are more wild and unmanageable than those in
Lapland. The reason for this is probably the fact that the Siberians do
not train the animals for sled deer, but let them go as they please, simply watching them and keeping them together. In Lapland the reindeer may be seen pasturing among tbe tents, or perhaps better, a berd
of reindeer may be seen with tents in the midst of them. Dogs, men,
and deer are mixed together, and it is to be hoped that we will be able
to domesticate this .Alaskan herd in the same manner by continually
working with them and letting the herders, the apprentices, and the
dogs stay with them.
· From the extract of the reindeer account it will also be seen that at
the beginning of the time of calving there were 118 female , 52 male ,
and 90 fawns belonging to the stat.ion; that the increase this year wa
118. From this statement it may appear to you that we did not lo e
any fawns, but this i not the case. In the fir t place, one cow had
two fawns, one of which had to be killed, as the reindeer cow are not
willing to recognize twins, but she chooses one of them, feed and tak
care of it, while the other i invariably hooked and kicked and denied
all maternal care and nourishment.
.Apparently the Eskimos and the reindeer are very much alike in this
re pect. I wa told that the Eskimo also, under imilar ircum tan e
choose one and kill the other of the twin . Thi is not the only fawn
that died. There were more of them, and how it happen that we hav
a man living fawns in the herd to-day a ther are grown-up femal
i to be explained by relating one of the many m thod by which an
att mpt i made to for e th incr a e of th herd in Lapland. On
more fawn i one mor reind er, and one more r ind r i money to h
Laplander; henc , many xp riment are mad in thi dir cti n. It i '
e timat d that under rdin ry circum tan e h re mu t b m r
fawn than ther are gr wn-up fem le
nd t
rodu ·e thi re u]t
f th f: wn that are only 5 to 6 month, old ar pair d. Tb
f th f: n dr pp
by the
uug h ifi r di
u om f
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them
ved by car ful treatm nt, b th at the time of th ir birth
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and later. Some of these fawns are expected to be saved and so take
the place of the deceased fawns dropped by mature mothers. We
secured this re ult this year by the aid of the male reindeers which we
asked for last fall, and which you landed here the 1st of September,
and, to use an expression of the Lapps here, we may say that the fawning and increa e bas been "barri "-that is, successful. The reindeer
are always called fawns until they have passed their second birthday (1
year old).
Last fall we built a fence and made a. pen, and then we began milking. This was a most difficult task, as many of the cows had never
been milked, and those that bad been milked were so afraid of undergoing this operation again that when the lassoing began they started
off ou a full run, and some of them leaped over the fence. This dread
of lassoing and milking was caused by tbe manner in which they had
heretofore been handled during thi process. They had been thrown
to the ground and two or three men had held them down, lying on top
of them while they were being milked. No wonder that such barbarism should frighten the animals. It took a long time before we could
get the herd quieted down during the milking, and when the season
was over there were only three cows that allowed themselves to be caught without lassoing and stood still during the milking without
being held. Still I considered this a satisfactory result for the milking of the first fall.
The reindeer are milked only in the fall, after the fawns have been
weaned. From the milk we made cheese. Some of the milk was
evaporated to be used in the winter, and although the milking ceased
early in the sea ·on, the Lapps still had cheese and butter for their bread
and milk for their coffee in the middle of Marc·n. Our apprentices
were altogether too lazy to milk, and consequently they had neither
cheese nor milk to use.
We have had but little trouble in protecting the herd from the
Eskimo dog . Only once or twice did they give us any annoyance last
fall, and that was before the herd was moved away from the station.
But they were driven away by the Lapp ' dog on guard, and from that
time we have never seen them approach the herd. On th other hand,
we have been omewhat annoyed by the sharp teeth and empty tomacb of the E kimo dogs in connection with the sled deer which were
con tantly k pt near the tation. We had kept the dog away by
threats and ticks, exceptmg in one case, where a dog was killed by the
knife of a Laplander while he was taking care of the sled deer. The
dog in the neare t village are by this time o accu tomed to the reindeer that they never attack them, although we have driven directly in
front of their no e every day during the whole winter. In the beginning of last autumn there were many wild crie and just a many conflict between the Lapp with their great knive and the dog with their
sharp teeth. The Lapps were alway victorious. On account of their
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constant defeat and torn skins, the Eskimo dogs surrendered and have
made no more attacks. In defense of his sled deer against wolves or
dogs, the Laplander always uses his knife, which is 10 to 12 inches long,
a formidable weapon, and he defends himself in the following manner:
.As soon as danger is perceived, the Lapp leaps out of the sled and
runs to the reindeer, throws them down with the back on the ground,
straddles them, holding their heads erect. In this position the animals
can not get up. The Lapp holds the head of the reindeer with his left
hand, and with the knife in his right hand he is ready for: battle. He
hews to the right and to the left, and one dog after the other runs away
howling with wounds in his skin or even in his flesh. The matter continues in this manner until the number of animals becomes so small
that they dare not approach their would-be victim, when the reindeer are
released. In less than a second they rise to their feet again, the Lapp
leaps into his sled, and only a cloud of snow tells the remaining enemies
in which diredion the intended. victim has gone. In case he is pursued, the process is repeated until all the foes, howling or limping, have
become unfit for any further pursuit. Our Lapps tell me that if only
one man meets a dozen strong Eskimo dogs that have not before seen
a reindeer, he will need all his strength and skill to defend a couple of
animals.
With a little care and good sense on the part of the herders there
is no danger whatever in regard.to reindeer thriving and iucreasing in
.Alaska; for, in places where the herds are kept, the dogs soon become
accustomed to the sight of the reindeer and will not molest them.
In connection with provisions, we took only nine barrels of salted
corned beef with us from San Francisco to be used by the Lapps, but
as two more families than expected remained with us at this station,
the supply of meat was too small ; and to mend this, three reindeer were
killed ju t before Christmas, and the meat was divided and distributed,
together with the corned beef, among the Lapp . One reindeer was al o
killed to divide among the apprentices. One animal wa taken and ·
killed by the superintendent, an account of which will be made tbi
ummer. An account will al o be made of a reindeer that had a little
blemi hand wa s~ld to the Lapp for food; thus, the number of reind er
killed for food was 6, and all the e were males.
If it be true, as reported by whaler , that the provisions for the
tation will arri e thi year by the ame brig ( W. H. Meyer), it will
doubtle be long before it gets here, in which ca e it will be nee ary
to kill more r indeer for food, a we have no meat left from la t year
upply fi r the ,July di tribution, whi h take place th 4th of Jul .
In cc rdauc with our in truction that the tongue of the anima
kill d hould b prepar d fi r mark t, the tongue of the 5 reind r
kill d w r mok d; but the tongue of th 6 that died, or wer ick
n 1 kill d, were not pr pared in tbi way, but togeth r with th re t of
th m t, th y
r ppr priat d to th toma h f tll ppr ntice ,
in hich market there i al ays a lar d mand for such things.
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The antlers which have been shed have been collected, and await
the arrival of the apparatus for making glue. The herd has constantly
been in excellent condition, and at this writing the new antlers are from
12 to 20 inches long, the be t possible evidence of thrift.
It may be stated here that, taking all the circumstances into consideration, the wintering of the herd and particularly the increase have
been entirely successful.
HERDERS AND .APPRENTICES.

As you doubtless observed during your visit here last fall, our Lapp
herders did not receive the warmest welcome from the people who are
supposed to have influence among the Eskimos. It may be stated
that the importation of Lapps was the most sensible measure that
could have been adopted in connection with the reindeer enterprise
in Alaska, for in this, as in all other things, a good beginning must be
made if the end is to be good. The necessity of importing Lapps and
the imwovements thereby secured will be plain to you and to anyone who will take the trouble to read this report. The dissatisfaction
was expressed and shown distinctly on every occasion. It was soon
learned that the dis atisfaction and the variety of stories concerning
the Lapps had pread among the Eskimos. This fact was plain, from
many expressions made by the apprentices. It became necessary to
make it clear, both to the apprentices and to the other Eskimos, that the
Lapps were an intelligent and skilled people, both as regards taking
care of reindeer and as to other things.
There was some anxiety on account of the estrange relations which
had sprung up without any cau e whatever, and I was uncertain as to
what it might lead to in tbe long run. Good relations between the
herders and the apprentices was of paramount importance in ecuring
a good re ult, and such a good understanding had to be brought about
even if one of the side had to make some sacrifice. When tbe Lapp
had become informed in regard to the cause of thi strange relation and
its want of respect for them as if they were incapable and u ele s,
it was made clear to them that the onJy way to gain the respect
of the Eskimo. was to demon trate their superiority in fact, and they
lost no opportunity of howing the people how uperior they were
in every re pect. I am glad to be able to report that the relation
very rapidly improved, particularly between the Lapp and apprentices,
and the feelings between them have grown better day by day. Tbe
apprentice , at least most of them, have long ince di covered their
inferiority and een how much they have to learn from the e people.
We have now reached a point here no apprentice undertakes to do
anything before he bas consulted one of the Lapps, o far as the languages mak it po ible.
Tb relation b tw n the Lapp and outsiders are al o plea ant, for
the Lapp have ften given valuable assistance and pointed out how
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this thing or that ought to be done. They have undertaken to treat
the natives as grown people treat children, and nobody will this year
succeed in :filling the heads of the Eskimos with stories about the
Lapps, and the only outsiders among the Eskimos who still believe
themselves to be superior to all others, not only to the Lapps, are the
people from Cape Prince of Wales who occasionally have to come here
with their seal skins :md other things to exchange them for ammunition
and provisions. They show by their conduct that they regard themselves as superior, but the only thing in which they are regarded as
being superior and in which they actually excel all others is begging.
They have studied completely the various kinds of beggars' tricks,
and practice them both orally and in writing. The Lapps have occasionally been deceived by the lamentations and tricks of these people,
but their dishonesty has usually been detected, and when the dishonesty has been discovered, then neither the Lapps nor the rest of us
understand a word they say, this being the best way of getting rid of
them. Usually they have received something to eat, and their hypocrisy has been used as the source of amusement.
I am very happy to say that the Lapps have hitherto conducted themselves most excellently, and have submitted with alacrity to the rules aud
regulations made for them, rules aud regulations which they have never
had to submit to heretofore. The only thing with which they have
expressed any dissatisfaction is that they have not received as much
reindeer meat as they would like.
The Lapps have certainly done everything that they possibly could,
not only in taking care of but al o in in tructing the apprentices.
So far a the language has permitted, they have always been willing to
explain why thi thing or that bad to be done in thi way or tbat way,
and why things should be done at a certain time. This applied both
to herding, to milking, to driving, to training, to the making of sled ,
harnesse , saddles, skees, cheese, tanning and the preparation of kin ,
and to the proper u e of reindeer hair, antlers, etc. When we arrived
at the tation it was assumed, both by the Eskimos and by the white
men at the tation, that reindeer skin could not be tanned or prepared o a to be made waterproof, and that people would alwa hav
to depend upon the eal for their waterproof boot . The oppo ite ha
now been demon trated so many time by th Lapp , they having hown
how complet ly dry th ir f et were after tandiug in water abov th ir
kn e for hours at a time that the E, kimo now ee that the al au
be par d from th1 , u e, in e there are a sufficient number of reind er
kin to take their place.
h n you 1 ft u la t fall w bad the followin apvren ice at the
tation: o : (an ndian ) Martin Jacob on, Ta pan (II rb rt)
t
k n
o w wba i
n i arlook ( harlie) um muk ek g lo k,
0 kw d l t, T o tul Ohlo k lekto na, \ ok o ·k ( kimo ).
f th · hirt n
thr wer marri d and had their
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familie with them at the station. At this writrng we have only nine
of the above thirteen, four of them having left us. Two of these were
discharged, as they were utterly unfit for herding. They took no interest whatever in it and had no desire for it, and had not come to the station for the purpose of being herders, but had come only to stop there
for a year, and having received a good living and been supplied with
good warm clothes and earned a couple of animals, then to sell these and
get back to their homes, warm, well fed, and with a little fortune, say
$20 to $70 in personal property, which they then would sell to other
Eskimos, and in this manner live another year without work. From
their standpoint, this may be regarded as a successful enterprise. The
two thus discharged were Oo kwood let and Soo wa wha sie. I presume
there are a couple of other apprentices who have come here with the
same purpose in view, but they do not talk the way the others did.
These ought probably to be ent away, but this has not hitherto been
done for reason that will appear when I come to discuss the qualifications of the herders individually.
It was thought best to have the apprentices remain with the herd;
that is to say, ·they ought to remain m camp where the herd is pasturing, be it near or far from the station. They ought not to have the station as their headquarters and go out once or twice a week to look after
their watch, in which case they would look upon their work as herders
as a secondary matter, while it ought to be uppermost in their thoughts.
Then they would never become habituated to living in camps and moving, a matter which is absolutely necessary for every reindeer herder.
Nomadic and camp life both summer and winter must become uch
a habit that it can not be abandoned without orrow; before anyone can
be said to be entirely familiar with, and thoroughl;y trained in, herding
reindeer. Any person who desires to become the owner of reindeer
must :first become a nomad. In order to begin to harden and accu tom
our apprentice to thi sort of life, they were sent into camp with the
herd immediately after I took charge of the station and since that
time they have been kept in tents continually, even during the pretty
severe weather in winter. They would take turn at coming to the
station every Saturday, but would be sent out again the following Monday with the nece sary provisions.
My instructions were that the apprentice and herders should be
divided into two groups, of which each group should be kept near the
herd for four month at a time. In thi a little change has b en mad ,
as four month would be a rather long eason for the fir t time.
or
would tbi divide equally the ea ons of the year. I therefore let the
apprentice tay out four week at a time and the herders three
month . At thi writing, we have advanced so far that a few of the
apprentice hav begun to take an intere tin the herd and in camp life.
They like better to be out with the reindeer than to stay at the station.
Other on he other hand, can not be made to und rstand that in order
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to become good herders they must first become nomads and take an
interest in handling, watching, and being among the animals all the
time. They also appear not to understand that when an order is given
to them to remain in camp for a certain_length of time, the intention
is that they must not run away from the herd every other day to see
what is being done at the station. It has been necessary to administer
many a disagreeable reprimand on account of the violation of this
order. On the other hand, it must be stated that it has been very difficult for the apprentices to obey our rules, since they were so accustomed
to look upon the station as their headquarters.
To keep them in camp various means have been resorted to, but without any other result than that they would return to the station and
have to be sent back again. We, of course, refused to give them food
when they came from the camp. My last resort was to set them to doing
hard work when they came to the station, and as they have a dread for
this sort of punishment they usually dropped the work quickly and ran
back to the camp. Sometimes they run away to some Eskimo village
instead of going to the herd. They may stop for a day or two in the
village and spend a day with the herd, and then come back to the station with an artega, ''a coat," a boot, mitten, or sock torn, as an excuse
for leaving the herd.
On reading this you may probably say, "Send them off," and this I
have thought of doing, but as their time has so nearly expired, and as
they have been kept thus far and by my predecessors, It seemed to me
that they might be tolerated a few months longer. It is unfortunately
a fact that the apprentices here mentioned are chiefly such a have
come from some mission tation and there have obtained their ta te for
warm room,.
I do not ay this with a view of finding the least fault with the mission station or with the work of the mi sionarie among the E kimo .
On the contrary, the mi ionaries surely, here as elsewhere among
heathens, do all in their pow r to ivilize the e p ople and to win them
nd it i not the fault of the mi sionaway from dirt aud ignorance.
aries that the E kimo b y ignorantly make up their own mind about
matter
ially before they have been at a station long enough to
be able to form a higher estimate of life. The apprentice who are
taken directly from the E kimo population, and from the E kim hut, are
far be ter for they under tand that they are better :ff both for the pr ·
· th y take bold earne ly and d their be t to
erd r .
Ith
thi i a matt r which I hall
f calling your
ion to
t
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requiring less clothing. The women look after and mend the clothes,
not only of their husbands and children, but also of the other apprentices, and prepare their food.
I hall now mention in detail and make a few remarks on the qualification of each apprentice separately, and I shall present them in the
same ordel\aS that given in the above list:
Mose . He is the boy that came from St. James mission, on Yukon
River, in 1893, and who was not accepted as an apprentice by the then
superintendent, Miner W. Bruce. Mr. Bruce very properly refused to
accept him on account of the boy's peculiar character, but he was
accepted by the uperintendent, W. T. Lopp, which probably wa a
mistake. It was thought best last fall to let the boy go at once, and so
Capt. M. A. Ilealy was asked to be kind enough to take the boy to St.
Michael, the boy stating that be could get home from that place at any
time, but Captain Healy declined taking him, although the boy had
spent the winter at the station and proved himself a great annoyance
to everybody. He could not be sent away in the dead of the winter,
as he was far away from his home and could not get to it in the winter
season, nor could be be turned out among the Eskimo, who do not feel
friendly toward the Indian. A letter was sent to Mr. W. T. Lopp, the
present manager of the mission station and of the herd at- Cape Prince
of Wales, asking whether he would take Moses and keep him with his
herd, as it was supposed Mr. W. T. Lopp was fond of the boy and
had favored him above others at this station a year ago, but Mr. Lopp
refused to receive the boy, and it only remains to be said that he will
be discharged and sent home the first opportunity, and the reasons for
the discharge have been stated in a letter already written to the St.
James mi sion, being as follows:
He is too expensive for the station, too smart for the people, too dudish for the
other apprentices, too rough for the children, and too lazy to become a herder.

Martin Jacobson came to the station in January, 1894, from the
Swedish mis ion station in Unalakalit, and i much easier to get
along with than Moses, but he takes no mterest whatever in his work
with the reindeer. Ile is pretty clumsy in all that he attempts to do
and think him elf too mart to obey orders and to begin wt>rk as a
herder, but I think be bas a ound judgment and that he has a liking
for work in the , chool.
Tatpan (Herbert) came the ame time as Martin Jacobson and bis
home is in Golovin Bay or Unalaklik. According to a letter he
brought with him be was ent here on the recommendation of Capt.
M.A. Ilealy and has now left the station, being at this time one of
Anti arlook' herder while his two reindeer are till in our herd and
will be sent with the herd that goe to Golovin Bay, where Tatpan will
ontinue as herder. Hi qualifications for becoming a herder were
fairly good and it may be pre urned that ome time in the future b~
will be able to take charge of hi own herd.
H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-40
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.Akweet koon came here at the same time with the last two, and
belongs to Golovin Bay. He is well qualified for hjs work, but has to
be watched constantly. He is industrious when be is observed, and
he seems to like to drive and train the animals, wbieh is a good indication. But if it had not been decided to send a herd to his home~ both
he and Martin would have been discharged before this, and betterquahfied persons secured in their places.
Soo wa wha sie presumably came in the autumn of 1893 from Nome.
His qualifications seem to fit him better to become a great doctor in this
region rather than a herder. The Eskimos say that he was born to be a
doctor, as they know from certain marks on him. This is probably the
reason why he did not take much interest in the life of a herder, aad so
he was discharged and sent home after he had been found guilty of a
few small thefts .
.Antisarlook (Charlie), from Point Rodney. I do not know at what
time he came to the station. On my arrival at the station he was quite
ill and puny, and hence I could not set him at any bard work. He was
soon to take a herd of his own, and he needed all the strength be C(?Uld
gather before taking charge of his own herd. He had good qualificatious as a herder, and a fuller report of him will be given in connection
with his own herd.
Kum muk. I do not know how long he bas been at the station,
but he probably was appointed an apprentice at the time when Mr.
W. T. Lopp assumed charge. He had been sent here from the mis ion
station in Cape Prince of Wales, and would have gone back to the same
station together with the other apprentices last fall, when Mr. Lopp
appointed him to remain here through the winter in order that be might
have an opportunity to see how the Lapps take care of the reindeer.
He fa married and has two children. He is reliable and gives entire
sati faction in every respect. He i as well qualified a anyone found
am011g the E ·kimos. With the reindeer he has already acquired, be
will be ent back to the mission tation to continue hi life a a herder
there, hi two-year term as an apprentice having expired.
ekeog look, from Synok. In 1893-94, he work
n apprentice
by the Il}onth, but thi ystem of keeping ap ·
not in c rre, ponden ·e with the purpo e of the chool for
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ing earned hi two reindeer, he wa ent home. His object in coming
to .t he tation wa the ame a that of oo wa wha ie-to wit, to get
a g od living for a while.
onsidering that he wa so young, this
might bee p cted.
Taoo tuk, from Pol yrook, apparently was recei ed here in the autumn
of 1893. Judging from the number of reindeer wbich he i said to own
in the herd, I take him to be a brother of Oo kwood let; and for this I
have good rea ons, for they re emble each other very much in looks,
while in all other respect th y are very different. He wa not married
when I arriv d at the tation, but in the course of the winter he married ab ok ka. Th matrimonial knot was tied by Rev. T. L. Brevig.
Ta oo tuk i an e cellent hunt mau, but doubtful timber for herd man.
Then there ar a number of little thing concerning him which I have
not mentioned in thi report. I have not y t de ·ided what to do with
him. Ili apprentice hip e pires next autumn, and it will then be
determined what it will be be t for him to do in th futm· .
hlo k, from Point Hope, wa left here by you as an apprentice the
20th of ugu t, 1894, to take the two years' course in herding. Ile bas
proved him elf a worthy young man, and has already exhibit d great
intere t in the care of the reindeer, and he i reliable in th performance of hi dutie as a herder. Hi choice was a happy one, and there
can be no doubt as to the propriety of permitting him to take charge
of a small herd, particularly if there could be omebody with him to
look after bu ines matters, or, in other word , to see to it that everything was done in the right ea on. Ahlook seems to take no note of
the time, par icularly when he i with the herd. He hardly remembers
whep. it i time to eat, a thing never forgotten by any of the other boys
at the tation. Of all the appr ntice h and Sekeog look ar the very
be t and most reliable herder , and if be has to cha e around the herd
some foggy night until daybreak he doe not look upon thi a. much
trouble, providing he ucce d in having an hi reindeer afi in the
morning when the time come to change the watch.
Elek too na, wh wa brought here by your elf on he am day with
Ahlook, i al o fr<JID Point II01 e, but hi election au not be said to
hav b en a happy one, and he ha been kept on the to-b - ent-bom
Ii tall winter. He ha, made om improvement lately, and ju t now
hi nam ha b en tak n off the li t.
Wok o k, from owe rook wa received a an appr utic la fall
aft r I arrived. He i marri d and ha three hildr n. ru~ qualificaion for the work of a herder are good, and if h continu , doing a
well a h ha begun he will rtainly become .m ·cellfmt, int lligent
herder, in who e hand a herd in th future will , ur ly thrive and
make progre . He is reliabl , alway active, ne r v iv , never
runs away from any ord r giv n him, but h do
ver thing e actly
a he i told, and e m never to be ntirely ati ft d him elf with
hi work. Ile i the only one who report and a k for new work when
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his task is done. He has a great deal of common sense. He and Kum
Muk have at times kept the watch without any herders, and everything
has been satisfactory, even during the season when the fawns are
dropped.
This description of the qualifications of the apprentices will be of
some use to them when they find out that their conduct and their industry is mentioned outside of the station, but to what extent it will be
useful to me is somewhat doubtful. I am obliged to tell the naked
truth, and that is sometimes hard to hear, both for the Eskimos and for
others. The following ration list will exhibit to you how our people
have been treated. The list here given has been followed throughout
the year, excepting as to the potatoes, which froze and became useless .

.

Ration liat f 01· herders and apprentices at Teller Reindeer Station, Port Clarence, 1894-95.
[Four weeks' ration.]
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J oban Spimsen Tornensi , Lbs. Lbs. Lba. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Qts. B<>Ui. Pea. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.
.....
wife, and one child .... . ..... 60
9
40
5
50 .....
40
1
2
10
5
Mikkel •.r. Nakkild and wife .. 60
8
40
40
60
5
4
2
10
1
Samuel T. Kemi, wife, and one
child . .. . ........ ________ . __ 60
8
40
5
40
60 ..... ..... .....
2
5
1
8
Aslak L. Loneby, wife, and
one child ................... 65
9
45
2
60 ..... ····· .....
8
5½
5½ 40
1!
Mathis A. Eira, wife, and one
child .... . .................. 65
9
45
6
6
40
2
60 ..... ····· ......
8
1¼
30
10
4
20
Per. A.Rist .........•.. ·-···· 30
2½
2½ 20
½ 1
2
30
2
Frederik Larsen ............. 30
20
5
4
2½
2½ 20
½ 1

·-··· .....
..... ·····

····1

REMARK .-They are furni hed all the fish th y want. The navy bread is given when they come
from camp on Sundays to go to church and bring no food with them. If no rice is to be had they are
given rolled oats instead.

F01· Eskirno app1·entices and their wives and children at Teller Reindeer
Cla1·ence.

tation, Port

[One week's ration. Two childr n get one ration.]

Flour_ ... ____ . _.... ___ . __ ... __ .... , ..... _... _... _........ __ ...... __ .. pounds.. 6
avy bread ..... __ .... __ .. __ ..... _... __ .. ___ .......... _... _........ _._pieces.. 40
Tea ...... __ ......... __ .. _. __ .... _. _. __ . __ .... __ .... ___ .. ........ _... package. - -½
rlolas e ...... ··---- ........ ______ ...... ···-·· ______ .... ···--· .. ______ quart.. ½
Beans._ .... _.. . ... _....... _....... __ . _.... _.... __ .................... pounds.. 3
Rice .... ____ .... .... ________ .... ··-·-· .... __________ ........ __ ···--· ----do....
2
oap .... _.. ___ ....... __ .......... __ ..... _..... _.......... _..... _. _....• do... . ¼
orn meal. ____________ .... ____ .... __________ ........ ______ ............. do .. -- 2
Iatche ... _.. _.......... _...... _... _..... . __ .... _.. _.. _. _........ _•... boxe . . 2
Icatorpork __________ .... ____ .... ____ ........ ____ .... ···- ____ ....•.. pound .. 4
EM RK . . -They ar
·v n all th fi hand eal oil they want. B ans giv n one
w k and ri e the next week.
a.l m at is not weighed, a th y g t all they want
during th e on. Tobacc i earn d by tho who work overtime, after January
1, 18 5.
ne- ixth pound of tobacco given a. week until January 1, 1 95.
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a list made out accordingly. It was found in going through the supplies that some things were not sufficient to last through the year,
consequently such things, as you will notice, were distributed only every
other week. On alternate weeks another kind of provisions was given
out instead. In this way, and by using all the fish the people could
eat, and by bringing some provisions from Golovin Bay, our limited
supply proved sufficient. I think it must be admitted that the rations
actually given out satisfied the people.
Both the herder and the a,p prentices have oeen well and warmly
clad, so that they could be out of doors at any time and in all kinds of
weather without suffering. The kind and quality of clothing you will
find under the account of each individual and also the cost of the
same. I find in your instructions that all the apprentices were to
receive the same amount, so that no one might get more than hi share,
but I have not been able to live up to tbi , since one man sometimes
absolutely needs what is not required by another. Hence I find it
much bett r to let each one have what clothing he actually need without giving the ame article to others who did not need it, but no great
difference on the average will be found in the treatment of the different
individuals.
THE HERDERS' DOGS.

As heretofore stated, we brought with us from Lapland 10 trained
dogs, 5 pairs. Only 9 of these reached the nited States and only of
them San Francisco. On the other hand, the number wa filled on our
arrival at Port Clarence, 2 pups having been born on tbe way. One of
these pups was given to Captain Holland, so that we had 9 when we landed
at the station. It was difficult to tell who was the most plea eel, the
Lapps or the dogs, at once more setting foot on solid earth and at seeing
reindeer. But if the running and barking are to be taken as evidence,
the dogs appeared to have had the greatest pleasure. The fact that
the dogs were happy was al o noticed by the herd when it, after being
imprisoned for months, was et at liberty and ran by the side of their
enemie . The reindeer here nev r before having been watched with
dogs were quite unmanageable in the beginning, a they al o looked upon
these dogs as their foes, against whom it was nece sary to defend themelve . For tbi reason the dog had all they could do to ave their
kins, and there wa many a race between a reindeer and a dog, the
doc,. in front and the reindeer trying to get near enough to u e it antler, on hi enemy, but the e races alway ended by the reindeer b coming weary of the pur uit. The deer thought it ha<l put the en my out
of harm's way, but no ooner had it turn d before the dog again was
at it heels, and now the race was inverted, the deer b ing chased by
the dog.
Thi experiment wa repeated again and again hundred of time
until the dog became too weary to do any more work, but there wa
alway a new lot of dog to end out and take the place of th exhau ted
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ones, so that the reindeer :finally had to yield and submit patiently to
the barks of the dogs. At :first the herd could not be driven in any
given direction with the dog. All the dogs could do was to keep the
herd together. The apprentices seemed well pleased with these dog
and apparently liked them much better than they liked the Lapps.
Being asked how they liked the Lapps after having been with them on
watch the first night, they answered that they liked the dogs very
well, as they now did the running in place of themselves. Now the
apprentices are unwilling to get the herd without a dog, as the dogs
have perfect control of the herd, a result gained after two months'
barking. The herd can now be driven in any direction desired, straight
or in a circle.
It has given us much trouble to keep the blood of these dogs pure
from mixture, as there is an endless number of dogs and races of dog
in this region. So far we have had complete success. The only mixture that bas taken place is with a Scotch collie she dog brought by
you. The offspring of these two breeds of dogs promise well. There
are now two of these bastards being trained with the herd, and they
appear to be very peaceable and careful with the animals. Only one of
the collies brought here is kept at the station. The others, together
with the half-breed collie and Eskimo dogs, were intended to be killed;
but when Mr. W. T. Lopp wanted them they were all sent to him-that
is, to Cape Prince of Wales. The females of these were sent back to
the tation in the course of the winter to be paired with the Lapp dog ,
and in due time they were returned to Mr. W. T. Lopp, who now ha a
sufficient number of dogs of the right kind with his herd. One pair
of the Lapp pup were sent to .Anti arlook's herd and one pair are now
being trained to go with the first herd to be sent away. In addition to
this, we still have a few pups that will be given to the apprentice , and
we will continue in thi manner until everybody i upplied. But it
is doubtful whether the apprentice and the other station will be able
toke 1 the dog from becoming wolve by getting mixed with the
E kim dog- for th ability to do herding i lo t · by thi kind of mixture. The oft' pring b come arniverou and not herding dog . Thi
i to be proven by th half-bre d collies and E kimo dog th, t
re
her but h r will , lway b an opp rtuni y of getting full-blooded
dog from thi ·tation a' long a we hav full-blood d tock.
'LED D
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TRAVELING WITH REINDEER.

By Tappan Adney. Published by the courtesy of "Our Animal Friends."
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together with ome other thing , were given to .A.ntisarlook as a starting outfit in life. In the cour e of the winter and spring we found no
u for the dog . All our work could be done by the aid of the reinde ,r. In May and the fir t half of June, when we had the best roads
for hauling lumber and fuel, dog could not be used on account of the
icy cru t of now, which wa too sharp for the dog,' feet, cutting them
to t
uick, so that they could not walk, much less haul loads.
nl ·
hen dogs can be made u eful at the station is in the
T
um
nly u e they can be put to i to haul rafts of lumber
F r thi pnrpo ewe have now procured six dogs.
alo
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ancl makes them run with the head and not with the side in front. Our
harnesse have also been examined, discussed, and tried by the other
white people in Alaska, and all agree in regard to their excellence. I
do not know whether our pattern of harnesses bas been used at Cape
Prince of Wales, but two sets of harnesses have been made for our
appreutices and sent up there. It is probable that the Siberian harnesses improved by Mr. W. T. Lopp are used there, as everybody is
inclined to like bis own patent best. Antisarlook used the harnesses
made at this station, and he received two sets on his departure. He
says: '' It is plenty good; Siberian not good."
David Johnson, instructor at the mission school in Unalaklik, who
last winter made a missionary journey along the coast up to Cape
Prince of Wales, on which journey he also paid us a visit, has te ted
various harnesses used in training and driving oxen, and on the 19th
of April, 1895, he wrote me as follows:
Since I came home I have been busy training the bulls. I had Laplanders' harnesses made for them. I drive them with double lines, but single traces. Tried the
yoke and the old Laplander harness, but found the one that is in use now worked best.

As Mr. David Johnson is well acquainted with all the ways of driving in America, both with oxen and with horses, and is familiar with
all the different kinds of harnesses, ancl doubtless has tested all, he
:finds that the Lapland reindeer harnesses are the best also for oxen-a
matter in which I entirely agree with him. I think it would therefore
be a good thing if some American farmers, in localities where oxen are
exten ively used, would try this kind of harne s, and I have no doubt
that it would produce a great revolution and improvement in the manner of driving oxen in America. Of this I have not tbe lighte t doubt.
The Lapland harne is certainly better than the yoke or any other
kind of harness, both for animals and for driver. It is not claimed
that we know more about driving than people do in America, but it
should be remembered that the people who have reached thi r ult
with harnesse are a nation who for hundred of years ha e had to
depend upon draft animal re embling oxen, and a a con equence they
have made many improv ment . The harne
were te ted for y ar
before they were :finally adopted, and the r ult ha been the adoption
of the harne e now in u .
Looking at the matter from this standpoint, it i fair to pre ume that
an impro m nt would ome from uch a nation if it i to com a all.
In merica all the attention ha. b en con ntrated on improvin the
barn
. of hor e , and the re ult have be n highly , ati factor whil
it i doubtle. tru that th barn
of oxen parti ularly in lat r ye r;
ha not r c iv d th a tention to which it i entitled. Th he ru
of
o n ught to b ·ou:id red
long a thi animal ha to d th main
work in ·l riuO' th land. From the work Ii t hich , end ou
wm b abl to e h bo h th herder and th appr nti e h
mpl d during the y ar. In order hat th variou kind , of , rk
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and in tructiou might be omewbat equitably divided, it was thought
be t to ke p an account, made up every month, and followed through
the week.
t the nd of the week it would be added up so as to show
how many animal each man had la soed and milked; how many miles
each one bad driven.
From the Ii t it will appear that ome of the Lapps have been kept at
the tatiou more than other . The reason for tbi. was that these were
best qualified for variou kind of work-that is, for making harness
as well a for making slecis and for preparing materials for building,
for tanning and preparing skin , for driving and training animals, etc.
For training animal , Mikkel J osefseu akkila and J oban Speinsen
Tornensis are the mo t competent, not only in Port Clarence, Ala ka,
but also in Kontokeino, Lapland. Hundred of reindeer have been
left with them by the other Lapps to be trained, the owners being lefls
skilled in this branch of reindeer industry. In Lapland it is customary
to give the one who train th reindeer the free use of it for one year-no mall consideration, as they there have an opportunity of carrying
passengers and transporting goods at so much per mile-a very profitable bu ine . From this it may be seen how important it is con idered
to have the sled deer well trained, in order to get the best result from
the capacity of the animal to do work.
The Lapp who have been kept with the herd most of the time have
several trong points in herding, in being careful and attentive to its
want , and among them I must mention Per Aslaksen Ri t. Ile i
regarded a the mo t reliable and careful man for herding reindeer.
Such also was hi reputation in Lapland, where he was intru ted with
local office , being a member of the board of supervisors and member
of the court of consent. He is al o the best of our herders and a man
who in Lapland always owned bis own and ·till owns a herd of 1,150
reindeer. It seems that his statements and views in regard to the
moving of the herd, in regard to the quality of the pasture , and in
regard to matters in general are law to the other herders and to the
apprentices. They never contradicted him in such things, but quietly
recognized his superiority in this field. To this must be added his
great talent for managing a numper of subordinate , a quality which
he ha acquired by many years practice in Lapland.
As I have heretofore informed yon, thi man did not come simply for
the purpose of adding a few dollars to those which he already owns,
but also for the purpose of making observations in regard to the
Alaskan reindeer enterprise and to get acquainted with the climate and
other conditions. If it should become necessary for some of the Laplanders to emigrate from Lapland, it will doubtless rest with him to
decide whether or not the emigrant8 are to go to Ala ka.
The other Laplanders, to wit, Aslak Larsen Somby, Samuel Kemi,
and Mathis Eira, are also excellent herders. A.slak Lar en Somby and
Mathis Eira are al o thoroughly schooled in fishing, so that both foe
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apprentices and the other Eskimos have the opportunity of learning
many new and better ways and methods of catching fish.
In addition to the people named in the list of workmen, the writer
has also taken part in making sleds, harness, and in building: I also
built an ice boat which drifted out of the harbor on the ice last November. It has been reported that the boat was found by the Eskimo a
few days later and was s·tripped of the sails and iron without sending
any information in regard to the discovery. Everything was stolen
and a settlement will be made with the thieves as soon as they are
caught. I have also made a boat 20 feet long u~ed in fishing, and T. L.
Kjellman is at present engaged iu building a man boat.
My spare time has been devoted to tanning hides and skins and to a
thousand and one different things, so that my time hai::, been too short,
even during these long summer days.
It has been said that the Eskimos lose their respect for laboring
white men. My view of this matter is different. In the first place,
the Eskimos would be apt to continue the work in their own awkward
manner and never really acquire any of the easier methods of civilization, unless they see good work done. The re ult of thi i that
they never will become able to support themselves in any other manner than they do now. That i. to say, they will make no progr ss
excepting in reading, an acquisition which they do not value very
highly when their tomach are empty and require more fl. 11. In
the next place, I believe that re p ct jg more ea Dy maintaiued even
if the superintendent work from morning to night. The fact that
he labors and con tautly keeps bjm elf employed, doing omethin()'
or other, gives a valuable example to tho e about him. The indu ·try
of the uperintendent makes the E kimo understand that a living iL
the reward of labor, and that it is not birth or color of the kin which
makes a man, but hi work and hi onduct. We have seclll' d all
the r pect that can fairly be demanded of uncivilized men, and n
order has ver been directly neglected, though there may l1av b en
some indir ct evasion , but I think the most of them have 1 aru d by
thi time that it i u ele to try to di obey an ord r directly or iudir tly. The E kimo have al o been con inced that jt is b t t be
obedient and do what i a 1- d of them, and they ha oft n tl1 u ht
that no more is required of them than they an ea ily p rform. v ith
a ti w xception , their condu t ha b en ntirely, ati. fa ·tory, and matter are progre ing without any riou jar .
Th re ult of catching eal ha not amount d t much, and I 1 ul>t
wh ther a continuan e of it will p, y. On the L h of ctob r ,·L of
our appr ntice were nt out t Poiot p nc r wh r th c·~ t bin f
, l had then be!!'lm. Th w r w 11 quipp d with goo 1 ritie: and
mmuniti n, with oth r implem nt and with ro i i n for tw w k
and 1uipm nt
np rior to tho possessecl by ny chief for tu
purp
Ou th 2 th of th ·,. rn, m 11 h h •y 1· turn• l with :-
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whi h wa. th r ul of t, o we k ' work by those men well equipped.
For th killing f the 5 ,·eal they had u d 175 cartridges. When
we add t thi: th pr vi i n an l th ammunition for a shotgun, these
5
al b, m prett cl ar. From the Ii t of purcha e it will be seen
that the 5 al oulcl ha, e b en bought for about 4.
On the 1 t of h am month I equipped and s nt out a new compan
on i ting of five other of our apprentice , but these had to
r turn· by land on th 2d f ovember on account of unfavorable condition of the ic . Th whol bay wa fill d with ice o that they could
not o- t t Point p n r.
fter the ic had be ome sufficiently solid
exp dition , onld b m, cl now and th n to th edge of the ice about
10 r 12 mil fr m th htnd, and the r ult of all the e expeditions was
th
f 2 , al . In th middl of F bruary, when the winter
s
pla<' n ar P la ro l , b w n 0ape Prince of Wales andou
nt ut m1 . p diti n con i tilig of three of our best
I diti n wa" gone fiv w k , during which time they
ot ju t on
, I, , nd thi n th y had at n before they came home.
On their r turn th y inform d m that F'O artridg s which they had
u ed ii1 J illing thi one eal had not be n u ed for tbi purpo e, but
had b n gi n to the fatb r aud brother of the apprentic s. Once
mor , lat r, tri d to nd a man out, but he had no better luck than
th other , and after an c. bsence of two weeks he returned without any
eal. In Jun our a ppr ntic
hot 4 seals near the tation.
The fi. hing did not amount to very mu h la t fall, for w arrived here
too lat . The alinon ft bing had already end d, nor did we bring any
nitable fi. hing tackle, and none uch wa to be found at the , tation.
Still we made a few ·almon ine and with hem we caught enough for
our daily us . The E kimo apprentice had no way of ecuring :fi h
and had to get their daily want upplied from :fi h caught by the Lapps.
Later in the fall a election from all the different nationalities were
ent up to the lake , and they brought back some t mcod and ome
herring, and of the herring enough was alt d to upply the want of
the Lapp during th wint r.
In the cour e of the winter three differ nt kind of eine were
made which will be u ed for catching :fi h thi ummer, and think
that a winter upply of ft h will be ecured. Thi will involve a gr at
saving, in e meat and ft h are very expen ive. On of the e eine ha
lately been u ed. The ice drifted from one side to the oth r, 1 aving an
open body of water. The ice may be said to have been gone since the
27th of June. With this s ine we have aught a considerable amount
of tomcod, not only enough to keep our E kimo con tautly employed
in dre sing and drying them, but also enough to give the other E kimo
familie , who have their tents here on the a hore, all they want; and
so the latter al o have been bu y hanging up fish to dry for their winter
supply.
As this work of catching fi h i done in the evening after working
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hours, and as it does not take more than an hour at a time, we are
going to continue it until we have caught all we need for our winter
supply. It is not much trouble to run down to the beach and haul
from 30 to 40 barrels of tomcod ashore, but for the Eskimos with their
primitive implements it would require a whole summer's patient toil to
secure this amount of fish. When we take into consideration that the
existence of these people during the winter depends upon the amount
of fish they can save in the summer, it is no wonder that they are very
grateful when they receive 30 to 40 barrels of fish at a time as a present. In my recommendations I shall have something more to say about
the fishing near the station.
Of visits to other herds, I have made only one, partly because it was
not found necessary this year and partly for other reasons which I
will mention later on.
As heretofore stated, I sent, in accordance with your instructions, a
herd to Cape Prince of Wales last fall. I have not visited this herd
since and know but little about it. The reason why I did not make a
visit there is partly that the herd was managed by a man famili!1'r with
the care of reindeer-a white man-and also that the distance is so
short, only 60 miles, and the intercourse between these two places
so lively during the winter-that is to say, for Alaska-that every
change and everything done at this station and with our herd is at
once found out at Cape Prince of Wales, and in this way any improvements made here can be adopted there. That herd was given to the
missiou station unconditionally, permitting the manager there to do
a he pleased with the herd, his only obligation being the making of
an annual report to the Bureau of Education. I did not find this
unrea onable, but it determined my action in regard to vi itin()' that
herd. In your instructions you probably intended to omit this herd so
far a vi iting on my part was concerned.
Anti arlook' herd was ent with a Laplander as chief manager
during the moving of the herd, but it was not regarded a nece ary
or ven de irable to have Lapland r continue to manage tlle h rd.
Tlle object wa to find out what the E kimo could do when they were
left entirely to themselve to manage and plan as they plea ed. The
purpo e wa to ee what they would do when both the r pon ibility
and the work and the profit were left to th m without any interferen e.
Tb a1 p and two other apprentice return d to the station ,
n
as th herd and th amp had b en e tabli hed. There wa no ri 1~ in
leaving v rything t th jud ment of th ◄, kimo a the di tance
b t, n nti arlook' h rd aud ur wa only 3 mile and th m an
of c mmuni ·ation, the dog ·I d.· were in ·on taut u e, o that in a e
n thin r hould go wr ng w ould reach that h rd in half a da and
a ·um it m na m nt but thi · did not b m n ce ·ary.
tw • nth
th of ◄ bru ry and th L th of .:\Tar h
nti arlo k
h r r h d n h lp ;vh
r from th
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in regard to the herd, and yet they had done everything to my complete ati faction. The only thing that they had not attended to,
but which they doubtle had under tood, wa that they kept the herd
in a place that wa in ufficiently protected. The result was that the
herd had twice been scattered during storm , but both times the reindeer had been found and brought together again. It was my object
to find a good heltered place for Charley's herd before the time came
for the dropping of the fawn . After wandering about for two days, I
found uch a place about 20 miles farther ea t. We then moved the
herd and the camp to thi place, and one of our apprentices was taken
with u from the tation and placed in the ·amp, together with the
other people. Ilaving attend d to this matter, I continued my journey
ea tward along the coa t to Golovin Bay, partly to get acquainted
with the nature of the country and find out where there were good
pastur , and the condition of the snow, and to see whether the herds
which were in the future to be ent to Golovin Bay and to ukon
might be driven that way, and partly for the purpo e of bringing from
Golovin Bay some additions to our winter upply. From Anti arlook's
herd, I continued with five reindeer and three led . I went only a
short di ta.nee each day, as the weather was stormy and much snow
wa drifting. Be ide the reindeer were not trained, it being the first
time that they were in harne . As is u ually the case with untrained
animals, many turn were made along the road here and there, but this
gave u all a better opportunity to find out the things that we were
looking for with regard to tbe pasture , etc.
On the 20th of March we arrived at Golovin Bay and were well received by Mr. John A. Dexter and his wife. Their kindness, together
with that of Mr. and Mr . Hultberg, the last named the teacher at the
mis ion chool there, made our stay at thi place a genuine rest. We
had our daily bu tle with boxes, barrels, bag , fish, and unmanageable
reindeer, so we had a refre hing vacation. On the 31st of March we
returned to the station, after having once more visited Antisarlook's
herd.
In reference to the reindeer que tion we learned on this journey that
three places between Port Clarence and Golovin Bay are suited for wintering with reindeer. Of these Charley will have one; the second is
west of Sitah, and the third near Ohamo. These three winter quarters
are ufficient for this distance, as there will not be pa ture for more than
three herds. On the other hand, there is summer pasture for thou and
of reindeer. Furthermore, we found that the herd , which in the future
are to be driven outhward, hould not be driven around along the oa t,
but directly aero s the land to Golovin Bay, as the country i not well
uited for a rapid journey with a herd.
On my return home a Lapp family, to wit, Aslak L. Somby, were
equipped and ent to take charge of Antisarlook's herd hile the fawns
were dropped. The Lapp family returned to this station on the 20th of
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May, the calving time being over, and reported that eighty fawns had
been born, of which only one died, it having fallen over a precipice.
There is one of the herders, Tatpan, who has b en at thi station
one year, and who doubtless does his duty as best he can, but the other
watch is said to be very poor, and, as a consequence of tlii , we have to
send three reindeer belonging to .Antisarlook's herd to pasture a few
miles from our station. These three animals have been looked after a
couple of times a week until our herd gets to where it can be incorporated with it. On account of the ice we are unable at present to get .
any information from .Antisarlook; but as soon as boats can ply I shall
get information in regard to the facts. In case anything should go
wrong a Lapp will at once be dispatched to take charge.
From the following copy from the sick list you will be able to judge
of the condition of the members at the station:
Name.

ickness or it cause.

Reported
sick.

Reported
well.

Wack rock . ........... ....... .. .. Fev r .......... .. ......... . .. ..•...... 0 t. 30,1894
ov. 20,1894
Tatl)an........................... old ......... ...... . ..... ................. do . ......
ov. 3,1894
Leask. ,ekog(wloomka.n·)· ..
· ·.·.·.·.··.·.·.·.·_·.·.·..··..·.· Cuthisfoot .... ........... ..... .... ... Nov. 7,1894 Jan. 5,19!>
Lung disease; cough..................
ov. 19, 1894 , till sick.
0
0
Frederik Larsen ................. Froz n feet .. ......................... :Feb. 12,195 far. 25,1895
Martin Lar en... . ... ........... . ut thlgh with knrn ..... ............ Apr. 3, 1895 Iay 14, 1895
Frederik Larsen ....... .. .. ...... Boil. ........ '. .......... . .·.... .. . ...... Apr. 5, 1895 1 A pr. 23, 1895
Do. ........ .......... ...... . Blind d by sun ancl snow . ............ May 3, 1895 :May 12, 1895
Taooteek ......•................. Fever ................................. Junel0,1895 June 23,1895

From thi Ii t it will appear that ince tho 30th of Octo
omeone
has been ick all th ime or unfitted for work on a count of
illne .
It appear , however, that there ha not been much ick11
h n we
take into con ideration the total number of people. I have
If been
well all the time, and I have not had a ·ingle day indi. po ition.
There bas been one death and two birt
t the tation. One E kimo
child and one Lapp child w re born. Th
kimo child i living, while
the child of the Lapp di d on aft r it
born and wa buri d in a
cem tery d die
by Rev. T. L. Brevig. In thi
m tery a white
man had pr vi
y
·
· , perhap
·
themedich
·
·
~yprm
·
ur of the
1
with indif
di·
. On
Br
n
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appearance having been built higher and some additions have also
been made.
room was constructed last fall back of the main building for a torehouse. In this all bartering with the Eskimos and the
distribution of upplies take place. We have also added a private
room for the uperintendent and another for Rev. Brevig, and also a
kitchen. The a tend of the main building was arranged as a dwelling for the minister and his family. The middle part of the building
_h as been u ed as a schoolroom and the east end is used by the uperintendent, a was the ca e with my predeces or.
The snow drifted around about the house aided materially in shutting in the heat, a the house wa literally buried in snow up to the
rafters, o that tunnel. thirty feet long had to be made, through wbich
we went in and out. We made similar tunnel ten to fifteen feet long
to each window by the aid of barrels, out of whi h we took the bottom
and top. These barrels were placed in the upper end of the e light
tunnel·, and through the e holes, fifteen to twenty feet long, we obtained
a small amount of light. Seen from a di tance, the barrel look like
large Krupp cannon sticking- out of the now banks, and civilized
people would doubtle s have taken the station for a fortification of
now uppli d with very heavy cannon. Thus, in a sense, we lived
under ground, a mode of life which seems to be preferred e en by white
men after they have spent a few years in Alaska. Wherever you go,
you find men talking about building their hou e under ground; that
is to say, they bury themselve alive.
In the course of the year we have put up the following new buildings:
1. A house for the herders and apprentices built of lumber and
thatched with traw. It i 24 feet long, 16 feet wide, and 10 feet high,
has five window and two door . Ila a wooden partition which
divides the building into two room , one u ed by the Lapps, the other
by the E kimo . Then there i a loft where a part of the people 1 ep.
This i the third house of this kind at the station.
2. A temporary carpenter shop built of lumber, thatched with walru
skins. It i 16 feet long, 14 feet wide, and 6 feet high. It ha two
windows and a door. In this building most of the sleds ha e been
made. Here the boat have been built, and here also the hide and
skin have been tanned.
3. A choolhou e 33 feet long, 22 feet wide, and 10 feet high. It ha
, ix window and a door; built of lumber, but ha not as et b, n
thatch d for want of walru kins.
Th n a black mith shop has been fitted up in the subterran an dwelling built by Miner W. Bruce.
This i all that we have been able to do and it i · our iutention to
have new building fitted up until the lumber drifting in here ha been
exbau ted, and th following is our future plan of building: {l) A
large convenient hou e for the appr ntice ; (2) ome important chan es
in the main building ; (3) a larger workshop; (4) a larger storehou e;
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(5) a smokehouse for smoking meat and :fish; (6) a bathhouse accord.
ing to the northern Russian pattern; (7) a cold storehouse underground
for the preservation of game caught in the summer, and for seal meat
and seal oil; (8) quarters for Eskimos that come here, so that they do
not have to lodge with our apprentices, as they have had to do the
past year. It is impossible to keep them out without constant watching; (9) a house for boats and implements, where such things can be
kept during the winter. The boats particularly are very much damaged by standing out in the snow all winter long.
How soon the houses here mentioned will be :finished I am unable to
say, but we will keep on working at them until the cold weather sets
in, unless we should receive instructions to the contrary from you.
The furniture belonging to the station consists of some stoo,s, which
are in the same splendid condition as wheri. I assumed charge. The tools
and other implements are in :fine condition, thanks to our blacksmith
and the blacksmith shop. Of the rifles and other weapons sent, one
shotgun is unfit for use, and it was so utterly dilapidated on my arrival
that it can not be put in order outside of a gunsmith shop, consequently
I will send it to the United States next fall. You doubtless perceived
last fall when you were here there was only one rifle in a condition
fit to be used: My father at once began repairing, and in the course of
the winter he has put all the weapons and hundreds of other implements in good order.
I seize this opportunity of mentioning some little things and events
which have occurred at the station and in its vicinity. Some of these
· things will be mentioned in the log book, but I think it worth while to
repeat them here.
The four Eskimo police appointed at this station last year I discharged upon my arrival and no new police have since been appointed.
When I first heard of thi system of police, I formed a favorable impression of it, but after thinking the matter over more carefully my mind
was changed and the re ult was that I di charged the police. We need
no polic for our personal protection. How far the station and chool
ought to have a police officer i a question which I will not at this time
discu , but under all the circum tances such a police should consist of
civilized men who are suppo ed to have ome idea of right and wrong,
and not barbarians utterly without any idea of the e things. Furthermore, one policeman instead of four would be ufficient. One of the
four policemen who la t year received pay from the tation shot his
neighbor la t winter becau e he had tolen five reindeer kins from him.
Thi murd r o curred only a few yard from the . tation. The four
policem n bad a comp n ation of 2 ack of flour for the year. The
made use of in di tributing thing a Chri tma re valu of th
nt among our E ·ltimo neighbor . I made up pa kages containing a
few und f flour, a £ w pound of b an , and read for each family
in b Tl irrl b rh d and u hri tma Ev I ut for a man from ea h
family t com and t h bundl . They w nt home with happy faces
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and full of gratitude. We thought best not to play Santa Claus and
carry the presents to the hou~es with the reindeer. From the account
you will ee that no more was used for these Christmas presents than
heretofore has been paid to the police, and I think the station was more
benefited by the re ult of this distribution, since we gained the good
will, not of four policemen, but of the whole community.
Mrs. T. L. Brevig and frs. Kjellmann made, under the circumstances,
a very nice Chri tma tree, which was visited both by the children a11d
grown people. Some presents were given to the children, while all
recejved bread and butter alld some taffy.
Through you I take the liberty of reque~ting the friends of mi ions
who send pre ents to Ala ka to send useful things, a , for in ·tance,
~man tools, of which these people are very poorly supplied. .A box of
toy tool will do rnore good, make the E kimos more happy, and contribute more to ivilizing them than one thousand picture card , no
matter how beautiful or costly they may be. A few tools for oldering
and ome tin and acid would be very useful, a the people here u e tin
cooking utensil, almo t exclusively.
W have had no traffic at all in liquor. The Eskimos are too poor in
thi vjcinity to !Juy ready-made whi ky, and if they now and then have
a little sirup and sugar th e things taste too nice in the mouth of the
Eskimo to be changed into liquor.
Of oth r illegal traffi ·, there ha been ome, partly in the immediate
vicinity of the tation, but it bas mostly been co11 Mned to primers.
Tra,v ling agent have sold a on iderable quantity of these and have
th reby given gr at pleasure to the Eskimo in the neighboring village .
We have made quite a number of skee in the cour e of the winter,
and aft r a little practice the E kimo seemed to prefer the e to their
now hoe , but it tak s a little time to learn how to use the kees,
which will be found exceedingly u ef'ul jn these regions. Th apprentice had many a fall, but many of them have made ufficient progre s
to be abl to make good u e of them. The introduction of, kee among
the E kimo mu t be r garded a a v ry important step for their
advancement. We had abundant evidence of thi , and only a few days
after the fir t pair of kee had been finished a large number of boys
came from tlle neighboring villages to practice on kee made by themelve in imitation of our .
By adopting our kee the boot of the Lap ~ also had to be adoptedthat i to ay, ther had to be a hook put on at the toe to ke p the foot in
th kee . Our apprentic u d the Lap boot the whole winter, and
the E kimos became very much attached to the quare Lap cap . The
E kimos have al o begun imitating the Lap in gr a ing the leather
in tead of u ing the kin a taken from h animal . Tanning of the
leather and kin', and the Lap ft bing tackle, have al o been adopted,
and thu the E kimo · have made con iderable progre .
I hall now pre ent a few ob rvation and recommendation . There
will be a great many of them, but I wilJ tate them briefly.
B. Doc. 92, pt. 3-41
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In t.be first place, I have to discuss the situation of thh; station. I
have already heretofore said tbat my first impressions were not favorable, a11d 1t bas since become evident on many occasions that a better
place might have been chosen not far from here. When I say better, I
mean better for the herd and for the reindeer industry. In other respects
a more favorable spot could hardly have been found. 1 That which most
prevents the prosperity of the animals is the dampness of the ground,_
everywhere. Moreover, the landscape is monotonous-flat, without
hills and deep valleys, where the snow lies until late in the summer,
the best kind of medicine for a lierd of reindeer. 'l'he greatest danger
of losing reindeer i the ceaseless wind from the north during the
whole winter and from the south and southwest during the whole summer. The latter winds are, however, not of great importance, but the
biting cold wind in the winter keeps the animals from eating. They
gather together a closely as possible to keep themselves warm. The
animal expo ed to the wind and cold continually run to the other ide,
and in this manner they continue u11til tbe storm becomes too violent
and blows through the whole herd and catters them.
A oon as the herd i scattered all the heads are turned with the
wind and away they run until the storm i over. The storm may continue for week at a time. The reindeer continue to run until they
· find some "heltered place, where they begin to eat without thinking of
returning. If so much money bad not alr ady been spent in buildiug
up the hou e here, the station ought to b moved, even if no farther
than to the south ide of Grantley Harbor or on the same side of Lake
Imaurook, where the ground, the pa ture , and the climate are excellent.
In el cting apprentice it would not be well to choo e the best hunt ·
man among the E kim
r the fact that a man i a ucce ful hunt man
show that his trong
utere ts lie in the dir ction of a hunter' lifi ;
that thi view i' corr
ha been demon, trated by our apprentice .
The liking for huutin
a hindrance to the intere t in herding and
taking car of reindeer, and bunter ar J10t willing to .,ettle down to
the om what confining Iii of a herd r. To thi, liould be a<lded that
all tho e among the E kimos who live where there i, eal fl hing, and
who on that account ar good, zealou hunt men, are the one. who in the
Ion
run ·
maintain them elve withont reind r. Th y
w·
ge t
th ir ·upport from the , al.
prenti
houl
u w h are like]
be the fir
h lp
in obtainiu
·
e
imo, who
th
fiord · and
1
1
nothing t
th ir
hun r ··
r
t and
m
I
1ili
fu
~b
co
.
l c d h can. • of it. advantag • for landiiw. uppli R for th~ h rd
agoin ve . l an not afoly nter Grautl •y Harbor.
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The,"e people are more accu tomed to life in the interior of the country.
They take an interest in fl hiug, which does not binder, but, on the contrary, add, to, their usefulness as herderR, since fishing a it is here
conducted can well be uuited with herdil1g, a11d both things can be
looked. aner at tlie ame time, while seal catching and herding can not
ue clone ,·imultaneously, the territory of each being so far apart. In
the next place, I think it would be better to take the apprentice
directly from the E kimo people and not from any of the mission
station . The habit they have acquired at such stations and the
many toils of a herder's life are widely separated. How far it is
advi able to keep apprentice, of the E kimos and Indians together
it i not ea· y to determine, but it does not seem to me to be advisable.
The two race are o different in language and cu toms that they do
not ~eem to thrive together. I do not mean to say that the Indian
hould not have an opportunity to learn the art of herding remdeer,
but I hould think the matter might be so arranged that those two
race ould be appr nticed in different places. I have simply mentioned tbi o that you may take it into consideration.
o much ha been aid and written about the impending aud pre ent
want of food among the E kimo that I need not repeat it here. I hav
neither the ability nor a ufficient knowledge of tlie fact , out8ide of a
very limited territory, to be able to present auythi11g new or of importance in thi ' dir ction. I may, however, mention a way in which the
pre 'ent want might b temporarily Ruppliecl without great cost on the
part of the Government. It appears that the fl hermen are the fir t to
ueed help ince th y neither po es 11or are able to purcba e suitable
tackle. Their implement are at lea t :five hundred year behind the
time '. Th y are made from , trip of seal kin (, eal thonO'), Thi
material grow annually more expen ive and difficult to get, ince the
eal fl ·hing d crea.· and the u, of the kirn, incr a e . The demand
for al kin i' gr atly incr a. d on account of the large nnmber of
white p ple who annually co~ne to thi. com1try. Th E kimo of the
interior-that i ', tho e Esl imo ' who liv by fi, hing-ar uot able to
kill any of the eat· them Ive , a they live too far away from the
:fl hin°· ground. They hav to buy both the ·kin', thong, and oil, as
they n d eal oil for Ji,rht and food.
11 the thing , which are o
nece ary for their upport, mu t be paid for with fish, a:,; they have no
fur to barter with and a.· the price of the eal i continually ri ing, it
take a large part of their :fl, h upply to pay for the.·e thing·.
Th r i till an abundanc of ft h if the Iii kim only bad b •tter
fl bing tackl and more knowl c.lge in the u e of it. I therefore take
th liberty to recommend to the Governm nt to furni. h a upply of twine
for fl hing ta kle- o. 2 oft laid-auu to di tribut it, mong th population here. The xpen e would not be large, ince about 500 pound of
thread would · ·upply a ver large number of people. In ·truction in
making and in the u
f mod rn :fl bing tackle and the di tribution of
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thread among the people would certainly be assumed by every missionary in the locality where the Eskimos are found in considerable
numbers. In this way about $150 a year would give temporary relief
to the most pressing distress until the reindeer have become sufficiently
numerous to furnish a livelihood to these poor people. It i-s to be
expected that the reindeer will :finally solve the problem and become the
source of future wealth to all Alaska.
I would recommend that you appoint a capable physician at the Btation. A compliance with this recommendation is of the greatest
importance. It is hardly proper to keep :fifty persons together here
without the least intelligent medical aid or the opportunity of getting
to where such can be found in any direction. This matter has often
been alluded to by the Lapps when they have been sick. My dear
Dr. Jackson, please do what you can to have a physician located here,
in order that not only those living here and at the neighboring tations, but also the whole Eskimo population, may not have to resort to
the heathen medicine men-that is to say, to the miserable witches
among the Eskimos. These medicine men ought to be punished for
their practice and for the bondage in which they keep the whole population. Death is frequently the result of their meddling, and they
bleed their victims in all directions, so that it is difficult to state which
is to be preferred-to die, or to get well and be compelled to feed
and maintain one more person in future; that is, the one who saved
the life, according to their views. These medicine men never work,
but they live in luxury on their victims and among the relatives of
their victim . There are a great number of tbi kind of medicine men,
occupying various degrees in their art, and they con tjtute no mall
burden in the community in which they live, and they are of no u '0
whatever.
To quote one example out of many hundred, I may relate that during
my journey to Golovin Bay la t winter I pent the night in an E kimo
hut where the woman in the hon wa paralyzed from the hip do n.
By a king que tion and by conver ation, it appeared that the family
had no boat and a area on for thi it wa tated that the medi ine
man bad forbidden any of the member of tbe family to own a boat. If
a boat h uld com into th po · ' ion of the family th woman would
die, for th n the m dicin man ould lo ·e hi power ov r the evil pirit
whi h had tak n it abod in the woman feet, and thi pirit would
then pr ad it lf ov r h r whol bod , and be w uld d1 . Fully
b Ii ving thi ·tatement by them di ·in man, th family bad n t bad
a boat for y r f any kind what v r. Thi wa a gr at di advantag ,
a th famil wer
blig d to , upp rt b m el
by fishing from the
bank < nd hi. w , ery little, <'in e in rd r to ·at h thi mall mount
of fi h th famil had to mov far away from th ir peopl and liv in a
xp : d and arr 11. It a. h w V' r,
itnat d
pl· · tl1 t w~
r t · m m an
f a liv liho d. In pite of all
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tbi , the family felt grateful to the great medicine man among them
becau ·e he was able to keep the evil spirit from spreading itself and
killing the woman. In thi ca e only one family was kept in bondage,
but it often happen that a whoJe neighborhood suffers, since the e
medicine men predict all kin<l of misfortunes if anyone in the village
doe tbi thing or that, no matter how necessary it may be to the support of life.
By bringing civilized pby icians to accessible places, this annoyance
would soon be put down and in the near future it would disappear, but
to rob these icrnorant people of . omething without giving them something el. e in place of it would doubtless be improper. In addition to
all thi it hould also be r membered that Port Clarence is the only
suitable harbor in this region. It is a central and favorable trysting
place for the fleet of the whaler who mio-ht al o get some help from a
pby ician located here.
In regard to the manner and cu toms of the E kimos, I have nothing
to report at thi time, partly on account of my hort sojourn here and
011 account of my ignorance of the language. I have had 110 opportunity of tudying the character of the people sufficiently to get any
intelligeHt description of them. All I can say is, that they are experts
in mall th fts and in begging, and I suppose that their poverty is the
extenuating circum tance.
The law against the importation of rifle and fixe<l ammunition doe not
s em to be of much u e in thi part of Ala ka, as it i only a dead letter.
In your in tructious I have een nothing tated in regard to fuel and
therefor w had to procure thi as best we could. Driftwood wa hauled
to th tation for fuel, and for this purpose only is it serviceabl , but if
we do not get a con iderable upply of driftwood thi ummer an<l very
summer-a fact which I doubt-we. will be placed face to face with the
reality of being utterly de titute of thi ab olutely nece sary article
in thi latitude. The driftwood we found wa plainly the re ult of the
drifting of many umm r . It would urely be no plea ant surpri e in
thi region to b found without fuel, where th wind and the cold come
with an unconditional d mancl to be re p cted. It ha already become
11 that
nece ary to get the fuel from place 10 to 12 mile di taut.
could be found near at hand ha gone up in mok , and the upplie
to be found even within a range of a dozen mile i hardly uffi ·ient
for anoth r year, and wh nit i gone the furth r upply will have to
be brought from the oth r ide of Point pencer, where doubtle· ome
fuel an l> found, but the di tance will be o gr at that it will require
two day for each journ y, and thi tran portation can b carried on
only while the ice i perfectly afe; that i to , ay, duriug the v re t
part of th winter. W mu t al o bear in mind that fodd r for the
reiud r mu t be carried on the e journey , a there are no pa ture on
bar and w ather-b aten P int penc r.
When we take into con ideration that th E kimo are gradually
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u ing more and more driftwood, stoves taking the place of eal-oil
lamps, the pro pects for the future are not brio-ht. I have con idered
the matter very carefully and the re ult of my contemplation I will
pre ent in a recommendation that coal be imported, at lea t enough for
the u e of the school. In that case the supply of driftwood still to be
found in this side of the bay will la t much longer. Herder and
apprentice will po ibly be able to find what they need and the private
people living at the tation will have to be left to them elves to get
fuel a best they can.
Either coal should be imported or a naphtha or electric boat procured
whereby fuel can be towed in rafts during the summer from the outhwest side of Point Spencer and other remote places where timber for
building purpo e: might al ·o be brought to the tation in tead of
importing material from the State . Such a boat would also be u eful
in a hurnlrecl way in connection with fi bing, in connection with and
trallsporting of provisions to the camp, and in making vi it' to the
herd, etc.
Which one of the e recommendations wm be cheapest in th long
run I will leave to you to determine; but I will add that a naphtha or
electric boat would, in addition to bringing fuel be of tliree time a
much use during the year a the ame amount of money spent for coal.
There are everal per ons here who have the nece. ary kill and knowledge to handle and take care of uch a boat.
A no real a i tant ha been appointed at the tation during tb
pa t year, there are doubtle s many things whfrh houlcl have he n
done that have been left undone. One man an only do one thing at a
time. I have the ati fa ·tion of having done th be t I bav b en able
and all the neces ary thing have been don in the right time; and it may
be aid in general that matter have received a good a upervi ion a I
hav be n able to give th m. The que tiou ·on eming an a i. tant will
be di cu ed and d t rrnined when a man arriv h re thi y ar to in pect
the. tation and tran act then ce ary bu iue .
Any d feet in the r port mu t not be a cribed to any n glig uce on
my part, but olely to my want of th proper ducation n c . ary to
pr : nt my id a uitably in writing in the J~ngli,'h language my ducation having been in :ror, egian. Finally I wi.'h yon very bl .. in
and happine
, nd I hop
ou may b emi11 ntly ·n .,.,fuJ in your
ffort to h Ip and levat th e p opl who li buri din h ath mlom.
I , 1. o wi. h to e pr .. m h arty thank to tho, e wlto have a. i. t cl and
wl10 ar ' ill a: ·i: -in you in thi
r at work.
1 r .m· in d , r 'ir your ob di nt . rvant,
ILLIA)I

r. ' HELD .· ,J ('K, •o,:

Bu,· au of Bducatio,i, lVaslt ington D.

.
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PPE DIX C.

REINDEER REPORT, CAPE PRI CE OF WALK..
By

w.

T.

LOPP.

W .ALES, AL.ASK.A, Jime G, 1895.
DEAR SrR: In ac<·ordance with the c011ditions expre ed in your
letter of July 27, 1894, giving to this mi , ion a herd of dome tic reindeer, I hereby submit our annual report.
WA have e. ·perienced no eriou.' difficultie. in their management, and
with the recent increase of fawn the herd now 1mmber 174.
Our her<l rs have consisted of five Eskimo boys, ranging in age from
14 to 19, and one Siberian, all of whom were with u la t year at the
Te1ler Reinde r Station at Port Clarence. Until April they lived in a
log house about 7 mile northeast of the cape, and ince then they h ave
lived in a tent. The winter has been unusually severe, and on some
occasion · when blizzard' were raging the herd or part · of it have been
lost. But when the weather cleared up they have always been able to
find the de r. Regular watches were kept by our herders m1til January,
when ome of the ]) 'kimo herders from the Teller Reindeer tation
explained to our boy ' how they and the Laplanders tood no regular
watche and did not herd the deer at night. From that date to the
time of calving, our b rders tood no night watches, much to their own
ati faction and comfort, and no lo s to the herd. It is our opinion,
however, that a night· watch hould be kept over a herd, unle the
ground i' covered with now and tbere i 110 danger from dogs and
wolve .
Our ,ix ,Jed d er have been k pt bu. y packing and hauling upplie
and wood.
ew deer have b u broken, but mo, t of them are too
young to b very useful before one or two year . In farch, :Mo, , the
Yukon fodian boy, came up from the Tell r Reindeer tation to vi, it
our boy , and while h re broke a 4-y ar-olcl i-;teC1r according to the Lapland r method. 'I he Lapp harne ha: many ad van tag over the Siberian harne , but it ha ' the am objectionable feature of a, ingle trace
rubbing through th hair and kin of the bi11d l g,. Both, however,
are admirable for br aking d ~ r to ll ,,1 cl.
light mo<lification of
tl1e harnes u ed on hor
,·eem to be b t adapt cl for u. · Oil'the
treelei--. plain in thi, ctio11 . W hav 11 , ed B. kimo and 1berian 1 d.
only, a the now i ,' hard h ~re mo t of th wiut r.
O.APE PRINCE OF

(jl7
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We have lost 9 deer during the year, 3 females and 6 males. One
(a bull) was killed in fighting, 2 ran away, 5 (3 of which were sled deer)
were killed by dogs, and 1, which our collie dogs ran a way, a coa, t
native shot. At first the deer became frightened at the colhe dogs, but
they have now become accustomed to them. In the case referred to,
our dogs followed one about 30 mile up the coast and ran It down
between the coast and large inlet lake, which is about 8 miles wide.
Thin ice on the lake made it impossible for the deer to return by swimming. The dogs deserting it, a simple-minded native found it a few
hours later, shot it, and sent us word.
As only four 2-year-old bulls were allotted to our herd when we left tlle
Teller Reindeer Station, and one of these becoming crippled and anotller
killed by fighting, we were afraid many of our cows would have no
calves. But we have been very agreeably surprised. We now have 69
fawns, having lost only 6 by cold and accident. During the calving
season iu April and May we kept the herd in a sheltered place at the
mouth of Sooh-ung-wok River, about 25 miles from here.
Last Augu t and September we kept a cow tethered near our l1ou e
and milked her daily for our own u e.
Very re pectfully,
W. T. LOPP.
Dr. SHELDON JACK ON,
United States General A gent of Education in Alaska.

P. S.- ince the date of the above r port we have lo t 2 cows and 1
fawn, whic!J leave 171 deer in our h rd. One of the ow. died from
iuterual iujurie received in calviug and th other wa probably crippled by our Siberian, o that it had to l> killed .. Tbe fawn died from
inte tiual trouble ·.

W.

T. LOPP, SUPERINTENDENT OF TELLER REINDEER STATION,

1893- 94

APPENDIX D .

•

LETrERS OF ]. C. WIDSTEAD TO DR. SHELDON JACK OK.
TELLER REINDEER 8'1'..A.TION,

Aitgust 28, 18Y5.
SIR: Mr. Hamilton bas by this time made you familiar with the
change that has taken place at our station.
The schoolhouse is completed, or nearly so, and I thiuk you would,
could you see it, find it very cozy. We intended to put in six windows,
but a we had not so many, a11d none came with the supplies this year,
only four had to do.
We have also, with the lumber that came, put up au addition to the
station 48 by 17 feet westward and 40 by 24 feet northward, with room
for an assistant, one separate room for natives trading, three rooms for
herder with family, and one 16 by 16 feet for the boys; besides, we
have in the same building boxe for fish, seal mea,t, and seal oil, with
a hallway leading all through the building to keep out iders out.
Upstairs we intend to partition off separate rooms for fur a11d clothing
if lumber holds out.
We have thought it best to have all the boys in one room, aud get an
old woman to cook for them. By this we can save, I think, ome on
the provisions, and control them much better than formerly, when any
one in the hou. e could sit <lown and eat with them, aR i their ustom;
she could al o wash and crub for them.
Back of the Eskimo' room will be the tore, with ou little partition
door to the herder's l10u e, and one to the E kimo' room :fi r tradi11g.
This will keep the two separate, be ides save time and much trouble.
A it now i in the old store, trader out ide th counter can lean over
and take anything on the shelve.· when not watch d.
The Lapps are all ery w ll and plea ed, except Mathi Eira, who
ha been a constant worry to Mr. Kjellmann and my elf in e hi coming
her . He i dirty, in ulting, lazy, ab olutely refu e to do my bidding,
cold me fa the pre en e of th boy and other Lapp , and hangs
around th tation for day at ~t time. Th L h eem to take a , pell
and do bi· duty again. But lazy he i , and will be.
ow, what can
b don with him. TI i the m t expen ive h rder at the tation,
and do th lea t. I m ntion the e thin that th y an be acted upon
'fh tl1 r Lapp are v ry good fellow -a trusto ·.:-at , iu r p ct to duty.
649
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I intend to send the herd into the lakes as oon a the Bear comes
down from Point Barrow. It is more safe there from Eskimo. and
dog and there is better food for them.
Things at the ~tation are otherwise in their usual track. A little is
done, but much more could haye been bad I had someone to help me.
Trusting in the care of the Infinite, and with good hope for the
experiment, I await, with pleasant expectations, your order for nex~
summer.
Re pectfully, yours,
J. C. Wrns'r EAD.
Dr. HELD ON J .A.CKSON,
United States General Agent of Education in Alaska.

TELLER REINDEER

TA.TIO ,

August .29, 1 .95.
DEAR SIR: The Bear is ready to leave us for another wiut r, and I
inelo, e, in ha te, the e few line a additional to the brief letter of yesterday.
Fir t . .: s it b comes more and more difficult to get fuel for the winter,
allow me to meutiou the neces ity of having a steam or naphtha launch.
I think the ubj t came up la t year during your stay in Ala ka. We
find that uch a launch would be of great service to u , not only in the
bringing of wood, but for our exten ive fi hing trip? (a n ce ary to
tl1e tation all the year round as fuel i to u iu wiuter), bringin >' uew
and food to the herd by the lakes in prin o- and fall, vi iting di taut
herd , etc. If thi can be had, much time and labor will be av d.
econd-hand or ven old launch would do a well a a new on ,and tbi
could be purcha ed for omparatively little.
cond. That, for th be t re. ul at th tation, it i nece sary t have
active men, m n of intelligence a, well a labor.
, we can not depell(t
on the nativ for anything before h is bown how to do it, and unl
be i ' con tautly watched, the id a ,• ugge t · it elf that we mu ·t have
willing and active men.
r truly your ,
,T. ' . \ ID "l'E.A.D.
J r. ' HELD ... ~ J .,K
·r/ nited , tat s Gen ral ~lgent of Educ<tfion in Ala ·ka.

APPENDIX' E.

ESTABLL HME T OF A PURCHASI G TATIO
1

SIBERIA.

DEP.A.RTMENT OF THE JNTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION, AL.A.SK.A. DIVISION,

Washington, D. 0., January 10, 1 .95.
SIR: With reference to the establishment of a temporary purcha ing
station for reindeer on the Siberian si<l.e, it is objected, first, that it
would be dangerous to place a large supply of barter good in the care
of' a few men among a barbarous people so far removed from any protection that the barter goods would tempt the cupidity of the natives,
who would have no hesitation in killing the men in charge in order to
obtain po "ses ion of the supplies.
In reply permit me to ay that while thi objection ha seeming force,
yet experience has disproved it. In 1 65-1867, in the attempt to extend
the Western Union telegraph lines across Siberia, Lieut. C. L. Macrae,
George Kennan, and Richard J. Bush, with small partie of white
men, were tationed at various points in that portion of iberia, the
two extreme tations being 2,000 miles apart. They traveled between
the stations freely, sometimes only one white man.in company with the
natives, without mole tatiou. Upon one occa ion when they were all
ab ent their quarters were entered and robb d.
In 187 -70 the explorer A. E. orden kjold, on the t amer Vega,
wintered on that coa t. During the winter individual of hi party
mad long trip alone with the native in safi ty.
Again, in 1 85, a whaler, the Ba,rk of Napoleon, wa wreck doff the
coa t of Sib ria. Four of the crew reached lan<l. in afety, but three of
them died from expo ure during the following pring. One urvivor,
J . B. Vincent, lived two year in afety with the nativ •s, and when he
wa res ued Oongre voted 1,000 for the purcha e of pr 11t to be
di tributed among the uatives of that se tion for their good ·are of
th e whal r .
La t wint r a ·mall whaling chooner, with a very , mall er w wintered on Plover Bay on that coa t. The nativ s could ea, ily have killed
them all and tak n their provision , but no attempt wa made to mole t
them.
Th am clas of people r . ide on the la ka coa.'t, and when it wa
propo <l to . tabli h •hool w were informed by everyone that had
any information from that region that it would not be ,•afe to 1 av the
t a h r: xpo: d in the E. kimo village.·.
o much wa. aid on this
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point that you remember we refused to allow any women to go to those
station', and the men were informed that they took their Jives in their
bands in volunteering to go; and yet we established three schools,
placing one man at Point Barrow, one at Point Hope, and two men at
Cape Prince of Wales, where they were unmolested. The killing of
Mr. Thornton, at Cape Prince of Wales three years afterward (a was
proved by the fact that the murderers were at once bot by the natives
themselves), was not the act of the people~ but of a couple of hoodlums.
The same thing might have occurred in any of our large cities.
La t winter three whalers spent the winter with $1,000 worth of barter good on St. Lawrence Island, and this year we have placed a
man and wife alone on that island with $500 or $600 worth of provisions. A.t Cape Prince of Wales two years ago Mr. Lopp was there
entirely alone with a large supply of provi ions.
The whole history of the coast has proved the safety of white men
located there who behave them::;elves.
The econd objection is to the effect that the Siberian reindeer men
will become jealous of the transportiug of so many deer to the American side, thinking that it will deprive them of the monopoly of the trade
in skin that th<:'y have had in the pa t. This, too, is very plausible,
but not substantiated by fact . The ame objection wa persi tently
urged against the po sibility of purchasing any reindeer, and yet we
have been able to purcha e some every ea on, and have already secured
on the American side a number that in a term of year will make the
Ala ka people independent of the Siberian trade. If the Siberian
native are shrewd enough to object to large numbers of reindeer being
taken to Ala ka for fear of losing their trad , they hould have refu ed
to ell from the beginning.
It may be inexpedient, becau e of the di inclination of certain parties
upon whom, to a certain extent, we are depending for a i ' tance, to
e tabli h a trading post on the iberian ide at pre ent; but whenever
it becom urgently nece ary to ecure th reindeer b. larger number
and ha ten th work it will be found nece ary to adopt that mea ure,
or at lea t to give it a trial, a other effort have o far failed.
ery re p ·tf'ully
SHELD N JACK '0

Ilon. W. T. H

LL. D.
Oom:niissioner of Education.

RRL ' ,

APPENDIX F.

DAYBOOK AND JOURNAL AT TELLER REI DEER STATIO
PORT CLARENCE, ALASKA.
[Kept by W. T. Lopp from July 1 to August 10, 1894, and by Rev. T. L. Brevig from August 10, 1894,
to June 30, 1895.)

July I, 1894.-Southwe t wind. Captains Porter, Hagerty, and Robinson came over from the anchorage in a whaleboat to see the herd.
Rev. Edson conducted divine service in our schoolroom.
July 2, 1894.-North wind. Mr. Willock , of Pittsburg, Pa., vi ited
the station. Captains Mason, Williams, and Townsend, of the whaling
fleet, repair the lighter launch and anchor it.
July 3, 1894.-South wind. The United States revenue-cutter Bear
arrived at the anchorage about 5 a. m. and steamed over to the tation.
Forty-eight deer were landed; al o a quantity of cedar lumber and
spruce posts; Captain Healy's steam launch towed them ashore on the
Pacific Steamship Whaling Company's launch. Dr. Jackson remained
on shore over night.
July 4, 1894.-The Bear dressed ship and saluted in honor of the day.
Dr. Jackson took inventory of stock on hand at the station. At 8 p. m.
the Bear weighed anchor and steamed for the watering place on the
south side of' the bay.
July 5, 1894.-South wind. Let Charlie and Mary go to Point Sp ncer to see their brotlier. Our gill nets catch plenty of nic salmon.
Begin to pack up preparatory to leaving for Cape Prince of Wal .
July .6, 1894.-The Bear leaves the watering place and steam ov r
to the anchorage. Charlie and Mary returned from Point Spencer; they
report walru very plentiful.
July 7, 1894.-South wind. Good catch of salmon.
July 8, 1894.- outh wind.
whaleboat from the fleet sails to
ook. The u ual unday ervic .
July 9 1 94.-South wind. Ileavy urf and rain. One fawn born.
Start with the iberian for the anchorag ; about one-third the di tance
we met the Bear's team launch with Dr Jack on and Captain Weeks
and h rman on board; Lieutenant Dodge in command. We were
towed into the sta~10n again, where a ettlement wa made with the
ib rian ; it was decided to pay Dantin and ootadlgot 75 worth of
guod , a bad been promi ed them, but nker wa allowed wage, for
only even month , from hich wa deducted the ration he had received
653
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since hi di charge in February, being di satisfied a little more wa
added. Captain Weeks was in search of two de erters that had left
on July 4; at his request we sent two of our native police to ook to
hunt for them and put them in irons and return them to the ship. Di charged Sungoo, who ha, been here in the capacity of a worker aud
handy man. We returned to the fleet in tow of the launch.
July 10, 1894.-The Bear left the anchorage about 1 p. m. for South
Head to land Dantin and Anker. The schooner Rosario anchored here
to fish and then went to -.., ook. We returned from the fleet in one hour
and fifteen minutes. The deserters could not be found at Nook.
July 11, 1894.-South wind and rain. The steam whaler leave the
anchorage; the Rosario goe out. Mr. Grubin and some of the herder ,
with the Bear's seine net, lent by Captain Healy, went to Nook to try
their luck with salmon. .A. male deer dies from internal injuries.
July 12, 1894.-Calm; rain. I hear from some oomete that the
deserters are there, and I end two of the police after them. While
they are gone the two men anive in another canoe. We gave them
dinner and . upper in Charlie'" hou e, and when tbe police returned
we per uaded the men to go to the steamer Jeanie and give themselve
up. Try the seine here and catch nothing.
July 13, 1 94.- orth wi11d a11d rain. The whaleboat returns from
ook with about 900 ..-:almon. The Jeanie and Peter went out. Make
flume for clo · t.
Jnly 14, 1894.- ortb wind.
harlie cnt. a window in ea t nd of
b rder ' bou e. Two canoe return from Point pencer. Our poliee
r ceived 5 bag of flour for taking the de erter" over. Send the , eine
again to ook to try for almon and catch 6.
Jul · 15, 1 94.- outh wind and rain.
unday ervice a u ual.
July rn, 1 94.- outh wind and rain. Canoe come from Point
Sp ucer.
end whaleboat to Grantley Ilarbor to fish.
July 17, 1894.- outhwe t wind with rain. filk a quart of milk
from 5 d r.1
July 1 , 1 94.- outh wind, with rain. Milk another quart of milk.
July 19, 1 94.- ~outhea t wind with rain. Whaleboat r turn with
about 300 pound of almon trout.
nd the cow up the lagoon for
wood.
July20,1 94.-~ outh wind with rain. The little er k be m river ;
urf i very high; herder th roughly dre1
d.
Lopp wa . ick.
,July 1 1 94.
wind with rain.
,Jul
.
h wind, with rain.
nall uuday ,cho l connet
k.
,Jul
aiu. Let Charlie'. broth rand two
of
o
ok with our in to try for almou.
cle r
ith the

r

thrown down to milk. Th y , r fri btLapp , modern m th ds were

llv nt of th
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July 24, 1894.-South wind witb rain. The Bear arrives from Uape
Serdze, Siberia, with 38 deer-11 males and 27 females.
July 25, 1894.-Soutb wind and heavy urf. Two deer ran away
when turned loose after landing; the boat cap ized in the urf. The
last load was landed at the mou.th of the lagoon to escape the surf.
Our whaleboat lands 60 bags of fl.our, 5 boxes bread, beans, and
mola e . Mrs. Healy and Mr. Liebes come ashore. Kill a female deer
that had a leg broken in landing.
July 26, 1894.-Northwest wind. On invitation from Dr. Jack on,
I accompanied him up the lakes in th<> Bear's steam launch, which
Captain Healy placed at our di posal; we returned about 5.30, and
after taking dinner with Captain Healy, came a bore. A male and
female deer which were crippled on ship or in landing, had to be killed.
Mr. Grubin and the herders milked two quarts of milk from six deer,
two bottles of which were sent to Captain Healy and officers on the

Bear.
July 27, 1894.-South wind. Went aboard the Bear in the forenoon;
she weighs anchor and leaves for the Arctic.
July 28, 1894.-Northwest wind. We go in mall boat up the lagoon
to a river and give our babe an outing.
July 29, 1894.-Soutb wind. The 2 deer which ran off a few day
ago returned. While holding our Sunday ervice a hip was announced
as anchoring at Point Spencer.
July 30, 1894.-South wind. The brig JJ[eyer came over from Point
Spencer in the afternoon a11d anchored off bore. Mr. Wm. . Kjellmann, the new uperintendent, wife and daug·hter, Rev. T. L. Br vig
and wife, and Mr. and 1r ', . 0. Gamble, who are to teach at 't.
Lawrence Island, came on bore in the evening and inspect d the
tation and herd.
July 31, 1894.-The ll{eyer beat up clo er to bore and employed
native to help di. charge the ve el. The Lapp and their baggag
were ent on shore. An E kimo remarked when he first . aw tbe
Lapp : "Well, well! these are the people we h< ve en on our pla,yiug
card for all the e year ." vYe aw the Lapp milk de r; after la oin0·, they make a halter-hke 1100 e with whi hone hold the deer while
another milk .
Augu, t 1, 1 94.-Calm, with outh wind. Mr. and Mr . Lopp move
into the h ,rder ' hou e aud the Kjellmaun into the we tend. The
Brevig move into the ea t end of the fram hou e. The work of
qi. chargiug the ve . el progre e very slowly. During the night th
tatiou dog broke into the duo-out and killed the old goat of the
KJellmauns, and during the day they killed one of the kid .
ugu t 2 1 94.- alm, with rain. The Oap Prince of Wale upplie were land d and put under the canoe..
ugu ·t , 1894.-Calm, but rainy. Two Lapp go back into the hill
to get acquaint d with the locality. The tlour and l>read i landed
from the ves el.
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August 4, 1894.-South wind. Nothing landed in the morning. The
dugout i repaired; the Lapps move it. One Lapp returns late in the
evening and reports his companion sick and left about 7 mile from the
sta,tion. Mr. Kjellrnann, with two Lapps and six Eskimos, started out
to find him; they missed him, but the other Lapps had also gone out,
finding him a little northwest from where the others crossed the hill .
August 5, 1894.--Clear and calm. Lumber landed. Norwegian service for the Lapps and servic~ for the Eskimos in the afternoon. Mr.
and Mr . Gamble remained at the station over night.
August 6, 1894.-N ortheast wind. The Meyer had discharged her
cargo for Port Clarence and Cape Prince of Wales, and commenced to
take in a supply of water before leaving. The Gambles remainec at
the stat.ion all day and night. The Lapps drove the deer into a pen to
milk them, and obtain about 6 quarts of milk.
August 7, 1894.-South wind and clear. One Lapp and two E, kimos
herding; the rest are employed binding nets and laying up wood for
winter. fr. Lopp is ready to go, but the heavy surf keeps him. The
Gambles remain at the station.
Augu t 8, 1894.-Calm, fine day. The whaler Fearless was sighted
near land through the fog, and when the fog Hfted she anchored near
the Jl1.eyer. Brevig and Gamble boarded the Fearless and took dinner
with Captain Simonson. In t.he afternoon Captain Holland and Captain Simonson of the Fearless came ashore and vi ited tation and herd.
The Gambles went on board the Meyer in the evening. The herd was
driven into the pen and 3 female deer,4 sled deer, 5 steers, and 8 buck
were elected and marked as the Cape Prince of Wale herd, the mark
being a round hole in the right ear. Two deer were marked in a different manner for each of the herders.
August 9, 1894.-South wind. The Meyer and Fearless are still at
anchor; the heavy surf still delays Lopp. The ea tend of the hou e is
under repair. About 18 of the Cape Prince of Wale herd came back
and were met with 8 from this herd, 4 miles east of the station. Our
deer had their calve in the cape herd and could not be eparated.
ugu t 10, 1 94.-South wind, with heavy urf. ']]he ]feyer and
Fearless 1 ft for the Ar tic at 4 p. m. The Gamble were land d here
and will ·tay till the Bear come, and take them to t. Lawreuce I land.
The Lapp , with Grubin and four herder , left at 6 p. m. The otb r
h rder 1 ft y t rday in a whaleboat. The Gamble occupy Ir. )'-rubin bedroom, a11d Brevig mov into th ir b droom, partitioned off
fr m th itting room. On de r run away from our h rd and join:
th ·ape h rd.
11 1 04.r
d a b autiful day. Th ea tend of
itch n and tore
1 £
vig,
om for Kjellm n
h
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Lapps and in English for Eskimos. At 8 p. m. a breeze set in from the
west, with fog.
ugust 13, 1894.-Calm, clear, fine day. Early in the morning a
teamer was ighted; she anchored close up to hore at 8 a. m. It was
the Albion from San Francisco with Bruce and Gibson ou board , ith
their Port Clarence troupe of Eskimos as passengers. Captain Lundquist said they had landed a cargo at St. Michaels and from here they
were going north to Kotzebue Sound to establish a trader's station.
Bruce wa speaking about getting another troupe with him down on
the side- how line next winter. The Albion left at 2:30 p. m. We sent
mail with Captain Lundqui t.
August 14, 1894.-Calm and clear; easterly wind. Continued repairs
of "lean-to." Four Lapps were sent out to build a corral for the deer.
The twine gill nets catch sufficient salmon for the station' use.
August 15, 1894.-Oalm and clear, with a light northerly breeze in
the evening, +78° at 2 p. m. Gamble and Brevig took an outing to
Grantley llarbor in a canoe. They returned at 7 p. m. with snipes.
The Lapp · fini h the corral. Kjellmaun and 4 Eskimo work on the
1 an-to to transform it into a store; 6 quart of milk.
Augu t 16, 1894.-Clear and calm; very warm; Brevig's birthday;
north wind very strong. Our skin dingey drifted off to-day. Gamble
and Charlie had forgotten to fa ten it last night.
August 17, 189-1.-The teamer Albion called in on her return from
Kotzebue ound and landed some women and took one or two otherR on
obody called at the station;
board. 1 1 be also watered; left at 11 a. m.
4 quart milk.
Augu,'tl , 1894.-Westwind,clear. Four native layupwoodforwinter; 5 quarts milk. Cape Prince of Wales canoe go to Grantley Harbor.
Augu t 19, 1894.-Sunday. Calm and clear, with the usual service
and Sunday school. Three children were baptized, two Eskimos and
one Laplander.
Augu t 20, 1 94.-Northwe t wind. The Bear ame in about 11 last
night. Dr. Jack.:on aud a lieutenant came on hore for the Bear's mail.
Mr. Gruuin and JJative returned at the ame time. Dr. Jackson wa
on hore all day settling Laplander bu ine ' S.
August 21, 1 94.-Dr. Jack on on hore all day attending to bu, ines, .
Mr. and Mr . Gamble were taken 011 board tbe Bear to-night, a Captain IIealy consented to land them on t. Lawren ·e I land.
ugust 22, 1 94.- trong wind changing to we t and abating during
th day. Early in the morning W. T. Lopp' goods wer taken on
board to be landed at ap Prince of Wale . The Bear ailerl at 9. O
a. m.
aptain Ilealy intimated that be might all again. Three Lapp
and 5 E kimo weut to get logs for a hou e up the lagoon. Four
E kimo were ent to th herd and 5 will remain at the tation. Six
quart, of milk w re brought in to-night. The fir t now f the ,:,ason
appeared on th mountaiu tops and high hill .
H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-42
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.August 23, 1894.-Southwest wind strong in the forenoon, abating
toward night. Clear and fine. Mr. Grubin took two more men up to
the lagoon wood party. Continued house fixing .
.August 24, 1894.-Strong southwest wind; clear in the morning;
cloudy the rest of the day; wind changing to south. The store or
trade room is now ready and the partition in the old storeroom i taken
down to be used as a schoolroom until the schoolhouse is ready. A
fawn was killed that was in someway maimed so it could not walk .
.Augnst 25, 1894.-0loudy, with occasional showe1·s, the rain becoming general towara night. The wind veered from south to southeast,
becoming strong and causing a high surf. The woodcutters returned
late last night with only a little wood, stating that the water was too
low to float logs of any size. Six quarts of milk. The village seems
deserted; the people are out fishing or hunting .
.August 26, 1894.-The clouds drizzled through roof and walls, exposing our supplies to a wetting. Wind northeast, sobering down toward
evening, exposing a patch of clear sky. The usual services. The music
and singing seem to please the people.
.August 27, 1894.-0loudy, with rain spurts. Wind light from south
in forenoon, calm in afternoon. The superintendent with a gang of
herders left for the lagoon to get logs and wood. Soon after, Thorwald
Kjellmann left for the second lake to fi h, taking with him Charlie and
Mary Wocksock, Per, and Mikkey, who were to be landed near ook
and travel overland to explore the country in reference to winter feeding
grounds. The two Point Hope boys and Moses were left to help around
t.he station. Mr. Grubin and the teacher continued the repairs on the
house .
.August 28, 1894.-'Ihe ame wet, foggy, drizzling weather; calm.
Oontinued repair around the hou e .
.August 20, 1894.-Calm, with a light breeze from the north in the
evening. Kjellmann returned with 60 logs, and ha another raft started.
Several natives went up the lake to fi h .
.Augu t 30, 1894.-Light north wind, with light clouds. The Lapps
received provision for a month. .A Cape Prince of Wal canoe arrived
with letters from Mr. Lopp, to be forwarded with the Bear if it anchor d
h re again. The d e:r are milked daily, and ome che e i being made.
.Augu t 31, 1 94.- 1 ar, alm; a b autiful day. The roof of th
1 an-to wa fixed; a oat of tar put on warm, and cem nt wa put on
and e med w 11 adapted to keep the rain and flour from affiliating. Mr.
Grubin brought an th r raft of 1 g. from the lagoon.
o report from
the de r.
ptemb r 1 1
. - ,alm and loudy, with light , outh wind· rain
ward
nin .
he raft f 1 g wa land d.
door wa · put in th
nd of th
uilding Kjellmann. kit h n. Th c nter room f
fix l up for a choolr om. Only thr t nt remaining
r por fr m th d er.

HOBBLING REINDEER , SIBERIA, PREPARATORY TO SHIPPING TO ALASKA.

Photograph by William Hamilton.
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September 2, 1894.-Light outh wind, cloudy and foggy. The usual
Sunday exercises. A seal was killed ju t outside the station by a Singamut. Some reindeer milk was brought in in the morning, and orders
were given to discontinue tlrn milking for a week.
September 3, 1894.-Calm and overcast. School commeuced with 7
pupils during the day session, and 8 of the herders attended during the
evening. The logs for the herders' house, west of the other houses, were
put in place.
September 4, 1894.-.A clear, very 11ice day; light north breeze. Mr.
Grubin left about noon for the lagoon with a crew to get wood and logs.
Work was commenced on the new house, 16 by 30. The fishing party
returned from the lakes with considerable fish that they had caught
and bartered for; also some birch wood for sled handles, etc. Per
Ri t had explored the country around and found plenty of grass and
moss, and pronounced it good for winter pasturage.
September 5, 1894.-.A bright, fine day, with two heavy showers in
the eveniug. About 7 p. m. the moke of a steamer was dis ·overed
in the cape region, and when last seen was nearing the sandpit.
Public opinion agreed it was the Bear. A canoe arrived from the
Diomede in the evening. The day chool wa attended by 20 children.
Continued work on the herders' house.
September 6, 1894.-The Bear was moored outside the tation this
morning, and Dr. Jackson came ashore at 7 a. m. to get Kjellmann and
some Lapp to come on boa,rd and laud the deer. J oha-n and Mikkel
went on board and landed the deer by throwing them overboard and
letting them swim on shore. Thirty-two deer were landed.
September 7, 1894.-Calm, cloudy, showers. The Mesdames Brevig
and Kjellmann were invited on board the Bear for dinner. Dr. Jackson wa on hore all day ettling account with Kjellmann. No school,
as the teacher' roof leaked o badly that he had to fix it. In the
afternoon the officers of the Bear were on shore bunting, and mo t of
them vi ited the tatiou. The ladies returned home from the Bea,r at
10 p. m. aud reported a "splendid time."
~eptcmber 8, 1804.-.A fine, warm day, with occa ional ·hower in the
afternoon.
t 9.30 the team launch took the tation' · ladie on board
to join a pleasure party going up the lake ; they returned at 7 p. m.,
reporting a "good time." Dr. Jackson came on bore and had a talk
with the herder before leavi11g. The fir t lieutenant of the Bear wa
on bore just before he ailed and tool,. an inventory of all th ammunition, Government and private, at the tation. The Bear ail d at
lOp. m.
eptember 9,1894.-.A fine, clear morning, with rising west wind and
turning colder. The u ual unday servfoe.
eptember 10, 1894.-The wind increased in treo tl1 all night, and
ha been blowing a ,'torm from outhwe t with rain all da,y.
eptember 11,1894.- orth to northea t wind, increasing instrAngth;
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bright and cold; growing colder. .A. crew of Lapps and Eskimo was
sent to gather moss for a winter supply. A Cape Prince of Wales
canoe arrived from Kings Island with a letter from Mr. Grubin to Mr.
Lopp.
September 12, 1894.-Light north wind; bright. The frame of the
dingey blown away in August was brought back by some native from
the other side of the bay. The Lapps and Eskimos went out to gather
grass for :fillings in Lapp and natives' boots; returned with a good
supply.
September 19, 1894.-A clear, fine day. A thin crust of ice had
formed on the pools, and frost covered the ground. .Kjellmann took
two native herders with bim for more grass. Th'3 moss party returned,
reporting much mast put up. Kjellmann and another native brought
in 14 deer that he had found, 7 or 8 miles north from the station, alone
and unguarded. .A. canoe from the big Diomedes came in to trade.
September 14, 189-t-Mr. Kjellmann took the 14 deer back to the
Eskimo herd in the morning and found they were not missed by the
herders. The Eskimos were busy boiling deer meat, and Martin aid
be had killed a female deer that was sick, but no report had been made
to the uperintendent. Martin wa ordered in to the station to explain
matters or pay for the deer and leave. .A. canoe left for Cape Prince of
Wales and letters were sent to Lopp. A clear, nice day; ca.Im.
September 15, 1894.-Clear, bright, and calm. The dingey wa fixed
to be erviceable.
September 16, 1894.-Clear, bright. Martin was exonerated from 1 illing the deer. Per Rist had killed her, as she was dyiug, six ribs haviug
been broken. Frederick Larsen was appointed me senger. He i to
leave for the herd about noon and return in the evening with report
from the herd. Six deer were reported missing and Antesilook bunting
for them. The u ual Sunday exercises.
eptember 17, 1894.-Strong north wind, calm and clear. The dog
niffing was the cau e of the di covery. A bull wa report d lying
from wounds receiv d in :fighting another bull th horn pa in
brough the vital . Oowoodl t got permi ion to vi it hi, mother and
friend ; 1 children attended th day cbool, and 12th ev ning chool.
eptember 1 , 1 94.-0lear and nice.
even 1 kimo herder w r
nt up the lagoon for log and wood. The roof wa laid on th
herder hon e. Brevig put on double window and l ainted the a h
and frame . The ever- uriou E kimos painted tb ir artegas, 11
fa , t . without th u e of a bru h by pre m · them again t th
n wly painted window .
on iderable fi h a traded.
o r port
from he de r.
p mb r 19, 1 94.-0v r at with trong ou h wind; h wer .
One d er r ported ick. Thr d er w r r port d
a.·t from th tati n.
j 11m, m1 w ut and fom1d th m · n , a i 1
ud
be th r . The lumb r crew r uru d, rep rting a
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raft ready, but impossible to move because of high winds and surf.
The herders seem to enjoy their evening school.
September 20, 1894.-Strong south to southeast wind. The "wood
gang" took the scow and brought some wood. Rafters were put
in the herders' house for the floor, and window frames :fitted in.
The sick deer was still unable to move. The two stray deer were
returned to the herd. Carl Brevig celebrated his first anniversary by
inviting the white population at the station to dinner. Interest in the
day school seems to be decreasing, but evening school is well attended.
September 21, 1894.-A stormy and rainy day; wind south; the surf
going over the bank into the mouth of the creek.
September 22, 1894.-The wind and rain storm continues. A female
deer was found dead near the herd; liver disease.
September 23, 1894.-The storm continues; the wind blew with
unusual force about 5 a. m. Wind south to east-southeast, abating
toward dark. The usual Sunday service and school. About 3 p. m.
Frederick had the mishap to wound both hands by the discharge of his
gun escaping by the breach instead of the muzzle. The muzzle wai:s
stopped with a plug of wood and a spike so securely wedged in that the
firing of the gun could not expel them. His hands were badly torn
and blistered by powder. A dressing of arnica and laudanum was put
· on. Some Cape Prince of Wales people said they had found a dead deer
near the inlet into Grantley Harbor; also killed a sick deer that had
swollen legs. The meat was already consumed.
September 24, 1894.-A nice day, with light northeast wind. At 10
a. m. Brevig and :five natives started for Cape Prince of Wales in the
whaleboat.
September 25, 1894.-Strong southea t wind and heavy rain all day.
A workshop for the natives wa commenced.
September 26, 1894.-Southeast wind. A deer that had been missing came back sick; another sick deer has strayed.
September 27, 1 94.- nice, clear day; wind from the north. The
sick deer wa found lying down in ome bu he ; it is now kept separate from the herd.
eptem b r 28, 1894.- orthea t wind, gloomy. No report from the
deer.
eptember 29, 1894.- or h wind, bright and clear. Three sick deer
were killed, that the meat could be u, ed for the herder . There are yet
two sick deer in the herd.
Sept mber 30, 1894.- orthwest wind; a plea ant, clear day. Herd
all well.
October 1, 1894.-Strong northwest wind, with a little rain and snow.
W o k ock moved into the east end of the new hou e. Brevig and
nativ arrived about 10 p. m., having made the trip in nme hours.
Th boat wa ailed to the cape aturday night. Storm and stronosouth wind kept them for two day near Kinnowyok, and Wednesday
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morning Poloynuk was made, and from there Mose and Brevig walked,
climbing the highest mountains and arriving at Cape Prince of Wales
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. Su~day he married Netoxite and Kinnowyok, the first native couple married according to civilized custom
in northwest Alaska. On the return trip the boat was caught in a
squall and Brevig's shotgun was lost overboard.
October 2, 1894.-A fair day, with north wind. A :fishing party was
sent up to the lakes. All well at the herd.
October 3, 1894.-Snow and sleet. Wind northeast, southeast, southsouthwest, clearing up with a west wind in the evening. No report
from the herd.
October 4, 1894.-Northeast wind, with snow and sleet. Two more
deer sick and all efforts to find the missing bull have been in vain. The
:fishing party returned with a good supply of tomcod, herring, and other
fish. The evening school is well attended.
October 5, 1894.-Cloudy, with snow and sleet all day; wind northeast to north-northwest. A woman at Nook committed suicide by
shooting herself; she had been demented for some time.
October 6, 1894.-Strong northwest wind, cold and blustering, blowing a gale during the night. Kjellrnann and Brevig visited the herd
and counted the deer, and from variou count' by both it was agreed
that the flock contained 440 deer. They were in good condition. It
was decided to move to a place about 5 mile up Grantley Harbor, as it
was thought the prevailing disease was caused by some herb consumed
with the moss.
October 7, 1894.-A cold, blu tering day; east wind, with snow flur•
ries. The u ual Sunday exerci e , with but few Lapps pre ent.
October 8, 1894.-South wind; rain, now, and sleet. Kjellmann and
herder brought a float of wood.
October 9, 1894.- orthw st wind, cold and blustering. The herd was
moved 5 miles east on be bank of a river enterfog Grantley Harbor.
October 10, 1 94.- orth wind; fair day, with ice forming on the
ponds and lagoon. Many application for medicine , for cold , ores,
and ore ye .
o report from herd.
Octob r 11, 1 94.-Clear, with a zephyr from the northwe t. The
snow di appeared around the bou e and on he b
.
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was paid for bis two deer and left. Johan and Mikkel were out in the
whaleboat to hunt for material for sleds, etc. Sugar dropped into the
mouths of little children seems to be a very strong drawing card for
them to come to school. The Lapps reported having seen track of
two wolves near the herd.
October 13, 1894.-North breeze; cold, clear, and nice. Kjellmann
brought home a raft of logs for firewood. Considerable fever, sore
throat, and headache pr vail at the station.
October 14, 1894.-North wind, dark and gloomy. The usual Sunday
service . The Sunday school was called, but the audience forgot to
appear.
October 15, 1894.-Calm, clear; thermometer,+20°allday. Per Rist,
in going· out to the herd with his week' supply on his back, tried to
cross the ice on one of the lakes back of the station and fell in. His
artega buoyed him up until he reached solid ice.
October 16, 18g4.-Strong ea t wind, +19° to +23°. Oowkitkoon
and Martin were sent out to gather moss.
o report from deer.
October 17, 1894.-Light ea ·t wind, +23° to +42°, clear and mild.
An iceboat is under construction.
October 18, 1894.-Light ea t wind, ·lear and fine, +25° to +38°.
The smithy was completed to-day and tried in the evening. The native
had gathered during the day to see the wonder. They smelt the forge,
and put their no es a near the furnace a' the extremity would allow.
When they saw the iron become r d, and the iron wa put on the anvil
and the sparks began to fly, they sought the out ide, helter-skelter, and
now only two of the bravest here have the courage to peep into the shop.
o report from the deer.
October 19, 1894.-Zepbyr from the north, lear and nice, +26° to
-35°.
o report from the deer. The mo gatherers returned in the
afternoon.
October 20, 1894.- alm, cloudy, mild; occasional snow :flurries. One
female deer died yesterday and one to-day from the prevailing disea e.
+27° to +39° .
October 21, 1894.-Sunday; the u ual ervic and chool. Clear,
calm, mild, +25° to +40°. All but one of tb 1a t litter of colli pups
have been traded to the native .
October 22, 1 94.-Ulear, calm, mild, +21° to +36° . Wock ock and
Martin piled up wood along tbe beach.
October 23, 1 94.-The , un ro e, ascended, culminated, descend d,
and et. The thermom ter began it diurnal cour eat +10°, a cended
to + 0°, and descended to +12°.
fter evening chool the native boy
element came into the schoolhou e with their fac painted and crawling
on all four . The masquerade ended in a plaintive cry for "cow cow'
(fo d).
October 24, 1894.-Calm and lear, +13° to +27°. A load of wood
was brought home. Tw nty- ix Eskimo children attended school to-clay.
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October 25, 1894.-Southeast to outhwest wind, cloudy and gloomy.
The ealing party was visited and ft ve eal brought back as the outcome of two weeks' hunt. Mathi and Peter arrived with two deer to
take provisions out to the camp. Thermometer, +10° to +22°.
October 26, 1894.-Lightnorthea t wind, clear and bright. The ealing party arrived home. Jenny Kjellma,n n was sick from swollen tonsils
and sore throat. Thermometer, +10° to +29°. No report from deer.
October 27, 1894.-Southeast wind; cloudy,with snow flurries. Frederick returned to-day, but failed to report. He had been very much
frightened ye terday by heariug several shots fired at a distance.
October 28, 1894.-We t breeze; cloudy, with now flurries. The
usual service and Sunday school. Toward evening Thorwald Kjellmann
and I visited the village and entered everal houses, and found them
much better than we had expected; they were warm and had floors,
one bed, and bunks for beds. Thermometer, +8° to +16°.
October 29, 1894.-Calm, clear, and cold, o0 to +2°. The ealing
party was hindered from going to Point Spencer by floating ice from
Grantley Harbor in the bay.
October 30, 1894.-Partly overcast; calm, with snow flurries; thermometer, -2° to +12°. The Eskimo herders, and e pecially Mo es
and Martin, are showing themselve more and more lazy. All is well
at the herd. Only small open space on the bay.
October 31, 1894.- trong northea t wind during th night and forenoon, abating to +8° to +20°. Th bay being cl ar from ice, Mathi ,
Moses, Oowkitkoon, and Charley went sealing. Tatpan and W ock ock
are sick. The Lapp hauled two load of wood with two deer and led ,
one man driving both. About 3 p. m. it commenced to uow, and 1 inch
fell before it cleared. No evening cbool.
ovember 1, 1894.-Calm and clear, +14° to +20° . The ealing
party returned walkiug, having left their boat. They could 11ot reach
Point Spencer on account of ice.
November 2, 1894.-Strong east wind, 0° to+ 0 • The day opened
with a catch-a -catch-can fight between Mary and Nab yuk. Charley
tried to mediate peace and wa ·ent prawling to bed by hi "better
half, and her opponent ent prawling to the floor beadforemo t. All
i well wit~ the herd. Wock ock i wor e and the Lapps have tri d
ening a woman from the town tri d h r
bloodletting, and in the
bewit bing r moni on him. He wa wor e from lying naked on the
floor, expo ed to a draft. I took my medicine born . The bay i ovred with i .
ovember 3 1 94.-Ligbt ea t ind, +8° to +28° ; lear. Th i e
d up to-day. E1e toona and Taootuk ame in with a deer
b at wa ri
amu 1 dro e an untamed deer. Two parti from the
an l lP l a h.
lak r p rted the i
af n the river.
v mber 4, 1 9 .-Light wind from th a t clear and ni . The
u u I unday ; r i
ith a ry ant att ndance by Lapp nd
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Norwegians. The Sunday chool was well attended. Thermometer
oo to +so.
'
ovember 5, 1894.-0lear and calm; thermometer, -2° to +20.
ovember 6, 1894.-Ea t wind, -2° to +4°. Samuel, Electoona, and
Taootuk went to the herd, and Charley Kummuk, Moses, Martin, J oha11n,
and Mikkel went out for wood and logs for a stable. The ice boat wa
used for the first time to-day and went nicely. The ice was rather rough.
No deer report.
•
ovember 7, 1894.-Overcast, with light northeast breeze, +10° to
+30°. Sekeoglook was brought iu to-night from the herd, having cut
his leg in erecting a tent; the bone was touched; I dressed it. Three
deer are reported sick.
November 8, 1894.-0loudy and milder, +10° to +22°. Two deer are
now kept at the station to haul wood. Sekeoglook' leg i doing nicely.
A trong north wind all night; it took the ma t from the ice boat.
ovember 9, 1894.-A full-fledged snowstorm, with north wind; snowing all mght and day. Only two herders attend d the evening school;
7 at the tation. Thermometer, +10° .
ovember 10, 1894.-A gale (with capital 1 ) from the north awoke
the ilent echoes of the night and the new-born snow from it innocent
sleep about 1 a. m., for -ing the fleecy crystal to se k helter behind hills,
in ravines, behiud logs, and inanimate object bigger than them elve .
Millions and millious had found au a ylum in the trade room, where
they had jumped into boxe and barrels and scaled th h Ive ; ome
had been satisfied with the bare floor, ome had ·lu tered und r the
ceiling and tovepipe upstairs, some had crawl d into d erskin. , and
ome had even tucked themselve snugly into the Lapp boot . Thermomet r, +10° all <lay. No report from the deer.
ovember 11, 1894.- orth wind very trong; torm abating during
the <lay; cloudy. Servic and uuday school; +9° all day.
o report
fJ om the deer.
ovember 12, 1 94.-Light northwe t wind; cloud , with now flurrie . The kee wa u ed for the fir t tim ; it wa u d by the E kirno , and they managed to land on their back without any cer m ny,
in th snow.
o deer report. Thermometer, +n° to +HA
ovember 13, 1894.-South- outhwe t to we t-northwest wind; blowing hard from outbwe t at n on, and piling th ic up high on the
b a h; +9o to +210.
ovember 14, 1894.- orthw t to outhw t wind; cloudy, with a
littl now. Thermometer, +20° to +31 °.
ovember 15, 1894.- orthea t to ea t -southea t wind, strong in the
aft rnoon. Samuel and Per Ri. t came on late la t night with the carca of a male deer that had broken it· head in tryin to break lo e
from it fa tenings. 1 iv d r ar 110w und r trammg for the led
Fr derick and Martin are hauling wood very d, y with thr cl er.
Thermometer, +1so to +2°.
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November 16, 1894.-A gale from northeast since midnight; snow
drifting bad. Zero all day. Frederick and Martin brought mo and
two extra deer.
November 17, 1894.-Strong northeast wind all night and day.
Cloudy and cold, -12° to -2°. Soovawhasie was paid for his two
deer in tlle evening, as he ·wants to quit herding.
November 18, 1894.-The usual service and Sunday school. The
forenoon service was well attended by natives and most of the Lapps.
The Sunday school was attended by but a few. Soovawhasie left for
home this morniug. Light east wind; thermometer, _go to -4° .
November 19, 1894.-Light southeast wind in the morning and trong
north wind in the evening; clear; _go at g a. m.,+22° at noon, and -2°
at 6 p. m. Charley shot another seal. Considerable fish was traded
from the lake people.
November 20, 1g94 __ Q1ear, cold in the forenoon; in the afternoon a
' trong north wind, with a chilling mist; -12 to+20°.
J"ovember, 21, 1894.-A gale from north during the night and blowing a torm all day; cloudy and snow flurries. About 9 p . m. fire
caught in the wood behind Kjellmann' bedroom tove and ignited the
, all behind it. The fire wa discovered before any damage was don .
Frederick, Mikkel, and Johann went out after mos this morning early
and will be gone three days. Thermometer,-2° to+li 0 •
November 22, 1g94 __Medium strong north wind, clear,- 4 to+2°.
November 23, 1894.-Ligb.tnortheastwind, cloudy,-12° to-2°. The
moss men returned in the evening, and Mo e and P r from the herd.
The water gave out in the creek ome day· ago, and ice i. · the ·taple
article now.
ovember 24, 1894.-Strong outbea. t wind all night, becoming a
gale in the mprning; +1 'o to +22°. My tovepipe blew down ab ut
11 I. m., and oon after the ca k supporting the tation cbool bell
blew over into the ditch. The now in the ditch sav d the bell from
being broken; , om of the ca ting, ar brok n. The wind lulled at
noon, but now it i blowing harder than ever.
ovember 25, 1 94.-Th storm con ti nu d all night; about midni ·ht
be hou e biver d and hook on it foundation . .
lear d at 1 p. m.
and chang d to outhw t, v ering to outh a t ag·ain with ry ·tl'On°
wind. Th rm m t r +24° t +2 ° . Th u ·ual :iunday ervic aud
school .
... ov mb r 26 1 94.- trong u hea t wind all night and morning,
+22° to -"'6°. The b 11 wa rigged up again.
one f th b y at
th
nin
h I; G t th ta ion.
od haul cl with d er.
ov mb r z-, 1 9 .ind blowinO' fr mall dir cti n exc pt n rthw
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dog led with only nine bi cuits between them. The dogs ate two dog
harnes es aud a seal skin la t night. Zero all day.
ovember 29, 1894.-Strong northeast winu. The bay clear of ice.
The ice boat anchored out ide had disappeared. Kummuk and Wockock returned in the evening, having traveled all round the bay.
o
school, but nearly the whole day wa spent in visiting sick people in
the village. Time commences to drag heavily. Thermometer, +18° to
+260,
ovember 30, 1894.-Calm and cloudy, with snow in the evening. A
sled arrived from Golovin Bay with letters for Kjellmann and Lopp.
Thermometer, +10° to +15o.
December 1, 1894.-Light east wind, cloudy and nowing, +14° to
+22°.
December 2, 1894.- orth wind, colder, +12° to +2°. The usual
Sunday ervice and school. About noon the trong wind broke th ice,
and some women out .fishing were carried along out toward the ea.
Mr. Kjellmann with a crew in the lifeboat rescued them.
December 3, 1894.- orthwest "sailor' breeze," with damp, penetrating wind. Evening school poorly attended; +4° to +10°.
December 4, 1894.- orthwest wind, cold and blustering, -6° to
-10°. The moss party returned.
December 5, 1894.-Strong northwest wind, eloudy, - 0 to -120
Mrs. Kjellmann sick.
December 6, 1894.-Clear, calm, cold, -9° to -18°. l\.::rs. Kj llmann
better. Karl Brevig sick with fe er.
December 7, 1 94.- old, calm, clear, -1 ° t -220.
December 8, 1894.-Calm, lear, old, -16° to -23°. Mr. Kjellrnann
put up another stovepipe.
December 9, 1894.-Clear, calm, cold, -14° to -20°. The usual Sunday ervice and chool. The leading baman had a confab with the
pirits to-night. He had four fires burning iu a square and repo ed
him If in the middle, groaning and sighing. Four new doctor were
with him guarding the fire ; harley wa one of them. Thorwald
Kjellmann went out there to e the show, and the guard vani hed,
and he, thinking it was a ick man left there to die, • poke to him, but
received no an wer. The Lapps were cautioned by Mary not to lo k
toward the fire.
December 10, 1894.-Calm and bright, -14° to +20°. Charley and
Mary inspected Thorwald Kjellmann' fe t and a iked if they were not
tiff' or wollen, becau. e he had spoken to the shaman.
Decemb r 11, 1894.- t 1 a. m. thre led arrived from ap
o pupils from the vilPrince of Wale with letter from Mr. Lopp.
lage, a a dance wa in progress all day; -14° to -2~ 0 • ·The Lapp
returned.
December 12 1894.-Lio-ht northwest br z , cl ar -14° to -20°.
December 13, 1 94.-Clear, calm, hazy, -14° to -18°. :,oovawba ie
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arrived early this morning with dog team to take his good home. The
Lapps have been hauling wood to-day.
December 14, 1894.-Light northwest wind in the morning and clear;
at noon a gale, and snow flying; -14° to -25°. The cape sleds left
early this morning, and Kjellmann with the Lapps and herders at the
station left for the timber beach to stay till Saturday to pile up wood
and logs, but returned at night on account of the storm; some were
frostbitten.
December 5, 1894.-Clear; with light east wind; -20° all day.
December 16, 1894.-Strong east wind in the morning and blowing a
gale toward evening, the thermometer suddenly rising at 4 p. m. from
-14° to +2°. No Sunday service, but Sunday school.
December 17, 1894.-Strong west wind, clear, - 8° to -14° .
December 18, 1894.-Clear and calm, -14°to +18°. KjeJ.lmann went
out to the herd to return to-morrow. Sekeoglook i now walking about.
December 19, 1894.-Stormy, with northeast wind during the night,
veering to south and snowing in the morning; - 14° to +30° in the evening, and the snow turned to leet. Kjellmann returned about noon and
in the evening the Lapps came in.
December 20, 1894.-Light southwest wind, clear, + 18° to + 22°.
Two sleds returned with moss and small willow bushes for Christmas.
December 21, 1894.-The sun rose at 11.40 a. m. and set at 2.50 p. m.
Light northeast wind, clear, +18° to -2° . Three deer were killed
to-day for meat, the herders getting one and the Lapps the other two.
At 2.30 Mrs. Johan Tornen is was delivered of a big boy, but through
some bungling of the Lapp woman attending her, the child died oon
after it birth. The mother is doing well.
December 22, 1894.-Light northeast wind, cloudy, -6° to +10°.
Considerable wood was hauled with deer to-day.
DecembeP 23, 1894.-Wind southwe t, north a t, and outhea t,
growing tronger; after dark a little snow; +18° to +22°.
unday
school but no service.
December 24, 1894.-Lightnortheast and outh wind; clear, nice day;
+26° to +30°. The tation has been crowded with native all day I eri ting in eing everything. At 5 p. m. the door were opened aud
the r om wa oon filled with children and adult .
ev ral ong w r
rend red, and after a hort talk on Chri tma , the goody-goodie w re
di tributed. During th day every hou e in town had received Chri tma
he r in the form of '' cow-cow (food).
1894.-Calm and cloudy.
ervic in th forenoon. In
D c m r
the v ning th E kimo herder were gath red and om g m · , r
la l
ng ung and coffee and tea erv d. At p. m. a g l bl w
u fr m · uth t outhwe t,, ith rain and l t; +30° all da .
94.-The gal ontinned all ni bt; in the morning
D
t rd y El
r 1 , r und nortbe t and bl w in gust .
u ht g mbling ith
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the station considerably. He was turned out aud forbidden to enter
that hou e anymore. The Brevigs visited the Kjellmann, in the evening. Thermometer, +10° to +21° .
December 27, 1894.-Wind continued all night; cloudy, and some
sleet in the evening from the southeast; +20° to 28° .
December 28, 1894.-Strong northeast wind, cloudy, mild, snowing
in the evening; +24° to +3oo.
December 30, 1894.-Oalm and clear, very fine day. Sunday school.
The sun set at 3.04 p. m. Sekeoglook had his hand scalded by
hot tea.
December 31, 1894.-Clear, calm, fine day. Sun rose at 11.30 a. m.
and set at 3.09 p. m. The ook people received a present of flour and
bi cuit to-day. Late last night Mrs. Kjellmann found a pair of mittens
that Thorwald Kjellmann lost last fall, by being stolen from him, in
tbe pos e sion of Isah genna. He said he had gotten them from his
brother Charley. Moses left toward vening for Charley's brother's
place to get dogs to go to Cape Prince of Wale to the dance. Thermometer, +2° to +4° .
January 1, 1895.-Calm, clear, bright; -2° to +10°. Service for the
Lapps. In the afternoon I had :five patients, Mrs.Wocksock, Sekeoglook,
a boy from ook covered with sore from the waist down, and a woman
from town with a rebellious tooth, which was extracted. Thorwald
Kjellmann celebrated his sixty-eighth birthday to-day.
January 2,1895.-Bright and calm; -4° to +2°. School commenced
after Ohri tma , and 29 showed up bright and early to get the biscuit.
Two sled arrived from the lake for the dance.
January 3, 1895.-Light northeast wind, clear and bright; sun et
3.31 p. m.; -6° to +4=°.
January 4, 1895.-0aim, foggy; +9° to +16°. Sleds are arriving all
day, and more are expected. When all have arrived they will leave in
a body.
January 5, 1895.-0lear, bright, calm; -5° to +8°. Three sled arrived toward evening, making the number complete. They will leave
early to-morrow. Mr . Kjellmann and Brevig had a trip behind reindeer to-day, and enjoyed it.
January 6, 1895.-Mild, calm, foggy. The'' carnivalites" left at early
dawn, 9.30 a. m. Johann Tornensis' body was buried to-day and a
burial place d dicated ou the ea t side of the little creek ea t of tile
tation hou e. Little before dark Kjellmann and wife, Mikk 1, and
my If went out for a drive with the deer and steered for ook,
where I aw a patient that, from de criptions of hi ailment, I had
been treating for bleeding from the lungs, and found him suffering
from acute rbeumati m and swell d joint . Arrived at the tation at
7 p. m. Thermometer, -2° to +so.
January 7, 1895.-Oahn and 0lear; -11° to -2° . In th afternoon
Kj llmann, akkila, and W ock ·ock left for the upper lake ' to get birch
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poles for harnesses, and will be absent four days. Frederick was
taken sick toward evening.
January 8, 1895.-Oalm and foggy; -9 to +2° .
January 9, 1895.-Breeze from north-northeast, clear, snow flying;
-3° to 0°.
January 10, 1895.-Light north wind, calm after dark; -15° to -3° ;
overcast in forenoon, clear in afternoon.
January 11, 1895.-Strong northwest wind; partly overcast; -17° to
-22°, growing colder.
January 12, 1895.-Strong northwest wind, stormy; -23° to -20°.
Kjellmann and party are yet absent, and anxiety is shown, especially by
Mrs. Nakkila. The wind is against them, and they may have ought
shelter in an Eskimo house.
January 13, 1895.-North wind and overcast in the forenoon, clear
and calm in the afternoon. Jenny Kjellmann froze her nose playing
around the house; -24° to -30°. Sunday ervice. Kjellmann and
party returned shortly after dark with only one frozen nose to Jack
Frost's credit. The first day out they had traveled about 70 mile .
On the return the deer got tired and unwilling, and but small progres.
was made. The skees are becoming a favorite among the herders, and
all want a pair.
January 14, 1895.-Light northeast-east to southea t wind; -33° to
31°. As yet we have not seen a genuine Minne ota cold or blizzard,
but live in shaking expectation of eeing one before next May.
January 15, 1895.-Light southea t wind, cloudy. Thermometer tationary at -14°.
January 16, 1895.-Calm, cloudy, with two hours sunshine about
noon. Thermometer, -6° to o0.
January 17, 1895-Calm, clear; -9° a . m., o0 2 p. m., _190 5 p. m.
About 7 p. m. a native arrived from Golovin Bay with 1 tter and bar•
ter good , traveling for Mr. J. Dexter. That he wa from the vicinity
of wede wa betrayed by the snuffbox, whi h he handl d with wedish racefulne s.
January 1 , 1 95.-Light outhea t wind; -19° to -160. Two led
arriv d from the ape toward evenin . Letter were ent to Mr. Lopp
by th trad r.
January 19, 1 95.- trong nor hea t wind lurin the night, light
outh a t during th day; -19° to -14° . Mr . Kj llmann wa taken
ry i k during the ni ht.
barley the h r l r , and ev ral
r urn d to-nigh from h ca
c 11 complainin
of being ol l.
J nuar
1 05.-Th u ual Bunda
rvi e and
h I.
rong
' uthea wind all nigh li h wind during the day; mild ov r ·a t
ith OlD n w f lling· +10° t +1 o.
J nuary21 1 -.- ou hea t 1 ; C'l udy
to + 2 °.
,h 1 for E kimo il'l , a b nu t -d
h 1 i attended b 4 h rd r .
.c.J
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January 22, 1895.- alm, overcast; +14° to +26°.
slak made himeH a bed.
ative are tradinff biscuit for grou e till on the wing.
Jan nary 23, 1895.-Overcas aud lear; 0° to -4°. The sleds with the
upplie departed for the lake to-day. The Lapp are hauling wood.
January 24, 1895.-Calm and clear in forenoon; north wind in evening; -4° to _30_
tTanuary 25, 1895.- orth-northeast wind medium, becoming stronger;
-2° to -6°. Mail and pre. ent to the herders arrived from Mr. Lopp.
January 26, 1895.-.A. gale from north-northeast, now drifting ba!1-;
+16° to -15°.
January 27, 1895.-The torm continued all night and day; -16° to
-22°. The usual unday service and Sunday chool.
January 28, 1 95.-Storming and drifting still from north-northeast;
-4° all day. Charley hould have picked out his herd to-day; torm
prevented it.
January 29, 1895.-Stormin till; no herd parate 1. Kjellmann has
r's deer that he wa breaking broke
made two wooden hov I. .
loose from him and tarted for the herd. Thermometer, -4° to 0°.
January 30, 1895.-Storming , till from north-northea t; clear, but
snow flying; 0° all day. .All herder aud Lapp but Solon, Per,
and blook were ent to the herd to help Charley separate his herd
to-day.
January 31, 1895.-Clear, snow flying, trong north-northeast wind.
Kjellmann left for tbe herd early thi morning and Charley's deer were
eparated and taken behind the bluff aero the bay; 11 deer (15 hi
privat property) were taken, 90 female , 3 led deer; the rest were bull
and gelding . The outh ide of the house was now o completely
blo ked up that a tunnel bad to be dug through the bank to get an
entrauc to the schoolhouse.
February 1, 1895.- howling north-northea t wind all night and
day. Charley received bi equipm nt and made preparations to leave
for bi future home t -morrow. Kutchuk, Dexter' trader, arrived
to-day from the cape with letter from Mr. Lopp. Thermometer, -4°
to -10°.
F bruary 2, 1 95.- till torming from north-northeast; clear, but
now flying· doors and wmdow on the outh ide of the hou e entirely
barley and family left about noon.
slak,
blo ked up by snow.
Mos , and hlook will help him with the de r. Tb rmom t er, -4° to
+12°.
February 3, 1895.-Clear, bright, calm; -3° to +2° . Th u ual ervi e and chool. Tunnel wer dug for door and window .
February 4, 1895.- orth wind puffy. Partly ov rca t.
un ro e
0.4-, et 4.45. Thermomet r, +5° to -10° .
◄ bruary 5, 1895.- orth wind, v ry hard torm during th night,
ontinuing in puffi all day, ome snow; _ 4c to - 0 •
•
February 6, 1895.-Strong we t ~ind, overca t with a little now;
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-18° to -14°. The herders have long been very negligent in bringing
wood for the schoolhouse, and long ago refused to make the fire and
sweep the room.
February 7, 1895.-North-north west wind; a genuine, full-fledged blizzard; the wind blowing a gale; snow tlying so thick that you could not
see 20 feet, and mercury -22° all day. No pupils and no school.
February 8, 1895.-North wind strong, but abating; ~24° to -20°.
Yesterday the herd split and only 20 deer remained around the tents,
tl:\e rest had gone across Grantley Harbor and were found and brought
back by natives from Nook. The watch had divided, two in each party,
at 3 p. m., seeking in all directions but the right one; 8 pupils at evening school.
February 9, 1895.-0lear, bright, and calm; -26° to -20° . Stone
was brought down from the hills for a fireplace in Charley's vacant
house.
February 10, 1895.-North-northeast gale, the strongest wind since
we came here; all doors and windows on the lee side blocked, the only
egress being by the store door. Per came in through the storm and
reported the herd gathered and not storming much where it is. Thermometer, -16° all day.
February 11, 1895.-Blizzard all day; -2° to -12° . Frederick was
brought in from camp frost-bitten, having frozen his lip in some manner.
Samuel i now alone with the deer.
February 12, 1895.-Calm, mild, snowing; +16° to +24°. Hauling
and cutting wood and shoveling snow is now the daily routine. Per
has lost his dog and is afraid it is caught in a trap, a it j hi constant
companion.
February 13, 1895.-0lear, calm, mild; +20° to +14° . The fireplace
is ready in Charley's house. Mrs. Kjellmann hurt her ankle in sllding
down the snowdrift; it i wollen.
February 14, 1895.-Strong north wind, clear; -10° to -4° .
o
valentin in circulation.
February 15, 1895.-Strong north wind.
lak and Mo es returned
in the night; they had left one of their deer on the other ide of the
bay without makjng it fa t. Moses want. d to tie it, but
lak let it
loos . They w re ent back again to hunt for the" needle in the hayta k thi morning.
nother deer they had let loosen ar the station,
and
lak wa told to find the deer or pay for ·th m. Thermometer, 0°
to -2° .
February 16, 1 95.- trong north wind, clear; -2° to _30,
Mo
r turn din tb ni h minu the deer; no trac f it wa found.
ebruary 17 1 9 ....- trong north wind, cl ar. The u ual ervi and
und y, hool; - 0 tationary. Mr . Kj llmann' fo t i bet er.
ebruary 1 , 1 95.- furiou gal from n rth, now flying, l ar;
-1 ° t -14° · li h h ·k of ear hquak
a f, It at p. nv tb vind
k r ,
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February 19, 1895.-Medium north-northeast win<l, clear; -160 to
-14°. Mrs. Kjellmann' foot bad.
February 20, 1895.-The wind running all around the flag pole, and
sometimes a calm. The Lapps were sent after moss to-day; -200 to
-60.
February 21, 1895.-Southea t wind, light, clear, and nice; + 20° to
+24° . .
February 22, 1895.-Strong north-northeast wind, overca t. The
flag was hoisted in honor of the Father of Our Country. About .30
Mr. George John on, from Unalakleet, with two interpreters, arrived,
having made the trip from Charley's place ince 8 a. m. They are on
a missionary trip through this part of Ala ka and will remain here
some days. Aslak ha found one of the mi sing deer. Thermometer,
+12° to +so.
February 23, 1895.-Strong north-northea t wind; snow drifting;
_go to oo. Mo s party returned.
February 24, 1895.-Storm from north-northea t, nowing and drifting.
Johnson preached with the as istauce of the interpreter . Iu the
afternoon 'faootuk was married to Nah zoo kah and tea was erved to all
the Eskimo herders. A sled arrived with letter from Mr. Lopp;-18°
to -10°. Charley' brotller and broth r-in-law arrived about dark.
February 25, 1895.-Stroug north-nortbea t wind. The Lapps hauled
wood, and Ivanhoft', John on's interpreter, went with them on the trip.
Thermometer, -20° to -16° .
February 26, 189k.-Light north wind, cl ar; -20° to -22°. Johnon left at 10.30 for Cape Prince of WaleH, and Charley's brother and
brother-in-law for Charley'· place. A lak, Marth1, and Oowkitkoon
went out in search of the mi siug deer. Taootuk, Wock ock, and Kummuk went up the coa t to Kiunowgok, eal huntiug.
F bruary 27, 1895.-Clear, cold, calm; -24° to -15° .
lak and
other r turned late last night, having tracked the deer to the top of
the mountain toward barley' ' place.
February 28, 1 95.-Light north wind, over a t.
beautiful aurora
boreali in the evening; -21° to 6° .
March 1, 1 95.- trong ea t wind in the uight, becoming light during the day; clear in the forenoon, overca tin the afternoon. W a sock
from ook, was taken violently sick in tl10 morning and wa taken
home. Johann, Mo, es, and ekeoglook came down from the herd.
light fall
March 3, 1 95.-Light outh wind, changing to north.
f now. The usual Sunday service and chool. Thermomet r, +10°
to +250.
March 4, 1895.-Cloudy, with wind from northea t, ea t, outhea t,
and outh. Kjellmann ha fini hed hi tent and camping outfit. Mo e ,
Tatpan, Ahlook, and Johann went out to the herd. The village eems
d erted; only two children from the village to-day. Thermometer, +25°
all day.
H. Doc. 92, pt. 3-43
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March 5, 1895.-Rain during the night, in the forenoon sleet and
snow; +25° to +33°. A.hlook returned, having lost the tent and slept
on the mountains.
March 6, 1695.-East wind, veering to south and southwest; snow
flying all day; cloudy; +10° to +250.
March 7, 1895.-Soutbwest wind, cloudy and snowing; +25° all clay.
A.hlook left for the tent to-day.
March 8, 1895.-.A clear, beautiful day, calm. .A native reported. having seen the lost deer. Thermometer, +10° to +26°.
March 9, 1895.-Oalm; +12° to +22° to -2° at 8 p. m. At 9 p. rn.
the windy corner opened up and soon a gale was blowing from north.northeast. Kummuk returned during the night with two seals. Taootuk had shot three. Mr. Johnson returned about noon, having camped
on the snow at the head of the lagoon. .Also some traders came from
the cape, and Tatpan, Martin and Oowkitkoon.
March 10, 1895.-North ~ind; -10° to -15°. Johnson preached in
the village in the forenoon, and in the eveniug Norwegian services.
March 11, 1895.-Strong northeast wind, with snow flying. Thermometer, o0 to +18°. Kjellmann, Martin, and Mikkel left for Golovin
Bay with deer to-day. Service in the evening.
March 12, 1895.-Wind shifting about, settling into a northeast gale
during the night. Two services during the. day. .About noon the Cape
Prince of Wales leds and Lopp's herder left, with Moses in tow.
Thermometer, + 12° to + 20°.
March 13, 1895.-Strong northeast wind, cloudy. Johnson did not
leave on account of drifting snow; +10° to +18°.
March 14, 1895.-Ligb.t northeast wind, overcast; zero to +12°.
March 15, 1895.-Medium strong north wind, overca t. Johnson an<l
company left at 8 a. m. Thermometer, +5° to +120.
March 16, 1895.-Wind changingfromnortbea t to south.eat; northnorthea t, ettling at ea t, cloudy; +2° to +22°. The herd reported.
all well.
March 17, 1895.-Clear at times, wind continually changing; -10°
to -15°. Sunday school in the afternoon.
March 1 , 189 .-Clear, with north-north.ea t wind; -2° to -12°.
Frederick wa ent up to the herd, a hi hip i now healed.
Mar h 19, 1 9 .- orth-northea t wind, clear; -3° to +4°. Charl y
arrived at 2.30 with letter from John on and Kj llmann. They le~
hi pla the 15th for Golo in .Bay. One d er reported ick of a hurt
fi ot. M hi. a ked p rmi i u to kill it, but P r was ordered to go and
lo l at it, and if it ould b , aved o try hi b t.
far h 2 , 1
trong north-nor hea t wind, lear. The de r, a
d her and
w - ar-old geldin wa brought in, killed and wa dr
th m at put in th t r hou . The right front hip-j int wa ii l a d n ma t r had commenced to £ rm around the joint. Th rm m t r -11 o
+ o.
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March 21, 1895.-The windy corner wide open the entire twenty-four
hours; -12° to -4°. Taootuk and Wocksock returned to-night from
sealing, minus any seal. Mr . Kjellmanu had a ick headache all day.
March 22, 1895.- trong north-northeast wind, clear; -21 ° to 10°.
March 23, 1895.-Medium strong northeast wind, clear, cold; -22°
to -14°.
March 24, 1895.-Clear, light east wind; -19° to -8°. The usual
Sunday chool.
March 25, 1895.-Light southeast wind, clear and nice in forenoon,
changing to northeast, and a storm was ou the programme; -18° to -G 0 •
March 26, 1 95.-Clear, with north-northea t wind during the night;
calm in the forenoon; trong north to north-northeast wind in the
evening; -10° to -2°.
March 27, 1895.-North wind, light, clear; -11° to -6°.
March 28,1895.-Lightnorth wind, clear; -17° to -10°. Per thinks
the cow will come in from April 15 and on. Very strong north-northeast wind; some snow flying, clear. The deer which Aslak lost was
reported killed bya native and consumed. Thermometer, -22° to -12°.
March 30, 1895.-Very strong northwe t to north-northeast wind,
overcast with now flurrie ; -22° to -8°. Geetaugee wa around
hunting for four deer kim, that had been tolen from him while he was
out seal hunting. He su "pects anugok (the thug) of tealing th m.
Geetaugee wants to enter a complaint against him when the revenue
cutter comes.
March 31, 1895.-Ov rcast morning and evening, clear the middle of
the lay. ervi ·c and Sunday chool. At 5 p. m. Kjellmaun and Mikkel
arrived with deer. They had left Charley' place at 8 a. m. and cro s d
the mountain . fartin i expected with a dog sled some time to-night.
They left Golovin Bay on Monday noon. Thermometer, -12° to 0°.
pril 1, 1 95.-Overca t and calm. The man who hot the stray d er
proved to be from ook. Ile ackuowleJ.ged the deed and on being told
that he would either have to be put in iron or pay for the deer, promi ·ed to pay in fox kin before the Bear came. Two me:q had helped
him eat it, and their nam were taken and told to help pay for the
meat. Ile threatened to commit uicide rather than be put in iron •.
Th rmom ter, - 12° to z ro.
pril 2, 1895.- orthwe t wind; partly overca t. The '' Deer layer"
c'· Co. were in and a ·h agreed to pay one white fox skin.
led
arriv d from Golo in Bay bringing ome letters from the Stat s eut
from uala ka by way of t. 1ichael . Thermometer, +LP to +4°.
pril 3, 1895.-Calm, lear. A woman from t.h lak . came in with
a two-month -old baby for treatment; it wa ·over d with or from
poor care and filth. On of the b ,t led de r broke a foot to-day getting utangled in tb urec ding led, and had to b kill d. Thermomet r, -120 to +4o.
April 4, 1895.- 1lear, calm; -12° to +4°. Martin, a very si •k with
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rheumatic pains in the hip joint. Frederick was on the sick list from
a boil on the knee caused by a neglected frost sore.
.April 5, 1895.-Calm, clear; -4° to +10°. .A.bout 10 a. m . .A.slak,
Somby, wife and daughter, left for Charley's place to take care of his
herd until June. Taooluk and wife left for down the coast to buy crabs.
Two sleds arrived from the cape and one from the lakes .
.April 6, 1895.-Variable winds, light, clear, and nice; zero to -14°.
Nanugok came down from the cape last night, and had, according to
hearsay, threatened to kill Geetaugee this morning. N anugok was up
at the station nearly all day and denied having taken the skins. He
said he was going to leave in the morning, as the people were talking too
much. .After supper he went down to the village and was shot through
the breast by Geetaugee and buried in a snow bank north-northeast
from the village. There was no excitement in the village. The ladies
at the station were somewhat excited over the affair; also the Lap~
landers.
April 7, 1895.-Sunday. Light southea t wind, clear and nice; -2°
to +18°. Services with communion. Sunday school in the afternoon.
Per, Sekeoglook, and Wocksock went up to the herd to-night to make
preparations for moving the herd .
.April 8, 1895.-Strong southeast wind, foggy in the morning, clearing up; -6° to -14°. Mathi , Samuel, Kummuk, and .A.hlook left for
the herd to-day with five week 'provisions, as the herd is going up to
the Goweerook River. Elektoona will take the provision sled back.
Martin and Frederick are getting better.
.April 9, 1895.-Clear, calm, bright. Several cape and lake sled
arrived. Mo, es came back from the cape with letters; -2° to +20° .
.April 10, 1895.-Overca t, mild, and calm. Thorwald Kjellmann and
Mo es brought wood, a Johann's eyes were very bad .
.April 11, 1 95.-Overcast, calm. Johann' eyes are still bad. Three
deer had broken loo e from the fastening and haped their course to
the mountains. Koketuk, from the cape, arrived to-day. Thermometer, + 0 ts:> +28° .
pril 12, 1895.-Strong north-northeast wind; storming. Service in
the forenoon. Kummuk enior and his brother-in-law brought tiding
from the tray deer, and with Mose· were ent out to track them.
Johann and Frederick took th re t of the deer and finally caught
th m n ar the la t amping place. Mo e turned back on the w y.
Therm m ter + o to -100.
pril 13, 1 .- trong nor h wind; nowstorm. Kotetuk l ft in
th mornin , and in h
ening eto ite, Mr. Lopp h rder, arrived
to ring Br vig family u1 on a vi it. Zero all day.
pril 14, 1 95.- ◄ ter unday; ervice and und y chool.
r b
wind, cl r wi b
littl now
ing , outh · - o to +4o. Brevig
vi ·it d Kj Um nn' an Kj Um nn vi it d the Br vio· •.
prill:3
r h, ind· ·l ar; _40 to +15o. Elekto n arriv d
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from the herd and -reported all well with the herd; the herders all with
ore eyes. Several sled arrived from the cape and lakes, all wanting
lead.
April 16, 1895.-North-nortbeast wind; snow on the move; -10° to
-2°. Taootuk arrived during the night with news from Charley's
herd. Brevigs left for the cape at 7 a. m.
April 17, 1895.-Calm, clear; +10° to +6°.
April 18, 1895.-Clear, calm in the forenoon; east wind in the afternoon; +s 0 to +100.
April 19, 1 95.-Calm, clear, bright; +s to +15°.
April 20, 1895.-Calm, clear; +12° to +16°. Some Nook people
complained that they had nothing to eat and were given some dry tomcod and oil.
April 21, 1 05.-Calm and clear; light east wind, with snow in the
evening. Oowkitkoon and Sekeoglook came down from the herd without any permi sion.
April 22, 1895.-Cloudy and calm; a little snow; +8° to +15°.
Frank Komeroff, J. A. Dexter' Russian trader, arrived to-day with
two dog sleds of barter goqds.
April 23, 1895.-Storm from outh, with snow and fog; +10° to
+25°. Komeroff i doing a brisk trade.
April 24, 1 95.- trong outh- outhwe t wind, with some snow;
+20° to -28°.
April "'5, 1 95.- outh-southwest wind in the morning and north
wind in the afternoon, with some now; +18° to +30°. Komero:f:Fs
Eskimo man i sick in bed.
April 26, 1895.-Clear and bright, calm; +20° to +28°.
April 27, 1 95.-Brevio-s returned at . 11.30 p. m., having made the
trip from the cape in eventeen hour . Cloudy and snowing, with a
light north a t wind. Martin cut himself' with hi own knife. By
falling down the knife penetrated the throat, cutting into the flesh
quite deep. Thermometer, +25°.
April 2 , 1 95.-Clear and nice in the morning, with increa ing wind
from north-northea t, b coming very strong toward night. The u ual
unday s rvic and chool. Thermometer, +20° to +10°.
April 29, 1 95.-Clear, with drifting now and very strong northnorthea t wind, abating toward night; +4° to +12°.
pril 30, 1895.-Clear and bright, with a light north-northea t wind.
Komeroff and party left for Golovin Bay, and a led al o left for the
cape in th morning. Thermometer, +8° to +20°.
May 1, 1895.- lear and bright, with a light northwest wind. Elek·
toona i ick with diarrhea. Thermometer, +12° to +28°.
May 2, 1895.-Clear, calm day; -12° to -30°. Mathis Eira arrived
from the herd, ha ing been one day and two night on the way. He
report d 65 fawn , of which one wa tillborn and one wa killed
because it had a twin brother, and the mother would only care for one.
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The third was killed in the herd by being kicked by another deer. The
deer are thriving, and the pasturage is splendid. The herd are in a
protected pla<;e where the winds can not blow. Two cape sleds and
Charley arrived toward evening-.
May 3, 1895.-Clear and bright, with a light south-southeast wind
changing to east-northeast; +12° to +32°. Elektoona quite sick.
May 4, 1895. Ulear and bright; south-southeast wind; +10° to
+31°. Charley left at 9 a. m.
May 5, 1895.--Clear and bright, thawing in the sun; +15° to +35°;
calm during the day; strong north-northeast wind after sunset. The
usual Sunday school and service.
May 6, 1895.-Partly overcast, a strong wind during the night from
the north; +15° to +35°; thawing a little. A sled arrived from
Unalokleet. Mathis Eira left for the herd with provisions.
May 7, 1895.-Overca t, with occasional glimpses of the sun. The
wind changing from northwest to north-northeast, southea t, back to
northeast; +25° to +:-53°. Signs of thawing. Taootuk returned
from seal hunting in the night with his wife, but minu an signs of
seal. Elektoona went up to the herd with _two weeks provisions for
tbe hercl. Taootuk and fartiu al o went up to tay with the herd.
Wocksock and Kummuk came home. Several sleds were on the move
toward the, andpit with all their pos, ession .
May 8, J 95.-Clear aud bright, with a light thaw; +20° to -36°.
South wind, changing to northea ·t. The natives all eem to be on the
move from Nook and the lake . Kjellmann and the Lapp have been
hauling timber for the schoolhouse.
May 9, 1 95.-0lear and bright, with a chilly northeast wind; thawing a little in the un in protected place ; +22° to +30°. The Lapps
received their provi ion with joy.
May 10, 1 95.-Clear an<l. bright, with a light north-northeast wind.
Mr . Brevig c lebrated her birthday by having a sev re headache all
day. The ook 'd er- layer brought tiding that he had seen two
deer and a young fawn on the oth r ide of the mountains south of the
bay headin · thi · way, and he with Mikk l and Johann, were nt out
with four <le r to e if they coulcl catch them and· a certain to which
herd they b longed. Thermomet r, + 220 to +29° .
May 11, 1 95.-Over a t, with thick fog in the mountain ; +18° to
-31°. The Lapp and companion returned at 9.30 p. m., having followed the trc: ·k of th d er all day, but never caught ight of them.
nati
r ported h t he had een them pa northwe t under the
hill near the station on hour before the party returned.
May 12, 1 95.- 11 ar and bright; thawing in the arly afternoon;
he rp, cutting north wind in the
ening. Tb igh ed d er were foll ed all cl, y by the Lapp'. ...:lo e could not keer up and <'am home
in b aft m n. Th u ual nnday ~ er •i • Tb h rd a rep rt d
m v 1 1 mil near r th . tation; 10 fa n 4 d ad. 'l'hermomet r,
+. .o0 to +: 5° . Lett r arriv d fr m 1r. Lopp.
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May 13, 1895.-Clear, north wind. The stray deer were around the
last cam pin°· place before Charley's herd left, and the deer had been
tethered near by so that they should not scatter; but they had only
circled around them, without coming near them, aud turned northwest
again, passing behind the hills. Thermometer, +25° to +26°.
May 14, 1895.-Clear and calm in the forenoon, with rising northeast
wind in the evening; + 14° to +33°. The deer have turned back again
to the camping place and will be watched there until the herd returns.
May 15, 1895.-Clear and calm, +18° to +36°. The new schoolhouse
was begun. Mikkel was out after the tray deer, without seeing them.
May 16, 1895.-Clear, with a very light northeast wind, growing
stronger toward evening; +18° +35°. The deer were sighted behind
the hills, but were very wild and could not be approached within
half a mile.
May 17, 1895.-Partly overca t, with north-northea t wind during
the night. Frederick, Kummuk, and Moses took a cook stove out
to the proposed winter quarter for the herd, to be u ed for a herder's
house. The natives have with one or two exception, moved out of
their huts, and are quartered on the beach or have move(l to the sandpit. School losed to-day. Oowkitkoou came with letters from the
herd; all well. Thermometer, +19° to +31°.
May 18, 1895.-0 erca t, with a chilly northeast wind; + 18° to +30°.
Trading sleds arrived from Cape Prince of Wales with letter from Mr.
Lopp. Mr . Kjellmann was ick from a headache.
May 19, 1 95.-Overca tin the afternoon; mild and thawing; +23°
to +40°. The u ual unday ervice and school. The tray deer are
yet behind the hills. Oowkitkoon tarted for the herd to-night.
May 20, 1895.-Cloudy and ov rcast, with south wind. A lak Somby
came back from Charley's about noon, and reported 77 fawns born, of
which 2 were dead. Ile had been on the way , ince the 16th, having
lost bi way in the fog on the mOl~ntains.
fine, drizzling rain n arly
all day; +42° all day; no fro.tin the morning.
May 21, 189 .- lear, with a light outhea t wind; +30° to +3 °.
May 22, 1 95.-Cloudy and raining part of the day; wind cl1anging
from outhea t to north-northea.. t; -45°.
lak and Fred rick have
be n out looking for the tray deer, which are now moving toward the
herd. Kjellmann made a few brick to-day.
May 23, 1895.-Clear and bright until Gp. m. when it clouded over
and began to rain; trong north-northea t wind all day; +42°.
May 24, 1895.-Wind outh and north; cl ar and mild; +51° at
noon, thawin()'; colder at un et, 10 p. m.
May 25, 1 95.- lear and calm, a very fine day; +50° at noon.
amu 1 and Taootuk came in from th herd and repor ed 132 calves
born, 122 from old deer and 11 from young fawns. The herd is now
near the foot of Grant! y Ilarbor.
May ... 6, 1 95.- lear and calm in the forenoon; cloudy, with ri ing
wind in the afternoon; northeast wind; +41° at noon, with a light
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fro t la t night. The usual Sunday service aud cbool. A lak sa, the
stray deer n ar the first camping place in the fall.
May 27, 1895.-Clear, with a light northwest wind, veering to northeast; light frost last night; +30° to +42° . J obann, Frederick, Mikkel,
and Wocksock went for logs again to-night. Kummuk return .d
to- night. The herd is now near the last camping place. Martin came
in with Kummuk. A yearling cow brings forth a stillborn fawn.
Light frost in the night.
May 28, 1895.-Strong northeast wind, clear and bright; +45°.
Samuel, wife and child, and Martin went to the deer camp to-night.
May 29, 1895.-Clear, with a light north wind; -52°. llrederick,
Mikkel, Johann and Aslak, Mo e , and Kummuk went after log ]ate
last night and are to make another trip again to-night.
May 30, 1 95.-0lear, with a light north wind. The log cavalcade
came home about 2 a. m. and left again at 4 a. m. Light fro t; +52° at
noon.
May 31, 1895.-Clear, calm; light fro t in the night; +54° at noon .
Th log party returned to-night; they have brought some very nice
10g . Salting eal blubber and drying the kin hav been the order of
the day for the Eskimo herders for two days.
June 1, 1 95.-Overca t, with strong north-northeast wind. Early
in the morning we got letter from Mr. Lopp. Per and b~ook arrived
from the herd. Per reported 131 fawn E ing and 13 dead, of which 9
wer from the yearling cow .
Jun 2, 1 9 .-Clear and bright, with a trong north-northeast wind
all uigbt a,nd day. Sunday ervice , but no Sunday school, as mo t of
th herder were out. The toothache is making the station a much£ lt all.
June 3, 1895.-0lear, with a Ii o-ht we t wind; heavy fro t last night.
P rand slak went out to the herd; Frederick and Wock ock pi ked
mo .
June 4, 1895.- lear and bright, with a breath of wind from we t. In
b afternoon a cold, chilly fog ame in from the northwest. A little
cl aning up around the house wa indulged in.
J
5.-0lear, bright, and calm. Toward night it cloud d up
fro
with a little wind. A lak cam home with 7 d er, to be
u
log.
Over
alm with a fe drop, of rain. W kk, and Thorwald Kjellmann went after
· llm nn c lebrated her sixth birthda
,J

d

tim

.i
J
m r

or
alm
it ab

r all nio-ht and day; calm, aud "t
t 9 a. m. Br vig and Thorwald
ning.
r in aud •loud . The Ala kc umf r in and fo . Bre ig nd Kj !lmaun
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returned at 7 a. m. with a log 36 feet long and 14 inche in diameter at
tb mallest end. Frederick,
lak, Kummuk, and Wocksock went
hunting at 4 p. m., followed by A. A. Kjellmann a.t 6 p. m.
June 9, 1895.-Calm and foggy. The sun showed his benign countenance once for six minut.es and the rest of the day we basked in fog.
The usual Sunday service and school. A boy from Kinnowgok reported
two Russian men-of-war lying in the straits waiting for the ice to clear
to com in here and take all the deer back to Siberia. Mathi reported
one fawn born.
June 10, 1895.-Calm and foggy. Taootuk> Elektoona, and Ahlak
went to the herd. Kjellmann went to Point Jack on to get some material for hiR boat. Mathis and Ahlak went to the old corral to pla11t turnips and rutabaga seed.
June 11, 1895.-Light west wind; overcast. Taootuk came home late
last night very sick. Ahlook and Mathis came home to-day.
June 12> 1 95.-Light west wind; cloudy, with thick fog on the hills.
At 8.30 p. m. it snowed some. Thorwald Kjellmann has commenc d a
boat for bis ow11 use. Taootuk i a little better.
June 13, 1895.-Cloudy in the forenoon, with light west wind; !earing up at noon, with northerly wind; a light frost in the evening.
JuM 14, 1895.-Clear until 4 p. m., when it clouded over, with a light
east wind. Frederick and A, lak were sent out looking for the two tray
deer. Mo e painted the little Bear (whaleboat).
June 15, 1895.-0vercast until 6 p. m., when a strong north-northeast
wind commenced to blow. The flag halyard was put in order, and
Moses smeared ome paint on the roof of the hou e. A lak ancl Frederick have not returned yet.
June 16 1805.- lear and calm, a beautiful day; a strong northea, t
wind all night. The u ual service and Sunday school. The net wa
et in an open pace near hor in hope that there was :fish in the
ocean.
June 17, 189 .-Cloudy and overcast, with a light west wind, turning
to outh in the evening; fog at time . A general cleaning up wa
indulged in. The movement of the ice i watched with eager eyes.
Per and Ahlook came in late from the h rd.
June 1 , l 95.- trong we t wind all night and day, with fog, snow,
and sleet in th afternoon. The ice had be n packed up ou this-shore
during the night. Per, hlook, and rederick went out to the herd.
Berit, Johann', Ii tl daughter, i getting tiff in the arm and feet. The
new boat wa launch d to-day.
June 19, 1895.-Clear in the forenoon; fog in the afternoon, with a
chilly we t wind.
Jun 20 895.- I ar in the morning, followed by a cold fog from the
ea, wi h ligh uorthwe wind. W ocksock hot a seal outside the
station. Mr . Kjellmann i ick with a evere old.
June 21, 1 95.-0vercast in the mor11ing, clearing up about noon.
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Ligbt west wind, becoming northeast and strong after 6 p. m., taking
the ice from the shore. Kjellmann, Johann, Mikkel, and Mathis went
out to .A.rkmore _River to fish for trout.
June 22, 1895.-Clear and bright, with a light west wind in the afternoon; the sun set at 10.50 p. m. and appeared again at 1.50 a. m. (My
watch must be twenty minutes fast.) Kjellmann and party returned at 7
this morning with considerable smelt. Martin, Elektoona, and Sekeoglook came in from the herd at 1 a. m. Grantley Harbor and the north
half of the bay is now free from ice.
June 23, 1895.-Clear and nice in the early morning, with fog and
light west-northwest wind all day. The ice is coming back in small
cakes. No service, but Sunday chool.
June 24, 1895.-Light west wind, with foggy weather; a clear spell iu
the afternoon. Frederick, Taootuk, Sekeoglook, Martin, and Elektoona
went up to the herd in the canoe. Wocksock, Kummuk, and Sekeoglook each shot a seal to-night. The bay is filled with floating ice.
June 25, 1895.-Clear and calm, with very nice weather. Considerable codfish was caught last night and is l>eing strung to-day. The ice
is meandering around the bay with the tide.
June 26, 1895.-Clear and calm; a beautiful da,y, clouding in the
evening. At 5 a. m. soma natives came and reported " meakburk;"
two steamers were nearing the anchorage. .A. sail was seen toward
Kings Island, and during the day two more steamer arrived.
everal
barrel of tomcod were caught in one draw of the seine last night.
June 27, 1895.-Rain all night; cloudy, with west-southwest, outh
to southeast wind. At noon I took the whaleboat and :five natives and
went over to the ships and called on the whalers Orea and Karlulc,
arriving at the station at 1 a. m. (28th). I got some papers from the
Orea.

June 28, 1895.-Cloudy, with a little rain; strong south to southwest
wind. One teamer had anchored during the night. Samuel, Oowkitkoon, and Ahlook went out to the herd.
June 29, 1895.-Clear, cloudy, warm, cold, windy, calm, sunshine,
foggy, and a little rain. Per and Martin came in from the herd. The
native are congregating on the beach again and preparing for the
fishing ea on.
Jun 30, 1895.-Clear, with west- outhwe t wind, clouding over at
un et. The u ual rvice and unday chool. The st amer Jeannie
arrived at th anchorage at p. m. A boat' crew from th Jeannette
i encamped on hor fi bing.
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APPTt DIX G.

:METEOROLOGY AT TELLER REI DEER

-

Wind.

Temperature.

Date.

TL1.1'IO .
]{em arks.

Force.
A.M. P.:M.
Course.
- -I- - - ---1- -- -----1----- ----1-- - - - - - - - - - - - 1894.

0

Oct. 15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

0

23
25
26
22

10

10
6
8
0
-2
8

4

5
6
7
8

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

Dec.

33 ------ - ---·-··--·--· .... . do·····-···--·
30 ·-· ·· --··---·-··---··-·· ·do----·-·-·-··

26 ····--- -- -· - -······· .... . do .... . ...... .
22 SE. to SW . . . . . .. . Medium ......... .

~g1 sl.::::::::::::::: .~i~i~·::::::::::::
~ -~~::::::::::::::::

I

1g
10
9
20
18
0
1 - 12

i:rli ~i~~~::::::::

~ f H/U}t!t.l/H

14

0
8
0
-2
-2
10
10
10

.~::: ::: ::: ::: ::::: ~!fi~Y.~: ::: :::::::

40 ------ ·- -- -------- --·- - ··do··--·-····· ·

19
10
12

26
27
28
29
l:!0
31
Nov. 1
2
3

11

~~

25

25

1~

20 -----------·······-· Calm·--···· ...... Clear, nice day.

!~38 t::::::::::::::::
i~iuL::::::::::
E .... - ... -.--.-·-· ·----do ........ _.. .

19

2 ......................... do ...... .. ___ _

I

I~ !~::::::::::::::: .~!~;;r::::::::::
................. Gale ............ ..

10

1:

~w·:::::: :::::::: i~~ohnl: :::::::::::
s;::•~v-,i~:.:::: :::J~ ::::::::::::

~~
~

~-:~:•.. ~:::::::
- 2 NE ........... . ...
- 4 SE ........ __ ......
- 8 1 22 SE., ............

20
21

-12
-2

20
)2

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
l:!O

-4

- 2
- 2
22

- )8
12 1
2
22
0
0
18
15

]

14

2
3
4
5

12
4

-0

-8
-9
-22
-23
-20
-20
-14

~~l~n.~::::::::::::
Strong ........... .
Light ............ .
Light for 110011;
strong afternoon.
, trong..... ...... .
Stron~ gale in the
nip:ht.
N ................. Meclium .. . . . .. .. .
E ............... Light .............
· E ....... . ...... Gale ............. ·1
W., E ..........
rystrong .......
SE.......... ... .. . trong ............
Continuall changing
E................. trong...... .... ..
NE. __ .............. _. . do . -. -.. . . .. . .

24
26

0
0

26
~~

·----··-------···--·

alm.-------···---

E ...... _........ . Light .............
2 N ......... _....... 'trong . _.... . . .. . .
10 NW .................. . do ............
- l l NW .. ·• ... -.. • -....... do . . . . . .. . .. . .

I

Overcast.
Clear, nic .
Do.
Do.
'lo,uly, with Anow fl urri 11.
Clear.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Cloudy, gloomy day.
Cl •ar.
'lonely, tmow flurri R.
Do.
I ar ancl colcl.
Partly ov rcast.
loul1y, snowing in afternoon.
'!ear, very fin day.
'lenr.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Overcast.
Cloudy.
A full.fl dge<l snowAtorm.
Hnowt1tor111.
'loudy.
'loudy, 1mow flurri fl.
'lou!ly, some Know.
Do.
lear.
Clear, snow clriftit1g.
'loudy.
VJ nr.
J>o.

Cl nr, with colll mist in v ning.
Cloudy, snow flurries.
Clear.
Cloud_y.
""nowmg.
Clear morning, b coming cloudy.
Cloucly.
Clear.
lonely, snow Jlurri fl.
Clear.
'loudy.
Cloudy, sorn ,mow.
Partly overcast.
lfaw mist.
qold, blustering day

=ii ::::::::::::::::: :?~1~:•::::::::::::
:1 =i!
[::::::::::::::::: :::J~ :::::::::::: ~f
=f~ 1.~::-:::::::: ::: ::: ~!f!t::: ::: :::::::
-1'1-25
G

7

10
11
12
13
14

-13
- 14

g~;:~old.

- 21 ........................ . do............

Do.
0

N ....... -- .. .. . _.. Light forenoon;
gale afternoon.

Clea~ bazy.
Clear, snow flying in afternoon.
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},-fE'J'EOROLOGY ..d.T TELLER REINDEER STATION-Continued.
Wind.

'.l'empemture.

Remarks.

Date .
..A..M. P.M.

Course.

Force.

- - - - - - ---1---------1--------1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1894.
Dec. 15

0

E .. . ............ ..
E ....... ......... .

~~1~~::::::::
::: :~
,v ................ Me<l
ium ......... .
Calm ............ .

-14
- 14
+22

-20
2
-14
- 18
30
18

NE., S ........... . Very str ong ..... .
SW .............. . Light ............ .

21

18

-2

Calm ............ .

30
111
1895.
Jan. 1

10
2

)6
17
18
19
20

2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

-8

-2
-4
-6

- ~I

-2
-11

-9
-3

-15
-17
-23

-24
-31
- •15
-6

-9
-19
-18
10
22
14
0

24

4

25
26
27

-2
10
16
4
4
-5
-4

~I
Feb.

-20
-14

30
1
2
3

4
5
0

ii

10

-4

5

-3
-4

-1
-22

- 24

-26
-16

11
12
13
14
15

-2
-24
20

16

- 2
- 6

17
18
19
20
21

22
23

-10
0
- 1

Clear.
Snowing and drifting in afternoon.
Clear.
Do.
Stormy, snowini' in the evening.
..A. nice clay, with a little snow in the
ev ning.
Clear and pleasant; sun rose 11.40
a. m., set 2.50 p. m .
Cloudy.
Cloudy, with some snow.
Clear and pleasant.
Cloudy, with rain and sleet in evening
Cloudy, with snow flying.
Cloudy, with sleet.
Cloudy, snow in evening.
Cloudy and raw, clearing np after
clark.
Clear, nice, and pleasant.
Clear, very nice.

14 ......................... do . ......... ..
4 ........... .............. do .......... ..

10 ......................... do ........... . Cl ar, bright, ancl sunny .
2 ........... .. ............ do .......... ..

4
16
8

Do.
Do.
Foggy.
Clear.
Foggy.
Clear.
Foggy.
Clear.
Cl ar afternoon, overcast foret'oon.
Partly overcast.
Stormy.
Clearing after dark.
Cl ar.
Cloudy .
Cloudy, withsnow fl urri s; two hours
sunshine .
Clear.

.....................
~~.::::::::::::::: .....
~~,,~t:::::::::::::
do ........... .

8 ........................ . do ........... .

-2 ......................... do ........... .
2 ......................... do .......... ..
0

3
-22
-29
-30
-33
-15

NNE ............. M dium ......... .
N ................ . ..... do ........... .

:w::::::::::::::
.~.t~.~1!::::::::::::
NW .............. ..... do ........... .

::::~·.·.~~.: :::::·.. ~i~i~·::::::::::::

0 ................. . .. Cahn ............ .

........................ . do ............

S~:::::::::::::::: . ~i.~t!· : : : : : : : : : : : : Cloud~o.

~}:::: :::::::::::: ~t;~~!:::::: ::::::

.................... Calm .............
................... ...... do ............
N ..... . ....... . .. Calm forenoon;
strongaft rnoon.
N E ............. Strong............
NE .. . .. . . .. . . .. Gale..............
N E . . .. .. . . .. . ..
ry strong . . .. ..
N E .................. !lo . . .. .. . .. . ..
E .................. do............
E .................. do............
E .................. do............
E .................. do............
............ ..... ... alm .............
E . . . . . . . . . . .. . Strong............
do............
N ...................... do .. . . . . . . . .. .
N W ............ Gale ..............
trong. ....... .. ..
Calm .. . . . . .. . .. . .
E .. . . . .. .. .. .. Gale..............

I

T ............... .......

E............ . Very strong .... ..
.................... Calm .......... . .
......................... do .......... ..
T. ... ...... ... . .. . trong ........... .
N ................ .. ... . do ........... .
·E ................ .. do ........... .
. . .. . . . ......... . Very strong ..... .
................ . Gale ............. .

c~~~:{~aoi!f!i~ow.
Ov rca11t, clearing toward <lark.
Clear.
Do.
Do.
n_ow falling and flying.
Blizzard.
tormy and drifting.
Do.
Do.
Snow drifting.
Do.
Clear and bright.
Partly O\·ercast.
Do.
tormy and overcast.
:Blizzard.
now flying som .
Clear and lfright.
South ide of house ntirely blork•
aded.
now flying.
Overcast.
Clear, very uice clay .
Clar.
now flying.
lea.r, with a little now flying,
Clear .
Cloudy. ..A. shock of artbquak at
5p.m.
Clear.
Do.
Do.
Cloudy, with 11110w flying.
' now flying.
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METEOROLOGY AT TELLER REINDEER STATION-Continued.
Wind.

Temperature.
Date.

. M. P.M.

Remarks.

Force .

Course.

- - - - - - --1 --------1-------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1895.

0

0

Feb. 24

25
26
27
28
Mar. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1G

17
13
l!l

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Apr. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
10
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30 1
May 1

-19
-16
-22
-15
-6
20
33
25
25
33

10
25
10
12
-10
0
10
12
5
0
2

25 E., E., W ............ do . .......... .
25 SSW ............ . ..... do ........... .
26 ...•................ Calm ............ .
Very strong ... . . .
22
......•.......... ..... clo ........... .
-15
snow .
18
DOW flying.
18
Overcast.
20
Overcast, snow drifting.
12
do ........... . Partly overcast.
12
22 NE., ESE., N., .At times strong .. Cloudy.

--10
-20
-3
-11
-12
-21
-22

-15
-12

-4
10
-14

-l!l

·- 8

~i ::::::::::::::: ~~fe°.~:::::::::::: i~mre-

4

2

-0

-10
-11
-17
-22
-22
-12
-12
-12
-12
-12

-2
-6
-10
-12

-8

0

0

-4
4
4

-4

10

4

18
-14
20
25
28
10

0
-2
-16
-2
6
8

4

0

0

-4
-4

15

-10
10
8
8
12
8
8
10
20
18
18
25
20

~ I

:1

4

8
12
12
10
12
15
15
20
20
20

Cl ar ;part of the clay, some snow.
Rain m the night, snow and sl et to•
day.
Cloudy.
Cloudy, some snow.
Clear, very pleasant .
Clear and nice.

NNE .............

-18

4

5
6
7

Snow drifting.
Clear.
Do.
Do.
Overcast.
Do.
Clear forenoon.

-18
-20
-20
-24
-21
-14
22
10
25
25

4
2

10
10
15
16
20
15
25
28
30
30
25
10

12
20
28
30
31
32
35
35
33
36
30

N~:::::::::::::::
Jti~fif~·::::::::::
NE ....................
NEE.
Changing ......•.. .At times calm .. .. Pa,rtly overcast.

NNE . . . . . . . . . . .. . Medium ......... . tron~.
NE .................. do ........... . Clear.
Strong .....• . .....
Do.
E . . . . . . . . . . . . . Very strong ..... .
Do.
NNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . Strong ........... .
Do.
NNE ............. Very strong ..... .
Do.
E......... .. . . . . . . Very light ...... ..
Do.
Light for noon; Stormy toward night.
strong evening.
Clear.
Do.
Light ............ .
Do.
NE............. Very strong ..... . Clear, snow flying.
N\\T.,
E ...... ... ... do ........... . Overca t, snow flurries.
N E .......... . .. Medium ......... . Cl nr in the middle of the day.
.................... Calm ............ . vercast morning and evening.
\V .............. Medium ....... .. . Partly overcast.
lear.
Do.
Do.
Very fine.
Cloar, cloudy in vening.
l?oggy, clearing and nice.
Clenr and bright.
........................ . do ........... . Snow falling and ovorcast.
.......... . .............. do ..........•. Overcast.
Stormy, some snow.
now dancing.
N ................. M dium ......•... now going south.
N ...................... do ........... . Clear.
N E .................. do ........... . nowflyfn~.
.................... Calm ............ . Cl nr.
Do.
E. in afternoon... Medium ......... .
Do .
.................... Calm ........... ..
Do .
..•.............. .. ..... do .... ... .... .
Calm for noon .
A little snow.
nowstorm.
torm, snow, and fog.
omeanow.
Clear.
Cloudy, with some Rnov.
.~i~~~ :::::::::::: Clear in morning.
E ............. Galo .....•........ DOW flying.
Clear and bright.
Do.
.................. . . 'aim ............ . C,'lear.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Partly overcast.
N W.,
..... Medium ......... . Overcast.
Clear.
.Do.

NE .............

E,NE ..........

iJ!dfif~::::::::::

.?.~~~i~<~:: :::·~-~~1~ ::::::: ::::

•~}:i)::: :: i¥}t:::; ; ;
i

~::::::::::::: .~~~:tf ::::::::::::

.~::::::::::::::::: v:g ~i~~~::::::::
·w:::::::::::::: .. ~~~3!::::::::::::
....~:•.~:::::::::: ···itl~o.::::::::::::
~ri·:::::::::::::
~::::::::::::: .~i_gi!·::::::::::::
'·l: £°Ni·::::::: .~.i~\~::·.·.:::::::·.
~.:N:::::::::: .. ~~~3;::::::::::::
·E~.:::::::::::: .~-1~~~::::::·.:::::
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METEOROLOGY AT TELLER RETkDEER STATION-Continued.
Temperature.

Date.

Wind.
Remarks.

.A.M. P.M.

Course.

--- -1895.

'.May

t~

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

0

0

22
18
20
25
14
18
18
19
18
23
42
34
45
45

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Force .

30

29
31
35
36
33
36
35
31
30
40
42
40
45
45
51
50
41
42
45
52
52
54

.N~~~.:
::: ::: ::: ::: ~~Y!t: :::::: ::::::
................. Strong ........... .
N ... •............. Light, rising ..... .

~~::::::::::::::: ~~~::::::::::::
......................... do .......... ..

.

NNE .. . . . . . . . . . . . Medium ......... .
NNE .................. do ........... .
.................... Calm ........... ..

~E:,-riE:: :::: :: : .~i~~~ :: ::: : : :: : ::

SE ..................... do ........... .
SE ..... ................ do ........... .
S.,N .................. . do .......... ..
.................... Calm ............ .

JfT5Ll:1 ·;i~i~~tl/!1

Clear.
Overcast, fog in mountains.
Clear, some snow flying.
Clear.
Calm forenoon, clear.
Clear.
Do.
Overcast part of the day.
Overcast.
Do.
Cloudy.
Rain part of the clay.
Cloudy.
Do.
Clear.
Do.
Cloudy night.
Clear.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

APPENDIX H.

ACTION OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.

The National Education Associatiou (representing the 400,000 public
school teachers of the United State ), in ses fon at Denver, Colo., July
9 to 12, 1895, passed the following resolution:
llesol'l:ed, That we heartily approve the efforts to educate Alaskans, and especially
in the care and use of reindeer as an industry and as a means of saving thom from
starvation and affording them food, raiment, sheltor, a,nd transportation; and that
we believe Congress should extend to Alaska aid in settling the questions of productive industry by experiment stations, as it now aids in the otb r Territories and
and in the several States by its appropriation for agricultural stations.

ACTION OF THE LAKE MOHONK CONFERENCE.

At the thirteenth annual meeting of the Lake Mohonk Conference,
October 9 to 11, 1895, the following action wa taken:
We note with satisfaction that the experiment of introducing reindeer into Alaska
has proved a marked success. But the supply of reindeer is as yet totally inadequate
for the needs of the natives. The sum hitherto appropriated has beon but $7,500 a
year, sufficient only to purchase 150 reindeer and pay tbe expenses of the herders.
We therefore earnestly second the request of Commissioner Harris that the appropriation bo increased and that Congress set aside for this coming year for the purchase and mafotenance of reindeer the sum of $20,000.
Resolved, That we specially commond the work of the fiel<l matrons as productive
of the best good of the Indian communities, through the instruction and elevation
of tho Indian women, and in that respect particularly necessary. We urge substantial additions to the appropriation for their support and that their number may
be largely increased.

ACTION OF THE BOARD OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS.

The following re olution was adopted at the confer nee of the Board
of Indian Commi iouer and tJrn friends of the indians in e sion at
Wa lnngton, D. C., January 15, 1896:
Resot1,ed, Tba.t tlus conference most earnestly urges npou C!>ngress larger appropriations for education m Alaska and for the more rapid mLroduction of domestic
rerndeer m that region.
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APPENDIX. 1
By DAVID

STARR JORDAN

and

GEORGE ARCHIBALD CLARK.

The report of Mr. Henry W. Elliott on the Seal Islands of Alaska,
fir t published in fnU in conneetion with the United States Oen u. of
18 O, is the basis of our :first broad know] dge of the habits and life bi•.
tory of the fur seal. The work is comprehensive in it conception, vivid
in its presentation, and, considering the difficulties of the undertaking,
'
generally speaking, accurate in its conclusion .
To criticise that part of the work which in the light of later inve tigations seems erroneous is an ungracious task. It is, however, one which
can not be avoided, in view of the part Mr. Elliott's numerical calculation have had in the subsequent history of the fur-seal herd and in
view of the republieation of the work now at practically the same time
with the more complete results of the investigations of 1 96 and 1 97.
'l'hat the :first in ve ·ti gator of this difficult subject should have committed errors, or t,hat be should not have looked at all phases of the
subject, can not be surprising. Whoever does real work mu t make
mistake , and Mr. Elliott bas been no exce1 tion. At the same time
the present writers wi h to put on record their respect for the energy,
ing nuity, and faithfulne s with which Mr. Elliott has performed the
labor of love of making known the history of the fur seal.
Page 7: It is to be doubted whether a fur-seal rookery, at lea t of
the Ala ka specie ( Gallorhinus alascanus), ever existed on the Famllone . On the Mexican i land of Guadalupe a con iderable rookery of
a di tinct pecies of fur seal, recently described by Dr. Merriam under
the name of Arctocephcilits town endi, existed until about 18 5, and
there is rea on to believe that a few animals still remain in that
neighborhood.
Be ide the little rookery on Robben (not Robbin ) Reef, or Tiuleni
I land, con iderable r okerie exi ted on the Japanese Kuril i land Srednoi, H.aikoke, Mu ·ir, and Broughton. These herd are not y~t
wholly extinct.
age 16: ti not trne that blue foxe are re tricted to St. Paul and
St. G orge i land . 'l'h y ar na,tiv al o to the Commander I laud.,
and w r found upon the 1entiau I ·laud at the time of their discovery in 1741. They are r ported to hav exi t d in the vicinity of tho
fuller account of
mouth f the ukou a11d on the iberian oa t.
th di tribu ion of the blue fox will be found in Petroft''s report on the
r ourc of la ka, vol. 4 of thi erie , page 90. The contrary tatent that tb y w r introduced on the Pribilof I ·land by the la ka
1 Company i without foundation. By refi rence to the um1
Prepared • t the request of the ecretary of the Treasury. See prefatory note to
Volume I.
H. Doc. 92. pt. 3-44
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mary of furs purchased by Russian-American traders, given in Petroff's
report, mentioned above (pp. 805-899), we find that the ' e foxes have been
taken on the Pribilof Jslands since 1842.
It is certaiuly not true at the present time that the foxes "feed and
grow fat on ick and weakly seals, also devouring many pups." It is
probal>le that they eat tbe dead pups late in the sea on wbich bave
starved. On St. George Island in 1896 practically all such pup ' were
eaten up. It may be that they also occasioually attack a starving pup,
lmt the number of healthy, vigorous pups injured by them must be
small.
Page 19: There is no special scarcity of fishes about the Pril>Hof
I lands as compared with other i lands in Bering Sea. Apparently
the eals rarely, if ever, •feed near the islands.
Page 23. "Holluscbickie" seems to u, an undesirable spelling of the
Pussian word "holostiaki," tbe plural of" l1olustiak," the l>achelor seal.
Page 37: The statement that "there i no need of protecting the furl>earing animals (elsewhere than on the seal i lands), unless it be l)y a
few whole om general restrictions in regard to the ea-otter chase,"
needs some qualification in tlle light or sub equent events. '' 'rhe
rngged, forbidding, and inhospitil blc extcifor" of Aln , ka is no bar to
tl1e skin hunter, auy more tllau i , the rough aud tempe tuous waters
of Bering Sea to the pehl rric sealer.
Page 39: The reason for lea ing tbe rirrht to take skin to a re. ponsible company are well stated by Mr. Elliott, and liiR statement. have
110w a historic value as representing the view at that time. It i. <lifficult, however, to under taud why in ca • tbe Government undertook to
• ell the skin on its own account to the bi 0 ·he t lJidd r the ale . hould
lie conducted on the i laud · rath r than at an Fran i;-;co, for example.
1 ut even if it did involve the liceu ing of ' a thommn l ship to be
pre ent at the sale," the tatement which follow ", that "the mttlin g- of
their anchor chain and the scraping· of tb.eir keel· on the b a che. of
the two i lands would alone drive ev ry , eal , way a11d over to the
I u, 'iau grounds in a remarkably hort spa e of time, i. clearly a,lJ,·urd.
'l'he notion that the Pribilof seal mi 0 ·h.t in ome way or other be driven
to tb.e Commander I land or to Japan ha.· ari:en ev ry year from 1868
to 1 97, and it never lu d a particl of jn,_ tification.
Page 4 : The differ nee betw en the fur, al or " e~ h ar," and the
1ru or hair seal noticed hy Ir. Elliott are great and fundam ntal.
hxc pt that they are both pelagic arnivora, feeding on fl h, the two
animals haves ar ly any bing in ommon.
>age 47: " ik, tch" i pre£ rabl t "S e 1 aitch." Ir. Elliott spell
l u .. ian name ac ordin to their Eno-li h pronunciation ill tead of following the accepted m tliod of tran:literation.
v e have every r •a ·on to believe that the bull returns each y ar to
hi former tc nd a
matter of pr r •r n . JI goe 1 ewh r H' h
·an do b tter or if be i for cl to do wor:e. Witll the f •male · nud
ounO' mal
he pla e of r turn i cl ubtle 1 definite, though in the
·a e of tile dult cow , at lea t, pr ~ r n · b, evid ntly to do largely
with ch i
f loc, tion.
Pa e : The fighting am 11g the bull. h 1 ret rred to a goin °· on
' m ming, no n, nd ni ·ht withou c . , ti n · i , Teatly xa g rated..
certain am unt of' bluffiug" i
u tautly t l> , •11 nth r ok ri :,
but r al fi "hting i not
r on pi ·uo1v.
cc rdin O' t tli b rvaiou_ of h . , n of 1, 07 h r i very littl fighting b f< r th cow,
b rrm t , rr1v
ncl the· ,' ra ()'le in .- 1 wly an<l qui tl at fir a'
to tr ct littl 't ntiou fr m the bull . r h • r 1 fighting o •ur < t
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the bei 0 ·ht of the sea on,~ hen the coming and going oftbe cows in large
numbers ke p th harem 'tined up. At thi time, taking advantage
of the confu ·ion the idle bulls attempt to t al cows, and fighting
re ults between thi las and the ltal'em master . The harem bulls
rar ly :fight among them elves, though they are ready at all times to
combine and make c·ommo11 cau e against an intruder. The fiercest
lig-htiog is among the idle bull, , which hang about the rear of the rookeries. lt ii; among thi.' cla. that the fatal fights occur.
Page 53: The harem masterr..;, wl1ile tired, lean, a11d hungry on leaving
th rookel'i ' at the clo e of July, are hardly as abject a Mr. Elliott's
graphic words would l ave one to infer. 'rl1ey are able and williug to
fight intruder._ to the la t, a our :fforts to remove them in makiug the
count of live and d ad pups July 30 to August 3, 1897, abundantly
show.
Wbile it is true that for the most part the rutting eason is over by
the 10th of Aug u ·t, it is not eutirely o, as our ob ervations showed
frequent in.·tance of copulation throughout Augu.,t and even in
September.
Page 54-: Tbe fur eal certainly does not swallow "occasional juicy
frond of seaw<1ed or kelp," nor even "soft-shelJed crab " to vary the
monotony of hi diet.
one of the many stomach examined during
the sea ons of 1806 aud 1897 show traces of these things.
uch obj •ts
if taken into the stomach at all are more likely ·eized by accident
rather than intent. It is diflicult to say what the purpo ·e of the fur
enl and tbe ·ea lion may be in taking the stones i11to the stomacll, but
this practice is not, as here stated, limited to the bull . It is common
to all cl:1.;ses of the animals clown to t,he pup of tbree months old.
Tbat tl10 stomachs of the bachelors are empty, as here mention d, is
not due to fa ting on tlle part of this cla._ s of animal , but rath r to the
fact that they in comrnou with tbe cows remain in the water to dig t
their food. The arniuation of a consideml>le number of cow,: dnri110tbe sea on of 1896, evideutly just returned from feeding, show d the
Rtomacb in every in. tance to be empty, not. excepting an instau ·e wliere
the animal came to it death by cboking on a fi h bone.
We bave here a reiteration of the exaggerated account of :fighting
already referred to. The appearanc of the bull , as een thi sea, on
ju t before the arrival of the cows, plainly indicated that no considerable
fighting had taken pla e. Tber were none of the wounds vi ible which
were o con picuou among, ome cla>'ses later. The "period of univer'al pa. modic, desperate fighting' among tbe bull from the 12th to the
14th of .Jun is a pure fiction. The arrival of cow about tbis time is o
gradual aud quiet that th bull.· a a c]a,., pay no attention to them and
th re i. ab olutely no fighting over them. The re ord of daily count
·how thi , gradual app arance of the cow . On Kitovi rookery, where
2 cow , rrived on June 14, there were but O on the 20th and 76 on the
26th out of a total for the . a on of 1,24.5.
imilar count on Luka1ii11
:h w d lik r ult., th re being 1 ow on the 12th, 37 on the 20th, -07
on th 26th out of a total for tbe a on of about 4,000. During thi
peri d h r wa. . ab:olnt 1 110 di turbance on the rook ries.
It may b cont nded that in h more expanded ancl crowded coD<li•
ti n . f tbe r _k 1i , a. en by Mr. l!illiott, a diffi rent order of thi11~.
obtam d. 1 ln may b tru , though it is very doubtful while the
pr . ut r :1. ~v r tocked condition of the rookerie a t~ uulL, and
~b con: •qn 11t ~1erc r truggle to obtain po ession of the few remainrng c w ' make it probable that more fighting on the whole occurred
in the ea ons of 1 06 and 1 97 than ever befo:e. There are ~nd have
1
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always been sanguinary battles on the rookeries, but they have been
greatly exaggerated.
The "exceeding peace and dove-like amiability" of the cows and their
"attractive, gentle, and intelligent" expression on the fo1lowing page
are relative matters. While the cows do not indulge in pitched battles,
they are snappish creatures, uncivil to each other, cruel to pnps uot their
own, and capable of giving their lords much well-deserved naggin g.
Page 56: The very elaborate and complex method of rookery organization, tbe selection of their breeding grnunds with the "skill of civil
engineers," the "amiable nat\1re" of tlle females and the "intelligent
courage" of the male. dwelt upon by Mr. Elliott in his vivid description of these animal presupposes a degree of intelligence which the
fur seal does not po 8ess. The fur seal has wonderfully developed
insti nets, but its intelligence (that is, its voluntary or adaptive activity)
is relatively low.
In our preliminary report for 1896 we say: "From the ruthless
natural destruction of all seals iu which the geographical instinct or
the instincts of feeding and reproduction are defective, results the
extreme perfection of t he few instincts which the animal possesses.
The life processes of the fur seal are as perfect as clock work, but its
grade of intelligence is low. Its rauge of choice in action i very
slight. It is a wonderful automaton and the stress of its migrations
will al way ~ keep it so.
"By intellect or intelligence in this sense is meant the power to choose
among pos ible different courses of action. The external influence and
internal impul e produce certain impressions on the nervous sy tern
of the animal. By the automatic instinct the response wbi ·h follows
i · directly related to the cau e, a.nd there is no choice among re, pon esso much influence; so much rebound. By the operations of ill tin ct
each individual in given conditions will act just as any other individual
will. Intellect, however, implies individuality. One animal will choose
to do this, another that, adapting action to its special needs or circumstances. A fur eal will do what its ance tor have had to do to per£ ction. If it i led to do other tlling , it is dazed and stupid." (Jordan,
I rel. l ep., 1896, p. 27.)
Page 56: There i no normal or regular size of the harem. It ranges
from 1 to an indefinite nnmber, 75 and even 100 oeing counted in exceptional in, tance . The averacre at pre ent, with a va t urplu of bull,,
i between 29 and 35, and it La probably never varied far from thi .
The harem , however, appear mall r when count d, because at no time
are more than half the ·ow pre. ent at once. The cow are extremely
gr arious an.cl cro-, d clo ely together on the preferred ground n l r
the hor . The hrin kage of th rookerie how it elf in the pro gr
ive abaudonm nt of utlyiHg bull., tho in the preferr d di trict having about a many cow in ne year a another.
Pa e 5 : 'Ih wound of the fur al, it i. rue, heal v ry r pidly, but
no , ithout a ar. Tll re are few adult bnll.' on th i land,· that do
not lrn
di tinct car at th angl of the for flipper, a
t <l poin
f atta ·kin fi htin . 'Ihe bacl1elor, ar frequ n ly bitt n by bull who
ha b en h 1t ut fron h ro k n . by their bett r ud ar oc •a ·ionally in ·lnd cl in th clriv . On th killino- rom1d mun rou animal
ar r je d b au of a w It or se( m in the , kin, th re ult f an
imp rf ,('l}y h 1 l w un 1.
>a~•,j! : h w ightofth pupa birhi 11 ta h re tat cl" t 4
nd it 1 ngth 12 t 1 in h , . ' Th cc Uc 1 , eight i from
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11 to 12 pounds and the length from 18 to 24 inches.
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On page 274 Mr.
Elliott give the weight of the fur-seal pup of one day old as 5 to 7½
pounds and its length as 12 to 13 inches. In the length of the tail of
the fur eals g·iven on the preceding page that of the adult male is said
to be 4 to 5 inches. In all our measurements the tail of the bull did not
exceed 2 to 2½ inche . These are small matters, but they point to guesswork rather actual investigation as a souroe of information and have
an importance in connection with larger mathematical problems, with
the re ults of which we mu t take decided issue later on.
'l'he apathy here noted as bown by the mother sea.I is true after the
pup bas become aule to move about and care for itself. For two or
three day , howeYer, the mother eal is greatly concerned for the welfare of her I up. SIJe will lift it out of the wa,y of a trampling lmll as
a cat would a kitten. She will not de~ert her newly born pup. .After a
few days, however, she correctly infer that it can take care of itself
and only looks after it at meal time, though she apparently enjoys
having it sleep at her side.
Page (;O: Probably Mr. Elliott's estimate that not more than 1 per
cent of the pups are cru bed by tbe bull i too low. '1\vo or 3 per
cent would probably be nearer the truth. On the other hand, in our
preliminary re11ort for 1890, we were in error in ascribing the greater
part of the early mortality of pups to trampling hy bull!;;. To, t of
the natural deaths of young pnps, occurring from tTuly 20 to Augu t 20,
are due to the attricks of a small parasitic worm ( Uncinaria,), which
lives in infected or filthy sandy a.reas. 'l'he larvre adhere to the fur of
the mother and are swallowed by the pup while nursing. The worm
develops in the small intestine, where it multiplies, sucking the blood
of the pup, which may die of weakness or amemia even when quite fat.
The ravages of the worm are practically over by tl1e end of Angn t.
Unfortunately Mr. Elliott records no observations of the rook ry
grounds in August, and give us no data by which th ravage of the
worm can be estimated for the years when the rookeri were at th ir
height. Our first records of it work are found in a photograph of
Tolstoi and flat taken in 1891, when several tl1onsand pup , unquestionably killed by the worm, were found there, and are. hown in a photograph taken by Dr. Dawson. On this , ame rookery the pr ence of
innumerable lJones of pups strewn over territory unocupiecl even iu
1891 . hows that the worm was at work prior to that date. It i probable that the ravages of the Uncinaria are a old a th herd it. elf.
Th reference in the footnote a companying thi. page to the effect
of the ",·udden nip" of the urf a a ·au, e of deatl1 among the pup is
apparently unwarranted. The clo e ob ervation of th past two ea.sons, and particularly of the ea. u of 1 '90, covering the ev re torm
of ept mb:.r and October, failed to <liiwlo e any ca ualtie due to the
urf. Th number or-drowned pup found amon · the dead is insig-nifi·ant, and the viden e point to impri. onment among the ro ks, weak11e 'from hun r, or the attack of the worm a the iudir ct cause of
tb few <lea h which ar due to drowning. The windrows of dead
pup. ·a t up by the urf at Tol toi and o toclrni are not drowned pups,
but wormy on wa.·bed from the rook ries by the nrf.
Page 61: The ob ~rvation of the ea. on of 1 97 ·how conclu ively
that th pup know its mothers voice, even at the age of two days, aud
an follow it un. rringly. 'Ihat the pup "no e around every mother
e 1 that om rn contact with them" doe. not prove the inability of
the pup to recognize its own mother. 'Ihe persistent and successful
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efforts of a pup less than two <lays old to follow its mother's voice
through a distance of 100 feet of rocky beach to a point whither she
had been carried by an idle bull is abundant proof of its ability.
Page 62: Mr. Elliott here discusses ·the possible appearance of epidemics or other specific diseases and finds no evidence of any; but
un1ess he traversed the rookeries and examined them closely in .August,
be could not have known auything of the mortality there to be found
among the pups as well as the adult animals. .An adequate notion of
the real condition of the rookeries in this regard can be obtained only
by driving off the animals and walking over the ground. Mr. Elliott
evidently did not do this. The investigations of 1896, though very
t11orougb, failed at once to understand the mischief due to Uncinar-ia,
because no one of the investigators then knew anything of the creature
itself. Its existence in 1872-1874 may therefore easily have been overlooked by Mr. Elliott.
Page 65: Our experience during the past two seasons regardmg the
keenness of the sense of smell among the seals does not bear out the
statement here made by Mr. Elliott and which represents the current
traditions of the islands. The odor of a man to the wind ward may
possibly startle a drove of bacl1elors, some one of tLem first noticing
it and by a rapid movement startling the others. In such case it is no
more reasonable to ascribe tbe effect to the sense of smell than to tl1e
sense of hearing. Sounds are more dil:;tinctly conveyed also from the
windward direction. It is al o well l 11own that sharp sounds startle
the seals, and the clapping of the ltauds or the rattling of a stick on a
rock is the usual means of urging on a drive. In our investig,ttion
we have found it possible to clo ely approach bachelors and cows from
tbe windward by moving noi elessly and keeping out of ight, a11d have
ob erved them for long periods at a time without di turhino·them. We
have also repeatedly passed to the wind ward of leepin g bachelors without di turbing them. Mr. Bri tow Adam in 1 07 painted white crosses
on the back· of two bulls asleep on Tolstoi and • B ut itis rarely the
case that all members of a flock of s , 1 ar asleep at once, aud if one
anhnal catches ight of the intruder or hear" his ·tep, its movements
will et the whole herd in motion. The vi ion of the fnr eal a Mr.
Elli tt rightly states i imperfect and indi, tiuct.
a re. ult, any
moving object fill it with alarm, e pecially if the o~ject Rtand out
again, t the sky line. In 1 DG when eal , ere herded in the salt lagoou,
t up in the middle of a and bea ·h wa ufficient to frighten
a tak
away from it the s als endeavoring to
ape and wa quite a •ffective a a man would ha e b en. What v r may b the r lativ importance of th en.'e, of tl1e fnr eal, it i not at all c rtain that th
n
of, m II i more acute than tl1e oth r ; and whatever may be it. fmwtion, it certai11ly doe. not convey a ·en e of daug r uul . th o~j t
ex iting it i in view of th animal.
I age 72: It i not tru that ading m l and~ m, l . are alike in
iz
in behavior and color. Th f mal of on
ar ol<l are uot. bly
maller than th mal
f corr ponding a -n t much larg r in i ' pmber than th Jar ·t gr y pnp.. Th y ar1ing m, 1 approximat
th 2-y r- ld fi 1 al in iz . It i,' not, true that ' the '-year-o1<l,· and
h old r
1 k
·tl • alik . f, r , . · 1 r o· • ' In "' 11 r, 1 tl1
il r an h ir whi.·k r d( rker han h Id r
n :
hil th p 1, g f th ol 1 r f m, 1 i. darker than th t of th
y ung p r i , 111 rly in b r o-i n of t b hr t.
I,
7' : H re i
ill n h r . tim, t
f th iz of the fir- , , l
pu
In h fir · in. t, n · it
p un 1 ·; n
it i 6 to 7 ~, and
1u ntl it i gi n :- to 7~ 1 1111 l. .
1

,'
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Page 78: The tatement hero made by Mr. Elliott that prior to bis
lahors "nothing to gni<le to a fair or even approximate estimate as to
the 1mmber of fur seals on these islands" bad been dolle, while true for
the ltus ia1lperiod is certainly unjust to Capt Charles Bryant, who in
1869 macle a,n investigation of tbe condition of the herd and constrncted an estimate of the number of seals, in our judgment, quite as
correct as 1\fr. Elliott's. Tn the Bulletin of tlie Museum of Comparative Zoology, ambridge, 1870, Vol. II, page 106, Captain Bryant
makes tbe following statement:
"1'here are at least 12 miles of shore line ou the island of St. Paul's
occnpie<l. by the seal' as breeding grounds, with an average width of
15 rods. There being about 20 seals to the square rod, gives 11152,000
as the whole number of breediug males and females. Deductmg onetenth for males leaves 1,037,800 breeding females." A separate c timate on the same basis for St. George is made, giving one-half as many
to that island. With this total of approximately 1,500,000 bree<liI1g
females (not including the yonng) for the two islands, contrast the estimate of 3,H)3,000 "breedi11g ,'eals and young" arrived at by Mr. Elliott.
Orn<le a;3 Captain Bryant's e timate is, both as to methods and re ·ult,
it is tbe pioneer work in the line of acreage enumerations of the al ,
aml as snch sl1ould receive due credit. The work was done in 1 69 and
its re ult published in 1870, two years before Mr. Elliott began hi
inve. tigation .
Page 78: The law of distribution stated by Mr. Elliott is relatively
trne, but can not be exactly so. It is physically impo.·sible to stow as
many eals on a slope covered with coarse rocks as in a basin-sLaprd
area free from stones. As tl1e herd decline , the harems become more
all(l more separated, especia11y in rocky places, where the station ar
not equally convenient. ln other word , while in Mr. Elliott' time the
rookeries were a solidly packed a the nature of the ground won lcl
permit, tlrny are not crowded to the . ame extent in their pre. ent
sbnrnken area. If there were in his day five tim s as many eal a
110w, it does not foJlow that the rookeries occupied five times the pre ent pace. As a matter of fact, they di<l. not.
Page 79: The de ·cription of the p riod between ,July 10 and 20 i
relatively true. To the eye of the ca "ual ob ·erver there i little cliange
in the ap1)car:wce of the breeding grounds. But a a matter of fa ·t
at thi time the greate. t cluwge or the . cason are going on, the dinorence in population between 011e day and the next b ing anywher from
10 to 30 p r cent, a shown by actual count made dming the ea:on
of L 97. On a breeding area calle<l the '' mpbitheater," on Kitovi
rookery, the following i the daily count of cow, :
July 10
11
13
14
15

..•................
... . .. ... ... .. ....
. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
·---·· ·----- ··---.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

660
703
(-l54
556
703

Jnly 16
17
18
19
20

...•..............
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •. .
.... .. .... .. .. .. ..
...... ------ ·----.... .. ... ... .. . .. .

67
698
566
556
429

Dnrinrr thi. periocl th re wa a gradual increa. e of harem from 3'i
on the 10th to 46 on the 1:Jth, an l by the 25th there were 53. Corre. ponding to the e ·hange in I opulation there wa a gradual and marked
.·pa~. ion of th t •rritory o ·cupi d l>y the al , due to the podding
nt of th 1mp and tll cattering of the cow, in following them.
~rom th e inve tig-ation it will be een that at the time when Mr.
Elliott nppo ed the rook rie to b mo t tal>le they were in fact mo t,
m1 . ttl d, The maximum population in tead of cov ring a definite
P n cl, r pr nted at be t a ingl day omewher about the middle
of July when the arrivals and departure practically balanced each other,
1
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for even at their maximum not more than half of the cows actually
belongiug to a given rookery were preseut. Of this fact Mr. Elliott
was not ful1y aware. Moreover be infers that tlrn 2-year old cows are
on the rookeries at this time, whereas they do not come on the rookeries
until the rutting season for the adults is over, in the last week of July
and the first of August. These two important matters must always be
kept in mind in weighing the value of Mr. Elliott's estimate.
The surveys recently made upon the islands show clearly that Mr.
Elliott's maps and surveys are only rough sketches. Captain Moser,
as a result of his investigations in 1896, said that Mr. Elliott's shore line
"rarely stood the test of an instrumental angle." If this be true of the
fixed and defill.ite sea margin, what must be the inference in. tlie case
of the changing and shifting boundaries of the rookeries t The statement that "there is no more difficulty in surveying these seal margins
* * * than there is iu drawing sights along and around the curbs of a
stone fence surrounding a field" is by 110 mean reassuring to one who
bas inve tigated the breeding grounds in the l1eigbt of the season. A
man can not approach within 50 to 100 feet of the line of breedin g· seals
except at the risk of bis life. He must therefore note his boundHrie
from a di tance and make hi mea uremP11t after the seal have left
in the winter. The band of breeding seal i of every conceivable
width, and to reacl1 an average e timate of it area on all the rookerie
would require thousands of mea nremeuts. But after the ec 1 have
left the ground the making of the e mea urement becomes a mere
matter of guesswork, as no mark are left to 8how where the boundarie
wer . In view of tbe fact that Mr. Elliott gives us no more information
about his surveys of the rookerie than tlrn tatement above quoted,
we can not cone de to them a gr ater alue.
The unit of pace her a signed to the individua
al mu t also be
objected to. The tat ment that the female o 'cupi
little le than
2 quare f et i of cour o
· of
n or a
rint for 2 feet
quare. This Mr. Elliott ba
elf
·ted in bi
UO r port. But
the 2 feet quare or 4 quar
nt
in whicb it i a snmed that
the cow bring forth her young nnd
her time on the rookery, i
till far too ma,11 for the crowd cl ar
ltile in the ro ky beaches it
is perfectly ab urd. The aver
·
·
· t long and mea ' urc
· ½f t from tip to tip of r
r,. Our ob ervation bow that on tb
d
uo- grounds, wh re
th ow are pack cl t
he
an b~ they till ·
require a pace of from
.b e ma . ed area
are but a fraction of the
tt in not allowing
for tbe b ence of at l a, t
· including th
2-year- ld , unint ·
e error which
oul
f pace. But
ven
P,
f
i
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that in bi day there w re 31 times as many harems and 17 times as
many cows on tLe e t.wo rookerie . This is impo sible, aud nothing in
tbe appearance of the ground or the bi tory of the herd would warrant
such an as ·umption. Fortunately in the log of t. Paul I laud we have
evidence so nearly coutempora11eous with Mr. Elliott' time as to repreent practically identical conditions. On 1\1 ay 24, 1880, Mr. Beaman,
then a.gent on St. Panl, r cords that by actual comit there were on that
date 275 bul1s on the e two rookeries.
ot a.11 the bul1s, of cour c,
could be expected on the rookeries at thfa date, but the ea on wa. a ·
normal one, as tbe bulls beg·an arriving on th 30th of April. We
know from our exptrience of the past ea. on that by the enrl of the
first week in June practica1ly all the regnlar har m rna ters are in their
places. It is imrlOssible for us to d termille wLat proportion of the lrn11
would be present on tbe 24th of May, but we mayrea onabJyinfer that
if there were to be 10,000 pre ent by the 101,h of June (when the ow,
begin to arrive), 275 was a ridiculously small proportion to be found on
the 24th of May.
Page 93: In this recapitulation for St. Paul we find the now aba11doned rookery of " ah Spil" e'timate<.l at 8,000 breeding eaJ., and
young, or about 275 bulls and 3,500 cows. Thi was indeed a man
rookery, about oue-half the size of ~itovi to-day. It i to l>e regretted
that Mr. El1iott did not make an actual count of it pup . In connection with this little rookery, however, we have tbe mo t conclusive evidence of the exaggerated nature of Mr. Blliott's ti mat . In the year
1870 we find it recorded in the log of St. I aul Island that a total of'
23 bul1s were counted on this rookery on the ~0th of ,June after a considerable number of cow ha<l arrived. There can be 110 que tiou that
at that date alJ the harem bul1 , were in place.
Tbi r capitulation al o shows the most serious objection of a11 to
fr. Elliott' survey of' the roolrnl'ie~. Here we fi11d that for D of the 12
br eding ground of St. Paul, involving 7 mile of breeding llore liu ,
each rookery is given an eveu average width of 150 fi et. What th a,verage bould be we would not a sume to ay, but no one fami1ial' with th
cllaractcr of these rookeries would conce<lc them all to be of thi a erage
width. Thi average width is a matter of great importance, for an
error in it i multiplied throughout the whole 7 mile of breeding
ground . Suppo e the average width wa in fart 160 or 140 h1 t <1ad
of 150. Thi , accordiu 0 • to Mr. EUiott's m thod of th cakulatio11 woulcl
require the adding to or sul>tra ·ting of 184,000 m1imal frorn 111 total.
It i impo ible to accept the r . ults of uch an e. timnte q even
approximatiug the faf't .
Pag 100: In hi final , ummary of th rookeri .' of th two i land
l\fr. l!.Jllio t find a total of 3,193 4W 'br 'eding ,•ea] aud young." Thi.
in fode , a cording to hi ub quent stat m nt, all adult br ding
bul1 and cow , the virgin 2-y ar old ow,, and the pup of the year.
On 1mg 10"" be tell us that 1,000,000 of the e were pup. , and by hi
calculation in the ame conne ·tion of the survival of 2-year old w find
ha ..;.;25 000 of tbi cla. are included. I➔ or tlte mi11ion pup. there mu , t
bas b 11 , n qual 1rnmuer of breeding cow , or in all .'.6,~25,000 cows
and pup . Th diff r n b tween thi figure and 3,193,4-20, or 86 ,4~0,
m_u ·th, ve b_ n br ~ing bull . fr. Elliott doe ' not give an e timate
ot tlJ br elm bull m ·01m 'Ction with thi report, but in 1890 be tell,
u that th ~ wer 90 000 breeding bu]] in 1 72-1874. fr. Elliott
would ~ot b1rn elf a_ccept what hL· figure~ nece ._ariJy show.
uch a
J>r portion of br edmg bull couJ<l not have exi ted on the islands.
These discr pancies and other how conclusively that Mr. Elliott's
1
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figures are only guesses multiplied by assumptions, and his inexact use
of them declares that he himself attached no greater value to them at
tbe time they were made.
Page 101: Mr. Elliott's conclusion here stated as to the perfect safety
of land killing is unquestiouably correct, and should never have been
questioned by anyone, least of all by himself, as is the case in bis 1800
report.
Page 102: The Basking shark (Oetorhinus) never killed a fur seal nor
any other large animal. Mr. Elliott also refers to the Nurse shark
(8ornniosus), "llich is probably equally innocuous so far as the fur seals
are concerned.
The estimate that half the number of pups return as yearlings can
11ot be far out of the way. At present the number returning as 3-year
olds is not far from one-third of the number born.
Page 103: The course here described a taken by tbe seals in their
migrations is misleading. They do not '' spread themselves over the
entire Pacific." That some of tliem probably become lost and wander
about at distances remote from the track of the main herd is true, as
the record of observations shows. But the herd a a whole takes a
direct cour ·e through the Pacific Ocean obliquely to the coast of California. It is probable that the adult males go 110 farther outh than
the Gulf of Alaska, and that the young of the year get no fartller south
than the latitude of Cape Flattery; but the adult females are taken off
tl1e cmvt of outhern California within two weeks after their departure
from the island , and hence their ·ourse mu t be direct and rapid. On
their return they move slowly back along the merican Coast, reaching
the pa se. about the 1st of June, whither they have alr ady been prec ded by the adult male and old r bachelor . 'fhe younger seal of
both xe arrive later, dnring the latter half of July.
The Commander I land b rd
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b rd , whicl1 r pre nt di.. tinct
.
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th m.
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seal has no value, being based wholly upon assumptions. It is certain
that the fish life of Bering Sea is iu no appreciable way affected by the
feeding of the seals.
Page 105: It is absurd to say that "an adequate realization by
ichthyologists and fishermen a to what havoc the fur-seal hosts are
annually making among the cod, herring, and salmon of the 1: orthwe t Coast and Alaska would disconcert and astound them. In Bering Sea the fur seal feeds almost exclusively on pollock, seal fl h, and
squid. None of these are used as food by man. The seal fish, a small
surface-swimming smelt, has never yet been taken by man, all om·
knowledge of it being drawn from skeletons found in the tomach of
fur seals. Other species are occasionally eaten, and a the fur seals go
-up the coast they capture salmon, herring, aud rockfish, but 11ot
enough to affect in any tangible way the ft heries. There are no fi!.'11ing banks in the North Pacific south of the Aleutian Islands, nor do
our fur seals invade the Japanese side of the ocean.
It is not likely that the fur seals feed upon crustaceans at all. By
"tender algoid sprouts" we suppose the author mean. the tunicatcs
which are attached to the roots of large algre. They are small rnariue
animals from 1 to 2 inches in diameter, of leathery suustance and
holJow within. But neither tunicates nor algm are food for the fur
seals, young or old.
Page 108: In making this statement regarding the "impossibility of
human management to promote" the increase of seal life, Mr. Elliott
was not aware of the large natural loss on the rookeries among the
pups due to the parasitic worm Uncinaria and to trampling. .Both
these losses are considerable aud are directly related to defective rookery conditions, which are, to a limited extent at lea t, within the control of man. With the sandy aud flat areas broken up or covered with
rocks, this loss must be greatly reduced and, consequently, the increase
of the herd augmented.
Page 109: nfortunately, the stakes and mark here tat d to have
been et up to show the surveys or Mr. Elliott are not to be found. Had
nch permanent marks been left they would to-day i'nrni It much needed
1igbt on the early condition of the rookeries.
Page 112: We have here another illn tration of the loose u, e Mr. Elliott
make. of figures. Ile now . tates the population of fur ea] , ''male
and female," at 2,500,000 to 3,000,000. On page 10 it wa between
4,000,000 and 5,000,000, which agrees with hi completed censu. 4,700,000. In our judgment this latest e ti mate is very n ar the trnth,
though unintentionally RO. It would, howev r, be of 110 more value
than the other did it not correspond better to the lrnowu hi tory of the
ber l. We •ite it here simply to show the erratic way in which Mr.
E11iott u e :figur s.
1>a ·e 112: The.· at ment h re made "that the fur seal can not breed,
or r .· t, for that matt r, on any oth r land than that now re orted to
whi •h H . witllin our boulldary lines' is an extreme one, a11d r t ~·olely
upon imli idual opinion. There are many i ]and of Lhe leutian chain
which doubtle furni. h, in :hor and climatic condition , equally suitaul bre ding ground ·. But the e and all other i. laud · tJrnn tlle Pribilo~, Commander, and Kuril i 'bncls were known to primitive man, and
~h1 fact probably prevent cl tl1 ir becoming breeding grounds for the
fur , a]. The habit of re, rt to the i. land. 011ce formed it was too
trong even for the pre:e11cc of mau to affect. In fact, no operation of
man can be aid to }1av attracted the attention of the animal at all.
All the operations of their Jive go on just as if they had never seen mau.
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Page 113: It is not plain to wllat rookeries Mr. Blliott here refer, as
to the northward and westward and which had not in 1880 or for ten
.year previously been noticed by the sealer . From the detailed li. ·t
of killings (Vol. II, p. 25 ff.) during the e years it will be seen that all
the regular hauling ground of all the rookeries were driven from without exception.
Page 139: Our observations for the sea on of 1897 do not bear out
the statement here made that the sea lion doe "not maintain any r gular system and method in preparing for and attending to it harem.'
It would eem to have quite a cl finitely a marked round of dome, tic
economy as the fur seal, and the same jealou exclu ion of noubreeding
males i maintained.
Page 169: Such notes as seem pertinent in conn ction with the ynopsi of Lieutenant, Maynard' report b re given will be re, erved for tl1e
pre ent and given in connection with the .full text, which appears later
in this volume.
Page 291: Lieutenant Maynard ha oufu.·ed and incorrectly ta.ted
many fact which Mr. Elliott ha correctly giv n. There i probably 110
valid 0 TOund whatever for the up1 ositiou that th female fur eal ,•ver
gives birth to more than a single pup in
1. It i not tru th, t
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third a,· many ,_eals a St. Panl, and the apportionment of the quota
betw 011 the two i l.mds waR made on this ba i '. This was changed
in 1 76 to one-ninth, but wa pre eutly raised to one-fourth and finally
lowered to one-fifth, where it remained. Lieutenant Maynard intimate
that the cluwge to one-ninth was made because of the re ·ults of Mr.
Elliott's estimates. As, however, ir. Elliott placed the number of
ah:; on St. George at oue-eighteenth that on St. Paul, whil the provortion of the quota for t. George was left at one-ninth, tbis doe not
seem to lle consistent. The fa ·t that the lta,uling ground of St. George
continued to yield from one-fifth to one-fourth of the quota of killable
sea.I is sutncient proof, if there was no other, to COll(lem:q fr. l!i1liott's
e timates. 1J1is relation of the quota is borne out by the proportion of
seal found by n during the pa t season, whicll gave one-fifth as many
seals to St. George as to t. Paul.
ELLIOT'I'1 S 1890 REPORT.

While we have ta1 en exception in the preceding pages to Mr. El1iott's
numerical ~stimates, it bas been a plea ure for us to put on record our
appreciation of tl1e general excellence of bis vivid portrayal of the life
history of the fur seal. It is, however, a matter of great regret to us
that we can not expre, s a similarly favorable opinion regarding any
con ·i<leral>le part of Jds work in the report of 18!J0.
In this year Mr. Elliott was assigned the duty of investigating the
condition of the fur-seal herd. 'l'he agents in charge of the islands had
become suddenly aware of a great falling off in the number of killable
al and were appaJleu by it. The primary cause of this reduction was
plainly to be sought in the C01}(1ition of the breeding herd. Since 18 3
pelagic s aliug had been going on on a large cale, involving a heavy
d ·truction of females. ThiR Jo. I'S was added to the great natural losses
to the you11g, which had kept tlle rookeries at a virtual equilibrium from
1875 to 1883, the death, eacll year cluriug- this period from natural cau es
b ing about equivalent to the gain,'. Beginning with the increase in
the p lagic catch from and after the year 1 83, the lo s of breeding
females entaile<l by 1wlagic ,·ealii1g cou tautly exceeded the annual
iner Ill nt, a steadily <limini bing birth rate re. n1t d, and, beginning
with J 884 a11d thereafter, a growing difficulty was felt in filling the
annual quota.
'l'hi,• diflicnlty·wa. at first overcome by closer ki1ling and afterwards
by th taki11 °· of yom1g r sea) , tlrns ansing a secomlary but more conpicuou briulrnge in the bach lor herd, due to the, auticipation each
year, to a c rtain extent, of Lh • quota of they ar fol1owing, until in the
la, t year of the 1 a e of the la ka, 1ommercial 'ompany (1 89) it wa
ne e ary to kill every av rage sized 2-year-old to •cme the full quota
of 100,000. 1he new company iu 1890 had to pmsue the same policy of
' robbing th cradle and th grav :, i11 attempting to ,•ecure its as igued
qu ta of 60,000 . kin ·, of which it wa: only able to get 21,000.
In his inv .-tigation, of 18U0 thi · vi ible fact of lo e killing impr : ,1 l\I r. hlliott, a11<l was a urned by him to be the primary cau e
of th r <luction of th herd in t ad of a comm rcinl incident ari ing
from it. 'fo thi · impr ,· ion he added the theory that the drive themelv w _r a_ .-ourc"
in,iu~y impairiug the virility of the male , an
b J> th 1, w1 hont, sm ,,-Je tact to n tain it.
In a ·01<1:uH'e with th_<'.'' :i.·:mnption he pro )O ·ed, a a remedy for
th thr at necl cl :trn ·t10n f the herd, the prohibition of the killing of
males for a term of even years, ranking it with the killing of females
1

1
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as ad structive influence on the herd. Thi remedy would necessarily
bavc involved the disposses, ion of the new le ee of the i land ·-th,
orth American Uomrnercial ompany. To the real cause of tho
<le-;tru ·tion of the herd he gave ·cant attention, over hadowiug it by
what eernecl to him the more important cause-land killing.
After considering all the evidence in the case, the present writers are
forced to believe that la.ml killing, whether clos or 11ot, ha 11ot b •en a
factor in the deeline of the herd; that every year , ince the i, lands
came h1to the posses ion of the United tate a.n adequate supply
of virile male life bas existed 011 the breeding grounds; that the
drive , whether long or short, •areful or reckle, :, have not t uded to
impair the virility of the males which sur ·i ve tl1ern; that the sole cau,•e
of the decline has been the destruction of femal iuvolved in pelagic
aling·, the supposed inad quacy of this cause to account for the
decline being <lue wholly to exaggerated e ' timate of the decline lm. ed
not upon the condition of the l>reeding herd, but upon the <lepleted
hauling grounds.
The theorie and dlppo itions of Mr. Elliott ne d not be further di•.
cu .. eel here and will be but briefly treat cl in the ·ubsequ Jnt note , as
a fnller di. cus ·ion of them will app ar in the forthcoming final r port
of the commi ·sion of investigation for tlrn seasons of 1 96 and 1897.
Page 317: 'Ihe reference here made to c rtain h, u1in0' ground ., a
Zapadni ( outhwe ·t Bay) and Polovina (llalf- ay Point) i reiterated
again and again throughout th repol't. '.rhat the o ]muling grnunds
a well as all others of importance wer regularly driv n from is clearly
shown by referen ·e to the table of daily killing publi.'h d ·
urrny'
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THIES.

Page 318: The char 0 ·c of" overdriving," b re put forward as the can ..
of the deer :1- e in the fnr : a1, i' wholly without fonudati n. Th f 1lowillg tati ·tic regar ling tb taking of eal · on land are pertinent:
Statistics regarding lall(l and sea killing, 1871-1890.
Y ar.

Dato
qnotn
filled.

Jla11li111{

-

,n1~!U~l'

KillP,I

l{l'Olllldt!

•

drhon.

o1du,c,i.

la11<1.a

]871 ................................. ... . ... . ...... .. . ,July 28
J 872 ···•·· ....... •.... . .. ••..... ....................•.
25
21

46
4:J
51

102, Olio
IOH, 81!)
10!1, 177

J874
1875
]876
l 77

17

01

4:J
30
37

41

16
lb
Ii
18

55
36

37
30
3~

110,585
106, l(j()
!J.i,057
8-1, :110
lll!J, 32:l
110. ~ 11
10~> i 18

I

1873 ...•. : ... .. .. .. . ... . . . ............... · · . ... · ..... .

...•.................... .•• . ..... .. ..... . .........
..••......•........... .. ........ . ........ ..... .•..
.......•......••... . .......... . . . .. •.............. A 11;:r.
·••·•· ................ .. .. ....................... . Jul\
.
1 78 ........ .. ............. ... ...... · · .. · ... ·. · · · · · · ·.

J8i!l ..••••.•................ ..... .... . . .. ... ....... ...

]Ii

1 '80 ............ ....... ...... . . ..... ..... ............ .
188 1 .•.•••....... . ......... . ........ ......... . ......

J7
!!O
20
HJ

1882 .......... ...... ............ ..... ...... .. ... ..... .
188:I ..••••.•...••...•..•.. .....................•......
18 -! ••••••..... . .....•............ .. .•..... ...........
188:i
J8Hi
1887
HiHi,
18:-i!l

. ............. .................. ... ......•........
...•.•••••••.••...•......••.. •... ...... . ... . . ... ..
•••••••••..••..•....•• • · · • · .. • · · · ••.. • • · · ••. ••. • · ·
..••••.•....•.•••. .• •..•... ........••.•••......••
•••••••••..••..••••••.••• ...•..• •..•••.•• . .•••.•• .

1 !)0 ....••.....•...••..••......••.... . ................

- - -- - - - - - - - - -

~I

27

2li
iH
27

:ll
2Uc

44
64

;35

71
78
!JO
86
81
101
106
117
]01

:Hi
:JS

]02

110
87

:ll
:w
:rn
42
0.1
74

011

105, O!i:I
!)!) 8 12
70,500
105, 4:: 1

l'illl'tl
nL a.
10,011
Ii, :J:io
5, 2t0
Ii, 873
5, 0:13

Ii, 515
5,210
5,544
8,:1:17
8, 11 8
10, :11-1i
15, fi;)l
Hi, 557

rn. 011

10:;, O:ll
101,521

2:J, 010
28,4!)-i

JO.i, 7GO

73

10a, :io 1

30,628
26, 180

55

102. 017
28,050

2!l, 858
40,SU

fiG

u

---'------'-

a Contains :ill males, inclttcli ug pups, killed for any pul'pose.
ZI Season Hai<l Lo l>e J:i,t .
c Closed by order of Tr asury agent.

From this table it will be seen that nothing abnormal occurred in the
driviug of tlle seals. It was not until 1884, when p •lagic sealing had
t l'ClJled its catch and was in Hs most destructive stag , that any marl ed
increase in the driving began. 1'bis trebli11g of tll cateh in 1882 so
aff cted the birthrate of that sea on that in 1 85 it was difficult to get
the required. number of skins, and the drives were i11c1·ca,.ed from 42,
or a pr ceding average of 36, to 63. Subsequent to this date the tlumber oC drive, i11crea <l. ·teadily, and the <l.ate at which 1he quota was
1illed a st adily receded. The rea ·on for this growiug scarcity of
killable eal ·, a evidenced by difficulty in securing them on the hauli11g ground , fa to be fournl in i.he rapid increase of the pelagic catch
with and after 1 5. That th re wa. no dimi1mtion in the aetual munber of animah; taken is <l.u to the fa ·t that smaller and mallcr , eal
w r killed uuti1, all tlle normal 3•year old being exbau:tcd, 2-year old·
and finally yearling. were tak n. 1'be incr a.'e in the 11m11her of hauling ground . <lriv n, from and after 1 79 may lrnw th
ffect: of the
light increase iu the p •lagic catch in that yc•ar, or it may m a,11 , imply
th hif'ting of the baeb lors and their mor gen ral di 'trilmtiou amollg
th l'OOk ri '.
'11 h e fi gnre , how 111ai nl en ongh th at th re i. · no truth in tl I th ory
fin ·r a · Al drivil1g, and it i equally ·I ar from th re ord cl pelaofo
•at ·h tha tlw ' cond cau of inquiry, h re barPly m 11tione<l. by fr.
hJliott i. an f1i ·icnt au e of th cl 1ine in the h rd.
>a
rn: 'Ili • fal .. it. f th tat m •nt b r r it rated, of the ending
of aJin · gm, ' mil , aucl mile • way to hith rio undi turl.J d 1i l<l ,''
i · amply r Jut cl by th r ord cl daily killi11g · already mentioned.
Mr. Elliott g ; ou to ay th, the wa. now al>l to '., "hat the effect
of drivin · ov rland i.· upon th phy ical well-being of a normal fur
ea1. I◄ rom thi h drnw · certain concln iou regardi11 ;,· the lack of
a laptatiou to '' laud locom tion v •r rongh, harp rock , rolling clinker
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stones," etc., the "prolonged, unusual, unnatural, and violent effort,"
the effect of which '' must leave a lasting mark upon the physical condition of every seal thus driven and then suffered to escape from the
clubbed pods on the killing ground." It is worthy of note in connection
with this that in the Russian times, up to the date of the transfer of the
islands to the United State', all animals were driven to the village killing grounds, this involving a distance of 12 miles for the Northea t
Point seals, and 5 and 6 miles, respectively, for the seals from Polovina
and Zapadni. Notwithstanding this treatment the seals flourished, and
in 1872 Mr. Elliott found them in excellent condition. Under the
American regime, against wuich Ile brings the charge of injurious overdriving, we find that salt houses were established at Northeast Point,
Stony Point, and Zapadni, reducing the longest drives to a minimum
of less than 3 miles. In support of this we may cite Mr. Elliott himself on page 406 of this very report: "On St. Paul, at Northeast Point, a
regular salt house and killing ground has been ordered and maintained
by our people ever since 1868. * * * Also, * * * a small killing
ground has been established at Stony Point, or ronkie Mees, ever since
1879. * * * Another killing ground at Zapadni, St. Paul, clo e by
Antone's House, has beetl used ever since 1879." He also notes that a
alt house was establislled in 1868 on St. George, at Zapadni, which
removed the necessity of driving the seals from this rookery across the
<lifficult and rocky trail of 5 miles to the village killing grounds, which
was the regular thing throughout Rns ian times. It is against a management wl1ich had reduced the difficulties and hardships of driving to
a minimum that he brjng the charge of" overdriving," a charge which
is utterly grou11dle s.
Page 320: Mr. Elliott here a ·serts that the injurie sustained by the
driven seals are such a ' to" work phy ical di ability or death thereafter to nearly every eal thu released, and c rtain iujury to its virility
aud courage." The eals relea ed were certainly ei her those too young·
to kill or too old. The former made up the quota of ._ub e<1uent year ,
:rnd ·a s thi quota did not fail we may in.C r they did not die. That
ba ·h lor appeared each year to be driv 11 a]}(l rectriv n proves clearly
enough that the birthrate was maintained and that a ·ufficient number
of the older on · mu t have e caped to repleuish the stock of bull
upon the rookeries.
.
The 01 ening sent~nce of the note to this page shows clearly enou rh
the inc n, i t ncy of fr. Elli tt po ition. The animal , a be ay ,
' 11ave a pow r of re i tauce to ·110ek which would certaiuly kill any
otb r animal." That au animal which can buffet the torm of winter
in th
orth acific "n l Bering ea through months of continuous
tra,v l .·hou1d , uc um b, or r i · p rman nt injury from a f, w hour of
land ravel, i ab. urd in th la:t d gre . '.£he fur al, though clum y
and mms l t it, is per:£ ctly well adapt d t land trav l. It di comf, rt ari ·
from the eft'e ts of ovcrh ating, due to it tbi k coat of
bln b r and fur. If care i not u ed in driving, the eal will die of
e,•b, u ion. If they sur i e, it may be inferred that no real injury bas
b n u, tain ed.
Pag 3.t : h di
ti fa tion h re pre d by Mr. Elliott o er the
f ilure f
I gi
aling to ·a i factorily account for he r duction of
th h ~ mu t lla e ari. n from ou of wo cau, : (1)
failur to
~J>pr I t th full ff t o~ the I lagic at ·h, which bad
•r, g d for
fi. .
ar
~ 3 , > mnm l a tnalJ,
ured, of wbi ·b r. Elli tt
1nm · ·If . , y · , . p ~ n
re br \(liu · femal · or ( ) ad ·ir
find
orn • m r · ng Ille l r
hil • hi , di en ·ion wa · g ing on in
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Mr. Elliott'~ mind, the supposed reduction eemed byno means as great
as it actually was, becau e it was ba e<l solely upon the ad vice of the
agent in charge of the islands that the quota be reduced from 100 1000
to 60,000. Thi turmoil of mind experienced by Mr. Elliott b fore
reaching the i land , which left him "very much coufu ed in thought
as to what he should ob rve," indicates that be enter d upon bis work
with preconceived theol'ies; and the subsequent record of hi inve tigations hows that in tead of seeking the facts he merely ought
material to support bi tbeorie .
age 32 : The contra there drawn between the state of the Pribilof
herd and the berds of the Antarctic i utt rly unwarranted. fo tlie
Antarctic tb rookeries were de troyed by the indiscnminate killing of
males an<l females, old and youllg, ou th ir breeding 0 -rounds. Tile
sealing which de troy d them was exactly the indi criminate laughter
involved in pelagic ea,Iiug. On the i lantl uperfluous males only were
killed. fr. Elliott doe not dar to a ert that females were kill d,
but he implies iL in this unwarranted compari on.
Page 3~H:
w have already , how11, in conn ction with Mr. Elliott's
report of 1872, the survey on which his timate at that time were
made have no value, if they had auy exi t nee. The .fi nre built upon
them are gro. s exagg ratiou,, and the carele u e of them 1 ads one
to believe tha,t their author had no sense of their rueauiug or value.
What ha b en aid of the 1 72 urvey and e tim~ t applie with
equal force t tho: for 18!10, wbi ·h, as he tell us, are "made in prec1 ely tb
ame tim and method."
·
For hi e timate of l 00 Mr. 1!illiott arbitrarily compr e<l th breeding area to one-fonrth their former extent, and found a decrease of
one-fourth in th br ding eat ancl yomig on t. Paul, one-half on t.
George. Ha ing- don thi ·, h , ignore
ntirely, for th rest of hi
inve. tigation, the br ding eal , and oufine his att ntion to the
l>a ·helor,•.
Of cour e, thee tima.te of "750 000 quare fe t" of ar a for Larr on
rookery i a -lip of th p n for 75,000, but the in rea of th 1 ngth of
tbi rook r , without C'0mm •nt, to 1, 00 f t, a: again t 750 in 1 72, i
apparently iut 11tio11a1 and not ,a y to und r tand. On t. G orge,
where be ha made :imilar ext n ion of br eding hor front, he
xplai11 the nee , ity by ·barging it to _, •e, ive driving in he i •inity
of the breeding ground,• a matt r which will be di. en ., d again iu it
proper conn •tion.
no dri v : w r ev r made fr m La oon rookery,
tlli rea 011 wa~ not available th r and o n
xplanati n i off r d.
Tb am ma be a,id of th in ·r a. c of 00 fi tin he l ngth of Reef
rooker .
all th , a fro11t i occnpi d now, and wa pre umably
fully o · upi d in 1 72, it i diaicult to s e how it ·ould have be n later
e. 't(•nd cl.
I aO'e 3:30: The figur
here given for St. eorg ar
till 1
ati factory.
find in v •ry in tanc that the ea margin of tbi , i, land,
the breeding ar a of whi h 'lr. I~lliott · nt nded in 1 72 wa limited
by the charact r of the ground, i. largely increa ed. ln tbe a e of
Zapadni it i more tl1an donbl d, while in the ca e of Ea t rookery it
ha increa. cl from 000
,240 feet.
already noted, by tbe figure
tbere i hown r chwtion in he i teen
ars to about one-fourth in
the. al on ~ t. I cul wl1il on t. George the reduction ha been only
to on -half. Thi. di r pan y fr. Elli tt doe not notice, mu h le s
xplain. In 1 72 th . r h tion bet e n the eal of the two i land wa
1 on t.
org torn ou ~t. ,tul. In 1890 it i about 1 to 10. During
all thi tim th ra i of killabl eal b tween the two islands, as
H. 1 o ·. .J' pt.. --45
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shown by the quota, has been about 1 to 5. But Mr. Elliott probably
never took these figures seriously or studied their meaning. The more
one examines them the wor e they appear. The census was the mo 't
important piece of work Mr. Elliott had to do, and it is worthle s.
Page 331: The explanation here quoted of the method of enumeration followed in 1872-1874 has already been treated in its proper collneetion, and need not here be mentioned.
Page 335: Tile impression is given in the description of this diagram
that this 100 sqnare feet of breeding area was actually staked out an <l
measured. It may have been so measured, hut, in our e timation all(l
from our experience in numerous attempts to locate breeding· area' for
measurement, it was impo ·sible to have made the wea urcme11ts with
tbe animals on the ground; and if the boundarie were merely noted
then and measured after the lapse of months, such measurement woulcl
be merely guesswork, and it does not deserve the importance here
attached to it.
Page 336: The two statements of fact berc laid down by Mr. E1liott
as a gnide to the proper under~tanding of bis argument ' taud sorely
in need of correction. In the fir t place, the" nubile, "(2-year-old cows)
for which allowance i made were not and are not to be found upon the
rookeries in the breeding sea on, 11or until about Augn t 1. In the
second place, the proportion of females to mal . here given make. HO
allowance for absentee , and con equently the number mu t be donlil •d .
Furtber,inbi statementsoffa twefind that"an wlyborn(.,,-w ks(?)'
old pup is 14 inches i111 ngth a11d weighs from 10 to 11 pou11
fo th
next breath he tell us tl1at the pup from 1 to :i week old
'
nt
foot" in length. And all this o · urs after he ha told u , in hi
,4
report, in one place that the newly born pup i 3 to 4 pom
t;
in another, 5 to 7½, and in till another, 6 to 7 2. 1 urthcrm
re
tell u that "no fur eal, old or youn ·, when re ting Oll
1g
ground , tretche it elf out at full length on the ro k or
'S
injured in the lumbar r · ns."
natter of fact, th
11
out at full l ngth i a fa
te po
r healthy animal . l>rolmbly
the whole diffi ulty with
labo
nation
Ii
m tbod
of computing the eal o
2-18
the fa
t,
10t published until 1 91 and, don btle
t written unti
1
Page 345: W have
dy
r < ,o the sbo
i
Lag on
a
la tion r
· it. Though tl1
rook ry and the ab i
exte
f to douhl, it.'
rook ry, accorcliu
E
, b
original length, thi
e1
di by a
f the width t
12 fe t from 100.
a
cl u ion from 37,000 al in 187.., to
9,0 0 in 1 9 ·
t
okery.
Page 346:
wi
'. 1
di ·u :ion of Luka11in all(l
r port we have call d att uti n to
· · rook
o
exag erated char ter of the original
y again examine tho e of 1 90.
l
· r th .·
·
a
reedir
1
oung·J
1
ecau · _
r
"
1
1
hall in
r

.
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been .. scraped up" on the rookery margins by the native drivers, while
put to anot her use by Mr. Elliott, should be borne in mind wh en considering the value of the contention that the rookeries were in 1890
deficient in male life for breeding purposes. One who bas seen the
herd of idle bull s during the past two seasons lying among the bachelors or bet ween the bachelors and the cows on this rookery, can easily
un derstand. tliat in 1890, as at the present time, there was a surplus of
idle bulls wliich could not get harems on account of the dearth of cows.
P age 354 : We have already shown the falsity of this statement here
repeated that "since that time (1857 or 1872) up to 1882, beyond a few
small drives made early in June for food, no ·eals in considerable munbers had been drawn from the hauling grounds of Polovina," etc. It is
worth while to cite a few figures from the record of killings (Murray's
report, 1894, Vol. II, p. 258). The following is the record for Poloviua :
1876 . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
811
1877. . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 84:9
1878. • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 710

1879. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 3, 650
1880. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 968
1881 _. . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . a 2, 131

Like results are found on investigating Zapadni, or Southwest Bay,
as it was called in the early days. Southwest Point here and elsewhere
mentioned was never a breeding ground and only a temporary overflow
hauling ground. It is still the favorite hauliug ground of young ha,Jf
bu1ls. The reference here to South we t Point is plainly for the purpose
of misleading, as in the whole period of twenty years only two drives
had been made from tllis hauling ground. These occurred in 1886.
Page 357: The close inspection of Sea Lion Rock during the seasons
of 1896 and 1897 gives no reason for supposing tbat it ha' not alway
been a breeding grou11d for the seals. ':I.1he statements regardiug it
exposed conuitfou and the wisdom of the eals in avoiding it are abundantly disproved by the fact tbat they breed there now, ~he rookery
being in fact nearly as large as LHio-oon. The islet i not unclnly
expo cl and is protected from the north aud we terly storm by I e f
Penin, ula it elf. The truth probably is that Mr. Elliott failed to in pect
the rookery in 1872. There i no eviden e that he visited it in 1 90. It
is not neces ary to ·uppo.· any more clifficult rea ·on for the occupation
of this rock as a breeding ground than the fact of its uitability for
such purpo e · and it proximity to RE>ef rookery.
Page 359: Mr. E1liott lier says tl1at "the cautinesR of tlie St. George
rookerie is clue to the configurcttion of the i, land itHelf." This may be
true, but it loes not accord well with fr. l!illiott' statements that when
the rookerie, wer teeming with eal' iu 1872-1874 they only covered
one-half th hore pace they occupied in 1890, after b ing reduced
011e-balf.
Pag 61 : fr. Elliott att mpt. to account for thi ab urd increa e in
the b re xt n. i n of tbe t. George rook rie by the theory tba,t it "i
due to tba rough driving ofthe ,•eali11g ·angs along the rookery margin
during th la t ix or v n y ar.. 'fhi craping ha the de ·idecl effect
of forcing th out id bar m lying forth , t b •k from the water,' tc.
II
ntinu · to dr, w a, 1 ic ur of the vil effect of tbi
uppo ed
r :nl fan im, ginf'cl t~tu by. aying that when torm · prevail ''thou·an,L and t n of hou ancl of pup within th rea h of the urf are
cl :troy cl. Thi, i a fair , p ·im n of Mr. Blliott' generalization .
, ' hi wn fi ur
Z padni ro kery bad in 1 U0 only 12,500 "bull ,
·ow , and pup,.
a Tw? oth r <lriv . w ~ ma.d in thi. year, b~were ombined with seals from
Luk· nrn, and th proportion can not be d •terrnined.
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Page 362: In a note to this page Mr. Elliott gives a table of drives
for the year 1872 from the rookeries of St. George. In view of what
he has just said of t1rn severity of the drives in causing the spreading
out of Zapadui and East rookerieR, we may extend this table for a few
years ubse(]uent to 1882, wheu he . ays the terrific driving that ha
<lone snch mi chief began, and see ·what the result will be:
Nnmb e1· of drives,

t. George Island.

TI:rnli11 g g round.

1872.

1882.

Zapndni . .......... . ............ . ... . ................ . ............••.

:--t ar n_ya A rt el. .... . ........ •. . ........ . ...........•.........•••••.•..
' ortl.1. ........••.... - - . -- • • • • - • - • • - · · • - · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · ·••· ··
l ~ast . . ... . ........ .. .. . ..... ....... ... ... ... . .... . .................••

11
14
16
16

1888.

188!.

- ----

. :rone.
17
15
10

4

10

15
11
18

10
9

11

If we carry on the record of Zapadni, we find the following re ult :
1885, 6 driYe8; 18 !j, 7; 1887, G, etc.
otbiltg more con ·lu~iv of tl1e
utter folly of the tbeory of the crap in°· of the rookerie. · in th e year
could be needed.
o abnormal increa e in the nurnber of the dri ve
occul'red in 18 2, and in nb qnent year tlley steadily diruini 8hed.
The reduced condition of the rookery rnau it not worth while to make
drives.
Pag" 366: It is only nee !:\Rary to r fer to the preceding note ou
Zapadni rook ry to , ppreciate h uutrntbfn1n ·s -one might almo ·t
ay mali e-of this theory of the'' raking and dinning ' of tbe haulinggl'ound .
11y rea .·omtl>le ob ·erver , hould hav } b en tagg r cl at
fiudino- in 1800 3,275 feet of rook ry front for a rook ry, wh er • ht 1 ,~1 74, wbeu it waR n 'arly thr e tim s a large, ac · rdiug to hi ' own
:figur , it had only 000 feet of shore front. But to Mr. Elliott tll e fige infa,llible, if no t r a onabl . If we complete tbe record of
r Ba t rook ery, begun in the
din · note, we find that iu
1
rew rebutGdrive · ]8 G,
inl 7,9.
Page 370: Th
uppo it
at th
re 11atural en mie which
depend upon th fur seal
ub i1-1t
and who e ravag on the
·
a e in proportion
dimi1
ha. 110 basi in knowledge.
Ir. Elli t m n
do not kill fur als or any otb ..r large
reat J iller
ur, a large number of pup ab ut th
l vi iting them in th , pring and in ue fall on it
ion, but tli re i no evid n<
1at it hunting of the
than an in ·ident. It c rtai
loe not
1d upon
h only important natural
mie · of
ung fur
m f wint ran
ibly
ation d
la k of
food. Th e ca
act only in proportion to the iz
r £ r nc i mad
re to the natural c
d ath
ia and trampling
which Mr. I~lliott
· p;.
·
·
·
timate h r given
e. It ha alr
·
om which it i
.
atement,
11..> annually dnr
o k ry rvi ·e ·
·
1, nd drivi
r
1oniz uc
t
tinu d to
>
p ri d arnl r
cl prop rly
lh
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breeding bulls. Mr. Elliott, in llis report of 1872-1874, reached one
valid conclusion, namely, "that no da11ger of the slightest appreciable
degree of injury to the interests of the Government on the seal islands
of Alaska exists so long as the present law protecting it and the management executing it continues." This is the only conclusion of his
earlier work which be calls in questiou, aud to its undoing his whole
report of 1890 is devoted. It is, however, perfectly correct.
Pa.ge 376: It is worth while analyzing the prediction here made that
the Pribilof rookeries will be in" still worse cornlition in 1891" and "for
four or five years longer;" that, in fact, it will "take seven yearR for
the fresh young blood to mature and come upon the rookeries" to bold
the "demoralized and dimiuished hNds in check on their downward
grade." His claim is that the maJe life already on the rookeries is, for
purposes of "reproduction, quite lifeless, almo t impotent, whol1y so in
the aggregate of ca1::1es/7 and as a result it must be recruited from the
birthrate of pups. His plan of dojng this is to su pend all killing of
males for a period of seven years. According- to his owu calculation,
Mr. Elliott finds J 2,500 bulls on the rookeri es of the two i ·land for
about 4.00,000 cowR, an outside e timate. This is practically t]1e pmportion wllich now exi ts between the sexes, when there arc <1onble the
11umber of adult bulls struggling for places on tl1e breeding gronml.·
1lin,t can secure liarem . According to J\Ir. h lliott's own e timate., of
1l1e 400,000 pups born in 18fl0, one-half, or 200 000, retum a· yearlingR,
and three-fourths of the yearling .:urvive to the age of 3 years, while
tlie lo, ·ei::; after that ag are in" ig11ificant. Of tlie 150,000 a1iimal thn
~mviving to the third year, one l1a1t; or 75,000, would be rnHleH, five
ti rne. th number needed for the herd of breeding cow · in 1 90, and he
would have tl1i numl.Jer multiplied by 7, prodn ·ing more than 500,000
lrnll ' , the avowed purpo e of tliis over tocking of tlie rookeries beiug
tli ir pr ervation.
uch a horde of fighting bnll would eudanger the
exi t nc of tbe rookeries.
Pao-e 381: Mr. Elliott give. us here, in parentliese , his e. timat of
bulls for 1890, without details as to bow it wa,' obtained. Tb total i ·
12 ,)00. We may infer that it wa, a,n timate., and in th frame of milHl
hi whi h bi inve tigatio11 have been carri d out it must be tak n a ,• a
minimum. There ar , th n, 12,500 bull for 400 1000 cow.'; 1 bull to
about 33 cows or ju t the proportion which hold, good on the rook ri , •
to-day, whe11 only one half of the able-bo<lie<l adult bull can o1Jtc in
h:u m . It i tru that Mr. Elliott harge tlrnt the e bnJJ., are impote11 t
and wortbl , . Th bi. tory of ub,· qu~nt y ar Hh , plainly enoug·h
that tl1i.' wa not tru . 'Ih ·ondition of the roolr ri , in le 9H and 1 'H7
,·how, th, t no dangerou di proporti u b<1 w •n male, aucl f ,mal
i:t <l in 1 90, wbil the iuv ) igatiom:; of 11 p, :t tbr .· a. om; on
:onth rool ry of B ring I land , how that 200 o~ to 1 bull is by llO
m 'cu, au imp , ible relati u.
In the ,•ummary of expfauati011s 11 r gi en (J) may b pa db a
:\,II. w •r <.i in th 11ote ab v . If Mr. !il1iott found an averag of 15
<·ow. t , bull in 1 7j makiug th n e,•:ary allowan
for ah, c•11L
frm, l -', whi h h did n t m, k h r al a ran· , wa 0. The pr : •nt
: , 'rn i b , me. (j 'fh r I ut d harem of" 50 to y n 100 f male:"
11 r iv n i , t ari, nc with .. lr. hl]iott own ti ur , , which ar 12,.300
lrnll · _to , b nt 00 000 ·ow an av rnµ:
f , bout :33, (3) Thi. tatem n l ' ! u_ipl _r ft~t •d by h r ·ord in the tnbulakd 1 iJling ·, a,s ·iv n
~>: Ir. hlh tt rn l_w fl l<l n_ot : (p. 4, 1 and following).
ot all th killrn , .i·
alt ,_ 1tll, but. m. tho:e r "Ord d w find 1,175 balf bull
t d.
111, clc.
i a111mc I h 110- about th r ar of the rook rie
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in larger numbers than on the hauling grounds, this does not represent
a tithe of the reserve of young males present in l 890. Double the number here recorded would be ample. (4) This statement bas absolutely
no point. (5) The coupling of land with sea killing, as a cause of
decline, is a logical outcome of this report. It is, however, a falsehood
pure and simple to assert that laud killmg had anything to do with the
uecline. Sea killing, and this alone, in its killing of gravid anu nursing females with the consequent destruction of their offspring, has
brought about the depleted condition of the herd.
Page 389: There is one large class of statements in this report which
are of the nature of deliberate misrepresentations made for effect and
which can not be fully treated witlrnut going into too great detail. One
example will suffice to show the nature of many of these statement
which have been pas ·ed over in silence. Mr. Elliott here says: "As
for Little Ea tern, not a single drive bas been made from there this
year. At no time was there more tban 12 to 15 holluschickfo upon its
grassy borders last July and August." By reference to the table of
daily killings (Vol.II, Murray, p. 2 8, x), already many time alluded
to, we find that in the whole time since the i lands came into the posses ion of the United States not a single drive i. recorded from this
rookery except in the years 1883 and 1 84, wh en three time eaeh bachelors from thi little "ookery were included in drive from Ea. t rookery.
The bachelor. from Little Ea ,t rookery naturally haul up with tho e
from East rookery in accordance with the in. tinct of the fur eal to go
where the crowd is.
Page 390: Another example of wllat can not be con idered as otl1er
than willful misrepresentation is found in this re ord of field note. for
Zoltoi. On. th very 19th of July when he ays that there is "not a
single hollu chi kie on Zoltoi . and, " and "not one ha hauled there
thu far thi season," hi own record of tlle killings for the y a,r given
on page 533 of this report bows that a driv wa, made from thi hauling ground that very day, and bat a pr viou drive was made on
June 24. 1 urther comment is not nece,, ary.
Page 92: .Mr. Elliott h re re ord , under elate of July 18 that of a
drive of 1,192 seal , 115 w re ~ all ov r . ix year ," be ide a c~rtain
1rnmber of ''bitten 4-year-old and a few 5-year-old wig ." It i true
· tlJa
e are called '' omnolent, apathetic, worthl , bull ," but tlli
i 1
a ma ter of opinion. The fc ct remains that they w re bull
of
ng age and that th y were 1.medlu
or they would not have
b en in the drive. That
·
rookery
friuged with idle bull
in 1
·
undautl
wn by tbi and by fr.
El1i
at of Ju
ta large number
·
on th a
vin .
n of the
lriving on
.
it i that
de. crip.

aucl
it >cl
th
p]:
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records it is found wanting. There was uo feverish hast e and undue
in crease of the driving in 1890. As a matter of fact the amount of
dri ving done is, and has been, largely regulated by the ability of the
men to handle the work.
Page 407 : We hesitate to call attention totbe statement of the weigh t
of tlrn fur-seal pup again. But this matter is a fair sample of the way
in which Mr. Elliott handles his facts and :figures. Here the pup is 6
to 7½ pounds in weight, and 12 to 14 inches long. On page 336 of t llis
report t he weig11t is given at 10 to 11 pounds. 1'he remark here ma<le
that a sin gle male and female of this class was handled, explains tlrn
inadequacy of Mr. Elliott's ideal of the fur-seal pup at birth, but does
not excuse i t.
Page 458 : Mr. Elliott here asks again a question be has many timcR
raised: "Where is the new blood wbich must take the place of the oltl
and enfeebled sires before us, already faiJing to meet the demands of
the hour on every side and ahead of us f" We may refer Mr. Elliott to
his own figures, to be found in his field notes (p. 481 and following·),
where be records the turning back of 1,175 young half bulls. He tells
us that it was not thoug·ht worth while to drive off the bachelors from
Zapadni Head, Otter Island, aud Sea Liou Rock in 1890, as had been
done i n 1889. As these places are the favorite baunts of the half bulls,
a11 d as they are to be found in everr angle a11cl turn of the breediug
grounds, we may infer that there was no scarcity of them. That tlw
rookeries to-day contain fully 10,000 able-bodied bull at least 7 years
of age, is conclusive proof of the matter.
Page 481: At the foot of this page we have the beginning of a series of
tabulations, already refened to, showing in detail the number of poch;
handled on the killing ground, the animal· killed, and the rejected half
bull . 'fhe footing up of the 1mmber of half bull rejected give a total
of 1,175, and only a part of the drives of the eason are recorded.
I age 482 : It is difficult after reading the parrwraph on this page, of
which the followjng sentence is the beginning, without wonderillp;
, hat l\fr. Elliott bas been talking about in hi bitter arraignment of
tbe pro ,. of driving:
" I slwuld remark that the driving of the seals bas been very carefully
done, no e.·tra ru, lting and smothering of the berd, as was frequently
done in 18n.' One in tinctive1y contrasts thi." with the statement
made on page 4 1: "Jw n if tll y do manage to •ndure ( ome of them,
not many) all of thi inten, e phy ical uffering, exhau tiou, tr ining
of tendons, ong stion of lung,• and brain,, and heart suffusion ," etc.
Th con rast which Mr. EIJiott ha drawn between the driving of 1 90
and 1 72 how two thing v ry clearly: fir ·t, that in hi 1 90 report,
ex eptinthi in tan e,h ha, gro lymi repre nt dth 1iudofdrivin~
<lone, and · cond, that in 11i 1872 report h inteHtionally suppress cl
damagixw vidence against the rnetbod of driving tben •mploy d.
e
arc inclined to b li ve how 'V r, th, t the "droppiu(T of xhaust d eal
along th road in J 7i-187 i an xag 0 • ration of uch accident a.
mu, t oc ur in the hancm11g of th drive when the weather b ·ome
u<lcl nJy trnfa orabl .
uch a cid nts have alway o curred and must
occur. But they r f w.
Pag
' : In view f the rep ated laim of d arth of young bull..,
and br ediug bull, w an n t r frain from again calling attention to
Ir. Elliott' o n r fotation of thi. ·]aim. !Jere he tat that'' an
enormon number of 5 and 6
ar olcl bull' were in it (the drive) for
th whole number driven."
gain a "large number of somnolent,
apathetic bull " are tretched out on Polovina sands. They were
1
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doubtless truly sleeping and apathetic bulls. They had probably
fought for a place on the breeding grounds, and finding that their
chances of getting harems were scanty, they had withdrawn to the
sand beaches and were taking life easy. Mr. Elliott repeatedly asserts
that these bulls were impotent and invirile, but as he records no dissections or other examinations designed to show this we are not m1der
obligation to accept the mere statement. In like manner the terrible
effects charged against driving are not substantiated by a single dissection, the only means of demonstrating such effects.
In this connection it is worthy of note that Mr: Elliott is surprised
at the failure of his own theory that the driving killed practically
every seal driven and rejected. He is watching tbe released seals
r turn to the water from the killing ground and sa,y s: "To my surprise
most of these seals headed directly back for Polovina,jumping in rapid
dolphin leaps and swimming rapidly." Again be recounts how he
'' saw three relea ed seals sporting in the village Jake. * * * They
seemed to be perfectly happy," etc. The following da,y be found a eal
dead on the shore of the lagoon. He remarks that the seal had died
"last night from the strain or effect of that drive overland from Tol toi
or Eugli h Bay." We have, however, no record of the autopsy by
which this verdict was established, and this i the ouly dead seal which
Mr. Elliott has cited to support his theory of the great evil effects of
overdriving.
Pages 492, 493: On these and ub ·equent pag·e Mr. Elliott bas given
a set of stati tic regarding the drives, which . how 1 lainly a fact that
he evidently overlooked-nam ly, that the great deficiency in bachelors was confinecl to tho e of killable age. He state that of 4-,001 animals driven, 92 per cent were turned away; of 4,323 driven, 90t per
cent were turned away; again, of 1,8G5 clriveu, 7 per cent rejected;
of 1,929 driven, 8 per cent were rejected, etc. He note that the bulk
of those rejectecl were yearlings. The dearth of bachelors wa therefore not due to deficiency in the birth rate of the previous y ar. Abundance of the yearlings an wered for that. 'Jbe deficiency in old r bachelor is very simply explained by th known anticipation in 18 9 of the
quota of 1 90 by killing it s al· in advance Had there been no yearlings in 1890 Mr. Elliott theory of "impotent" aud "in virile" bull
mi ht have had ome foundation to re t upon, but it is made in tile
face of tbe plaine t evidence again t the theory.
Page 501: Her , again, under date of July 19, we have one of that
cla. of. tatem nt which are all too common in thi report, a11d for
which ther eem to be no excu e. Mr. 1 Hiott tate : " ot a ingle
young male eal on Zoltoi, and thi m ming (4.30 a. m.); not one ba
haul d t,h re thu far thi sea ·on." By turning to p,,ge 5' :3 of tlli
report we find that a drive wa mad from Zoltoi that v ry morning
and tba a pr viou. driv had be n ma l on the 24 h of Jun .
I ag 504: fr. lli tt write, in hi fi lcl note , und r dat of ugu t
9 a follow : ''That outhwe t gal oft11 30th and 1 tof July, hi ·h
I xperienc d and followed o cl ely n t. G oro·e em. t ha
d . tr y d a gr a n any J up v r hel' on .1arb t ·h, a margin. Ther
ar 1,.. d ad pup lying half buri d in the ,•and f Zolt i rio-bt b for
and und •r m, · 'T e:. Thi.
a fair exan pl of th
l>: r ation on
wl1i<·h fr. Elli tt b bli. he: hi. ton lu:i n.'. Thi.· amo I heno111 n n
f 1 ad pnp wa: uot d by u. in 1 !l; , 1Hl 1 n-. 'I h r wer · 3 bodie
n Z lt i in h .£ rm ,r ar.
n T 1 t i and b a,·h ~ 0 wer ountecl
ml m, n • th r on h . nd b <·b1•., of ...... rth a. ·t I oint, Polovina and
Z; pa ni.
h y 1 I <rel aft 'l' th iii .'t uuu. uall high urf.
n p c-

i:
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tion showed that they were rotten and had been long- dead. The simple
explanation of their presence on the sand beaches was that the surf
had washed them from tlle neighboring rookeries and deposited them
there. This note, made the basis of an h1correct conclusion by Mr.
Elliott is, however, important at the present time, because it shows that
then, as now, there exiRted the same natural mortality among young
pups, due to trampling and Unoina ria. Of this Mr. Elliott was not
aware; and instead of seeking by examination to establish the cause of
death he jumped at the conclusion that the surf had killed them.
1

CONCLUSHIN.

In concluding this examination of l\fr. Ernott's report for 1890 we
must again express our regret that it was ever written or printed. It
adds absolutely no knowledge to the subject, while it is the source of
needless error and confusion. It is wholly lacking both in the rnetbo<ls
and spirit of scientific investigation. Mr. Elliott evidently eutered
upon bis work with a preconceived theory, and bent llis energies to
the establishment of this tlleory. The theory-the injurious effect of
driving upon the males-he tell us he substituted for the theory of
the destrnction of females by pelagic sealing, because he believed the
latter to ue inadequate to account for the decline iu tlle herd.
The only rea onable place in which to eek for the cause of decline
was the breeding herd itself. Mr. Elliott, in bis investigations of 1 90,
except for repeatin O' in a perfunctory manner bis erroneous survey a1Jd
e. timate of 1872-1874, paid absolutely no attention to the breeding eals.
He sought the cause of decline in the bachelor hercl. He fouud the
bachelors greatly reduced in number. He a . erted that they were being
driven to death, and that none were left to repleitish the failing stock
of breeding· males. He a serted that tho e of tl1e latter cla H to be'
found on the rookeries were impotent, tbeirvirility havit1gbeen destroyed
by previous driving.
Bi own figures and observations, how ver, show that the e a
tions were without foundation. Ile record.· a proportionate]
rej ction of half bulls from the killbw field . By bi own
tb re was an adequate supply of bull on th br edi11g gro
Rurplu of re rve male life which was 11ot call d upon. It i
that
he hold this male life t > he impot nt and ,,,.ortb]eR , but th
ot a
· ation to pro e the a e
or
ingle recorded di ction or
doe he re ·ord a ingle di c
sub taatiate tbe injurio
-t of
driving upon the young male
he, o loudly denounc s. But one
ill tan e of d ath from drivi
cord d by him, and in th ab ncA
of any au~op y examination
not bound to a ·ept the cau e of
t d all hi mi. tak . of
in
in
a

t
.·

·

~at cl hi.· ,·arli r worl
·, ·011 in w1i·
w
- lc1 ·en
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tbe importance of a second place in the destruction of the herd, but made
no iu vestigation of its methods or l'esults.
The most important piece of work which Mr. Elliott, or anyone else
in studying the seals, bas had to do is the making of a census of the
breediug herd. That his estimate of 1872-1874 is inaccurate and more
than twice too great finds some excuse in the magnitude of the problem
then involved. But no such excuse exists for bis work of 1890. The
herd had been greatly reduced, and parts of it at least were within tl1e
reach of exact enumeration.
otwithstanding, his survey and estimate
of 1890 are much less satisfactory than the earlier one.
Mr. Elliott in 1890 did, however, reconsider one conclusion reached in
187~-1874. He found at the latter date that no injurious effects resulted
from the method of land killing. This was an important conclusion
and absolutely true, but its withdrawal in 1890 was necessary to clear
the way for his theory of overdriving and to further his purpose of
securing the canceling of the agreement with the present lessees of the
islands.
Two causes of decline are stated by Mr. Elliott-one of them, the
injurious effects of land killing, is elaborated nt great length; the other,
the injuriou effects of killing at sea, is barely rnentioned. The fir ti.
wholly imaginary; the second valid, but made insignificant by his
manner of treatmeut.
His proposed remedies follow the order of the caus s to which they
are to be appliecl. Ile would have land killing ,•uspended for seven
years an<} ·ea killing reRtrict(•<.l. II.is plan would have provided for a
supply of bulls fully one hundred times as great as nece sary, fir t, a]l(l
afterwards, for the re triction of the laughter of the females they were
to serve. The first part of th plan, wholly usele, sand uuuece, ary. it
was wWlin the power of th United State' to carry out. The seconcl
part was at be ta po. sil>ilit,y, to be insured ouly by the cooperation of
other nations.
It is not for u to say what were the motives which prompted sucl1
work. We l>elieve, however, that we are justified in aying that it
methods and results can not be too strongly condemned.
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